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ItTakes Brain-Stuff andSoul-Stuff

to build True Success. By reading we broaden and strengthen our brains,

and awaken and illumine our souls because we get into close touch with

the brains and souls of others.

But "the good is ever the enemy of the best" You, brother Busy Man,

have no time to waste on books of merely good writers. When you read,

you want the best—the world's literary immortals. Nor can you afford to

wade through all that even these have written, seeking for their highest

thought, their deepest feeling. You want their best

But to enter into a writer's thought to feel him close to you, you must

know his life—the depths he has sounded, the heights he has climbed, the

storms he has weathered, the suns that have smiled on him. Some one

who has brought study, talent and training to the task must tell you about

him. All this we have prepared for you in our

Nutskell Library of the World's Best Literature,

Twelve lovable volumettes—pocket companion size—each with a

biography, a deftly-printed portrait, and the very cream of the best works

of one ^of ..the greatest of authors. The combined scholarship and judg

ment of several of the foremost literary men of the day were enlisted in

the choice of authors and the selection from their works. The galleries

were searched for portraits that would reflect the soul, and engravers and

printers who put love into their work were given the task of reproducing

them.

Sherwin Cody, who has devoted years to the study of these writers

and their works has written for each a brief biography, full of insight and

sympathy. He is editor of the Library, and wrote the twelfth volumette

an illuminating and helpful little talk on "How to Read and What to Read."

These, then, are Hie authors of our Nutshell Library, and these tht

portions of their works presented:

Lincoln. Important Letters, Greatest Speeches, and Best Anecdotes

and Funny Stories.

Shakspere. An evening with those splendid lovers, Romeo ant

Juliet the beautiful wisdom of Portia in The Merchant of Venice, and the

problems of life in Hamlet

Bums. Exquisite, simple Love-Songs and Longer Poems (everything

of Burns you would care to have in your private library).

Entered at Libertyville, Illinois, for tranamiasson at second-elaas mail rates. Copyright, 1008, by

Sheldon University Prest.
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Lamb. The quaint humor of the Essays of Elia (all you would care

to read twice).

Irving. Dreams with Rip Van Winkle, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,

Mutability of Literature, Westminster Abbey (all complete).

Scott. Two hours storming the castle and clashing through the

tournament with Richard the Lion-hearted, in Ivanhoe (a complete and

thrilling story you can read in an evening—regular volume would require a

week).

Dickens. Two hours with Pickwick (the stories of the breach of

promise suit of Bardell vs. Pickwick and Sam Weller, complete).

Thackeray. Two hours with that wicked little adventuress, Becky

Sharpe, in Vanity Fair (the complete story of this famous character in an

evening's reading).

Tennyson. The organ-roll of his "Break, Break, Break!" with all the

rest of his greatest, sweetest lyrics, complete.

Hawthorne. Best Short Stories, including the Great Stone Face, Gray

Champion, The Great Carbuncle, Howe's Masquerade, and Drowne's

Wooden Image (complete.)

Longfellow. All his most melodious shorter poems, complete.

Sherwin Cody. He will whisper in your ear all the inner history

and personality of these great friends of yours, put you in the mood

to listen most successfully, and make sure that not one of the great ones

ever gets prosy or tedious. His volume is entitled "How to Read and

What to Read."

Such books as these are loving companions, whispering wisdom, love,

sympathy, and inspiration to your inmost heart, especially when given

form, as these are, in Truly a De Luxe Series.

Each a volumette that will slip into your pocket—about I 30 pages—

neatly printed on good paper—gilt top— dressed for polite society in ooze

calf extended cover—richly silk lined—silk marker—with the name of the

author done in gold on hot-pressed panel.

Now you are ready to learn how you can get

A Volumette With Our Compliments.

Until the first edition of this De Luxe series is exhausted, we offer any

Dne you choose of the twelve volumettes, gratis, with One Year's subscrip

tion for the Periodical of Power—

The Business Philosopher.

Yes, there's a reason for calling it a Periodical of Power. An expres-

ion of this reason may be found in the sheaves of letters that come to us
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every week, from all parts of the world, and from men, women, and

children in every walk of life. These letters tell of increased power to

earn, power to get, power to use, and power to enjoy, gained by reading

The Business Philosopher.

And this is reasonable, because the magazine puts into simple, per

pendicular English the fundamentals of the Science of Success, formulated

by Arthur Frederick Sheldon, its editor. In addition it gives, every month,

the best ideas and experiences of specialists on such practical subjects as

Brain-Building, Memory-Culture, Salesmanship, Advertising, Writing Let

ters That Pull, Health, Nutrition, Office Salesmanship, Organization and

Methods, Business Betterments, Child-Culture, Human Nature Study, Costs

and How to Reduce Them, Drips and How to Stop Them, Retail Mer

chandising, Sales Management, Character-Building, and Business Economics.

Subscription, One Dollar a Year

And your choice of a De Luxe Volumette from The Nutshell Library with

each.

There's our proposition in a "nutshell."

Now it's up to you.

You can do the thing right, right now, by pinning a dollar bill to this

coupon, filling it out, and sending it right along before you sleep. You'll

slumber the better for it.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS,

Libertyville, Illinois.

For the One Dollar attached, please send me The Business Philosopher for One Year —

and the volumette from your Nutshell Library checked in the accompanying list.

My Name is

My Town is :

My State is

The book I have chosen is checked in this list:

LINCOLN SCOTT DICKENS LONGFELLOW

SHAK8PERE LAMB THACKERAY TENNYSON

BURNS- IRVINQ HAWTHORNE SHERWIN CODY'S "How to

Read and What to Read.

Sheldon delivers the goods in limp ooze calf with the tale inside.

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois

P. S.— You will want all twelve volumettes, so then send twelve subscriptions

and Twelve Dollars.
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"Worry and Obsession

First paper, in November Lippincott's

"The Doubting Folly"

Second paper, in December Lippincott's

"Hypochondria"

Third paper, in January Lippincott's

"Sleeplessness"

Fourth paper, in February Lippincott's

"Home Treatment"

Last paper, in March Lippincott's

99
 

Papers on

Big Themes

Dr. George Lincoln Walton, the Neurologist, writes these

remarkable and enlightening articles — they can be read only

in Lippincott's.

Special Offer

Lippincott's is $2.50 a year— 25c. a copy. Send us only

$ 1 .00 and we will send you these five numbers containing

these epoch-making articles and also include the April and

May numbers—seven months in all. Lippincott's contains a

complete high-grade $1.50 novel in each issue. Address

Lippincott's Magazine

East Washington Square

Philadelphia
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Banker anl> Snbestor

A Monthly Magazine

The only Financial Magazine

Published in Philadelphia.

$1.00 a year - 15c a copy.

A good, live advertising medium. Large circulation among

Banking Houses, Trust Companies, Brokers, Centers of

Mining and Manufacturing Interests, and Real Estate

Dealers and Small Investors.

A Dozen Strong Departments.

A Careful Monthly S.urvey of

Current Financial Issues.

For advertising rates address

THE BANKER AND INVESTOR

PHILADELPHIA.

i
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Your Salary Weighs-up

to Your Sales

 

MLAfT

_ A salesman's income, in salary or commis

sions, is based on what he produces for his house.

The only way for a salesman to get a bigger

salary is to increase his sales until they will

balance a bigger salary.

The way to increase sales is to make

yourself a better salesman. The best

4-10' way to do that is by studying the

Sheldon Science of Salesmanship.

Salesmanship is persuasion —per

suading some one else to believe as you

believe. It's mental, in other words.

Exchange of money for goods, that

is, making sales, is simply the out

ward expression of a state of mind

that was produced by a salesman's

power to persuade.

Power to persuade is the result of a strong personality.

Personality is the natural and certain result of the development of the positive,

admirable, strong faculties and qualities which lie within every man.

The Sheldon Course of Scientific Salesmanship

develops the personality that gives power to persuade by teaching definite methods

for drawing out the positive faculties and qualities of the intellect, such as memory,

judgment, perception, reason, imagination; the positives of the emotions, such as

courage, loyalty, enthusiasm, honesty, ambition; and the positives of the will, such

as purpose, initiative, self-control, energy, perseverance. The sum of these positives

developed is a personality that insures ability to persuade.

The Sheldon Course tells how; its not theory; it gives specific, workable plans.

There is a mental law of tale just as there is a law of gravitation. The law of sale has four steps:
Attention. Interest. Desire and Resolve-to-buy. Sheldon teachs how to carry the customer's mind tactfully
from one step to another while the sale is consummated—
teaches how the law operates, how you can make it operate
for you.

This Course teaches how to analyze goods: how to build
strong selling talks; how to approach customers: how to read
character, "size up" and handle the man before you.

You may be considered a good salesman, bat you can be a
better salesman. You can get splendid new ideas from the

Sheldon Course.

You may be a clerk, a bookkeeper, a stenographer or a be
ginner in business. No matter what you are, the Sheldon
Course will open for you a new field of endeavor where the
opportunities for earning money are better and the rewards
from your work are equal to the results you secure. We have
the proof for everything we say; we want to show you this
proof, so just fill out and mail the coupon now.

The Sheldon School,

1167 Republic Building, Chicago.
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The informed Advertiser leans with well advised assurance upon

His Staff

for the Planning and Preparation of the Selling Campaign and Adver

tising Copy of the Higher Order. The strength and completeness of

His Staff is perhaps A Revelation to Advertisers generally—but

His 500 Clients know.

j j . j-, c Magazine Ad. Writers, Newspaper Ad. Writ-
rllS CiOpy Otair er8> Trade and Technical Journal Ad. Writers,

(Comprises I Street Car and Billboard Poster Writers,

Booklet Writers, Folder and Mailing Card

Writers, Prospectus Writers, Letter Writers, Designers, Engravers,

Photographers, Mechanical Draftsmen—a Complete Corps of Individ

ual Successes—and all "of the Higher Order."

T T- m < . i /-( i.. . Architects, Chemists, Attor-
His Technical Consulting ney8 at Law, consulting

Attorneys, Patent Attor

neys, Consulting Scientists,

Statisticians, Financiers, Consulting Engineers, Public Accountants—

and other High Sources of Reliable Information on almost every con

ceivable subject of Advertising—Mercantile, Industrial, Financial

and Professional.

Staff Comprises:

And these—with " Himself "-

HIS ADVISORY BOARD.

jomprise

The Individual and Collective Intelligence, Executive Ability,

Perception, Analysis, General Knowledge, Experience, and Business

Judgment—represented, directly and indirectly, daily, at His Counsel

Table—is not duplicated by any other advertising institution in America.

Booklet—

" 'Bout Himself and His—"

(which will be sent to any Advertiser of Importance on receipt of re

quest, accompanied by 5 reds) goes somewhat into detail in acquainting

Advertisers with a new and better order of Advertising Service.

Address

FRANKLYN HOBBS, "Himself"

1285 Monon Bldg., Chicago, U. S. A.
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Cfye Chinese

Philosopher s Son

There are different kinds of philosophy, just

as there are different kinds of religion; Gold

smith has attempted to show us the oriental

style. Where he secured his data we do not

know, neither do we care, but into this essay

he has thrown the results of his meditations

and his experience without tiring himself or

his readers.

We have made a beautiful copy of this master

piece of Goldsmith's, printed in our inimitable

style, with portrait frontispiece of the author,

decorated in color, bound in green covers, with

envelope to match. To introduce the Caxton

Brochures we will send you a copy for seven

two-cent stamps.

We have only a few copies of "Compensa

tion" by Emerson, and Lamb's "Dissertation

Upon Roast Pig," but we will send you a copy

of either for another fourteen cents, or all

three for three silver dimes.

THE CAXTON SOCIETY

Pittsfield, in Berkshire, Massachusetts.
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Cultured

People

Have a great advantage.

Others may make great progress,

sometimes, but it is against heavy

odds. True culture opens most of

the doors of opportunity.

And true culture—or the lack of it

—is evident the moment you open

your mouth and speak. The fact

is unmistakably proclaimed by your

pronunciation.

The manner of the very best speak

ers—the leaders in True Culture—

can be your own. Josephine

TurcK Baker, the well-known ed

itor of "Correct English: How to Use

It," has compiled the pronunciations

preferred by the Century, Standard,

International, and Old Webster Dic

tionaries, of all the words in common

use, in her book:

Ten Thousand

Words:

How to Pronounce

Them.

This is the only book in which are

contained 10,000 words thus compared,

showing the latest as well as the past

pronunciation.

Say it right—and keep in front.

The book is yours for One Dollar.

Do You

Talk?

Probably.

But how?

The how is what counts in getting

attention, awakening interest, arousing

desire, and clinching determination.

These you will recognize as rounds

in the ladder of success, no matter

whether you sell goods, work for

wages, earn a salary, market profes

sional services, handle men, teach

pupils, maintain a place in society,

or make love.

You can learn how to talk to get

results in Josephine TurcK

Baker's book,

The Art of

Conversation:

Twelve Golden Rules.

Sixty-two pages, artistically print

ed, handsomely illustrated, and tidily

bound in light-blue and gold cloth.

The author of this book is qualified to

write on the subject, being widely

and favorably known as the editor of

"Correct English: How to Use It."

Say the right thing, at the right

time, in the right place. All for a

One Dollar William, postpaid.

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois

8
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GET THE

Business Man's Magazine

For January

A Business Magazine made up of editorial matter of real interest

to every business man, no matter in what line he is engaged.

Here are some of the feature articles for January:

The Crowning Achievement of a Century

The only authorized descriptive story of the
peat engineering feat of the Michigan Central
Railway in tunneling under the Detroit River.

Colombia, Land of Great Business Possibilities

Something about a country which opens great
possibilities for the American manufacturer.

of An Overdrawn Bank Account

A clever bit of fiction, but interesting and timely.

Business Economy of Good Building Construction

The first of a series of articles that will be read
with interest by every man connected with the
building trades, or who contemplates the con
struction of a building of any character.

A Modern Hotel and Its Management

The author takes you behind the scenes and
shows you how the great machine is controlled.

The Bu

Beginning a series on the building of a catalog.
Of interest to r

Other Articles, a
' business probli

 

Power Wagons Demand Study
How Lumber Scarcity Brought About a Great

Invention
The Essence of a Follow-up System
Voucher Check System Which Displaces Red

Tape
Office Tact and Versatility in Branch Manage

ment
Business Management of Modern Office Build

ings
The Supervision of Branch Houses.

And t i than twenty other short Business Articles

The Business Man's Magazine is a magazine of 260 pages, filled

from cover to cover with business inspiration. There is not a dry

line in it and every page contains a helpful idea for you. Order

it from your newsdealer.

10 cts. a Copy, $1-00 a Year,

or send 10c. for January number, and a copy of our new subscription offer.

THE BUSINESS MAN'S MAGAZINE

1S9 W. FORT ST., DETROIT, MICH.
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Paths to Power

By FLOYD B. WILSON

The Hon. Floyd B. Wilson is a prominent lawyer, author and busi

ness man of New York City. In a private letter to a friend he

writes. *' I am today managing large enterprises and am quite

absorbed in them. I am working to success through following the

lines of my own philosophy. The material success I desire to gain

is fast being reached."

CONTENTS

One's Atmosphere. Growth. A Psychic Law In Student

Work. Unfoldment. Power, How to Attain It. Harmony.

The Assertion of the I. The Tree of Knowledge—of Uood

and Evil. Conditions. Faith. Back of Vibrations. Wasted

Energy. Something about aenlus. Shakespeare: How He

Told His Secret in the " Dream" and "Tempest."

A Few Opinions and Reviews

PERSONAL

"I find many things in 'Paths to

Power' of very great interest."—

Honorable Chaunpey M.Depew, U. S.

Senate, Washington, D. C.

"It is about the most clear-cut,

vital and enlightening book in all the

'New Thought' literature, and I shall

take pleasure in commending it to my

students."—Paul Tyner, New York.

"1 am reading 'Paths to Fower'

with pleasure and profit, and I must

congratulate you on the Insight you

show into the heart of things. You

have written a good many truths in

this book that are my own, and that

is why I like you and the book as

well."—Hubbard, East Aurora, N.Y.

POSTAGE

THE PRESS

" 'Paths to Power,' by Hon. Floyd B.

Wilson, is a practical and inspiring

volume on the use of intellectual

faculties and the making of character,

by a student in advanced thought."—

Argus, Albany, N. Y.

"Persons who regard self-knowl

edge as one of the most important

attainments and who desire to make

the most of themselves will find food

for thought and many valuable sug

gestions in this little work, 'Paths

to Power.' "—The Journal, Indian

apolis, Ind.

"The purpose of the scholar today

is to know how to use his own facul

ties. To such no better thing can be

done than to commend 'Paths to

Power,' a work by a student in ad

vanced thought, Hon. Floyd B.

Wilson."—The Times, Boston, Mass.

PAID, $1.00

Sheldon University Press Libertyville III.

10
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Will You Try a Fox Typewriter

At My Expense? 1 invented F°* Typewriter

and manufacture it to-day. I

know just how good it is. I know that it is a better

typewriter than any other typewriter ever built.

I know other typewriters of all kinds and 1 know

that the Fox has every improvement and every feature

that any of them has—and more. I want to place a Fox

in your office at my expense and have you compare it part

for part, feature for feature with any other typewriter.

I will let the typewriter speak for itself. All I say

about it and claim for it will be demonstrated by the

machine itself more convincingly than I could tell it.

Then I want to leave the decision to you. If you

want it then I will either sell you one direct on favorable

terms, or my nearest representative or dealer will do it

for me. If you already have a machine we will take that in part payment.

All you have to do is to fill out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

The Test or Trial Will Not Cost You a Penny.

W. R. FOX, President Fox Typewriter Co.

All the writing on the Fox is always in

sight and directly in the line of vision, the

writing line is indicated and the printing point

is pointed out so that the Fox is just what I

claim a perfectly visible typewriter.

The typebar and hanger are the heart of

a typewriter ; that means they are the most

vital part ; a weak typebar means a weak type

writer. Show me a typebar-bearing that is

narrow and has no wearing surface and it

tells me that under hard wear such a type

writer will not retain its alignment and

sooner or later get out of order.

On the Fox the bearing is wide and the

bar heavy and will stand years and years

of hard work.

Then again with the Fox, one machine

is equipped to do all kinds of work—letter

writing—invoicing—billing —tabulating fig

ures—stencil cutting and heavy manifold

ing; anything any typewriter can do the

Fox will do—and more.

And remember this is the machine I

want to place in your office for trial and

examination at my expense. It doesn't cost

you a penny to try it.

Will You Do This?

Let me appeal to you as a fair-minded business man to at least be friendly enough to

give me a chance to show you what 1 have. 1 am sure you would want me to

give you such a chance if you had something to sell me.

All I want you to do is to fill out and mail to me

to-day the attached coupon.

Send it to me personally.

W. R. FOX, Pres.,

Fox Typewriter Company

229 Front Street,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Send for my catalog, which

takes up the construction of

the Fox in detail—it's Free.
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Know Thyself

TTHE Greek philosopher's

"Know thyself" remains, after

twenty centuries, the finest piece

of worldly advice yet given by one

man to others.

It is natural that man should

want to know about himself. He

is his own greatest riddle. From

the time he first can think for him

self, the problem over which he

ponders most is the problem of

himself.

Furthermore, it is right that man

should want to know about him

self. Man is the supremest ex

pression of the Divine in this world.

Nothing even approaches him. He

is far superior even to his own

greatest works. And in propor

tion as man studies and understands

himself — his body, his mind, his

relationships with others, in that

proportion does he succeed. In

proportion as he understands the

causes of power, so does he grow

in strength, so does he merit and

gain success and happiness.

Man begins life in a condition

of utter feebleness. When he

reaches manhood he is so much

more than a little child solely be

cause of the operation of a build

ing process, which has been carried

forward under prescribed laws of

development. The extent and

completeness of the building pro

cess is in proportion to the strictness

with which the prescribed laws

are followed.

Dr. Lewis Ransom Fiske, in his

great book "Man Building* names

and analyzes these laws, and does

so in such a clear, specific style that

no one can fail to understand them

or to see how to apply them.

Man Building not only points out the causes of Growth : it tells

you how to discover and use those causes in your own life. It not

only shows why men succeed : it shows also how you can develop

you own faculties into the strength that assures lasting success.

325 pages, 12 mo., Red Cloth, Gilt Top, postage paid, $1.10

Send all orders to

Sheldon University Press

12
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TEAR THIS OUT

If you have not been told about the profit

making — salary raising book and magazine

we are giving away FREE for a short time only.

DICKSEE'S AUDITING is the profit

making—salary raising $5.00 book. This is

what it can do for you:

Show you how to increase your profits with

out a dollar's increase in sales.

Help the ambitious office employee to raise

his salary.

Assist the accountant and auditorin his work.

In fact, help any man, no matter what his

business.

The Journal ofAccountancy is the $3.00

magazine that will assist you to solve intricate

and perplexing business problems. It will

help the wide-awake, ambitious employee to

know more, earn more. It is owned not by

any one man, but by the leading Public Ac

countants of the United States.

Every month The Journal of Account

ancy contains articles by the scientists of the

business world, men pre-eminent in their

chosen vocations.

It won't cost you more than 2C to find out

how you can get Dicksee's Auditing and

The Journal of Accountancy absolutely

free.

Fill this out and mail it

THE ACCOUNTANCY PUB. CO.

42 Waverly Place, New York.

Tell me about your free proposition ad"
rertised In The Business Philosopher.

TO-DAY

My Name

My Business

My Address

We tan supply you with any business book. Our book list Is yours for the asking.

13
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As a Man Thinketh

Out From the Heart

By James Allen

<J The reading of these books brings contentment, peace,

courage, kindness, joy, and love. These strengthen the will,

expand the heart, enrich the blood, stimulate digestion, and

fill the being with vitality, power, and poise.

4 As A Man Thinketh, although only a little book of 61

pages, inspires men, women and children with the truth that

they, themselves, are makers of themselves," by the thoughts

which they choose and encourage. Here they will find a sim

ple, easy guide to the cultivation of noble, expansive, efficient,

positive, loving thoughts, which will make their lives useful,

peaceful, successful and happy.

qOuT From the Heart, sequel to As a Man Thinketh, shows

with crystalline clearness, the first steps in the Pathway of

Enlightenment. Some of its chapters are especially devoted

to the formation and reformation of Habits—habits of thought

and their resultant words and deeds.

Q These little books can be read in an hour, but are so worthy

of a lifetime of study that they irresistibly invite it.

^ Printed artistically on heavy Canterbury wove paper, and

strongly bound in gray cloth. Fifty cents each. Printed on

special English book paper, bound in heavy art cover paper

extended covers. Fifteen cents each.

7 PASS NOT BY THIS OFFER 7

Send us a $1.00 "William" to cover one year's subscription

to our monthly Periodical of Power, The Business Philosopher,

and we will send you seven copies of either of these little

books or an assortment of seven, as you may direct.

This unusual offer holds good for as many as you like of

subscriptions for The Business Philosopher.

If you need 70 copies of the little books, just send ten $1.00

"Williams" for ten subscriptions—every subscription brings

with it seven of the books that will advance your progress and

profit by developing the latent abilities and a new sense of

fidelity to your interests among your assistants and co-workers.

This unique offer is unlimited as to quantity, but will be

very limited as to time. Consider it seriously—decide quickly.

The Business Philosopher

Libertyvllle Illinois
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What is Worth While

Series

35c

A series of short, practical, and interesting volumes, daintily bound,

and intended to fill the wants of those desiring inexpensive

booklets of real value for gift purposes. I 2mo. Price, postpaid,

Abraham Lincoln .... Jos. H. Choate

An Iron Will .... Orison Swett Marden

The Art of Optimism ... Robot Browning

Beauty and Kindness - - - - J. R. Miller

The Best Life - Chas. Franklin Thwing, D. D., LL. D.

The Cardinal Virtues - - - Wm. DeWitt Hyde

Character Building Thought Power Ralph Waldo Trine

Character the Greatest Thing in the World ...

Orison Swett Marden

Cheerfulness as a Life Power ■ Orison Swett Marden

Conditions of Success in Public Life - Ceo. F. Hoar

Don't Worry .... Theodore F. Seward

Economy ..... Orison Swett Marden

Golden Rule in Business ... Chas. F. Dole

Good Manners and Success - Orison Swett Marden

Greatest Thing Ever Known - Ralph Waldo Trine

Greatness of Patience - Arthur Twining Hadley

Hour of Opportunity ... Orison Swett Marden

Lost Art of Reading W. Robertson Nicholl, M. A., LL. D.

Love and Friendship - - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Loving My Neighbor - - - - J. R. Miller, D. D.

Power of Personality ... Orison Swett Marden

Self-Cultivation in English Geo. Herbert Palmer, LL. D.

Self-Culture - - - William E. Channing, D. D.

Young Men: Faults and Ideals ■ J. R. Miller, D. D

Postage Paid, 35c each

Sheldon University Press Libertyville Illinois

15
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They are talking about it. They are reading it. Men

carry it in their grips and keep it in their desks. Women

read it at home and in the office. Stock-boys and

messengers have substituted it for the football page.

What book? Why, that de-

THF BOOK. tailed letter of practical in

structions to the high envoy

of business, written by Mr. Walter D. Moody, General

Manager of the Chicago Association of Commerce, and

formerly head of the sales department of one of the

largest wholesale houses in the

OF THE West °ne of the Cnicag° news

papers published a long article

under a "scare-head" all about this book. From nearly

a column of high praise, we select this:

"So replete are the pages with interesting matter that

B it seems an over-modest assumption

r^f J II W\ ' to waive pretension to the very largest

circle of readers. . . . It's for all

human nature. Mr. Moody is apt, from his style, to

become a muchly memorized aphorist."

Why all this interest? Because the book is plain com-

_ _^ mon sense about business

^^^flEN lVriO efficiencv— especially for

salesmen and sales man

agers. And it is written by a man who has taken a

twenty-years' course as salesman, European buyer, sales

manager, and proprietor, in the finest school in the world

— __. _ __ ___ —the University of

SELL THINGS" Ha d

has taken high rank

in every branch. Salesmen, sales managers, and business

men generally are falling over themselves to get the book.

We offer it to you, with a year's subscription for The Business

Philosopher, for $1.25. That's a value for the money

that ought to bring the remittance by return mail.

Sheldon University Press

Hi



Make the Man Right and His Work. Will Take Care of Itself
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A. F. SHELDON, Editor

A Magazine Devoted to the Philosophy of Business and the Effort to Help Men

and Women to Increase Their A + R + E + A Development — Their Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, and Action — The Four Essentials of True Success

Platform: I will increase
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ASTOR, LCNOX AMO

TILDeN FOJHDATIONt.

No. 1
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r—^SACT is common sense of t he uncommon Tcin a.

A basswood man never makes any mistakes.

Good territory never yet made a good salesman.

Faith is sand on the track; doubt sand in the hearings.

Courage and enthusiasm are -twin 'children of health.

Courtesy is the thin edge of the, wedge..of' influence.

Who swings the hammer uses' his own" heart for an

anvil.

Salesmanship is seven-tenths brains—the rest is ear

nestness.

A great stroke of good luck usually turns out to be

bad luck.

The river of life is no swimming-tank—use a long

steady stroke.

The seeds of right thinking always produce a crop of

right acting.

The salesman visits his brothers—the order-taker calls

on strangers

[17]
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Desire is ninety-five per cent of will power.

Faint-heart ne'er won fair lady—or any other prize

worth having.

If all citizens were like you, what kind of a country

would this be ?

The stuff" success is made of comes from your brain,

mind, and soul.

The more a man thinks about his work, the less he

thinks about himself.

The steam-drill doesn't cover as much ground as a

shovel, but it goes deeper.

The salesman cultivates orchids while the order-taker

is handed a few dandelions.

Determination, vitalized by spirit, puts on that last

pound ©f energy needed. to. win.

Brilliant, spasmodrc -lightning runs into the ground—

the quiet current doss the business.

Fertilize and 'irrigate, your garden—don't transplant the

vegetables every" time- the -Soil gets dry.

The tailor gets gold, the rag-man a few coppers for

the identical clothes. Same with ideas.

Blame yourself when you fail, and you will succeed—

blame some one else, and you remain a failure.

The man who doubts himself is like the chap that

rowed all night with his boat tied to a stake.

Strength threw the sixteen-pound hammer a hundred

feet—Faith threw it a hundred and seventy-five.

Knowledge is the dynamo of power,—judgment the

wire that carries the current aright,—enthusiasm the

speed that gives voltage.



Heart, Head, and Hand Philosophy

BY THE EDITOR

HAKE!—1908—I am glad to see you. 1 know

you are very young, but do not feel bad about

that. You are not to blame and you will grow

rapidly. You come in a time when things grow

fast. One year ago to-night, 1907 was born. He just

left the room as you came in—full grown, his work all

finished, and ready to "pass on."

I know you are busy and that you have but one brief

year to live, but pause a moment just the same, and take

a message from Libertyville to all the world.

I want to tell you of a message I would have you give

unto all men and women, boys, and girls.

First of all, kindly hand them the loving New Year's

greetings of The Business Philosopher. Wish them all

joy that another year has dawned in their victorious

onward march toward the goal of a legitimate and prac

ticable ideal. • • • , •

Just whisper in their ears that /cm are to: ^ee their

longest and best step forward in this march; that you are

to see more positives developed, to crowd. oUf, more nega

tives than any year of their lives., ;• And -tell -.them, too,

that The Business Philosopher i'& going, to .be more of a

help to them, while you make your twelvemonth's stay,

than ever before.

That's the intention, and I believe we have the means

to carry it out.

And—one thing more—just give the very warmest

and most hopeful message of all to the boys and girls,

"Philosophers in the Bud," as Uncle Arthur has called

them. Say to them that Uncle Arthur, who is a great

lover of children and has lived with them and helped

them all his life, is going to give them a great deal of his

time in his talks, and that he will be glad to help them

individually if they will write to him.

And now I have a message for all, 1908.

 

r

[19]
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AREA, that's the message;—help me make AREA a

household word; —it is symbolic—it represents Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, and Action.

You see it is four mighty concepts wrap't in one—the

knowing power of the head—the dependability of the

heart—the staying power of the body—the decision and

doing of the will.

Speak the message, 1908,—speak it anywhere, speak it

everywhere. AREA, that's the word—speak it stronger

—drive it home. Do this and you will have smoothed

the path for 1909.

I would that I could tell you what is in my heart to

say to all the world about each member of this big quar

tet, which sings so well the music of success; but you must

hurry on, for you have much to do. I must be brief and,

since this is so, I will confine my message to a little talk

about Reliability, the second member of the big quartet.

Ability is great, my boy, but Reliability is greater. In

fact, 1908, RelirAbility.is the kind of ability to have. I

feel I_.cq*dd.*ndt give* yau; tetter counsel than to instruct

each one you meet that, if he would win, he must get

busy with jtli^ .d^yeipprrient of that particular region of his

area, Rebabilitj. .

Reliability,, you: know; is the result of the development

of the positive pole of the sensibility magnet. It is of the

heart side of man. Napoleon "had a good head on

him"—great—but his heart wasn't right. You know the

rest—he got there, but he did not stay there.

And that is what has been the matter with certain

Napoleons financial. It is a great thing to arrive, but it

is a greater thing to stay "arriven," and the way to remain

is to tie to the stake of Reliability.

Do you know, 1908, it is passing strange to me why

many men of good ability, which is to say intellectual

capacity, can not seem to see the point that reliability

pays, and pays in so many ways. It sometimes seems

to be a fact that it takes quite a breadth of intellectual
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capacity to discern clearly the fact that character is a

commercial asset.

And yet all truly great men see it and live accordingly.

You will soon know Mr. Curtis, he of the Curtis Pub

lishing Company, which is in Philadelphia, where Ben

Franklin used to live. You will find that he publishes

The Ladies' Home Journal and The Saturday Evening

Post, two of the greatest journals in the world from the

standpoint of quality and circulation.

Just before 1907 left, I went down to Philadelphia and

"arose and uttered myself grandly" as guest of honor at

The Poor Richard Club, likewise at The Business Science

Club. While in the City of Brotherly Love, it was my

plasure to meet this Mr. Curtis, who has had so much to

do with the building of those two great papers. He said

many good things, and among the best was this, "Any

one who is smart enough to make money dishonestly

could make two dollars for each one he is making now if

he were honest."

Carry that message to all men and say it to the women,

too, 1908, and likewise to the boys and the girls, and make

each see that you know and speak the truth.

Nineteen-hundred-seven had considerable trouble with

the people of earth on account of a little weakness in the

Reliability part of the area of God's husbandry. During

his brief life several idols fell—men of splendid endurance,

ability, and action.

Men fell who had been reliable, too, while getting

there, but they forgot to renew the soil of justice with the

fertilizer of honesty and courage. The soil became weak,

thistles choked the grain, and the crop failed.

Nineteen-hundred-seven looked sad when he left just

now. Toward the close of his life, he witnessed the heart

aches and heart-breaks of a national panic.

No, not quite as bad as that, but a panic-ette at least.

This national malady of financial jim-jams was really

due to a lack of reliability, for is not reliability a product
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of the positive feelings, and is not fear a feeling,—a very

negative feeling?—And that is all the panic-ette of 1907

was,—just a wave of fear.

This is not to say that it was not good; that it should

not have come. All is good, brother, and good is all,

and though we must admit that it takes something more

than leather goggles to discover the good sometimes, the

people of America had become financially intoxicated;

—drunk with prosperity, and I guess we really needed

something to sober us up. But I repeat it,—the panic-

ette of 1907 was but a wave of fear.

Crops were good and never of so great a value,—

manufacturers had orders ahead,—demand in many ways

was greater than the supply,—the railroads were busy to

their utmost capacity,—everybody was having the time of his

life, but saying, "Well, it's too good to last. We have a panic

every so often, and it is about so often now. Watch out !"

And Io! brethren, "the thing I have greatly feared has

come upon me." The puff" of smoke in Wall Street,—or

rather the waterspout,—was all that was needed to give

a few million people a bad case of financial goose-flesh,

—that creepy feeling born of fear,—and away they went

in a fool rush to get their money out of circulation and

put it in a convenient place for some thief to break in

and steal.

Verily, William, you must have had a splendid touch

of cosmic consciousness when you arose and remarked,

"What fools these mortals be."

When that Wall Street waterspout took place, I was

preparing copy ahead. I noted the reports in the daily

papers and wrote as follows:

"Never mind the Wall Street flurry; it is but the effort

of an economic system which is sick at its stomach, trying

to get rid of some indigestible securities. Even too much

water is nauseating."

What a pity that The Business Philosopher is not a

national daily; but it is not, and before this intended reme
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dial message could get to the congress of the world, the

herd had stampeded and the best absent treatment that I

could administer could not stop it.

And you, dear 1908, have inherited the remains of that

panic-ette. It is also to fall to your lot to entertain a

presidental election party, and some there be who do

shake their heads and say, "Nay ! Nay ! There can be

no more good times until after the election."

When you encounter members of the blue-goggle brigade

tell them something for me, O 1908. I wish that you could

speak the message to every ear in all the land and lodge

it there in such a way that all would hear, believe, and

understand.

If this nation, all the people in it, could go to sleep

to-night and awake to-morrow with all fear banished, all

our troubles would be at an end. So then take this mes

sage for me to all men and make them hear and under

stand and act.

THERE IS NOTHING TO FEAR BUT FEAR,

AND WHO BUT A COWARD, IS AFRAID OF FEAR.

Courage then, my boy, and carry courage to all men

and make them brave. You will find some who haye a

wish-bone where the back-bone ought to be; but slap

them on the back, cheer them up, and tell them this for

me,—the best Ability is Reli-Ability.

You can not have that and be a coward. Be brave;

be not bold, brazen, but be brave; let us not bemoan or

chide too harshly even the wish-bone, goose-flesh, brand

of genus Homo.

Men there be who are unreliable, who in one sense

are not to blame, for in them the ethical sense is not yet

evolved,—moral fibre is not yet created. The race is evolv

ing,—it is not yet evolved.

It will arrive.

The pace seems snailish sometimes; yes I know it, but

we are climbing and we shall arrive. You are blessed,

indeed, 1908, blessed as to the time of birth.
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Down, way down the calendar of years, when man had

not been man for long, years came and went and saw the

race of beings known as men devoid of reliability, minus

moral sense, minus ethics.

Certain tribes are not immoral to-day. They are

simply un-moral. The moral sense is not yet evolved in

them, just as in early times the sense of color and music

was as yet unborn.

Man keeps on evolving sense after sense and sometime

he will be quite a sensible fellow.

And the ethical sense is just fairly dawning in the race.

This is especially true as far as trade relationships are

concerned. Caveat Emptor ruled for long, but "dog eat

dog" has had its day, and dawning in the minds of men

is Wisdom's light, which knows that ethics pays.

Go thou, New Year, and let us make all see—the best

Ability is Reli-Ability.

If thou wouldst right the world,

And banish all its evils and its woes,

Make its wild places bloom,

And its drear deserts blossom as the rose,—

Then right thyself.

If thou wouldst turn the world

From its long, lone captivity in sin,

Restore all broken hearts,

Slay grief, and let sweet consolation in,—

Turn thou thyself.

If thou wouldst cure the world

Of its long sickness, end its grief and pain;

Bring in all-healing Joy,

And give to the afflicted rest again,—

Then cure thyself.



A Man of the People

H RECENT writer in one of our popular maga

zines has this to say of "Our American Million

aires": "In order to recognize the millionaire

of actual life, it is worth while to be at some

pains to clear one's mind of the caricaturist's millionaire,

a picture itself as yellow as the dollar marks with which

it is bespattered.

"The real millionaire is apt to average up very much

as other people.

"A cynical poet said of Nero.

'But then,

He had his faults like

Other men.'

"So, too, the millionaire of today may have his virtues.

Oftener than not, he is a decent fellow, a fair family man,

a good citizen, a square business man, perhaps public

spirited and generous in proportion to his means, it may

be, even a philanthropist. On the other hand, of course,

he may be a skinflint, and a financial cut-throat."

The subject of this sketch died a multimillionaire, but

"happy chance" seemed to play an inconspicuous part in

his career. Rather it was remarkable industry, keen

foresight, and dogged perserverance which crowned his

life-work with marked success.

He was born in Michigan City, Indiana, January

3rd, 1837. When he was a small boy, his parents moved

to Kenosha, Wisconsin. Here he attended district school,

until fifteen years of age. Then he became assistant

to his father, who in a small way was a contractor, logging-

road and railroad builder.

At the age of nineteen, he went to Muskegon on a

sailing vessel, working his passage. He landed on the

morning of April 3rd, 1856, with a small grip and seven

dollars in his pocket. Muskegon was then but a small

village clustered about a couple of sawmills. In one of

these he struck a job, and in the afternoon of his first day

in town, went to work. Nothing was said about wages.

[25]
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At the end of the month he was allowed $22.00, a little above

the average common laborer's hire. That winter he

went into the woods on the Upper Muskegon River, as

a scaler for a logging camp at $30.00 a month.

In the fall of 1857 his employers said to him—"Hackley,

go back to Kenosha, enter the commercial school there

and learn bookkeeping and finance. ■ Get next to every

thing you can, and return to us; we will pay all your

expenses."

This came as a surprise to the quiet, resourceful young

man.

But his employers were wise. They wanted a captain

for their future enterprises.

Of course the young fellow went, studied early and

late, made good, and in the following spring was installed

as bookkeeper for Gideon Truesdell. In two years' time

with his father and Mr. Truesdell, he was third partner

in the manufacturing firm of J. H. Hackley & Co.

Continuously for the next forty years, the life of Charles

H. Hackley was interwoven with the development of the

great lumber trade in western Michigan in general, and

the growth and prosperity of Muskegon in particular.

In 1884 his interests were merged with those of Mr.

George Hume, and the firm name of Hackley & Hume

continued until Mr. Hackley's death, February 10th, 1905.

At the time of his death, he was identified with sixteen

different banks and the firm owned 120,000 acres of South

ern pine and also had large interests in lands in Michigan,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, with holdings in many mills, boats,

railroads, and other forms of investments.

At nineteen, his possessions comprised a few personal

belongings in a grip sack, and a carefully hoarded seven

dollars in an old pocketbook. But the young man had

in his contitution the "gold" of which Aristotle speaks.

Ability, Reliability, Endurance, and Action, were the

assets and ore values of this wonderful human mine.

Within forty years he is the "captain of industry," the
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master of millions, and the greatest philanthropist among

the lumber kings of America.

Yet there are men today, in all the great lumber centers

of Michigan—Muskegon, Ludington, Manistee, Cheboy

gan, Alpena, Saginaw, Port Huron, and Detroit, who

say: "Charlie Hackley ? Oh, yes, I knew him when

he was wearing his "mackinaws" and pulling a cross-cut

saw or handling a peavy up in the woods. Somehow he

was always a lucky dog. Everything came his way. Yes

and when he got away up and had barrels of money, he

was the same old Charlie—always common—didn't put

on any airs—ready to help a fellow out when in trouble.

Curious thing though how one fellow will get the money

and another won't."

And the men who talk this way are old timers, gray-

bearded, stoop-shouldered and horny-handed with years

of toil, owning perhaps a sandy lot or two, containing a

scanty garden, living in a little sun-burned frame house

and doing odd jobs about town to eke out a bare existence.

No, there is nothing "curious" about it. It is not a

question of gifts or luck, but one of simple development.

A. F. Sheldon points put, as no other teacher has ever

done, the cause and the cure for this difference among

men. When the rising generation absorbs his practical

philosophy and gets action, each in his or her own indi

viduality, success in life will be multiplied fifty-fold.

But the real significance of the dominating motives of

Mr. Hackley's life is to be seen in the beautiful little City

of Muskegon, the scene of his long toils and eminent suc

cess. Situated on a land-locked lake of the same name,

having a coast-line of nearly fifteen miles, the city is

embowered in a semi-circle of low hills, and wooded

heights.

At one time, forty-five great sawmills were required to

take care of the product of the forest floated down the

Muskegon river. Mr. Hackley, as the central figure of

the great lumber industry, saw that in a few years this
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must cease. He resolved that Muskegon should not be

a "has-been" on account of the decline of the lumber

industry. He sought in many ways to encourage various

forms of other industrial enterprises.

With a deep and wide channel into Lake Michigan,

and an interior harbor capable of holding the entire mer

chant navy of the Great Lakes, he saw that the city of

his love and home could be made a permanent emporium

of manufacturing and commerce. To this end he devoted

his later years, and his great fortune. He bought from

resident owners the lots of two blocks in the heart of the

city, had the houses removed, and today, Hackley Park

graces the site with monuments, walks, shrubbery, trees

of many varieties and banks of beautiful flowers, the whole

worth at least half a million dollars. It is one of the most

beautiful city parks on the American Continent.

Deprived of the advantages of a liberal education in

his own boyhood, like Peter Cooper he resolved to do

something for boys and girls handicapped by poverty.

He built, equipped and endowed the Hackley Manual

Training School, and Gymnasium, the first of its kind in

Michigan, and the best in equipment and facilities in

the United States.

The writer had the pleasure of going through the

school.

"It aims rather to give a thorough and well-rounded

course of instruction in hand-work as closely related to

high school work as is possible, than to give a training

in the trades or to produce a skilled artisan; to foster a

respect for skilled labor, to give a knowledge of things

by contact with materials, and to develop a sense of the

beautiful and an appreciation of the good.

"Courses are given in mechanical drawing, shop-work,

bench-work, forging, pattern-making, iron-moulding, and

casting, wood and iron lathe-work, joinery, and carpen

try, dressmaking, millinery, embroidery, sewing, painting,

pottery, sculpture, cooking, and laundering.
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Mr. Hackley was a member of the Board of Educa

tion for some thirty years, and his practical business sense

saw that education- must be much more than mere head

cramming. He also noted the hardships of poor stu

dents in buying all the necessary outfit for school work,

as well as the heavy taxation of poor people for public

school needs. Therefore he, with his wife, provided for the

practical endowment of the public schools of the city, so that

the taxation for the fifteen schools is reduced to a little

over one-half of that of any other city in the country. In

fact Muskegon is the only city in the world of its size with

a large endowment of about $1,000,000 for her public

schools.

Another great gift to the beautiful little city, made in

1902, is the Hackley Hospital, costing about $237,000.

It is situated in a grove of natural forest trees, ten acres in

extent, in the southeastern part of the city, and has a finer

equipment than any in New York City or Chicago. In

fact, it is a palatial sanatorium and rest resort, the most

ideal the writer has ever seen. It is endowed by a muni

ficent gift of $610,000.

Last but not least, we would mention the Hackley

Public Library, founded in 1888, costing a total of $155,-

000 and endowed with $275,000. It now contains over

40,000 volumes and has a capacity for 100,000. The

second story of the library building is set apart for an

art gallery and studio for painting and sculpture. This

is also handsomely endowed. The building is a gem of

architectural beauty, built on a spacious lot fronting on

a park from the north.

The following is a complete list of the public benefactions

of this noble man and his wife to their home city.

They include one of the most beautiful Soldiers' and

Sailors' monuments to be found in the United States; a

public square embellished with the best work of Ameri

can sculptors and landscape gardeners; a public Library

with a capacity for 100,000 volumes, statues of Lincoln,
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Grant, Sherman, Farragut, Kearney and McKinley, the

latter the first statue of the martyred president to be

erected in the United States, and the Hackley Hospital.

The following summary will give some idea of the extent

of Mr. Hackley's generosity:

Hackley Manual Training School and Gymnasium,

Equipment 1895-1900 $ 226,000

Endowment 1902-1904-1905 610,000

Additional funds for the maintenance of the school—

from opening in 1896 50,000

Athletic Field for School—1902 5,°oo

Hackley Public Library, 1888, 1902 155,000

Endowment, 1891, 1905 275,000

Hackley Hospital, 1902, 1905 250,000

Endowment, 1904-1905 300,000

Hackley Park, and Endowment, 1890 60,000

Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument, 1889 27,000

Statues of Abraham Lincoln, U. S. Grant, Wm. Tecum-

seh Sherman, and David G. Farragut, 1898 26,000

Statue of Phil Kearney, 1901 5,000

Statue of William McKinley, 1902 15.000

Muskegon Humane Union Endowment, 1902-1905.. 40,000

Art Fund (for the purchase of pictures of the best kind) 150,000

$2,194,000

By his will, Mr. Hackley left one-fourth of his residuary

estate in trust for his wife during her life, and gave her

authority to dispose of this portion of his estate by will.

By Mrs. Hackley's will, the city was, therefore further

benefited as follows:

Hackley Hospital Endowment $300,000

Muskegon Humane Union Endowment 100,000

Julia E. Hackley Memorial Fund, for the support,

maintenance and relief of the poor people of

the city 300,000

School and Educational Fund (estimated) 750,000

$1,450,000

We close this little sketch with a profound conviction

that here lived and wrought a man of high-statured soul.

"But some great souls! And touched with warmth divine

Give gold a price, and teach its beams to shine;

All hoarded treasures, they repute a load,

Nor think their wealth their own, till well bestowed.

Grand reservoirs of public happiness,

Through secret streams diffusively they bless,

And while their bounties glide concealed from view,

Relieve our wants and spare our blushes tool



The Body Powerful

I IN THE BEGINNING

* m * ET us begin right. If we are to do anything better

I f than ink up good white paper, we shall have to

I I understand one another in these talks on bodily

power. The first thing, then, is to lay down

some rock-bottom principles and get together on them

We want conversion—not controversy.

Going back to the very beginning of things, we are

told that "In the beginning God created the heavens

and the earth," and the rest of the material universe, in

cluding the human body, and that when He had finished

He pronounced the whole work "very good."

Now, whether we accept the Bible account of creation

or not, let us all agree that the human body is "very

good," to the extent of subscribing to this fundamental

proposition*

The natural, normal condition of man's body is one of

perfect health, abounding vitality, and great endurance.

This is the rock upon which are built all the sciences

and arts relating to the health and efficiency of the indi

vidual and of the race. Fortunately, it is not seriously

disputed. It suits the theologian because he believes that

God did a perfect work. The scientist is just as well

pleased because he holds that only the fittest—those

most perfectly adapted to their environment—have sur

vived.

The next principle is just as essential, and, in some

respects, more important. It follows logically—in fact, is

involved in the first.

Every departure from the ideal state is the penalty of

violated law, and, conversely, by a perfect knowledge of,

and obedience to, law, man may keep himself in his natural

perfection.

Ignorance of this principle has caused all of man's

troubles. A strong bent toward self-indulgence has made

the race ingenious in inventing theories, superstitions,

[3i]
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traditions, penances, gifts, and even theologies purporting

to provide for an escape from the penalty of outraged law.

One of the most common and hurtful of these was the

superstition that man's diseases were handed out to him

by the gods, by demons, by Fate, or by some other capri

cious power. Some pagan priest probably started it,

but it was such a sweet soporific that it soon found a place

in theology, and it was not so very long ago that many

modern Christians believed that the children of God got

their foul diseases from the pure hand of their loving

Father, "for their good and His glory."

The logical conclusion was, "let us eat, drink, and be

merry, for tomorrow we die." Not that it always took that

form, but that was the idea. Because, you see, if disease

and health are subject to the caprice of some supernatural

power, then there is always the hope that an exception

will be made in our favor, no matter how grossly we may

violate known law.

Meanwhile, the law keeps right on working. Soon or

late it sweeps away the flimsy tissue of sophistries and

exacts its full penalty.

Ignorance of the law is not only no excuse—it is fre

quently responsible for the violation.

Men and women do not like to be sick, else they would

not spend hundreds of millions of dollars yearly trying to

get well. If they knew that breaking the laws of health

would make them sick, they would be obedient. Please

don't make the mistake of saying that they do know it.

They may know that it makes some people sick, but they

hope to be exceptions to the rule. Talk to anyone who

indulges in gluttony, liquor, tobacco, narcotics, licentious

ness, late hours, overwork, lack of exercise and fresh air

unhygienic clothing, or any other plain infraction of law.

Ask him why he doesn't obey the law. Nine times out

of ten his answer will be, "Oh, it doesn't hurt me."

Many people are like the cheerful fellow who fell from

the top of a twelve-story building. It was summer-time
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and all the windows were open. As he passed each win

dow he shouted to those inside, "All right so far!"

You hear every day, " I have done this thing for years,

and it hasn't hurt me yet." They are only shouting,

"All right so far:"

The laws of health are just as certain in their action

as the laws of gravitation, falling bodies, the impenetra

bility of matter, and the conservation of energy- Nature

makes no exceptions.

Perhaps that is enough for this time on that second

principle. If not, think about it until you believe it fer

vently. It's by far the most important thing we have to

say.

The third foundation stone is this:

Perfect health is essential to success.

Readers of The Business Philosopher will remember

the four elements of success: Health, Long Life, Money,

and Honor. The lack of any one of the four takes away

the sweetness from the other three, and makes life seem

a failure. And at least two of them, health and long life,

depend upon perfect bodily condition.

Money and honor are also, to a greater or less extent,

out of the reach of sick people. And yet it has been a

snuffling, sniffling, coughing, spitting, groaning, moaning,

shrieking, gasping, grunting,, whining, belching, paling,

jerking, grimacing, pimpling, drugging, doping, mortify

ing crowd, for the most part, that has jostled for pelf, place

and power.

Thank God, better times are dawning.

Ignorance, only a shadow, for all its deadly power,

vanishes before the light.

Common business sense is showing men and women

that the hygienic ounce of prevention is pleasanter to

take, more certain of results, and costs less money, than

the medical ton of cure. More than that, they are begin

ning to find out that there is more real pleasure in living

in harmony with law than in self-indulgence; that there is
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more and better work done and higher profits realized,

with less expense; and that, with a healthy body, it is much

easier to be a man or woman of noble, right character.

That brings us to the fourth and last principle:

Perfect health is essential to perfect happiness.

Happiness is the goal of human life. To miss it is to

miss everything. Without it, nothing else counts. Even

success turns to bitter ashes of failure unless the heart is

happy.

Not having time or space for nice distinctions, we say

that happiness is a state of conscious well-being resulting

from a degree of self-expression according to law. The

higher the degree of self-expression, therefore, the greater

the happiness. *

Moral philosophy teaches that when a man realizes his

identity with the Universe, and, especially, with his fellow-

men, and finds an outlet for his powers in the larger, fuller,

higher life of the whole, then he attains his own best self-

expression, his highest happiness. '.w

The self—or as it is variously caliew wie Ego, the

Divine Self, the Soul, the Spirit—has two instruments:

the mind and the body. But the mind iS not known to

exist apart from the body, so the Real Sell, so far as jwe

know, finds its only expression through the body.

Happiness, therefore, depends, largely, upon the power

of the body as an instrument of the Spirit. That explains

our title—we seek to develop, not a weight-lifter, not a

racing-machine or a catapult, not even a bundle of beaute

ous curves and graceful motion, but the most powerful

possible instrument for expressing the highest aspirations

of the Spirit.

Men make a great ado over their religious and philosophi

cal opinions, each loudly clamoring that his is best, when the

real test is conduct. And right conduct springs only from a

Love that rejoices to sacrifice all that is personal to the Com

mon Good—for Love fulfils all law.
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Philosophers in the Bud

ONCE there was a man who thought a great deal

about boys and girls, and loved them as if he

were a jolly uncle to all of them. He had a pet

name that I like to use, too, because there is so

much of fine, true meaning in it—"buds of promise."

A flower is a living, breathing companion to one who

knows how to love it. It whispers sweet little messages

of beauty, fragrance, comfort, and good cheer, and listens

with the great wisdom of silent sympathy when talked to

in return. But I sometimes think I love the little buds

better.

The flower, no matter how carefully I tend it, soon

droops and withers, and I have to lay it away.

But the buds!

They grow!

Every day, every hour they are larger and more perfect.

Every day they show new beauties of form and color.

Moment by moment I know that deep within their fresh,

young hearts they are building the loveliness and strength

that is to blososm into flowers that will make the world

better because they lived.

And then, when the buds begin to unfold, I get so

absorbed in watching them that I almost forget the grown-up

flowers.

The reason I love the buds so and take such an interest

in them is because of their promise.

It is because I think I can almost hear the tiny bit of

life say to me, "Inside this glossy coat of green I have

locked up all that is needed to make a perfect and glorious

flower. Now, if you give me the right food and water,

plenty of fresh air and sunlight, and keep away worms

and other things that might hurt or destroy me, / promise

you that I will be such a flower."
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Then it is great joy to give the little bud a great deal

of loving care, and to watch, day by day, the wonderful

way it keeps that promise.

I feel just the same way toward the boys and girls—

only a great deal more so.

Boys and girls are much more interesting than buds, and

their promises are wonderfully more great and precious.

The greatest, most beautiful, most powerful and most

useful men and women that ever lived were once little

children, with only the promise of all that they were to

be. And what they became was largely because of the

way their possibilities were trained and developed.

No one can tell how great any boy or girl may become.

We are learning better and better every day how to draw

out the power and beauty that is born in them, and how

to build in useful knowledge, bodily strength and grace,

and wise, loving thoughts. And the more we know about

these things the better able we will be to help you boys

and girls to keep the splendid promises of your childhood.

Now you see why I like to call you all " buds of prom

ise," and why I have changed the name of this little monthly

chat with you to " Philosophers in the Bud."

In the few minutes we have left, let's talk a little about

your own part in becoming successful men and women.

You know I have to leave my buds to do their own

unfolding.

It is all right and necessary for me to give them the

proper care, training, and protection, but if I try, ever so

little, to help them to open, I spoil them.

Just in the same way your parents, your teachers, and

others may do much for you in nourishing and training

you, but if they attempt what you ought to do for your

selves they work a great damage. So the most important

part, after all, is your own. You need no props—just

guides.

As I write this, I look out of the window and see great,

feathery (lakes of snow whirling lazily as they wander
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from the clouds to the ground. A snow-storm always takes

me back to my boyhood, because I always had such fun

in winter-time.

I remember one game we used to play in the freshly-

fallen snow. We called it "Fox and Geese." Those of

you who live in the North have all played it, too; but per

haps I had better describe it so my little friends in the

South and Southwest may know about it.

Along about this time of the year—just before Christ

mas—it would begin to snow sometime during one of the

short December afternoons. On the way home from

school we would shout and laugh in our gladness to see

the fluffy flakes coming down, with their promises of fun,

coasting, and sleigh-riding. By the time we went to bed

the ground would be all white, and when we got up the

next morning the sun would be shining on a new world.

The dead and trampled grass, the baseball diamond, and

the "duck on the rock" of the school-yard would be

replaced by a gleaming, downy surface of purest white.

Just the place for a fine game of "Fox and Geese!"

A bunch of us, boys and girls, would start out, single-

file, running and kicking up the light snow. 'Round and

'round we would go, leaving a circular track in the snow

behind us. Then we would cross this circle in several

directions, making a big wheel, with eight to twelve spokes

and a hub.

One boy or girl would then be "it" and take the center,

the others running around and across the wheel while "it"

tried to tag them. It was great fun. You who have

played it know how that is.

When we first ran around the wheel for our game it

was very easy to make tracks in the soft snow, and every

time we went around the circle or along the spokes it was

still easier until, at last, these tracks became well-beaten

paths. If we made a mistake, it was no trouble at all

to kick the snow back into the wrongly-made trail and

mark out a new one. But, little by little, as the days
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passed, the snow settled and hardened until is was quite

a job to break a new path through it, and the old ones

could hardly be changed at all.

Now you boys and girls are very much like that beau

tiful field of newly-fallen snow, and your thoughts, words,

and acts like the players in the game of "Fox and Geese."

When anything happens to you it starts a thought

across or around that field—the field of your Inner Self.

Following the thought may be a word, and following the

word an act. As they go, they make a track—and it is

not hard for them to make it—in your brain, nerves, and

body.

You can choose the direction these "players" go by

the power of your will.

For instance, suppose that your mother says, "Harold,"

or "Elizabeth," "will you please go upstairs and bring

mother her thimble ?"

It rests entirely with you whether you think it a pleas

ure to help mother, give her a glad "Yes, mother," and

run flying to do as she asks, or whether you think it a

hard, mean task, and either crossly refuse or go about it

with a scowl and a snarl. Whichever way the thought,

word, and act go, they leave a track—and a deep one—

and the next time mother asks you to do something, it is

easier to follow that path than to break a new one. And

the oftener that trail is traveled, the deeper and harder

it grows, and the more difficulty you will have in thinking,

speaking, and acting in any other way.

But it is not hard to correct the wrong tracks at first,

when you are quite young, for then your nature is like

the new snow. As you grow older, however, your brain,

nerves, and body harden, and the making of new paths

is quite a difficult job.

No, I am not going to preach to you about the great

sin of making wrong paths or the vast importance of mak

ing the right kind—there are plenty to do that, and you

know it pretty well, anyway. What I am telling you all
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this for is to say to you how glad I am, and how glad you

can be, that it is so easy for you, now, to make the kind

of tracks you wish in your Inner Self, your brain, your

nerves, and your body.

Grown men and women can open up new paths for

their thoughts, words and actions. Those who have been

weak, sickly, no account, dishonest, and unsuccessful, can

become strong, healthy, able, honest, successful and happy.

But it is a long, hard, up-hill task. The snow is almost

as hard as ice, sometimes.

With you it is different.

It is easy for you to think loving, kind, honest, clean,

correct, diligent, cheerful thoughts. You have no diffi

culty in making smooth, hard-beaten paths for the very

best kind of thinking, remembering, imagining, feeling, and

decision. And if you think such thoughts, you will speak

loving, kind, truthful, clean, accurate, diligent, cheerful,

able, and powerful words, and your actions will be like

them.

Then, you see, the oftener your mind and body act in

the right way, the deeper the tracks will become, until

right ways will be as natural to you as breathing.

There is no limit to the ability, reliability, endurance,

and power of action of the man or woman developed in

that way from childhood.

And these things mean success.

Do you see what a big advantage you have in being

young ?

In the big world, the game is very fiercely played.

The prize is success.

Those who have won prizes all say that it was by right

thinking, right feeling, right speaking, and right action.

You get a great big start by beginning now.

And you get a lot of fun out of it as you go along, by

thinking every day, "Now I am building a strong, healthy

body, and I am making straight and easy paths for great,

noble, useful, and successful thoughts, words, and actions.
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These paths will get deeper and firmer as I grow older,

so that when I become a man or a woman, I shall be great,

noble, useful, and successful."

As I have these little chats with you, from month to

month, I will tell you more about these very important

paths and how to make them. They are not merely your

Uncle Arthur's fancy, but are very real.

You can understand a great deal of what the editor

writes in his "Heart, Head, and Hand Philosophy," too,

and even what you may not be able to understand fully

will help you in many ways. You will be interested in

reading it every month, and we may talk it over together

sometimes.

Isn't it fine that you have the say about the kind of

men and women you are going to be, my "buds of promise ?"

What you are, so is your world. Everything in the

universe is resolved into your own inward experience. It

matters little what is without, for it is all a reflection of your

own state of consciousness. It matters everything what

you are within, for everything without will be mirrored and

colored accordingly. All that you positively know is con

tained in your own experience; all that you ever will know-

must pass through the gateway of experience, and so become

part of yourself. Your own thoughts, desires, and aspira

tions comprise your world, and, to you, all that there is in

the universe of beauty and joy and bliss, or of ugliness and

sorrow and pain, is contained within yourself. By your own

thoughts you make or mar your life, your world, your

universe. As you build within by the power of thought, so

will your outward life and circumstances shape themselves

accordingly. Whatsoever you harbor in the inmost cham

bers of your heart will, sooner or later by the inevitable law

of reaction, shape itself in your outward life. Every soul

attracts its own, and nothing can possibly come to it that

does not belong to it. —James Allen



EN Who Sell Things. Observations and Experi

ences of Over Twenty Years as Traveling

Salesman, European Buyer, Sales Manager,

Employer. Bv Walter D. Moody, A. C.

McClurg & Company, Chicago.

It is the salesman who keeps the furnace fires roaring

in all the big factories, the long, double-header freights

rolling on all the railroads, the vast fleet of shipping plow

ing the world's seas, lakes, and rivers. The business

world has awakened to the fact, and the salesman him

self is beginning to live up to it.

The "typical," flamboyantly-dressed, melodramatic,

circus-comedy drummer of the joke-shops has had to make

way for the quiet, keen, strictly-business, thoroughly-in-

earnest, resourceful professional man. Yes, salesmanship

is now one of the professions—and one of the most important.

The writing and publication of a book devoted to " Men

Who Sell Things" is a sign of the times, but the work

itself will be an eye-opener to any reader who may not

have kept in touch with the progress of business theory

and practice during the last half decade. He will be

surprised, most of all, perhaps, by two things that the book

will point out to him: First, that salesmanship has been

reduced to a science; second, that positive ethical qual

ities are made the foundation of success in the salesman.

The book is written by Mr. Walter D. Moody, well

known in Chicago for his energetic work in organizing the

Association of Commerce—of which organization he has

just been chosen business manager, with large powers

and opportunities—and, until lately, head of the selling

force of one of the largest wholesale houses in the city.

Mr. Moody dedicates his book "To the Commercial

Ambassador," and has written it primarily for the man
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on the road or behind the counter; but it also contains

much educational matter for business men, young and

old—in fact, its ringing positives are good inspiration and

practical direction for any one who desires self-develop

ment and success.

The style of the writer is good indeed, and is packed

as full of "points" as a package of brass tacks. Here

are some of the subjects. Each is disposed of forcibly,

logically and surely. The New Era; Pure Grit; The

Order-Taker; The Fussy or Over-Anxious Salesman; The

Quick-Tempered Salesman; The All-Head-and-No-Soul

Salesman; The Right Kind of Salesman; The Mind as a

Magnet; Specializing Efforts; Getting the Price; Dress

and Orderliness; The Salesman's Relations to Credits;

The Salesman's Relation to the Buyer; The Sales Man

ager; Getting an Interest in the Business.

Knowing Mr. Moody personally, as I do, and knowing

him to be a man of sterling worth, I do not hesitate to

say that I wish every reader of The Business Philosopher

might read his great book.

Health Through Self-Control in Thinking, Breathing,

Eating. By William Anthony Spinney. Lothrop, Lee

and Shepard Company, Boston.

Mr. Spinney has given us a valuable and thoroughly

up-to-date work on this important subject, free from the

extremes into which too many of the writers on hygiene

seem to fall. We feel to thank him also for omitting

the mass of minutiae and pages of "don'ts" so common

in this kind of literature. The book is positive, construc

tive, scientific, recognizing the essential bearing of psy

chology as well as physiology in health-building and health-

keeping. And it covers the ground well. Condensation

in some of the chapters would be an improvement that

would doubtless increase the numbers of readers, but a

little prolixity should be forgiven for the sake of the vital

truth contained.
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How to Train Children and Parents. By Elizabeth

Towne. Elizabeth Towne, Holyoke, Massachusetts.

Whatever the effect of later years and education, the

impress made upon the spiritual, mental, and physical

character of a child during his first few years is so deep

as to be indelible. Being a parent is heavy responsibility

and high privilege. It is marvelous in our eyes that so

many seemingly intelligent people assume the sacred

office with so little preparation and attempt to fill it with

so little real knowledge. But perhaps they do not know

that there is a science of child culture. Elizabeth Towne

sums it up very tersely and practically in this little thirty-

two page book. And she gives the right key to the whole

problem in the heading of her first chapter: "Begin on

Yourself." The whole book tells, convincingly, how to

bring out the real, divine nature of a child, not by repres

sion and rigid rules, but by loving encouragement and

tactful direction of expression.

Ginger Talks. I—The Talks of a Sales Manager to His

Men. By Worthington C. Holman. The Salesman

ship Company, Chicago.

He talks to them like a Dutch uncle to a sick kid.

Sometimes a salesman—like the rest of humanity—needs

just that kind of a straight talk to put the ginger into him.

This book is to point out some of the most common of

the salesman's negatives—the things that make him fall

down and get discouraged—and to fire him with a renewed

determination to cultivate the positives. And Mr. Hol

man brings a good many years of practical, successful

experience to bear on the how of the thing. His style is

picturesque, and somewhat like a Krag-Jorgensen rifle—

sending pointed, compact sentences straight to the bull's

eye with a hard-working charge of brain-powder behind

them. The little book i ; built for wear and could be a

business-getting tonic in every salesman's grip. It wouldn't

hurt a good many other people to study it, too.
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Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call. Little,

Brown, and Company, Boston.

This is the Gospel of Relaxation, as Professor William

James has called it. To rest with complete and perfect

letting-down of all mind-strain, nerve-stretching, and

muscle-tension; to work with efficient concentration and

energy of the powers of mind and body actually employed,

without needless nervous stress of parts not used; to over

come pain and sickness by calmness and repose rather

than aggravate them by fuss and fury; to control the

emotions, weeding out those which are only sham; to train

the body and mind to the accomplishment of the maxi

mum of work with the minimum expenditure of nervous

force—these are the lessons that Miss Call teaches. And

she does it well. Her knowledge of, and sympathy with,

human nature and human needs, are rare.

Readers will find Miss Call interesting, but if their interest

takes the form of action—or rather relaxation—they will dis

cover something more valuable than interest—results. I have

tried it—a little—and I know, even from that little.

The Art of Conversation. Twelve Golden Rules. By

Josephine Turck Baker. Correct English Publishing

Company, Evanston, Illinois.

The man or woman who knows how to interest and

please his or her fellows in conversation has a big asset,

whether in salesmanship, in business, in professional life,

in society, in lending a helping hand, or in love. Yes, I

said "knows how" advisedly. This is a matter of knowl

edge, either intuitive or acquired or both—the combination

of both being the most effective. That is why it is worth

while to read such a book as Mrs. Baker's. It is brief,

and puts forth only a few easily-understood but funda

mental rules. In style, the author has very happily com

bined precept and example, the instruction being given

in a series of bright and interesting conversations between

an imaginary He and She.

-



LET'S TALK BUSINESS

ax

'E might "sound the loud timbrel o'er Egypt's

dark sea," but our sense of humor tells us that

hot air is out of place under this heading. We

might just as well admit, however, that we are

well pleased with the looks of our new cover-design, new

dress of type, new initials, the new size, the new cover-paper

and—well the entirely new appearance of the Business

Philosopher.

The fact is, brethren, we rather expected that we were

going to like the changes. Perhaps we had good reason

for the hope that was in us.

You see, 'way back last August, when some of you fel

lows were wise and fortunate enough to be out getting

weather, we were running up electric light bills over the

questions answered, concretely, in the magazine we are

showing you this month.

Every change you see here has had a time of it. After

long stewing in editorial brain-pans, a choice lot of new

ideas was run through the mills of a number of the gods

of expert criticism and ground "exceeding fine." Such

as survived the process were sent out to win the warm

welcome of a host of critical readers. Those not frozen

or even frost-bitten went back to the editorial rooms and

business offices for their final dressing down. And here

you see them.

We have been putting in overtime and cutting out

pastime all these months for no other reason than that we

had made up our minds to deliver you a better article of

Philosopher.

And we have only begun.

That's the big fact.

Sheldon University Press is only four months old.

We are creeping as fast as we can, and just as soon as

[45]
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possible we are going to walk and then run. Many improve

ments that we have in mind will be made as soon as they

can be tried out.

*****

We are beginning 1908 with two or three things very

firmly fixed in our minds.

The first is that we are to have One Hundred Thou

sand subscribers for The Business Philosopher before the

end of the year.

The second is that we shall have to get that hundred

thousand by making our magazine worthy of a million—

we'll get the million, too; plenty of years are coming.

The third is that we are going to make The Business

Philosopher worthy of greater things by the use of five

methods, namely: hard work, spending money, hard

work, keeping in close touch with our readers, and hard

work, with love and kindness all the way.

Now there is another factor, just as important as any

of these three, and that is your zealous co-operation for

the good of a great cause—better things in business.

That reminds us of the mail you have been sending

us since the October number was published. It has been

mighty fattening mail to open and read—so rich in good

things.

Such words as these make the sun shine brighter and

take all the dark shadows out of the clouds:

"I get more real good out of the Philosopher than any

other magazine that comes to my table."

"If you were to raise your subscription price to $10 a

year, I guess I would have to put up the money—I couldn't

get along without The Business Philosopher."

"I have just finished reading your December number

—all at one sitting; I never can lay the magazine down

half read. You are teaching a wonderful philosophy."

"I carry the Philosopher in my pocket and study for

days whenever I have a moment's time. It pays big."

"I read the Philosopher at night. The next morning
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I go to business with a bigger area. The wear and tear

of the day's work knocks some of it out. Then I get

it all back and add more by reading the magazine over

again that night. I keep that up till I get the good material

solidly built in."

And stacks more of the same kind.

We are glad, good people, very glad, if you have been

helped. And this is to say a very grateful thank you for all the

nice letters. We wish we could thank each one personally.

But, say, let us tell you how one of our subscribers

showed his appreciation.

After he had read the November number, which he

thought was particularly fine, he stuck it into his pocket

and went out among the offices in the big building where

he does business. In a few hours he sat down and sent

us forty new subscriptions, and a blessed big dollar with

every one of them.

Now we are not making any sly hints. We say it right

straight out to your faces. We should think that more

of you would show your loyalty to the cause in the same

expressive way.

One of our friends who had been doing a little mis

sionary work said, recently, "Really, The Business Philos

opher is the easiest magazine to get subscribers for that

I ever saw. All I have to do is to let the people read it."

You are all altruists—try it.

The good things you get out of these pages are like

money—to get the most out of them you have to pass

them along.

*****

Uncle Arthur has introduced himself to the Younger

Philosophers—"Philosophers in the Bud," he calls them.

I take pleasure in introducing him to the parents, and

in asking them to co-operate with him in making his regu

lar talks worth much to the coming generation—our bright

est hope. I shall take great interest in this work, and

shall co-operate at this end of the wire.
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Uncle Arthur is well known to me—I have known of

him for years—and I know that he really loves children.

And children who have known him or felt his influence

love him.

Encourage the boys and the girls to write to him—

ask him questions. He is kind, patient, and poised—

because of his love—and will be a great help to your

Philosophers in the Bud in solving their unsolved problems

in self-development and building for power, success and

happiness.

$ $ $ $ $

Yes, The Business Philosopher is a little late this

month, I admit. But, really now, wasn't it worth wait

ing for ? It would be too long a story to tell you of all

the disappointments we have suffered in getting together

this number, and the delays we experienced that seemed

absolutely unavoidable. Besides, it's all over now, and

it would not do us any good to tell it or you to hear it. My

good friend Hubbard once said, "Never explain; your

friends don't require it, and your enemies won't believe

it anyhow."

And so I bid you rejoice with me in this beautiful

product, get all the good you can out of it, pass it on,

and take courage in my promise that you will not be made

to wait so long any more.

* * * * *

By the way—just look out for the February number. It's

practically all ready, and will follow this within a very few

days. And I think that you will agree with me that it is

even better than this. That's my purpose, anyway—to have

each succeeding number of The Business Philosopher better

than the last. Then, after the February number, the

twenty-seventh day of each month will see the last copy of

The Business Philosopher for the next month in the hands

of Uncle Samuel for distribution to our readers.
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From Poverty to Power

or, The Realization of

Prosperity and Power

By JAMES ALLEN

deserves rank with some of Emerson's finer essays. Thinking people

in all English-speaking lands are reading and studying it.

Something of its spirit is breathed in Mr. Allen's Foreword:

"I looked around upon the world, and saw that it was shadowed by

sorrow and scorched by the fierce fires of suffering. And I looked for the

cause. I looked around, but could not find it; I looked in books, but could

not find it; I looked within, and found there both the cause and the self-

made nature of that cause. I looked again, and deeper, and found the

remedy. I found one Law, the Law of Love; one Life, the Life of adjust

ment to that Law; one Truth, the Truth of a conquered mind and a quiet

and obedient heart. And I dreamed of writing a book which should help

men and women, whether rich or poor, learned or nnlearned, worldly or un

worldly, to find within themselves the source of all success, all happiness, all

accomplishment, all truth. And the dream remained with me, and at last

became substantial; and now I send it forth into the world on its mission of

healing and blessedness, knowing that it cannot fail to reach the homes and

hearts of those who are waiting and ready to receive it."

CONTENTS

Part I. Part II.

The Way of Prosperity The Way of Peace

The Lesson of Evil.

The World a Reflex of Mental States.

The Way Out of Undesirable Condi
tions.

The Silent Power of Thought; Control
ling & Directing One's Forces.

The Secret of Health, Success, and
Power.

The Secret of Abounding Happiness.

The Realization of Prosperity.

The Power of Meditation.

The Two Masters, Self and Truth.

The Acquirement of Spiritual Power.

The Realization of Selfless Love.

Entering Into the Infinite.

Saints, Sages, and Saviors. The Law of
Service.

The Realization of Perfect Peace.

This remarkable book is printed from new plates on heavy Egg Shell

paper, and bound in beautiful brown English Cloth, with gilt top and title.

Its wisdom, faith, and good cheer become yours for just one of your

many one dollar bills.

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois
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It is not "Lack" or "Chance99

That Wins, in the Building of Business.

It is the doctrine of effort and system—of twen

tieth century salesmanship —that brings success.

This is WALTER D. MOODY'S message in

Men Who Sell Things

If you are a salesman; if you have salesmen to train;

or if you have anything to do with the creative, money-

getting side of business, you need this book.

Bound In Royal Bine Cloth, 295 Pages, NET 91.00

A. C. McCLURG & CO., Publishers, Chicago.

eijeffirtnttttg%rt

a gpontftlp 8{9aGa?ine of ttje art of

printing ano of t£e ailierj arts.

—^ OUCHING upon both bibliography and
m, typography, THE PRINTING ART is
_ based upon the new and practical idea

■f**-** of showing actual examples of fine

' ( ' book and commercial printing and color
I work, togetherwith authoritative articles
upon the artistic phases of printing,

rather than upon business and technical matters.
It, therefore, has a common ground of interest
to the printer, the booklover, the engraver, the
publisher, those concerned in the allied arts, and
practically to the entire public. The exhibits
shown include examples from many of the lead
ing publishing-houses, printers, and engravers,
and afford the most comprehensive snowing
ever made of American printing. Size, 9x12
inches; 100 pages every month. Annual sub
scription: $3.00 in advance; single copies, 30
cents. A specimen copy will be sent to any
reader of The ^justness 'Philosopher on receipt of
10 cents if this advt. is mentioned.

The Printing Art

Cambridge, Mass.

 

SCRAPPING for health or

heading for the scrap pile—

which? Our course on health

and power building, 27 power

ful lessons, 40,000 words, as

much as a $1-50 book, formerly

sold in typewritten form for $25,

yours for 1 0 cents, for a limited

time. Neatly printed on D. & C.

paper. Your salary of $1,000

means a capital of $25,000—

safeguard it. Woman's happi

ness insured by health—this in

sures it. "There's a reason" for

this remarkable offer. Send the

dime now.

"HEALTHWEALTH" CLUB

48 Park St., Lawrence, Mass.
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How to Improve Your Advertising

At a trifling expense!
Do you want to know?—At a cost of but a few cents per day we will keep you supplied with

the best advertising printed covering your line of goods. That is our business—
Accomplished through our "AD PRESS CUPPING SERVICE—the most complete and best

organized in the world.
Reading and clipping from over 50,000 publications monthly (including every Daily and

nearly every Weekly and Periodical in the U. S.
We supply you, every twenty-four hours—or as frequently as desired—with as many good

advertisements as you want, on your lines of goods, enabling you to prepare your advertising

effectively.
Write for Booklet "E," stating your line—we will tell you how we can serve you (sending you

sample Ads), and what it will cost.

Other Things Yon May Want to Know

OUR 'TOPICAL SUBJECTS" SERVICE: We supply clippings from all publications, cover
ing any subject in which you are interested. Ask for Booklet ' B" and sample Clippings.

OUR "PERSONAL ITEM" SERVICE: We supply Clippings from all publications, of every
thing said about yourself or your business. Ask for Booklet 'C, ' and sample Clippings.

OUR "TRADE NEWS SERVICE: We supply daily all news of value in marketing your
products, making investments, etc. Ask for Booklet "A" and sample Service, stating line.

It's Simply a Question ofHOW We Can Serve Ton—Ask US

International Press Clipping Bureau

1411 Boyce Bids., Chicago, U. S. A'.

The Only One of

Its Kind.

A volumette containing a life

and portrait of

The Immortal Lincoln,

with his greatest speeches, his

most important letters, and his

best and funniest stories and

anecdotes.

Special De Luxe Edition, bound in limp

ooze calf, silk lined, silk marker, with

name stamped in gold on hot-pressed

panel. A volumette to love and live

with. Take it into your home and

heart for One Dollar.

Reading Brings You

Close to the Hearts

of the world's greatest and

wisest ones. Your character

and your success depend large

ly on the kind of company you

keep—not only socially, but

when you read.

In a very compact little volum

ette of great worth, Sherwin

Cody, one of the best literary

authorities of the day, tells you

"What to Read and How to Read"

This is a special De Luxe edition of this

popular work, printed and bound to

match that of Lincoln. The price is

only One Dollar.

Sheldon University Press

Llbertyvllle Illinois
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Do You Get the Returns

From Your Business Letters

You Think You Should?

If You Do Not.

They May Lack Something

That Should Make Them Convincing

In this day the knack of getting business is so largely determined by

the manner and matter of the letter you write to a prospective cus

tomer that sometimes your argument may lack only proper presenta

tion to turn the scale in your favor.

Some Suggestions—very p?uc^t "'T&oJ?*0* **

SUCCESS

in LETTER WRITING

BY SHERWIN CODY

The latest, up-to-date Letter Writer, replacing all the antiquated books on letter

writing. <J This is a practical book for every business man and

salesman, and a boon for every correspondent. *J It will help to

solve the problem of how best to get your statements before the clientele you

seek; and as for the social side, it exactly answers the modem day requirements.

Tastefully bound in cloth; 224 choicely printed pages.

Note the Contents:

Part 1. Business Letter Writing. Chapter I. Essentials of Snccess in Business
Letter Writing. Chapter II. Forms and Customs in Letter Writing*. Chapter
III. The Proper Style in Letter Writing, and How to Gain Fluency. Chapter
IV. The Business Value of Correct English. Chapter V. Model Letters.
Chapter VI. Follow-Up Systems. Chapter VII. Dealing With Human Nature
by Mail. Part 2. Social Letter Writing. Chapter I. Forma and Customs in
Social Correspondence. Chapter II. How to Be Agreeable in a Social Letter.
Chapter III. How to Decline Without Offense. Chapter IV, How to Make and
Keep Friends. Chapter V. How Men Should Write to Women Friends.
Chapter VI. Men's Love Letters, Their Possibilities and Limitations. Chap
ter VII. Women's Love Letters. Chapter VIII. Model Letters of Friendship.

We will mail you a copy, postage paid, for 80 cents

We should advise you to send for a copy at once

Sheldon University Press Libertyville Illinois
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EXTRA SPE.CIAL

THE PHILISTINE Magazine one year

LITTLE JOUKNEYS one year—1908

One DE LUXE ROYCROFT BOOK

TH II C A 111 If Subscription

wo Dollars tor All; i, sent to u«
Soon

SEND us your subscription within two weeks after you receive this offer and

we will present you. Gratis, a leather-bound, silk-lined, De Luxe Roycroft

book. This volume is printed on hand-made paper, from a new font of

type, in two colors. The initials, title page and ornaments were specially de

signed by our own artists. As an example of fine bookmaking it will appeal

to the bibliophile as one of the best books ever made in America.

Take your choice, one of these beautiful books with every sub

scription for The Philistine Magazine and the Little Journeyi:

The Man of Sorrows ... Elbert Hubbard

The William Morris Book ... Elbert Hubbard

Thomas Jefferson - - Lentz & Hubbard

A Dog of Flanders - Ouida

The Law of Love * - William Marion Reedy

The Rubaiyat .... Omar Khayyam

The Ballad of Reading Gaol - - Oscar Wilde

Love, Life and Work - Elbert Hubbard

Justinian and Theodora - Elbert and Alice Hubbard

Crimes Against Criminals - - Robert G. Ingersoll

Battle of Waterloo - - - Victor Hugo

White Hyacinths - - Elbert Hubbard

Christmas Carol - - - Chas. Dickens

Story from Passion ... Irving Bacheller

ELBERT HUBBARD'S Little Journeys are now used as text

books in many schools. They contain a wealth of historical in

formation without encyclopedic dryne

LITTLE JOURNEYS for nineteen hundred and eight will be Great Teachers.

The subject of the first number will be Moses, a theme that has long in

terested Mr. Hubbard, and in the handling of which he is very appreciative.

Mr. Hubbard believes that the " Moses" is as good a piece of writing as he

has ever done. The portraits are by Gaspard.

Address—The Philistine, L&st Aurora, N. Y.

When you send your order mention The Business Philosopher.

Remit by draft or Post-office order—it is unsafe to send currency by mail unless letter is registered
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GoodHealth

Edited by JH.Kellogg.M.D.

GOOD HEALTH Is a big, bright, sunshiny maga
zine, published each month at Battle Creek, Michigan,
the home of the Battle Creek Idea, which it represents.

Its Editor is Dr. J. H. Kellogg, Superintendent of the
Battle Creek Sanitarium.

It ranks with the handsomest magazines in America,
and H is brimful of enthusiasm and in
spiration every month.

It represents the things the best people
in the world arc thinking about, talking
about and working for— simple living,
healing without drugs, correct eating,
exercise, bathing.

It is full of seasonable health hints,
programs of exercise, treatments for
common diseases, recipes and cook
ing lessons, healthful dress sugges
tions.

It's 43 years old.

As a manual of health, GOOD
HEALTH is worth easily three times
its price —One Dollar per year. In the
Question Box alone over 10,000 ques
tions have been answered for GOOD
HEALTH readers free, by Dr. Kellogg.

Altogether, it's the greatest home
health magazine ever published.

And we make you this treat, special
offer— it*s worth your attention.

GOOD HEALTH

$1.00 a year.

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

$1.00 a year.

BOTH MAGAZINES, $1.00 a year

if subscription is sent at once.

Address: Good Health, Battle Creek,

Michigan.

THE HOME OF GOOD HEALTH
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THE STELLAR RAY

Is a magazine advocating Intelli

gence, Health, Freedom, Honesty,

and Purity, and seeks to demon

strate by scientific methods their

permanent inculcation into the hu

man family.

It is not a prosy publication, but

is full of modern vim and live in

terest. Its thousands of subscribers

enjoy it. It has a large circulation

in North and South America, Eu

rope, Asia and Australia.

THE STELLAR RAY

is growing and improving with

every issue. Write for a free sam

ple copy.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE:

In tbe United States, Mexico, Cuba, and the Island posses

sions of the United States, $1.00.

Foreign, except as noted above, (Six Shillings) $1.50.

Send 25 cents for a three months' trial subscription.

Published by

ASTRO PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Hodges Bldg., - - - - Detroit, Mich.
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Ability, Talent and Genius

READ

"Eternal $rogreB$f

A Live Magazine with a Great Purpose

Devoted Strictly to the Development

of Greater Men and Greater Women

and there is nothing more important than this

CAN BE DEVELOPED

"Produce Great Persons;

The Rest Follows."

This is the Truth. Make Your

self Greater than you are, and

Your Future is Your Own; your

troubles and misfortunes will

vanish; sickness and failure will

disappear, and the desires of

Your Heart will be Granted.

This Is the Lab)

And you can Prove it. The paxes of "Eternal Progress" are teeming every

month with Living Information on the Practical Application of This Law to the Attain

ments and Achievements of every-day life. And that the readers of " Eternal

Progress " are Having Results, is Proven, not only by the fact that they say bo in

letters of Most Enthusiastic Praise, but also by the fact that the circulation of this

magaiine has Doubled Itself Three Times during the past year.

Five Months for 25 Cents.

We are about to begin the publication of the Most Extensive, the Most Scientific

and tbe MoBt Practical System for the Development of Ability, Talent and

Genius that has ever been presented. It is a system that works ; it will work for

everybody and everybody should have It. To Introduce this system among the thou,

sands who Desire to Become Much and Achieve Much, we will send "Eternal

Progress " five months on trial to any address for 25 ceDts (in silver). The regular

price is 10 cents a copy, $1.00 a year.

She Great Problem Solved

Is a Series that will make " Eternal Progress " more famous than ever before.

It is Something New, but it gives the Bottom Cause of why things are as they are. and

tbe way out. The series has a message of Extraordinary Importance, and will pos

itively attract world-wide attention. It will solve the problem for you, whatever that

problem may be. It will give you the Bottom Cause, and you will know at once that

it Is tbe Bottom Cause. To get tbe whole of this series, subscribe for " Eternal

Progress " at once, and ask to have your subscription begin with the January number.

Kddrcss 44

Sternal progress,

ft

Fourth National Bank Building

CINCINNATI OHIO
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Mastery of Fate

By C. D. Larson

A Book for Men and Women Who Desire

to Press On to Greater Things

THROUGH the application of the principles, lawB and methods presented in this book,
any one can master his fate, change bis environments and create his own destiDy.

Your Future

It is in your own hands. You can make your future what you wish it to be, because
life is not an accident, and things do not come by chance. Eternal laws underlie all
things, all forces, all actions, all events, all conditions, all circumstances, all destinies:
and man has tha power to master these laws completely. To exercise this power is
to create any desired cause and thus produce any desired effect. Exact scientific
methods that any one can apply, will b« found in this remarkable book.

cUhe Inside Secret of All Success

And all great attainments and achievements is presented in the eleventh chapter, and
is alone worth a hundred times the price of the book. The second chapter gives the
exact reason why the great majority are almost constantly controlled by environ
ment; and also gives the law through which any person may control his environment,
and master any circumstance in which he may be placed. This chapter is posi
tively a revelation, and should be in the hands of every man and woman in the
world.

Begin the creation of a new and a greater future for yourself by ordering this book
to-day. Bound in clotb, 50 cents.

Science Has Discovered

That the average person loses nearly nine-tenths of the energy that is generated in
his system. This is a startling fact, and should make us think as never before. What
might we not accomplish if we could retain all this energy in the system and turn it
into muscle, brain and mind? What could you not do if you bad eight times as much
energy at your command as you have now? But you do have that much energy. It
has been scientifically demonstrated; the problem is to save it: and you can by learn-
ing to live, think, and act in the Poise that it Poise.

Po/se and 'Power

la a book by 0. D. Larson that will give you methods that work—methods through
which you may prevent all waste of energy. This means more life, more energy,
more force, better health, a stronger mind and a more powerful personality. And all
these mean greater success. Remember, you are using only about ten per cent of
your power now; the rest you are throwing away. This is a scientific fact. Learn to
use all of your power by reading "Poise an.i Power." Bound in cloth, SO cents.
■Special.—You want both the above books. The two will cost you only 86c.

Send your order to

e

C. D. Larson,

ourth National Bank Blda.. Cincinnati, O.
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You Should Read the Magazine"Power

Because it is Advanced Spiritual Thought of Revealed

Truth, always plain and simple.

Because it gives Courses of Instruction on the Develop

ment of your Spiritual Powers.

"Because its Contributors are the Ablest Exponents of the

Higher Life—Henry Wood, Eleanor Kirk, Fannie B. James,

Henry Frank, John D. Perrin, Henry Harrison Brown, Walter

DeVoe, Mary B. deWitt, et el.

Because it gives Addresses of Miss NonaL. Brooks, First

Vice-President of the World New Thought Federation, and

the talented Minister of the First Divine Science Church of

Denver—one who really " lives the life."

Because it contains each month a Strong, Vital Health

Lesson by Mrs. Agnes J. Galer, who knows and demon

strates.

Because its International Bible Lesson Interpretations by

the Editor are the clearest and ablest interpretations in the

Light of Truth published.

Because it carries Power with it, and Inspires you with

Power to Do and Be.

Charles Edgar Prather, Ph. D., Editor.

$1.00 a year; 10c a copy. Canada, $1.15. Foreign, $1.25.

(If at the end of six months you are not more than

pleased with it, your subscription will be refunded in full.)

Power : How to Develop It. Ten Cem

This is a beautiful little booklet with gray cover, the con

tents being printed on fine, white ledger paper with dainty

border.

It tells you JUST HOW TO DEVELOP POWER within

yourself, definitely, accurately. The booklet also contains a

strong answer to an inquiry concerning the "8eat of Power."

It makes a beautiful present, and is quite inexpensive—only

10 cents. *

 

By Dr. Charles Edgar Prather.

 

Power Publishing
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Morning Lessons for Spiritual Unfoldment

By Prof. LeRoy Moore.

With Introductory Articles on "The Pathway to Attain

ment" and "How to Enter the Silence," by the Editor of

POWER.

This is one of the best books for Meditation and Prayer

published. It consists of fifty-two subjects—one page for each

week of the year—each containing twelve good, strong, posi

tive statements ofTruth—not a negativestatement among them.

"Eternal Progress" says: "Perfectly beautiful and ex

tremely helpful; a rare jewel indeed. We wish it could be in

every home."

The subjects are: Abundance, Attraction, Blessings,

Body, Christ, Christmas, Creation, Desire, Expression, Faith,

Forgiveness, Freedom, Giving, God, Goodness, Healing,

Health, Holy Spirit, I Am, Joy, Knowledge, Light, Love,

Love and Truth, Now, Obedience, Omnipotence, Omnipres

ence, Omniscience, Oneness, Overcoming, Peace, Plenty,

Poise, Power, Praise, Promises, Receiving, Redemption, Re

generation, Resurrection, Silence, The Silent One, Spirit, The

Spoken Word, Thanksgiving, Truth, Unfoldment, Unity,

Wisdom, The Word, Works.

Printed on laid paper with florette border.

Maroon cloth, 50 cents; Full Morocco, gold edges, $1.00.

Out of Law Into Gospel

By Sarah Elizabeth GrisWold

This work was among the first expositions of Truth in the

New Thought, and is recognized as a standard. It is written

with simple directness, and reveals the mystery of Godliness

as applied to humanity, wherein God is to be sought, found

and proved as immanent source and unfailing fountain of life,

truth and love.

129 pages, 6x9 inches. Silk Cloth, Stamped in Gold,

with Portrait of Author, $1.00. Paper binding, 50 cents.

The Teaching of Divine Science

By Ida B. Elliott

This is a neat and attractive little booklet, just issued, set

ting forth the fundamental principles of Spiritual Life and Heal

ing. It is clear and simple, yet strong and true to Principle.

15 pages, with Gray Cover. For the purpose of wide

distribution its price has been made only Fife Cents.

30 Seventeenth Ave., Denver, Colo.
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The Celestial Life

A New Booh by

FREDERIC W. BURRY

Mr. Burry writes for the
thoughtful—for those whoseek
the realization of the ideal.
In his usual convincingly
sincere language, he has
presented in this book, his
very latest and best thoughts.

The. following lines are from

thet "Introduction;"
* I4fe and more of it is the

first and final desire of every
soul. And we want a Celes-

* tial Life, even an Existence
nothing short of all that is suggested by the word
Heaven. The race has ever been necking for this world
among the mere externals or placing it beyond the
grave somewhere—heedless of the teachings of the great

Masters and Philosophers that it is all Within."
Following are some of the chapter headings ; Concen

tration—Freedom —The Educational Process — Healing
—Attitude Versus Platitude—Society and Solitude—"The
World Is Mine!"—Su ccess—Courage—The Principle of
Attraction—The March of Man—In the Silence—Expres

sion—Memory—Celestial Illumination, etc.
The book is printed on antique laid paper from new

type with initial illumination, and contains 144 pages
handsomely and durably bound in fine art cloth, stamped

with gold. Price $1.00 postpaid.

OFFER EXTRAORDINARY/

To readerm of this magazine
We will send a copy of Mr. Burry'• book, hand

somely bound in cloth, and THE BALANCE maga
zine, or any $1.00 magazine published, for one year,
for $1 . 45 postpaid. Foreign postage 25c to SOc extra*

For sale, wholesale and retail, by publishers,

@The Balance Publishing Co. (inc.)

1744-46 California Street

DENVER. - - . COLORADO, U. S. A.
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PERFECT HEALTH

By One Who Has It

BT CHARLES COURTNEY HASKELL

How much more money could you make in a year if you

had PERFECT HEALTH every day of the year?

How much more would you enjoy life if you never had an

ache, a pain, or a weakness?

How much more gentle, kind, sunny, and loving, would

your disposition be if your stomach and nerves never caused you

a moment's trouble?

Just how much, brother, sister, would you give

for PERFECT HEALTH?

Well, it needn't cost you much money. One dol

lar buys a book written by a man who was |sick

and dying a few years ago and now enjoys PER

FECT HEALTH. He tells how he got it. And he

tells it in a few simple, easily learned"and easily

kept rules.

Hundreds who have read the book now rejoice in PBRFECT

HEALTH through living the truth it contains.

The book is well printed, handsomely cloth bound, and is

yours, for One Dollar, postage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press

Llbertyvllle Illinois
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A HELP TO SUCCESS

Human Nature Explained

An Illustrated Treatise on Character Reading

By 'PROF. N. N. WDDELL, <Ph. T>.

THIS work embraces the most advanced thought of the are on the Philoso
phy of Life, Mineral. Vegetable, Animal and Human. Their Origin and
Nature: Magnetism. How Produced, Its Nature and Influence; The Law

of Magnetic Currents: Mind Healing and Hypnotism; Thought Transmission
and Mind Reading; Mind and Matter, Their Relation and Dependence Upon
Each Other; Influence of Mind over Body, and Body over Mind; Constitutional
Differences, How Formed; The Law of Growth and Development; Heredity *
and Prenatal Culture; Organic Quality; Health, Vitality and Food, Their In
fluence upon Mind and Character; Exercise and Sleep: Temperaments and
Constitutional Differences; Digestive, Circulatory and Breathing Powers;
Brain and Nerves, Their Relation to Life. Sensation and Mentality; Soul.
Mind and Thought, Their Relation to Brain and Facial Expressions: Primary
Elements of Mind; Diversity of Gifts: The Law of Growth: Groups of Faculties
Considered In their Relation to Mind and Character. Their Manifestation In
Primitive and Civilized Man: The Philosophy of Mind Considered as a Whole,
Together with a Definition and Analysis of each of its Forty-three Elements In
their Relation to Brain and Mind: How Primary Elements Combine and Co
ordinate to Produce Thoughts and Conclusions and why people Necessarily
Arrive at Different Conclusions when Reasoning from the Same Data. etc.. etc.

Men and women differ in character

as they do in looks and temperament; no two are just alike.

If you would know these "Signs of Character," read

"HUMAN NATURE EXPLAINED"

and you can read men as an open book.

It gives the most complete system of reading and studying character ever

published. Contains 300 large pages very fully Illustrated. Price, postpaid,

Sl.oo. Address,

i

The, Health Culture. Co.

1510 St. James Bldg., New York.

If you will mention THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER in ordering we will
send Health Culture three months free (Price $1.00 a Tear). If not satisfied
money refunded.
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The marvel to me Is that you do not have a million subscribers.—Elbert
Hubbard.

 

A magazine of health culture,

and acquire the health of habitJ

What ten subscribers say:
• The Club is a bright spot in medical literature—I have de

rived much benefit from reading and following the advice of

the Club—Can't afford to be without it—That article on ner

vousness is one of your best and is worth all the money I

have ever paid you or can pay—I have come to feel I cannot

get along without your publication—Is worth many times its

cost—Your ideas are all right and I wish you well—The Club

is the best publication that comes in my mail—Your work is

the result of thought and that is what we need—I cannot

keep house without the Club.

10c the Copy - - - $1.00 the Year

A Stuffed Club, Denver, Colorado.
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Books for Profit

Those who study them reap the greatest and most abiding profit from

their sale—development and power of body, brain, mind, and soul.

Here is the list :

Character-BuiIdIna Books

.lames Allen's Books of Inspiration:

From Poverty to Power 9 1 ■ 00
As a Man Thinketh—paper 16c, cloth .60
Out From the Heart—paper 1 Be, cloth .60
Through the Oate of Qood, paper .60
Morning and Evening Thoughts, leatherette .60
Byways of Blessedness, cloth 1.26

Every Man a King, by Orison Swett Harden 1. 10
In Tune with The Infinite, by Ralph Waldo Trine 1.26
Man-Building, by Lewis Ransom Fiske, LL. D 1. 10

Buslness-Bulldlna Books

Financing an Enterprise, by Francis Cooper 4.00
Science of Organization and Business Development. By

Robert L. Frank 8.00
Men Who Sell Things, by Walter D. Moody 1 . 00
Success in Letter Writing, by Sherwin Cody .80
Successful Advertising—How to Accomplish It, by J.

Angus MacDonald 2.00
The Young Man and The World, by Senator A, J.

Beverldge 1.82
How to Grow Success, by Elizabeth Towne .60
Retail Ad Writing Simplified 1.00
The Cody System—How to Write Letters and Advertise

ments That Pull 10.00

Books on Brain-Bulldlna

Mind Power and Privilege, by Albert B. Olston 1.80
Right and Wrong Thinking, by Aaron M. Crane 1.60
The History and Power of Mind, by Richard Ingalcse 2.12
Brain and Personality, by W. Hanna Thomson 1.80
Cosmic Consciousness, by R. M. Bucke 4.26
Power of Will, by Frank Channing Haddock 3.0O
Character Reading, by Mrs. 8ymes .' .60
Vaughn's Practical Character Reader 1 .00

Home Study Books

The Nutshell Library of the World's BeBt Literature for
Busy Readers, edited by Sherwin Cody, 12 vols.
Handsome limp ooze calf, silk-lined, silk marker 12.00

Lincoln Lamb Dickens Tennyson

Shakspere Irving Thackeray Longfellow
Burns Scott Hawthorne "How to Read and

What to Read," Cody.
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language—

Wordstudy, Grammar, and Punctuation, Composition
and Rhetoric, and Story Writing Journalism—by
Sherwin Cody, 4 vols, in box 2.00

Dictionary of Errors In English—Rules of Grammar and
Common Errors. Words Often Mispronounced, Words
Often Misspelled. Words Often Misused, and Rules of
Punctuation for Office Use—by Sherwin Cody, 60c(
when ordered with the set. Single volumes .76

Primer of Logic, by W. S. Jevons .60
Webster's Condensed Dictionary 1 . 60

*S-Check off the books you want, tear this page out and
send it along—with the price.

Books sent Postpaid at prices given.

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois
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When Abraham Lincoln Was a Boy

He used to walk a dozen miles to borrow a book, and then sit up all

night to study it by the light of his father's pine-knot Are.

ANDREW CARNEGIE started life it a messenger boy, but he

borrowed books wherever be could, snd put in his nights at

study.

PETER COOPER worked hard during the day and sat up late at

night to study books.

WILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS. the dean of American letters,

worked in a country printing-office in his boyhood, and every

minute he could get away from type, ink, and rollers was spent with

his beloved books.

STUDY the lives of s hundred'other great men—men who made a

great success of life, end you will And that ninety-five of them

put in a great deal of time in the study of BOOKS.

MOST OF THEM had to borrow the books for their success-

building study—some went without needful clothes snd neces

sary food to buy them. But you do not have to either borrow or

starve in order to get the very best books written on the subjects of

character-building, health-building, good English, business science,

snd the Philosophy of Power, Poise, and Progress. Printing and

paper are now so cbesp that such works are within the reach of even

the lowest-salaried boy or girl.

FOR A LITTLE DOLLAR that you will never miss, you can get

a book that will be a companion to you all the rest of your life—

a book that will wonderfully increaae your power to earn, power to

use, and power to enjoy True Riches.

SYN THE OPPOSITE PACE is a list of books that can be sup-

plied by return mail by Sheldon University Press. They have

been chosen with the greatest care by members of Sheldon Univer

sity fsculty. They are the best that could be found on the various

subjects after a careful search.

ORDER TODAY—get the study habit and fulfil the highcat possi

bilities of your latent powers.

Sheldon University Press

Ubertyvllle Illinois
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HtmptH Startling! Jaarittattngt

Sty? Afcwrttor'& (Emit JHa^ittt!

Attracts genuine coin from the pocket of the " desirable citizen "—to the

pocket of the desirable Advertiser I Powerful, harmless, highly entertain

ing, sure of results—attracts with equal force from any distance 1

Unique—in its exclusive field. Startling—in its percentage of

returns per dollar invested. Fascinating—in results—try it once, and

you can't let it alone I

A Classy Class Medium—reaching exclusively Business Men,

Sales Managers, high-class Salesmen, Bankers, Financiers, Professional

Men, Educators, Writers, Thinkers. Do these people have Money ? Do

they Live Well ? Do they Want Things ? Do you sell anything they

want?

Yes, this Remarkable Business Magnet is—

The Magazine of Inspiration for Busy Men—they read it eagerly, they

profit by it, they believe in it —they carry each number with them as a Pocket

Companion —they are guided by it.

A Scientific Salesman covering its territory (every section of the United

States and Canada) every thirty days, and visiting 27,000 Buyers—and rr

DOES BUSINESS I

Listen: Most every Advertiser knows Franklyn Hobes, "Himself."

Here's what "Himself" thinks of The Business Philosopher as a puller on his

own proposition: " It may interest you to know that my returns in inquiries

and crdcrs, per dollar invested, have been greater from The Business

Philosopher than from any other publication I have ever used."

Let us explain to you our Unique and Original Plan whereby we simply

make the reader of The Business Philosopher buy the goods advertised in its

pages because he wants to—the "Magnet" draws him irresistibly.

Note. While you use our "Magnet" —your competitors cannot.

Present Advertising Rates are based on the paid circulation of less than

10,000 last September—since then there have been things doing, and the cir

culation is now 27,000 and still crowing I You can pet in now at present

rates— 'nuff saidl

Write us, then, sometime between yesterday and tomorrow, for In

formation and Advertisiiig Rates. Address Advertising Manager—

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

LIBERT YVILLE ILLINOIS
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"Worry and Obsession

First paper, in November Lippincott's

"The Doubting Folly

Second paper, in December Lippincott's

"Hypochondria"

Third paper, in January Lippincott's

"Sleeplessness"

Fourth paper, in February Lippincott's

"Home Treatment"

Last paper, in March Lippincott's

 

Papers on

 

Dr. George Lincoln Walton, the Neurologist, writes these

remarkable and enlightening articles— they can be read only

in Lippincott's.

Special Offer

Lippincott's is $2.50 a year— 25c. a copy. Send us only

$1.00 and we will send you these five numbers containing

these epoch-making articles and also include the April and

May numbers—seven months in all. Lippincott's contains a

complete high-grade $1.50 novel in each issue. Address

Lippincott's Magazine

East Washington Square

Philadelphia
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By James Allen.

As a Man

Thinfyeth

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves " by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circurnstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Makes

for Power and Poise.

Out From

the Heart

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

Daily Food for Growth

in 'Purity and 'Power.

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

"Keep thy heart; . for

out of it are the issues of life.

Through the

Gate of Good

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

Inspiration and Quidance

for the Divine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents. Special quotation and sample book On Faith when requested.

Write today—yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an uplifter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press Libertyville Illinois
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$10,000 FOR KNOWING HOW

IT is for *' knowing how " that men and women get the biggest pay these days. A

certain professional man recently received ten thousand dollars for a bit of work it

took him only fifteen minutes to accomplish — but he knew how better than anybody else.

This " knowing how *' is not so much a matter of knowing rules, methods, and

formulas as of a high development of the powers of body, brain, mind, and soul, so

that the individual knows by grasping the laws and principles that underlie rules,

methods, and formulas, and unerringly applies them to the problems in hand.

It is the leading of its readers into the scientific development of body, brain, mind,

and soul that makes a great Periodical of Power of

Zftt Mxtgintfte philosopher

of which Arthur Frederick Sheldon is the editor.

This high development is greatly helped by the study of good books which The

Business Philosopher recommends. And that the best may be within the reach of

everyone, Sheldon offers one of these great books free ivith a year's subscriptionJor The

Business Philosopher, ivhich is but One Little Dollar.

Any on< of the twelve lovable volumettes of The Nutshell Library of the World's

Best Literature for Busy Readers. Each of these little books contains a biography, a

portrait, and the very cream of the cream of the works of one of the following named

literary immortals :

LINCOLN IRVING SCOTT DICKENS THACKERAY
SHAKSPERE ,. „ . „ , .„,.,, _ . ,, HAWTHORNI-
BURNS now to Read and What to Read TENNYSON

LAMB By Sherwin Cody, editor of The Nutshell Library LONOFELLOW

These volumettes are truly a De Luxe Series — Pocket Companion Size — about

I 30 pages each — well printed on good paper, gilt top, and dressed for polite society in

extended covers — limp ooze calf— richly silk lined — silk marker— with name of

author in gold on hot-pressed panel — something you Ml be proud of as long as you

live —just the present for your best beloved friend.

You may take your choice also of one of these books, bound in cloth and gold —

Gratis — with a year's subscription for The Business Philosopher :

MAN BuTLDINO • . . . Lewis Ransom Fluke. LL D.

FBOM POVERTY TO POWER Junes Allen
PATHS TO POWER Floyd B. Wilson
THE LIFE TRIUMPHANT James Allen
THE ART OF CONVERSATION - TWELVE GOLDEN RnLEB Joiiephlne Turck Baker
TEN THOUSAND WORDS - HOW TO PRONOUNCE THEM . Josephine Turck Baker Sheldon

_ _ _- University
HOW TO DO BUSINESS BY LETTER Sherwin Cody X prCs3, Liber-

Sheldon also offers Seven Copies of " As a Man Thlflketh " or Seven X tyville, 111. : —
of "Out from the Heart," heavy art paper, extended cover*, both by S \ have pinnc.1 to
James Allen, or an assortment of seven. Gratis, with a year's sub- X this coupon a One

/Dollar William, for
,, .... r „ T1 . ,, , * which please send me
Men Who Sell Things" (cloth and gold), the great book /rfc, Busintn PhiU,>rh,r

on Salesmanship and sales management, bv Walter D. Moody, and XfQT Qnc f and the £00^
One Year's Subscription for The Business Philosopher, $i 25 Xnamed,as per yourspecial ortor.

Your choice of 24 Great Books — and a y Mv name is..
Periodical with a Great Purpose /iMy town Is

So then, sit right down now and fill out this coupon /^jy state is.and mail it. That is the prime "know how " of y ■ • - ■■

this proposition.
The book I have chosen i

&f)eltu>iT •Hrubers.itp -pressi

LIBERTYVILLE, ILL

Or, please send me Tht Busintu Philenphtr for
one year and " Men Who Sell Things," for which

I enclose ft. 25. Foreign subscribers please add 25 cts
r postage. Add 10 cts. extra when sending your check
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Banker anti 3fntetor

A Monthly Magazine

The only Financial Magazine

Published in Philadelphia.

$1.00 a year - 15c a copy.

A good. live advertising medium. Large circulation among

Banking Houses, Trust Companies, Brokers, Centers of

Mining and Manufacturing Interests, and Real Estate

Dealers and Small Investors.

A Dozen Strong Departments.

A Careful Monthly Survey of

Current Financial Issues.

For advertising rates address

THE BANKER AND INVESTOR

PHILADELPHIA.
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A Question—and

The Answer

A salesman asked this question : " What right has Sheldon to say that he

can teach me to be a better salesman ?" Here is the answer :

Five years ago the Science of Salesmanship was not ; it was only an idea in

a man's mind.

Most of the people to whom this man with the idea spoke about his plans

for writing and teaching the Science of Salesmanship laughed at him, and said it

was impossible.

But the Science of Salesmanship was formulated and written and printed

into lesson booklets. After that it was offered for sale. It was not only offered

for sale—it was sold. %

In five years this man with the idea has sold for real money over 27,000

Courses in the Science of Salesmanship.

Has a man who has accomplished this feat of salesmanship a right to teach

other men something about this great problem of selling?

But this isn't all the story. A. F. Sheldon has been a salesman nearly all his

life. He earned his way in college by being a salesman during the vacations.

Soon after his graduation he adopted salesmanship as a profession.

He became one of the greatest salesmen in the country. He broke all

records on every proposition he ever tried to sell.

He went up and down the country for fifteen years selling things. He was

always a success and always made money. 1

He became a sales manager ; had to train men under him. The experience

he had gained in his own work he used to make his men more efficient.

He became a proprietor. Still he trained men. Salesmen of other houses

began coming to him for advice—for the benefit of his fundamental principles.

One day he said he would use the principles he had gained in his experience

to train men everywhere. And he did. Now we are back to the beginning of

the story. There isn't room here to tell

how Sheldon trains salesmen, except to say

that he does it by correspondence. But

we have a few booklets that do tell about it.

We want to send you these booklets.

They are free for the asking, and will

place you under no obligation; they simply

put you in a position to discover some spe

cific facts about a system of education that

has helped 27,000 men engaged in lines

of work similar to the one you are en

gaged in. Fill out and mail the coupon.

The Sheldon School

1180 Republic Bldg., .-. Chicago

THE SHELDON SCHOOL.

1 ISO Republic Bide, Chicago.

Pleaae send me more information about
your Course. I am interested specially in
the subjects I have checked below.

SabnuQihip Self-Development

Advertbine Syitem and Coiti

Boaiiieu Lock Self Education

Bdudcu Psychology Science of Retail

Name

Address

Town State.

Position

All instruction by correspond'
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The informed Advertiser leans with well advised assurance upon

His Staff

for the Planning and Preparation of the Selling Campaign and Adver

tising Copy of the Higher Order. The strength and completeness of

His Staff is perhaps A Revelation to Advertisers generally—but

His 500 Clients know.

Hy~, c rr Magazine Ad. Writers, Newspaper Ad. Writ-
1S Copy Stall era, Trade and Technical Journal Ad. Writers,

Comprises; Street Car and Billboard Poster Writers,

Booklet Writers, Folder and Mailing Card

Writers, Prospectus Writers, Letter Writers, Designers, Engravers,

Photographers, Mechanical Draftsmen—a Complete Corps of Individ

ual Successes—and all "of the Higher Order."

Hm . . i i.. . Architects, Chemists, Attor-
is Technical Consulting neys at l3w> consulting

Staff Comprises: Attorneys, Patent Attor

neys, Consulting Scientists,

Statisticians, Financiers, Consulting Engineers, Public Accountants—

and other High Sources of Reliable Information on almost every con

ceivable subject of Advertising—Mercantile, Industrial, Financial

and Professional.

And these—with "Himself"—comprise

HIS ADVISORY BOARD.

The Individual and Collective Intelligence, Executive Ability,

Perception, Analysis, General Knowledge, Experience, and Business

Judgment—represented, directly and indirectly, daily, at His Counsel

Table—is not duplicated by any other advertising institution in America.

Booklet—

" 'Bout Himself and His—"

(which will be sent to any Advertiser of Importance on receipt of re

quest, accompanied by 5 reds) goes somewhat into detail in acquainting

Advertisers with a new and better order of Advertising Service.

Address

FRANKLYN HOBBS, "Himself"

1285 Monon Bldg., Chicago, U. S. A.
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Cfye Chinese

philosopher s Son

There are different kinds of philosophy, just

as there are different kinds of religion; Gold

smith has attempted to show us the oriental

style. Where he secured his data we do not

know, neither do we care, but into this essay

he has thrown the results of his meditations

and his experience without tiring himself or

his readers.

We have made a beautiful copy of this master

piece of Goldsmith's, printed in our inimitable

style, with portrait frontispiece of the author,

decorated in color, bound in green covers, with

envelope to match. To introduce the Caxton

Brochures we will send you a copy for seven

two-cent stamps.

We have only a few copies of "Compensa

tion" by Emerson, and Lamb's "Dissertation

Upon Roast Pig," but we will send you a copy

of either for another fourteen cents, or all

three for three silver dimes.

THE CAXTON SOCIETY

Pittsfield, in Berkshire, Massachusetts.
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Cultured

People

Have a great advantage.

Others may make great progress,

sometimes, but it is against heavy

odds. True culture opens most of

the doors of opportunity.

And true culture—or the lack of it

—is evident the moment you open

your mouth and speak. The fact

is unmistakably proclaimed by your

pronunciation.

The manner of the very best speak

ers—the leaders in True Culture—

can be your own. Josephine

Turch Baker, the well-known ed

itor of "Correct English: How-to Use

It," has compiled the pronunciations

preferred by the Century, Standard,

International, and Old Webster Dic

tionaries, of all the words in common

use, in her book:

Ten Thousand

Words:

How to Pronounce

Them.

This is the only book in which are

contained 10,000 words thus compared,

showing the latest as well as the past

pronunciation.

Say it right—and keep in front.

The book is yours for One Dollar.

Do You

Talk?

Probably.

But how?

The how is what counts in getting

attention, awakening interest, arousing

desire, and clinching determination.

These you will recognize as rounds

in the ladder of success, no matter

whether you sell goods, work for

wages, earn a salary, market profes

sional services, handle men, teach

pupils, maintain a place in society,

or make love.

You can learn how to talk to gtt

results in Josephine Turch

Baker's book,

The Art of

Conversation:

Twelve Golden Rules.

Sixty-two pages, artistically print

ed, handsomely illustrated, and tidily

bound in light-blue and gold cloth.

The author of this book is qualified to

write on the subject, being widely

and favorably known as the editor of

"Correct English: How to Use It."

Say the right thing, at the right

time, in the right place. All for a

One Dollar William, postpaid.

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois
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IT is the eternal struggle

between these two prin

ciples — right and wrong

throughout the world. They are

the two principles that have

stood face to face from the be

ginning of time, and will ever

continue to struggle. The one

is the common right of human

ity, and the other the divine

right of kingsl

—Abraham Lincoln
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Paths to Power

By FLOYD B. WILSON

The Hon. Floyd B. Wilson is a prominent lawyer, author and busi

ness man of New York City. In a private letter to a friend he

writes. " I am today managing large enterprises and am quite

absorbed in them. I am working to success through following the

lines of my own philosophy. The material success I desire to gain

is fast being reached."

CONTENTS

One's Atmosphere. Growth. A Psychic Law In Student

Work. Unfoldment. Power, How to Attain It. Harmony.

The Assertion of the 1. The Tree of Knowledge—of Good

and Evil. Conditions. Faith. Back of Vibrations. Wasted

Energy. Something about Genius. Shakespeare: How He

Told His Secret in the "Dream" and "Tempest."

A Few Opinions and Reviews

PERSONAL

"I find many things in 'Paths to

Power' of very great interest."—■

Honorable Chauncey M.Depew, U. S.

Senate, Washington, D. C.

"It is about the most clear-cut,

vital and enlightening book in all the

'New Thought' literature, and 1 shall

take pleasure in commending it to my

students."— Paul Tyner, New York.

"I am reading 'Paths to Fower'

with pleasure and profit, and I must

congratulate you on the insight you

show into the heart of things. You

have written a good many truths in

this book that are my own, and that

is why I like you and the book as

well."—Hubbard, East Aurora, N.Y.

POSTAGE

THE PRESS

" 'Paths to Power,' by Hon. Floyd B.

Wilson, is a practical and inspiring

volume on the use of intellectual

faculties and the making of character,

by a student in advanced thought."—

Argus, Albany, N. Y.

"Persons who regard self-knowl

edge as one of the most important

attainments and who desire to make

the most of themselves will find food

for thought and many valuable sug

gestions in this little work, 'Paths

to Power.' "—The Journal, Indian

apolis, Ind.

"The purpose of the scholar today

is to know how to use his 6wn facul

ties. To such no better thing can be

done than to commend 'Paths to

Power,' a work by a student in ad

vanced thought, Hon. Floyd B.

Wilson."—The Times, Boston, Mass.

PAID, $1.00

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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Will You Try a Fox Typewriter

At My Expense? 1 lnvented the Fox Typewritei

————i—— and manufacture it to-day. I

know just how good it is. I know that it is a better

typewriter than any other typewriter ever built.

I know other typewriters of all kinds and I know

that the Fox has every improvement and every feature

that any of them has—and more. I want to place a Fox

\t:j m in your office at my expense and have you compare it part

^gj^fl TP^B^B^B^s^ ror Part> feature f°r feature with any other typewriter.

H-^fl 1 will let the typewriter speak for itself. All I say

about and claim for it will be demonstrated by the

machine itself more convincingly than I could tell it.

^^HIsb^bb^Hb^^^ Then 1 want to leave the decision to you. If you

want it then I will either sell you one direct on favorable

terms, or my nearest representative or dealer will do it

for me. If you already have a machine we will take that in part payment.

All you have to do is to fill out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

The Test or Trial Will Not Cost You a Penny.

W. R. FOX. President Fox Typewriter Co.

All the writing on the Fox is always in

sight and directly in the line of vision, the

Bring line is indicated and the printing point

" pointed out so that the Fox is just what 1

claim a perfectly visible typewriter.

The typebar and hanger are the heart of

a typewriter ; that means they are the most

vital part; a Weak typebar means a weak type

writer. Show me a typebar-bearing that is

narrow and has no wearing surface and it

tells me that under hard wear such a type

writer will not retain its alignment and

sooner or later get out of order.

On the Fox the bearing is wide and the

bar heavy and will stand years and years

of hard work.

Then again with the Fox, one machine

is equipped to do all kinds of work—letter

writing—invoicing—billing—tabulating fig

ures—stencil cutting and heavy manifold

ing; anything any typewriter can do the

Fox will do—and more.

And remember this is the machine 1

want to place in your office for trial and

examination at my expense. It doesn't cost

you a penny to try it.

Will You Do This?

Let me appeal to you as a fair-minded business man to at least be friendly enough to

give me a chance to show you what 1 have. I am sure you would want me to

give you such a chance if you had something to sell me.

All I want you to do is to fill out and mail to me

to-day the attached coupon.

Send it to me personally.

W. R. FOX, Pres.,

Fox Typewriter Company

229 Front Street,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Send for my catalog, which

takes up the construction of

the Fox in detail—it's Free.
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Whether it be a machine, an institu

tion, an idea, a system, a method or a

selling talk, it is the man behind the

thing that counts. If he is all right the thing is pretty sure

to succeed—if not, then look out for the rocks.

The right kind of men are mostly built, not born.

They come into the world with no strength, no sense, no

intellect, no faith, no courage, no love, no initiative, no power.

They build these and many more positive qualities and fac

ulties into the fabric that becomes a MAN.

To build a dynamo, or a house, and build it right, requires plans,

specifications, a highly-trained knowledge of the processes, and intelligent,

skillful work. It is a much more delicate and intricate task to build the

right kind of man—but it is worth the trouble.

Each man is his own builder. He, and he alone, can do the

work. MEN are those who build themselves, with such help as they

can get from teachers and schools. Some of the greatest the world

has ever known did not have any help of that kind.

But all the best men have sought the aid of good books—sought

bociks with dauntless energy and persistence, sacrificing like martyrs

sometimes to obtain them.

During the last few years, thousands have found great inspira

tion and practical assistance in Dr. Lewis Ransom Fiske's great book

Han-lmlining

which is three hundred and twenty-four pages of carefully-drawn and

plainly written plans and specifications for the building of successful men.

There are laws—natural, divine laws of self-development. Dr.

Fiske names and analyzes them in this book, and does it in such a clear,

specific style that no one can fail to understand or apply them.

MAN-BUILDING not only points out the causes of Growth: it

tells you how to discover and use those causes in your own life. It not

only shows why men succeed: it shows also how you can develop your

own faculties into the strength that assures lasting success.

324 pages, Red Cloth, Gilt Top, postage paid, $1.00.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS



 

that we can build you the best Booklet, for the least

money—Quality considered—and in the Quickest time.

ifm arc sams of thr rraarma wlju, :

We make a specialty of mail order business in high-grade print

ing—especially booklets that sell goods.

Our plant is the best, most up-to-date and complete for this

purpose that money can buy.

Our designers, artists, engravers, printers, pressmen, and bind

ers are the most skillful and progressive that can be hired—it's

economy to pay that kind.

We do business for a profit, with an eye on duplicate orders—

and we get them. Once a customer, always a customer, is the rule

of our shop.

We have been in this business for years, we know the ropes,

and our knowledge is for the use and benefit of our customers.

Tell us whr.; you want, and we will deliver booklets that will

talk—that will get the business—bring in the big, round dollars.

No advertising campaign is complete without booklets, so write

for an estimate today. You will be shown.

The Clinic Publishing Company

1406 East Ravenswood Park Chicago
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» USINESS Philosophers—the people with

1^*^ big AREA—have an eye for beauty, and

\ they know its use and power.

They know that artistic printing is

not only a joy to the eye, but is a good business

investment—that it sells more goods because

it attracts more favorable attention, awakens

more lively interest, arouses stronger desire,

and more quickly brings to a decision to act

than the other kind.

For the good of the cause, then,

&[pUiim Uttterattg ftes

will furnish the right kind of printing to busi

ness philosophers — printing that is different

because it is better — printing that will help

them to succeed. ■

We will conscientiously give such work

as we accept our best Ability; put into it

Reliability, both in quality and in price ; guar

antee its Endurance in pulling'power, and get

prompt Action in delivering the goods on time.

Hadn't you better write for an estimate?

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS

P. S. You may wish us to help you on the text.
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What is Worth While

Series

A series of short, practical, and interesting volumes, daintily bound,

and intended to fill the wants of those desiring inexpensive —

booklets of real value for gift purposes. 1 2mo. Price, postpaid, 03C

Abraham Lincoln .... Jos. H. Choate

An Iron Will .... Orison Swett Marden

The Art of Optimism ... Robert Browning

Beauty and Kindness .... J. R. Miller

The Best Life ■ - Chas. Franklin Thwing, D. D., LL. D.

The Cardinal Virtues - - ■ Wm. DeWitt Hyde

Character Building Thought Power Ralph Waldo Trine

Character the Greatest Thing in the World ...

...... Orison Swett Marden

Cheerfulness as a Life Power Orison Swett Marden

Conditions of Success in Public Life - Ceo. F. Hoar

Don't Worry .... Theodore F. Seward

Economy ..... Orison Swett Marden

Golden Rule in Business ... Chas. F. Dole

Good Manners and Success - Orison Swett Marden

Greatest Thing Ever Known Ralph Waldo Trine

Greatness of Patience - Arthur Twining Hadley

Hour of Opportunity ... Orison Swett Marden

Lost Art of Reading W. Robertson Nicholl, M. A., LL. D.

Love and Friendship - - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Loving My Neighbor - - - - J. R. Miller, D. D.

Power of Personality ... Orison Swett Marden

Self-Cultivation in'English Geo. Herbert Palmer, LL. D.

Self-Culture - - - William E. Channing, D. D.

Young Men: Faults and Ideals - J. R. Miller, D. D

Postage Paid, 35c each

SHELD ON. UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLK ILLINOIS
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YOU AREA philosophers,

are the best people in

the world to get new

members of the charmed circle

of The Business Philosopher.

You have developed Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, and Ac

tion. You have the character

that gives you power to per

suade others.

And so, good people, we offer,

to the hustler who first sends

us One Hundred yearly subscrip

tions, at One Dollar a Year,

Forty Dollars in cash or books.

To the second one to reach

the century mark, we will pay

$35, and to the third, $30. All

others will receive 25 cents for

each subscription.

Send today for blanks, sample

copies, and circulars. Then get

busy and land forty dollars.

Yours for better things in busi

ness.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS



Make the Man Right and His Work Will Take Care of Itself

A. F. SHELDON, Editor

A Magazine Devoted to the Philosophy of Business and the Effort to Help Men

and Women to Increase Their A + R + E + A Development— Their Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, and Action — The Four Essentials of True Success

Platform : I will increase my A + R + E + A

Vol. IV FEBRUARY, 1908 No. 2

Pith

ELIABILITY reduces liability.

Evil-speaking is a boomerang.

Grumble and your chances crumble.

The way to get happiness is to give it.

Plan your work—then work your plan.

Persuasion pulls—argument antagonizes.

Love everyone and you will fear no one.

A heart, big and true, is a big asset to the salesman.

Dishonesty in the boss breeds dishonesty in the men.

Drop your suspicions—no one can cheat you but your

self.

People get what they desire—when they desire it hard

enough.

In the attempt to take happiness from others, one loses

his own.
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Flattery is the food of fools; taffy the pabulum of

paranoiacs.

Purpose is the big amperage current in the motor of

achievement.

Get something for nothing and you will never cease

paying for it.

Better give your spare cash to church or charity than

hire a cigarettist.

Break your promises to your creditors and break your

credit all to bits.

Cut out the supercilious eye. Exculsiveness excludes

no one but yourself.

No day is too holy for mirth—but a revel is about as

mirthful as a holocaust.

Virtue is the only good thing that costs nothing—love

it, and it becomes yours.

It is better to lose at once in speculation than to win

for a time—you lose less.

An uninteresting advertisement sells about as many

goods as a dull drummer.

Insist upon paying every obligation speedily—some of

them draw very high interest.

Courtesy turns down a proposition so kindly that the

act is looked upon as a favor.

Take care of your health—money, position, and honors

are not enjoyed by a sick man.

The man who thinks that sentiment has no place in

business should inspect the line of credit extended to the

man who shows gratitude to creditors who once stood by

him in a pinch.



Heart, Head, and Hand Philosophy

BY THE EDITOR

)HERE is a volume or two of AREA philosophy,

worked out in terms easily read—if not so easily

learned,—in two scenes from the life of a friend

of mine.

When I first knew him, he was highly ornamental.

Many a girl envied him the exquisite pink of his rose

like complexion, the delicacy of form and pearly tints of

his manicured hands. Fashion plates, could teach him

nothing new. Shaving tools, shears, and toilet sets could

add nothing to his perfection of pulchritude.

It was worth a course in domestic science to watch this

dainty creature take his nourishment. If he ate anything,

you could set it down in your note-book, that napery,

china, service, cuisine, and ingredients were as perfect as

erring humanity could make them.

He rose languidly, sometime before noon, as a rule,

and he used to make me think of the little verse,

" I hate to go to bed at night,

Beneath the downy spread,

Because I have to lift my feet,

And put them in the bed."

The fellow loved good company, in his lackadaisical

way, and was an occasional decorative detail at balls,

parties, and the theater; but I have frequently known him

to loll away an entire evening in front of his own grate,

unable to make up his mind to take the trouble to have

his man do him up in his outdoor wraps for a few blocks'

ride to a function he had desired to attend.

Jack wasn't a millionaire, for all his airs. His income

was about the size to keep his apartments out of the

hands of the sherifF, and he was indolently content. We

sometimes talked pretty roughly to him about his obliga

tions to himself, and to society, because he really was a

very good sort, underneath all the veneer. He had a well
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set up, healthy body, steady nerves, a cool head, and was

surprisingly muscular for a "lily, of the valley." An

indulgent parent had sent him through one of the best

universities, with a thorough professional course to round

out the product, and the long line of sturdy, God-fearing

ancestry behind him had kept him morally as clean as

he kept himself physically. But his inertia was some

thing to marvel at.

At times, under the merciless fire of our friendly frank

ness,—you know the gentle ingenuousness of a well-met

crowd of young men—he would seem to brace up. "Cut

it fellows," he would drawl, "you are right, all right, and

I am going to get up and do stunts like the rest

of you."

"When, Jack?"

"Oh, all in good time."

"Same old story," we would mock.

"Well, right away, then, if that will suit you any better.

Tomorrow morning I'll look up an office, hang out my

shingle, and get busy."

"Sure this time, Jacky ?"

"Yes, sure, what do you take me for?"

" Put her there then, old man, give us your hand on it."

And he would shake our hands with all solemnity,

looking every bit as if had already begun work.

But the next day, it always rained, or snowed, or the

sun was too hot, and we began to get a little hopeless

about Jack.

Then he met Elsie.

Now for the other scene.

Three men, a sledge, and a half-dozen whimpering dogs.

A pitiless sky, ghostly with the frigid darkness of the

long Arctic winter-night.

Dumb, dead monsters of mountains, stark in their

winding sheets of eternal snows.

And in and through and over it all, gripping the whole

scene, as though imbedded in frozen steel, the Cold.
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One of the men is white, or was. His face .is now

partially covered with a rough, matted beard; the rest of

it is so smeared with grease, stained with smoke, and

cracked and seared with the frost that its original color

could not be guessed. The other two are half-breed

Indians, weathered natives of the North.

The furry arm of one of the natives points to the peaks

that gash the northern horizon. They grow dim and

are lost in a white mist. A low moaning sibilates across

the barrens. The eyes of the half-breeds falter with fear.

The cowering brutes at the leashes howl with the terror

of premonition. The gelid hell of a Yukon storm is upon

them, and the voyageurs plead for a retreat. But the

other's eyes blaze with courage, his bearded jaws set with

a purpose firm with mountain-moving faith.

So they stumble on.

Robert W. Service, in "The Spell of the Yukon," gives

this powerful description of some of the horrors of the

trail:

"Wild and wide are my borders, stern as death is my sway;

From my ruthless throne, I have ruled alone, a million years and a day;

Hugging my mighty treasures, waiting for man to come.

* * *

One by one, I dismayed them, frighting them sore with my glooms.

One by one I betrayed them unto my manifold dooms.

Drowned them like rats in my rivers, starved them like curs on my plains;

Rotted the flesh that was left them, poisoned the blood in their veins.

Burst with my winter upon them, searing forever their sight,

Lashed them, with fungus-white faces, whimpering wild in the night.

Staggering blind through the storm-whirl, stumbling mad through the snow.

Frozen stiff in the ice-pack, brittle and bent like a bow,

Featureless, formless, forsaken, scented by wolves in their flight,

Left for the wind to make music through ribs that are glittering white.

Gnawing the black crust of failure, searching the pit of despair,

Crooking the toe in the trigger, trying to patter a prayer;

Going outside with an escort, raving with lips all a-foam,

Writing a check for a million, driveling feebly of home.

These terrors and more assail the three men of our

picture. Their "grub" is all eaten, and they share the

frozen fish . with^the dogs. When that is gone, they eat

the dogs. Then they stumble through the snow and ice,

chewing bits of the harness with black, bloody lips.
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The half-breeds give up to despair and beg to lie down

and die. But the raging spirit of the Anglo-Saxon lashes

them on, on and ever on. His hands and feet are solid

lumps of ice. His bones seem bare of muscle. He has

eaten nothing but a few bits of frozen rawhide for days.

But without muscle, without food, the unwearied, unflich-

ing master, Will, provides the power.

And he arrives, dragging the "weathered veterans of

the North" to safety in camp. He is of the kind that

the Yukon chants,—again using the words of Mr. Service:

" But the others, the men of my mettle, the men who would establish my fame

Unto its ultimate issue, winning me honor, not shame;

Searching my uttermost valleys, fighting each step as they go,

Shooting the wrath of my rapids, scaling my ramparts of snow.

Ripping the guts of my mountains, looting the beds of my creeks,

Them will I take to my bosom, and speak as a mother speaks.

And I wait for the men who will win me—and I will not be won in a day,

And I will not be won by weaklings, subtle, suave and mild,

But by men with the hearts of the Vikings and the simple faith of a child ;

Desperate, strong, and resistless, unthrottled by fear of defeat,

Them will I gild with my treasure, them will I glut with my meat."

And so, being of that heroic stuff, my friend Jack, the

exquisite, the weak-willed lounger—"looted the beds of

the creeks" of the Yukon, and returned to use the capital

he had so hardly won, with forethought, energy, and fore

sight. Today he is one of the hustling West's liveliest

hustlers.

Can you read the lesson ?

ACTION is the key-word.

My friend had Endurance, during his ornamental

stage. His was a splendid physique.

He had Ability. He had not wasted his time in the

University.

He had Reliability. There was no stain on his char

acter.

But there was one quality lacking,—Action.

And why did he lack action ? A weak will.

And what was it that gave almost superhuman power

to his will ? The white heat of his Desire to loot the

gold from " the beds of the creeks."
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Come, let us go a step further—what kindled that

desire ? Love.

Ah! There's your foundation in character-building.

Love—Divine Love.

Endurance, Ability, and Reliability are worthless and

wasted without Action. Action is impossible without

Positive Will. Will pindles and shrivels until inspired

by Right Desire. And Right Desire waits upon Love.

My dear boy, do you know that your will always acts

in accordance with your strongest desire ?

You desired to blow in your savings on being a good

fellow, dressing to kill, bucking the tiger, and going the

merry rounds of false pleasure. But you didn't. Why ?

Because you had a stronger desire to attain Health, Long

Life, Money, and Honor. And why the stronger desire.

Because you loved your family, your fellowmen, and your

God, and were impelled by that love to do your level best

to serve them.

Love is indeed the fulfilling of Law—the essence of

Right Action and therefore of Success.

The longer you have to wait for your just dues, the

bigger will be the interest accrued.

Every sale is an advertisement—good or bad according

to the satisfaction of the customer.

Pass on a good thing and it blesses you—keep it in

your hand and it eats like a canker.

Don't copy ideas—a successful plan usually works

because of the man or men behind it.

The race-horse makes the best record with a fast pace

maker—be glad for a lively competitor.

The "good fellow" who is offended at your refusal to

have a drink is a good fellow to offend.



Lessons from Lincoln

^/A EOPLE love and revere the memory of Abraham

|. I Lincoln.

There is no other man in history upon whose

• • name is bestowed so much afFection and praise,

so little resentment and blame.

He is America's greatest and most beloved hero, and

has highest honor among all peoples where his character

and his deeds are known. I have seen his portrait in

places of honor in great public buildings of many nations.

No other American has been so diligently studied;

about no other have so many volumes been written. And,

for many reasons, Abraham Lincoln is peculiarly worthy

of the study of every man who wishes to attain success.

First, his biography is of especial value to American

young men and women, because the man was distinct

ively American. His whole career, running away back

to his Virginian ancestry, and including the conditions

and environment of his development and life work, was

typically that of the great New World Republic.

Second, his life is an inspiration to every living indi

vidual, no matter how meager his advantages, because

Abraham Lincoln made himself a success with no advan

tages whatever. Born in the midst of the most hope

less, helpless poverty, with only one year's schooling,

and brought up in a home where there were no books,

no magazines, no newspapers, he became, by his own

unaided efforts, one of the most truly and profoundly

educated men that ever lived.

Third, because Abraham Lincoln became great by

reason of a combination of the common virtues of the

common people—qualities that anyone may develop in

the same way that he did—by earnest, faithful applica

tion of himself to the task. There was nothing akin to

the "insanity of genius" in this simple-hearted man.

It is worth while to take a few pages to bring out some
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of the qualities and faculties—some of the positives—that

made the Great Emancipator what he was.

His wonderful physical strength and endurance, won

by vigorous out-door life, and plain, abstemious living,

gave him the material foundation without which he could

not have borne the years of exhausting study and sleep

less toil needful to accomplish his purposes. Even when

poverty no longer set scant ration before him, Mr. Lin

coln ate but very little, and of the plainest of foods. He

rarely touched wine, and always sparingly, and never used

tobacco. And he was a champion wrestler, and weight-

lifter.

Four-fifths of all diseases are the result of over-eating

and over-drinking, and most of the rest of lack of exer

cise, and outdoor air, and of worry. By self-control in eat

ing and drinking, with proper exercise and fresh air, nine

out of ten people may have perfect health. Thus physi

cally, Lincoln had nothing which anyone may not have.

Abraham Lincoln formed the habit of study in his

early youth, and kept it up as long as he lived. And

he studied books. Even after he became a young man,

he would walk a dozen miles to borrow a law-book, and

then sit up far into the night to study it. When a boy,

he did his figuring and writing on the back of a board

shovel, shaving it off with his father's draw-shave when

he needed more room. All this studying had to be done

at night and during his other spare hours, because his time

was fully occupied in earning his living as a common

farm laborer and flat-boat pilot. Few, if any, now-a-days,

are so limited in their opportunities for study. Most of

us can study a great deal more than Lincoln did.

Another source of strength and ability was the habit

of observation of men and things, a habit you can form,

my dear fellow-learner.

Earnestness, a striking trait of Lincoln's character, is

not only in itself a chief essential of success, but is the

life and power of all the other virtues. Without it, the
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will falters in the face of little difficulties, the moral nature

lingers in the enervating and destroying valleys of self-

indulgence, the intellect slumbers in lazy inaction, and

the muscles hang loose and flabby on the bones. With

it a man becomes—well, a Lincoln. Earnestness of pur

pose marshals all his forces to the accomplishment of one

high aim and fires them with irresistible power. It bends

also the powers of the very heavens to the accomplish

ment of the chosen end. Nothing can stand against a

man who is tremendously in earnest. And can this great

quality of earnestness be cultivated and developed ? Well

that is the way Lincoln got it. By nature, he didn't like

to work, any better than the rest of us.

Unshakable honesty and fearless truthfulness made

the Great Emancipator known as Honest Abe. These

virtues not only gave him faith in himself, and the power

of a clear conscience, but won for him the trustful con

fidence of all who knew him, or even met him. A truth

ful spirit, knowing its own integrity, is calm and courage

ous under the fiercest fire. The guilty spirit, realizing its

falsehoods and dishonesty, is weak and cowardly. And

these inward spiritual states show themselves in the eye,

the face, the posture, the manner. People instinctively

trust the man whose honesty shines in his steady eyes,

calm face, and poised manner. He goes far.

This is also one of the common virtues—yours and

mine if we have the will to think and live the truth.

Critics agree that Lincoln's Gettysburg speech is the

greatest oration ever delivered in any language. And

what makes it great ? It is all expressed in less than three

hundred words, most of them monosyllables. That's

just the point. Its power is in its absolute simplicity.

Mechanics teaches us that machinery is efficient in

direct proportion to its simplicity. The Book which has

had more power in individual lives and human history

than all other books together, is the very essence of sim

plicity. (It is worth noting here that Lincoln was a very
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close student of the Bible, from which he drew much of

his oratorical and literary power.) Simplicity, charac

terized not only his speeches but his letters, his state papers,

and his life. He was always one of the common people,

no matter what honors were heaped upon him; but he

had genuine goodness and real greatness, which are the

essence of simplicity.

And for us, I'll admit that simplicity is not easy to

acquire. It isn't won by striving for it. It is the out

ward manifestation of a truly humble and loving heart.

But we can at least avoid seeking to make our words and

lives complex. By the cultivation of that childlikeness

which is the badge of all true greatness, we may attain

a simplicity which is power.

Through all the trying years of law practice, with its

constant clashes of opinion in court-rooms, and later in

the midst of the terrible ordeal of war, with thousands

reviling, ridiculing, and pestering him, dealing with the

self-seeking, the fanatical, the treacherous, and the stupid,

this quiet man was never known to lose his temper. Poise

and self-control kept him ever the master of every situa

tion. Even when he was obliged to rebuke and rebuke

severely, it was done with such restraint, such manifest

love, that it healed instead of wounding. His letters to

his generals, who were often times hard to deal with, are

models worthy the prolonged study of any one who handles

men.

Poise and self control grow by exercise, my dear boy.

They can be yours and mine, as well as Lincoln's.

After he had been President a month, William H.

Seward, Lincoln's Secretary of State, sent him a memor

andum headed, "Some thoughts for the President's con

sideration" which have been summarized as follows:

"After a month's trial, you, Mr. Lincoln, are a failure

as President. The country is in desperate straits, and

must use a desperate remedy. That remedy is to sub

merge the South Carolina insurrection in a continental
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war. Some new man must take the executive helm, and

wield the undivided presidential authority. I should have

been nominated in Chicago, and elected in November, but

am willing to take your place, and perform your duties."

In reply to this remarkable document, which he quietly

pigeon-holed, Lincoln wrote: "If this must be done, I

must do it. When a general line of policy is adopted, I

apprehend there is no danger of its being changed with

out good reason; still, upon points arising in its progress

I wish, and suppose I am entitled to have, the advice of

all the cabinet."

Some weeks later, Mr. Seward is known to have writ

ten, "There is but one vote in the cabinet, and that is

cast by the President."

Modest, yet dignified; humble, yet with calm faith in

himself—in nothing did this great man more clearly show

his greatness. And his faith in himself was part and

parcel of his simple faith in the right and in God. This

comes with wonderful beauty in this passage from his

farewell to his neighbors, when he was about to leave

to assume the duties and burdens of the Presidency, an

office at that time fraught with greater problems and

responsibilities than any president had ever borne:

"I now leave, not knowing when or whether ever I

may return, with a task before me greater than that which

rested upon Washington. Without the assistance of that

Divine Being, who ever attended him, I cannot succeed.

With that assistance, I cannot fail."

Here also, in the closing sentence of his second inau

gural address, we catch a glimpse of his mighty faith:

"With malice towards^none, with charity for all; with

firmness in the right, as^God gives us to see the right,

let us strive on to finish the work we are in; to bind up

the nation's wounds; to care for him who shall have borne

the battles, and for his widow and his orphans; to do all

which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace,

among ourselves, and with all nations."
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Faith is within the reach of every man. It is the birth

right of every child.

It would be a poor review of the character and career

of Lincoln that left out an account of his gentle, clean

sense of humor, which brightened up the dark places,

brought smiles where there were tears, and made it pos

sible to bear crushing burdens, and mighty sorrows with

cheerfulness. At cabinet meetings and interviews, when

the strain would be very near the breaking-point, Lin

coln would relieve the gloom with a funny story or two,

always singularly apropos—and the resulting laugh would

seem to give the needed wisdom and strength.

Smile, my friend. There is a humorous side to every

situation. It helps wonderfully to be able to see it, with

out losing your sense of proportion. That power also can

be cultivated, though most of us are born with it.

But the greatest, most Divine quality in Lincoln was

Love. This was the mainspring of his career and char

acter, the essence which consecrated and vitalized every

power of his body, brain, mind and spirit. Love made

him as gentle and tender as a woman with the stricken

and the erring. Love made him a giant of masculine

firmness in dealing with the self-seeking and the treach

erous. Love at last lighted up his face with triumph, as

he poured out his blood for humanity.

"Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay

down his life for his friends."

We might add much more, but this is a good place

to stop.

I have shown you how the greatness of Lincoln lay

in the positive qualities and faculties, which are innate

in each of us, awaiting only to be developed; how he had

Endurance, Ability, Reliability, and Action, the four great

foundation stones of success—stones on which we all

may build.

You and I may not be called upon to use our talents

as he was, but we can do our work as well as he did his.
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We can draw out and develop Endurance, the habit of

study, Earnestness, Honesty, Simplicity, Poise, and Self-

control, Faith, Cheerfulness, and Love.

Let us thank God for him, and take courage for our

selves.

An Immortal from Seattle writes me asking what I think

of Arthur Frederick Sheldon of Chicago. So this is what I

think of Sheldon: He is a man of big brain calibre, big

heart, big hopes, great faith. Sheldon has blessed and

benefited the world, and is making this earth a more fitting

place for a gentleman to live. He has shown us the relation

ship of ethics to business and religion to life and made

salesmanship a science. He has been a strong factor in

ushering out the age of barter and the customs of booth

and bazaar, and revealed to us that business is worthy

of the highest talent that can be brought to bear upon it.

There are men who yet use the word "commercial" as

an epithet; but thanks to Sheldon their number is grow

ing small. Sheldonism makes a man proud of his busi

ness, and moreover, Sheldonism rightly understood and

practised gives a man a business to be proud of.

—Elbert Hubbard, in The Philistine

Look about you and see that this is true—he who con

fers benefits is happier than he who receives them.

Burn your money if you must get rid of it—paste

boards and ponies are worse than small-pox and cholera.

When you find happiness in anything but useful work,

you will be the first man or woman to make the discovery.

See to it that your work increases the profits of the

house for whom you work, and you need not worry about

your income.



The Body Powerful

II THINKING HEALTH

HLL the processes of the body are carried on by

mental energy—the power of thought.

This is a fundamental principle of the very

highest importance, and one that you can all

prove for yourselves.

Think of some delicious morsel of food—the mouth

fills with water. Think of bending your finger, and unless

you stop it by a counter-thought, the finger bends. Con

centrate your thought intently upon your right hand for

a few minutes, and it will begin to tingle and fill with

blood. These are very simple experiments, but they

prove that the power or energy that produces the effects

mentioned originated in the mind, or by thinking.

Your own experiences in many ways still further demon

strate this truth.

For instance, you have learned that good news—caus

ing glad, cheerful thinking—makes you feel better and

stronger physically. You may have known what it is to

be instantly relieved of bodily feelings of pain, depression,

weakness, loss of appetite, and illness, by the receipt of

some cheering information or the unexpected arrival of a

much-beloved relative or friend, which has filled your

mind with happy thoughts.

You have all noticed many times the rapid improve

ment in health and beauty of young people who have

made the happy discovery that, in their case at least, the

course of true love does run smooth. You may have

experienced this for yourself.

On the other hand, you have seen the cheeks pale,

the eyes dull, the appetite fail, the body waste, and sick

ness and even death follow as the result of grief, disap

pointment, fear, shame, hatred, or some other unhappy

thoughts.

All these and many other facts have been common

knowledge for thousands of years, and yet the race is just

[97]
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now beginning to learn and to apply the fundamental

truth that they teach.

Working from these as a basis, eminent scientists have

carried on exhaustive experiments, in both physiology and

psychology, that have proved the law stated at the open

ing of this article—that physical processes are performed

and controlled by mental energy. Some of these experi

ments are very interesting and most instructive, but there

is no room for them in an article of this kind, so I give

the results obtained.

One of the most recent of these is so graphic that I

outline it here!

A machine has been invented to measure, in a rough

way, the effect of thought on the human body. It is so

delicately balanced that when a person is placed upon

it, the flow of blood from one part of the body to another

will cause the machine to change its position. It has been

found that the concentration of thought upon any one

part of the body will cause the machine to sway in that

direction almost immediately. [Even a slight sound in the

room will cause blood to flow to the brain and the head

to go down.

At the close of this paper will be found a list of books

on this subject which will be interesting and valuable to

those who wish to make a more thorough study.

The results obtained from these experiments may be

divided, for convenience, into two groups, although they

overlap at several points.

First we shall consider the effect upon the body of

thoughts and feelings in general; second, the effect of

thoughts and feelings centered upon the body and its

parts and functions.

Upon examination of the^first group of phenomena, we

find that it is very naturally divisible into two classes, the

right thoughts and feelings and their results, and the wrong

thoughts and feelings and their results. I classify these

mental attitudes and processes as positive and negative;
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others as expansive and contractile. It doesn't matter

very much what we call them, so long as we understand

what they are, and how to cultivate the right kind and

avoid the wrong kind.

The first and most important of the good, positive, or

expansive thoughts and feelings is love—in fact, in its

highest, best, and widest sense, Love is the foundation of

them all and includes them all. He who loves himself,

his fellow-creatures, and his God, will have courage, faith,

hope, patience, contentment, peace, self-control, poise,

power, purity, cheerfulness, joy, happiness, and all the

rest of the positives. This is not a treatise on ethics, or

I should take the space to show how this is true. But

you will see it if you think it out carefully for yourself.

Now, careful experimentation has shown that love

and the other good mental processes increase the quantity

and quality of mental energy available for the performance

of the bodily functions. The result of this increase is

stronger and better action of the heart and other circu

latory organs; quicker, keener, and more trustworthy and

wholesome work by the brain and nerves; more rapid,

thorough, and efficient digestion and assimilation of food

by the alimentary canal; more perfect and complete elimi

nation of wastes and poisons by the pores of the skin,

kidneys, and other excretory organs; greater air capacity

and more normal oxygenation of the blood by the lungs;

and richer, purer, and more vital blood—the life-stream.

All this means that the body can do more work with

less fatigue, has more vitality, energy, and beauty, and a

much higher power of resistance to the inroads of dis

ease, when the mental condition is positive or expansive,

than when it is negative or contractile.

Chiefest and worst among all the negative thoughts and

feelings is fear. And, as love really includes all the other

positive thoughts, so fear very nearly includes all the other

negative ones. ' The man who has fear in his heart falls

very easily into selfishness, worry, hatred, doubt, despair,
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discouragement, impatience, discontent, anger, intemper

ance, impurity, melancholy, grief, and misery.

These thoughts and emotions, or attitudes of mind,

waste and weaken mental energy; paralyze the brain and

shrivel the nerves; contract and pucker the heart and other

blood vessels; hinder, even stop altogether, the digestive

processes; obstruct the work of the eliminative organs;

cramp and restrict the chest and lungs, actually cutting

down the amount of air breathed, and impairing oxy

genation; weaken and impoverish the blood, in many

cases generating active poisons in the life-stream, and thus

lower the vitality and resistance-power of the whole organ

ism. Fear, suspicion, anger, grief, and humiliation have

often worked such havoc in the body that death has fol

lowed as a direct and immediate result.

These are not theories. They are scientifically demon

strated facts.

You want to know how to be free from bad, negative,

contractile thoughts, and how to cultivate the good, posi

tive, expansive kind.

There are two ways, and these two are one.

They may be stated in two words: Think. Do.

James Allen, one of the wisest writers on this subject,

says, in his foreword to "As a Man Thinketh":

" Men and women . . themselves are makers of

themselves, by virtue of the thoughts which they choose

and encourage."

In other words, the way to have loving thoughts is to

think them.

If a thought of fear, hatred, worry, grief, doubt, or

any other negative character comes into your mind, think

immediately a loving, brave, peaceful, joyous, faithful

thought—let the good thought so fill the mind that there

will be no room for the other. And the more you practise

this, the easier it will become. Let the white light of God

flow through you.

Say "I can and I will."
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Go even further, and say "I am thinking good thoughts

—loving, happy, cheerful thoughts."

And then get action.

There is no use affirming, affirming, affirming all kinds

of positive thoughts and feelings, and then going on act

ing like a tiger with a boil on the back of his neck, growling

and snapping at everyone near. I take little stock in the

man or woman who "denies" evil, and affirms that he

or she is "good; the embodiment of Good," and then goes

around bowed over like a letter S and with a sour face.

"Resist not evil"—"But overcome evil with good."

These are great scientific commands.

Love all, and live your love every hour.

Cheer up!

And let the good cheer show in your face, in your pos

ture, and in your walk.

Jesus, the greatest teacher that ever lived, was abso

lutely scientific psychologically, although about two thou

sand years in advance of His time. He said, "If any

man will DO My will, he shall KNOW of the teaching."

Modern science has proved this true .

Not only does the mind act upon the body; but the

body acts upon the mind, especially the feelings.

Take, for instance, courage. Assume the posture of

courage—head erect, chest up, lungs expanded, muscles

relaxed but alert and under perfect control—and you

will feel courageous.

Take self-control. When you feel anger rising, let

the muscles which grit your teeth and clench your fists

relax, Breathe deeply and rythmically instead of in short,

jerky gasps, and calmness will very quickly take the place

of your anger.

It is the same with cheerfulness. Put on a cheerful

face, stand or sit erect, as if fairly bubbling over with

happiness, with smooth and steady power draw great bliss

ful draughts of pure air deep down into your lungs and

hold them there—just as you would if your most longed-for
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ship had come in—and you will be surprised, if you have

never tried it before, how really and truly happy you will

feel.

Treat people with , kindness and unselfishly serve all

mankind, and you cannot help loving them.

And so with all the other positive thoughts and feelings

—think them, act as if you had them, and you have them.

Rejoice in this positive attitude of mind, and the hap

pier you are, the happier you will become.

Let sunshine enter into your heart and let your light

shine.

Solomon, famed for his wisdom, said, "A merry heart

is a good medicine." That was about three thousand

years ago. If he were living today, he would say, "It

is the best medicine."

These books treat more fully of this subject. Those

marked with an asterisk give account of the scientific

experiments and their results, referred to in the foregoing

article :

♦The Law of Mental Medicine, by Thomas J.

Hudson

♦The New Menticulture, by Horace Fletcher.

Power Through Repose, by Annie Payson Call.

From Poverty to Power, by James Allen.

♦The A. B.-Z. of Our Own Nutrition, by Horace Fletcher.

Twin Demons, by Stanley LeFevre Krebs.

♦Right and Wrong Thinking, by Aaron M. Crane.

Every Man a King, by Orison Swett Marden.

♦Man-Building, by Lewis Ransom Fiske.

Psychology, by William James.

Origin of the Fittest, by Cope.

Elements of Psychology, by James Mark Baldwin.

Fear, by Angeleno Mosso.

Why the Mind Has a Body, by C. A. Strong.

Talks to Teachers, by William James.

Physiological Psychology, by Prof. Ladd.

Worry, by Dr. Saleeby.
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Philosophers in the Bud

'HEN I was a boy, I was always very much

interested in machinery and tools. I used to

spend a great deal of my spare time around

machine shops and factories, studying the

machines and watching the men at their work.

I remember how they used to print some small catalogs.

It took several machines, and one or two men and boys

were needed to look after each one.

First there was the big "drum-cylinder" press. A

man stood beside this and fed the sheets of paper into

it, one at a time, another man looking after the supply

of ink and carrying away the printed sheets. When these

were dry, they had to be run through the same press a

second time to print the other side. When more than

one color of ink was used, the sheets had to go through

a different press for each color.

When the sheets that went to make up the catalog were

all printed and dried, they were run through a folding

machine, one at a time, a girl carefully placing each sheet

in position in the machine. After they were folded, they

were gathered and arranged in their order by a number

of girls, who passed them on to two other girls. These

two girls put each catalog into a stitching machine, which

put three wire staples through the back of it, thus fasten

ing the different sheets together. Several more girls

were kept busy glueing the covers on. Finally a man put

three or four catalogs at a time under a big knife, which

he worked with a long lever, trimming the edges. This

he had to do three times for each pile of three or four

catalogs—once for the top, once for the bottom, and once

for the side.

All in all, it took a good many people to keep all these

machines going, and they didn't make so very many cata

logs in a day either.
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The other day I saw them printing catalogs in a printer)'

of the modern kind. And how many machines do you

suppose it took ?

Just one machine.

And how many men and women to look after it ?

Just one man, and he didn't have to give all his time

to it. He looked after some other work.

The paper was fed into this wonderful machine from

a roll—just as thread is fed into your mother's sewing

machine from a spool. The sheets were printed, on both

sides, in two colors, folded, cut, gathered, stitched, trim

med, and delivered all ready to be shipped and mailed.

This machine would run for hours without stopping,

and with almost no attention, printing and finishing fifty

thousand catalogs in a day.

What do you guess that new machine is worth ?

A great many thousand dollars.

And those old machines, that took so many people

to run them, were worth only a few hundred dollars when

they were new. Now they have been thrown away

altogether, and are worth only their weight in old

iron.

When you study the machinery in the shops and fac

tories where you live—and it is a very interesting and

profitable way to spend some of your time—you will

find that the machines are worth the most money that

come the nearest to being able to run themselves with

out being tended by men and women.

Inventors and machine-makers are always trying to

make machines better in this way, so that they will get

more money for them. And men who own factories are

not only willing to pay a great deal of money for the latest

improvements, but often throw away machines that are

almost new in order to put in their places those that take

less supervision.

Now my philosophers in the bud are all worth a great

deal—more than can be counted in dollars. They are
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valuable to themselves, to their parents, to their brothers

and sisters, to their friends, and to the big, big world.

No one can tell just how much any one of you is worth,

but your Uncle Arthur can tell you a little about it, and

I think you will all agree with him. And what he tells you

is of very great importance—greater, perhaps, than you

can realize now. In fact, there are only a few men and

women who seem to know just how important it is, so you

will have a very great advantage if you learn it now, and

it will be a big help to you in making the most of yourselves.

Learn this little rule very carefully and never forget it.

Here it is:

The worth—or value—of every boy or girl is measured

by the amount of supervision it takes to keep him or

her doing the right things and to stop him or her from

doing wrong things—the more it takes, the less they are

worth. Now that word supervision is pretty big, but it

is important, so I am going to tell you what it means.

It comes from two Latin words, super, meaning "over,"

and video, meaning " I see, or look." So the whole word

means overseeing or looking after, showing how to do

things and seeing that they are done.

You see, boys and girls are just like machines in this

thing of supervision. And the same thing is true of men

and women. When you grow up you will find that your

value is very firmly fixed in this way—that the less you

have to be watched, and the less you have to be told about

how and when to do things, the more money you will

make if you are in business for yourself, and the more

wages you will get if you are working for some

one else.

Even when you are not really watched and directed,

if you would do more and better work and make fewer

mistakes if you were, the result is the same.

This is very important. Most people do not get the

supervision they ought to have to do their very best—

the world is too busy—but those who would not need it
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if there were someone to look after them are the most

valuable.

Not only in making money, but in every other way,

this is true.

By doing right and avoiding wrong without supervis

ion in the care of your body, you grow in health and

strength. Your parents and teachers do not have the

time to look after you every moment, to see that you think,

eat, drink, breathe, and exercise as you should, and that

you do not get into habits that are hurtful, but you can

learn these things for yourselves, and take care of your

selves. And by learning to grow health now, you will

escape a great deal of sickness and trouble, and greatly

add to your value.

This rule is of great importance in your school work.

That boy or girl is most valuable who keeps to busi

ness, whether the teacher is looking or not, and who

studies at home, when necessary, without having to

be told.

Each of you ought to have some work for your, hands

—some useful tasks about the house or grounds at home,

or something for a neighbor, either out of kindness or to earn

money. In this, also, you will have the very highest value

when you can always do the right thing at the right time

without being told.

Best of all is not to need any supervision in love, kind

ness, gentleness, truthfulness, clean thinking and clean

talking, courage, honesty, and courtesy; to be fully trusted

by every one in these things.

Now not needing supervision means more than merely

doing what you have been told without watching. It

means being always on the lookout to^do the right thing

that no one ever told you to do, and to avoid doing wrong

things that no one ever told you not to do. It means

doing your work even better than you are told—study-

ingthow you can do it better all the time.

Ah, that is the great thing!
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Grown up people who have a value like that are very

scarce, and they get very high pay. They are the ones

who get to be the managers, presidents, and owners of

large business houses or factories. And most of them

grew the habit of working their best without supervision

when they were boys and girls.

You remember what we talked over last month about

the game of "Fox and Geese," and the tracks made in

your body, brain, nerves, and Inner Self by your thoughts,

words and actions.

The more often you think to do the right thing and

do it, at the right time, without being told, the easier it

will be, and the harder it will be not to do it, or to do the

wrong thing, because a deep, smooth path will be worn

for just such thoughts, words and actions. In that way,

you will build yourselves up to be men and women of

the very highest value to yourselves, to your friends, to

your business, and to the world, because, like that splen

did catalog-making machine, you will need but very little

supervision.

Eat not to dullness; drink not to elevation. Speak not

but what may benefit others or yourself; avoid trifling con

versation. Resolve to perform what you ought; perform

without fail what you resolve. Make no expense but to do

good to others or yourself, i. e., waste nothing. Lose no

time; be always employed in something useful; cut off all

unnecessary actions. Use no hurtful deceit; think innocently

and justly, and, if you speak, speak accordingly. Be not

disturbed at trifles. Imitate Jesus.

^Benjamin Franklin



aOMMENTARY on the Science of Organization

and Business Development. By Robt. J. Frank,

LL. B., of the Chicago Bar. Chicago Commer

cial Publishing Company. Chicago, 111.

£7 A secondary title page in this work gives us the infor

mation that it is "a treatise on the law and science of the

promotion, organization, and management of business

corporations, with special reference to approved plans

and procedure for the financing of modern business enter

prises. Mr. Frank has written a book that will be of

value to the lay reader as well as the attorney. It gives

a digest of the corporation law of the State of Illinois, and

important court decisions affecting it, free from confusing

technicalities and citations, and points out, in simple

language, the best methods of procedure under that law.

The introductory chapter is a splendid tribute to Relia

bility as an essential of success, also showing the indis

pensable importance of a "science of business success."

There is much valuable detailed information in the appen

dix, and a good index makes the points covered in the

book readily available.

* * *

Modern Advertising. By Ernest Elmo Calkins and Ralph

Holden. D. Appleton & Co. New York.

After a perusal of a large number of books on the sub

ject of advertising, viewed from the standpoint of one who

has had more or less experience in this important branch

of business building, I must express my humble opinion

to the effect that this is the most honest, able, practical,

and comprehensive. It is a business book for business

men. But the man who imagines that he is going to learn

to be a successful advertiser by studying it will learn his

mistake from its pages, because the authors very frankly

tell just what will and what will not make an advertising

[108]
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man. The book deals entertainingly and practically with

the various classes of advertising—general, retail, and

mail-order—with media, advertising managers, agencies,

and markets.

The mathematics, styles, and mechanical details of

advertising are also intelligently and instructively dis

cussed. The history of the beginnings and growth of

advertising and agencies is perhaps a little too exhaustive

for the lay reader.

* * *

Money and Investments, A Reference Book for the Use of

Those Desiring Information in the Handling of Money

or the Investment Thereof. By Montgomery Rollins.

Dana Estes & Company. Boston.

After a lengthy foreword, in which he gives a great

deal of very valuable information regarding banking,

and investing and managing funds, the author devotes the

remainder of the large book to an encyclopedic glossary

of terms in common use in the commercial and financial

world. The definitions, which are given fully, are in

some cases accompanied with explicit directions as to

the best methods to pursue. The work should be of

value to all who find themselves with funds to handle,

and especially those without previous experience and

training.

* * *

Character-Building Thought Power. By Ralph Waldo

Trine, Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. New York.

Trine is simple, straightforward, and logical. There is

no attempt at technical ostentation, literary bombast,

gushing familiarity, or slangy "ginger." He has a mes

sage to deliver and he delivers it in the fewest and simplest

words at his command. And it goes right out of his heart

into yours. Into this little book—almost small enough

for the vest pocket—he has compressed much of the

essential truth about the power of our thoughts and ways

of thinking in the formation of character. It is all sound

-
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and practical, and, withal, has a grace and beauty of

expression that charms while it instructs.

* * * *

Happiness and Marriage. By Elizabeth Towne. Holyoke,

Mass.

The great question of questions—as far as human

relationship is concerned,—is here discussed with good

sense and candor, from Elizabeth's point of view. She is

strongly monistic and individualistic in her philosophy, and

such as hold with her will find seventy-eight pages of simple

and easily understood talk on married life, its problems,

and their solution, that will be a great help to them. Those

who do not hold her particular brand of philosophy, will,

of course, disagree with her on some points, but should

they be wide enough across the top of the head, they will

get wisdom that may be of use to them, notwithstanding.

* * *

Morning Lessons for Spiritual Unfoldment. By Prof.

LeRoy Moore. Chas. Edgar Prather. Kansas City.

This is a series of fifty-two lessons, of twelve affirma

tions each, for use "in the Silence" for meditation. The

material seems to be an application of some of the methods

of what is called New Thought to the Christian religion.

There is doubtless much that is very helpful in the book,

but, not having given the particular way of using it a thor

ough trial, I am not prepared to say whether or not it will

be found beneficial to the average individual. The fancy

flower border around each page is a disfigurement.

* * *

Little Letters to Boys Grown Tall; or, The Secret of Suc

ceeding. By Uncle Ned. The Abbey Press. Chicago.

A series of short, simple, good letters upon such sub

jects as "Business Life," "Education," "Habit," "On

Ambition," "Indolence," "Concerning Tact," "Courtesy,"

and "On Marriage." There is nothing wrong with the

advice here given nor with the manner of giving it. It

is as harmless as a bowl of gruel.



@ENIUS has been defined as "An infinite capacity

for taking pains."

Very clever! But, like many other clever, things,

very inadequately true!

Genius is more. It is intuition, perception, grasp,

analysis, understanding, sympathy, sincerity, judgment,

ability, courage, patience, and indefatigable energy—an

indescribable composite of many qualities manifesting

themselves, usually, in one bright, particular constella

tion of talents. The versatile genius is more of a tradi

tion than a real "occurrence.

But do not forget that clever definition.

To develop all these qualities, takes work, hard work.

It means "taking pains." Study the careers of the great

geniuses of literature, painting, sculpture, war, music,

politics, or business, and you will find that they worked

while other men slept, studied while other men played,

and pursued their ideals, oftentimes, in the face of fail

ures and discouragements that would have taken the

stiffening out of the backbones of all but geniuses.

Genius blazes a trail—other people follow, after the

walking is good and the destination is sure. "Genius,"

says some one," is the original noise—others are echoes."

Thus genius is always the pioneer of progress—there's

no progress in a rut.

Conventions, like clothes, wear out, and 'most people

are as afraid of new ones, as I used to be of a new hat,

when I was a boy.

How I used to love my old hat! It was a great deal

more than a mere head-covering. I made it a compan

ion on many a long tramp through the woods, a trap for

capturing butterflies, beetles, and field-mice; a weapon for

fighting hornets and bumble bees, a bag for trophies of

fruit, nuts, and flowers; a net for catching minnows and

Em}
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frogs; a blower for my camp fire, a fan for my stream

ing face, a towel after a surreptitious plunge in the ol'

swimmin' hole, a chalice at the spring in the glen when

my throat seemed like a red-hot iron tube; it flew high

in the air to express my joy, and covered my face to hide

my grief. And when mother finally took it away from

me and made me wear a new one, I was discon

solate.

It is the same with folks and their conventions. It

takes a genius to build a bon-fire of musty traditions,

puncture holes in precedent, rip the lining out of worn-

out methods and produce something better to take their

places. There is no virtue in being "difFerent" if the

difference is in favor of the usual. The numerous abnor

malities in literature, art, and business who are difFerent,

just for the sake of being difFerent, are very tiresome.

The genius is difFerent for no other reason than that he

has something better.

There's Montgomery, the "farmer who paints and

the painter who farms." He's counted a genius in art.

But he's somewhat of a genius in advertising too.

Here's a circular letter he sends out to announce his

lectures. Read it over and tell me what you think about

its power to attract attention, awaken interest, arouse

desire, and bring about a resolve to act, in the mind of an

entertainment committee chairman.

Dear Sir:

Let me have a word with you. I cannot see you personally, and it has not

occurred to you to come to see me, and you'd be disappointed at first if you did,

as nature has denied me much,—"whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth." I must

be a favorite.

I hope you do not know anything about me, but I desire to be underrated,

and it will be easy for you to grant me this one desire. Most people uncon

sciously do.

I am suffering with diffidence even now as I write this, lest you consign me

and this letter to oblivion and waste basket. It would be awful to take me off

the map. It would spoil the looks of the map.

I want to come to your Chautauqua next year and I mean to charge you all

I can get. I have a sliding collapsible scale that will easily adjust itself to the

various conditions, social, financial and geographical.

I shall not apologize for addressing you, for if you engage me by letters, it

will save you something, and if I do any good in your parish the people can thank
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you, and if I do any harm they can blame me, as it will be easier for me to

leave than you.

"As allied to the processes of education, art influences in advancing culture,

stand as elemental," and the Chautauqua platform, the great "Peoples Uni

versity," gives me a chance to preach the gospel of "An Indigenous American

Art."

It takes me three days to turn around with my " Art revival." I will paint

most of the time and will probably talk all the time. I bring $90,000.00 worth

of painting. But please do not tell the assessor.

I don't like cheap things, do you ? And tho threatened with opulence I can

live comfortably on $50.00 a day in the summer time, and I trust I'd be worth

10 per cent more than that to you.

I have a folder that is intended as an antidote for the one of last year's vintage

I am sending and if you have the proper symptoms, I'll send it also.

If the worst comes to worst, you may write me.

Believe me, I am willing to cut bait as long as you nibble.

Sincerely,

(Here follows a "signature" which the Farmer Painter says is "not to be

read, but to be recognized.")

P. S. I hope this fake letter will do as well as a "Hand done" one.

The average circular letter goes straight to the waste-

basket, doesn't it. If you want to keep yours out of that

limbo, make it different from the average—but be sure

you make it better.

Speaking of advertising, there's Franklyn Hobbs "Him

self." He says that he isn't a genius, because he's alive.

But I think he has shown something very nearly akin

to genius, in the share of the world's work, that he is doing.

A few years ago, the big advertising institution he has

created was only a figment of his imagination—an ideal

—a vision of a higher order of advertising service.

He was unknown professionally, and had no capital,

nor any of the rest of the usual props. Leaning wholly

on "Himself," and with nothing but his brains to sell,

he cut loose from all the limitations of precedent, and

began to do things that gave him a very swift rise in the

advertising world.

The foundations of the business he has built up were

laid deep in his own forceful personality—conviction laid

upon conviction during the course of a long, active, and

successful business career in other lines, and these con

victions cemented together with a growing purpose to

build an advertising institution on lines radically differ
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ent from any then existing. And he has forced national

recognition as an authority on advertising problems.

Recently, Hobbs published a "magazette" which he

called "Excerpts from His Scrap Book." A contempo

rary, reviewing the effort, says—"As unlike other adver

tising booklets as 'Himself is unlike other advertising

men." It is this difference, resting upon a solid sub

stratum of sincerity, sense, and purpose, that stamps this

man as a power in a particular field of endeavor and gives

peculiar significance to the term "Himself."

Please don't get uneasy, wondering why I should go

out of my way to give such a handsome free "pufF" to

my good friend Hobbs—because I'm not. I wanted to

talk to you a little about genius, knowing that there is

the seed of genius in every one of you—but it must be

developed. And I wanted to tell you the good news that

Franklyn Hobbs "Himself" has promised to write a series

of articles for The Business Philosopher, on advertising

and finding a market. I hope to be able to give you his

first in the March number.

That reminds me—I have in preparation a long list

of the most practical kind of practical articles by men

who, like "Himself," have blazed trails in the business

world, and have found that the new paths led to gold

mines and rich virgin fields. Tell your friends about

it—then help things along by sending in their dollar for

subscriptions.

I have a plan for doubling the subscription list of The

Business Philosopher in one month. Now wouldn't it be

a good thing to multiply the number of AREA developers

by two ? Don't you think it would be a great forward stride

toward our goal of better things in business ?

Well it's easy. Each one of you secure just one new sub

scriber, beginning with the January number, and it will be

done. You will do it, won't you ? And just take note of

our offer on page 82.
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flfltrrrtg tn Patter

By JAMES ALLEN

deserves rank with some of Emerson's finer essays.

Thinking people in all English-speaking lands are read

ing and studying it.

Something of its spirit is breathed in Mr. Allen's

Foreword :

"I looked around upon the world, and saw that it was shad

owed by sorrow and scorched by the fierce fires of suffering. And

I looked for the cause. I looked around, but could not find it; I

looked in books, but could not find it; I looked within, and found

there both the cause and the self-made nature of that cause. I

looked again, and deeper, and found the remedy. I found one

Law, the Law of Love; one Life, the Life of adjustment to that

Law; one Truth, the Truth of a conquered mind and a quiet and

obedient heart. And I dreamed of writing a book which should

help men and women, whether rich or poor, learned or unlearned,

worldly or unworldly, to find within themselves the source of all

success, all happiness, all accomplishment, all truth. And the

dream remained with me, and at last became substantial; and now

I send it forth into the world on its mission of healing and blessed

ness, knowing that it cannot fail to reach the homes and hearts of

those who are waiting and ready to receive it."

And Mr. Allen has achieved his purpose. Men and women are finding, in

the pages of this book, the way of prosperity and peace.

This remarkable book is printed from new plates on heavy egg shell

paper, and bound in beautiful English Cloth, with gilt top and title.

Its wisdom, faith, and good cheer become yours for just one of your

many one dollar bills.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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IT IS NOT "LUCK" OR "CHANCE"

That wins in the building of business. It

is the doctrine of effort and system — of

twentieth century salesmanship — that brings

success. This is Walter D. Moody's

message in

Mtn Wfo ^ell 'CJnngjs

If you are a salesman; if you have salesmen

to train ; or if you have anything to do with

the creative, money-getting side of business

YOU NEED THIS BOOK

Bound in Royal Blue Cloth. 195 pages. $1.00 net

A. C. McCLURG & CO., Publishers, CHICAGO

Cije hunting &rt

X .maontbt?,flaaaa5ine of tbe 3trt

of printing and of t&e Kflieo Slrtf

TOUCHING upon bolb bibliography and
typography, Tht Priming Art it bated
upon the new and practical idea pf

showing actual examples of line book and
commercial printing and color work, together
with authoritative articles upon the artistic
phases of printing, rather than upon business
and technical matters. It, therefore, has a
common ground of interest to tbc printer, tbe
booklover, the engraver, the publisher, those
concerned in the allied arts, and practically
to the entire public. The exhibits shown
include examples from many of the leading
publishing-houses, printers, and engravers,
and afford the most comprehensive snowing
ever made of American printing. Size, 9x12
inches; joo pages every month. Annual sub
scription : Si 0° in advance; single copies,
jocents. A specimen copy will be sent to
any reader of The Business Philosopher
oq receipt of 10 cents if this advt. is mentioned.

THE PRINTING ART

CAMBRIDGE, MASS., U.S.A.

Scrapping for Health or

Heading for the

Scrap Pile—which ?

OUR course on health and

power building, 27 power

ful lessons, 40,000 words, as

much as a Si. 50 book, formerly

sold in typewritten form for S25,

yours for 10 cents, for a limited

time. Neatly printed on D & C

paper. Your salary of $ 1 ,000

means a capital of $25,000 —

safeguard it. Woman's happiness

insured by health — this insures

it. *' There 's a reason " for this

remarkable offer. Send the dime

now.

"Healthwealth " CM

48 Park Street

Lawrence, Mast.
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How to Improve Your Advertising

At a trifling expense!
Do you want to know?—At a cost of but a few cents per day we will keep you supplied with

the best advertising printed covering your line of goods. That is our business—
Accomplished through our "AD" PRESS CUPPING SERVICE—the most complete and best

organized in the world. .
Reading and clipping from over 50,000 publications monthly (including every Daily and

nearly every Weekly and Periodical in the U.S.
We supply you, every twenty-four hours—or as frequently as desired—with as many good

advertisements as you want, on your lines of goods, enabling you to prepare your advertising
effectively.

Write for Booklet "E," stating your line—we will tell you how we can serve you (sending you
sample Ads , and what it will cost.

Other Things You May Want to Know

OUR "TOPICAL SUBJECTS" SERVICE: We supply clippings from all publications, cover
ing any subject in which you are interested. Ask for Booklet 1 B" and sample Clippings.
OUR "PERSONAL ITEM" SERVICE: We supply Clippings from all publications, of every

thing said about yourself or your business. Ask for Booklet 'C, ' and sample Clippings.

OUR "TRADE NEWS SERVICE: We supply daily all news of value in marketing your
products, making investments, etc. Ask for Booklet "A" and sample Service, stating line.

It's Simply a Question ofHOW We Can Serve Yon—Ask US

International Press Clipping Bureau

1411 Boyce Bldg., Chicago, V. S. A.

The Only One of

Its Kind.

A volumette containing a life

and portrait of

The Immortal Lincoln,

with his greatest speeches, his

most important letters, and his

best and funniest stories and

anecdotes.

Special De Luxe Edition, bound in limp

ooze calf, silk lined, silk marker, with

name stamped in gold on hot-pressed

panel. A volumette to love and live

with. Take it into your home and

heart for One Dollar.

Reading Brings You

Close to the Hearts

of the world's greatest and

wisest ones. Your character

and your success depend large

ly on the kind of company you

keep—not only socially, but

when you read.

In a very compact little volum

ette of great worth, Sherwin

Cody, one of the best literary

authorities of the day, tells you

"What to Read and How to Read"

This is a special De Luxe edition of this

popular work, printed and bound to

match that of Lincoln. The price is

only One Dollar.

Sheldon University Press

Llbertyville Illinois
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Do You Get the Returns

From Your Business Letters

You Think You Should?

If You Do Not.

They May Lack Something

That Should Make Them Convincing

In this day the knack of getting business is so largely determined by

the manner and matter of the letter you write to a prospective cus

tomer that sometimes your argument may lack only proper presenta

tion to turn the scale in your favor.

Some Suggestions—vwy 'TffiSTuSJTfa0" the

SUCCESS

in LETTER WHITING

BY SHERWIN CODY

The latest, up-to-date Letter Writer, replacing all the antiquated book* on tetter

writing. Q This U a practical book for every business man and

salesman, and a boon for every- correspondent, It will help to

solve the problem of how best to get your statements before the clientele you

seek; and as for the social side, it exactly answers the modem day requirements.

Tastefully bound in cloth; 224 choicely printed pages.

Note the Contents:

Parti. Business Letter Writing". Chapter I. Essentials of Success in Business
Letter Writing. Chapter II. Forms and Customs in Letter Writing. Chapter
III. The Proper Style in Letter Writing, and How to Gain Fluency. Chapter

IV. The Business Value of Correct English. Chapter V. Model Letters.
Chapter VI. Follow-Up Systems. Chapter VII. Dealing With Human Nature
by Mail. Part 2. Social Letter Writing. Chapter I. Forms and Customs in
Social Correspondence. Chapter II. How to Be Agreeable in a Social Letter.
Chapter III. How to Decline Without Offense. Chapter IV, How tc Make and
Keep Friends. Chapter V. How Men Should Write to Women Friends.
Chapter VI. Men's Love Letters, Their Possibilities and Limitations. Chap
ter VII. Women's Love Letters. Chapter VIII. Model Letters of Friendship.

We will mail you a copy, postage paid, for 80 cents

We should advise vou to send for a copy at once

Sheldon University Press

Liberty vllle Illinois
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EXTRA SPECIAL

THE PHILISTINE Magazine one year

LITTLE JOURNEYS one year—1908

One DE LUXE ROYCROFT BOOK

TW\ 11 f A II I K Subscription

wo Dollars tor All ! i8 sent t« us soon

SEND us your subscription within two weeks after you receive this offer and

we will present you, Gratis, a leather-bound, silk-lined, De Luxe Roycroft

book. This volume is printed on hand-made paper, from a new font of

type, in two colors. The initials, title page and ornaments were specially de

signed by our own artists. As an example of fine bookmaking it will appeal

to the bibliophile as one of the best books ever made in America.

Take your choice, one of these beautiful books with every sub

scription for The Philistine Magazine and the Little Journeys:

The Man of Sorrows ... Elbert Hubbard

The William Morris Book - Elbert Hubbard

Thomas Jefferson ... Lentz & Hubbard

A Dog of Flanders - Ouida

The Law of Love - - William Marion Reedy

The Rubaiyat - Omar Khayyam

The Ballad of Reading Gaol - - Oscar Wilde

Love, Life and Work ... Elbert Hubbard

Justinian and Theodora - Elbert and Alice Hubbard

Crimes Against Criminals - - Robert G. Ingersoll

Battle of Waterloo - Victor Hugo

White Hyacinths ... Elbert Hubbard

Christmas Carol ... - Chas. Dickens

Story from Passion ... Irving Bacheller

ELBERT HUBBARD'S Little Journeys are now used as text

books in many schools. They contain a wealth of historical in

formation without encyclopedic dryness.

LITTLE JOURNEYS for nineteen hundred and eight will be Great Teachers.

The subject of the first number will be Moses, a theme that has long in

terested Mr. Hubbard, and in the handling of which he is very appreciative.

Mr. Hubbard believes that the " Moses" is as good a piece of writing as he

has ever done. The portraits are by Gaspard.

The Philistine, E.ast Aurora, N. Y.

When you send your order mention The Business Philosopher.

Remit by draft or Post-office order—it is unsafe to send currency by mail unless letter is registered
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Good Health

Edited by J. H. Kellogg M.D.

GOOD HEALTH is a big, bright, sunshiny maga
zine, published each month at Battle Creek, Michigan,
the home of the Battle Creek Idea, which it represents.

Its Editor is Dr. J. H. Kellogg, Superintendent of the
Battle Creek Sanitarium.

It ranks with the handsomest magazines in America,
and it is brimful of enthusiasm and in-
spiration every month.

It represents the things the best people
in the world are thinking about, talking
about and working for— simple living,
healing without drugs, correct eating,
exorcise, bathing.

It is full of seasonable health hints,
programs of exercise, treatments for
common diseases, recipes and cook
ing lessons, healthful dress sugges
tions.

It's 43 years old.

As a manual of health, GOOD
HKALTH is worth easily three times
its price — One Dollar per year. In the
Question Box alone over 10,000 ques
tions have been answered for GOOD
HEALTH rcadersfree.by Dr. Kellogg.

Altogether, it's the greatest home
health magazine ever published.

GOOD HEALTH

$1.00 ■ year

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

$1.00 ■ yeir

BOTH MAGZINNES, $1.00 a year If

subscription is sent in at once

Good Health, Battle Creek,

Michigan

 

THE HOME OF GOOD HEALTH
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Your Prosperity

depends on your selling power. No matter what your calling,

the better salesman you are, the more money you make.

The art of selling at a' profit is based upon the science of

salesmanship. This science is taught, in plain, striking English,

by Walter D. Moody, one of the most successful salesmen and

sales managers in Chicago, in his new book

Men Who Sell Things

This book is one of the sensations of the new year.

Although only a business book for business people, it has

aroused the liveliest interest in all parts of the country.

Here is what some of the newspapers say about it:

Implement and Vehicle Record:

"While a number of books are written along this line from time to time, we

have never read one that contains so much valuable information, that is practical

and can be adapted to every-day business life. We do not believe that the man

is living who will read this book and not be spurred on and enthused to greater

efforts in his work, whether it be that of selling goods, managing salesmen, or

even sweeping out a store."

Illustrated Milliner, New York:

"Every traveling millinery salesman will be benefited by a study of this book.

It sparkles with suggestion and irrepressible humor."

Office Appliances, Chicago:

"One of the sales managers of a large house has made the assertion that if he

could have read the book at the beginning of his career of salesmanship, it would

have saved him from five years of experimenting."

Advertisers' Magazine, Kansas City:

"A book that contains the very best stuff ever written for the progressive,

ambitious business man, whether his work be on the road, behind the counter, or /

at the desk." /

There are hundreds more, fully as enthusiastic. They /

all agree on this book. / Sheldon

You get it, with a year's subscription jor The Busi- y^rcssiuterty-

ness Philosopher, jor One Dollar Twenty Five Cents. / viiie, 111.

/ kudosed is Si 2^,

This is one of the best offers we ever made. / for which send me

Close with it today and increase your / Jhe, Busincss ™]o*'~
J J / phcr for a year, begin -

prosperity. / ning with

/ and the book "Men Who Sell

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS /Things."

/ My name is

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS /My street and number

/My City
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Ability, Talent and Genius

READ

"Eternal progress"

A Live Magazine with a Great Purpose

Devoted Strictly to the Development

of Greater Men and Greater Women

and there is nothing more importantthan this

CAN BE DEVELOPED

"Produce Great Persons;

The Rest Follows."

This is the Truth. Make Your

self Greater than you are, and

Your Future is Your Own; your

troubles and misfortunes will

vanish; sickness and failure will

disappear, and the desires of

Your Heart will be Granted.

This Is the Lab)

And you can Prove it. The paces of " Eternal Progress" are teeming- every

month with Living Information on the Practical Application of This Law to the Attain

ments and Achievements of every-day life. And that the readers of " Eternal

Progress " are Having Results, is Proven, not only by the fact that they say so in

letters of Most Enthusiastic Praise, but also by the fact that the circulation of this

magasine has Doubled Itself Three Times during the past year.

FWe Months for 25 Cents.

We are about to begin the publication of the Most Extensive, the Most Scientific

and the Most Practical System for the Development of Ability, Talent and

Genius that has ever been presented. It is a system that works ; it will work for

everybody and everybody should have It. To introduce this system among the thou

sands who Desire to Become Much and Achieve Much, we will send "Eternal

Progress " five months on trial to any address for 25 cents (in silver). The regular

price is 10 cents a copy, $1.00 a year.

She Great Problem Solved

Is a Series that will make "Eternal Progress" more famous than ever before.

It is Something New, but it gives the Bottom Cause of why things are as they are. and

the way out. The series has a message of Extraordinary Importance, and will pos

itively attract world-wide attention. It will solve the problem for you, whatever that

problem may be. It will give you the Bottom Cause, and you will knqw at once that

it It the Bottom Cause. To get the whole of this series, subscribe for " Eternal

Progress" at once, and ask to have your subscription begin with the January number.

****** "internal progress,

Fourth National Bank Building

CINCINNATI OHIO
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Write ffirttera tljat full

It costs no more for stationery, postage, stenog

rapher's wages, and your own time.

The only difference is in the knowing how—and

that is got by study.

And it costs no more to study the principles and

methods of the highest authority than of a second-rater.

Sherwin Cody is recognized throughout the coun

try as THE expert on business English and writing letters

that get results.

His books and lessons are in daily use in the busi

ness offices and advertising departments of such firms as

Marshall Field & Co. and Lyon &: Healy, of Chicago;

The Sherwin-Williams Co., of Cleveland, and hundreds

of others.

His latest book on letter -writing is just off the

press. It is

ijmu txi Sn luatoaa bg Setter

and Training Course in

It contains 172 pages of terse and simple directions for writing letters in

correct English and correct form, that will be powerful selling }alks on paper.

Every point in the teaching is illustrated by letters used in actual business.

These examples, constantly before the eye, give practical skill by educating the

business instinct—the only way it can be done.

These are some of the subjects treated: Using Words So as to Make

People Do Things, Applying for a Position, How to Acquire an Easy Style

in Letter-Writing, When to Write a Long Letter and When to Write a Short

Letter, Advertising ani Follow-up Letters, Salesmanship in Littrs an 1 Adv< r-

tisements, Social and Official Forms, The Right and Wrong Use of Words,

Rules of Grammar and Composition, Rules for Capitalization and Punctuation,

and many others.

Double the dollars-and-cents efficiency of your correspondence.

This book is yours for a dollar, postage prepaid. Send for it today.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By James Allen.

As a Man

Thinfceth

Out From

the Heart

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves" by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circumstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Makes

for Power and Poise.

"Keep thy heart; . . for

out of it are the issues of life. "

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

Through the

Gate of Good

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

Daily Food for Growth

in Purity and Power.

Inspiration and Guidance

for the Divine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents. Special quotation and sample book On Faith when requested.

Write today—yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an uplifter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press -:- Libertyville Illinois
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Banker anli Sntoestor

A Monthly Magazine

The only Financial Magazine

Published in Philadelphia.

$ 1 .00 a year - 1 5c a copy.

A good, live advertising medium. Large circulation among

Banking Houses, Trust Companies, Brokers, Centers of

Mining and Manufacturing Interests, and Real Estate

Dealers and Small Investors.

A Dozen Strong Departments.

A Careful Monthly Survey of

Current Financial Issues.

For advertising rates address

THE BANKER AND INVESTOR

PHILADELPHIA.
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A Question—and

The Answer

A salesman asked this question : " What right has Sheldon to say that he

can teach me to be a better salesman ?" Here is the answer :

Five years ago the Science of Salesmanship was not ; it was only an idea in

a man's mind.

Most of the people to whom this man with the idea spoke about his plans

for writing and teaching the Science of Salesmanship laughed at him, and said it

was impossible.

But the Science of Salesmanship was formulated and written and printed

into lesson booklets. After that it was offered for sale. It was not only offered

for sale—it was sold. *

In five years this man with the idea has sold for real money over 27,000

Courses in the Science of Salesmanship.

Has a man who has accomplished this feat of salesmanship a right to teach

other men something about this great problem of selling?

But this isn't all the story. A. F. Sheldon has been a salesman nearly all his

life. He earned his way in college by being a salesman during the vacations.

Soon after his graduation he adopted salesmanship as a profession.

He became one of the greatest salesmen in the country. He broke all

records on every proposition he ever tried to sell.

He went up and down the country for fifteen years selling things. He was

always a success and always made money.

He became a sales manager ; had to train men under him. The experience

he had gained in his own work he used to make his men more efficient.

He became a proprietor. Still he trained men. Salesmen of other houses

began coming to him for advice—for the benefit of his fundamental principles.

One day he said he would use the principles he had gained in his experience

to train men everywhere. And he did. Now we are back to the beginning of

the story. There isn't room here to tell

how Sheldon trains salesmen, except to say

that he does it by correspondence. But

we have a few booklets that do tell about it.

We want to send you these booklets.

They are free for the asking, and will

place you under no obligation; they simply

put you in a position to discover some spe

cific facts about a system of education that

has helped 27,000 men engaged in lines

of work similar to the one you are en

gaged in. Fill out and mail the coupon.

The Sheldon School

1180 Republic Blag., .-. Chicago

THE SHELDON SCHOOL,

1180 Republic Bldg.. Chicago.

Please send me more information about
your Course. I am interested specially in

the subjects I have checked below.

Salesmsantin Self-Development

Advertising System sad Costi

Basinets Lock Self Edscstioa

Business Psychology Ids*** of Retmil

Name

Address

Town State.

Position Business

All instruction by correspondence
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This picture is pretty good, but no picture

could do justice to the charm of the"se little

volumes of the world's greatest classics. In

their rich, soft brown stamped leather, each in

a different and appropriate design, and their

burnished gold edges, they present an appear

ance of solid aristocracy and worth that we

have never seen in any other series of little

classics.

And when it comes to typography, the

artistic merit of the title pages, the loving

treatment of the portraits and illustrations,

and the clear readableness of the text are

things for the booklover to rhapsodize over.

THIS IS A LIST OF THE VOLUMES

Travels with a Donkey. By Robert Louis

Stevenson.
Tales of a Wayside Inn. By Henry W.

Longfellow.
Seven P o o r T r a v e 1 e r s. By Charles

Dickens.
The Man Without a Country. By Ed
ward Everett Hale.

The Proverbs of Solomon. From the
"King James" version.

Friendship and Character. By Ralph
Waldo Emerson.

Washington. The principal state papers of
George Washington, farewell address, etc.

The Chimes. By Charles Dickens.
Sonnets from the Portuguese, and six

additional lyrics by Elizabeth Barrett
Browning with three poems by Robert
Brownlng.Introduction by Richard Glider.

Romeo and Juliet. Shakespeare.

As You Like It* Shakespeare.
An Old English Christmas. By Wash

ington Irving.
Rubalyat of Omar Khayyam. Contain

ing the first, second and fourth of Fitz-
Gerald's translations, with an address by
John Hay. Frontispiece portrait of Fltz-
Gerald.

Socrates. Containing Plato's "Apology of
Socrates," and the "Crito" with a part
of his "Phaedo."

She Stoops to Conquer, Bv Richard
Brlnsley Sheridan.

In Memorlam. By Alfred Lord Tennyson.
Thoughts of Pascal. Translated by Ben
jamin E. Smith.

The Rivals. By Richard Brlnsley Sheridan.
Horace. A selection from the Odes.
Lincoln. Passages from the Speeches and

Letters of Abraham Lincoln.
Rab and His Friends, and Our Dogs.
By John Brown.

Motifs. By E. Scott O'Connor.
Eplctetus. Selections from the Discourses,

with the Enchiridion.

Selections from the Meditations of
Marcus Aurellus. Translated by E. B.
Smith.

De Amiclta. By M. Tulllus Cicero.

Poor Richard's Almanack. By Dr. Ben
jamin Franklin. Edited by B. E. Smith.

Rip Tan Winkle, and the Legend of
sleepy Hollow. By Washington Irving.

Notes of a Professional Exile. By E. S.
Nadal.

The Cricket on the Hearth. By Charles
Dickens, with preface by Joseph Jefferson.

A Christmas Carol. By Charles Dickens.
A Madeira Party. By Dr. S. Weir Mitchell.
Tracings. By E. Scott O'Connor.
Writing to Roslna. By William Henry

Bishop.
Thumb-Nail Sketches. By George
Wharton Edwards.

PMlt Matlnlc'. By George W. Edwards.
Break o'Day. By George W. Edwards.

These books are 5 1-2 by 3 inches, packed each in its own handsome box, one

dollar each. Carriage prepaid. Order one loday—and receive

special quotations on the complete set.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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and now—

FRANKLYN HOBBS, Himself

Advertising Agency

"of the Higher Order"

C Expressly organized for the purpose of furnishing

Advertisers a Kind of Advertising Service not hitherto

obtainable—and on a basis most equitable.

C, For 15 years, Franklyn Hobbs—"Himself" and

through his Letter Shop—has builded, until now his

Foundation is both broad and sound—and ready for the

Superstructure of agency service which has been added.

"But first of all—Good Copy"—and all the thorough

service which that requirement demands—then the

placing. An agency established on any other basis,

would have been like a house built upside down.

C We are—an Advertising Agency, established,

and adequately equipped.

C This announcement is made for the information of

those Advertisers who feel that the time is ripe for a

different order of Advertising Agency service. To

such, Franklyn Hobbs, "Himself" is ready to disclose

His Ways.

FRANKLYN HOBBS, "Himself"

Agency Division

Directed by T. IV. LeQuatte

1210-1295 Monon Building, Chicago, U. S. A.
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Are fmt Innkisli?

If so, you will certainly be interested in the Caxton Brochures,

published once each month by the Caxton Society. Each number

contains the wisdom of a great author, printed and bound in such

attractive form that there is joy in the reading. Numbers now ready:

No. 4. " Bibliophile and Bibliomaniac." The first of these is a

clever essay by Henry Houssaye, of the French Academy, and is

printed in French with the English translation on opposite pages.

The second is by Henry Ward Beecher, and is perhaps one of the

best examples of his genius.

No. 3. "The Chinese Philosopher's Son," by Oliver Goldsmith.

This writer was fond of detached essays, into which he could

throw the results of his meditations and his experience without

tiring himself or his readers.

No. a. Ralph Waldo Emerson's " Essay on" Compensation."

"Ever since I was a boy I have wished to write a discourse on

Compensation, for it seemed to me when very young that on this

subject life was ahead of theology, and the people knew more than

the preachers taught. "

No. 1. Charles Lamb's Essay, "A Dissertation upon Roast Pig,"

also "Detached Thoughts on Books and Reading." The first of

these is probably the most popular of the " Essays of Elia;" both

are characteristic of his style.

To introduce the Caxton Brochures we will send a sample copy,

either number, for seven two-cent stamps, or all four for forty cents,

silver. As we have only a few copies of No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3,

we suggest that you send your order early. Better still, send us one

dollar for an associate membership, and we will mail you twelve

Brochures, and will, in addition, send you a copy of " Murad the

Unlucky," by Maria Edgeworth. This offer is open for a limited

time only.

THE CAXTON SOCIETY

Pittsfield, in Berkshire, Massachusetts
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Opportunity is Knocking

at Your Door

It is an opportunity to make good money

and do the world good at the same time.

We want agents everywhere to get subscribers for

and we want them so earnestly that we are willing to pay a big com

mission, besides furnishing blanks, sample copies, circular matter,

and other materials.

Agents who hustle for the Business Philosopher will also be

given territory for our Man- Building and Business-Building Books

—and there's big mopey in them.

Write us about it to-day. You need the money.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS - - - Libertyville. Illinois

Stoat PnuFrtg to ®lt? IGtfr

Pnm^r ©rtrottphant

OR. THE REALIZATION OF PROSPERITY

AND POWER

HIS masterly book b;' James Allen

deserves rank with some of Emer

son's finer essays. Thinking people

in all English-speaking lands are reading

and studying it.

Mr. Allen helps men and women to

find in themselves the source of all success,

all happiness, all accomplishment, all

truth—they find in the pages of this hook,

the way of prosperity and peace.

Printed from new plates on heavy egg

shell paper, and bound in beautiful

English cloth, with gilt top ami title.

Its wisdom, faith, and good cheer,

become yours for One Dollar

THE LATEST THOUGHT AND EXPERIENCE

OF THE AUTHOR

niHIS crowning book of one of James

Allen's series was oily recently written

and contains the .naturest thought

and experience of the author.

It is for those who have the courage and

faith to believe, yes, to know, that the

triumph is not far from their reach. Every

sentence is an epigram of wisdom and

power.

Beautifully printed and bound—cloth—

gilt top and title—a book to love and

study.

It conies to make youi life a triumph—

for One Little Dollar.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS - - Libertyville, Illinois
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€| Many books have been written on the subject of business and

business methods, but never before one that literally took the busy

world of practical affairs by storm.

€|That honor was reserved for a plain, common-sense, straight

forward book, written by an active, hard-working business man—

by Walter D. Moody, business manager of The Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, and former sales manager of one of the greatest

wholesale houses in Chicago.

IjFrom all over the country— from manufacturers, merchants,

sales managers, salesmen, retail clerks, and^from publications of

every class comes an avalanche of unqualified praise, without one

dissenting voice.

€| Here are a few excerpts from many reviews that have appeared.

Read them and be convinced.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's 'Men Who Sell Things'

. . . written by a man who has sold things for years and worVsd, himself, in every

branch of the service until increasing years and experience have brought principles out

of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which things are done."—Chicago

Daily News.

"There is something going on in every sentence. He is full of dynamic periods."

Chicago Record Herald.

"Mr. Moody has gathered together and expressed in succinct and practical form the

results of twenty years of experience in selling things and observing other men who

sell things, and the result is a volume wHich cannot fail to be helpful to any business

man who may read it.—Chicago Sunday Tribune.

"The breeziness and point which mark every page of 'Men Who Sell Things'

promise to make the book of as wide appeal to business men as well as to boys

interested in self-development and a successful future."—Chicago Evening Post.

"It has developed into a volume which must take high rank in the f Please

literature of business and commercial affairs."—Chicago Trade Journal. f 5en(j mt

"The work is sure to prove helpful to the man who wants to succeed for The

'by selling things'."—Louisville Courier Journal. f Dollar Bill i

q That is what they say. X ^ J

<J The book merits it all and more. f ' '

4 You nee I it, no matter what you sell—goods, skill, ability, Wfc» Sell Thlnp

or time- / Name

If You can get it for One Dollar.

5 Sit right down and order to-day

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois

City . State-
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Dicksee's Auditing

The Journal of Accountancy

This is your last chance to get ABSOLUTELY FREE a

$5.00 copy of Dicksee's Auditing and a $3.00 subscription

(one year's) to The Journal of Accountancy. The very suc

cess of this free offer, recently advertised, compels us to

announce its withdrawal after March 31st.

Whether you are an executive officer of a million dollar

corporation or the head of a small business; an accountant,

an auditor or an ambitious clerk, you will find DICKSEE'S

AUDITING and THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY

of daily use in increasing your own and your employees'

efficiency.

DICKSEE'S AUDITING is written by a Public Ac

countant of many years' experience, who has made a thor

ough study of modern business requirements. He points

out clearly and intelligently how to find and eliminate the

weak spots of your business systems and how to make a

complete and accurate audit of any set of books or any

business.

Never again will you get this chance to obtain Dicksee's

Auditing and The Journal of Accountancy ABSOLUTELY

FREE. Therefore, write for full information today.

"Never put off until tomorrow what you can do TODA Y."

The Accountancy Publishing Company

46 Waverly Place, New York

We can supply you with any business book. Our book list is free.

Now or Never
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Will You Try a Fox Typewriter

At My Expense? 1 invented the Fox Typewriter

' and manufacture it to-day. I

know just how good it is. I know that it is a better

typewriter than any other typewriter ever built.

I know other typewriters of all kinds and I know

that the Fox has every improvement and every feature

that any of them has—and more. I want to place a Fox

in your office at my expense and have you compare it part

for part, feature for feature with any other typewriter.

I will let the typewriter speak for itself. All I say

about it and claim for it will be demonstrated by the

machine itself more convincingly than I could tell it.

Then 1 want to leave the decision to you. If you

want it then I will either sell you one direct on favorable

terms, or my nearest representative or dealer will do it

for me. If you already have a machine we will take that in part payment.

All you have to do is to fill out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

The Test or Trial Will Not Cost You a Penny.

W. R. FOX. President Fox Typewriter Co.

All the writing on the Fox is always in

sight and directly in the line of vision, the

writing line is indicated and Me printing point

Is pointed out so that the Fox is just what I

claim a perfectly visible typewriter.

The typebar and hanger are the heart of

a typewriter j that means they are the most

vital part ; a weak typebar means a weak type

writer. Show me a typebar-bearing that is

narrow and has no wearing surface and it

tells me that under hard wear such a type

writer will not retain its alignment and

' or later get out of order. .

On the Fox the bearing is wide and the

bar heavy and will stand years and years

of hard work.

Then again with the Fox, one machine

is equipped to do all kinds of work—letter

writing—invoicing—billing —tabulating fig

ures—stencil cutting and heavy manifold

ing; anything any typewriter can do the

Fox will do—and more.

And remember this is the machine I

want to place in your office for trial and

examination at my expense. It doesn't cost

you a penny to try it.

Will You Do This?

Let me appeal to you as a fair-minded business man to at least be friendly enough to

give me a chance to show you what I have. I am sure you would want me to

give you such a chance if you had something to sell me.

All 1 want you to do is to fill out and mail to me

to-day the attached coupon.

Send it to me personally.

W. R. FOX, Pres.,

Fox Typewriter Company

229 Front Street,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

 

Send for my catalog, which

takes up the construction of

the Fox in detail—it's Free.
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Sty* iiatt l^tttfi

Whether it be a machine, an institu

tion, an idea, a system, a method or a

selling talk, it is the man behind the

thing that counts. If he is all right the thing is pretty sure

to succeed—if not, then look out for the rocks.

The right kind of men are mostly built, not born.

They come into the world with no strength, no sense, no

intellect, no faith, no courage, no love, no initiative, no power.

They build these and many more positive qualities and fac

ulties into the fabric that becomes a MAN.

To build a dynamo, or a house, and build it right, requires plans,

specifications, a highly-trained knowledge of the processes, and intelligent,

skillful work. It is a much more delicate and intricate task to build the

right kind of man—but it is worth the trouble.

Each man is his own builder. He, and he alone, can do the

work. MEN are those who build themselves, with such help as they

can get from teachers and schools. Some of the greatest the world

has ever known did not have any help of that kind.

But all the best men have sought the aid of good books—sought

books with dauntless energy and persistence, sacrificing like martyrs

sometimes to obtain them.

During the last few years, thousands have found great inspira

tion and practical assistance in Dr. Lewis Ransom Fiske's great book

Hatt-lmiMttg

which is three hundred and twenty-four pages of carefully-drawn and

plainly written plans and specifications for the building of successful men.

There are laws—natural, divine laws of self-development. Dr.

Fiske names and analyzes them in this book, and does it in such a clear,

specific style that no one can fail to understand or apply them.

MAN-BUILDING not only points out the causes of Growth: it

tells you how to discover and use those causes in your own life. It not

only shows why men succeed: it shows also how you can develop your

own faculties into the strength that assures lasting success.

324 pages, Red Cloth, Gilt Top, postage paid, $1.00.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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that we can build you the best Booklet, for the least

money—Quality considered—and in the Quickest time.

ijrr? arc some of tljr rraamta uilju, :

We make a specialty of mail order business in high-grade print

ing—especially booklets that sell goods.

Our plant is the best, most up-to-date and complete for this

purpose that money can buy.

Our designers, artists, engravers, printers, pressmen, and bind

ers are the most skillful and progressive that can be hired—it's

economy to pay that kind.

We do business for a profit, with an eye on duplicate orders—

and we get them. Once a customer, always a customer, is the rule

of our shop.

We have been in this business for years, we know the ropes,

and our knowledge is for the use and benefit of our customers.

Tell us whe.; you want, and we will deliver booklets that will

talk—that will get the business—bring in the big, round dollars.

No advertising campaign is complete without booklets, so write

for an estimate today. You will be shown.

The Clinic Publishing Company

1406 Eaat Ravenswood Park Chicago
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An lEu? for

USINESS Philosophers—the people with

|,«^ big AREA—have an eye for beauty, and

JL 1 they know its use and power.

They know that artistic printing is

not only a joy to the eye, but is a good business

investment—that it sells more goods because

it attracts more favorable attention, awaken?

more lively interest, arouses stronger desire,

and more quickly brings to a decision to art

than the other kind.

For the good of the cause, then,

will furnish the right kind of printing to busi

ness philosophers — printing that is different

because it is better— printing that will help

them to succeed.

We will conscientiously give such work

as we accept our best Ability; put into it

Reliability, both in quality and in price ; guar

antee its Endurance in pulling power, and get

prompt Action in delivering the goods on time.

Hadn't you better write for an estimate?

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS

P. S. You may wish us to help you on the text.

i
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A HUssag? fax fiw

It's important. It is about the problems you have to face in your

every-day life and work. It is from a man who knows—who

has learned in the expensive but thorough school of experience.

You had better look into it. You will find it worth while.

QUjoobp lip mfaaag? tijat xh infrttii*b far gnu from tljta

Wifut Ja Wnrtlj fflHpl* Strifa

They are practical and interesting volumes, going to the heart of the

subject. They are attractively printed and daintily bound—

just the thing for gifts. They not only please but lift.

Abraham Lincoln ------- Jos. H. Choate
Economy ....... Orison Swett Marden
An Iron Will ------- Orison Swett Marden
Every Living Creature ----- Ralph Waldo Trine
The Art of Optimism Robert drowning
Golden Rule in Business ------ Chas. F. Dole
Beauty and Kindness ------- J. R. Miller
Good Manners and Success - Orison Swett Marden

The Best Life Chas. Franklin Thwing
Greatest Thing Ever Known ... - Ralph Waldo Trine
The Cardinal Virtues Wm. DeWitt Hyde
Greatness of Patience ----- Arthur Twining Hadlcy
Character Building Thought Power - Ralph Waldo Trine
Hour of Opportunity ----- Orison Swett Marden
Character the Grandest Thing in the World - Orison Swett Marden
Inner Life J. R. Miller
Cheerfulness as a Life-Power - Orison Swett Marden

Lost Art of Reading - - - - - - W. Robertson Nicoll
Conditions of Success in Public Life - - - - Geo. F. Hoar
Love and Friendship ----- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Don't Worry ------- Theodore F. Seward
Loving My Neighbor J. R. Miller
New Ethics Wm. DeWitt Hyde
Power of Personality ----- Orison Swett Marden
Self-Cultivation in English - Geo. Herbert Palmer
Self-Culture. William E. Channing
Young Men: Faults and Ideals ----- J. R. Miller

Write for complete list—One Hundred Forty-seven in all.

Postage prepaid 35 cents each.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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YOU AREA philosophers,

are the best people in

the world to get new

members of the charmed circle

of The Business Philosopher.

You have developed Ability,

ReNability, Endurance, and Ac

tion. You have the character

that gives you power to per

suade others.

And so, good people, we offer,

to the hustler who first sends

us One Hundred yearly subscrip

tions, at One Dollar a Year,

Forty Dollars in cash or books.

To the second one to reach

the century mark, we will pay

$35, and to the third, $30. All

others will receive 25 cents for

each subscription.

Send today for blanks, sample

copies, and circulars. Then get

busy and land forty dollars.

Yours for better things in busi

ness.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS



Make the Man Right and His Work Will Take Cart of Itself

Cfje 2fru$me5« pbttosicipfjer

A. F. SHELDON, Editor

A Magazine Devoted to the Philosophy of Business and the Effort to Help Men

and Women to Increase Their A + R + E + A Development— Their Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, and Action — The Four Essentials of True Success

Platform : I will increase my A + R + E + A

Vol. IV MARCH, 1908 No. 3

Pith

EALTH is power.

Joy is the universal germicide.

True riches are never burdensome.

Invest smiles and get high dividends and sure pay.

Advertising is salesmanship by the written method.

Curiosity is a powerful appetizer to the ad-reader.

The happy can truly sympathize with the sorrowing.

Sorrow for sin should cease the instant sinning ceases.

Good advertising is the fire under the boiler of business.

Tact is love and sympathy on the alert with enthusiasm.

Every ounce eaten beyond actual bodily need is poison.

Positive thinking increases the weight of the pay envelope.

In trade, physical might makes right in the darkness of Ignorance.

Your backbone gets its strength from the rich, red blood of high vitality.

Advertisements and salesmen are co-workers—let each help the other.

The first boy in the strawberry patch has first choice of the finest

fruit.

 

[i47]
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We learn to swim by swimming—we learn to do right acts by doing

them.

The bullets of anger glance harmlessly off the shining shield of good

humor.

Faith in your food doubles its nutritive value—eat food you can

believe in.

To save the country, be a good individual—to save the state, be a

good citizen.

Sunshine opens the hearts of the flowers—rough fingers make them

shut up tight.

Cheerfulness is catching—and the man who has had it most often

is least immune.

Don't waste any time belaboring the cause of all your troubles—

you're the trouble.

Enthusiasm, guided by knowledge and balanced by truth, gives con

fidence—gets results.

Happiness proceeds from perfect harmony with law—and "love is

the fulfilling of law."

Genius gets its inspiration from an Infinite Source, and ever produces

something new and fresh.

Genius is to mediocrity what a dynamo is to a pasteboard battery—

it's a difference of intensity.

"Do unto others as you would have them do unto you," is the best

business-building advice ever given.

The optimist has escaped quarantine, and spreads the contagion of

health and good cheer everywhere.

Live advertising copy sells goods like a live salesman. The better

the logician, the better the ad-writer.

Will your readers sit down to your ads. as they would to a human

interest story? If not, re-write them.

An advertisement is a selling talk on paper—make it go straight to

the bull's eye. Make it points, points, points, not words, words,

words.



Heart, Head, and Hand Philosophy

BY THE EDITOR

yOUR car of business progress is again gather

ing speed. The commercial and financial endur

ance-run had to be slowed down a bit on account

of a slight flurry of fear among the contestants.

Some of them were so badly frightened that they got off

and walked. Most of them have climbed aboard again,

and now we are getting into a fine pace.

Your car was all right.

The motive power of production and orders was greater

than ever.

The track of domestic and foreign trade was straight

and smooth. Everything looked like a great, record-

breaking run.

Then, I guess, we got to over-speeding a little and

scared a few of those aboard.

It was a good thing to slow down a trifle, examine the

bearings and other machinery, make quite sure about the

steering-gear, look to our engines, get a good map of the

road, and let some of the chauffeurs affected with speed-

madness get off and walk for awhile.

You have more confidence in the good old car and

her certainty to reach her destination than ever before,

and there are steadier hands at the wheel.

And now, while we are getting under way again, and

before the speed gets so great that we shall not have much

time to think which way to turn, let's study the map of the

course a little.

We notice, first of all, that the road is full of forks—

we are called upon at every stage of the journey to decide

whether we shall turn to the right or the left. And at

many of the forks, there are more than two choices open.

It will require much knowledge, much keen analysis,

much close reasoning, much accurate observation, much

calmness, much decision to keep on the main highway

to our destination, the Delectable City of Success.
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And the combination of qualities that enables you to

keep on the right track is called Judgment.

Business judgment deals with ideas.

Never before in the history of business has there been

such a heavy and continuous demand for new ideas. The

advertiser, the editor, the manufacturer, the merchant—

everybody is trying to beat everybody else in the exploita

tion of something new. Styles used to last for years with

very little modification—now they scarcely survive a sea

son. A thousand and one new mechanical, literary, musical,

electrical, theological, scientific, and philosophical ideas,

are pushed to the front every year. To keep in the race

you must either produce or buy new ideas yourself.

And to produce or buy ideas of worth takes judgment.

Here, again, the old superstition about the natural-

born genius has caused a lot of trouble. People have

whispered the words, "business foresight," and "business

judgment" with a kind of awe-stricken hopelessness, as

if there were some kind of magic or black art about them.

And so we have the popular notion of "wizards of

finance."

And the result is that folks have either waited for this

natural-born genius to show itself in them or given up

the notion of being able to exercise business judgment.

Now that is too bad, because business judgment is

simply the result of the drawing out of positive faculties

and qualities that are innate in every man—in some more

pronounced than in others, perhaps—and the filling in of

useful knowledge that is within the reach of every one

who will sacrifice his self-indulgence and ease, for the sake

of acquiring the study habit.

Correct judgment is nothing more than the right

logical combination of true ideas.

This gives you the clue to what studies and training

are necessary to develop good business judgment.

To get hold of true ideas, you need trained senses,

accurate observation intensified by close attention, the

habit of noting the slightest differences and putting your

finger upon the most essential similarities, and care to take
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in the surrounding circumstances and background of the

ideas under investigation.

All these come by study and self-development. They

are by no means the sole property of a "wizard."

Having settled upon true ideas, the next thing is to

combine them logically. That requires the power of

reasoning.

But there are laws and processes of reasoning as im

mutable as the historic laws of the Medes and Persians.

There is no necromancy about that. All you have to do is

to learn the laws and apply them.

This all comes under the first head of the great science,

or philosophy, of AREA development.

It is a very important part of Ability, the name I have

given to the combination the positives of the intellect.

And, as I remarked in the beginning, this brief breath

ing spell in the commercial race is a good time to pay some

attention to the further development of this particular

part of our Area.

Then we shall keep on the right track, and there will

be, not speed-madness, but a fine, steady, accelerating,

long-distance pace, that will land us, bright and early,

after a happy run, in the Beautiful City of Success.

mi scientific advertiser's aim is to do six things:

lLL Attract attention to his goods.

Arouse an interest in them.

Create a desire for the goods.

Inspire confidence in the goods.

Bring about a decision to buy them.

Create satisfaction for the goods.



Hubbard on Sheldon

(The Sage of East Aurora Pays His Respects to the Philosopher of Llbertyville.)
Reprinted from The Philistine, December, 1007,

by courtesy of Elbert Hubbard

Arthur F. Sheldon has bought a tract of six hundred acres of land near Llberty
ville, Illinois. He has moved there his "Sheldon University Press," and "The Business
Philosopher" and is founding a University.—Dally Paper.

IBERTYVILLE! The name is fitting. Sheldon

I r belongs there.

I I Sheldon is a product of his time. He is a

* piece of divine nebulae sent spinning thru space,

the result of a spiritual contrifugal force.

But while the times evolved Sheldon, it was Sheldon

who evolved Sheldonism.

And having evolved Sheldonism, Sheldonism then

picked up Sheldon and evolved him further, for all excel

lent effort benefits most the man who does it, and the

reward for good work is increased capacity—and more

work.

Sheldonism is greater than Sheldon because thousands

of minds are at work refining and improving it. Sheldon

ism is only in process. This may be true of Sheldon,

too, but Sheldon being a man has his limits, but Sheldon

ism being an idea is infinite. It will take a million men to

perfect Sheldonism and a thousand years of time.

Sheldonism is the Science of Salesmanship.

Science is simply the classification of the common

knowledge of the common people. It is bringing together

the things we all know and putting them together so we

can use them. This is creation and finds its analogy in

Nature, where the elements are combined in certain ways

to give us fruits or flowers or grain.

Sheldon supplies tools for the mind.

Every living man is a salesman. We all have some

thing to offer—doctors, lawyers, preachers, actors, teach

ers, painters, orators, poets, clerks, merchants—all sell

their talent, their skill, their knowledge or the result and

accumulation of their talent, their skill, their knowledge,

their foresight, wit, cleverness.
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The universe is a Monad, and Sheldonism is only pos

sible where there is a monistic faith. The race is one.

We are not only parts of each other, but we are each

other. To injure another is to injure yourself; we can only

help ourselves by helping others.

Sheldonism is built on Monism.

Its corner-stone is reciprocity. The flag that flies

from its roof carries one word—mutuality.

So Sheldonism is simply the art of meeting the world

and successfully crying your wares. Sheldonism is a

recipe for bringing about a chemical combination between

a man and his fellows.

Art is not only the beautiful way, but the effective

way, for beauty and use are one.

To realize that you are a part of humanity and still

feel that you are thrust out, and not able to mix with

humanity, is misery indeed.

"Fellowship is heaven, and lack of fellowship is hell,"

said William Morris.

Orators have died practically unheard; writers have

existed in garrets, and starved painters have committed

suicide—all thru an inability to command the attention

of the public. One-half the battle is to get the speaker's

eye; the other half is to have something to say.

Sheldonism shows you how to collect from society

that which is your due.

The wrecks of the world are of two kinds, those who

have nothing that society wants, and those who do not

know how to get their goods into the front window.

Sheldonism aims to help in both instances.

Good luck is science not yet classified; just as the super

natural is the natural not yet understood.

Men who are successful in most of their undertakings

we call "lucky dogs." Diagnose the case, however, and

you find that these successful men all have certain qual

ities. Men succeed or fail thru lack of positive qualities,

or thru the possession of certain negative qualities.

Colleges in the past have fixed their faith on the benefi

cence of learning. Only yesterday we discovered "thatjio
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matter how great a man's knowledge if he lacks certain

qualities, his life will drown in shallows or drift hope

lessly upon the rocks.

All of the great colleges in America pay much atten

tion to athletics, but very little attention, if any, to good

health. The men who need physicial culture most at

the great universities never go near the gymnasium—

they are ashamed to.

And so Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Columbia, Dart

mouth, Cornell and various other great institutions of

learning constantly graduate physical and moral cripples.

The boy who does not acquire the cigarette habit at

college is a wonder. In the universities that are adjacent

to big cities, venereal diseases are so common among the

young men that their existence is accepted as a matter of

course.

Veiled advice is given from the chapel platform by

the president on right conduct, but there is no Chair of

Health, or School of Ethics, or Professor of Qualities in

any so-called first-class college in America.

Tuskegee, perhaps, comes nearer the mark than any

college in the world in turning out self-reliant men and

women who will not be a burden to society. But unfor

tunately white people are barred by Booker. Indeed, no de

gree of any kind is given to a pupil at Tuskegee unless he is

able to earn his own living, and add to the wealth and the

welfare of the world. To omit manual training—the skilled

use of muscles—for four years, while the student is get

ting his "education" or development, will some day be

looked back upon and smiled at as a barbaric blunder.

Men make money by useful effort—thru creation and

production—and then found colleges where useful effort

is tabu; all this in order to educt or bring out the powers

of the student. Happily this kind of college training is

becoming ridiculous to a great number of thinking people.

A college degree nowadays is a good deal of a joke; the

man who adds an alphabet to his name is lacking in humor.

As long as pretence, pedantry, bombast and sciolism

were given honors, they waxed fat and prosperous, even
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to the point of becoming pudgy and short of breath.

When things become absurd, they go.

Argument never made the clergy abandon their devil

and hell, but when the world gave these things the merry

ha-ha, they ceased to be. We can endure anything but

to be laughed at. The smile audible is the great

resolvent.

A college degree which is not a certificate that the man

is a useful, self-supporting citizen, and a credential that

he is a safe man to trust, is simply funny. The educa

tion for ornament is good for opera bouffe—papier-mache

—in life we want it not. We smile!

And yet the fact is that a great many men do succeed

in life even in spite of having had "college advantages."

This is the thing that makes us marvel. But the truth

remains that the college degree means nothing either one

way or the other, for men succeed with it and others may

surpass them without it. I have been talking and writ

ing like this for ten years. Others have, too,—just a

few, but not those who have depended upon a local con

stituency for support.

Have I impressed the world to any extent ? I think

I have—one man, at least, and that man is Sheldon.

Sheldon is putting into execution some of my pet ideas,

the chief of which is that to evolve a successful and useful

man, we must educate the whole man, not merely his head.

And I hold no caveat on truth—ideas cannot be copy

righted. They are in the air and belong to any and all

who can throw a lariat over them. Sheldon says he always

held his present philosophy, only he didn't know he did

until I told him. Here's success to Sheldon!

When John H. Vincent turned a little Methodist Camp

Meeting on the shore of Chautauqua Lake, into a school

for grown-ups, he had no thought of the splendor and

magnificence and far-reaching effect of his Idea or of

launching the word "Chautauqua." When Arthur Fred

erick Sheldon, the country school teacher, turned book

agent and made enough money to go thru college, and

then again turned book agent, and taught agents how to
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sell books, he was incubating a great Idea—greater far

than he knew.

The Idea has resulted in a College devoted to evolving

qualities instead of imparting facts. It will result in many

more colleges. Sheldon students have to make good—

others may.

Sheldon believes that four concepts enter into the mak

ing of a strong and useful character. These are Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, Action.

Success in life, Sheldon says, should mean Health,

Long Life, Honors and all the Money you can rightly use.

The elements of success are in every individual; to evolve

these elements is the work of the teacher. A teacher can

no more impart intelligence than a physician can bestow

vitality. Both succeed only as they work in line with

Nature.

y^Sheldonism is a method for bringing out, inspiring,

vitalizing the positive qualities in the student; and at the

same time discouraging the negative qualities. The latter

is done not by prohibitions and injunctions, but simply

by convincing the mind that cigarettes, overeating, irregu

lar habits, improper breathing and the disposition to

give the sawbuck absent treatment all spring from lack

of Will. They are giving way to inertia, and form the

first step toward dissolution—death. Moreover, since they

lead nowhere but to futility, they are absurd. The man

who does not Know, Feel and Will is a dead one. To

increase Knowledge, refine Feeling, and strengthen Will

will be the work of Sheldon University. No one will be

barred, save those who will not work, and these bar them

selves. The will to work proves that you have a basis,

at least, of Will upon which to build. Age, sex, color,

and previous condition of economic, pedagogic and theo

logical servitude will not be considered to the disadvantage

of the applicant.

Incompetence is the inability to help yourself by ren

dering a service to society. To preach is not necessarily

to benefit. To practice health may be better than to

practice medicine.
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At Tuskegee, the ability to sweep a room or curry a

horse are the requirements for admission. The test at

Libertyville will be something similar. Sheldon is going

to do for the rich whites what Booker Washington is doing

for the poor blacks—both are to be pitied, God knows!

for incompetence is the only disgrace—an awful handi

cap. Who can free us from the body of this death ?

This limitation caused by the lack of Will to do, to act,

to become!

No Emancipation Proclamation can strike from us

our shackles. No one can earn our living for us without

damning us. No one can live for us. But he who can

show us how to Think, to Know, to Feel, to Will, to Act

—he, indeed, is great. And this will be the New Educa

tion—the True Education for all.

Compared with it how absurd is the old plan of crams,

exams, frats, spats, chips, chippees, Yale mixtures, Har

vard beers, fears, tears, bromide, cubebs, yells, careers,

duels, football, bull dogs, and bull fights as a preparation

for a life to come!

" ^jfN the midst of the world, darkened with many

II sins and many sorrows, in which the majority

live, there abides another world, lighted up

with shining virtues and unpolluted joy, in which the

perfect ones live. This world can be found and

entered, and the way to it is by self-control and moral

excellence. It is the world of the perfect life, and rightly

belongs to man, who is not complete until crowned

with perfection. The perfect life is not the far-away,

impossible thing that men who are in darkness

imagine it to be; it is supremely possible, and very

near and real. Man remains a craving, weeping,

creeping, sinning, repenting creature just so long as

he wills to do so by clinging to those weak condi

tions; but when he wills to shake off his dark dreams

and to rise, he rises and achieves."—James Allen.



The Salesman

BY WALTER D. MOODY

ID you ever stop to think how the word sales-

I 1 man has suddenly leaped into use with the last

JL^r five years ?

You all remember the jolly fellows who used

to throw their grips into the Central House free 'bus when

the ten-thirty-seven had come, paused, and hurried away.

You always called them drummers unless you wanted to

be very respectful and, pulling a straight face, called them

traveling men. It was only the editor and the preacher

who went so far as to call them commercial travelers.

And when you said drummer, you had in mind a man

of noisy vesture and behavior, somewhat given to negatives

and games, and a very Machiavelli of commercial sharp

practice.

Now, it's different.

A new man has arrived and the old names don't fit

him.

He is neither a joke, a rake, nor a trickster.

He is just as cheerful and friendly as the drummer,

but not so noisy. He has that quality of quiet poise that

makes people call him a live wire. His dress is as quiet

and refined as his manners.

But the great thing about him is that he sells goods—

sells them at a profit.

And so people call him a salesman.

Now selling goods at a profit is a subject of consider

able interest to society in general. It is conceded that

the more commodities sold, the better for society—heavy

sales mean prosperity all around.

At any rate, with the advent of the salesman came

prosperity.

The salesman being, therefore, the ambassador of busi

ness, the real advance agent of prosperity and all its bene

fits, it is worth while to ask whence he came and whether

there are any more to be had from the same source.

[158]
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I propose to answer that inquiry by telling you a story.

About twenty years ago, a country school teacher in a

backwoods Michigan village listened to a book agent's

selling talk with wide-eyed interest. It was the first one

he had ever heard, and it stirred something deep within

him.

In about two weeks he had dropped the birch and

taken to the road.

He made good in his home county, was sent to Cali

fornia, and, against heavy odds, led the whole selling

force of his house—300 men, some of them old stagers

—for two years. Part of this time, he tramped over deep,

moist roads, through the redwood forests, working the

dairy and fruit ranches in the daytime and the lumber

camps at night. In the lumber camps, he often laid his

book on the jack-pot, on a poker-table, and sold every

man sitting in the game.

Then he went through the University of Michigan,

taking his degree in law, paying his way by selling books

during vacations.

But he did not practice law very long.

He had proved himself a real salesman, and his employers

didn't want to lose him. They made him sales manager

of a branch. Within a year or two he was sales manager

of the concern. A few years more and he was president

and sales manager of a publishing house of his own. A

little later he had organized two more companies and

was at the head of them.

All this time he had been incubating a Great Idea.

His mind was logical, scientific, philosophic.

As salesman, sales manager and employer, he saw

enough to convince him that there was a great deal of

knowledge—just plain, common sense—to be learned about

selling. And since, as Herbert Spencer says, "Science is

organized knowledge," he saw that, if the knowledge about

this subject could be classified and correlated, the result

would be the Science of Salesmanship.

He resolved to read up on the subject.

There wasn't a word written!
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The art of selling had no bibliography!

With experience to back him up and equipped with a

mind of rare analytical power, he went into the field a

pioneer.

He took the Sale entirely to pieces and labeled each

piece.

When he had done this, he began the study of putting

them together again. Then he found that in order to fit

each piece in its place, he had to call on the physiologist,

the physical culturist, the hygienist and a long line of

psychologists, and mental and moral philosophers to give

him the results of their most up-to-date study and research.

Drafts were also made upon the accumulated funds of

practical experience and of wisdom of the brainiest busi

ness successes.

But when he had exhausted all these sources of knowl

edge, there were still some missing links in the chain of

reasoning he had forged. These, with infinite and loving

labor, he wrought, single-handed, out of the very stuff of

his own mind and soul. Much of the Science of Sales

manship, besides the genius of correlating the needful

parts of other sciences, is absolutely the author's own.

Having hammered out the framework of his science,

the formulator began to talk to some of his business friends

about it. What did they think about making a corres

pondence course of it and selling the lessons ?

"Pooh, pooh!" "Pish!" "Tush!"

Also, by the same token, "Fiddlesticks."

Wise men! Strange, isn't it, how fearfully painful

new ideas are to some men's heads!

But they had tackled too big a job when they tried to

discourage the man who, as a young book-agent, had

braved homesickness, seasickness, rainy seasons, and an

overworked territory, and had broken all selling records.

He wrote a few lessons and then went out to sell them

—he did sell them.

And that was the beginning of The Sheldon School.

Today, only a little more than five years later, that

school has enrolled twenty-eight. thousand students. These
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students have been taught, fundamentally, that salesman

ship is the power to persuade others to purchase at a profit

that which the salesman has for sale;—

That, as to the salesman, the fundamental thing is to

make the man right, by making him strong in health and

in character;—

That, in dealing with the customer, the more keenly

the salesman judges human nature, the better work he

will do—therefore he must master the art of character-

reading;—

That the salesman must be able, by a training in logical

analysis and synthesis, to find all the selling points in

any article to be sold, and arrange them so as to make

them appeal naturally to the human mind;—

That, in making the sale, the salesman must know

the processes and the laws of the human mind, so

that he not only understands, but is able to induce, the

stages the mind of a customer passes through in making

a purchase.

But, perhaps the most important thing that The Shel

don School teaches its students is that business-building

is more important than business-getting—that it is the

repeaters that count. In other words, Arthur Frederick

Sheldon has been wise enough to grasp the great truth of

the law of mutual benefit—of the brotherhood of man—

and apply it to trade. He has laid strong emphasis upon

the doctrine that ethics, based upon the great, fundamental

Law of Love, is not only necessary to individual happiness,

but is essential to true business success.

These students have not only been taught these things

—they have learned by doing.

There had not been one word of anything like a science

of salesmanship written until Arthur Frederick Sheldon

put his pen to paper on the subject. J

The kind of salesmanship he teaches is the kind that

marks the salesman we met in the opening paragraphs of

this article.

The Sheldon School began to make itself felt at about

the same time that the advent of the salesman was noticed.
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Twenty eight thousand men and women, most of them

actually selling goods on the road, are working out the

Sheldon Science in their profession.

Why, that twenty-eight thousand will account for a

goodly proportion of the salesmen that have arrived to

give distinction and dignity to the name.

Think for a minute what a lot of people it takes to

make twenty-eight thousand.

Should they all start on a journey around the world it

would take forty ordinary passenger trains to carry them

to a seaport, and six ocean giants like the Lusitania to

transport them over the sea.

These students would make a good sized city—a city

like Jacksonville, Florida; Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Fort

Worth, Texas; or Oshkosh, Wisconsin. With their house

holds they would make a city like Columbus, Ohio; Den

ver, Colorado; or Syracuse, New York.

And this city would be as nearly self-sustaining as any

city could be, and would be known all over the world for

the variety of its big business enterprises and for the

quality of its power to produce business and wealth.

There would be wholesale and retail grocers, bakers,

clothiers, dry goods dealers, hardware, furniture and house-

furnishing concerns; advertising agencies, ministers, doc

tors, lawyers, dentists, architects, contractors, druggists,

editors, journalists, life-insurance men, printers and binders,

artists, about twenty electric light and power and electrical

goods houses, and a number of big bankers.

There would be manufacturers of adding machines,

chemicals, machinery, farm implements, jewelry, Welsbach

lights, pipe covering, millinery, musical instruments, sta

tionery, paper, account registers, rubber goods, scales,

silks, vehicles, wall paper, trunks, time recording machines,

telephones, pure foods, soda fountains, shoes, sewing

machines, packed meats, paint and varnish, optical goods,

leather goods, hoisery, heating apparatus, glass, engraving,

dental supplies, confectionery, coffee, cigars, and books.

There would be scores of department stores, and the

three greatest mail order houses in the world.
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It would certainly make "some city"—this Sheldon

city. There would be executives, presidents, general

managers, advertising managers, proprietors, to direct the

business, and clerks, bookkeepers, stenographers, and all

others needed to take care of it.

The men in this Sheldon city are earning approximately

$42,000,000 a year. That is 25 per cent more than they

used to earn before they took the Sheldon courses, an

increase of Ten Million Dollars.

Ten million dollars added to the wealth of the country

in a year!

And this is not just for one year only, because a man

who gets the good out of the Sheldon Courses is more

productive for the balance of his life, and the more and

the longer he applies its teachings, the more productive

does he become.

There is another phase of this subject that I must touch

upon. The bad old rules of "dog eat dog," "every man

for himself and the devil take the hindmost," "do others

before they do you," are rapidly giving way to the better

rule "As ye would that men should do unto you, do ye

even so unto them."

Whence came the impetus ?

Of course, truth has been truth, ever since the morning

stars sang together, and this is merely the living of truth.

But, in the light of what we have seen, some account

must be made of the twenty-eight thousand missionaries

who go everywhere preaching by their practice that right

character is essential to business success.

And a look into the future gives us even more cause for

optimism. In the first place, The Sheldon School is enroll

ing students more rapidly than ever before—at the present

rate it will not be long before the number reaches fifty

thousand. Think what that means.

But better even than that is the taking shape, in con

crete form, of Mr. Sheldon's Great Ideal, as he calls it.

He has purchased something more than six hundred acres

of land between Rockefeller and Libertyville, Illinois,

about thirty-five miles northwest of Chicago, and there
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proposes to build Sheldon University, an institution in which

several hundred young men and women will be taught and

trained in the development of the positive faculties and

qualities of body, mind, and soul, with a view to developing

their highest possibilities of Physical Endurance, Intellec-

ual Ability, Moral Reliability, and Volitional Action.

No mere head-training in Sheldon University!

No record-breaking athletes to perish from abnormal

development in their twenties!

No cigarette-breathing moral degenerates!

The graduates will be the product of a True Educa

tion, men and women of character as well as ability, of

enduring bodily soundness as well as active will and enthu

siastic energy. The best of them will teach in the Uni

versity, and when they have been tried and tested will

go out to establish affiliated schools in other centers.

Some day—and it does not take a prophet or a son of a

prophet to see it coming—these men and women will so

manifest their superiority that the schools and colleges of

the country will be asking them to write text-books on

the different phases of this True Education, and calling

for graduates of Sheldon University as instructors in these

branches.

That will be a great day for the educational world—

the day when the man who deserted the school for the

work of selling goods comes back to give the school the

benefit of what he has learned in the great profession of

salesmanship.

JEN let us pray that come it may

(As come it will for a* that)

That sense and worth o'er a' the earth

Shall bear the gree an' a' that !

For a' that, an' a' that I

It's coming yet for a' that,

That man to man the whole world o'er

Shall brithers be for a' that.

—Robert Burns



The Passing of the Salesman

BY FRANK.LYN HOBBS, "HIMSELF"

ONE of the bright minds of our time has divided

the art of selling into four sections, and in the

literature produced by the School which he

founded, these four sections are clearly defined.

Since this man came into the educational limelight there

has been much discussion pro and con on the science and

art of selling. A great quantity of literature has also been

produced which treats of "Salesmanship on Paper." I

have eagerly read everything which has come to my hand

treating of the science or the art of selling but I have failed

to note any dividing line or any classification showing the

part which advertising plays in selling. The Salesman

ship-on-paper enthusiast would have us believe that in a

short time the world will have no need for salesmen, and

that all salesmanship will be "on paper." Fear not,

worthy salesmen, the world will always have a berth for

you; the world will always need salesmen. Advertising

was never intended to replace salesmen, but it was intended

to do their preliminary work, to lighten their burden, and

to make them something more than mere pavement-beaters.

A salesman who desires to retain his self-respect

does not enjoy the experience of going from door to door,

from house to house, and meeting with insults and rebuffs.

The salesman of the future will visit only such people

as are interested in his company's product, and he will

sell more goods and make more money for his house than

the salesman of the present day. Advertising of itself,

no matter how good, cannot take the place of a salesman.

A certain amount of business comes in through the mails

as a direct result of our advertising, but the house which

contents itself with that business is harvesting the green

apples and leaving the ripe ones to fall on the ground and

rot, or to be gathered by a competitor who is wise enough

to send a man into the field to harvest the crop which has

been ripened by good advertising.
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A thinker has paved the way for us by dividing a sale

into its four component parts—(i) Getting attention—(2)

Awakening interest—(3) Creating desire—(4) Closing the

sale. This thought or this result was the beginning of

Sheldonism. Sheldonism is more than this, but for the

moment we have to deal only with these four divisions

of a transaction. I am going to talk to you about the

methods of manufacturers because salesmanship, while

necessary in the handling of raw products, becomes more

difficult when we reach the manufactured article. Some

manufacturers send salesmen into the field to sell their

goods and they expect these salesmen to earn their respec

tive salaries, create their own expense funds, and produce

a profit—a net profit—for the house. It can be done.

It has been done, and it is being done, but it is an example

of an enormous waste of human energy and brains. Manu

facturers have grown rich following this plan, but the

number who will grow rich in future following this plan

will be small indeed. In one line of manufacture millions

of dollars' worth of goods are sold annually to the consumer

direct. By "Direct" I do not mean "By mail." I refer

to office appliances and machines—the typewriter, the

adding machine, the copying press, etc. These manu

facturers employ thousands of salesmen to patrol the

streets like night watchmen, visiting every office, trying

every locked door, interviewing every office man and

woman. These manufacturers employ a high order of

salesmen and then proceed to waste the time of these able

men. To grind them down into mere peddlers of mer

chandise, to make them lose some of the respect of their

fellowmen, and to make them lose their own self-respect

entirely.

Here is a line of trade in which you, my reader,

and I will see a radical change during our business life

time. This change has not even begun, has scarcely been

thought of, and is not seriously considered by any of these

manufacturers. One of these manufacturers some years

ago in a letter to me said, "There is no new way to sell

goods." He went on and explained to me that earnest
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ness, perseverance, and conscientious effort were the only

things necessary to success. He was right, but he, the

manufacturer, must supply his portion of the earnestness,

the perseverance, and the conscientious effort; he, the

manufacturer, must make it possible for his salesmen to

produce the greatest measure of results. This manufact

urer employs today between five and ten thousand sales

men, maintains salesrooms all over the world, and from

ten to twenty-five per cent of his entire sales force drops

out of the game every year—disheartened, discouraged,

unable to make a decent living for themselves and their

families.

I know; I have seen these men; I have watched

them dropping out. They have all dropped out for the

same reason. Nearly all of them are men perfectly able

to earn a living salary and to produce a profit for the

house under favorable conditions. But the conditions are

not favorable. They are unbearable, and only the man

who is endowed with unusual ability can hope to remain

long in the game, and he is not producing one-half of

what should be the result of his efforts.

These men are expected to visit offices and get the

attention of prospective buyers; they are expected to stir

up interest in their goods; they are expected to make peo

ple want their goods and then they are expected to sell

them.

Sell them! Close the deal, wind up the trans

action. There's the keynote. That is the business of a

salesman. Selling goods. Closing deals. Winding up

transactions. These things are the pleasing duties of sales

men who have brains and ability, who know how to take

advantage of an opening, who know how to come to the

point and how to say the last final and convincing word.

But you say there's something to selling besides closing

deals. A deal must first be found or created—to be sure,

it must, but not by tramping the streets from morning

until night and wasting your own time, your company's

time, and the time of the men upon whom you call. There

is a better way than that. A salesman can make ten
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calls or fifty calls in a business day, and if he does, his

sales are usually mighty small. The same salesman can

visit five men who are in the market for goods in his line,

and close three of them, yes, and sometimes five of them,

and not only retain his self-respect and that of his fellows,

but can make a name for himself and increase his self-

respect. In this way only can we lift the profession of

salesmanship to its proper position in the business world.

The Salesmanship-on-paper enthusiasts claim that adver

tising is replacing salesmen. Hark! Advertising is doing

nothing of the kind. Advertising is doing a work which

the salesman for want of other means has been com

pelled to do in the past, but which the self-respecting

salesman, the able salesman, will in the future refuse to do.

Advertising will make the name of the house known

to the possible buyer. Advertising will make the product

known.

Advertising will stir up demand and create a want,

and the salesman by a timely visit will fill that want.

He will find when he calls upon the customer an interest

already created. He will find his work cut out for him.

He will find his prospective purchaser ready to discuss

points with him, and he will find it possible on his first

call or his second call to close the transaction.

One of the largest jobbing houses in the City of Chicago

some three years ago was debating the question of cutting

off a considerable number of its salesmen and substituting

a mail order scheme. This house was attempting to lay

a plan by means of which it could get business out of a

certain town each week or each month and its salesman

would only visit that town twice a year. And please

note; the salesman was to receive credit for only such

sales as he, himself, made. Support, assistance, co-opera

tion—the jobber's salesman knows but little of it—the

manufacturer's salesman knows too little of it.

Advertising is not intended to replace salesmen. Adver

tising is intended to assist salesmen. A reasonable expen

diture judiciously made in the territory of a certain sales

man will make a sufficient increase in his business for the
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year to justify itself, to increase the income of the sales

man, and to increase the net profit of the house from that

territory.

Advertising is a part and parcel of salesmanship, and

if salesmanship consists of four parts, as Arthur Frederick

Sheldon says, and I agree with him, then advertising is

three parts of the four, and each salesman who is doing

it all, is doing four times as much work as is necessary to

produce the amount of business for which he is respon

sible each year. Advertising is not only a part of sales

manship, but a necessary part, an economic part.

There was a time, and it isn't so very long-ago, when,

if a man wanted to go from one town to the next, he walked,

or rode a horse, or drove a team. But railroads have been

made and trains run at certain intervals, and by this means

the traveling salesman is able to cover more ground and

do more business. Can you imagine a house telling its

men not to ride on the railroads because the house can't

afford it, but to walk between towns ? Don't tell me this

is ridiculous. It is no more ridiculous than the statement

which has been made to me by some of the supposed lead

ing business men of America. We travel by rail for the

sake of economy. It is the cheapest means of arriving

at a given point. It is a saving of time, and physical force,

and this physical force and time can be better employed

after the destination is reached. Advertising is necessary

to the economical selling of goods. Advertising is just as

necessary to your salesmen as railroad transportation.

It is hard indeed to believe that there are still large firms

and large corporations which refuse to accept the inevita

ble. Don't believe in it. Don't believe it necessary.

Don't believe it good business. Don't believe it applicable

to their particular line of trade. Bosh! Their particular

line of trade! It is my experience that lines of trade don't

matter much. A salesman could probably sell pianos,

threshing machines, shingles, or shoes. Selling is selling.

Advertising is necessary to every line of trade, and to

every line of human endeavor, and we all advertise. Yes

—every one of us. Manufacturers, merchants, bankers,
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doctors, lawyers, dentists—they all advertise, and the

best advertiser wins. Advertising is a big word. Only

eleven letters, but they mean a great deal. Look in your

dictionary, please, and note the definition of the word

"Advertise." Its breadth is somewhat startling to the

uninitiated. If I telephone a friend that I am coming

to see him, I "advertise" him that I am coming. Adver

tising is simply advising another of something which you

know. Passing it along—that's all. That's advertising.

Passing the good word along.

Salesmen! Brothers! For I think I am a salesman,

and if I am not, I would be. Salesmen, have no fear for

the future. When advertising shall have done its work,

when advertising shall have done three-fourths of your

work, there will still be a plenty left for you to do. When

I was a boy, I lived on a farm, and I remember how our

men used to kick every time a new labor-saving machine

was introduced to our farm. Particularly when we arrived

at the self-binder stage some of the men on our place

refused to use the thing, and between themselves I heard

them say: "That devil of a machine is a goin' to put

farm hands out of business." Did it ? Have you seen any

surplus of farm hands since the advent of the self-binder ?

Then down in Washington the employes of the Engraving

Department objected to the installation of labor-saving

machinery, feeling their jobs were in danger. Think of

the labor-saving machinery which has been introduced

in a hundred years, and think of the enormous increase

of population in this country in a hundred years, and tell

me, has the percentage of the unemployed increased ?

Three bill clerks in a small wholesale grocery in Iowa

objected to the introduction of a billing typewriter into

their office in the belief that two of them would eventually

lose their positions, as, with the machine, one man could

do the work which had previously been done by the three.

The three were successful. They kept the machine out

and continued to do the billing by hand. The inevitable

happened—the firm is out of business. It could not keep

pace with its competitors. Its policy did not change;
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its owners were old fogies, and it was another case of the

"survival of the fittest."

In ancient times when a general wished to capture a

fortress, he ordered a charge and his men climbed over

the ramparts and were mowed down like grass. He

captured the fort, but it cost him thousands of men. Now-

a-days when a general wishes to capture a fortress, he

tosses a few screaming shells over the walls, lets them

know he is there on the outside impatiently awaiting

admittance, and then he tosses over a few more and a

few more, and when things have quieted down a bit, his

men rush the works and the list of his dead and wounded

would not fill a page of a small note-book. He accom

plishes the same results—his men are no less heroes, but

they are live heroes, and not dead ones. Do you know,

I never thought I would like to be a dead hero.

There are a lot of good salesmen in this country today

who are, figuratively speaking, dead ones. They have been

killed by bad generalship. They have been killed because

the men they represented did not keep pace with the times,

did not provide them with means to meet the enemy—

their competitor.

These modern business generals who have not yet

learned that advertising is a necessary part of sales

manship, is a necessary support and prop for the

salesman himself—these modern business generals, I say,

are killing men, killing their ambition, killing their hopes,

killing them figuratively, killing them mentally, and in

some cases, killing them in truth.

Business economy demands improvement in selling

methods and the improvement has been provided, is at

hand; it's your move. Advertise! Don't substitute adver

tising for salesmen. Advertise for your salesmen. Pave

the way for them. Fire the opening guns. Make your

possible purchasers sit up and take notice. Let the bark

of a few guns mean that your salesman is coming and

when he arrives he will probably find the commanding

general on the inside of the fortress standing at attention,

holding out his sword, hilt first.



The Business Science Clubs

BY HARRY STANDISH

EOPLE traveling in the same direction get a good

deal of mutual help when they travel together.

The first recorded observation in the great

science of human life is from the Divine Creator

of the race—"It is not good for man to be alone."

The "get-together spirit" is intensely human.

No sooner does a man start on a quest of any kind than

he falls in with other folks going after the same thing or

holding the same ideas—at least in part.

They compare notes, get enthusiastic, each stirring up

the others, and before they go much farther they have

formed an organization, adopted a name, enacted a con

stitution and by-laws, and elected officers.

Then, as they go on their way with gladness, they find

that courage swells with numbers, that a fellow-traveler

is a speed-making pace-maker. It also turns out that it's

much easier to get out of a hole with the help of a dozen

good fellows than when each has to struggle out alone;

that, as two heads are better than one, so a score is better

than two. And it's a heap more fun to march in company.

Thus it was inevitable, when a number of business

men in Chicago had been inspired by Arthur Frederick

Sheldon with the idea that there was a science of business

and had begun the study of that science, that they should

get together and form an association for mutual benefit.

And the most natural name for the new organization was

"The Business Science Club."

Before very long, business men in other cities had

caught the same cheering and important inspiration, and

other Business Science Clubs were formed. There are

enough of them now to obey the law of attraction and

form a League of Business Science Clubs of America.

This is about to be done.

The present clubs meet once a month to study the

Sheldon Philosophy as found in the lessons of The Sheldon
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School, in The Business Philosopher, and in books

published by Sheldon University Press. They listen to

lectures and talks on business science by specialists—

Mr. Sheldon himself and other members of his staff fre

quently addressing the different clubs. The members

compare experiences in applying the principles and laws

of the science to their own individual development and

commercial affairs.

Ways and means for bringing about better trade con

ditions for all the thinkers and workers of the business

world, and a more hearty co-operation between those who

plan and those who work are considered.

It is planned to make this monthly meeting-night uni

form in all the clubs in the League, so that a member of

any one of the clubs will always know where and when

to find kindred spirits in other cities than his own.

The Business Science Club of Chicago has for its presi

dent Mr. W. H. Wade, sales manager of the house of Lyon

& Healy; the Philadelphia Club has for its chairman Mr. J.

H. Appel, advertising manager for John Wanamaker; and

on the board of directors of the New York Business Science

Club are found names of men who are known throughout

the country.

The aim of the clubs is to make the meetings as practical

as possible. Theory doesn't go with these men. They want,

and are getting, live, cashable ideas and suggestions which

can be immediately put into effect in their own business.

The Chicago club recently introduced an attractive feature

to their meetings in the form of actual sales demonstrations,

showing how certain situations which seem to block the con

summation of the sale can be handled to the mutual advan

tage of salesman and buyer.

Sheldon School students and graduates and subscribers

for The Business Philosopher—who are also students,

in a smaller way, of the Sheldon philosophy and science

—are eligible to membership in the clubs.

Further information about this league, its officers and .

times and places of meetings, will be cheerfully furnished

by The Business Philosopher upon request.



Philosophers in the Bud

*m * OW many of you can remember what your Uncle

Arthur talked to you about last month ? Nearly

I B all of you, I know. Yes, it was about the worth

• *>• or value of a boy or a girl being measured by the

amount of supervision he or she required. And we decided,

didn't we, that the less supervision needed, the more valua

ble the boy or the girl ?

Now, this time I am given only three pages, so I shall

have to make my talk short. And, since we are on the

subject, I will say a little more about supervision.

I wonder how many of you can answer the question,

why is it that boys and girls, men and women, need super

vision at all ? That is what you boys call "an easy one,"

if you will stop to think. There are just two reasons—

that's all.

One reason is because, unless they are watched, folks

do not do the things they should do. The other is because

they sometimes do the things they ought not to do. Of

these two, the first is the most important, as I shall try

to show you.

As I look out of the window, I can see down into the

street. All day long, the buggies, farm-wagons, and

trucks are going by, many of them drawn by splendid

horses. When the drivers cluck to them, these horses go

ahead; when they hear "Whoa" or feel a firm pull on the

lines, they stop. They back up when they are told, and

are guided to right and to left by a pull of the rein on the

bit. Most of them always do just exactly what they are

told,—quite wonderfully, in fact. So well have some

horses learned to know what the different pulls on their

bits mean, that they can place the wagon within an inch

or two of the very spot where the drivers want it. And

they make no mistakes.
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But a horse isn't worth much except as a beast of burden.

If he didn't have a driver always supervising everything

he did, he wouldn't be worth a cent.

What makes boys and girls worth more is because they

can think for themselves, remember what they have

learned, and imagine new and better ways to do things

—can imagine right and useful things to do without being

told. And they can put their thoughts into action.

The valuable pupil is not satisfied to learn only the

lesson that the teacher gives out. He reads other books

on the same subject, works out new problems for him

self, studies the things that the lesson is about instead of

taking the text-book's word for it, and finds out much

more about it than the text-book gives.

The valuable boy or girl in the store, the office, the

factory, or the garden, on the farm, or about the house,

thinks about the work—that's the great thing!—remem

bers all that needs to be done and how it ought to be done,

is ever on the lookout for better ways of doing it, is quick

to see new things to do, and to do them.

A great merchant once said that there were a large

number of positions that paid over $10,000 a year waiting

for men who could do the right thing without being told.

And it is boys and girls who get the habit of using their

minds that way who grow up into men and women worth

over ten thousand dollars a year. They have what is called

Initiative, or the power to begin things, without which

no one has ever been a success.

Initiative is not a mysterious power—it is the natural

result of the right kind of thinking, remembering, imagining,

feeling, and action. I will tell you more about these in

a later number of the Business Philosopher.

Now the other reason why people need supervision is

because they do things they ought not to do. They make

mistakes and blunders. You see that isn't so bad, because

it shows that they are really doing something, or trying to.

A merchant once said that he wouldn't give a cent for a

clerk that never made any mistakes. He had the same

idea in mind that the editor had when he wrote in The
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Business Philosopher for January, "A basswood man

never makes any mistakes."

But when people do make mistakes, how often they try

to excuse themselves by saying, "I didn't think." Yes,

that is the reason why most blunders are made. So think

ing, remembering, and imagining will not only help you

to do the things you should—to have Initiative,—but will

keep you from doing the things you should not. And, if

you take an interest in your work, you will think about it.

Now you are probably beginning to say to yourself that

Uncle Arthur doesn't seem to think it is so very bad to

make a mistake. Well, you are quite right, he doesn't.

He thinks it's lots better to try to do a thing and not get

it quite right, than to leave the thing undone. And he thinks,

too, that our mistakes are a very valuable training to

us when we [make use of them to learn how and when

not to do things. A quaint philosopher of other days,

Josh Billings, used to say, " Sucksess don't konsist in never

makin' no mistakes, but in never makin' the same one

twicet."

But by right training and the building of good habits

of thinking, feeling, speaking, and acting, you can learn to

make fewer and fewer mistakes. So there is no use of mourn

ing over mistakes—just see that you don't make them again.

Now, just to sum up what we have learned: First,

that the more often we think, speak, or act in a certain

way, the easier it becomes to do so, smooth tracks for

these thoughts, words, and deeds, being actually built in

us. Second, the less supervision we require, the more

valuable we are. Third, the better we do what we ought

to and all we ought to, without being told, and the fewer

mistakes we make, the less supervision we need. Next

month, I will talk to you a little more about why we some

times fail to do all we should and do things we should

not do.
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INTRODUCTION to Business Organization. By

Samuel E. Sparling. The Macmillan Campany.

New York.

Business is now almost universally recognized as an

art based upon sound scientific principles. That being the

case, the young man who contemplates entering the field

of commercial or financial enterprise, does well to ground

himself as thoroughly as possible in the laws and principles

of the fundamental science of business. This science in

concrete form is comparatively new, and the field of busi

ness is so wide, involving such a multitude of diverse prob

lems, that the student finds himself more or less at a loss

where to begin.

The technical and commercial schools offer a training

in the details of business methods, but they do not even

profess to teach the underlying principles of the science

of success. The great universities are turning their atten

tion to business, especially in their departments of econ

omics and psychology, but their offerings are, by the very

nature of the case, so broad in their application as to be

mere porters at the gates of organized knowledge in this

particular field. But it is worth while to have a thor

oughly-posted porter, lest one enter the wrong gate. This

is the office of Professor Sparling's book, as indicated in

its title. While he writes from the chair of assistant pro

fessor of political science in the University of Wisconsin,

Professor Sparling has succeeded admirably in avoiding

the academic flavor. His book will appeal to the class for

which he has written it, namely young men and women

entering upon a business career. It deals with the organ

ization, on a successful commercial basis, of farms, factories,

and distributive industries, treating under these heads, all

the general methods of business-building, and profit-making.
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LET'S TALK BUSINESS

 

)WO or three months ago, I gently murmured a few words

about my ambition to reach a 100,000 circulation for The

Business Philosopher before the end of this year.

Well, it's coming, all right.

The increase has been big—big enough to suit almost

anyone—but not quite lively enough to suit one who has his eye on

so big a figure as one hundred thousand. The circulation will grow

faster as it gets larger, I know that—but there will be no harm in

making a steady progress, month by month, toward the goal.

Your letters convince me that you believe with me that this AREA

philosophy ought to be put into the hands of every citizen under one

hundred and twenty-seven years of age. Some of you have said so.

j What I want to know is, how strongly do you believe it?

Another thing I want to know is this: How earnestly do you believe

that we shall reach the 100,000 mark?

Faith is the mightiest power in the universe.

The faith of one man can do wonders. But nothing is too hard

for the united faith of an able, reliable, enduring, and active people.

Let's all join in giving this idea a mighty backing of faith.

And please remember, beloved—"Faith without works is dead."

You have now read this number of The Business Philosopher, and

have found it, I think, one of the most important ever issued.

Good as The Business Philosopher always is—I take your word

for that—it is seldom that it offers writers of such prominence as

Elbert Hubbard, Walter D. Moody, and Franklyn Hobbs "Himself."

Everybody knows Elbert Hubbard, the famous editor, lecturer and

Roycrofter. Walter D. Moody has been well known in Chicago as a

writer for years, and has now achieved national reputation through his

book, "Men Who Sell Things." Franklyn Hobbs "Himself" is well

known to the advertising and business world as an advertising genius.

He is also known as a writer on business subjects and the editor of

that unique "magazette," "Excerpts From His Scrap Book."

We are printing a big edition, so there will be enough to supply all

you need for distribution among your business friends and associates.

You will find it an uplifting force—a force for better things in

business—your business and business in general.
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Your Prosperity

depends on your selling power. No matter what your calling,

the better salesman you are, the more money you make.

The art of selling at a profit is based upon the science of

salesmanship. This science is taught, in plain, striking English,

by Walter D. Moody, one of the most successful salesmen and

sales managers in Chicago, in his new book

Men Who Sell Things

This book is one of the sensations of the new year.

Although only a business book for business people, it has

aroused the liveliest interest in all parts of the country.

Here is what some of the newspapers say about it :

Implement and Vehicle Record:

"While a number of books are written along this line from time to time, we

have never read one that contains so much valuable information, that is practical

and can be adapted to every-day business life. We do not believe that the man

is living who will read this book and not be spurred on and enthused to greater

efforts in his work, whether it be that of selling goods, managing salesmen, or

even sweeping out a store."

Illustrated Milliner, New York:

"Every traveling millinery salesman will be benefited by a study of this book.

It sparkles with suggestion and irrepressible humor."

Office Appliances, Chicago:

"One of the sales managers of a large house has made the assertion that if he

could have read the book at the beginning of his career of salesmanship, it would

have savel him from five years of experimenting."

Advertisers' Magazine, Kansas City:

"A book that contains the very best stuff ever written for the progressive,

ambitious business man, whether his work be on the road, behind the counter, or /

at the desk." /

There are hundreds more, fully as enthusiastic. They /

all agree on this book. / Sheldon

You get it, with a year's subscription for The Bust- /vn^v^^-

ness Philosopher, for One Dollar Twenty Five Cents. / viUe. i"-

This is one of the best offers we ever made. />QX Vhich send' me

Close with it today and increase your /The Bu«fae» pijiojo-
J * S fher for a year, begin.

prosperity. / ning with

/ and the book "Men Who Sell

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS /Things."

/ My name is

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS Ay street and number

/My City

/My State
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f-You Have Goods to Sell-n

I AND WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SELLING CAPACITY; YOU WANT TO

I MAKE AND PROMOTE A MARKET AND PUSH YOUR

I GOODS TO THE FRONT

—A book on how to sell goods, vital

ized with the penetrating wisdom

and observation of a life-time devoted

to winning men and orders—

Mm Wtya Gtyinga

By WALTER D. MOODY, Business Manager Chicago Association of Commerce

This book is endorsed by scores of trade periodicals and by the most influ

ential general press of the country; as well as by sales managers,

employers, and salesmen everywhere

Bound in Royal Blue cloth, 295 pages, net $1.00; by mail, $1.11

Of All Booksellers, or of the Publishers

A. C. McCLURG & CO., - CHICAGO

Here is the Book

Your Salesmen

Should Read and Possess

Cjje printing &rt

3C JffeontM? JHftagajinc of tbe 3trt

of printino ano of tbe Jtttieo tin?

TOUCHING upon both bibliography and
typography, Tht Printing Art is baaed
upon tbe new and practical idea of

showing actual examples of fine book and
commercial printing and color work, together
with authoritative articles upon the artistic
phases of printing, rather than upon business
and technical matter). It, therefore, has a
common ground of interest to tbe printer, the
booklover, the engraver, the publisher, those
concerned in the allied arts, and practically
to the entire public. The exhibits shown
include examples from many of the leading
publishing-houses, printers, and engravers,
and afford the most comprehensive showing
ever made of American printing. Size, 9x12
inches; 100 pages every month. Annual sub
scription : 5i 00 in advance; single copies,
jo cents. A specimen copy will be sent to
any reader of The Business Philosophhr
on receipt of 10 cents if this advt. is mentioned.

THE PRINTING ART

CAMBRIDGE, MASS., U.S.A.

Scrapping for Health or

Headingfor the

Scrap Pile—which ?

OUR course on health and

power building, 27 power

ful lessons, 40,000 words, as

much as a $1.50 book, formerly

sold in typewritten form for $25,

yours for 10 cents, for a limited

time. Neatly printed on D & C

paper. Your salary of $1,000

means a capital of $25,000 —

safeguard it. Woman's happiness

insured by health — this insures

it. " There '5 a reason " for this

remarkable offer. Send the dime

now.

"Health-wealth " Club

48 Pa-k Street

Lawrence, Mast.
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How to Improve Your Advertising

At a trifling expeme!
Do you want to know?—At a coat of but a few cent* per day wo will keep you supplied with

uineaa—
most complete and beat

the best advertising printed covering your line of goods. That ia our business
Accomplished through our "AD* PRESS CUPPING SERVICE-the

. in the world.
Reading and clipping from over 50,000 publications monthly (including every Daily and

nearly every Weekly and Periodical in the U. S.
We supply you, every twenty-four hours—or as frequently aa deatrad—with as many good

advertisements as you want, on your linea of goods, enabling you to prepare your advertising

Write for Booklet *'E," stating your line—we will tell you how w«
sample Ada), and what it will cost.

Yon May Want t<

OUR "TOPICAL SUBJECTS" SERVICE: We supply dipping, from all publication., covet
ing any subject in which you are interested. Ask for Booklet ' B" and sample Clippings.

OUR "PERSONAL ITEM" SERVICE: We supply Clippings from all publications, of every
thing said about yourself or your business. Ask for Booklet 'C. * and sample Clippings.

OUR "TRADE NEWS" SERVICE: We supply daily all news of value in marketing your
products, making investments, etc. Ask for Booklet "A" and sample Service, stating line.

It's Simply a Question ofHOW We Can Serve Ton—Ask US

International Press Clipping Bureau

1411 Boyce Bldg., Chicago, U.S.A.

The Only One of

Its Kind.

A volumette containing a life

and portrait of

The Immortal Lincoln,

with his greatest speeches, his

most important letters, and his

best and funniest stories and

anecdotes.

Special De Luxe Edition, bound in limp

ooze calf, silk lined, silk marker, with

name stamped in gold on hot-pressed

panel. A volumette to love and. live

with. Take it into your home and

heait for One Dollar.

Reading Brings You

Close to the Hearts

of the world's greatest and

wisest ones. Your character

and your success depend large

ly on the kind of company you

keep—not only socially, but

when you read.

In a very compact little volum

ette of great worth, Sherwin

Cody, one of the best literary

authorities of the day, tells you

"What to Read and How to Read"

This is a special De Luxe edition of this

popular work, printed and bound to

match that of Lincoln. The price is

only One Dollar.

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois
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Do You Get the Returns

From Your Business Letters

You Think You Should?

If You Do Not,

They May Lack Something

That Should Make Them Convincing

In this day the knack of getting business is so largely determined by

the manner and matter of the letter you write to a prospective cus

tomer that sometimes your argument may lack only proper presenta

tion to turn the scale in your favor.

Some Suggestions—^ SfTuSJTta °° **

SUCCESS

in LETTER WRITING

BY SHERWIN CODY

The latest, up-to-date Letter Writer, replacing all the antiquated books on tetter

writing. <] This is a practical book for every business man and

salesman, and a boon for every correspondent, It will help to

solve the problem of how best to get your statements before the clientele you

seek; and as for the social side, it exactly answers the modem day requirements.

Tastefully bound in cloth; 224 choicely printed pages.

Note the Contents:

Part 1 . Business Letter Writing. Chapter I. Essentials ot Success in Business
Letter Writing. Chapter II. Forms and Customs In Letter Writing. Chapter
III. The Proper Style in Letter Writing, and How to Gain Fluency. Chapter
IV. The Business Value ot Correct English. Chapter V. Model Letters.
Chapter VI. Follow-Up Systems. Chapter VII. Dealing With Human Nature
by Mail. Part 2. Social Letter Writing. Chapter I. Forms and Customs in
Social Correspondence. Chapter II. How to Be Agreeable in a Social Letter.
Chapter III. How to Decline Without Offense. Chapter IV. How to Make and
Keep Friends. Chapter V. How Men Should Write to Women Friends.
Chapter VI. Men's Love Letters, Their Possibilities and Limitations. Chap
ter VII. Women's Love Letters. Chapter VIII. Model Letters of Friendship.

We will mail you a copy, postage paid, for 80 cents

We should advise vou to send for a copy at once

Sheldon University Press;

.Llbertyullle Illinois
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EXTRA SPECIAL

THE PHILISTINE Magazine one year

LITTLE JOVKNEYS one year—1908

One DE LUXE ROYCROFT BOOK

Two Dollars for All! Vtn?ruB Soon

SEND us your subscription within two weeks after you receive this offer and

we will present you. Gratis, a leather-bound, silk-lined, De Luxe Roycroft

book. This volume is printed on hand-made paper, from a new font of

type, in two colors. The initials, title page and ornaments were specially de

signed by our own artists. As an example of fine bookmaking it will appeal

to the bibliophile as one of the best books ever made in America.

Take your choice, one of these beautiful books with every sub

scription for The Philistine Magazine and the Little Journeys:

The Man of Sorrows - Elbert Hubbard

The 'William Morris Book - Elbert Hubbard

Thomas Jefferson - Lentz & Hubbard

A Dog of Flanders - Ouida

The Law of Love - - William Marion Reedy

The Rubaiyat - Omar Khayyam

The Ballad of Reading Gaol - - Oscar Wilde

Love, Life and Work ... Elbert Hubbard

Justinian and Theodora - Elbert and Alice Hubbard

Crimes Against Criminals - - Robert G. Ingersoll

Battle of Waterloo - Victor Hugo

White Hyacinths - Elbert Hubbard

Christmas Carol - Chas. Dickens

Story from Passion ... Irving Bacheller

ELBERT HUBBARD'S Little Journeys are now used as text

books in many schools. They contain a wealth of historical in

formation without encyclopedic dryness.

LITTLE JOURNEYS for nineteen hundred and eight will be Great Teachers.

The subject of the first number will be Moses, a theme that has long in

terested Mr. Hubbard, and in the handling of which he is very appreciative.

Mr. Hubbard believes that the " Moses" is as good a piece of writing as he

has ever done. The portraits are by Gaspard.

The Philistine, £.ast Aurora, N. Y.

When you send your order mention The Business Philosopher.

Remit by draft or Post-office order—it is unsafe to send currency by mail unless letter is registered
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Good Health

Edited by J.H Kellogg.M.D.

GOOD HEALTH is a big, bright, sunshiny maga-
zine, published each month at Battle Creek, Michigan,
the home of the Battle Creek idea, which it represents.

Its Editor is Dr. J. H. Kellogg, Superintendent of the
Battle Creek Sanitarium.

It ranks with the handsomest magazines in America,
and it is brimful of enthusiasm and in
spiration every mouth.

It represents the things the best people
in the world are thinking about, talking
about and working" for— simple living,
healing without drugs, correct eating,
exercise, bathing.

It is full of seasonable health hints,
programs of exercise, treatments for
common diseases, recipes and cook
ing lessons, healthful dress sugges
tions.

It's 43 years old.

As a manual of health, GOOD
HEALTH is worth easily three times
its price —One Dollar per year. In the
Question Box alone over 10.000 ques
tions have been answered for GOOD
HEALTH readers free.by Dr. Kellogg.

Altogether, it's the greatest home
health magazine ever published.

GOOD HEALTH

$1.00 a year

ITHE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

$1.00 a year

BOTH MAGZINNES. $1.00 a ytirjlf

subscription is sent In at once

 

Address: Good Health, Creek.

THE HOME OF GOOD HEALTh
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SUfatl Afc-Hniing Simplify

A book for busy men who advertise—who have goods to sell at

a profit. Some of the most successful advertisers declare that this

book contains all the information necessary to the production of

good advertisements.

The work is free from confusing technicalities, and presents

clearly the principles of ad construction, display and composition.

The method of building a successful ad is thus minutely out

lined from start to finish.

The book is written from the standpoint of Scientific Salesman

ship. It is illustrated with diagrams, specimens, and charts, recently

revised and enlarged, strongly bound in cloth— price, postpaid, One

Dollar.

Sheldon University Press

Sty? Haut xtf jtaggtrfum

A (ftomppttiurat for tljp $fonjil*

By Stanley LeFevre Krebs

Dr. Krebs says that he had a threefold purpose in writing this

book, and he has accomplished it. This triple purpose is, "first to

give a bird's-eye view of the whole field for busy people— all about

suggestion, but not all of it;" second, "to tear from the subject

that veil of mystery, occultism, with which so many initiates delight

to surround it;" third, "to awaken an earnest and patient study of

the matter."

In the book, Dr. Kre1 >s deals with the history, the law, the

methods, and the field of suggestion. There are chapters, also, on

objections, dangers, and positive and negative phases. All in all,

it is a very illuminating and helpful book.

Deftly printed, one hundred and forty-four pages, cloth Seventy-

five Cents; black flexible leather, gilt top, One Dollar Fifty Cents.

Sheldon University Press Libertyville, 111.
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Ability, Talent and Genius

READ

"eternal progress'

A Live Magazine with a Great Purpose

Devoted Strictly to the Development

of Greater Men and Greater Women

and there is nothing more importantthan this

CAN BE DEVELOPED

"Produce Great Persons;

The Rest Follows."

This is the Truth. Make Your

self Greater than you are, and

Your Future is Your Own; your

troubles and misfortunes will

vanish; sickness and failure will

disappear, and the desires of

Your Heart will be Granted.

This Is the Lab)

And you can Prove it. The paces of " Eternal Progress " are teeming every

month with Living Information on the Practical Application of This Law to the Attain

ments and Achievements of every-day life. And that the readers of " Eternal

Progress " are Having Results, is Proven, not only by the fact that they say so Id

letters of Most Enthusiastic Praise, but also by the fact that the circulation of this

magazine has Doubled Itself Three Times during the past year.

Five Months for 25 Cents.

We are about to begin the publication of the Most Extensive, the Most Scientific

and the Most Practical System for the Development of Ability, Talent and

Genius that has ever been presented. It Is a system that works t it will work for

everybody and everybody should have it. To Introduce this system among the thou

sands who Desire to Become Much and Achieve Much, we will send " Eternal

Progress " five months on trial to any address for 25 cents (in silver). The regular

price is 10 cants a copy, $1 .00 a year.

&he Great Problem Solved

Is a Series that will make "Eternal Progress" more famous than ever before.

It is Something New, but it gives the Bottom Cause of why things are as they are. and

the way out. The series has a message of Extraordinary Importance, and will pos

itively attract world-wide attention. It will solve the problem for you. whatever that

problem may be. It will give you the Bottom Cause, and you will know at once that

it It the Bottom Cause. To get the whole of this series, subscribe for " Eternal

Progress " at once, and ask to have your subscription begin with the January number.

Bddrc06

"internal progress,

ft

Fourth National Bank Building

CINCINNATI OHIO
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Arefmtmflert>rt fealty?

You ought to be. You can

be. You were created to be

well, strong, enduring, buoy

ant, every day of every year.

The Power that created you

dark, Courtney Haskeii will keep you well if you are

Author of perfect Health obedient to the laws of your

being.

You can learn these laws—they are simple.

They are scientific—demonstrated. You can

obey them—they are not hard—just natural.

Then perfect health will be yours.

How much more you will enjoy life! How much more

gentle, kind, sunny, and loving will be your disposition!

Just how much, brother, sister, would you give for Perfect

Health—never to have an ache, a pain, or a weakness?

Well, it needn't cost you very much money. One dollar

buys a book written by a man who was sick and dying a few

years ago and now enjoys Perfect Health. He tells how he got

it. And he tells it in easily learned and easily kept laws.

Hundreds who have read the book now rejoice in Perfect

Health through living the truth it contains.

The book is well printed, handsomely cloth-bound, and is

yours for a dollar, postage prepaid.

Write today for Perfect Health By One Who Has It.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERT YVILLE ILLINOIS
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YouShouldRead the Magazine"Power"

Because it is Advanced Spiritual Thought of Revealed

Truth, always plain and simple.

Because it gives Courses of Instruction on the Develop

ment of your Spiritual Powers.

Because its Contributors are the Ablest Exponents of the

Higher Life—Henry Wood, Eleanor Kirk, Fannie B. James,

Henry Frank, John D. Perrin, Henry Harrison Brown, Walter

DeVoe, Mary B. deWitt, et el.

Because it gives Addresses of Miss NonaL. Brooks, First

Vice-President of the World New Thought Federation, and

the talented Minister of the First Divine Science Church of

Denver—one who really "lives the life."

Because it contains each month a Strong, Vital Health

Lesson by Mrs. Agnes J. Galer, who knotos and demon

strates.

Because its International Bible Lesson Interpretations by

the Editor are the clearest and ablest interpretations in the

Light of Truth published.

Because it carries Power with it, and Inspires you with

Power to Do and Be.

$1.00 a year; 10c a copy. Canada, $1.15. Foreign, $1.25

(If at the end of six months you are not more than

pleased with it, your subscription will be refunded in full.)

Power: How to Develop It. Ten Cents.

This is a beautiful little booklet with gray cover, the con

tents being printed on fine, white ledger paper with dainty

border.

It tells you JUST HOW TO DEVELOP POWER within

yourself, definitely, accurately. The booklet also contains a

strong answer to an inquiry concerning the "Seat of Power."

It makes a beautiful present, and is quite inexpensive—only

10 cents.

The Power Publishing Company,

730 17th Ave., Denver, Colo.

 

Charles Edgar Prather, Ph. D.f Editor.

By Or. Charles Edgar Prather.
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Jtottrortatti to All MttttBUb in

Ami Smloputtttt

The Course on the Science of Industrial Success

is practically completed— 19 of the 20 Booklets com

prising the course are ready for delivery and the 20th

is on the press.

This course puts the whole problem of Area

Development upon a (truly scientific basis. It is really

six sciences harmonized into one.

1. The Science of Endurance Development

2. The Science of Ability Development

3. The Science of Reliability Development

4. The Science of Actional Development

5. The Science of Persuasive Expression

6. The Science of Habit Formation

This is Mr. Sheldon's latest work. It is said by

many to be the greatest work on the whole science

of self-development ever written.

Readers of The Business Philosopher can secure

the work now at the introductory price, which is much

less than the regular price will be a little later.

Write today, for particulars to

THE SHELDON SCHOOL

1 192 REPUBLIC BUILDING, - - ADAMS AND STATE STREETS

CHICAGO ILLINOIS
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Horace Fletcher's Latest Book

This genial layman, who has

been growing stronger and

more supple every year be

tween the ages of 50 and 6o,

and who is now able to undergo

tests of " Endurance " that

many young athletes decline,

has crowned his signal literary

and altruistic labors with this

handsome, sunshiny little book,

®ptimtfim~A Ural Srmr&y

with a Foreword of value by

William Dana Orcutt. This

book is what is known as

Fletcherism in a nutshell.

1 1 will be yours to bless and bright

en your life and to keep you young

for a century for seventy-five cents.

Faith in Your Food

is essential to nutrition. You

can be peacefully assured of

the value of what you eat if

you let a food scientist choose

for you. This is within your

reach, because the book

Unroofed 3$aaba anil iimu

to Ihp ©hem

by Mr. and Mrs. Eugene

Christian can be purchased

for one little dollar. Christian

is recognized as one of the

most careful and effective pre

scribes of foods of the new

physiological era.

The book is neatly cloth-bound,

and contains 246 pages of practical

instruction, including actual cases

of cure and ideal menus of scien

tific foods.

"Eift Art of Unrituj Hong"

Luigi Cornaro is well known to

history as a Venetian gentle

man who lived to the age of 103

years in obedience to very sim

ple hygienic rules. He wrote

four short treatises on his man

ner of life —one when he was

83, the second at 86, the third

at 91, and the fourth at 05.

These, with much ether val

uable information, have been

translated, edited, and pub

lished in a very handsome,

cloth-bound book, with gilt top

and title, which we offer, post

paid, for One Dollar fifty cents.

"f recommend every one to read

Comaro's writings."

Marshall Field.

"Comaro's work is in everv way

admirable." Chief Justice Fuller.

"There is Something in Man

that makes all things possible."

This is the belief and teaching

of Christian D. Larson, a

modern philosopher who has

helped thousands to use their

innate powers.

How to develop this "some

thing" and how to use it, he

tells, with point and force, in

his three little books:

®ljr ijidorn ££rrrrt

fBaatrrij of Ifvdt

Potor and $Jautrr

Each fifty cents.

You want all these books for your study table. Now, right now, is the time to

order them. Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press -:- Llbertyvllle Illinois
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Qty&t %wt$ $ntl# Sturii

The twelve great ones who have contributed the very best of the

products of their brains and souls to The Nutshell Library of the World's

Best Literature for Busy People are immortal because, having lived

intensely and deeply, they have a message for every human spirit.

You enter into their thought, you feel their great hearts beat close

to yours, because they live in these, their masterpieces. And you are

aided in this soul-union by the editor of the Library, Sherwin Cody, who

has written for each a brief biography, full of insight and sympathy—

also the twelfth volumette, " How to Read and What to Read."

These are the authors of our Nutshell Library, and these the portions

of their works presented :

Lincoln. Important Letters, Greatest Speeches, and Best Anecdotes.

Shakespeare. Selections from Romeo and Juliet, the Merchant of

Venice, and Hamlet.

Burns. Love Songs and Longer Poems.

Lamb. Choicest of Essays of Elia.

Irving. Rip Van Winkle, The Lgend of Sleepy Hollow, Mutability

of Literature, and Westminster Abbey.

Scott. Two Hours with Ivanhoe.

Dickens. Two Hours with Pickwick.

Thackeray. Two Hours with Becky Sharpe in Vanity Fair.

Tennyson. Greatest and sweetest lyrics.

Longfellow. All his most melodious shorter poems.

Hawthorne. The Great Stone Face, Gray Champion, The Great

Carbuncle, Howe's Masquerade, and Drowne's Wooden Image.

Sherwin Cody. How to Read and What to Read.

These books are loving companions, whispering wisdom, love, sym

pathy, and inspiration to your inmost heart, especially when given f(jrm,

as these are, in so beautiful a garb.

Each volumette has a deftly-printed portrait of the author, is pocket

companion size—about 130 pages—neatly printed on good paper,—title

page in colors—gilt top—dressed for polite society in ooze calf extended

cover—richly silk lined—silk marker—with the name of the author done

in gold on hot pressed panel.

Single volumette. One Dollar. Complete set of twelve, Ten Dollars.

Those who have one volumette and desire the other eleven, can

acquire them by sending Nine Dollars. Carriage prepaid.

Your mind is made up^-you want these little gems—write for them today.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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Around tho World out never out of INK. Prior* no higher than the old Stotographlo Pom.

You Feel Safe When Writing a Cheque With

BLAIR'S RED ROBIN AND BLACK BIRD

INK PENCILS, THE PATENT OROPNEEDLE

KEEPS THE POINT CLEAR.

THE SMOOTHEST !
WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Note: These are the only Ink-Pencils patented and recognized by the British
and United States Governments as "An Improvement on Stylograph,' Tens."

For Correspondence, Manifolding, Ruling and Stenography.

No Air lube to leak, displace ink, Interfere with the filling of the pencil or the use of Blsfr's sefety Ink-Making
Cartridges. Price 10c. Saving cost of cheque punch, $5-00. Point will last for years. Soon saves its cost.

Prices—Plain. $1.00; Chased. $1.25; Chased and Gold Mounted. SI. 50; Red Cases, short $1.25.
medium and long $1.50. By insured mail 8c more. Ordinary ink may also he used. Get Agency.

BLAIR'S FOUNTAIN PEN CO., 6 John St., Suite 175, New York

YOU CAN EARN GOOD MONEY

by devoting a little of your time—or all of it—to the securing of

subscriptions for The Business Philosopher, and selling our

man-building and business-building books. And you will be a preat

helper and uplifter of your fellowmen besides. We pay liberal

commissions. ... One who has tried it says, "I never saw a mag

azine so easy to get subscribers for as The Business Philosopher.

All I have to do is to let people read it." ... Write to us today

for terms and territory.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

"THE OPTIMIST" Drugless Healing

"A Magazine Devoted to the Philosophy
of the Omnipresent flood." ($1 per year)

OME of the best writers along the lines of
Tt^ the New Thought and the New Theology

arecontributors to this magazine. Among
them appear such names as Henry Wood,
judge Troward, of London, England, Horatio
Dresser, Henry Harrison Brown, Floyd B.
Wilson, The Rev. Henry Frank, Walter De
Voe^and Eugene Del Mar.

We offer this magazine (fl.oo the year) with
the following combination : Three courses of
lessons by Mrs. Caroline E. C. Norris, the

Editor.

A course of lessons on Healing (Sio.oo)
and "The Optimist " both for $4.00

A course of lessons on "The Esoteric
Meaning of Letters, Numbers and
Colors ($10.00)
and " The Optimist " both for $4.00

\ course of lessons on Mental and Phys
ical Poise ($10.00)

and "The Optimist" both for $3.50

" The Optimist" with the three courses
for $10.00

The Metaphysical School of Healing

111 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

SO Huntington Are. BOSTON, MASS.

 
By Psychic Methods.

We Cure People sutiering-
from all kinds of diseases by
Therapeutic Suggest.on Alone
and wiihoirt diugs; when they
cannot come we reach and
cure them at their homes la
any part of the world, all hy
purely Psychic Metho.ls—
Mental Tc'jpathy. We cor-
rect tod habits in young and

told, help people to Business."Success, reform Moral Per

verts, reclaim wayward hoys and girls, and restore
I nsane People to their reason. No matter what your
ailment, how serious your case, or what you may have
done before, our methods succe-d after all others have
failed. Booklets fully explaining Suggestion and the
Psychic Methods we employ in treating absent pa
tients. Sent free to everybody! All afflicted people
should read these Booklets. Send forthem now. You
will enjoy reading them. Address

Oeo. c. pitzer, m. d.,
1045 S. L'nion Aye., LOS ANOELES, CAL.

YOU can now buy

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

on leading news stands. Look

for it the first of the month.
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On this and the next page we have listed a number of text

books for study in the great schoolhouse of life—books that have helped

many—books that will help you. They have been very carefully chosen

by the editor of The Business Philosopher and His Staff.

ffiljararter-Smltitnij Hooka

James Allen's Books of Inspiration:
From Poverty to Power -------
All These Tilings Added -
Byways of Blessedness --------
The Life Triumphant .......
As a Man Thinketh. Paper, 15 cents, cloth ...
Out From the Heart. Paper, 15 cents, cloth -
Through the Gate of Good; or, Christ and Conduct. Paper,

15 cents, cloth - -- -- -- -
Homing and Evening Thoughts. Paper, 15 cents, cloth -
Poems of Peace --------

Every Man a King. By Orison Swett Marden ...
In Tune with the Infinite. By Ralph- Waldo Trine - - -
Man-Building. By Lewis Ransom Fiske, LL. D. - - -
The Young Man and the World. By Senator A. J. Beveridge
Paths to Power. By Floyd B. Wilson .....
Man Limitless. By Floyd B. Wilson
Through Silence to Realization. By Floyd B. Wilson
My Little Book of Prayer. By Muriel Strode ...
Self-Help. By Samuel Smiles
The Hidden Secret. By C. D. Larson .....
Mastery of Fate. By C. D. Larson ------
Poise and Power. By C. D. Larson -
The Magic Seven. By Lida Abbie Churchill - - - -

As a Matter of Course. By Annie Payson Call
Freedom of Life. By Annie Payson Call -
A Man of the World. By Annie Payson Call
Freedom of Life. By Annie
A Man of the World. By A
Evervday Living. By Annie
The Mjgnet. By Lida Abbie Churchill -

Hooka on Vrain-VnUlHttg

M 00

1 00
1 00
1 00
50
50

50
50

1 00

1 00
1 25
1 OO
1 62
1 00
1 25
1 00

1 S8
50
50
50

1
?oir

1 00
1 00
50

1 OO
1 00

Mind Power and Privilege. By Albert B. Olston - - - 1 60

Right and Wrong Thinking. By Aaron M. Crane - - 1 50
The History and Power of Mind. By Richard lngalese - - 2 12
Brain and Personality. By W. Hanna Thomson - - - 1 30
Cosmic Consciousness. By R. M. Bucke - - - - - 4 25
Power of Will. By Frank Channing Haddock ... 3 00

Character Reading. By Mrs. Symes ------ 50
Vaughn's Practical Character Reader ----- 1 00
The Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 50
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 50
Organic Evolution. By Anna Augusta Gaskell - - - - 2 00

Huatnfaa-Hutliimfl, Hooka

Financing an Enterprise. By Francis Cooper - - - 4 00
Science of Organization and Business Development. By Robert

L. Frank---------- - 300
Men Who Sell Things. Bv Walter D. Moody - - - - 1 00
Tales of the Road. By Charles N. Crewdson - - - < - 1 00

(List continued on page 130)
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looka fat frnfif

Those who buy and study them reap the greatest and most

abiding profit from them—development and power of body, brain,

mind, and soul.

Here is the list continued from page 127 :

Success In Letter Writing. By Sherwin Cody - - - f 80
Successful Advertising—How to Accomplish It. By J. Angus

MacDonald - -- -- -- -- 2 00
How to Grow Success. Bv Elizabeth Townt - - - - 50
Retail Ad Writing Simplified - -- -- - -100
The Cody System—How to Write Letters and Advertisements

That Pull—A Correspondence Course - - - - 10 00

Iffaltrj-SmUiing Books

Horace Fletcher's Works:

The A. B.-Z. of Our Own Nutrition
The New Menticulture; or, The A. B. C. of True Living
The New Glutton or Epicure: or, Economic Nutrition
Happiness as Found in Forethought Minus Fearthought
That Last Waif; or. Social Quarantine -
Optimism—a Heal Remedy

Worry, ttie Disease of the Age. By C. W. Snleeby. M. D.
The Art of Living in Good Health. Hy Daniel S. Sager, M. I).
Childhood and Growth. By Lafayette B. Mendel ...

Humaniculture. By Hubert Higgins. M. D.
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson
Perfect Health: by One Who Has It. By C. C. Haskell
Uncooked Foods and How to Use Them. By Mr. and Mrs.

Christian - -- -- -- -- -
My Lady Beautiful. By Alice M. Long ....

The Art of Living Long. By Luigi Cornaro -
Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call - - -

1 00
1 00
1 00
1 oo
1 00

75

1 47

1 57

67
t 12
1 50
1 00

1 00
1 10
1 50
1 (X)

iijom* £>titiiir. Books

The Nutshell Library of the World's Best Literature for Busy
Readers, edited by Sherwin Cody. 12 vols. Handsome
limp ooze calf, silk-lined, silk marker - - - - 10 00

Lincoln Lamb Dickens Tennyson
Shakespeare Irving Thackeray Longfellow
Burns Scott Hawthorne "How to Head and

What to Read," Cody
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language — Word-

study. Grammar, and Punctuation, Composition and Rheto
ric, and Story Writing and Journalism—by Sherwin Cody,
four vols, in box - - - - - - - - 200

Dictionary of Errors in English—Rules of Grammar and Common
Errors, Words Often Mispronounced, Words Often Misspelled.
Words Often Misused, and Rules of Punctuation for Office
Use — by Sherwin Cody, 50c, when ordered with the set.
Single volumes - -- -- -- -- 75

Primer of Logic. By W. S. Jevons ----- 50
Webster's Condensed Dictionary - - - - - - -150
100,000 Synonyms and Antonyms. By Samuel Fallows - - 1 00

Check off the books you want, tear this page out and send

it along—with the price. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS

-
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Hornet looka

1£ He says that all the money he could save from his small earnings

in his brother's print-shop was spent in books. These books he

studied, and became the greatest scholar, writer, scientist, diplomat,

business man and statesman of his time.

Q Thomas A. Edison leads the world as inventor and manufacturer.

He gained much of his genius by hard STUDY of BOOKS which

he bought out of his meagre earnings.

C The greatest salesman of this commercial age is probably Andrew

Carnegie. He borrowed books wherever he could and sat up nights

to study them.

<| The greatest teacher of the science of Salesmanship, A. F. Sheldon,

insists that the study of good books is an absolute essential of the

most successful salesmanship.

Successful men in every walk of life — nine out of ten of them—

have been diligent and tireless students of books, willing to sacrifice

not only luxuries but even food and clothing to get them.

CJ But you do not have to starve or to borrow to get the very best

books written on character-building, health-culture, good English,

business science, and the Philosophy of Power, Poise and Progress.

fj One Little Dollar that you will never miss will buy you a book

that will be a companion all the rest of your life—a book that will won

derfully increase your power to earn, to use, and to enjoy True Riches.

<J Look at the two pages preceding this onel There is a list of

books that can be supplied promptly by us. They have been chosen

with the greatest care by the Editor of The Business Philosopher

and His Staff, after a thorough search.

<i Send today for the books you want — whether on this list or

not. Get the study habit and fulfil the highest possibilities of

your latent powers.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS



If there be any who need the

refiining and uplifting influences

of education in the true sense

of that term, those influences

which beget concentration and

initiative and integrity, it is the

masses of the . people upon

whom rests the great burden

of producing and distributing

the world's wealth.
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■HttiquH Startling! Jaartttattog!

Attracts genuine coin from the pocket of the " desirable citizen "-^s the

pocket of the desirable Advertiser I Powerful, harmless, highly entertain

ing, sure of results—attracts with equal force from any distance I

Unique—in its exclusive field. Startlia-o—in its percentage of

returns per dollar invested. Fascinating—in results—try it once, and

you can't let it alone 1

A Classy Class Medium—reaching exclusively Business Men,

Sales Managers, high-class Salesmen, Bankers, Financiers, Professional

Men, Educators, Writers, Thinkers. Do these people have Money? Do

they Live Well? Do they Want Things? Do you sail anything they

want?

Tea, this Remarkable Business Magaot Is—

Sty* KtoaUtwH ^Iftlnanptf^r

The Maoaztne or Instigation for Busy Mb*—they read h eagerly, they

profit by It, they believe in it—they carry each number with them as a Pocket

Companion—they are guided by it.

A Scientific Salesman covering its territory (every section of the United

States and Canada) every thirty days, and visiting 27,000 Buyers—and it

DOIS BUSINESS I

Listen: Most every Advertiser knows Franexyn Hobbs, "Himself."

Here's what "Himself" thinks of The Business Philosopher as a puller on his

own proposition: " It may interest you to know that my returns in inquiries

and orders, per dollar invested, have been greater from Tax Business

Philosopher than from any other publication I have ever used."

Let us explain to you our Unique and Original Plan whereby we simply

hake the reader of The Business Fhilosopher buy the goods advertised in its

pages because XX wants to—the "Magnet" draws him irresistibly.

Koto. While you at our "Magnet"—your competitors cannot.

Present Advertising Rates are based on the paid circulation of leas than

10,009 last September—since then there have been things doing, and the cir

culation is now 27,000 and still OROWMOl You can get in now at present

sates— 'miff said I

Write us, then, boketocx between yesterday and tomorrow, for lav

BBSSJSOSsea aast Advertising Rates. Address Advertising Manager—

THI BUSINESS PHILOSOPHIC

IIBIXTTTILLI ILLINOIS
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It costs no more for stationery, postage, stenog

rapher's wages, and your own time.

The only difference is in the knowing how—and

that is got by study.

And it costs no more to study the principles and

methods of the highest authority than of a second-rater.

Sherwin Cody is recognized throughout the coun

try as THE expert on business English and writing letters

that get results.

His books and lessons are in daily use in the busi

ness offices and advertising departments of such firms as

Marshall Field & Co. and Lyon & Healy, of Chicago;

The Sherwin-Williams Co., of Cleveland, and hundreds

of others.

His latest book on letter -writing is just off the

press. It is

and Training Course in

It contains 172 pages of terse and simple directions for writing letters in

correct English and correct form, that will be powerful selling talks on paper.

Every point in the teaching is illustrated by letters used in actual business.

These e:iamples, constantly before the eye, give practical skill by educating the

business instinct—the only way it can be done.

These are some of the subjects treated: Using Words So as to Make

People Do Things, Applying for a Position, How to Acquire an Easy Style

in Letter-Writing, When to Write a Long Letter and When to Write a Short

Letter, Advertising and Follow-up Letters, Salesmanship in Letters and Adver

tisements, Social and Official Forms, The Right and Wrong Use of Words,

Rules of Grammar and Composition, Rules for Capitalization and Punctuation,

and many others.

Double the dollars-and-cents efficiency of your correspondence.

This book is yours for a dollar, postage prepaid. Send for it today.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By James Allen.

As a Man

Thinfyeth

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves" by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circumstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Makes

for Power and Poise.

Out From

the Heart

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

"Keep thy heart; . . for

out of it are the issues of life. "

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

'Daily Food for Growth

in 'Purity and Power.

Through the

Gate of Good

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

Inspiration and Guidance

for the Dioine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents. Special quotation and sample book On Faith when requested.

Write today—yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an upUfter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press Libertyville Illinois
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A Monthly Magazine

The only Financial Magazine

Published in Philadelphia.

$1.00 a year - 15c a copy.

A good. live advertising medium. Large circulation among

Banking Houses, Trust Companies, Brokers, Centers of

Mining and Manufacturing Interests, and Real Estate

Dealers and Small Investors.

A Dozen Strong Departments.

A Careful Monthly Survey of

Current Financial Issues.

For advertising rates address

THE BANKER AND INVESTOR

PHILADELPHIA.
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A Question—and

The Answer

A salesman asked this question : " What right has Sheldon to say that he

can teach me to be a better salesman ?" Here is the answer :

Five years ago the Science of Salesmanship was not ; it was only an idea in

a man's mind.

Most of the people to whom this man with the idea spoke about his plans

for writing and teaching the Science of Salesmanship laughed at him, and said it

was impossible.

But the Science of Salesmanship was formulated and written and printed

into lesson booklets. After that it was offered for sale. It was not only offered

for sale—it was sold. *

In five years this man with the idea has sold for real money over 27,000

Courses in the Science of Salesmanship.

Has a man who has accomplished this feat of salesmanship a right to teach

other men something abbut this great problem of selling?

But this isn't all the story. A. F. Sheldon has been a salesman nearly all his

life. He earned his way in college by being a salesman during the vacations.

Soon after his graduation he adopted salesmanship as a profession.

He became one of the greatest salesmen in the country. He broke all

records on every proposition he ever tried to sell.

He went up and down the country for fifteen years selling things. He was

always a success and always made money.

He became a sales manager ; had to train men under him. The experience

he had gained in his own work he used to make his men more efficient.

He became a proprietor. Still he trained men. Salesmen of other houses

began coming to him for advice—for the benefit of his fundamental principles.

One day he said he would use the principles he had gained in his experience

to train men everywhere. And he did. Now we are back to the beginning of

the story. There isn't room here to tell

how Sheldon trains salesmen, except to say

that he does it by correspondence. But

we have a few booklets that do tell about it.

We want to send you these booklets.

They are free for the asking, and will

place you under no obligation; they simply

put you in a position to discover some spe

cific facts about a system of education that

has helped 27,000 men engaged in lines

of work similar to the one you are en

gaged in. Fill out and mail the coupon.

The Sheldon School

1180 Republic Bids'., .'. Chicago

THE SHELDON SCHOOL,

1180 Republic Bids.. Chicago.

Please send me more information about
your Course. I am interested specially in
the subjects I have checked below.

Sweiauaiaip Self- Development

Advertuing Srktem ud Cwti

Buineu Logic Self Educetios

Buineu PiydxjlogT Science tt Rebil

Name

Address

Town State.

Position

All instruction by
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This picture is pretty good, but no picture

could do justice to the charm of these little

volumes of the world's greatest classics. In

their rich, soft brown stamped leather, each in

a different and appropriate design, and their

burnished gold edges, they present an appear

ance of solid aristocracy and worth that we

have never seen in any other series of little

classics.

And when it comes to typography, the

artistic merit of the title pages, the loving

treatment of the portraits and illustrations,

and the clear readableness of the text are

things for the booklover to rhapsodize over.

THIS IS A LIST OF THE VOLUMES

Travels with a Donkey. By Robert Louis
Stevenson.

Tales of a Wayside Inn. By Henry W.

Longfellow.
SevenPoorTravelers. By Charles

Dickens.
The Man Without a Country. By Ed
ward Everett Hale.

The Proverbs of Solomon. From the
"King James" version.

Friendship and Character. By Ralph
Waldo Emerson.

Washington. The principal state papers of
George Washington, farewell address, etc.

The Chimes. By Charles Dickens.
Sonnets from the Portuguese, and six
additional lyrics by Elizabeth Barrett
Browning with three poems by Robert
Browning.Introductionby Richard Gilder.

Romeo and Juliet. Shakespeare.
As You Like It. Shakespeare.
An Old English Christmas. By Wash
ington Irving.

Rubalyat of Omar Khayyam. Contain
ing the first, second and fourth of Fitz-
Gerald's translations, with an address by
John Hay. Frontispiece portrait of Fltz-
Gerald.

Socrates. Containing Plato's "Apology of
Socrates," and the "Crtto" with a part
of his "Phaedo."

She Stoops to Conquer. By Richard
Brlnsley Sheridan.

In Memorlam. By Alfred Lord Tennyson.
Thoughts of Pascal: Translated by Ben
jamin E. Smith.

The Rivals. By Richard Brlnsley Sheridan.
Horace. A selection from the Odes.
Lincoln. Passages from the Speeches and

Letters of Abraham Lincoln.
Bab and His Friends, and Our Dogs.

By John Brown.
Motifs. By E. Scott O'Connor.
Eplctetus. Selections from the Discourses,

with the Enchiridion.
Selections from the Meditations of
Marcus Aurclius. Translated by E. B.
Smith.

De Amtclta. By M. Tullius Cicero.

Poor Richard's Almanack. By Dr. Ben
jamin Franklin. Edited by B. E. Smith.

Rip Van Winkle, and the Legend of
Sleepy Hollow. Hy Washington Irving.

Notes of a Professional Exile. By E. 8.
Nadal.

The Cricket on the Hearth. By Charles
Dickens, with preface by Joseph|Jefferson.

A Christmas Carol. By Charles Dickens.
A Madeira Party. By Dr. S. Weir Mitchell.
Tracings. By E. Scott O'Connor.
Writing to Roslna. By William Henry

Bishop.
Thumb-Nall Sketches. By George
Wharton Edwards.

P'tlt Matlnlc'. By George W. Edwards.
Break o'Day. By George W. Edwards.

These books are 5 1-2 by 3 inches, packed eaeh in its own handsome box, one

dollar each. Carriage prepaid. Order one today—and receive

special quotations en the complete set.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS - - LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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and now—

FRANKLYN HOBBS, "Himself

Advertising Agency

"of the Higher Order"

C. Expressly organized for the purpose of furnishing

Advertisers a Kind of Advertising Service not hitherto

obtainable—and on a basis most equitable.

C. For 15 years, Franklyn Hobbs—"Himself" and

through his Letter Shop—has builded, until now his

Foundation is both broad and sound—and ready for the

Superstructure of agency service which has been added.

"But first of all—Good Copy"—and all the thorough

service which that requirement demands—then the

placing. An agency established on any other basis,

would have been like a house built upside down.

C. We are—an Advertising Agency, established,

and adequately equipped.

C This announcement is made for the information of

those Advertisers who feel that the time is ripe for a

different order of Advertising Agency service. To

such, Franklyn Hobbs, "Himself" is ready to disclose

His Ways.

FRANKLYN HOBBS, "Himself"

Agency Division

Directed by T. W. LeQuatte

1210-1295 Monon Building, Chicago, U. S. A.
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Are fnu Honkislj?

If so, you will certainly be interested in the Caxton Brochures,

published once each month by the Caxton Society. Each number

contains the wisdom of a great author, printed and. bound in such

attractive form that there is joy in the reading. Numbers now ready:

■

No. 4. " Bibliophile and Bibliomaniac." The first of these is a

clever essay by Henry Houssaye, of the French Academy, and is

printed in French with the English translation on opposite pages.

The second is by Henry Ward Beecher, and is perhaps one of the

best examples of his genius.

No. 3. "The Chinese Philosopher's Son," by Oliver Goldsmith.

This writer was fond of detached essays, into which he could

throw the results of his meditations and his experience without

tiring himself or his readers.

No. 2. Ralph Waldo Emerson's " Essay on Compensation."

"Ever since I was a boy I have wished to write a discourse on

Compensation, for it seemed to me when very young that on this

subject life was ahead of theology, and the people knew more than

the preachers taught. "

No. 1. Charles Lamb's Essay, "A Dissertation upon Roast Pig,"

also "Detached Thoughts on Books and Reading." The first of

these is probably the most popular of the " Essays of Elia;" both

are characteristic of his style.

To introduce the Caxton Brochures we will send a sample copy,

either number, for seven two-cent stamps, or all four for forty cents,

silver. As we have only a few copies of No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3,

we suggest that you send your order early. Better still, send us one

dollar for an associate membership, and we will mail you twelve

Brochures, and will, in addition, send you a copy of " Murad the

Unlucky," by Maria Edgeworth. This offer is open for a limited

time only.

THE CAXTON SOCIETY

Pittsfield, in Berkshire, Massachusetts
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Opportunity is Knocking

at Your Door

It is an opportunity to make good money

and do the world good at the same time.

We want agents everywhere to get subscribers for

and we want them so earnestly that we are willing to pay a big com

mission, besides furnishing blanks, sample copies, circular matter,

and other materials.

Agents who hustle for the Business Philosopher will also be

given territory for our Man- Building and Business-Building Books

—and there's big money in them.

Write us about it to-day. You need the money.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS - - - LiWtyville, Illinois

OR. THE REALIZATION OF PROSPERITY

AND POWER

HIS masterly book by James Allen

deserves rank with some of Emer

son's finer essays. Thinking people

in all English-speaking lands are reading

and studying it.

Mr. Allen helps men and women to

find in themselves the source of all success,

all happiness, all accomplishment, all

truth—they find in the pages of this book,

the way of prosperity and peace.

Printed from new plates on heavy egg

shell paper, and bound in beautiful

English cloth, with gilt top and title.

Its wisdom, faith, and good cheer,

become yours for One Dollar.

THE LATEST THOUGHT AND EXPERIENCE

OF THE AUTHOR

HIS crowning book of one of James

Allen's series was only recently written

and contains the maturest thought

and experience of the author.

It is for those who have the courage and

faith to believe, yes, to know, that the

triumph is not far from their reach. Every

sentence is an epigram of wisdom and

power.

Beautifully printed and bound—cloth—

gilt top and title—a book to love and

study.

It comes to make your life a triumph—

for One Little Dollar.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS - - Libertyville, Illinois
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C|Many books have been written on the subject of business and

business methods, but never before one that literally took the busy

world of practical affairs by storm.

That honor was reserved for a plain, common-sense, straight

forward book, written by an active, hard-working business man—

Mm Wtya £*U GHjitiga

by Walter D. Moody, business manager of The Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, and former sales manager of one of the greatest

wholesale houses in Chicago.

flFrom all over the country—from manufacturers, merchants,

sales managers, salesmen, retail clerks, and from publications of

every class comes an avalanche of unqualified praise, without one

dissenting voice.

IjHere are a few excerpts from many reviews that have appeared.

Read them and be convinced.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's 'Men Who Sell Things'

. . . written by a man who has sold things for years and worked, himself, in every

branch of the service until increasing years and experience have brought princip les out

of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which things are done."— Chicago

Daily News.

"There is something going on in every sentence. He is full of dynamic periods."

Chicago Record Herald.

"Mr. Moody has gathered together and expressed in succinct and practical form the

results of twenty years of experience in selling things and observing other men who

sell things, and the result is a volume which cannot fail to be helpful to any business

man who may read it.-^Chicago Sunday Tribune.

"The breeziness and point which mark every page of 'Men Who Sell Things' S

promise to make the book of as wide appeal to business men as well as to boys

interested in self-development and a successful future."—Chicago Evening Post. f

"It has developed into a volume which must take high rank in the Please

literature of business and commercial affairs."—Chicago Trade Journal. f send me

"The work is sure to prove helpful to the man who wants to succeed for The

1>y selling things'."—Louisville Courier Journal. f Dollar Bill in-

2T!!a\!lIhat ^."X" / dosed, a copy of

\ The book merits it all and more. f

% You need it, no matter what you sell—goods, skill, ability, ""en Wk» Sell Thtny"

or time. X Name

You can get it for One Dollar. f

11 Sit right down and order to-day

SHELDON UNIVERSITY FRESS

Libertyville, Illinois

City State-
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Dicksee's Auditing

Now or Never
The Journal of Accountancy

This is your last chance to get ABSOLUTELY FREE a

$5.00 copy of Dicksee's Auditing and a $3.00 subscription

(one year's) to The Journal of Accountancy. The very suc

cess of this free offer, recently advertised, compels us to

announce its withdrawal after March 31st.

Whether you are an executive officer of a million dollar

corporation or the head of a small business; an accountant,

an auditor or an ambitious clerk, you will find DICKSEE'S

AUDITING and THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY

of daily use in increasing your own and your employees'

efficiency.

DICKSEE'S AUDITING is written by a Public Ac

countant of many years' experience, who has made a thor

ough study of modern business requirements. He points

out clearly and intelligently how to find and eliminate the

weak spots of your business systems and how to make a

complete and accurate audit of any set of books or any

business.

Never again will you get this chance to obtain Dicksee's

Auditing and The Journal of Accountancy. ABSOLUTELY

FREE. Therefore, write for full information today.

"Neverput offuntil tomorrow what you can do TODAY."

The Accountancy Publishing Company

46 Waverly Place, New York

We can supply you with any business book. Our book list is free.
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Will You Try a Fox Typewriter

At My Expense^ 1 invented the Fox Typewriter

——————— and manufacture it to-day. I

know just how good it is. I know that it is a better

typewriter than any other typewriter ever built.

I know other typewriters of all kinds and I know

that the Fox has every improvement and every feature

that any of them has—and more. I want to place a Fox

in your office at my expense and have you compare it part

for part, feature for feature with any other typewriter.

I will let the typewriter speak for itself. All I say

about it and claim for it will be demonstrated by the

machine itself more convincingly than I could tell it.

Then I want to leave the decision to you. If you

want it then I will either sell you one direct on favorable
W. R. FOX, President Fox Typewriter Co.

lezms, or my nearest representative or dealer will do it

for me. If you already have a machine we will take that in part payment.

All you have to do is to fill out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

The Test or Trial Will Not Cost You a Penny.

 

All the writing on the Fox is always in

sight and directly in the line of vision, the

anting line is indicated and the printing point

u pointed out so that the Fox is just what 1

claim a perfectly visible typewriter.

The typebar and hanger are the heart of

a typewriter ; that means they are the most

vita] part; a weak, typebar means a weak tyPe~

Writer. Show me a typebar-bearing that is

narrow and has no wearing surface and it

tells me that under hard wear such a type

writer will not retain its alignment and

sooner or later get out of order.

On the Fox the bearing is wide and the

bar heavy and will stand years and years

of hard work.

Then again with the Fox, one machine

is equipped to do all kinds of work—letter

writing—invoicing—billing—tabulating fig

ures—stencil cutting and heavy manifold

ing; anything any typewriter can do the

Fox will do—and more.

And remember this is the machine I

want to place in your office for trial and

examination at my expense. It doesn't cost

you a penny to try it.

Will You Do This?

Let me appeal to you as a fair-minded business man to at least be friendly enough to

give me a chance to show you what 1 have. I am sure you would want me to

give you such a chance if you had something to sell me.

All 1 want you to do is to fill out and mail to me

to-day the attached coupon.

Send it to me personally.

W. R. FOX, Pres.,

Fox Typewriter Company

229 Front Street,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Send for my catalog, which

takes up the construction of

the Fox in detail—it's Free.
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Whether it be a machine, an institu

tion, an idea, a system, a method or a

selling talk, it is the man behind the

thing that counts. If he is all right the thing is pretty sure

to succeed—if not, then look out for the rocks.

The right kind of men are mostly built, not born.

They come into the world with no strength, no sense, no

intellect, no faith, no courage, no love, no initiative, no power.

They build these and many more positive qualities and fac

ulties into the fabric that becomes a MAN.

To build a dynamo, or a house, and build it right, requires plans,

specifications, a highly-trained knowledge of the processes, and intelligent,

skillful work. It is a much more delicate and intricate task to build the

right kind of man—but it is worth the trouble.

Each man is his own builder. He, and he alone, can do the

work. MEN are those who build themselves, with such help as they

can get from teachers and schools. Some of the greatest the world

has ever known did not have any help of that kind.

But all the best men have sought the aid of good books—sought

books with dauntless energy and persistence, sacrificing like martyrs

sometimes to obtain them.

During the last few years, thousands have found great inspira

tion and practical assistance in Dr. Lewis Ransom Fiske's great book

JHan-lutlJitng

which is three hundred and twenty-four pages of carefully-drawn and

plainly written plans and specifications for the building of successful men.

There are laws—natural, divine laws of self-development. Dr.

Fiske names and analyzes them in this book, and docs it in such a clear,

specific style that no one can fail to understand or apply them.

MAN-BUILDING not only points out the causes of Growth: it

tells you how to discover and use those causes in your own life. It not

only shows why men succeed : it shows also how you can develop your

own faculties into the strength that assures lasting success.

324 pages, Red Cloth, Gilt Top, postage paid, $1.00.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

 

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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that we can build you the best Booklet, for the least

money—Quality considered—and in the Quickest time.

Ifm arc aatas of tip reaamtH uiljg:

We make a specialty of mail order business in high-grade print

ing—especially booklets that sell goods.

Our plant is the best, most up-to-date and complete for this

purpose that money can buy.

Our designers, artists, engravers, printers, pressmen, and bind

ers are the most skillful and progressive that can be hired—it's

economy to pay that kind.

We do business for a profit, with an eye on duplicate orders—

and we get them. Orice a customer, always a customer, is the rule

of our shop.

We have been in this business for years, we know the ropes,

and our knowledge is for the use and benefit of our customers.

Tell us wha! you want, and we will deliver booklets that will

talk—that will get the business—bring in the big, round dollars.

No advertising campaign is complete without booklets, so write

for an estimate today. You will be shown.

The Clinic Publishing Company

1406 East Ravenswood Park Chicago
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FOUR GREAT ESSAYS

ON VEGETARIANISM

AND A VEGETARIAN COOK BOOK FREE

"PORK, or THE DANGERS OF PORK-EATING EXPOSED'

"PLUTARCH'S ESSAY ON FLESH-EATING"

"ETHICS OF FLESH-EATING"

"BIBLICAL FLESH-EATING"

"NATURAL FOOD RECIPES," by Mrs. E. E. Kellogg

(Containing 120 Recipes)

The above set of booklets, which should be in the

hands of every Vegetarian and student of diet and

matters of right living, will be sent post free, in con

nection with one three months' subscription to Good

Health, at the regular price of 25 cents. Canadian sub

scribers pay 10 cents extra, to cover foreign postage.

This offer will not be repeated. Fill out the

coupon at once.

The Publishers of Good Health

50 College Hall Battle Creek, Michigan

Publishers of GOOD HEALTH, 50 College Hall, Battle Creek, Mich.

I enclose 25 cents for which please send me GOOD HEALTH three months,

beginning with the current number. You are to send me FREE of further cost:—

"PORK, OR THE DANGERS OF PORK-EATING EXPOSED"

"PLUTARCH'S ESSAY ON FLESH-EATING"

"ETHICS OF FLESH-EATING"

"BIBLICAL FLESH-EATING"

"NATURAL FOOD RECIPES," by Mrs. E. E. Kellogg (containing 120 Recipes).

Name

Address
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A UrsBag? far fan

It's important. It is about the problems you have to face in your

every-day life and work. It is from a man who knows—who

has learned in the expensive but thorough school of experience.

You had better look into it. You will find it worth while.

(Hiaaae % ttu?aaarje tljat ta inUnited for 50U from tlfta

Mljat $& Wnrtlf Wifik to

They are practical and interesting volumes, going to the heart of the

subject. They are attractively printed and daintily bound—

just the thing for gifts. They not only please but lift.

ijpr? ta tlj* Etat:

Abraham Lincoln ....... j0s. H. Choate
Economy ....... Ortaon Swett Marden
An Iron Will Orison Swett Marden
Every Living Creature ..... Ralph Waldo Trine
The Art of Optimism ...... Robert Browning
Golden Rule in Business ...... Chas. F. Dole
Beauty and Kindness ....... j. r. Miller
Good Manners and Success .... Orison Swett Marden
The Best Life ...... Chas. Franklin Thwing
Greatest Thing Ever Known .... Ralph Waldo Trine
The Cardinal virtues ...... Wm. DeWitt Hyde
Greatness of Patience ..... Arthur Twining Hadley
Character Building Thought Power ... Ralph Waldo Trine
Hour of Opportunity ..... Orison Swett Marden
Character the Grandest Thing in the World - Orison Swett Marden
Inner Life - - - J. R. Miller
Cheerfulness as a Life-Power .... Orison Swett Marden
Lost Art of Reading W. Robertson Nlcoll
Conditions of Success in Public Life .... Geo. F. Hoar
Love and Friendship ..... Ralph Waldo Emerson
Don't Worry Theodore F. Seward
Loving My Neighbor J. R. Miller
New Ethics ....... Wm. DeWKt Hyde
Power of Personality .... - Orison Swett Marden
Self-Cultivation in English .... Geo. Herbert Palmer
Self-Culture William E. Channing
Young Men: Faults and Ideals - - - - - J. R. Miller

Write for complete list—One Hundred Forty-seven in all.

Postage prepaid 35 cents each.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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YOU AREA philosophers,

are the best people in

the world to get new

members of the charmed circle

of The Business Philosopher.

You have developed Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, and Ac

tion. You have the character

that gives you power to per

suade others.

And so, good people, we offer,

to the hustler who first sends

us One Hundred yearly subscrip

tions, at One Dollar a Year,

Forty Dollars in cash or books.

To the second one to reach

the century mark, we will pay

$35, and to the third, $30. All

others will receive 25 cents for

each subscription.

Send today for blanks, sample

copies, and circulars. Then get

busy and land forty dollars.

Yours for better things in busi

ness.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTVVILLE ILLINOIS



Make the Man Right and His Work Will Take Care of Itself

A. F. SHELDON, Editor

A Magazine Devoted to the Philosophy of Business and the Effort to Help Men

and Women to Increase Their A + R + E + A Development— Their Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, and Action — The Four Essentials of True Success

Platform: I will increase my A+R + E + A

Vol. IV. APRIL, 1908 No. 4

Heart, Head, and Hand Philosophy

BY THE EDITOR

I

CAN do what I will and I will do what I should.

I can do what I will, but I will do what I must.

There's a big gap between the thought represented in

those two sentences.

Each sentence has exactly the same number of words.

It takes no longer to either write or verbally express the

one or the other, but one has the heft of gold and the other

is as light as ashes.

The first expresses the philosophy of the down-to-earth,

practical, honest, just, loyal, true worker.

The other is the philosophy of the time-server, the clock-

gazer, the I-don't-care fellow—the fellow who is ruining

his eyesight looking for more pay. It is the thought of the

pipe dreamer, the going-to-be; it is the idea of the fellow

who says: "I'm earning my salary now and I'll be blessed

if I will do any more"—only he doesn't say "blessed."

Now, which of those sayings have you written on your

mental motto card ? Under which of them are you oper

ating ? Are you one of those fellows who is doing all he

can for his own good and for the good of the institution

[219]
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for which he works f Are you—and I want you to be

honest with yourself when you answer this—are you a

practical, honest, just, loyal, true worker ?

i "I can do what I will and I will do what I should."

i Get that thought woven into the fibers of your being.

Realize what it means to do for yourself and your em

ployer all that you should. If you are steering your auto

mobile of progress by the directions given by that saying,

you will soon find yourself in the suburbs of the City of

Success where only men who grade within a point or two

of ioo percent are permitted to dwell. Then, if you keep

straight ahead, you can hang out your sign from a great

structure right in the heart of the Desirable City.

And that is where you want to go. I am right, am I

not, Brother Worker ? You are not content to zig-zag

around in the sloughs and the swamps. The fever laden

air will not fill your lungs if you can help it—and you

know you can. The Fever of Failure is a disease you

desire to avoid, so you say to yourself: "I can do what

I will and I will do what I should." You waste no

valuable time taking vacations in hospitals with those

who succumbed to the disease brought on by imbibing

too liberally the noxious liquor distilled from that other

saying: "I can do what I will but I will do what I must."

These fellows who have this last motto on the family

coat of arms remind me of the time when I was a boy in

Michigan, helping father drive a drove of cows and steers

to Vernon, our market town. They would generally go

along all right till we got to the railroad. Then they

would break. They didn't like to cross the bridge which

led into town.

It was really not necessary for them to go. They were

much stronger and more fleet of foot than we. But they

were afraid of us and after a little urging, sometimes some

what forceful, they always went across.

They could do what they wanted to, which was to go

back home, but they did not know their power. Don't

you realize that most men are like those cattle—they do

not know their power ?
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We were urging those cattle on toward the slaughter

house—driving them to death.

They scented danger of some kind at the railroad bridge

and wanted to go back. But they were forced on by what

seemed to them a compelling power—and the power was

only seeming.

They had plenty of power to overcome^the obstacle

and turn around and go back, but they did not know it

and they did not use that power.

Study the situation which confronts you right now.

Is something seemingly forcing you on to do that which

you know, or feel, you should not do, but which you know,

or feel, you must ? If so remember the cattle.—Don't be

a cow or a fat steer.

The cow and the fat steer knows, but it doesn't know

that it knows. You know and you know that you know.

There's a big difference. Take advantage of the

difference, j

Get the idea represented in the first saying so firmly

rooted in your mind and your soul that all the bumps of

adversity will not jar it loose. If you do that you will

never be among those who, like the cows, are being driven

to death.

f It matters not at all whether you be employer or em

ploye. The rule operates in all classes and grades of

society and industry. It observes no eight-hour law. It

always works for the wide-awake man.

Believe me when I tell you that you will not have to

protect yourself with armor when you reach the point

where men and women who follow this rule congregate.

The crowd will not crush you. You will find plenty of

space for free movement, and there will be none to deny

you the right to take deep breaths.

Doing what you should has the effect of the boomerang.

The good results come back. If you are to be hit by a

boomerang—and nature seems to intend that you should

—why not make one that will not work injury ?

The fellow who plants pebbles and expects a crop of

potatoes qualifies for a visit from the Fool Killer. And
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there are thousands of pebble planters in the business

world.

The fellow who says: "I can do what I will, but I

will do what I must," is one of them.

You can't realize any too early in the morning that the

fellow who does no more than he gets paid for is never

likely to get paid for more than he does. The man who

does no more than he must, will certainly not be asked

to sit in the president's chair while that estimable gentle

man goes off to Europe for a happy vacation. And it is

certain that the "must" man will never shoulder the bur

dens of a high office in any department of the world's

activities.

Drop the thought that you are getting even with "The

Boss" when you leave undone what you ought to have

done, or fail to do what you might have done had you

been paid extra. As a Success Killer it ranks high. Every

time you fail to do what you should do, or could do, you

are cutting jagged holes in the mental fabric of Action,

and you are doing for your Reliability faculties that which

makes you guilty of murder in the first degree.

For your own sake, for the sake of your employer, for

the sake of the great world in which we must live, decide

instantly to cast into that exterior darkness the second

saying. Stick to the first. If you have never tried it,

do it right, right now. Give it a chance. It will win for

you. If never disappoints. It will mean more Money

and more Honor; and money and honor are, as you already

know, two of the great essentials in making up a Success

ful Life.

Life's Tower

Arthur Frederick Sheldon, Junior, who is "eight, going on nine,"

arose the other morning and remarked: "I've been thinking that life

is a great tower. At the top of it is gold. If you jump for it you

will fall back, but if you climb for it, steadily, step by step, you

will reach it. And the gold is Health, Long Life, Money, and Honor."

That's some philosophizing for an eight-year-old.



The Retail Store Movement

By Diana Hirschler

HE Nineteenth Century has taken its place in

history as the most brilliant of all centuries in

material progress. Running parallel with the

growth of democracy, it has mastered the great

forces of nature in wondrous ways, bringing comforts to

the masses and drawing men and nations closer together.

These achievements have brought their own peculiar

problems. But they are the problems of democracy, and,

as some one has so aptly said, the cure for the evils of

democracy is more democracy.

Inventions of machinery have given rise to the factory

system. Discoveries of the forces of steam and electricity

have led to more rapid transportation by land and water.

The spreading of educative influences thru newspaper,

telegraph, telephone, cable, and by that wonder of wonders,

the wireless telegraph, has uplifted men to realize the

terms of equality to which all are born. This realizing

sense brings a restless longing for a better equalization of

conditions whose strongest expression is found in indus

trial strife.

Meanwhile, as a natural outcome in achievement along

commercial lines, there has arisen a great movement for

taking care of the distribution of its products. This we

might call the modern store movement. Beginning with

the trader of early days who was more or less in disrepute

for the skilful manipulation of his goods to the disadvantage

of his trade, we have arrived at the stage where the trader

is justly dignified by the term of merchant.

He has shifted his point of view. Formerly he reasoned

from the standpoint of himself; now he reasons from the

standpoint of the public. Formerly he hid defects and

bulwarked himself behind the common law which bade

the purchaser beware, as it could not prevent a man from

fleecing the public if they were stupid enough to allow

him to do so, unless he actually committed fraud beyond

the customer's power of discovery.
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This doctrine may be traced to-day in the freedom with

which advertisers are allowed to " puff" away to the public,

. because the law still believes the public ought to be shrewd

enough to look out for itself and to be allowed to fool itself

if it wishes to.

But the up-to-date, well-established trader does not

build confidence in this way. He has learned that even

"puff" may be construed as a breach of good faith.

The merchant now reasons with the consumer. He

uses his store as a place in which to store things for the

benefit of the community. He puts expert attention to

the work of gathering stuffs from all quarters of the globe

and displays them at times when it is convenient for the

public to buy them. He makes one price to all customers.

As a guarantee that the price is a fair one, he refunds

the money when the article purchased is not satisfactory.

He represents the truth in his advertisements. He directs

his salesforce to misrepresent nothing.

"But," I hear you say, "it is not always thus."

No, that is true, but the merchant to-day recognizes

this as the only successful way to do business. Whenever

he varies from these paths to profit and power, he has

been diverted by foolish notions that the public still can

be fooled, and that he will not be found out, though his

better business judgment tells him he is mistaken.

The reason why the merchant of to-day differs in his

mental action from the early trader is because democracy

has taught commerce certain fundamental lessons.

The meaning of the solidarity of the race has crept into

our industrial relations and has taught us that whenever

a man fools his brother once he has driven him away, and

that it is better to do the square thing and so draw him

closer. For it is the confidence that is born of the "square

deal" that is the basis of trade.

Those who do not yet see the truth and act upon it

are headed toward the rocks that will wreck them.

In the great store movement there were leaders who

were far-sighted enough to see the rights of the customer

far ahead of their fellows. They saw the purchaser haggle
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over a few pennies and get only doubtful results in mer

chandise. They saw the storekeeper haggle over profits

and lower his station because of one-sided methods. They

grasped the fundamental truth that a store should be

built upon friendly, helpful relations to the trade instead

of antagonistic ones, and they therefore inaugurated policies

in harmony with this truth.

A. T. Stewart of New York City inaugurated the one-

price policy. His magnificent success proved that he had

found the right basis upon which to deal with the retail

trade. It took the courage of the far-sighted business

seer to hold up the public in their frantic efforts at driving

a good bargain and to face the suspicion that might follow

such a radical departure from trade methods.

But back of it all was the principle of giving value for

value. He won and the principle still goes march

ing on.

As a young man, John Wanamaker of Philadelphia

came in contact with the veteran merchant, A. T. Stewart.

He learned this lesson and when he started his business in

1861, it was based upon the one-price policy. He did new

things himself, though.

John Wanamaker began to advertise. He startled

the community by his unique methods of thrusting himself

before their notice. He offered to take back goods that

did not suit them and give them back their money. His

policy was dominated by the idea that the store was made

for the customer and not the customer for the store.

He systematized the details of store keeping to make

shopping speedier and to protect both sides from error

and from fraud. This was the forerunner of modern store

system.

At the same time, in the west the foundation of the

retail store of Marshall Field was being laid, an outgrowth

of the wholesale business which had been built upon the

policy of honest goods and courtesy to the trade.

- A few other names might be added to the list. To

gether, they lifted the status of the retail store to a plane

that made large growth possible.
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The modern store stands for organization, beauty,

comfort. Its proprietors are executives, its staff of assistants

are specialists.

As a necessary outcome of a better systematized organi

zation, the merchant himself has grown away from the

public. Although the store reflects his personality, yet

it is his representatives who meet them in actual contact.

The army of workers who handle the customer for

which all these splendid stores are reared, are untrained.

They are not awake to the importance of their work. They

need to be thoroughly aroused to the fact that after all the

destiny of a valuable organization rests finally with those

who meet the public eye to eye.

This lesson the merchant learns more slowly than the

departmentizing of goods, for it is a more difficult one

to understand, but it is being conned. The handwriting

on the wall points in that direction.

When the salesperson becomes a trained expert in serv

ing the public, the retail movement will have reached

its golden age.

Many are Called

BROM Cape Town, South Africa, comes the wail

of one who has had to deal with men inefficient.

In a blue tinged letter to the Cape Times, he says :

"As one who has advertised lately for a traveler

and clerk, I would require an additional clerk to answer

all the replies from all sorts and conditions. I am sorry

to say that in going through over 200 applications, I was

unable to pick out more than five who were in any way

suitable, and as far as a traveler was concerned, not one."

S- "k Verily this only demonstrates the truth of that venerable

saying, "Many are called, but few are chosen." And still

there be those who say that Opportunity died a generation

ago. It is true that Opportunity did die—but it died only

for those who think it dead. It lives for those who think

it alive. Opportunity is most obliging.



Side Lines Unprofitable

BY GEORGE WOODWARD

IN these days, the question of "surplus" is a vital

one with the individual as well as with financial

institutions. Any ambitious individual of small

means naturally desires to become financially inde

pendent.

A man making slow headway often thinks that his

present position offers but small opportunity for advance

ment, and little chance greatly to increase his salary. He,

therefore, is likely to believe his only means for getting

together much money lies in economy and in putting his

savings where their growth will be rapid. He is con

fronted by the fact that, compounded at ordinary inter

est, they will fall far short of making good his plans in

any reasonable time.

He is then sometimes tempted to combine his savings

and spare time in some outside enterprise to make money

more rapidly, and eventually have a business of his own.

He selects something that promises to meet his require

ments, and begins.

Occasionally he makes good, but as a rule this difFusion

of energy causes him to go wide of the mark. In order

to solve his problems, he is sorely tempted to put so much

thought into his side-line as to impair his efficiency in

his regular business, and he nearly always yields.

As a rule, the side investment, as such, does not pay,

even if the bank account is increased somewhat. The

prospects for the large profits anticipated vanish, and in

their place stands out the problem as to whether it is better

to charge the whole investment, to the profit and loss and

experience account, or to jeopardize the regular business

by taking the time required to dispose of the side-line

and get the money invested back. Fortunate indeed is

he whose losses stop with his savings, and do not include

his employer's confidence and his position.

Often the man of divided interest realizes his predica

ment, only when it is too late to be remedied.

[227]
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Many times, working side by side with these ambitious

individuals, are apparently less able men, who, by attend

ing strictly to their regular duties, gradually forge ahead,

assume greater responsibilities, earn larger incomes, save

more, eventually securing large interests in the business

they serve, and becoming independent.

The question naturally arises, What is the reason for

the difference ?

The man having outside business unconsciously puts

the emphasis on a non-essential. He tries, as it were,

to polish the apple, rather than to prepare the soil and

care for the tree in a way to insure a larger and more per

fect fruit. He exhausts himself striving to increase the

productiveness of his savings, when, in order to keep even

his present reserve funds, he should confine his energies

to increasing his earning power. jjj

Every one who "mixes brains with his work," has an

asset in brain capital that is the principal on which his

salary is the interest. Anything he does to increase his

mental, physical, and psychical power, his ability to read

and handle men, and to gain an intimate knowledge of

his own business, adds to his brain capital.

Estimating that one's annual income is five per cent

interest on his brain capital, we find that a man's education,

in the wide sense of the word, is twenty times his annual

income, or one hundred times his annual savings, if he

saves twenty out of every hundred dollars of his salary.

The man whose business interests are undivided, is able

to devote the entire working day to them. He is free from

personal interruptions, which, in the office, so often shatter

the psychological moment of an important conference,

and on the outside divert his thought-currents from his

real business.

He can be relied upon at any and all times ready for

business. His working day is free from leaks. He is

dependable and therefore gets the responsibilities preg

nant with opportunities. Not being hampered with fre

quent personal engagements, he is able to work on in

spite of passing time, and finish a piece of work while his
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mind is concentrated upon it; thus often taking "the stitch

in time that saves nine"—and sometimes ninety and nine.

Furthermore, his spare time is free for study and origi

nal research connected with his business, and thus he is

able to gain the margin of knowledge which is likely at

any moment to be the missing link that connects him

with greater opportunities, while his fellow workers look

on and envy his "luck."

His plan of action gives him opportunity for real recrea

tion and personal development, while others are endeav

oring to do a second day's work after business hours. It

enables him to develop the power and skill which makes

heavy burdens light—the endurance that gets its second

wind while the unthinking man goes down and out—the

strength that looks complacently at the competitor's final

attack, and then goes him one better.

If our hearts be divided between our manager's busi

ness and outside ventures of our own, the first and last

thoughts of the day, those which impart a distinct ten

dency to our day's work, are liable to be devoted to our

own venture. Eliminate this venture, and our minds

can throw their full power on the problems of regular

business, and so multiply efficiency.

The Grain of Gold

I belong to the great church that holds the world

within its starlit aisles; that claims the great and

good of every race and clime; that finds with joy

the grain of gold in every creed, and floods with

light and love the germs of good in every soul.

—Ingersoll



Your Opportunities

BY WALTER D. MOODY

KOW shall I live ? How shall I make the most of

my life and put it to the best use ?

How shall I become a man and do a man's

work?

These are the all-important questions.

Life is opportunity, and therefore its whole circum

stance may be made to serve the purpose of those who

are bent on self-improvement—on making themselves

capable of doing thorough work.

Opportunity is a word which, like so many others that

are excellent, we get from the Romans.

It means near port—close to haven.

It is a favorable occasion, time or place for learning,

seeing or doing a thing.

It is an invitation to seek safety and refreshment; an

appeal to make escape from what is low; to take refuge

in high thoughts, in worthy deeds, from which flow increase

of strength, joy, and harmony.

Life and opportunities of becoming and doing good

are constantly with us. Each succeeding day presents

a new opportunity for doing more and better work.

Our house, our desk, in the office or on the sales-floor,

in the city or on the road, our business or our profession,

the people who love us and those who hate, they who help

and they who oppose,—What are all these but oppor

tunity ?

Wherever we are, there is opportunity of turning to

good the dust of daily happenings.

To know that life is good, one must be conscious that

he is helping to make it good for a few.

"He sits uneasy at the feast who has no thought for

the starving; he is not comfortable at his own fireside

who remembers those who have none."

The man is to be pitied who lives like a sponge, absorb

ing everything and giving out nothing.

[230]
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He who gives what he has gets more—he who with

holds loses what he tries to keep.

Opportunism means doing the best possible with actual

conditions as they exist. What a great thing it is to mas

ter that truth.

He is wise who finds a teacher in every man, an occa

sion to improve in every happening, for whom nothing

is useless or vain.

If we have but the right mind, all things, even those

that hurt, help us.

Let a man but have an aim, a purpose, and oppor

tunities to attain his end shall start forth like buds at the

kiss of spring.

If we do not know what we want, how shall anything

be made to serve us ?

The world is composed for the most part of two classes,

optimists and pessimists.

David Forgan, while introducing James B. Hill at the

annual dinner of the Chicago Commercial Association,

said, "A pessimist is a man, who, having many oppor

tunities, takes advantage of none, and therefore an optimist

is a man, who having many opportunities, takes advantage

of them all."

The heedless walk through deserts in which the observ

ant find the most precious things.

Two young men, John and Henry, were wending their way

slowly and tortuously across the Great Western desert.

John lagged behind, protesting he could not go another

foot. Henry strode resolutely forward with head up

and eyes set on the horizon.

John was full of despair, complaints, and bitter mum

blings; Henry was filled with hope, born of a desperate

courage.

John cried out, "I must have water or I shall die.

Why did I ever leave home and enter this God-forsaken

wilderness ?"

Henry said, "Oh, cheer up, John, and come on. Look!

See that tree yonder. We are sure to find water where

there is vegetation."
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John said, "What is the use ? We shall both die.

There is no water anywhere." Doubting and stumbling

along, he continued to bring up the rear.

At last, "they arrived at the tree and found there a

sparkling pool of deliciously cool spring water. "Thank

God," exclaimed Henry, "our lives are saved," and he

sank reverently in the sand, burying his face deep in the

refreshing pool. John, without a word of thanksgiving,

sank by his side, and when he had drunk his fill, arose

and exclaimed, "There, I knew I would get my knees

wet."

What an object of ingratitude! ^

The grandest of all American characteristics, and the

one we admire most in men, is physical courage.

Pure, unadulterated grit constitutes one of the prime

features in the life of every successful business man. It

does not fall to the lot of the average man to have more

hard knocks than he can bear. If he has pure grit and

a sound heart, there is always open to him an avenue of

escape from the knock-out blow that puts him down and

out for good.

If he does lie down, there is a streak of yellow in'him

somewhere.

The journey over the flinty pathway of life is not unlike

a ride in a lumber wagon over a roadway strewn with

boulders in the wilderness of a mountainous country.

There is a constant jolting and danger of being thrown

from the seat; axles creak and groan as you rattle on over

bogs and rocks; now and then a precipitous plunge into

one of Nature's ditches shivers the staunch vehicle from

stem to stem, but all goes well until a sharp turn in the

road brings you face to face with a large boulder square

in your path.

Before you can rein up and put on brakes, snap goes

an axle. You climb out to examine the break, and with

an exclamation of dismay you wonder what you are going

to do next. Looking about in your perplexity, you see a

blacksmith coming toward you in the form of a genie,

Prue Grit.
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You failed to notice him, his little hillside shop having

been hidden from view by the turn in the road.

The damage repaired, with a smile of encouragement,

the good genie sends you on your way rejoicing, caution

ing you to drive more carefully.

Everything goes well for a time, but the journey grows

tiresome and you relapse into carelessness, with a light

grip on the rein, or, seeing a smooth strip ahead, you whip

up at a reckless pace, unmindful of the deep gully just

beyond, until suddenly and without warning, snap goes

something else.

This time the break is more serious. The realization

is forced upon you that you are a long way from home,

darkness is coming on, and there is no shelter for either

man or beast.

With many a misgiving, you set about making repairs

alone; it is hard work and the experience new and rough.

You scarcely know how or where to begin; the task seems

a hopeless one. Just as the last hope is giving away,

you look up and perceive standing in the doorway of his

little shop the good genie, Pure Grit. You wonder why

you had not noticed him before. Once more he comes

to the rescue and repairs the break, cautioning you the

meanwhile to drive more carefully. - *

You mount the seat more confident than ever that the

road can hold forth no more terrors, but the good genie

knows the way better than you do, and, not trusting you

to drive alone this time, he climbs up on the seat by your

side and rides along until he is convinced that you are

determined to keep a sharp lookout to the end of the

journey.

There is a natural tendency in the business world,

when big successes are made, to suppose that they are

peculiar to some distant or especially favored locality, but

that the golden harvest is not for us. Those failing to

see the advantages at home and feeling disposed to seek

the gold at the rainbow's end may well ponder the story

of the old Persian who sold his little hillside farm and

■wandered far over land and sea in a vain search for dia
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monds. Finally he died a pauper in a strange land. A

stranger, watering his flock at the stream on the little

farm found a peculiar pebble glittering in the brook, which

proved to be the first of a wealth of gems such as the old

man had gone to seek.

"It's a good thing for the man who looks at the corns

on his hands to remember that on Easy Street the corns

are on the heart."

William Mathews, one time Professor of English Litera

ture in Chicago University, speaking on the subject "Self-

Reliance" said, "A lobster, when left high and dry among

the rocks, has not instinct and energy enough to work his

way back to sea, but waits for the sea to come to him.

If it does not come, he remains where he is and dies,

although the slightest effort would enable him to reach

the waves, which are perhaps tossing and tumbling within

a yard of him."

The world is full of men stranded on rocks of lost

business opportunity, who, instead of putting forth their

own energies, are waiting for some billow of good for

tune to set them afloat.

There are many young men of vivid imaginations,

who, instead of carrying their burdens, are always dream

ing of some Hercules coming to give them a lift.

Good hard work is one of the richest privileges God

has given man.

Sheldon quotes a practical psychologist in one of his

lectures which most of us have read, but it will bear repeat

ing, for it is perhaps one of the grandest thoughts in all

the universe.

"Did you ever say 'I can' and 'I will' with the strong

feeling that you spoke the truth ? If so, you then felt

within you the thrill which seems to cause every atom of

your being to vibrate in harmony with some grand note

on the scale of life which has been sounded by the I-am-

the-real-self. If so, you caught a momentary glimpse of

the inner light; heard a note of the song of the soul; were

conscious for a moment of yourself ! and in that moment

you knew that untold power and possibilities were yours.
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You felt somehow that you were in touch with the sources

of all strength, knowledge, happiness and peace;—you felt

that you were equal to any task—capable of executing

any undertaking. All the universe seemed to vibrate in

the same key with your thoughts."

To make the most of every business opportunity, we

must comply with certain conditions.

You might ask me, "What do you mean by conditions ?"

Railroads haul passengers, for instance, on certain

conditions. I know of but two,—one is—get your ticket;

the other—get aboard,—and just as soon as we comply

with these conditions, then all the speed in that engine

and all the comfort of that coach is ours to our destination.

I start to cross the Atlantic in a paper box, and as soon

as my box gets wet, it comes to pieces, and down it goes,

and I go with it. If I start in one of those grand ocean

steamers, then all the strength in her hull, and all the power

in her boilers, and all the skill of her officers is mine, and

I'll never go down until she does.

If we commit ourselves to our own weaknesses, we

are stronger than the thing we commit ourselves to; but

if we commit ourselves to the best there is in our allotted

duties, and the best there is in our house—our temple,

—we'll never go down until it goes down; and, dear reader,

with bright energetic men pumping a constant stream of

new life into it, its course is surely onward, increasing

sales and profits all the way.

How to Live Jollily

Let no pleasures tempt thee, no profit allure thee,

no ambition corrupt thee, no example sway thee, no

pursuasion move thee to do anything which thou

knowest to be evil; so shalt thou live jollily, for a

good conscience is a continual Christmas.

—Franklin



Breathing

BY WILLIAM ANTHONY SPINNEY, A. M.

ONE seems to be what he thinks, breathes, and

eats, built into a conscious and sub-conscious, in

dividual entity, all under the dominion of law.

The body is built by blood, which is composed

of oxygen breathed in and of food digested.

An adult human body contains about twenty-seven

trillion microscopic, physiological cells, which are built up

by blood, replenished, purified.

When one thinks and acts he consumes carbonaceous

and other food, and oxygen, in every cell that is active.

Carbon dioxide and other products are formed by

this combustion or chemical change, showing in strength,

heat, life, thought.

The blood carries oxygen and food to all the cells and

carries from them the harmful and other waste products

for final elimination from the body.

When there is an absence from the blood of any of

the fourteen or more elements needed by a normal body,

especially compounds of lime, sodium, iron, the blood

has not sufficient chemical affinity or attraction for the

oxygen coming into the body by way of the lungs and

pores to absorb it. Neither can it absorb the carbon

dioxide from the cells of the body, for elimination by lungs

and pores.

The right condition of the blood is obtained by eat

ing at each meal only two or three kinds of foods, and

by varying these kinds at each meal, thus presenting a

variety during a day or two, containing the fourteen ele

ments, as oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, sulphur, etc.

When we are at our best spiritually, mentally, and

physically, all action and thought use twice as much oxy

gen by weight as digested food in the blood and tissues.

When one has eaten adequately and yet does not take

in this sufficient supply of oxygen, he cannot feel strong

in body, clear in mind and spiritually well.

[236]
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I am using "spiritual" here as meaning a quality of

mind, as good-will and peace, or self-control.

We may fast from eating for hours, or days and weeks,

the brain using the tissues of the body to supply energy.

The usual meal supplies blood constituents for several

hours, and if oxygen is adequately supplied we feel well.

v One cannot "fast" from his breathing. He must

breathe all the time or his activities stop.

By adequate oxygen is meant sufficient for the activities

of mind and body. In perfect sleep, breathing is at its

minimum. During great activity it should be at its maxi

mum, for activity compels greater combination or com

bustion of food and oxygen.

" Absence of breathing for five minutes means bodily

death. When only half enough oxygen is supplied one

is about half dead, which shows in weakness of body,

mind and soul. Any cause that revents inflow of oxy

gen must act against health. Blood not adequately oxy

genated cannot efficiently do its work in any organ, tissue,

or cell.

\ Interfering with the circulation of the blood is unhealth-

ful, of course, but how much more so when the blood

is sufficiently supplied with oxygen!

Constriction at the waist hinders free lung use. Tight

waists, vests, coats, dresses, support of clothes by narrow

straps on the shoulders, interfere so with breathing that

many ailments are caused.

Standing, sitting, walking with depressed chest lessens

breathing. The chest should be habitually carried high,

not tensely so.

When seated, make a habit of sitting well back in the

chair, lean body forward a little. This favors good breath

ing as it favors chest upness, which induces courage in

the mind. Never allow the lower end of spine to move

forward on the chair, as it causes the spine to curve back

ward and upper chest to drop.

It is very healthful to be in air that moves—not stag

nant air. The University of Illinois recently made 497,-

000 experiments during calm" weather when the air was
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moving slowly. These observations showed that during

the calm periods, three times as many children as usual

were absent from school an account of illness—more than

during wet and windy weather; criminals and others in

the state institutions were much more easily managed,

being more languid; more policemen were laid off on

account of sickness; bank and other clerks made more

errors; more deaths occurred.

Breathed air left in rooms is deadly. Thorough air

ing often of rooms lived in all or part of the time, is neces

sary for health. Keep the air moving.

When one is at work mentally or physically, or both,

and his mind, conscious and sub-conscious, is at peace,

self-controlled, cheerful, or in restful sleep, then the lungs

are compelled to do adequate breathing. When one is

hurrying or worrying, his lungs cannot do adequate infla

tion and deflation. These effects come about through

the mind's influence on the lungs, by way of the sympa

thetic—or vasomotor—nerve system, whose working cen

ter is the solar plexus or abdominal brain, whence the

emotions of all thought radiate to all the cells of the body.

When one works hard mentally and physically, he is

in danger of giving way to hurry or worry—sometimes

both. He needs most oxygen at such times, but he gets

least, for the lungs will not do good work under the domi

nation of a negative thought. Such an one soon tires,

frets, and thus uses up all the energy he generates by his

eating and breathing, long before his work is overl He

has to draw on the tissues of his body, which should_not

be consumed.

When one maintains poise, good-will, and cheerfulness,

while he works, his energy is adequate to a long day's

work, and he will be bouyant all the evening and vital

next morning. It is God's own law that hurry, worry, or

any negative emotion, cannot be accompanied by efficient

breathing. Let the reader note this in his own life.

A person can hasten, not hurry, and breathe efficiently.

Hasten if you must, as in running for a train, but let your

lungs do good, peaceful work. Hurry breathes short,
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holds breath out, oxidizes nerve centers, induces a negative

electric condition. Fatigue can hardly come if one hastens

with cheerfulness, if he has eaten rightly. A furnace fire

never goes out as long as coal and oxygen are well supplied.

If you feel hungry but have eaten ordinarily, you can

drive what seems hunger, away, by doing some deep breath

ing and drinking some water. You are hungry for oxy

gen and water.

You may avoid hurry or any negative emotions as soon

as recognized by immediately breathing deeply a few

times with mind cheerfully on the act. Turn up the

corners of your mouth—yes, smile—assert your poise.

Reason in mind, not in the spoken words, how excellent

it is to be balanced, cheerful, courageous, fearless, help

ful, happy. Soon you will form a habit of self-control.

Harmful emotions also afFect badly the circulation

and the digestion.

Then, of course, the helpful emotions act in an oppo

site manner and good health stays with us.

Diaphragmatic breathing should be restored. If you

do not know how, just cultivate poise and good-will in

all you life, and your diaphragm will be active. Exercise

the lungs, peacefully, cheerfully, courageously, fearlessly,

and the right kind of breathing will be induced. Just use

your common-sense.

"I haven't time to breathe," "I'm too tired to breathe,"

and "I'm so hurried I can't breathe," speak volumes.

The best tonic to take at all times is oxygen. The

only warranted or guaranteed blood purifiers are the

lungs.

The only successful internal physical culture is diaphrag

matic breathing, for all the internal organs are made

active as the diaphragm moves up and down and anter-

iorally.

Sheldon says: Breathe right for a day or two and get a

hint of what authorities mean when they say: "One gener

ation of correct breathers will regenerate the race, and

disease will be so rare as to be looked upon as a curiosity."

Shakespeare says: "I am in health, I breathe."



Philosophers in the Bud

H FARMER gave each of his two sons an acre

of land. nmj i

Both pieces were of rich land, watered by

abundant rains, well-drained, and lying on the

gentle slope of a sunny prairie.

To the boys, the farmer said:] ;

"These acre lots are yours to do with as you choose.

To the one who keeps his land most clear of weeds this

season, I will give forty acres."

It was early spring when the two began work, each

hoping to win the forty acres.

Edwin, the elder, said:

"Now I will plant nothing on my field, but will leave

it clear, so that I can cut every weed off as soon as it shows

itself."

George, the younger, said nothing but began to plow

and harrow his field. When this was done thoroughly,

he planted it with corn in abundance.

Then Edwin laughed.

"Don't you see," he said, "while you are busy growing

your corn, the weeds will get ahead of you ? I have nothing

to do but keep the weeds down."

But George only smiled and went on with his

planting.

So the spring passed and summer drew nearer.

At first Edwin's acre was beautifully clean. Every day

he would take a hoe and go over it, cutting out every weed

that appeared. But as the warm rains fell and the sun

climbed higher in the southern sky, whole armies of weeds

seemed to spring up, all over the field, between sunset and

sunrise.

All day long Edwin would toil with his hoe, but he

could not get over it all before night. By the next morning

the weeds he had left would be big and strong, with tough

[240]
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roots. And a new crop would be springing up on the

ground he had so manfully hoed the day before.

The weeds sprang up in George's field, too, but he paid

little attention to them. He was busy nursing his little

blades of corn. Carefully he dug around them, so that

they would have a chance to grow. Patiently he stirred

the soil between them, so that it would not dry out too

rapidly.

And when he had done this, the weeds were all killed:

When the fierce heat of summer came, Edwin was

bravely fighting the weeds on his acre. All day long, under

the burning sun, he dug and hoed. Even then the ugly

growth got so far ahead of him that he had to pull the

coarse vegetation with his hands. He was a hard worker,

and had a hopeful spirit, but it seemed a losing fight.

• Meantime, so well had George cultivated his corn that

it was now taller than he, and was beginning to show big

plump ears. Its roots were strong and vigorous, and they

spread wide and deep through the soil, drawing heavily

upon it for moisture and nourishment.

That left little for the weeds, which had a stunted growth

when they came up at all, and were soon killed by George's

hoe as he worked the soil around his corn. By the end

of the summer there were none to be seen. The luxuriant

corn had starved them out.

Poor Edwin saw his mistake at last. What was the

use ? Hopeless of getting that forty acres, he stopped

work on his little field, and it was soon covered with a

hideous, tangled mass of all kinds of weeds. His hard

work was wasted—he had nothing to show for it.

George, on the other hand, had not only won the prize,

but had a fine crop of corn, which he sold to his father

for fifty dollars.

Now, my philosophers in the bud, you each have a field

to cultivate, and for a bigger prize than a forty-acre farm.

1 1 am writing about yourselves—your body, your mind,

your soul, for each is a part of the acre lot you have been

given.

The prize is Success.
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Sometime I will tell you just what I mean by Success,

but, even now, you know enough about it to work

for it.

The weeds you are to get rid of are}what I call* " nega

tives." That is a big word, meaning things that are not

good, useful, right, helpful, pleasant, or valuable.

Now there are weeds that are apt to spring up in your

self. If you let them grow or help them along by failing

to do the right thing, these weeds will show themselves in

your character and your behavior. Then everybody can

see that you are letting weeds grow in you, and that you

do not know how to cultivate yourself properly.

For instance, if you see another boy that is clumsy, or

not strong, or not very clean, you know at once that weeds

are growing in his body. If the boy is thoughtless, and

dull, and has a poor memory, you can see that weeds are

growing in his mind. And worst of all, if he isn't consider

ate of others, unselfish, and loving, it is plain that he has

weeds growing in his soul.

Whenever, therefore, you do anything you ought not to

do, or fail to do what you ought to do,—a weed will spring

up in your body, your mind, or your soul. And thus if

you keep on failing to do what is right, you soon become

full of weeds, and it becomes plain that you do not know

how to cultivate yourself.

But it is a very easy matter to get rid ot the^weeds—

and it's easier still to prevent the weeds from ever spring

ing up in you altogether.

You remember that we found, last month, that if we

always did the right thing, we should never need any

supervision, or looking-after. Then we should be of the

very highest value.

Now we cannot expect boys and^girls to do the right

thing every time, without ever making a mistake or failing

to do something when it should be done. So a little super

vision is to be expected. But the less supervision you

need, the more valuable you are.

How shall we make this supervision less and less neces

sary ? By doing the right thing whenever we can, and
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by leaving the wrong thing undone. And to do this, we

get rid of the negatives—the weeds.

How?

Just as George did.

You will find it a hopeless task to try to do away with

weakness, ignorance, or selfishness by fighting them the

way Edwin did his weeds.

Leave the weeds alone. Don't pay any attention to

them. Just do the right thing all the time—cultivate the

corn persistently and happily—and there won't be any.

room for the weeds.

Take care of your body, be clean and healthy, and

then there won't be a chance for the weed of weakness to

grow in you. Study hard, learn your lessons, read good

books, and there won't be a chance for the weed of ignor

ance either. Be unselfish, considerate of others, and

always try to make others happy, and then you won't even

know that the weed of selfishness exists.

And so on with every other weed. Cultivate the good

qualities of character and conduct and the weeds will never

show themselves.

In place of the weeds or negatives which might other

wise grow up in you, you can cultivate good and useful

plants, or shrubs, or trees, which we call "positives."

Among these positives are strength, health, graceful

ness, neatness, kindness, courage, and application to work.

You can think of many more. Strengthen and develop

these positives, and you will grow into men and women

who succeed and make honored names for themselves.

Fill up your garden of character and conduct—your

AREA—with the positives.

Then you will not only win the prize—success—but

you will reap a fine crop of usefulness, health, and joy as

you go along.

There is one thing greater than making a living—that is making a

life. But you've got to make a living in order to make a life.



Jones and His "Little Pig"

BY THOMAS DREIER

HE Jones family is what the old southern darkey

would call "quality folks." Jones makes "little

pig" sausages and other good things on his

farm which is in Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin. He

is the man who preaches the most powerful sermons against

the propensity of many people to abstain from pig meat.

Years ago, when Jones was a New Englander, his

parents used to make sausages once a year. In spite of

the flinty character of the climate, the predominating

quality of the family was generosity. When the sausage

was made, Mother Jones used to fix up dainty little packages

which the little Jonses would carry to the neighbors.

Of course this sausage, made as it was in the best pos

sible manner, was most desirable. Those who received

the gifts were not satisfied. They wanted more. To eat

Jones' sausage was considered the right thing to do in

the best families. "Make a little extra for us next time,"

said they to Mrs. Jones. And it was so done.

M. C. Jones got the western fever. Tales of the rich

ness of southern Wisconsin had reached the little New

England home. Young Jones left. Fort Atkinson, famous

in the history of the state, held him. Glowing tales were

those he sent home. He inoculated others with the

desire to migrate. Like "birds of feather" they flocked

together to the rich land of Wisconsin.

And Jones made sausage once a year, just as his parents

had done in the east. "Make a little extra for us," said

the neighbors, parrot-like. Jones did. The "little extra"

grew greater each year. More neighbors wanted Jones

sausage. They used to drive miles at sausage-making

time to get their share.

Then an idea came to Jones. "Why not make a busi

ness of this. The field is not crowded. People evidently

appreciate quality. Perhaps the world has been waiting

for us to offer our services."

 

[244]
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It did not take long for the Jones sausage to make a

name. At first it was a stranger and was taken in,

and has been taken in in ever increasing quantities since

then.

The Jones little pig sausage is as different from the

ordinary packing house sausage as pickled pork is from

a porterhouse. Although the trade has increased until

it has long ago toppled the hundred thousand mark, Jones

and his merry helpers have not seen fit to change their

methods of making.

When the government announced with a great blare of

trumpets that inspectors would be appointed to look after

the health of the meat-eating public, Jones was not among

those who trembled. He smiled serenely. He knew he

was as far on the safe side of the law as some of the big

fellows were on the other.

Jones idealizes his sausage. Laugh if you want to.

That is what he does. He thinks as much of his sausage

as a Kentucky gentleman does of his horse. It is his pet;

his hobby. When he receives a compliment on it, he is as

pleased as a mother with her first-born in a group of admir

ing relatives.

The old farm house is still the center of the Jones indus

try. New buildings, equipped with the latest machinery

and labor-saving devices, have been added only to keep

up with the demand. Men and women, boys and girls,

who have grown up in the town do all the work. Ignorant

foreigners, who take baths by absent treatment, are shown

the dog, who induces them to leave in a hurry.

■ -' Sunshine and fresh air flood the place, and everywhere

are faces wreathed in smiles. The business is so steady

and so stable that the worry bug has not had a chance

to enter, and sweet sleep comes to all as the reward for

the labors of the day done cheerfully and lovingly. The

Jones' employes never complain of unfair treatment,

and the idea of striking has not yet been born in their

minds. They are treated as members of the family, and

to call folks by their first name is around the Jones estab

lishment the rule.
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Jones won out because of his Ability to make sausage

just a wee bit better than anyone else, and he has remained

on the winning side because he is absolutely Reliable 1,440

minutes every day. His Action is developed to a high

point, and never need a customer complain because of

an order that was not filled on time.

Edward C. Jones, who is now manager of his father's

business, is a graduate of Cornell, but he has never per

mitted that to interfere with his usefulness. Although

trained as an engineer, he has proven his ability to push

the business as few other men could. It is through his work

that practically every dining car menu card in the country

contains this line: "Jones Little Pig Sausages."

The Jones folks started out in life with the idea of

making sausages better than anyone else in the country,

and they have never departed from it. They resisted the

advice of those who told them to cheapen their product

and get rich quickly, and today they are soothed with

much money—as much as they can use to advantage—

and have the sweet solace of knowing that their work

satisfies.

Yes, Jones is one of the "quality folks" who are in

business to raise the ideals of people to better things.

Does Your Word Go ?

"I tell them it is the finest piece of goods on the market,

and my word goes around here," said a merchant in a fair

sized Michigan city a while ago. Did you get that ?—"my

word goes around here." There's much back of that. It

means that this merchant has demonstrated to his customers

that he is a believer in the Law of Mutual Benefit, and that

he sells nothing which he believes his customers should not

buy. So his word goes in his neighborhood. Of course

you are the sort of a man whose word tests 100 per cent

every day in the year ?
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HE Ifs of History. By Joseph Edgar Chamberlain. Henry

Altemus Company, Philadelphia.

It is an idea that has occurred again to every reader

of history. "If things had gone the other way at this or

that great crisis, this would be a vastly different world

today." Then, what a pleasant exercise for curiosity to try to figure

out just what the difference would be! According to a professor in

The University of Chicago, this is one of the best ways to interest

beginners in the study of history. Well, I suppose all ordinary folks

are just beginners in the study of history or anything else. At any

rate I think most of us would be interested in this little book by Mr.

Chamberlain. Like a true artist, the author has analyzed each crisis

down to its lowest terms, and then chosen one of the most dramatic

of the absolutely essential causes of the final effect. For instance,

the fate of the United States of America probably trembled in the

balance when Washington gave up, with great reluctance, his ambition

to become a midshipman in King George's navy, changing his mind

after his sea-chest was actually on board a British man-o'war. That

is a speculation full of surprises to the thoughtful. And Mr. Chamber

lain puts it in readable form.

In Pursuit of Priscilla. By Edward Salisbury Field. Henry Alte

mus Company, Philadelphia.

On the theory that a true philosopher loves fun—of the right kind

—and is the better for an hour or two of mental recreation occasionally

—in which I fully believe, I recommend this bit of brilliant dialog to

the International Order of Serious-minded High-brows. It's a love

story, too, which ought to make it a renewer of youth.

The Art of Living Long; Guide to a Long and Healthy Life. By

Louis Cornaro; William F. Butler, Rockford, Illinois.

Louis Cornaro was a physical wreck before he was forty years

old. Then he began to study his case and to live what he calls La

Vita Sobria, the Temperate Life. He lived more than sixty years—

happy, healthful, efficient years—after he began this new way of eating,

drinking, exercising and sleeping. At the age of eighty-three he

wrote a delightfully simple and clear treatise telling how he had done
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it. He wrote further on the same subject when he was eighty-six,

again when ninety-one, and finally when ninety-five. All these are in

the book, together with Joseph Addison's Essay on Cornaro and his

writings; Lord Bacon's "History of Life and Death," and Sir William

Temple's "Health and Long Life." It is of interest to modern stu

dents of hygiene that this ancient Italian's philosophy is strikingly

similar to the conclusions of men who, like Fletcher, Chittenden,

Fisher, Kellogg, and Sager, have gone into the thing with scientific

accuracy and thoroughness. Another quality of Cornaro's work is

the crystalline clearness of its logic. It is this that gives it a con

vincing appeal to men and women of brains, as shown by the witness

to its value of hundreds of the ablest leaders of modern thought and

activity. Since all that is worth having in this life goes to the healthy

and the long-lived, it is essential to every aspirant to success to study

the work of a man who, three hundred years ago, discovered the art of

living long and proved its efficacy by living to be one hundred and three

years old.

Practical Journalism. By E. L. Shuman. D. Appleton & Com

pany, New York.

Journalism, viewed from the cornfield, the lathe, or the recitation

bench, is a kind of enchanted land, where money grows on bushes,

free theater tickets and railway passes carpet the lawns, gaslight and

melody keep the blood stirring and work consists in the pleasant re

creation of always being on the spot when interesting things are hap

pening. It is a pretty picture, and it would be a shame for Mr. Shuman

to spoil it, as he does, with his hard facts, were it not that the reading

of it may contribute to the total of human well-being by saving some

excellent workmen to agriculture, mechanics, and commerce, and at

the same time reducing the ranks of injured innocents who have found

that newspaper folk have to work. Mr. Shuman's book is to be com

mended, also, upon the probability that its practical suggestions will

point out the smoothest pathways to those high and courageous souls,

to whom, despite the hard work and hard knocks, the click of type,

the roar of presses, and the clatter of typewriters is music; the smell

of ink and paper incense. Every phase of the profession is covered

in a breezy, interesting style. To the young man or woman entering

the profession and to many in many departments of newspaper work,

the work will prove an invaluable textbook and guide. It gets down

to precise and definite statements.

Practical men succeed by working out theories—and then some of

them have hydrophobia when the word theory is mentioned.
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ET'S see, it was Uncle Russell Sage, wasn't it, that poured

contempt upon our cherished annual vacation?

Now, I take issue with the old gentleman, notwith

standing the many millions he spent his time piling up,

leaving his widow the tremendous job of scattering them.

With all due respect, I can't say that I ever exactly envied Uncle Russell,

anyway, If he became what he was by cutting out vacations, then

I shall take one occasionally, just as a preventive.

There is more than a little truth, of course, in the big annual output

of "jokes" about people taking a long rest to recover from their vaca

tions—but they don't take the kind I have in mind. There are vacations

and vacations—if we accept the term as applied by the different kinds

of folks that use it.

The real vacation, however, is a time for emptying the mind and

heart of every business and personal care, every dislike and resent

ment, every fear and every grief—if you have permitted any such things

to remain. It is a time for getting out into the open, where you will

have a chance to get into touch with the universe and the Infinite—

a splendid cure for littleness and narrowness. It is a time for relaxa

tion, for play, for recreation—a time for spiritual, mental, and physical

house-cleaning.

The very best kind of vacation need not cost much money—in fact

those that cost the most money are often most expensive in nerve force

and vitality. And a vacation that does not build nervous energy

and general vitality is worse than wasted.

Now it isn't for me to get down to details and tell you where to

go and what to do on your vacation, nor when to take it. One may

like to go fishing, another likes to lie in a hammock and read a book,

still another likes to climb mountains and scale perpendicular ice-crags.

Some pursue the grizzly, others stalk the moose, and still others spend

most of their time in boats and bathing suits.

Let every fellow do what he likes best—provided it gets him out

of doors, away from gas-light, revelry, late hours, and wear-and-tear.

But let each one be sure, from experience, that he will be stronger,

cleaner, clearer-headed, and more pure in heart than he was before.

You may think that this is a little early in the season to take up

the subject of vacations, but I have a purpose.

r
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Every outing—even the simplest—costs a little money. You

may not have planned on vacation-money this year. Or perhaps it

has had to go for some other purpose. You may want a new tennis

racquet or canoe—or some camp equipment. Or you may want a

little more so that you can give your wife or a poor neighbor a needed

holiday. Whatever your circumstances, I know that a few dollars

more than you planned on will fit beautifully into some little vacancy

in your purse.

I can show you how to get it.

The other day I talked about twenty minutes to a little group

of people—and came away with thirty-two subscriptions for

The Business Philosopher. You will see by my advertisement

on page 218 that if you had done that, you would have cleared at least

$8.00 in that twenty minutes. And if you could have made that thirty-

two a part of the first one hundred received from one person at the

office of The Business Philosopher, the talk would have netted

you $12.80. Could you use the money on your vacation?

You can begin to plan for the best outing you ever had right now.

Twenty minutes' talk a day will do wonders. Don't get discouraged

if you don't land thirty-eight subscriptions the very first time—it will

pay you pretty well if you land only one each day, but you can all do

better than that.

Pith

* ABOR loved is pastime.

I 1 Worry's root is in selfishness.

Love of ease makes loafing drudgery.

Get weather regularly—it's a great thought-antiseptic.

The perfectly self-centered man is perfectly miserable.

"The Goddess of Fortune" smiles upon the diligent.

The law of cause and effect takes no account of luck.

Have strong convictions, but get along without prejudices.

Better buy an idea outright than to fake a cheap imitation.

The salesman is the power that will bring back our prosperity.

Advertising without a plan is like running a locomotive 'cross country.
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Your Prosperity

depends on your selling power. No matter what your calling,

the better salesman you are, the more money you make.

The art of selling at a profit is based upon the science of

salesmanship. This science is taught, in plain, striking English,

by Walter D. Moody, one of the most successful salesmen and

sales managers in Chicago, in his new book

Men Who Sell Things

This book is one of the sensations of the hew year.

Although only a business book for business people, it has

aroused the liveliest interest in all parts of the country.

Here is what some of the newspapers say about it:

Implement and Vehicle Record:

"While a number of books are written along this line from time to time, we

have never read one that contains so much valuable information, that is practical

and can be adapted to every-day business life. We do not believe that the man

is living who will read this book and not be spurred on and enthused to greater

efforts in his work, whether it be that of selling goods, managing salesmen, or

even sweeping out a store."

Illustrated Milliner, New York:

"Every traveling millinery salesman will be benefited by a study of this book.

It sparkles with suggestion and irrepressible humor."

Office A ppliances, Chicago:

"One of the sales managers of a large house has made the assertion that if he

could have read the book at the beginning of his career of salesmanship, it would

have saved him from five years of experimenting."

Advertisers' Magazine, Kansas City:

"A book that contains the very best stuff ever written for the progressive,

ambitious business man, whether his work be on the road, behind the counter, or /

at the desk." /

There are hundreds more, fully as enthusiastic. They /

all agree on this book. / Sheldon

You get it, -with a year's subscription for TheBusi- y^^u^ny

ness Philosopher, for One Dollar Twenty Five Cents. / ville; m-

This is one of the best offers we ever made. /br which me

Close with it today and increase your /Jbe, Business

' ' / her for a year, begin

prosperity. / aim whh

/ and the book "Men Who Set

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS /™»*»-"
/ My name it

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS /My street and number

/ My City
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^-You Have Goods to Sell-n

AND WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SELLING CAPACITY; YOU WANT TO

MAKE AND PROMOTE A MARKET AND PUSH YOUR

GOODS TO THE FRONT

—A book on how to sell goods, vital

ized with the penetrating wisdom

and observation of a life-time devoted

to winning men and orders—

Mm Hlf0 Mi Sitings

By WALTER D. MOODY, Business Manager Chicago Association of Commerce

This book is endorsed by scores of trade periodicals and by the most influ

ential general press of the country; as well as by sales managers,

employers, and salesmen everywhere

Bound in Royal Blue cloth, 295 pages, net $1.00; by mail, $1.10

Of All Booksellers, or of the Publishers

A. C. McCLURG & CO., - CHICAGO

Here is the Book

Your Salesmen

Should Read and Possess

Cfje printing &rt

K Monthly JUaagajine of tbt 3trt

of printing anb of tbt Wititb 3lrtjf

TOUCHING upoa both bibliography and
typography, Tht Printing Art is baaed
upon the new and practical idea or

showing actual examples of fine book and
commercial printing and color work, together
with authoritative articles upon the artistic
phases of printing, rather than upon business
and technical matters. It, therefore, has a
common ground of interest to the printer, the
booklover, the engraver, the publisher, those
concerned in the allied arts, and practically
to the entire public. The exhibits shown
include examples from many of the leading
publishing-houses, printers, and engravers,
and afford the most comprehensive snowing
ever made of American printing. Size, 9x12
inches; 100 pages every month. Annual sub
scription : &j 00 in advance; single copies,
30 cents. A specimen copy will be sent to
any reader of The Business Philosopher
on receipt of 10 cents if this advt. is mentioned.

THE PRINTING ART

CAMBRIDGE, MASS., U.S.A.

Scrapping for Health or

Headingfor the

Scrap Pile—which f

OUR course on health and

power building, 27 power

ful lessons, 40,000 words, as

much as a $1.50 book, formerly

sold in typewritten form for $25,

yours for 10 cents, for a limited

time. Neatly printed on D& C

paper. Your salary of $1,000

means a capital of $25,000 —

safeguard it. Woman's happiness

insured by health — this insures

it. " There 's a reason " for this

remarkable offer. Send the dime

now.

"Health-wealth" Club

48 Pa'k Street

Lawrence, Mass.
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How to Improve Your Advertising

At a trifling expense!
Do you want to know?—At a cost of but a few cents per day we will keep you supplied with

the best advertising printed covering your line of goods. That is our business— *
Accomplished through our "AD PRESS CUPPING SERVICE—the most complete and best

organized in the world.
Reading and clipping from over 50,000 publications monthly (including every Daily and

nearly every Weekly and Periodical in the U. S.
We supply you, every twenty-four hours—or as frequently as desired—with as many good

advertisements as you want, on your lines of goods, enabling you to prepare your advertising
effectively.

Write for Booklet "E," stating your line—we will tell you how we can serve you (sending you
sample Ads), and what it will cost.

Other Things Yon May Want to Know

OUR "TOPICAL SUBJECTS" SERVICE: We supply clippings from all publications, cover,
ing any subject in whirh you are interested. Ask for Booklet * B" and sample Clippings.

OUR "PERSONAL ITEM" SERVICE: We supply Clippings from all publications, of every
thing said about yourself or your business. Ask for Booklet "C," and sample Clippings.

OUR "TRADE NEWS" SERVICE: We supply daily all news of value in marketing your
products, making investments, etc. Ask (or Booklet "A" and sample Service, stating line.

It's Simply a Question ofHOW We Can Serve Ton—Ask ITS

International Press Clipping Bureau

1411 Boyce Bldg., Chicago, U.S.A.

The Only One of

Its Kind.

A volumette containing a life

and portrait of

The Immortal Lincoln,

with his greatest speeches, his

most important letters, and his

best and funniest stories and

anecdotes.

Special De Luxe Edition, bound in limp

ooze calf, silk lined, silk marker, with

name stamped in gold on hot-pressed

panel. A volumette to love and live

with. Take it into your home and

heait for One Dollar.

Reading Brings You

Close to the Hearts

of the world's greatest and

wisest ones. Your character

and your success depend large

ly on the kind of company you

keep—not only socially, but

when you read.

In a very compact little volum

ette of great worth, Sherwin

Cody, one of the best literary

authorities of the day, tells you

"What to Read and How to Read"

This is a special De Luxe edition of this

popular work, printed and bound to

match that of Lincoln. The price is

only One Dollar.

Sheldon University Press

Llbertyvllle Illinois
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Do You Get the Returns

From Your Business Letters

You Think You Should?

If You Do Not,

They May Lack Something

That Should Make Them Convincing

In this day the knack of getting business is so largely determined by

the manner and matter of the letter you write to a prospective cus

tomer that sometimes your argument may lack only proper presenta

tion to turn the scale in your favor.

Some Suggestions—ver* SfS&ZJtZ" **

SUCCESS

in LETTER WHITING

BY SHERWIN CODY

The latest, up-to-date Letter Writer, replacing all the antiquated books on letter

writing. <J This It a practical book for every business man and

salesman, and a boon for every correspondent. 1$ It will help to

solve the problem of how best to get your statements before the clientele you

seek; and as for the social side, it exactly answers the modem day requirements.

Tastefully bound in cloth; 224 choicely printed pages.

Note the Contents:

Parti. Business Letter Writing. Chapter I. Essentials of Success In Business
Letter Writing. Chapter II. Forms and Customs in Letter Writing. Chapter
III. The Proper Style in Letter Writing, and How to Gain Flnency. Chapter
IV. The Business Value of Correct English. Chapter V. Model Letters.
Chapter VI. Follow-Up Systems. Chapter VII. Dealing With Human Nature
by Mail. Part 2. Social Letter Writing. Chapter 1. Forma and Customs in
Social Correspondence. Chapter II. How to Be Agreeable in a Social Letter.
Chapter III. How to Decline Without Offense. Chapter IV, How tc Make and
Keep Friends. Chapter V. How Men Should Write to Women Friends.
Chapter VI. Men's Love Letters, Their Possibilities and Limitations. Chap
ter VII. Women's Love Letters. Chapter VIII. Model Letters of Friendship.

We will mail you a copy, postage paid, for 80 cents

We should advise vou to send for a copy at once

Sheldon University Press

Liberty villa Illinois
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EXTRA SPECIAL

THE PHILISTINE Magazine one year

LITTLE JOUK.NEYS one year—190S

One DE LUXE ROYCROFT BOOK

s soonTwo Dollars for All! YtTE

SEND us your subscription within two weeks after you receive this offer and

we will present you. Gratis, a leather-bound, silk-lined, De Luxe Roycroft

book. This volume is printed on hand-made paper, from a new font of

type, in two colors. The initials, title page and ornaments were specially de

signed by our own artists. As an example of fine bookmaking it will appeal

to the bibliophile as one of the best books ever made in America.

Take your choice, one of these beautiful books with every sub

scription for The Philistine Magazine and the Little Journeys:

The Man of Sorrows ... Elbert Hubbard

The William Morris Book - Elbert Hubbard

Thomas Jefferson - -. - Lentz & Hubbard

A Dog of Flanders - - - - Ouida

The Law of Love - - William Marion Reedy

The Rubaiyat - Omar Khayyam

The Ballad of Reading Gaol - - Oscar Wilde

Love, Life and Work ... Elbert Hubbard

Justinian and Theodora - Elbert and Alice Hubbard

Crimes Against Criminals - - Robert G. Ingersoll

Battle of Waterloo ... - Victor Hugo

White Hyacinths - - - Elbert Hubbard

Christmas Carol - Chas. Dickens

Story from Passion ... Irving Bacheller

ELBERT HUBBARD'S Little Journeys are now used as text

books in many schools. They contain a wealth of historical in

formation without encyclopedic dryness.

LITTLE JOURNEYS for nineteen hundred and eight will be Great Teachers.

The subject of the first number will be Moses, a theme that has long in

terested Mr. Hubbard, and in the handling of which he is very appreciative.

Mr. Hubbard believes that the " Moses" is as good a piece of writing as he

has ever done. The portraits are by Gaspard.

The Philistine, E.ast Aurora, N. Y.

When you send your order mention The Business Philosopher.

Remit by draft or Post-office order—it is unsafe to send currency by mail unless letter is registered
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Good Health

Edited by J.H.Kellogg M.D.

GOOD HEALTH is a big, bright, sunshiny maga
zine, published each month at Battle Creek, Michigan^
the home of the Battle Creek Idea, which it represents.

Its Editor is Dr. j. H. Kellogg, Superintendent of the
Battle Creek. Sanitarium.

It ranks with the handsomest magazines in America,
and it is brimful of enthusiasm and in
spiration every month.

It represents the things the best people
in the world are thinking about, talking
about and •working' for— simple living,

healing without drugs, correct eating,
exercise, bathing.

It is full of seasonable health hints,
programs of exercise, treatments for
common diseases, recipes and cook
ing lessons, healthful dress sugges
tions.

It's 43 years old.

As a manual of health, GOOD
HEALTH is worth easily three times
its price — One Dollar per year. In the
Question Box. alone over 10,000 ques
tions have been answered for GOOD
HEALTH readers! ree.by Dr. Kellogg.

Altogether, it's the greatest home
health magazine ever published.

 

GOOD HEALTH

$1.00 ■ year

ETHE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

$1.00 ■ year

BOTH MAGZINNES, $1.00 a year if

subscription is sent in at once

Good Health, Battle Creek,

Michigan

THE HOME OF GOOD HEALTH
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2Utatl Ain-Hnttng £>tmpltft?i*

A book for busy men who advertise—who have goods to sell at

a profit. Some of the most successful advertisers declare that this

book contains all the information necessary to the production of

good advertisements.

The work is free from confusing technicalities, and presents

clearly the principles of ad construction, display and composition.

The method of building a successful ad is thus minutely out

lined from start to finish.

The book is written from the standpoint of Scientific Salesman

ship. It is illustrated with diagrams, specimens, and charts, recently

revised and enlarged, strongly bound in cloth— price, postpaid, One

Dollar.

Sheldon University Press

A (Eompntiiutm far % $1*rjpl*

By Stanley LeFevbe Krebs

Dr. Krebs says that he had a threefold purpose in writing this

book, and he has accomplished it. This triple purpose is, "first to

give a bird's-eye view of the whole field for busy people— all about

suggestion, but not all of it;" second, "to tear from the subject

that veil of mystery, occultism, with which so many initiates delight

to surround it;" third, "to awaken an earnest and patient study of

the matter."

In the book, Dr. Krc' »s deals with the history, the law, the

methods, and the field of suggestion. There are chapters, also, on

objections, dangers, and positive and negative phases. All in all,

it is a very illuminating and helpful book.

Deftly printed, one hundred and forty-four pages, cloth Seventy-

five Cents; black flexible leather, gilt top, One Dollar Fifty Cents.

Sheldon University Press - Libertyville, 111.
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Ability, Talent and Genius

READ

"Cternal progress"

A Live Magazine with a Great Purpose

Devoted Strictly to the Development

of Greater Men and Greater Women

and there is nothing more important than this

CAN BE DEVELOPED

"Produce Great Persons;

The Rest Follows."

This is the Truth. Make Your

self Greater than you are, and

Your Future is Your Own; your

troubles and misfortunes will

vanish; sickness and failure will

disappear, and the desires of

Your Heart will be Granted.

This Is the Lab)

And you can Prove it. Tbe pages of " Eternal Progress" are teeming every

month with Living Information on the Practical Application of This Law to the Attain

ments and Achievements of every-day life. And that the readers of " Eternal

Progress " are Having Results, is Proven, not only by the fact that they say so in

letters of Host Enthusiastic Praise, but also by the fact that the circulation of this

magazine has Doubled Itself Three Times during the past year.

FWe Months for 25 Cents.

We are about to begin the publication of the Most Extensive, the Most Scientific

and the Most Practical System for the Development of Ability, Talent and

Genius that has ever been presented. It is a system that works; it will work for

everybody and everybody Bbould have it. To introduce this system among the thou

sands who Desire to Become Much and Achieve Much, we will send "Eternal

Progress " five months on trial to any address for 25 cents (in silver). The regular

price is 10 cents a copy, $1.00 a year.

&he Great Problem Solved

Is a Series that will make " Eternal Progress " more famous than ever before.

It is Something New, but it gives the Bottom Cause of why things are as they are. and

the way out. The series has a message of Extraordinary Importance, and will pos

itively attract world-wide attention. It will solve the problem for you, whatever that

problem may be. It will give you the Bottom Cause, and you will know at once that

it Is the Bottom Cause. To get the whole of this series, subscribe for " Eternal

Progress " at once, and ask to have your subscription begin with the January number.

Bddr"6 "Eternal jprepress,

Fourth National Bank Building

CINCINNATI OHIO
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Charles Courtney Haskell

Arefan in ffexfttt%taltlj?

You ought to be. You can

be. You were created to be

well, strong, enduring, buoy

ant, every day of every year.

The Power that created you

will keep you well if you are

Author of perfecaaith obedient to the laws of your

being.

You can learn these laws—they are simple.

They are scientific—demonstrated. You can

obey them—they are not hard—just natural.

Then perfect health will be yours.

How much more you will enjoy life! How much more

gentle, kind, sunny, and loving will be your disposition!

Just how much, brother, sister, would you give for Perfect

Health—never to have an ache, a pain, or a weakness ?

Well, it needn't cost you very much money. One dollar

buys a book written by a man who was sick and dying a few

years ago and now enjoys Perfect Health. He tells how he got

it. And he tells it in easily learned and easily kept laws.

Hundreds who have read the book now rejoice in Perfect

Health through living the truth it contains.

The book is well printed, handsomely cloth-bound, and is

yours for a dollar, postage prepaid.

Write today for Perfect Health By One Who Has It.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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YouShould Read the Magazine"Power"

Because it is Advanced Spiritual Thought of Revealed

Truth, always plain and simple.

Because it gives Courses of Instruction on the Develop

ment of your Spiritual Powers.

Because its Contributors are the Ablest Exponents of the

Higher Life—Henry Wood, Eleanor Kirk, Fannie B. James,

Henry Frank, John D. Perrin, Henry Harrison Brown, Walter

DeVoe, Mary B. deWitt, et el.

Because it gives Addresses of Miss NonaL. Brooks, First

Vice-President ol the World New Thought Federation, and

the talented Minister of the First Divine Science Church of

Denver—one who really " lives the life."

Because it contains each month a Strong, Vital Health

Lesson by Mrs. Agnes J. Galer, who knoWs and demon

strates.

Because its International Bible Lesson Interpretations by

the Editor are the clearest and ablest interpretations in the

Light of Truth published.

Because it carries Power with it, and Inspires you with

Power to Do and Be.

Charles Edgar Prather, Ph. D., Editor.

$1.00 a year; 10c a copy. Canada, $1.15. Foreign, $1.25

(If at the end of six months you are not more than

pleased with it, your subscription will be refunded in full.)

Power : How to Develop It. Ten Cents.

This is a beautiful little booklet with gray cover, the con

tents being printed on fine, white ledger paper with dainty

border.

It tells you JUST HOW TO DEVELOP POWER within

yourself, definitely, accurately. The booklet also contains a

strong answer to an inquiry concerning the "8eat of Power."

It makes a beautiful present, and is quite inexpensive—only

10 cents.

The Power Publishing Company,

730 17th Ave., Denver, Colo.

 

By Dr. Charles Edgar Prather.
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important to All SnttvtBtsii in

The Course on the Science of Industrial Success

is practically completed— 19 of the 20 Booklets com

prising the course are ready for delivery and the 20th

is on the press.

This course puts the whole problem of Area

Development upon a 'truly scientific basis. It is really

six sciences harmonized into one.

1. The Science of Endurance Development

2. The Science of Ability Development

3. The Science of Reliability Development

4. The Science of Actional Development

5. The Science of Persuasive Expression

6. The Science of Habit Formation

This is Mr. Sheldon's latest work. It is said by

many to be the greatest work on the whole science

of self-development ever written.

Readers of The Business Philosopher can secure

the work now at the introductory price, which is much

less than the regular price will be a little later.

Write today for particulars to

THE SHELDON SCHOOL

1192 REPUBLIC BUILDING, - - ADAMS AND STATE STREETS

CHICAGO ILLINOIS
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Horace Fletcher's Latest Book

This genial layman, who has

been growing stronger and

more supple every year be

tween the ages of 50 and 60,

and who is now able to undergo

tests of "Endurance" that

many young athletes decline,

has crowned his signal literary

and altruistic labors with this

handsome, sunshiny little book,

(fptuttiam-A l&ral Utemeby

with a Foreword of value by

William Dana Orcutt. This

book is what is known as

Fletcherisrn in a nutshell.

It will be yours to bless and bright

en your life and to keep you young

for a century for seventy-five cents.

Faith in Your Food

is essential to nutrition. You

can be peacefully assured of

the value of what you eat if

you let a food scientist choose

for you. This is within your

reach, because the book

Innwkrii STonna ani» Sioro

to lap 0%m

by Mr. and Mrs. Eugefie

Christian can be purchased

for one little dollar. Christian

is recognized as one of the

most careful and effective pre-

scribers of foods of the new

physiological era.

The book is neatly cloth-bound,

and contains 246 pages of practical

instruction, including actual cases

of cure and ideal menus of scien

tific foods.

Art of Etmng forts'*

Luigi Comaro is well known to

history as a Venetian gentle

man who lived to the age of 103

years in obedience to very sim

ple hygienic rules. He wrote

four short treatises on his man

ner of life—one when he was

83, the second at 86, the third

at 91, and the fourth at 95.

These, with much other val

uable information, have been

translated, edited, and pub

lished in a very handsome,

cloth-bound book, with gilt top

and title, which we offer, post

paid, for One Dollar fifty cents.

"I recommend every one to read

Cornaro's writings."

Marshall Field.

"Cornaro's work is in every way

admirable." Chief Justice Fuller.

"There is Something in Man

that makes all things possible."

This is the belief and teaching

of Christian D. Larson, a

modern philosopher who has

helped thousands to use their

innate powers.

How to develop this "some

thing" and how to use it, he

tells, with point and force, in

his three little books:

Gtyp iSjiobrtt garret

Mastsnr. nf 3uts

Jlnine anii JJimtrr

Each fifty cents.

You want all these books for your study table. Now, right now, is the time to

order them. Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press Libertyvllle Illinois
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The twelve great ones who have contributed the very best of the

products of their brains and souls to The Nutshell Library of the World's

Best Literature for Busy People are immortal because, having lived

intensely and deeply, they have a message for every human spirit.

You enter into their thought, you feel their great hearts beat close

to yours, because they live in these, their masterpieces. And you are

aided in this soul-union by the editor of the Library, Sherwin Cody, who

has written for each a brief biography, full of insight and sympathy—

also the twelfth volumette, " How to Read and What to Read."

These are the authors of our Nutshell Library, and these the portions

of their works presented :

Lincoln. Important Letters, Greatest Speeches, and Best Anecdotes.

Shakespeare. Selections from Romeo and Juliet, the Merchant of

Venice, and Hamlet.

Burns. Love Songs and Longer Poems.

Lamb. Choicest of Essays of Elia.

Irving. Rip Van Winkle, The Lgend of Sleepy Hollow, Mutability

of Literature, and Westminster Abbey.

Scott. Two Hours with Ivanhoe.

Dickens. Two Hours with Pickwick.

Thackeray. Two Hours with Becky Sharpe in Vanity Fair.

Tennyson. Greatest and sweetest lyrics.

Longfellow. All his most melodious shorter poems.

Hawthorne. The Great Stone Face, Gray Champion, The Great

Carbuncle, Howe's Masquerade, and Drowne's Wooden Image.

Sherwin Cody. How to Read and What to Read.

These books are loving companions, whispering wisdom, love, sym

pathy, and inspiration to your inmost heart, especially when given form,

as these are, in so beautiful a garb.

Each volumette has a deftly-printed portrait of the author, is pocket

companion size—about 130 pages—neatly printed on good paper,—title

page in colors—gilt top—dressed for polite society in ooze calf extended

cover—richly silk lined—silk marker—with the name of the author done

in gold on hot pressed panel.

Single volumette. One Dollar. Complete set of twelve, Ten Dollars.

Those who have one volumette and desire the other eleven, can

acquire them by sending Nine Dollars. Carriage prepaid.

Your mind is made up—you want these little gems—write for them today.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

s
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Arovhd tht World but MMr out mf INK. Mm no hlghar than tho old Stolographlo Pom.

You Feel Safe When Writing a Cheque With

BLAIR'S RED ROBIN AND BLACK BIRD 1

INK PENCILS, THE PATENT DROP NEEDLE!

KEEPS THE POINT CLEAR-

THESMOOTHEST

WRITING INSTRUMENTS'

IN THE WORLD

Note: These are the only Ink-Pencils patented and recognlied by the British
and United States Governments as "An Improvement on Stylographlc Pens."

For Correspondence, Manifolding, Ruling and Stenography.

No Air tube to leak. displace ink, interfere with the filling of the pencil or the uee of Blair's safety Ine-Maeing
Cartridges. Price 10c. Saving coat of cheque punch, $S. 00. Point will last for years* Soon saves its cost.

Prices—Plain. $1.00; Chased. $1.25; Chased and Gold Mounted. SI. SO; Red Cases, short $1.25,
medium and long $1.50. By insured mail 8c more. Ordinary ink may alao be used. Get Agency.

BLAIR'S FOUNTAIN PEN CO., 6 John St., Suite 175, New York

YOU CAN EARN GOOD MONEY

by devoting a little of your time—or all of it—to the securing of

subscriptions for The Business Philosopher, and selling our

man-building and business-building books. And you will be a great

helper and uplifter of your fellowmen besides. We pay liberal

commissions. ... One who has tried it says, "I never saw a mag

azine so easy to get subscribers for as The Business Philosopher.

All I have to do is to let people read it." ... Write to us today

for terms and territory.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, - LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

"THE OPTIMIST" Drugless Healing

"A Magazine Deroted to the Philosophy
of the Omnipresent Qoot.' 1 ($1 per year)

gfjfOME of the best writers along the lines of
the New Thought and the NewTheology
are contributors to this magazine. Among

them appear such names as Henry Wood,
tudge Troward, of London, England, Horatio
)resser, Henry Harrison Brown, Floyd B.

Wilson, The Rev. Henry Frank, Walter De
Voe, and Eugene Del Mar.

We offer this magazine ($1.00 the year) with
the following combination : Three courses of
lessons by Mrs. Caroline E. C. Norris, the
Editor.

A course of lessons on Healing ($10.00)
and "The Optimist " both for $4.00

K course of lessons on "The Esoteric
Meaning of Letters, Numbers and
Colors ($10.00)
and " The Optimist " both for $4.00

\ course of lessons on Mental and Phys
ical Poise (Sio.oo)

and " The Optimist " both for $8.50

"The Optimist" with the three courses

for $10.00

The Metaphysical School of Healing

211 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

SO H111H » ■ At*. BOSTON, MASS.

By Psychic Methods.
We Cure People suffering
from .ill kinds of diseases by
TherapeuticSuggestionalone
and without drugs; when they
cannot came we reach and
cure them at their homes In
any part of the world, all by
Brely Psychic Methods—

ental Telepathy. We cor
rect bad habits in young and

hold, help people to Business._ . "Success, reform Moral Per

verts, reclaim wayward boys and girls, and restore
I nsane People to their reas< n. No matter what your
ailment, bow serious your case, or what you may hare
done before, our methods succeed after a'l others have
failed. Booklets fully explaining Suggestion and the

' 1 treating absent pa-
All afflicted people

 

Psychic Methods we employ
Sent free to everybody!

dread these Booklets. Send forthem
tients. S
should n
will enjoy reading them. Address

GEO. C. PITZE.R, M. D..
1045 S. Union Are., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

YOU can now buy

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

on leading news stands. Look

for it the first of the month.
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On this and the next page we have listed a number of text

books for study in the great schoolhouse of life—books that have helped

many—books that will help you. They have been very carefully chosen

by the editor of The Business Philosopher and His Staff.

(Eifarartrr-lbiUdtotg Hooka

James Allen's Books of Inspiration:
From Poverty to Power - - - - - . -SI 00
All These Things Added - 1 00
Byways of Blessedness 1 00
The Life Triumphant ....... 100
As a Man Thinketh. Paper, 15 rents, cloth ... 50
Out From the Heart. Paper, 15 cents, cloth - - - 50
Through the Gate of Good; or, Christ and Conduct. Paper,

15 cents, cloth ........ 50
Morning and Evening Thoughts. Paper, 15 cents, cloth - 50
Poems of Peace - -- -- -- - -100

Every Man a King. By Orison Swett Marden ... 1 00
In Tune with the Infinite. By Ralph Waldo Trine - - 1 25

Man-Building. By Lewis Ransom Fiske, LL. D. - - - 1 00
The Young Man and the World. By Senator A. J. Beveridge 1 63
Paths to Power. By Floyd B. Wilson - - - - 1 00
Man Limitless. By Flovd B. Wilson - 1 25

Through Silence to Realization. By Floyd B. Wilson - - 1 00
My Little Book of Prayer. By Muriel Strode ... 50
Self-Heln. By Samuel Smiles - - - - - - -100
The Hidden Secret. By C. D. Larson ----- 50
Mastery of Fate. By C. D. Larson ------ 50
Poise and Power. By C. D. Larson ----- 50
The Magic Seven. By Lida Abbie Churchill - - - - 1 00
The Other Wise Man. By Henry Van Dyke. Cloth, 50 cents; leather 80
As a Matter of Course. By Annie Payson Call - - - 1 00
Freedom of Life. By Annie Payson Gill - - - - - 1 00
A Man of the World. By Annie Payson Call ... 50
Everyday Living. By Annie Payson Call- - - - -100
The Magnet. By Lida Abbie Churchill ----- 1 00

Hooka on Hrain-Hutlotttg

Mind Power and Privilege. By Albert B. Olston

Right and Wrong Thinking. By Aaron M. Crane
The History and Power of Mind . By Richard Ingalese
Brain and Personality. By W. Hanna Thomson
Cosmic Consciousness. By R. M. Bucke - - - -
Power of Will. By Frank Channing Haddock
Character Reading. By Mrs. Symes - - - - -
Vaughn's Practical Character Reader - - - -
The Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Thomson J. Hudson
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson -

Organic Evolution. By Anna Augusta Gaskell -

1 60
1 50

2 12
1 30
4 25
3 00
50

1 00
1 50
1 50

2 00

HuatnpsH-lBuUdutn Hooka

Financing an Enterprise. By Francis Cooper
Science of Organisation and Business Development.

L. Frank--------
Men Who Sell Things. By Walter D. Moody
Tales of the Road. By Charles N. Crewdson

(List continued on page 130)

By Robert
4 00

3 OO
1 OO
1 00
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looks for profit

Those who buy and study them

abiding profit from them—development

mind, and soul.

Here is the list continued from page 127

reap the greatest and mos

and power of body, brain

Success In Letter Writing. By Sherwin Cody -
Successful Advertising—How to Accomplish It.

MacDonald ------
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Town*
Retail Ad Writing Simplified

By J.
- S

Angus

The Cody System—How to Write Letters and Advertisements
That Pull—A Correspondence Course •

80

2 00
SO

1 OO

10 00

iffaUlj-lSmlitutg looka

Horace Fletcher's Works: "

The A. B.-Z. of Our Own Nutrition -----
The New Menticulture; or, The A. B. C. of True Living
The New Glutton or Epicure; or, Economic Nutrition
Happiness as Found in Forethought Minus Fearthought
That Last Waif; or. Social Quarantine - - - -

Optimism—a Real Remedy -------

Worry, the Disease of the Age. By C. W. Saleeby, M. D.
The Art of Living in Good Health. By Daniel S. Sager, M. D.
Childhood and Growth. By Lafayette B. Mendel - -
Humaniculture. By Hubert Higgins. M. D. -
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson
Perfect Health; by One Who Has It. By C. C. Haskell
Uncooked Foods and How to Use Them. By Mr. and Mrs.

Christian - -- -- -- -- -
My Lady Beautiful. By Alice M. Long ....
The Art of Liviiig Long. By Luigi Cornaro -
Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call ...

OO
00
00
00
00
75

47
57
67
13
50
00

1 00
1 10
1 50
1 00

Sfoinp g>tuog Hooka

The Nutshell Library of the World's Best Literature for Busy
Readers, edited by Sherwin Cody. 12 vols. Handsome
limp ooze calf, silk-lined, silk marker - - - - 10 00

Lincoln Lamb Dickens " Tennyson
Shakespeare Irving Thackeray Longfellow
Burns Scott Hawthorne "How to Read and

What to Read." Cody
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language — Word-

study, Grammar, ana Punctuation, Composition and Rheto
ric, and Story Writing and Journalism—by Sherwin Cody,

four vols, in box - - - - - - - - 200
Dictionary of Errors in English—Rules of Grammar and Common

Errors, Words Often Mispronounced, Words Often Misspelled.
Words Often Misused, u'nd Rules of Punctuation for Office
Use — by Slierwin Cody, 50c, when ordered with the set.

Single volumes - -- -- -- -- 75
Primer of Logic. By W. S. Jevons ----- 50
Webster's Condensed Dictionary - - - - - - -150
100,000 Synonyms and Antonyms. By Samuel Fallows - - 1 00

Check off the books you want, tear this page out and send

it along—with the price. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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Bmtnfft tyaakB

q He says that all the money he could save from his small earnings

in his brother's print-shop was spent in books. These books he

studied, and became the greatest scholar, writer, scientist, diplomat,

business man and statesman of his time.

n Thomas A. Edison leads the world as inventor and manufacturer.

He gained much of his genius by hard STUDY of BOOKS which

he bought out of his meagre earnings.

fl The greatest salesman of this commercial age is probably Andrew

Carnegie. He borrowed books wherever he could and sat up nights

to study them.

q The greatest teacher of the science of Salesmanship, A. F. Sheldon,

insists that the study of good books 's an absolute essential of the

most successful salesmanship.

q Successful men in every walk of life — nine out of ten of them—

have been diligent and tireless students of books, willing to sacrifice

not only luxuries but even food and clothing to get them.

q But you do not have to starve or to borrow to get the very best

books written on character-building, heal.n-culture, good English,

business science, and the Philosophy of Power, Poise and Progress.

q One Little Dollar that you will never miss will buy you a book

that will be a companion all the rest of your life—a book that will won

derfully increase your power to earn, to use, and to enjoy True Riches.

fl Look at the two pages preceding this one! There is a list of

books that can be supplied promptly by us. They have been chosen

with the greatest care by the Editor of The Business Philosopher

and His Staff, after a thorough search.

q Send today for the books you want— whether on this liat or

not. G«t the study habit and fulfil the highest possibilities of

your latent powers.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS



WE BUILD AS WE DREAM

Yesterday was the tomorrow of the

day before: Tomorrow will be the

yesterday of the day after. Yester

day wasnow: Tomorrow will be now:

Today is now. The Eternal Present

is all we dare call our own. In it by

Knowledge and Will, we mould the

future and crystallize the Past. Aswe

dream and chisel, so will the statue

be—a form divine or a hideous de

formity. Artists, what is your dream

and how do you work?

—EDMUND NORTON
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YOU • SAY • THE

GOLDEN • RULE

DOES - WORK?

HAVE ' YOU • EVER

REALLY ■ WORKED

THE • GOLDEN
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G% Man Irifttti.

Whether it be a machine, an institu

tion, an idea, a system, a method or a

selling talk, it is the man behind the

thing that counts. If he is all right the thing is pretty sure

to succeed—if not, then look out for the rocks.

The right kind of men are mostly built, not born.

They come into the world with no strength, no sense, no

intellect, no faith, no courage, no love, no initiative, no power.

They build these and many more positive qualities and fac

ulties into the fabric that becomes a MAN.

To build a dynamo, or a house, and build it right, requires plans,

specifications, a highly-trained knowledge of the processes, and intelligent,

skillful work. It is a much more delicate and intricate task to build the

right kind of man—but it is worth the trouble.

Each man is his own builder. He, and he alone, can do the

work. MEN are those who build themselves, with such help as they

can get from teachers and schools. Some of the greatest the world

has ever known did not have any help of that kind.

But all the best men have sought the aid of good books—sought

books with dauntless energy and persistence, sacrificing like martyrs

sometimes to obtain them.

During the last few years, thousands have found great inspira

tion and practical assistance in Dr. Lewis Ransom Fiske's great book

Han-lttiiiitttj

which is three hundred and twenty-four pages of carefully-drawn and

plainly written plans and specifications for the building of successful men.

There are laws—natural, divine laws of self-development. Dr.

Fiske names and analyzes them in this book, and does it in such a clear,

specific style that no one can fail to understand or apply them.

MAN-BUILDING not only points out the causes of Growth: it

tells you how to discover and use those causes in your own life. It not

only shows why men succeed : it shows also how you can develop your

own faculties into the strength that assures lasting success.

324 pages, Red Cloth, Gilt Top, postage paid, $1.00.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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Office Salesmanship

How to Write Letters That Pull

You are at the head of a big business because you are willing to

pay for ideas. Ideas are far cheaper than printer's ink or postage.

I have some ideas on "How to Write

Letters that Pull" that have been worth

hundreds of dollars to others, and no doubt,

would be to you.

I can make an $8-a-week girl write better

letters than a $25-a-week correspondent can

dictate. Do it by the Cody System of form

paragraphs. This method helped the R. D.

Nuttall Co. to get 36 orders where before

they got 25—nearly 50% more business out

of the quotations made.

I- can show traveling men how to get

orders by letter from towns they can't afford

to visit.

I will tell you how I got $2,000 worth of

business from 2,000 grocers by a single letter

to each—$1 for every letter.

I can prove my ideas worth money by

letters from the best business houses.

Pin a $1 bill to your card, send to my

address at my risk, and I will mail you a

copy of my new book

 

Contents :

HOW TO DO BUSINESS BY LETTER

And Training Course in

English Composition

which will do your stenographers and corre

spondents more good than anything you ever

put in their hands before. Discount on 10

or more in one order.

Also let me send you, on approval, a set

of my Private Instruction Cards—The Cody

System for Business Men—

How to Write Letters that

Pull, in which I go into the

fine technique of How to Get

Business by Mail. You'll

want a set for yourself or ad

vertising manager, with a

personal criticism from me showing how to apply the

general principles to your particular business and what

is the matter with your present advertising. With _____

criticism and copy of book, $10. '

In my Complete Training Course in Office

Salesmanship with Expert Service I will re-write and

criticise all your important advertising matter, form

letters, circulars, etc. Also fit young men and

women for positions paying $25 to $125 a week.

Sherwin Cody

 

Using Words So as to Make
People Do Things.
How to Begin a BuslnessLetter.
How to Close a Business Letter.
The Body of the Letter.
Applying for a Position.
Sending Money by Mail.
Ordering Goods.
"Hurry-up" Letters.
How Money is Collected.
Letters to Ladles.
Professional Letters.
How to Acquire an Easy Style

In Letter Writing.
Two Kinds of Letters—Buying

and Selling.
When to Write a Long Letter

and When to Write a Short Letter.
Answering Inquiries.
Talking in a Letter—Colloquial

isms and Slang.
Complaint Letters.
Condensation—Writing Adver

tisements.
Advertising and Follow-up

Letters.
Display In Letter Writing.
Salesmanship In Letters and

Advertisements.
Customs and Regulations of the

Post Office.
Social and Official Forms: the

Rules of Grammar, with Com
mon Errors; the Rules of Punctu
ation for Business Office Use.

Cloth, price S1.00.

$125

WEEK
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By James Allen.

As a Man

Thinfyeth

Out From

the Heart

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves" by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circumstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Makes

for Power and Poise.

"Keep thy heart; . . for

out of it are the issues of life. "

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

Through the

Gate of Good

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

"Daily Food for Growth

in 'Purity and "Power.

Inspiration and Guidance

for the Divine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents. Special quotation and sample book On Faith when requested.

Write today—yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an uphfter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press -:- Libertyville Illinois
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The Banker and Investor

Magazine

One Dollar a Year Ten Cents a Copy

Published the IOth of every month at

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Banker and Investor is in de

mand among people who desire accu

rate information about the great Bank

ing possibilities placed at their disposal

through the achievements of direct

contact with the Banking world.

Its Financial Departments contain bright newsy

briefs of the men who are doing things in the world

of Finance.

Its editorials are ably written and are widely read,

being cheerful and practical. »

The Banker who reads the Banker and Investor will

find the subjects that interest him directly.

A good puller in the advertising field.

A wide circulation among

Banks and Bank men, Financial

and Mercantile centers.

You can include the Banker and In

vestor in any combination of magazines

without fear of duplication.

Published by

The Banker & Investor Co.

PHILADELPHIA

A special trial subscription will
be taken for 6 months for 25 cents.
Cut out this coupon and mail with
25 cents, coin ' or stamps, and we
will send the Banker and Investor
on a six months' trial. The remain
ing six numbers will be sent for 25
cents, making this premium offer of
the Banker and Investor one year
for 50 cents. Special for limited
time only. Cut off and mail today.

Name

Address
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The BiggerYour Sales, the BiggeryourSalary

You can make bigger sales and a bigger salary by becoming a better salesman.

You can become a better salesman by mastering the Science of Salesmanship.

You may be a good natural salesman, but when you understand the scientific
points of salesmanship and know how to apply them, you cannot help being a better

salesman.

The Sheldon School teaches Scientific Salesmanship by correspondence. It teaches
you how to develop your natural abilities; how to increase your will-power; how to
read human nature as most people read a book; and it teaches all of these things in
plain, simple words and apt illustrations.

The Sheldon Course in

Scientific Salesmanship

trains the mind of any man so that he will be worth more to his employer and to himself*

No man of average intelligence can go through The Sheldon Course without get
ting new thoughts, new ideas, new methods that will enable him to earn more money,
either working for himself or for others.

Do not be content with your present
income. Fit yourself to earn more. The
Sheldon Course will help you do it, as it
has helped over 26,000 other men.

Don't wait—act now S Fill

out and mail the coupon

today, and let us send you

complete information and

the proofof what The Shel

don School is doing for'

others and will do for you.

The Sheldon School

1157 Republic Bldg., Chicago.

THE SHELDON SCHOOL,

1157 Republic Bldg., Chicago.

Please send me at your expense your book
let "Getting There and Staying There."
I am interested specially in the subjects
I have checked below.

Salesmanship Self Development
Ad Writing System and Costs
Business Lodic Self Education
Business Psychology Science of Retail
Promotion Merchandising

Name

Address .

Town. . . .

Position . .

.State.
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This picture is pretty good, but no picture

could do justice to the charm of these little

volumes of the world's greatest classics. In

their rich, soft brown stamped leather, each in

a different and appropriate design, and their

burnished gold edges, they present an appear

ance of solid aristocracy and worth that we

have never seen in any other series of little

classics.

And when it comes to typography, the

artistic merit of the title pages, the loving

treatment of the portraits and illustrations,

and the clear readableness of the text are

things for the booklover to rhapsodize over.

 

THIS IS A LIST OF THE VOLUMES

Travels with a Donkcv. By Robert Louis

Stevenson.
Talei of a Wayside Inn. By Henry W.

Longfellow.
Seven Poor Travelers. By Charles

Dickens.
The Man Without a Country. By Ed
ward Everett Hale.

The Proverb* of Solomon. From the

"King James" version.
Friendship and Character. By Ralph

Waldo Emerson.
Washington. The principal state papers of

George Washington, farewell address, etc.

The Chimes. By Charles Dickens.
Sonnets from the Portuguese, and six

additional lyrics by Elizabeth Barrett
Browning with three poems by Robert
Browning.Introduction by Richard Gilder.

Romeo and Juliet. Shakespeare.
As Tou Like It. Shakespeare.
An Old English Christmas. By Wash

ington Irving.
Bubalyat of Omar Khayyam. Contain

ing the first, second and fourth of Fitz-
Gerald's translations, with an address by
John Hay. Frontispiece portrait of Flu-

Gerald.
Socrates. Containing Plato's "Apology of

Socrates," and the "Crlto" with a part

of his "Phaedo."
She Stoops to Conquer. By Oliver

Goldsmith.

In Memorlam. By Alfred Lord Tennyson

Thoughts of Pascal. Translated by Ben
jamin E. Smith.

The Rivals. By Richard Brlnsley Sheridan.

Horace. A selection from the Odes.
Lincoln. Passages from the Speeches and

Letters of Abraham Lincoln.

Bab and His Friends, and Oar Dogs.
By John Brown.

Motifs. By E. Scott O'Connor.
Eplctetus. Selections from the Discourses,

with the Enchiridion.
Selections from the Meditations of
Marcus Aurellus. Translated by E. B.
Smith.

De Amlclta. By M. Tulllus Cicero.
Poor Richard's Almanack. By Dr. Ben

jamin Franklin. Edited by B. E. Smith.
Rip Van Winkle, and the Legend of

Sleepy Hollow. By Washington Irving.
Notes of a Professional Exile. By E. S.

Nadal.
The Cricket on the Hearth. By Charles

Dicken*, with preface by Joseph Jefferson.
A Christmas Carol. By Charles Dickens.
A Madeira Party. By Dr. S. Weir Mitchell.
Tracings. By E. Scott O'Connor.
Writing to Roslna. By William Henry

Bishop.
Thumb-Nail Sketches. By George
Wharton Edwards.

P'tlt Mattnle*. By George W. Edwards.
Break o'Day. By George W. Edwards.

These books are 5 1-2 by 3 inches, packed each in its own handsome box, one

dollar each. Carriage prepaid. Order one today—and receive

special quotations on the complete set.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS LIBERT ifVtLLE ILLINOIS
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and now—

FRANKLYN HOBBS, "Himself

Advertising Agency

"of the Higher Order"

C. Expressly organized for the purpose of furnishing

Advertisers a Kind of Advertising Service not hitherto

obtainable—and on a basis most equitable.

C. For 15 years, Franklyn Hobbs—"Himself" and

through his Letter Shop—has builded, until now his

Foundation is both broad and sound—and ready for the

Superstructure of agency service which has been added.

"But first of all—Good Copy"—and all the thorough

service which that requirement demands—then the

placing. An agency established on any other basis,

would have been like a house built upside down.

C. We are—an Advertising Agency, established,

and adequately equipped.

C. This announcement is made for the information of

those Advertisers who feel that the time is ripe for a

different order of Advertising Agency service. To

such, Franklyn Hobbs, "Himself" is ready to disclose

His Ways.

FRANKLYN HOBBS, "Himself"

Agency Division

Directed by T. IV. LeQuatte

1210-1295 Monon Building, Chicago, U. S. A.

' imf=i[m|r=iroi 1
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Are fan Himkiaff?

If so, you will certainly be interested in the Caxton Brochures,

published once each month by the Caxton Society. Each number

contains the wisdom of a great author, printed and bound in such

attractive form that there is joy in the reading. Numbers now ready:

No. 4. " Bibliophile and Bibliomaniac." The first of these is a

clever essay by Henry Houssaye, of the French Academy, and is

printed in French with the English translation on opposite pages.

The second is by Henry Ward Beecher, and is perhaps one of the

best examples of his genius.

No. 3. "The Chinese Philosopher's Son," by Oliver Goldsmith.

This writer was fond of detached essays, into which he could

throw the results of his meditations and his experience without

tiring himself or his readers.

No. 2. Ralph Waldo Emerson's " Essay on Compensation."

"Ever since I was a boy I have wished to write a discourse on

Compensation, for it seemed to me when very young that on this

subject life was ahead of theology, and the people knew more than

the preachers taught. "

No. 1. Charles Lamb's Essay, "A Dissertation upon Roast Pig,"

also "Detached Thoughts on Books and Reading." The first of

these is probably the most popular of the " Essays of Elia;" both

are characteristic of his style.

To introduce the Caxton Brochures we will send a sample copy,

either number, for seven two-cent stamps, or all four for forty cents,

silver. As we have only a few copies of No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3,

we suggest that you send your order early. Better still, send us one

dollar for an associate membership, and we will mail you twelve

Brochures, and will, in addition, send you a copy of " Murad the

Unlucky," by Maria Edgeworth. This offer is open for a limited

time only.

THE CAXTON SOCIETY

Pittsfield, in Berkshire, Massachusetts
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BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE

You have the power, and you alone. The efficiency that wins prosperity,

success, and happiness comes by culture of the positive faculties and qualities,

the possibilities and powers of the body, mind, character, and will.

This culture has to be gained by the individual himself. Teachers and

schools may aid, but they cannot take the place of the student's own effort.

He, and he alone, is the builder. All true culture is self-culture.

Since these things are so, you ought to know the science and art of self-

culture.

You will find an invaluable aid in the 446 bright, cheery, practical

pages of Dr. James Freeman Clarke's great book—

He deals with the care and training of the body, the cultivation of the intellectual

powers, the development and direction of the imagination, the education of the con

science, culture by reading and study, the strengthening of the will, and many similar

subjects.

Dr. Clarke is well known as an effective writer, and this is one of the best of his

books.

Parents, teachers, and pastors will especially appreciate this book for those under

their care.

Bound strongly in cloth. Price One Dollar, Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois

Ativan ©rmmplfant

OR. THE REALIZATION OF PROSPERITY

AND POWER

HIS masterly book by James Allen

deserves rank with some of Emer

son's finer essays. Thinking people

in all English-speaking lands are reading

and studying it.

Mr. Allen helps men and women to

find in themselves the source of all success,

all happiness, all accomplishment, all

truth—they find in the pages of this book,

the way of prosperity and peace.

Printed from new plates on heavy egg

shell paper, and bound in beautiful

English cloth, with gilt top and title.

Its wisdom, faith, and good cheer,

become yours for One Dollar.

THE LATEST THOUGHT AND EXPERIENCE

OF THE AUTHOR

HIS crowning book of one of James

Allen's series was only recently written

and contains the maturest thought

and experience of the author.

It is for those who have the courage and

faith to believe, yes, to know, that the

triumph is not far from their reach. Every

sentence is an epigram of wisdom and

power.

Beautifully printed and bound—cloth—

gilt top and title—a book to love and

study.

It comes to make your life a triumph—

for One Little Dollar.

8

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS - - Libertyville, Illinois
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•JJ Many books have been written on the subject of business and

business methods, but never before one that literally took the busy

world of practical affairs by storm.

<| That honor was reserved for a plain, common-sense, straight

forward book, written by an active, hard-working business man—

by Walter D. Moody, business manager of The Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, and former sales manager of one of the greatest

wholesale houses in Chicago.

€|From all over the country—from manufacturers, merchants,

sales managers, salesmen, retail clerks, and from publications of

every class comes an avalanche of unqualified praise, without one

dissenting voice.

<J Here are a few excerpts from many reviews that have appeared.

Read them and be convinced.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's 'Men Who Sell Things*

. . . -written by a man who ha3 sold things for years and worked, himself; in every

branch of the service until increasing years and experience have brought principles out

of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which things are done."—Chicago

Daily News.

"There is something going on in every sentence. He is full of dynamic periods."

Chicago Record Herald.

"Mr. Moody has gathered together and expressed in succinct and practical form the

results of twenty years of experience in selling things and observing other men who

sell things, and the result is a volume wWch cannot fail to be helpful to any business

man who may read it.—Chicago Sunday Tribune.

"The brceziness and point which mark every page of 'Men Who Sell Things'

promise to make the book of as wide appeal to business men as well as to boys

interested in self-development and a successful future."—Chicago Evening Post.

"It has developed into a volume which must take high rank in the f Please

literature of business and commercial affairs."—Chicago Trade Journal. f send me

"The work is sure to prove helpful to the man who wants to succeed for The

'by selling things'."—Louisville Courier Journal. Dollar Bill in

<J That is what they say.

•J The book merits it all and more.

«| You need it, no matter what you sell—goods, skill, abfllty, / "Men **• •* Tklnn'

or time.

*J You can get it for One Dollar.

<| Sit right down and order to-day

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois
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Will You Spend 2c

for a stamp to find out how you can obtain the best book on

Corporation Accounting and Corporation Law and the highest-

priced business magazine—The Journal of Accountancy—abso

lutely FREE ?

What do you know about the formation, organization, man

agement and accounting features of a corporation; the forma

tion of holding companies and the putting through of mergers ?

Could you transfer a partnership to a corporation and transfer

the assets and liabilities from the partnership books to those

of the corporation ? Rahill's Corporation Accounting and Cor

poration Law will show you how to accomplish these things. It

covers the salient features of corporation law and accounting

thoroughly and efficiently, yet in such a simple, masterly way

that the reader starting with but a limited knowledge of this

subject will fully understand it.

The Journal of Accountancy has the distinction of having

a most select clientele of readers, practically everyone being an

executive of a corporation, head of a business, a financier, a

public or corporation accountant. Every month its articles—

products of the brains of leaders in the business world—are

timely and important.

Rahill's Corporation Accounting and Corporation Law re

gularly sells for $4.00, and one year's subscription to The

Journal of Accountancy costs $3.00. Neither The Journal nor

Rahill's book will cost you a cent if you follow our plan. Write

for particulars to-day; to-morrow may be too late.

THE ACCOUNTANCY PUBLISHING CO.

University Building, Waverly & University Place

New York City

We can supply you with any business book. Our book list is free.
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Will You Try a Fox Typewriter

J-*)«v At My Expense^ 1 invented the Fox Typewriter

— and manufacture it to-day. 1

know just how good it is. I know that it is a better

tL typewriter than any other typewriter ever built.

nj 1 know other typewriters of all kinds and I know

M^m-' that the Fox has every improvement and every feature

that any of them has—and more. 1 want to place a Fox

^^^^k in your office at my expense and have you compare it part

* -■■■■■■»»- for part, feature for feature with any other typewriter.

I will let the typewriter speak for itself. All I say

about it and claim for it will be demonstrated by the

machine itself more convincingly than I could tell it.

Then I want to leave the decision to you. If you

want it then I will either sell you one direct on favorable

terms, or my nearest representative or dealer will do it

ne. If you already have a machine we will take that in part payment.

All you have to do is to fill out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

The Test or Trial Will Not Cost You a Penny.

 

W. R. FOX, President Fox Typewriter Co.

for t

All the writing on the Fox is always in

sight and directly in the line of vision, the

writing line is indicated and the printing point

h pointed oat so that the Fox is just what I

claim a perfectly visible typewriter.

The typebar and hanger are the heart of

a typewriter ; that means they are the most

vital part; a weak typebar means a weak 'i/P«"

writer. Show me a typebar-bearing that is

narrow and has no wearing surface and it

tells me that under hard wear such a type

writer will not retain its alignment and
• or later get out of order.

On the Fox the bearing is wide and the

bar heavy and will stand years and years

of hard work.

Then again with the Fox, one machine

is equipped to do all kinds of work—letter

writing—invoicing—billing—tabulating fig

ures—stencil cutting and heavy manifold

ing; anything any typewriter can do the

Fox will do—and more.

And remember litis is the machine 1

want to place in your office for trial and

examination at my expense. It doesn't cost

you a penny to try it.

Will You Do This?

Let me appeal to you as a fair-minded business man to at least be friendly enough to

give me a chance to show you what 1 have. 1 am sure you would want me to

give you such a chance if you had something to sell me.

All 1 want you to do is to fill out and mail to me

to-day the attached coupon.

Send it to me personally.

g-faggrfl W. R. FOX, Pres.,

Fox Typewriter Company

229 Front Street,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Send for my catalog, which

■V takes up the construction of

the Fox in detail—it's Free.
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that we can build you the best Booklet, for the least

money—Quality considered—and in the Quickest time.

I[m arc same of % rraaotta mljg :

We make a specialty of mail order business in high-grade print

ing—especially booklets that sell goods.

Our plant is the best, most up-to-date and complete for this

purpose that money can buy.

Our designers, artists, engravers, printers, pressmen, and bind

ers are the most skillful and progressive that can be hired—it's

economy to pay that kind.

We do business for a profit, with an eye on duplicate orders—

and we get them. Once a customer, always a customer, is the rule

of our shop.

We have been in this business for years, we know the ropes,

and our knowledge is for the use and benefit of our customers.

Tell us whz'. you want, and we will deliver booklets that will

talk—that will get the business—bring in the big, round dollars.

No advertising campaign is complete without booklets, so write

for an estimate today. You will be shown.

The Clinic Publishing Company

1406 East Ravenswood Park Chicago
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w'HAT is the best inspirational book of the day? What book

MM best opens up to the reader the way to Poise, Power, Prosperity,

and Peace—simple, practical, everyday, common-sense ?

What book takes account of modern progress in thought, modern

facts of science, and modern teachings of philosophy, at the same time

building upon the solid foundation of Eternal Truth ?

Ask tens of thousands of readers in both the world's hemispheres,

and you will get back but the one answer,

Jfrnm Jtawrttt, to flower

By James Allen

Now, what is the strongest, most practical, most up-to-date and most

scientific book on business ways, especially salesmanship ?

What work is it that gives its readers the benefit of twenty years

behind the counter, on the road, at the sales manager's de?k, and in the

proprietor's office ? That opens the secrets of success in selling goods,

and gives the reader a dynamic charge of wise enthusiasm ?

There can be but one answer. Everybody says, all together, Walter

D. Moody's great book

Mm Who ©fftnga

One more question: What is the only magazine devoted to the fundamental

philosophy, science, and art of business success, self-development, characler-building,

and the increase of earning power?

What publication is the only one in which can be found the writings of the for-

mulator of the science of success, recognized as the highest authority of the hour on

that subject?

That's too easy! You all shout, "Why Arthur Frederick Sheldon's Periodical

of Power,

Very good! Now, bearing these three best

things in mind, read our latest offer:

For a short time only, we will send From

Poverty to Power, Men Who Sell Things, and The

Business Philosopher for one year, to all who will

cut out this coupon and send it to us with a

Two Dollar Bill attached.

Here's the coupon; yonder's your pen and

scissors; the Bill is in your pocket.

Do it NOW.

Sheldon University Press, Libertwille, 111.

B. P.

Sheldon University Press:

Here's my Two Dollars. For it
send me From Poverty to
Power. Men Who Sells Things,
and The Business Philosopher for

One Year.

Name

Address
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COME IN ON THE

C^^5HE time for you to take the tide in your affairs at the

I VI flood is right now.

You can get an inside track on a big money-maker

today. Six months from now the places will all be filled by

the far-sighted.

That is straight business talk, and can be proved—as you

will see.

Will you be one of the few hundred to ride the crest of this

wave and make big money selling The Business Philosopher?

One of our representatives took 26 subscriptions in nine

hours the other day, calling on people one at a time. Another

took 18 in four hours.

Those are fair records, but the best of this is that you can

take subscriptions in bunches of from ten to a thousand by co

operating with the management of houses that want all their

people to read The Business Philosopher.

One of our men took 32 in twenty minutes in one store re

cently, and 40 in thirty minutes in a big office.

Some men have made $10,000.00 a year selling Sheldon's

teachings, but the biggest returns are still to come.

Arthur Frederick Sheldon has come into his own. The

business world is waking up to what he has done for it.

Thirty thousand brainy people have enrolled for his course

in the Science of Successful Salesmanship.

They are enthusiastic about it—feel so much in earnest

about it that they are forming clubs all over the country to

study Mr. Sheldon's Science and Philosophy.
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GROUND FLOOR

Mr. Sheldon writes his latest and best thought every month

in The Business Philosopher, and has an able staff write the

rest of the magazine in harmony with his philosophy.

Do you see the point ?

Thousands are buying The Business Philosopher because

it comes from Sheldon. Tens of thousands more are going to

buy it.

Hundreds of big manufactories, stores, and other concerns

have paid large sums of money to have this science taught to

all their employees. They are jubilant over the results.

Advertising clubs, commercial organizations, and trade

conventions keep Mr. Sheldon busy with invitations to speak

—and give him thunderous ovations when they hear him.

There is no use talking—the great world of business wants

to know what this man has to say. It has paid nearly two

millions of dollars for the privilege and is eager to pay more.

Proprietors and managers want their co-workers to learn

from him, and are willing to pay well for it.

That is where you come in.

Those who get to work now will be in on the ground floor.

You will be one of them.

Sit right down and write for particulars. A postal card

will do.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois
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Mr. Salesman, how much do you figure it would be worth

to you to take a trip over their territories with some of the

top-notchers in the selling profession ?

To get right next to them, to see their methods, hear their

selling-talks, make note of how they get a hearing, and catch

their spirit at the critical psychological moment of closing

their deals ?

Such a trip would be big money in your pocket.

And practically all the advantages of such an experience

you can get out of the sparkling book written by Charles N.

Crewdson, ,

®aka of % loah

This book of 352 pages gives, in breezy, interesting style, the ex

periences of some of the best men in the profession.

Each of these stories illustrates a vital point in the selling game. Into

each is skilfully woven the author's apt comment, fully in line with the

Science of Successful Salesmanship.

Mr. Crewdson's work has been widely read by all hands who have

to do with selling goods, from "The Old Man" down to the office boy.

They are all earning more money as a result.

It is well printed and illustrated, bound in blue cloth with gold top.

Send for a copy today and "ginger up" your methods. You have

use for bigger commissions.

Price, postage prepaid, One Dollar.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, 111.



Make the Man Right and His Work Will Take Care of Itself

A. F. SHELDON, Editor

A Magazine Devoted to the Philosophy of Business and the Effort to Help Men

and Women to Increase Their A+R+E+A Development—Their Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, and Action—The Four Essentials of True Success

Platform: I will increase my A + R+E+A

Vol. IV MAY, 1908 No. 5

On the Front Porch

The season is right for the Front Porch talks again. This is just the place

to talk things over along the line of head, heart and hand philosophy.

We have a new front porch. You must come and enjoy it with us some

time. It is on the front of a very old farm house out at Sheldonhurst, on the

big farm, most of which we are going to convert into university grounds. We

are just moving out here—the domestic family, I mean. The business family

we hope to have here within a year or so, and the educational family of a few

hundred young people a little later.

The farm house isn't very stylish or grand, or such like, but it's real com

fortable, and you needn't send in your card. Just knock, if none of us is on

the front porch, and we will do the rest. You will like the old farm house,

for while it isn't a palace in grandeur, by the time the carpenters have finished

their work under Mrs. Sheldon's direction it is going to have an artistic touch

that will make one feel comfortable. Mrs. Sheldon is an artist—a regular

Ornie, only more so.

Our farm house is on a hill, high for Illinois. From this front porch the

eye sweeps a semi-circular area of some fifteen or twenty miles. It's great,

this view from the front porch. It's a good place to put thought on paper.

Back of the house a little ways is Lake Eara—the lake we have made. There

was a small pond there in the middle of a valley a little while ago, but now there

is one of the most beautiful lakes you will ever find in all your travels—a real

lake of over one hundred acres, with high wooded banks and over two miles

of shore line.
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The transformation from valley to lake was simple enough. We just built

a dam at the end of the mile long valley, and the little spring fed stream that

runs through the valley did the rest. The dam was completed in December

and the lake was full in early March. The water has been running over the

spillway for several weeks now, making a miniature Niagara.

The dam is fourteen feet high. That makes a good deep lake over the

whole valley, and it has made a naturally beautiful place into one ever so much

more beautiful than Nature made it. In the words of Ford, the other day, as

he looked out over the sparkling waters, dotted with scores of sportive wild

fowl, "It's wonderful what a little 'dam' will sometimes do."

But this won't do. I couldn't begin to tell you of the beauties of Sheldon

hurst farm surrounding Lake Eara if I were to write all day. It must be seen

to be appreciated, and you must surely come to see. When will that be?—

Write and let me know.

Ml * 8

Drive Justice Without Blinders

The world do surely move—sometimes seemingly backward and sometimes

surely forward, but always moving and surely forward after all. Each seem

ing backward swing, I suppose, must be just to get a good start for a further

strive ahead.

I wish the lawyer men and the lawmakers and law interpreters would hurry

up and teach Justice to drive without the blinders of technicalities.

You may remember that I once said something about Schmitz of San Fran

cisco. I rejoiced that Justice had bravely done herself proud. It really seemed

as if greed and graft had received a big set-back; that something worth while

had been done in the way of proof that the best ability, is reliability.

And now listen to this from Saturday Evening Post of March 22, 1908:

We should like to nominate Mr. Eugene Schmitz of San Francisco for honorary chairman

of the Just-as-Good League. He ought to be elected with unanimity and enthusiasm.

While ornamenting the mayoralty of that city, Mr. Schmitz grafted very extensively.

But the higher court has decided that the particular method which he adopted does not

constitute a crime under the statutes of California, and that his sentence in jail was a judicial

error.

"Shake down the dive-keepers," says Mr. Schmitz to his pal, Mr. Reuf; "but take their

money as an attorney's fee. Thus we will enjoy the fruits of larceny without suffering its

penalties."

"Here is an article," says the wholesale Just-as-Good to the retail, "for which there

is a large demand because the manufacturer has spent much money to make the public

acquainted with it.' I will give you an imitation of it, which you can work off upon the

familiar just-as-good plea. You and I, without any special effort, will thereby appropriate

as much as possible of the manufacturer's enterprise and expenditure, and the law can't

touch ua "

No doubt that sounds plausible to some retailers. But to the consumer this must occur :

"If they are willing to defraud the manufacturer of the genuine article, what, presumably,

are they willing to do to me?"
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When will that off mate, Justice, learn to drive without the blinders of

technicalities? Excuse the figure, but Queen, the real favorite in our farm

team, does insist on shying. Some say she needs blinders. But she shall

drive with both eyes open and unblinded until she is not afraid.

And Queen Justice, for which law tentatively stands, shall drive that way

sometime, too. The intent—that's the thing. What was the intent? Not

what a man intended in the dim light of legal technicalities, but in his heart.

For verily as a man thinketh in his heart so is he, and as he is should he be

dealt with.

Mt « M

Ornie: A Woman Who Does Things

Out from the West comes a letter which reads out from the heart. It's

refreshing. I'm going to pass it along. Read it all and then study it, for it

really teaches a great lesson, if true, and it reads true.

It is to my mind a great lesson in Area development— a splendid

example of Ability, Reliability, Endurance and Action. And all embodied

in a woman—a very womanly woman.

Among the subscribers to the Business Philosopher are young ladies

employed in ten cent stores. To them I would say, read this letter about Ornie,

girls, and sit up and take notice. Do your work no matter how humble it may

be as well as Ornie does hers. Mix your brain stuff and your soul stuff with

it and some day your duties will be less humble, for your work will be crowned

with the glory of character in the broad sense of that term.

And you men, men who love this magazine, listen to the lesson from Ornie

and heed it not the less because Ornie is a woman.

My Deak Ms. Sheldon:

A few days ago I met a unique personality that I know is of considerable interest to you

and all business philosophers. This person, a woman, known as " Ornie," (everybody calls

her so, and although I enquired of several people there, no one seemed to know her full

name), it is just "Ornie," not "Miss" Ornie, but simple, plain "Omie" to all comers, the

adopted daughter of Hugh Munro of Kettle Falls, Wash.

The local people told me that "Omie" is the "right" hand of Mr. Munro, but from

personal observation I would say that Ornie is both "right and left" hands for her father,

for she has almost exclusive charge of his entire interests, which consist of some 4,000 odd

lots of fruit lands in the Kettle River Valley, a farm, a hotel and a livery at Kettle Falls,

including express and trucking for the merchants, the running of stages, telephone center,

etc., etc. And Omie looks after it all. She is the active manager, and besides is book

keeper and general information bureau for that town and district. If you want to know

something, ask Omie; she'll tell you.

All the help comes to Omie for information and instructions, yes, indeed, even Mr. Munro

himself. She decides what horses shall be hooked up and what wagon used, and who shall

be driver; she assigns the guests at the hotel to their rooms, and nils in the assessment blanks.

So it goes all day. She takes her place with the rough men around the bams and farm,

doing their work when need be as well as in the kitchen, dining room, office or parlor, and

shows maids and men how to do their particular work

tThe following incident will give a fair idea of what she is capable of doing. The day

we came to Kettle Falls it seems she was short of a stage driver to meet the train at Meyers
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Falls, a distance of some four miles. Nothing downs her, howtv.

that when we first saw her she was seated high upon a driver's seai&K.^

clad in a man's old fur coat, and a cap, fastened with a big hat pin, omaifc _

This was about I :oo p. m., and as it happened that the train was considerably-^

was around that lone railway station there until 10 o'clock in the evening, not quietly ^

developments, but busily directing the affairs of the hotel, livery, etc., over the telepr?-

When we expressed a desire to go to Kettle Falls, she instantly directed one of the ot

stage drivers, a big, burly Canadian Frenchman, to proceed and gave him explicit directions

and instructions what to do and how when he'd get there. This instruction was not given

in a superior or bossy air, but in a mild and kind voice that nevertheless was positive in direc

tion and would leave no room for "backtalk," but at the same time sounded pleasant and

inoffensive.

Now it may be assumed that Omie is a "manly old maid," but really nothing could be

more off the mark. Indeed, Omie isn't more than about twenty-four summers young,

and a very womanly woman, fond of a joke and reads love stories. She treats all comers

alike, is always pleasant and agreeable and meets them with a smile. She is very free and

open with alt, yet of a manner that prohibits anybody making light with her. Omie was

educated for a teacher, and for a time taught "district" school at Marcus, Wash. But

that she could not stay there very long is evident, since she was cut out for something bigger.

She has the respect and good will of all the merry villagers and all comers to that town.

Yours very sincerely,

Geo. Wieda.

How about it, Mr. Manager? Can you rule as Ornie does, "not in a bossy

air, but in a mild, kind voice that nevertheless is positive in direction and leaves

no room for back talk?"

You said that well, Mr. Wieda—very well, indeed.

* •* 4r

"Greater Love Than This—"

One of the greatest tributes ever paid to an employer was paid the other day

to the late Marshall Field. We are sorry to learn of anyone dying of grief,

but if Mr. Funck was ready to go, if it was time for him to graduate into the

great beyond, how could any passing on have been more beautiful than was his ?

It is said he literally grieved to death for his long-time employer, Marshall

Field.

You may have read of it in the newspapers, but even if you did you would

like to preserve it in permanent form. You can do that in the Business Phiios-

ophek. You are having your copies bound, aren't you?

The Chicago Record-Herald of Monday, March 30, has the following article:

Grateful Pierre Funck has grieved himself to death after a year's faithful vigil at the

grave of the late Marshall Field.

Forty-two years Funck worked for the Field company. The big department store was

not a place of toil for him, but rather a shrine. He was uneasy when away from the scene

of his employment. It was his occupation, his religion, his hope and his trust all in one.

Last Friday night Pierre Funck died at his home, 1471 Edgecomb place. There was

nothing in particular the matter with him, the doctors said. Just a wasting away. They

could not give it a definite name in medical parlance, but those who knew the dead man

best rightly called it hopeless grief.

When Marshall Field died he remembered Funck in his will with a life pension. At

first the old man proudly declared that he would earn the money by service at the big depart

ment store.

But after the burial of Mr. Field in Graceland it was noticed that his eagerness to get

to the State street establishment had diminished. For forty-two years he had never been
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late. Rain or shine, winter or summer, he had arrived at 7 o'clock in the morning. Nothing

on earth seemed powerful enough to alter his programme. The death of his benefactor

changed all.

The day after Mr. Field's interment he visited the cemetery. For hours he gazed at the

grave of his employer, whom he deemed the most generous and considerate man on earth.

Passers-by in the cemetery noticed the long vigil. From that day Funck never went to work

again. He began to brood. His family tried to cheer him, but without avail.

Day after day the faithful mourner continued his visits to the cemetery. The weather

made no difference. When snow covered the graves of all those in the city of the dead,

Funck's footsteps could be traced through the white mantle to the mausoleum of his dead

benefactor. When spring came her choicest flowers were brought by the aged employee as

a tribute of remembrance.

Then the family of Funck, fearing for his health, urged that he discontinue his visits.

Their persuasions were ignored for a long time, but finally, after repeated insistence, he

seemed to acquiesce. But it was only a ruse. When none was watching he would slip away

to the Field grave and there spend many hours in musing. As soon as he was missed it

was well known where he could be found and he was hunted up. These visits were not made

the subject of comment by the family, for it was not desired to altogether oppose the devoted

old man in his journeys of love.

Finally his broodings and musings became longer and more frequent. He was watched

more closely, but still managed to slip away at times unobserved. He became weaker and

weaker and it was plain that the outcome of his sickness did not worry him half so much as

the fear that his trembling limbs soon might not be able to carry him to Graceland.

Early this month he paid his last visit to the cemetery. When he returned he went almost

immediately to bed and never arose again. Last Friday night at 9 o'clock the end came.

One of the last conscious thoughts he had was one of gratitude toward his benefactor and

of regret that he could give no further evidence of his appreciation.

I am glad to give this article space. It helps a little to keep in memory

Funck the Faithful—a man whose loyalty to his employer was lasting—a man

whose AREA must have been above par. A man who wasn't late for forty-

two years deserves all the honor I can give him.

And again it is an added tribute to the man, who starting as a poor boy,

became the world's greatest retail merchant.

It is good to know that men can become millionaires and still let the heart

not sear—that the milk of human kindness mixes well with the bread of business.

May this not be a lesson to merchants to so live and love their employees that

their employees will love them? Don't you think it pays?

* * *

About Daugherty

His name is Daugherty. I met him in Madison, Wis. He is a

candy salesman. He told me the following incident.

He had called upon a certain jobber to sell him a bill of goods.

The jobber liked the goods—admitted they were good goods. In fact,

he liked them better than the goods of Mr. Daugherty's competitors. He desired

the goods. But he wanted the salesman to cut the price $25 on the bill.

The salesman was a real salesman, not an order taker. He realized that

salesmanship is the sale of goods for profit, and that back of the sale of goods

for profit must be the power of persuasion—The Power to Persuade Plenty]of

People to Purchase at a Profit.
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The salesman stood pat. So did the customer.

The salesman left without the order. But he did not leave town—a car

load lot was at stake.

He called again. The customer stood pat for a $25 discount. The sales

man stood pat against it. That's all that separated them on a car

load order.

The order taker with a wishbone where the backbone ought to be would

have yielded. But Daugherty stood pat. He called again with more argu

ments. Still the customer refused to place the order.

And then Daugherty came back the fourth time and arose and remarked

as follows to Mr. Customer:

"Mr. Blank, you have told me you want these goods; that you like them

better than the goods of competing houses. All that separates us is the small

sum of $25. Now let us suppose that I were to yield that point (which is merely

a supposition, for I'm not going to do it. I would lose the order before I would

cut the price five cents, let alone $25).

"But suppose I would cut the price, what would happen? As I left you

would say to yourself, 'I am glad I got those goods at a saving of $25, but I

am very glad that Daugherty is not working for me.'

"You are not going to ask me to put myself in that position. We have one

price to all. Our goods are first class; our margins are close. All I have to

say is that you will find my heart in the right place when you have placed the

order with me."

And the customer stood pat no longer. Daugherty got the order, or rather

made the sale.

Oh, ye of little faith in your goods and in your house and in yourselves and

in your customers' capacity and willingness to pay your price (if he has to),

sit up now and learn a lesson from Daugherty.

Stand pat on prices. Any old fellow can take orders by making his talkfest

a slaughterhouse and letting the life blood of profit out of the transaction. Be

a salesman, not an order taker.

Please note that Daugherty did not land the order until he appealed to the

better nature of Mr. Customer. Most salesmen pound away at the head all

the time and forget the solar plexus of the heart. And the way to be a sales

man instead of an order taker is to

First: Cultivate the positive of the Intellect. That develops Ability.

Second: Strengthen the positive feelings. That makes Reliability.

Third: Take care of the body. That makes Endurance.

Fourth: Cultivate the will. That gets Action.

In other words, increase your Area. That's the thing. Increase your

Area. A. F. Sheldon
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By ARTHUR W. NEWCOMB

ROM a pattern maker's bench to the

chief place in a great industry, of his

own building, in twenty years I Not

quite the usual story, is it ?

Popular magazines and

publications specializing on

success have shown the

portraits and told the

stories of great ones who

started as boys, sweeping

the office, carrying stock,

or dragging a chain, and

rose by sheer ability, relia

bility, endurance, and ac

tion, to the shoulder straps

and plumes of industry.

Such men are almost com

mon in our day of financial

mushrooms and commercial

gourds.

But most of these speedy

arrivals have been by the

route of genius in the use of other

men's millions. It is easy to recall the

names of a dozen or more of these adver

tised heroes who have grown up like forced

plants in the trophical atmosphere of some

plethoric corporation hothouse.

Well done for them I

Not all servants of great wealth can do as

much.

But this story is about a man who began

with nothing and has grown up, through a

good deal of weather, with no glass of estab

lished prestige over his head or warmth of

piled-up gold around him. He is the product

of his own heart, head and hands—inspired

and guided by his God.

There is another unusual element in this

story.

It is about an inventor who is also a busi

ness man and is making money on his in

ventions.

Inventors are generally supposed to ink

the seams of their trousers, turn their fringed

cuffs, and starve genteely in a garret, while

other men make millions out of the kid

napped children of their genius.

But this man is different.

He is a salesman.

And it is for want of

scientific salesmanship that

young literary, artistic, and

inventive lions "do lack

and suffer hunger."

At least Fra Elbertus says

so, and he ought to know.

William Ross Fox, in

ventor and manufacturer

of the Fox trimmer, the

Fox typewriter, the Fox

pipecutter and a number

of other machines, inven

tor of the Fox furniture

caster, and several roller-

mill appliances, and de

signer of the "chime"

steamwhistle, is the man I am writing

about.

William Ross was bom in 1853 at Middle-

town, Connecticut.

When he was nine years old his father

died, leaving his mother and sister—the two

older brothers having enlisted under Grant.

Their little property was heavily mortgaged,

and there was little or no capital to start

them in the business of lifting the burden.

No, that is a mistake—there was plenty

of the very best kind of capital—the courage,

self-reliance, faith, frugality, industry, and

other fine positive qualities of the New Eng

land woman and her children.

Mrs. Fox had a little country store, in one

of the suburbs of Middletown, and was also

a maker of root beer. When he was only

nine years old the lad of my story began his

training in the science and art of salesman

ship by peddling this beverage.

When he grew a little older he took his

place in the store, and learned something of

 

Think you tomorrow when the

fullness of life's treasure is mine,

that it will hold aught that ia new

or strange to me ? I tell you

that I long have known each

masterpiece that hangs upon the

walls of my To Be, and each

royal robe that I shall wear was

spun from starshine in my dreams;

and not a jewel shall rest upon

my brow but whose strange light

has long enchanted me, and not a

strain shall rise to charm my ear

but whose far melody has long

been playing in my soul.—From

"My Little Book of Prayer," by

Muriel Strode.
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retail salesmanship, business methods, ac

counting and purchasing.

But his heart was in mechanical work, and

from the time he was sixteen until he was

twenty-one, he worked at tool-making, ma

chine-tending and ste-im engineering.

At the age of twenty-one ambition led him

to rum his attention toward a technical edu

cation, and he determined to take a course

in the Technological Institute at Worcester,

Massachusetts. He found that in order to

enter he would have to pass examinations in

Algebra, Grammar and other branches of

which he knew little or nothing, necessity

having limited his previous education to an

occasional few months in the winter term of

school. But he was ready for entrance

when the time came, having made good use

of evenings and spare hours. He had also

done time over a mechanical draftsman's

board, paying for the privilege in a night-

school.

The day he started from Worcester to

Middletown, he was severely injured

in a railway accident, and had to put

in six weeks of impatience in slings and

bandages.

When the youngster resumed his trip to

Worcester, his right arm was still in a sling,

and his left was hardly fit to use.

Being a mechanic, and realizing how much

depended upon the skill of his right hand,

the lad had for several years trained his left,

so that it could be used in time of emer

gency. This foresight was worth something

to him, for he was able to do all his writing

and drawing and to shave himself with his

left hand, until his right was ready for use

again.

Notwithstanding all handicaps the young

tool-maker made progress in his school work,

and was just about ready to pass his mid

year examinations when he was taken with

typhoid-pneumonia. He remained among

the living by a very narrow margin.

But the flank movement of bacteria ended

his school days.

Upon his recovery, he took up the manu

facture of silk- and thread-winding machin

ery in the factory of the American Thread

Co., at Willmette, Connecticut. It was while

here, that he married. And it was his mar

riage that led him indirectly to his first in

vention, an ingenious contrivance upon which

he is still realizing good returns.

It came about like this: his wife worked

mottos on perforated card-board—a very

popular form of fancy-work in those days, as

you may remember.

The young husband made frames for these

mottoes.

In a cabinet-maker's shop next door, he

used a mitre-box for cutting out the pieces

of the frame. This box he found to be a

very crude and inaccurate appliance which

distressed his fine mechanical mind. So he

set himself to the task of designing a machine

which would do the work more perfectly.

The result was the Fox trimmer, now very

extensively used in cabinet-making, pattern-

work, house-trimming, and all other processes

of close joining.

During the next two or three years, Mr.

Fox perfected his trimmer, invented a rotary

steam pump, and designed a steam chime

whistle from an idea furnished by a friend.

This whistle is now used almost universally

on mills, factories, steam-ships, tugboats and

locomotives.

But the West was calling, and in the fall

of 1879, our young mechanic, leaving his

family behind, landed in Grand Rapids,

Michigan, where he got a job as draftsman

• and pattern-maker in the factory of Perkins

& Co., makers of shingle-mill machinery.

He had made arrangements with a manu

facturer in the East to manufacture his

trimmer, and sell it on the royalty basis.

He soon tried to get his employers, Perkins

& Co., to take up the machine. But they

professed not to be able to see any market

for it. They are still in business and are

now making an imitation of the device they

turned down in 1880.

After about two years with Perkins & Co.,

Mr. Fox became an employe of the Michigan

Tool Works, afterwards the Farmer's Roller

Mill Co. It was while in the employ of this

company that Mr. Fox made improvements

in roller-mill machinery that some of the

largest manufacturers in the United States

had been for years trying in vain to make.

About this time, he obtained the use of

water power and machinery in the factory

where he was employed and built a few trim

mers, .which he sold by correspondence.

In 1885 he had twelve machines ahead,

so he sold out his other interests, went to

Chicago, and taking a machine at a time on

his shoulder, sold the twelve.
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Next he went to work with Julius Berkey,

president of the Berkey & Gay Furniture

Company, on the invention of a furniture

caster. This invention he perfected and the

Fox furniture caster is now in almost univer

sal use.

In 1 886, he sold his half-interest in this

caster to Mr. Berkey for eighteen months'

rent of a few square feet of floor space, in

one of Mr. Berkey's buildings. In these

small quarters he began active work in the

manufacture of his trimmer. His capital

consisted of $1545.48, $800 of which was in

cash and second hand tools. This was the

beginning of the Fox Machine Co., a cor

poration still in existence, and manufactur

ing a number of especially constructed au

tomatic machine tools. The new concern

grew and profited marvelously. William

Ross Fox superintended the work, designed

the machinery, made the tools, sold the prod

uct, kept the books, attended to the cor

respondence, wrote the advertisements, and

planned the extensions.

So prosperous was the venture under his

management that when it was only two years

old a two-story brick building was put up for

its occupancy. This building has since been

raised to four stories, and extended a con

siderable distance in length and width.

Other buildings have been added to the plant.

In its new quarters, Mr. Fox's enterprise

grew with accelerated speed, so that when it

was incorporated in 1890, the tangible assets

were $75,000 or five times as great as they

had been at the beginning four years

before.

When the bicycle craze was at its height

in 1893, the Fox Machine Company went

into the manufacture of high grade wheels.

Mr. Fox soon found, however, that the ma

chinery in general use in the manufacture of

bicycles was crude and unsatisfactory, so he

began to make machines more perfectly

adapted to the work. Other bicycle-makers

were not long in demanding the improved

appliances and the Fox Machinery Company

made more bicycle-making machinery than

bicycles.

Then the bicycle craze yielded to sanity and

the concern found itself with an equipment

of special machinery for fine work with

nothing to do. The ever-resourceful Fox

began to cast about for some way of utilizing

it.

He finally decided that there was a big

market for typewriters, and that, with his

factory equipment, he could make them.

An expert was hired to design the machine.

Time passed and nothing was produced

which could pass muster of the master's

keen judgment. He saw that he would have

to get to work and design the machine

himself.

This meant an enormous amount of study

and research, covering every patent that had

ever been taken out on typewriters, and a

long expensive course of experiments.

But difficulties were only amusement to

this man. He set out on his quest with no

misgivings about the future.

The result was that within a comparatively

few months the Fox Typewriter, known for

its ball-bearing carriage, wide-bearing, cone-

adjusting type-hanger, and automatic ribbon

reverse, was making itself solid in the busi

ness world because it was solidly built.

This first typewriter was blind, the writ

ing being out of sight of the operator. After

ward, the "visible" typewriter came into

use and most people wanted to see what

they were writing.

Mr. Fox refused to manufacture a "visi

ble" writing machine until he had overcome

the glaring mechanical defects of the "visi

ble" typewriters then on the market, declar

ing that he would not produce an article

which he could not recommend for speed,

accuracy, and durability. So with his help

ers, especially his son, W. H. Fox, he cheer

fully attacked the problems that had stag

gered all the other designers of typewriters.

Some of the most noted of these had then

been working on the "visible" typewriter

for years—and their product is not on the

market yet.

Mr. Fox and his helpers solved the problem

in less than twelve months, building the first

Fox "visible" by hand at the cost of $1000.

When this machine was complete, a thor

ough and merciless trial proved that it

worked.

A selling campaign immediately began—

you remember I said this man is a salesman.

In less than 12 months from the time the

first working model of the visible typewriter

was made—over two thousand special tools

were made for building the Fox visible

typewriter, and over $8o,ooc of finished type

writers were sold—this is a feat never before
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equalled in typewriter building. So high a

reputation had he made on his first type

writer. Another evidence of this reputation

was shown in the fact that the Fox visible

is today the only high grade typewriter which

is sold almost exclusively through dealers.

The figures of the sales department show that

its sales have doubled every year, against the

competition of about a dozen other machines

with millions behind them.

When I visited the Fox factory, I thought

that I had come on one of the inventor-

president's busy days. I learned later that

it was like all the rest. He managed how

ever to answer a good many of my questions

while giving attention to a very heavy mail.

This doing of two or three things at once, I

found was one of his methods of getting

through a day's work which included inter

views, correspondence, plans of promotion,

machine design, legal matters, typewriter

improvements, business promotion, and gen

eral management.

In my study of the detailed methods of

typewriter-building, I was very admirably

instructed by Mr. W. H. Fox, son of the

inventor, a genuine "chip off the old block."

This young man, although only twenty-five

years of age, is the superintendent of the

works, and a co-worker with his father in

invention and design.

Young Mr. Fox is a man who has learned

by doing.

After his graduation from High School,

his father gave him his choice between going

to college, and going into the shops to learn

the business. The lad chose the latter, and

in a few years had mastered, with his own

brain and fingers, every operation in the con

struction of a typewriter.

As I walked from department to depart

ment, taking in explanations so clear and

simple that even my lay mind could grasp

them, I was impressed by two things: first,

the constant aim of the management to keep

up and improve the quality of the product

regardless of cost, and second, the effort to

reduce the cost of manufacture without

detriment to quality.

In studying these two seemingly para

doxal achievements, I made note of

a few ways and means that may be in

structive.

In the purchase of raw material, the best

is none too good, cost being a secondary

matter. Every rod, strap, and spring is

severely tested before it is accepted.

Every separate operation in construction,

from the casting of the frame to the nickel-

plating on the tiniest screw, is carefully in

spected by trained experts, and no defects

or blemishes are permitted to go into any

part of the finished product, which is itself

put through a most severe inspection before

it is passed to the sales department.

Improvements are constantly being made.

Fox, the father, and Fox, the son, never

cease studying their output with an eye to

making it better. That he does not believe

his typewriter to have reached perfection is

shown by a favorite saying of the elder Fox:

"A girl at five dollars a week can find more

defects in any typewriter than I or any other

man can correct in five years." Suggestions

for improvements come also from employes

in the factories and offices, and from the

users of the machine.

The reduction of factory cost is an ever-

present problem to the manufacturer who

would serve his customers well. And to

reduce cost, the first essential is to know it.

That means a "cost system."

And how many "systems" there are that

deserve the name only because they cost so

muchl

But the system ingeniously devised by W.

H. Fox is so simple, so automatic, so packed

with immediately available information, that,

within two hours after the completion of the

manufacture of a thousand little steel springs,

the superintendent is informed just what

they cost and the amount of each item in

their cost. He can also tell just how much

more or less they cost than the thousand

he made two weeks or two months ago.

Thus a leak or even a dribble can be

located and stopped the day it starts. Under

old conditions in many factories some

crevasses were not discovered until the annual

balance sheet showed them.

To leam by the experience of others is a

mark of wisdom all too rare. Young Mr.

Fox has saved his firm thousands of dollars

by studying the methods of factories making

adding machines, cash registers, and the

like.

The Fox routine saves money and raises

quality. Careful study and experiment

show some one best way of doing each opera

tion. After this is determined, detailed di
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rections are written out, accompanied by

drawingB if necessary, and are placed in the

hands of every foreman concerned. A

regular meeting of foremen, superintendent,

and manager is held for discussion of these

methods and suggestion of improvements

upon them.

It is needless to say, of course, that in a

progressive factory like this, the latest, most

automatic machinery and devices are used.

Improvements made within the last nine

months have increased the output of some

departments from 300 to 500 percent with

out materially increasing cost. Every pro

cess in the manufacture of every part is

carefully inspected before the next process

is begun, and all spoiled parts removed, so

that there may be no labor wasted upon

them. Another great saving is effected by

making all processes mathematically accurate

down to the thousandth part of an inch,

saving much time and filing in assembling.

One of the most important steps taken in

cost reduction, is the assurance to operators

that there will be no change in the rate of

piece-work unless there is a change in

process. Some factories short-sightedly re

duce piece-work rates when they find that

the best workmen are able to make more

than a certain weekly wage. They do this

once or twice and then the workmen learn

to keep down their output by soldiering.

This then is the industry that William

Ross Fox has built up. He has the dis

tinction of being the only manufacturer of

high-grade typewriters in America who is

also inventor and designer of the machine

he makes.

And what manner of man is be?

Do you need to ask, after reading this

brief story of his achievements? But we

might put the Efficiency Yardstick on him.

How about his A R E A?

As for Ability, remember his lifelong habit

of study. This he has never given up. Night

after night he pores over technical books,

drawings and models that would induce

sleep in any one less in earnest. Recall also

his power of rapid concentration, leaping

from subject to subject with startling swift

ness but unerring accuracy and undivided

attention In analyzing this man's Ability

wc cannot leave out imagination. He

imagined the trimmer, the roller-mill, the

caster, the typewriter, before he could build

them. Ability shows, too, in his success as

a salesman. It isn't necessary for me to

rehearse all that enters to the making of a

good salesman.

In Reliability, Mr. Fox measures up best

in the high quality of work done—the faith

ful service rendered society. But there are

ways of showing right feeling. One of his

men said to me, "The greatest thing about

Mr. Fox is his unwavering hope, faith, cour

age, and cheerfulness in the face of the most

trying circumstances. No difficulty daunts

him, and he always finds a way out."

I also find that Mr. Fox was for ten years

the chairman of the education committee of

the local Y. M. C. A. and very active in the

establishment of night schools, superinten

dent of a Sunday School, and leader of a

Mission Sunday School. And you can hear

stories in Grand Rapids of his quiet kindly

assistance to those in trouble and distress.

His interest in young men who aspire has

made bis factory an institute of technology

for many. He is paying for special instruc

tion of four or five of his apprentices

now

In Endurance, this man is a marvel.

Night after night in strenuous times he toils

over models, drawings, specifications, sell

ing plans, financial problems, as the occasion

may require, and is always at his desk early

in the morning full of joyous energy. He

has won the Endurance required in these

labors chiefly by his habits of temperance in

all things. He owes much, also, to his habit of

romping with his children, his frequent long

tramps with dog and gun, and the exhilara

tion of his automobile.

After telling all this story, do I need to say

anything about Action ? I know I shouldn't

after you saw his face, for there is written

upon it, in the most legible of characters,

quick decision, firmness, energy and in

dustry.

And is be a success ?

Well, he has splendid health, is like a boy

in vigor, at fifty-four, has a modest but

sufficient fortune, and, having done some

thing useful, is honored and happy.

Right feeling makes better men than all

the creeds and philosophies.



Salesmen the Salvation of Modern Business

Br A. F. SHELDON

HENEVER I feel in need of rejuvenating my mental cosmos I know

of no better place to go than to the meeting of the Chicago Business

Science Club.

Some of the brightest minds of the city congregate there, and from an evening

spent with those good fellows I come away almost surfeited with good things.

Other Business Science clubs throughout the country, whose meetings I

have attended, are the same. Business men everywhere are coming together

more and more and exchanging thoughts and ideas. The old days of dog-eat-

dog are gone forever. Co-operation is fast taking the place of competition.

Wise men are finding out that co-operation, rather than competition, is the

life of trade.

And so I say I love to attend meetings of the Business Science clubs. The

fraternal spirit is to be found there. The place becomes a battle-ground of

thought. One can there observe the working of the "spirit of the hive;" and

we all know that every sparkling page in history tells the story of that spirit.

At a recent meeting of the Chicago Chamber of Commonsense, if I may

call the Business Science club by that name for once, an applause winning

off-hand talk was given by a wise man by the name of Frost. When he sat down

one needed but listen to the clapping of hands and watch the faces of those

present to know that Frost had not lived up to his name. E. Allen Frost had

given something. Something warm.

Of course I do not intend to even attempt to give his address in full, nor

can I give his exact words, but some of his thoughts I must pass on.

He quoted facts and figures which showed that the production end of the

business of the United States had gone ahead so rapidly that it was now infi

nitely bigger than the sales end, and that the salvation of the business world

depended absolutely upon the ability of salesmen to create a market.

Germany, England and France, he said, had made the same mistake we

had made. They had overestimated their ability to dispose of their products,

or else were intoxicated with the seductive wine of competition and did not

know just what they were doing. The result is that the manufacturers of the

United States, with their investments in plants of $14,000,000,000, are now

manufacturing in one year more goods than the present market can handle in a

year and a half or two years.

Manufacturers realized some years ago that in order to get the maximum

output at the minimum cost it was necessary to manufacture in larger quan

tities. Larger plants were constructed. For a time everything went well.
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But the unnatural demand which had led to the creation of the great plants

did not keep up because all manufacturers got the idea of increasing output

at the same time. The market was glutted, but the manufacturers did not

dare stop manufacturing because of the desire to use the plants in which so

much money had been invested.

Then came the demand for salesmen. The pioneers, the overcomers, the

blazers of the trail of commerce, were called upon. There were few to respond.

They had not been needed so much in the years just past, and when the demand

came they were not ready. But in response to the law of supply and demand,

they are fast corning into their own.

Never before in the history of the world was there such a cry for salesmen

as there is at present. The business world needs them more than it needs money.

Thousands and thousands of dollars' worth of goods lie in warehouses in every

large city of the country, and salesmen who can go out and create a trade are

indeed in demand. Of course there is no more room now than there was years

ago for the mere order taker, or the go-as-you-please man, but for the real

salesman the world is crying out.

Another factor that enters into this discussion is the tendency toward the

elimination of the jobber. Manufacturers more and more are dealing directly

with the trade. This is done so that the profit will go to the man who makes

the goods instead of to a middle man. The manufacturer was forced to take

this course in order to get returns on his investment and yet not overcharge the

buying public.

The salesmen must come in and take the place of the jobber and act as

friends of the manufacturer. Not only is there need for them in this country,

and in other countries where trade has been opened, but there is need for them

where trade does not exist. New markets must be created. China and Siberia

and the great country of Africa, not to forget our own South America, must

be tisited by the man with the power to persuade plenty of peoople to pleasur-

ably purchase at a profit that which he has for sale.

We must look to the salesmen to earn for us the glory of carrying in our own

vessels goods to every port in the world. Common patriotism demands this.

We must restore to the seas the American flag. We cannot afford to have

Germany enjoy the proud distinction of leading us commercially. We must

have a special commercial consular service maintained by the government, and

this means that there will be places to be filled with men with scientific training

in salesmanship.

Mr. Frost paid a tribute to salesmen when he said: "The question of sales

manship is an inspiring one, because it is concerned with the very foundations

of the vitality of our country, and whether the business be large or the business

be small, it has within, the germ of its future great development.
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" Personally I know of nothing that is so attractiTe, because there is no line

in which the reward is so great as it is in building up a great business, and all

great business today are built up fundamentally on the basis of selling more

goods than are manufactured. By bringing to this problem the same kind

of careful and thoughtful attention that you have given to the development of

your own businesses, by bringing exactly that same kind of thoughtful attention

to the larger problems, we are going to restore to America, not only the supreme

right on the sea, but we are going to give her a commercial supremacy that will

be maintained and will withstand competition.

" The insistent demand today is how to dispose of $16,000,000,000 worth of

goods every year. And that will be more next year, perhaps $20,000,000,000

worth. And it is just such an organization as this Business Science Club,

directing its thoughts to problems of this description, concerned as it is with

the very vitals of business development, that will bring to pass that glorious

day when trade will have linked all nations together, and America with her

mighty resources shall stand as a leader and exemplifier of trade—the great

modern problem."

Mental Hydrophobia

^JTHREE years ago a man in Brooklyn was bitten by a dog.

Three months ago that man died of hydrophobia.

And the queer thing about it all is that the dog that bit the man was

not mad. But the man thought he was, and you remember that King

Solomon told us long ago that as a man thinketh in his heart so is he.

And this man for three long years had thought the dog that bit him was

mad. He was assured by physicians that the dog was all right and there was

absolutely no danger, But he did not believe the physicians. He did not

even believe Nature. Nature healed the wound in the course of time, as Nature

heals all wounds when it is given a chance.

But the man kept ever before his mental vision the idea that he was to have

hydrophobia. He was sure he could not escape. His heart was filled with

fear. And, you know, we get what we fear in the measure of that fear, just

as we get what we desire in the measure of that desire.

Instead of cleansing his body with thoughts of health, this man poisoned

his with the thought of disease. The first requisite in perfect health is right

thinking. The man who thinks disease is dis-eased. Thoughts are things,

and bad thoughts in the mind result in much mental disorder. This man was

afflicted with mental indigestion, and there is no disease that more quickly

renders a man a candidate for the has-been class than indigestion.
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In spite of the wrong thoughts the wound of this man healed. But that did

not stop the thoughts. The man decided that he could not escape hydrophobia.

And he could not. He was like a boy learning to ride a bicycle, who runs into

the object he particularly wishes to avoid.

The poison slowly but surely generated in his system. The fear loomed

larger. Symptoms of hydrophobia appeared. Physicians were called. In

their bottles and powders was nothing that could overcome the chemical of

bad thoughts. They were puzzled but powerless. The man died. Physi

cians called the disease "mental hydrophobia."

But this man has not necessarily died in vain. He has taught a lesson to

thousands who read his story. By his death he may have redeemed others,

although he did not save himself.

There are thousands who are afflicted with mental disease, and daily in

them is being generated the poison that one day will result in their death. The

death they will suffer may be physical, mental or spiritual. But Nature always

delivers the goods ordered when the price is paid.

The man who believes that all is well, that "God's in his heaven, all's right

in the world," creates for himself a world in which everything is all right. The

man who believes that the house he represents is all right, and that the goods

he carries fittingly represent his house, is bound to make others feel the same

way. Belief is contagious, just as doubt is. Courage is contagious, just as

fear is. Love is contagious, just as hate is. Honesty is contagious, just as

dishonesty is. Happiness is contagious, just as sorrow is. Health is contagious,

just as disease is.

When a man thinks thoughts of love his whole being is tinged with love,

just as a dyer's hand is tinted with the color in which he works. The price

paid to the man who loves is love. In the mental world, and in the spiritual

world, you get paid back in the same coin you invest, just as in the outer world

the true worker gets his reward in more work.

You need no more than this to emphasize the immediate necessity of watch

ing your thoughts. All the chemicals in the land, even if given you on golden

spoons by physicians to royalty, cannot overcome the more powerful mental

chemicals of wrong thoughts. The man who overcomes obstacles is the man

who first overcame his own wrong thoughts, and the man who does not over

come his own thoughts cannot overcome obstacles.

And the price of Success, you know, is the constant overcoming of obstacles.

The man who advertises a little and then says advertising does not

pay is like unto the man who bums one match beneath a five-barrel

kettle of water and then says fire will not heat water.
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Is he gone to a land of no laughter—

This man who made mirth for us all?

Proves death but a silence hereafter,

Where the echoes of earth cannot fall?

Once closed, have the lips no more duty,

No more pleasure the exquisite ears?

Has the heart done o'erflowing with beauty,

As the eyes have with tears?

Nay, if aught be sure, what can be surer

Than that earth's good decays not with earth ?

And of all the heart's springs none are purer

Than the springs of the fountains of mirth?

He that sounds them has pierced the heart's hollows,

The places where tears are and sleep;

For the foam-flakes that dance in life's shallows

Are wrung from life's deep.

* * *

For the man in our heart lingered after,

When the merriment died from our ears,

And those who were loudest in laughter

Are silent in tears.
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By THOMAS DREIER

Adown the ages of mixed night and day

there comes to us, like a breath out of autumn

harvest fields, the story of

Ungleaned Ruth. And back of this

Cornets woman, with her sweetness

and goodness and loyalty,

stands Boaz—Boaz, who instructed the reap

ers to drop a little of the golden grain pur

posely, so that Ruth's glean

ings might be greater. In the

fields of business there are

many Ruths, and who dares

say that the ancient Boaz was

the last of his race! Kvery

day in business fields are men,

and women, too, who are

dropping golden grain pur

posely, and many there be

who leave ungleaned little

corners for those who have no

fields of their own. Always will there be

men who, like Boaz, desire to give of their

great wealth to those who, like Ruth, must

be content with the gleanings. Selfishness

is fast dying out. Love which sweetens the

business of barter is coming into its own.

Those who have great thoughts, great ideas,

great suggestions, are anxious to share with

others. No longer is the golden grain

gathered by the few and stored away in

mental bams, for men have learned that

that only which is given away is really kept.

Vou remember the character in Ibsen's

" Rosmersholm " who spent his life storing

his mind with the riches of the ages, but

who gave nothing out. You remember, too,

that when he at last desired to open his

chest and give to his brothers in the world,

there was nothing there for him to give.

All his riches were flown. And so it is with

all of us. Only those who give, keep.

True greatness comes only from great giving.

Boaz lives because be instructed the reap

ers to drop some of the golden grain pur

posely so that Ruth might glean it, and the

little comers were left to her also. In this

department from month to month I shall

play the part of Ruth and glean from the

field of the composite Boaz of business a little

of the golden grain which is let fall pur

posely.

* * *

It was a so-called uneducated farmer boy

who last summer startled the

scientific world with his knowl

edge of as-

An Overcomer t r o n o m y .

of Obstacles Over the

wires flashed

the news of the discovery of

"The Mellish comet." Who

is Mellish? came the query.

I went to find out. I found

him sitting in an office in Wash-

bum Observatory in Madison,

Wis. Busy was he over some figures. Was

this youngster, Mellish ? He said he was, but

acted as if that made no difference. Such

things

"—as Name and Fame and Blame and Shame,
What are they all?—mere Talk and idle Whim."

He agreed with Omar, although Omar to

him had never lived.

Mellish was bom and raised on a little

farm near Madison. He had attended the

country school—when he did not have to

work at home. But he had the Study Habit.

Besides he was, what some folks who did

not understand, called queer. He was not

like other boys. Instead of playing, "Run,

sheep, run," and "Pom, pom, pull away,"

he stayed around the house all alone and

made things. The stars attracted him.

He wanted to know them and read the mean

ing of their winking. A little hand telescope

came into his hands. For a time it sufficed.

Then he bought one, after long saving, which

cost him $2.99. This also passed away.

A catalogue was sent for. Two hundred

dollars for a telescope I Of course 'twas

I longed for opportuni

ty to do my work, for

conditions that would fos

ter and advance, and just

to prove the earnestness

of my desire, that I could

do the work were these

things mine, I set about

and did it while I pined.—

From "My Little Book of

Prayer," by Muriel Strode.
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worth it, but a youngster on a forty acre

farm could not hope to own it.

But Mellish had been reading and study

ing. He had discovered that if you rub two

pieces of glass together, one will become con

cave and the other convex. He would make

his own telescope. He must have been, like

Spinoza, God-intoxicated. So he bought

two pieces of glass, six inches thick. It took

almost all his savings. Then he spent the

entire winter grinding away patiently, so

patiently, so lovingly.

At last it was finished. The boy made it

all. And, at four o'clock one morning after

months of watching, he saw a misty white

thing cross his field. He knew that part of

the heavens, and he knew that moving white

thing did not belong there. A cometl A

comet 1 Calmly he went to his friends at

Washburn Observatory. Prof. Comstock

believed the story. A wire carried the mes

sage across the continent. The next morn

ing came a wire from Harvard saying their

instrument had also picked up that comet.

Mellish borrowed some more books and

went home to the farm. A few months later

he discovered another comet—a bigger one.

This was dignified with a name, and the name

was that of the farmer boy. Throughout the

world of astronomers his name was known.

But the boy is still on the farm, his nightly

dreams scattered through with stars. Folks

who seem to know say that Mellish will one

day rank with the leaders in his profession.

Can he fail to win? Can he keep from

being great ? I think not. He may not

rank high as a conversationalist, and it is

certain he never will be "a hail fellow well

met," but he will some day rank as a man

among men in his own line of work. His

power of concentration, his earnestness, his

self-denial for his work, his industry, his

patience, his perseverance, his firm belief in

himself, his love for his skies and his stars,

and his great simplicity—why, his very self

is made up of sparkling stars.

* * *

As I sat here the other day thinking of the

men who had preached the greatest sermons

of all time, and of generals

The Greatest who had issued commands

Command which changed the destiny

of nations, it came to me,

like a silver flash across the blue, that the

greatest command and the greatest sermon

was given to us by Christ when he said:

"Love one another." And it came tome,

also, that the greatest sermons are not always

the longest and that the greatest commands

are not given with an accompaniment of

hissing bullets and bleeding dead. If all

nations, all governments, all churches, all

individuals, would only obey that one com

mand of "Love one another," human misery

and suffering would vanish like the morning

mist before the sun. The pages of history

are strewn with stories of the wrecks of insti

tutions, political and ecclesiastical, whose

builders had laid the foundation stones with

the mortar of hate. Politicians and preach

ers who would redeem the world, and win

for the majority that true happiness which

has somehow given them the slip, can never

do it bv the calling of names and the foment

ing of strife The truth of the saying of

Christ stands out like the sun at noon time.

It is only the great lover that earns great

happiness. In the world of business, where

the clink of the coins drowns so much of

the finer things of life, Love is daily entering

in. Talks with busy men everyday dis-

covei this to the inquiring. It is only the

man who loves himself truly, who loves his

business, who loves his employes, who loves

his customers—it is only that man above

whose sign may be placed the word SUC

CESS.

* * *

More team work if. needed in retail stores.

From clerks who lead comes the cry for more

co-operation. The day of

Team Work in the egotistic individualistic

Retail Stores salesman is past. This is

the day of the man who

works with his fellows. In days now

happily gone, if one clerk failed to make a

sale he never thought of asking assistance

from a brother clerk. He felt that to do

such a thing would savor of disgrace. He

wished to be thought self-sufficient. Today,

however, it is the institution that is con

sidered. The institution stands first. The

clerk in his evolution has learned that the

institution's good is his good, and that when

he fails to do what he could or should do for

the good of the institution he fails to do good

to himself. Thus it is that in many stores

the clerks keep ever before their mental eye

this fact: It makes no difference to the in

stitution who makes the sale, provided it ii
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made at a profit to the house and to the satis

faction of the customer. When Smith has

a customer to wnom he cannot sell, be does

not permit that customer to depart, but

takes him to another clerk and leaves him

-with a pleasant word. Thus a customer

may be sent through the store, and, if he

really came in without the intention of be

ing a mere " looker," he will certainly buy

—always remembering, of course, that the

stock is what it should be. Perhaps there

is in this hint for more cc-operation a

suggestion that will make the profit

side of your annual report look a little

brighter.

* * *

A ray of light has penetrated the Mer

chants Association of New York and to the

support of the Parcels Post

Work for the bill we find that organiza-

Parcels Post tion rushing valiantly. That

only one ray of light is in

operation among the members is evidenced

by the fact that a universal Parcels Post is

not favored. Of course the time is not far

distant when the commonsense measure,

such as obtains in England, New Zealand,

and other foreign countries, will go into effect

here. The day has almost arrived when the

progressive men of the United States will

put an end to the laughter incited by our

somewhat antiquated mail system. If all

merchants calmly permitted themselves to

study the Parcels Post in a broad, common-

sense way, they would not hesitate for a

moment in endorsing it. The business it

would enable them to do with customers

living on rural routes would be tremendous.

They would make hundreds of sales which

today they lose because the customer does

not want the articles enough to warrant a

special trip to town. The value of a Parcels

Post to the farmer ranks high, while its

worth to thousands and thousands of ship

pers of small articles simply cannot be esti

mated. Apparently the only opposition to

this great betterment comes from merchants

who have been led to believe that the great

mail order houses of the cities will benefit

greatly by it, taking away still more of the

local trade. Among merchants who fear

cannot be found such men as George E.

Scott, that gentleman of business who built

a $30,000 store in a Wisconsin village of 300

souls. Scott, and men of his class, are mer

chants who have built a secure bridge of

confidence between themselves and their

customers. Let us all realize right away

that the Parcels Post is among the better

ments that are surely coming as soon as

enough of us have evolved high enough to

appreciate it.

* * *

There comes out of East Aurora a new

periodical that proclaims to the world in

its pages, packed with

A Handclasp beauty, the gospel of men,

to "The Fra" and women, too, who find

much joy in their work.

Individual is The Fra, from its front

cover, blessed with a portrait of good

old Joe Jefferson, to the impish caricature

of Fra Elbertus himself on the back. There

is nothing about it that suggests a bowing

down to printers' precedents. Rules have

been broken with a laugh, and from the

deckle edged pages, messages touched with

merriment greet one. There is about this

new magazine something suggestive of

William Morris, and one seems to see in its

broad margins and its bright colors some

thing of the spirit of the master. Elbert

Hubbard has given to the world a periodical

that will do much to silence forever those

gentle folks who sometimes ask, in the

words of the doubters of old, "Can any

good come out of East Aurora?" One can

almost say of The Fra what Fiona MacLeod

said of the tale of " Deirdre And the Sons of

Usna:" "I know you will find a beauty

of thought against which to lay your thought,

a beauty of dream against which to lay your

dream, a beauty of desire against which to

lay your desire." Only those who love

beauty will buy The Fra, and among those

only whose literary journeys are made on

railway news stands is it likely to be un

popular. It is a magazine dressed to fitly

represent a community that has done more

to raise the standards of the masses in

matters of literature and art than any body

of people whose names memory brings up,

and thousands besides us will soon extend

a hearty handebsp to The Fra.

Desire for revenge poisons the blood, clogs

progress, and courts disaster.
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It is useless to desire mote time, if you are already wasting

what little you have; for you would only grow more indolent

and indifferent.

The difference between a savior and a sinner is this, that

the one has perfect control of all the soul forces within him:

the other is dominated and controlled by them.

Cease to be a slave to self, and no man will have the power

to enslave you. As you overcome self, you will overcome all

adverse conditions, and every difficulty will fall before you.

There is no difficulty, however great, but will yield before

a calm and powerful concentration of thought, and no legitimate

object but may be speedily actualized by the intelligent use and

direction of one's soul forces.

If you cannot afford a carpet, let your rooms be carpeted with

smiles and welcomes, fastened down with the nails of kind words

driven in with the hammer of patience. Such a carpet will not

fade in the sun, and constant use will never wear it away.

The heart that truly desires to do good does not wait for

money before doing it, but comes to the altar of sacrifice, and,

leaving there the unworthy elements of self, goes out and breathes

upon neighbor and stranger, friend and enemy alike, the breath

of blessedness.

Lust, hatred, anger, vanity, pride, covetousness, self-indul

gence, self-seeking, obstinacy—all these are poverty and weak

ness; whereas, love, purity, gentleness, meekness, patience,

compassion, generosity, self-forgetfulness, and self-renuncia

tion—all these are wealth and power.

Faith and purpose constitute the motive-power of Life

There is nothing that a strong faith and an unflinching purpose

may not accomplish. By the daily exercise of silent faith, the

thought forces are gathered together, and by the daily strength

ening of silent purpose, those forces are directed toward the

object of accomplishment.
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IRST of all he must be a MAN—

not a male, but a MAN—alive,

wide-awake, broad-minded. Some

of the best "men" in advertising today

are women—but they are manly (not

masculine) in their ways. They have the

business air about them.

He must have good health (for advertising

is a severe tax on the nervous system) and

good temper (for advertising requires di

plomacy). He must have good common

sense—an uncommon article. He must

have a good general education—self-attained

is no drawback—and the ability to see.

Someone said of a great business man:

"He is so successful because he can see

through a brick wall, around corners; even

into a man's mind."

Try the old child's game—fill a room full

of articles, send in a half dozen different

people to view the room for a minute each.

Have them write down what they saw. You

will find that few really see, although many

look.

An advertiser is a reporter of what he sees.

He must have a nose for news. He must

be inquisitive—almost to the point of of-

fensiveness. He must quiz; must ask "why"

about everything; must get to the bottom

of the news he is after and see all around it.

Usually the first time a reporter goes to a

fire he gets all the facts, except the name of

the man who owned the burned store.

Newspaper training—or journalistic abil

ity—is almost necessary for an advertising

career. Some men are born reporters—

that is, bom see-ers and writers of what they

see—without having served on a newspaper.

An advertiser must have discrimination—

to sift out from the information only the

things that will interest a prospective buyer.

Nothing important must be hid. But nothing

unimportant must be told—for advertising

costs ten to twenty times as much as a tele

gram and words are valuable.

An advertiser must have moral character,

and strength of mind to assert that character.

The man who will advertise a lie will never

become a great advertiser.

He must be original in his thoughts and

in his writings. He must have imagination,

be able to remember and to repeat good

stories—to illustrate his points by a char

acteristic anecdote or illustration from na

ture or experience. Imagination is the

creative power of the mind—it is the power

that fashioned the exquisite Venus de Milo

out of a cold block of marble. It is the

power that reared the wonderful Parthenon

by piling one block of stone upon another.

It is the power that gave form and life to

all of Shakespeare's dramas.

Imagination in advertising—not exaggera

tion of statements—is the power to transfer

to the mind of the reader a mental picture

of the goods being advertised—their quality,

their economy, their usefulness, etc. And

only in proportion as the writer, through im

agination, has this picture in his own mind,

can it be transferred to the reader.

An advertiser must have what is termed

business wit. Business instinct may be a

better phrase. This is necessary because

an advertiser in the advanced grade really

helps to direct the business he is advertising.

He must be able to judge when to advertise,

what to advertise, where to advertise, and

how best to advertise.

All this requires either business instinct

or business experience.

The ability to write I p'ace last in the

requirements of an advertiser. A man can

be taught to write, but he cannot be taught

to see; he cannot be inoculated with good

sense; he cannot be given healthy percep

tion ; he cannot make up for a lost education.

College men have the inside track in ad

vertising—if they have gone through college

with their eyes open. But so many go

through col leg* hibernating like animals,
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rarely awakening; so that the self-educated

man often outstrip! them. But after all

it depends upon the man.

An advertiser must keep on educating

himself all the time. He must be a vora

cious reader—of the newspapers and maga

zines especially. He ought to keep reading

history all the time. Literature on mer

chandise is not so important, as he gets this

information first hand from the merchandize

itself and from the merchandise man. But

he must always keep abreast of the times.

If I were laying out a course for an ad

vertising career, I would say: "Go to col

lege; read law—for the training of the

mind; go the rounds of newspaper

positions—from reporter to make-up man

and editor; then take the plunge into ad

vertising."

Not every good writer can become a

good advertiser—not many indeed. Not

many college professors or school teachers

could advertise successfully. Very few

lawyers could "hold down the job." Busi

ness men are learning every day that they

are not successful advertisers merely be

cause they are successful business men.

Newspaper men come nearer to the actual

requirements—but even they fall short unless

they are more than mere newspaper men.

As I said in the beginning, advertising re

quires a MAN—alive, broad, wide-awake

strenuous, with business wit.

Given the raw materials, a healthy man

or woman (in mind and body), of good

common sense, well educated generally,

with eyes that see, and a brain that works a

bit out of the ordinary grooves—and with

proper training, an advertiser can be pro

duced. Not in a month, not in a year—but

in due time.

One who would become a lawyer goes to

school, then to college, then to law school—

and then only does he feci fit to really begin

his life work. A physician, a mechanical

engineer, an architect—yes, even a business

man (beginning as an office boy) all require

at least twenty-five years before they reach

a point where they can really do things.

Yet day after day young men and women

come into my office and say they think they

can do advertising. They can give no

reason—just sort of feel it in their bones.

No education to speak of, no newspaper

experience, and often not much brains or

common sense.

When the world realizes that advertising

is really a profession—one of the high pro

fessions, requiring as careful preparation

as the law or medicine, there will come a

higher grade of candidates—and a higher

regard for advertising itself.

The Life Eternal

By Herbert S. Bioflow

Is not this thought of the Infinite; the wakening

sense of our comradeship with God; this conviction

that the life of today is the life everlasting; that

there is no heaven and hell which we do not make;

that there is no enemy save one's self in all God's

universe; that the lessons that are shirked today-

must be learned tomorrow; that the deeds of a man

are the steps of that ladder which he must hew out

of the rock of Life's experience, and on which he

must rununt, if at all, to the summit of his destiny;

is not this growing consciousness of the transcendent

dignity of the days that are passing, of the supreme

import of the hour that now is—is not this the

Life Eternal?



Be a Buyer for the Public

By DUKE C. BOWERS

HEN a man decides that he is cut out

for a merchant, the next thing for him

to realize and learn is that God intends

that a merchant should be a buyer for the

public, and not a seller to the public.

When a man realizes this, it is certain he

will buy as low as possible and furnish

goods to the people on as small a margin

of profit as he can consistent with common

sense.

Where the great majority of merchants fail

from the "making a life" standpoint, is in

considering they have the right to charge

just as exorbitant prices as the people will

pay. Fortunately these all-the-traffic-will-

bear fellows are dropping off into Oblivion

yearly, and the time is not far distant when

in the great world of business there will exist

none of them.

The merchant with the buyer-for-the-pub-

lic idea ever before him is compelled to

handle every item in an honest way at an

honest profit. He cannot charge low prices

for articles with whose market value his cus

tomers are acquainted, and high prices for

those articles about which the people know

little. In the past too many merchants have

been offering bargains on sugar, the market

price of which is well known, and making

big profits on teas and coffees about which

the public have little information.

It is only fair to the customer to tell that

there are many blends of coffee sold at thirty-

five cents a pound that could be sold for

twenty-five cents. This is done because the

merchant knows that the majority of people

judge coffee by the price instead of cup

quality. The education of the people will

put an end to this practice in a few years.

I have a notion that education will put an

end to all our evils. Of course when I talk

of education I mean True Education. And

true education, we are told, consists in the

filling in of useful knowledge and the draw

ing out of the positive faculties of body,

mind, and soul.

Strange as it may seem to many, I mix

religion in my business. That is my ex

planation of my success. I have tried not

to deviate from doing unto others as I would

have them do unto me. It paid me big

dividends. I am sure it will pay others.

I have another queer custom in my stores.

I go so far as to demand certain qualities in

my clerks. I ask that my clerks neither

curse, gamble, drink nor use tobacco, believ

ing that seventy-five percent of successful men

are those who have practised self-control.

Of course if a man chooses to do those nega

tive things, I cannot prevent him. I only

ask him to go elsewhere for work. In this

way I am able to keep high-grade clerks,

and everyone knows that clerks of that kind

have much to do with filling customers with

satisfaction. We aim to wrap up a great

deal of Satisfaction in every bundle sent out

from our stores.

THE SOUL IN BUSINESS LIFE

R. E. Marshall

We sometimes meet with men who still

doubt and wonder if the soul has any place

in business. It is all right, they say, to be

honest, truthful and diligent, but these are

the mere ethics of social or mutual inter

course with man. As to the higher spiritual

attributes trade has no more connection with

them than it has with musical symphonies or

painted landscapes. This is a cruel and

destroying arrow. Not so thinks Dr. Lyman

Abbott, who thus shows us in all business

the purpose of God, which only the spiritual

nature can apprehend:

•'Many a boy goes to business and at his business

begins by simply doing the things he is told to do, and
doing them in a common and ordinary way. If he
stops here, he remains, all his life long, a drudge. But
if he begins to see that business has a significance; that
life is not merely sweeping the store, not merely writ
ing letters, not merely selling goods; if he begins to see
that business is a greater instrument of beneficence
than what we call beneficence; that trade is clothing
thousands of men where charity clothes ten; that agri
cultural and milling industries are feeding thousands
of men where charity feeds ten; if he begins to see how
the whole industry of the world is linked together, and
is God's way of building up humanity—as he gets this
larger view and enters into it, life is enriched and be
comes itself the minister whereby love is enlarged and
conscience strengthened, the school wherein he is
educated out of the lower into the higher. He has
now risen or is rising from that which is mortal into
that which is immortal and eternal "
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So he died for his faith. That is fine—

More than most of us do.

But, say, can you add to that line

That he lived for it, too ?

In his death he bore witness at last

As a martyr to truth.

Did his life do the same in the past

From the days of his youth ?

It is easy to die. Men have died

For a wish or whim—

From bravado or passion or pride,

Was it harder for him ?

But to live—every day to live out

All the truth that he dreamt,

While his friends met his conduct with doubt

And the world with contempt.

Was it thus that he plodded ahead,

Never turning aside ?

Then we'll talk of the life that he lived.

Never mind how he died.



By UNCLE ARTHUR

NE of my many little nephews met

me on the street the other day, looking

so happy and full of fun that I turned

about and walked a little way with him—

just to feel a little younger and happier

myself.

When I asked him what he was so glad

about, he told me that he had just earned a

dollar.

"Good for you!" I said. "And what do

you intend to do with your dollar?"

"Put it in the bank with some more I am

saving up, to get an education."

"Better and betterl You're just the kind

of a nephew I like to meet. But, tell me,

what is an education and when and where

dg you expect to get it?"

"Why, Uncle Arthur, you know. You

get an education by going to school and

college and the university when you are

young. Isn't that it ?"

"Well," I replied, "I guess that's part of

it at least, but a good many of the best edu

cated men and women I ever knew or read

about, went to school very little, and didn't

go to college or the university at all. And

as for getting an education when we are

young, I have known of men with long gray

beards who felt that their education was only

begun."

"I suppose that's so," said the little fel

low, soberly. " I had never thought of it in

just that way before. Won't you tell me

what an education is and how to get it."

"That is a pretty big job, my boy. Some

of the wisest heads that think are sometimes

puzzled about it. I am sorry to say that

they do not agree among themselves. But

it is a simple enough thing, after all, when

you think of it simply.

"Now do you remember what your Uncle

Arthur talked about in the April number?"

"Oh, yesl About Edwin and George and

their acre lots! Edwin couldn't clear the

weeds out of his by trying to keep the ground

bare, while George kept his free of weeds by

growing a big crop of com."

"Pretty good! And do you remember

what I called the corn and the weeds ?"

"The corn you said was like the 'positives'

in us, and the weeds like the ' negatives,' and

we were to get rid of the negatives by growing

the positives."

"Splendidl You've got the whole thing

in a nutshell. And a True Education is the

growing or development of the positives—

love, courage, truthfulness, wisdom, strength

patience, industry, generosity, gracefulness,

purity, earnestness, power, health, cheerful

ness, and many other such. These crowd

out the negatives and give you power to do

all you should do and leave undone the

things you ought not to do. Then you will

need little supervision and your value will

be of the highest."

"Oh, yes, I see," the happy little fellow

shouted, "and of course you can grow posi

tives without going to school, and keep it up

as long as you live! That is why those old

men felt that they were only beginning their

education."

"Sure enough! Now let me tell you what

I think a True Education ought to do for

you.

" By developing the positives of your body,

it should give you Endurance.

" By developing the positives of your mind,

it gives you Ability.

"The development of the positives of your

feeling makes for Reliability, and the de

velopment of the positives of the will gives

you Action. What do you get from the first

letters of each of these four words?"

"A R E A!" he spelled. "Why, that's

Area! I have heard father and mother talk

about that."

"True for you, my boy! Education is

AREA development. You will learn a

good deal more about that if you will study

what your uncle talks to you about from
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month to month, and the Heart, Head and

Hand Philosophy by the editor."

" But, Uncle Arthur, how do I go about it

to develop my AREA to get a True Educa

tion?"

"To answer that most important ques

tion, I will tell you a little about the meaning

of the word education. It comes from two

Latin words, meaning to draw out. For in

stance, you are good in figures—your teacher

says that you 'have it in you' to do sums

quickly and correctly. But you develop that

ability and make it more useful by drawing

it out—using it, giving it exercise.

"Now suppose you wanted to develop

your ability in figures in such a way as to

make yourself an electrical engineer. You

can see that it would not be enough to prac

tice doing sums—just drawing out."

"Oh, no. I should have to learn a great

many things about electricity."

"There you are! In other words you

would have to fill in some useful knowledge

about dynamos, motors, lights, telephones,

and the laws of electricity before you could

draw out the ability to become a successful

engineer."

"I see," said my nephew, thoughtfully.

"And how shall I fill in useful knowl

edge?"

" First of all," I told him, "by observation.

Now that's a long word; can you tell me what

it means?"

"Why, I think it means taking notice of

things."

"That's a good definition. It will do for

the present, but later I will tell you some

interesting and important things about ob

servation.

"You can fill in much of the most useful

knowledge by training your eyes, ears, nose,

tongue, and fingers, to see, hear, smell,

taste, and touch quickly, delicately, and ac

curately. To do this you must learn to pay

close attention to what you observe.

"The next way of filling in useful knowl

edge is by reading. You are careful what

you read so that the knowledge may be truly

USEFUL.

"The third way of getting knowledge is

by study, which is quite different from read

ing.

"In future talks with you, I intend to de

vote several pages to these very important

subjects of observation, reading, and study".

"But what about the drawing out, Uncle

Arthur ? I should like to know more about

that."

" You watch for the June number of The

Business Philosopher, my boy. I think you

will find something about drawing out in

that."

Well, well! I have used up all my space

in telling about my little talk with the laddie.

But you can learn something from it, I guess.

He said he did.

From Other Philosophers

Right Thinking.—Whatsoever things are

true, whatsoever things are honest, whatso

ever things are just, whatsoever things are

lovely, whatsoever things are of good report ;

if there be any virtue, and if there be any

praise, think on these things.

—Phil. viii:8.

"They Say."—These two little words,

though simple enough in themselves, intro

duce untold trouble in the world, and are

responsible for more gossip, scandal and in

jury, and have ruined more reputations than

any other two words in the English language.

Avoid the habit of quoting what "they say,"

or listening to what anyone else says "they

say, " and you are then not likely to become

a gossip and mischief maker. Those who

are continually speaking of what "they say,"

and at the same time lifting their eyebrows

and shaking their heads, are repeating, you

may be sure, something the world would be

better for not hearing. Those who cannot

speak of what is excellent and of good repute

had better, for the good of humanity, remain

silent, until they leam to live in the love of

what is good, pure and ennobling.

—Light of Reason.

The Business Girl as a Wife.—She un

derstands the value of money, having had

to work for it herself. She has learned in
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her business career the necessity of system

in all work. She knows by experience the

workers' need of a quiet, restful home at the

day's end. Her own experience has taught

her that it is only in a cheerful, peaceful home,

lit by the light of love, that the worker can

find strength and refreshment to start each

day's toil anew. She knows that there are

bigger things in the universe than the trifling

personal things that happen to her each day.

She has probably learned to dress neatly and

carefully without extravagance. She under

stands the worries that beset a man in busi

ness.—Opportunity.

Employes and Loyalty.—If you work

for a man, in heaven's name work for him.

If he pays you wages which supply you your

bread and butter, work for him, stand by

him, and stand by the institution he repre

sents. I think if I worked for a man I would

work for him. I would not work for him a

part of his time, but all of his time. I

would give an undivided service or none. If

put to a pinch, an ounce of loyalty is worth

a pound of cleverness. If you must vilify,

condemn and eternally discourage, why,

resign your position, and when you are out

side kick to your heart's content. But I

pray you, so long as you are a part of an in

stitution do not condemn it. Not that you

injure the institution, not that, but when you

disparage the concern of which you are a part,

you disparage yourself.—Elbert Hubbard.

The "Get-there Stroke" Wins.—On

the evening of the Regatta at Poughkeepsie

recently the stroke oar of the winning crew

was asked how he did it. " Easiest thing in

the world," he said. "We just took the

get-there stroke and stuck to it." That team

had purpose and perseverance, and these two

elements are factors in every truly successful

career. Whether you are winning a boat

race, building up a business or selling a line

of goods, you must take the " get-there stroke

and stick to it." Hamilton W. Mabie once

said: "There are two kinds of men in the

world—those who sail and those who drift."

The men who sail know what they want to

do and why they want to do it. They are

men of perseverance and they pull the get-

there stroke. But purpose in a man without

the ability to stick, is not worth the powder

to blow it up. The clerk who aspires to

become office manager and satisfies himself

with the position of assistant bookkeeper,

and the salesman who calls on a few people,

secures no orders, and goes out to the ball

game, are men who have purpose but no

perseverance. They are soon listed among

the thousands of "those who meant well."

The man who takes it into his head to do a

thing and does it, who first plans his work

and then works his plan, is the man who

makes good. He takes the get-there stroke

and sticks to it.—Hapgoods Opportunities.

Shall We Live Again ?—Victor Hugo's

great soul found utterance in his later years

for these thoughts, which will find an echo

in many hearts: "I feel in myself the future

life. I am like a forest once cut down; the

new shoots are stronger and livelier than

ever. I am rising, I know, toward the sky.

The sunshine is on my head. The earth

gives me its generous sap, but heaven lights

me with the reflection of unknown worlds.

You say that the soul is nothing but the

resultant of the bodily powers. Why, then,

is my soul more luminous when my bodily

powers begin to fail ? Winter is on my

head, but eternal spring is in my heart. I

breathe at this hour the fragrance of the lilacs,

the violets and the roses, as at twenty years.

The nearer I approach the end, the plainer

I hear around me the immortal symphonies of

the worlds which invite me. It is marvelous,

yet simple. It is a fairy tale, and it is history.

For half a century I have been writing my

thoughts in prose and verse; history, philos

ophy, drama, romance, tradition, satire, ode

and song; I have tried all. But I feel I have

not said the thousandth part of what is in

me. When I go down to the grave I can say

like many others, 'I have finished my day's

work.' But I cannot say, 'I have finished

my life.' My day's work will begin again

the next morning. The tomb is not a blind

alley; it is a thoroughfare. It closes on the

twilight, it opens on the dawn."

The Taylor-Trotwood Magazine.

Over the Counter.—Heads of depart

ments in large retail stores state that the com

mon fault with their salespeople is a marked

want of tact. This, combined with an evi

dent carelessness as to whether the customer

buys or not, is said to explain why so many

individuals employed in stores earn so little
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"Retail salesmanship," says one man well up

in a big western establishment, "is a world

in itself. To the man or woman who will

study retail salesmanship thoroughly, find

out what makes the public buy, and how

to infuse enthusiasm into the mind of the

prospective customer, there is every chance

for advancement. Too many clerks get set

ideas about its being impossible to make

progress. Those who 'make good' selling be

hind the counter are the ones who take a

correct view of retail salesmanship and re

gard it as a profession." Nearly all of the

greatest retail merchants in the country have

themselves been behind the counter. There

is no better training ground on earth for the

future owner of a store than to sell merchan

dise in a big retail store.

—New York Commercial.

Through the Right Lenses.—Life is a

train of moods like a string of beads, and as

we pass through them, they prove to be many

colored lenses which paint the world their

own hue, and each shows only what lies in its

focus. From the mountain you see the

mountain. We animate what we can, and

we see only what we animate. Nature and

books belong to the eyes that see them. It

depends on the mood of the man whether

we shall see the sunset or the fine poem.

There are always sunsets, and there is always

genius; but only a few hours so serene that

we can relish nature or criticism.

—Emerson's Essay on Experience.

To Have, Give1—Imagine a rose that

would say to itself, " I cannot afford to give

away all my beauty and sweetness; I must

keep it for myself. I will roll up my petals

and withhold this fragrance." But behold I

The moment the rose tries to store up its

treasurers of color and fragrance, to withhold

them from others, they vanish. The frag

rance and colors do not exist in the un

opened bud. It is only when the rose begins

to open itself; to give out its sweetness—its

life, to others, that its beauty and fragrance

are developed. So selfishness defeats its

own ends. He who refuses to give himself

for others, who closes the petals of his charity

and withholds the fragrance of his sympathy

and love, finds that he loses the very thing he

tries to keep. The very springs of his man

hood dry up. His finer nature becomes

atrophied But the moment

you open wider the door of your life, and,

like the rose, send out without stint your

fragrance and beauty upon every passer-by,

you let the sunshine into your own soul.

—Louisville (/Ty.) Herald.

Believe in the Bovs.—There is nothing

which quite takes the place in a boy's life of

the consciousness that somebody—his

teacher, brother, sister, father, mother, or

friend—believes in him. One of the most

discouraging things to a youth who is, ap

parently, dull, yet is consciousjof real power

and ability to succeed, is to be depreciated by

those around him, to feel that his parents and

teachers do not understand him, that they

look upon him as a probable failure. When

into the life of such a boy there comes the

loving assurance that somebody has dis

covered him, has seen in him possibilities un

dreamed of by others, that moment there is

born within him a new hope, a light that will

never cease to be an inspiration and en

couragement. If you believe in a boy, if you

see any real ability in him (and every human

being is born with the ability to do some one

thing well), tell him so; tell him that you be

lieve he has the making of a man in him.

Such assurance has often proved of greater

advantage to a youth than cash capital.

There is inspiration in "He believes in me."

—Success Magazine.

The Kingship of Will

There is no Chance, no Destiny, no Fate,

Can circumvent or hinder or control

The firm resolve of a determined soul.

Gifts count little; Will alone is great,

All things give way before it, soon or late.

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox



HERE is one book we have in stock

111 that we advise no man to read who

is afraid to change his business

methods even if there are times when he

realizes a change should be made. This

book was written by a man who has trekked

along the stony trail of the travelling man,

and who knows the shoals and shallows and

deeps of the business stream. When Charlie

Crewdson wrote "Tales of the Road" he

accomplished a greater work than he knew.

He gave to business men a mirror in which

they can see themselves as others see them.

"Tales of the Road" is and is not a reform

book. How this can be is something you

must discover for yourself. If you send

along a dollar we will ask Uncle Sam to

introduce you to Charlie and his merry men.

Traveling men who are wise will loan it to

The Man Behind the Counter.

* * *

Although it is sadly true that he never had

the felicity of travelling with Jack London,

Edith Wharton, Booth Tarkington, and those

others whose works are classed with the Six

Best Sellers, perhaps there is no man since

Emerson who has mined more mental dia

monds for the Elect than has good old James

Allen, and the business man who has not

read an Allen book has permitted Oppor

tunity to give him the slip. For a few

friends who appreciate good things, we have

compiled a little booklet in which we tell

things about what Allen has written. We

do not forget to quote freely. If you are a

friend of ours you can have one if you say

so on a postal card.

* * *

It's great fun out here at Libertyville.

Here we can defy the social customs which

obtain in cities. We can dress in corduroys

and rubber boots, and to us dress suits are

things unknown. For exercise we tramp

over the hills, holding converse, like Richard

Jeffries, with the trees and the winds. We

are all happy, and "Smile" signs around our

office are superfluous. At night we sleep.

Did you get that ? At night we sleep. And,

you know, there's heaps of fun in being

able to sleep o'nights. The sun swings up

over that big tree just outside of our window

every morning and brushes away the dust

the Sand Man threw in our eyes. All day

long we follow the advice of the Fra, and we

do our work as well as we can and are at

least fairly kind. When folks come to visit

us, which happens often, we take them up

to The Farm. Don't you want us to take

you there ?

* * *

A good man, who sometimes calls himself

a Lover of Books, has loafed lovingly

through those Friends on the Shelf which we

keep here to send out to our friends on re

quest (when properly blessed by coin or

check), and has compiled what he says is a

Book of Books. The printer-man is now

doing his work, and soon this Book of Books

will go speeding to you—that is if you say

you want it. A postal card will do the

trick the first time.

* * *

Already the pilgrims are coming." Wise

men from the east and from the west and

from the north and from the south are com

ing to Libertyville every little while. They

have heard of The Farm. Even to us of the

Philosopher that place is holy ground. We

know that the dearest dream of "The Old

Man" is there in a year to materialize.

Among those great trees, just on the edge of

the lake, where the little waves and the leaves

can flirt all the while, will be built the struct

ures wherein will be taught the Science of In

dustrial Success. Already the workmen are

busy on the road which will wind in and out

over the tops of the hills, peeping out on a

point here and there, just where the folks

who will ramble around in automobiles and

carriages can catch a sight of the lake

laughing at them. Along the shore will be

a foot-path, while little docks for the boats

and canoes will not be lacking.

* * *

Of course it is simply impossible for us to

write the letters we should to all the goodly
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folks who tell us how they like The Business

Philosopher. We just read the letters as

they come in, as we sit here at the desk in

the morning sun, and think kindly of the

one who wrote. Our's is a most optimistic

mail. Even when Uncle Sam fails to deliver

an expected book on time—and Uncle Sam

has sometimes been a poor messenger—or the

printer man has been delayed, the letter from

the disappointed friend is generally written

with the ink tinctured with kindness and

patience. Perhaps those letters will do

much to fill these pages with Good Stuff

during the months that are looming up there

over the horizon of the future.

* * * «

We have a sort of an idea that you are

going to like the Business Philosopher more

and more as the months slip by. Although

Mr. Sheldon is away most of the time on

his great business building lecture trips, and

when he is in libertyville is wandering

around in his high toots and old clothes

trying to hasten the materialization of his

dream for AREA teaching in Sheldon Uni

versity, he intimates that he will do more

and more writing. There are moments

when the spirit of Stevenson—the spirit of

him who touched into easeful English "An

Apology for Idlers,"—enters in and fratern

izes with the strenuous spirit of the real Shel

don, and the Old Man wanders away to a quiet

spot, and like Old Walt, loafs and invites his

soul. It is during such times as this that he

pours forth such articles as that in the

August Philosopher, the article in which he

condenses into ambition-developing sentences

the story of the science of Area develop

ment.

* * *

A little Irish lad came in from Providence,

Rhode Island, not long ago. His name is

O'Hara. He intended to be with us but a

little while, but the Sheldon bacilli got into

his soul and he insisted on staying. O'Hara

wanted to demonstrate that in at least one

instance there was absolutely no truth in the

somewhat ancient statement which runs to

the effect that a prophet is not without

honor save in his own country. The fol

lower of St. Patrick said that the people

'round about wanted the monthly messenger,

and it came to us that we had proven the

worth of the German proverb which says

that a man cannot see the forest on account

of the trees around him. O'Hara said that

the forest in which stood the trees which we

needed to build our structure of 100,000 cir

culation started right at our door, and

ended—well, on that point he was somewhat

hazy. Thus it was that he went out and in

nine little hours he had twenty-six names

together with the sort of stuff that pays

printers' bills and other worldly expenses.

Incidentally the young wise man from the

east bad earned $10.40. The highest wage

he has since made is $25 in one day. Now

we simply cannot lose O'Hara. He sort of

thinks he has to act as pace-maker for the

rest of the Philosopher army. But there may

be one or two privates in that army who may

dispute the claims of one O'Hara for the

Napoleonic position. Of course this is a

matter which must be left to the fellows in

the ranks. We can only say that we have a

$40,000 melon to cut, and there is no limit

to the slices our canvassers may have.

* * *

Of course you have read, word for word,

our little announcement in the advertising

pages. It is true that we are going to divide

a nice little melon of $40,000 with those of

our subscribers who really care for money

and for the pleasure of spreading the Sheldon

philosophy. The Old Man has issued an

ultimatum that he will not be satisfied unless

he talks to a hundred thousand subscribers

each month, so it is up to us to immediately

deliver the goods. To do this we have to

call on you. You are interested enough in

Area development to desire to he'p us travel

in the 100,000 class, aren't you ? You believe

thoroughly in what Mr. Sheldon says on the

back cover page. You know that the only

way of bettering the world is by the improve

ment of the individuals who live in the

world. The Science of Area Development

is the Science of Success, and the Business

Philosopher is the monthly messenger of the

man who formulated that science. Of

course when a man is a true success he is a

Perfect Man, and to be a perfect man one

must be developed physically, mentally and

spiritually. The Philosopher tells a wee bit

about the way to attain this perfection every

month, and you, as a worker for the world's

good, want to get this wee bit into the hands

and hearts and heads of as many persons <is

possible. Read what the ad man says in

blackface.
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Optimism, a Real Remedy. By Horace

Fletcher. A. C. Mcdurg & Co. Chi

cago.

Horace Fletcher is the prophet of a new

hygienic dispensation, the apostle of a new

gospel of physiological economy and health.

He has written a number of books teaching

his cheerful philosophy, some of them bulky.

All have been interesting, however, and,

what is better, they have caused the sun of

health and endurance to shine in many a

life. But now he comes forward in a little

book, exquisitely printed, containing the con

centrated essence of his teaching and prac

tice. There is a foreword by William Dana

Orcutt, telling how Mr. Fletcher's strength

and endurance have been on the increase for

the last four years, although he is now fifty-

eight years old. The book itself deals, in

Mr. Fletcher's delightfully simple style, with

the definitions of Optimism, Pessimism,

Physiologic Optimism, Progressive Melior

ism, Human Resourcefulness, and their prac

tical application. It closes with a wonder

fully cheery chapter on "Progressive Growth,

Accumulation, and Happiness after Fifty."

* * *

The Training of the Human Plant. By

Lather Burbank. The Century Com

pany. New York.

Luther Burbank—"Wizard Burbank," as

he has been called—has sufficiently proved

his knowledge of the effects of heredity and

environment upon plant life by his power to

apply them. More important to humanity

than all his work with fruits and flowers are

his significant words about the effect of en

vironment upon the human plant—the

child. What he says demands the respectful

attention of every parent, teacher and legis

lator.

Basing his argument upon his experience

in the improvement of plants by crossing of

varieties, he makes the declaration that,

America has the "grandest opportunity ever

presented of developing the finest race the

world has ever known out of the vast ming

ling of races brought here by immigration."

But the mere crossing is only nature's part.

Man must do his. Selective environment is

necessary to bring about the marvelous im

provements in plants. The same is true of

children. "Of all living things," he says,

"the child is the most sensitive to environ

ment." And he answers the question,

"What is the best environment for the

child?" with this rather startling dictum:

"No boy or girl should see the inside of a

school-house until at least ten years old."

He believes that the first few years of life

should be spent as close to nature as possible.

"Above all else, the child must be a healthy

animal," he declares. "For the first ten

years of this, the most pliable life in the world,

I would prepare it. The properly prepared

child will make such progress that the differ

ence in time of graduation is not likely to be

noticeable."

There is so much real AREA philosophy

in this little book that I wish I could give it

all, but I can only give you chapter headings.

They will show you the ground covered.

Mr. Burbank devotes his third chapter to

the need for a differentiation in training ac

cording to the individual child, instead of the

machine routine of the ordinary school. He

then considers the great essentials of sun

shine, good air, and nourishing food. Here are

the rest of the chapter headlines: Dangers,

Marriage of the Physically Unfit, Heredity—

Predestination—Training, Growth, Environ

ment the Architect of Heredity, Character,

Fundamental Principles.

* * *

Successful Advertising—How to Accom-

flish It. By John Angus MacDonald.

he Lincoln Publishing Company

Philadelphia.

This is a valuable book for the working

library of every one interested in advertis

ing, whether as a science or an art. Mr.

MacDonald is himself one of the most suc

cessful advertising men of this great nation

oi advertisers, and gives his readers what he

has tried out himself or seen tried out by

others. The book is written especially for
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the retail advertiser, and for him should

prove invaluable, the author giving both

general principles and their detailed applica

tion. One feature of this application is an

outline for retail store advertising for every

month of the year, with hundreds of actual

advertisements that have succeeded. One

division is devoted to mail-order advertising,

and another to miscellaneous publicity. The

book is packed full of information gathered

from actual experience. Much of it is in the

form of articles and interviews that have

appeared in advertising journals, which ac

counts for the one great fault of the book—

a lack of logical arrangement that takes

something from the value of the material.

A. W. N.

* * *

Coast Manual, Lettering and Designs.

Fred Knopf and J. M. Mahaffey, Los

Angeles.

Here is a book that is filled with page after

page of good designs, up-to-date alphabets,

scrolls, ornaments, end pieces, practical lay

outs. It is a book that will satisfy any man

engaged in sign painting of any kind. Price

$5.00.

* * *

Woman's "Work. By Alice Hubbard.

The Roycrofters, East Aurora, New

York. Price, $2.00.

Perhaps some other writer has touched

into English a better book than this for the

delectation of both men and women, but I

have allowed the name to slip my mind for

the moment. Perhaps I never knew, and

some folks have been heard to say that I

never will know. But this is a matter of

opinion. The only way to settle the ques

tion is to read the book, and to read the book

is to get acquainted with the woman who did

for Elbert Hubbard what Harriet Taylor did

for John Stuart Mill. Alice Hubbard is a

woman who does things, and to women of

that kind even the Quakers uncover.

Alice Hubbard sends out musically the cry

for the freedom of women. Tired is she of

the slavery in which so many women are con

tent to live. Freedom for herself she se

cured and has held, and much has she done

for the world in showing her worthiness.

Of this freedom she writes in her new book,

and the man and woman who fails to read

what she says is letting Opportunity slip out

through the back door. One may start to

read with a scoff, but one lays the book down

with a prayer that what Alice Hubbard asks

for will soon be granted.

Women who sell themselves for fine homes

and luxuries, or women who sell themselves

for filthy hovels, will find in this book a

touch of a certain Something that will fill

them with a new life. It is to them a guide

to the Promised Land. And to all men,

whatever may be their race, color, religion,

or previous condition of servitude, it is as the

finger of a giant pointed in accusation.

Alice Hubbard may not have written a great

book, but in our day we are not advanced

enough to decide. T. D.

Some of the Good Things You May

Anticipate in the June Number of

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

"Some Omissions in Modern Education," By ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON

"The Master Merchant," By Joseph H. Appel

Advertising Manager for John Wanamaker's Philadelphia Store

"Advertising and SALESMANSHiP,"(Second Article) - By Franklyn Hobbs "Himself"

"Gleanings from Business Fields," ----- By Thomas Dreier

Business Manager of "The Business Philosopher"

"Horace Fletcher and Fletcherism," By Hyman Askowith

Former Literary Secretary to Mr. Fletcher

"Art in Stenography," By Jerome P. Fleischman

Secretary to the Editor of The Baltimore News

"Love, A Business Asset," ----- by Arthur W. Newcomb

Also "On the Front Porch," "Philosophers 'in the Bud," "The Philosopher

Among His Books," "From Other Philosophers," and other bits of "Good

Stuff" for AREA development.
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"The normal man is a bundle of

possibilities; that is, he is all right if

he will just bring out the almighty

'all-right-ness.'"

tj So says Arthur Frederick Sheldon. But how are you going to

bring out the almighty all-right-ness? What is the use of being

told that you are all right and have all kinds of possibilities when

you see no way to realize them ?

Q And Sheldon answers—I can show you the way to realize them,

and it is not so very hard after all. What you need is the right

kind of training—AREA development—the kind of training that

will give you a lift every day toward greater ability, greater endur

ance, more reliability, more action.

A little studying every day will give you this training, and develop the latent

powers in you that make for success. In your spare moments—at home, on the

cars, anywhere—you can acquire a complete scientific university education that will

fit you for a successful career. All that you need is the course in

The Science of Industrial

Success

a comprehensive, thoroughly practical system of success education—worked out by

A. F. Sheldon, already famous as the formulator of the Science of Salesmanship.

JJ Over 30,000 men have already been helped to successful careers

by the Sheldon training. Whatever your business, whatever your

situation, you can be trained and developed in very short order into

a success-winner—into the kind of man that is sure to make good.

I| Readers of the Business Philosopher can obtain this Success

Training at exceptionally low terms. Don't stay in a rut. Only

a little effort, and success is yours. Write immediately for par

ticulars to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Educational Department

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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i

Here is an Indispensable Book

For Manufacturers, Merchants, Employers, Salesmen, and all who

have anything to do with the creative, money-getting side of business.

Men Who Sell Things

By WALTER D. MOODY

Business Manager Chicago Association of Commerce.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's 'Men Who Sell Things'

for more reasons than one. It is written by a man who has sold things for years and

worked, himself, in every branch of the service until increasing years and experience

have brought principles out of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which

things are done."—Chicago Daily News.

295 pages, bound in Royal blue. Met, $1.00

If you write letters of any kind, read

SUCCESS IN LETTER WRITING

By SHERWIN CODY

It will help you in social and business correspondence.

Bound tastefully in cloth, 224 pages. 75 cents net..

A. C. McCLURG & CO., PUBLISHERS, CHICAGO

The

Celestial Surgeon

If I have faltered more or less

In my great task of happiness ;

If I have moved among my race

And shown no glorious morning

face;

If beams from happy human eyes

Have moved me not; if morning

skies,

Books, my food, and summer rain

Knocked on my sullen heart in vain,

Lord, Thy most pointed arrows take,

And stab my spirit broad awake.

Robert Louis Stevenson.

ADVERTISERS' MAGAZINE

MAGAZINE

Should be read by every adver

tiser and mail-order dealer. It
is rapidly becoming America's
leading advertising journal. As
an advertising education it is
worth as much as many cor
respondence schools, and as a
means of keeping tab on what's
doing in the advertising world ,
it has no superior; it's a dol
lar magazine for 50 cents, and
a copy of "Dollars and Sense*'

goes with it FREE.

" DOLLARS and SENSE " SmPS2

Will solve your business prob-
1 e m s—quickly, correctly. It
wilt put ginger in business by

 

pf/fUirfjrfirrifjr|

Dollars
and

Sensefiutting ginger in every employee,
t will make YOU "ginger up."

It will oil the bearings of your
business—reduce the friction in
your office—and make things hum
—make the dollars roll in. When
conditions are good it will en
thuse you; when bad encourage you. There are
no dumpy days for the business in which "Dollars
and Sense" is a silent partner. We will give a
copy FREE with a year's subscription. Send 50

cents (coin or stamps) today.

 

ADVERTISERS*

642 Century Bldg.

MAGAZINE

City. No.
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M xb a Unman 0 iRujfft

Her natural, normal, God-given privilege, to be Beautiful. She was created

to glow with perfect health and superb vitality, to shine with purity, cleanli

ness and good cheer. This old world would otherwise be a dreary old place.

My lady claims and receives her undimmed Birthright of Beauty through

obedience to the laws of her being—spiritual, mental and physical.

The gifted writer, Alice M. Long, takes you right into her confidence

and tells you, in plain, simple language, just what these laws are and how

to obey them.

It is all in her richly-printed, handsomely illustrated, and daintily bound

book,

ffly Caiitj $pauttf»l

She gets down to details about beautifying thoughts, care of the health,

cultivating the complexion, developing the figure, voice culture, how to dress,

attending to the teeth, nails and hair and many other practical methods.

Two hundred pages of the most scientific and modern "beauty talk"

published.

Sit down and order it now. It costs only One Dollar and Ten Cents.

The Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois.

din? 11a a £>nn$

When weary and depressed

with the burden of the day—

when the heart mayhap is ach

ing a little with disappoint

ment—when the tension of the

strenuous life is drawn too taut

—then you find coolness, rest,

peace, and refreshing in the

gentle melody and fine opti

mism of one of the lyrics of

America's own poet—

We have a few copies of his best

in limp ooze calf, silk lined, silk

marker, with name stamped in gold

on hot pressed panel. It is yours

for One Dollar.

"3n Saga of (§ib,

When knights were bold, and

barons held their sway," men

fought, hunted, played, and

loved with a fervor of "go"

and action that overrode all

obstacles—or kept at it until

they did. It's that same vitality

plus that makes men succeed

in business in our day. So it

is exhilaration and inspiration

to read of the men of old in

the works of

Walter #rott

You can get the best passages of his

greatest novel, " Ivanhoe," in De

Luxe edition, like that of Long

fellow, sent postpaid, for One Dollar.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois
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A itesag? for fon

It's important. It is about the problems you have to face in your

every-day life and work. It is from a man who knows—who

has learned in the expensive but thorough school of experience.

You had better look into it. You will find it worth while.

(£1)000? iUs nvetuutgjt tljat ia utteniteu far qou from tips

Mjat 3a Mortlf Wftb feraa

They are practical and interesting volumes, going to the heart of the

subject. They are attractively printed and daintily bound—

just the thing for gifts. They not only please but lift.

ijere ta the Eiat:

Abraham Lincoln ....... Jos. H. Cboate
Economy ....... Orison Swett Marden
An Iron WU1 Orison Swett Marden
Every Living Creature ..... Ralph Waldo Trine
The Art of Optimism ...... Robert Browning
Golden Rule in Business ...... Chas. F. Dole
Beauty and Kindness ....... J. R. Miller
Good Manners and Success .... Orison Swett Marden
The Best Life - Chas. Franklin Thwlng
Greatest Thing Ever Known .... Ralph Waldo Trine
The Cardinal Virtues Wm. DeWltt Hyde
Greatness of Patience ..... Arthur Twining Hadley
Character Building Thought Power - - - Ralph Waldo Trine
Hour of Opportunity ..... Orison Swett Marden
Character the Grandest Thing in the World - Orison Swett Marden
Inner Life J. R. Miller
Cheerfulness as a Life-Power .... Orison Swett Marden
Lost Art of Reading W. Robertson Nieoll
Conditions of Success In Public Life .... Geo. F. Hoar
Love and Friendship ----- Ralph Waldo Emerson
Don't Worry Theodore F. Seward
Loving My Neighbor J. R. Miller
New Ethics Wm. DeWltt Hyde
Power of Personality ..... Orison Swett Marden
Self-Cultlvatlon in English .... Geo. Herbert Palmer
Self-Culture William E. Ghannlag
Young Men: Faults and Ideals ..... J. r. Miller

Write for complete list—One Hundred Farty-seven in all.

Postage prepaid 35 cents each.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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Luck or Prudence f

Which is the secret of success ?

Should there be any doubt in your mind

read the quaint story by

Maria Edgeworth

It is a splendid nerve-tonic to one facing

difficult circumstances, a renewer of faith

for one whose skies are sunny.

The Business Philosopher edition,

paper, is now offered at a price that puts

it in your reach for wide distribution.

Three for Ten Cents

Order a quantity today and hand them to your associates

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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Extraordinary Offer $2 V2T $1.30

Prosperity Through Thought-Force, Price $1.00\ PRICE FOR

By Bruce McClelland I THE TWO

One Year's Subscription to

The Nautilus Price $1.00)

  

$1.30

written by Bruce McClelland a man who really has

LIVED his philosophy under great trial.

D anA if and see how he used thought-force to transform
IVCau 11 his life {rom DRUDGERY and POVERTY to

JOY and OPULENCE. Makes his trials and tribulations

work for good. YOU WILL DO LIKEWISE when you

have read it, for it is so interesting and full of inspiration,

sound reason, and plain directions that YOU CAN'T HELP

IT. WE CANNOT RECOMMEND IT TOO HIGHLY

TO OUR READERS.

It is a thrilling, powerful, practical success book, crammed

from cover to cover with just plain information you need

about development and use of Thought-Force.

Get Right and Success Seeks You

We have room here for only three of the many testimonials from readers of

PROSPERITY THROUGH THOUGHT-FORCE:

"I have a copy of 'Prosperity Through so plainly and naturally expressed that I
Thought-Force.' It is the best and most believe it will help anyone who reads it to

practical instruction on the subject that I embrace and practice that higher life."—
have read—and I have read many."—Olive Emma E. Carr, Lawrence, Mass.
Bowers, Birmingham, Ala.

"I am satisfied that this book is one of the
"I havejust received and read 'Prosperity best I have ever seen on the financial subject.

Through Thought-Force.' by Bruce McClel- * * * should enable any one to demon-
land, and I think so highly of it that I en- strate thoroughly along these lines."—Bishop
close $1.00 for another copy to lend. It is O. C. Sabin.

PROSPERITY THROUGH THOUGHT-FORCE is a beautiful volume, 160

pages, printed on antique laid paper, artistic initial letters for chapter heads,

handsome title page, half tone of the author, all bound in finest silk cloth in a

new shade of mauve.

Price $1.00. With one year's subscription to

"The Nautilus," $130

When ordering ask for a free copy of Efla Wheeler Wilcox's latest booklet on

thought. This booklet with 3 mos. trial subscription to The Nautilus for only 10 cts.

ELIZABETH TOWNE, Department 106

Holyoke, Mass.
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iRrtatl Aii-Writing JHmpltfwit

A book for busy men who advertise— who have goods to sell at

a profit. Some of the most successful advertisers declare that this

book contains all the information necessary to the production of

good advertisements.

The work is free from confusing technicalities, and presents

clearly the principles of ad construction, display and composition.

The method of building a successful ad is thus minutely out

lined from start to finish.

The book is written from the standpoint of Scientific Salesman

ship. It is illustrated with diagrams, specimens, and charts, recently

revised and enlarged, strongly bound in cloth— price, postpaid, One

Dollar.

Sheldon University Press

uty? Cam jif £>n#$t&t\an

A (Eamprnftutm fat % fbopl*

By Stanley LeFevre Krebs

Dr. Krebs says that he had a threefold purpose in writing this

book, and he has accomplished it. This triple purpose is, "first to

give a bird's-eye view of the whole field for busy people— all about

suggestion, but not all of it;" second, "to tear from the subject

that veil of mystery, occultism, with which so many initiates delight

to surround it;" third, "to awaken an earnest and patient study of

the matter."

In the book, Dr. Krebs deals with the history, the law, the

methods, and the field of suggestion. There are chapters, also, on

objections, dangers, and positive and negative phases. All in all,

it is a very illuminating and helpful book.

Deftly printed, one hundred and forty-four pages, cloth Seventy-

five Cents; black flexible leather, gilt top, One Dollar Fifty Cents.

Sheldon University Press - Libertyville, 111.
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HOW TO ADVERTISE

A RETAIL STORE

BY ALBERT E. EDGAR

I TEACHES 1

How to lay out advertising copy,

How much space to use,

How to design an attractive space-saving name-plate,

What a headline should accomplish,

How to get and use proper illustrations,

How to write your advertising introductory,

How to describe an article so as to make sales,

What style and method of pricing you need,

The preparation of effective, free advertising,

How to find and properly use selling points,

The making of store papers, booklets, leaflets, folders, advertis

ing letters, and mailing cards,

The organization of a follow up system,

The uses of calendars, blotters, post-cards, advertising novelties,

package enclosures, and hand bills,

Proper methods of window advertising,

Correct outdoor advertising,

Spring, fall and other openings advertising,

Two-hundred -fifty selling helps, guessing and voting contests,

drawings, schemes to attract boys and girls, premium schemes,

The sensible advertising of special sales and clearance sales,

The uses of leaders and bargains,

Many novel sales plans,

The promotion of business in a number of specific retail lines—

this department alone occupies about 100 pages,

Mail order advertising and general advertising,

Points about type, borders, ornaments, and cuts.

Nearly 20 pages of practical and helpful hints on how to layout

advertising copy,

How to read proof and technical terms.

How this is done is demonstrated by the use of

641 ILLUSTRATIONS AS MODELS

Showing how all these things are accomplished by the

highly paid ad managers and the cross-roads storekeepers

PRICE' $3.50 POSTPAID—on a money-back basis

The Outing Press, Deposit, New York, U. S. A.
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You can learn these laws—they are simple.

They are scientific—demonstrated. You can

obey them—they are not hard—just natural.

Then perfect health will be yours.

How much more you will enjoy lifel How much more

gentle, kind, sunny, and loving will be your disposition!

Just how much, brother, sister, would you give for Perfect

Health—never to have an ache, a pain, or a weakness ?

Well, it needn't cost you very much money. One dollar

buys a book written by a man who was sick and dying a few

years ago and now enjoys Perfect Health. He tells how he got

it. And he tells it in easily learned and easily kept laws.

Hundreds who have read the book now rejoice in Perfect

Health through living the truth it contains.

The book is well printed, handsomely cloth-bound, and is

yours for a dollar, postage prepaid.

Write today for Perject Health By One Who Has It.

 

You ought to be. You can

be. You were created to be

well, strong, enduring, buoy

ant, every day of every year.

Charles Courtney Haskell]

Author of Perfect Health

The Power that created you

will keep you well if you are

obedient to the laws of your

being.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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A Good Dictionary

is Needed '» ^Pf™

^m study and Library

Correct spelling and pronunciation are a mark of cul

ture and essential to the highest success.

We offer our readers a genuine, twentieth century

condensed edition of Webster's, the original model

upon which many so-called "Webster" and other dic

tionaries of high-soUnding titles have been built.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary contains 46,297

defined words (twenty-five to

forty per cent more than any

other dictionary of similar

scope outside of the genuine

Webster series), 1500 text

illustrations, with color maps

and charts as follows: A gen

eral Map of the United States ;

a general Map of the World ;

Flags of all Nations ; Flags and

Pennants of the International

Code; The Signal Service

Code; an Astronomical Chart

of the Planetary System.

Webster's Condensed Dictionary— authorized and copyrighted by G. & C.

Mcrriara Co., 1906 edition. A dictionary of the English language, with copious

etymologies, accurate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general

reference, derived from Webster's Unabridged Dictionary.

Printed on high quality of paper. Size 7^x5 |x if inches, weight 36 ounces.

Library Edition, bound in genuine flexible morocco, gold side and back stamping,

rounded corners, red burnished edges, with double thumb index.

Price, postage prepaid, $1.50

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary is designed to meet

all conditions squarely in the

face by reason of its authori

tative contents, greater scope,

original and better illustra

tions, paper, press work and

bindings. The Condensed

is well up to date, containing

latest words, meanings and

derivations. Additional to

its department of definitions

is an appendix containing a

pronouncing vocabulary, ab

breviations in writing and

printing, arbitrary signs, etc.
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This big, practical, illustrated monthly magazine is for Business Men—Em

ployers and Employees—who want to earn more—to have more—to be more.

It seeks out Big Men—men whose shoulders have been broadened by the

weight of business responsibilities—men whose minds have been mellowed

by business experience, and gets them to put their priceless knowledge into

cold type—gets them to tell in bold English the little success nuggets which

they have dug out of the mine of experience. It brings you into heart-to-

heart touch with men who can help you with the actual business difficul

ties which you have to meet from week to week and day to day. In clear,

strong, plain, understandable English, the American Business Man

brings to your desk each month a wealth of practical, working, business

knowledge that represents fortunes of money and years of effort—invested

in experiment by others—all summarized, analyzed, classified and crystal

lized—for you. Yet do not think, because this is a useful, a practical

magazine, that it is not interesting. It is. What can be more interesting

than the many-sided story of glorious success? What can rivet the atten

tion more solidly, or fascinate the mind more completely than the strong,

stirring stuff that deals with men of energy, men of action, and their work?

Here is a new literature—a typically American literature—a literature that

deals notwith the imaginings of idle brains, but with the active doings of

men of achievement.

Free with a trial subscription

"©h? Art of filing (Smifla"

Nearly 200 pages and every page bristling with hitherto unpublished facts, plans, pointers, methods
and hints that will put ideas in your head and dollars in your pocket. Perfectly printed from new, clear
type; twenty-seven chapters; substantially bound in beautiful red and gold; this splendid text-book and
manual would pay for itself many times over, even if it cost $10, yet you can have a copy FREE, in con

nection with a trial subscription to the AMERICAN BUSINESS MAN.

LIMITED FREE OFFER

If you send the corner coupon at once, with a $2 bill, check or money order, we will enter your
name for a full year's subscription to the AMERICAN BUSINESS MAN, and will send you, in ad
dition, at once, all charges prepaid, a perfect cloth -bound copy, as
above, of "The Art of Selling Goods. This is really a free offer,
for the annual subscription price of the AMERICAN BUSINESS
MAN, alone, is $2. But we know that this magazine will make
itself so indispensable to you that you will renew at the end of the
year of your own accord, without solicitations on our part. There
fore the liberal offer. But, as can readily be seen, the expense of
this advertising and the free book, and carriage charges, is enor
mous. And we must accordingly limit the books to be given away
to the remainder of the edition we have on hand. So take no
chances with delay, but sign and send the coupon now, to

AMERICAN BUSINESS MAN

Fisher Building, Chicago, 111.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which

send me the American Busi

ness Man for one year, and

send me free as per your

special offer, all charges pre

paid, one copy "The Art of

Selling Goods."

Name

Address
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Horace Fletcher's Latest Book

This genial layman, who has

been growing stronger and

more supple every year be

tween the ages of 50 and 6b,

and who is now able to undergo

tests of " Endurance " that

many young athletes decline,

has crowned his signal literary

and altruistic labors with this

handsome, sunshiny little book,

©pttmtnm-A 2kttu>njj

with a Foreword of value by

William Dana Orcutt. This

book is what is known as

Fletclierism in a nutshell.

It will be yours to bless and bright

en your life and to keep you young

for a century for seventy-five cents.

Faith in Your Food

is essential to nutrition. You

can be peacefully assured of

the value of what you eat if

you let a food scientist choose

for you. This is within your

reach, because the book

llttrnnken SFnnnn artn 2inro

inline ®tpm

by Mr. and Mrs. Eugene

Christian can be purchased

for one little dollar. Christian

is recognized as one of the

most careful and effective pre-

scribers of foods of the new

physiological era.

The book is neatly cloth-bound,

and contains 246 pages of practical

instruction, including actual cases

of cure and ideal menus of scien

tific foods.

"0% Art nf Hftratg Cntuj"

Luigi Comaro is well known to

history as a Venetian gentle

man who lived to the age of 103

years in obedience to very sim

ple hygienic rules. He wrote

four short treatises on his man

ner of life—one when he was

83, the second at 86, the third

at 91, and the fourth at 95.

These, with much other val

uable information, have been

translated, edited, and pub

lished in a very handsome,

cloth-bound book, with gilt top

and title, which we offer, post

paid, for One Dollar fifty cents.

"I recommend every one to read

Cornaro's writings."

Marshall Field.

"Cornaro's work is in every way

admirable." Chief Justice Fuller.

"There is Something in Man

that makes all things possible."

This is the belief and teaching

of Christian D. Larson, a

modern philosopher who has

helped thousands to use their

innate powers.

How to develop this "some

thing" and how to use it, he

tells, with point and force, in

his three little books:

Mastsrg nf Wtite

$ntfip anb ^mnrr

Each fifty cents.

You want all these books for your study table. Now, right now, is the time to

order them. Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press , -:- Llbertyvllle Illinois
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The twelve great ones who have contributed the very best of the

products of their brains and souls to The Nutshell Library of the World's

Best Literature for Busy People are immortal because, having lived

intensely and deeply, they have a message for every human spirit.

You enter into their thought, you feel their great hearts beat close

to yours, because they live in these, their masterpieces. And you are

aided in this soul-union by the editor of the Library, Sherwin Cody, who

has written for each a brief biography, full of insight and sympathy—

also the twelfth volumette, " How to Read and What to Read."

These are the authors of our Nutshell Library, and these the portions

of their works presented :

Shakespeare. Selections from Romeo and Juliet, the Merchant of

Venice, and Hamlet.

Burns. Love Songs and Longer Poems.

Lamb. Choicest of Essays of Elia.

Irving. Rip Van Winkle, The Lgend of Sleepy Hollow, Mutability

of Literature, and Westminster Abbey.

Scott. Two Hours with Ivanhoe.

Dickens. Two Hours with Pickwick.

Thackeray. Two Hours with Becky Sharpe in Vanity Fair.

Tennyson. Greatest and sweetest lyrics.

Longfellow. All his most melodious shorter poems.

Hawthorne. The Great Stone Face, Gray Champion, The Great

Carbuncle, Howe's Masquerade, and Drowne's Wooden Image.

Sherwin Cody. How to Read and What to Read.

These books are loving companions, whispering wisdom, love, sym

pathy, and inspiration to your inmost heart, especially when given form,

as these are, in so beautiful a garb.

Each volumette has a deftlyrprinted portrait of the author, is pocket

companion size—about 130 pages—neatly printed on good paper,—title

page in colors—gilt top—dressed for polite society in ooze calf extended

cover—richly silk lined—silk marker—with the name of the author done

in gold on hot pressed panel.

Single volumette, One Dollar. Complete set of eleven, Nine Dollars.

Those who have one volumette and desire the other ten, can acquire

them by sending Eight Dollars. Carriage prepaid.

Your mind is made up—you want these little gems—write for them today.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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QOT only would I have the child reared for the first ten years of its life in

the open, in close touch with nature, a barefoot boy, with all that implies

for physical stamina, but should have him reared in love. But you say,

How can you expect all children to be reared in love ? By working with

vast patience upon the great body of the people, this great mingling of races, to teach

such of them as do not love their children to love them, to surround them with all the

influences of love. This will not be universally accomplished to-day or tomorrow, and

it may need centuries; but if we are ever to advance and to have this higher race,

now is the time to begin this work, this very day. It is the part of every human

being who comprehends the importance of this, to bend all his energies toward the

same end. Love must be at the basis of all our work for the race; not gush, not

mere sentimentality, but abiding love, that which outlasts death.

A man who hates plants, or is neglectful of them, or has other interests beyond

them, could no more be a successful plant-cultivator than he could turn back the

tides of the ocean with his finger-tips. The thing is utterly impossible.

You can never bring up a child to its best estate without love.

—LUTHER BURBANK.

HFEW copies of the March number of ®hr UitamfBH

$It)il0HHpljrr still await your orders. Remember its

glories ? And its bread-and-butter pragmatics ? 'Tis of

record that ElbertHubbard, Walter D. Moody, Franklyn Hobbs

"Himself," the AREA Philosopher, and other literary and

business live wires turned on extra voltage to make this par

ticular effort high-speed, maximum efficiency, for sending the

gospel of better things in business racing through the motors of

the commercial world. Incidentally, this number answers ques

tions about the man Sheldon and his work. While they last,

these will be sent to the loving spirits who show their love by

loosening up at the rate of Seventy-five Cents for ten copies.

Yours till they're gone,

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS
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ON this and the next page we have listed a number of

text-books for study in the great schoolhouse of life—

books that have helped many—books that will help you.

They have been very carefully chosen by the editor of The

Business Philosopher and His Staff.

(Cljarartrr-iBuiluuui Hooks

James Allen's Books of Inspirations:

From Poverty to Power ------- SI 00

All These Things Added - 100

Byways of Blessedness - 100

The Life Triumphant - - 1 00

As a Man Thinketh. Paper, 15 cents, cloth - 60

Out From the Heart. Paper, 15 cents, cloth - SO

Through the Gate of Good; or, Christ and Conduct. Paper,
15 cents, cloth - -- -- -- - SO

Morning and Evening Thoughts. Paper, 15 cents, cloth - 50

Poems of Peace -------- - 100

Every Man a King. By Orison Swett Marden - - 1 00

In Tune with the Infinite. By Ralph Waldo Trine - - 1 25

Man-Building. By Lewis Ransom Fiske, LL. D. 1 00

The Young Man and the World. By Senator A. J. Beveridge 1 63

Paths to Power. By Floyd B. Wilson 1 00

My Little Book of Prayer. By Muriel Strode ... - 50

Self-Help. By Samuel Smiles 1 00

The Other Wise Man. By Henry Van Dyke. Cloth, 50 cents; leather 80

Freedom of Life. By Annie Payson Call - - - - - 1 00

A Man of the World. By Annie Payson Call ... 50

Everyday Living. By Annie Payson Call - - - - - 1 00

Uoulu? rnt Sraitt-lBmUrttuj

Mind, Power and Privilege. By Albert B. Olston ... 1 00

Right and Wrong Thinking. By Aaron M. Crane - - 1 50

Brain and Personality. By W. Hanna Thomson - - - 1 30

Cosmetic Consciousness. By R. M. Bucke - - - - 4 25

Power of Will. By Frank Channing Haddock - 3 00

Character Reading. By Mrs. Symes ----- 50

Vaughn's Practical Character Reader ----- 1 00

The Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 50

The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 50

Organic Evolution. By Anna Augusta Gaskell - - - 2 00

IhiaitWHB-lUtiloiun, Honks

Financing an Enterprise. By Francis Cooper - 4 00

Men Who Sell Things. By Walter D. Moody - 1 00

Tales of ttte Road. By Charles N. Crewdson - - - - 1 00

(List continued on the following page)
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Mooks for Profit

Those who buy and study them reap the greatest and

most abiding profit from them—development and power of

body, brain, mind and soul.

Here is the list continued from the preceding page:

Success in Letter Writing. By Sherwin Cody S SO
Successful Advertising—How to Accomplish It. By J. Angus

MacDonald - -.- - - - - - - 2 OO
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne - SO

Retail Ad Writing Simplified lOO
The Cody System—How to Write Letters and Advertisements

That Pull—A Correspondence Course - 10 OO

SiFalilj-IluUutnn. Hrwka

Optimism—a Real Remedy. By Horace Fletcher - 7S
Worry, the Disease of the Age. By C. W. Saleeby, M. D. - 1 47
The Art of Living in Good Health. By Daniel S. Sager, M. D. 1 67
Childhood and Growth. By Lafayette B. Mendel ... 67

Humaniculture. By Hubert Higgins, M. D. - - - 1 12
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 SO
Perfect Health: by One Who Has It. By C. C. Haskell - 1 OO
My Lady Beautiful. By Alice M. Long .... 1 lO
The Art of Living Long. By Luigi Cornaro ... 1 SO
Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call - 1 OO

The Nutshell Library of the World's Best Literature for Busy
Readers, edited by Sherwin Cody. 12 vols. Handsome
limp ooze calf, silk-lined, silk marker - - - • 10 OO

Lincoln Lamb Dickens Tennyson
Shakespeare Irving Thackeray Longfellow
Burns Scott Hawthorne "How to Read and

What to Read," Cody
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language — Word-

study, Grammar, and Punctuation, Composition and Rheto
ric, and Story Writing and Journalism—by Sherwin Cody,
four vols, in box - - -- -- -- 300

Dictionary of Errors in English—Rules of Grammar and Common
Errors, Words Often Mispronounced, Words Often Misspelled,
Words Often Misused, and Rules of Punctuation for Office
Use — by Sherwin Cody, 50c, when ordered with the set.
Single volumes - -- -- -- -- 75

Primer of Logic. By W. S. Jevons ..... 50
Webster's Condensed Dictionary - - - - - - 1 50
100,000 Synonyms and Antonyms. By Samuel Fallows - - 1 00

Check off the books you want, tear this page out and send

it along—with the price. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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You want to know that way. You are not a money-grubber but you

know that money, rightly used, "answereth all things;" tlyit money is

essential to success.

You are a reasonable being. You know that there is a way to add

to your income because other men have added to theirs, and "what man

has done, man can do."

You understand that the manner of life and business methods of

the successful are worthy of study and emulation, believing, as you do,

that the law of cause and effect rules here as elsewhere.

You can then see the great importance of the fact that ninety-five out

of every hundred of the men who have made their impress on the world's

financial and commercial history have been men with the study-habit.

Read of Peter Cooper, Benjamin Franklin, Cyrus Field, Andrew

Carnegie, Marshall Field, Cyrus McCormick, A. T. Stewart, Thomas A.

Edison, John Wanamaker, Sir Thomas Lipton, and any number of

others. They all studied BOOKS.

These men toiled, struggled, and suffered; they gladly bore hardship

and privation for the sake of their beloved books. They begged and

borrowed them—gave up their sleep and rest to study them. That is the

stuff MEN are made of.

You do not have such a hard time to get books. The very best

written on character-building, health-culture, good English, business

science, and the fundamental science of success are easily within your

reach.

For a dollar or two, which you might otherwise squander, you can

buy a book that will be a companion all the rest of your life—a book that

will wonderfully increase your power to earn, to use, to enjoy, and to help

others with True Riches.

Look at the two pages preceding this one ! There is a list of books

that can be supplied promptly by us. They have been chosen with the

greatest care by the Editor of the Business Philosopher and His Staff,

after a thorough search.

Send today for the books you want—whether on this list or not. Get

the study-habit and fufill the highest possibilities of your latent powers.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois



 

In final analysis, the difficulties, munic

ipal, national and international, rest with the

individual.

The individual is the unit in a business

institution.

Make each unit in the institution right

and the institution is all right.

Make each institution right and the com

munity is all right.

Make each community all right and the .

state is all right.

Make each state all right and the govern

ment is all right.

And make each government all right and

the /world is all right.

—SHELDON.
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Whether it be a machine, an institu

tion, an idea, a system, a method or a

selling talk, it is the man behind the

thing that counts. If he is all right the thing is pretty sure

to succeed—if not, then look out for the rocks.

The right kind of men are mostly built, not born.

They come into the world with no strength, no sense, no

intellect, no faith, no courage, no love, no initiative, no power.

They build these and many more positive qualities and fac

ulties into the fabric that becomes a MAN

To build a dynamo, or a house, and huild it right, requires plans,

specifications, a highly-trained knowledge ot the processes, and intelligent,

skillful work. It is a much more delicate and intricate task to build the

right kind of man—but it is worth the trouble.

Each man is his own builder. He, and he alone, can do the

work. MEN are those who build themselves, with such help as they

can get from teachers and schools. Some of the greatest the world

has ever known did not have any help of that kind.

But all the best men have sought the aid of good books—sought

books with dauntless energy and persistence, sacrificing like martyrs

sometimes to obtain them.

During the last few years, thousands have found great inspira

tion and practical assistance in Dr. Lewis Ransom Fiske's great book

Jftatt-IBitU&uuj

which is three hundred and twenty-four pages of carefully-drawn and

plainly written plans and specifications for the building of successful men.

There are laws—natural, divine laws of self-development. Dr.

Fiske names and analyzes them in this book, and does it in such a clear,

specific style that no one can fail to understand or apply them.

MAN-BUILDING not only points out the causes of Growth: it

tells you how to discover and use those causes in your own life. It not

only shows why men succeed : it shows also how you can develop your

own faculties into the strength that assures lasting success.

S24 pages, Red Cloth, Gilt Top, postage paid, $1.00,

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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Office Salesmanship

How to Write Letters That Pull

You are at the head of a big business because you are willing to

pay for ideas. Ideas are far cheaper than printer's ink or postage.

I have some ideas on "How to Write

Letters that Pull" that have been worth

hundreds of dollars to others, and no doubt,

would be to you.

I can make an $8-a-week girl write better

letters than a $25-a-week correspondent can

dictate. Do it by the Cody System of form

paragraphs. This method helped the R. D.

Nuttall Co. to get 36 orders where before

they got 25—nearly 50% more business out

of the quotations made.

I can show traveling men how to get

orders by letter from towns they can't afford

to visit.

I will tell you how I got $2,000 worth of

business from 2,000 grocers by a single letter

to each—$1 for every letter.

I can prove my ideas worth money by

letters from the best business houses.

Pin a $1 bill to your card, send to my

address at my risk, and I will mail you a

copy of my new book

 

Content*:

HOW TO DO BUSINESS BY LETTER

And Training Course in

English Composition

which will do your stenographers and corre

spondents more good than anything you ever

put in their hands before. Discount on 10

or more in one order.

Also let me send you, on approval, a set

of my Private Instruction Cards—The Cody

System for Business Men—

How to Write Letters that

Pull, in which I go into the

fine technique of How to Get

Business by Mail. You'll

want a set for yourself or ad

vertising manager, with a

personal criticism from me showing how to apply the

general principles to your particular business and what

is the matter with your present advertising. With ^^^^

criticism and copy of book, $10.

In my Complete Training Course in Office

Salesmanship with Expert Service I will re-write and

criticise all your important advertising matter, form

letters, circulars, etc. Also fit young men and

Ifromen for positions paying $25 to $125 a week.

Sherwin Cody

THE SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

 

Using Words So as to Make
People Do Things.
How to Begin a BustnessLetter.
How to Close a Business Letter.
The Body of the Letter.
Applying for a Position.
Sending Money by Mail.
Ordering Goods.
"Hurry-up" Letters.
How Money Is Collected.
Letters to Ladles.
Professional Letters.
How to Acquire an Easy Style

In Letter Writing.
Two Kinds of Letters—Buying

and Selling.
When to Write a Long Letter

and When to Write a Short Letter.
Answering Inquiries.
Talking in a Letter—Colloquial

isms and Slang.
Complaint Letters.
Condensation—Writing Adver

tisements.
Advertising and Follow-up

Letters.
Display In Letter Writing.
Salesmanship In Letters and

Advertisements.
Customs and Regulations of the

Post Office.
Social and Official Forms: the

Rules of Grammar, with Com
mon Errors: the Rules of Punctu
ation for Business Office Use.

Cloth, price J1.00.

$125

WEEK
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By James Allen.

As a Man

Thirtieth

Out From

the Heart

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves" by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circumstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Makes

for Power and Poise.

"Keep thy heart; . . for

out of it are the issues oflife. "

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

Through the

Gate of Good

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

'Daily Food for Growth

in 'Purity and Power.

Inspiration and Guidance

for the Divine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents. Special quotation and sample book On Faith when requested.

Write today—yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an uplifter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press -:- Libertyville Illinois
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The Banker and Investor

Magazine

One Dollar a Year Ten Cents a Copy

Published the IOth of every month at

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Banker and Investor is in de

mand among people who desire accu

rate information about the great Bank

ing possibilities placed at their disposal

through the achievements of direct

contact with the Banking world.

Its Financial Departments contain bright newsy

briefs of the men who are doing things in the world

of Finance.

Its editorials are ably written and are widely read,

being cheerful and practical.

The Banker who reads the Banker and Investor will

find the subjects that interest him directly.

A good puller in the advertising field.

A wide circulation among

Banks and Bank men, Financial

and Mercantile centers.

You can include the Banker and In

vestor in any combination of magazines

without fear of duplication.

Published by

The Banker & Investor Co.

PHILADELPHIA

A special trial subscription will
be taken for 6 months for 25 cents.
Cut out this coupon and mail with
25 cents, coin or stamps, and we
will send the Banker and Investor
on a six months' trial. The remain
ing six numbers will be sent for 25
cents, making this premium offer of
the Banker and Investor one year
for 50 cents. Special for limited
time only. Cut off and mail today.

Name

Address
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A Magazine of the Wildwood

The only Magazine on Planet Earth Penciled, Printed, Proof

read, Published, Pasted and Posted in the Country amid the

Evergreens.

Soundview: A^Magazine giving sound, sane views on every

topic discussed in its pages.

Evergreens: Men-not-afraid-of-an-idea (and women); people

who are progressive, fearless—ever searching for the truth.

"Business Philosophers" want wisdom in small packets—they

are not looking for mere words, or large doses of drastic dope—

they haven't the time to digest it.

They want a whiff from the Wildwood and a touch of the

Simple Life as antidotes to their more or less strenuous life in

the world of action.

They want a taste of the Country to dilute the smoke, sewer

gas, sky scrapers and slaughter houses of the city.

They want sensible stuff—not the vapid, inane utterances so

often permeating the writings of alleged philosophers of today.

Business Men (and women) can get this in "Soundview."

A CORNER ON LONG GREEN

Why not help the Evergeens in their laudable ambition to secure all of the "long

green" in the Country, and at the same time insure yourself 12 messes o' "Greens"

superior in flavor and quality to any you have ever tasted.

Here is what a "long green" will do for any "business philosopher," if order is

sent without delay:

Si 00

WILDWOOD PHILOSOPHY, (cloth bound book by a "Simple Lifer") . 1.00

WHAT IS PURITY?, a study of Sex-Overvaluation, by Theodore

.25

WOMAN—AND THE MAN, by M. Trueman .25

Total, $2.50

All, Including membership in the Society of Everfneii, and ■ copy of Soundview Jr. fir 1 908 for $ I

Here is what one of Sheldon's superior salesmen says:

"When I lived in Boston I read Soundview, now that I am living in Seattle
I still read it, and so far it has justified its name".—Hinton White. ,

On sale at Newsstands 10c the copy,'but don't send less than a "long green" to

THE BOSS EVERGREN (That's who)

OLALLA, WASH., U. S. A. (That's where)
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The BiggerYourSales, the BiggeryourSalary

Yon can make bigger sales and a bigger salary by becoming a better salesman.

You can become a better salesman by mastering the Science of Salesmanship.

You may be a good natural salesman, but when you understand the scientific

points of salesmanship and know how to apply them, you cannot help being a better
salesman.

The Sheldon School teaches Scientific Salesmanship by correspondence. It teaches
you how to develop your natural abilities; how to increase your will-power; how to
read human nature as most people read a book; and it teaches all of these things in
plain, simple words and apt illustrations.

The Sheldon Course in

Scientific Salesmanship

trains the mind of any man so that he will be worth more to his employer and to himself.

No man of average intelligence can so through The Sheldon Course without get
ting new thoughts, new ideas, new methods that will enable him to earn more money,
either working for himself or for others.

Do not be content with your present
income. Fit yourself to earn more. The
Sheldon Course will help you do it, as it
has helped over 26,000 other men.

Don't wait—act now ! Fill

ont and mail the coupon

today, and let as send yoa

complete information and

the proofof what The Shel

don School is doing for

others and will do for yon.

The Sheldon School

1157 Republic Bldg\, Chicago.

THE SHELDON SCHOOL.

1157 Republic Bldg., Chicago.

Please send me at your expense your book
let "Getting There and Staying There."
I am interested specially in the subjects
I have checked below.

Salesmanship Self Development
Ad Writing" System and Costs

Business Lorfic Self Education
Business Psychology Scient e ol Retail
Promotion Merchandising

Name. . . .

Address .

Town. . . .

Position..

.State

.Business .
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and now—

FRANKLYN HOBBS, Himself

Advertising Agency

"of the Higher Order"

C. Expressly organized for the purpose of furnishing

Advertisers a Kind of Advertising Service not hitherto

obtainable—and on a basis most equitable.

C. For 15 years, Franklyn Hobbs—"Himself" and

through his Letter Shop—has builded, until now his

Foundation is both broad and sound—and ready for the

Superstructure ofagency service which has been added.

"But first of all—Good Copy"—and all the thorough

service which that requirement demands—then the

placing. An agency established on any other basis,

would have been like a house built upside down.

C We are—an Advertising Agency, established,

and adequately equipped.

C This announcement is made for the information of

those Advertisers who feel that the time is ripe for a

different order of Advertising Agency service. To

such, Franklyn Hobbs, "Himself" is ready to disclose

His Ways.

FRANKLYN HOBBS, "Himself"

Agency Division

Directed fry T. IV. LeQuatte

1210-1295 Monon Building, Chicago, U. S. A.

i IBI^=l|Blr==]BI 1
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Wisdom of Franklin

C^5HE shrewd wit of Benjamin Franklin, as compiled by himself,

\Q\ and printed in his "Poor Richard's Almanack," has been

made into a beautiful brochure by the Caxton Society. Illus

trated with facsimile reproductions of pages from the first

"Almanack," printed in 1732. Franklin's favorite portrait as

frontispiece. It is a little book which will interest both the book-

lover and the student. We will mail you a copy for seven two-cent

stamps. Other brochures now ready are listed below.

No. 5. "Collectanea," being certain

verses written by Rudyard Kipling. "The

Explanation," "The Vampire," "Man-

dalay," "Recessional," "The Three Cap

tains" and "L'Envoir."

No. 4. "Bibliophile and Bibliomaniac."

The first of these is a clever essay by

Henry Houssaye, of the French Academy,

and is printed in French with the English

translation on opposite pages. The sec

ond is by Henry Ward Beecher, and is

perhaps one of the best examples of his

genius.

No. 3. "The Chinese Philosopher's

Son," by Oliver Goldsmith. This writer

was fond of detached essays, into which

he could throw the results of his medita

tions and his experience without tiring

himself or his readers.

No. 2. Ralph Waldo Emerson's "Essay

on Compensation." "Ever since I was

a boy I have wished to write a discourse

on Compensation, for it seemed to me

when very young that on this subject life

was ahead of theology, and the people

knew more than the preachers taught."

No. 1. Charles Lamb's Essay, "A Dis

sertation upon Roast Pig," also "Detach

ed Thoughts on Books and Reading."

The first of these is probably the most

popular of the "Essays of Elia;" both are

characteristic of his style.

If you are bookish, you will certainly be interested in the Caxton

Brochures, published once each month by the Caxton Society. Each

number contains the wisdom of a great author, printed and bound in such

attractive form that there is joy in the reading.

To introduce these little books we will send a sample copy, either

number, for seven two-cent stamps, or all six for fifty cents, silver. As

we have only a few copies of No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3, we suggest that

you send your order early. Better still, send us one dollar for an associate

membership, and we will mail you twelve Brochures, and will, in addition,

send you a copy of "Murad the Unlucky," by Maria Edgeworth, a

special Caxton Book, printed on India tinted rag paper, ornaments in

color, bound in brown with Japan paper label. This offer is open for a

limited time only.

THE CAXTON SOCIETY

Pittsfield, in Berkshire, Massachusetts
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BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE

You have the power, and you alone. The efficiency that wins prosperity,

success, and happiness comes by culture of the positive faculties and qualities,

the possibilities and powers of the body, mind, character, and will.

This culture has to be gained by the individual himself. Teachers and

schools may aid, but they cannot take the place of the student's own effort.

He, and he alone, is the builder. All true culture is self-culture.

Since these things are sc you ought to know the science and art of self-

culture.

You will find an invaluable aid in the 446 bright, cheery, practical

pages of Dr. James Freeman Clarke's great book—

He deals with the care and training of the body, the cultivation of the intellectual

powers, the development and direction of the imagination, the education of the con

science, culture by reading and study, the strengthening of the will, and many similar

subjects.

Dr. Clarke is well known as an effective writer, and this is one of the best of his

books.

Parents, teachers, and pastors will especially appreciate this book for those under

their care.

Bound strongly in cloth. Price One Dollar, Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois

Jrom Jtourrig tn Sty? ffitfr

OR. THE REALIZATION OF PROSPERITY

AND POWER

HIS masterly book by James Allen

deserves rank with some of Emer

son's finer essays. Thinking people

in all English-speaking lands are reading

and studying it.

Mr. Allen helps men and women to

find in themselves the source of all success,

all happiness, all accomplishment, all

truth—they find in the pages of this book,

the way of prosperity and peace.

Printed from new plates on heavy egg

shell paper, and bound in beautiful

English cloth, with gilt top and title.

Its wisdom, faith, and good cheer,

become yours for One Dollar.

THE LATEST THOUGHT AND EXPERIENCE

OF THE AUTHOR

HIS crowning book of one of James

Allen's series was only recently written

and contains the maturest thought

and experience of the author.

It is for those who have the courage and

faith to believe, yes, to know, that the

triumph is not far from their reach. Every

sentence is an epigram of wisdom and

power.

Beautifully printed and bound—clotli—

gilt top and title—a book to love and

study.

It comes to make your life a triumph—

for One Little Dollar.

01

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS - - Libertyville, Illinois
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€J Many books have been written on the subject of business and

business methods, but never before one that literally took the busy

world of practical affairs by storm.

CJ That honor was reserved for a plain, common-sense, straight

forward book, written by an active, hard-working business man—

"Mm Wtya fc*U ^tttga"

by Walter D. Moody, business manager of The Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, and former sales manager of one of the greatest

wholesale houses in Chicago.

If From all over the country—from manufacturers, merchants,

sales managers, salesmen, retail clerks, and from publications of

every class comes an avalanche of unqualified praise, without one

dissenting voice.

<J Here are a few excerpts from many reviews that have appeared.

Read them and be convinced.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's 'Men Who Sell Things'

. . . written by a man who has sold things for years and worked, himself, in every

branch of the service until increasing years and experience have brought principles out

of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which things are done."—Chicago

Daily News.

"There is something going on in every sentence. He is full of dynamic periods."

Chicago Record Herald.

"Mr. Moody has gathered together and expressed in succinct and practical form the

results of twenty years of experience in selling things and observing other men who

sell things, and the result is a volume whtch cannot fail to be helpful to any business

man who may read it.—Chicago Sunday Tribune.

"The breeziness and point which mark every page of 'Men Who Sell Things'

promise to make the book of as wide appeal to business men as well as to boys

interested in self-development and a successful future."—Chicago Evening Post.

"It has developed into a volume which must take high rank in the

literature of business and commercial affairs."—Chicago Trade Journal.

"The work is sure to prove helpful to the man who wants to succeed

"by selling things'."—Louisville Courier Journal. f Dollar Bill in"

S^^^'v6^' A S closed, a copy^
Q The book merits it all and more. f "

9 You need it, no matter what you sell—goods, skill, ability, f "Men Wkt Sell Titan"

or l!me' f Name

9 You can get it for One Dollar.

•I Sit right down and order to-day

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois

 

City State.
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Will You Spend 2c

for a stamp to find out how you can obtain the best book on

Corporation Accounting and Corporation Law and the highest-

priced business magazine—The Journal of Accountancy—abso

lutely FREE ?

What do you know about the formation, organization, man

agement and accounting features of a corporation; the forma

tion of holding companies and the putting through of mergers ?

Could you transfer a partnership to a corporation and transfer

the assets and liabilities from the partnership books to those

of the corporation ? Rahill's Corporation Accounting and Cor

poration haw will show you how to accomplish these things. It

covers the salient features of corporation law and accounting

thoroughly and efficiently, yet in such a simple, masterly way

that the reader starting with but a limited knowledge of this

subject will fully understand it.

The Journal of Accountancy has the distinction of having

a most select clientele of readers, practically everyone being an

executive of a corporation, head of a business, a financier, a

public or corporation accountant. Every month its articles—

products of the brains of leaders in the business world—are

timely and important.

Rahill's Corporation Accounting and Corporation Law re

gularly sells for $4.00, and one year's subscription to The

Journal of Accountancy costs 53 00. Neither The Journal nor

Rahill's book will cost you a cent if you follow our plan. Write

for particulars to-day; to-morrow may be too late.

THE ACCOUNTANCY PUBLISHING CO.

University Building, Waverly & University Place

New York City

We can supply you with any business book. Our book list is free.
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Will You Try a Fox Typewriter

At My Expense? 1 inven,e^ tne F"°* Typewriter

————^— and manufacture it to-day. 1

know just how good it it. I know that it is a better

typewriter than any other typewriter ever built.

1 know other typewriters of all kinds and I know

that the Fox has every improvement and every feature

that any of them has—and more. I want to place a Fox

in your office at my expense and have you compare it part

for part, feature for feature with any other typewriter.

I will let the typewriter speak for itself. All I say

about it and claim for it will be demonstrated by the

machine itself more convincingly than I could tell it.

Then I want to leave the decision to you. If you

want it then I will either sell you one direct on favorable

(emu, or my nearest representative or dealer will do it

for me. If you already have a machine we will take that in part payment

All you have to do is to fill out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

The Test or Trial Will Not Cost You a Penny.

 

W. R. FOX, President Fox Typewriter Co.

All the writing on the Fox is always in

sight and directly in the line of vision, the

writing line is indicated and the printing point

is pointed out so that the Fox is just what I

claim a perfectly visible typewriter.

The typebar and hanger are the heart of

a typewriter; that means they are the most

vital part; a toeak typebar means a weak type

writer. Show me a typebar-bearing that is

narrow and has no wearing surface and it

tells me that under hard wear such a type

writer will not retain its alignment and

- or later get out of order.

On the Fox the bearing is wide and the

bar heavy and will stand years and years

of hard work.

Then again with the Fox, one machine

is equipped to do all kinds of work—letter

writing—invoicing—billing—tabulating fig

ures—stencil cutting and heavy manifold

ing; anything any typewriter can do the

Fox will do—and more.

And remember this is the machine I

want to place in your office for trial and

examination at my expense. It doesn't cost

you a penny to try it.

Will You Do This? •

Let me appeal to you as a fair-minded business man to at least be friendly enough to

give me a chance to show you what I have. I am sure you would want me to

give you such a chance if you had something to sell me.

All I want you to do is to fill out and mail to me

to-day the attached coupon.

Send it to me personally.

W. R. FOX, Pres.,

Fox Typewriter <

 

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Send for my catalog, which

takes up the construction of

the Fox in detail—it's Free.
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that we can build you the best Booklet, for the least

money—Quality considered—and in the Quickest time.

ijm arc mim of tip itomnia rolnj :

We make a specialty of mail order business in high-grade print

ing—especially booklets that sell goods. • ■

Our plant is the best, most up-to-date and complete for this

purpose that money can buy.

Our designers, artists, engravers, printers, pressmen, and bind

ers are the most skillful and progressive that can be hired—it's

economy to pay that kind.

We do business for a profit, with an eye on duplicate orders—

and we get them. Once a customer, always a customer, is the rule

of our shop.

We have been in this business for years, we know the ropes,

and our knowledge is for the use and benefit of our customers.

Tell us whal you want, and we will deliver booklets that will

talk—that will get the business—bring in the big, round dollars.

No advertising campaign is complete without booklets, so write

for an estimate today. You will be shown.

The Clinic Publishing Company

1406 East Ravenswood Park Chicago
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»*HAT is the best inspirational book of the day? What book

■ ■ I best opens up to the reader the way to Poise, Power, Prosperity,

^^Aj and Peace—simple, practical, everyday, common-sense ?

What book takes account of modern progress in thought, modern

facts of science, and modern teachings of philosophy, at the same time

building upon the solid foundation of Eternal Truth ?

Ask tens of thousands of readers in both the world's hemispheres,

and you will get back but the one answer,

Jtfrom Pflurctij to $toro?r

By James Allen

Now, what is the strongest, most practical, most up-to-date and most

scientific book on business ways, especially salesmanship ?

What work is it that gives its readers the benefit of twenty years

behind the counter, on the road, at the sales manager's desk, and in the

proprietor's office ? That opens the secrets of success in selling goods,

and gives the reader a dynamic charge of wise enthusiasm ?

There can be but one answer. Everybody says, all together, Walter

D. Moody's great book

Mm Who ©hm^a

One more question: What is the only magazine devoted to the fundamental

philosophy, science, and art of business success, self-development, character-building,

and the increase of earning power?

What publication is the only one in which can be found the writings of the for-

mulator of the science of success, recognized as the highest authority of the hour on

that subject?

That's too easy! You all shout, "Why Arthur Frederick Sheldon's Periodical

of Power,

sup $umn?00 pjU000ph?r

Very good! Now, bearing these three best

things in mind, read our latest offer:

For a short time only, we will send From

Poverty to Power, Men Who Sell Things, and The

Business Philosopher for one year, to all who will

cut out this coupon and send it to us with a

Two Dollar Bill attached.

Here's the coupon; yonder's your pen and

scissors; the Bill is in your pocket.

Do it NOW.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, 111.

B. P.

Sheldon University Press:

Here's my Two Dollars. For it
sendme From Poverty to
Power. Men Who Sells Things,
and The Business Philosopher for

One Year.

Name

Address

City and State
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FOR ONE DOLLAR

You can choose one of the following books. This is a regular Grab

Bag chance. Many books here listed sell for as much as $2.50 but none

sell for less than One Dollar.

Of some we have but one copy, so indicate a second and third choice

when you order.

READ THE LIST

There is something for everybody. These books run the gumut from

hard headed business to Indian philosophy. So

READ THIS LIST

The Symphony of Life, Wood
Studies in The Thought World, Wood
God's Image in Man, Wood
Edward Burton, Wood

Victor Serenus, Wood
Life More Abundant, Wood
New Thought Simplified, Wood
Suggestion Thru Mental Photography, Wood
The Philosophy of Fasting, Purinton

Lessons in Truth, Cady
Humaniculturc, Higgins
Psychology and Higher Life, McKeever

Nuggets 01 Experience, Armstrong
Modern Business English, Smith & Mayne
Grapho-Psychology, Sears
Mental Medicine, Evans
The Primitive Mind Cure, Evans
Esoteric Christianity, Evans

Modes of Motion., Dolbear
Matter, Ether and Motion, Dolbear

Helps to Right Living, Newcomb
Spiritual Law in The Natural World, Eleve
The Kingdom of Love, Frank
Evangel Ahvallah, Barton
The Life Power and How to Use It, Newcomb
The Composite Man, Pratt
Practical Dietetics, Pattee
Truth and Health, James
How to Organize and Finance a Corporation
Joy Philosophy, Towne
Brain and Mind, Erbes
The Blues, Causes and Cure, Abrams
Theory and Practice of Advertising, Wagenscller
New Complete Bookkeeping
Success in Life, Emil Reich
Child's Christ Tales, Proudfoot

Cosmogony and Evolution, Ingalese
Mata the Magician, Ingalese
Linked Lives, Ingalese
Practical Health, L. E. Whipple
From Incarnation to Re incarnation, Ingalese

Mental Healing, Whipple
The Measure of Man. Patterson
Is It Possible, Van Anderson
The Right Knock, Van Anderson
Vcdanta Philosophy, Abhedanada
Studies in Character Building, Kellogg
American Esperanto Book, Baker
Spiritual Evolution, Douglas
All's Right With the World, Newcomb
Our Invisible Supply, Warner

Concentration, Henry Harrison Brown
The Child's Life of Lincoln. Putnam
What Can a Young Man Do, Rollins
Of Such is the Kingdom, Metcalfe
A Grain of Madness, Churchill
The Epsom Mystery, Hill
Life and Power from Within, Colville

The Library of Health, Patterson
The Will to be Well, Patterson
New Thought Essays, Patterson

Dominion and Power, Patterson
Seven Steps, Weltmer
Self Reliance, Weltmer
Life Lessons, Brown
The Value of Science, Poincare
Mystic Words of Mighty Power, DeVoe
Healing Currents, DeVoe
Avoidable Causes of Disease, Ellis
The Fasting Cure, Dewey
Practical Methods of Self Development, Tome
Vedanta Philosophy, Vivekananda
Money and Investments
The Goal of Life, Butler
How to Invest Your Savings, Marcrossen
True Science of Living, Dewey
A New Era for Women, Dewey

Psychotherapy. Leavitt-
Yogi Philosophy of Well Being, Ramcharaka

Psychic Healing, Ramcharaka
As Ye Will, Leavkt

Mental Fascination, Atkinson

Why this offer? We're going to concentrate on our own

publications. Here, then, is your bargain book chance.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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FOR 47 CENTS

This sounds like a bargain, doesn't it? But it is

a bigger bargain than it sounds. For 47 cents you can

have your choice of any of the following books. Con

fidentially, we do not mind saying that the list price

of one of these books is $2, and that the lowest is 50c.

ONE OF THESE FOR FORTY-SEVEN CENTS

Plain English in Practical Lessons Experiences in Self Healing,

Living by Natural Law, Ayer Towne

The Bhagavad Gita, Ranacharaka You and Your Forces, Towne

Suggestion, Pitzer. What Shall We Eat, Towne

Selected Bible Readings, James Practical Methods of Self-Develop-

The Story of a Literary Career, ment» Towne

Ella W. Wilcox Happiness in Marriage, Towne

Business Xetter Writer New Science of Living, Wattles

The Little Grammar The Divinity of Desire, Del Mar

Between the Lines, Kohaus Living Ideals, Del Mar

The Diaphragm, Kitchen Heredity, Saleeby

God's Light Psychology, Saleeby

Chartier Shorthand Sociology, Saleeby

Spiritual and Material Attraction, Organic Evolution, Saleeby

DelMar What shaU We Eatj Andrews

Soul and Body, Evans , ,, .. .,
. _ Elementary Mathematics, White

Stepping Stones to Heaven, Brewer _ . , , . .
_ , . _ „ ,, , Punctuation and Letter Writing,
Brokers and Promoters Handbook

Prosperity Thru Thought Force, .
MacLelland HelPs m Good Eng''sh. Raub

The Nervous System of Jesus, Everv Day English, Book i.

Salvarona Every Day English, Book 2.

Raub

And there are others. Of some we have but one copy. Better

indicate your choice of several, or let us choose for you.

You can have one of these with a subscription

to the Business Philosopher for One Dollar.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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A ®rto rotttf ®0p-Notr^ra

Mr. Salesman, how much do you figure it would be worth

to you to take a trip over their territories with some of the

top-notchers in the selling profession ?

To get right next to them, to see their methods, hear their

selling-talks, make note of how they get a hearing, and catch

their spirit at the critical psychological moment of closing

their deals ?

Such a trip would be big money in your pocket.

And practically all the advantages of such an experience

you can get out of the sparkling book written by Charles N.

Crewdson,

Gfaka of % loan

This book of 352 pages gives, in breezy, interesting style, the ex

periences of some of the best men in the profession.

Each of these stories illustrates a vital point in the selling game. Into

each is skilfully woven the author's apt comment, fully in line with the

Science of Successful Salesmanship.

Mr. Crewdson's work has been widely read by all hands who have

to do with selling goods, from "The Old Man" down to the office boy.

They are all earning more money as a result.

It is well printed and illustrated, bound in blue cloth with gold top.

Send for a copy today and "ginger up" your methods. You have

use for bigger commissions.

Price, postage prepaid, One Dollar.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, 111.



Make the Man Right and His Work Will Take fare of Itself

A. F. SHELDON, Editor

A Magazine Devoted to the Philosophy of Business and the Effort to Help Men

and Women to Increase Their A + R + E + A Development—Their Ability

Reliability, Endurance, and Action—The Four Essentials of True Success

Platform: I will increase my3A + R+E+A

Vol. IV JUNE, 1908 No. 6

On the Front Porch

I want to make of my front porch this month a pulpit from which to preach

a sermon that has in it much of praise, more of hope, and, mayhap, just a wee

bit of censure.

I want to talk of education. It is a vital subject with me. I hope it is to

you already, and will be more so when I have finished my little chat with you.

I want to talk to your hearts as well as to your heads.

First, I want to pay a tribute to those noble men and women who are doing

such excellent work in the schools of our country. Perhaps there is no class

which renders so much service for so little thanks. They practically hold in

their control the destiny of this nation, yet the nation, somehow, has failed to

recognize this fact.

This and more could I say of the teachers, but I know that they care little

for praise. They find in their work the reward for their labor, and nothing that

I can say will add to the honor they confer upon themselves by the work they do.

True artists are they. Working with tools given them in years now long

past, they have builded well The structures that have risen under their hands

will be their best monuments.

But a time has come for a change in the tools. Much must be added and

much must be taken away. With the present tools True Education cannot

be given, and it is True Education we must have before the world will be what

its great dreamers hope it will be—before business relations will be all they

should be.
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Modern Education does not truly educate. Much of it is a farce, an opera

bouffe, a joke. Yet the joke has been played so long that the players really

take themselves seriously. The price the liar has to pay is the final belief in

his own lie. The educator who has followed in the footsteps of those who

formulated the old systems is now paying the penalty of believing absolutely

in the schools and colleges of the present day.

There was a time in the evolution of the race—and that was not so long ago

—when the only ones who needed an education, according to the belief of those

who controlled the educational machinery, were doctors and lawyers and

preachers.

That a farmer, a merchant, a salesman, a sailor, a bricklayer, a mason,

a plumber, a blacksmith—that any of the tradesmen needed education was

denied in some quarters and scoffed at in others. Indeed, the trades were

looked down upon, and a man to be fit to knock at the doors of Society had

to wear lace on his wrists to show that he did no work.

I believe it was only a comparatively few years ago—in 1828, to be exact—

when a furore was created in Philadelphia because some workingmen incon

siderately gave utterance to the statement that all children should receive an

education at the expense of the community. The poor people said they could

not afford to send their children to the expensive private schools, and that,

therefore, public schools should be provided.

The then editors, lawyers, etc., put the pointed query, "Why need they be

sent to school at all?" How we have progressed—our educated classes would

not ask that question now.

But this was a reform that had its roots deep in the earth of justice. Men

talked on the street corners and in halls about the necessity for educating the

masses. They showed that Ignorance is our only sin, and that Wisdom is true

virtue.

In time a public school was established. The editors filled their columns

with wailing fears for the safety of the republic. But the schools made head.

New York and other cities followed.

"Why, of course, the public schools are our greatest asset," then said the

educated men.

Today what is called education is practically free. School houses and col

leges and universities cast their shadows on corners manifold. Almost every

country cross roads has a school-house, and children must attend school

so many months a year for so many years, or the truant officer will get them

"ef they don't watch out."

# # *

But the "education" given is not really education. It's an imitation, just

as our civilization is an imitation civilization. Think not that I say this with
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a pessimistic twist to my mouth. I say this because I can see just a wee little

ways ahead to the time when True Education will be given to every boy and

girl throughout the length and breadth of not only this land but of all lands.

The world is getting better fast. It is now in the last days of the convales

cent stage. It will soon be free of gruel and mush-and-milk diet and can sit

up and eat a square meal. I mean a mental and physical meal—a meal at

which the whole truth will be served, and where there will be enough so that

none will have to ask for a second helping.

The time is coming, I say, when True Education will be given in every

school in the world, and no one will be recognized as an educated man or edu

cated woman who does not grade 100 per cent in four great, essential branches.

You ask, "What is True Education?"

True Education is the enrichment of the whole man and the whole woman

by acquisition on one hand and development on the other. It consists in two

processes—the infilling of useful knowledge, and the drawing out of the faculties

of the Whole Man.

Education, then, is the drawing out of the latent faculties of body, mind

and soul.

Did you get that? The drawing out of the latent faculties of the body,

mind and soul. And did you remember, too, that with that process goes the

infilling of useful knowledge.

Now tell me, how many schools and colleges in this country deal in True

Education ?

I do not believe that you can find very many.

Read this article through and then think hard to recall even one school

which is making a systematic effort to develop the body, the intellect, the sen

sibilities, and the will of the student.

The education given in our schools and colleges is lop-sided. It does not

make for the development of the whole man. It merely attempts to do so,

gets scared at the seeming magnitude of the task, and concentrates on the devel

opment of the intellect alone. Our educators have never read Holmes' "One

Horse Shay" and applied the lesson to the human plant. A strong man, like

a strong buggy, must be strong through and through. A man breaks at his

weakest point. Modern education makes no great effort to strengthen men

and women except in one spot—the intellect.

* # #

Of what value—practical value—is the average boy with a high school

diploma? To his parents and himself he counts for much, but to the man

who wants work well done he counts for little. The reason ? He has not had

a PRACTICAL education. He has juggled a little with figures and with

Greek and Latin and grammar and composition, yet his first letter of applica
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tion for a job will cause the modern business man to smile—to smile because

he remembers the time when he stood just where the "educated" young high

school graduate stands today.

The high school graduate starts at the bottom of the business ladder when

he gets a job. He does it willingly. He learns rapidly—or does not, as the

case may be—and perhaps goes to the top. He becomes educated to do certain

things in that particular business, and it is very possible that he will one day

be looked up to as a success; but the greater part of his education will come in

the workaday world. He will get this education because when he finishes

high school he is young and impressionable and he is able to speedily see that

his high school course was in the nature of intellectual training and was not

an all round education. He will see that education is that which he uses in

carrying him up the ladder of practical affairs, and is not a burden which keeps

his head bent to the ground so as to keep from his view the heights which con

tain the prizes of Success—prizes that are only for those who realize with

Stevenson that "to travel hopefully is a better thing than to arrive, and that

True Success is to labor."

But if our high school boy goes to college—particularly if he is sent there

by dear dad—the chances are that he will annex little more than a choice mess

of bad habits, and will come out with nothing more than a Wise Look and

a notion that the world is waiting anxiously for him to cool its parched lips with

the cooling waters of his wisdom.

# # #

What does the college do to a boy ?

The answer is: It depends very much on the boy; also upon the teacher.

But what is the answer to this: Does the college as a rule develop the

boy physically, mentally and morally?

The answer is: No! Most emphatically, No!

I'll grant you that the boy will be given plenty of book knowledge, provided

he is a student and there to study. He will be given tasks in the languages

and the sciences that will train him to think. He will develop a good memory

—if he learns to avoid the pony—and in the powers of concentration will not be

lacking. He will have his mind filled with much information about great

philosophers, great teachers, great thinkers and great writers. He will, per

haps, be able to quote you authorities for everything under the sun—except

once in a while when you ask him a practical question and he looks at you

and says: "We really didn't get that far in the book, don't you know?"

The boy will be given Ability development. I do not mean to laugh at

that. He will have his intellect trained, and he will come away from college

with much valuable information and much that he will learn to speedily forget

as soon as he learns to be useful. He will find that the Master Merchant who
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hires him as a clerk does not care a continental about the niceties of the differ

ences between the various Greek and Indian and Hottentot philosophers

during business hours, nor does he care for lectures of any kind on any subject.

All the business man wants is someone who can do the work.

Think not that I do not revere the old writers and philosophies, and that

I do not worship at their shrines continually. But the point I make is this:

The practical man of today must have more than a knowledge of Greek verbs

and hot-house book knowledge.

You tell me that the universities are establishing courses in commerce,

and that college engineers and scientists have done wonders for the world.

Yes, that is true. But I want to say this: The boys in the commerce

departments are not given a True Education, a true education that will fit

them for the noble work they should do for the betterment of the great world

of business.

They will be given Ability education. Their intellects will be trained, but

how about Reliability—that greatest of all qualities which is the flower of the

developed positives of the sensibilities—the feelings. What of that?

Are those young men shown that trickery and lying and deceit, and all those

other ills and ailments of our business system of today, are negatives that throw

sand in the bearings of the fine human machine? Are they shown the com

mercial value of the positive feelings, and how to cultivate them? Are they

taught character building?

Are they ever shown in a practical common-sense way that the Golden Rule

is the great rule of trade, and that during the centuries since Confucius gave

it to us in a negative form no one has proposed an amendment that is an improve

ment, except when Christ made it positive?

Do they realize away deep down in their hearts that the days of dog-eat-dog

are going into Oblivion, and that the cry of the world today is for men who

recognize that all men are brothers and that none can suffer without bringing

sorrow in a degree to all.

Are these young men taught that the old-fashioned virtues are virtues still,

and that the man before whom the world bows its head is the man who is pure

and clean in body, mind and soul, and that in society where True Successes

meet, men with sporting proclivities are tabu?

Are these young men ever shown in any way how they can develop the

positive qualities lying dormant in every one of them, and how they can with

"the power within themselves which makes for righteousness" reach heights

of which they, possibly, even in their most roseate dreams, never guessed ?

# # #

"But the colleges look after the physical," you tell me. "They have great

gymnasiums and trainers and football and basehall and track work. Why,
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millions of dollars are spent every year in giving physical culture to students."

Yes, they do spend millions on gymnasiums and trainers. But did you

ever notice that mighty little of this great expenditure results in the dividends

of Endurance?

How many college men have Endurance?

How many college men, with all their training, would be able to follow in

the track of the farmer boy, the ditch digger, the section men, the freight-rustler,

the cowboy, the business man who directs his establishment in a great city

from early morning until late at night.

Mighty few.

A few stars may be developed. These stars can run and jump and break

records in certain events for which they have been trained especially.

But have they endurance?

Are their bodies so developed that they can stand up under any physical

strain for a time, or endure the ordinary strain of daily work year after year

without breaking down ? Are you sure that the runner who makes the hundred

in less than ten seconds, or the miler who falls fainting into the arms of his

friends after winning the long race—are you sure that these men have not put

into use lung cells in their training which will never be used in daily life?

And don't you know that unused tissue atrophies and dies, and that many

a man whose name filled the mouths of thousands at a college track meet has at

last died of tuberculosis.

Instead of developing Endurance in all students, the trainers ordinarily

concentrate upon the development of the strength of a few stars. Those who

need physical culture most get but little—often none—while those naturally

strong enter contests and get too much of what in moderation is a good thing.

The millions invested are invested for the stars, and that seemingly for the

development of strength rather than endurance.

Instead of training all college men to be clean physically, most colleges let

them shift for themselves. All the diseases that a young man can get during

the so-called "wild oats" period can be catalogued by examining the students

of almost any of our large colleges. Cigarette smoking is quite the thing, often

by some members of the faculty, as well as the students, and the student who

does not drink is not considered one of the "bunch." And not to be one of the

bunch in college is to be a drab, colorless sort of an individual—one who knows

not the ins and outs of the real thing in college society.

* * #

The man who comes out of college with his load of technical knowledge

gleaned from books and laboratory experiments is seldom content with a place

at the bottom of the ladder. He feels that he has spent four years in school in

preparing for this special work, and has spent several thousand dollars and^that
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therefore he ought to go above those who have started to work without any

preliminaries.

And this is all right to a certain extent. But you will notice that the man

who has only traveled through a country in the dark is not one whom you or

I would pick out as a guide.

We know that, scientifically, when we think we first must sensate. Impres

sions must be made upon the mental plate. These sensations are united and

formed into images, these images into concepts, and the real operation of think

ing is performed when we unite concepts to form ideas. With the formation

of ideas the reasoning powers are put into operation and the educated men—

and there are not so many of them—are able to discern laws and

principles.

Do you think for a moment that James J. Hill would today be the great rail

road man and empire builder he is had he not in his career sensated every

little part of the railroad business? Do you think that Jim Hill would today

be able to handle his great lines as a Master had he not in his youth "rustled"

freight and gone through the experiences of the section hand? Jim Hill is

a master because he knows, and those who talk of luck when thinking of Jim

Hill are those who bear upon their brows the crown of thoms placed there

by Failure.

There are noble exceptions, but all too many college men are afraid to

begin at the bottom. Their dignity won't stand for it. They are like the ele

gant jester in Maude Adams' latest play, " Chicot." They want to look pretty

and be admired all the time.

The result is that those who start at the bottom, and have the right stuff

in them developed day by day, will eventually sign their names to the check

which the ordinary college man will wait to receive Saturday night. They

will know the business from bottom to top. The college man who lets his

dignity interfere with his common-sense will only know that part from the

place he started up to the position to which he rises.

I want this understood, however. By reason of his intellectual training,

the college man should be far better equipped to reach the top after his four

years in college—and often is—if he has improved his time, has no exaggerated

idea of his own importance and is willing to start at the bottom. With his

training his rise from the lowest rung to the highest should be rapid. Thou

sands of cases can be found where this has been proven. But in few instances

where the college man started near the top has he been a true success.

* * *

And at the best, the man who receives the ordinary education given by our

present day educational institutions has not been helped to become a whole

man by reason of his college training. There are four parts to a man which
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must be developed. If even one part is neglected the man lacks being a man

by just that much—he is only a fraction.

Every man should receive AREA Development.

The man with AREA Development has Ability, Reliability, Endurance,

and Action.

That means that the positives of his intellect have been drawn out and

his mind filled with useful knowledge pertaining to his business.

That means that he has had the positives of his feelings developed, and

therefore possesses such qualities as ambition, truthfulness, love, faith, courtesy,

kindness, unselfishness, earnestness, and loyalty.

That means that the positives of his Body have been drawn out, and that

he has the ability to stand on his feet when he should stand on his feet to do

his work, and can bear the brunt of the business battle which he will have to

wage daily, without displaying the white flag, or placing himself in the hands

of a physician.

And, finally, AREA Development means that the man necessarily

must have Action. It means that he must be a Doer of Deeds. In short,

he must put into effect the plans his ability formulates for the good

of the business.

* * #

We all know that the Greek race fell because it did not possess that great

soul quality of Reliability. We today bow down before the Ability of those

men who made of the Age of Pericles the Golden Age. No modern philos

opher has approached Socrates and Plato, and Phidias is the despair of modern

sculptors.

The Greek Parthenon, with its chaste beauty, stands out today

in memory as the most beautiful building ever constructed. Greek thought

is still the thought that influences the world.

We know that the Greeks had endurance. As athletes they astonished the

world. They regarded their bodies as sacred. They tended to them as no

race does today. We today call that man a Spartan who can stand the rebuffs

and bumps and jousts of the tournament of daily work with fortitude. Modern

athletes lavish upon their bodies scarcely more care than the majority of the

Greeks did in their golden age.

We know that the Greeks had Action. They were Doers of Deeds. The

statues, the architecture, the laws, the philosophies, the dramas, the memory

of battles well fought, their wealth—all these and more indicate that they were

men who did things.

But the Greek race fell.

And the Roman empire crumbled.

And before that the dynasties of Egypt had been swept into dust.
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The old civilizations in the valley of the Tigris and the Euphrates—can

we not say of them what Burton says of Babylon:

There are two fundamental laws by which men in their daily life must be

governed wisely in order to bring about Reliability and the peace which attends

it. The first law is the Law of Self Preservation; the second, the Law of Self

Perpetuation.

To satisfy the demands of the first law a man needs food, clothing and

shelter. His needs must be satisfied. These can be satisfied easily. Nature

provides for satisfying the needs of all creatures. It is only when some demand

more that suffering enters in.

When a man desires two houses where one serves him for shelter; when he

wants rich clothing and richer foods; when he wants unneeded servants to

wait upon him; when he asks to be absolved from labor; when he makes de

mands for things for which there exists only an artificial need—then he is on

the downward path.

I repeat: He is on the downward path.

I do not mean that those who possess fine homes and beautiful grounds

and horses and carriages are all on the downward path. But I do mean to

say that for those to keep from going downward is a task which will put to

the strongest test the strength of their Reliability.

The man who gets the money to keep a great estate going has before him

a task that calls for qualities which those lower down in the possession of this

world's goods do not require in such abundance. He must get money. The

demand is made because of the initial pace set. This money must be gotten.

If it can be secured honestly, well and good. But if it cannot be secured that

way—why, the money can be obtained in ways technically conformable to the

laws of man but against the laws of Justice.

Our great cities today are filthy with the rottenness which comes from lack

of the development of the Soul qualities. Not nearly all, but all too many busi

ness men look upon their work as a game in which they are privileged to use

loaded dice provided the other players do not find them out.

In our great cities are many institutions in the consciousness of whose man

agement has been born the ethical sense. These institutions through welfare

work and in various ways are hastening the evolution of business to the highest

plane. But in our great cities, too, are establishments whose owners have

grown rich by hiring girl helpers at wages so low that only by selling their bodies

are they able to keep from starving, while the wives of those owners, wearing

 

# * *
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clothes purchased with the profits of shame, parade upon the avenues in autos

with fittings of shiny brass.

Every day they waste that which would feed and clothe hundreds. They

have more than they need. Others have not enough. Poverty, with its hungry

jaws, comes stealing in. Filth and corruption and crime follow.

A great law has been violated. The offenders must pay the penalty.

And with the other law it is the same. Too many men are no longer con

tent with a legal wife. As they grow wealthy, the one-quarter, the one-half

or the three-quarters man looks for a more youthful and more beautiful partner.

He may not divorce his legal wife—but in a shameless city what difference

does that make. What is a girl's purity to a man of lust—to a man whose

Soul qualities are not developed—to the man whose Reliability is nil?

# # #

The greatest troubles of today, the cancers of government, home and busi

ness, could be eliminated instantly if by some miracle all men could be developed

mentally, morally and physically, to the point of righteous regulation of the

two laws: first, Self Preservation; and second, Self Perpetuation.

We must change our system of education.

We must sweep the false god from his pedestal.

The intellect has been made the god of educators long enough.

We must make every educator in the world see that the training of the

intellect alone does not result in the educated man. It may make but the

gifted criminal. The giant in intellect may be a moral pygmy.

We must make every educator in the world see that the training of the

sensibilities alone does not make an educated man.

We must make every educator in the world see that the training of the body

alone does not make an educated man.

We must make every educator in the world see that the training of the will

alone does not result in an educated man.

It takes the four to make the Whole Man.

Who are educators?

All men and women everywhere.

Be a producer of great men. Develop yourself mentally, morally and

physically. And remember that Walt Whitman, the Good Gray Poet, said:

"Produce great men; the rest follows."

And as citizens we must not stop with self.

The problem of business building is the problem of man building.

And the problem of man building is the problem of True Education;

Where, then, must we strike for the best results for the future of the race—

the hastening of the evolution of business to the plane where it deserves to be?

A. F. Sheldon.



The Master Merchant

By JOSEPH H. APPEL

I.

aN "The Great Work," one of the most

advanced books of the new century, is

this formula:

"Nature evolves a man.

" Man, with the added impulse of his own

individual intelligence and effort, acting in

harmony with the laws of nature, evolves

the Master."

May we not paraphrase this and lay down

another fundamental law—that:

"Human nature—or civilization—evolves

business.

"Business evolves the merchant.

"Business, with the added impulse of

the merchants' individual intelligence and

effort, acting in harmony with the laws of

business and nature, evolves the Master

Merchant."

n.

ANY good people lament this com

mercial age. They say everything is

business, and business is everything.

Why, of course everything is business.

Life is business.

The great problem of life is life itself.

The butcher, the baker, and the candle

stick maker are as important as the lawyer,

the doctor and the preacher.

"How to live," says Herbert Spencer, "is

the essential question .... in what

way to treat the body; in what way to treat

the mind; in what way to manage our affairs;

in what way to bring up the family; in what

way to behave as citizens; in what way to

realize all sources of happiness which nature

supplies". ... In a word: "HoWj to

live completely."

Business is the king pin of all professions

—the master profession—because business

is the one fabric woven out of all the en

tangled activities of a community which go

to make up society. And society is life.

Viewing life in this large sense every human

being is vitally interested in the production,

preparation, distribution, and consumption

of the commodities which go to make up

business.

in.

HE laws of production and distribu

tion must and will be made a Science,"

wrote Richard Cobden so long ago

as 1843. "And then," he added, "and not

until then, will happiness come to mankind

and this earth serve as a pattern for the

paradise of another life, instead of being a

pandemonium."

Herbert Spencer added this a few years

later: "What we call learning a business

really implies learning the science involved

in it."

IV.

CIENCE is simplicity. It is the formu

lation of simple irrevocable laws. There

is one great creation. God created the

world, and in that world He created life.

Given life, and everything else is evolution.

Society grows. Customs grow. Laws grow.

Business grows. And growth is evolution.

H you but open the seed of the maple tree

you will find folded within a miniature

maple tree itself. The two leaves are there.

The stem is there. Life is there. Plant

the seed in the ground and the tree grows.

We can study the evolution of the entire

race by studying the growth of one child.

In the early attempts of a child to model,

to draw, to make things, the rude crafts

of man can be traced from their infancy.

In a child's attempt to write and read we

can study the evolution of language.

All great things begin with simplicity.

The alphabet is small and simple—a mere

string of letters, yet all the epics that have

sounded down the ages may be traced to

these small A, B, C's.

The octave is a small and simple thing,

yet all the oratorios and symphonies, like

a majestic wave, sweeping the people into

great emotion, have been built on that .small

scale.

The nine digits are small, and yet here

we have the source of trigonometry and cal

culus, of our ability to weigh and measure

suns, moons and stars. Alt our knowledge

of mechanics, of physics, and of navigation,

3
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is built on these small nine figures and the

cipher; on them are based navigation and

commerce.

The world is beginning to realize that we

must study the great problems from their

small and simple beginnings. We grow from

within and we must study growth from within.

We used to begin with the universe and

reason down to man. Now we begin with

man—with the child—and work out our

universal problems from within out.

The great secrets of merchandising are to

be found within the breast and experience

of every tradesman—no matter how humble.

A large store has no monopoly of business

wisdom. Its wider experience comes merely

from the composite experience of the group

of merchants that manage it. Each man

ager of an individual stock in a large store

must be a merchant himself. And so each

merchant must cut his own path to Master

ship.

"Know thyself," is the starting point.

Control thyself, is the next step.

Develop thyself, is the finality.

V.

N the distribution of merchandise, in

which the merchant plays the final part,

we first have the Science of Exchange.

Here three great laws apply:

1. The Law of Supply and Demand.

2. The Law of Compensation.

3. The Law of Diminishing Returns.

The Law of Supply and Demand applies

to the stocks—their kind, quantity and

variety.

The Law of Compensation applies to

the character of the store, the general ser

vice, the method of dealing, and to the

employees.

The Law of Diminishing Returns applies

to the expense of doing the business.

Of course to a very large extent the value

of merchandise depends upon its cost of

production, but the law of supply and de

mand must also be reckoned with.

"Prices are determined not by the com

petition of the sellers only, but also of the

buyers—by demand as well as supply,"

says John Stuart Mill.

By the supply of goods is meant not the

general supply in the world at large, but the

supply on sale in that particular community.

As a general rule, prices rise with the lessen

ing of the supply and the increasing of the

demand, and fall with the increasing of the

supply and the lessening of the demand,

but not always in strict proportions. Prices

on necessities are affected first, prices on

luxuries last.

When losing money the merchant must

think of this Law of Supply and Demand

and make this test:

1. Have I the goods the people want?

2. Have I them in sufficient quantities

and of the right quality?

3. Have I too much of any one thing

and not enough of another?

4. Am I selling my goods as cheap as

other merchants?

5. Am I giving good service?

When losing trade the same questions

might be asked with this addition: Have

I the confidence of the people?

The Law of Compensation may be simply

stated in this way:

"That we give a full equivalent for what

we receive, and receive a full equivalent for

what we give."

Emerson in his Essay on Compensation

says:

"Human labor, through all its forms,

from the sharpening of a stake to the con

struction of a city or an epic, is one immense

illustration of the perfect compensation of

the universe."

"The absolute balance of Give and Take,

the doctrine that everything has its price—

and if that price is not paid, not that thing,

but something else is obtained, and that it

is impossible to get anything without its

price—is not less sublime in the columns

of a ledger than in the budgets of States."

"Men suffer all their life long under the

foolish superstition that they can be cheated.

But it is as impossible for a man to be cheated

by anyone but himself, as for a thing to be

and not to be at the same time. There is

a third party to all our bargains."

"The nature and soul of things takes on

itself the guaranty of the fulfilment of every

contract so that honest service cannot come

to loss. If you serve an ungrateful master,

serve him the more. Put God in your debt.

Every stroke shall be repaid. The longer

the payment is withholden, the better for

you; for compound interest on compound

interest is the rate and usage of this ex

chequer. . . .

31
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"Cause and effect, means and end, seed

and fruit cannot be severed; for the effect

already blooms in the cause, the end pre

exists in the means, the fruit in the seed."

"We can no more halve things and get

the sensual good by itself than we can get

an inside that shall have no outside, or a

light -without a shadow. . . .

"Because of the dual constitution of

things, in labor as in life there can be no

cheating. The thief steals from himself.

The swindler swindles himself. For the

real price of labor is knowledge and virtue,

whereof wealth and credit are signs. These

signs, like paper money, may be counter

feited or stolen, but that which they repre

sent, namely, knowledge and virtue, cannot

be counterfeited or stolen.

"The law of Nature is: Do the thing,

and you shall have the power; but they

who do not the thing have not the power."

The Law of Diminishing Returns, simply

stated, is this:

That after a certain point is reached, with

added capital and added labor the pro

portionate returns of profit will diminish.

That is to say, if one person cultivates ten

acres of land and makes $100 a year profit

out of it, the addition of another laborer

would yield less than $100 profit to each of

them. In other words, it means that you

can push a thing to a certain limit and reap

great reward, but beyoud that, reward

diminishes.

This applies in business directly to the

expense of operation. You may push your

business and increase it, but if the expense

of doing this is too great, your net profits

will decrease. You may have too large a

store, you may pay too much rent, you may

have too large a stock, you may do too much

advertising, you may have a too expensive

delivery. All these are the expenses of a

store and if too large cause your profit to

diminish.

"Net," someone has said, "is the smallest

and biggest word in business." Gross

profits mean nothing; net profits mean

everything. Gross sales are a snare. It

is only net sales that count. Get down to

net in everything you do. Be practical.

Don't live in th« clouds. Keep your two

feet planted squarely on the earth.

EsThe Patent Office at Washington is

crowded with inventions, theoretically per

fect, but practically of no use. They don't

pay. Any electrical inventor can make a

storage battery that works, but no one has

yet produced one that pays.

It is useless to invent a machine to do some

thing that can be done quicker by hand.

It is useless to invent a substitute that is

more expensive than the machine it is in

tended to displace.

It is useless to produce business at such

a cost that it does not pay.

Advertising is good only when it pays a

net profit on its cost.

A system is good only when it pays a net

profit on the cost of installation and operation.

Business is good only when it pays.

VI.

53THE Science of Human Endeavor—or

VS^ the Science of Success—has been

formulated, as all the readers of this

magazine know, by Mr. Sheldon in his

"Scientific Salesmanship," and "Science

of Industrial Success."

This formula: Ability plus Reliability

plus Endurance plus Action, was brought

to my attention when just beginning the

preparation of this paper which was read in

August, 1907, before the Retail Merchants'

Association of Pennsylvania.

I developed my theme, without further

reading of the Sheldon course—as given

here. Since then I have completed the

course. You will see where the two agree

and disagree.*

The Sheldon formulary, I wrote—A plus

R plus E plus A—is better understood when

we go back to the virgin source of these

characteristics of Success.

What is back of Endurance ? The body.

What is back of Ability ? The Intellect.

What is back of Action ? The Will.

What is back of Character?

Why, the Body, the Intellect, and the

Will—all three.

But what is still further back of all these

—back even of Character? Why, you, you,

YOU. Not somebody else. But YOU.

The Ego. Call it a Soul, call it a part of

*In the analysis that follows, we give Mr. Appel's
opinion as it was when this paper was written. For
the purpose of comparison, we give here our formula:
Man is a Soul, which knows, feels and wills. He has
a mind and a body, through which the soul manifests
itself. When the positives of the body are developed,
man acquires Endurance; of the intellect. Ability; of
the feelings. Reliability; and of the will, Action.—En .
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the Divine, call it what you will, YOU are

back of everything you possess.

Now, what do we actually possess? Only

three things:

I. A Human Body.

a. An Intellect.

3. A Will.

When we use the phrase "We possess,"

we presuppose the "We," showing that there

is something back of the body, back of the

mind, back of the will.

Develop that "something."

Develop your own personality.

Develop your own individuality.

Develop responsibility.

Develop Yourself.

This leads to Self-reliance, which is the

best of a man's value in any walk of life.

Each of us, the strongest as well as the

weakest, is responsible for something—to

human laws, to the laws of business, or to

Nature.

There is supervision and discipline in

Nature. When we are sick we are " brought

up" with a sharp twinge of pain.

There is supervision in Human Nature.

The child, when bad, is "brought up" with

a switching.

There is supervision in Business. The

merchant when he violates the laws of

Nature or Business is "brought up"

sharply by a loss of some kind, either of

money, of customers, of friendship or of

reputation.

The more responsible we make ourselves,

the lesssomeone else will have to be responsi

ble for us. And the greater our own value

will become.

Please do not think I am preaching

when I give you this doctrine. Sweep away

religion, sweep away the churches, sweep

away all human laws, and you still have

remaining Morality as a scientific thing.

Morality is a scientific thing.

There is in Nature a Constructive Prin

ciple—which takes matter and builds it up

into trees, into animals, into man, into

business. To live in harmony with this

principle brings not only bodily health and

peace of mind, but the living of such a life

is Scientific Morality. It is a business asset.

The opposite force in Nature is the De

structive Principle which is constantly tear

ing down. This is Scientific Immorality.

In business it creates liabilities.

Now, the business man who conducts his

business in line with the principles that

build up himself, that build up society,

that build up the community, that build up

the State, that help to educate and civilize

the people, is working in harmony with the

constructive principles of Nature and Busi

ness, and building up his own character and

his own business.

VII.

J5THERE are five things we must do while

w on this earth:

1. We must LIVE—which means

nourishing the body and giving it due care

and rest.

a. We must ABSORB—we cannot shut

our eyes, we cannot close our ears, we cannot

close our minds to the things around us.

3. We must THINK.

4. We must ACT—we cannot assume an

absolutely negative condition.

5. We must ASSOCIATE with our

kind—and from this association comes

Character.

A human being who never associated

with anyone from birth up (if such a thing

were possible) would never develop any

character at all.

So that you see we have again this classi

fication of:

1. The Body.

a. The Intellect.

3. The Will.

And as a result of the right use of these

three possessions we build up our Character.

With the right use of the Body, the right

use of the Intellect, and the right use of our

Will-power, Character will take care of

itself.

When something goes wrong in your

store, take account of stock. Take account

of your own stock—your physical stock, your

mental stock, your stock of will-power.

You will very soon learn to perceive whether

it is your body that is not serving you prop

erly, whether it is your mind, or whether it

is your will. You will learn also that while

your mind by absorbing information becomes

the great fund of knowledge, that you cannot

use that knowledge without physical strength

and will power.

Your mind and your body may be[said to

be a double team of horses that you are

driving. The will-power is both the reins
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and the whip—the reasoning and the direct

ing power and the spur at the same time.

To draw out from each of us the best

that is in us, should be our endeavor. And

when we examine ourselves analytically we

are surprised to find the latent qualities we

possess. The small man is never so small

as he seems, just as the great man is never

so great as he seems.

vm.

AS stock in trade we first possess a Physi

cal Body.

This gives us:

1. Health,

a. Energy.

3. Endurance.

We are only beginning to realize the im

portant part that health and energy and

endurance play in success.

Don't be a slave to your business; be its

master.

Don't enslave your employees.

Lead in early closing.

Insist on vacation with pay.

Take systematic exercise and see that

your employees take it.

The man of energy is the man who moves,

and who moves the world. The old deacon

used to say: "I'd rather see a kettle boil

over than not to boil at all."

But energy is not enough. We must have

Endurance. We must be a through ex

press. We must work hard while we are

at it. Spurts are good, but the energy and

dash of Sheridan would not have ended the

war without the endurance of Grant. One

heat a day is best. It is the starting and

stopping of a train that wastes energy.

Sooner or later stores will open at 10 o'clock

and close at 4, with no intermission.

Leave business cares at the office. Throw

them off with your office coat. Armour said

he never thought of business once he was

out of the office.

Don't pull the long face at home just be

cause you have had a hard day at the office.

Your wife has probably had a harder day.

And the very fact that you had a hard day

means that you must recuperate, renew

your energy and vigor for the following day.

The greatest recreation and health-

builder is change of occupation.

James Madison used to build desks and

chairs to rest his mind.

Gladstone used to go out to the forest and

cut down trees.

On the other hand, as a relief from physi

cal labor, reading or talking is rest.

Rest does not mean going to sleep all

over, but merely putting to sleep those facul

ties or parts of the body that are tired.

Self-control is the great physician. Keep

one's self in control physically and mentally

and the human machine will keep running

at its maximum.

Self-control must come before Personal

Effort.

The horse or automobile must be under

control before it can properly do its work.

Even the smallest store can afford a rest

room for any of its employees who may be

taken ill. It can have a faithful and effective

outlook to the kind of drinking water sup

plied. It can have clean toilet apartments,

soap and water, towel, brush and comb.

It can have proper light and ventilation.

Keeping one's clerks working in a damp or

cold atmosphere is bad business, to say the

least. Proper storm doors, proper heating,

proper lighting, proper ventilation, will

all help to sell your goods and help the

people who sell them.

"You must be a good animal," says Her

bert Spencer, "before you can be a good

man."

IX

AND now let us take stock of the Human

Intellect.

"With what do you mix your paints?"

a great painter was once asked. "With

brains," he replied.

Only big men can manage big things.

We are not all born equal, but we are all

born with an intellect that may develop to

a greater extent than perhaps any of us

realize.

Through the intellect come:

1. Knowledge.

2. Wisdom.

3. Intuition.

4. Inspiration.

Instinct and inspiration come from within,

but they must be developed from without.

And Edison says inspiration is nothing more

than perspiration.

From experience comes the only actual

knowledge we have.

And wisdom is only classified knowledge.
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Knowledge and wisdom come best through

our own experience.

In taking stock of the things we know, it

U important to keep in mind this classifica

tion of data:

I. Things we know and know we know.

For instance : That we exist—the flowers

bloom and birds sing—things we know our

selves from our physical senses.

a. Things we assume to know, but do not

know that we know them.

For instance: That the earth is round;

the law of gravity.

3. Things we believe, but do not know

or assume to know them.

For instance: That there is a God.

4. Things we neither know nor assume

to know, or even believe.

For instance: Where space or time be

gins or ends. Number of fishes in the water,

of birds in the air.

Personal experience is the great teacher.

Observe.

A foreigner once took a drive along the

Wissahickon Creek in Philadelphia, and es

got out of the carriage perhaps fifty tim e

to examine a rock or a flower or a tree. H

saw a hundred things along that road where

the average person would see but one.

Observe intelligently. To do this you

must read and study.

"Get the study habit," says our friend

Hubbard.

Have a box in your store for ideas.

Exchange ideas with other business men.

Exchange ideas with any man. A great

lawyer when he was working out an import

ant case would stop and discuss the points

of that case with every man he could button

hole, and he said he got an idea from almost

every one.

Make it a habit to converse at least one*

a day with some one your superior. Your

superior stands on higher ground and gets

a better perspective of things.

Perspective is a great thing in observing.

Take the back seat in a trolley car and

ride down a straight street in any of our

large cities. Center your eye on some tall

building. As you go farther away from it,

it looms higher and higher. This building

at the comer that seems high when you are

in front of it dwindles as you go on and on,

and the huge structure farther away seems

to climb higher and higher into the sky.

Don't keep your eyes and nose to the

grindstone. Get away from your business

occasionally and get the proper perspective.

Write down your thoughts as they come.

Keep a pad and pencil always ready for ideas.

Lincoln used to stop at the end of each

furrow as he ploughed and write a sentence

on the fencerail. His Gettysburg speech

is a model of short, vigorous sentences. We

know a thing only after we tell it to someone

else or write it down.

Er>rTO»'s Note.—This is the first of two article*
by Joseph H. Appel on Retail Merchandizing. Mr.
Appal is advertising manager for the great John
Wanamaker store in Philadelphia, and the truths he
utters here have been gathered during his many yean
of experience with a Master Merchant. These ar
ticles should be read aloud to clerks by their employers
and thoroughly discussed.

HAPPINHBS

'Twas a jolly old pedagogue, long ago,

Tall and slender, and sallow and dry;

His form was bent, and his gait was slow,

His long, thin hair was white as snow,

But a wonderful sparkle shone'in his eye,

And he sang every night as he went to bed,

"Let us be happy down here below;

The living should live, though the dead be dead,"

Said the jolly old pedagogue long ago.

—George Arnold



Neither the One Nor the Other

By FRANKLIN HOBBS "Himself"

J5THERE seems to be an inclination on

111 the part of manufacturers and mer

chants of today to debate the question:

"Shall we market our goods by advertising,

or through the personal work of salesmen?"

Do "Neither the one nor the other." The

question is not debatable. It was settled

long ago. This question might be resolved

into another: "Shall we go into the Mail

Order business?"

Admitting that there have been huge

successes made in the Mail Order business

in individual cases, it is important that you

should know the bearing of these individual

cases on business at large.

The Mail Order business is on the in

crease, and if the present ratio of increase

continues, some time about the year 5338

A. D. it will have entirely superseded the

personal work of salesmen. This is more

than thirty-four centuries into the future,

and your time and mine on earth is too

short to give it even a passing thought. It

will be 1680 years, or almost seventeen

centuries, before the business of the Mail

Order houses equals the business of the

other concerns, assuming that the present

annual of ratio of increase will continue.

It is safe, then, to say that Mail Order

selling is not going to supersede the per

sonal work of salesmen in your lifetime or

mine, or in the next one thousand years.

Selling by mail will continue and will in

crease. It is even possible that the isi.'io

of increase will change and that the develop

ment of the Mail Order business may become

ten or twenty times as rapid as it has been

during the past twenty-five years, but even

in such a case we have several hundred years

ahead of us before the volume of the Mail

Order business will equal the volume of the

business done through other channels.

I wonder if you ever seriously compared

the business of the Mail Order houses with

the total business done. It is a difficult

comparison to make, and the resultant

figures are hard to believe, but they are,

nevertheless, dependable. Think this one

over: The total cash receipts of the Mail

Order houses of the United States would not

pay the cash discounts of 2 or 3 per cent

on the total business done through other

channels. Consider that statement, "Would

not pay the cash discounts," and after con

sidering it I believe you will agree with me

that the question, "Shall we go into the

Mail Order business or shall we employ

salesmen?" is not debatable.

The selling staff of one of the large manu

facturing companies of Chicago petitioned

its company to discontinue advertising.

This company was using an annual appro

priation of about $50,000.00 in its adver

tising department, and the salesmen em

ployed, deciding that this $50,000.00 must,

of necessity, come out of their salaries, de

sired the company to discontinue advertising

in order to increase the income of each sales

man. I know it is hard for you to believe

that such a question could arise. It is hard

to believe that fifty intelligent men could

take such a view of the situation, but they are

not the only fifty salesmen in America who

believe that the advertising appropriation

comes out of the salesman's pocket. The

fact was, and is, that the majority of these

fifty men would probably have been looking

for positions within the year if the company

had discontinued advertising, and surely the

individual income of each man would have

been reduced as the sales dropped lower

and lower.

No hard-and-fast rules for the marketing

of merchandise can be laid down. The

conditions which I will mention have their

exceptions, but, in a general way, we may

assume that successful selling—by which I

mean profitable selling—cannot long be

continued without the aid of advertising,

and that successful advertising cannot long

be continued without the aid of salesmen.

Advertising is a part of salesmanship, but

advertising cannot take the place of per

sonal salesmanship in its entirety. The

Mail Order house which provides the ex

ception to this rule is in reality no exception.

Advertising does not complete the sale even

with the Mail Order House. Advertising

makes the name of the firm known. Adver

tising makes the brands of merchandise
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which are sold by the firm, known. Adver

tising explains to the prospective buyer the

many advantages to be found in these goods

over other goods of a similar nature. But

the closing of the transaction, which in the

interests of business economy must be done

by salesmen in person, can be accomplished

only through the mail by either price-cutting

or apparent price-cutting. The Natural

Food Company cannot sell Shredded Wheat

Biscuit at 15 cents the package direct by

mail to the consumer; Enoch Morgan &

Sons cannot sell Sapolio at 10 cents the cake

by mail; The National Biscuit Company

cannot sell Uneeda Biscuit at 5 cents the

package; the Remington Typewriter Com

pany cannot sell Remington Typewriters at

$100.00 each; Earl & Wilson cannot sell

E. &. W. Collars at 25 cents each; S. H.

Knox & Company cannot sell Knox Derbys

at] $5.00 each, et cetera, et cetera, et

cetera.

We arrive, then, at this fact: The most

economical method of selling, the best and

easiest and cheapest way of carrying goods

from the manufacturer to the consumer,

is by a combined selling plan which em

bodies in true proportion advertising and

personal salesmanship. It is the reduction

in price, or the apparent reduction in price,

which makes the farmer buy his wagon of

the Mail Order house in preference to his

local dealer. He may in reality be getting

a lower price from the Mail Order house,

but this would be the exception. The rule

is that the reduction in price is on the

surface, and that the buyer fails to take

into account either quality, cost of trans

portation, or the convenience of securing

adjustments on unsatisfactory purchases.

Manufacturers may sell by mail to the

jobber, jobbers may sell by mail to the re

tailer, manufacturers may sell by mail

direct to the retailer, but in all of these in

stances the cost of selling is greater than it

would be if a selling plan were devised in

which printed salesmanship and personal

salesmanship were united in true proportion

When the manufacturer attempts to sell

direct by mail to the consumer, however,

the cost of selling is greatly multiplied, in

spite of all catalog arguments to the con

trary. The Catalog Mail Order house

abuses advertising by overworking it, and

the house employing salesmen abuses ad

vertising by using it too sparingly or by not

using it at all.

Advertising and personal salesmanship

mixed in proper proportion produce the

greatest volume of sales at the smallest

selling cost.

A certain manufacturer whose salesmen

visit nearly all of the cities and towns of

any importance in the country, has found

that since he began the judicious use of

advertising matter, his sales by mail have

grown until they now exceed the personal

sales of his salesmen, and that at the same

time the personal sales of the salesmen have

constantly increased. Why is it, and what

does it mean ?

Advertising introduces the goods and

paves the way for the salesman.

Advertising insures for the traveler a

respectful hearing when he arrives.

Advertising brings orders when the sales

man is not on the ground.

Advertising increases the volume of the

order which the salesman can secure in

person.

Advertising increases the sales of the

retail dealer by explaining more fully than

can be done by the salesman, the selling

points and advantages of the goods.

Advertising makes the merchant respect

the firm and the salesmen.

Advertising cements the friendship be

tween the house and the merchant.

Advertising brings about a better acquaint

ance and understanding between the mer

chant and the traveler.

Advertising tells the merchant what the

salesman forgets to mention.

Advertising supports the salesman in his

statements to the merchant.

Advertising makes the claims of the

manufacturer a matter of record with the

merchant.

Advertising literature is filed and becomes

a ready reference for the merchant, thus

increasing his sales.

All of these results, and many more, are

brought about by a judicious blending of

advertising and personal salesmanship. Ad

vertising is the husband, personal salesman

ship the wife, and the union of the two

makes for economy and effectiveness in

merchandising. Advertising may be used

alone, as a man may remain a bachelor;

personal salesmanship may be operated
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without advertising, as a woman may remain

a spinster; but as the greatness of a country

and the goodness of a community are built

upon homes, upon happy unions, and as the

greatness of business is built, and must be

built, upon a satisfactory union of adver

tising and personal salesmanship, the di

vorcing of these two means dissatisfaction

and ofttimes disaster.

The ultimate success of a business, then,

depends upon true business economy, and

true business economy is not the closing of

the doors when business is dull, nor the

profligate expenditure of money and effort

when business is good. True business

economy calls for a just proportion among

those things which make business. We are

treating now of the problem of selling, and

the whole commercial world is based upon

"The sale of goods at a profit." This fact

has brought into being great organizations

of salesmen, sales managers, and business

men. These organizations, usually known

as business science clubs, are found in most

of the principal cities. Here in Chicago

we have a powerful organization known as

the Business Science Club, whose sole pur

pose fa the study of scientific methods of

selling goods at a profit. The science of

selling is today the most important subject

for study and debate among more than

50,000 business men, but 50,000 business

men (salesmen, sales managers, business

managers, etc.) is a mere handful compared

with the hundreds of thousands of others

who would do well to look now to the

science of selling, to study scientific

methods, to base their future work upon

fact and well-established principle rather

than upon vague notions and individual

hobbies.

Nearly every business man with whom

I discuss the subject of selling, informs me

confidentially that his business is so different

from other lines of business that these

supposed principles of the science of selling

cannot be applied. He tells me that the

reason for his success is that he has worked

out a method for selling his product which

is peculiarly and absolutely his own. It is

worthy of note that before the end of such

an interview I always find that this man, if

he is successful, is successful because he is

applying, unwittingly perhaps, the correct

principles of selling, and these ideas which

he thinks are his own are principles based

upon facts which are as old as time.

Men scoff at the psychology of selling and

use psychology in the next breath. They

laugh at the idea of a science of selling, yet

we find that the very life of their businesses

is dependent upon that science.

We have passed the days of brown paper

shoe soles and wooden nutmegs. The

people are expecting value for their money,

and, in general, they are getting it. They

are getting it because they are insisting upon

it and because true success and permanent

success can be built only upon honest mer

chandising and honest selling methods.

Advertising makes possible honest selling

methods. Publicity is the greatest remedy

for rottenness.

That a business succeeds without adver

tising is not a proof that advertising is not

necessary to successful business, any more

than a man's living without eating potatoes

proves that potatoes are not good and

wholesome food. The fact that a business

exists and apparently prospers by means of

advertising alone and without salesmen,

is no more a proof that salesmen are not

necessary to successful business than a

man's living without eggs is a proof that

eggs are not a good food. That a business

is so sound and fills such a place in the

world that it can exist without advertising, is

the best possible proof that the judicious

advertising of that business would prove a

real economy and would result in a great

expansion of sales and profits. The mere

fact that goods are so in demand that they

can be successfully sold through advertising

alone, only proves that if a trained force of

salesmen were in the field when advertising

has done its work, the results would be an

enormous increase in sales and the resultant

increase in profits.

A woman has said, "A sound economy

is a sound understanding brought into ac

tion; it is calculation realized; it is the

doctrine of proportion reduced to practice."

Economy in business, then, demands under

standing, demands calculation and demands

proportion.

The whole story of successful mer

chandising through advertising and per

sonal salesmanship hinges upon that idea—

"The doctrine of proportion reduced to

practice."



Gleanings from Business Fields

By THOMAS DREIER

Alexander, you may remember, was the

ancient gentleman who was loud in his

disappointment because ar-

A Job for rangements had not been

Alexander made to provide him with

new worlds to conquer.

The United States today is sighing for an

Alexander, with the ability to "persuade

plenty of people to purchase what he has

for sale at a profit," to open up South

America for Yankee trade. It is true that

some Americans have been successful in

a small way in our sister country, but it

must be confessed that Germany and Eng

land are so far ahead of us in disposing of

goods down there that we are really not

in the race. The young man, therefore,

who says there is no chance for a good

salesman any more, and who spends his

time wailing about all the chances being

snappedjup, had better hearken to this little

paragraph. A regiment of Alexanders is

needed right away for the southern work, and

the man who is willing to pay the price of

learning a couple of extra languages, and

who has grounded himself in the science of

salesmanship, need waste no time worrying

about a job just as soon as he is ready.

* * *

Two men were talking in front of a store

the other night just at closing time. "Why

are you taking up work in

Not to Disap- a correspondence school at

point His Boy your age ?" asked one. "I

suppose it does seem queer,

this study habit that I have contracted,"

answered the other. "I'll have to tell you

the reason. That son of mine, you know,

thinks I am a sort of a king and I don't want

to disappoint him. I want to keep him

thinking of me as a king just as long as I

can."

* * *

No young man need spend much of his

time weeping because all the chances were

snapped up by the genera-

Young Men tion just getting ready to

for Consulships jog into oblivion. Perhaps

there is no better field for

the right sort of men than the United States

consular service. We all know that for

years and years the consulship berths have,

in perhaps the majority of cases, been given

to men who had rendered "service to their

party." But the keen, brainy, business men

of the country have seen the big foreign na

tions, like Germany and England, slip into

the newly opened regions and get such a

trading foothold that the United States is

seemingly unable to break in. In searching

for the cause of this, business men have

found that the fault rested in many cases with

the consuls. They were inefficient. They

had had no business training. In ward

politics and in vote-getting they may at one

time have been top-notchers. But when it

came to getting trade, and grasping oppor

tunities and passing them on to their country,

they were away down at the very bottom of

the list. Of course this was not everywhere

the case, but there were so many that the

State Department has been flooded with

petitions for a change. In a recent letter,

Secretary Root said that in order to break

up an inveterate abuse like that "which has

made our Foreign Service, to so great an ex

tent, a refuge for failure-in-life, broken-

down politicians, unsuccessful business men,

men who have outlived their careers and

have no ambition—it is necessary, not merely

to refuse to appoint such men." The sec

retary then goes on to say that before these

men can be taken out of their places it must

be "shown that better men are being ap

pointed by means of some process of selection

which furnishes evidence of superior merit."

And listen to this:

"We are now rejecting about half of the

men who apply; yet I should like to make the

standard higher than it is now, and would do

so if a greater number able to pass it were t*

apply."

This means that as soon as the colleges

and universities of the country begin to turn

out men trained for work in the consular

service there will be found for those men

positions of a high grade. Even as the

colleges are today, a student who earnestly

desires to prepare himself for this work can

elect studies which will enable him to qualify.

Much can be done, however, to improve con

ditions in colleges. This work must be un
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dertaken by the men of business who surely

must see that the longer they delay taking

action in the matter of providing a higher

grade of men for consular positions, the

longer it will take for the United States to

get the commercial foothold it desires in the

newly opened countries. Of course no one

wants colleges to concentrate on consular

material, but it is certain we all want them

to give more thought to this than they have

heretofore done. But the young man, with

the right stuff in him, need not wait for

colleges to arrange their curricula especially

for him. He has an opportunity with a big

"O" for getting True Education whenever

he can engage in practical business work, and

has no great fear of burning a study-lamp

for a few hours at night. The chance is

waiting for the men.

* * *

When August Roden rambled away from

his western home and registered at the Uni

versity of Wisconsin, his

How Roden intention was to become a

Got a Job botanist. He used to wan

der around the lakes and

over the hills and search for flowers and

plants from which he might glean knowledge

that would look well in a big note book.

But Roden was not sent to school by his

father. The problem of paying for such

sordid things as meat and drink had to be

solved.

Around the State Journal was much

activity. Roden liked activity. He knew

there was always work where men were

active. So he applied for a job. There

wasn't anything for him. But he figured

that by taking in the slack in his belt and

turning his collar, he could save on food

and laundry bills, and thus hang around that

busy place until something turned up.

Roden knew that the fellow who got the

prizes was generally the fellow who was

around when they were offered. So at the

State Journal he stayed. He used to sweep

out and make himself useful. He stayed

near the manager and actually worried that

individual by his willingness to help. In

order to get him out of the office the editor

used to give him assignments—little cub jobs

that a greenhorn could write.

But Roden never loafed. When he was

sent out on thankless errands he did them

well. He always got what he was sent for

and oftentimes a little bit more. This is a

virtue, you know, in a reporter. The editor

can always cut down if there is too much,

but it is only on the yellows that successful

splicing can be done.

Roden did look a bit hungry in those

days. The editor used to offer him a dollar

now and then, but young August was playing

for bigger stakes. He was no charity child.

He took another hitch in his belt and hung

on for a regular pay-roll position.

After a while an opening on the staff

occurred. The editor had planned to give

it to a relative. But Roden was there all

the time, and—why of course, Roden simply

had to be given it.

At six o'clock in the morning Roden used

to be at the office. He would work as hard

as he could until it was time to go to one of

his classes "on the hill." After his school

work was over he would almost run for the

office. Yes, Roden was a valuable man.

After a while he graduated from the 'var

sity. But long before this he had decided

to let his botany work rest. He decided that

there was more fun and greater rewards and

a better chance to do good right in the busi

ness harness. So he stayed on the State

Journal. He was a reporter for a while;

then he was advanced to "the desk."

The advertising in the paper did not suit

the new city editor. "Why don't you fel

lows do this and that?" he asked down the

"copy-chute" one day. The advertising

man righteously yelled back: "If you think

you can do better, why don't you come down

and do it."

"I'll do that very thing," answered Roden.

He did take charge of the advertising.

He made a success of it. He changed the

system that had obtained in Madison for

years. He made advertisers see results of

publicity properly presented to the purchas

ing public. And he never went back to

"the desk."

In a year or so Amos P. Wilder, editor and

chief owner of the paper, was appointed to

the Hong Kong consulship. Someone had

to become managing editor of the Journal

Printing company. Wilder looked over his

list of men, called Roden into his office and

said "Thou art the man"—or words to that

effect.

August Roden won because he was not

afraid of work and because he knew enough
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of the philosophy of commonsense to realize

that a good man cannot be kept down, any

more than cream can be made to stick to

the bottom of a pan of milk. Roden is

energy personified, and with this energy goes

a daring and courage and perseverance and

constructive imagination that is fast making

his paper one of the greatest in the state.

Men who work for Roden are given a square

deal, and more than the ordinary newspaper

loyalty can be found around the place.

Perhaps few modem youngsters start out

with more handicaps than did August

Roden. But handicaps have never hindered

his car of progress. He is still on the up

ward way, and while it is not likely that he

will ever rank with the great financiers, he

will always serve as an inspiration to those

young men who have nothing but a will to

work and the ambition to be of use to their

fellow-men.

* * *

In some retail stores are clerks who cringe

before customers, whom they foolishly think

are superior to them be-

No Degree in cause of being in different

Useful Labor lines of work. A clerk

who does this had best

seek other employment. There are no de

grees in useful labor. The ditch-digger is

of just as much value to the community as

the banker—something the doubting banker

would discover were there no ditch-diggers

to do that work. I once heard an employer

say this to his clerks: "I have noticed that

many of you act small and scared and fearful

when you are waiting upon people who

occupy a high social position. I want you

to understand right now that this is a mis

take. I want ail of you to feel that in the

work you are now engaged in there is needed

far more knowledge than is required to be

a mere society butterfly, and that those cus

tomers before whom you feel so small would

be absolutely of no use, in most cases, if

you were to give them a chance to do your

work. I want all of you to look upon your

selves as specialists. You are just as good

as the men who travel for the wholesale

houses. Your territory is so many feet back

of your counters, and your trade comes to

you without any special effort on your part.

If you know your goods, if you have de

veloped the power to persuade, if you are

gentlemanly and ladylike in your manner,

if you always try to make your customers

feel that they want to trade with you again

—why, what reason have you for feeling

small?"

* * *

Do your own work as well as you can.

Keep your envious eyes away from the posi

tion the man above you oc-

Envying Those'cupies. If you are a true

Above You workman you have no time

to spend in speculating

upon the time you will get to the top. If

you concentrate upon the present, the future

is pretty apt to take care of itself. The man

who successfully attends to the present is the

man who arrives. Great joys of life come

on the installment plan—so much each day.

The man who postpones taking his daily

pleasures, until he reaches a certain goal set

off there in the future, is giving mortgages

that will loom up darkly across the path

when only brightness is wanted. It pays to

so work that, no matter what happens, you

can leave your job without regrets. You

can do this if everyday you give yourself

and your employer a square deal. It pays

to take a trial balance at the end of the daily

business—a mental trial balance of the busi

ness your mind and soul and body have

done. If you spend many minutes in envy

ing the man above you, or in wishing you

were in the shoes of the boss, you will find

the debts rendering your account rather

shaky. I once knew a Great Man. Many

men envied him. But they did not know

the price he paid for his greatness. They

did not know the worries, the heart-aches,

the weariness, the sleeplessness, the thousand

little and big things that enslaved him. His

greatness instead of making him free had

made him a slave. He did not belong to

himself. He did not belong to his family.

Privacy was to him a thing almost unknown.

Sunday was not to him the sweet day of rest

and contentment and rejuvenation it is to

thousands. He was burdened with chains

that day, too. He never could steal away

and loaf, and know what joy there is in

watching with untroubled vision the cloud

armadas floating in the sky, nor did he have

time to stop and listen to the soothing wood

noises and to the singing of the birds.

Once in a while he would hear a note of all

this music, and into his eyes would come a

longing look for boyhood joys. But his
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Greatness always came up behind him and

commanded him to again take up his bur

den. Always he heard the command:

"Get thee hence for this is not thy rest."

No, it does not pay to envy the man above.

We are wise only when we know our own

blessedness.

* * *

Here is a woman whose very presence

preaches a sermon on the strength of spir

ituality. There is some-

Maude thing about Maude Adams

Adams that somehow makes a man

stand abashed in her pres

ence. When she comes upon the stage one

feels a certain Something break within one,

and thoughts of goodness and kindness and

gentleness and beauty come rushing and

tumbling in, until one wishes, like Peter Pan,

that one could never grow up, but could

always keep within that curious feeling that

slipped away with Boyhood. Maude Adams

seems to have discovered the fountain for

which Ponce de Leon sailed so many leagues

—the Fountain of Youth. There is that in

her voice which makes one think of the spir

itual force that compelled the doctors to

listen in the temple long ago. Whether it be

as "Babbie" or "Peter Pan" or "Chicot,"

there is always that bubble of beauty that

bursts upon her lips. In Maude Adams'

acting one finds a purity that places the stage

on a level with the pulpit. From the diminu

tive little woman there is sent out a force that

searches out the sterile corners of the heart,

and makes good things grow where before

all was barren. To hear Maude Adams

speak is to know the power of the human

voice when backed by a wealth of spirituality,

and to hear her laugh—a laugh that is sister

to a sot)—is to remind one of Ingersoll's

prose poem on the laugh of happy childhood.

One feels the art of Maude Adams to be

the flowering of a heart that somehow has

'scaped sin. There is about it color and

warmth—but the warmth is not from the fire

that consumes. It is like the warmth of fire

that glows from autumn leaves. Its color

never suggests death. Always is there a

suggestion of more life—of better life.

Shadows melt away and soulshine is sent into

lives where sadness tries to hide. Maude

Adams is a woman who shames us because

of our littleness; yet in that shame there is

no despair.

I write of Maude Adams because of the

lesson her life teaches. Today she is per

mitted to teach in the Temple of Success be

cause all her life she has denied herself to

coarser pleasures—the pleasures so many of

us crave. Maude Adams has demonstrated

that spirituality has a place on the stage.

She has proven to us that the busy world,

rushing madly forward as if impelled by an

unknown fear, will worship for a while before

those who have drunk deeply from that

stream which Emerson calls the Over-Soul.

All her life has Maude Adams struggled

upward. And she has struggled alone. Her

frail body would break down under the de

mands the spirit made upon it and the news

would go out that Maude Adams would

never act again. But she always came back

seemingly with greater power. She gave us

L'Aiglon, Babbie and Peter Pan, and now

she gilds our dreams with the laughter of

Chicot. Always is she radiating sunshine

—yet she lets us feel that she understands

those who are sad. Her laugh, with its little

sobbing catch, is a laugh that we always re

member, and her smile is that of "some

creature many million years young, joyous

while endeavoring to hide some wondrous

secret."

The soul has a place in business. The

men and women who are searching for

Truth know this. The wise know that

Emerson, whose whole life was the wondrous

flowering of a great soul, will influence this

world long after the memory of those whose

names are graved only in marble has perished

from the earth. The influence that money

can give soon vanishes. Buddha was right

when he advised those with two loaves of

bread to sell one and buy hyacinths for their

souls. Those who reach out greedily for

power and pelf draw in their hands and find

them filled only with sand from the shore

of the great ocean of What is Worth While.

Those who have only money have little to

give, but those who have great souls—their

wealth is boundless.

Maude Adams is making the world a better

place because she lives in it. She is to the

stage what Jane Addams is to Chicago. Yet

she is nothing that other women cannot be.

Maude Adams is what William Marion

Reedy says she is: "She is spring violets

and droning bees, and dreams and tender

histories. She is a child—and yet the
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antique flavor is in her childishness, as if she

had somehow come down to us untouched,

untainted by time from some wide, wild,

open woodland place of the classical world

wherein one walking might easier meet a

god or goddess than a man or woman. . .

. . . always there is that quaint sug

gestion of her intimate relationship to some

thing young and sweet and pure, a great

while since, a long, long time ago."

* * *

Why is it that we do not see more

women in grocery stores ? They have taken

their places in practically

Women in every department of the big

Grocery Stores stores except the little cor

ner devoted to the sale of

food. And, it is worth mentioning, the

grocery departments are usually the most un

attractive parts of a store. They have a sort

of a shiftless appearance, whereas if any part

of a store should be neat and clean it should

be where food is kept. Girl clerks are, as a

rule, neater and cleaner and better than men.

They are not burdened with quite so many

bad habits as their brothers. Smoking and

chewing tobacco cannot be classed with their

vices, nor do they slip through the side door

for the doubtful refreshment offered in a

nearby saloon. A woman in a store raises

the tone, and roughness and coarseness is by

her tabooed. She is apt to insist on absolute

cleanliness, and cleanliness is most potent

in the sale of goods. Wise men no longer

scoff at women because they are supposed to

be without brains. Men have found out that

women have brains that produce thoughts

of the most practical kind, and that they are

far from being insignificant antagonists in the

keen competition of business.

* * *

A few Sundays ago I heard Dr. Frank

Gunsaulus speak in the Auditorium in Chi

cago. He spoke of the

The Wealth wealth of those whom the

of the world calls poor. He told

Humble tne story of one of Chicago's

rich men—a man with

whom Fate suddenly seemed to grow wroth,

The world turned against him. His friends

—or those whom he had regarded as friends

—deserted him. He stood alone and[suffered.

A fire seemed to be burning him. But be

yond the edge of this fire all was dark and

dreary. Just a friendly hand placed upon

his shoulder would have served to relievt

his suffering, but even his great wealth an(

his social position did not bring that £riendl

hand. But, one day, his coachman said :

"Sorr, will yez let me spake a wor-rd.

just wanted to tell yez, sorr, that I've beei

yer coachman for nigh onto twinty years, ant

that I believe in ye, sorr, I believe in ye.'

And it seemed to the rich man that wit!

these words of belief the whole worW

changed. His suffering ceased. With th*

faith of his coachman he felt that he had th<

strength to once more face the world- But

he only took his coachman's hand and half"

sobbed: "God, man, you don't know the

wealth you possess. You have given me, in!

those few words, more than I could buy with'

all my money."

Yes, we must have someone who believa'

in us, else the world is indeed drab, and True

Success is not for us.

• * *

There is a young German boy not man/

million miles away who is going to be a

success. He is one of those1

A Young Man fellows who never knows"

With a Chance whether the dock is going

or has stopped. He is al

ways too busy doing his work. He comes'

early in the morning and stays until late at

night. The eight-hour demand has never'

been made by him, and his employer has yet

to hear his call for more pay. When he is

asked to do more work he never looks down
hearted. He smiles his own Teutonic smile •

and gets busy. He never tells what he is

going to do, nor can you tell from his actions' '

whether , he is loafing or working. But his^

results count. He always does what is ex

pected of him—and generally a great deal r"

more. When he is asked to do a thing oner

may be sure that the job will be done, and r

well done. This boy will be a Big Success*-

later on, for he is a Big Success in the workJ

he is doing today. No man can be a Bigr
Success tomorrow who is not a Big Success "■

today. A Big Success is no mushroom. ^

Success is more like the oak. Our young/;

friend is an oak. He will cast a big shadow

in whatever business he may be in some day ":

He will do this because he does his work a "

well as he can, smiles often, is always cheery. -

and willing and industrious, and possesses"7

the great quality of minding his own business^

and minding it well.



Horace Fletcher and Fletcherism

I.

By HYMAN ASKOWITH

.THERE are few men today who are

II doing so much for the vital betterment

of their fellowmen as Horace Fletcher,

pwn to two continents as the apostle of

orough chewing. His teaching and prop-

jmda are among the most powerful forces

work today in the interest of a higher

isiness efficiency. Throughout his career

: has been pre-eminently a business man,

id we may still, with ever-growing interest,

ok to him for the most convincing demon-

ration of his practical, businesslike prin-

ples.

Nor is this to be wondered at, for the

lilosophy of Horace Fletcher is the fruitage

* his own rich experience, and that philos-

)hy has proved so universally beneficent

sause the experience back of it has been

i universal in range. No man has ever

icompassed a wider area for his thought

id activity—physical, mental and spiritual

-for the world has been his playground and

b workground, and the maximum better-

icct of humanity itself the ideal and aim

I Ms endeavor.

We would have to search long—and

robably in vain—through the records of

len's lives to find another life so full, at

ne and the same time, of kaleidoscopic

drenture, versatile achievement, and good

forks. Out of this human quarry the

ugazine and newspaper press of Europe

ad America has brought to light much

jcinating material; but beneath this

jrface layer lies a wealth of incident as

et untouched. And even with more

itimate knowledge it is impossible to give

lore than a suggestion of this extraordinary

losaic of activity.

Born in Lawrence, Massachusetts, nearly

My years ago, Horace Fletcher now oc-

pies a palace on the Grand Canal in

nice. Occupies it? Hardly—any more

an the sun occupies Greenwich: it is

lerely a convenient centre from which to

leasure his roamings. "Venice," says

ir. Fletcher, "is such a convenient and

Rightful place—a suburb to all the rest

the world. It is^only a step to Paris, or

Berlin, or Vienna, only two steps to London,

and three to New York"—and Mr. Fletcher

is always stepping. A year ago, this date,

he was in the Himalayas; at this moment he

is in New York; by the time this meets the

reader's eye, he may be in Cairo or in Tokio

—there's no telling.

But to get back to Lawrence, Massa

chusetts, where twelve-year-old, impres

sionable Horace made his first break for

liberty. The war had just broken out, and

a gunboat in the navy was his objective

point. But he never reached it, for "paren

tal sanction was lacking," as Mr. Fletcher

recalls it, "and I was brought back before

I had measured very much longitude and

latitude." To induce him to study, he was

promised a chance to go to sea later if he

would work harder at his books than he had

ever done before. With this incentive the

seemingly impossible became easy, the

reward was earned after three years of hard

study, and at fifteen he shipped aboard a

whaler, bound for Japan.

He spent his sixteenth birthday on the

island of Java, and made his first acquain

tance with China and Japan at a period

most interesting to look back upon—China,

at the close of the bloody Taiping rebellion,

when several millions lost their lives; and

Japan, in feudal times, before any of the

changes that have made her "the last and

greatest wonder of the world." With his

frequent visits to Japan ever since, he has

had almost unrivaled opportunities to watch

her meteoric development. There are few

Americans alive today that have known

Japan so long and so intimately; and fewer

still that have profited in so many diverse

ways from this knowledge. Japan started

Mr. Fletcher well on the way to business

success; Japan taught him many fruitful

lessons in true living; and it was a Japanese

friend who gave him the suggestion which

developed ultimately into Fletcherism.

It might be said that Mr. Fletcher can

celled his debt to Japan, in a measure at

least, by a unique service which he did her.

Twenty-five years ago, Horace Fletcher,

in the full flush of his versatility, had ac
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quired an international reputation as a

rifle shot. His guide book on snap-shooting

and his ingenious targets for practice were

in wide use. He had already given ex

hibitions in Germany when he was called

to Japan to teach the Minister of War, now

famous as Marshal Oyama, how to shoot.

Later he demonstrated his method before

the imperial prince and the army and navy

staffs. The Japanese fighting organization

was then comparatively young, and this new

method is said to have contributed much to

its efficiency.

In the few years between his first experi

ence in Japan and this later visit, Mr.

Fletcher did more and wilder things than

falls to the lot of most men in a whole life

time. Returned to his native state again,

he took up his studies at Andover, and then

had a taste of Dartmouth. It could not

have been "thorough tasting," for the mag

netism of the Orient was too strong for him,

and pulled him away before he had com

pleted his course.

In China once more, he worked off and

on as a clerk in a commercial house at

Canton. It would be hard to count the

many other things he did. Neither on land

nor on sea could he remain very long in one

environment. He was in Shanghai at the

time of the first Tien-Tsin massacre. He

worked his way on merchant vessels. He

even commanded a crew of Cantonese

pirates, on a Chinese lorcha, at a time when

piracy was a common occupation in the

China Sea. Impelled by a chronic restless

ness, he courted the out-of-the-way and

the unexpected, and gloried in every danger.

He chopped out roads in the jungle, allured

by the excitement of the chase and the

spirit of adventure; and pushed his way

through tangled chaparral, led on by the

hope of discovering precious metals.

It was a practical business idea, however,

and not a hunt in the wilderness, which

brought him his gold. He returned to San

Francisco and started the importation and

selling of Oriental silks, fans, and novelties.

He originated the Ichi-Ban establishment

in San Francisco and the Nee-Ban establish

ment in Chicago. With his sure business

instinct and inexhaustible energy, he soon

prospered in his enterprise and after a few

years, at the age of thirty-five, retired from

business with a comfortable fortune.

In the meantime, however, business alone

had not been enough to keep him active.

He resorted to gold-mining again in the

bonanza times. At the time of the Sand-

Lot riots, he organized some of his friends

into a company of the National Guard and

served with them as a private. Later he

became a lieutenant-colonel in the Cali

fornia National Guard. It was then that

he won fame as a snap-shooter and wrote

the little guide book adopted by the National

Guard and later by the Japanese army.

He had always been keenly and actively

interested in sport of every kind. He be

came a patron and business promoter of

good boxing and other athletic sports, and

was the founder and president for many

years of the celebrated Olympic Club in

San Francisco.

In this fashion he led a genial Bohemian

life until his marriage in 1881 to Grace

Marsh, a woman of considerable distinction

as a painter, whose work was later exhibited

at the Paris Salon. Mr. Fletcher himself

had already disclosed an artistic leaning

and talent which soon prompted him to

retire from business and devote his leisure

to painting. It was a pleasure and a new

experience to him, rather than a permanent

profession, but he worked away at it with

characteristic intensity until his painting

was accorded a place in the Munich exhibi

tion. Several years were thus spent in

Europe, in art study and travel. With no

other purpose than to gain access to ex

clusive studios, he secured a place on the

staff of a New York newspaper, and thus

came into close contact with the great ar

tists of Europe.

These pleasant art studies were suddenly

interrupted by a call to New Orleans, owing

to the death of a relative. Here he had to

assume, to quote his own words, "the mis

management of a French grand opera com

pany, .because no one else was foolish enough

to undertake it." After a period of strain

and irritation forced upon him by this pre

dicament, Mr. Fletcher found himself at

leisure again, and free, apparently, to devote

himself anew to his pleasures.

The shock that followed is a familiar tale,

and has repeated itself only too often in

the lives of modern business men. He was

refused life insurance, the examination re

vealing a digestive system so shattered by
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chronic disease that his case was considered

hopeless. If the specialists were to be

believed, he was fit for the scrap-heap.

To take their word for it, however, and

resign all hope, was not the way of Horace

Fletcher. Thrown upon his own resources

and with limitless faith in the beneficence

of Nature, he patiently worked out his own

salvation. Somehow he hit upon the experi

ment of thorough chewing—and his chronic

maladies, frightened away by such a little

thing, made haste to disappear.

Why they could not remain, and why

similar unwelcome ailments can be ban

ished in the same speedy fashion, will be

explained in the second portion of this ar

ticle. There, too, we shall see how Mr.

Fletcher developed and tested his theories

until the simple discovery of a layman be

came a world-wide movement which has

already revolutionized the sciences of physiol

ogy and sociology, and bids fair to put a

considerable portion of humankind upon a

higher and more efficient plane.

Love—A Commercial Asset

By ARTHUR W. NEWCOMB

OLKS used to say, "Religion and busi

ness won't mix." Some say so yet,

or at least they think so.

But it's a mistake. Religion and business

have always mixed. They always will.

A man cannot be one thing in religion and

another in business. He may profess to

be, but—his religion is no better than his

business.

Our shaggy ancestors went out and did

business with stone hatchets. They drove

abrupt bargains by burly blows. They

met competition by the toughness of their

craniums. Hence the phrase, "a hard-

headed business man."

And these brusque old forefathers of ours

mixed business and religion by using the

same trusty flake of flint in their devotional

and evangelistic exercises that got results

in trade. They either converted the sinner

to orthodox theological views by the weight

of its arguments, or let the light shine in on

his benighted soul by puncturing his thick

skull.

In the process of the evolution of the race,

business methods have been refined and

improved upon. But, for the most part,

until recently, no mere fussy considerations

of etiquette have been allowed to interfere

with the alacrity and completeness of the

all-important operation of removing the

other fellow's cuticle and hanging'jt on the

fence.

Religion has largely followed suit—or has

it led in the aesthetic development of proc

esses? At any rate, the rack, the thumb

screw, the stake, and the boiling oil have

had to yield to less mussy ways of scaring,

driving, bribing, coaxing, or ostracizing

the other fellow into "our" belief.

The modem business man who relies

on his lawyer and his political pull to keep

him out of jail, usually leaves it to his wife

and his pastor to keep his soul out of hell.

That's the way be mixes his business and

his religion.

But now a new era is dawning.

These conditions in business and religion

are about to pass away.

"All that is beautiful shall abide,

And all that is base shall die."

So the old ways have to make way for

new and better ways.

The light grows, and has even now forced

the darkness into the low places and the

remote corners. Soon the whole business

and religious landscape will be flooded with

light.

In the kindling of this dawn, men rub

their eyes in amazement.

What they see seems too good to be true,

but it is true because it is so good.

They see that Business is a sacred calling,

and Religion an everyday utility.

And then they look again, and lo, the two

are one I

Religion is man's business, and business

is his religion—the only true Religion.

Crowning wonder of all, they look back

over the battle-plowed, blood-soaked way

the race has traveled, and^leam that this

is the very essence of the teaching and
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example of a saint, sage, and savior all

along I

Confucius, Buddha, Socrates, Zoroaster,

Lao-tze, and, towering above them all,

Jesus of Nazareth, taught, lived, and died

for one universal and fundamental principle

—Love.

Love is a more or less complete mental

and spiritual realization of Oneness—one

ness of the individual with God and with

every one of God's creatures. And, since

the purpose of our existence is self-expres

sion, we find high, full self-expression through

conscious benefit to the great whole of which

we are a part.

And so Love expresses itself in service.

In other words, Love gets busy—goes into

business—produces, manufactures, and dis

tributes goods—good things of the heart,

head, and hand.

True Religion is a practical, tangible

expression of Love.

Good business is Love at work.

I make bold to declare that this is the

day that is dawning.

Pessimists, grumblers, croakers, calamity-

howlers, bilious patients, and gloomsters

take notice: Your occupation is going—is

gone already. Your ink-squirts are a

laughing stock. .

riljtell you why I am so sure about this

thing.

"Love is the fulfilling of Law."

Love is the Power that keeps millions of

suns bright and warm, and holds countless

planets poised in their harmonious cycles.

Love is the All-Conqueror.

No lawless condition is anywhere per

manent. It is a state of unstable equilib

rium—unnatural, abnormal.

Evolution is ever toward harmony, bal

ance, conformity to Law.

And so, to come back to earth, Love is

evolutionizing both Business and Religion.

There is a good deal of the stone-age

shell still sticking to both, I'll admit, but

they are hatched.

I might write volumes of concrete ex

amples to prove my contention, but they are

everywhere.

The Saturday Evening Post recently pub

lished the answers of a score or more of

leading business men to a series of ques

tions. One of the questions was something

like this: "Is the Golden Rule practicable

in modem business?" The unanimous

answer may be paraphrased thus: "Give

us a hard one! No business can succeed

that goes by any other rule."

Even if they hadn't said so, current his

tory proves the statement true. Sooner or

later every commercial structure built on

"The ancient rule, the bad old plan,

That he may take who has the power,

And he may keep who can,"

comes tumbling down.

But it's the positive results that give the

rule, "Look out for Number One," the

solar plexus jolt.

A salesman—the real article—was at

dinner with friends the other night. He was

one of the kind whose sales make some of

the best men in the race look as if they were

going backward. Naturally, when the talk

turned on the selling game, he was listened

to with interest. "Boys," he said, "when

I am presenting my line, I feel the proposi

tion from the buyer's standpoint so strongly

that I often find genuine tears in my eyes

as I think of the real benefits he will get.

I lose sight of my own commission entirely."

And then he added, "My experience is that

the salesman who never takes his eyes off

from what he is going to get out of it, never

gets very far up the ladder and always falls

down eventually unless he changes his

attitude."

It is sufficient only to mention the Bon

Marche, Wanamaker's, Marshall Field's,

Shillings, Ivory Soap, National Cash Regis

ter, Heinz's, and other concerns who have

made love a ruling principle. Their success

is common talk.

But the cynic says, "Oh, yes, all this

'square deal' business, this 'quality' hot-

air, this 'welfare work,' is all good, shrewd

advertising."

Compose yourself, dear brother. Let me

tell you a couple of things. First, it is no

crime to be a good advertiser. Second,

Honest Abe was right, "You can't fool all

the people all the time," and a love that is

daubed on the outside, like grease-paint,

is just about as deceptive as that crude

cosmetic. Thumps and bumps are begin

ning to drive it into men's heads that wise

old Paul was talking horse-sense when he

said, "Though I give my body to be bumed,

and have not love, I am as sounding brass

and tinkling cymbals."
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Love attracts—draws to the lover friends,

business, money.

Love warms.

Love inspires confidence—the basis of

trade.

Love creates and welds together a happy,

healthy, energetic, reliable, and loyal or

ganization—a composite salesman of highest

efficiency.

Love fills the whole being with joy and

peace, makes work a recreation, and makes

the body glow with health, energy and en

durance.

Love is the soiHn which courage is rooted

—no one who loves his fellows can fear

them.

Love pays, my brother.

Yes, indeed it pays.

It pays twenty-four hours in the day.

No matter how much you may love your

fellow-men, no matter how intensely you

may long to serve them, business must be

done at a profit, or it goes smash, and your

power for service is limited.

Love is the biggest profit-paying asset in

any business.

This is correct Science, sound Philosophy,

true Religion, and good Business Common

Sense, because he who loves gets into har

mony with all the positive, creative, opulent

forces of the Universe—with God Him

self.

Art in Stenography

By J. P. FLEISHMAN

ET us look up that word "mediocrity"

in a dictionary. Here it is : " Moderate

quality or degree; middle rate." And

there you have, in that brief definition, the

reason for the army of stand-stills in the

business world. For mediocrity means

average, and average means not above the

common.

Suppose we take, for example, the pro

fession of stenography. The country is

full of young men and women who, through

a knowledge of shorthand and typewriting,

are earning a livelihood as amanuenses,

office assistants, and so on.

Stenography is a stepping-stone to higher

things.

A good stenographer, with common sense

and tact, can develop into a veritable right-

hand bower and become a power to the

busy man of affairs. But they put into their

work just enough energy, initiative and

loyalty to steer clear of the blue envelope.

A little greater energy, a bit more initiative,

a more frequent use of dormant gray matter

would mean quick recognition and prompt

promotion.

How many stenographers endeavor to

make the letters they write look like print?

How many are free from the use of an

eraser every other sentence? How many

study the effect of margins and paragraphs

and even spacing and punctuation? How

many have sufficient originality to endeavor

to make the margin on the right-hand side

of the sheet as nearly even as that on the

left-hand side?

I know a young man who secured a very

desirable position on the strength of the

mechanical appearance of his typewritten

letter of application. That young man does

the neatest, cleanest, most original work on

a typewriter that it is possible to do. To

him, perfect work has become second nature.

He is painstaking. He is accurate. He is

rapid. With him, care has become a habit.

He puts his individuality into every letter

and every article that leaves his machine.

Other stenographers who see his typewritten

work hold it off admiringly and say: "How

in the world do you manage to make your

work look like that?"

Here is the secret of how it's done, told me

by the young man himself:

"I am never content with average work.

I handle a great deal of correspondence, and

every day I wonder more and more at the

poor quality of work done by stenographers.

I see letters that I know are written by ex

perienced stenographers, but which have

the appearance of having been hammered

out by an office boy anxious to get away to a

ball game."

That young man is never satisfied with

the good—only the best will do. He is
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forever striving to improve his A R E A.

The consequence: his work is never medi

ocre.

Doing a thing as well assomebody else

does it will never make you stand out alone.

The world reserves its applause and appre

ciation for the man who can do things a

little better.

Don't be satisfied with mediocrity.

If you are perfectly contented with the

From Other

To Be Happy.—Do not worry; eat three

square meals a day; say your prayers; be

courteous to your creditors; keep your

digestion good; exercise; go slow, and go

easy. Maybe there are other things that

your special case requires to make you

happy, but, my friend, these I reckon will

give you a good lift.—Abraham Lincoln.

Lincoln's Love For Truth.—Tricks of

the trade, sharp practices of the conscience

less, mean little arts by which mean little

men sometimes took advantage of their

adversaries, Lincoln absolutely despised.

He told Herndon not to use a paper the

latter had prepared in order to get delay

in court for a client: "Don't let it go on

record, Herndon. It's a sham, and a sham

is no better than a lie. The cursed thing

may come staring us in the face long after

we have forgotten it." He said to a would-

be client: "We think we can win your

case for you; we can set a whole neighbor

hood at loggerheads; we can distress a

widowed mother and her six fatherless

children, and thereby get for you six hun

dred dollars, to which you appear to have

a legal claim, but which rightfully belongs,

as it appears to us, as much to the woman

as it does to you. You must remember,

however, that some things that are legally

right are not morally right. We will not

take your case, but we will give you a little

advice for which we will charge you nothing:

You seem to be a sprightly, energetic man;

we would advise you to try your hand at

making six hundred dollars in some other

way."—Dr. Charles C. Albertson.

Doing Bio Things.—Big things are only

little things put together. I was greatly im-

present quality of your work, you are slipping

backward.

Self-satisfaction and progress are strangers-

Put yourself into your work—and then

try to improve on the job.

You will rise above the crowd.

Someone has wittily said: "The original

noise is what counts; most people are

merely echoes."

Success lies in being the original.

Philosophers

pressed with this fact one morning as I

stood watching the workmen erecting the

steel framework for a tall office building.

A shrill whistle rang out as a signal, a man

over at the engine pulled a lever, a chain

from the derrick was lowered, and the

whistle rang out again. A man stooped

down and fastened the chain around the

center of a steel beam, stepped back and blew

the whistle once more. Again the lever

was moved at the engine, and the steel

beam soared into the air up to the sixteenth

story, where it was made fast by little bolts.

The entire structure, great though it was,

towering far above all the neighboring

buildings, was made up of pieces of steel

and stone and wood, put together according

to a plan. The plan was first imagined,

then penciled, then carefully drawn, and

then followed by the workmen. It was all

a combination of little things. It is encour

aging to think of this when confronted by a

big task. Remember that it is only a group

of little tasks, any one of which you can

easily do. It is ignorance of this fact that

makes some men afraid to try.

—Waldo Pondray Warren.

Be What You Will To Be—The con

structive, or building forces of the body go

where the attention is directed and held.

The right arm of the blacksmith is built up

by the turning of the blood and nerve cur

rents to it as he uses it in his work; and

the completeness of the building process is

in proportion to the interested attention he

gives his work. Work in which no interest

is taken tears down more rapidly than it

builds, and tends to destroy the worker. All

physical directors know that exercise with

out interest destroys tissue, and does not
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cure the weakness in any part of the body.

The constructive force goes wherever in

terested attention is held. Interested at

tention, concentrated on any section of the

brain and held there, will direct the blood and

nerve currents there. This will awaken

dormant cells, renew and refine the tissues,

and multiply cells in number. You can,

therefore, make a brain to suit yourself;

you can develop to a limitless extent the

faculty or talent you wish to develop; you

can qualify yourself to do any work or to

fill any position; you can make yourself

what you want to be.—Constructive Science.

Sweeping Against The Wind.—A titled

Englishman visiting New York, said to the

American who was entertaining him : "What

strange people you are, to be sure. In Eng

land we have our nobility. We are bom

to the purple, but here any man, regardless

of ancestry, may rise to the highest positions,

political and social. Now, I suppose,"

continued he, "that the man we see out

there, cleaning the streets, may some day

by chance be President of the United States."

The American turned to look at the street

cleaner and after observing his method of

working for a moment, replied, "No, that

man will never be President." "Why?"

asked the Englishman. "That man will

never be President," answered the Ameri

can, "because he is sweeping against the

wind."—Piccolo Pebbles.

Balancing Accounts of Kindness.—

Yes, we have all been trying to make others

happy—and as you say, many of us have

succeeded, and perhaps a few of us have

failed. But even so, we have not failed

truly speaking. For if we have been

thoughtful of one another—if we have

earnestly tried to send a little sunshine

between another's clouds, we ourselves

have been made just that much better.

And is this failure? And, too, I know that

a sincere effort to make another glad never

met with anything but success. The ma

terial gift may have gone a trifle astray,

but were it miles, the true gift—the thought

—could never do other than succeed. And

it is surely well to have a balancing day on

which to straighten up accounts with one's

self. But don't you think it is nicer and

just as helpful to have an account of two

columns—one of losses, and one of gains?

Not to make one think, "Why, I am good.

Surely I need not improve farther;" but just

to recall the conquests over yesterday or

last year or the year before. How much

weaker there, how much stronger here.

For the gains—the kindnesses—have left

that Something which must be an incentive

to work hard for more like them. Is it not

so? I do not much believe in sugared

criticisms—they are worse than none at all.

But I do believe in adding up the column of

gains as well as the columns of losses—

else how could we get a balance. And even

if the losses are greater than the gains,

Failure is but a step toward Success if one

is earnest and untiring. And what in life

would be worth the living if we had not to

strive for it?—Jen E. Vernon.

Be a Dreamer of Dreams.—But as for

me give me the young life that sees visions,

dreams dreams and peers into the future

and contemplates the things that are to be.

They wear longer; can stand more grief;

recuperate when they are set back, and

can endure longer in the heat of the strife.

Grief will not kill them as easily as it kills

those with materialistic minds. Their house

may bum but the dream is there still.

Splendid ideals on purity, on social relations,

are due to dreams—to visions. Those with

dreams in their minds and hearts can wait.

The materialistic mind must realize in the

present, for it has little to hold it up in cas

it should fall. The mind of the savage has

not the staying powers for it lacks vision.

I am glad to find the dreamer of dreams.

He has the distant hope that lures him up

the hill—up the hill of God which challenges

his young life to scale the highest peaks and

feel the crisp clear atmosphere of the glisten

ing summit. How very stale it must be

to the mind which sees not the mountain

tops and can gaze no higher than the dead

level of common life.

—George H. Bowman.

Hannibal dissolved obstacles in his path across the Alps with fire

and chemicals—cheerfulness is your fire, resolution your chemicals



Let's Talk Business

We are going to be real mercenary. Dur

ing the month we receive hundreds of letters

and oral expressions of the value of

The Business Philosopher. Our good

friends realize that praise to magazine

makers is . as sweet as a spring love

song is tojfaj sweetJgirljfgraduate, and

the letters of praise we receive are to us

real literature. Now we are going to be

mercenary to this extent: We want every

one of our friends to sing their song of

praise of The Philosopher to their friends

as well as to us, We don't want anybody to

fail to tell us what they like, but we do

want them to pass the good word along to

some friend whom they think ought to have

Mr. Sheldon's monthly messages. If each

subscriber would get one new name on our

list, say, once a month, it would not take

until the Milennium until we would have

more than that hundred thousand sub

scribers we intend to get. Not because we

think our friends need a bribe but because

we know they will enjoy the book, we will

give a copy of James Allen's great inspira

tional little book, "As A Man Thinketh,"

to every subscriber who sends in the re

mittance of a new subscriber. Stevenson

long ago said: "I know what pleasure is

for I have done good work." Here, then, is

a chance for every subscriber of The Busi

ness Philosopher to get pleasure, for cer

tainly the spreading of the Sheldon philos

ophy is the doing of a great good work.

* * *

Thousands and thousands of dollars are

being thrown by merchants into holes in

the ground every year because of unwise

advertising. Merchants everywhere pur

chase valuable space in newspapers

and magazines and are loud in their

wails because their advertising does not

pay. No horseman would for a minute

expect Dan Patch to mutilate a record to

any great extent if hitched to a dray wagon

loaded with sand. Yet merchants expect

good periodicals to pull customers for them

when burdened with advertising of the dray-

wagon of sand kind. To write good adver

tisements is an art. It requires training

as well as brains. The problem of pulling

dollars out of the pockets of customers and

sending them away satisfied is one that is

not solved by men without much thought.

To get customers where they will submit to

the performance of the trick requires adver

tising of the best kind. Perhaps there is no

better book than " Retail Advertising Simpli

fied" for the teaching of merchants to fill

advertising space with stuff that possesses

the pulling power.

• * *

Many are those who rejoice over that

book to which we called their attention last

month. "Tales of the Road," they say, is

a better book than we said it was. The

spicy, snappy, pointy stories, and^ the tre

mendous amount of that uncommon quality

of commonsense packed into the pages,

surprised those who sent along a dollar

for a copy. "Tales of the Road," and

"Men Who Sell Things," are books that

no business man or traveling man should

be without for a day.

• * *

Our new subscription getting campaign is

under way and the men who accepted our

invitation to share in a $40,000 melon

are happy in doing their work for the

wages of work honestly and faithfully

done. There is still a chance for many

more men and women. Those who

do not send us that postal card for par

ticulars are blind to a big electric sign of

Opportunity flashing across their path.

• * *

£ We are blushing modestly because so

many fine letters of praise for the May

number have come tumbling in. "This

number of The Business Philosopher

s'certainly the best ever issued," says Dr.

iC. M. Ustick of Cincinnati. With an

order for fifteen copies of the same number

of the magazine, Hunt-Helm-Ferris &

Company, of Harvard, III., write: "We

wish to send one to each of our traveling

salesmen. Any of the several articles in

this number is worth the price of the entire

number." Yes, it IS real fun to edit a

magazine when letters packed with such

appreciation are sent along.



The Philosopher Among His Books

God be thanked for books/ They make us heirs of the spiritual life of past ages. They

give to all who will faithfully use them the spiritual essence of the best and greatest of

our race. No matter how poor I am; no matter though the prosperous of my own

time will not enter my obscure dwelling—if the sacred virtues will enter and take up their abode

under my roof; if Milton will sing of Paradise; and Shakespeare open to me the worlds

of imagination and the workings of the human heart; if Franklin will enrich me

with his practical wisdom—I shall not pine for want of intellectual companionship, and

I may become a cultivated man, though excluded from what is called the best society in

the place where I live. —William Ellery Channing.

Men Who Sell Things. By "Walter D.

Moody. A. C McQorg & Co., Chicago.

Sold fay Sheldon University Press.

The man who thinks that "Men Who

Sell Things" is a book intended only for

the man on the road is not backing up his

thoughts with sufficient information. If

there is any book published within ten years

that every man in business should read it is

"Men Who Sell Things." The young man

starting out in life with his eye ever upon

the Main Chance confesses that he has

nodded at least once when he admits lack

of acquaintance with Moody's inspirational

work. "Men Who Sell Things" is a busi

ness book. In no line is there a touch of

the academic. Almost every sentence is a

business epigram. Moody hits and hits

hard, at the negatives that have caused

"failure" to be written on the faces of men

who have tried to sell things. He has sifted

the wheat from his business harvesting of

twenty years, and of gleanings from business

fields of other men he has not been neglectful.

He modestly tells how he rose from a boy

who swept out to his present office of man

ager of the Chicago Association of Com

merce—probably the most aggressive insti

tution of its kind in the world. He com

presses into .paragraphs the wisdom which

other successful men gathered while conning

the books of Experience. He takes up, one by

one, the trials and troubles met with by the

man on the road. He tells how they have

been overcome by Top Notchers. He pro

jects onto the screen of the mind a kaleido

scopic series of business truths—each one

as true as a blade of Damascus steel. How

to approach men; how to create and develop

the power of personality; how it was done

Then and how it is done Now; why Jones

failed and Smith won; how honesty and

truthfulness and square dealing and the

application of the Golden Rule paid—all

this is but a hint of what Moody offers.

The one good thing about Moody is his

belief in his own work. He does not cringe

or apologize. He talks straight from the

shoulder, packing his sentences with facts

that somehow stick to the mind. Yet he is

always sympathetic, and in his book is

nothing that adds to the blues of the man who

is down. Rather is this a book of inspira

tion. The man whose name trails at the

bottom of the sales manager's sheet will

find in this book that sort of stuff which will

give him that come-hither-in-the-eye power,

while the Top Notcher will undoubtedly

find a few hints that will make him sit up

and take notice. Moody is modest, how

ever. He does not pretend to know it all.

But what he knows he knows, and those

who read his book know that he knows he

knows. The wise man will not read Moody's

book before going to bed. Its suggestions

are for work—for hard work. Yet beyond

the hard work preachment is the promise

of the Reward that awaits every man who

possesses the power to persuade—-the power

to really travel shoulder to shoulder with

"Men Who Sell Things."

TO SHELDON STUDENTS

Sheldon students who desire leather covers

for their lessons during study-time should

send fifty cents. There are only a few left.

Only those who have cultivated the positive

of neatness, and who desire to keep their

lessons from becoming dog-eared, will want

holders of this kind. Yes, send the fifty

cents right now. Thank you.
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<f "The normal man is a bundle of

possibilities; that is, he is all right if

he will just bring out the almighty

'all-right-ness.'

So says Arthur Frederick Sheldon. But how are you going to

bring out the almighty all-right-ness ? What is the use of being

told that you are all right and have all kinds of possibilities when

you see no way to realize them?

And Sheldon answers—I can show you the way to realize them,

and it is not so very hard after all. What you need is the right

kind of training—AREA development—the kind of training that

will give you a lift every day toward greater ability, greater endur

ance, more reliability, more action.

A little studying every day will give you this training, and develop the latent

powers in you that make for success. In your spare moments—at home, on the

cars, anywhere—you can acquire a complete scientific university education that will

fit you for a successful career. All that you need is the course in

The Science of Industrial

Success

a comprehensive, thoroughly practical system of success education—worked out by

A. F. Sheldon, already famous as the formulator of the Science of Salesmanship.

Over 30,000 men have already been helped to successful careers

by the Sheldon training. Whatever your business, whatever your

situation, you can be trained and developed in very short order into

a success-winner—into the kind of man that is sure to make good.

J| Readers of the Business Philosopher can obtain this Success

Training at exceptionally low terms. Don't stay in a rut. Only

a little effort, and success is yours. Write immediately for par

ticulars to

SHELDON SCHOOL

269 STATE STREET

CHICAGO
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MEN WHO SELL THINGS

By WALTER D. MOODY

is endorsed by the most influential trade and class periodicals in the coun

try, representing, with the general press which has noticed the book, hun

dreds of papers.

And, what is more to the point, this splendid book has been purchased

by business houses of prestige and experience for their sales departments.

Rarely have the innumerable problems involved in the science

of making sales been treated at once so clearly, so tersely, and

so comprehensively, or in such fascinating spirit as in this book

If you are engaged in the money-getting side of

business you will need this indispensable book.

2Q5 pages, bound in Royal blue, $I.OO net

A. C. McCLURG & CO., PUBLISHERS, CHICAGO

Me anfc Qltp?

The Drop of Water wept to leave the Sea,

But the sea laught and said, "We still are

we."

God is within, without, and all around.

And not a hair's-breadth severs Me and Thee.

Omar Khayyam

Read Character on Sight

Vaught'i Practical Char-
acter Reader tibows you
how to teJI the character,
lstlcs of all k IndB of people
that you meet In the ordi
nary walks of life. Tells
you how to read character
in the head, eyes, none,
chin, ears, mouth, expres
sion, etc. Tells yon how to
avoid dangerous people,
what people you can In
fluence, etc. The book Is
Illustrated so profusely
that no prreat study Is

necessary for you to become a nrut-class character
reader. Handsomely bound in cloth, over £00 Illus
trations. Price V1.00, prepaid.

Send today. The most valuable
and practical book you ever read

HUMAN SCIENCE SCHOOL

379 E. 25th Street CHICAGO

 

ADVERTISERS9 MAGAZINE

onsB

MAGAZINE
 

Should be read by every adver
tiser and mail-order dealer. It
is rapidly becoming America^
leading advertising journal. As
an advertising education it is
worth as much as many cor
respondence schools, and as a
means of keeping tab on what's
doing in the advertising world,
it has no superior; it's a dol
lar magazine for so cents, and
a copy of "Dollars and Sense"

goes with it FREE.

"DOLLARS and SENSE"

Will solve your business prob-
l e m s—quickly, correctly. It
will put ginger in business by
putting ginger in every employee.
It will make YOU "ginger up."
It will oil the bearings of your
business—reduce the friction in
your office—and make things hum
—make the dollars roll in. ^When
conditions are good it will en
thuse you; when bad encourage you. There are
no dumpy days for the business in which "Dollars
and Sense" 15 a silent partner. We will give a
copy FREE with a year's subscription. Send 50
cents (coin or stamps) today.

 

Dollars
and

Sense

ADVERTISERS'

642 Century Bldf.

MAGAZINE

City, Mo.
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3lt ta a Unman 0 Sttgljt

Her natural, normal, God-given privilege, to be Beautiful. She was created

to glow with perfect health and superb vitality, to shine with purity, cleanli

ness and good cheer. This old world would otherwise be a dreary old place.

My lady claims and receives her undimmed Birthright of Beauty through

obedience to the laws of her being—spiritual, mental and physical.

The gifted writer, Alice M. Long, takes you right into her confidence

and tells you, in plain, simple language, just what these laws are and how

to obey them.

It is all in her richly-printed, handsomely illustrated, and daintily bound

book,

Saiiti leauitful

She gets down to details about beautifying thoughts, care of the health,

cultivating the complexion, developing the figure, voice culture, how to dress,

attending to the teeth, nails and hair and many other practical methods.

Two hundred pages of the most scientific and modern "beauty talk"

published.

Sit down and order it now. It costs only One Dollar and Ten Cents.

The Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois.

When weary and depressed

with the burden of the day—

when the heart mayhap is ach

ing a little with disappoint

ment—when the tension of the

strenuous life is drawn too taut

—then you find coolness, rest,

peace, and refreshing in the

gentle melody and fine opti

mism of one of the lyrics of

America's own poet—

Which is the secret of success ?

Should there be any doubt in your

mind read the quaint story by

Maria Edgeworth

Mnrnh % Inlurkg

It is a splendid nerve-tonic to one facing

difficult circumstances, a renewerof faith

for one whose skies are sunny.

The Business Philosopher edition,

paper, is now offered at a price that

puts it in your reach for wide distri

bution.
jOnttgfrllmu

We hr.ve a few copies of his best

in limp ooze ca'.f, silk lined, silk

ma-ker, with name stamped in gold

on hot pressed panel. It is yours

f :>r One Dollar.

Three for Ten Cents

Order a quantity today and hand them

to your associates.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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Uhat is Watty Hhttr

Here is a complete list of the great "What is Worth

While Series", Of some of these we have but one

copy. When you order give names of three or four you

like especially. The price, while they last, is Thirty

Five Cents a volume

4 Abraham Lincoln
x After College, What
3 An Iron Will

xa Art and Optimism
io Best Life
i Blessed are the Cross-Bearers
i Blessing of Cheerfulness

i Books in Their Seasons
i Books That Nourish Us
i By the Still Waters
4 Cardinal Virtues

i Celestial Railroad
i Challenge of the Spirit
8 Character BuUding Thought

Power
20 Character the Grandest Thing

in the World
3 Cheerfulness as a Life Power

i Children's Wing
i Christ-Filled Life
i Christian Ideal
i Christmas Making
i City Without 'a Church
9 Conditions of Success in Public

Life
i ConflictingDuties
i Culture and Reform
i Daily Maxims from AmiePs

Journal
i Does God Comfort
5 Don't Worry
i Do We Believe It

i Drink Problem
7 Economy
i Everlasting Arms
i Every Living Creature
i Expectation Corner
i Expulsive |Power of a New

Affection
i Face of the Master
i Faith and Life
i Family Manners
i Friendly Counsels
i Fruit of the Vine
i Gentle Heart
l Girls: Faults and Ideals
i Giving What We Have
i Glimpses of The Heavenly-

Light,
i Glory of the Imperfect

io Golden Rule in Business

5 Good Manners and Success
6 Greatest Thing Ever Known

io Greatness of Patience
Happy Life
Heavenly Recognition
Heresy of Parson Medlicott
Hour of Opportunity
How ? When ? Where ?
How Mr. Rhodda Broke the
SpeU

How to be Self-supporting at
College

Ideal Motherhood
Ideals in the Education of
Women

If I Were a College Student
If I Were God
Immense
In Perfect Peace
Is Life Worth Living?
J. Cole
Jessica's First Prayer
Jim and His Soul
King of the Golden River
Laddie

Light Ho, Sir I
Light in Dark Places

7 Lost Art of Reading
6 Love and Friendship
8 Loving My Neighbor
i Luxury and Sacrifice
i Marriage Altar
i Mary of Bethany
i Master and Man
5 Meaning and Value of Poetry

i Meditations of Joseph Roux
i Miriam
i Miss Toosey's Mission
i Model Prayer
i Modern Man and Maid
x Move Upward
i Old Man Savarin
i Paths of Duty
i Personal Recollections of

Whittier
i Personality of God
i Poetry of the Psalms
i Poets Vision of Man
i Polly Button's New Year
7 Power of Personality
i Practical or Ideal

i Problem of Duty
i Program of Christianity
i Questions of Empire
i Rational Education for Girls

Religion in Common Life

Sailor Apostle
Salvation from Sin
Secret of Gladness
Secrets of Happy Home Life
Self-Cultivation in English
Self-Culture
Self-Made Man in American

Life
Ships and Havens
Soul's Quest after God
Spiritual Lesson from the

Brownings
Standeth God Within the
Shadow

Stillness and Service
Straight Shots at Young Men
Study of English Literature

Supernatural
Sweetness and Light
Take Heart Again
Talks About a Fine Art
Tell Jesus
Tin Kitchen
To Whom Much is Given
Transfigured Life
The Battle of Life
The Good Old Way
The Happy Life
Trend of the Century
True Womanhood
Two Pilgrims
Under the Old Elms
Unto the Hills
Victory of Exry Gardner

Victory of our Faith
War and Civilization

Ways of Well Doing
What a Carpenter Did With
His Bible

What Good Does Wishing Do
What is Worth While
What Men Live By
When Thou Hast Shut Thy
Door

Wherefore Didst Thou Doubt
Wherefore, O God'
Where Love Is, There God Is
Also

Why go to College
William McKJnley
Young Men : Faults and Ideals

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, 111.
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Will you

accept this

business book

if we send

it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no money

Take no risk!

One hundred and twelve of the world's master business men

have written ten books—2,193 pages— 1,497 vital business

secrets. In them is the best of all that they know about

, —Purchasing
* —Credits
—Collections
—Accounting

—Time-Keeping
—Cost-Keeping

—Advertising

—Correspondence
—Salesmanship

—Organization
—Systematizing

—Retailing
—Wholesaling
—Manufacturing

—Insurance
—Real Estate
—Public Utilities

—Banking

—Position-Getting
—Position-Holding

—Man-Handling
—Man-Training
—Business Generalship

—Competition Fighting
and hundreds and hun
dreds of other vital busi
ness subjects.

A booklet has been published, des

cribing, explaining, picturing the work.

Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing

businesses both great and small; pages

4 and s deal with credits, collections

and with rock bottom purchasing ; pages

6 and 7 with handling and training

men ; pages 7 to 1 2 with salesmanship,

with advertising, with the marketing of

goods through salesmen, dealers and by

mail; pages 12 to 15 with the great

problem of securing the highest market

price for your services—no matter what

your line; and the last page tells how

you may get a complete set—bound in

handsome half morocco, contents in

colors—for less than you pay for your

daily smoke or shave, almost as little

as your daily newspaper. Can any live

business man refuse even to investigate?

Will you read the book if we send it free?

Send no money. Simply sign the coupon.

THE MAGAZINE OT BUSINESS

I am just like any other live-minded, red-blooded man
of business. I keep my eyes and ears and brain open all
the year around for new ways to make money. Il there
is any possible expedient that will increase my business
or salary I want to know it. So then, if your sixteen-
page booklet offers me such an opportunity, send it
along. But mind you I promise nothing, I agree to
nothing, save to read the booklet. After that it is purely

up to the booklet. BP-6

Name \

Address

Business

Position
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2Ufail Aft-Hnimg g>implxfwb

A book for busy men who advertise—who have goods to sell at

a profit. Some of the most successful advertisers declare that this

book contains all the information necessary to the production of

good advertisements.

The work is free from confusing technicalities, and presents

clearly the principles of ad construction, display and composition.

The method of building a successful ad is thus minutely out

lined from start to finish.

The book is written from the standpoint of Scientific Salesman

ship. It is illustrated with diagrams, specimens, and charts, recently

revised and enlarged, strongly bound in cloth— price, postpaid, One

Dollar.

Sheldon University Press

2ty? Saw nf jg>ugg?0tum

A CnmppnhUan for th* ffeojil*

By Stanley LeFevxe Kress

Dr. Krebs says that he had a threefold purpose in writing this

book, and he has accomplished it. This triple purpose is, "first to

give a bird's-eye view of the whole field for busy people— all about

suggestion, but not all of it;" second, "to tear from the subject

that veil of mystery, occultism, with which so many initiates delight

to surround it;" third, "to awaken an earnest and patient study of

the matter."

In the book, Dr. Krc' is deals with the history, the law, the

methods, and the field of suggestion. There are chapters, also, on

objections, dangers, and positive and negative phases. All in all,

it is a very illuminating and helpful book.

Deftly printed, one hundred and forty-four pages, cloth Seventy-

five Gents; black flexible leather, gilt top, One Dollar Fifty Cents.

Sheldon University Press - Libertyville, 111.
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FOOD SCIENCE vs. DRUGS

For 15 years I have studied the

Chemistry*of Food and the Chemistry

of the Human Body and have learned

how to put the two sciences together, so

as to cure nearly all kinds of stomach

and intestinal trouble with food. I

have to say it this way to be understood.

What I really mean is this; that I can

teach you how to select, combine and

proportion your food so as to produce

chemical harmony in the stomach, then

Nature will do the curing.

92 % of all disease comes from

errors in eating. This is authentic.

All stomach troubles are caused by

errors in eating. Common sense would

teach you, therefore, that to correct

these errors would produce a cure.

Drugs cannot cure stomach or intesti

nal disorders, because they do not re

move causes. Scientific Feeding alone

can do this.

The science of feeding the human body so as to make it healthy,

rugged and strong is the most important and useful of all sciences, yet so

far as can be learned, I am the only man in the world teaching this science,

viz., selecting, combining and proportioning food according to the laws of

chemical harmony. The results I get are more surprising to me than to

my students or patients.

OVER 1100 PEOPLE WERE CURED LAST YEAR

By following my instructions. Many of these had been given up by

the "learned guessers."

If you are interested in

this branch of science,

write for my little book,

"How Foods Cure," sent

free. It probably will

be a revelation to you.

 

EUGENE CHRISTIAN

FOOD SCIENTIST

(_J Suite 10, 7 E. 41st St., New York

FOOD SCIENTIST

"WHY?"
Mb. Christian—Dear Friend: Truly lam delighted with
the results of your diet. It has worked* cure In my case.
I cannot find wordB to express my gratitude to you. I
have suffered with stomach trouble for years and It
seems wonderful to be cured and my weight Is just right
now 146 pounds. I hope you will meet with great suc
cess In your noble work. Yours sincerely, Miss M.
Lavlnla Brown, 276 Main St., Northport, L. L

"CHILD OLOCr

MY NEW BOOK

JUST OUT. SENT

FREE.

A new book, sent free.

Address, Infants' and

Children's Dept.

WHY NOT GIVE NATURE A CHANCE?
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Author of Perfect Health

Arefmt in prcftrt ffpaltlj?

You ought to be. You can

be. You were created to be

well, strong, enduring, buoy

ant, every day of every year.

The Power that created you

u will keep you well if you are

obedient to the laws of your

being.

You can learn these laws—they are simple.

They are scientific—demonstrated. You can

obey them—they are not hard—just natural.

Then perfect health will be yours.

How much more you will enjoy life I How much more

gentle, kind, sunny, and loving will be your disposition 1

Just how much, brother, sister, would you give for Perfect

Health—never to have an ache, a pain, or a weakness?

Well, it needn't cost you very much money. One dollar

buys a book written by a man who was sick and dying a few

years ago and now enjoys Perfect Health. He tells how he got

it. And he tells it in easily learned and easily kept laws.

Hundreds who have read the book now rejoice in Perfect

Health through living the truth it contains.

The book is well printed, handsomely cloth-bound, and is

yours for a dollar, postage prepaid.

Write today for Perfect Health By One Who Has It.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LI1ERTYVILLE ILLIN©IS
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A Good Dictionary

is Needed {*

—, ^ otuay ana L,tbrary

Correct spelling and pronunciation are a mark of cul

ture and essential to the highest success.

We offer our readers a genuine, twentieth century

condensed edition of Webster's, the original model

upon which many so-called "Webster" and other dic

tionaries of high-sounding titles have been built.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary contains 46,297

defined words (twenty-five to

forty per cent more than any

other dictionary of similar

scope outside of the genuine

Webster series), 1500 text

illustrations, with color maps

and charts as follows: A gen

eral Map of the United States ;

a general Map of the World ;

Flags of all Nations ; Flags and

Pennants of the International

Code; The Signal Service

Code; an Astronomical Chart

of the Planetarv System.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary is designed to meet

all conditions squarely in the

face by reason of its authori

tative contents, greater scope,

original and better illustra

tions, paper, press work and

bindings. The Condensed

is well up to date, containing

latest words, meanings and

derivations. Additional to

its department of definitions

is an appendix containing a

pronouncing vocabulary, ab

breviations in writing and

printing, arbitrary signs, etc.

Webster's Condensed Dictionary — authorized and copyrighted by G. & C.

Merriam Co., 1906 edition. A dictionary of the English language, with copious_

etymologies, accurate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general

reference, derived from Webster's Unabridged Dictionary.

Printed on high quality of paper. Size 7}*5jxi} inches, weight 36 ounces.

Library Edition, bound in genuine flexible morocco, gold side and back stamping,

rounded corners, red burnished edges, with double thumb index.

Price, postage prepaid, $1.50

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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This big, practical, illustrated monthly magazine is for Business Men—Em

ployers and Employees—who want to earn more—to have more—to be more.

It seeks out Big Men—men whose shoulders have been broadened by the

weight of business responsibilities—men whose minds have been mellowed

by business experience, and gets them to put their priceless knowledge into,

cold type—gets them to tell in bold English the little success nuggets which

they have dug out of the mine of experience. It brings you into heart-to-

heart touch with men who can help you with the actual business difficul

ties which you have to meet from week to week and day to day. In clear,

strong, plain, understandable English, the American Business Man

brings to your desk each month a wealth of practical, working, business

knowledge that represents fortunes of money and years of effort—invested

in experiment by others—all summarized, analyzed, classified and crystal

lized—for you. Yet do not think, because this is a useful, a practical

magazine, that it is not interesting. It is. What can be more interesting

than the many-sided story of glorious success ? What can rivet the atten

tion more solidly, or fascinate the mind more completely than the strong,

stirring stuff that deals with men of energy, men of action, and their work ?

Here is a new literature—a typically American literature—a literature that

deals not with the imaginings of idle brains, but with the active doings of

men of achievement.

Free with a trial subscription

Art of felluts $0000"

Nearly 200 pages and every page bristling with hitherto unpublished facts, plans, pointers, methods
arid hints that will put ideas in your head and dollars in your pocket. Perfectly printed from new, clear
type; twenty-seven chapters; substantially bound in beautiful red and gold; this splendid text-book and
manual would pay for itself many times over, even if it cost $10. vet you can have a copy FREE, in con
nection with a trial subscription to the AMERICAN BUSINESS MAN.

LIMITED FREE OFFER

If you send the corner coupon at once, with a $2 bill, check or
name for a full year's subscription to the AMERICAN BUSINESS
dition, at once, all charges prepaid, a perfect cloth-bound copy, as
above, of "The Art of Selling Goods. This is really a free offer,
for the annual subscription price of the AMERICAN BUSINESS
MAN, alone, is $2. But we know that this magazine will make
itself so indispensable to you tBut you will renew at the end of the
year of your own accord, without solicitations on our part. There-
tore the liberal offer. But. as can readily be seen, the expense of
this advertising and the free book, and carriage charges, is enor
mous. And we must accordingly limit the books to be given away
to the remainder of the edition we have on hand. So take no
chances with delay, but sign and send the coupon now, to

AMERICAN BUSINESS MAN

Fisher Building, Chicago, 111.

money order, we will enter your
MAN, and will send you, in ad-

Enclosed find J2.00 for which

send me the American Busi

ness Man for one year, and

send me free as per your

special offer, all charges pre

paid, one copy "The Art of

Selling Goods."

Name

Address
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Horace Fletcher's Latest Book

This genial layman, who has

been growing stronger and

more supple every year be

tween the ages of 50 and 60,

and who is now able to undergo

tests of " Endurance " that

many young athletes decline,

has crowned his signal literary

and altruistic labors with this

handsome, sunshiny little book,

®trtttni0tn--A Ural ibtnfog

with a Foreword of value by

William Dana Orcutt. This

book is what is known as

Fletcherism in a nutshell.

It will be yours to bless and bright

en your life and to keep you young

for a century for seventy-five cents.

Correct English-

How to Use It

A man wrote to us for a job one

day. His letter must have been a

freshman translation of some South

Sea dialect. 'Twasn't English.

Anyhow, the man did not get a job.

Had he studied that great book

"dorrot laujltBfy

-Ifnui tn la* 3lf

we might have hired him. That book

tells how to study English in a practical

way. It is not cold and dead and dry.

The English in this book is not intended

for mummies. It is English for business

men—and, bless me, we are all business

men—or women.

A Dollar Bill

will make Uncle Sam hurry.

"3% Art of Cttrttuj Hong"

Luigi Comaro is well known to

history as a Venetian gentle

man who lived to the age of 103

years in obedience to very sim

ple hygienic rules. He wrote

tour snort treatises on his man

ner of life—one when he was

83, the second at 86, the third

at 91, and the fourth at 95.

These, with much other val

uable information, have been

translated, edited, and pub

lished in a very handsome,

cloth-bound book, with gilt top

and title, which we offer, post

paid, for One Dollar fifty cents.

"I recommend every one to read

Cornaro's writings."

Marshall Field.

"Comaro's work is in every way

admirable." Chief Justice fuller.

A Salesman .Who Talks

Must Talk Well

A salesman who talks must talk

well. The human voice is the

greatest power in the possession of

man—when backed by personality.

To talk well is an art. Why not

be an artist in persuasion ?

*'iE00?ttttal0 of iEln-

ruium anb ODratcni"

will tell you how. It tells about

the nose; throat; thorax; bronchi;

muscles; abdomen, and there are

chapters on respiration; gesture,

and expression ; phonetics, orthoepy ;

modulation f and other things a

salesman should know.

Price $1.25

You want all these books for your study table. Now, right now, is the time

to order them. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS Libertyville Illinois
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GREAT SCOTT!!

THE SECRET IS OUT!!

HMAN told us the other day that he never knew what

the expression, "Great Scott" meant until he annexed

a copy of that great book of 130 pages and spent two

hours with Ivanhoe. (The Great Book is listed below.)

5ty? Nuta^ll ICthranj

Busy men want books that slide into the coat pocket.

Handy—serviceable—standard '—well printed — beautifully

bound—not expensive— books like the Nutshell Library.

Sherwin Cody introduces the following Great Writers to us:

Lincoln. Story of his life and selections from speeches.

Shakespeare. Selections from Romeo and Juliet, the Merchant of

Venice, and Hamlet.

Burns. Love Songs and Longer Poems.

Lamb. Choicest of Essays of Elia.

Irving. Rip Van Wrinkle, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Mutability

of Literature, and Westminster Abbey.

Scott. Two Hours with Ivanhoe.

Dickens. Two Hours with Pickwick.

Thackeray. Two Hours with Becky Sharpe in Vanity Fair.

Tennyson. Greatest and sweetest lyric.

Longfellow. All his most melodious shorter poems.

Hawthorne. The Great Stone Face, Gray Champion, The Great

Carbuncle, Howe's Masquerade, and Drowne's Wooden Image.

Sherwin Cody. How to Read and What to Read.

We have them in two bindings—limp' leather and mo

rocco. Tell the kind you want. You can have all but Lin

coln in limp leather. Today is the best day of the year for

ordering these books.

Want the whole set ? Send #10. Want only one ? Send $1.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville Illinois
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What Press Clipping Will

Do for YOU

In business, as an aid in finding new markets and new

outlets for your products.

In keeping posted on any subject under the sun in which

you may be interested.

In literary work of whatever nature, supplying original

material for lectures, addresses, debates, etc.

ALL this we will gladly tell you just for the asking. Write us at once, stating

what your business is or what you are interested in, and we will give you

full information and advice as to how Press Clippings can help you and what it

will cost.

The International Press Clipping Bureau receives, reads and clips fifty-five thousand

publications, daily and weekly papers, monthly magazines, trade, literary and re

ligious papers, etc. Let us show you why and how we can be of service to you at

how little cost.

International Press Clipping Bureau

Dept. 195 37S Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Jffinattrtng an Enterprise

QONEY spent for this book is invested. Untold thou

sands of dollars have been saved by men who

observed the principles outlined by this man Who

Knows. Before investing your money in Something that

Looks Good you had best know if it really Is Good.

"Financing an Enterprise"

By Cooper

tells how. Be your own promoter. You can if you send

Four Dollars

for this set of two books to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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The Schoolbouse of Life

On this and the next page we [have listed a number of text-books

for study in the great schoalhouse of life—books that have helped many

—books that will help you.

Character-Building Books

James Allen's Books of Inspirations:
From Poverty to Power - - - - - - -81 00

All These Things Added 100
Byways of Blessedness - - - - - - -100
The Life Triumphant 1 00
As a Man Thinketh. Paper, 15 cents, cloth ... so
Out From the Heart. Paper, 15 cents, cloth ... 50
Through the Gate of Good; or, Christ and Conduct. Paper

15 cents, cloth ........ 50
Morning and Evening Thoughts. Paper, 15 cents, cloth - 50

Every Man a King. By Orison Swett Marden - - - - 1 00
In Tune with the Infinite. By Ralph Waldo Trine - - 1 25
Man-Building. By Lewis Ransom Fiske, LL. D. - - - 1 00
The Young Man and the World. By Senator A. J. Beveridge 1 62
Paths to Power. By Floyd B. Wilson 100
My Little Book of Prayer. By Muriel Strode - - - - 50
Self-Help. By Samuel Smiles 1 00
freedom of Life. By Annie Payson Call .... 1 00
As a Matter of Course. By Annie Payson Call - - - - 1 00
Thought Force. By William Walter Atkinson ... - 1 00

Auto-Suggestion. By Herbert A. Parkyn, M. D. - - - - 75
Mustery of Fate. By C. D. Larson ------ 50

The Hidden Secret. By C. D. Larson 50
Poise and Power. By C. D. Larson ------ 50
Psychology of Suggestion. By Boris Sldis - - - - - 1 85
Character. By Samuel Smiles - - . 100
Duty. By Samuel Smiles - - - 100

Brain-Building Books

Right and Wrong Thinking. By Aaron M. Crane - - - 1 50
Brain and Personality. By W. Hanna Thomson - 1 30
Character Reading. By Mrs. Symes ------ 50
Vaught's Practical Character Reader - 1 00
The Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 50
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 50
Organic Evolution. By Anna Augusta Gaskell - - - 2 00
Human Nature Explained. By Riddell. - 1 OO
The Mind's Attainment. By Uriel Buchanan - - - 2 00

Story of Mind. By J. M. Baldwin 40
Psychology. By James - - - - - - - -150
Scientific Demonstration of Future Life. By Hudson - - 1 50
Divine Pedigree of Man. By Hudson - - - - - 1 60
Evolution of the Soul. By Hudson. ----- 1 50
Through Silence to Realization. By Wilson - - - - 1 00

Business-Building Books

Financing an Enterprise. By Francis Cooper - - - - 4 00

Men Who Sell Things. By Walter D. Moody - - - - 1 00
Tales of the Road. By Charles N. Crewdson - - - - 1 00
Science of Organization. By Frank ... - - 3 00
Making of a Merchant By H. N. Higglnbotham - - - 1 60
Successful Advertising. By McDonald ----- 2 00
Systematizing. Three Volumes. By Griffiths - - - - 3 00
Business Law. By Francis M. Burdick ----- 1 00

(List continued on the following page)
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BOOKS FOR PROFIT

Those who buy and study them reap the greatest and most abiding

profit from them—development and power of body, brain, mind and soul.

Here is the list continued from the preceding page:

Tabloid System (For Business Men) - - - - - g 1 00
Business Short Cuts - - ...... 100
Manufacturing Costs. By Hall - - - - - - -100
Sales Promotion - -- -- -- -- 1 OO
Commercial Correspondence - ------100
Modern Advertising. By Calkins and Holden - - - - l 63
Theory of Advertising. By Scott - - - - - - 200
Success in Letter Writing. By Sherwin Cody - - - - 80

How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne ... - 50
Retail Ad Writing Simplified - 1 OO

The Cody System—How to Write Letters and Advertisements that
Pull—A Correspondence Course. - - - - - 10 00

Health-Building Books

That Last Waif. By Horace Fletcher - - - - - 1 00
Optimism—a Real Remedy. By Horace Fletcher - - - 75
The Art of Living in Good Health. By Daniel S. Sager, M. D. 1 57
Childhood and Growth. By Lafayette B. Mendel - - - 67
Humaniculture. By Hubert Higgins, M. D. - - - 1 12
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 50
Perfect Health: by One Who Has It. By C. C. Haskell - 1 00
My Lady Beautiful. By Alice M. Long - - - - - 1 10
The Art of Living Long. By Luigi Cornaro - - - - 1 50
Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call - - 1 00

Home-Study Books

The Nutshell Library of the World's Best Literature for Busy
Readers, edited by Sherwin Cody. 12 vols. - - - - 10 00

Lincoln Lamb Dickens Tennyson
Shakespeare Irving Thackeray Longfellow
Burns Scott Hawthorne "How to Read and

What to Read," Cody
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language—Word-

study, Grammar, and Punctuation, Composition and Rheto
ric, and Story Writing and Journalism—by Sherwin Cody,

four volumes in box - - - - - - - 200
Dictionary of Errors In English—Rules of Grammar and Common

Errors, Words Often Mispronounced. Words Often Misspelled,
Words Often Misused, and Rules of Punctuation for Office
Use—by Sherwin Cody, 50c when ordered with the set.
Single volumes - -- -- -- -- 75

Primer of Logic. By W. 8. Jevons ------ 50
Webster's Condensed Dictionary - - - - - - -160
Essentials of Elocution. By Wm. Pinckley ... - 1 25
Word Study. By Sherwin Cody 50
Ten Thousand Words. By Baker - -- -- - 10O
Unwritten Meanings of Words. By Erbes - - - - - 2 00
Art of Conversation. By Baker - -- -- - 100
Good English Form Book. By Sherwin Cody - - - 1 00

Check off the books you want. Tear this page out and send it along—

with the price. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS



 

HERE IS $40,000

How much do you want of it?

This offer does not go to those with Weary

Willie propensities. This is to workers. Real,

live, energetic men—men with the get-there

spirit moving them—are wanted to take slices

of a

$40,000 MELON

Mr. Sheldon says he wants to talk to 100,000

subscribers—real Good Folks, you know—and

that he is willing to pay

$40,000 (Real Dollars)

for the privilege. He is modest and says

nothing of what the subscribers

will get. (But this number is a

hint of what's coming).

To get any of this money you

will have to get him some sub

scribers. Those who have tried

the trick tell us it is easy. You

can find out HOW by writing

a business-like letter to the .

Sheldon University Press

Libertyvllle Illinois



 

TRUE SUCCESS

0 toiling hands of mortals! O

unwearied feet, traveling ye know

not whither ! Soon, soon, it seems to

you, you must come forth on some

conspicuous hill-top, and but a little

way further, against the setting sun,

descry the spires of El Dorado. Little

do ye know your own blessedness;

for to travel hopefully is a better

thing than to arrive, and the True

Success is to labor.

—ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
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Your Business

Message to Buyers

Carrying that message to Garcia was a Sunday afternoon

snap for Rowan compared to the work he would have to do

were he asked to carry the message of a Business Builder to

the Buyers. -

Even Rowan couldn't do that.

Even he would "fall down."

Carrying one message to one man, even though that one

man happened to be in the enemy's country, was easy compared

to the work and danger and difficulties which besets the carrier

of a business message to buyers.

But a messenger who can do that work for you is

THE BUSINESS PHIL0S0P1

This magazine will carry your message to 15,000 buyers

each month and will get the right answer.

"My ad appears in eight other magaziness but The Business Phil

osopher brings in more replies than any of the others. Be honest now,

haven't you really been sending cut circulars also," says Sherwin Cody.

But nary a circular had we sent cut. The Business Phil

osopher did the work all alone. Garcia is a subscriber. The

Business Philosopher will carry your message to him. (Garcia,

you know, is the fellow who buys.)

Rate cards and a sample copy will go to the man who has

a message he wants carried to all good Sheldon Folks.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYV1LLE ILLINOIS

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

Enured u Second-Claw Matter Oct. 7. IQ°7 at the Tost Office at Llbertyville, HI., under Act of March j, itye

Copyrighted 1908 by Sheldon University Freaa



Office Salesmanship

How to Write Letters That Pull

You are at the head of a big business because you are willing to

pay for ideas. Ideas are far cheaper than printer's ink or postage.

I have some ideas on "How to Write

Letters that Pull" that have been worth

hundreds of dollars to others, and no doubt,

would be to you.

I can make an $8-a-week girl write better

letters than a $25-a-week correspondent can

dictate. Do it by the Cody System of form

paragraphs. This method helped the R. D.

Nuttall Co. to get 36 orders where before

they got 25—nearly 50% more business out

of the quotations made.

I can show traveling men how to get

orders by letter from towns they can't afford

to visit.

I will tell you how I got $2,000 worth of

business from 2,000 grocers by a single letter

to each—$1 for every letter.

I can prove my ideas worth money by

letters from the best business houses.

Pin a $1 bill to your card, send to my

address at my risk, and I will mail you a

copy of my new book

 

Content* :

HOW TO DO BUSINESS BY LETTER

And Training Course in

Business English Composition

which will do your stenographers and corre

spondents more good than anything you ever

put in their hands before. Discount on 10

or more in one order.

Also let me send you, on approval, a set

of my Private Instruction Cards—The Cody

System for Business Men—

How to Write Letters that

Pull, in which I go into the

fine technique of How to Get

Business by Mail. You'll

want a set for yourself or ad

vertising manager, with a

personal criticism from me showing how to apply the

general principles to your particular business and what

is the matter with your present advertising. With

criticism and copy of book, $10.

In my Complete Training Course in Office

Salesmanship with Expert Service I will re-write and

criticise all your important advertising matter, form

letters, circulars, etc. Also fit young men and

tromen for positions paying $25 to $125 a week.

Sherwin Cody

 

Using Words So as to Make
People Do Things.
How to Begin a BuslnessLetter.
How to Close a Business Letter.
The Body of the Letter.
Applying: for a Position.
Sending: Money by Mail.
Ordering: Goods.
"Hurry-up" Letters.
How Money is Collected.
Letters to Ladies.
Professional Letters.
How to Acquire an Easy Style

In Letter Writing.
Two Kinds of Letters— Buying

and Selling.
When to Write a Long Letter

and When to Write a Short Letter.
Answering Inquiries.
Talking in a Letter—Colloquial

isms and Slang.
Complaint Letters.
Condensation—Writing Adver

tisements.
Advertising and Follow-up

Letters.
Display In Letter Writ'ng.
Salesmanship In Letters and

Advertisements
Customs and Regulations of the

Post Office.
Social and Official Forms; the

Rules of Grammar, with Com
mon Errors; the Rules of Punctu
ation for Business Office Use.

Cloth, price $1.00.

'$125

vWEEK
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By James Allen.

As a Man

Thinketh

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves " by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circumstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Makes

for Power and Poise.

Out From

the Heart

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

"Keep thy heart; . . for

out of it are the issues of life. "

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

'Daily Food for Growth

in 'Purity and 'Power.

Through the

Gate of Good

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

Inspiration and Guidance

for the Dioine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents.

Write today—yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an uplifter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press -:- Libertyville Illinois
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FREE! FREE!

A One Hundred Dollar Victor Talking Machine

with records by Madam Tatrazzini

Signor Caruso

Madam Schumann-Heink and others.

One Hundred Dollar Oliver Typewriter

with all attachments.

A Trip to California

with one hundred golden hours at sea.

A Trip to Europe

Visiting London

Paris

Berlin and other points of interest in the old world.

One Burroughs' Adding Machine

the latest model.

One Gold Fountain Pen

your choice as follows : Waterman Ideal

Parker

Faber

One Safety Razor

your choice as follows : Gillette

Gem Junior

Star

The above offer is intended for men and women with brains and

will be presented absolutely free to meritorious persons.

(We reserve the right to withdraw any of the above premiums

by notification to persons interested.)

Devote a few of your leisure hours in thought and by this means

achieve great things. For full information write

The Banker & Investor Magazine

Drexel Building Philadelphia
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A Magazine of the Wildwood

The only Magazine on Planet Earth Penciled, Printed, Proof

read, Published, Pasted and Posted in the Country amid the

Evergreens.

Soundview: A Magazine giving sound, sane views on every

topic discussed in its pages.

Evergreens: Men-not-afraid-of-an-idea (and women); people

who are progressive, fearless—ever searching for the truth.

"Business Philosophers" want wisdom in small packets—they

are not looking for mere words, or large doses of drastic dope—

they haven't the time to digest it.

They want a whiff from the Wildwood and a touch of the

Simple Life as antidotes to their more or less strenuous life in

the world of action.

They want a taste of the Country to dilute the smoke, sewer

gas, sky scrapers and slaughter houses of the city.

They want sensible stuff—not the vapid, inane utterances so

often permeating the writings of alleged philosophers of today.

Business Men (and women) can get this in "Soundview."

A CORNER ON LONG GREEN

Why not help the Evergeens in their laudable ambition to secure all of the "long

green" in the Country, and at the same time insure yourself 12 messes o' "Greens"

superior in flavor and quality to any you have ever tasted.

Here is what a "long green" will do for any "business philosopher," if order is

sent without delay:

11.00

WILDWOOD PHILOSOPHY, (cloth bound book by a 'Simple Lifer") 1.00

WHAT IS PURITY?, a study of Sex-Overvaluation, by Theodore

.25

WOMAN—AND THE MAN, by M Trueman . .25

All, including membership in the Society of Evergreens, and a copy of Soundview Jr. for 1908 for $1

Total, $2.50

Here is what one of Sheldon's superior salesmen says:

"When I lived in Boston I read Soundview, now that I am living in Seattle
I still read it, and so far it has justified its name".—Hinton White.

On sale at Newsstands 10c the copy, but don't send less than a "long green" to

THE BOSS E VERGREN (That's who)

OLALLA, WASH., U. S. A. (That's where)
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Be a Producer

"If I were a youth I would not compete in the Twelve-Dollar-a-Week Class.

Like George Ade, who left Indiana and went to Chicago, in order to get away

from mental competition, I'd set the Bunch a pace. 1 would go in the Free-For-

All Class. I would make myself necessary to the business. No matter how

"scarce" times are there are a few folks who are never laid off, nor are their

wages cut down. These are the boys that make the wheels go round."—THE FRA.

ND first among those who are never let out are the good sales

men. A good salesman is a producer, and the man who is a

producer of business is never in danger of being without a

good position.

The house cannot exist without him. It must have him. He

is the money-maker. He keeps the wheels of business turning. Take

him off the job and business stops entirely. Hard times or no hard

times, he is sure of a place because he pays his own way—and a good

deal more.

Why not be a good salesman?

Why not become the kind of a producing man they cannot get

without ?

Salesmanship pays better than any other profession—better than

law, or medicine, or engineering—better than nearly any kind of tech

nical work you could take up. And it pays quicker! Capable salesmen

earn good money from the start.

The Sheldon School Makes Salesmen

• ' Studying the Sheldon Science of Salesmanship will fit any man to enter the

production side of business, and to be successful there.

Study Scientific Salesmanship as taught by Sheldon by correspondence, and

make yourself the kind of a man there is a demand for, the kind they can't get along

without, the producing kind of man.

If you are a salesman already, Sheldon can help you become a better sales

man. He has helped 3 1 ,000 others, representing every line of business.

Send today for free booklet outlining the Course in Salesmanship. Investigate

this success-building plan at any rate

Every day you delay adopting some definite plan for increasing your efficiency,

you become less essential to the business world. You have "intended" making this

start long enough. Now make it.

The Sheldon School

1012 Republic Building, Chicago, Illinois
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In Tune With The Infinite

HERE is a book that will drive the business bogy away from the

weary workers in business fields. It tells how to "get in tune

with the infinite." The mysteries of the power of thinking are brought

into the light. Ignorance is by this book made to give way to wisdom.

How to use the Soul, how to cultivate the emotions, how to reach out

and grasp more than the usual allowance of Truth—this is what Ralph

Waldo Trine's beautiful book teaches.

"Within yourself lies the cause of whatever enters into your life. To

come into the full realization of your own awakened interior powers, is

to be able to condition your life in exact accord with what you would

have it."

Order this Book today. Price %I.2§

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

FOUR GREAT ESSAYS

ON VEGETARIANISM

AND A VEGETARIAN COOK BOOK FREE

"Pork, or Th< Dingers of Pork Eatlaf llffi" "Plituck't
Emit •» Fhtk-EtUit" "Eihlcs •( FitiirUusg." "Bibllcil
Fluk Eitlig," "Naturil Food Reclpa." b» Hn. E. E.
UUtff (cMtililll 120 Rtdow)

The above set of booklets, which should be in the
hands of every Vegetarian and student of diet and
matters of right living, will be sent post free, in
connection with one three months' subscription to
GOOD HEALTH, at the regular price of as cents.
Canadian subscribers pay zo cents extra, to cover

foreign postage.
This offer will not be repeated. Fill out the cou

pon at once.

The Publishers of "Good Health"

50 College Hall Battle Creek. Mich.

Publishers of GOOD HEALTH, 60 College Hall,
Battle Creek, Mich.

I enclose 25c. for which please send me Good Health
three mon., beirinnlmr with the current number.
You are to send me FREE of further coBt—"Pork, or
The Dancers of Pork-Eating Exposed." "Plutarch's
Essay on Flesh-Eating," "Ethics of Flesh-Eating,"
"Biblical Flesh-Eating," "Natural Food Recipes,"
by Mrs. E. E. Kellogg tcontatning 130 Recipes).

Name

Address

— and there are others, too

Chicago, May 8th, 1908

Mr. Thos. Dreier, Bus. Mgr.,

Sheldon University Press,

Libertyville, Illinois.

Dear Sir:

Yes sirl I surely will renew my

subscription to The Business Philosopher.

It is one of the investments I must have.

I feel that I have received more than five

hundred per cent, results from the dollar

I invested a year ago and I am very glad,

indeed, to send you another. I am ex

pecting to get even greater results from

this dollar than I did from the one I

sent you last year.

Yours very truly,

Chas. V. Jewell,

Insurance Salesman

R. 304, 108 La Salle St.

Chicago
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Extraordinary Offer

$2 VALUE FOR $1.30

Prosperity Through Thought-Force, Price $1.00\PRICE FOR

By Bruce McClelland / THE TWO

One Year's Subscription to (d* 1 Qfi

The Nautilus Price $iWm' 1 • «JU

Prosperity Through

Thought-Force

Written by Bruce McClelland, a man who really has lived his

philosophy under great trial.

Read it and see how he used thought-force to transform his life from drudgery and

poverty to joy and opulence. Makes his trials and tribulations work for good. You

will do likewise when you have read it, for it is so interesting and full of inspiration,

sound reason, and plain directions that you can't help it. We cannot recommend it

too highly to our readers.

It is a thrilling, powerful, practical success book, crammed from cover to cover

with just plain information you need about development and use of Thought-Force.

Get Right and Success Seeks You. We have room here for only a few of the many

testimonials from readers of Prosperity Through Thought-Force:

"Please send me the little book you sent Mr.—, tion on the subject that I have read—and I have

'Prosperity Through Thought-Force.' He is wild read many."—Olive Bowers, Birmingham, Ala.
over it. He was clear down in mind and believed .._ ' . . . , . .„
himself doomed to poverty eternal."—Ella Wheeler I have just received and^ read Prosperity
Wilcox. Through Thought-Force,' by Bruce McClelland,

and I think so highly of it that I enclose Si .00
"I ordered McClclland's 'Prosperity Through for another copy to lend. It is so plainly and

Thought-Force' for my husband for Christmas. naturally expressed that I believe it will help any-
Hc says it has already been worth a thousand one who reads it to embrace and practice that
dollars to him. He has read it through three times, higher life."—Emma C. Carr, Lawrence, Mass.
and reads at least one paragraph from it each (1T . .. , , , . . , , , ,
day."—Mrs. Frank Beach, Fort Collins, Colo. . IT"a sattsBed that this book is one of the

best I have ever seen on the financial subject, * * *
"I have a copy of 'Prosperity Through Thought- should enable any one to demonstrate thoroughly

Froce.' It is the best ana most practical instruc- along these lines."—Bishop O. C. Sabin.

PROSPERITY THROUGH THOUGHT-FORCE Is a beautiful volume, 160

Sages, printed on antique laid paper, artistic Initial letters for chapter heads,
andsome title page, half tone of the author, all bound In finest silk cloth In a new

shade of mauve. Price 81.00. With one year's subscription to "The Nautilus,"
S1.30. When ordering ask for a free copy of Ella Wheeler Wilcox's latest booklet
on thought. This booklet with three months' trial subscription to The Nautilus
for only 10 cents.

Elizabeth Towne

Department 106 Holyoke, Mass.
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BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE

You have the power, and you alone. The efficiency that wins prosperity,

success, and happiness comes by culture of the positive faculties and qualities,

the possibilities and powers of the body, mind, character, and will.

This culture has to be gained by the individual himself. Teachers and

schools may aid, but they cannot take the place of the student's own effort.

He, and he alone, is the builder. All true culture is self-culture.

Since these things are so, you ought to know the science and art of self-

culture.

You will find an invaluable aid in the 446 bright, cheery, practical

pages of Dr. James Freeman Clarke's great book—

He deals with the care and training of the body, the cultivation of the intellectual

powers, the development and direction of the imagination, the education of the con

science, culture by reading and study, the strengthening of the will, and many similar

subjects.

Dr. Clarke is well known as an effective writer, and this is one of the best of his

books.

Parents, teachers, and pastors will especially appreciate this book for those under

their care.

Bound strongly in cloth. Price One Dollar, Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois

OR, THE REALIZATION OF PROSPERITY

AND POWER

^THIS masterly book by James Allen

VS' deserves rank with some of Emer

son's finer essays. Thinking people

in all English-speaking lands are reading

and studying it.

Mr. Allen helps men ind women to

find in themselves the source of all success,

all happiness, all accomplishment, all

truth—they find in the pages of this book,

the way of prosperity and peace.

Printed from new plates on heavy egg

shell paper, and bound in beautiful

English cloth, with gilt top and title.

Its wisdom, faith, and good cheer,

become yours for One Dollar.

THE LATEST THOUGHT AND EXPERIENCE

OF THE AUTHOR

HIS crowning book of one of James

Allen's series was only recently written

and contains the maturest thought

and experience of the author.

It is for those who have the courage and

faith to believe, yes, to know, that the

triumph is not far from their reach. Every

sentence is an epigram of wisdom and

power.

Beautifully printed and bound—cloth—

gilt top and title—a book to love and

study.

It comes to make your life a triumph—

for One Little Dollar.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS - - Libertyville, Illinois
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IJ Many books have been written on the subject of business and

business methods, but never before one that literally took the busy

world of practical affairs by storm.

•I That honor was reserved for a plain, common-sense, straight

forward book, written by an active, hard-working business man—

"Mm W^a Swings"

by Walter D. Moody, business manager of The Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, and former sales manager of one of the greatest

wholesale houses in Chicago.

€jFrom all over the country—from manufacturers, merchants,

sales managers, salesmen, retail clerks, and from publications of

every class comes an avalanche of unqualified praise, without one

dissenting voice.

fj Here are a few excerpts from many reviews that have appeared.

Read them and be convinced.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's 'Men Who Sell Things'

... written by a man who has sold things for years and worked, himself, in every

branch of the service until increasing years and experience have brought principles out

of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which things are done."— Chicago

Daily News.

"There is something going on in every sentence. He is full of dynamic periods."

Chicago Record Herald.

"Mr. Moody has gathered together and expressed in succinct and practical form the

results of twenty years of experience in selling things and observing other men who

sell things, and the result is a volume which cannot fail to be helpful to any business

man who may read it.—Chicago Sunday Tribune.

"The brceziness and point which mark every page of 'Men Who Sell Things'

promise to make the book of as wide appeal to business men as well as to boys

interested in self-development and a successful future."—Chicago Evening Post.

"It has developed into a volume which must xake high rank in the

literature of business and commercial affairs."—Chicago Trade Journal.

"The work is sure to prove helpful to the man who wants to succeed

*by selling things'."—Louisville Courier Journal.

That is what they say.

The book meiits it all and more.

9 You need it, no matter what you sell—goods, skill, ability,

or time.

Q You can get it for One Dollar.

9 Sit right down and order to-day

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois

 

City
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CORPORATIONS

What do you know about them?

Corporations are the natural outcome of the keenest competition in bus

iness and of the complex requirements of the modern commercial world.

The business man, financier, investor, promotor, speculator, accountant

or bookkeeper who is thoroughly posted on the four most important

features of corporation work: corporation law—corporation accounting—

corporation organization and corporation management—will be the most

successful. Every phase of these important and complicated subjects is

covered thoroughly and efficiently in RAHILL'S CORPORATION

ACCOUNTING AND CORPORATION LAW.

Just as RAHILL'S is the authoritative book on corporation ac

counting and corporation law, so is THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNT

ANCY the authoritative magazine of business, finance and accountancy.

THE JOURNAL is read by financiers, business men, executives of

corporations, public accountants, auditors and modern bookkeepers.

Every month its articles—products of the brains of leaders in the business

and accountancy world—are timely and important.

for a stamp to find out how you can obtain a $4.00 copy of RAHILL'S

book and a $3.00 subscription to THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNT

ANCY absolutely FREE? Write for particulars to-day; "Never put of!

till to-morrow, etc."

The Accountancy Publishing Co.

We can supply you with any business book. Our new book list Is free.

 

N. Y. University Building

48 Waverly Place New York
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Will You Try a Fox Typewriter

 
At My Expense? 1 invented the Fox Typewriter

—— ——• and manufacture it to-day. I

know just how good it is. I know that it is a better

typewriter than any other typewriter ever built.

I know other typewriters of all kinds and I know

that the Fox has every improvement and every feature

that any of them has—and more. I want to place a Fox

in your office at my expense and have you compare it part

for part, feature for feature with any other typewriter.

I will let the typewriter speak for itself. All 1 say

about it and claim for it will be demonstrated by the

machine itself more convincingly than 1 could tell it.

Then I want to leave the decision to you. If you

, want it then 1 will either sell you one direct on favorable

terms, or my nearest representative or dealer will do it

for me. If you already have a machine we will take that in part payment.

All you have to do is to fill out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

The Test or Trial Will Not Cost You a Penny.

W. R. POX. President Foj Typewriter Co.

All the writing on the Fox is always in

sight and directly in the line of vision, the

writing line is indicated and the printing point

is pointed out so that the Fox is just what I

claim a perfectly visible typewriter.

The typebar and hanger are the heart of

a typewriter ; that means they are the most

vital part; a weak typebar means a weak type

writer. Show me a typebar-bearing that is

narrow and has no wearing surface and it

tells me that under hard wear such a type

writer will not retain its alignment and

sooner or later get out of order.

On the Fox the bearing is wide and the

bar heavy and will stand years and years

of hard work.

Then again with the Fox, one machine

is equipped to do all kinds of work—letter

writing—invoicing—billing—tabulating fig

ures—stencil cutting and heavy manifold

ing; anything any typewriter can do the

Fox will do—and more.

And remember this is the machine I

want to place in your office for trial and

examination at my expense. It doesn't cost

you a penny to try it.

Will You Do This?

Let me appeal to you as a fair-minded business man to at least be friendly enough to

give me a chance to show you what I have. I am sure you would want me to

give you such a chance if you had something to sell me.

All 1 want you to do is to fill out and mail to me

to-day the attached coupon.

Send it to me personally.

W. R. FOX, Pres.,

Fox Typewriter Company

229 Front Street,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Send for my catalog, which

takes up the construction of

the Fox in detail—it's Free.
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that we can build you the best Booklet, for the least

money—Quality considered—and in the Quickest time.

arr Bams of lift nusam otlfg :

We make a specialty of mail order business in high-grade print

ing—especially booklets that sell goods.

Our plant is the best, most up-to-date and complete for this

purpose that money can buy.

Our designers, artists, engravers, printers, pressmen, and bind

ers are the most skillful and progressive that can be hired—it's

economy to pay that kind.

We do business for a profit, with an eye on duplicate orders—

and we get them. Once a customer, always a customer, is the rule

of our shop.

We have been in this business for years, we know the ropes,

and our knowledge is for the use and benefit of our customers.

Tell us Yfhz'. you want, and we will deliver booklets that will

talk—that will get the business—bring in the big, round dollars.

No advertising campaign is complete without booklets, so write

for an estimate today. You will be shown.

The Clinic Publishing Company

1406 East Ravenswood Park Chicago
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®hm Mzst of u%tr Kxub

**yS W*HAT is the best inspirational book of the day? What book

Mm best opens up to the reader the way to Poise, Power, Prosperity,

^^A* and Peace—simple, practical, everyday, common-sense ?

What book takes account of modern progress in thought, modern

facts of science, and modern teachings of philosophy, at the same time

building upon the solid foundation of Eternal Truth ?

Ask tens of thousands of readers in both the world-'s hemispheres,

and you will get back but the one answer,

JrTrom ipmirrig ta Jtoropr

By James Allen

Now, what is the strongest, most practical, most up-to-date and most

scientific book on business ways, especially salesmanship ?

What work is it that gives its readers the benefit of twenty years

behind the counter, on the road, at the sales manager's desk, and in the

proprietor's office ? That opens the secrets of success in selling goods,

and gives the reader a dynamic charge of wise enthusiasm ?

There can be but one answer. Everybody says, all together, Walter

D. Moody's great book

Mm Wjn fell Stytn$a

One more question: What is the only magazine devoted to the fundamental

philosophy, science, and art of business success, self-development, character-building,

and the increase of earning power?

What publication is the only one in which can be found the writings of the for-

mulator of the science of success, recognized as the highest authority of the hsur on

that subject?

That's too easy! You all shout, "Why Arthur Frederick Sheldon's Periodical

of Power,

Very good I Now, bearing these three best things in

mind, read our latest offer:

For a short time onlv. we will send From Poverty to
Power, Men Who Sell Things, and The Business Philoso
pher for one year, to all who will cut out this coupon and
send it to us with a Two Dollar Bill attached. You can
substitute "Tales of the Road" and "Retail Ad-Wrifing Sim

plified" for either of above books.

Here's the coupon; yonder's your pen and scissors; the

Bill is in your pocket. Do it NOW.

Sheldon University Press Libertyvifle, III

b. p.

Sheldon University Press:

Here's my Two Dollars. For it
send me From Poverty to
Power, Men Who Sells Things,
and The Business Philosopher tor
One Year.

Name

Address

City and State
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FOR ONE DOLLAR

You can choose one of the following books. This is a regular Grab

Bag chance. Many books here listed sell for as much as $2.50 but none

sell for less than One Dollar.

Of some we have but one copy, so indicate a second and third choice

when you order.

READ THE LIST

There is something for everybody. These books run the gumut from

hard headed business to Indian philosophy. So

READ THIS LIST

The Symphony of Life, Wood
Studies in The Thought World, Wood
Edward Burton, Wood
Victor Serenus, Wood
Life More Abundant, Wood
New Thought Simplified, Wood
Suggestion Thru Mental Photography, Wood
Lessons in Truth, Cady
Humaniculture, Higgins
Psychology and Higher Life, McKeever
Nuggets 01 Experience, Armstrong
Modern Business English, Smith & Mayne

Grapho-Psychology, bears
Mental Medicine, Evans
The Primitive Mind Cure, Evans

Modes of Motion, Dolbear
Matter, Ether and Motion, Dolbear
Helps to Right Living. Newcomb
Spiritual Law in The Natural World, Eleve
The Kingdom of Love, Frank
Evangel Ahvallah, Barton
The Life Power and How to Use It, Newcomb
The Composite Man, Pratt
Practical Dietetics, Pattee

Truth and Health, James
Toy Philosophy, Towne
Brain and Mind, Erbes
The Blues, Causes and Cure, Abrams
Theory and Practice of Advertising, Wagenscllcr

New Complete Bookkeeping
Success in Life, Emil Reich
Child's Christ Tales, Proudfoot
Cosmogony and Evolution, Ingalese
Mata the Magician, Ingalese
Linked Lives, Ingalese

Practical Health, L. E. Whipple
Mental Healing, Whipple
Is It Possible, van Anderson
The Right Knock, Van Anderson
Vcdanta Philosophy, Abhedanada

Studies in Character Building, Kellogg
American Esperanto Book, Baker
Spiritual Evolution, Douglas
All's Right With the World, Newcomb
The Child's Life of Lincoln, Putnam
What Can a Young Man Do, Rollins
Of Such is the Kingdom, Metcalfe
A Grain of Madness, Churchill
The Epsom Mystery, Hill
The Library of Health, Patterson
The Will to be Well, Patterson
New Thought Essays, Patterson
Dominion and Power, Patterson
Seven Steps, Weltmer

Self Reliance, Weltmer
Life Lessons. Brown

The Value of Science. Poincare
Avoidable Causes of Disease, Ellis
Practical Methods of Self Development, Towne
Vedanta Philosophy, Vivckananda
Money and Investments
The Goal of Life, Butler
How to Invest Your Savings, Marcrossen

True Science of Living, Dewey

Psychotherapy, Leavitt.

Yogi Philosophy of Well Being, Ramcharaka

Psychic Healing, Ramcharaka

As Ye Will. Leavitt

Mental Fascination, Atkinson

Why this offer? We're going to concentrate on our own

publications. Here, then, is your bargain book chance.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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Power Through Repose

WILLIAM JAMES, said by some to be America's greatest psy

chologist, in a talk to teachers, once said: "The gospel of relax

ation, as one may call it, is preached by Miss Annie Payson Call in her

admirable little volume 'Power Through Repose,' a book that ought to

be in the hands of every teacher and student in America of either sex."

Yes, indeed, we are all living too fast—we are burning too much gasoline

for the number of miles our automobile of progress is making up the hill

of success. We need to learn repose. We all need the lessons in scien

tific resting that Miss Call gives us in her three books, "Power Through

Repose," "The Freedom of Life," and "As a Matter of Course." The

three will be sent to you for three dollars. One dollar will bring one.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

"Little self-denials, little honesties, little

passing words of sympathy, little nameless

acts of kindness, little silent victories over

favorite temptations—these are silent threads

of gold which when woven together gleam

out so brightly in the pattern of life that

God approves."

—Canon Farrar.

i00TO*10.000™

IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest cooperative real estate and I
Mje company in America. Representath
to •lO.OOO a year without any invi
opportuni

»afc it!,. it tr
idepa

t of rapi
item 5
tcrfer

iroperty tr
A Thorough Commrre la I Law fours*

entatlre. Writ" for 62-pajre buuk . free.J FREK to Each Rep

I THE CROSS COMPANY, 1699 Reaper Block, Chicago

SUBJECTS COVERED BY

Modern Methods Magazine

How Employer May Get Best Work
from Employes.

Duties of an Office Manager and How
Best to Perform Them.

Relations of Business Office to Bank.
Department Heads and Their Relation

to Other Departments.
Essentials of Success for a Salesmanager.
How to Create Public Interest by Ad

vertising and How to Convert Public In
terest Into Orders.

Talks to Inside and Outside Salesmen
by Men Who Have "Made Good."

"Office Short Cuts" Which Have Been
Found Practicable.
Keeping Track of Local Correspondence

and Correspondence with Branch Houses.
Keeping Track of Orders and Progress

of Work Through to the Shipping Door.

Notk—Modern Methods is a magazine
especially for General Managers, Office and
Factory Managers, Head Bookkeepers and
other men in and on the way to executive
positions.

Subscription price 50 cents a year, in
advance.

Published Monthly by

MODERN METHODS PUBLISHING COMPANY

111-115 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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Sheldon University Press

Liberty villa Illinois

The Business Philosopher

One Dollar a Year Ten Cents a Copy

July First, 1908

Dear Mr. Salesman:

Laughter is to a man what a good cry (whatever that is) is

to a woman. You ought to take a dose of laughter every day for

your business's sake. Laughter, however, is not a medicine that

should be taken undiluted, nor should it be given in dishes that

smash the pure food laws into smithereens.

The laughter that is wrapped up in saffron hued stories is

really not the best thing for the summer season. That was all

right last winter for those who were behind in style, but for sum

mer use this kind of laughter is strictly tabu. It will also be n. g.

next winter.

In order to get laughter that is guaranteed to do the work ex

pected of it all the time, the thing to do is to send us One Dollar

for that jolly, good of book of Charlie Crewdson's, "Tales of the

Road." Here is a book that wraps much laughter in common-

sense— and we've been told that laughter, wrapped this way keeps

longer and retains its flavor.

Crewdson, you know, was a traveling man. He was a sales

man, too. He also kept his eyes and ears open and saw and heard

things that are only seen and heard by the man on the road. He

tells of merchants and salesmen and salesmangers and the rest of

the business getting and business building fraternity, and his

stories are just brim-full of lessons.

As we said before, all you have to do to hear. Charlie tell fyou

his tales is to send One Dollar to us. Our mutual uncle, Samuel,

will attend to the rest.

Merrily yours,

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS



Make the Man Right and His Work Will Take Care of Itself

A. F. SHELDON, Editor

A Magazine Devoted to the Philosophy of Business and the Effort to Help Men

and Women to Increase Their A + R + E + A Development—Their Ability ,

Reliability, Endurance, and Action—The Four Essentials of True Success

Platform: I will increase my A+R+E+A

Vol. IV JULY, 1908 No. 7

On the Front Porch WoS?

Let me see—a philosopher is a lover of wisdom. That's right, I believe.

Are you a lover of wisdom ? Are you really courting it ? If so, are you deeply

in love or just flirting?

It's about time for us to remind ourselves again that there are three stages

in the evolution of intelligence; first ignorance; second, knowledge; third,

wisdom.

Ignorance is the darkness of night, knowledge the twilight of morning, wis

dom the radiance of high noon.

As far as business is concerned, in the night of ignorance ethics has no place.

Even physical might makes right.

In the twilight of knowledge mental might makes right. The strongest

mentally prevails.

In the radiance of wisdom the business man perceives that confidence

is the basis of trade, that the square deal pays, that the preacher man is giving

us good business advice when he tells us to do unto others as we would like

to have them do unto us.

Pigeon-hole yourself. Where are you? Is it morning, noon or night with

you?

But, in any event, don't be discouraged. Twilight comes rapidly some

times, even though the darkness may be dense.

And when the twilight of morning comes it is not long until the light of

noon arrives, unless you walk into a cave or crawl under the barn or something

like that.
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Let's try not to be cave dwellers or barn-crawlers. Speaking of cave dwellers

reminds me of something I heard about a certain professor.

* * *

An official representative of one of our cherished, honored, bowed-down-to

and revered institutions of learning recently delivered an address on the de

cadence of Harvard. The sad note of his swan song of lamentation was that

whereas the day once was when Harvard was devoting her time to the training

of classic minds, developing great writers of "litera-toor" and great pill dis

pensers and mighty discoursers on Divinity, she was now spending her millions

more and more, more and more, and then some more, in the mental training

of so very, very many, and then some, who were going out into life to be

nothing but common business men. Think of that—nothing but common

business men.

What a crime, what a blasphemy upon the fair name of Harvard, to think

that she should be devoting any time at all to the preparation for life's battle

of just a common business man.

But listen now. The channel through which the world is to be made better,

and that rapidly, is business. That same common business man is to be the

evangelist of the race. I mean exactly what I say. It's in business that man

has the opportunity to do by the other fellow as he would like to have the other

fellow do by him. Life is business, and business is life.. It's becoming livelier

and livelier all the time.

It is not the thinking and feeling that does the real building of man. It's

in the moment of doing that the real change takes place, for good or for evil.

And it is in business that the most of things are done which enter into human

relationships.

It's true that the thinking and the feeling are necessary preliminaries to the

right doing.

Thought plus feeling, both intense enough, equals conduct, but I repeat,

it's in the moment of decision and action, the moment of the exercise of volition,

that the real change takes place in the building of men for better or for worse.

If there is anyone who can reform social and economic conditions, it's the

business men of the world united in an effort along that line. It is they who

can re-form conditions for better or for worse, they who are in touch with con

ditions as they are.

The basis of knowledge is sensation, and the men who sensate things, that

is, see them, hear them, smell them, taste them and touch them, they it is who

know what is best or what is not best. And they, the employers and

employees in the busy hive that makes the goods and in the busy hive

that sells the goods, constitute the big majority of all the human beings

in the big human hive.
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When the ethical sense is once sufficiently evolved in the great majority to

enable them to see that ethics pay, then there will be frequent happenings of

high order in the work of real reform.

If there is anyone who, for the good of the race, should have the benefits

of physical, intellectual, emotive and volitional training, the which is the true

function of education, it is those upon whom rest the burden of production and

distribution of the world's products.

* * *

Man made laws will never reform society. They help in the regulation of

the ignorant and those possessed of knowledge rather than wisdom. They will

never be done away with, these man made laws, that is not all of them.

But all which are not in accordance with the divine, which is to say natural

law, will be amputated from the body of our statute books, for each not in

accordance with divine law is a vermiform appendix useful only in the lower

stages of evolution.

The laws of the land reflect the consciousness of the race dwelling there.

There are four degrees of consciousness and two of the four apply to man.

First, there is consciousness so very dim that it can be described negatively

as non-consciousness—no consciousness—in the sense of knowing as we under

stand knowing.

The mineral kingdom and the vegetable kingdom, it is supposed by the

most of us, have no element of mentality; and, yet, listen to me now. Burbank

believes that plants have souls. He told me so. He has studied them so much

more than I have done so you think he ought to know more about them than I

do. And, it seems to me, this being true, that I would hardly be wise to say,

"Oh, no, it isn't true." But even though it is true that the mineral and the

plant has an element of energy in it which is partially organized and may be

justly termed a soul, it is certainly true that it has no power to know. It has

no doubt an energy akin to the stuff which in higher organisms ripens into

consciousness, but it is not conscious yet.

But just above this plane comes the animal kingdom. The dog, the horse,

etc., with all the things that creep and crawl and swim and walk, but between

whom and man there is a gap. And this kingdom of consciousness knows

with varying degrees of intelligence, but it doesn't know that it knows. It has

simple consciousness.

That dog of yours knows a whole lot, but you had to teach him. The self-

conscious mind of man had to guide the simple consciousness of the dog. And

as much as it knows, it don't know that it knows. It has no consciousness of

self as self.

Then comes the third degree into which nature has initiated you. It was

long ago that man rode that goat and was received into the fraternity of self
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consciousness. Just where and when did simple consciousness ripen into

self-consciousness, did you ask? Ask some one wiser than myself. But that

there was a moment of such ripening, I can see that clearly.

And then man had arrived. He has evolved that same self-consciousness to

a higher and higher point of development ever since. He has been evolving

sense after sense.

The sense of distinguishing color, the sense of music, the moral sense, the

ethical sense, the religious sense.

He is getting to be quite a sensible fellow. This self-conscious creature,

man. The creation which knows and feels and wills, and knows that it knows

and feels and wills, and can even know how it can develop to a higher and yet

higher degree its power to know and feel and will. In other words, how it can

educt or educate itself no matter how old it is.

That is the reason I answered that fellow as I did a while ago. You may

remember that he said to me, "You can't teach an old dog new tricks." And

I said unto him, "Then don't be a dog, be a man."

But is the third degree the last ? No—there is a fourth degree into which

several in all, but few relatively have entered.

Here and there down the turn-pike of time there shines a light in the form

of men and women in whose consciousness there has been born something higher

than self-consciousness. The consciousness of self is not lost but it is added

to, and this degree is cosmic—a consciousness of cosmos—a consciousness of

the all-oneness of things—that indeed and in fact "all are but part of one stu

pendous whole whose body nature is and God the soul."

A consciousness of the reality of the Fatherhood of the source of all things

and the Brotherhood of man.

This is accompanied by a realization of the fact that he cannot injure a

part of the whole without injuring the whole, and that each member of the

race is a part of that whole of which he, too, is a part.

This is the plane to which the race is tending. There is to come a race

of beings as much higher than we are, as we are higher than the cave dwellers.

Our so-called civilization will be looked back upon in ages yet to be as fully as

barbarous as the barbarism of the earliest traces of civilization seem to us.

* * *

Pigeon-hole yourself again. Are you a member of the fourth degree? If

so, do not flatter yourself that you have yet arrived. That is to say, even though

you are above the wholly self-centered plane of the purely self-conscious, even

though you see with seeming clearness the omnipotence, omnipresence and

omniscience of God, remember that there are degrees and yet degrees of cosmic

consciousness and that at best your higher senses are not wholly developed and

there are others yet to be, which we are strangers to as yet.
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When in the consciousness of those engaged in the making and distributing

of the world's products there is born the cosmic sense, then shall our laws reflect

nature's laws.

Then shall the advertising man he no more forever.

Then shall the salesman prevaricate not at all.

Then shall the employer realize that his duty to the employee does not

lie alone in the payment of his wage.

Then shall the employee realize that his duty to the employer does not end

in doing what he is told to do.

Really you should read what Bucke has to say on the subject of "Cosmic

Consciousness. " You ought to own his book—a great book—one of the greatest

in the world.

If this subject is new to you, you may not be aware that the truths here re

corded are in accordance with truly scientific talk.

* * *

Some there be who will say, "This is queer stuff to be in a business maga

zine—that it is over the heads of the people, etc."—but that will be said by

people who have not traveled very far.

If it is over your head, get busy and raise your head up to its level.

Look up, brother, look up. The sun of wisdom is on the ascendancy in

the heavens of the business world. Crawl not into the cave of doubt of your

own powers, neither of pessimism concerning the race. Radiate the optimism

born of a knowledge of the fact that all is good.

It is getting better. Yes, it is getting better.

Get Into the Game

The other day a friend handed me a clipping about base-ball managers,

by Hugh S. Fullerton. There is a good pointer in it for business managers.

He says:

The old argument for or against bench managers was brought up again a few days ago

and started me looking up statistics that were surprising. The figures ought to show pretty

conclusively that non-playing managers do not succeed, and that the team that is after a

pennant ought to have the manager right out in the midst of the scrap, demonstrating to

his players and going through with them.

In the National League every pennant since 1876, with four exceptions, has been won

by a player manager. The exceptions are Hanlon, Selee, Watkins and Bancroft. Every

manager who has ever won a National League pennant has been a player of note at some

time in his career, even if not playing while managing the team.

The records of the American League show that the old ball player, the man who could

make good on the field himself, is the best manager. I was unable to get hold of the full

statistics on four minor leagues as to whether the pennant winning managers were players

or bench managers, but out of thirty-eight cases which I looked up, thirty-one of the man

agers were also players.

That ought to be pretty conclusive that the bench manager is not much of a success.
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There are too many "bench" managers, sales managers and office man

agers. If you want to win, let your attitude with your men be "come on"

rather than "go on."

It is true that you must, as manager, multiply your efforts through others

and must devote time and energy to the work of multiplication, but do not make

the mistake of spending all your time in thinking and feeling and telling how

it should be done. Get into the game and give an ocular demonstration for the

benefit of the "eye minded." Besides it strengthens you. It is in the moment

of doing or performing that strength arrives, you know.

And then, too, the boys on the firing line know that you know what you

are talking about if you have actually done that which you are constantly telling

others how to do.

They cannot then come consistently back at you with the "show me" spirit.

If you want to win the pennant in the race with the competitive firms of the

business league of which you are consciously or unconsciously a member, go

into the game once in a while—twice in a while is better yet—and three times

every little while is still better.

Wear out more shoe-leather and less cloth in that part of your trousers

which comes into contact with the office chair, when in a sitting posture.

There! There! That is enough this time.

Come with me now and let us pick some fruit from the "Appel" tree.

Appel's name is Joseph and Joseph, you know, was found to have the corn

when the people, who had called him a dreamer went down into Egypt. Yes,

the famine-stricken found Joseph with the corn.

There are other good trees in the orchard of this number from which to pick

good fruit.

Try them all and see to it that as you eat thereof you mentally masticate,

digest and assimilate the fruit.

Mentally "fletcherize" your thought stuff.

A. F. Sheldon.

The Truly Great

The truly Great Ones are not partisans. They view all sides and all parties

with an equal mind. The dust of hatred is washed from their eyes, and they

behold with a vision made tender and wise by love. Only he who examines

every side of an object with a mind free from prejudice, can properly under

stand that object; so he who has Truth sees that all the sides into which

humanity is divided are interdependent, and that humanity is one; that its real

interests, well-being and destiny are'not divided; and so he is enabled to exer

cise the spirit of love toward all.—James Allen.



The Master Merchant

By JOSEPH H. APPEL

DON'T secrete your knowledge. Pay it

out to anyone who asks—and you will

eceive double wisdom in return.

Travel, if you can. If you cannot travel,

organize an Ideal Club with storekeepers in

other cites, or non-competing firms in your

own city. You may have a general secretary

and when some detail of the business bothers

you, write to him, and all the other firms will

send their system. They send it not only to

you but to all the other merchants. In this

way you all exchange ideas. You all benefit.

It is a sort of Round Robin School of Busi

ness.

Keep your ears close to the ground and

learn what the people want. Get close to

your customers. Have your clerks report to

you what they say, what they ask for, what

their desires are. Study their wants. Then

supply them.

John Jacob Astor was once forced to take

over a millinery business for a debt. He

went out and sat down in Central Park,

studying the bonnets of the women as they

passed by. Then he went back into the

shop and ordered the same styles. You may

be sure his business prospered.

There is another side

which gives us these:

i. Appetites—half

mental.

a. Emotions—

half heartal (to coin

a word) and half

mental.

3. Passions—also

half physical and

half mental.

4. Desire s—

which belong to the

will as well as to

the intellect.

Everybody knows,

of course, that appe

tites must be curbed,

that emotions must

be restrained as well

to the Intellect

physical and half

Editor's Note.—This part concludes the excellent
article written by Mr. Appel, the advertising manager
of John Wanamaker's Philadelphia store. In Part
One, published in the June number of The Business
Philosopher, Mr. Appel's argument, in outline, was
as follows: Business is everything.^ Life is business.
Hence the importance of the science of business. This
science rests upon three basic laws—the Law of Supply
and Demand, the Law of Compensation, and the Law
of Diminishing Returns. Under the first we study the
goods, under the second the store, the personality of
the management and employees, under the third, the
relation of expense advertising, prices to trade. In the
study of personality, we seek to develop Ability,
Endurance, Action, and Character. (Mr. Appel ex
plains that he made this formula before he had studied
the Science of Successful Salesmanship as taught by
the Sheldon School. Hence a slight difference in
terminology between his analysis and that of AREA
philosophy.) The body, the intellect, and the will
must therefore be developed on their positive side by
the man who would become the master merchant.
He must also do his part toward such development

among his employees.

as developed, that passions must be

checked, and that desires must be held

within reason. But the merchant does

not always appreciate that he must study the

appetites, emotions, and desires of his cus

tomers in selling goods.

To give an article value in exchange, it

must

1. Have use.

2. Be difficult to secure.

Air has use but no value in exchange,

because not difficult to secure. An ice manu

facturing machine might be very difficult

to procure in Labrador, but it would have

no use there and consequently have no value

in exchange.

The public must have an appetite for

goods before it will buy them.

Now, in retailing you must first have the

goods that people want—that they have an

appetite for.

You must, secondly, get the people to

give attention to those goods.

You must, thirdly, get their faith and

confidence.

You must, fourthly, arouse a desire for

the goods—in a word, there must be a

demand.

Lastly, you must make the Sale and

leave the customer satisfied.

Seven simple rules for advertising are

these:

1. Get seen.

2. Get read.

3. Get believed.

4. Get people in

to the store.

5. Get sales.

6. Get respected.

7. Get satisfac

tion into the minds

of the customers.

This, you will see,

follows somewhat

the Sheldon Mental

Law of Sale, al

though it has these

important additions:

the mental state of
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Faith or Confidence coming between inter

est and desire to buy; and the mental

state of Satisfaction following the Sale.

I claim that Interest, however intensified,

will never change into Desire to Buy with

out the mind passing through the stage of

Faith or Confidence—faith that the article

to be purchased will bring either pleasure

or profit to the purchaser.

And it is vitally important that the article

sold should leave the customer in the mental

attitude of Satisfaction or the Sale would

better not have been made.

XL

And now we come to the WILL—the

great force back of both Self-control and

Personal Effort.

Man is the only animal that reasons.

A monkey will sit around a fire but never

reasons to put a stick of wood on the fire.

You may teach a dog tricks, but he cannot

reason to unite two of the tricks and combine

them into one.

All development of power must come from

within out as the chicken breaks its egg.

Reasoning is the will in action (volition),

anticipating results and choosing the right

path.

Will is initiative.

Initiative is doing the thing without being

told—not only conceiving something, but

doing it, and doing it before someone else

does it.

Of course we make mistakes, but errors of

commission are better than errors of omission.

An employee was once discharged.

"Why?" he asked. "Because you haven't

made a mistake for six months; you must

be asleep."

The will has two sides:

1. There is the Restraining Will, which

is a check.

2. There is the Urging Will, a spur.

The Restraining The Urging Will

Will develops in us : develops in us :

Frugality Enterprise

Patience Perseverance

Discretion Confidence

Tact Concentration

Prudence Courage

Moderation Tenacity

Diplomacy Thoroughness

Promptness

Enthusiasm

All leading up to:

All of which lead up i. AMBITION

to: 2. CONSTRUC-

1. SELF-SACRIFICE TIVENESS

2. CO-OPERATION 3. INDUSTRY

3. RECIPROCITY 4. PROGRESSrVE-

4. MUTUALITY NESS

The development of these forms CHAR

ACTER as indicated by:

Honor Equanimity

Kindness Courtesy

Fairness Justice

Honesty Decision

Sincerity Frankness

Cheerfulness Orderliness

Faith Hope

Loyalty Charity

Each of fthese" virtues has its place in

business. Each is important. Each must

be developed if you are to become The

Master Merchant.

Of course no man will develop them per

fectly; but just in proportion as he does

develop them will he succeed in business.

The value of Industry is self-evident. In

dustry is production.

The value of Frugality is just as plain.

Frugality is accumulation.

Courage, Perseverance, Tenacity are all

important.

The courage, perseverance and tenacity

of Columbus are strong assets in every kind

of business.

It often requires great courage to reduce

the price on goods. There comes a time in

business when certain goods must be reduced

in price. No man can buy the exact quan

tity needed, nor prophesy the exact fashion.

When the time comes for a reduction, let

nothing stop it. "Sell and repent" is good

advice. Take your medicine and get well.

A sick store is a store with things people

do not want, and without the things they do

want.

A. T. Stewart used to go through his great

store every day, ask the salespeople at the

counters what was not selling fast, and mark

down the price then and there himself.

Keep account of the reductions you make

so that you know how much money you are

losing, but make the reductions cheerfully

and speedily when necessary.

Marshall Field had great tenacity of pur

pose and perseverance. All great merchants

have this great characteristic.
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Thoroughness is a great asset in business.

Do things. Do them right and do them

right now. And carry them through to the

end.

Don't only begin, but arrive.

Get to work early in the morning. Your

brain is clearer. Your will-power is stronger.

Don't wobble. Keep on the straight path

once you have found it. Let no man block

you until you reach the end you aim - to

reach. Your will will carry you through.

We will be what we will to be.

The will is a positive force—just as elec

tricity. Without resorting to hypnotism,

it is a fact that a strong will can influence

a weaker will, and it can influence a stronger

will if the cause be just.

Confidence is necessary, of course. You

must have confidence in the goods you buy.

You must arouse confidence in your cus

tomers. Sell your goods first to your own

salespeople. Arouse confidence in them

and they will sell the goods to the public.

Confidence was strongly developed in

Stephen Girard. Starting at the age of n

to make his own living as a cabin boy, he

became a great shipping merchant and

banker in Philadelphia; because he had con

fidence in what he was doing, and con

fidence in himself. When a famous London

banker was in Philadelphia he called on

Girard at his farm on Passyunk Road to tell

him that one of his ships had arrived safely.

Girard came down from his hayloft to say

only this: "I knew that she would reach

port safely; my ships always do. Mr. Bar

ing, you must excuse me; I am much en

gaged in my hay."

Promptness is a great asset in business.

Teach promptness to your employees by

being prompt yourself. "Either you will

have to get a new watch or I will have to get

a new officer," said Washington to a tardy

army official who blamed a defective time

piece.

Open your store on time and close it on

time. If your organization is too large for

personal supervision, put in time clocks and

hold up your people to the minute—but be

very careful that you are prompt yourself.

Deliver goods promptly.

Answer letters promptly.

Make decisions promptly.

Prompt decisions are not rash decisions,

if you have knowledge back of them. You

see a great merchant at his desk, his lieu

tenants coming in every minute making in

quiries and asking for decisions. With a

nod of his head he decides this, or he O.K.'s

a certain order, or turns down a request—

and you forget that back of these prompt

decisions are years of experience and ob

servation.

Enthusiasm is necessary to sell goods.

The buyer when he goes into the market

comes home full of enthusiasm over the

good things he has bought. This enthu

siasm must be contagious. The employees

must catch it. The customers must catch

it. It must show in the display of the

goods. It must show in the advertising.

It must show in the way the sales person

talks to the customer.

Henry Clay in the Senate grew so en

thusiastic in what he was saying that he

would become oblivious of everybody and

everything but his subject, leave his place on

the floor and by gradual steps come down

to the chair of the Vice-President, where

he would stand appealing to him as if no

other person was present. Such enthusiasm

in the advertising and selling of goods has

built the great stores of the country.

Prudence, in a way, is the opposite of en

thusiasm. The Master Merchant will never

get so enthusiastic over a certain kind of

goods that he cannot bring prudence into

play to prevent large over-buying. Over

buying is, of course, overloading your store.

A gorged horse cannot pull a load. Always

have a good variety of goods, and never be

out of anything if you can help it, but keep

your stock low enough to be always ready

to buy special lots of merchandise when the

price is low.

The prudent merchant pays cash, and

discounts his bills. The great stores make

as much on discounts as they do in mer

chandise profits. Don't expect to make a

profit on everything all the time. Money is

often made by losing it.

John Jacob Astor once foresaw a panic.

He collected all his buyers together and

asked them how much money they needed

to run their business for the following year.

They told him, thinking he was crazy, for

they saw no signs of a panic. He went out

and borrowed all the money he could. The

panic came, but Astor was safe, for he had

eight million dollars locked up in his vaults.
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Patience is a virtue not always appre

ciated in these strenuous days.

- The ideal busy man is he who has nothing

on his desk but a clean blotter and an Ameri

can Beauty rose. He is always ready to

attend to business.

Never be in a hurry; it is only the busy

man who can never afford to be in a hurry.

Discretion, Diplomacy and Tact are great

intellectual assets. Tact in the way we

manage our employees and our customers.

Tact in sizing up the market, our employees,

and customers. Tact in sizing up the manu

facturer. Tact in advertising.

It is said America is now producing the

greatest diplomatists of the age. It is the

business of America that is producing these

diplomatists.

Enterprise and Progressiveness show in

every piece of goods that you buy. They

show in the way you display your goods.

Change your displays and stocks fre

quently. Put on a new front daily. Re

arrange your goods. If you cannot always

be getting in new merchandise, as the great

store can, you can at least change the old

goods about to make them look new.

Have plenty of signs about the store and

keep them fresh and bright both in appear

ance and wording.

Mark prices in plain figures large enough

to read. People want to know prices. They

like to look around before they purchase.

Place goods where they can be handled.

A woman likes to sell herself a thing.

XII.

Now all these virtues—these attributes of

right living, physically and mentally—lead

up to Character. And Character is the

backbone of storekeeping.

The character that you build up in the

community is your greatest asset in busi

ness. The man who sands his sugar or

waters his milk or gives an inferior substi

tute to his customer in place of an adver

tised article that is better—may know that

he is doing wrong morally, but he doesn't

realize the commercial value of doing right.

Be fair.

Have only one price.

Guarantee everything you sell if possible.

If certain things cannot be guaranteed be

cause of perishability—then clearly say so.

Take back goods that prove unsatisfactory.

Don't substitute.

Don't permit wrong or misleading labels.

Avoid exaggerations of the merit of an

article or its value.

Peter Cooper carried fairness so far that

he gave up the selling of cigars because he

thought them harmful to people.

The great Lincoln once walked three

miles to a customer's house after he closed

his store to refund money that had been

overpaid in error.

Justice, Honesty and Honor, of course,

are all species of Fairness.

Robert Morris once asked John Morton,

the first president of the Bank of North

America for money to help Washington

cross the Delaware. Morton asked on what

security. Morris replied: "My note and

my honor." Morton, though a Quaker and

conscientiously opposed to using money for

war purposes, replied: "Robert, thou shalt

have it."

John Jacob Astor once said to Thomas

Jefferson: "All honorable business must

be such as entitles it to government pro

tection."

Orderliness is simply a law of Nature

and must have a place in business.

Orderliness begets System.

Systematize, but don't tie yourself up with

red tape. Don't import a system whole

sale. Study out one for yourself.

A desk cluttered with papers, a store clut

tered with old goods, and a brain cluttered

with cobwebs—all belong to the same

man.

What good are memoranda that you for

get all about? What good are ideas that

you have forgotten? What good is mer

chandise tucked away under the counter or

in comers of the stock-room, if the public

does not know it is there?

Faith, Hope and Love are the mainspring

of Optimism.

And Optimism has a leading place in

business.

To look up, not down—that is Faith.

To look ahead, not behind—that is Hope.

To look out, not in—that is Love.

Instead of fretting or fuming when trade

is bad and drumming the desk with your

knuckles and pulling out your hair—all of

which consumes your nerve force—analyze

the situation and plan to overcome it. If

after due consideration you find you cannot
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better things, accept the situation and cut

down expenses.

Never be a discouraged man. "Take

your bumps on the bias," or better still

cultivate elasticity, and catch yourself on

the rebound. "Let every knock be a

boost," as Hubbard says.

Keep faith. Remember that everybody

in town knows you and feels that you are

personally responsible for everything you

sell. "We make money out of our friends,

not our enemies."

Have faith. Have faith in your own

town. Help make it grow.

Have faith in yourself.

Have faith in your fellow-man—and re

member that CO-OPERATION, and not

competition, is the life of business.

Already in England co-operative stores

have made great headway. There are great

problems yet to solve, but some day there will

come a store in which the employees and the

customers will have a direct interest in the

business along with the employer and mer

chant. There will be dividends for all.

XIII.

The little honey bee sets a great example

for the man striving to become a Master

Merchant.

With every drop of honey the bee brings

into its hive it writes in letters of gold these

words:

Ambition and Self-sacrifice.

CONSTRUCTIVENESS and RECIPROCITY.

Industry and Co-operation.

Progressiveness and Mutuality.

They have a philosophy in India—the

Yogi philosophy—which teaches this:

I. Kill off ambition, but live those

ambitious.

That is: be ambitious to develop yourself

for the good of all. Advance yourself, but

sacrifice yourself.

How well the bee teaches this lesson!

The 40,000 bees in a hive labor incessantly

to store up honey—for themselves? No,

for posterity—for the race. When the hive

is stocked with food, they swarm away and

begin again their labors, leaving the honey

for their yet unborn children.

Industry and Co-operation.

As far back as Plato they had the idea of

specializing and of co-operating. In Plato's

"Republic" he says: "More will be done

and better and with greater ease when

everyone does but one thing according to

his genius at the proper time and when at

leisure from all pursuits."

"The peculiar characteristic of civilized

beings," says John Stuart Mill, "is co

operation."

The individual may lose in general capacity

in doing one thing well, but society gains

by specializing and co-operation.

Constructiveness and Reciprocity.

Build up yourself—but help your neigh

bors, also.

Progressiveness and Mutuality.

Make money if you will, but help those

who help you to make money, as well.

There are three parties to every business

transaction—the employer, the employee

and the customer. The interests of all are

mutual.

The merchant is no more than an agent

for the people.

Building up a trade means merely that

your customers have commissioned you to

buy for them.

Keeping store for the good of the com

munity is keeping store for your own good

as well.

XIV.

In the lives of great merchants, if you

study them well, may be found the precepts

for business success.

George Williams, the eminent London

merchant, gives this formulary:

"Energy and Enterprise, directed by

Prudence, Caution and Wisdom; Deter

mination to get on, combined with Ability

to look forward; the fixed principle of Deal

ing Conscientiously and in a Straightforward

way with all customers; and a Kind and

Generous treatment of employees.

And Benjamin Franklin in his autobiog

raphy sums up his success as follows:

"To Temperance I ascribe my long-

continued health and what is still left to

me of a good constitution; to Industry and

Frugality, the early easiness of my circum

stances and acquisition of my fortune, with

all that knowledge that enabled me to be a

useful citizen, and obtained for me some

degree of reputation among the learned;

to Sincerity and Justice, the confidence of

my country, and the honorable employs it

conferred upon me; and to the joint in
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fluence of the whole mass of the virtues,

even in the imperfect state I was able to

acquire them, all that Evenness of Temper

and that cheerfulness in conversation which

is still sought for, and agreeable even to my

younger acquaintances."

Franklin had that evenness of temper,

that serenity of mind, that Equanimity,

which is the badge of the Master.

Equanimity. Someone has said it is the

greatest word in the English language.

An even mind. An even temper. Calm

ness, firmness. All are wrapped up in

Equanimity.

"When selfishness has given way to gen

erosity," says Clarke, "and perfect love has

cast out fear—then all this shows itself in

that equipose of soul which we call good

temper or equanimity."

Selfishness is the root of all sin. We are

all brothers and we must live for each other.

We are all part of the Divine and we must

some day all reunite in the Divine.

Anger is actual heat, scientists now tell

us. It burns up our energy. Two to one

in all things against the angry man.

Hate is actual cold. It shrivels up the

soul—it shrivels up YOU.

Equanimity—the control of one's self.

Co-operation—the working together for

the good of all.

Mutuality—the reciprocity which in

volves self-sacrifice on both sides.

These form a trinity without which no

business can long endure.

The way to get the most happiness in

store-keeping is to serve all as well as you

can. You will serve yourself better for

serving others. Work for the good of all

and you work for yourself. Work for your

self alone and you shrivel up and die.

Work is for the worker.

Success in business is not the financial

reward, not the piling up of great fortunes,

not the rearing of great buildings.

The test of all success is this: What

sort of man are you making out of your

self?

The test of a business man is: Are you

doing all you can to become the Master

Merchant ?

XV.

Let one thing more be emphasized: It is

what we think and what we do that makes

us what we are. Reflection, meditation,

action.

Hang on the walls of your mind the chart of

business and of right living. Meditate upon

it.

Benjamin Franklin was accustomed to go

every evening into a quiet corner and review

his labors of the day. He would think of

the things he failed to do and of the things

he did wrong.

James Allen in his beautiful essay: "As

a Man Thinketh," says: "A man is literally

what he thinks, his character being the

complete sum of all his thoughts ....

Let a man radically alter his thoughts and

he will be astonished at the rapid trans

formation it will effect in the material con

ditions of his life. Men imagine that

thought can be kept secret, but it cannot;

it rapidly crystallizes into habit, and habit

solidifies into circumstances. . . . Man

is buffeted by circumstances so long as he

believes himself to be the creature of outside

condition, but when he realizes that he is

a creative power, and that he may command

the hidden soil and seeds of his being out

of which circumstances grow, he then be

comes the rightful master of himself."

"Fix in your thoughts what you must do

to become the Master Merchant, then

bend all your energies in that direction.

" The Vision that you glorify in your mind,

the Ideal that you enthrone in your heart—

this you will build your life by, this you will

become."

Nobility in Salesmanship

A noble man with the gift of utterance, one who is true to

the soul of things and in inspired accord with it, and armed

with its holy sympathies, and filled with its resistless persuasions,

can put himself into the mind of a thousand.—Phillip Brooks.



Two Prime Ministers

BY A. H. GAMBLE

IT matters not how a man gets his edu

cation, so that he gets it with honor,

and becomes truly educated. Having

gotten it, the manner of its application to the

great principles of life depends on the man.

We present here two pictures of two very

human lives.

Picture number one has a far away per

spective. Indeed, it is so very far back on

the sky-line of history that it seems almost

the romance of legend. It is not, however.

It is a real drama of life. It is a shepherd

scene in the Orient.

The towering Lebanon mountains are

framed in the Northland. To the west are

the far-away peaks of blue Gilboa's range.

To the east, lesser billowing ranges, with

many broken gaps and peaks, hide the Great

Sea. Far away to the south is Sinai and the

desert. In the centre is a most wonderful

valley, threaded by a silvery river flowing

from the snow crowned heights of the north

barrier of mountains. Several lake expan

sions accentuate the beauty of the scene,

which in that far-off time was sylvan and

pastoral.

In one particularly beautiful valley dwells

an old sheik or patriarch. He has twelve

sturdy sons. One is a lad of some sixteen

summers. His father loves him as the son

of his old age. This doting love is misun

derstood by his brothers, and brings jealousy

and a train of evils. The boy is a dreamer

of dreams and a seer of visions; not a bad

sign, but he talks too much.

One day the father sends him on a mission

of loving service to his shepherd brothers

Cruelly they bind him and sell him as a slave

into Egypt, and then lie to the sorrow-

stricken father. The boy comes into the

household of one of the King's generals. He

makes good. Though a slave, he soon rises

to the position of superintendent of the

estate. After nearly twelve years of loyal

service, on a most dastardly charge he is

unjustly thrown into prison. Here he is

soon made a "trusty" and acts as deputy

warden of the jail. He holds this enforced

job for two years, when knowledge of his

character and wisdom is brought to the

King. He is raised from the dungeon cell

to the throne. He is made Prime Minister

of the greatest realm of antiquity and holds

his office for upwards of forty-years.

It is a simple, wonderful story, filled with

intensely human interest and pathos. It is a

drama, a romance, an idyll, all in one.

Joseph, the towering personality of the

picture, compels our reverence and study.

As a child of the desert, in that far-off

time, he was schooled in the open. Syrian

skies smiled down on him. The flowers,

and mountains, and stars talked to him.

Singing birds and rippling fountains brought

messages for him. Amid the grandeurs and

the silences and beauties of that simple life

in those old, old days, this rare spirit un

folded. Little wonder he saw visions and

dreamed dreams. The divine was enthroned

in his personality, and power, wisdom, pos

session, kingship—all were his. He came

into his own because his faith claimed it.

He never doubted his ability. He relied on

self. He was loyal to the highest within him.

He was always prepared for the next thing.

He was a radiating centre of influence. He

gained the heights because the Heights were

in himself.

II

Now across a gap of four thousand years,

look at another picture. It is a modest Eng

lish home of taste, refinement, and literary

culture. There are several children. One, a

pale, curly-headed little fellow, is named Ben

jamin, after his grandfather. This grand

father years before had fled from the perse

cuting tyranny of Spain to the quiet refuge

of English liberty. The boy attended a pri

vate school, " browsed " in his father's library,

and was an omnivorous reader of history,

politics, biography, and literature.

His father mapped out a business career

for him. The son turned to travel in

Europe, took up law, studied diplomacy,

men, events, history in the making, social

science and economics. He wrote tracts,

essays, and fiction, embodying his own ideas
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of the sciences of law and government. He

believed a business career was more than

mere "trade and get rich." He looked upon

all earnest work in whatever field as business.

He set no narrow bounds to a man's life.

He believed in the infinity of human power.

He was but ten years old when Napoleon

met his defeat at the hands of the "Iron

Duke" on the field of Waterloo. At the age

of thirty he enters politics and takes his seat

in the English Commons. In his maiden

speech he is rudely laughed down by the

members. With a haughty retort of defiance

and prophecy he says, "I will sit down now,

but the time will come when you will hear

me, and when I rise in the assembly hereafter,

a dropped pin shall be heard."

In his confidential letters to his sister about

this period he says: "My motto is: 'Forte

Nihil Difficule' ('To the strong, nothing is

difficult'). I will succeed."

In 1835 Lord Melbourne asked: "What

is your ambition in entering politics ?" " To

be Prime Minister, my lord," was the prompt

reply. With clear-sighted vision he scanned

the political heavens and became convinced

that a new alignment of parties must be made.

Labor was struggling for its rights. He

allied himself with the movement. "He

stood for opinions. He was a political phil

osopher profoundly inspired. He shaped

his opinions and then created a party which

should hold them. He courted opposition

and smiled at contempt. He would sustain

himself in great truths.

He became a power in Parliament. Three

times he became Chancellor of the Exche

quer. After thirty-five years of untiring

service and patient waiting his dream was

realized. In 1868 he became Prime Minister

of the British Empire, for the first time.

Then again he held the premiership for

six years, from 1874 to 1880. During this

time he was made a peer of the realm, the

Earl of Beaconsfield being his lordly title.

He made Queen Victoria, on the occasion of

her fiftieth Jubilee, Empress of India.

Russia was balked in her ambitious designs

on a southward march to empire in Asia, and

was sternly halted on the Dardanelles by the

Treaty of Berlin. A master business stroke

gained for England the control of the Suez

Canal, by the purchase of twenty million

dollars of the stock. But the great man's

work was nearly done. For a short time he

was leader of the House of Lords. He died

in April, 1881, at the ripe age of serenry-

seven. The world uncovered at bis bier.

Not since the death of Wellington was there

such an outburst of love and sorrow. A few

days after his burial, Queen Victoria, with

tears flowing down her cheeks, placed with

her own hands a beautiful wreath of im

mortelles on his grave.

A writer of the day says : " He was a great

man who scaled the heights of fortune and

won the battle of life against odds which

seemed to be irresistible; and who at the

gloomiest moments of his career, never lost

heart or hope. He was a combination of

genius, intrepidity, patience and strength of

will, such as occurs only at intervals of cen

turies."

So we have before us the picture of two lads

who became kings in all the term implies.

Both were from that grand old, high-souled

race, to which the world owes so much—the

Hebrew. Each in his place made world-

history. Each exemplified to a marked de

gree Ability, Reliability, Endurance, and

Action. Why did these two boys become

each in his time Prime Minister of a great

Empire ? Was it chance, or a chain of for

tuitous circumstances which accounted for

their development.

Disraeli says:

"When high Ambition and devoted Love,
Twin Genii of my daring destiny.
Bore on my sweeping life with their full swing,
Like an angelic host."

Joseph says: "God did send me."

Both are right. No man ever rose from

obscurity to world empire without God. He

may not have known it, but the God in you,

the hope of Glory, or "Character," as Paul

expresses it, was the key to success.

Mr. Sheldon puts it this way: "You, the

ego, possess all the positive faculties and

qualities." It is the old, ever new, persistent,

insistent question of development. Joseph,

the clean young man of ancient Egypt, and

Disraeli, the dean young man of modern

England, each let God, the divine, in them

have right of way in his life, and, in the

words of Tennyson :

"Breaks his birth's invidious bar,
And grasps the skirts of happy chance,
And breasts the blows of circumstance.

And grapples with his evil star.

"Who makes by force his merit known
And lives to clutch the golden keys,
To mould a mighty State's decrees.

And shapes the whisper of a throne.



System: The Machinery of Business

BY HARRY W. FORD

THE other day I called up an engrav

ing house to inquire about the

progress of certain work I was hav

ing done. After I had held the telephone

five minutes this answer came back:

"Mr. So-and-So is not here to-day, so we can't tell
you about that work."

How is that for system ?

Suppose Mr. So-and-So never had come

back, what would have become of the work ?

Would I ever have been able to find out

about it? And was I to believe, (as was

natural), that when Mr. So-and-So was tak

ing a day off all the work which he was sup

posed to look after stopped, and awaited his

return?

Another day I sent to the stock room for a

certain book. The answer came back:

"Miss Jones is not here to-day, and no one else
knows just where those books are kept, so we can't
get one for you."

There was something the matter in that

stock room, as there was in that engraving

house. What was it?

There was something wrong with the sys

tem in either place; or rather, neither had

any real system, because it was not auto

matic.

System is the machinery of business.

Machinery is automatic in its work. The

machine that is not automatic is not mechan

ically perfect. Wind a watch and it goes

ahead keeping the time automatically until

it is run down. Start an engine; it will run

automatically just as long as the causes for its

operation exist. Start a screw making

machine; it will automatically turn out mil

lions of different kinds and sizes of screws

just as long as you keep the power on and

keep feeding steel into the machine.

For all utilitarian purposes those machines

are most valuable which have in the greatest

degree these automatic qualities.

The same is true of system. That system

is the best which is most automatic, that is,

which enables the routine business of any

department to proceed with the minimum of

attention from individuals—especially from

any one individual. Any system that exists

entirely under one person's hat is not a sys

tem, for if that person should get hit by a

street car some morning the work of the en

tire department would be disarranged.

The head of a department, or of a business,

who tries to systemize his department or his

business should have as his aim the putting

of that department or business on such a

basis that it will run itself automatically

without his having to give attention to its

details. If he had that department or that

business on such a basis that he could wind

it and start it, then leave it to run just as he

does his watch, then he would have got a

system as near perfection as it is possible for

him to get it.

System is that thing which enables the en

graving house to take care of Mr. So-and-

So's work even though Mr. So-and-So is

taking a day off. It is that thing which en

ables the stock room to get, instantly, any

thing that is called for, whether Miss Jones,

or any other particular individual, is there

or not.

There is another aspect to this question of

system which is worthy of comment.

The cogs, the principal parts of this ma

chine of system, are human beings—em

ployes. The machine will not do its work

unless these parts are properly assembled

and are kept in their proper places. One

great trouble with the system machine in a

great many places is that the parts are not

properly assembled.

For this condition the men at the top are

most to blame. As a rule they are more apt

to get out of their proper places, and try to

do things which they are really not intended

to do, than any one else. They too often

fail to pick out the things which they really

ought to do, and which they alone can do,

and concentrate their attention upon those

things.

The other day I was ushered into the office

of the general manager of a corporation

capitalized at a quarter of a million dollars,

that is doing avbusiness of a million dollars

annually. The business of this corporation

has not shown any increase for a number of
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years, and before I had been in the general

manager's office a minute I knew why. The

G. M. was dictating a letter, and this is

what he said:

"Mr. John Blank, Blankville, lib. Dear Mr.
Blank: Enclosed you will find check for your weekly
drawing account, which please accept with best
wishes. Please acknowledge receipt on the blank
enclosed.

Yours truly,"

That general manager is riding in the

wheel barrow that dumps at the scrap-heap.

There is one word written over the entrance

to his office—Ichabod. He does not realize

his proper place in the system machine, or if

he does, he fails to get into it, which is

worse. A man in his position has no more

business dictating that sort of a letter, and

taking up his time with that sort of work than

I have to be running a flying machine.

A man gets paid for what he does.

Sooner or later that general manager is

going to get paid for writing those silly form

letters to his salesmen, enclosing remittance

checks. He probably thinks he is economiz

ing on the salary of an assistant cashier or

bookkeeper. In reality he is holding a ten-

cent piece so close to his eye that he can't

see the dollar which is only a yard away.

I know another man, president of a manu

facturing corporation, who spends most of

his time writing notes, all carefully lettered

and numbered and indexed, about little de

tails of his business that really do not amount

to anything at all. A lot of big things pass

him unnoticed. He doesn't know what is

going on in his own factory and some of his

department heads do not know him on sight.

I know another man, holding a high ex

ecutive position, who begrudges a half-hour

once a week to the discussion of advertising

and sales plans, because he has to "get

back to work." Work in this instance means

a roll top desk with six or seven wire baskets

bulging with letters and miscellany of all

kinds, a good part of which could be taken

care of by employes earning probably one-

fourth as much money as he is paid.

Here is just one more little story—a bright

one, to illustrate the better way:

The president and chief owner of one of

the biggest manufacturing corporations ic

the world, was showing another business

man around his plant. They passed by the

great power house—one of the largest in the

world, and saw a long line of coal wagons

unloading into the automatic stokers that

ceaselessly pour coal into the furnaces below.

The visitor asked, "How much coal do

you use in a month?"

The answer was, "I don't know."

The visitor expressed surprise He was

shocked to learn that the head of this con

cern didn't have any idea of how much coal

he used a month.

But the host said: "I not only do not

know; I do not -want to know; that is none

of my business; I have a man down here

who is hired to look after that part of the

business; that is not important enough to

command my attention; all I want to know

is that there is enough coal bought and

turned in here every day to keep this factory

going. I am only interested in the general

result. I can hire a man to get the coal for

me, but I cannot hire a man to do certain

other things in this business—and I am go

ing to do only the things which I cannot hire

other men to do."

That man knows what system is. He

goes away to Europe or on a trip around the

world, and his business goes right on like the

watch that is wound up. He comes back

once in a while simply to wind it up again.

An Artist's Work

"In a very deep and true sense an artist faces his own soul when

he looks at his finished work. He sees a bit of himself in every book,

painting, statue, or other product of his energy and skill. What was

once concealed in the mystery of his own nature is set in clear light in

the work of his hands; the reality or unreality of his aspirations is

finally settled ; the question of the possession of original power or of

mere facility is answered. The worker is no longer an unknown force;

he has been developed, revealed, measured, and tested."—Mabie.



Gleanings from Business Fields

By THOMAS DREIER

Study your business. Learn every part

of it. Act just as though there was an ex

amination tomorrow and

Study the you were after the prize the

Business teacher offered to those who

graded 100. Be a 100 per

cent man in all you do in your business.

The prize offered is Success. If you grade

low the punishment is Failure. The reason

more men have not succeeded is because they

considered their studies over when they re

ceived their diploma on commencement day.

They thought the diploma gave them sur

cease from study. They did not hear the

commencement day orator tell them in

stereotyped phrase that their graduation was

nothing but a beginning. And they threw

their books away. Study to them thereafter

was tabu. They perhaps opened the book

of business. But they did not study it. To

them study days were over. There was no

teacher to prod them on. They did not have

enough initiative and imagination to see the

prize of Success waiting for them just ahead.

They paid as much attention to the science

of business as they used to pay to books in

vacation time. And after a while the sheriff

tacked a notice on the door and the creditors

mournfully pocketed ten cents on the dollar.

But the ioo per cent man suffers no such

fate. He realizes that the book of business

is the most interesting book in the world.

On every page he finds paragraphs that give

him much delight, and he knows that as he

goes farther on he will come to pictures that

will delight not only himself, but his wife

and his children and his friends. The

farther into the study he goes the greater

the pleasure, and he finds the ancient book

as delightful as a love novel he used to enjoy

in a hammock ;n the summer time of his

youth. But the Book of Business is not a

book to read hurriedly. It is one that, to

quote Bacon, "must be chewed and di

gested." The Book of Business must be

mentally Fletcherized. The wise man will

not stuff his body'with'strange'foods. He eats

only that which benefits [him, and then only

in^sufficient quantity. J The ^wise business

man will not suffer from business indiges

tion, for he will know what he must feed his

business in order to make it grow and prosper.

He studies the science of business, just as

the man who desires to get the most out of

his body will study dietetics—will study all

that pertains to the human machine. The

business man who reads carefully the Book

of Business will never claim to be supremely

wise, nor will he fail to listen to those who

would speak to him from their experience.

He admits that those men may have studied

farther than he. But he is not one who

takes advice without consideration. He

judges its value. It he has studied his book

page by page, his judgment, based as it is

on the many concepts formed during the

years of experience, is likely to be good. He

wisely weighs and considers. He compares

his book with the books of others. He does

this because his may be an old edition. He

does not foolishly revere the old. Age and

youth mean nothing to him. Age to him

is not synonymous with wisdom. He always

asks: "Will it work." If he finds it works

in the majority of cases he has a right to

assume that it will work with him. The

modern business man, however, does not re

quire years to determine whether or no to

accept a new thing or to discard an old.

He has trained himself to think quickly, to

form judgments rapidly yet accurately. He

is up to the minute. He does not have to

go back and review what he learned last

week or last year. Before his mental eye

the required knowledge flashes when it is

needed. The modern, successful man has

studied. He has known that every day is

commencement day. When one task is

completed he goes on to another. He goes

steadily. He goes surely. He goes honestly.

He makes sure of his way. He follows the

well marked path while he can. But when

he is forced to break a new road through the

forest he does so only when he has learned

his lessons in woodcraft. The modern, suc

cessful, hustling, climbing business man is

a student. At the true student only Failures

scoff.
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Have you ever noticed the different feel

ings you have as you enter different stores

or institutions of any kind ?

Getting Work You go into one store with

Out of Men a feeling of joy. You

know you will find the

clerks ready to wait upon you with a smile

and a willingness that always forces you to

buy something from them. They have an

air about them that shows them to be satis

fied. They all act as if they "got out of bed

on the right side." They never have that

tired look. Their work is a pleasure to them.

You sense that as soon as you enter the store.

But in another store it is so different. You

may come in with a cheery greeting, but the

response is so deadening and gloomy that you

instantly feel your goodness and your cheeri-

ness freeze up. You lose your desire to buy,

or if you do buy you do it only as a disliked

duty. When you get into the street again you

give a sigh of relief. If you stopped to

analyze the two stores the chances are you

would find that when the proprietor of the

first store came down he greeted his clerks

with a smile and a cheery "Good Morning."

Perhaps he took time to chat with them about

some phase of their work, or he may have

offered some suggestions for improvements.

All this he would do as a good friend—not as

a dictator whose only wish was to be

obeyed. His clerks to him would be looked

upon as co-workers, and he would give them

wages that would not wound their self respect.

But the other proprietor! As soon as you

saw him come into his store you would

mentally say, "Here comes the president of

the Pickled Pessimists." You would feel an

instant dropping of the thermometer, and

furtive looks of fear would display themselves

on the faces of the clerks. He would stalk

down through his store with a frown that

would scare even the wild beasts of the

jungle, and if he did stop to speak to a clerk

it would only be to find fault. Of course it

requires no great ability as a prophet to for-

tell which store will be the greater success.

Now, there are such proprietors. Unfor

tunately there are few towns that are entirely

free from the latter kind. But they are dy

ing off, thank goodness, they are dying off.

Failure is catching them and they are, as

business men, alive no more. But there are

thousands and thousands of young men, and

young women too, who are soon to be busi

ness men and business women. They must

be set right. They must be taught that

cheerfulness is only one phase of common-

sense, and that true wisdom never stays long

with the chronic grouch.

* * *

A magnetic, aggressive, hustling, energetic,

likable young man is the sales manager of the

big Phoenix Chair Com-

Hahn: A Doer pany of Sheboygan, Wis-

of Deeds consin, said to be the largest

of its kind in the world.

Even during the early days of the recent

panicette, when factories all over the coun

try were shutting down, the workers for the

Phoenix were kept busy all the time. I

asked "A. C." as Mr. Hahn is familiarly

called by all who know him, the reason for

this. "System, system, system," he ans

wered. " You see—come here and I'll show

you." And he showed me how the factory

was operated from the office; how he knew

every night just what progress had been made

in every department ; how much raw stock was

on hand; how many chairs of this and that

kind were being made; what the warehouses

contained; what everything was costing; what

the boys on the road were doing, and where

each man was; what the trade demanded;

what the outlook was; what chairs sold best

in this part of the country and what chairs

sold best in that—I went away with my head

full of figures and statistics. Hahn is a man

who knows. He knows the business from

the ground up. The reason for this is that

he started at the bottom. His equipment

was that of a young man who had a common

school education coupled with the knowledge

gleaned in a business college, and in addition

was a plucky worker from early morning

until late at night. Thomas Blackstock is

president of the Phoenix. He came from Ire

land long years ago and fought his way up

inch by inch from the steerage of a slow

sailing vessel to the presidency of a company

doing three-quarters of a million dollars'

worth of business each year. He had never

attended school in his life, but to hear him

talk or to read his writings today one would

place him among those who had graduated

from a college with several degrees in Eng

lish. Mr. Blackstock won by persistence

and honesty and hard work and common-

sense. And in young Hahp, when that smil

ing individual applied for a job, he recog-
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nized a kindred spirit. He sensed that Hahn

would be more than a bookkeeper at the end

of a few years. And he was right. Hahn

saw that improvements might be made. He

did not hide his ideas. Mr. Blackstock was

acquainted with them. And Mr. Blackstock

said something to the effect that he guessed

"the old ways are all right. I don't want to

make a change." But when Hahn went out,

his jaw set firmly, Mr. Blackstock smiled.

He knew Hahn would come back with the

same idea polished still brighter. And Hahn

did. In the course of time these two, by

working together and talking frankly about

policies and business management, created

a system that approaches perfection. Mr.

Hahn knows just what lumber is in the yard.

He even knows the exact location of every

kind. He knows what chairs are to be made

from this special pile of lumber, and he

knows, as these chairs go through the factory

exactly where they are. By his system it is

impossible to become overstocked—a system

that has saved his company thousands and

thousands of dollars. Not only does he

know all about his factory, but he knows all

about his salesmen. Letters with a real

Hahn flavor go out to the men—and here is

something worth while—at the bottom of

every letter Mr. Hahn copies some business

or man building quotation, or gives some of

his own advice in a pithy way. Every cus

tomer of the Phoenix is catalogued, and the

information gathered about each one is as

comprehensive as modern methods can

make it. Arwin C. Hahn is a man who

has the Study Habit. He studies the factory,

his customers, the salesmen, the money

juggling down in Wall Street, politics—he

studies everything that even remotely touches

his business. He knows scientific salesman

ship, and he is always a leader in the semi

annual meetings of his loyal salesmen. His

men, taking the cue from their salesmanager,

are a jolly, energetic, persistent bunch of

business builders. Of course they are all

readers of the Business Philosopher.

Hahn says he owes much to Sheldon, but

Hahn knows that Sheldon, like the Lord,

helps only those who help themselves. To

get to the top is bred in the bones of the

Hahn family. William Hahn came from

the high school and became office boy for the

Phoenix less than five years ago. Today he

is the company's buyer. The Hahns know

that the man who is too "nice" to sweep out

the office will probably never have the oppor

tunity of hiring someone else to do it. The

Hahn brothers are fellows whose lives are

lessons to the hundreds of young men whose

eyes are fastened upon an Ideal which they

have named Success.

* * *

Did you ever stop to realize that the suc

cess of an institution depends upon the small

savings? So many busi-

Saving on ness men are keen eyed

Small Things when it comes to seeing big

leaks, but fail to catch sight

of the thousand and one little drips that

deplete the reservoir of profit. Here in a

store is a clerk who uses twice as mueh

wrapping paper as he needs; another uses

too much string; the bookkeeper figures

everything on the firm's stationery; the

stenographer is careless and spoils sheet

after sheet and envelope after envelope; the

goods are not properly protected, and dust

and dirt cut down their value; lights are

turned on before necessary and kept burning

when not needed. Of course there is such

a thing as stinginess that starves trade, but

there is also a foolish waste that no true

merchant can afford to tolerate.

* * *

No time to study, is the cry sent out by

thousands. " I'd like to learn all about that,

but I really haven't time."

No Time to This is a common excuse.

Study What's the matter with peo

ple like that? They lack

will-power. They lack true common sense.

1 here is always time. The men who

are so busy that they cannot shoulder

other work can be counted on one's

fingers. What one truly desires to do,

that one can do. The desire is lacking.

There is a divinity in desire. It is desire

that draws the divinity out of one's inner

self and puts it to work. I knew a young

ster who used to memorize fragments of

poems and bits of prose while feeding a job

press in a country print shop. He loved his

work so much that he could feed a press

without looking. And his press work was

the best in the shop. But he used the time

he might have wasted chatting to the other

fellows, or in looking out of the window, in

studying the bits of good literature he had

cut out and fastened to his feedboard. Of
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course he did not remain a feeder always.

Another youngster, who worked in a sawmill

one winter, used to crawl on top of the

boiler in the cheerless old engine room and

there read and study until it was time for

the machinery to start. It was much more

fun than to sit down and swap stories of a

saffron tinge. It paid that boy, too. A

farmer lad fastened good things he desired to

memorize to his plow-handle, and as he

guided the team along he would read the

great thoughts and meditate upon the lessons

they taught him. He became a most success

ful teacher. These are extreme cases. Few

young men need overcome even those diffi

culties. All they need to make them study

is to desire true success. We get just what

we desire and in just the measure of that de

sire. But we must pay the price for every

thing we get. No complimentary tickets are

ever issued to the great theater of Success.

• * *

It is whispered by many that we shall

always have need of policemen and soldiers.

But that is not true. A

Be Your Own policeman or a soldier is to

Policeman society what a crutch is to a

man with a sprained ankle.

No man in perfect physical condition has any

need of crutches. And no man who is de

veloped mentally/morally and physically will

need policemen and soldiers to protect others

from him, nor will those soldiers and police

men be needed to protect him from others

when the others have also received a True

Education. So long as we have jails and

workhouses and policemen and soldiers and

battleships we confess that we have not

stumbled so very far into the light. There is

plenty of work for each of us to do, goodness

knows. A good place to start is with our

selves. When we have exhausted that terri

tory provisions will be made, never fear, to

supply us with more.

* # *

It is only within the last year or so that

salesmanship as a profession has come into

its own. In the olden days

Business the only salesmen were

Science Clubs those hard-working indi

viduals whose homes are

the hotels and whose carriages are railroad

trains. But today it is recognized by an

ever increasing number that every man,

woman and child 'is"*ja salesman or sales

woman. We all have something to sell.

The preacher sells his services to a congre

gation; the teacher to the school board; the

governor to his state; the president to the

United States. The height to which a man

may rise depends wholly upon his knowledge

of scientific salesmanship. The science of

salesmanship is really five sciences boiled

down into one. When a man is made right

the sales take care of themselves. The first

great problem is to make the man right. He

must develop his natural powers so that he

possesses character and health. This de

velopment results from true education. The

man with character and health inspires con

fidence, and confidence, you know, is the

bridge that must always be built between a

salesman and a customer before a sale can

be made. The salesman, besides possessing

character and health, must be able to read

his customer; must be able to analyze his

goods; must be able to pick out the salient

selling points and construct a selling talk that

will attract attention stimulate interest,

arouse desire, and bring about a resolve to

buy. But to do these things the salesman

must know business psychology—he must

know something of the great study of the

mind. Business science clubs in many of

the modern cities of the country, made up as

they are of students of scientific salesman

ship, are doing much to bring before business

men the value of special study in salesman

ship. At meetings of these organizations

sample sales are made. In DesMoines, not

long ago, a paint salesman convinced a stove

manufacturer that he ought to paint his fac

tory. The manufacturer had spent almost

the entire day before the meeting talking

with competitors of this salesman in order to

learn objections to his paint. But the paint

salesman knew his goods and knew how to

present them in a logical, sales making man

ner. Francis Raymond, who was respon

sible for the organization of the Des Moines

organization, says that the boys out there are

now wild to have sample sales at every meet

ing. Clerks in clothing stores are anxious to

talk about the merits of their clothing; auto

mobile men want to talk about their chug-

chug wagons; insurance men want to orate

upon the merits of their companies—all the

salesmen are paying more attention to the

science of their profession than ever before.

Business science clubs are organizations that
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will unquestionably bring about a great

change in the world of business. The bright

est and most energetic business men are join

ing them. Soon there will be a club in

every city in the land, and the good that will

result from the meetings cannot be esti

mated.

* * *

We do not need the mass of evidence the

scientists have dug up to teach us that the

world was not built in one

Hot-House day. No great work was

Prosperity accomplished in a short

time. Great work has been

done in seemingly short time, but investiga

tion will show that that work was but the

flowering of a plant that had been faithfully

attended for years. Nature never made pro

visions for making any plants grow by pulling

them up by their roots. Yet hundreds of

business men today are trying to make their

businesses grow by the pulling process. In

stead of being content with natural growth

they have used every measure at their com

mand to produce a hothouse prosperity. In

times like these, when the country is suffer

ing from ingrowing lack of faith, those busi

ness men are rushing frantically" here and

there trying to get that with which to brace

up their business structures in order to keep

them from toppling over. Too many of us

are over-anxious to eat of the fruit which

grows deeper in the garden of success. In

stead of taking the good things as they come

along, we rush blindly forward to what seems

the riper fruit farther on. Some of us find

that this fruit which appears so fine from a

distance is, indeed, Dead Sea fruit. The

reward we expected is not there. Then we

envy those farther out whom we used to

pity. The man who lives one day at a time

is truly wise. What will happen tomorrow

or the day after makes no difference to him,

It is all right, of course, to so build today that

an extra story or two may be added tomo-

row if occasion demands it. But there is

no wisdom in building that extra story until

the foundation has "set." Had some busi

ness men taken time to study the growing

trees, and profited by what they would have

learned, there would not be so much wailing

throughout the financial world that there is

today. Men, even when old age has silvered

their hair, are not so very wise after all.

Sympathy and Enthusiasm

BY R. E. MARSHALL

1 THINK the two things that are needed

most in this big world of ours are sym

pathy and enthusiasm. Not only the

sympathy which is shown by an understand

ing clasp of the hand in those grief-stricken

moments when words are a mockery, but the

sympathy which brings an interest in other's

joy, in their hopes and plans and ideals—

and then in the little things, too. It would

make the world a pleasanter place, I be

lieve. And by enthusiasm I mean that

joyousness of heart, born of hope and faith

and love, which makes old things always

new, which makes one turn dark clouds

inside out to find the silver lining, which

gilds every-day events into golden links of

life's great chain. It's so refreshing to meet

folks like that. It makes you feel like the

earth must feel when the Heavens have

opened and sent a cooling, life-giving sum

mer shower to refresh the hot, parched

fields. It's the charm of childhood when

everything is new and wonderful and one

may cry aloud with love of it all. How dif

ferent it would be if we could always retain

that childish enthusiasm and not have it

changed into a dull acceptance of whatever

may come, that stupid, lifeless attitude

which comes from having ice water in one's

veins instead of good red blood bounding

through a healthy body stimulated by a

healthy mind and heart. I believe that's the

only kind of people which my "brotherly

love" doesn't include. There's so much

in the world that is intensely fascinating and

beautiful that I cannot understand why

people allow themselves to grow blas£ and

bored.



Love: The Solution

By ARTHUR W. NEWCOHB

MOST people want a panacea.

The pill that is a sure cure for all

diseases makes its advertiser a pillar

of finance.

Political parties that promise universal

healing of the ills from which we suffer

pocket the plums.

Apostles of numerous gospels of legislative

salvation, and prophets of new economic

dispensations, all warranted to bring about

an ideal state of society over night, need have

no spirit of unrest about the box-office

receipts.

In religion, the millions prefer to swallow

a creed that settles all uncertainties, or take

seats in an ecclesiastical chariot bound

straight for the pearly gates.

These methods of solving life's problems

are easy, within the reach of all, and so simple

that a child can operate any one of them.

This accounts for their popularity.

To drop a legislative enactment in the slot

and draw universal righteousness, prosperity,

and happiness is such a convenience!

And then, it puts the whole responsibility

upon the government, too, which is very

restful.

Moreover, it is much more comfortable to

be an earnest and impassioned advocate of

a new system that will make everybody

happy, than to undertake the job for the

little bunch of impossibles and ingrates

that lives in our neighborhood. Attending

the semi-monthly meetings of some cult of

panacea-protagonists doesn't require much

time away from our regular business, which,

by the way, until our own patented millen

nium shall dawn, we are conducting on the

old plan of do the other fellow before he does

you. Besides, it's all the other fellow's fault

anyway. It he would only vote with our

party, our rose-colored dreams would all

come true.

But, these schemes have their advantages,

aside from being comparatively harmless

sources of amusement—and some profit—to

a good many folks who otherwise would be

ripping most unsightly holes in our domestic

tranquillity. There's no denying that, once

in a while, one of them does accomplish

something for the "peepul." And, best of

all, they show a tendency in the race, in

which lies all our hopes of the future.

The real panacea—THE solution of the

questions that pucker our foreheads and

solar plexi—is something different, although

it underlies all these more or less imperfect

manifestations of it.

Love is the thing.

I am talking business—not sentiment.

I am talking science—philosophy—fact,

not hypothesis.

Love, remember, is a positive feeling,

stimulated, guided, and controlled by posi

tive thinking, and finding expression in a

positive attitude of the will—action.

Love is the fulfilling of Law—all law—

because Love is based upon a consciousness

of the fundamental truth of unity—our one

ness with the Infinite and with one another.

So it is that Love is the highest obedience

to laws underlying all human success,

progress, prosperity, and happiness, such as

the Law of Harmony and the Law of Mutual

Benefit. These are basic laws of the business

world, the first principles of business ethics.

They apply equally to ethics in genera], of

course, but I'm talking business. And, as

The Business Philosopher has begun to

teach the world, the right kind of ethics is

one of the four foundation stones upon

which the Temple of Success is built.

Now that is a scientific explanation of why

and how Love is the answer to the puzzles.

But you want me to get down to brass tacks,

and that is just what I am going to do.

When our hair hung in yellow curls, we

used to sing, in one of our games: "Turn

to the one you love the best."

Do that now. Analyze, if you can, your

thought, your feeling, and the attitude of

your will toward that dearly beloved one.

Pleasant task, eh? Well, can you picture

yourself getting as much pleasure and real

happiness out of serving all the rest of your

human brothers and sisters as you get in

serving that one ? Do[you see how your joys

would be multiplied? And they wouldn't
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have to send any police around to compel

yon to give your fellowmen a square deal in

business.

Carry the idea a little farther—to its logi

cal conclusion:

If everybody was that much in love with

everybody else, what would become of our

problems of capital and labor, graft and

bribery, stock-watering and market-rigging,

cut-throat competition and oppressive com

bination, adulteration of goods and other de

ceptions, employers' liability and employees'

reliability, frenzied finance, deforestation

and soil-impoverishment, land-grabbing and

timber-stealing, smuggling, embezzling, de

falcation, rebating, overcharging, the tariff,

the currency, and such like.

Does that sound Utopian and visionary?

It is not my fault—that is the law. These

problems will never be solved in any other

way.

Nor is their solution hopeless.

The world is growing better—especially

the business world. And it is growing better

because men are learning to love one another

more. Some people call this "the brother

hood of man."

But how is the solution I offer to be

applied ?

Well, we can't lay it upon the govern

ment.

It won't do any good to hire a hall and

get out a magazine in an attempt to get so

ciety to adopt it.

Meetings under a gasoline torch in the

public square will not accomplish it.

No, the way to bring it about is for you

and me to get right down to business and

live it ourselves.

When you obey the perfect Law of Love,

you are doing your part in the reform of so

ciety—the application of THE solution of all

our vexations.

Does that seem strange to you.

Let me show you how that is by a quota

tion from a sound philosopher, Arthur Fred

erick Sheldon:

"In final analysis, the difficulties, mu

nicipal, national, and international, rest with

the individual.

"The individual is the unit in a business

institution.

"Make each unit in the institution right

and the institution is all right.

" Make each institution right and the com

munity is all right.

"Make each community all right and the

state is all right.

"Make each state right and the govern

ment is all right.

"Make each government all right and the

world is all right."

The South's Tribute to the American Salesman

BY CAPT. CHARLES S. CONNOR

HAVE you noticed the great change that

is coming over our fair Southland—the

home of the magnolia and the mocking

bird? Amid the beauty of flowers and the

music of birds a great awakening has taken

place, and while the flowers still bloom as

beautifully and the birds still sing as sweetly

in the fields and woods, a grand accompany

ing hum of industry pervades all nature.

The songs of the darkies in the fields are

swollen into a grand chorus by the music of

turning wheels, rolling carts, puffing engines,

whirring spindles and the golden jingle in the

counting rooms. Peace and plenty prevail

throughout our sunny southland and the on

ward march of returning prosperity proclaims

a victory won, not by the sword and the bayo

net, but by the fire of logic of the army of

commerce that has swept from the east, the

north, and the west, throughout the old

southern states armed only with arguments

and the goods to back them up.

The great American traveler—the com

mercial salesman—has conquered the south

after a long and weary siege, and has con

verted it from a vast area of plantations into

an empire of commerce teeming with fac

tories, banks, mines, mills, great wholesale

and retail houses, railroads and steamships,

and still left thousands of acres to yield up

corn, cotton and sugar a plenty.

And this invading army of commercial am

bassadors has been augmented by recruits

from the south itself all preaching the gospel
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of commercial inter-dependence, until now the

ghastly wounds inflicted by the civil war have

been healed and the pictures of Abraham

Lincoln and Robt. E. Lee hang side by side

upon the factory and cottage walls from

Charleston to El Paso, and from Richmond

to New Orleans.

What 6re and the sword failed to do the

traveling salesman has accomplished—

brought north and south together into one

great commercial state, each section working

for the other's good, each purchasing the

other's wares and each extending financial

aid in times of business peril.

Who says trade has not its glories as well

as its profits ? Who says a merchant's life is

bounded by dollars and cents? Who pro

claims a salesman a mere money hunter?

Let him look into the homes of the south

and see the fortunes repaired by the business

hunters from the north, ably assisted by the

younger generation of business men of the

south ? The answer is there. The once de

jected south has answered the magic touch

of the business man and his glories are re

flected in the happiness of its people.

At first defeats were so numerous that even

the stoutest hearted wavered, the lines often

were broken and not a few weak ones re

treated before the disheartening rebuffs.

But courage, persistence, suavity, patience

and selling science were brought into play and

the south educated to its own needs. Soon

the old political prejudices began to give way

under the constant hammering of good busi

ness "reasons why" and the resistence be

came less, and less, until now the commerce

of the south knows no geography, and that

mighty messenger of progress, the salesman,

has come into his own—a field full of greater

possibilities, a country ripe with opportuni

ties, a land made prosperous and happy, at

peace with the whole world, through the

diplomacy, the tact, the statesmanship of

business as represented by its worthy con

suls, its suave ministers and its subtle am

bassadors — the .American commercial

traveler.

Long may he live to travel, to sell and to

garner a share of the profits of the great busi

ness opportunities he has created. The

South welcomes him with open arms as its

commercial savior and renders unto him the

homage due to a great captain who made the

rivers run not with the blood of the slain but

with the gold of commerce—that which

makes a nation great and its people prosper

ous.

The Value of Accuracy

By J. P. FLEISHMAN

ACCURACY lies at the foundation of

competence and success."

I read that in a magazine some

where not so long ago. Isn't it the truth?

How many of us are accurate—consis

tently, persistently accurate?

It's a habit—this being accurate. But it

is hard for some of us to "get the habit."

We say, "I guess I'm doing this right, or

pretty close to it, anyway."

There's the point. " Pretty close to right"

isn't RIGHT. There are two ways of doing

everything—a wrong and a right way.

I know a printer who styles himself a

"Printer Architect," and he really has ex

ceptional ability as a designer of neat, taste

ful, harmonious type effects.

His constructive work is so far superior to

the work of the average printer that you can

tell a job that came from his shop the mo

ment you see it.

He is careful, original, faithful. He is

nearly accurate.

Why nearly?

I'll tell you. He can't, or won't, get his

"register" exactly right.

Register means, in the language of type,

exact adjustment of position in the press-

work of books or papers printed on both

sides of the leaf.

This man printed a little pamphlet for me

once. It was a very neat, well-balanced

piece of printing. But it was "off register"

—about one thirty-second of an inch.

Not much, surely. Nine men out of ten

wouldn't notice the defect. If the printer

had_been accurate, the tenth man wouldn't

have a chance to notice it.
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That tenth man may be a business man

who wants a lot of fine printing done. He

wants accurate printing; no thirty-second-of-

an-inch-out-of-the-way kind will do. And

Mr. Printer who is nearly accurate doesn't

get the job.

Fundamental accuracy leaves brilliant su

perficiality behind in the race for Success

every time. In less skyrockety English, this

means simply that it pays to be accurate—

absolutely, unswervingly accurate.

I have seen a bookkeeper struggle until i

o'clock in the morning for three or four

nights in succession over a trial balance that

was one cent out of the way. His work was

nearly accurate.

I know of a young lady stenographer who

can take down in shorthand, at any rate of

speed, the letters dictated by her employer.

She never has to ask him to stop for a mo

ment or interrupts him. But when this

young lady attempts to transcribe her short

hand notes, there is a word here and a phrase

there that she is not quite able to read. So

she writes what she thinks her employer said.

She is nearly accurate.

Ability doesn't count for much unless

backed up by Reliability. Endurance sans

Reliability isn't a very strong combination.

Action without Reliability is a hit-or-miss

game at best.

And the 100 per cent style of Reliability

is made up of fifty parts of Honesty and fifty

parts of Accuracy.

There are great numbers of honest men

in the world who are not necessarily accurate

men. Honesty is comparatively common.

Accuracy is really exceptional.

Gibbons, in his "Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire," states that "the winds and

waves are always on the side of the ablest

navigators." Accuracy—not the near kind

but the real article—is a favorable wind and

a kindly wave for the navigator who fain

would steer straight for the port of Suc

cess.

El Dorado

By ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

IT seems as if a great deal were attainable

in a world where there are so many mar

riages and decisive battles, and where we

all, at certain hours of the day, and with

great gusto and despatch, stow a portion of

victuals finally and irretrievably into the

bag which contains us. And it would seem

also, on a hasty view, that the attainment

of as much as possible was the one goal of

man's contentious life. And yet, as regards

the spirit, this is but a semblance. We live

in an ascending scale when we live happily,

one thing leading to another in an endless

series. There is always a new horizon for

onward-looking men, and although we dwell

on a small planet, immersed in petty busi

ness and not enduring beyond a brief period

of years, we are so constituted that our hopes

are inaccessible, like stars, and the term of

hoping is prolonged until the term of life.

To be truly happy is a question of how we

begin and not of how we end, of what we

want and not of what we have. An inspira

tion is a joy forever, a possession as solid as

a landed estate, a fortune which we can

never exhaust and which gives us year by

year a revenue of pleasurable activity. To

have many of these is to be spiritually rich.

Life is only a very dull and ill-directed

theatre unless we have some interests in the

piece; and to those who have neither art

nor science, the world is a mere arrangement

of colors, or a rough footway where they may

very well break their shins. It is in virtue

of his own desires and curiosities that any

man continues to exist with even patience,

that he is charmed by the look of things and

people, and that he wakens every moming

with a renewed appetite for work and

pleasure. Desire and curiosity are the two

eyes through which he sees the world in

the most enchanted colors; it is they that

make women beautiful or fossils interesting;

and the man may squander his estate and

come to beggary, but if he keeps these two

amulets he is still rich in the possibilities

of pleasure. Suppose he could take one

meal so compact and comprehensive that

he should never hunger any more; suppose

him, at a glance, to take in all the features
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of the world and allay the desire for knowl

edge; suppose him to do the like in any

province of experience—would not that man

be in a poor way for amusement ever after ?

One who goes touring on foot with a

single volume in his knapsack reads with

circumspection, pausing often to reflect, and

often laying the book down to contemplate

the landscape or the prints in the inn parlour;

for he fears to come to an end of his enter

tainment, and be left companionless on the

last stages of his journey. A young fellow

recently finished the works of Thomas

Carlyle, winding up, if we remember aright,

with the ten note-books upon Frederick the

Great. "What!" cried the young fellow,

in consternation, " is there no more Carlyle ?

Am I left to the daily papers?" A more

celebrated instance is that of Alexander, who

wept bitterly because he had no more

worlds to subdue. And when Gibbon had

finished the "Decline and Fall," he had

only a few moments of'joy; and it was with

a "sober melancholy" that he parted from

his labours.

Happily we all shoot at the moon with

ineffectual arrows; our hopes are set on

inaccessible El Dorado; we come to an

end of nothing here below. Interests are

only plucked up to sow themselves again,

like mustard. You would think, when the

child was born, there would be an end to

trouble; and yet it is only the beginning of

fresh anxieties; and when you have seen it

through its teething and its education, and

at last its marriage, alas! it is only to have

new fears, new quivering sensibilities, with

every day; and the health of your children's

children grows as touching a concern as that

of your own. Again, when you have mar

ried your wife, you would think you were

got upon a hill-top, and might begin to go

downward by an easy slope. But you have

only ended courting to begin marriage.

Falling in love and winning love are often

difficult tasks to overbearing and rebellious

spirits; but to keep in love is also a business

of some importance, to which both man and

wife must bring kindness and good-will.

The true love-story commences at the altar,

when there lies before the married pair a

most beautiful contest of wisdom and gen

erosity, and a life-long struggle towards an

unattainable ideal. Unattainable? Aye,

surely unattainable, from the very fact that

they are two instead of one.

" Of making books there is no end, " com

plained the Preacher; and did not perceive

how highly he was praising letters as an oc

cupation. There is no end, indeed, to mak

ing books or experiments, or to travel, or

to gathering wealth. Problem gives rise to

problem. We may study forever, and we

are never as learned as we would. We have

never made a statue worthy of our dreams.

And when we have discovered a continent,

or crossed a chain of mountains, it is only

to find another ocean or another plain upon

the further side. In the infinite universe

there is room for our swiftest diligence and

to spare. It is not like the works of Carlyle,

which can be read to an end. Even in a

corner of it, in a private park, or in the

neighborhood of a single hamlet, the weather

and the seasons keep so deftly changing that

although we walk there for a lifetime there

will be always something new to startle and

delight us.

There is only one wish realizable on the

earth; only one thing that can be perfectly

attained: Death. And from a variety of

circumstances we have no one to tell us

whether it is worth attaining.

A strange picture we make on our way to

our chimteras, ceaselessly marching, grudg

ing ourselves the time for rest; indefatigable,

adventurous pioneers. It is true that we

shall never reach the goal; it is even more

than probable that there is no such place;

and if we lived for centuries and were en

dowed with the powers of a god, we should

find ourselves not much nearer what we

wanted at the end. O toiling hands of

mortals! O unwearied feet, travelling ye

know not whither! Soon, soon, it seems to

you, you must come forth on some conspicu

ous hill-top, and but a little way further,

against the setting sun descry the spires of

El Dorado. Little do ye know your own

blessedness; for to travel hopefully is a

better thing than to arrive, and the true

success is to labour.

"He who forgives and doesn't forget is trying to settle with

the Lord for fifty cents on the dollar."



An Invitation to Sheldonhurst

I am making arrangements now for a convention of those of our Sheldon

School students who desire personal instruction in Area Development and the

Science of Salesmanship. The regular convention will not be held until next

year—the summer of 1909. But we are making arrangements now and want

all who can to visit us this summer to see the grounds and enjoy a day or two

with us, and have decided to extend this invitation to all readers of The

Business Philosopher.

This assembly will include a whole lot of people whom you will be glad

to meet, and meeting whom will benefit you.

This meeting will mark the beginning of what I fully expect to live to see

the greatest university in the world—a University of True Education—a uni

versity for the boys and girls grown tall, as well as for the younger men and

women.

Nearly everyone takes a vacation once a year. Why not spend it here

each year and make your vacation period a real re-creation time—a time in

which to re-create or build yourself anew in body, mind and soul.

These are some of the inducements we have to offer. First, a natural park

of some 400 acres in which to "loaf and invite the soul." This park has

some five miles of winding boulevard around the lake and through the woods.

There is a lake of over 100 acres, almost surrounded by high wooded banks—

one of the most beautiful lakes in the world. There are over 200 acres of

forest. There are broad meadows and deep ravines and hills, high

for Illinois.

Men are at work now building tennis courts and base-ball grounds, and

other ways and means of fun for the boys and girls grown tall.

If you wish to stay longer than a day you can get accommodations in Liber-

tyville and Rockefeller. Both these little towns are right near the grounds—

Rockefeller within walking distance and Libertyville only five minutes' ride

on the Milwaukee Electric.

I shall give lectures each Saturday afternoon during this summer on the

grounds of the Commercial University to be on Area Philosophy, besides some

lectures on Salesmanship and Business Building. Beginning with the summer

of 1909 there will be daily lectures.

You, as a reader of The Business Philosopher, may not be a Sheldon

School student. At the same time, you may'greatly desire an understanding

of the principles revealed in the sciences which we teach by correspondence.

If so, come, whether a regular student or not. You will be made just as wel

come as the regular student.

Don't hesitate, but act at once, and prepare to come. I feel perfectly con

fident that you will go home feeling that you have had one of the best times

you ever had in all your life. Come this summer if for but one Saturday and

help us plan the big meeting for 1909.

A. F. Sheldon.



Philosophers in the Bud

BY UNCLE ARTHUR

THE royal highway ran for miles

through a noble wood.

Over it passed many travelers—

people who rode and walked, on business

and for pleasure.

As the road was long, night often overtook

them in the wood, and they were glad of the

two inns, one on each side of the road. One

was kept by a jolly, rosy-faced man, named

Bonicor, the other by a sour, thin-lipped fel

low who was called Myop.

Bonicor and Myop were both ambitious—

both wanted to succeed, to get rich. Both

scoured the great city at the end of the road

for silver, china, fine linen, and dainty glass

ware. Both went to market and looked for

the choicest meats, vegetables, fruits, and

other provisions.

Bonicor fitted up his inn with the finest he

had, and placed the best things he could get

before his guests every day.

Myop said, " I will keep my best china, my

heaviest silver, my finest linen, and my richest

viands hidden safely away until the king and

his company come through the wood and

honor my inn with their company. For these

common travelers, who come every day, the

second best will do. And so I will not only

make more money from the every-day folks,

but everything will be spick-and-span new

when the king comes."

As the days went by, the common travelers

began to learn that the best was always on the

table at Bonicor's neat inn, and that Myop

grudgingly set his table with coarse food and

coarser linen and china. More and more of

them gladdened the jolly heart of Bonicor;

fewer and fewer cared to suffer the ugly, black

looks of the disappointed Myop.

But Myop said to himself, "Let these

stupid ones chase after that reckless spend

thrift Bonicor. Wait till the king comes—

then his best things will be worn and shabby

and his finest foods eaten. Mine will be new

and splendid."

And he rubbed his hard, hooked hands

together and grinned horribly.

Then one day there was a great sound of

trumpets and the thunder of horses' hoofs on

the road through the wood.

"The king is coming!"

Bonicor smiled and went about his regular

duties.

Myop began in great haste to clear away

his cheap dishes and soiled tablecloths. Im

patient and excited, he shouted at his ser

vants, who ran about helter-skelter, getting

in one another's way, breaking the costly

tableware and getting so flustered that their

fingers all seemed like sore thumbs and they

could do nothing right.

Myop's cooks were not used to preparing

the elegant dishes he now ordered them to get

ready for the king and his company, his wait

ers were not used to serving them. Nor were

the waiters used to handling the fine silver

and china. And so it was a very trying time

in Myop's inn.

When the king reached the little clearing

where the two inns stood, one on each side

of the road, he said to his son, the crown

prince: "Here are two inns. You go to

one, I will go to the other. Then, on our way

back, we will stop at the one we find gives us

the best service."

And so the king entered Myop's house and

the crown prince honored Bonicor with his

presence. Half the company went with the

king, the other half with the crown prince.

At Myop's, you can easily guess what the

king found.

The china was badly arranged on the

tables, because the servants did not know how

to use it. The silver was tarnished from ly

ing idle so long, and Myop hadn't time to

have it polished. The fine linen had become

a little musty in its chest and smelled vile.

The food was badly cooked, and the waiters

were so nervous and excited that they spilled

the soup, upset the gravy and dropped

knives and plates with a startling clatter.

The king was kind and pleasant to poor

Myop, who was ready to die and be buried

with shame, but he made up his mind never

to put the unfortunate man in such agony

again by stopping at his inn.

Across the way, at Bonicor's, the crown

prince was delighted. The landlord's merry

face was like the sun for brightness, as it

always was. The servants, accustomed to
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the very best the house afforded, were calm,

quiet, and did everything with an easy grace

that showed their good training. The cooks

had made the finest dishes day after day until

they were far-famed for their excellence.

The silver shone with the high polish of daily

use and the napery was soft and snowy with

many washings.

You do not need to be told that, when the

royal party returned by that road, both the

king and the crown prince and all their

gorgeous company trooped into Bonicor's

sunny dining-room, leaving poor Myop to bite

his nails and groan in his deserted inn across

the road.

After that, the king came often to Boni

cor's, bringing great crowds of his lords and

nobles with him, even going out of his way

to take the long road through the wood, that

he might bask in the warmth of Bonicor's

smile and feast on his dainty fare.

And so Myop's business grew less and less

until he was glad to sell out to Bonicor and

go away. Now a great hotel stands where

once the little white inns gleamed through the

trees. Bonicor is its owner, still jolly, still

setting before his guests, every day, the very

best he can get for them.

Bonicor is a success.

Do you get the lesson, boys and girls ?

I promised you last time that I would tell

you in this number how to draw out the

positives.

Well, Bonicor's way is the right way.

Use them.

Don't keep the best there is in you hidden

away "for company."

It is for everyday use.

And when you keep exercising the posi

tives, there are three ways in which the prac

tice makes for success:

First, the positive word-speaker and deed-

doer develops—draws out—his positives—is

getting true education. We learned last

time about filling in useful knowledge—the

first process in True Education.

Second, by always giving your best, you

win respect, confidence, and love, and the

best comes back to you.

Third, you are happy and cheerful every

day because you are serving others and mak

ing them happy.

From Other Philosophers

The Gospel of Service.—The ideals of

greatness for a country are like those by which

we measure individuals. What is the meas

ure of greatness in a man? When the dis

ciples quarreled over the question as to who

should be greatest, and appealed to Jesus,

they were told that service was the test of

greatness. The greatest nation is the one

that gives the greatest measure of service.

Not by the size of the nation's army or navy,

but by its capacity for service, is its greatness

revealed. I am not one who believes it is

part of a Divine plan that one nation's pros

perity can be built upon another's misfortune.

I could not worship God as I do if it were so

—and I cry shame on the doctrine of those

that say there must be an uneducated class

for the thinkers and the educated to build

their fortunes upon. Let us put behind edu

cation a conception of life that will make

us all anxious to work for others, that will

root up the heresy that it is more respectable

to spend the money earned by someone else

than it is to earn money for one's own needs.

William J. Bryan.

About Being too Serious.—I can tell you

for your comfort that, when your life seems

dark, the chief cure for it is to interest your

self, to lose yourself, in some issue not personal

to yourself—in another man's trouble, or, pre

ferably, another man's joy. But if the dark

hour does not vanish, as sometimes it doesn't;

if the black cloud will not lift, as sometimes

it will not; let me tell you again for your com

fort that there are many liars in the world,

but there are no liars like our own sensations.

The despair and horror mean nothing, be

cause there is for you nothing irremediable,

nothing ineffaceable, nothing irrevocable, in

anything you may have said or thought or

done. If for any reason you cannot believe,

or have not been taught to believe in the in

finite mercy of Heaven, which has made us

all, and will take care we will not go astray,

at least believe that you are not yet sufficiently

important to be taken too seriously by the

powers above or beneath us. In other words,

take anything and everything seriously except

yourself.

Rudyard Kipling.
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Getting a Customer's Goodwill.—We

all want the Good Will of our customers,

don't we? Well, there's nothing which

pleases the average individual more than to

have some one take an interest in him or his

affairs—not a meddling interest, but a tact

ful interest. If you will take notice, you will

find the "I" creeping into most everyone's

conversation. It is a pretty difficult thing for

us not to dwell on our own particular hobbies.

Make note of these things in a book for that

purpose. It may be a business, a book, a

play, a child, a horse, a garden, a wife, a

house, a church, and a thousand and one

other things that individuals care for.

Classify these notes according to towns and

customers so that when you are about to visit

a town you can look the list over and post

yourself for the opening sentence to be made

to your customer. If the customer is a

chicken fancier, he will buy books on chickens

and is very apt to buy goods from the sales

man who can talk chickens and is interested

in them. It is a human trait that all possess,

and you need have no fear of making a mis

take in catering to it. Are not your best

friends the ones who have something in com

mon with you ? Is it not one of the most un

pleasant things in the world to get mixed up

with a crowd of fellows who know different

people and enjoy different things than you?

Is it not the most enjoyable thing in the

world, when you are out on a trip and have

to lay over Sunday in some God-forsaken

place, to run into some good, congenial soul

who knows someone you know, or enjoys

something you enjoy? Of course it is, and

what applies to you applies to your customer.

Try it and see.—Push.

Be an Optimistic Thinker.—Did anyone

ever get any good from talking about hard

times, or fault-finding, or allowing himself to

think that the lack of a college education

handicaps him, or that he does not have the

chances others have, or that there is no use

for him to try to do anything above the ordi

nary, and so on? Can you recall any man

having been made better, or attracting to

himself more friends or pleasanter surround

ings, by such thinking? If not, then you can

make up your mind that such thoughts are a

waste of energy. Though he may think he

has good ground for anger, hate, envy, fear,

worry and the like, did such feelings ever get

anything worth having ? On the other hand,

haven't you noticed that the man who doesn't

complain about his territory, or his circum

stances, or his lack of early advantages, or

people or things, but keeps right on plugging

away, thinking and doing things that are

worth while—haven't you noticed that such

a man forges steadily ahead ?—R. L. Norris.

Why Men Fail.—Business is a science.

Men who study it as a science, succeed.

Men who trifle with it, fail. It is reassuring

to be told that success is not luck, but logic.

The man who reasons, and adapts his busi

ness to reason, wins. Business failure, in

most instances, comes from wanton disre

gard of principles that are only common

sense. Men fail because they do things in

the wrong way.—Success.

First Read Yourself.—Business re

quires the best that is in a man. Often men

put into it their worst. Beyond doubt, most

of the business failures are due to conditions

lying entirely within the business men them

selves. I believe that almost any business

will succeed if it has the concentration and

effort that goes to make success. Concentra

tion means a fixed resolve, a thorough study

of the business and of conditions governing

it. Then, too, business men may lack

in themselves some capacity that is imperative

to success in a particular field. A business

man must be able to read himself. Success

comes from knowing whether you yourself

can do a particular thing better than some

body else, or vice versa. If you are satisfied

that you cannot, then hire somebody else to

do. it.—Edward P. Hatch.

Take Plenty of Time.—Few business

men in America are content to spend their

lives in building success. They want to ac

complish it in a year or two. Business men

do not fail because of lack of markets, nor

because business requires extraordinary

ability. I have long been convinced

that business failure is largely due to

extravagance, and hurry to achieve success.

The fault of extravagance covers not only

the conduct of business itself, but the busi

ness man's personal life. Men plunge head

long into wanton expenditures, instead of

husbanding their resources for times of emer

gency.—Leon Mandel.



Let's Talk Business

STEVENSON may have written a better

essay than "An Apology for Idlers,"

but if he has he never took the public

into his confidence. This essay we will print

in August. That is the time of the year when

loafing as a fine art ought to be cultivated.

Autumn is the time for all of us to learn

to loaf scientifically. Few of us know how

to waste our time well. There is too much

lost motion in our actions. We are afflicted

with the disease of "extreme busyness."

This, as Stevenson points out, is a disease

that always produces fatal results. The man

who whizzes through a country in an auto

mobile may travel farther than he who goes

afoot but he will not see as much. There

are too many beauty spots in this life for any

of us to whizz through it. We must loaf

wisely. Stevenson tells us why in his

"Apology," and in his "El Dorado"

merely carries his argument up to the n-th

power.

* * *

Preparations for the entertainment of the

folks who are to attend the first summer ses

sion of the "surely-going-to-be" Sheldon

University are going merrily on. Already

automobiles and carriages are making free

use of the great driveway around Lake

Eara; work on the seats in the natural audi

torium is being pushed; John is beginning

to wonder if his patch of watermelons will be

safe, while Black Bart the Bandit and his

merry vagabonds are tanned and happy in

their tents at "Camp Vagabondia"—merely

"getting weather" for themselves and setting

an example to students who may not know

that they ought to bring a tent with them

when they come to hear the great talks Mr.

Sheldon will give them during the last two

weeks in August.

* * *

The subscription list of The Business

Philosopher is bigger now than it ever was

and it is constantly growing. This in the face

of the much spoken of "hard times." This

growth is partly due to the good work of

hustling men and women who are after slices

of that $40,000 melon, but much of it is due

to the work of friends whose only reward for

sending in subscriptions is found by them in

the consciousness of having assisted in spread

ing the business building philosophy which

The Business Philosopher teaches. Are

you one of those good friends ?

* * *

Our new department, "Gleanings from

Business Fields," is intended for the exchange

of confidences. Almost every day articles

come to us. Nearly all are intended for

publication. Of course it is impossible for

us to accept all as presented. Our small

size prohibits. However there is no reason

why we should not use the ideas so freely

given us, since it is the idea and not its

clothes that count. Perhaps it is well right

here to Bay that we buy no manuscripts,

having so many brainy friends who send

along ideas solely because of their love of

the cause of business building. Our friends

will therefore continue contributing ideas,

many of which will be passed on to the

faithful among other "Gleanings from Busi

ness Fields."

* • *

You are a careful reader of the Philoso

pher and you have undoubtedly discovered

that all the old premium offers have been

withdrawn. Instead of offering a large num

ber of books, we are in the future, possibly

only for a limited time, going to give only

those books which we KNOW are really and

truly good books. The two books, "From

Poverty to Power," and "As a Man Think-

eth," by James Allen, are indeed condensed

"acres of diamonds," while "Men Who Sell

Things," by Moody, is the best book for the

man on the road, and the merchants, that

ever brightened a bookshelf.

* * *

Perhaps we never offered greater bar

gains in books than those contained in our

advertisement on page 420. Here can

be found something for the student in

terested in the great philosophy of the

far east; for the psychologist; for the

scientist; for the hard-headed business

man; for the woman at home, in the school,

or in the office ; for boys and girls and young

men and old men—why, here are books for

the whole human family. But there are not

many and it will perhaps be superfluous for

us to say that it is the first navigator of the

heavens who will annex the best stars.



The Philosopher Among His Books

BY THOMAS DREIER

Literature and life are so absolutely impenetrated that they can only be regarded in the

light of a series of cause and effect, each reacting upon the other in determining influence.

By the magic of some spiritual alchemy, reading is transmuted into the qualities that build

up character, and these qualities, in turn, determine the further choice of books, so that selec

tion and result perpetuate themselves, forming an unceasing contribution to social influence.

If a man's life is but the sum of the expression of his thought, the very power and the degree

of this thought depend largely on his range of reading. Books are thus intimately associated

with the very springs of character, and a man's biography is recorded in a library that has

grown with his thought and is the expression of his intellectual evolution. The book that

he has lived with and associated with certain phases of growth, becomes a part of his essen-

ital life.—Lilian Whiting

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford. By George

Randolph Chester. Henry Altemus

Company> Philadelphia.

He must have sprung full grown from the

brain of some mighty financier of the world

where the gods dwell. He appears upon the

scene with only $100 in cash and a million

in brains, and no one dares estimate how

many millions in "nerve." Money comes to

him just as if he had learned the secret of the

King Midas touch, or had listened long at

the keyhole at 26 Broadway. J. Rufus

Wallingford is a financier of the kind we hope

will soon evaporate or otherwise vanish from

the earth. But since he is still upon the deck

of the ship of business it is well that every

body should read Chester's book and thus be

warned in time to protect themselves from

paying their wealth into his hands or to some

of his brethren. Wallingford is a man with

an unlimited supply of money-making ideas.

That is he has ideas which make money for

himself. Of course there is always some

thing shady in the way he does the trick,

but he takes good care that his friendship

with the law is never broken. As one reads

the book one cannot help laughing at the

antics of the folks who bite at the Walling

ford bait and get caught. Of course we

know that we should remember our Sunday

school training and smile not at evil doing.

But Wallingford has a " way" about him that

excites our admiration. We laugh at the

dupes he makes but we do not look upon

them as great fools. We have a suspicion

that J. Rufus might do the same thing to us

—in spite of the warning—if he came around.

Wallingford acts Success. He always puts up

a " front." He arrives in a town in a private

car, even if he has no more money than he

needs to tip the bell-hops at the hotel. Of

course he always goes to the best hotel in the

place, and he ever insists on the best. He

is a man who attracts attention, and he

recognizes the value of advertising. His

ethical sense is a bit blunt on the edges, but

in this he does not differ so much from many

who worship before the Money God. Wall

ingford gets his money easily and it goes just

as easily. He lavishes jewels on his wife—

who is a new American woman. But these

jewels are generally useful in times when the

suckers will not bite at the Wallingford bait

—they bring in money to finance a new deal.

J. Rufus shows us that anything but square

dealing does not pay in business. He shows

us that a business builder is better than a

business getter, and that the get-rich-quick

disease is to business what quick-consump

tion is to the sick little Italian girl down in

Spaghetti alley. No one should read this

book in order to learn the Wallingford tricks,

but everyone should read it in order that they

may protect themselves when J. Rufus comes

around with his promotion schemes, and

shows them that he is a practical Col. Sellers

and that there are, indeed, "millions in it."

J. Rufus is not a new type of man. He and

his family have been with us for, lo! these

many years, But it remained for George

Randolph Chester to put him into a book

where he can be inspected by the many. As

you read this book the chances are you will

use a five-dollar bill for a book-mark.

* * *

The Duty of Being Beautiful. By Sara

A. Hubbard. A. C. McClurg & Co.,

Chicago.

In this book does one learn that the cos

metic one needs to make one's self beautiful
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is not found at the corner pharmacy but

within one's self. Many books have been

written on the duty of being beautiful, but

this one given us by Sara Hubbard is at least

a wee bit better than the many. There is

something in every sentence that compels one

to make good resolutions, and, one of the

funny things about it, one manages to keep

many of them. Into sixty-three pages the

author has packed much beauty of common-

sense. There is nothing about the volume

that suggests preaching, yet there is much in

it that feeds the soul. Emerson is quoted.

So is William James. As one reads one sort

of hopes to arrive, as Emerson arrived, at a

point where the inner beauty will be seen in

one's face as in a mirror. This book teaches

us nothing new, it is true. But here we have

old truths served to us in a new way—in a

beautiful way. The book only emphasizes

once more that "as a man thinketh in his

heart so shall he be." It shows us that our

thoughts are sculptors working unceasingly

upon our faces and our bodies, and that if

the thoughts are wrong all the arts of the

laboratory chemist will not make one beauti

ful. Beauty is not the possession of features

which conform to certain standards of meas

urement which men have set, but is the re

flection to the world of the spiritual wealth

within. How to gain this wealth is not

scientifically told us by Sara Hubbard, but

we know that it comes from the development

of the positive faculties of body, mind and

soul . We know also that we have within our

selves the germ of every good, but that upon

us devolves the pleasure of developing that

germ into the plant of actuality. "The Duty

of Being Beautiful" is a book that sets one

thinking of beauty, and those, you know,

who think of beauty, will be beautiful.

*' * *

The Glory of Man's Work. The Winona

Technical Institute, Indianapolis.

The Glory of Man's Work. The Winona

Technical Institute, Indianapolis.

Here is a little vest-pocket volume that

should be owned by every working man in

the country. And, bless me, we all work.

Some man, whose name does not appear on

the title page of this little book, has lovingly

compiled thoughts for the laborer, gathering

them from sundry sources. The author has

searched the poets and philosophers and

thinkers of all ages, and the reward of his

labor is given to us on deckle edge paper by

a school that has done much to preach the

gospel of the glory of doing good work.

* * *

The Confessions of a Monopolist. By

Frederick Howe. The Public Publish

ing Co., Chicago.

"This book is dedicated to those to whom

justice is the law of life, monopoly the crea

ture of legislation, poverty the product of

privilege and liberty a living inspiration."

So says Frederick C. Howe in his dedication.

Howe is a man who belives in liberty as in

tensely as did Robert G. Ingersoll. He has

studied sociology and economics in the world

of affairs. He is not an author who gets his

information from musty books in some re

tired study. Howe is a practical lawyer in

Cleveland. He has done much to assist

Mayor Tom Johnson in his fight for the ma

jority, and his writings are always read even

by those who do not sympathize with his

views. In this book he shows how a man,

with the help of the laws which at present

obtain in this country, can secure privileges

that give him control of his fellow men. He

draws a clear pen picture of the economic

slavery to which the thousands are sub

jected, and proves that this country is called

free only by courtesy, or to delude the un

thinking. Howe does not rant, however. He

states his case in a clear, convincing manner.

He does not aim to shock, nor does he prove

himself an expert in the calling of epithets.

He lets the monopolist tell his own story in

his own way. He hits the center of the

causes of much of our troubles, and those men

who would know something of the laws of

the country in which they live would better

read "The Confessions of a Monopolist"

without delay. The articles which make up

this book appeared in that great little journal

of democracy, Louis Post's weekly messen

ger, "The Public." Both this book and

"The Public" are good things to read.

"No man can conceal himself from his fellows ; everything

he fashions or creates interprets and explains him."—Mabie.
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<J "The normal man is a bundle of

possibilities; that is, he is all right if

he will just bring out the almighty

'all-right-ness.'"

So says Arthur Frederick Sheldon. But how are you going to

bring out the almighty all-right-ness? What is the use of being

told that you are all right and have all kinds of possibilities when

you see no way to realize them ?

tj And Sheldon answers—I can show you the way to realize them,

and it is not so very hard after all. What you need is the right

kind of training—AREA development—the kind of training that

will give you a lift every day toward greater ability, greater endur

ance, more reliability, more aclion.

A little studying every day will give you this training, and develop the latent

powers in you that make for success. In your spare moments—at home, on the

cars, anywhere—you can acquire a complete scientific university education that will

fit you for a successful career. All that you need is the course in

The Science of Industrial

Success

a comprehensive, thoroughly practical system of success education—worked out by

A. F. Sheldon, already famous as the formulator of the Science of Salesmanship.

IJ Over 30,000 men have already been helped to successful careers

by the Sheldon training. Whatever your business, whatever your

situation, you can be trained and developed in very short order into

a success-winner—into the kind of man that is sure to make good.

C][ Readers of the Business Philosopher can obtain this Success

Training at exceptionally low terms. Don't stay in a rut. Only

a little effort, and success is yours. Write immediately for par

ticulars to

SHELDON SCHOOL

209 STATE STREET

CHICAGO
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-MEN WHO SELL THINGS

By WALTER D. MOODY

is endorsed by the most influential trade and class periodicals in the coim

try, representing, with the general press which has noticed the book, hun

dreds of papers. ■

And, what is more to the point, this splendid book has been purchased "

by business houses of prestige and experience for their sales departments.

Rarely have the innumerable problems involved in the science

of making sales been treated at once so clearly, so tersely, and

so comprehensively, or in such fascinating spirit as in this book

If you are engaged in the money-getting side of

business you will need this indispensable book.

2Q5 pages, bound in Royal blue, $1.00 net

A. C. McCLURG & CO., PUBLISHERS, CHICAGO

Characteristics of True Religion

Fortitude, forbearance, self-restraint,

no desire for others' weath; purity, con

trol over the senses, conscious intelligence,

spiritual culture, truthfulness,' absence of

anger,—these ten make up the character

istics of all true religion whatever.—Manu

Read Character on Sight

Vault's Practical Char-
acter Header shoWB you
how to tell the character.
iBtlcsof all kinds of people
that you meet In the ordi
nary walks of life. Tells
you how to read character
In the head, eyes, nose,
chin, ears mouth, expres
sion, etc Tells you how to

, avoid dangerous people,
what people you can In
fluence, etc. The book Is
Illustrated so profusely
that no great study Is

necessary for you to become a flrst-class character
reader. Handsomely bound In cloth, over WO Illus
trations. Price $1.00, prepaid.

Send today. The most valuable
and practical book you ever read

HUMAN SCIENCE SCHOOL

379 E. 25th Street CHICAGO

 

ADVERTISERS' MAGAZINE

omnB

MAGAZINE
 

Should be read by every adver
tiser and mail-order dealer. It
is rapidly becoming America's
leading advertising journal. ( As
an advertising education it is
worth as much as many, cor
respondence schools, and as a
means of keeping tab on what's
doing in the advertising world,

it has no superior; it's a dol
lar magazine for 50 cents, and
a copy of "Dollars and Sense"

goes with it FREE.

"DOLLARS and SENSE" gfeTSS

Will solve your business prob-
lems—quickly, correctly. It
will put ginger in business by
putting ginger in every employee.
It will make YOU "ginger up."
It will oil the bearings of your
business—reduce the friction in
your office—and make things hum
—make the dollars roll in. When
conditions are good it will en
thuse you; when bad encourage you. ^ There are
no dumpy days for the business in which "Dollars
and Sense" is a silent partner. We will give a
copy FREE with a year's subscription. Send 50
cents (coin or stamps) today.

Dollar*
and

Sense

 

ADVERTISERS'

642 Century Bldg.

MAGAZINE

i City, Mo.
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it xb a Unman* Higlji

Her natural, normal, God-given privilege, to be Beautiful. She was created

to glow with perfect health and superb vitality, to shine with purity, cleanli

ness and good cheer. This old world would otherwise be a dreary old place.

My lady claims and receives her undimmed Birthright of Beauty through

obedience to the laws of her being—spiritual, mental and physical.

The gifted writer, Alice M. Long, takes you right into her confidence

and tells you, in plain, simple language, just what these laws are and how

to obey them.

It is all in her richly-printed, handsomely illustrated, and daintily bound

book,

4Kg Hahg Ipauttful

She gets down to details about beautifying thoughts, care of the health,

cultivating the complexion, developing the figure, voice culture, how to dress,

attending to the teeth, nails and hair and many other practical methods.

Two hundred pages of the most scientific and modern "beauty talk"

published.

Sit down and order it now. It costs only One Dollar and Ten Cents.

The Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois.

lOurk nr flru&ntre?

Which, is the secret of success ?

When weary and depressed

with the burden of the day—

when the heart mayhap is ach

ing a little with disappoint

ment—when the tension of the

strenuous life is drawn too taut

—then you find coolness, rest,

peace, and refreshing in the

gentle melody and fine opti

mism cf one of the lyrics of

America's own poet—

Should there be any doubt in your

mind read the quaint story by

Maria Edgeworth

Mmnb % Inlurkg

It is a splendid nerve-tonic to one facing

difficult circumstances, a renewerof faith

for one whose skies are sunny.

The Business Philosopher edition,

paper, is now offered at a price that

puts it in your reach for wide distri

bution.

We at ve a few copies of his best

in limp ooze calf, silk lined, silk

mi-ksr, with name stamped in gold

cn hot pressed panel. It is yours

fx One Dollar.

Three for Ten Cents

Order a quantity today and hand them

to your associates.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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What ta Worth Wfyh

Here is a complete list of the great "What is Worth

While Series". Of some of these we have but one

copy. When you order give names of three or four you

like especially. The price, while they last, is Thirty

Five Cents a volume

4 Abraham Lincoln
i After College, What
3 An Iron Will

13 Art and Optimism
io Best Life
i Blessed are the Cross-Bearers
i Blessing of Cheerfulness
x Books in Their Seasons
i Books That Nourish Us
x By the Still Waters
4 Cardinal Virtues

x Celestial Railroad
i Challenge of the Spirit
8 Character Building Thought

Power
aoTCharacter the Grandest Thing

in the World
3 Cheerfulness as a Life Power
i Children's Wing
i Christ-Filled Life
i Christian Ideal
i Christmas Making
i City Without a Church
9 Conditions of Success in Public

Life
i ConflictingDuties
x Culture and Reform
x Daily Maxims from Amiel's

Journal
i Does God Comfort
5 Don't Worry
i Do We Believe It
i Drink Problem
7 Economy
x Everlasting Arms
x Every Living Creature
i Expectation Comer
i Expulsive Power of a New

Affection
i Face of the Master
x Faith and Life
i Family Manners
i Friendly Counsels
i Fruit ol the Vine
i Gentle Heart
x Girls: Faults and Ideals
i Giving What We Have
i Glimpses of The Heavenly

Light.
i Glory of the Imperfect

io Golden Rule in Business

5 Good Manners and Success
6 Greatest Thing Ever Known

io Greatness of Patience
x Happy Life
i Heavenly Recognition
i Heresy of Parson Medlicott
a Hour of Opportunity
i How ? When ? Where ?
i How Mr. Rhodda Broke the

Spell
i How to be Self-supporting at

College
i Ideal Motherhood
i Ideals in the Education of

Women
x If I Were a College Student
i If I Were God

i Immense
i In Perfect Peace
i Is Life Worth Living?
i T. Cole

i Jessica's First Prayer
i Jim and His Soul
i King of the Golden River
i Laddie
i Light Ho, Sir!
i Light in Dark Places
7 Lost Art of Reading
6 Love and Friendship
8 Loving My Neighbor
x Luxury and Sacrifice
i Marriage Altar

i Mary of Bethany
i Master and Man
5 Meaning and Value of Poetry
i Meditations of Joseph Roux
i Miriam
i Miss Toosey's Mission
i Model Prayer
i Modern Man and Maid
i Move Upward
i Old Man Savarin
i Paths of Duty
i Personal Recollections of

Whittier
i Personality of God
i Poetry of the Psalms
i Poets Vision of Man
x Polly Buttons New Year
7 Power of Personality
x Practical or Ideal
i Problem of Duty
i Program of Christianity
x Questions of Empire
i Rational Education for Girls

Religion in Common Life
Sailor Apostle
Salvation from Sin
Secret of Gladness
Secrets of Happy Home Life

' Self-cultivation in English
Self-Culture
Self -Made Man in American

Life
Ships and Havens

Soul's Quest after God _
Spiritual Lesson from the

Brownings
Standeth God Within the
Shadow

Stillness and Service
Straight Shots at Young Men
Study of t.ngiish Literature
Summer Gathering
Supernatural
Sweetness and Light
Take Heart Again
Talks About a Fine Art
Tell Jesus
Tin Kitchen
To Whom Much b Given
Transfigured Life
The Battle of Life

The Good Old Way
The Happy Life

Trend of the Century
True Womanhood
Two Pilgrims
Under the Old Elms
Unto the Hills
Victory of fczry Gardner
Victory of our Faith
War and Civilization
Ways of Well Doing
What a Carpenter Did With
His Bible

What Good Does Wishing Do
What is Worth While
What Men Live By
When Thou Hast Shut Thy

Door
Wherefore Didst Thou Doubt
Wherefore, O God
Where Love Is, There God Is
Also

Why go to College
William Mckinley
Young Men: Faults and Ideals

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, 111.
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Will you

accept this

business book

if we send

it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no money!

Take no risk!

One hundred and twelve of the world's master business men

have written ten books—2,193 pages— 1,497 vital business

secrets. In them is the best of all that they know about

—Purchasing
—Credits
—Collections
—Accounting

—Time-Keeping
—Cost-Keeping

—Advertising

—Correspondence
—Salesmanship

—Organization
—Systematizing

—Retailing
—Wholesaling
—Manufacturing

—Insurance
—Real Estate
—Public Utilities

—Banking

—Position-Getting
—Position-Holding

■—Man-Handling

—Man-Training
—Business Generalship

—Competition Fighting
and hundreds and hun
dreds of other vital busi
ness subjects.

A booklet has been published, des

cribing, explaining, picturing the work.

Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing

businesses both great and small; pages

4 and 5 deal with credits, collections

and with rock bottom purchasing; pages

6 and 7 with handling and training

■ men; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship,

with advertising, with the marketing of

goods through salesmen, dealers and by

mail; pages 12 to 15 with the great

problem of securing the highest market

price for your services—no matter what

your line; and the last page tells how

you may get a complete set—bound in

handsome half morocco, contents in

colors—for less than you pay for your

daily smoke or shave, almost as little

as your daily newspaper. Can any live

business man refuse even to investigate?

Will you read the book if we send it free ?

Send no money. Simply sign the coupon.

THE MACAilKl Of BUSINESS

I am just like any other live-minded, red-blooded man
of business. I keep my eyes and ears and brain open all
the year around for new ways to make money. It there
is any possible expedient that will increase my business
or salary I want to know it. So then, if your sixteen-
page booklet offers me such an opportunity, send it
along. But mind you I promise nothing, I agree to
nothing, save to react the booklet. After that it is purely
up to the booklet. BP-6

Name

Address—-— —■ ■

Business .

Position
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2Utatl Aii-Hrtttng j^tmpltfttfii

A book for busy men who advertise—who have goods to sell at

a profit. Some of the most successful advertisers declare that this

book contains all the information necessary to the production of

good advertisements.

The work is free from confusing technicalities, and presents

clearly the principles of ad construction, display and composition.

The method of building a successful ad is thus minutely out

lined from start to finish.

The book is written from the standpoint of Scientific Salesman

ship. It is illustrated with diagrams, specimens, and charts, recently

revised and enlarged, strongly bound in cloth— price, postpaid, One

Dollar.

Sheldon University Press

5ty? Ham nf jgntggwtum

A (Emttppttiitttm for lip TfitapU

By Stanley LeFevre Krebs

Dr. Krebs says that he had a threefold purpose in writing this

book, and he has accomplished it. This triple purpose is, "first to

give a bird's-eye view of the whole field for busy people— all about

suggestion, but not all of it;" second, "to tear from the subject

that veil of mystery, occultism, with which so many initiates delight

to surround it;" third, "to awaken an earnest and patient study of

the matter."

In the book, Dr. Kre'is deals with the history, the law, the

methods, and the field of suggestion. There are chapters, also, on

objections, dangers, and positive and negative phases. All in all,

it is a very illuminating and helpful book.

Deftly printed, one hundred and forty-four pages, cloth Seventy-

five Cents; black flexible leather, gilt top, One Dollar Fifty Cents.

Sheldon University Press - Libertyville, 111.
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HOT WEATHER HEALTH

 
The tremendous summer mortality, and hot

weather dangers are due wholly to errors in

eating which "produce auto-intoxication (self-

poisoning) and faulty metabolism.

The body of a normal man adjusts itself to

both heat and cold. Food is the fuel that

governs the fire.

Now is Nature's time to rebuild and revital

ize the body. Food is her only building ma

terial. If you will learn now to select, combine

and proportion your food, you will get well and

stay well. Disease will be impossible. You

will never have hay fever, colds, sunstroke,

fevers, summer ills—nor stomach and intestinal

trouble.

Foods possess, in organic or life-giving form,

every chemical element Nature requires to build

up health, to give life, vitality and vim.

Natural foods, properly combined, do these

things because they work in harmony with

Natural Law: drugs cannot because they vio

late Natural Law. Drugs do not possess life-

giving but poisonous elements. Foods aie

natural, drugs are unnatural. Drugs tend

toward destruction; foods toward construction.

Which are best ? Why not give nature a chance ?

No matter what your trouble is, you cannot afford to neglect this opportunity to

get my scientific opinion without charge. No matter what you have tried in the

past, investigate my work.

Ninety percent of my business comes from recommendations of patrons.

If you have a curable disease, food science will cure it.

Write for my Special Summer Offer

My book, "HOW FOODS CURE" will be sent free. It will make you think.

No charge for consultation, personal or by mail. You are respectfully invited to

write to me.

Opportunities Everywhere for Food Scientists

My mail course in Applied Food Chemistry will qualify anyone of average edu

cation and attainments to cure himself and ensure perfect health in himself and others.

You can establish yourself in your own town in one of the noblest and most re

munerative professions of the age. I help graduates secure a local clientele, and will

arrange for special consultations by mail on difficult questions.

My charge for tuition is less than the average doctor's bill for six months, all of

which you will save. My valuable book, "The Chemistry of Man," sent free gives

full particulars.

EUGENE CHRISTIAN

FOOD SCIENTIST

y\ FOOD SCIENTIST

{^) Suite 10, 7 E. 41st St., New York

s
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The Mosher Books

What Booklovers Say About

These Editions

I can find nothing which pleases better as gifts^than

your books.

Your books brought me back the sense of charm of

beautiful things and the resolution to hold on with both

hands to ideality.

Surely your promptness was a much appreciated

surprise in the face of the information from several leading

book stores here (New York), that five or six days would

be required to fill the order.

For a person of very small means who wishes to give

an inexpensive but dainty and unusual wedding present

(referring to the Old World series), your books are ideal.

Your Catalogue is a thing to praise without praising

in words. Reading.between the lines, it is a literary joy.

Nothing more beautiful in the publisher's art has

ever been done in America or in England.

The puzzle to me is how you can turn out such books

for the money.

My New Catalogue—a remarkable piece of bookwork

in itself—explains these unusual compliments, and is sent

free on request to booklovers anywhere that can be reached

by mail.

Thomas B. Mosher

Portland, Maine
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A Good Dictionary

is Needed {» /,

mm l^mm^^^^^l otuay ana 1

 

Correct spelling and pronunciation are a mark of cul

ture and essential to the highest success.

We offer our readers a genuine, twentieth century

condensed edition of Webster's, the original model

upon which many so-called "Webster" and other dic

tionaries of high-sounding titles have been built.

Webster's Condensed Dictionary — authorized and copyrighted by G. & C.

Merriam Co., 1906 edition. A dictionary of the English language, with copious

etymologies, accurate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general

reference, derived from Webster's Unabridged Dictionary.

Printed on high quality of paper. Size 7}x5fxi| inches, weight 36 ounces.

Library Kdition, bound in genuine flexible morocco, gold-side and back stamping,

rounded corners, red burnished edges, with double thumb index.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary contains 46,297

defined words (twenty-five to

forty per cent more than any

other ■ dictionary of similar

scope outside of the genuine

Webster series), 1500 text

illustrations, with color maps

and charts as follows: A gen

eral Map of the United States ;

a general Map of the World ;

Flags of all Nations ; Flags and

Pennants of the International

Code; The Signal Service

Code; an Astronomical Chart

of the Planetary System.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary is designed to meet

all conditions squarely in the

face by reason of its authori

tative contents, greater scope,

original and better illustra

tions, paper, press work and

bindings. The Condensed

is well up to date, containing

latest words, meanings and

derivations. Additional to

its department of definitions

is an appendix containing a

pronouncing vocabulary, ab

breviations in writing and

printing, arbitrary signs, etc.

Price, postage prepaid, $1.50

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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Right and Wrong Thinking

THE $5,000 auto crashed into the stonewall. In'an

instant it was a mass of flames. A moment more

and it was consumed. Nothing serviceable remained.

Why did it crash into the wall ?

The steering gear was imperfect [and broke at [the

curve.

Thoughts Your Steering Gear

You are worth more than $5,000. You do not want to hit the stone

wall when you swing around a sharp curve. You want to make all turns.

See, then, that your steering gear is perfect. Your brain is your steering

gear. "Right and Wrong Thinking," by Aaron Martin Crane is a book

that tells How and Why.

"RIGHT AND WRONG THINKING"

A book of 351 pages; bound solidly; filled with scientific truths told in a common-

sense way; over fifty chapters packed with paragraphs of advice to men and

women. Price $1.50.

Every Man a King

Be a king. Be a master. Stand erect at the head. Make your

self self-reliant. Rise from the bottom to the top. In your dictionary

have no such word as Failure. This you can do by realizing the power

of your thought over your fortunes. Believe in yourself—in your ideal.

Have an ideal worthy of a true man. Worship before it always. Make

your ideal kingly and you will become kingly.

MIGHT IN MIND MASTERY

Orison Swet Marden—the inspirational editor—has told in his great book, "Every

Man a King," how mind mastery may be secured. This book will be sent to you if

you bless your order with a remittance of $1.00.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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Horace Fletcher's Latest Book

This genial layman, who has

been growing stronger and

more supple every year be

tween the ages of 50 and 60,

and who is now able to undergo

tests of " Endurance " that

many young athletes decline,

has crowned his signal literary

and altruistic labors with this

handsome, sunshiny little book,

©pttmtBm~A Jfral ntrtuj

with a Foreword of value by

William Dana Orcutt. This

book is what is known as

Fletcherism in a nutshell.

It will be yours to bless and bright

en your life and to keep you young

(or a century for seventy-five cents.

Correct English-

How to Use It

A man wrote to us for a job one

day. His letter must have been a

freshman translation of some South

Sea dialect. 'Twasn't English.

Anyhow, the man did not get a job.

Had he studied that great book

—l^nvb tn lite 3lf

we might have hired him. That book

tells how to study English in a practical

way. It is not cold and dead and dry.

The English in this book is not intended

for mummies. It is English for business

men—and, bless me, we are all business

men—or women.

A Dollar Bill

will make Uncle Sam hurry.

"Eife Art of Curing Cnnn"

Luigi Coroaro is well known to

history as a Venetian gentle

man who lived to the age of 103

years in obedience to very sim

ple hygienic rules. He wrote

four short treatises on his man

ner of life—one when he was

83, the second at 86, the third

at oi, and the fourth at 95.

These, with much other val

uable information, have been

translated, edited, and pub

lished in a very handsome,

cloth-bound book, with gilt top

and title, which we offer, post

paid, for One Dollar fifty cents.

"I recommend every one to read

Cornaro's writings."

Marshall Field.

"Cornaro's work is in every way

admirable." Chief Justice Fuller.

A Salesman Who Talks

Must Talk Well

A salesman who talks must talk

well. The human voice is the

greatest power in the possession of

man—when backed by personality.

To talk well is an art. Why not

be an artist in persuasion ?

"l:00Mtttal0 of iEltf-

ruttntt ano Curatory"

will tell you how. It tells about

the nose; throat; thorax; bronchi;

muscles; abdomen, and there are

chapters on respiration; gesture,

and expression ; phonetics, orthoepy ;

modulation; and other things a

salesman should know.

Price $1.25

You want all these books for your study table. Now, right now, is the time

to order them. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS Libertyville Illinois
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GREAT SCOTT!!

THE SECRET IS OUT!!

HMAN told us the other day that he never knew what

the expression, "Great Scott" meant until he annexed

a copy of that great book of 130 pages and spent two

hours with Ivanhoe. (The Great Book is listed below.)

Sty? NntatpU SItbrarg

Busy men want books that slide into the coat pocket.

Handy—serviceable—standard—well printed —beautifully

bound—not expensive—books like the Nutshell Library.

Sherwin Cody introduces the following Great Writers to us:

Lincoln. Story of his life and selections from speeches.

Shakespeare. Selections from Romeo and Juliet, the Merchant of

Venice, and Hamlet.

Bums. Love Songs and Longer Poems.

Lamb. Choicest of Essays of Elia. ,

Irving. Rip Van Wrinkle, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Mutability

of Literature, and Westminster Abbey.

Scott. Two Hours with Ivanhoe.

Dickens. Two Hours with Pickwick.

Thackeray. Two Hours with Becky Sharpe in Vanity Fair.

Tennyson.' Greatest and sweetest lyric.

Longfellow. All his most melodious shorter poems.

Hawthorne. The Great Stone Face, Gray Champion, The Great

Carbuncle, Howe's Masquerade, and Drowne's Wooden Image.

Sherwin Cody. How to Read and What to Read.

We have them in two bindings—limp leather and mo

rocco. Tell the kind you want. You can have all but Lin

coln in limp leather. Today is the best day of the year for

ordering these books.

Want the whole set ? Send $10. Want only one ? Send $1.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville Illinois
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What Press Clipping Will

Do for YOU

In business, as an aid in finding new markets and new

outlets for your products.

In keeping posted on any subject under the sun in which

you may be interested.

In literary work of whatever nature, supplying original

material for lectures, addresses, debates, etc.

ALL this we will gladly tell you just for the asking. Write us at once, stating

what your business is or what you are interested in, and we will give you

full information and advice as to how Press Clippings can help you and what it

will cost.

The International Press Clipping Bureau receives, reads and clips fifty-five thousand

publications, daily and weekly papers, -monthly magazines, trade, literary and re

ligious papers, etc. Let us show you why and how we can be of service to you at

how little cost.

International Press Clipping Bureau

Dept. 1*5 378 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Jmanring an Hintttptw

QONEY spent for this book is invested. Untold thou

sands of dollars have been saved by men who

observed the principles outlined by this man Who

Knows. Before investing your money in Something that

Looks Good you had best know if it really Is Good.

"Financing an Enterprise"

By Cooper

tells how. Be your own promoter. You can if you send

Four Dollars

for this set of two books to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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The Schoolbouse of Life

On this 'and the next page we [have listed a number of text-books

for study in the great schoolhouse of life—books that have helped many

—books that will help you.

Character-Building Books

James Allen's Books of Inspirations:

From Poverty to Power - - - - - - -81 00
All These Things Added 100
Byways of Blessedness - - - - - - -100
The Life Triumphant - 1 00
As a Man Thinketh. Paper, 15 cents, cloth ... 50
Out From the Heart. Paper, 15 cents, cloth ... 60
Through the Gate of Good; or, Christ and Conduct. Paper

15 cents, cloth ........ SO
Morning and Evesine Thoughts. Paper, 15 cents, cloth - 50

Every Man a King. By Orison Swett Marden - - - - 1 00
In Tune with the Infinite. By Ralph Waldo Trine - - 1 25
Man-Building. By Lewis Ransom Fiske, LL. D. - - - - 1 00
The Young Man and the World. By Senator A. J. Beveridge 1 62
Paths to Power. By Floyd B. Wilson 1 00
My Little Book of Prayer. By Muriel Strode - 50
Self-Help. By Samuel Smiles 100

. Freedom of Life. By Annie Payson Call .... 1 00
As a Matter of Course. By Annie Payson Call - - - - 1 00
Thought Force. By William Walter Atkinson - - - - 1 00

Auto-Suggestion. By Herbert A. Parkyn, M. D. - - - - 75
Mastery of Fate. By C. D. Larson ------ 50
The Hidden Secret. By C. D. Larson 50
Poise and Power. By C. D. Larson ------ 60
Psychology of Suggestion. By Boris Sidis 1 85
Character. By Samuel Smiles ------ - 100
Duty. By Samuel Smiles - - 100

Brain-Building Books

Right and Wrong Thinking. By Aaron M. Crane - - - 1 50
Brain and Personality. . By W. Hanna Thomson - 1 30
Character Reading. By Mrs. Symes ------ 50
Vaught's Practical Character Reader ----- 1 00
The Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 50
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 50
Organic Evolution. By Anna Augusta Gaskell - - - - 2 00
Human Nature Explained. Bv Riddell. - 1 00
The Mind's Attainment. By Uriel Buchanan - - - - 2 00
Story of Mind. By J. M. Baldwin 40
Psychology. By James ...... - - - 1 50
Scientific Demonstration of Future Life. By Hudson - - 1 50
Divine Pedigree of Man. By Hudson - - - - - 1 50
Evolution of the Soul. By Hudson. ----- 1 50

Through Silence to Realization. By Wilson - - - - 1 00

Business-Building Books

Financing an Enterprise. By Francis Cooper - - - - 4 00
Men Who tiell Things. By Walter D. Moody - - - - 1 00
Tales or the Road. By Charles N. Crewdson - - - - 1 00
Science of Organization. By Frank .... - 3 OO

Making of a Merchant By H. N. Higglnbotham - - - 1 50
Successful Advertising. By McDonald ----- 2 00
Systematizing. Three Volumes. By Griffiths - - - - 3 00
Business Law. By Francis M. Burdick ----- 1 00

(List continued on the following page)
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BOOKS FOR PROFIT

Those who buy and study them reap the greatest and most abiding

profit from them—development and power of body, brain, mind and soul.

Here is the list continued from the preceding page :

Tabloid System (For Business Men) I 1 00
Business Short Cuts 1 00
Manufacturing Costs. By Hall - - - - - - -100
Sales Promotion -.- - - - - - - - 100
Commercial Correspondence - - - - - - -100
Modern Advertising. By Calkins and Holden - 1 62
Theory of Advertising. By Scott 200
Success in Letter Writing. By Sherwln Cody - 80
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne .... 50
Retail Ad Writing Simplified - 100
The Cody System—How to Write Letters and Advertisements that

Pull—A Correspondence Course. - - - - 10 00

Health-Building Books

That Last Waif. By Horace Fletcher 1 00
Optimism—a Real Remedy. By Horace Fletcher - 75
The Art of Living in Good Health. By Daniel S. Sager, M. D. 1 57
Childhood and Growth. By Lafayette B. Mendel ... 67
Humaniculture. By Hubert Higgins, M. D. - - - - 1 12
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 50
Perfect Health: by One Who Has It. By C. C. Haskell - - 100
My Lady Beautiful. By Alice M. Long - - - - - 1 10
The Art of Living Long. By Luigi Cornaro ... - 1 60

Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call - - 1 00

Home-Study Books

The Nutshell Library of the World's Best Literature for Busy
Readers, edited by Sherwin Cody. 12 vols. - - - - 10 00

Lincoln Lamb Dickens Tennyson
Shakespeare Irving Thackeray Longfellow
Burns Scott Hawthorne "How to Read and

What to Read," Cody
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language—Word-

study, Grammar, and Punctuation, Composition and Rheto
ric, and Story Writing and Journalism—by Sherwin Cody,

four volumes in box - 2 00
Dictionary of Errors in English—Rules of Grammar and Common

Errors, Words Often Mispronounced, Words Often Misspelled,
Words Often Misused, and Rules of Punctuation for Office
Use—by Sherwin Cody, 50c, when ordered with the set.

Single volumes ------- - 75
Primer of Logic. By W. 8. Jevons 60
Webster's Condensed Dictionary - - - - - - -150
Essentials of Elocution. By Wm. Pinckley - - - - 1 25
Word Study. By Sherwin Cody 50
Ten Thousand Words. By Baker - -- -- - 1 00
Unwritten Meanings of Words. By Erbes - - - - - 2 00
Art of Conversation. By Baker - -- -- - 100
Good English Form Book. By Sherwin Cody - - - - 1 00

Check off the books you want. Tear this page out and send it along—

with the price. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS



 

HERE IS $40,000

How much do you want of it?

This offer does not go to those with Weary

Willie propensities. This is to workers. Real,

live, energetic men—men with the get-there

spirit moving them—are wanted to take slices

of a

$40,000 MELON

Mr. Sheldon says he wants to talk to 100,000

subscribers—real Good Folks, you know—and

that he is willing to pay

$40,000 (Real Dollars)

for the privilege. He is modest and says

nothing of what the subscribers

will get. (But this number is a

hint of what's coming).

To get any of this money you

will have to get him some sub

scribers. Those who have tried

the trick tell us it is easy. You

can find out HOW by writing

a business-like letter to the

Sheldon University Press

Libertyvllle Illinois

±±0



 

THE INVITATION

Gome, Friends, and visit me

out here at Sheldonhurst Farm

—out on Lake Eara—and let's

make plans for that big business

convention in 1909. You will

find me here every Saturday

afternoon.

-SHELDON



 

THE

BUSINESS

PHILOSOPHER

AATHUR- F-SHELDONIEDITOR

 

I • COUNT • HIM • A

GREAT * MAN . WHO

INHABITS • A

HIGHER • SPHERE

OF • THOUGHT,

INTO • WHICH

OTHER • MEN • RISE

WITH • LABOR ■ AND

DIFFICULTY

—Emerson

 

SHELDON•UNIVERSITY-PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE- 1 LL I NOIS
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Your Business

Message to Buyers

Carrying that message to Garcia was a Sunday afternoon

snap for Rowan compared to the work he would have to do

were he asked to cany the message of a Business Builder to

the Buyers.

Even Rowan couldn't do that.

Even he would "fall down."

Carrying one message to one man, even though that one

man happened to be in the enemy's country, was easy compared

to the work and danger and difficulties which besets the carrier

of a business message to buyers.

But a messenger who can do that work for you is

TEE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

This magazine will carry your message to 15,000 buyers

each month and will get the right answer.

"My ad appears in eight other magaziness but The Business Phil

osopher brings in more replies than any of the others. Be honest now,

haven't ycu really been sending out circulars also," says Sherwin Cody.

But nary a circular had we sent out. The Business Phil

osopher did the work all alone. Garcia is a subscriber. The

Business Philosopher will carry your message to him. (Garcia,

you know, is the fellow who buys.)

Rate cards and a sample copy will go to the man who has

a message he wants carried to all good Sheldon Folks.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYV1LLE ILLINOIS

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

Entered m Second Class Matter Oct. 7. 1007 at the Post Office at LTbertyvflle, IU.. under Act of March J, lireCopyrighted 1008 by Sheldon Univtrsity Preaa



Office Salesmanship

How to Write Letters That Pull

You are at the head of a big business because you are willing to

pay for ideas. Ideas are far cheaper than printer's ink or postage.

I have some ideas on "How to Write

Letters that Pull" that have been worth

hundreds of dollars to others, and no doubt,

would be to you.

I can make an $8-a-week girl write better

letters than a $25-a-week correspondent can

dictate. Do it by the Cody System of form

paragraphs. This method helped the R. D.

Nuttall Co. to get 36 orders where before

they got 25—nearly 50% more business out

of the quotations made.

I can show traveling men how to get

orders by letter from towns they can't afford

to visit.

I will tell you how I got $2,000 worth of

business from 2,000 grocers by a single letter

to each—$1 for every letter.

I can prove my ideas worth money by

letters from the best business houses.

Pin a $1 bill to your card, send to my

address at my risk, and I will mail you a

copy of my new book

 

Content* :

HOW TO DO BUSINESS BY LETTER

And Training Course in

Business English Composition

 

Using Words So as to Make
People Do Things.
How to Begin aBustnessLetter.
How to Close a Business Letter.
The Body of the Letter.
Applying for a Position.
Sending Money by Mail.
Ordering Goods.
"Hurry-up" Letters,
How Money is Collected.
Letters to Ladies.
Professional Letters.
How to Acquire an Easy Style

in Letter Writing.
Two Kinds of Letters—Baying

and Selling.
When to Write a Long Letter

and When to Write a Short Letter.
Answering Inquiries.
Talking in a Letter—Colloquial

isms and Slang.
Complaint Letters.
Condensation—Writing Adver

tisements.
Advertl.-ing and Follow-up

Letters.
Display In Letter Writing.
Salesmanship In Letters and

Advertisements .
Customs and Regulations of the

Post Office.
Social and Official Forms; the

Rules of Grammar, with Com
mon Errors: the Rules of Punctu
ation for Business Office Use.
Cloth, price J1.00.

which will do your stenographers and corre

spondents more good than anything you ever

put in their hands before. Discount on 10

or more in one order.

Also let me send you, on approval, a set

of my Private Instruction Cards—The Cody

System for Business Men—

How to Write Letters that

Pull, in which I go into the

fine technique of How to Get

Business by Mail. You'll

want a set for yourself or ad

vertising manager, with a

personal criticism from me showing how to apply the

general principles to your particular business and what

is the matter with your present advertising. With

criticism and copy of book, $10.

In my Complete Training Course in Office

Salesmanship with Expert Service I will re-write and

criticise all your important advertising matter, form

letters, circulars, etc. Also fit young men and

women for positions paying $25 to $125 a week.

Sherwin Cody

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

$125

WEEK
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By James Allen.

As a Man

Thirtieth

Out From

the Heart

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves " by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, 'but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circumstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Makes

for Power and Poise.

"Keep thy heart; . . for

out of it are the issues ofl(fe. "

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

Through the

Gate of Good

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

'Daily Food for Growth

in "Purity and Power.

Inspiration and Quidance

for the Divine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents.

Write today—yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an uplifter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press -:- Libertyville Illinois
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Railroads and Insurance Companies

The Other Side of the

Railroad Question

By K. A. McTAGUE

This series of articles which began in our June number aims to show the side of the Railroad Corpo
rations from a viewpoint often overlooked. That of unequalled advantage to the country through which
they traverse. The series began with an article on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—[EDITOR.]

The Banker & Investor Magazine

Devoted to the interests of general business and of most vital

importance to bankers, brokers, insurance men, real estate men,

contractors, builders, lawyers, railroad men and manufacturers

of all specialties. This is a wide field practically covered by

this most interesting magazine.

Has Congress Power to

Regulate Insurance?

By OL1N BRYAN

This is the second of a scries of articles on Federal Power and Insurance written for the Banker &
Investor Magazine by Mr. Bryan. The first liegan in our June number.—[EDITOR.]

10 Cents a Copy One Dollar a Year

Ninety-Six to One Hundred and Twelve Pages

Address

E. LAWRENCE McCARTHY, Geh. Mgr,

Drexel Building, Philadelphia

>



That"PianoAdvertisingPlan"fromIowa

Pullsprosperityoutofaleanyearofpanic.Itneverhadanequalamong advertisingandpremiumpropositionsforbuildinguptradeintheteethofa galeofadversity.Itdoublessalesformerchantsandputsonsubscriptions

forthenewspaperpublishers.Andit'sbrandnewtoday.

Andletmetellyouitwouldbe suicidalforanymerchanttogive awayacheaplymade,inferior pianotoanycustomerifhewants
toreapapermanentbenefitfrom

theenterprise.

Hereisaplanbywhichthemer chantandpublisheralikecanturn hardtimesintohardcash,increase theirbusinessamazingly—literally maketwodollarsgrowwherethere wasonebefore—andpocketno

possiblelossfortheirthrift.

Thesmallestmerchantcanwork
itjustassuccessfullyasthelarg

est.Thepuzzleofitisthatit doesnotcostthemerchantone dollarbutactuallymakeshimbig

money.

Nobodyeverfailsatthismoney-
makingenterprisewhousesmy planandmypianos,whichareof uniformlyexcellent'quality.I superintendthemanufactureof

themmyself,soIknow.
LiveOnes—WriteMe

 

NeedyOnes—WakeUp

I'llShowYouHowIt'sDone

SALESMEN—BoyswithGritand"Go"—

IT'SYOURCHANCE.IwantafewReliableSalesmento CanvasstheRetailTrade.Sample*inCbatPocket.Don'tworry tryingtorevivedeadlines.Getonewithbreathinitnow.It'sa

boomyearforyouifyouconnectright.Cetwiset>.tdc"lowsIdea."

BostonPianoandMusicCo.

W.F.MAIN,Prop.

IOWACITY,IOWA
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Hello Sheldon!

"While on a railroad train in Kentucky recently I was Btudying my
Sheldon lessons: a gentleman came past and said, 'Hello, Sheldon,' He
also was a Sheldon student. We discovered there were two others in the
car. making a total of four out of seven traveling men on the train."—
M. E. L. Cramer, American Sales Book Company, 808 National Bank
Building, Nashville, Tenn.

This letter shows two things very clearly: First, that

Sheldon students are becoming thick in this country; second,

that Sheldon lessons help you improve your spare time in a

way that means greater efficiency in your business, and

hence more money out of your business.

You had better spend some of the time on the train

equipping yourself to do more business off the train.

The Sheldon School helps men in every line of work-

clerks, stenographers, industrial workers, professional men

—as well as salesmen. Read what a former office employee

has to say: .

"By studying your Course I have been enablrd to avail myself of an
opportunity to accept a position as salesman. The increase of my income
amounts to 3} per cent."—M. C. Arvidson, Former Stenographer; now
Salesman for the Burroughs Adding Machine Company, P.O.Box 522,
Des Moines, Iowa.

Salesmanship is the best paid of all professions. The

Salesman's work is pleasant. He travel^ and becomes

rounded out by his association with many kinds of men; a

salesman is practically his own boss; so long as the results

are right he is free to do his work as he pleases. A good

salesman is never out of a job. There is always a demand

for the man who can produce the business. We have helped

hundreds of young men into the lucrative profession of

salesmanship.

Employers as well as employees, managers as well as

their men, study and endorse the Sheldon Science of Sales

manship. Here is evidence:

"I am a great believer in Mr. Sheldon's work. I have found it very
helpful in my own work, and I think no man who conscientiously studies

the Course can fail fo benefit by it."—Wm. H. Ingersoll, of Robert H.
Ingersoll 4 Bro., New York City.

The principles that helped the men quoted here to great

er success will help you. We have thousands of letters like

these given here. More than 30,000 men have subscribed to

our Courses in five years.

All we ask is an opportunity to explain what we have

for you. Please send us your name and address today.

The Sheldon School,

1279 Republic Building, Chicago, 111.
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In Tune With The Infinite

HERE is a book that will drive the business bogy away from the

weary workers in business fields. It tells how to "get in tune

with the infinite." The mysteries of the power of thinking are brought

into the light. Ignorance is by this book made to give way to wisdom.

How to use the Soul, how to cultivate the emotions, how to reach out

and grasp more than the usual allowance of Truth—this is what Ralph

Waldo Trine's beautiful book teaches.

"Within yourself lies the cause of whatever enters into your life. To

come into the full realization of your own awakened interior powers, is

to be able to condition your life in exact accord with what you would

have it."

Order tbis Book today. Price %1.25

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

CASH PRIZES

GOOD HEALTH is the oldest, the bigK<*t and
the best health magazine. It is edited by J. H.
Kellogg, M. D., superintendent of the Battle
Creek Sanitarium, and represents the world famous

Battle Creek health idea.

Over a million and a half in money, besides the
unremitting efforts of hundreds of tireless workers,
have been expended in the development of this
great "Battle Creek idea" as it is today, standing
at the wry head of the great world-wide health
movement. Here is one single example of its prog
ress: About two months ago, Charles E. Wood, a
Washington, D. C, millionaire, left a million and a
half, if not more, for the erection of a Sanitarium
at Atlantic City, by Dr. Kellogg and his associ

ates.

WE WANT AGENTS

We want them everywhere —people to represent
this great up-to-date health movement before the
world. Liberal advantages besides the cash com
missions. Cash prizes awarded every month. If
you are interested, write today for a sample copy

and a list of the prizes offered.

Good Health Publishing Go.

50 College Hall

Battle Creek Michigan

SUMMER HEALTH

Frrern of nil kinds. Typhoid. Typhwt. Malarial,
fiiliow*. Intermittent, etc., Butret Troubles. Summer
Complaint, tn Infants and adults, Dysentery. Diar
rhea, Constipation, Appendicitis. Dyxfrepma. etc.
Su nutrake. Rheumatism, XeHralyta.(\ndx. Hay Freer,
Catarrh, Headache*, and itther Dttturdern are caused
by retained impurities and waste matter In the
system that should have been promptly discharged.

In Hot Weather, even more than at other limes,
the system must be ke|.it free from these impurl-
tieaand iKdsonous accumulation*. There must bo
care in eatin fir and drinking, bathing*. exercising,
etc.. and the body must be kept, clean inside as
well as outside. The Colon, the great storage res-
evor for the wastes of the body and the unused
imrtions of the food, must be kept clean, and not
clogged with poisonous matters that will be ab
sorbed into the blood and become the cause of
serious and often fatal illness.

If this is done the dangers of Summer Disorder*
arc greatly lessened, it may be said wholly avoided,
for they cannot occur if the body is free from the
causes of disease.
This cannot be done by the use of drugs, which

only Bet up an irritation in the intestinal tract,
and add to the trouble already existing.

It can be done by the projier use of water.
If you want to know how to avoid or to cure all

forms of

Summer Sickness

Read our book the 'MKT OF BRIHfl WELL." By
following the teachings of this yon will always be
well, strong, vigorous, good looking, prosperous
and happy. It explains the cause of disease and
what to do ns a remedy. Sent free.

Write postal for it now. address

The Health-Culture Co.

27 Turner Bldg., Passaic, N. J.
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ADVERTISING is the horsepower of business, and the number of sales is

proportionate to the amount of well-directed advertising energy put into an

enterprise. In August VAN NORDEN MAGAZINE is an article by M.

Lee Starke, who knows his subject through experience, on

The Horsepower of Advertising

READ IT

A few of the other good things in August VAN NORDEN arc:

On the Wings of the Wind by byron g. newton

This is the story of the development of aerial navigation by mechanical flight. The

United States government is about to conduct a series of trials to determine the exact

present status of the problem.

Another remarkable, timely story is the one in August VAN NORDEN, pointing

out the methods by which President Roosevelt gained and kept control of the Republican

Party, and how he inaugurated a new kind of politics.

The Politics of Roosevelt by thomas b. hanly

Still another article in the August issue of intense and timely interest is an inter

view with

Bryan on "My Policies"

This interview follows up the one in JulyVAN NORDEN on "My Politics"—Taft.

SPECIAL OFFER

If you arc a busy, up-to-date man, you certainly need VAN NORDEN MAGA

ZINE. Go to the nearest news stand and get a copy of August issue; look it over, and

read it thoroughly. Or better, we will send you a three months' trial subscription for

VAN NORDEN MAGAZINE for 25 cents. Merely put 25 cents in stamps in an

envelope addressed to VAN NORDEN MAGAZINE, 24 Stone Street, New York,

together with your name and address, and we will understand that you want the maga

zine beginning with the August number for three months.

VAN NORDEN MAGAZINE

24 Stone Street, New York
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BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE

You have the power, and you alone. The efficiency that wins prosperity,

success, and happine.-s comes by culture of the positive faculties and qualities,

the possibilities and powers of the body, mind, character, and will.

This culture has to be gained by the individual himself. Teachers and

schools may aid, but they cannot take the place of the student's own effort.

He, and he alone, is the builder. All true culture is self-culture.

Since these things are so you ought to know the science and art of self-

culture.

You will find an invaluable aid in the 446 bright, cheery, practical

pages of Dr. James Freeman Clarke's great book—

He deals with the care and training of the body, the cultivation of the intellectual

powers, the development and direction of the imagination, the education of the con

science, culture by reading and study, the strengthening of the will, and many similar

subjects.

Dr. Clarke is well known as an effective writer, and this is one of the best of his

cooks.

Parents, teachers, and pastors will especially appreciate this book for those under

their care.

Bound strongly in cloth. Price One Dollar, Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois

3faim ^cti^rtg tn Stye ICtfr

Jfotuwr SJrampl|attt

OR. THE REALIZATION Of PROSPERITY THE LATEST THOUGHT AND EXPERIENCE

AND POWER OF THE AUTHOR

TjThIS masterly book by James Allen fJTHIS crowning book of one of James

VfcJ deserves rank with some of Emer- V£/ Allen's series was only recently written

son's finer essays. Thinking people and contains the maturest thought

in all English-speaking lands are reading and experience of the author,

and studying it. jt .g £Qr jjlose w},0 have the courage and

Mr. Allen helps men ind women to fa£th to believe, yes, to know, that the

triumph is not far from their reach. Everyfind in themselves the source of all success

all happiness, all accomplishment, all sentence is an epigram of wisdom and

truth—they find in the pages of this book, power,

the way of prosperity and peace.

Printed from new plates on heavy egg Beautifully printed and bound—cloth—

shell paper, and bound in beautiful gilt top and title—a book to love and

English cloth, with gilt top and title. study.

Its wisdom, faith, and good cheer, It comes to make your life a triumph—

become yours for One Dollar. for One Little Dollar.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS - - Ube'rtyville, Illinois
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€J Many bocks have been written on the subject of business and

business methods, but never before one that literally took the busy

world of practical affairs by storm.

^ That honor was reserved for a plain, common-sense, straight

forward book, written by an active, hard-working business man—

Mm Wtya ®fftH£0

by Walter D. Moody, business manager of The Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, and former sales manager of one of the greatest

wholesale houses in Chicago.

IflFrom all over the country—from manufacturers, merchants,

sales managers, salesmen, retail clerks, and from publications of

every class comes an avalanche of unqualified praise, without one

dissenting voice.

<J Here are a few excerpts from many reviews that have appeared.

Read them and be convinced.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's 'Men Who Sell Things'

. . . written by a man who has sold things for years and worked, himself, in every

branch of the service until increasing years and experience have brought principles out

of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which things are done."— Chicago

Daily News.

"There is something going on in every sentence. He is full of dynamic periods."

Chicago Record Herald.

"Mr. Moody has gathered together and expressed In succinct and practical form the

results of twenty years of experience in selling things and observing other men who

sell things, and the result is a volume which cannot fail to be helpful to any business

man who may read it.—Chicago Sunday Tribune.

"The brceziness and point which mark every page of 'Men Who Sell Things'

promise to make the book of as wide appeal to "business men as well as to boys

interested in self-development and a successful future."—Chicago Evening Post.

"It has developed into a volume which must take high rank in the

literature of business and commercial affairs."—Chicago Trade Journal.

"The work is sure to prove helpful to the man who wants to succeed

'by selling things'."—Louisville Courier Journal. f Dollar Bill in-

q That is what they say. S closed , 0,

q The book merits it all and more. f

l| You need it, no matter what you sell—goods, skill, ability, X "Mm Wl« Sell Tnlap"

or time. jf Name

q You can get it for One Dollar,

q Sit right down and order to-day '

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois

 

City w_State
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CORPORATIONS

What do you know about them ?

Corporations are the natural outcome of the keenest competition in bus

iness and of the complex requirements of the modern commercial world.

The business man, financier, investor, promotor, speculator, accountant

or bookkeeper who is thoroughly posted on the four most important

features of corporation work : corporation law—corporation accounting—

corporation organization and corporation management— will be the most

successful. Every phase of these important and complicated subjects is

covered thoroughly and efficiently in RAHILL'S CORPORATION

ACCOUNTING AND CORPORATION LAW.

Just as RAHILL'S is the authoritative book on corporation ac

counting and corporation law, so is THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNT

ANCY the authoritative magazine of business, finance and accountancy.

THE JOURNAL is read by financiers, business men, executives of

corporations, public accountants, auditors and modem bookkeepers.

Every month its articles—products of the brains of leaders in the business

and accountancy world—are timely and important.

for a stamp to find out how you can obtain a $4.00 copy of RAHILL'S

book and a $3.00 subscription to THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNT-

The Accountancy Publishing Co.

 

ANCY absolutely FREE? Write for particulars to-day; "Never put off

till to-morrow, etc."

N. Y. University Building

48 Waverly Place New York

We can supply you with any business book. Our new book list Is free.
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Will You Try a Fox Typewriter

At My Expense^ 1 '"vented the Fox Typewriter

———^———— and manufacture it to-day. I

know just how good it is. I know that it is a better

typewriter than any other typewriter ever built.

I know other typewriters of all kinds and I know

that the Fox has every improvement and every feature

-fl,^- that any of them has—and more. I want to place a Fox

IB^aW in your office at my expense and have you compare it part

^s^^B '^^^^^^^ f°r part, feature for feature with any other typewriter.

Ht^fl I W'" 'et tne typewriter speak for itself. All I say

■ |P about and claim for it will be demonstrated by the

machine itself more convincingly than 1 could tell it.

^^^Wssm^MiB*^^^ Then 1 want to leave the decision to you. If you

want it then I will either sell you one direct on favorable

terms, or my nearest representative or dealer will do it

(or me. If you already have a machine we will take that in part payment.

All you have to do is to fill out the coupon below and mail it to me to-day.

The Test or Trial Will Not Cost You a Penny.

1

W. R. POX, President Fox TyptwriKr Co.

All the writing on the Fox is always i*

sight and directly in the line of vision, the

writing line is indicated and the printing point

is pointed out so that the Fox is just what I

claim a perfectly visible typewriter.

The typebar and hanger are the heart of

a typewriter; that means they are the most

vital part ; a weak typebar means a weak, type

writer. Show me a typebar-bearing that is

narrow and has no wearing surface and it

tells me that under hard wear such a type

writer will not retain its alignment and

sooner or later get out of order.

 

 

On the Fox the bearing is wide and the

bar heavy and will stand years and years

of hard work.

Then again with the Fox, one machine

is equipped to do all kinds of work—letter

writing—invoicing— billing -tabulating fig

ures—stencil cutting and neavy manifold

ing; anything any typewriter can do the

Fox will do—and more.

And remember this is the machine 1

want to place in your office for trial and

examination at my expense. It doesn't cost

you a penny to try it.

WU1 You Do This?

Let me appeal to you as a fair-minded business man to at least be friendly enough to

give me a chance to show you what I have. I am sure you would want me to

give you such a chance if you had something to sell me.

AH I want you to do is to fill out and mail to me

to-day the attached coupon.

Send it to me personally.

W. R. FOX, Pres.,

Fox Typewriter Company

229 Front Street,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Send for my catalog, which

takes up the construction of

the Fox in detail—it's Free.
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that we can build you the best Booklet, for the least

money—Quality considered—and in the Quickest time.

arc aome of % rraantta wljij:

We make a specialty of mail order business in high-grade print

ing—especially booklets that sell goods.

Our plant is the best, most up-to-date and complete for this

purpose that money can buy.

Our designers, artists, engravers, printers, pressmen, and bind

ers are the most skillful and progressive that can be hired—it's

economy to pay that kind:

We do business for a profit, with an eye on duplicate orders—

and we get them. Once a customer, always a customer, is the rule

of our shop.

We have been in this business for years, we know the ropes,

and our knowledge is for the use and benefit of our customers.

Tell us whf.'. you want, and we will deliver booklets that will

talk—that will get the business—bring in the big, round dollars.

No advertising campaign is complete without booklets, so write

for an estimate today. You will be shown.

The Clinic Publishing Company

1406 East Raven*wood Park Chicago
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f

j'HAT is the best inspirational book of the day? What book

■ I I best opens up to the reader the way to Poise, Power, Prosperity,

^■^■A* and Peace—simple, practical, everyday, common-sense ?

What book takes account of modern progress in thought, modern

facts of science, and modern teachings of philosophy, at the same time

building upon the solid foundation of Eternal Truth ?

Ask tens of thousands of readers in both the world's hemispheres,

and you will get back but the one answer,

JUrnrn $tiwtty to tynwtr

By James Allen

Now, what is the strongest, most practical, most up-to-date and most

scientific book on business ways, especially salesmanship ?

What work is it that gives its readers the benefit of twenty years

behind the counter, on the road, at the sales manager's desk, and in the

proprietor's office ? That opens the secrets of success in selling goods,

and gives the reader a dynamic charge of wise enthusiasm ?

There can be but one answer. Everybody says, all together, Walter

D. Moody's great book

Mm Mljfl Gtymjja

One more question: What is the only magazine devoted to the fundamental

philosophy, science, and art of business success, self-development, character-building,

and the increase of earning power?

What publication is the only one in which can be found the writings of the for-

mulator of the science of success, recognized as the highest authority of the hour on

that subject?

That's too easy! You all shout, "Why Arthur Frederick Sheldon's Periodical

of Power.

Sty SuHtofifl pjiloflfljjfjer

Very good! Now, bearing these three best things in

mind, read our latest offer:

For a short time only, we will send From Poverty to
Power, Men Who Sell Things, and The Business Philoso
pher for one year, to all who will cut out this coupon and
send it to us with a Two Dollar Bill attached. You can
substitute "Tales of the Road" and "Retail Ad-Writlng Sim-

plined" for cither of above books.

Here's the coupon; yonder's your pen and scissors; the

Bill is in your pocket. Do it NOW.

Sheldon University Press Libertwille, III.

B. P.

Sheldon University Press:

Here's my Two Dollars. For it
send me From Poverty to
Power, Men Who Sells Things,
ami The Business Philosopher lor

One Year.

Name

Address

City and State
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FOR ONE DOLLAR

You can choose one of the following books. This is a regular Grab

Bag chance. Many books here listed sell for as much as $2.50 but none

sell for less than One Dollar.

Of some we have but one copy, so indicate a second and third choice

when you order.

READ THE LIST

There is something for everybody. These books run the gumut from

hard headed business to Indian philosophy. So

n- -READ THIS LIST

The Symphony of Life, Wood
Studies in The Thought World, Wood
Edward Burton. Wood
Victor Serenus, Wood
Life More Abundant. Wood
New Thought Simplified, Wrood

Suggestion Thru Mental Photography, Wood
Lessons in Truth, Cady
Humaniculturc, Higgins
Psychology and Higher Life. McKccver
Nuggets of Experience, Armstrong
Modern Business English, Smith & Maync
Grapho- Psychology. Sears
Mental Medicine, Evans
The Primitive Mind Cure. Evans
Modes of Motion, Oolbcar
Matter, Ether and Motion, Dolbcar
Helps to Right Living. Newcomh
Spiritual Liiw in The Natural World, Klevc
The Kingdom of Love. Frank
Evangel Ahvallah. Barton

1 The Life Power anil How tu L'sc It. Ncwcomb
The Composite Man, Pratt
Practical Dietetics, Pattce
Truth and Health. James
Joy Philosophy, Towne
Brain and Mind, Erbes
The Blues, Causes and Cure, Abrams
Theory and Practice of Advertising, Wagenseller
New Complete Bookkeeping
Success in Life, Emil Reich
Child's Christ Tales, Proudfoot
Cosmogonv and Evolution, Ingalcse
Mat a the Magician. Ingalcse
Linked Lives, Ingalcse

Practical Health, L, E. Whipple
Mental Heating, Whipple
Is It Possible, van Anderson
The Right Knock, Van Anderson
Vedanta Philosophy, Abhcdanada

Studies in Character Building, Kellogg
American Esperanto Book, Baker
Spiritual Evolution. Douglas

All's Right With the World, Newcomb
The Child's life of Lincoln. Putnam
What Can a Young Man Do, Rollins
Of Such is the Kingdom. Metcalfe
A Grain of Madness, Churchill
The Epsom Mystery. Hill
The Library of Health. Patterson
The Will to be Well, Patterson
New Thought Essays, Patterson
Dominion and Power. Patterson
Seven Steps, Weltmer
Self Reliance, Weltmer
Life Lessons. Brown
The Value of Science. Poincare
Avoidable Causes of Disease, Ellis
Practical Methods of Self Development, Towne
Vedanta Philosophy, Vivckananda
Money and Investments
The Goal of Life, Butler
How to Invest Your Savings, Marcrossen

True Science of Living. Dewey

Psychotherapy, Lcavitt.

Yogi Philosophy of Well Being, Ramcharaka

Psychic Healing. Ramcharaka

As Ye Will, Leavitt

Mental Fascination, Atkinson

Why this offer? We're going to concentrate on our own

publications. Here, then, is your bargain book chance.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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Power Through Repose

WILLIAM JAMES, said by some to be America's greatest psy

chologist, in a talk to teachers, once said: "The gospel of relax

ation, as one may call it, is preached by Miss Annie Payson Call in her

admirable little volume 'Power Through Repose,' a book that ought to

be in the hands of every teacher and student in America of either sex."

Yes, indeed, we are all living too fast—we are burning too much gasoline

for the number of miles our automobile of progress is making up the hill

of success. We need to learn repose. We all need the lessons in scien

tific resting that Miss Call gives us in her three books, "Power Through

Repose," "The Freedom of Life," and "As a Matter of Course." Tha

three will be sent to you for three dollars. One dollar will bring one.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

I REMEMBER

I remember, I remember,

The fir trees dark and high ;

I used to think their slender tops

Were close against the sky.

It was a childish ignorance,

But now 'tis little joy

To know I'm farther off from heav'n

Than when I was a boy.

—Thomas Hood.

*3.000«>*I0.000A

s—x IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

We teach you hj mail every branch of the Real Estate, Ocntii I
~ oker&fe, and Insurance Business, and appoint you

SPECIAL KEPRE8ENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-operative real estate and hroker-
A[» company f n America,. Representatives are making
|o $10,000 a year without any investment of capita). Excellent
opportunities open to ¥01'. By our system you can lutein
making money In a few weeks without interfering with your
present occupation. Our co-ojwralive department will give yoa

choice. salahlo property to handle than any other insti-
1 In the world. A Thorourh 4'ommerrlal Law Course

I FREE to Each Representative. Write for 62-pa|re lx->k. free.

THE CROSS COMPANY, 1790 Reaper Block, Chicago

SUBJECTS COVERED BY

Modern Methods Magazine

How Employer May Get Best Work
from Employes.

Duties of an Office Manager and How
Best to Perform Them.

Relations of Business Office to Bank.
Department Heads and Their Relation

to Other Departments.

Essentials of Success for a Salesmanager.
How to Create Public Interest by Ad

vertising and How to Convert Public In
terest Into Orders.

Talks to Inside and Outside Salesmen
by Men Who Have "Made Good."

"Office Short Cuts" Which Have Been
Found Practicable.
Keeping Track of Local Correspondence

and Correspondence with Branch Houses.
Keeping Track of Orders and Progress

of Work Through to the Shipping Door.
Note—Modern Methods is a magazine

especially for General Managers, Office and
Factory Managers, Head Bookkeepers and
other men in and on the way to executive
positions.

Subscription price 50 cents a year, in
advance.

Published Monthly by

MODERN METHODS PUBLISHING COMPANY

111-115 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

 



 



Make the Man Right and His Work Will Take Care of Itself

A. F. SHELDON, Editor

 

A Magazine Devoted to the Philosophy of Business and the Effort to Help Man

and Women to Increase Their A+R+E+A Development—Their Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, and Action—The Four Essentials of True Success

Platform: I will increase my A + R+E+A

Vol. IV AUGUST, 1908 No. 8

On the Front Porch W&Z'™

Some say it is about time for me to "unbosom" and sort of pour out my

heart concerning the School of True Education, or Commercial University.

I have referred to it occasionally in previous issues of The Philosopher.

I will now go somewhat into detail and do the best I can to make plain two

things: First, the ideal as a whole; and second, the plans for executing it.

Let me be perfectly frank, and at the risk of seeming egotism I hereby an

nounce that my ideal—the one great ambition of my life—is to see brought

about decided changes in our educational systems, thereby effecting real reform

in business. The school which I am building will be centered wholly around

two concepts, namely: man-building and business building.

The first properly taken care of really solves the second problem, for I fully

believe that if the man is made right, his work will take care of itself.

That this can be done, and that the doing of it on the largest possible scale

rests, in final analysis, with our schools, public and private, I also fully believe.

Much, indeed, can be done, and is being done, through the correspondence

method with adults, but to reach the millions, and to the best possible advan

tage, we must get at the boys and girls, and from the kindergarten up.

As I write these lines, the third-term cry for President Roosevelt is silenced.

Another Republican candidate for President has been nominated—President

Roosevelt's administration will soon pass into history. He will take his place

in history as a most remarkable character.

He has stamped his individuality upon a people as it has been given to but

few men to do.
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In my judgment, when it is all summed up, his mission will be said to have

been to stamp upon the time in which he lived the impression of the desirability

—indeed, the necessity—of reliability as a factor in success.

He, more, possibly, than any other one man in modern times, has awakened

in the race consciousness a desire for better citizenship—a higher standard of

morality—and more ethical business dealings.

He has done this by striking boldly and fearlessly at the evil of graft wher

ever, within the range of his province, it has shown itself.

Lincoln Steffens, in a most admirable article in the June number of Every

body's Magazine, has unstinted praise for the work which Roosevelt has done,

and also gently questions whether or not there is sufficient philosophy—enough

of the going back to first causes—in the Rooseveltian methods, to accomplish

lasting reform.

If real reform is to be effected, must we not search for and deal with cause

as well as effect ? To kill the weeds, we must do more than cut off their tops.

We must strike at the roots and seeds.

As Police Commissioner, Roosevelt encountered graft on almost even'

hand. He found it even on the western plains when he embarked in the cattle

business. He found it on each step of the ladder as he climbed. He made up

his mind that the absence of ethics in private and political life, resulting in the

"special privilege" principle, and the getting of money, honestly preferably,

but getting it anyway, was a danger that threatened the very vitals of our liber

ties. By his fearless fighting methods he has fulfilled a great mission. The

good which he has done will be lasting, and the greatest good of all is the awaken

ing in the public consciousness to which I have referred. That, distinctively,

has been the mission of Theodore Roosevelt as President, and it would have been

the same regardless of the party to which he belonged.

Even those who differ with him as to method, will hardly question the tend

ency of his influence, and with rare exceptions will we find any who even ques

tion the purity of his motives or the degree of his influence.

But we must all agree that if all the present weeds could be killed, unless

the roots and seeds be dealt with, more will grow.

And, so then, wherein lies the remedy which can deal effectively with the

root and seeds of graft, injustice, greed, dishonesty, in short, with the whole

list of causes for the evil conditions which assail business, political and social

life today?

* * *

Before attempting to answer this question, I would remind the reader that

within a few years the places of those who are active in affairs of business

and of state will be taken by the boys and girls who are in the school-

houses today.
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The first money I ever earned was by teaching district school, and when I

go back to my old home occasionally, it seems almost impossible that some

of the fathers and mothers whom I meet were once my pupils at the old district

school, and some of them almost in their A. B. C.'s, and yet I feel that my life's

work is only just begun.

The boy of today is the man of tomorrow; the girl of today is the woman of

tomorrow; and almost before we know it.

A clear realization of this truth will bear in upon the minds of those who

read this article a clearer realization of the practicability of the ideal which I

am building to.

* * *

Education, in the sense of school-room advantages, is almost universal today,

at least in the United States, and, in fact, in nearly all countries—even com

pulsory education is quite the order of the day. The result is that nearly all

children attend school, public or private, and receive more or less of the training

of the class-room.

The next question for us to consider is this: What is the result arrived at

by the school-room brand of education? Is there any fundamental object

aimed at? What are our systems of education and our teachers striving for,

anyway ?

Speaking generally, the aim seems to be the development of intellectual

capacity, or ability, and the method employed to do that seems to be that of

cramming the head with facts. The general aim, more or less definitely avowed

by different educators, is intellectual capacity, general culture, etc.

I believe most thoroughly that intellectual capacity, or ability, is necessary

for success. But I claim that it is not the only essential. I claim further that

the intellect is but one-fourth of man, and that the aim of education should be

the development of the Whole Man.

I care not how completely the High School, the College, or the University

graduate may have taken advantage of the opportunities offered at his chosen

institution of learning. He may, for all that has been done for him there,

leave that institution but the better prepared to become a gifted criminal,

an arch grafter. Please do not misunderstand me. I do not say that this is

the natural result. But I do say that intellectual training alone will not make

men, and that a man may be an intellectual giant and at the same time a moral

pygmy.

Again, I affirm that it is possible for one to be an intellectual giant and a

moral giant, and still be but half a man. If he lacks physical endurance, he

falls short, and does not measure up to the standard of complete manhood.

Again, a man may be developed intellectually, morally and physically, and

still be but three-fourths of a man.
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If he fails to do things—if he fails to express self in action, thereby putting

into execution the possible fruitage of his physical endurance, his intellectual

processes, and his moral nature, he may be still a failure.

The object of school life should be to fit the student for life's battle. The

school-room should be a training ground to fit men and women to win in

life's battle—the battle for business.

It is true that there is one thing grander than making a living, and that is

making a life. It is also true that practicality confronts us with the fact that

to make a life we must make a living—and that to make a truly useful life, we

must make a good living. It is also true that if we prepare right for practice

in the art of making a life, the making of a living takes care of itself. The

two, then, are co-ordinated. One can make a living while making a life, and

make a life while making a living. So much rests with the getting of the correct

viewpoint and building the right foundation.

I maintain that man is composed, primarily, of two parts: First, the visible;

second, the invisible—the body and the soul. The body does many things.

It eats, it breathes, it walks, etc. The soul does three things, and only three.

It knows, it feels, it wills.

And the exercise of these soul powers we call mind. Through the mind—

the expression of the organized energy constituting the soul of man—man knows

and feels and wills.

Every mental state a man ever experiences can be classified as a state of

knowing, of feeling, or of willing.

Man, then, equals a body, plus an intellect, plus the feelings, plus

the will.

And now, let us inquire, what is education?

Go back to its Latin derivative, and we find it means to educt; which means,

to draw out; but to draw out well, we must fill in, feed, nourish. Therefore,

in order to be able to educt, draw out, develop the powers of the whole man,

we must feed the inner, the real man, the ego, as well as the body. Hence, the

secondary process of education is the filling-in process; the filling in of useful

knowledge.

It is fundamentally important that the student who would really grow while

in school realize such truths as the following:

Your clothes are not your body, and your body is not You. It is merely

the clothing of the Real You.

If you would be an all-around, balanced man, you must develop your body ,

your feelings, and your will, as well as your intellect.

The student at school should be made thoroughly familiar with the truth

of the duality of all things—the law of positive and negative. We see this law

manifest all through nature; light, darkness, heat, cold.
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And coming to man, we find in the physical, strength and weakness, health

and sickness, grace and awkwardness, etc. Coming to the intellectual processes

in man, we find memory and forgetfulness, reason and unreason, judgment

and injudiciousness, etc. In the realm of the feelings, we find faith and doubt,

love and hate, loyalty and disloyalty, courage and fear, justice and injustice,

honesty and dishonesty, truth and falsehood. Coming to the volitional element

in mentality, or the human will, we find decision and indecision, action and

inactivity.

I have mentioned but a few of many qualities or attributes. There are

some fifty-two in all—possibly more—but that is enough to keep one busy

for awhile in the business of man-building.

And every positive has its negative; every negative, its positive.

The student should be made to see that as he develops the positives of his

body, he becomes a man of Endurance ; that as he develops the positives of the

intellect, he becomes a man of Ability; that as he develops the positives of the

feelings, he becomes a man of Reliability; that as he develops the positives of

the will, he not only governs, or controls, the body, the intellect, and the feelings,

but converts their powers into decision and action. He becomes a positive doer

of deeds.

And his instructions should not, must not, stop there if we are to effect real

reform. The student must be instructed in the science of how to develop the

positives of his body, his intellect, his feelings, and bis will.

Indeed, it must be seen to that these processes of man-building are really

going forward from day to day. This, I know, can be done. I know that the

student can be made to see both the " why " of the necessity of all-around develop

ment, and also the "how."

I know it is just as possible to cultivate a given feeling as it is to cultivate

a given muscle.

Speaking figuratively and inclusively, I know that it is just as possible to

develop the intellectual, moral or emotive, and volitional or will muscles, as it

is to develop the physical. I know, too, that our present systems of education

are not doing much more than develop the intellectual powers, and that by a

method which can be very greatly improved upon.

I know that as far as gymnasium work and athletics of our colleges are

concerned, they tend to develop abnormal strength in a few rather than endur

ance in all. I know that very strong men with certain parts of the body ab

normally developed often die young, and have but little real endurance while

they live. I know that but very little is being done, and, in fact, no well organ

ized attempt is being made to convince the reason of young men that the ethics

born of moral character and honest dealings pays in business—that it pays in

dollars and cents. Much less are those morally weak taught how to build
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the positive feelings from which moral character, justice, truth, and equity

spring. Our schools must teach man-building, including character-building

and health-building.

I know, too, that our colleges give no special attention to the study of will

or actional development.

Self expresses self in two ways: in words and in deeds. To be a positive

word speaker is good; to be a positive deed doer is great. Of the two, the latter

is by far the most improtant.

I know that just now a great cry is going up for industrial education—the

teaching of the trades—and that the students in the industrial schools are taught

to do things with the hands as well as know them with the head. All this is

good, but it is not enough. One may graduate from even an industrial school,

knowing enough about a trade to make a success, being able to do the work,

having done it. He may even be well developed in the powers of physical

endurance, but if he is weak or negative in the emotive nature, and has not been

trained in the commercial value of loyalty, honesty, temperance, square dealing,

and all that goes to make for Reliability, he may be of but minus value to him

self, his employer, and society.

We must go deeper than our industrial schools have gone. We must touch

the springs of thought, feeling, and will, in the student—yes, touch, uncover,

and develop them. Then it is that our schools will be institutions for the build

ing of men and women. Then it is that men and women will be made right.

Then it is that their work will take care of itself.

And this is what we are going to do in the School of True Education which

I am building on the banks of Lake Eara, on Sheldonhurst Farm.

As far as the second process involved in True Education is concerned, the

information, or in-filling process, aside from the knowledge necessary to impart

to the student in order to enable him to steadily increase his A—R—E—A—

that will be confined to filling in useful knowledge concerning business.

I shall not be fully content until I see business recognized as a profession as

much as is the law, medicine, and the ministry. That is where it belongs.

A profession is a science practiced. If we are to make business a profession

we must first have a science, and science is organized knowledge.

Science has long entered into the manufacturing end of the business world.

Why should it not enter into the business getting and business building branch

of commercialdom ?

America in the years to come, and not so very far ahead, must reach out

more aggressively and more ably than she is doing at present for the world

markets.

The Panama Canal is a most important event in world economics and trade

relationships.
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Our students shall go forth able to speak Spanish, French and German,

rather than Greek and Latin, and they shall be familiar with the basic prin

ciples of salesmanship; in fact, they shall know salesmanship as a science, and

they shall be familiar with credits, cost in relation to selling price, advertising,

retail and wholesale merchandising, specialty selling, promotion, etc. In time,

we expect to put upon a scientific basis every branch of the business world.

How large shall I make this school, in point of numbers of students?

Not very large. I do not want more than from 200 to 250 students.

Why?

One of the chief evils of our present universities is that the student does not

come in close enough contact with the teacher. I would rather have a few

students and have them well taught than to have many and give them but

faulty attention.

Then how do you expect to accomplish far-reaching reform through one

school in which you can teach but 200 people a year?

That's a good question. The home institution will be but little more than

a teacher production plant. There will be a regular two-year course for those

who when they apply are sufficiently advanced to begin our studies. There

shall be a one year's preparatory course for those who do not come up to the

standard. And there shall be a one-year's post-graduate course.

The best post-graduates will become teachers, and the best teachers, when

tried and not found wanting, shall go out into the world and establish branch

schools, each tributary to the home institution. In time, there shall be branches of

this institution in every state in the union, possibly in every country in the world.

But, did you say, even that will not materially affect things for a long time

to come? ,

Yes, I am well aware of that. But as soon as practicable, the science of

Endurance Development, the science of Ability Development, the science of

Reliability Development, and the science of Actional Development shall be

stated in the child language and taught in our public schools. The results of

our research work shall be reduced to text-book form and we shall see to it,

in every way which lies within our power, that the science of man-building and

ethical business building is made a part of public school instruction as rapidly

as it can be brought about.

In this way the results of our work shall be in time indeed far-reaching and

we shall strike at the very roots of existing evils.

* * *

The work of our institution summed up shall amount to this:

First, the teaching of the Science of Man Building.

Second, the teaching of the Science of Business Getting and Business Build

ing, with all that goes to make for that.
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The one who takes all the instructions offered will remain with us four

years. He should enter at the age of sixteen or eighteen. He should be ready

for life's battle not later than, say, twenty-one years of age.

Incidentally, we might mention the fact that when Sheldonhurst Farm

shall be a place of many homes where children laugh and play, then we shall

have a kindergarten, and it is our avowed intent to do our best to out-Froebel

Froebel. That may seem boastful, but we mean it in all modesty, and that is

exactly what Froebel would wish us to do if he were here.

And now you are ready to agree that the ideal is legitimate. Yes, I think

I hear you say it is legitimate—very admirable, in fact—but can it be done ? If

so, how ? Is it practicable ?

My answer is that I have entered upon this work knowing full well that it

is a great undertaking—that it means a life of toil, more or less thankless—

that it means to be misunderstood by many, to be maligned by some; but the

elect few who will understand will credit me with sincerity. All truth must

fight its way, but the race consciousness is growing more and more temperate,

and truth's pathway less rough and thorny as the race evolves toward the plane

of wisdom.

And I know that an undertaking fraught with as great possible results as

this, can be accomplished. How? Through organization. One man cannot

do it—not alone. All that I can do is to plan, direct and, while I live, do as

much of the actual work as possible. But I have faith that more and more

men will come to see the plan and purpose clearly and become a part of the

organization—able men and true—all-round men—men, in fact, of A—R—E—A,

of AREA, who will help to hasten the new E—A—R—A—the new ERA—

men with a sufficient degree of unselfishness to enable them to be true to the

basic idea, the ideal. The ideal of today becomes the commonplace and there

fore the practical of tomorrow, and by the time I shall have been called upon

to graduate into the great beyond, there will be an organization which will

continue the work where I shall leave it off—yes, the ideal shall be largely ac

complished in the next sixty years.

And did you ask what has been done toward the tangible realization of

this ideal?

First, we have built the Sheldon Correspondence School, which teaches by

correspondence the Science of Business Getting and Business Building, known

as the Science of Salesmanship. It also teaches the Science of Retail Merchan

dizing and the Science of Industrial Success.

The central thought in all our correspondence courses is the Science of

Man Building, or Self Development. Thousands of our students are already

messengers of the truths which we propound. If the school of personal in

struction for young men were ready for business we could fill it tomorrow with
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the sons of our correspondence students. From all indications we would be-

obliged to turn many away.

Second, I am publishing The Business Philosopher, a magazine de

voted to the Philosophy of Business and of Self Development. This is reaching

many thousands of people who are becoming deeply interested in the work

of real reform.

Both The Sheldon School and The Sheldon University Press are corpora

tions in which I own the most of the stock. Other officers and stockholders

are, of course, naturally privileged to do as they please with whatever income

may be derived in the way of salary and dividends. All of my enterprises are

on a business and not a charity basis. Personally, there could be no way of

spending my income nearly so satisfactory to me as toward the realization

of the educational ideal which I have just outlined. The work which has been

done thus far—the securing of the land by means of the necessary payments,

the making of Lake Eara and the building of the five miles of roads around

the lake and through the forest—has been realized in this way.

Third, as a third means of financing this whole enterprise, I am starting

a summer school for the boys and girls grown tall. In July and August of

each year, when the young fellows have either gone home to see mother for

a while or else are out on the road selling something or working in the harvest

and hay fields, or what not, our correspondence school students and the sub

scribers to The Business Philosopher, likewise their friends, will be invited

to attend a series of summer instruction classes which some have been pleased

to refer to as a Business Chautauqua. It will be sort of a big man building

and business building convention of all interested in the philosophy of true

education and the science of business getting and business building. There

will be four terms of two weeks each, approximately from July ist to July 15th,

July 15th to July 31st, August ist to August 15th, and August 15th to August 31st.

Nearly everyone takes a vacation some time during the year, and generally

during the month of July or August. A vacation should be a real recreation

time, and to recreate means to re-create. The part of the environment that

nature has provided at Lake Eara on Sheldonhurst Farm is simply ideal for

such a purpose. Tents will be provided and we will camp out. The lake,

the meadows, the woods and the ravines combine to make this a beauty spot

with natural advantages for this purpose difficult indeed to duplicate.

Provision will be made for all kinds of outdoor sports and pastimes. There

will be, basket-ball, base-ball and tennis, rowing and sailing, canoeing, etc.

For the building of the intellectual, emotive and volitional elements there

will be personal instruction in the Science of Area Development.

And this is one of the means through which I expsct to build the School

of True Education or Commercial University.
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Fourth. Very soon now I shall incorporate the school for a liberal amount

and shall sell some of the stock to help provide the buildings and equipment.

Fifth. There is so much land around and near the lake that we will hardly

need it all even for the big summer business building and man building

convention.

We shall sell some of this land to our teachers and various other employes

and possibly to friends who may desire a summer cottage. Possibly we shall

lease some of it on long time leases.

We are in no hurry about this, however, and may decide to keep practically

all of the land, making of it one of the most beautiful parks in the WDrld given

over to the enjoyment of our students, visitors and employes.

And so, then, don't you see the ideal is entirely practicable?

The plan of the structure is all laid out. We have decided what to do and

how to do it. The next thing is to do it.

I was forty and reasonably fat my last birthday, which comes around regu

larly the first day of each May. I have arranged to live 100 years and may

decide to raise the limit any time to 130. I expect to hustle 40 years yet.

My partner, Mrs. Sheldon, won't tell her age, but she doesn't look over,

say, 25. She is frequently taken for my daughter, which seems to please her

very much indeed for some reason or other.

When I am 80 we have it all made up to turn things over to those who

have made good. Then we are going to take a vacation and go around the

world, visiting the various branches of the University.

I must now go out and milk the cow, so please excuse me, and while I am

gone just make yourself at home out here on the front porch and read this,

which some might call our creed. I prefer to label it, if at all, just "WHAT

WE BELIEVE," and it is therefore what the University will stand for.

And this is what we believe:

That True Education is first of all a drawing-out process—the eduction

of the positive or desirable qualities—and, second, an in-filling process, the

filling in of useful knowledge.

That the fruits of true education are health, long life, money and honor as

well as culture; that they are reliability, endurance and action as well

as ability.

That the eductive process may be applied to the development of the body,

the sensibilities or feelings, and the will as well as to the intellect.

That the result of the eduction of the positive qualities of the intellect is

ability or intellectual capacity; of the sensibilities, reliability; of the body,

endurance; of the will, action.

That therefore the prime purpose of True Education is to increase man's

A+R+E+A, or AREA.
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That success in life in its broad sense is not a matter of luck or chance;

that it is governed by natural laws, mental, moral, physical and spiritual.

That to work in harmony with all of these laws would mean success of

the highest order.

That to violate some of these means partial success.

That to violate enough of them means failure.

That it is possible to discern and teach these natural laws and that to do so

is better than to cram the head of the student with much that is now taught

in the name of education.

That the positive qualities are the instruments for the expression of these

natural laws.

That when the qualities are made right the man is made right.

That when the man is made right his work takes care of itself.

That man's value to himself, to his employer and as a citizen increases

as his need for supervision decreases.

That his need of supervision is occasioned by errors of omission and errors

of commission.

That the errors are caused by the negatives.

That the negatives are overcome by the development of the positives.

That the product of positive quality development is AREA, or Ability,

Reliability, Endurance, and Action.

That since every normal human being possesses a body, an intellect, feel

ings and will, that therefore nature has blessed each with the raw material

out of which to manufacture more A+R+E+A.

That these four factors developed and exercised by any given individua

insure success of the permanent and increasing kind.

That the human race passes through four stages from the standpoint of the

evolution of intelligence; first, ignorance; second, knowledge; third, learning

and fourth, wisdom.

That the road to wisdom is through the eduction of the positive qualities.

That the people of every vocation are divided into four classes from the

standpoint of efficiency: first, the indifferent; second, the students; third, the

adepts; fourth, the masters.

That the road to mastership is the drawing out of the positive qualities.

That life is of four stages: first, non-consciousness of the vegetable and

mineral kingdoms; second, the simple consciousness of the brute creation;

third, the self-consciousness of man who knows and feels and wills, and knows

that he knows and feels and wills; and, fourth, cosmic consciousness, a

consciousness of cosmos, to which man is tending.

That the road to cosmic consciousness is the development of the positive

qualities.
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That man is evolving and that psychic evolution is as much a fact as physi

cal evolution.

That this psychical and physical evolution of man is dependent upon the

development, eduction, drawing out of his positive qualities.

That the positive qualities are merely the result of the development of the

positive faculties resident in each normal human being.

That these faculties are all included in man's physical power and his power

to know and to feel and to will.

That true education nurtures, strengthens and develops the positive faculties.

That the positive qualities are then as natural a result as is heat a natural

result of fire.

That a profession is a science practiced.

That when business getting and business building are reduced to a science

by organizing the knowledge pertaining to them we thereby elevate business to

a professional plane.

And we believe that those upon whom rests the burden of making and dis

tributing the world's product are entitled to the enlightening and lifting in

fluence of science as much as any one can be.

Yes, we are optimists. We believe most heartily in the human plant; not

in its present perfection but in its perfectibility.

Tennyson at Sheldonhurst

Tennyson, of course, never visited the natural auditorium at Sheldonhurst.

But an appreciative visitor who knows her Tennyson, and who penetrated the

ravine by moonlight in a canoe, quotes this as descriptive:

There is a sweet music here that softer falls

Than petals from blown roses on the grass,

Or night dews on still waters between walls

Of shadowy granite in a gleaming pass;

Music that gentler on the spirit lies

Than tir'd eyelids upon tir'd eyes.

Music that brings sweet sleep down from blissful skies

Here are cool mosses deep,

And thru the moss the ivies creep,

And in the stream the long-leaved flowers weep,

And from the craggy ledge the poppy hangs in sleep.



Make the Better Man Boss

BY STANLEY L. KREBS

POOR fellow!

Yet—a king!

He was in a straight betwixt two.

What man of us has not been there ?

Zcdekiah was between two mighty rival

powers. The little kingdom of Judah lay

like a bone of contention between two great

snarling dogs, Chaldea on the north, and

Egypt on the south. It was the mutual

jealousy and equal strength of these two

powerful rivals that had preserved the Jews

for many years from absorption or destruc

tion by either. Whenever they had nothing

else to occupy them, they toyed with Judah

and worried Jerusalem as lions would a cat.

At the very moment when Jeremiah said to

the king, "Obey God, and it shall be well with

thee and with thy soul," the forces of Nebu

chadnezzar, the Babylonian despot, were

laying closer and closer siege to Jerusalem,

having just returned victorious from a mighty

battle with their hated foe, the Egyptian

army. Jerusalem was straightened on every

hand.

Within the city all was confusion. The

enforced famine filled the streets with walk

ing skeletons, and turned parents into canni

bals. They all fought each other for food.

Moreover there were two rival political fac

tions which increased the confusion. The

army and the court, captains and princes on

the one side, favored holding out a little

longer and then surrendering to Egypt, but

Jeremiah and the people, on the other side,

advocated instant surrender to the Chal

deans in order to save the city and its in

habitants from total destruction by prolong

ing the famine.

So complicated and dangerous an emer

gency, therefore, within the besieged city

itself, required a firm and a clear-headed

leader. But Zedekiah was just the opposite

—weak and vacillating, which simply con

fused and imperilled matters ten-fold. One

moment he thought surrender was the best

policy, the next, he determined to prosecute

the defence. One week he tamely allowed

the angry princes to cast Jeremiah into a

subterranean dungeon, where, Josephus says,

he sank into mire up to his arms, the next

week he repented and ordered a negro, Ebel-

melech, who came from the centre of Africa

and was a friend of Jeremiah's, to take 30

men and rescue him from his filthy prison and

bring him secretly into the king's apartment,

for he did not want the princes and captains

to be aware of his private interview with

their enemy, the prophet.

It was at this secret interview, although

the prophet knew that he was surrounded by

blood-thirsty enemies within and without

the palace, it was here, though emaciated

and feverish from his long confinement in

the damp and filthy dungeon, it was here,

although he was painfully aware that he was

conversing with a royal weakling, who at a

mere whim and a mere word might again

turn upon him and compass his total destruc

tion, it was here, at this critical interview,

and in the face of all these personal perils to

himself, that the prophet stood loyal to the

better man within him, the dormant hero in

every one of us, and fearlessly informed the

king how unwise and hopeless it was in him

to expect help from Eygpt, or victory over

the Chaldeans; he showed him how foolish

it was in him any longer to follow the advice

of his princes and captains; and finally he

exhorted him to seek his happiness and wel

fare not from the Egyptains, nor from the

Chaldeans, nor from those about him, but

from the one only direction in which he had

not hitherto looked, namely, from within,

from "the kingdom within," from his higher

and better self. "Obey, that," plead the

prophet, "and it shall be well with

thee."

But—he disobeyed. He failed to make

the better man within him boss. The dread

sequel showed his consummate folly, of which

he needed no stronger proof than the burning

of the city, the sacking of the temple, the

screams of his own family killed before his

eyes, the putting out of those organs in him

self, the captive nation, and his own lonely

death after years of blindness and solitude in

a Babylonian prison.

How destructive are the Negatives!
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How easy and common a thing for us to

flatter ourselves with the thought that if we

had been circumstanced as Zedekiah was, or

as any of the race were who fell by disobedi

ence to their better selves, how common I say

to flatter ourelves with the thought that if we

had been where they were, we would have

acted quite differently, and would not, at

least, have been so foolish and weak as they

showed themselves to be!

But, my friend, I am convinced from sad

personal experience, as well as from general

observation, that the ghost of Zedekiah is

living in many, many hearts to-day yet.

Look out for ghosts! Here is a real one:

For, how long the list of persons who know

the higher law of the POSITIVES, and who

nevertheless disobey it! What man of us is

there who in one case or another, does not

violate some one of the POSITIVES almost

every day? Some more, some less? Let

him who is without error in this matter cast

the first stone at the rest of us ! But, be care

ful in your stone throwing, for we all live in

glass houses.

Just look at this busy, bustling, hustling,

hurrying race of ours! They flit ceaselessly

in all directions, like flakes in a snow storm.

Myriads are fascinated by the glitter and

gleam of the gold-god, like insects in summer

by the glare of the street lamp. Take your

stand in mid-air over the city, and behold the

streets crowded with your fellow men and

women, boys and girls, hastening hither and

thither, up and down, in and out, on foot, in

vehicles and cars harnessed to horses, steam,

gas or electric power, hurrying and scurry

ing hither, thither and every whither, in a

bewildering net-work of lines and curves,

crossing and re-crossing, ever on the rush.

Would you believe it when I say they are

all seeking the same thing in these million

and one different ways? What, can it be

possible that they are all straining after the

same prize I Yes. They are all in search

of HAPPINESS, personal well-being, suc-

sess. Some seek it of lust, some of lucre,

some of liquor. They seek it from all direc

tions, around them and beneath them, in

every direction but one, namely, from within.

But, there is a minority. There must be a

minority wherever there is a majority.

Yonder you see that young man poring over

the pages of a magazine, investing his spare

moments in self-improvement; over there

a gray haired octogenarian is buried in a

book, here you see a man soothing the sor

rows of a sick brother and so exercising the

positive of pity, there a woman sewing to

clothe the orphan and the widow, yonder a

knight forsaking ease to engage in the battle

of business; in many places you observe in

dividuals leaving the hurrying crowd and

gathering together in rooms or halls to hear

addresses, think, study, plan. Yes, the mi

nority is seeking happiness too, like the busy,

bustling majority; but they are not seeking

it as the rabble does from the outside, but

from the inside, which makes all the differ

ence in the world—to do things from inside

reasons and from conscious, intelligent mo

tive.

It matters little from what motive you

obey the better man. The motive is of sec

ondary importance.

There can be only three motives for obey

ing any power, human or divine. The first

is fear. Men obey God for fear of punish

ment here or hereafter. They obey in order

to escape penalty. Citizens, and I suppose

the great majority of them, obey the civil

law for the same reason, fear of punishment.

Children obey parents, at first, from the same

motive. So, I presume, statistics would show

that the great majority of those who do obey

the higher law within themselves are driven

to it by fear of loss of some kind or another.

I am fully aware that this is the lowest

motive for obedience, and ought to and

usually does lead to a higher. But it is bet

ter, far better, infinitely far better to be driven

by fear, than destroyed by disobedience ; far

better for children to obey the father's com

mand and for citizens to obey the civil law

for fear of the whip or sword, than not to

obey at all, and thus become incorrigibles in

he family and criminals in society.

But the first motive, fear, usually leads to

the second, reason. Children soon find from

experience that it is best and safest to obey

their parents; citizens discover from experi

ence or observation that it is wisest and most

reasonable to be in harmony with civil law;

and so the man who starts the inner or higher

life from fear of loss, soon finds that such life

is best for him personally, safest, wisest, and

he obeys no longer from fear, but because his

reason tells him it is the best course to pursue

in order to insure his welfare here and his

highest good anywhere.
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But, finally, this second motive should

lead to the third and the last, namely, love.

When the child finds it is best o obey father

and mother it begins to implicitly trust and

love hem; when the citizen discovers that

obedience to civil law is a blessing to him

whereby he gains his true freedom, he is

transformed into a patriot, a lover of his

country and of its laws; and so, precisely,

when a man starts obeying the higher nature

within him, the POSITIVES, and then from

reason perceives that these laws instead of

restraining and weakening him, win his true

liberty, and greater personal powerand peace,

increase his AREA, he begins to trust and to

obey from love, he becomes not simply a

citizen but a patriot in the kingdom of Body,

Mind, and Soul, and a lover of their laws.

He realizes that Higher Self, not as a senti

ment, a figure or figment, but as a fact, a

gigantic fact, the one fact of all facts for him,

and so he begins to obey the better man

implicitly.

I heard of a man who carried water a dis

tance of two miles every day for a whole year

to pour over a dead, dry stick. The act itself

was unreasonable, but he did it because his

superior commanded him to.

" Carry those bricks to the other side of the

yard" said Stephen Girard to a man who

applied to him for labor. At no?n the man

returned and wanted to know what else he

was to do. "Carry them back again,"

which he at once proceeded to execute.

Girard rewarded such implicit obedi

ence by giving the man a permanent

position.

These are instances of implicit obedience

to external commands, commands coming

from the outside, from others; but why shall

we not develop such implicit obedience to

internally originated commands? To self-

commands? Why shall we not enthusias

tically proceed to "make me mind me," as

a little boy said of himself and of the struggle

between his lower and his higher self? And

when we hear that command, why not obey

promptly ?

Paul didn't let any grass grow under his

feet when he heard the command from his

boss to make a trip to Macedonia ; Peter did

not turn over and take another nap on the

roof of the house when he was wakened from

sleep and told to visit Cornelius; Philip bid

den to go down into the desert one hour was

half-way thither the next. "Will you go to

Greenland to-morrow as a teacher" asked

Zinzendorf of a young man who had never

thought of it before. "Give me a pair of

boots and I am ready now" was the laconic

reply.

Don't select the easiest POSITIVES and

let the hardest go by default. Don't have

favorites. Don't be one-sided. Don't love

merely those positives which can be done in

private, and then despise or neglect those

which must be obeyed in public, before the

eyes of your fellow men.

Havelock and his son Harry were crossing

London bridge, when suddenly the father re

membered something for which he was

obliged to return. He told Harry to wait for

him. Havelock became involved in busi

ness, however, and forgot his son waiting at

the bridge. Late in the evening he went

home by another route, when his wife in

stantly inquired for Harry. Then it flashed

upon him, "Why, Harry is waiting for me

at the bridge." He hurried thither, and sure

enough found him just where he had left

him. He had waited all day and before all

men. His obedience was implicit, prompt,

thorough, beautiful, and the father loved and

prized the boy ten-fold more, and rewarded

him for it.

Faithful in mickle means fathful in muckle.

Make the better man boss.

Obey the boss.

Boss—yourself;

Then—others;

But you can't boss others successfully

until you can boss yourself.

It is but common to believe in him who believes

in himself, but O, if you would do aught uncommon, be

lieve yet in him who does not believe in himself. Restore

the faith to him.



How Co-Operation Pays Us

BY H. A. FREE

WITH the management of retail stores

especially, perhaps no question occa

sions more concern than the engage

ment and retention of capable, trustworthy

employees. Some firms are of the mind

that the problem involves merely a question

of dollars and cents. I believe that the ex

hibition by employers of a more thorough

consideration for the welfare and feelings

of their employees accomplishes greater

results. I believe employees should be

made to feel that they are considered a part

of the business and not a mere piece of

human mechanism. Instead of keeping the

relationship between the help and the man

agement as distant as possible there should

be encouraged a sort of "community of

interest." No employee can possibly be

indifferent to such a mark of attention on

the part of the management. Human na

ture is about as it has always been ; it needs

sympathy and encouragement. Win the

heart and you have already won the head

and hand. This combination means true

loyalty, and the stronger the loyalty existing

between employer and employee, the stronger

the safeguards for both.

It should be the aim of every merchant to

make his store policy one that is calculated

not only to win trade, but the good will

of his customers, as well as the hearty co

operation of every employee within his

store. If a merchant takes a kindly interest

in his employees they will not only advertise

it more favorably outside but they will work

for him with greater faithfulness inside the

store. It is one of the characteristics of

the New England merchants to be kind to

their employees and their methods of hand

ling help and improving conditions have

become a standard over the country. I

believe in the value of enthusiasm in busi

ness; that the minute any business lacks

enthusiasm, the backbone is taken out of

it. That there must be all around enthu

siasm. Emerson said, "Every good com

manding movement in the annals of the

world is the triumph of enthusiasm. Nothing

great was ever accomplished without it."

In these days of keen competition SER

VICE represents a large degree of difference

between failure and success. Show me a

concern that renders enthusiastic, first-class

service to its patrons and you are showing

me a successful concern. The reputation

of a business concern is but the reflection

of the combined reputation of its employees.

Then let us give these employees a chance

to realize a measure of responsibility that

quickens self-reliance and pride in their

work. Give them a goal to work for; the

assurance that those above them are in

terested in their work, the thought that

others are watching the outcome of what

they are doing, a cordial relationship be

tween those working together.

The management of our store recognizing

the important effect that such conditions

would have on business, one day asked

this question: "What are we doing to arouse

an energetic, wholesome, conquering enthu

siasm among our employees ? " It was then,

several years ago, that we conceived the

plan and suggested to our employees the

formation of a "Store Employees Club,"

for reciprocal benefits and obligations. In

outlining the plan which we practice in our

store in Lewiston (Maine) I do not offer it

as a model, but will say that it has worked

very nicely in our business. This organiza

tion is known as the Co-workers Club of

the Great Department Store, established

to increase the efficiency of its members and

to add to their social and business oppor

tunities. It is a self governed club, purely

democratic, and has for its object the ad

vancement and the education of employees

and the strengthening of their interest in the

business. It is governed by parliamentary

rules, its officers being elected quarterly by

written ballot. It has committees on ad

vertising, accounts, arbitration, entertain

ment, executive, merchandise, inspection,

membership and co-workers relief.

The entertainment committee has managed

various entertainments for the club, both

private and public, during the winter, in

public halls, etc., and during the summer
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by excursions to the country and sea-side

resorts, and they have proven in every in

stance a big success, both entertaining and

instructive. The co-workers relief com

mittee assist needy co-workers in case of

sickness or accident. Special relief funds

are at their disposal with the advice and

consent of the Club. Every two weeks

this club holds its meeting in the reception

room of the store. Papers are prepared

which pertain to the welfare of the store

and to improving the efficiency of its service.

A general discussion follows, whereupon

recommendations are made to the manage

ment and are given due consideration.

None of the employees have a financial

investment in the store. Yet any who have

been in continuous employ for six months

are eligible for application. In fact, the

membership is made up of all classes of

employees including night-watchmen, de

livery-men, porters, engineers, etc., and

every one from the management to the

humblest employees are beneficiaries in

our special profit sharing plan, whereby

each co-worker receives at the end of each

six months, a cash dividend based upon

his salary. The amount of dividend de

clared is determined by the profits of the

business and voted upon by the Board of

Management, after providing for the con

tingent, reserve and surplus funds. The

dividends have ranged from five to ten

per cent each six months.

I believe that the employee that works

to the full extent of his powers for the wel

fare of the concern which employs him as

a "working partner" is deserving of reward

beyond his daily wage and the self-satis

faction of having done his best, and I believe

that the purely equitable way to base a

dividend is upon the salary which each

employee earns. I hold that the elevator

boy is just as important in his position as

are those of so-called higher positions, in

so far as he performs satisfactorily the

duties devolving upon him. Each co

worker receives a month's vacation with

full pay: two weeks in summer and two

weeks in winter. All employees are given

one-half holiday every Friday afternoon

during July and August.

This co-workers club brings the clerks

together socially and tends to spread am

bition, improves business, and is surely

meeting the hearty approval of the public,

judging from the constantly increasing

patronage, prestige and good-will which

our concern enjoys.

Lewiston having a large French popula

tion, I suggested to our French employees

the formation of a club to stimulate and

watch after the interests of French trade.

There are degrees of perfection that con

stitute the reputation of every concern, and

in our plan of practical co-operation and

profit-sharing, as it has worked out, we

take a justifiable pride. The plan proves

very successful and has resulted in a marked

improvement in the services of the em

ployees. Each member of the club is made

to feel that he will be compensated for

everything contributed by him to the suc

cess of the institution and is therefore on

his mettle to do the most possible for the

common weal. Thus we have a modern

illustration of the old saying that " In union

there is strength," since the power which

this club represents is centralized for the

benefit of all concerned.

This club causes a reciprocal feeling of

confidence and respect between the man

agement and employees, all realizing that

general efficiency is required from each

co-worker and that "Each for all and all

for each" must be put through daily prac

tice to bring the best mutual benefits as well

as financial rewards on dividend days. We

have one rule, "Be true to your highest self,"

which is much respected and while each has

his specific duties, yet each has a broad

interest in the institution, knowing that

inefficiency in any department weakens the

whole organization, pulls down the general

average and lessens the prospects of increased

dividends.

We intend to continue this store policy

on the same principles and liberal methods

both with our employees and the public,

which, I believe, has been responsible in a

large measure for the rapid and profitable

development of our business. Possibly

more light on our plan may be the means

of encouraging other concerns to adopt

practical profit-sharing with their employees

to the mutual satisfaction of the manage

ment, the co-workers and the public. I

feel that such a step would be in the right

direction to help solve the problem of

"Welfare of store employees."



Gleanings from Business Fields

BY THOMAS DREIER

Our hats should go off when O. J. Kern,

superintendent of schools of Winnebago

county, Illinois, passes by.

Kern: Modern Kern was once a country

Educator school teacher. He knew

all about the "little red

school house," or thought he did. Then he

became a high school teacher. The world

of education grew larger. He studied. He

delved into the history of the great work of

Pcstalozzi and Froebel. He looked back

on the work he had done when he was a

country school teacher and realized how

many mistakes he had made. He found,

too, that the mistakes he made were not

mistakes for which he personally was to

blame. It was the educational system that

was wrong. Kern knew that the education

which merely talked about things was not

an education. Kern wanted a system of

education that would teach pupils to do

things as well as talk about them. He

wanted a head, heart and hand philosophy.

He talked about his wants. He wrote

about them. After a while some of the

people heard his voice and he was elected

superintendent of schools of Winnebago

county. He started in slowly to improve the

schools. He knew that the little one-room

school house is a relic of pioneer days and

that it must give way to something better.

Kearn learned that down in Ohio the con

solidated school had been tried out and

proven successful. A consolidated school is

a school which is built and maintained by

several districts combining, and is equal,

in equipment and teaching corps, to a village

high school. Kern believed that the school

should be taken to the pupil. He also be

lieved that the school is made for the pupil

and not the pupil for the school. He had

seen that in the past pupils had been ground

down and pressed and forced to fit an anti

quated educational system. Kern wanted

the lid taken off. His views met with oppo

sition. The good country folks said a con

solidated school would not work. The

wagons and sleighs for hauling the children

would tip over, the driver would get drunk,

the horses would run away. But Kem

knew that this opposition would eventually

give way before facts persistently presented.

And he was correct. One consolidated

school was built. It worked. Another fol

lowed. Others followed that. Kern was

hailed as a great man by his county. And

his county showed its good sense in keeping

him superintendent. What does Kern be

lieve in ? He believes, with Froebel, that a

child should be educated through his self-

activity. He believes that a child should

begin with that activity which, while easy

and attractive, leads him forward, develops

all his powers, and makes him master of

himself. So Kern does not concentrate on

books. He knows that the pupil who can

not express himself in a class-room may go

into a carpenter shop and become a master.

And Kern knows that there is just as much

glory in planing a board truly as in parsing

a sentence, and that the man who can go

into the field and make wheat grow where

before all was barren, is just as much a

savior of the race as he who makes laws

or preaches sermons. In the Winnebago

county schools, besides having an equip

ment that puts to shame schools in many

cities, there are manual training and domes

tic science rooms, print-shops, laboratories,

and surrounding them are gardens where

fruits and flowers and grains are raised.

In addition to this, each pupil is encouraged

to carry on his school work at home. Prizes

are offered the boy who can raise the best

ear of corn, the best wheat, the best water

melon, the best violets, while the girls who

can bake especially fine loaves of bread or

cake, put up jellies, make a dress or em

broider something, or do anything else that

is serviceable, are also gladdened by re

wards. Kern's educational religion is the

religion of service. His test of a man is:

What service can you render the world?

And that's a pretty fair test, too, don't you

think? His system of education, or rather

the great academic system under which he

is forced to work, does not permit him to go

away down to the root of the matter where
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he can show his pupils that Success depends

wholly on the bringing out of the positives

of body, mind and soul, and the elimination

of the negatives. But he is doing what he

can with his handicaps. And he is doing

more than the majority. Every year there

is a big excursion to some place worth

while. One year they went to the state

agricultural college at Madison, Wis. Once

they went to the school at Ames, Iowa.

During the St. Louis Exposition they went

there. They went, not on a frolic, but to

learn. Farms in Winnebago county are

getting better, because the farmers are getting

better educated. They use science now.

Before they farmed on the hit-or-miss plan

—just as some men conduct stores, banks,

political offices and churches. Pupils re

main in school longer than they used to.

They do not go home and remain to help

on the farm as soon as they are strong enough

to handle a cultivator. The fathers know

that the longer they can keep their boys in

school under the Kern system, the more

valuable they will be. That is a tribute,

isn't it 1 Kern is now a national character

in the educational world. He delivers his

message to teachers from coast to coast.

He is slowly but surely helping to bring about

a change. Kern is a simple man. He dresses

like a man who may have to get down on

his knees to pull a weed. He's always

dressed for work. He is chock full of

energy, patience, kindness and gentleness.

He does not know what it is to sleep when

there is work to do. He recognizes the

truth that he cannot do all the work of

reforming the schools, so he is training

others to carry out his plans. But Kern

does not intend to make it necessary for

those others to take on his burdens, so he

finds time to take care of his body. He

avoids worry, smiles often, lives in the open

air, is a friend of children, is persistent,

energetic, frank and honest. Summed up,

Kern is a modern educator who does his

work as well as he can and is always on the

scent of something which will help him to

do it better. Hats off, then, to O. J. Kern.

* * *

Come and visit me at Shel-

donhurst.

—Sheldon

I care not at all that the name "Sport"

has been bandied about and is often found

most at home among folks

The Sport in who are not considered

Business "nice." But it is an ex

pressive word and as such

has a place in a business vocabulary. Sports

are needed in business. A sport is a fellow

who plays the game to the limit—whether

it be baseball, football, yachting, selling

groceries or promoting a million dollar

corporation. A sport never counts himself

out in a rapid fire manner. He keeps his

ears open for the slow, measured count of

the referee, saves his energy until he hears

"eight" and is on his feet before "ten" is

sounded. The man who takes the count in

the business world is the failure. In, say,

eight cases out of ten had the man been a

sport he would not have taken the count.

He would have understood that no game is

lost until it is won, and that his chances are

good even if it is the last half of the ninth

and two men are out. I was reading

Chambers' "The Younger Set" the other

day and in it I found this:

"The man who grabs life in both fists

and twists the essence out of it, counts. He

is living as he ought to, he is doing the

square thing by his country and his com

munity—by every man, woman and child

in it! He's giving everybody, including

himself, a square deal. But the man who

has been uppercut and floored, and who

takes the count, and then goes and squats

in a corner to brood over the fancy licks

that Fate handed him—he isn't dealing

fairly and squarely by his principles or by

a decent and generous world that stands

to back him for the next round."

So be a sport, Bill, be a sport.

* * *

Luther Burbank never went to college,

but he read Emerson. And a man who

really reads Emerson has

The Confidence indeed visited "the delect-

of Burbank able isles where Ali counts

not the days.." It was

Emerson who inspired young Burbank by

that great essay on Self Reliance—an essay

that has, perhaps, put more backbone into

young readers than any piece of writing of

modern time. The young fellow who feels

that his days are becoming drab, and who

has lost the divine spark of confidence in
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himself and in his powers to reach the

heights, had best read "Self Reliance."

Luther Burbank's success is due, in a great

measure, to his confidence in Nature. That

confidence is poetic and dreamy, but it is

based on a foundation of sound thought.

Burbank uses his imagination as his greatest

tool. He imagines some plant more beau

tiful, or some fruit more delicious. Then he

goes to work with supreme confidence in

the power of Nature to produce what he

desires. Folks call him a wizard. He has

done seemingly impossible things. The

Burbank potato made him famous at

twenty-six. Since then he has given us a

wealth of wonderful fruits and flowers and

trees. No one dares to estimate the wealth

he has added to the world. And it all

came from confidence in himself and in the

materials with which he worked. He makes

no pretensions to being a creator. The

power to create, he thinks, does not reside

in man. But he does know that man can

control the creative power, and that this

power is the God that doeth all things.

The man who has the imagination, the

faith, the confidence of a Burbank, and who

concentrates and works as he does, cannot

fail to write his name large on the roster

of those who make up the American Academy

of Successes.

* * *

Too few of us realize that there is indeed

within us a power that makes for righteous

ness. We are not what

Belief in Our- Benjamin de Casseres calls

selves us, "mere kitchen-hash,

leavings of the gods, celes

tial junk." But we do forget that there is

a great spiritual stream whose outlets we

could be if we desired. Through too many

of us only a little trickle of this spiritual

stream is flowing. The outlet is clogged up.

Usually it is clogged up by fear. We are

afraid to stand out alone, independent, self-

confident. We bow too much to the opin

ions of Mrs. Grundy. We think too much

of what others think of us, instead of so

living that we can always be assured of the

good opinion of our inner selves. There

is indeed a divinity that shapes our ends,

but we are the ones who must direct this

divinity. What we need most is belief in

ourselves, faith in the work we can do in

this world. We must lose the idea that

belief in ourselves is synonymous with con

ceit. Self-disparagement is a crime. We

must not slander ourselves. Let us face

our faults and drive them away. Let us

also face our virtues and bid them welcome.

Let us make our welcome to our virtues

hearty. The time for half-hearted loyalty

to ourselves is past. There is no limit to

the heights to which we may rise. Each one

of us has within him the germ of greatness.

What man has done man may do. Christ

and Socrates and Shakespeare and Emerson

were once great men only in embryo. They

simply brought out the treasures within—

allowed the spiritual stream to flow through

them. In other words they expressed them

selves. Our growth is measured by our

expression. Expression is life; Repression

is death. If we would live, let us express

ourselves helpfully. Let us lose ourselves

in our work. It is only the man who loses

himself in his work who truly finds himself.

* * *

The pernicious pest in a sailboat who

sits in the cockpit and, unsolicited, tells the

man at the helm what he

The Man at should and should not do,

the Helm deserves to be strung up,

or cast overboard and

made to qualify for residence down in Davy

Jones' locker. The man at the tiller is

there because of his fitness to sail the boat.

If he is not fit he has no business there and

the wise man who offers advice had best

take his place and look after the safety of

the passengers. But when a man is sailing

the boat, for God's sake let him alone. He

has work enough, when the breeze sweeps

down blusteringly, to keep him busy. He

has no time to listen to the vaporings of

those who have nothing to do but give

advice. All he wants is to be permitted

to attend to his own business in his own way.

If the passengers are not satisfied with the

way he handles the craft, the sooner they

get to shore the better. If a man isn't com

petent to do the trick he ought to be relieved

of his job. But while he is holding the tiller

and the sheet, let him alone. For goodness'

sake, his sake and your sake, leave him

alone. If you haven't confidence in your

captain refuse to sail with him. If you lose

confidence after you ship with him, get off

at the earliest opportunity But when you're

aboard keep your mouth shut. Masters of
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business ships know much of this advice-

giving pest. It seems to me that the thing

to do when sailing on a business ship with

a man is to obey his orders and mind one's

own business. On board ship the business

of the crew is to do what the captain wants

done. He is supposed to know. His

authority is unquestioned. In business it

should be the same. When the employer

says he wants something done, by the Lord

Harry! he wants that thing done. He

doesn't want to give a lecture on his reasons

for wishing that particular work done. The

employee who thinks his employer is a

curmudgeon, or feels that he is a back-

number and knows nothing about bringing

the big ship about in the business blow, may

be right. The boss may be a back-number

and a curmudgeon and several other things.

There are thousands of employers of that

kind. But the business of the employee is

not to convey this delectable tidbit of in

formation to his employer whenever an

order is given with the wisdom of which he

doesn't agree. His work is to do what he

is told or else get out.

* * *

Here is some good, sound, business sense I

picked up not long ago in reading an address

delivered by Bishop Charles

The Ministry of D. Williams of Michigan

Social Service at Chautauqua, N. Y. It

reaches right down to the

heart of the trouble and backs up Mr.

Sheldon in his plea for the gift of true educa

tion for the masses. "We need educated

men, in the truest sense of that word 'edu

cated,' who will go into the commercial life

of today, as into a high and holy calling;

men with a new ideal of trade; who will see

in it, not merely a means for the aggrandize

ment of the individual, feeding and fatten

ing him with luxuries and setting him apart

from his fellows upon a throne of tyrannous

dominion over them; but a God-given

mission and ministry of social service, a part

of God's great scheme for a redeemed uni

verse, a divine order of human society; men

of clear and keen insight who will get at the

heart of the great realities that underlie

this superficial business of buying and sellin g ;

who will discern the true relations of men

and things; who will see that material wealth

has value and meaning only as it builds up

human wealth or well-being, and individual

wealth only as it ministers to the common

weal; that men are not meant to be slaves

of things, but that things were meant to be

the instruments and tools of men ; who will

"put gold where it belongs, where it is in

the New Jerusalem, a shining pavement

beneath the feet upon which the higher

uses of life may move smoothly to and fro

upon errands of human service, instead of

beating it out into a firmament until it hides

the sun, moon and stars, ay, and the very

face of God Himself;" above all men of

clear and sensitive conscience which shall

never blur the simple and eternal distinc

tions of right and wrong."

* * *

Don't you think the time is coming when

the sex of a worker will not be taken into

consideration in determin-

Women and ing the wages, and that

Wages wages will be determined

wholly by the service ren

dered? It isn't fair to pay a man $25

a week for the doing of certain work and

pay a girl $12 for identically the same work.

Why should the sex of a worker have any

thing to do with wages? It is service we

pay for. It is efficiency we ask for. What

difference should it make to us whether the

worker is man or woman so long as the

work is done ? For the life of me I cannot

see the reason for this injustice. I rather

think the day will soon come when women

will be given a square deal—something they

certainly do not get today in the grind of

business. It has been asserted that "Man

is the noblest work of God." But we all

know that man said this himself. Men also

say they are superior to women, and this

they have proven by the argument of " Might

makes right." It is nearly time for the

Speaker to recognize the women delegates,

don't you think so?

* * *

Lincoln Steffens may perhaps with much

truth be called a muckraker. He was the

first of the great crowd that

A Word on has been pointing out the

Muckrakers ills and ailments of this

great country of ours. He

went from city to city and from state to

state looking for trouble. He found it. He

wrote about it. He stirred the conscience

of the country. The country awoke morally.

Steffens did much to make Roosevelt the
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idol he is today. He prepared the minds

of the majority so that they could appreciate

the strenuous leader. But now Steffens

has quit telling about the evils and is talking

about the good we can do to wipe out those

evils. He recognizes that the evils still

exist. He is not deluding himself into

thinking that everything is lovely. Steffens

knows that the great reform work has just

begun. But he knows that reform work

cannot be done by merely telling of things

that need reforming. The cure must be

found. Steffens is now searching for it.

Many men are continuous vaudeville muck-

rakers. They are muckrakers of them

selves. They take a little mental journey

and find that they are loaded with negatives

—they lack confidence, lack patience, lack

honesty, lack stick-to-it-iveness, lack a

dozen and one qualities which they know

they must possess before they can be suc

cessful. They seem to be somewhat de

lighted with their discovery. Instead of

keeping silent about their faults they tell

all who will listen about them. They are

always telling why they failed in this or that.

They confide in their friends that they have

indigestion and tell how it affects them.

They slander their body and their mind.

They do it continuously. They are not wise

like Steffens. They do not discover their

negatives and then search for that which

will wipe those negatives away and replace

them with positives. Those who have

been muckraking themselves through the

days that are past, and are still engaged in

that occupation, may learn a lesson from

Lincoln Steffens. Steffens is a writer

worth while and this country can pay the

debt it owes him only by overcoming the

evil he has found. You can pay your debt

to Steffens, to yourself, to your country,

and to the world, by ceasing to be a self-

muckraker and become a constructive—

become a builder of positives. If you and

your neighbors do that—and everybody is

your neighbor, you know—th» evils in you

all will disappear, and as the evils in the

individuals disappear, the evils in the world

will also go away. Governments are only

institutions, and institutions are but length

ened shadows of men. Why not be a big

man and help cast a big shadow? The

world needs men who can do this work

well.

Tell me, do you think General Grant

would have ever been president of the

United States had he, when

The Optimistic he was general, been in

Leader the habit of telling his

officers and his men what

a tremendous job they had on their hands

and how extremely doubtful it was that

victory would ever be won? Would Grant

have had much of a share in bringing about

the signing of the articles of surrender of

that glorious old fighter, General Lee, had

he spent most of his time telling his fellow-

soldiers of the overwhelming strength of

the enemy and of the probability that Prov

idence and all the angels were with the

South? Not for a single, solitary moment.

Grant won because he had absolute faith

in his cause, in himself, in his soldiers. He

recognized the magnitude of his task, but

the size of it never overwhelmed him. He

may have had moments when all was dark.

He undoubtedly had his worries and his

troubles with incapable subordinates. He

had his losses, and he knew that the enemy

was ready to give him more of them if he

didn't do a great deal more than "trust in

God and keep his powder dry." The head

of any institution, whether it be the Steel

Trust or the grocery store at Griggsby's

Station, who permits himself to become a

pessimist, is bound to sec his business go

to ruin. It is the law. The failure cannot

be avoided. We get just what we expect.

The business man who expects to settle

with his creditors at ten cents on the dollar

will undoubtedly be given that pleasure—

if getting what he expects yields him pleasure.

The leader who is always complaining of

hard times, of the especial stupidity of his

helpers, of the crookedness of his competi

tors, of the general badness of the present

industrial system, is slated for the scrap

pile. His helpers may be stupid, his com

petitors may be crooked, and we all know

the present industrial system is not so good

that we can say, like Faust to the moment,

"Stay, thou art so fair." But pessimism

will not better matters. It pays to see the

sunshine. There is no fun in being a busi

ness mole. The employer who has faith

in himself, faith in his house, faith in his

employees, and who is scientist and psychol

ogist enough to have faith in "the power

within himself which makes for righteous-
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ness," will, as Mr. Sheldon says in his lecture,

"get to the top of the ladder and holler for

more ladder." For the sake of your success,

man, get rid of the idea that the world is

filled with evils and that you are especially

selected by Providence as landlord of the

hotel where they stop. Get a smile on that

face of yours. Tell your employees that

you are going to win. Admit to them that

there may be some hard work ahead but

that with their co-operation and loyalty you

not only expect to win out in a big way but

expect to help them win out in a big way

too. Have faith, but don't forget for a

single moment that faith without good

works is dead, and that the smiler who

forgets to obey that homely old injunction,

"Get busy," won't wear out many lung

cells calling for more ladder.

* * *

In one of Thoreau's letters is a passage

so filled with the lesson all workers should

learn, that I am going to

Burning the pass it on: "I suppose I

Tree have burned up a good

sized tree tonight—and for

what? I settled with Mr. Tarbell for it

the other day; but that wasn't the final

settlement. I got off cheaply from him.

At last one will say: 'Let's see, how much

wood did you burn, sir?' And I shall

shudder to think that the next question will

be, ' What did you do while you were warm?' "

The cost of a thing, as Thoreau elsewhere

points out, is "the amount of what I will call

life which is required to be exchanged for

it, immediately or in the long run." A man

may want an income of $50,000 a year.

He can have it. He can get just what he

wants. But lie will have to pay the price.

Doesn't Lowell say somewhere:

"It is only heaven that is given away.
Only God may be had for the asking."

After he has decided that he can afford to

give enough life in exchange for his $50,000

a year, he has still other problems to solve.

His life was given him to use—to render

service. When he has given part of it

away for $50,000 he is bound to use that

$50,000 wisely—just as he should have

used its equivalent in life. I know you will

say that he must have rendered service

when he earned $50,000, and I grant the

truth of what you say. But the penalty the

man who renders service must always pay

is: he must render more service. The

capacity of him who serves, grows with each

service rendered. You see the giving of

life in exchange for $50,000 does not ab

solve a man. Always there comes to him,

as he warms himself with the comforts of

his $50,000, "What are you doing while

you are warm?"

* * *

What do you intend to make of yourself?

What is your present plan ? Have you a

purpose in life? Or are

Have a you just drifting? A pur-

Purpose pose is to a worker what

a rudder is to a boat.

Without it he is at the mercy of the wind

and waves. He drifts here and there. He

never arrives. He gets in the way of other

sailors on the sea of life. Once in a while

he suffers a collision. Always he is in

danger. I confess that there is to be found

much pleasure in a life of that kind. I can

see the joys of vagabondia. It is rather

fine to be free—at times. But sooner or

later, there will come to the drifter the

thought that he has not been of much service

to the world—a thought that makes hell

of heaven, and makes the devil grin. There

is no law which compels a man to take a

certain road. He has the world to travel

over. Let him in youth select the route

which he feels will yield him the most happi

ness and on which he can render the most

service. Then let himjstick to it. The

fact that this route is not the one on which

his father and his mother and his uncles

traveled makes no difference at all. He is

the one to travel it. His father and mother

and uncles have traveled theirs. They

have no right to command him. It is the

law that most joy can be found along the

path we wish to travel, and the man who

unwillingly goes where another sends him

will always travel with a frown. Find out

where you want to go and then, in the

language of the street, "go to it."

* * *

William Morris and John Ruskin tell us

much of the joy a man can find in doing

a piece of work especially

A Friend gospel of beauty and the

Factory well. Morris preached the

gospel of utility. He told of

the inner satisfaction that one might find in

putting one's heart into the making^of^ a
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piece of furniture, in binding a book, or

painting a picture. And Morris was, and is,

and always will be right in what he said.

Truly there is much of heaven—as some of

us have learned to understand heaven—in

doing work especially well. But it seems

to me that nowhere can there be found so

much joy as in the making of a friend. If

there is a greater joy than this I confess I

have never discovered just what it is, nor

have I found in my reading anything that

leads me to think that others have been more

fortunate. What is finer than to meet

" —a friend to whom your heart goes straight.
Who is yours and you his, in whose voice is the ring
To which your heart rings back in spite of every

thing."

Business men need friends. And, bless

me, we are all business men, even though

some of us have been taught to look upon

the name, "business man," with suspicion.

The wise man will make it his special

business early in life to make a liberal in

vestment in a friend-making factory. For

tunately we are able to start factories of this

kind. And the man or woman who fails

to get in the friend-producing business early

in life is letting slip something, the loss of

which will mean much later in life. The

business man who is unable to produce

friends is one who will never become sur

feited with the fruit of success. A man's

success is determined by the number of

true friends he has made. To be friendless

is regarded by many as a crime. When a

dog is friendless we call him a cur and his

progress is generally hastened with brick

bats liberally showered. When a man is

friendless we usually—although, it is true,

sometimes mistakenly—assume that he is

guilty of something. Generally we are

right. Too few men make an effort to

produce friends. But you will notice that

those who have the most true friends are

the most successful. True friends have

confidence in us—even when we stumble.

And confidence is at the base of all trade.

* * *

Down in Chicago is a unique club known

as the Rotary. Its membership is nearly

two hundred and is con-

The Rotary fined to one representative

Club of each kind of business.

Rotary members are not

ashamed of their professions—of their

methods of making money. They talk

about their work openly and frankly. They

do not hide their incandescents. In nearly

all other clubs the discussion of private

business affairs is considered in bad taste.

That is, in few other clubs do the members

make a frank appeal to other members for

business, basing their appeal on fraternity.

But the Rotary fellows do. They have

learned that co-operation is infinitely super

ior to competition. They know that the

old saying about competition being the life

of trade is all poppycock. Co-operation is

the thing. So they co-operate. I quote

from a club booklet: "Rotary club says

frankly and plainly—cultivate your fellow-

members and use them to get business from ;

they in turn to do the same with you. It

goes even further. It says: influence all

the business of your friends and your ac

quaintances that you can for the benefit of

your fellow members." There are many

cities throughout the country that would be

benefited by clubs like the Rotary. Organi

zations made up of men who desire to help

one another are always worth while. The

Rotary fellows are always looking out for a

chance to do good to their club brothers.

Folks who have really tried the experiment

of doing good to others tell me it pays. Have

you tried it ?

* * *

The old southern darkies recognized

those who were above them by the name

"quality folks." To us

Quality "quality folks" are those

Folks who do better work, who

render better service than

the ordinary run of folks. Heinz quali

fies for that class with his fifty-seven

varieties; the Studebaker Wagon and

Carriage Company, The Oliver Chilled

Plow Company, Marshall Field & Com

pany—all these and others in their class

are quality folks. But one doesn't have

to be of national importance to be reckoned

in this class. One can be "quality folks"

in a small community. All you have to do

is to do a certain kind of work a little better

than the best. That is the open sesame to

that society. Out in Pittsfield, Mass., is

the Caxton Society. These lovers of good

printing are publishing a series of brochures

which are filled with the best in literature.

Only that which has proven worth while

is printed, and when it is printed it comes
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out in a dress that delights the eye. Thomas

B. Mosher of Portland, Maine, makes the

best books in the country. At least that is

what some folks who know good books, say.

Quality is always the prime consideration

with Mosher. One can caress a Mosher

book, and always be sure that within the

covers one can find something high grade.

The Roycrofters came into existence be

cause Elbert Hubbard stumbled- onto

William Morris in England and caught the

Morris germ. Morris believed that people

really needed fewer but better things. He

saw the need and started to supply it. The

one who sees a need is always the one to

supply it. Hubbard saw the need of better

books in America. He is supplying them.

Out on the Pacific coast, in Las Canyadas,

near Los Angeles, James H. Griffes has set

up the Golden Press among the orange

trees and the roses. He sends out his

beautiful little magazinelet," Everyman,"

to try to bring folks to see that the Golden

Rule is really greater than the majority think,

and that a laugh is worth ten frowns in every

market. Jones in Fort Atkinson, Wiscon

sin, makes sausage better than anyone else,

while Mary Elizabeth makes those who

like good candy bend the knee to Syracuse,

N. Y. In this same city lives Gustav

Stickley, maker of Craftsman furniture, and

apostle of the simple life in house building

and home making. There are one or two

folks who believe in quality, aren't there?

Why not travel in that class, Brother Busi

nessman ?

* * *

It isn't likely that many will disagree with

me whki I say that the majority of men

center their whole attention

How Are You upon the goal off there in

Arriving? the future at which they

expect to arrive, rather than

upon the condition they will be in when they

arrive. The great question is not the dis

tance you travel but the condition you are

in when you arrive. A man may set a goal

and reach it by running straight, without

looking to the right or left, but if he drops

dead when he arrives, the honor of reaching

the goal counts for little. You may argue

with much truth that a man who looks after

his comfort as he journeys along is not

likely to travel nearly as fast as one who

spares neither himself nor his mount, but

forges ahead to his destination. But, tell

me, what is it that one. finds at the Des

tination, if one ever arrive ? In all the ages

recorded on the pages of history we have

no record of any man arriving at the Des

tination. Many men, it is true, have reached

the goal they set for themselves, but when

they reached it, and before they dropped

down and expired, they saw another goal

farther on that they would have much loved

to reach before Dark. Men never arrive.

Always they are journeying. And it is in

the jo rney that they find pleasure, isn't it ?

Why then should a man make his iourney

like a pilgrimage of a missionary through

barbarian country ? I believe in the philos

ophy of Epicurus—he who was, and is, so

woefully misunderstood. Epicurus preached

that we should take delight in the senses—

in seeing, hearing, feeling, tasting and

smelling. And he was right. In these

things we should take delight. We should

train our eyes to see all that is beautiful and

colorful, and our ears should be attuned

to the harmonies of life. We know that

feeling, tasting and smelling are really only

slower sight. To those of us who believe

in the philosophy of living one day at a

time, the world is a beautiful place. The

days are not drab. We find in life a wond

rous peace. Everything seems to contribute

to our pleasure. We are journeying along,

yes, we are journeying along. But we

laugh and smile—sometimes through tears—

and find time to waste our days wisely in

loafing where there is much food for the

senses. Some folks say we are foolish,

but we remember that it is better to be

heavenly foolish rather than hellish wise.

We do not dispute with those who claim

that there is a heaven after this life. It may

be that some of us doubt this, but this doubt

is really swept away by the consciousness

that those of us who live this life wisely

need not have any worries over our fate in

a life to come. As Luke North says, we

shall all go to heaven together. None of

us can get in the gate until all our brothers

arrive. So there's no use in getting out of

sight of the crowd, when to do so is to render

us unfit to present ourselves for admission

into a place where people are happy. I

have a notion that our mission on this earth

is to be happy, and really I cannot see how

there can be any virtue in the doctrine that
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to be happy tomorrow I must be miserable

today. I have found that by being happy

yesterday I only prepared myself for greater

happiness today, and so I may be pardoned

if I assume that by laughing a wee bit today

1 shall be better able to laugh tomorrow.

It occurs to me also that those who rush

forward alone have no chance to practice

the Golden Rule. They hav: no chance

to help raise those who stumble and bruise

their feet against the stones, and, really,

it seems to me that those who cannot help

miss much that is worth while. Greatness

doesn't consist in the ability to preach a

great sermon, carve a great statue, or write

a poem that stands forth for centuries as a

classic. Greatness is to be found where

a man is truly happy—and no man is truly

happy who does not make others happy

with his happiness.

An Apology for Idlers

BY ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

JUST now, when every one is bound,

under pain of a decree in absence con

victing them' of lese-respectability, to

enter on some lucrative profession, and labor

therein with something not far short of

enthusiasm, a cry from the opposite party

who are content when they have enough,

and like to look on and enjoy in the mean

while, savors a little of bravado and gas

conade. And yet this should not be. Idle

ness so-called, which does not consist in

doing nothing, but in doing a great deal

not recognized in the dogmatic formularies

of the ruling class, has as good a right to

state its position as industry itself. It is

admitted that the presence of people who

refuse to enter in the great handicap race

for sixpenny pieces, is at once an insult and

a disenchantment for those who do. A

fine fellow (as we see so many) takes his

determination, votes for the sixpences, and

in the emphatic Americanism, "goes for"

them. And while such a one is ploughing

distressfully up the road, it is not hard to

understand his resentment, when he per

ceives cool persons in the meadows by the

wayside, lying with a handkerchief over

their ears and a glass at their elbow. Alex

ander is touched in a very delicate place by

the disregard of Diogenes. Where was the

glory of having taken Rome for these tum

ultuous barbarians who poured into the

Senate-house, and found the Fathers sitting

silent and unmoved by their success? It

is a sore thing to have laboured along and

scaled the arduous hill-tops, and when all

is done find humanity indifferent to your

achievement. Hence physicists condemn the

unphysical; financiers have only a superficial

toleration for those who know little of stocks;

literary persons despise the unlettered; and

people of all pursuits combine to disparage

those who have none.

But though this is one difficulty of the

subject, it is not the greatest. You could not

be put in prison for speaking against in

dustry, but you can be sent to Coventry for

speaking like a fool. The greatest difficulty

with most subjects is to do them well; there

fore, please to remember this is an apology.

It is certain that much may be judiciously

argued in favour of diligence; only there is

something to be said against it, and that is

what, on the present occasion, I have to say.

To state one argument is not necessarily to

be deaf to all others, and that a man has

written a book of travels in Montenegro is

no reason why he should never have been to

Richmond.

It is surely beyond a doubt that people

should be a good deal idle in youth. For

though here and there a Lord Macaulay may

escape from school honours with all his wits

about him, most boys pay so dear for their

medals that they never afterwards have a

shot in their locker, and begin the world

bankrupt. And the same holds true during

all the time a lad is educating himself, or

suffering others to educate him. It must

have been a very foolish old gentleman who

addressed Johnson at Oxford in these words:

"Young man, ply your book diligently now,

and acquire a stock of knowledge; for when

years come upon you, you will find that por

ing upon books will be but an irksome task."

The old gentleman seems to have been un
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aware that many other things besides read

ing grow irksome, and not a few become im

possible, by the time a man has to use spec

tacles and cannot walk without a stick.

Books are good enough in their own way, but

they are a mighty bloodless substitute jor life.

It seems a pity to sit, like the Lady of Shalott,

peering into a mirror, with your back turned

on all the bustle and glamour of reality.

And if a man reads very hard, as the old

anecdote reminds us, he will have little time

for thought.

If you look back on your own education,

I am sure it will not be the full, vivid, in

structive hours of truancy that you regret;

you would rather cancel some lack-lustre

periods between sleep and waking in the

class. For my own part, I have attended a

good many lectures in my time. I still re

member that the spinning of a top is a case

of Kinetic Stability. I still remember that

Emphyteusis is not a disease, nor Stillicide

a crime. But though I would not willingly

part with such scraps of science, I do not

set the same store by them as by certain

other odds and ends that I came by in the

open street while I was playing truant.

This is not the moment to dilate on that

mighty place of education which was the

favourite school of Dickens and of Balzac,

and turns out yearly many inglorious mas

ters in the Science of the Aspects of Life.

Suffice it to say this if a lad does not learn in

the streets, it is because he has no faculty of

learning. Nor is the truant always in the

streets; for if he prefers, he may go out by

the gardened suburbs into the country.

He may pitch on some tuft of lilacs over a

burn, and smoke innumerable pipes to the

tune of the water on the stones. A bird will

sing in the thicket. And there he may fall

into a vein of kindly thought, and see things

in a new perspective. Why, if this be not

education, what is? We may conceive Mr.

Worldly Wiseman accosting such an one,

and the conversation that would ensue:

"How now, young fellow, what dost thou

here?"

"Truly, sir, I take mine ease."

"Is not this the hour of the class? and

should'st thou not be plying thy Book with

diligence, to the end thou mayest obtain

knowledge ?"

"Nay, but thus also I follow after Learn

ing, by your leave."

"Learning, quotha! After what fashion

I pray thee? Is it mathematics?"

"No, to be sure."

" It is metaphysics ?"

"Nor that."

" Is it some language ?"

"Nay, it is no language."

"It is a trade ?"

"Nor a trade, neither."

"Why, then, what is 't?"

" Indeed, sir, as a time may soon come for

me to go upon Pilgrimage, I am desirous to

note what is commonly done by persons in

my case, and where are the ugliest Sloughs

and Thickets on the Road; as also, what

manner of Staff is of the best service. More

over, I lie here, by this water, to learn by

root-of-heart a lesson which my master

teaches me to call Peace, or Contentment."

Hereupon Mr. Worldly Wiseman was

much commoved with passion, and shaking

his cane with a very threatful countenance,

broke forth upon this wise: "Learning,

quotha!" said he; "I would have all such

rogues scourged by the Hangman!"

And so he would go his way, ruffling out

his cravat with a crackle of starch, like a

turkey when it spreads its feathers.

Now this, of Mr. Wiseman's, is the com

mon opinion. A fact is not called a fact,

but a piece of gossip, if it does not fall into

one of your scholastic categories. An inquiry

must be in some acknowledged direction,

with a name to go by; or else you are not

inquiring at all, only lounging; and the

workhouse is too good for you. It is sup

posed that all knowledge is at the bottom of

a well, or the far end of a telescope. Saint

Beuve, as he grew older, came to regard all

experience as a single great book, in which

to study for a few years ere we go hence ; and

it seemed all one to him whether you should

read in Chapter XX, which is the differential

calculus, or in Chapter XXXIX, which is

hearing the band play in the gardens.

As a matter of fact, an intelligent person,

looking out of his eyes and hearkening in his

ears, with a smile on his face all the time, will

get more true education than many another

in a life of heroic vigils. There is certainly

some chill and arid knowledge to be found

upon the summits of formal and laborious

science; but it is all around you, and for the

trouble of looking, that you will acquire the

warm and palpitating facts of life.j While
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others are filling their memory with a lum

ber of words, one-half of which they will for

get before the week be out, your truant may

learn some really useful art : to play the fiddle,

to know a good cigar, or to speak with ease

and opportunity to all varieties of men.

Many who have "plied" their book dili

gently, and know all about some one branch

or another of accepted lore, come out of

the study with an ancient and owl-like

demeanour, and prove dry, stockish, and dys

peptic in all the better and brighter parts of

life. Many make a large fortune, who re

main underbred and pathetically stupid to

the last. And meantime there goes the

idler, who began life along with them—by

your leave, a different picture. He has had

lime to take care of his health and his spirits;

he has been a great deal in the open air,

which is the most salutary of all things for

both body and mind; and if he has never

read the great Book in very recondite places,

he has dipped into it and skimmed it over to

excellent purpose. Might not the student

afford some Hebrew roots, and the business

man some of his half-crowns, for a share of

the idler's knowledge of life at large, and Art

of Living? Nay, and the idler has another

and more important quality than these. I

mean his wisdom. He who has much looked

on at the childish satisfaction of other people

in their hobbies, will regard his own with

only a very ironical indulgence. He will not

be heard among the dogmatists. He will

have a great and cool allowance for all sorts

of people and opinions. If he finds no out-

of-the-way truths, he will identify himself

with no very burning falsehood. His way

takes him along a by-road, not much fre

quented, but very even and pleasant, which

is called Commonplace Lane, and leads to

the Belvedere of Common Sense. Thence

he shall command an agreeable, if no very

noble prospect; and while others behold the

East and West, the Devil and the Sunrise, he

will be contentedly aware of a sort of morn

ing hour upon all sublunary things, with an

army of shadows running speedily and in

many different directions into the great day

light of Eternity. The shadows and the

generations, the shrill doctors and the plan

gent wars, go by into ultimate silence and

emptiness; but underneath all this, a man

may see, out of the Belvedere windows,

much green and peaceful landscape; many

firelit parlours, good people laughing, drink

ing and making love as they did before the

Flood or the French Revolution; and the

old shepherd telling his tale under the haw

thorn.

Extreme BUSYNESS, whether at school

or college, kirk or market, is a symptom of

deficient vitality; and a faculty for idleness

implies a catholic appetite and a strong sense

of personal identity. There is a sort of

dead-alive, hackneyed people about, who are

scarcely conscious of living except in the ex

ercise of some conventional occupation.

Bring these fellows into the country, or set

them aboard ship, and you will see how they

pine for their desk or their study. They

have no curiosity; they cannot give them

selves over to random provocations; they do

not take pleasure in the exercise of their

faculties for its own sake ; and unless Neces

sity lays about them with a stick, they will

even stand still. It is no good speaking to

such folk: they CANNOT be idle, their

nature is not generous enough; and they pass

those hours in a sort of coma, which are not

dedicated to furious moiling in the goldmill.

When they do not require to go to the office,

when they are not hungry and have no mind

to drink, the whole breathing world is a

blank to them. If they have to wait an hour

or so for a train, they fall into a stupid trance

with their eyes open. To see them, you

would suppose there was nothing to look at

and no one to speak with ; you would imagine

they were paralyzed or alienated; and yet

very possibly they are hard workers in their

own way, and have good eyesight for a flaw

in a deed or a turn of the market. They

have been to school and college, but all the

time they had their eye on the medal; they

have gone about in the world and mixed with

clever people, but all the time they were

thinking of their own affairs. As if a man's

soul were not too small to begin with, they

have dwarfed and narrowed theirs by a life

of all work and no play, until here they are

at forty, with a listless attention, a mind

vacant of all material of amusement, and not

one thought to rub against another, while

they wait for the train. Before he was

breeched, he might of clambered on the

boxes; when he was twenty, he would have

stared at the girls ; but now the pipe is smoked

out, the snuff-box empty, and my gentleman

sits bolt upright upon a bench, with lament
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able eyes. This does not appeal to me as

being Success in Life.

But it is not only the person himself who

suffers from his busy habits, but his wife and

children, his friends and relations, and down

to the very people he sits with in a railway

carriage or an omnibus. Perpetual devotion

to what a man calls his business is only to

be sustained by perpetual neglect of many

other things. And it is not by any means cer

tain that a man's business is the most im

portant thing he has to do. To an impartial

estimate it will seem clear that many of the

wisest, most virtuous, and most beneficent

parts that are to be played upon the Theatre

of Life are filled by gratuitous performers,

and pass, among the world at large, as phases

of idleness. For in that Theatre, not only

the walking gentleman, singing chamber

maids and diligent fiddlers in the orchestra,

but those who look on and clap their hands

from the benches, do really play a part and

fulfill important offices towards the general

result. You are no doubt very dependent on

the care of your lawyer and stockbroker, of

the guards and signalmen who convey you

rapidly from place to place, and the police

men who walk the streets for your protection;

but is there not a thought of gratitude in your

heart for certain other benefactors who set

you smiling when they fall in your way, or

season your dinner with good company?

Colonel Newcome helped to lose his friend's

money; Fred Bayham had an ugly trick of

borrowing shirts; and yet they were better

people to fall among than Mr. Barnes. And

though Falstaff was neither sober nor very

honest, I think I could name one or two

long-faced Barabbases whom the world could

better have done without. Hazlitt mentions

that he was more sensible of obligation to

Northcote, who had never done him anything

he could call a service, than to his whole

circle of ostentations friends; for he thought

a good companion emphatically the greatest

benefactor. I know there are people in the

world who cannot feel grateful unless the

favour has been done them at the cost of

pain and difficulty. But this is a churlish

disposition. A man may send you six sheets

of letter paper covered with the most enter

taining gossip, or you may pass half an hour

pleasantly, perhaps profitably, over an article

of his. Do you think the service would be

greater, if he had made the manuscript in his

heart's blood, like a compact with the devil ?

Do you really fancy you should be more be

holden to your correspondent, if he had been

damning you all the while for your impor

tunity ?

Pleasures are more beneficial than duties

because, like the quality of mercy, they are

not strained, and they are twice blest. There

must always be two to a kiss, and there may

be a score in a jest; but wherever there is an

element of sacrifice, the favour is conferred

with pain, and among generous people, re

ceived with confusion. There is no duty we

so much underrate as the duty of being happy.

By being happy, we sow anonymous benefits

upon the world, which remain unknown even

to ourselves, or, when they are disclosed, sur

prise nobody so much as the benefactor. The

other day, a ragged, barefoot boy ran down

the street after a marble, with so jolly an air

that he set every one he passed into a good

humour; one of these persons, who had been

delivered from more than usually black

thoughts, stopped the little fellow and gave

him some money with this remark: "You

see what sometimes comes of looking

pleased." It he had looked pleased before,

he had now to look both pleased and mysti

fied. For my part, I justify this encourage

ment of smiling rather than tearful children; I

do not want to pay for tears anywhere but up

on the stage; but I am prepared to deal largely

in the opposite commodity. A happy man

or woman is a better thing to find than a five

pound note. He or she is a radiating focus

of good-will; and their entrance into a room

is as though another candle had been lighted.

We need not care whether they could prove

the forty-seventh proposition ; they do a better

thing than that, they practically demonstrate

the great Theorem of the Livableness of Life.

Consequently, if a person cannot be happy

without remaining idle, idle he should remain-

It is a revolutionary precept; but, thanks to

hunger and the workhouse, one not easily to

be abused; and, within practical limits, it is

one of the most incontestable truths in the

whole Body of Morality.

Look at one of your industrious fellows for

a moment, I beseech you. He sows hurry

and reaps indigestion; he puts a vast deal of

activity out to interest, and receives a large

measure of nervous derangement in return.

Either he absents himself entirely from all

fellowship, and lives a recluse in a garret,
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with carpet slippers and a leaden inkpot; or

he comes among people swiftly and bitterly,

in a contraction of his whole nervous system,

to discharge some temper before he returns

to work. I do not care how much or how

well he works, this fellow is an evil feature

in other people's lives. They would be hap

pier if he were dead. They could easier do

without his services in the Circumlocution

Office, than they can tolerate his fractious

spirits. He poisons life at the well-head. It

is better to be beggared out of hand by a

scapegrace nephew, than daily hag-ridden

by a peevish uncle.

And what, in God's name, is all this pother

about? For what cause do they embitter

their own and other people's lives ? That a

man should publish three or thirty articles

a year, that he should finish or not finish his

great allegorical picture, are questions of

little interest to the world. The ranks of life

are full; and although a thousand fall, there

are al ways some to go into the breach. When

they told Joan of Arc she should be at home

minding women's work, she answered there

were plenty to spin and wash. And so, even

with your own rare gifts 1 When nature is

"so careless of the single life," why should

we coddle ourselves into the fancy that our

own is of exceptional importance ? Suppose

Shakespeare had been knocked on the head

some dark night in Sir Thomas Lucy's pre

serves the world would have wagged on

better or worse, the pitcher gone to the well,

the scythe to the corn, and the student to his

book; and no one been any the wiser of the

loss. There are not many works extant, if

you look the alternative all over which are

worth the price of a pound of tobacco to a

man of limited means. This is a sobering

reflection for the proudest of our earthly

vanities. Even a tobacconist may, upon

consideration, find no great cause for per

sonal vainglory in the phrase; for although

tobacco is an admirable sedative, the qual

ities necessary for retailing it are neither rare

nor precious in themselves.

Alas and alas! you may take it how you

will, but the services of no single individual

are indispensable. Atlas was just a gentle

man with a protracted nightmare I And yet

you see merchants who go and labour them

selves into a great fortune and thence into

the bankruptcy court; scribblers who keep

scribbling at little articles until their temper

is a cross to all who come about them, as

though Pharaoh should set the Israelites to

make a pin instead of a pyramid; and fine

young men who work themselves into a de

cline, and are driven off in a hearse with

white plumes upon it. Would you not sup

pose these persons had been whispered, by

the Master of the Ceremonies, the promise of

some momentous destiny ? and that this luke

warm bullet on which they play their farces

was the bull's-eye and centrepoint of all the

universe? And yet it is not so. The ends

for which they give away their priceless

youth, for all they know, may be chimerical

or hurtful; the glory and riches they expect

may never come, or may find them indiffer

ent ; and they and the world they inhabit are

so inconsiderable that the mind freezes at the

thought.

From Other Philosophers

The Genius of Cultivation.—It is not

alone the possession of natural gifts which

counts, but their cultivation. It is safe to

say that several hundred geniuses have been

nipped in the bud by lack of training where

one has pushed his way to the front. Train

ing consists in, first, a knowledge of what

one's powers are, and, second, in their

systematic development.—L. C. Ball.

The Scientific Salesman.—The "nat

ural born salesman" is one who doesn't

know just how he makes a sale or why

he doesn't. When the abnormal or un

healthy conditions of business arise, and

the so-called hard-times confronts him, or

when competition grows keener and the

circumstances change under which he has

prospered, he can't account for it, and

attributes the loss in his sales and profits

to every other cause but himself. The

scientific salesman knows the whys and

wherefores of selling. He begins with the

basis of self-knowledge and acquires an

understanding of human nature, and every

condition governing the distribution of
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merchandise. He learns values and prices.

He is not dependent upon a limited channel

for an outlet. He is fertile in selling-ideas

and takes the initiative which makes for

success. The natural born salesman is

the captain who can steer the ship only

in clear weather. The scientific salesman

is the captain with a compass aboard—the

true seaman always prepared for emer

gencies.—J. C. Rahming.

Always the Individual.—The cause

of success is always in the person who suc

ceeds; you will see that this is, must be

true, because if the cause of success were

in nature, outside the person, then all

persons similarly situated would succeed.

The cause of success is not in the environ

ment of the individual, because if it were

all persons within a given radius would be

successful, and success would be wholly

a matter of neighborhood; and we see that

people whose environment is practically

the same, and who live in the same neigh

borhood show us all degrees of success and

failure ; therefore we know that the cause of

success must be in the individual and no

where else.—Constructive Science.

The Power of Mind.—If circumstances

had the power to bless or harm, they would

bless or harm all men alike. But the fact

that the same circumstances will be alike

good and bad to different souls proves that

the good or bad is not in the circumstance,

but only in the mind of him that encounters

it.—James Allen.

To Build a Belief.—To build a new

habit of thought, exercise the thought, with

out belief if need be. Belief will grow

with exercise. Repeat it. Act upon it.

Do again as the thought directs and act

again. Once more and once more and

once more, then lo and behold, the desired

thought is in control of your mental mechan

ism. You believe. You know. By doing

the thing, you come into your kingdom.

You rule the ruler of your reason.

—Piccolo Pebbles.

The Ideal is Thyself.—The situation

that has not its Duty, its Ideal, was never

yet occupied by man. Yes, here, in this

poor, miserable, hampered, despicable,

Actual, wherein thou even now standest,

here or nowhere is thy Ideal; work it out'

therefrom; and, working, believe, live, be

free. Fool I The Ideal is in thyself, the

impediment, too, is in thyself; thy condition

is but the stuff thou art to shape that same

Ideal out of; what matters whether such

stuff be of this sort or that, so the form thou

give it be heroic, be poetic. Oh, thou that

pinest in the imprisonment of the actual,

and criest bitterly to the gods for a kingdom

wherein to rule and create, know this of a

truth: the thing thou seekest is already

within thee, here or now, couldst thou only

see !—Carlyle.

Express Your Emotions.—Refuse to

express an emotion and it dies. There is

no more valuable precept in modem educa

tion than this, as all who have had experi

ence know. If we wish to conquer unde

sirable emotional tendencies in ourselves,

we must assiduously and in the first in

stance, cold-bloodedly, go through the

outward movements of those contrary dis

positions which we prefer to cultivate.

Smooth the brow, brighten the eye, con

tract the dorsal rather than the ventral

aspect of the frame, and speak in a major

key, pass the genial compliment, and your

heart must be frigid indeed if it does not

gradually thaw.—William James.

One of the Secrets of Happiness.—

But the true secret of it all is that we ought

to live as far as we can in the day, the hour,

the minute; to waste no time in anxious

forecasting and miserable regrets, but just

do what lies before us as faithfully as possible.

Gradually, too, one learns that the restricting

of what is called religion to certain kinds of

prayer and definite solemnities is the most

painful of all mistakes. . . . But the

secret waits for all who can throw aside

convention and insincerity, who can make

the sacrifice with a humble heart, and throw

ourselves utterly and fearlessly into the

hands of God. Societies, organizations,

ceremonies, forms, authority, dogma—they

are all outside; silently and secretly in the

solitude of one's heart must the lonely path

be found; but the slender track once be

neath our feet, all the complicated relations

of the world become clear and simple.

—Arthur C. Benson.



Let's Talk Business

TO take a string of small farms and

weld them into one big estate; to take

a long, winding valley and change it

into a lake; to construct roads and drives

and then turn them over to the public;

to carry on campaigns for the building of

strong, unassailable foundations under the

Sheldon School and the Sheldon University

Press; to work out day by day, and night

after night, ideas for the founding of Sheldon

University—surely this is work enough for

one man. And this is the work Mr. Sheldon

is doing—and he is doing it all "between

times." His lecture trips throughout the

country take up much of his time, and it

is only once in a while that he has time to

sit on the Front Porch up at Sheldonhurst

and write down his heart to heart talks to

readers of The Business Philosopher.

* • *

A reader of The Philosopher said the

other day, "The one thing about your

magazine is the delightful uncertainty of

what you are going to offer. The last num

ber seems to be better than the one before

it, but for the life of me I cannot tell you

just what makes it better. They are all

so different." That's what we want to do

always—give our readers "something dif

ferent." But we are not forgetting that

to be different without being good is nothing

to brag about. Each number is gotten out

just for the fun of it, and a magazine edited

in that way is bound to be bright and snappy.

Oftentimes much of the editorial work is

done in a canoe or the sailboat. There

may be a more ideal way of editing a maga

zine, but no books are published describing

it.

* * *

The dream that is assuming a less and

less nebulous condition every day is that of

a big business chautauqua which will be

held next summer on Lake Eara. Hundreds

of visitors have already visited the lake this

summer and many of them have announced

that when they come next year they are

coming with tents and intend to stay a

month or more. Of course such positive

talk as that means that they mean what

they say, and Mr. Sheldon has not yet been

able to find it in his heart to refuse to give

them what they demand. The Sheldon

students have found so much good in the

correspondence instruction that they insist

on personal instruction. So next summer

Mr. Sheldon and an able corps of business

building assistants will lecture to those who

are interested in increasing their efficiency

and therefore their value. Of course our

government has not yet progressed so far

that the last congress passed a law making

attendance at this chautauqua compulsory,

so you do not have to attend unless you

want to. Take a little glimpse at the cut

opposite the first editorial page and read

Mr. Sheldon's editorial. You will surely

write to us then for more information and

there will be smiles in the office when that

information is sent to you. There will

also be smiles waiting for you when you

come to Sheldonhurst next summer.

• * *

Where is Libertyville ? Why, bless your

heart, don't you know where Libertyville

is? Well, it is thirty-five miles north of

Chicago, In fact Chicago is one of its

suburbs. Many folks live out here and

exist in Chicago in the day time for business

reasons. There may be a more beautiful

residence town along the C. M. &. St P.

road, but it is not making enough noise

to be heard. When you hear the brake-

man call out "Libertyville," you should

get off and ask the way to The Sheldon

University Press. You will there find a

happy individual, or two, who will tell you

how to reach Lake Eara. Perhaps Mr.

Sheldon will be found up there in a teat,

and if he has done his quota of work for

the day he may be induced to hoist the sail

and show you the beauties of the lake.

Of course he will not fail to talk about the

great school to be built right over there—

see, just on the top of that hill, right where

the land slopes down so gently to the water's

edge. Anyhow, you'll have a nice time,

and when the Old Man says "Come again,"

and smiles at you, you'll say "Sure thing,"

and mentally make plans for attending the

big summer session in 1908.



The Philosopher Among His Books

It is a curious reflection, that the ordinary private person who collects objects of a modest

luxury, has nothing about him so old as his books. If a wave of the rod made everything

around him disappear that did not exist a century ago, he would suddenly find himself with

one or two sticks of furniture, perhaps, but otherwise alone with his books. Let the work of

another century pass, and certainly nothing but these little brown volumes would be left, so

many caskets full of tenderness and passion, fruitless hope^ self-torturing envy, conceit, aware,

in maddening lucid moments, of its own folly.—Edmund Gosse

The Strenuous Career. By Madison C.

Peters. Laird & Lee, Chicago.

The philosophy which this book teaches

may be summed up in the old song:

" If I were a cobbler, it would be my pride.

The best of all cobblers to be—

If I were a tinker, no tinker beside

Should mend an old kettle like me."

Peters recognizes that the people are the

ones who make all promotions. He knows

that it is service only for which rewards

are given. A man must do things. If he

speaks, he must speak better than anyone

else if he would win the loudest applause.

If he writes, it must be as a master that he

touches thoughts and turns them into sen

tences that brighten a printed page. It

makes very little difference what a man

does, so long as be does his work well and

so long as the work he does is useful. Peters

shows that even public scavengers can dig

nify their work. He shows that the men

who have graved their names in the memory

of the race have been Doers of Deeds.

Some of them may have only constructed

a Dream House. Others may have built

a railroad across a torrid desert. But if

the Dream House and the railroad were

well built—if they served—their builders

never die. This book is not a great book,

but there is in it much common sense. It

hits hard, right out straight from the shoul

der. Its style is that of a newspaper office

where the call for "copy" is continually

sounding. But, like much newspaper copy,

it strikes straight and has no false motion.

It is an especially good book for a boy to

read. 'Twill help make him a man.

* * *

The New Old Healing. By Henry Wood.

Lothrop, Lee & Shepard., Boston.

Here is an author who is persistent in

emphasizing the potency of the mind over

disease. He doesn't deny that medicine

helps wonderfully at times. He does not

rant and rave against the physicians. But

he shows that the medicine one can pour

out of a bottle or drink from a spoon is of

absolutely no use unless it has working

with it the power of a patient's mind. Mr.

Wood shows that a man may employ the

highest priced physician in the land, and

never be cured. No physician can work

successfully on a patient whose mental

thought factory is littered up with the rub

bish of negatives. In good health the first

requirement is Right Thinking. The man

who thinks right is pretty apt to do right.

In this book the author tells how to think

right. He' bases his instruction upon per

sonal experiences. He knows. His talk

is clear and to the point. He is no inkfish.

He does not mince matters. To him a

spade is a spade. His book is one that

ought to be read by business men who de

sire more life—who want to live every

moment, who want to find in every day the

wealth intended for those who know enough

to obey the law.

SHELDON LECTURES

Here are just three of Mr. Sheldon's

lecture dates. If you want him to talk in

your town write to V. W. Helm, 209 State

St., Chicago.

August 4th—Address at Cincinnati, Ohio,

a. 30 p. m., before National Jewelers'

Association. Subject, "Modern Business

Building."

August 27th -Publicity Address before Asso

ciated Advertising Clubs of America.

Kansas City, Mo.

September 18th—Publicity Address. Ne

braska Travelers' Association. Hastings,

Nebr.
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Sheldon University Press

Liberty ville Illinois

The Business Philosopher

One Dollar a Year Ten Gents a Copy

July First, 1908

Dear Mr. Salesman:

Laughter is to a man what a good cry (whatever that is) is

to a woman. You ought to take a dose of laughter every day for

your business's sake. Laughter, however, is not a medicine that

should be taken undiluted, nor should it be given in dishes that

smash the pure food laws into smithereens.

The laughter that is wrapped up in saffron hued stories is

really not the best thing for the summer season. That was all

right last winter for those who were behind in style, but for sum

mer use this kind of laughter is strictly tabu. It will also be n. g.

next winter.

In order to get laughter that is guaranteed to do the work ex

pected of it all the time, the thing to do is to send us One Dollar

for that jolly, good of book of Charlie Crewdson's, "Talcs of the

Road." Here is a book that wraps much laughter in common-

sense— and we've been told that laughter wrapped this way keeps

longer and retains its flavor.

Crewdson, you know, was a traveling man. He was a sales

man, too. He also kept his eyes and ears open and saw and heard

things that are only seen and heard by the man on the road. He

tells of merchants and salesmen and salesmangers and the rest of

the business getting and business building fraternity, and his

stories are just brim-full of lessons.

As we said before, all you have to do to hear Charlie tell you

his tales is to send One Dollar to us. Our mutual uncle, Samuel,

will attend to the rest.

Merrily yours,

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS
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You can have

"THE NAUTILUS"

-^-edited by that brainy woman,

Elizabeth Towne—and

"THE BUSINESS

PHILOSOPHER"

for One Dollar and Fifty Coppers

Of course

you ought to accept this right now

When you want a rest you

rea'ly ought to come to

Sheldonhurst and lie un

der the trees on the banks

of Lake Eara.

—Sheldon

EX. Y. Z.—Keep in mind

the Business Chautauqua

planned for 1908.

PLAYS

How soon, alas, the hours arc over,

Counted us out to play the lover!

And how much narrower is the stage,

Allotted us to play the sage!

But when we play the fool, how wide

The theater expands; besides,

How long the audience sits lxifore us!

How many prompters! What a chorus!

—Landor.

Read Character on Sight

Vaught's Practical Char
acter Reader shown joQ
how to tell the character,
lath's of all kinds of people
that j on meet In the ordi
nary watksof lire. Tells
you how to read character
In the head, eyes, mme,
chin, ear* month. expres
sion, etc Telle you bow to

\ avoid duntrerou* p ople.
what people yon can In
fluence, etc. The book Is
Illustrated so profusely
that no great Httidy Is

necessary for you to become a first class character
reader. Handsomely bound 1:1 cloth, over ^00 illus
trations. Price tl.OO, prepaid.

Send today. The most valuable
and practical book you ever read

john McGregor

379 E. 25th Street CHICAGO

 

Increase Your Sales

ADVUvTSSS

MAGAZINE

i
 

Successful can

The greatest boost to Scientific
Salesmanship is a knowledge of
advertising. No great mercantile
success is achieved without this
business-building force. All salrs-
managcrs utilize it. Study the
ways successful advertise rs arc
n King business today. Read
Advertisers' Magazine — filled
with mency-making plans and
ideas that underlie aggressive,
order-bringing salesmanship,

ipaigns described—layout, copy and
illustratit ns analyzed. Every number interest
ing, instructive, helpful—52 piges each month

( rammed with advertising suggest^ ns, criticisms,
ways and means. Best "Advertising School" in
existence; a pra« \ 'n al journal for salesmen, sales
managers and business mm who advertise.

Special offer:
FREE COPY OF

"Dollars and Sense" ^.f10^

with a year's sul>scripii< n. "Dol
lars and Stnse" has no theory inl
its 120 pages— every premise isj
experience. These arc brother "
to brother business lessons—Suc
cess talks en Advertising. Buying. I
("ompet it ion . Credit , Financing, I
Salesmen. Selling, etc. Every hint!
will help you today. Send 50c (coin|
or stamp) for year's subscription |
and Ikxjk free. M»ncy back if dis
satisfied. Sample magazine free. I

ADVERTISERS* MAGAZINE
642 Century Bldjj., Kansas t-lty. Mo.
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Seekers of Smiles and Sense

Ye who would smile and know something of the sweet

ness of life as it is seen by a man who thinks the Golden

Rule is a pretty fair thing to do one's daily work by, and

who have sensed that those who cannot laugh are dying

at the top, ought to read "EVERYMAN."

There may be a more beautiful little pocket magazine

published somewhere in the world, but we do not know

where. You can have this little messenger of sunshine—

sent out by Luke North from California—and

The Business Philosopher

by sending along One Dollar Twenty-Five to

THE SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

When weary and depressed

with the burden of the day—

when the heart mayhap is ach-

jng a little with disappoint

ment—when the tension of the

strenuous life is drawn too taut

—then you find coolness, rest,

peace, and refreshing in the

gentle melody and fine opti

mism cf one of the lyrics of

America's own poet—

Enturf?flmu

We nrve a few copies of his best

In £imp coze ca'f, silk lined, silk

ffii'Kcr, with name stamped in gold

on hot pressed panel. . It is yours

x One Dollar.

iGurk or T^rnbtntt?

Which is the secret of success ?

Should there be any doubt in your

mind read the quaint story by

Maria Edgeworth

Hurab the Intorkg

It is a splendid nerve-tonic to one facing

difficult circumstances, a renewer of faith

for one whose skies are sunny.

The Business Philosopher edition,

paper, is now offered at a price that

puts it in your reach for wide dislri

bution.

Three for Ten Cents

Order a quantity today and hand them

to your associates.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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hat ta Worth Wtyxh

Here is a complete list of the great "What is Worth

While Series". Of some of these we have but one

copy. When you order give names of three or four you

like especially. The price, while they last, is Thirty

Five Cents a volume

Abraham Lincoln
After College, What
An Iron Will
Art and Optimism
Best Life
Blessed are the Cross-Bearers
Blessing of Cheerfulness
Books in Their Seasons
Books That Nourish Us
By the Still Waters-
Cardinal Virtues
Celestial Railroad
Challenge of the Spirit
Character Building Thought
Power

Character the Grandest Thing

in the World
Cheerfulness as a Life Power
Children's Wing
Christ -Filled Life
Christian Ideal
Christmas Making
City Without a Church
Conditions of Success in Public

Life
ConOictingDuties
Culture and Reform
Daily Maxims from Amiel's

Journal
Does God Comfort
Don't Worry
Do We Believe It
Drink Problem
Economy
Everlasting Arms
Every Living Creature
Expectation Corner
Expulsive Power of a New

Affection
Face of the Master
Faith and Life
Family Manners
Friendly Counsels
Fruit of the Vine
Gentle Heart
Girls: Faults and Ideals
Giving What We Have
Glimpses of The Heavenly

Light.
Glory of the Imperfect
Golden Rule in Business
Good Manners and Success
Greatest Thing Ever Known

Greatness of Patience
Happy Life
Heavenly Recognition
Heresy of Parson Medlicott
Hour of Opportunity
How ? When ? Where ?
How Mr. Rhodda Broke the
SpeU

How to be Self -supporting at
College

Ideal Motherhood
Ideals in the Education of
Women

If I Were a College Student
If I Were God
Immense
In Perfect Peace
Is Life Worth Living?
1. Cole
Jessica's First Prayer
Tim and His Soul
King of the Golden River
Laddie
Light Ho, Sir I
Light in Dark Places
Lost Art of Reading
Love and Friendship
Loving My Neighbor
Luxury and Sacrifice

■ Marriage Altar

Mary of Bethany
Master and Man
Meaning and Value of Poetry
Meditations of Joseph Roux
Miriam
Miss Toosey's Mission
Model Prayer
Modern Man and Maid
Move Upward
Old Man Savarin
Paths of Duty
Personal Recollections of

Whittier
Personality of God
Poetry of the Psalms
Poets Vision of Man
Polly Button's New Year
Power of Personality
Practical or Ideal
Problem of Duty
Program of Christianity
Questions of Empire
Rational Education for Girjs

Religion in Common Life
Sailor Apostle
Salvation from Sin
Secret of Gladness
Secrets of Happy Home Life
Self-Cultivaiion in English
Self-Culture
Self-Made Man in American

Life
Ships and Havens
Sours Quest after God
Spiritual Lesson from the

Brownings
Standeth God Within the
Shadow

Stillness and Service
Straight Shots at Young Men
Study of English Literature
Summer Gathering
Supernatural
Sweetness and Light
Take Heart Again
Talks About a Fine Art
Tell Jesus
Tin Kitchen

To Whom Much is Given
Transfigured Life
The Battle of Life
The Good Old Way
The Happy Life
Trend of the Century
True Womanhood
Two Pilgrims
Under the Old Elms

Unto the Hills
Victory of Ezry Gardner
Victory of our Faith
War and Civilization
Ways of Well Doing

What a Carpenter Did With
His Bible

What Good Does Wishing Do
What is Worth While
What Men Live By
When Thou Hast Shut Thy

Door
Wherefore Didst Thou Doubt
Wherefore. 0 God

Where Love Is, There God Is
Also

Why go to College
William Mckinley
Young Men: Faults and Ideals

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, 111.
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Will you

accept this

business book

if we send

it free?

Sign and

Take no risk!

mail the coupon below. Send no money!

One hundred and twelve of the world's master business men

have written ten books—2,193 pages— 1,497 vital business

secrets. In them is the best of all that they know about

—Purchasing
—Credits
—Collections
—Accounting

—Time-Keeping
—Cost-Keeping

—Advertising

—Correspondence
—Salesmanship

—Organization
—Systematizing

—Retailing
—Wholesaling
—Manufacturing

-Insurance
-Real Estate
-Public Utilities

-Banking

-Position-Getting
-Position-Holding

—Man-Handling
—Man-Training
—Business Generalship

—Competition Fighting
and hundreds and hun
dreds of other vital busi
ness subjects.

A booklet has been published, des

cribing, explaining, picturing the work.

Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing

businesses both great and small; pages

4 and 5 deal with credits, collections

and with rock bottom purchasing; pages

6 and 7 with handling and training

men; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship,

with advertising, with the marketing of

goods through salesmen, dealers and by

mail; pages 12 to 15 with the great

problem of securing the highest market

price for your services—no matter what

your line; and the last page tells how

you may get a complete set—bound in

handsome half morocco, contents in

colors—for less than you pay for your

daily smoke or shave, almost as little

as your daily newspaper. Can any live

business man refuse even to investigate?

Will you read the book if we send it free ?

Send no money. Simply sign the coupon.

u iris wl£»h at. ^)iI^)ULyill »'R"

THE MAGAZINE Of BUSINESS

I am just like any other live-minded, red-blooded man
of business. I keep my eyes and ears and brain open all
the year around for new ways to make money. It there

is any possible expedient that will increase my business
or salary I want to know it. So then, if your sixteen-
page booklet offers me such an opportunity, send it
along. But mind you I promise nothing, 1 agree to
nothing , save to read the booklet. After that it is purely
up to the booklet. BP-6

Name

Address . ,

Business .
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SUtatl AiuHrttmg &impltffe&

A book for busy men who advertise— who have goods to sell at

a profit. Some of the most successful advertisers declare that this

book contains all the information necessary to the production of

good advertisements.

The work is free from confusing technicalities, and presents

clearly the principles of ad construction, display and composition.

The method of building a successful ad is thus minutely out

lined from start to finish.

The book is written from the standpoint of Scientific Salesman

ship. It is illustrated with diagrams, specimens, and charts, recently

revised and enlarged, strongly bound in cloth— price, postpaid, One

Dollar.

Sheldon University Press

Saw jtf j^uggwium

A (Somyeufthon far % fkopk

By Stanley LeFevre Krebs

Dr. Krebs says that he had a threefold purpose in writing this

book, and he has accomplished it. This triple purpose is, "first to

give a bird's-eye view of the whole field for busy people— all about

suggestion, but not all of it;" second, "to tear from the subject

that veil of mystery, occultism, with which so many initiates delight

to surround it;" third, "to awaken an earnest and patient study of

the matter."

In the book, Dr. Kre'is deals with the history, the law, the

methods, and the field of suggestion. There are chapters, also, on

objections, dangers, and positive and negative phases. All in all,

it is a very illuminating and helpful book.

Deftly printed, one hundred and forty-four pages, cloth Seventy-

five Gents; black flexible leather, gilt top, One Dollar Fifty Cents.

Sheldon University Press - Libertyville, ILL
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"Medical Profession in Chaos"

So says Dr. H. Edwin Lewis, of New York

(From N. Y. Times, July 3d, 1908)

At the annual meeting of the American Medical

Editors Association, Dr. Lewis said in part:

"Pessimism and intolerance have been the dom

inant features of medicine in the last five years.

Idols are being thrown down, old and appa

rently well-established beliefs are being questioned

and controverted, and, as always happens when a

revolution is under full headway, chaos seems to

reign.

The thirst for money, power, and position ' has

possessed us, and under the spell of these danger

ous intoxicants, too many of us have lost sight of

the true nature and obligations of our calling.

With a stupidity that is incomprehensible, we have

rushed to sit at the feet of every new- prophet, no

matter how questionable his teaching, and have

foolishly forsaken the time-proved logic of the old.

Thus, in many instances, established facts have

been discarded for phantom theories—though tem

porarily, let us hope. The worship of the labora

tory fetich has caused us to sadly neglect clinical

and bedside observation, and the glamour and

fascination of surgery have blinded us to the possibilities of hygiene, diet, and natural

medication.

The new spirit of 1908, with its keynote—hopeful service in behalf of humanity—

is incompatable with intolerance and narrowness. As physicians, and especially medi

cal journalists, we cannot afford to neglect a single effort that will aid in bringing the

medical profession a little closer to the goal of truth, accuracy, and, above all,

unselfishness."

Dr. Lewis is a very learned man: he is a writer and a close student of these great ques
tions and, like the great majority of writers, is interested only in promulgation of truth.
From the medical standpoint, it is rather a strange coincidence that Dr. Lewis, in speaking to
his brethren, admits that hygiene and diet are more important in the curing of disease and
maintenance of health than medication and surgery, while only a short time ago the doctors
attempted to bring criminal prosecution against me for advocating and practising these very
things.

I have no quarrel with doctors because they are doctors—I only wish they were real
doctors—but in all my writings and teachings I have charged that surgery was carried too
far; and that nearly all drugs are poisons and that anything poisonous cannot cure disease,
but on the contrary will make disease, and now the learned Dr. Lewis—the very best man in
his profession—says that the doctors "are blinded by the glamour and fascinatfon of surgery:
that they are too thirsty for money, power and position; and that they worship the labora
tory fetich, and in doing these things they sadly neglect the possibilities of hygiene, diet, and

natural medication."
The fact that many physicians send me their difficult cases and place themselves and

their families under my care for scientific advice in regard to their eating, affords some evi
dence as to what they think of my methods and that they are progressing along lines of
toleration and broadmindedness. as recommended by the able Dr. Lewis.

I welcome the advanced doctor: he is working in a glorious field—the relief of human
suffering. I welcome competition from this source: I will help any doctor start next door to
me along lines of scientific dieting and teaching the general laws of hygiene.

If you are sick and your home physician Is treating you by the natural and drugless
methods. 1 commend his work, hut if you are in the hands of a drug doctor, you may get
well in spite of his treatment, certainly not because of it. In this case I would advise you to
stop: don't risk your health, haiminess. and life by taking poisonous drugs. Write for my
little book. "HOW FOODS CURE:" it will be .-ent free. I will also send free of charge my
Question Form or Diagnosis Blank, and upon return of same will write you my opinion of
your case, telling you frankly whether or not I can benefit or cure you. Nearly twelve hundred
people have recovered their health within the past year by observing ray instructions. Why
not investigate them?

Eugene Christian, Food Scientist, 7 East 41st Street, New York

 

EUGENE CHRISTIAN

FOOD 8CIENTIST
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The Mosher Books

What Booklovers Say About

These Editions

I can find nothing which pleases better as gifts than

your books.

Your books brought me back the sense of charm of

beautiful things and the resolution to hold on with both

hands to ideality.

Surely your promptness was a much appreciated

surprise in the face of the information from several leading

book stores here (New York), that five or six days would

be required to fill the order.

For a person of very small means who wishes to give

an inexpensive but dainty and unusual wedding present

(referring to the Old World series), your books are ideal.

Your Catalogue is a thing to praise without praising

in words. Reading between the lines, it is a literary joy.

Nothing more beautiful in the publisher's art has

ever been done in America or in England.

The puzzle to me is how you can turn out such books

for the money.

My New Catalogue—a remarkable piece oj bookwork

in itself—explains these unusual compliments, and is sent

jree on request to booklovers anywhere that can be reached

by mail.

Thomas B. Mosher

Portland, Maine
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A Good Dictionary

is Needed
In Every Office

Study and Library

Correct spelling and pronunciation are a mark of cul

ture and_essential to the highest success.

We offer our readers a genuine, twentieth century

condensed edition of Webster's, the original model

upon which many so-called "Webster" and other dic

tionaries of high-sounding titles have been built.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary contains 46,297

defined words (twenty-five to

forty per cent more than any

other dictionary of similar

scope outside of the genuine

Webster series), 1500 text

illustrations, with color maps

and charts as follows: A gen

eral Map of the United States;

a general Map of the World ;

Flags of all Nations ; Flags and

Pennants of the International

Code; The Signal Service

Code; an Astronomical Chart

of the Planetary System.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary is designed to meet

all conditions squarely in the

face by reason of its authori

tative contents, greater scope,

original and better illustra

tions, paper, press work and

bindings. The Condensed

is well up to date, containing

latest words, meanings and

derivations. Additional to

its department of definitions

is an appendix containing, a

pronouncing vocabulary, ab

breviations in writing and

printing, arbitrary signs, etc.

Webster's Condensed Dictionary — authorized and copyrighted by G. & C.

Merriam Co., 1906 edition. A dictionary of the English language, with copious

etymologies, accurate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general

reference, derived from Webster's Unabridged Dictionary.

Printed on high quality of paper. Size 7ix5fxij inches, weight 36 ounces.

Library Edition, bound in genuine flexible morocco, gold side and back stamping,

rounded corners, red burnished edges, with double thumb index.

Price, postage prepaid, $1.50

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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Right and Wrong Thinking

THE $5,000 auto crashed into the stonewall. In an

instant it was a mass of flames. A moment more

and it was consumed. Nothing serviceable remained.

Why did it crash into the wall ?

The steering gear was imperfect and broke at the

curve.

Thought's Your Steering Gear

You are worth more than $5,000. You do not want to hit the stone

wall when you swing around a sharp curve. You want to make all turns.

See, then, that your steering gear is perfect. Your brain is your steering

gear. "Right and Wrong Thinking," by Aaron Martin Crane is a book

that tells How and Why.

"RIGHT AND WRONG THINKING"

A book of 351 pages; bound solidly; filled with scientific truths told in a common-

sense way; over fifty chapters packed with paragraphs of advice to men and

women. Price $1.50.

Every Man a King

Be a king. Be a master. Stand erect at the head. Make your

self self-reliant. Rise from the bottom to the top. In your dictionary

have no such word as Failure. This you can do by realizing the power

of your thought over your fortunes. Believe in yourself—in your ideal.

Have an ideal worthy of a true man. Worship before it always. Make

your ideal kingly and you will become kingly.

MIGHT IN MIND MASTERY

Orison Swet Marden—the inspirational editor—has told in his great book, "Every

Man a King," how mind mastery may be secured. This book will be sent to you if

you bless your order with a remittance of $1.00.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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Horace Fletcher's Latest Book
"Qlh* Art nf Cttrtag lamg"

This genial layman, who has

been growing stronger and

more supple every year be

tween the ages of 50 and 60,

and who is now able to undergo

tests of "Endurance" that

many young athletes decline,

has crowned his signal literary

and altruistic labors with this

handsome, sunshiny little book,

Luigi Comaro is well known to

history as_ a Venetian gentle

man who lived to the age of 103

years in obedience to very sim

ple hygienic rules. He wrote

four short treatises on his man

ner of life—one when he was

83, the second at 86, the third

at 91, and the fourth at 95.

These, with much other val

uable information, have been

translated, edited, and pub

lished in a very handsome,

cloth-bound book, with gilt top

and title, which we offer, post

paid, for One Dollar fifty cents.

©pttmiHm--A ftral &>m*

with a Foreword of value by

William Dana Orcutt. This

book is what is known as

Fletcherism in a nutshell.

It will be yours to bless and bright

en your life and to keep you young

for a century for seventy-five cents.

"I recommend every one to reail

Cornaro's writings."

Marshall Field.

Correct English-

How to Use It

"Comaro's work is in every way

admirable." Chief Justice Fuller.

A Salesman Who Talks

Must Talk Well

A man wrote to us for a job one

day. His letter must hav.e been a

freshman translation of some South

Sea dialect. 'Twasn't English.

Anyhow, the man did not get a job.

Had he studied that great book

A salesman who talks must talk

well. The human voice is the

greatest power in the possession of

man—when backed by personality.

To talk well is an art. Why not

be an artist in persuasion ?

-$mn to If* ft"

"iEafiettttahi of iElxi-

rutton ana GDratimf

we might have hired him. That book

tells how to study English in a practical

way. It is not cold and dead and dry.

The English in this book is not intended

for mummies. It is English for business

men—and, bless me, we are all business

men—or women.

will tell you how. It tells about

the nose; throat; thorax; bronchi;

muscles; abdomen, and there are

chapters on respiration; gesture,

and expression ; phonetics, orthoepy;

modulation; and other things a

salesman should know.A Dollar Bill

will make Uncle Sam hurry. Price $1.25

You want all these books for your study table. Now, right now, is the time

to order them. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS Libertyville Illinois
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GREAT SCOTT!!

THE SECRET IS OUT!!

HMAN told us the other day that he never knew what

the expression, "Great Scott" meant until he annexed

a copy of that great book of 130 pages and spent two

hours with Ivanhoe. (The Great Book is listed below.)

Stye NttteljtfU ICtbranj

Busy men want books that slide into the coat pocket.

Handy—serviceable—standard—well printed —beautifully

bound—not expensive—books like the Nutshell Library.

Sherwin Cody introduces the following Great Writers to us :

Lincoln. Story of his life and selections from speeches.

Shakespeare. Selections from Romeo and Juliet, the Merchant of

Venice, and Hamlet.

Burns. Love Songs and Longer Poems.

Lamb. Choicest of Essays of Elia.

Irving. Rip Van Wrinkle, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Mutability

of Literature, and Westminster Abbey.

Scott. Two Hours with Ivanhoe.

Dickens. Two Hours with Pickwick.

Thackeray. Two Hours with Becky Sharpe in Vanity Fair.

Tennyson. Greatest and sweetest lyric.

Longfellow. All his most melodious shorter poems. .

Hawthorne. The Great Stone Face, Gray Champion, The Great

Carbuncle, Howe's Masquerade, and Drowne's Wooden Image.

Sherwin Cody. How to Read and What to Read.

We have them in two bindings—limp leather and mo

rocco. Tell the kind you want. You can have all but Lin

coln in limp leather. Today is the best day of the year for

ordering these books.

Want the whole set ? Send $10. Want only one ? Send $1.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville Illinois
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What Press Clipping Will

Do for YOU

In business, as an aid in finding new markets and new

outlets for your products.

In keeping posted on any subject under the sun in which

you may be interested.

In literary work of whatever nature, supplying original

material for lectures, addresses, debates, etc.

ALL this we will gladly tell you just for the asking. Write us at once, stating

what your business is or what you are interested in, and we will give you

full information and advice as to how Press Clippings can help you and what it

will cost.

The International Press Clipping Bureau receives, reads and clips fifty-five thousand

publications, daily and weekly papers, monthly magazines, trade, literary and re

ligious papers, etc. Let us show you why and how we can be of service to you at

how little cost.

International Press Clipping Bureau

Dept 1M 378 Wabash Ave., Chicago, HI.

Jinattring an latterpria?

QONEY spent for this book is invested. Untold thou

sands of dollars have been saved by men who

observed the principles outlined by this man Who

Knows. Before investing your money in Something that

Looks Good you had best know if it really Is Good.

"Financing an Enterprise"

By Cooper

tells how. Be your own promoter. You can if you send

Four Dollars

for this set of two books to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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The Schoolbouse of Life

On this and the next page we have listed a number of text-books

for study in the great schoolhouse of life—books that have helped many

—books that will help you.

Character-Building Books

James Allen's Books of Inspirations:
From Poverty to Power - - - . - . - (1 OO
All These Things Added 100
Byways of Blessedness - - - - - - -100
The Life Triumphant 100.
As a Han Thlnketh. Paper, 16 cents, cloth ... SO
Out From the Heart. Paper, 15 cents, cloth ... AO
Through the Gate of Good ; or, Christ and Conduct. Paper

15 cents, cloth ........ 60
Morning and Evening Thoughts. Paper, 15 cents, cloth - 50

Every Man a King. By Orison Swett Marden - - - - 1 00
In Tune with the Infinite. By Ralph Waldo Trine - - 1 36
Man-Building. By Lewis Ransom Fiske, LL. D. - - - - 1 00
The Young Man and the World. By Senator A. J. Beveridge 1 62
Paths to Power. By Floyd B. Wilson - - - . -100
My Little Book of Prayer. By Muriel Strode .... 50
Self-Help. By Samuel Smiles 100
Freedom of Life. By Annie Payson Call .... 1 00
As a Matter of Course. By Annie Payson Call - - - - 1 00

Thought Force. By William Walter Atkinson .... 1 00
Auto-Suggestion. By Herbert A. Parkyn, M. D. - - - - 75
Mastery of Fate. By C. D. Larson ...... 50
The Hidden Secret. By C. D. Larson 50
Poise and Power. By C. D. Larson ------ 50
Psychology of Suggestion. By Boris Sidis - - - - - 1 86
Character. By Samuel Smiles 100
Duty. By Samuel Smiles - - - 100

Brain-Building Books

Right and Wrong Thinking. By Aaron M. Crane - - - 1 60
Brain and Personality. By W. Hanna Thomson . - - 1 30
Character Reading. By Mis. Symes 60
Vaught's Practical Character Reader ..... 1 00
The Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 60
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 50
Organic Evolution. By Anna Augusta Gaskell - - - 2 00
Human Nature Explained. By RiddelL. .... 1 00
The Mind's Attainment. By Uriel Buchanan - - - 2 00

Story of Mind. By J. M. Baldwin 40
Psychology. By James - - - - - - - -150
Scientific Demonstration of Future Life. By Hudson - 1 SO
Divine Pedigree of Man. By Hudson - - - - - 1 60
Evolution of the Soul. By Hudson. ----- 1 60
Through Silence to Realization. By Wilson - - - - 1 00

Business-Building Books

Financing an Enterprise. By Francis Cooper - - - - 4 00
Men Who Sell Things. By Walter D. Moody - - - - 1 00
Tales of the Road. By Charles N. Crewdson - - - - 1 00

; Science of Organization. By Frank ..... 3 00
Making of a Merchant By H. N. Higginbotham - - - 1 50
Successful Advertising. By McDonald ----- 2 00
Systematizing. Three Volumes. By Griffiths - - - - 3 00
Business Law. By Francis M. Burdick 1 00

(List continued on the following page)
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BOOKS FOR PROFIT

Those who buy and study them reap the greatest and most abiding

profit from them—development and power of body, brain, mind and soul.

Here is the list continued from the preceding page :

Tabloid System (For Business Men) - - - - - f 1 00
Business Short Cuts - - 100
Manufacturing Costs. By Hall - - - - - - -100
Sales Promotion 100
Commercial Correspondence - - - - - - -100
Modern Advertising. By Calkins and Holden - - - - 1 62

Theory of Advertising. By Scott ..... -200
Success in Letter Writing. By Snerwin Cody - - - - 80

How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne .... 50
Retail Ad Writing Simplified ....... l 00
The Cody System—How to Write Letters and Advertisements that

Pull—A Correspondence Course. - - - - - 10 00

Health-Building Books

That Last Waif. By Horace Fletcher 1 00
Optimism—a Real Remedy. By Horace Fletcher ... 75
The Art of Living in Good Health. By Daniel S. Sager, M. D. 1 57

Childhood and Growth. By Lafayette B. Mendel ... 67
Humaniculture. By Hubert Higglns, M. D. - - - - 1 12
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 SO
Perfect Health: by One Who Has It. By C. C. Haskell - - 1 00

My Lady Beautiful. By Alice M. Long 1 10
The Art of Living Long. By Luigl Cornaro .... 1 SO

Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call - - - 1 00

Home-Study Books

The Nutshell Library of the World's Best Literature for Busy

Readers, edited by Sherwln Cody. 12 vols. - - - - 10 00
Lincoln Lamb Dickens Tennyson
Shakespeare Irving Thackeray Longfellow
Burns Scott Hawthorne "How to Read and

What to Read." Cody
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language—Word-

study, Grammar, and Punctuation. Composition and Rheto
ric, and Story Writing and Journalism—by Snerwin Cody,

four volumes In box - - - - - - - - 200
Dictionary of Errors In English—Rules of Grammar and Common

Errors, Words Often Mispronounced, Words Often Misspelled,
Words Often Misused, and Rules of Punctuation for Office
Use—by Sherwin Cody, 50c, when ordered with the set.

Single volumes - -- -- -- -- 74
Primer of Logic. By W. S. Jevons 50
Webster's Condensed Dictionary - - - - - - -150
Essentials of Elocution. By Wm. Pinckley - - - - 1 25

Word Study. By Sherwin Cody ------ - 50
Ten Thousand Words. By Baker - -- -- - 1 00
Unwritten Meanings of Words. By Erbes - - - - - 2 00
Art of Conversation. By Baker - -- -- - 100
Good English Form Book. By Sherwin Cody - - - 1 00

Check off the books you want. Tear this page out and send it along—

with the price. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS



 

HERE IS $40,000

How much do you want of it?

This offer does not go to those with Weary

Willie propensities. This is to workers. Real,

live, energetic men—men with the get-there

spirit moving them—are wanted to take slices

of a

$40,000 MELON

Mr. Sheldon says he wants to talk to 100,000

subscribers—real Good Folks, you know—and

that he is willing to pay

$40,000 (Real Dollars)

for the privilege. He is modest and

nothing of what the subscribers

will get. (But this number is a

hint of what's coming).

To get any of this money you

will have to get him some sub

scribers. Those who have tried

the trick tell us it is easy. You

can find out HOW by writing

a business-like letter to the

says

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois



 

Recipe for being miserable:

Be suspicious.

Recipe for suspicion breeding:

Be sensitive.

Recipe for making trouble:

Talk your troubles.

—Sheldon
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Your Business

Message to Buyers

Carrying that message to Garcia was a Sunday afternoon

snap for Rowan compared to the work he would have to do

were he asked to carry the message of a Business Builder to

the Buyers.

Even Rowan couldn't do that.

Even he would "fall down."

Carrying one message to one man, even though that one

man happened to be in the enemy's country, was easy compared

to the work and danger and difficulties which besets the carrier

'of a business message to buyers.

But a messenger who can do that work for you is

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPH

This magazine will carry your message to 15,000 buyers

each month atid will get the right answer.

"My ad appears in eight other magaziness but The Business Phil

osopher brings in more replies than any of the others. Be honest now,

haven't you really been sending out circulars also," says Sherwin Cody.

But nary a circular had we sent cut. The Business Phil

osopher did the work all alone. Garcia is a subscriber. The

Business Philosopher will carry your message to him. (Garcia,

you know, is the fellow who buys.)

Rate cards and a sample copy will go to the man who has

a message he wants carried to all good Sheldon Folks.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

Entered as Second-Class Matter Oct. 7. 1907 at the Post Office at Libertyville, 111., under Act of March 3. 1870

Copyrighted icog by Sheldon University Press



Office Salesmanship

How to Write Letters That Pull

You are at the head of a big business because you are willing to

pay for ideas. Ideas are far cheaper than printer's ink or postage.

I have some ideas on "How to Write

Letters that Pull" that have been worth

hundreds of dollars to others, and no doubt,

would be to you.

I can make an $8-a-week girl write better

letters than a $25-a-week correspondent can

dictate. Do it by the Cody System of form

paragraphs. This method helped the R. D.

Nuttall Co. to get 36 orders where before

they got 25—nearly 50% more business out

of the quotations made.

I can show traveling men how to get

orders by letter from towns they can't afford

to visit.

I will tell you how I got $2,000 worth of

business from 2,000 grocers by a single letter

to each—$1 for every letter.

I can prove my ideas worth money by

letters from the best business houses.

Pin a $1 bill to your card, send to my

address at my risk, and I will mail you a

copy of my new book

 

Contents:

HOW TO DO BUSINESS BY LETTER

And Training Course in

English Composition

 

Using- Words So as to Male*
People Do Things.
How to Begin a BuslnessLetter
H ow to Close a Business Letter
The Body of the Letter.
Applying for a Position.
Sending Money by Mail.
Ordering Goods.
"Hurry-up" Letters,
How Money Is Collected.
Letters to Ladles.
Professional Letters.
How to Acquire an Easy Styl*

In Letter Writfng.
Two Kinds of Letters—Buying

and Selling.
When to Write a Long Letter

and When to Write a Short Letter.
Answering Inquiries.
Talking in a Letter—Colloquial

isms and Slang.
Complaint Letters.
Condensation—Writing Adver

tisements.
Advertising and Follow-up

Letters.
Display in Letter Writing.

Salesmanship In Letters and
Advertisements ■
Customs and Regulations of the

Post Office.
Social and Official Forms: the

Rules of Grammar, with Com
mon Errors; the Rules of Punctu
ation for Business Office Use.
Cloth, price J1.00.

which will do your stenographers and corre

spondents more good than anything you ever

put in their hands before. Discount on 10

or more in one order.

Also let me send you, on approval, a set

of my Private Instruction Cards—The Cody

System for Business Men—

How to Write Letters that

Pull, in which I go into the

fine technique of How to Get

Business by Mail. You'll

want a set for yourself or ad

vertising manager, with a

personal criticism from me showing how to apply the

general principles to your particular business and what

is the matter with your present advertising. With ^

criticism and copy of book, $10.

In my Complete Training Course in Office

Salesmanship with Expert Service I will re-write and

criticise all your important advertising matter, form

letters, circulars, etc. Also fit young men and

women for positions paying $25 to $125 a week.

Sherwin Cody

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

$125

vWEEK
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By June* Allen.

As a Man

Thirtieth

Out From

the Heart

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves" by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circumstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Makes

for Power and Poise.

"Keep thy heart; . . for

out of it art the issues oflife. "

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

Through the

Gate of Good

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

"Daily Food for Growth

in 'Purity and 'Power.

Inspiration and Guidance

for the Divine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents.

Write today—yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an uplifter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press -:- Libertyville Illinois
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Retail Ad-Writing

Simplified

Here is a book which sells for One Dollar which contains

in its One Hundred and Fifteen pages the knowledge needed

by the merchant who wants to write advertisements that pull.

And that is what advertisements are for, aren't they ?

They must attract Attention; must arouse Interest;

stimulate Desire, and make the reader Resolve to Buy.

This book tells how.

It deals with the principles of ad-construction, getting

attention, composition, display, type, engravings, reading

proof, preparing copy, ad criticisms, and in addition to all

this and more it is profusely illustrated.

Will Make Money for You

Of course you want to make your Advertisements pull

two customers where they only pulled one before. The way

to do it is to write better ads. "Retail Ad-Writing Sim

plified" will give you the knowledge of experts—men who

have made good in the great advertising field.

Special Offer : In order that all of our subscribers may

own this book, we will give it with a year's subscription to

the Business Philosopher for $1.50.

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois
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Dut!

 

DON'T be satisfied with an ordinary position. Don't be just one of

the crowd—"Stand Out ! " It is a duty that you owe, not only to

yourself, but to those dependent upon you.

You can in your spare time fit yourself for a position where you will

not only receive a better salary, but where you will be looked up to as a

man of force and influence—where you will be able to bring into play all

those positive qualities now lying dormant within you—where you will

"Stand Out!"

The Sheldon School

by its course of correspondence instruction in Scientific Salesmanship has

helped over 31,000 men to "Stand Out ! "—to increase their scope— to

increase their earning capacity—to increase their influence—to develop

their character—to become top-notchers in the best paid of all profes

sions—Salesmanship.

The Sheldon Course of Scientific Salesmanship helps experienced

salesmen to earn still bigger incomes. More than half our students are vet

erans—strong men who have won in many a hard-fought selling campaign.

The Sheldon Course gives to the man who is " new in the game "

working principles which it would take him years to hammer out for

himself.

The Sheldon Book

tells you how and why the Sheldon Course in

Scientific Salesmanship does all these things.

It goes further— it tells you how you

can be helped by employing your

spare moments to increase your own

| ti» Sheldon Bchooi. worth. This book is free to all who
1145 Republic adj., chicgo. v\ AH out ancj maj] tne attached coupon.

oJS!n,,™ 'w'r!^ ^^ZZ"'^ VV\ If you want to "Stand Out," mail the

V„me i \ couPon HOW-

Addr'" ■ Q The Sheldon School,

1145 Republic Bldg., Chicago



That"PianoAdvertisingPlan"fromIowa

AWonderfulWinner—NeverFails—Can'tFail

ThePianocostsyounothing—YourcompetitorspaythebillandYOUreaptheprofits—allthewayfrom$500to $35,000.That'swhatmypatronstestify.Letmeshowyoutheirletters—thefinestbunchofdelightedgingertalks fromhardheadedbusinessmenyoueverreadorwillread.Merchants,Manufacturers,Publishers,allbrilliantly

successful.

AWinningCampaign

Iequipyoucompletewiththewhole

premiumplan—alldetailsworkedout—

toWIN.

Sendmeyourorderandtellmethecom
petitionyouwanttoovercomeandI'lldo therest.Iknowhow.I'vedoneitfor

othersanddon'tknowwhatfailuremeans.
Takesthepublicbystorm—Sets

tenthousandtongueswagging—

Startsthedollarsyourwayand
keepsthemrollinginamazingly.

 

TheCotePiano

Aperfectinstrument.Isellittoyouat amoderateprice,butno$500instrument hasrichertone,moreperfectactionora longerlifethantheCote.Usedin thousandsofhomes.Wellandfavorably knowneverywhere.Splendidworkmanship

throughoutandbeautifullyfinished.

UsedbyMerchants,Manufact urersandPublishers,largeand

small,andalwayswins.

SALESMEN—BoyswithGritand"Go"—

IT'SYOURCHANGE.1wantafewReliableSalesmento CanvasstheRetailTrade.SamplesinCoatPocket.Don'tworry tryingtorevivedeadlines.Getonewithbreathinitnow.It'sa

boomyearforyouifyouconnectright.Getwisetothe"IowaIdea."

BostonPianoandMusicCo.

W.F.MAIN,Prop.

IOWACITY,IOWA
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In Tune With The Infinite

 

ERE is a book that will drive the business bogy away from the

weary workers in business fields. It tells how to "get in tune

with the infinite." The mysteries of the power of thinking are brought

into the light. Ignorance is by this book made to give way to wisdom.

How to use the Soul, how to cultivate the emotions, how to reach out

and grasp more than the usual allowance of Truth—this is what Ralph

Waldo Trine's beautiful book teaches.

"Within yourself lies the cause of whatever enters into your life. To

come into the full realization of your own awakened interior powers, is

to be able to condition your life in exact accord with what you would

have it."

Order this Book today. Price %I.2$

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

CASH PRIZES

GOOD HEALTH is the oldest, the biggest and
the best health magazine. It is edited by J. H.
Kellogg. M. D.. superintendent of the Battle
Creek Sanitarium, ana represents the world-famous

Battle Creek health idea.

Over a million and a half in money, besides the
unremitting efforts of hundreds of tireless workers,
have been expended in the development of this
great "Battle Creek idea" as it is today, standing
at the very head of the great world-wide health
movement. Here is one single example of its prog
ress: About two months ago, Charles E. Wood, a
Washington, D. C, millionaire, left a million and a
half, if not more, for the erection of a Sanitarium
at Atlantic City, by -Dr. Kellogg and his associ

ates.

WE WANT AGENTS

We want them everywhere—people to represent
this great up-to-date health movement before the
world. Liberal advantages besides the cash com
missions. Cash prizes awarded every month. If
you are interested, write today for a sample copy
and a list of the prizes offered.

Good Health Publishing Go.

50 College Hall

Battle Creek Michigan

You are invited to

attend the

Sheldon

Summer

School

At Sheldonhurst during

July and August, 1909 '

Send for some nice illustrations ~

of "The Farm"
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SEPTEMBER

Van Norden Magazine

Few people know, even Socialists themselves, that Socialism has been

tried out by a nation whose history goes back thousands of years

beyond the beginning of the Christian era. In Van Norden Mag

azine for September is an article by GENERAL HOMER LEA on

"How Socialism Failed in China"

Every one is thinking and talking of Psychical Research. Science,

which has always scoffed at the idea of a future life after death, now

takes back its doctrine of denial and says that it can prove by

scientific means that we do live when we shall have gone

"Beyond the Borderline of Life"

The most powerful weapon of destruction in the world is the new

Dreadnought type of battleship which the United States is now

building. In a fight, it would be equal to four of any other type

of warship. In the September issue is an article on

"The Deadly Dreadnought"

There are many other equally important articles in the September issue: "THE

AGE OF CONCRETE," which describes the new absolutely fire-proof form

of building construction; "THE NEW ATLANTIC SEAPORT," which tells

how a city is starting out to attract transatlantic trade to itself ; "THE TWO

PLATFORMS," by Professor Giddings of Columbia University, which

proves that the Democratic and Republican platforms differ more this time

than ever before; "THE UNREST IN INDIA," which shows that Great

Britain is soon to be confronted with a revolution in India; "THE BIG

BUG IN COTTON," "GOVERNMENT GUM SHOE MEN," "DE

PARTMENT WORK AT WASHINGTON," and many more.

Get it from your Newsdealer now

SEPTEMBER

Van Norden Magazine

Van Horden Magazine is $1.50 per year, but we will send you a three months' trial subscription
tot 25 cents. Get acquainted with Van Norden, the Fact Magazine

23 Stone Street, New York
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BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE

You have the power, and you alone. The efficiency that wins prosperity,

success, and happiness comes by culture of the positive faculties and qualities,

the possibilities and powers of the body, mind, character, and will.

This culture has to be gained by the individual himself. Teachers and

schools may aid, but they cannot take the place of the student's own effort.

He, and he alone, is the builder. All true culture is self-culture.

Since these things are so, you ought to know the science and art of self-

culture.

You will find an invaluable aid in the 446 bright, cheery, practical

pages of Dr. James Freeman Clarke's great book—

He deals with the care and training of the body, the cultivation of the intellectual

powers, the development and direction of the imagination, the education of the con

science, culture by reading and study, the strengthening of the will, and many similar

subjects.

Dr. Clarke is well known as an effective writer, and this is one of the best of his

books.

Parents, teachers, and pastors will especially appreciate this book for those under

their care.

Bound strongly in cloth. Price One Dollar, Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois

JTrmn |tat*rii| to Sty? iCtfr

Jlourcr ©rtmttpl|tmt

OR. THE REALIZATION Or PROSPERITY

AND POWER

HIS masterly book by James Allen

deserves rank with some of Emer

son's finer essays. Thinking people

in all English-speaking lands are reading

and studying it.

Mr. Allen helps men ind women to

find in themselves the source of all success,

all happiness, all accomplishment, all

truth—they find in the pages of this book,

the way of prosperity and peace.

Printed from new plates on heavy egg

shell paper, and bound in beautiful

English cloth, with gilt top and title.

Its wisdom, faith, and good cheer,

become yours for One Dollar.

THE LATEST THOUGHT AND EXPERIENCE

OF THE AUTHOR

HIS crowning book of one of James

Allen's series was only recently writ ten

and contains the maturest thought

and experience of the author.

It is for those who have the courage and

faith to believe, yes, to know, that the

triumph is not far from their reach. Every

sentence is an epigram of wisdom and

power.

Beautifully printed and bound—cloth—

gilt top and title—a book to love and

study.

It comes to make your life a triumph—

for One Little Dollar.

ft

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS - - Libertyville. Illinois
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•J Many books have been written on the subject of business and

business methods, but never before one that literally took the busy

world of practical affairs by storm.

€J That honor was reserved for a plain, common-sense, straight

forward book, written by an active, hard-working business man—

by Walter D. Moody, business manager of The Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, and former sales manager of one of the greatest

wholesale houses in Chicago.

€}From all over the country—from manufacturers, merchants,

sales managers, salesmen, retail clerks, and from publications of

every class comes an avalanche of unqualified praise, without one

dissenting voice.

€f Here are a few excerpts from many reviews that have appeared.

Read them and be convinced.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's Men Who Sell Things'

... written by a man who has sold things for years and worked, himself, in every

branch of the service until increasing years and experience have brought principles out

of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which things are done."—Chicago

Daily News.

"There is something going on in every sentence. He is full of dynamic periods."

Chicago Record Herald.

"Mr. Moody has gathered together and expressed in succinct and practical form the

results of twenty years of experience in selling things and observing other men who

sell things, and the result is a volume which cannot fail to be helpful to any business

man who may read it.—Chicago Sunday Tribune.

"The breeziness and point which mark every page of 'Men Who Sell Things'

promise to make the book of as wide appeal to business men as well as to boys

interested in self-development and a successful future."—Chicago Evening Post.

"It has developed into a volume which must take high rank in the f Pleats

literature of business and commercial affairs."—Chicago Trade Journal. f send me

"The work is sure to prove helpful to fhe man who wanU to succeed f for Th*
•by selling things'."—Louisville Courier Journal. f Dollar Bill tn-

q That is what they say. X dosed .
q The book merits it all and more. X ' * copT w

4 You need it, no matter what you sell—goods, skill, aWBry, f ""en **• Sell Tllop"

or time.

q You ca« get it for One Dollar,

q Sit right down and order to-day

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS y Street

Libertyville, Illinois

r

" City.
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Credit and Confidential

Man

Secretary and treasurer in present connection; age 31; with

good general education, special knowledge of law, accounting

and practical psychology, and capable of handling any business

matter in a diplomatic manner, is open to engage with a Hvj con

cern who can offer a larger opportunity. Some house ac

quainted with "The Sheldon Idea" preferred.

WM. M. E N G L E

3922 Poplar Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MY BOOK
Memory the Basis

of .All Knowledge

It THE

 

"HOW

TO

REMEMBER'

Write to-day

SW SUCCESS

'You are no greater intellectually

thanyourmemory. ' ' Open the doors

of wealth and achievement with

the master key that fits all locks.

My method increases business capacity, income, social standing,

gives an alert memory for names, faces, business details, studies.

Develops will, concentration, personality, self-confidence, con

versation, public speaking, writing, etc. Send for free copy of my

interesting book, "How to Remember," also trial copyrighted

exercise, and see how simple my memory training really is.

DICKSON MEMORY SCHOOL

938 AUDITORIUM BLDG., CHICAGO
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Real Power is Soul Power

Which Comes from

99

"THE GREAT WITHIN

That Vast Subconscious Storehouse of Every Human Mind

ASTUDY of the Subconscious is one ol the moat fascinating of studies to-day, and there is no study that

is more valuable for men and women who desire to become much and achieve much. According to

noted psychologists the powers and possibilities of the Subconscious are practically limitless; the Sub

conscious contains the real source oi ability, talent, and genius, and he who has the hey, and knows how,

can unlock this vast storehouse of intuitive power. This is the secret of all great men—knowing how to

open and use the Su' coiscious.

This Secret is Found in You Will also Meed to Read

THE GREAT WITHIN

By C. D. LARSON, Editor of "Eternal Progress"

A sane, practical, scientific book on the Subcon
scious Mind. This book contains a mine of valuable
information on how to develop for actual use the re
markable possibilities that lie latent in that great
inner mental world. Here Is a partial list of contents :

The Nature. Location and Functions of the
Subconscious Mind.

The Powers and Possibilities of the Subcon
scious.

Where the Subconscious Gains the Power
to Do Whatever It May Desire to Do.

How to Train the Subconscious to He-
make Tour Mentality, Your Personality,
Tour Disposition, and Tour Nature.

How to Direct the Subconscious to Correct
the Flaws, Defects, and Imperfections In
Tour Nature.

How to Direct the Subconscious to Elim
inate Disease, Bad Hablls, and Adverse
Physical or Mental Conditions.

How to Gain Greater Power—Physical and
Mental—from the Subconscious.

How to Train the Subconscious to Work
Out Tour Problems when Tou Are Asleep.

How to Direct the Subconscious to Inspire
Tour Mind with New Ideas, Better
Plans, and Superior Methods for the
Promotion of Any Enterprise Tou Have
In Mind.

THE GREAT WITHIN tells exactly how to
develop, train, and direct the Subcomcious for any
re-ults desired ; 99 pages, bound in green silk cloth,
title in gold. Its money value Is hard to state.
The information you get from It will be
worth thousands to you, both In
and greater power.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER

Eternal Prowess—one year
—twelve month's— and The
Great Within, in green silkcloth

Forward the coupon, to-day. Send Money
Order, Express Order, or One Dollar Bill. If
personal check is sent, add 10 cents for exchange.

money

$1.00

ETERNAL PROGRESS

A Monthly Magazine Edited by C. D. LARSON

The great purpose of ETERNAL PROGRESS is
to make true idealism practical in everyday life, to
bind the common to the superior, to weld together
business and .scientific living. And there is nothing

more important than this.

To accomplish anything worth while and to live
a life that Is a life, the ideal must be the goal, and
every thought and action must cause life to move

towards that goal.

There Is a solution for every problem in life, and
that solution is based upon the principle that to
enter the greater is to secure emancipation from
the lesser. The natural way out is to grow out.
Any person may work himself out of that which is
not desired by growing into the realization of that

which is desired.

ETERNAL PROGRESS presents each
month some new and valuable viewpoints
of such timely subjects as Business Psych
ology, Practical Idealism, Modern Meta
physics, the Subconscious Mind, Cultivation
of Ability and Talent, Right Living, Scien
tific Thinking, The Science of Success, The
Development of Genius, The Constructive
Imagination, The Power of Personality,
Memory, etc. All vital subjects to the per
son who wants to Increase his profits and

make life worth living.

Our success depends upon how we use the power
and the ability that we possess. But we can use
only that which we understand. And to under
stand the powers we possess a study of Practical
Metaphysics becomes indispensable.

The demand for competent men and women Is
becoming greater and greater everywhere In the
world. Any person can become more competent
through the scientific development of his ability,
methods for which development mav be found In
every issue of ETERNAL PROGRESS.

TheVeguhr subscription price is One Dollar a year,

Twelve numbers: sixty-four pages each month.

THE PROGRESS COMPANT, 539 Rand-McNally Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Attached is One Dollar. Please enter my subscription for one year to Eternal Progress

and send me a copy of The Great Within.

Name Address

Town State
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that we can build you the best Booklet, for the least

money—Quality considered—and in the Quickest time.

ijm arc som of tlj? reasons mlnj :

We make a specialty of mail order business in high-grade print

ing—especially booklets that sell goods.

Our plant is the best, most up-to-date and complete for this

purpose that money can buy.

Our designers, artists, engravers, printers, pressmen, and bind

ers are the most skillful and progressive that can be hired—it's

economy to pay that kind.

We do business for a profit, with an eye on duplicate orders—

and we get them. Once a customer, always a customer, is the rule

of our shop.

We have been in this business for years, we know the ropes,

and our knowledge is for the use and benefit of our customers.

Tell us whr.'. you want, and we will deliver booklets that will

talk—that will get the business—bring in the big, round dollars.

No advertising campaign is complete without booklets, so write

for an estimate today. You will be shown.

The Clinic Publishing Company

1406 East Ravenswood Park Chicago
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ghm l?0t of u%tr %mb

\rj |'HAT is the best inspirational book of the day? What book

II I best opens up to the reader the way to Poise, Power, Prosperity,

^•^A* and Peace—simple, practical, everyday, common-sense?

What book takes account of modern progress in thought, modern

facts of science, and modern teachings of philosophy, at the same time

building upon the solid foundation of Eternal Truth ?

Ask tens of thousands of readers in both the world's hemispheres,

and you will get back but the one answer,

Jrom Itowrtij to Jfawrr

By James Allen

Now, what is the strongest, most practical, most up-to-date and most

scientific book on business ways, especially salesmanship ?

What work is it that gives its readers the benefit of twenty years

behind the counter, on the road, at the sales manager's desk, and in the

proprietor's office ? That opens the secrets of success in selling goods,

and gives the reader a dynamic charge of wise enthusiasm ?

There can be but one answer. Everybody says, all together, Walter

D. Moody's great book

JHni »jn fML Otyinga

One more question: What is the only magazine devoted to the fundamental

philosophy, science, and art of business success, self-development, character-building,

and the increase of earning power?

-What publication is the only one in which can be found the writings of the for-

mulator of the science of success, recognized as the highest authority of the hour on

that subject?

That's too easy! You all shout, "Why Arthur Frederick Sheldon's Periodical

of Power,

HuatoBH pjtloflflpftpr

Very good! Now, bearing these three best things in

mind, read our latest offer;

For a short time only, we will send From Poverty to
Power, Men Who Sell Things, and The Business Philoso
pher for one year, to all who will cut out this coupon and
send it to us with a Two Dollar Bill attached. You can
substitute 'Tales of the Road" and "Retail Ad-Writing Sim

plified" for either of above books.

Here's the coupon; yonder's your pen and scissors; the

Bfll b h roar pocket. Do ft NOW.

Sheldon University Press Libertyvflle, III.

B. P.

Sheldon University Press:

Here's my Two Dollars. For it
send me From Poverty to
Power. Men Who Sells Things,
and The Business Philosopher tor

One Year.

Name

Address
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FOR ONE DOLLAR

You can choose one of the following books. This is a regular Grab

Bag chance. Many books here listed sell for as much as $2.50 but none

sell for less than One Dollar.

Of some we have but one copy, so indicate a second and third choice

when you order.

READ THE LIST

There is something for everybody. These books run the gumut from

hard headed business to Indian philosophy. So

READ THIS LIST

Studies in The Thought World, Wood

Edward Burton. Wood

Victor Serenus, Wood

Suggestion Thru Mental Photography, Wood

Lessons in Truth, Cady

Humaniculture, Higgins

Psychology and Higher Life, McKeever

Nuggets of Experience, Armstrong

Modem Business English, Smith & Mayne

Grapho-Psychology, Sears

Mental Medicine, Evans

The Primitive Mind Cure, Evans

Modes of Motion, Dolbear

Matter, Ether and Motion, Dolbear

Helps to Right Living, Newcomb

Spiritual Law in The Natural World, Eleve

The Kingdom of Love, Frank

Evangel Ahvallah, Barton

Practical Dietetics, Pattee

Truth and Health, James

Joy Philosophy, Towne

The Blues Causes and Cure, Abrams

New Complete Bookkeeping

Success in Life, Emil Reich

Child's Christ Tales, Proudfoot

Practical Health, L. E. Whipple

Is It Possible, Van Anderson

The Right Knock, Van Anderson

American Esperanto Book. Baker

The Child's Life of Lincoln, Putnam

What Can a Young Man Do, Rollins

Of Such is the Kingdom. Metcalfe

A Grain of Madness. Churchill

The Epsom Mystery, Hill

The Library of Health, Patterson

Seven Steps. Weltmer

Self Reliance, Weltmer

Life Lessons. Brown

The Value of Science. Poincare

Avoidable Causes of Disease, Ellis

Vedanta Philosophy, Vivekananda

The Goal of Life, Butler

How to Invest Your Savings,

Yogi Philosophy of Well Being, Ramcharaka

Psychic Healing, Ramcharaka

The Best Thing in The World, J. Auslin Shawl

Self Development, Winchester Hall

The Life Power and How to Use It, Newcomb

The Measure of a Man, Patlerson

What Thall We Eat? Andrews

The Life Power and How lo Use It, Towne

Why this offer ? We're going to concentrate on our own

publications. Here, then, is your bargain book chance.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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Power Through Repose

WILLIAM JAMES, said by some to be America's greatest psy

chologist, in a talk to teachers, once said: "The gospel of relax

ation, as one may call it, is preached by Miss Annie Payson Call in her

admirable little volume 'Power Through Repose,' a book that ought to

be in the hands of every teacher and student in America of either sex."

Yes, indeed, we are all living too fast—we are burning too much gasoline

for the number of miles our automobile of progress is making up the hill

of success. We need to learn repose. We all need the lessons in scien

tific resting that Miss Call gives us in her three books, "Power Through

Repose," "The Freedom of Life," and "As a Matter of Course." The

three will be sent to you for three dollars. One dollar will bring one.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

The motive for a loving nature is found in reason

itself. We are all the children of one Eternal

Father. The joys and griefs we inherit are virtu

ally the same for the whole race. It is natural we

should view each other in sympathy. We should

deem it our highest privilege to help lighten each

other's burdens. We have found the secret of life

when we frankly recognize the brotherhood of

man. If those of an unloving nature would only

think—, I think they would find from a business

standpoint that the faculty of love is a sure winner.

The negative of this glorious faculty is a deadly

foe to success and happiness.—A. F. Sheldon.

&oooto*io.ooo

Y—>v IN THEJIEAL ESTATE BUSINESS

1 ~ "

!

ich you by iimil every brant' li '•[ the Heal fcstale. bttti.
•k- j-.i.--' and Inturance Business, and appoint you

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-operative real estate and broker-
age company in America. Representatives are making $3,000
tn tlO.000 a year without any investment of capital. Excellent
opportunities open to YOU. By our system you can begin
making money in a few weeks without Interfering with your
present occupation. Our OO-oparatWa department will give you
more choice, salable property to dandle than any other innti-
1"tion in the world. A Thorough Commercial Law Course
FREE t« Each Kepre*enlatl»e. Write for 62-pnge book. free.

THE CROSS COMPANY 189Q Reaper Block, Chicago

SUBJECTS COVERED BY

Modern Methods Magazine

How Employer May Get Best Work
from Employes.

Duties of an Office Manager and How
Best to Perform Them.

Relations of Business Office to Bank.
Department Heads and Their Relation

to Other Departments.
Essentials of Success for a Salesmanager.
How to Create Public Interest by Ad

vertising and How to Convert Public In
terest Into Orders.

Talks to Inside and Outside Salesmen
by Men Who Have "Made Good."

"Office Short Cuts" Which Have Been
Found Practicable.
Keeping Track of Local Correspondence

and Correspondence with Branch Houses.
Keeping Track of Orders and Progress

of Work Through to the Shipping Door.
Note—Modern Methods is a magazine

especially for General Managers, Office and
Factory Managers. Head Bookkeepers and
other men in and on the way to executive
positions.

Subscription price 50 cents a year, in
advance.

Published Monthly by

MODERN METHODS PUBLISHING COMPANY

111-115 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.



 

ItSeemstoMe. ItseemstomeI'dliketogo

Wherethebellsdon'tringnorwhistles

blow,
Northeclocksdon'tstrikenorgongs don'tsound,

AndI'dhavestillnessallaround.

Notrealstillness,butjustthetrees'
Lowwhispering,orthehumofbees,

Orbrook'sfaintbabblingoverstones

Instrangely,softly,tangledtones. SometimesitseemstomeImust
Justquitthecity'sdinanddust

Andgetoutwheretheskyisblue; Andsay,howdoesitseemtoyou?

—EugeneField.

 



Make the Man Right and His Work Will Take Care of Tfteffi--^y^^Trfc^ y

A. F. SHELDON, Editor £.-'' .."

A Magazine Devoted to the Philosophy of Business and the Effort to Help Men

and Women to Increase Their A + R + E + A Development—Their Ability ,

Reliability, Endurance, and Action—The Four Essentials of True Success

Platform: I will increase my A+R+E+A

Vol. IV SEPTEMBER, 1908 No. 9

On the Front Porch

The leading educators of the country are coming to the belief of President

Eliot of Harvard that all schools should teach pupils how to do things instead

of merely how to talk about them.

We have advanced so far that we smile at those folks who in the olden

days used to wear lace ruffles which completely covered their hands as a sign

that they did no work. The man who does not work today—who does not

render service to his fellow men—is looked upon as a parasite.

The great Gospel of Service is being preached. Men are fast coming to

realize that Success is nothing but the attainment of Happiness, and that there

can be no truer happiness than that which comes through service to one's fellow

men. He who is the greatest servant is the greatest man. A man must be

measured, not by his wealth, his learning, or his social position, but by the

service he renders the world.

F? That man who is a great servant is a good citizen.

i 1 Good citizens make a good government.

PTThe place to train men and women to become useful servants is in the pub

lic schools of the world.

And in this great work the public schools have failed—have failed woe

fully.

But the future is very bright. There is a great light in the east. There

is also a great light in the west and north and south. Men and women, keenly

interested in the great problem of education, are beginning to see a solution.

Long ago a few wise ones realized that there is no sin but Ignorance. It is

only of late, however, that they discovered that our educational system, con-

'"J
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ducted as it was a few years ago in all parts of the world, and today in many

parts, is nothing but a gigantic farce.

It has dawned upon many that our educational system does not educate.

* * *

I can do no better at this time than to quote what Mrs. Alfred Bayliss,

chairman of the education committee of the Illinois Congress of Mothers, said

at a recent convention held in Bloomington. Let it be known that Alfred

Bayliss is regarded as one of the great educators of the country. He is a man

who knows the school work from kindergartens to universities. This means

that his wife has obtained her knowledge first hand and not from mere books

or hearsay.

Here is what she said:

"In the high schools and universities we find conditions worse than

in the grade schools. Boys and girls are sent to school to prepare for

life, to fit themselves for the great world struggle. But here in these

schools which take them in their adolescent years, in their formative years,

yes, and in our universities when they have become grown men and

women, and instead of preparing them for life they incapacitate them for

the struggle.

"Our university graduate comes to us with his charming manners

and his degrees and his diploma, but nothing more at heart than

a poor, overgrown helpless baby. He is lost in the great rude world and

often there are suspicious indications that he wants to whimper for his

mamma. He has been studying dead languages and dead people and

useless theories, while his fellows of equal age outside the fold of his alma

mater have been living in the great today and learning life. When he

leaves the university, therefore, he must begin again just where he started

when he first opened his eyes twenty or more years before—must begin

trying to find out what kind of a great, big, blustering, bewildering world

this is anyhow.

"That our high schools are almost hopelessly inefficient is generally

admitted. Only a small percentage of our boys or girls ever enter them,

and a large percentage of that small percentage leave them as soon as

they find out what high school means. Those remaining are simply pre

pared for college, and most of them don't go to college; they cheat their

students and their students' parents. Young people are sent to high

schools that they may be able to better win their way in the world, and

there is cheating when the high school fails to do this. No child should

be graduated from high school until he has demonstrated his ability to

do something, till he has shown he is to be trusted to earn his living, or

till he is doing it.

" Compulsory work for the children of the rich is now as necessary as

is compulsory education for the children of the poor. Children of the rich

are fast becoming a class of juvenile delinquents and gentlemanly loafers.

They are a canker sinking into the heart of our society, these children who

do not know how to work but who may control such powerful forces in our

country. We should teach the snobbish girl how to clean a stove and

make her do it; and show the selfish, conceited son of wealth how to make

a chair or keep a set of books. Both will take a certain pride and joy in

work when they get into it, and both will be benefited with the community.

For the gilded youth menaces the whole social structure today."
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That is good advice. It is an argument in favor of one thing—manual

training. Manual training is excellent. Perhaps no greater step forward has

been taken in modern educational methods of the past twenty-five yean than

the introduction of manual training into the public schools.

* * *

Up in a little lumber town in northern Wisconsin they are doing great work

in an educational way. The Stout Training schools are known all over the

world because of the excellence of the work done there. Senator J. H. Stout,

himself a practical man, and blessed with millions in money, has contributed

much to the cause of education. In the Menomonie schools they attempt to

train the pupil to do things as well as talk about them. How well they have

succeeded is evidenced by the fact that Menomonie led the world and took first

prize for the excellence of its manual training exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition.

There was a time when the boys in Menomonie used to wonder what to

do after graduation from high school. But they worry no more. They are

now fitted to go off to the cities and take positions as draftsmen, workers in

wood and iron, designers, decorators, teachers of domestic science and manual

training. And the girls do most of these things, also. Senator Stout draws no

sex line in education. He realizes that men and women must go forward to

gether, so he helps both.

Soon they will have a trade school in Menomonie. In this school a boy

will be taught in two years all he could possibly learn in five or six years if

working at a trade as an apprentice. Blacksmithing, bricklaying, masonry,

drafting, printing—the leading trades will be taught. It is even planned to

teach railroading, and Senator Stout says he believes the time will come when

the little three-mile spur line which leads from the trunk line of the North

western into Menomenie, will be used for training purposes.

At Menomonie they believe as earnestly in the training of the body as did

the old Greeks. A gymnasium and natatorium that is unequalled in the state

—not even at the university at Madison—serves to aid the boys and girls in

training their bodies. Under the leadership of a great and good man by the

name of N. J. MacArthur—known to all the town as "Mack"—the Me

nomonie track team swept the field at the interscholastic meet at Madison

three times out of four, and won the relay race four times in succession.

* * *

But even in Menomonie, great as it is and great as Superintendent L. D.

Harvey is as an educator, an all round education is not given.

No one can deny that in the Menomonie schools the Ability of every pupil is

increased.

No one can deny that in the Menomonie schools the Endurance of every

pupil is increased.
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No one can deny that in the Menomonir. schools the Action of every pupil

is increased.

But ■

In the Menomonie schools—perhaps the best in the world—there is no

systematic development of Reliability—there is no systematic development of

the positive emotion element of mind. They do not systematically teach that

the greatest Ability is Reli-ability.

Neither have they gone down to the root of things and analyzed the indi

vidual. They have not made it a part of their teaching that there is such a

thing as a systematic training and development of the positive faculties and

qualities of body, intellect, sensibilities and will.

No pupil is taught that if he develops the positive faculties of his intellect

he will increase his Ability and then how to train the basic intellectual powers.

No pupil is taught that if he develops the positive faculties of his sensibilities

—bis spiritual side—he will increase his Reliability. Neither is he taught

how to systematically train the positive feelings which make for reliability.

No pupil is taught that if he develops the positive faculties of his body he

will increase his Endurance.

No pupil is taught that if he develops the positive faculties of his will he

will increase his action.

They are not taught that when a man has Ability, Reliability, Endurance

and Action, he has True Education, nor is it pointed out to them that the man

with True Education—with emphasis on the true—is sure to be a Success.

It is true that all pupils have visions of being successes, but I'll venture that

few could tell you off hand what Success is.

* * *

I am sure, though, that the time will come when this system of education

will be introduced, not only into those great schools in Menomonie, Wiscon

sin, but in all the schools of this and other lands. I am sure that in the next

ten years there will be greater changes in our educational system than there

have been in the past twenty-five.

I can see there, just around the bend of the future, the time when all schools

will send into the world men and women who can do things—men and women

who can serve. Then and not until then, perhaps, will the world realize that

the gentle Nazarene was right—scientifically right—when he said in the long ago:

"THE GREATEST AMONG YE SHALL BE YOUR SERVANT. "

Special Training for Salesmen

This is just a plain heart-to heart and head-to-head business talk I am

going to give you. I want to tell you how you can spend your vacation next
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year in one of the most delightful, restful, recreation places in the world; do

it cheaper than almost anywhere else in the world, and go away with knowledge

which will enable you to earn many, many more dollars than you ever earned

before.

Next summer there will be held on the shores of Lake Eara (some views of

which are to be found on the page opposite the first editorial page) the first

session of the Sheldon Business Chautauqua. Here I shall give personal in

struction in the Science of Salesmanship and the Science of Area Develop

ment. I am going to give you the best I have in the shop. For twenty years

I have been gathering knowledge pertaining to the science of salesmanship

—a science which has demonstrated its tremendous value during the five years

I have been teaching it by correspondence.

My students, though, have the idea that if I can help them so much by

correspondence, I can do even more by personal instruction. Although I

agree in a great measure with the violet on the subject of modesty, I know

for an absolute certainty that the personal instruction I can give after special

izing in the science of salesmanship for six years will count for much, in the

inspiration given, even though it can never take the place of correspondence

instruction as a method of an adult education and a promoter of the

study habit.

My desire is—and I am absolutely confident of making that desire material

ize—to give every summer school student such instruction that his efficiency

will be greatly increased. You know that we are paid according to our efficiency,

and that the greater the efficiency of a man, the greater his earnings. I want

every student to get enough out of his instruction here to not only pay the

cost of his tuition, but to be able to afford many other good things the year

following that he could not afford the year preceding.

My instruction in Area Development will be so simple and concise that the

great problem of developing the positives will not loom so large. I know that

most of the readers of the Business Philosopher realize that Confidence must

be established between every customer and salesman before any transaction

can take place. Of course you would buy no automobile from a salesman

whom you considered a cheat, and no girl will marry a man—that is a normal

girl—if she does not feel confident that he is the man who will make her happy.

Confidence is at the bottom of all dealings—business and social.

But what inspires Confidence ?

The Personality of the Salesman.

What is Personality ?

Personality is born of two things: Character and Health, and—

"Character is that central, magnetic force of real manhood and true woman

hood, born of a combination of the positives of body, mind and soul."
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A strong personality can secure Attention, arouse Interest, stimulate Desire,

and bring about a Resolve to Buy.

Salesmanship enters into everything we do. When Jones leaves high school

and tries to get a job he must exercise salesmanship—he must sell his services

to some employer. The day laborer must sell his services if he will get a job

of digging in a ditch, and Taft and Bryan are exercising salesmanship to sell

their services to the people of the United States.

So I am going to teach salesmanship as a science.

. But "all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy," and I do not want any

dull boys in my school. So I am going to make this a real recreation time

for you. I am going to have a tent city fitted up for your accommodation,

and your meals can be obtained right on the grounds. The best cooks—scien

tific ones, you know, will do that work. There will be boats a' plenty, and

you can choose up sides and play "promotion," "two-old-cat" or real league

baseball, get graceful on a tennis court, or work up perspiration playing basket

ball. There will be walks over hill and down dale. You can pick flowers—

why, I can sum it all up by telling you that you will be given a vacation packed

with profit and pleasure. And pleasure, you surely know, is profit of a high

kind.

Billy tells me I ought to quit writing and go out with him for a sail. I

suppose you'll be doing the same thing some time when I want to write next

July and August. Well, I'll let you. Write to me here at Libertyville and

I'll say some more things to you.

Do We Appreciate Our Neighbors?

There is a Russian legend of a father and his three sons who lived in a

large log cabin whose walls were covered with trophies of the chase and weapons

of war. Upon the earth floor were spread skins of animals and a blazing fire

at one end of the room revealed the father seated in deep meditation while

the little lads played upon the skins on the floor around him.

He took a gold chain and locket from his neck and said, "This, to the one

who will tell who is most alone in the world." The boys ceased their play and

were thoughtful for a moment, then the older one said, "I think he is most alone

in the world who has committed a crime and is trying to escape. He sleeps

in some cave in the day time and runs away at night, never seeing the face

of man "

The father nodded and smiled. The second boy said,

"I think he is most alone in the world who is out on the great, still ocean

in an open boat "

Again the father smiled approval. Then the youngest said,
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"I think, father, that he is most alone in the world who is absent from the

one he loves "

A tear welled up in the father's eyes as he placed the chain upon the neck

of the youngest boy, exclaiming, "I have been most lonely since thy mother

died."

Do we fully appreciate those who are near and dear to us—how much alone

we would be without them—how much good little words and acts of kindness

may do as we go along.

A business man handed me a card the other day—on it was printed

the following:

MY CREED

Do not keep the alabaster boxes of your love and tenderness sealed

up until your friends are dead, but fill their lives with sweetness NOW

—speak approving and cheering words while their ears can hear them

and while their hearts can be thrilled and made happier by them. The

kind things you will say after they are gone—SAY BEFORE THEY

GO. The flowers you mean to send for their coffins BESTOW NOW,

and so brighten and sweeten their earthly homes before they leave them.

If my friends have alabaster boxes laid away, full of fragrant perfumes

of sympathy and affection, which they intend to break over my dead body,

I would rather they would bring them in my weary and troubled hours,

and open them, that I may be refreshed and cheered by them while I need

them. I would rather have a plain coffin without a flower, and a funeral

without an eulogy, than a life without the sweetness of love and sympa

thy. Let us learn to anoint our friends beforehand for their burial,

post-mortem kindness does not cheer the burdened spirit. Flowers upon

the coffin shed no fragrance backward over the weary way by which loved

ones have traveled.

It is one of the good signs of the better times in which we are already liv

ing when the supposedly sordid business man, the delver for dollars, carries a

creed like that around until it is worn, torn and greasy from use.

The True Salesman

The true salesman is a gentleman. That is being much, for being a true

gentleman implies the possession of many of the positive qualities. To be a

gentleman among other good things is to be polite, considerate, self-controlled,

affable, alert to the interests of others, with well-modulated voice pleasing to

customers.

A true gentleman looks after his own health, is clean, well dressed, neat,

full-chested and watchful for surprises.

He shows a reserve of strength and congeniality, his words are well chosen,

he speaks deliberately, moves quickly, yet without rush, and seizes upon every

turn in affairs to effect a result favorable to a sale.

He greets a customer with a pleasant "Good morning," or "What can we

do for each other to-day, sir?" He puts "sir" or "madam" onto his speech
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and thereby exhibits his culture and good breeding. He takes refusals and

rebuffs kindly and invites a "Call again."

He is patient with "shoppers" yet saves himself labor by trying to find

exactly what they want and to sell them whether or not.

He secures "attention" by pleasant manners and does not go on in idle

words to create "desire" till attention is secured.

His "analysis and synthesis" of his goods is so perfect and convincing

that his customer " resolves to buy, " and when the sale is made, the true sales

man is silent and does not "rattle on" to fill up the time, but attends swiftly

to putting up the goods and getting the money. Somehow, customers like

silence. Nothing kills a sale more quickly than volubility, especially if it is

not directed with studied grace upon the goods in question or the sale in hand.

The "Thank you, sir," is never wasted.

Ten Business Commandments

I do not know the name of the good man who wrote the following "Ten

Commandments For The Business World, " for The Interstate Sand Company

of Cleveland. But I do know that he is a fellow who realizes that down to this

minute there has arisen no one wise enough to improve the Golden Rule. He

also knows that there is more in business building than there is in business

getting, and that the old saying, "To the Victor belong the spoils," should

give way before "To the Worker belong the rewards."

There is much Good Stuff in these commandments and it does me much

good to have the pleasure of passing it along. I hope it will do you good, also.

I.

Thou shalt not wait for something to turn up, but shalt pull off thy

coat and go to work that thou mayst prosper in thy affairs and make the

word "failure" spell "success."

n.

Thou shalt not be content to go about thy business looking like a bum,

for thou shouldst know that thy personal appearance is better than a letter

of recommendation.

III.

Thou shalt not try to make excuses, nor shalt thou say to those who

chide thee, "I didn't think."

IV.

Thou shalt not wait to be told what thou shalt do, nor in what manner

thou shalt do it, for thus may thy days be long in the job which fortune hath

given thee.

V.

Thou shalt not fail to r aintain thine own integrity, nor shalt thou

be guilty of anything that will lessen thy good respect for thyself.

VI.

Thou shalt not covet the other fellow's job, nor his salary, nor the

position which he hath gained by his own hard labor.
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VII.

Thou shalt not fail to live within thy income, nor shalt thou contract

any debts when thou canst not see thy way clear to pay them.

VIII.

Thou shalt not fail to blow thine own horn, for he who is afraid to

blow his own horn at the proper occasion findeth nobody standing ready

to blow it for him.

IX.

Thou shalt not hesitate to say "No" when thou meanest "No," nor

shalt thou fail to remember that there are occasions when it is unsafe to

bind thyself by hasty judgment. ,

X.

Thou shalt give every man a Square Deal. This is the last and great

commandment, and there is no other like unto it. Upon this command

ment dependeth all the law and the profits of the business world.

Holman the Ginger Man

I would give a great deal if some of the salesmen who have been lying low

all summer could hear Holman. I know that some of you have forgotten that

it is during the so called dull season that your best work should be done. Any

body can take orders when merchants are anxious to fill their stores, and when

a line of customers streams in at the door. But it takes a salesman to sell goods

in hot weather.

But I want to tell you something about Holman.

Holman is dynamic. When he arises, as he does once in a while, and makes

what he calls "a few gentle remarks" to the members of the Chicago Business

Science Club, and others, all the lightweights grab their chairs and hold on

tight. Holman can no more make gentle remarks than our genial friend Col.

Buffalo Bill could shoot buffalo with moderation in the wildest west days.

A Holman talk is like a series of explosions. He is a rapid fire gun. He

throws out his thoughts and his ideas with a force that brings every weak busi

ness brother forward to the mourner's bench. He has a faculty of putting life

into men where before life was missing.

Perhaps that is one of the reasons why he is called " the ginger man." Hol

man is gingery. His editorials in his magazine, "Salesmanship," have that

gingery quality. He writes as he talks, straight out from the shoulder. He

breaks down all conventions. He swings his arms wide so that he can fill

his chest with air and then he breaks loose.

Worthington C. Holman received much of his training under that master

salesman, John Patterson of the National Cash Register Company. Holman

was in the sales division of that wonderful organization. When a salesman

failed to sell his quota, Holman was the man who wrote the stuff that stirred

him into action. No one can estimate how many thousands of dollars Holman
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brought into the treasury of the great Dayton institution. Anyhow he satisfied

John Patterson. That is saying much.

Holman is editor of a magazine because he wants to reach salesmen all over

the country. May his desire materialize. My hand goes out to him. I need

his help. He needs mine. We are both working to place business on a pedestal

with other professions. Both of us are making head. Yes, we are going

ahead.

And so I say that I am glad to say a word about the "Ginger Man." Some

day I hope to say more. Holman is just a youngster in spite of his—is it forty ?

—years, and in that big body of his there is the energy needed to grind out gin

ger talks for at least another decade.

I'm going to stop now and give Ginger a chance to make "a few gentle

remarks."

A. F. Sheldon.

What Have We Done Today?

We shall do so much in the years to come,

But what have we done today ?

We shall give our gold in a princely sum,

But what did we give today?

We shall lift the heart and dry the tear.

We shall plant a hope in the place of fear,

We shall speak the words of love and cheer,

But what did we speak today ?

We shall be so kind in the after-awhile,

But what have we been tod ly ?

We shall bring to each lonely life a smile,

But what have we been today?

We shall give to truth a grander birth,

And to steadfast faith a deeper worth,

We shall feed the hungering souls of earth,

But whom b.ive we fed today?

We shall reap such joys in the by and by,

But what have we sown today?

We shall build our mansions in the sky,

But what have we built today?

"Tis sweet in idle dreams to bask,

But here and now do we do our task ?

Yes, this is the thing our souls must ask:

"What have we done today?"

Nixon WaUrman.



Get Those Orders Today

W. C HOLMAN, EDITOR OF SALESMANSHIP

ON the great dock of TIME there's but one word—
NOW.

Let's take the instant by the forward top.

—Shakespeare.

You men who get the orders are the chaps

who are supposed to keep the smoke coming

out of the factory chimney. The volume of

smoke emitted from our chimney during the

past two summer months hasn't been large

enough to darken the landscape to any great

extent. Now that the dog days are over and

the business-revival season has begun, we are

addressing to you a short, sharp request on

this subject: We want more smoke.

You are in this business to make money.

So is the company. And what we make we

must make together. Ours is a mutual bene

fit association of the n ost extreme type,

though we don't wear an insignia or put on

dog in a lodge room. We can't increase our

receipts from you without increasing your

receipts from us. Every time we pocket the

profit on a sale you pocket a commission.

All these things being so, we don't feel any

coyness in urging you to get out and do a

little wholesale hustling.

We haven't pushed you much for business

during the last two months. July and Au

gust weather is supposed to put a check on

fast traveling. So far as your arrival with

orders is concerned, the figures show that

most of you came in on the freight and a good

many of you in the caboose at that. But

this month we are running express. We are

going through on schedule time, and there

will be no stops for berry-picking.

We hope you were all down at the station

bright and early this morning when the

whistle blew, and that everybody is on board

the flyer who belongs there.

Get the right start. Hold a little conven

tion with yourself, and make up your mind

that the first ten days of the month shall pro

duce as many orders as the last ten. It is

just as easy to get business on Monday morn

ing of the first week as it is on Tuesday after

noon of the third. Time in this business is

capital. When you waste a day you are

throwing away commissions that belong to

you—you are committing petty larceny

against yourself.

Get the right start. Take a leaf out of the

Jap's book. The day that war with Russia

was declared was the day that the little

islanders began to fight. Their torpedo de

stroyers made their first dash into Port

Arthur harbor before the ink was dry on the

official announcement that a state . f hostil

ities existed.

Admirals and pugilists know that it's a

great point in a fight to get in a good hard

smash at the enemy as early in the game as

possible. You've had a slack season in

which many of you have taken things easy

and rested up. You ought to be as full of

fight as an unconquered game cock that has

never had a taste of gaff.

With all your knowledge of unanswerable

reasons why merchants should handle our

line, and with the accumulated energy and

vitality that has been piling up inside you all

summer, you ought to hit the first half dozen

prospects you meet today like a landslide,

and carry them completely off their feet.

And when you've made a good start you

ought to keep the good work up right through

the month.

Don't hang around the office the first week

waiting for the fellow to come in and buy.

Go out and fetch him. He's there waiting

for you; but he won't come unless you go

after him . The man who waits for things to

turn up often turns up himself in the poor-

house or the jail. Of all men who should

shake this waiting habit, the salesman is the

chiefest. Business is like ore; you have to

dig for it. You don't expect even the

richest mine to waft nuggets to you on the

spicy gales. Nuggets are usually anchored

fast in a hard hillside and it takes a lot of

good stiff pick-and-shovel work to loosen

them up and start them rolling down the hill.

It's the same way with orders. If it were

not, we wouldn't pay commissions to a force

of salesmen. Nothing is going to roll your

way unless you go out and start it yourself.

You may be handicapping yourself at the

start by the feeling that you haven't as good

a chance as some other fellow. Salesmen

have a way of cracking up other men's ter

ritories and taking a knock at their own. It
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is always the far pasture that looks greenest,

but you will generally find when you actually

set foot on the distant field that the color

turns out to be about the same shade of dull

green verging on brown that tinted the patch

you left. It isn't the territory that gets

orders—it's the man.

There is a tale extant of a soldier who

broke his sword in a battle. He had been

putting up a poor sort of a fight anyway, and

when his blade broke off in the middle he

threw the remaining half of the sword away

and took to his heels, remarking: "I can't

fight with that thing." A fellow soldier who

had been defending himself as best he could

with a short dagger, seized the discarded

sword with a whoop of joy and made such

rattling good play with it that he put to rout

both his own antagonist and the man who

had fought with his runaway companion.

Some men can do more with a broken

sword than others with a complete arsenal

of perfect weapons. The opportunities that

some of us would throw away as useless,

other men would find it impossible to fail

with. Every sales manager can point to

scores of territories where four, five or six

men failed, one after the other, before the

right man came along and made a barrel of

money The possibilities of those territories

were there all the time; but the men that

failed couldn't see them. They didn't look

hard enough.

Someone has truly said that while Oppor

tunity knocks at least once at every man's

door, the party inside has no right to extiect

the panels to be kicked in. And it may be

added that if the expectant party is a sales

man he had best not wait inside at all. The

only way in which he can ever hope to catch

a glimpse of Opportunity is to get outside the

door and do a lot of active searching for her

up and down the street.

We advise you to begin your search today.

When we balance up our books at the end

of the month, you want to be on the right

side of the ledger. The first essential in the

process of getting there is to start now.

You can't secure orders in the past or in the

future; you must get them TODAY.

When You Think

When you think the World's your oyster, and felicitate yourself

On your standing and your balance in the bank ;

Just remember, there are others, as respectable as you ;

"You are not the only turtle in the tank."

The Colonel of Militia is a very mighty man,

His epaulets will tell you of his rank;

But there's Captains and there's Sergeants and Corporals besides;

"He's not the only turtle in the tank."

The self-made man's a wonder—he will tell you so himself,

And there's no one but himself to really thank;

But when he dies, there's some one who can fill the gap he leaves;

"He's not the only turtle in the tank."

So take your honors easy, and be just like the rest,

For whether you're a prize or just a blank,

The world can do without you; can forget you in a day;

"For you're not the only turtle in the tank."

I believe in Man. With all his faults we must hail him as the

crowning work of creation. I have an abiding faith in his capacity

to do and be just as he wills—not in his perfection but in his per-

fectability—A. F. Sheldon.



The Adjustment of Life

JAMBS B. CLARK

EACH Individual in this life is either

steering or drifting down along the

stream of years. He is steering if he

has learned the nature of his mind and its

possibilities and its dangers and he is drifting

if his will has not assumed command of his

entire mental equipment.

Too few persons realize the possibilities

of the average life. He who learns the

power of his mind and teams the simple

lesson of controlling it has in his hand the

master key which will turn all locks. When

the lesson has been learned the young man

need then no longer look with despair upon

the achievements of others as something

beyond him. He will then have come into

possession of a knowledge and a view of

life which will give courage and confidence

sufficient to carry all undertakings to

fruition.

Each must control his thoughts or be

controlled by them. The person who con

trols his thoughts will as a matter of course

have some object in life and will be steering

toward that goal to the best of his ability.

But the poor benighted person who has

never seen the necessity of becoming master

of his mind—master under all circumstances

—is drifting along. The winds and the

waves and the currents play with him and

he is in constant danger of disaster.

Control of the mind is not beyond any

person. To so discipline self that the

attention may be instantly turned away

from anything that is detrimental and made

to dwell on something else, should be the

constant effort of each until absolute mastery

has been attained. When one at last gains

such control over his mind that the hates

and fears, envies, appetites, vanities and all

the impulses are held in check there comes

to him a knowledge that he has at last taken

possession of his own. Then it seems as

if all avenues opened before him. Hereto

fore he was helpless. Now he fairly radiates

strength. He may now look with pity on

those who in their ignorance indulge in

passion, in fear and in doubt.

His vision has been cleared I

HOLDING THE ATTENTION

The thoughts should be watched and

never allowed to go wandering except during

the periods set aside for relaxation and

recreation. From the moment one becomes

conscious in the morning until the time

when all cares are laid aside for rest each

should be master of that subtle, mysterious,

all-powerful force of the mind and be

using it for the advancement of good

works.

Many persons have minds that are like

vagrants—wandering aimlessly about from

one thing to another. All day long the

attention goes hither and yon. Trivial,

useless matters in the publications, in the

conversations of associates, are allowed to

waste precious time and fine forces. Think

of the foolishness of it I Think of the crime

that it is!

Men and women in all walks of life are

guilty of this waste—the worst waste and

worst extravagance possible. A man who

with perfect satisfaction will waste days

and years of his life in read ing useless books

or papers, in desultory talk, in sitting in

clubs or loitering in cafes, doing absolutely

nothing of value for many hours at a time,

will often vigorously decry against the

habits of those who are extravagant with

small sums of money. There is an extrava

gance and a waste of money of course, but

let no one forget the waste of mind force,

of thought and attention, the qualities

which produce money and make money-

making possible. A waste of the material,

tangible things which we possess is surely

wTong but we should not lose sight of

extravagance in that which is creator of

all our material possessions.

There should be no miss and chance

business about the uses of brain force-

attention. Going to work, coming home

from work, and in the various other moments

of leisure which comi to everyone, the

mind should be held to something useful.

It should never be allowed to wander aim

lessly excepting when it is let out for recrea

tion.
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He who has to mastered himself that he

can apply his mental force to any given

problem and keep working on the subject

as persistently as the rate of interest, has

at his command the power to do almost as

he will.

WORKING FOR US OR AGAINST US

CONSCIOUSLY or unconsciously every

person forms habits. They become

itself and there is no escape from them,

and from their nature, they either become

staunch friends or cruel, relentless enemies.

And inasmuch as habits must form just

as we must day by day grow older, it be

hooves every person to direct the process

so that these forces may work for him ; other

wise they will work against him. Perhaps

there is nothing so much like a habit as a

stream. It takes its source far off in a

remote region. In the beginning it is just

a little stream of clear water which bubbles

up in the gravel on some hillside. It goes

on almost unnoticed down the hill, is so

small that it is lost sight of in the grasses

and perhaps for a long time it runs its course

apparently unchanged. But it is growing.

There is a constantly increasing volume

and power'. As it goes on other rivulets

are added to it until from a mere ribbon it

becomes a brook, then a creek, then a little

river and finally it dashes over a precipice

or takes a fall and we are at once awe-

stricken at the suggestion of power and

volume that we get. It has grown beyond

the control of man though he may use some

of its power to help him do his work. And

the end is not yet. It goes on increasing

in volume until its vastness is lost in that

of the ocean.

All action may develop into habit until

finally in old age or in some crisis of life

these habits either crush or sustain. Just

like the river each habit will go on increasing

in volume until it is absolutely unmanage

able. This tendency of nature is one which

the man who is wise will seize and cultivate

as a powerful ally. He who cultivates

habits of cheerfulness, serenity, optimism,

good will, frugality, usefulness and industry

gains thereby good fortune. He who al

lows laziness, extravagance, procrastination,

indecision, gluttony, fear and such habits

to develop has powerful forces forever

dragging him down and degrading him.

The pleasurable little sin indulged in

today may be the scourge of tomorrow!

The evasion of duty today is the desertion

of some other day!

THE QUALITY OF THOUGHT

THE quality of thought determines what

life is today and what it is going to

be in the future and each may by a simple

self-examination ascertain with an unerring

accuracy the kind of future he is making

for himself. The force of thought is as

actual as the force of gravitation.

All thought may be divided into two

great classes—positive and negative. In the

positive may be roughly grouped the op

timistic, cheerful, kind, the masterful—the

"I cans," and the "I wills." In the nega

tive class there are the hates and the fears,

the doubts and the despairs, the selfishness

and the "I can'ts," and the "I won'ts."

He whose thoughts are habitually in the

positive class is building his mind up, add

ing to his strength and is making progress.

He is going on from one achievement to

another. But he whose thoughts are of the

negative kind is (whether he believes it or

not) losing that which he has. All this ii

not mere theory; around us are the proofs.

There are to be seen at every glance men

and women who are going these two ways.

They are to be found in all stages of the

journey. A man may dodge his friends or

his enemies but he can not dodge the action

of his own mind. He comes under the

operation of a great law. The vice, hate,

envy or uncleanliness which he so secretly

harbors in his mind will make itself felt

and will at some unexpected time and in

some unforeseen way be an obstacle in the

way of happiness.

The prudent will therefore reckon their

latitude and longitude and find out whither

they are going—toward happiness or de

struction. If a change is necessary make it

quickly. The laws of creation apply to

each person, obscure or prominent, as if

they were made for him alone. Even the

great earth can not escape the law but must

continue to swing around in its orbit. What

chance is there then for mere man to upset

laws of the same making? Nothing is so

small and no thought is so secret that it is

not governed by law. He who is finding

himself must give particular attention to
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the quality of the subject to which his

thoughts mote often revert. What does the

mind turn to when it is at easel Is the

subject of the contemplation, meditation,

or reverie in the positive upbuilding class

or is it in the negative degrading class?

THE FORWARD MARCH

THE evolution of the human race is

like the march of an army of soldiers—

going ever forward, never permanently

stopping, never retreating, never hoping,

expecting or wanting to go back over the

beaten track. In the armies the best

soldiers are those who bear their burdens

most cheerfully, obey orders promptly,

keep their courage no matter what the road

or weather or food or shelter may be—

they who keep their bodies strong, their

minds well poised and their spirits up.

They are the resourceful men who can

bring into camp from the countryside things

for physical comfort; who can cheer the

weaker ones about the fire at night with

word and song, or can take from the bending

shoulders of another the burden and transfer

it to their own.

Life itself is just this march. The whole

race is on the move from one condition to

another. The good soldiers are those who

help most in the forward movement. There

is a multitude of ways in which the progress

of the race may be accelerated. First the

individual must improve (progress) himself

and next to that he must use every minute

at his disposal to help the others. Any

thing which lightens the burdens of others

(whether those burdens be of back or

heart) or in any way helps on toward a

realization of the purpose of man's existence,

or the beauty of nature, is a real work.

The tiller of the soil, the teacher, the preacher

and the nurse are working side by side.

Those who are in occupations (no matter

the name) that contribute nothing to the

uplift or forward movement of the race are

its enemies, and should be treated as those

who are in need of reformation and correc

tion. They bear no burdens, bring in no

food, but at every opportunity steal away

from the fighters that which they have.

Therefore it is far more than a personal

matter that each person should get into a

life work which will contribute to the for

ward movement. It concerns not only

self but the hand that guides it all. If we

do not carry we are a burden to the genera

tion. If we evade duties which seem to

concern no one but ourselves we are shirks

in the march of life and will be overtaken

by some compensating penalty. Thus we

come to the almost terrifying accuracy of

the law of cause and effect, and may perhaps

comprehend the reason for attaching a

reward and a penalty for all that is good or

evil even down to the most trivial and secret

thought.

From this point it should be easy to see

the criminality of the negative conditions,

such as fear, despair, despondency, sulki-

ness, stubbornness, indolence, the getting

of money without rendering service for it,

living at ease on the industry of others,

disobedience.

These things impede progress—they are

obstacles to the forward movement. They

arrest the development of the individual;

the race is composed of individuals.

The Composite Salesman

H. A. FREE

IT seems but a brief intermission since

our similar gathering here six months

ago. We have all been very busy, thus

time flies and we are happy in the satisfac

tion of having rendered excellent, although

not perfect service for this store. There

have been matters to perplex us, but those

have passed. It is the future, profiting by

the past, for us to consider. Every com

mercial institution, whether a corporation,

a co-partnership or an individual business,

the object of which is the sale of goods, is

of itself a salesman. It is a composite sales

man, made up of its employers and employ

ees, and everybody, from the president

down to the humblest employee, is a part

of the whole. The quality of salesmanship

exercised, depends on how well each and

every one connected/with the institution

has done his work. We are all salespeople
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a so far as we all take part in the general

workings of the store's business.

Business of today demands that things

be done quickly and it also demands that

they should be done well. The person or the

concern which can not be both speedy and

accurate will either run behind on the

schedule or will run off the track. " Quick

ly" and "well" have a vastly different

meaning in business today, than they had

a few years ago. The methods of yester

day are not those of today.

The business man or the clerk who neg

lects the daily practice to keep up to date,

will soon find himself so far towards the rear

of the procession that he can't even hear

the band play. No matter what our posi

tion is in business, no matter whether we

are the greatest or the least in our business

connection, it is up to us to make the

most of our daily opportunities.

We are each our own limit.

To earn more we must learn more.

To accomplish more we must attempt

more.

It is the duty of all to be zealous in our

work. The low spirited have no place in

this store, neither have the frivolous. We

should not only be direct and quick in what

we do, we should also be faithful in all

that we do. Doing it with a will and a

good will, at that. Remember that a Big

Department Store is big because of its

large way of caring for little things. If

we will throw ourselves into the game of

business with the right spirit our daily

tasks are bound to result in positive pleasure.

Someone has said that the requisites for

personal success are, ambition, aspiration,

application, respiration, and perspiration.

Ambition may be inherited, if not, it may

and should be rapidly cultivated. Aspira

tion, the looking ahead to better hings,

naturally follows Application is constant

practice which makes perfection. Res

piration, deep breathing and good health

are most essential in business. Perspira

tion is usually one result of energetic work,

both mental and physical.

We may all have a good time at our

work if we love it and do it cheerfully

Work is our best friend; it helps to create

our happy hours. If we have done a good

day's work we are more satisfied with

ourselves and our surroundings, knowing

that we are not indebted to our employer

either in time, effort or attention. In

other words, we are truly loyal.

Try to tear a sheet of paper. It is easy.

But put one hundred sheets together, try

to tear them and see whether or not it is

easy. So it is with us, as individuals our

efforts may be small, but united our efforts

prove a power. The bo rd of management

realizing these principles and desirous of

showing its appreciation of your united

efforts has voted to give to each one of you,

as an extra reward of merit, a 10 per cent

(10%) cash dividend based upon your

salaries. This business has prospered, be

yond our expectations, and in giving you

these rewards we know that you will, one

and all, recognize your individual respon

sibilities; do your best to help perpetuate

the good results already attained; strive

to better your service and use every honest

method to increase our volume of trade

and to maintain the established good name

of The Great Department Store.

Editor's Note:—These remarks were made by
Mr. Free, treasurer of The Great Department Store of
Lewiston, Maine, to the co-workers, preceding the dis
tribution of cash dividend checks.

The Educated Man

Robert Inoersoll

The man who is fitted to take care of himself in all conditions

in which he may be placed, is, in a very important sense, an edu

cated man. The savage who understands the habits of animals,

who is a good hunter and fisher, is a man of education, taking into

consideration his circumstances. The graduate of a university who

cannot take care of himself—no matter how much he may have

studied—is not an educated man.



Gleanings from Business Fields

BY THOMAS DREIER

Every salesman (and we are all salesmen,

you know) can get his name onto the waiting

list of the Society of Has-

The Society of Beens by the simple process

Has-Beens of thinking his selling talk

perfect and incapable of

improvement. The glad hand of fellowship

is extended by members of this great society

to those salesmen who are suffering from that

success-killing disease, Know-it-allitis. When

a man gets the idea under his Stetson that

he has cornered the wisdom market, and is

riding toward success in his 120 H. P. auto

mobile, driving every other beast and bird

and human to the curb, he is jarred awake

some morning by the raucous voice of Fail

ure. Failure hands him his certificate of

membership in the Society of the Has-Beens,

and then walks him around and shows him-

where there were several warehouses of wis

dom which he had neglected to annex. The

man may strike his breast and mutter mea

culpa and call himself a fool. But confess

ing that it was through his fault that he was

a fool does not give him back his hold on

the steering wheel of that high power auto

mobile. The wise man is he who recognizes

that his selling talk, like himself, can always

be improved. The manufacturer who as

sumes that his product has reached the apex

of perfection will very likely have the experi

ence of seeing some rival getting his trade.

A selling talk, like stoves and automobiles

and sewing machines, can always be made

better. Theodore Thomas, who made

Thomas Orchestra the master musical or

ganization of the country, worked just as

hard at the last as he did at the first. He

said, "The training of a large orchestra never

ends. The work must be gone over and

over. There is always something new."

The one great desire of Theodore Thomas

was to render perfect music perfectly. As

suming that you have a perfect selling talk,

are you quite sure that you are rendering

that perfect selling talk perfectly? In the

Postum factory at Battle Creek there is a girl

who has conducted visitors through the mill

for seven years. She has a running story

which she tells each curious guest. She con

fesses that the talk she rattles off so glibly

is constantly changing. Always she is find

ing some new thing to say, or finds a better

way of saying an old thing. She is as proud

of her work as a loyal worker ought to be.

She recognizes that visitors get their impres

sion of the Post product by what she tells

them. She is in the business of making

friends for her employer, and to do this she

works and studies and dreams. Thomas A.

Edison is continually perfecting his old in

ventions. Those inventions when first an

nounced won the inventor deathless fame.

But that did not cause Edison to send in his

application to the Society of the Has-Beens.

He knew he had not reached perfection.

But he believed—and still believes—in the

perfectibility of his products. Sheldon used

to practise his selling talk daily, often before

a mirror. He used to sell himself. He con

vinced himself that the Encyclopedia Brit-

annica was a good thing for A. F. Sheldon

to have in his library. After he had con

vinced himself he had no trouble in convinc

ing others. Sheldon was one of the greatest

salesmen the Britannica people ever had.

Some say the greatest. He became such by

practising daily and thus perfecting his sell

ing talk. Of course this is drudgery. It is

hard work. But, as Napoleon said, there is

no genius like the genius of labor. The man

who works, and backs his work with knowl

edge, will never be eligible to office in the

Society of Has Beens.

* * *

" I figure that I shall have to live with my

self for about sixty years, and I must make

myself a good companion

You Must Live to myself. To do this I am

with Yourself going to give myself the

best education I can get.

I cannot think of anything that will make

me worth more, and I want to make myself

worth as much as possible in all that will

help me enjoy life." That is what a young

fellow said to me a year or so ago, as we were

swinging along across the fields on a tramp.

And the young man was right. Although he

talked in a seemingly selfish way, be realized

all the time that to be of value to himself he
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simply had to be of value to others. In giv

ing himself the best education he could find

in order to make himself a good companion

to himself, he was showing a wisdom that

many men fail to show. He might have gone

out and started to work in some shop. But he

realized that while such work would yield im

mediate returns it would not give him that

which would make him a companion to himself

later on. He did not want to be one of those

men who have no ideas to rub together while

waiting for a train. He realized that good

old Ben Franklin was right when he advised

the yovng men to use their heads for banks.

The man who has the study habit has a

habit that makes the world a brighter place

for himself and for others. The man who

studies is the man who grows. The world

needs men who grow. It needs them greatly.

But so many men seem to live in continual

dread of suffering from growing pains. The

man who seeks education is the man who is

aiming to make himself a good companion

and therefore a good citizen. The man who

enjoys the approval of his inner self is very

apt to enjoy the approval of his neighbors.

* * *

Writers of letters from self-made mer

chants to their budding sons may shake their

heads in holy and pious hor-

Get the ror when they hear a young

Cab Habit man advised to get the cab

habit. "A young man

should be content with a strap in a street

car, for economy is one of the smoothest

roads to wealth. Cabs are expensive. Be

sides, our grandfathers did not ride in them."

A young man should not be content with a

strap in a street car. Every young man

should keep ever burning his desire to ride to

business in a cab. But he must be able to

pay the price before he indulges that desire.

The young man with a desire that never gets

beyond a seat in a street car is mighty apt

not to put forth the effort necessary to place

him in a cab-riding class. The fellow who is

anxious to graduate from a strap in a street car

to a street car seat, and from that to a cab, is

the sort of a fellow who will one day ride to

business in a White steamer—or something

just as good—Or better, as the case may be.

Every man should desire the best there is.

He should desire the best clothes, the best

meals, the best home, the best friends—

always he should be after the best the mar

ket affords. And the best costs. To get

the best requires effort. It means work. It

means the use of brains. The point I want

to make is that there is such a thing as a

foolish economy just as there is such a thing

as a foolish consistency. And, so Emerson

tells us, a foolish consistency is the hobgob

lin of little minds. As one cultivates his de

sire for something better he also cultivates

those qualities which are necessary in gratify

ing that desire. Desire is the great force

that lifts the race forward—the desire for

better things. We get what we desire and

in just the measure of that desire. The man

who sets out with an outer equipment of a

pair of patched overalls and a shirt, and the

inner desire to be a master of men and mil

lions, is certain to become a master of men

and millions. When John Wanamaker was

fourteen there were few boys in Philadel

phia who had less money. But John Wana

maker at that age had an intense desire to

be a great merchant. Today there are few

men in Philadelphia who have more money,

and, what is still more important, no man

who has more honor. When William Dean

Howells was toiling night after night over his

manuscripts in that little cubby-hole under

the stairway of his father's home in Dayton,

Ohio, he had less than many thousands of

young men of his time. But today he is

looked upon as one of the world's masters of

literature. Did he become a master by de

siring to be a slave ? Believe this: We get

what we desire and in just the measure of that

desire. Get the desire to graduate from the

street car into a cab. Desire the best and

the best will come to you, for the holding of

a desire creates the powers needed for gratify

ing that desire.

* * *

In a big business institution there is

nothing that possesses greater value than ab

solute frankness between

Talk it the chief and his lieuten-

Over ants. In the history of

every institution there are

drab days. The future is dark. The chief

seems to be afflicted with burdens greater

than he can bear. But he puts on a smiling

face and pluckily does his best to keep the

rest of the folks thinking that everything is all

right. This Spartan fortitude is admirable

in a way. Certainly it is better than the giv

ing way to pessimism and the blue devils.
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But It is not nearly as good as a frank lay

ing out of the case before the chief's lieuten

ants—those capable of helping lighten the

burdens. It pays to talk things over.

Frankness is a great mental sunshine. And

it is the sunshine, you know, that makes

things grow. The employer who calls his

trusted lieutenants to him and says, " Boys,"

I am up against a stone wall for a moment.

I know I can get over, but I also know that

I can get over a great deal easier if you fel

lows get under and boost. I know that you

are anxious to get me over this wall and into

that orchard where the apples of success

grow, for you realize that when I go over

I'll take you with me. You also face the

darker fact that if I go down you will have

to go down with me. Of course there's no

need of going down. We've brains enough,

energy enough, faith enough. Lets figure

out a plan and then work the plan." Do

you think that an employer who talked to

his men in some such way as that would get

the wrong response? Not in ten million

years. He could tell those men the darkest

things about his business, show all the

weaknesses in his organization, and those

men would rise up with a "We'll help you,

old man, and stick by you until we win this

victory, and then we'll jump in and win some

more." Responsibility always strengthens

a man—or breaks him. The man who will

break under responsibility is not the one

wanted in an organization, each part of which

must be like a part of the famous One Horse

Shay. The chief who places responsibilities

upon the shoulders of his subordinates is do

ing that which will make them grow, and it

is certain that as they grow they add to the

strength of his organization. Responsibil

ities are like the rain drops that give so much

to the growing plants—that give the sap to

the trees. That employer is most unfor

tunate who must bear his responsibilities

alone. Every employer should unload bur

dens upon the shoulders of those of his em

ployes capable of carrying them, for no em

ployer can carry great burdens successfully

who is loaded down with small ones. Every

employer should have a moulting season.

* * *

The Sheldon Summer School

opens at Sheldonhurst in July,

1909.

The board of education of New York City

has awakened to the fact that salesmanship

enters into every act of

Salesmanship life. In keeping with the

in Schools policy of the school system

of that city to teach every

thing that will aid pupils in earning a living,

it has been determined to teach salesmanship

in one of the night high schools this winter.

If this training proves as valuable as those

interested think it will, classes will be

started in the day schools also. Miss

Diana Hirschler, formerly connected with

the Sheldon School of Chicago, will have

charge of this training. There will be a

study of the organization of large stores,

a study of materials and goods, a study of

values. Lectures will be given, and special

sales will be held. Special sales of this

kind are now being held at practically all

meetings of Business Science clubs, and

their value can not be estimated. Miss

Hirschler thinks that most of the pupils

will be clerks in stores in the vicinity of

the school, but that eventually pupils will

be drawn from all occupations. That

there will be many openings for teachers

of salesmanship within the next few years

is not to be doubted. It is now recognized

as a new profession. The knowledge per

taining to the distribution of goods has been

correlated into a science. The young man

and the young woman who desires a place

in this new educational movement, a move

ment which is destined to grow by leaps and

bounds during the next five years, should

prepare now. No young man should sink

because he hears a cry to the effect that

the professions are over-crowded. He should

realize that no profession is too crowded to

keep a real man from the top. He should

realize, too, that there is no law against

creating a new profession or improving an

old one.

* * *

Jack London might just as well have

been a tramp, a common laborer, a seaman,

a worthless roustabout do-

Jack ing duty between drinks

London along the Pacific shores.

But instead of that he

chose to become a writer with the power to

thrill the hearts of millions with the iron

notes of his stories. Today at the age of

thirty-two he is a literary idol to eaders
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the world over. He is the . uthor of seven

teen complete volumes of novels and short

stories—all written in less than ten years.

Jack London determined when a hoy to

be more than a mere physical machine.

After working as newsboy, before the mast,

as a dock hand, London "resolved to sell

no more muscle, and to become a vendor

of brains. Then became a frantic pursuit

of knowledge." He realized that education

was necessary, that the ignorant must always

be slaves to those with master minds.

London determined to be a master. He

turned the full force of his being into his

studies. He never did things by halves.

When he fought on the streets of Oakland

for supremacy among the newsboys, he

fought with every fiber of his being. He

went to his studies with a divine enthusiasm.

He was thirsty and hungry for knowledge.

He did not know enough to be tired, or

forgot all about it in the excitement of the

game. Hubbard says there is no finer

feeling than that which comes to a man

when he has shaken salt on the tail of an

idea. London went about with an open

bag of salt all day long. When London

began to study the writings of those who

filled, and who fill, the magazines of the

country he found that the most of them

lacked life. Magazines were filled with

stories that had no fire. Stories lacked

vitality. There was no vim, vigor and

energy in them. Writers did hot know,

as London did, that the way to reach the

majority of the readers is through the

emotions. Henry James may have his

following by appealing to the intellect, but

London goes straight to their hearts. A

London story may have in it much that is

sordid, much that is shocking, much that

is brutal, but one may be sure that a London

story has what Horace Traubel says it has

—"A Jack London story has guts in it."

London is no college man. His educa

tion has been wrung from the great fund

of knowledge which no college has held

captive within its doors. He read and

studied and worked. And always he kept

his eyes and his ears open. He mingled

much with men, knowing that men and

not books are what a writer of life stories

needs for his companions. Jack London

is one of those men who never had a chance.

At least that is what the majority of men

would say if started off in life with his op

portunities. London had no opportunities

except those he made for himself. He pre

pared himself to serve on the reception

committee to welcome all Good Chances.

And, since he stood in line, Good Chances

took him by the hand. What London has

done, may be done by others in other walks

of life. The boy who has a purpose, who

keeps ever before him a goal at which he

desires to arrive, who desires to arrive

with all the intensity of his being, is bound

to arrive. He cannot be stopped any more

than the prayers of men can control the

elements. A natural law is working. Jack

London's rise from obscurity to fame is

due to his own efforts. He had no one who

pointed the way. As he said years ago,

"I have just been sort of hammering around

in the dark till I knocked holes through,

here and there, and caught glimpses of the

daylight." Suppose you are in the dark

ness today. Just get busy and hammer

around in the dark. You are sure to knock

holes through, here and there, and catch

glimpses of the daylight.

* * *

"The true poem is not that which the

public reads," said Thoreau. "There is

always a poem not printed

The Greatest on paper, coincident with

Product the production of this,

stereotyped in the poet's

life. It is what has he become through his

work." I read some time ago of a man

who had promised to make a table for a

doctor friend of his. When the doctor

came after it he found the table-maker

polishing the under side of a drawer. " Why

are you taking so much pains with the

under side," asked the doctor, "no one will

see that it is rough." "Perhaps no one

will see that it is rough," was the answer,

"but I'll know that it is. A man's got to

live his own life, hasn't he?" And the

doctor used to take great delight in talking

about his friend—"a mar who polishes

the under side of things." Be a man who

polishes the under side of things. Do every

bit of your work, both the seen and the

unseen, just as though every move was

watched by your superior. The world

pays for efficiency. It will always pay the

price. But it will pay the price only to

that man who has done his work like a

■
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master—a man "who polishes the under

side of things." The salesman who thinks

that he can loaf simply because he is prac

tically his own boss, is not the one who

will be called in and asked to take a place

as a member of the firm. The office boy

who finds more joy during work hours

reading nickel novels than in doing what

he is paid to do, is not likely to become

confidential adviser to the man who sits

at the desk in the room marked "Private,"

nor is there a possibility that he will ever

occupy that room himself. Every act and

every thought of ours is woven into our

being. Every positive thought and every

positive act adds to our efficiency. Every

negative thought and every negative act

lessens our value to ourself, our employer,

and to the world. When we fail to do

everything we can do for the good of the

institution that employs us, we are not

signalling "full speed ahead" to our

selves. We are able to go ahead, perhaps,

but we are like the famous slow train through

Arkansaw instead of the Empire State

Express. Every man will do better work

after spending some time in thinking that

the greatest product of his life is not the

amount of goods sold, the number of build

ings constructed, the number of books

written, but that the gieatest product of his

life is himself.

* * *

If James Oliver never had done anything

more than 10 give to the traveling public

that beautiful, restful place,

The Oliver the Oliver Hotel, in South

Hotel Bend, Ind., he would have

won from thousands the ap

preciation due to a benefactor. Perhaps in no

small city in the world is there a hotel which

approaches the Oliver in all that goes into

making a public place a delightful home for

the weary wanderer. This is a hotel with a

personality. Upon entering its light, airy

lobby, one is struck instantly by a certain

Something which characterizes other hotels

by being absent, yet here is unobtrusively

apparent. There is a good fellowship

about it, yet that good fellowship is subdued.

There is no noise; no glare; no confusion; no

apparent hurry. The boy takes your grip as

if you were his personal friend, yet in his

smile you can find no invitation to j»ive him

a tip. His desire to help you is sort of spon

taneous. All through the house it is the

same. A gentleman by the name of Frank

E. Faulknor is largely responsible for this.

As assistant-manager it is his duty to super

vise the other workers, a duty he performs

in such a kindly way that the servants do

not know he is directing them. He is never

so busy that he cannot greet them pleasantly

—even when he is showing "fine folks"

around the place. His orders are phrased

so that they appear like requests. But it is

to Manager Guilliame that Frank gives

all the credit. That little silent man back

in the office is the one who directs the ma

chinery of hospitality. All his helpers are

loyal to him from morning to morning, and

harmony is the oil that reduces friction to the

minimum. In keeping with the Oliver

ideals, there is nothing cheap or gaudy about

the place. Mahogany is the wood used

throughout, and all decorations are made to

harmonize with its richness. The bed rooms

are cozy and homelike, having little of the

appearance of places intended only for

transients. With every room is a bath that

would make the rich old Romans look upon

their famous loafing places as imitations of

the real thing, and convert in thousands the

great army of the unwashed. Thick carpets

cover the floor and all noise is killed before

it is born. But these thick carpets do not

mean millions of microbes, for the house is

cleaned from cellar to garret by the cleanly

vacuum system which takes up every particle

of dust and carries it out of the building.

The halls are wide and airy—just the kind

of a place where little boys would love to

play horse and leap-frog. There are no in

side rooms. Mr. Oliver believed that fresh

air and visits from the sun had as much to

do with satisfying customers as the contents

of the larder. And it must be remembered

that so far as quality is concerned, all rooms

are furnished alike. The dollar room is

every bit as beautiful as the five dollar room

—only size and lack of bath make the differ

ence. When you eat you have your choice

of the great dining room on the second floor;

the restaurant just across the hall, or the

little grill room near the buffet. From the

great modern kitchen, presided over by a

dignitary who knows his business, comet all

that causes the digestive fluids to flow; while,

deep down where it is cpol and dark, is a wine

cellar that is filled with imitation cheer. In
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the building is all that is needed to minister

to human comfort. Turkish and other baths

including a great plunge; hair dressers;

barbers telegraphers, grocers—all trades

and occupations are represented. There

may be a better hotel than the Oliver some

where in the United States, but so far it has

not announced itself in loud tones.

Afraid of Being Afraid

BY HARRY W. FORD

A BRILLIANT Frenchman has told a

story which has a point in it for

salesmen. In brief the story is as

follows:

A young French nobleman was sitting

one night in a cafe with some friends and

in the party was a young woman of whom

he was very fond. A man at a nearby

table stared at this young woman until his

attentions became annoying. Whereupon

the young nobleman went to the other

table and struck the man in the face. Under

the French code this action meant a duel.

The arrangements accordingly were made

for the encounter to take place the following

morning at sunrise.

Now this young nobleman had always

been a brave man; at least under many

trying situations he had never shown the

slightest nervousness or other signs of a

lack of physical courage. It was a per

fectly natural thing for him to "call out"

the man who had annoyed his sweetheart.

No sooner, however, had the young man

reached home and begun to make the final

arrangement of his affairs, which the serious

event soon to take place made necessary,

than he began to suffer nervous shocks.

He made his will, wrote letters to his

nearest friends, and made such final arrange

ments as the occasion dictated. All the

time, however, he was becoming more and

more agitated.

He could not keep his mind off the ap

proaching duel. He tried to get some

rest, but this was impossible. He could

not sleep—be could not even recline; he

paced back and forth in his apartments

like a madman, counting each tick of the

clock and wondering if the time for the

arrival of his seconds and his departure

for the duel field, would ever come.

He became possessed of a terrible hallu

cination that he would not "make good"

at this duel; that he would be unable to

go to the "field of honor;" that even if

he did go there, he should be so overcome

with nervousness that he would not be

able to fight, and would forever disgrace

himself and his family name.

This state of mind continued growing

worse and worse until finally, just before

the time for the arrival of his attendants,

he seized his revolver and blew out his own

brains.

Now what was the matter with this

young man?

He was not a coward. He was not afraid

of any man. He was not afraid to die, as

was shown by the fact that he killed him

self. There was nothing in his actions

at any time to show that he was lacking

in what we know as physical bravery.

What was it? Simply this: The young

man was afraid of being afraid.

He was afraid of himself—not of anyone

else. He was afraid of fear. He was

afraid that when the crucial time came for

him to toe the mark and look along the

barrel of a revolver into the barrel of another

revolver, he should flunk and disgrace

himself. He was afflicted with a "state of

mind." He had physical courage, but he

lacked a certain sort of mental or moral

courage. He did not have confidence in

himself that he could face this great crisis

in his life and "make good," even though

he had been bold enough to bring this

crisis about by his own act.

There are a lot of salesmen who are

afraid of being afraid; they are afraid they

won't "make good." They think over

the possible meeting that they are going

to have with some prospect, and they begin

to fear themselves. They are not afraid

of the other man. They are afraid that

they will not be able to do what they want

to do when they get face to face with this
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other man. In other words, they lose

their nerve. They lack the firm confidence

in themselves which is absolutely essential

to success in salesmanship.

One of the greatest inherent qualities

t e salesman can have is self esteem. Not

the conceit that ignores shortcomings, but

the esteem lhat is born of honest belief

in the fundamental rightness of one's own

individuality.

Nearly all men are brave. In fact,

physical bravery is the most common at

tribute in men, but a great many of us

doubt ourselves. All of us would follow

the flag up the hill in the face of the cannons'

fire, after the battle had fairly started, but

there are a lot of us who would be afraid

beforehand, that when the order was given

to go up the hill, we would be unable to

obey.

The young man in the story would not

have been afraid if he had really gone to

the dueling ground; once there his self

confidence would have re-asserted itself.

Don't be afraid of yourself. If you are

not afraid of yourself you will never need

to be—probably never will be—afraid of

anything else.

The Scout Ahead of the Firing Line

BY CAPT. CHARLES S. CONNER

MODERN business is a battle; it takes

fighting men to win. You are the

fighting men of the selling world. It

is to you the board of directors look for the

dollar and cent victory. You well know the

meaning of the "firing line." Its hardships

and its joys, its disappointments and its vic

tories, its hard work and its pleasures, all

have been tasted by you. Of that_we need

not write.

How to perch victory on your banners with

greater ease, how to lessen the hardships of

selling, how to get more orders and get them

easier and with less expense, is our theme.

And in discussing it we call your attention to

the potent value of "The Scout Ahead of the

Firing Line" better known as "Printer's Ink,"

which today is revolutionizing the selling

systems of the world.

Its duties are manifold. Chief among

them, however, is the uncovering of new Pros

pects, next creating in their minds a desire

to know more about the commodity offered

for sale and thus inducing them to ask^for

further information.

This important primary part of the selling

battle, when properly conducted, puts the

Salesman quickly in touch with the Prospect,

makes his approach far easier and his argu

ments more comprehensive. It points where

business may be had, and gives the Salesman

time to look over the Prospect, learn his

needs, study his selling system and how to

improve it, and approach him well armed

with the proper information and proper argu

ments to meet all objections that may arise.

For objections do arise ; in fact every Proba

ble Purchaser is ever on the defensive, and

the Salesman who has best planned his ap

proach and best arranged his selling talk is

the one who can beat down this defense

quickest and easiest.

The silent little Scout then is the advance

agent, the public crier or bell ringer of the

Salesman and gives him the opportunity to

prepare his plan of campaign so as to get

easier and quicker results. It searches

throughout the uttermost parts of your ter

ritory and brings to light possible customers

whom often you never had heard of, in places

you never would have thought of, and at times

most unexpected. Frequently, too, it points

out the man with a change of heart who has

often turned you down with the statement

"I am not interested." The scout has

pierced his armor with a lucky shot. And

when you do get in touch with these Pros

pects the Scout helps pound home your argu

ments and often clinches your sales.

And when the competitor comes along and

temporarily puts a crimp in your plans, it is

the silent little Scout that creeps through the

mails to the P. P.'l desk or home and puts

in a sound hard lick, driving home a shaft

;of convincing argument ior you—often the

lick that brings you back to get the order.

As a silent, yet potentially eloquent sales

force, Printer's Ink properly dressed and
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armed, is second only to the powerful per

sonality of a successful salesman. In various

forms and guises this Scout goes forth to do

battle for you and the company. It not only

searches out new prospects for you but forms

in their minds the desire to know more of

your goods and their possibilities, their value

in the work of saving minutes and dollars; it

preaches economy, it tells how, it gives the

'reason why" and creates a desire to pur

chase. As knowledge begins in wonder so

the Scout, in awakening the " I wonder how"

in the mind of a prospect, impels him to write

for more information. It is then the skir

mish begins.

Now, the skirmishers go forth—a letter and

booklet—to hold attention until the firing line

can get in touch with the P. P. The real bat

tle is on, and gentlemen, it's up to you to cap

ture the order. _ It's there. It has been pointed

out. You know how it was uncovered and

what has been done to hold it until you arrive.

It may be easy to capture or may demand a

siege but the Scout has done its first duty—

it has brought salesman and purchaser in

touch. It is now a battle of salesmanship,

of eloquence, of wit, of endurance, of per

sistence and convincing arguments. You

must win and to do so you must plan a

scientific selling camgaign that spells success.

Should the prospect procrastinate, should

he absolutely refuse to sign until he has in

vestigated further, and should you be unable

to change this determination throw out a few

flankers of " Printer's Ink." Always have in

reserve a supply of advertising matter. Use

it and use it effectively. Leave a good book

or folder with the Prospect and then write

strong letters frequently to him. Headquar

ters will not be idle. Constant reinforce

ments of argumentative "reasons why he

should buy" will be pouring into the P. P.

from the home office until you report the P.

P. as sold. Such a campaign will get the

order- Remember a Prospect is a Prospect

until he is sold, dies or goes out of business.

Gentlemen, printer's ink, in the form of

good advertising, is the best scout, ally and

friend a salesman can have. It works for

you while you are engaged elsewhere. It

precedes you into the Prospect's office. It

penetrates his home. It follows up your per

sonal call, backing up your arguments with

the "reasons why" you perhaps forgot. It

pounds home and sinks in those selling points

that have been carefully studied out and put

in brief, striking, attractive printed form for

easy comprehension. It recalls your visit

and your personality and if you left a good

impression it paves an easy road for your next

visit and the subsequent sale.

A letter with terse, specific statements un

expectedly recalls to the P. P.'s mind the

need of your goods; a leaflet, a pamphlet, a

booklet, a catalog, the magazine advertise

ment, your personal solicitation all com

bined in proper sequence and with uniform

purpose keeps the prospect alive to his ulti

mate needs. Getting the order signed is your

business. The more skilful you are and the

more systematic and convincing the advertis

ing influence brought to bear the sooner you

get the signature and the final acceptance.

But there are scouts and scouts. Printer's

Ink in poor garb and with lame arguments

is like the slovenly, uneducated, unprepared

salesman. It won't do. It must look good

and read right. It must say something that

has force and reason behind it. Each piece

must have a mission. It should leave a dis

tinct impression, pull an inquiry or clinch an

order.

In many businesses the order getting is

usually the culmination of an educational

campaign. The more skilful the negotia

tions are conducted by mail or in person, the

sooner comes the order. Therefore the writ

ten and the personal arguments must clearly

and forcibly coincide, and the salesman and

the advertising department work in close co

operation to attain the greatest results in the

least time with the smallest expense, thus

producing what the management is working

for—big net profits.

That is the subject to be studied —How to

get big net profits out of business. How can

you get more orders with less expense,

printer's ink will play a most important part

in it. But the advertising department and

the salesman must come in close touch to

produce the best results, which mean greater

profits. The printed matter must be put to

more judicious use. Each piece must be

made to pay—to pull business at small ex

pense. Placing it in the proper hands is the

one right way.

The business of selling has changed won

derfully in the last five years and you, gentle- -

men, must adjust yourselves to the new con

ditions. The strenuous selling age is here.
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It's hard, conscientious, persistent, intelligent,

scheming and plugging, that wins today.

To overlook the slightest advantage means

failure. You need constant help from the

home office and you should render all the as

sistance possible to the management in bring

ing the selling and publicity to its highest

productive value, thus prompting more sales

and malting your work easier and your in

come larger.

Remember, every word of advertising is

putting money in your pocket. It's a pres

ent from your company to you. So help to

make it better—of greater value, greater earn

ing power for the company.

Every dollar spent in advertising is an

asset to the selling force and should be used

to bring further results. Every prospect un

earthed should be persistently followed up so

as to realize on the money spent to bring him

to light. Closely follow each inquiry. Get

closer together. Fire volleys as well as at

random. Make every shot count and you'll

find you're working for your own pocket all

the while. And that's the pocket to work

for.

Philosophers in the Bud

BY UNCLE ARTHUR

YOU all know how to walk in a straight

line across a field, don't you ? If any

of you haven't found out how yet, now

is the time to learn, because it's a good thing

to know, not only about walking in a field,

but about life in general.

This is the way: you choose some object on

the other side of the field, and keeping your

eyes fixed upon it, walk straight towards it

all the way across. Unless you do that, you

will make a crooked path, no matter how

straight you try to go.

Now the same thing is true in everything

you undertake—you must have some object

always in view, or you will wander around

losing time and getting nowhere in particu

lar. That is why I want to talk with you

this time about the object we have in view

in these little articles Aunder the heading

" Philosophers in the Bud." What do you

expect to gain by reading and studying these

pages, and putting into practice the lessons

learned from them ?

My word, what a shout I

Yes, you are right, it is all covered by that

one word SUCCESS.

Isn't it a beautiful word ? Doesn't it make

your eyes sparkle and your breath come

quicker ? And doesn't it bring to your mind

the pictures of some of your heroes—men

who have won that magical thing Success?

I am very much interested in those pic

tures. Suppose we look at some of them.

It wouldn't do, of course, to mention any

names, but we can talk about these men just

the same, and, perhaps, find out from them

the real meaning of that great word—Suc

cess.

Here's the first picture I see: ■ A man who

has made "all kinds of money," is greatly

respected and loved, and has done some good

in the world. But he is in poor health, so

that he cannot enjoy either his money, his

home, or his loved ones and friends.

Well, I guess he falls short of success,

don't you?

What is the next one? See him with plenty

of money for all his needs and more, sur

rounded by those who love and praise him

for his great achievements, with rapidly

growing fortune, power, and influence. He

is planning great things that he will do in

the future. But he has forgotten to take care

of his body, and within a week his many

friends attend his funeral. "Brilliant fel

low!" they all say. "If he had only lived,

what a success he would have made of life!"

So even he is not a success.

But here's another picture. This man's

hair and beard are white with many years,

but his eye is clear and his cheeks rosy

with health. He is very much respected

for his high character. But it is almost

a shame to speak of his clothing, it is so

mean and shabby, for the old man is very

poor. He has to work hard for a living

now. In a few years he will not be able

to work any longer. Then he will get

cruel treatment at the hands of those who

will have to support him. Too bad, isn't
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it? But you will not say that this good

old man has won success.

One more picture: Here is another old

man, white-haired like the first one, and

just as healthy. But he doesn't have to

work, and is in no danger of going to the

poorhouse, for he "has money to burn."

Be careful not to ask him how he got his

money, though, or he might be angry.

His neighbors, and everyone he has dealt

with, will be ready enough to tell you how

he got it. They call it by the hard name of

"plunder." You see, the old fellow's

reputation for honesty is not of the best.

I wouldn't call him a success, would you ?

Now here's the last picture in the series,

and it will pay us to study it well. It

shows a man who has lived a great many

years, but is still young, because he has

kept his heart young by planning to grow

every year—to grow stronger, richer, bet

ter, and more useful. You see, a man*

never begins to get old until after he has

stopped growing.

Of course, being young and active, this

man is full of health and vigor, enjoying

everything with all the keenness of pleasure

of a boy.

He hasn't such a great pile of money

that it is a burden to him, keeping him

awake nights, but he has enough so that

he can buy all he needs and have some

thing left for travel, books, gifts, and a

provision for the rest of his life.

He has always loved his fellow-men and

treated them with honesty, justice, kind

ness, and gentle cheerfulness, serving them

to the best of his ability, so he is very much

loved and honored. One more thing—

and it is very important. When he was

a youth, he fixed upon a rightful definite

object in life—a goal to be reached—some

special work to be accomplished—some

thing to be won. He has achieved his

purpose—did it years ago—and the precious

thing he won, whatever it was, he has never

lost.

There are the five pictures.

The first man seemed to have won suc

cess except that he didn't have health.

The second was healthy, but he did not

live long—otherwise he would have been

successful.

The third '''had health and long life,

but he lacked money.

The fourth had health, long life, and

money, but he did not have the honor and

confidence of those about him—and with

out it he was a failure.

The fifth had health, long life, money,

honor—all four—and he had won and

kept what he had set his heart upon at

the beginning—something that it was right

for him to choose as his ideal—something

within his reach.

And you will all say that the fifth picture

is a picture of a man who has achieved

SUCCESS.

From all this, let us see if we cannot

make a definition of the word.

In the first place, we have seen that

Success must include Health, Long Life,

Money and Honor. But that is not a

definition—it only tells some of the things

that go to make up Success.

I think we can get our definition from

something we saw in that fifth picture

To put it in plain words, that man got

what he went after and kept it. But that

isn't enough. He might have gone after

something that would have been wrong

for him to have, or hurtful to his health.

Or, he might have gone after something

not worth having or keeping. But if his

ideal was legitimate (right) and practicable

(worth having) and he attained and pre

served it (that is, got it and kept it), then

he was successful.

And so we have a definition for Suc

cess:

Success is the attainment and preserva

tion of a legitimate and practicable ideal.

I hope every Philosopher in the Bud

will commit that definition to memory.

It is the most important thing we have

learned so far, because it tells you about

that which you have taken as your goal.

And it has been of immense value to thou

sands of older students of the philosophy

of success

Salesmanship is the power to persuade others to purchase at a

profit that which one has to sell.—A. F. Sheldon.



How Much Have You Invested?

BY H. A. HAMPTON

IT is a fact that the average woman is

satisfied to work for $8.00 to $10.00 per

week, while the average man is contented

if he receives $15.00 per week, and many

of them, far too many of them, in fact the

great majority stop right here and seemingly

lose all interest and cease to make any

further effort to go any higher. One of

the greatest problems that confronts the

commercial world today is to devise some

way or means to create more enthusiasm

and ambition to go forward among this

class of employees; to create a desire for

more efficiency, better service, more interest

in their work and more earning power.

Why not figure out the value of your

services to your employer on the same basis

that the investor figures the amount of

interest he is to receive for the use of his

capital ? If a man invests $10,000 at 5

per cent, which is a fair rate of interest,

this interest would amount to $500 per

year, or a little less than you would earn in

one year if you received $10.00 per week.

Or if the investor invests $16,000 at 5 per

cent this would amount to $800 per year,

or a little more than you would receive for

fifty-two weeks, if you were earning $15.00

per week. The opportunity for self-

improvement is in some degree open to

every one.

Many business houses would consider

5 per cent as a very fair profit on their in

vestment. To illustrate the reasonableness

of this argument still further, we shall take

the man who earns $100 per month, which

is $1,200 per year. If this amount was

received from capital placed at 5 per cent,

the capital invested would amount to

$24,000, so if you are receiving $100 per

month, what's the matter with considering

your time and ability on the basis of an in

vestment, and we will say the amount of cap

ital invested is equivalent to $24,000, so then

it does not take a mathematician to figure

that if you have discovered some way of

increasing the value of your services 10

per cent, or say to $110 per month, you have

increased the amount of your capital from

$24,000 to $26,000. Ability without money-

capital is better than money without ability.

The progressive man or woman is often

able to increase his or her earning capacity

more than the man of money without ability

could hope to increase his capital in the

same length of time.

Now, just a word in reference to a kindred

subject: a manager of a large commercial

concern was asked why it was necessary

when he had so many apparently capable

men and women in his employ to go outside

to find some one to fill a position requiring

managerial or executive ability. He said

in reply, "I do not seem to have a man here

who will do the thing, carry the message

to Garcia. I want to get a man to fill this

position in whom I can entrust utmost

confidence, a man who can take advice

when I see fit to give it and who knows

enough to come to me for advice when he

needs it, a man who can be relied upon,

that when given a task to perform, I shall

not feel uneasy as to the task being properly

done. But I can't afford to waste time,

money and business opportunity coaching

a man who can't be depended upon, I want

some one I can lean on, and not some one

who will lean on me."

There are so many men and women,

who after having certain work assigned to

them, have to be followed up by some one

to see that the work is done, they don't seem

to be able to grasp the fact that their super

vision or superintendence is paid for out of

their own wages. In other words, if they

could and would do the work assigned them

without the supervision of some one else,

is it not reasonable to believe that it would

not be very long until the value of their

services are recognized by the firm and they

would receive that, that would otherwise

be paid out for their superintendence.

Shall we for a moment look into the

meaning of the words value and worth.

Value (from Latin—calere) be strong—

be worth.

Worth: The property or properties of

a thing in virtue of which it is useful or

estimable, or the degree in which such a

character is possessed; utility; importance;
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excellence; applied to both persons and

things.

The amount of other commodities (com

monly represented by money) for which

a thing can be exchanged in open mar

ket; the ratio in which one thing ex

changes against others, the command which

one thing exchanges over others in traffic,

in a restricted (and the common popular)

sense, the amount of money for which a

thing can be sold; price.

In political economy value is distinguished

from price, which is worth estimated in

money, while value is worth estimated in

commodities in general.

Little that is worth having is secured in

this world except by increasing toil.

The employe who is always full of

railing, bitterness and condemnation, you

will usually find out of a job. That was

the trouble—through a spirit of fault

finding they got themselves swung around

so they blocked the channel, and had to be

dynamited. They were out of harmony

with the concern, and no longer being a

help they had to be removed. Every em

ployer is constantly looking for people who

can help him; naturally he is on the look

out among his employees for those who

do not help, and everything and everybody

that is a hindrance has to go. This is the

law of trade—do not find fault with it: it

is founded on nature. The reward is only

for the man who helps, and in order to help

you must have sympathy.

The saleswoman must be glad to do a

saleswoman's work. The stock keeper must

be glad to do a stock keeper's work. The

bookkeeper must be glad to do a bookkeeper's

work. Blessed is he who having found his

own work, clutches it, clings to it directly,

consecutively and always.

And always bear in mind that "failure

does not come through making mistakes,

but in refusing to learn by mistakes how

to avoid them, a good motto is to deter

mine not to make the same mistake

twice."

It takes less time to do the thing right,

than it takes to explain why you did it

wrong.

Singleness of purpose is one of the pre

dominating features of success, and to

singleness of purpose shall we add thrifti-

ness.

There are people who say that no matter

how small the salary, something should be

put by against the inevitable rainy days.

An excellent theory, but difficult at times

to put into practice.

To the inexperienced girl beginning life

in the city, the salary promised seems un

told wealth. To her the spending power of

a dollar is great. She is quickly disillu

sioned.

No one who has not been through it can

fully realize how inadequate is the salary

as a rule to meet the necessary demands

made upon it. Clothes, lunches and travel

ing expenses swallow up every penny, even

if the girl remains under the roof of her

parents. The struggle is greater if she has

to pay for her own living. How is it possible

for her to save?

Unfortunately a very large proportion of

business girls begin life in the wrong way.

They regard their work merely as something

to fill up their time and earn enough to

keep themselves in clothes until they get

married. It is not a career, only a make

shift. And so they look about for the

easiest, lightest work they can find. The

pay for such work, instead of increasing,

becomes less and less as the number of girls

eager for such work grows greater every year.

It is only natural that every girl should

hope to find a husband, but as there are

about two women for every unmarried man,

a large number of girls must of necessity

remain single.

So making her own way in the world

should be the business girl's chief aim;

for, unless she takes her work quite seri

ously, she will never command a salary

out of which something may be saved.

Everyone agrees that the necessaries of a

decent existence should be the first con

sideration, but it is folly to be content with

earning just enough money to provide suit

able clothes, a healthy lodging and needful

recreation.

Remember that you may not always be

able to earn this modest salary, and that

in the great world of work there is competi

tion to be reckoned with.

If you do not advance, the probability is

you will go under and eventually be unable

to keep a footing anywhere. The woman

who is ambitious, keen and alert makes

herself valuable and wanted.
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Employers recognize her worth and pay

her accordingly.

Believe me, girls are not spoiling their

chances of matrimony if they thrust their

whole heart and soul into their work, and

make their usefulness and influence appar

ent in the office, the workroom or at the

counter. The chances are that they will

make a better marriage.

If you want to be a success in your work,

you must first get ready to hear, and to hear

you must listen—get into the attitude of

attention.

The first requisite of a good soldier"is

attention, and the second is obedience.

What is attention? What is obedience?

Attention is to stop, look, listen, get the im

pression of the object in hand or mind in

such a way to your memory as not to forget

it. Most errors are made through lack of

attention. Camera impression, and obedi

ence is the first item in the common sense

creed. The spirit of obedience is the con

trolling impulse of the receptive mind and

the hospitable heart. Obedience is not

to slavishly obey this man or that, but it is

that cheerful mental condition which re

sponds to the necessity of the case and does

the thing—obedience to the institution,

loyalty.

And here is the prime condition of success,

the great success: concentrate your energy,

thought, time and work upon the business

in which you are engaged. Having begun

intone line, resolve to fight it out on that

line, to lead in it; to adopt every improve

ment; to do your work just a little better

than it has ever been done before and to

know the most about it.

" Into your hands will be placed the exact

results of your efforts. You will receive

that which you earn—no more, no less.

Whatever your present circumstances might

be, you will fall, remain or rise with your

efforts, your visions, your aim."

To desire is to obtain; to acquire is to

achieve. The thoughtless, the ignorant, and

the indolent, seeing only the apparent effect

of things, and not the things themselves,

talk of luck, or fortune, and of chance.

Seeing a man grow rich, they say, "How

lucky he is I" Observing another becoming

intelligent, they exclaim, "How highly

fortunate he isl"

"They do not see the trials, the failures,

the struggles which these have encountered;

have no knowledge of the sacrifices they

have made, of the undaunted efforts they

have put forth that they may overcome the

apparently insurmountable, and realize the

goal of their ambition. They do not know

the darkness and the heartaches; only see

the light and joy, and call it 'luck;' do not

see the long and arduous journey, but only

the pleasant goal, and call it 'good fortune;'

do not understand the process but only

perceive the result, and wrongly call it

'chance.' "

From Other Philosophers

To Re-create Yourself.—If there is any

part of the body that you wish to change,

enlarge, develop or re-create, do not think of

its present condition, or try to concentrate

upon the physical tissues; do not try to send

force there, nor use will power upon it; get

clearly in mind what you want that part to

be like, and then get in touch with the mind

in that part by fixing your attention upon it;

hold your self in touch with the mind, and

think deeply of the condition you want;

think of it, not as something desired, but as

already existing in that part. Do this several

times a day, and do not allow yourself to

think of that part in any other way, at any

time. Make every thought in connection

with the part a constructive thought, by pic

turing what you want. Every time you think

of it impress the subconscious with the picture

of that which you wish externalized, thinking

of it as already done. Soon it will be done.

—W. D. Wattles.

We Are Not Tied.—We are not tied

to a desk or to a bench; we stay there only

because we think we are tied. In Montana

I had a horse which was hobbled every

night to keep him from wandering; that is,

straps joined by a short chain were put

around his forefeet, 10 that he could only
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hop. The hobbles were taken off in the

morning, but he would still hop until he

saw his mate trotting off. Our main func

tion is to show how anyone can trot off if

he will.—Bolton Hall.

Kino and Artisan.—Were we to dream

the same dream every night, this would

affect us as much as the objects we see

every day; and were an artisan to dream

every night, for twelve hours at a stretch,

that he was a king, I think that he would

be almost as happy as a king who should

dream every night, for twelve hours at a

stretch, that he was an artisan.—Pascal.

There Must be Imagination.—It is im

possible to do a great piece of work unless

one be able to form an image of it in advance,

unless one can see it as it will finally appear.

If one were limited in vision to the detail

actually in hand, the whole would never be

completed; that which makes the perfection

of the whole possible is the ability of the

worker to keep that whole before him while

he deals with the detached parts. Without

that power the worker is a mechanical drudge,

whose work has no quality, save that of

dogged fidelity to the task. Now, this power

of keeping the whole before the mind while

dealing with the parts, of seeing the com

pleted machine while shaping a pin or cog,

of getting the complete effect of the argument

while elaborating a minor point, resides in

imagination. It is the light that must shine

upon all toil that has in it intelligence, pre

vision and freshness; and its glow is as

essential in mechanical as in purely artistic

work. Whenever, in any kind of work deal

ing with any kind of material, there is con

structive quality, any fitting of part with part,

any adjustment of means to ends, there must

be imagination.—Hamilton Wright Maine.

Reiteration.—Rivers do not cut their

channels in a day. Neither does a habit

—or an impulse to buy an advertised ar

ticle. Put it to yourself. Do you always

surrender at the first gun of an adver

tising campaign, even when the thing ad

vertised or the way of it interests you espe

cially? Doesn't it often take broadside

afttr broadside, not only from one publi

cation but from several, before you finally

capitulate? To make your product a

"household word" and its use a "second

nature" with as many of 80,000,000 as

possible—these are your aims, the task,

you have set for yourself. And your tool

is—Duplication. Duplication of your mes

sage. Duplication of circulation, that is,

cumulative effect. Say that over a few

times. Duplication means cumulative effect.

Extensive duplication means great cumu

lative effect. That it should ever have

meant anything less to any intelligent ad

vertiser is one of the most curious facts in

the unnatural history of advertising.

—H. D. Wilson.

"Cosmopolitan" ad manager.

Total Depravity.—We have auto-intoxi

cation because we do not breathe enough,

and carbonic acid gas and other poisons ac

cumulate in the body, producing auto-intoxi

cation. These poisons also accumulate be

cause we do not sweat enough. That is why

the Lord told Adam he must earn his bread

by the sweat of his brow, to get the Old

Adam out of him. If a man won't sweat,

total depravity accumulates. That is the

only kind of total depravity I believe in.

Dr. J. H. Kellogg.

What Kind op a Part are You?—I am

responsible in a large measure for the kind

of a man I meet in my neighbor and the

kind of a fellow I meet in my grocery man.

The chronic kicker gets kicked when no

man kicks at him. He can make the kick

and unconsciously refer it to some other

person. As you pass down the street you

are as many different men as you meet

different persons. A man is a different

man at home from what he is at the club,

different before his son from what he is

before his cronies. I am part of every man

I meet and he is part of me.

—G. L. Bowman.

Desirability or Commonsense.—With

out a strong, healthy body no woman's

mind can be capable of sustained effort

for the proper performance of whatever

may be her work. But the most desirable,

indeed, the most essential, quality in a girl,

as well as in a boy, is commonsense. With

out that as a foundation no superstructure

of character or education can be built.

Mrs. William J. Bryan.



Let's Talk Business

CAPT. C. S. CONNER, whose article,

"The Scout Ahead of the Firing Line,"

appears in this issue, is not a man

whose experience in life has been gathered

by proxy. Conner blossomed out as a

telegraph operator, soon becoming so pro

ficient that he handled a press wire. This

work developed his latent reportorial ability

and he soon became a reporter on the

Omaha World-Herald, later becoming night

editor. As representative of the United

Press he was sent to the front during the

last Sioux uprising, which ended with the

battle of Wounded Knee. After that he suc

cessfully worked with The St. Louis Globe-

Democrat as weekly editor; The St. Louis

Republic, city editor; The Chicago Ameri

can, news, night and managing editor; and

on the editorial staffs in various capacities

of The New York World and Journal, and

Chicago Tribune. He then became ad

vertising manager of The Mining Maga-

tine, covering the eastern field. Later on

he became head of the publication and

advertising departments, and a member

of the sales committee of the Na ional Cash

Register Company. At present he is ad

vertising manager of the International

Time Recording Company, and assistant

general-manager of the Bundy Adding

Machine Company of Endicott, N. Y.

He served throughout the Spanish war as a

captain in the United Signal service, acting

for a time as chief officer of the corps. He

is a graduate of Ohio university, the Sheldon

School, and finished the advertising course

of the International Correspondence school.

He has made a special study of advertising

and salesmanship, and readers of the

Business Philosopher may follow the

lead of the editors in congratulating them

selves on having a man like Mr. Conner

write his Good Stuff for them. Conner

is a live business-builder. He is working

to make others business builders, too.

* * *

Charles C. Jenks, of Foote & Jenks, the

Jackson, Michigan, perfumers, was injured

in a railway collision July 34. With a

fractured collar bone and bruises he was

in no condition to visit his customers, so

he wrote them all a letter telling about his

accident, and assuring them that other

repr sentatives of his company would look

after their wants. In his letter he said

that at the time of the accident he was

deep in Joseph Appel's great article, "The

Master Merchant," and that when the ac

cident occurred he returned The Business

Philosopher to his pocket before he was

decorated with bruises and otherwise ren

dered fit for the hospital. He found so much

good stuff in that one number of The

Business Philosopher that he quoted

from it in his letters to his customers, copies

of which were later sent to the Foote &

Jenks salesmen with this note:

"The Business Philosopher referred

to in the writer's announcement to the

trade, is ublished by The Sheldon Uni

versity Press, Libertyville, and issued at

ten cents a copy or one dollar a year.

"The article which I was reading is

worth the price of a year's subscription.

WE WOULD BE GLAD TO SEND

THIS MAGAZINE GRATIS FOR THE

READING OF ANY OF OUR SALES

MEN WHO HAVE NOT SUBSCRIBED

FOR IT AND CANNOT PROCURE

IT HANDILY.

"We would especially like every sales

man to read the June and July numbers

containing the articles written by Mr. Appel,

as well as the editorials by Mr. Sheldon

under the headings, "On the Front Porch,"

and "Get Into the Game."

* * *

Why of course contributions from sub

scribers are always welcome. The fact

that you never had anything printed before

makes no difference. We want ideas, and

if you are a man with ideas, and want to

help make The Business Philosopher

the biggest business magazine in the country

—why, send along whatever you have to

offer. We may not print your article, but

your idea may be of much use. The de

partment " Gleanings from Business Fields"

takes care of many contributions of this

kind, and oftentimes Mr. Sheldon receives

from one of them the inspiration needed

to turn out a ten-page editorial.



The Philosopher Among His Books

/ believe in the divinity of great thoughts and in the sacredness of all good books. I

believe in beauty as expressed in the printed page and in hand-tooled leather. I believe in

the individuality of a book, in the abiding presence of the artist who fashions the body of a

worthy volume. I believe in the touch of human hands as more divine and more beautiful

than the stamp of the most dextrous machinery. I believe in everything that makes a

book the measure of a man and imparts to it the dignity and grace which come from long

fellowship with the hand of a loving artist. I believe in limited editions, in the wealth of

handmade paper, in the aristocracy of vellum, in the glory of illumination, and the supreme

beauty fir* sacredness of the book brought forth in love—all this fimore/—Creed of a Bibliophile.

The Real Bryan. By Richard L. Met

calfe. Personal Help Publishing Com

pany, Des Moines.

This book is a labor of love. Dick Met

calfe, the man who finds his greatest joy

in rendering service to his chief and his

friend, has compiled a book that will be

welcomed by every democrat and every

republican. Metcalfe is managing editor

of The Commoner. He is the man who

conducts that paper in the absence of its

editor, and it is due to his great work that

the paper is the financial success it is today.

During all these intimate years, Metcalfe

has studied his friend. He has watched

him in victory and defeat. For Bryan has

won many victories, however prominent

his presidential d feats. This book is not

a party book. It is filled with wisdom

culled from the speeches of one of America's

great men. However much we may wor

ship the republican, the prohibition, the

populist, the socialist, or any other party,

we must all bow to Bryan as one of the

leaders of his age. And in this book is

to be found many of the ideas that have

won him this position. Metcalfe does not

attempt to explain why Bryan, in spite of

his defeats, is today the acknowledged

leader of the democratic party. He lets

Bryan's work make the answer to those

who ask that question. It is true that this

book is a great campaign document, but

American citizens are big enough and

broad enough to realize that the way to get

at the tr. th of a controversy is to view it

on all its sides. For that reason "The Real

Bryan" should be welcomed as an addition

to every library.

* * *

A Little Land and a Living. By Bolton

Hall. The Arcadia Press, New York.

To the editors of America the author

dedicates this book. He wants them to

preach unto all the people the glories of the

country. He pict res the dirt and the filth

and the poverty and the suffering of the

millions huddled together in the reeking

tenements of the great cities. He tells of

the children, robbed of fresh air and sun

shine and the growing things, that grow

up to be less like men than their country

born fathers. Just over the page the

writer shows the other side of the picture.

He tells of the freedom of the country,

of its fresh air, its sunshine, its wealth of

growing things. He shows that those who

are today starving in the city may go into

the country and make more than a living.

He proves that the farmer is in reality the

most independent, and that the farm laborer

is a king compared with his brother laborer

in the city. The book is filled with figures

of a most convincing kind, and if it could

be placed in the hands of all city dwellers

would cause an exodus toward the land

where the sun does not shine through smoke

and where the children may breathe fresh

air and become men and women such as

nature intended them to be.

* * *

Out From the Heart By Tames Allen.

The Sheldon University Press, Liber-

tyvifle, III.

Yes, this book has been reviewed many

times before. But you know an old story

can be retold as often as it passes on either

a laugh or a truth. Here is a book that

tells truths that result in the laughter of

pure joy. It is a heart book. But it is a

brain book also. All heart books are.

Allen shows clearly that sorrow and glad

ness, suffering and enjoyment, hope and

fear, hatred and love, ignorance and en

lightenment, are nowhere but in the heart.

Allen knows that we are all creators of the

world—that the world was not created once

for all men for all time. He knows that we
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live in a different world each day, and that

the world in which we live is the one we

create for ourselves. No one needs to know

these truths more than the business man.

More than ordinary cares are shunted off

onto his shoulders. If he creates his own

world he will know the way, and seldom

will he stumble over stones that strew the

paths of worlds created by others. If it is

sleep you want at night when you seek your

rest, weave into your mind, your heart, your

soul, the business building truths touched

into English in "Out From The Heart."

* * *

Delight. By Gertrude Smith. The Henry

Altemus Company, Philadelphia.

Here is a book that those who are not too

weary to travel backward to childhood will

read with much sunshine searching out the

comers of their hearts. It reminds one

much of that poem of Van Dyke's, in which

occur these lines:

"Come in and play awhile with me,
I am the little child you used to be.'

Delight is a little Christian Scientist girl

whose lovable disposition made her multi

tudes of friends. The book is frankly writ

ten in a Christian Scientist manner, but even

those who do not find in Mrs. Eddy's writ

ings a satisfaction for soul hunger, will en

joy this little book. It is a book that a

mother might read to her children just

before the Sand Man comes, for in it will

be found suggestions that will sprinkle the

faces of sleeping children with smiles. Bach

elors—even when confirmed in their bachelor

hood by a woman—will feel the years slipping

from their shoulders and the shadows out

of their hearts, as they wander up the hill

to Miss Angelica's big house where the

cookie jar is always full.

* * *

Days Off. By Henry Van Dyke. Charles

Scribner's Sons, New York.

Perhaps in the world there is no preacher-

professor-poet-author who has made so

many strong friends with men as Dr. Henry

VanDyke. His poems and essays have in

them a certain liquid quality not found in

any other American writer, while in his

books of the Great Out of Doors—where

so many of us worship—he adds to this

quality a virility that somehow makes one

long for the grasp on the paddle, and for

the foaming waters which betray the rocks

in some wild rushing stream of the wild-

woods. "Days Off" is a book for those

who know how to loaf. A day off is "a

stolen sweet of time, which a man carries

into some hidden comer to enjoy alone—

a little Jack-Homer kind of a day." Thai

is what a day off is to some folks. But

VanDyke knows that there really is no

pleasure in unshared good things, and that

even days off ought to be divided—if a man

can find another worthy of a share in this

great treat. To the man who says he can

not afford the time for a day off, VanDyke

makes wise answer. He knows that a man

who refuses to exercise in the open air, and

take a rest once in a while, will some day

have to take both of these things, after first

taking things out of a spoon from a nurse

who walks softly and keeps the window

shades pulled down. If a man merely

wants to arrive at a certain goal he may

not need a day off. "But suppose that the

real end of your journey is something of

which you yourself are a part," says Van

Dyke. "Suppose it is not merely to get

to a certain place, but to get there in a cer

tain condition, with the light of a sane joy

in your eyes and a peace of grateful content

in your heart. Suppose it is not merely to

do a certain piece of work, but to do it in

a certain spirit, cheerfully and bravely and

modestly, without overrating its importance,

or overlooking its necessity. Then, I fancy,

you may find that the winding footpath

among the hills often helps you on your

way as much as the high road, the day

off among the islands ofj repose gives

you a steadier hand and a ^braver heart

to make your voyage along the stream of

duty."

T. D

* * *

Love's Roses. By Lucy G Kellerhouse.

Unity Tract Society, Kansas City.

In a dainty little volume the writer has

compared our thoughts to flowers and

weeds, showing in a figurative way the

effect of thought upon the fortunes of in

dividuals. The book is one that is of

especial value to the young. Mothers will

do well to read it to their children during

that delightful dozy hour, just before the

Sand Man comes.
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Sheldon University Press

Liberty ville Illinois

The Business Philosopher

One Dollar a Year Ten Cents a Copy

July First, 1908

Dear Mr. Salesman:

Laughter is to a man what a good cry (whatever that is) is

to a woman. You ought to take a dose of laughter every day for

your business's sake. Laughter, however, is not a medicine that

should be taken undiluted, nor should it be given in dishes that

smash the pure food laws into smithereens.

The laughter that is wrapped up in saffron hued stories is

really not the best thing for the summer season. That was all

right last winter for those who were behind in style, but for sum

mer use this kind of laughter is strictly tabu. It will also be n. g.

next winter.

In order to get laughter that is guaranteed to do the work ex

pected of it all the time, the thing to do is to send us One Dollar

for that jolly, good of book of Charlie Crewdson's, "Tales of the

Road." Here is a book that wraps much laughter in common-

sense— and we've been told that laughter wrapped this way keeps

longer and retains its flavor.

Crewdson, you know, was a traveling man. He was a sales

man, too. He also kept his eyes and ears open and saw and heard

things that are only seen and heard by the man on the road. He

tells of merchants and salesmen and salesmangers and the rest of

the business getting and business building fraternity, and his

stories are just brim-full of lessons.

As we said before, all you have to do to hear Charlie tell you

his tales is to send One Dollar to us. Our mutual uncle, Samuel,

will attend to the rest.

Merrily yours,

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS
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You can have

When you want a rest you

really ought to come to

"THE NAUTILUS"

—edited by that brainy woman, Sheldonhurst and lie un

Elizabeth Towne—and der the trees on the banks

"THE BUSINESS

of Lake Eara.

PHILOSOPHER"

—Sheldon

for One Dollar and Fifty Coppers

X. Y. Z.— Keep in mind

the Business Chautauqua

Of course
planned for 1908.

you ought to accept this right now

r It is our love for any task that begets

earnestness, fidelity and enthusiasm, and

these are the kind of weapons that make

victory sure. Hence it is really love that

conquers success.—A. F. Sheldon.

The Men in High Places

today arc there because of self-confidence, coupled
with that concentration of mind which enables
them to rule themselves first and others after.
The Bible says: "He that ruleth his spirit is
better than he that taketh the city," and it might
have gone on to say that he who is able to rule
his spirit will finally take the city. Master your
self first and then you can master others.

# Dr. Rocine's grand book "Mind Training" will
give you self-confidence. Places you in a bodily
and mental attitude of success, and so teaches you
to develop your mind and memory as to become
a great man in the world. It is a masterly work
of aas large clearly printed pages, neatly bound
in green doth and gold, and newly revised to
date. Develop self-confidence, cures bashfulness,

trains geniusncss. Price, $2.00 prepaid.

HUMAN SCIENCE SCHOOL

Dept. 379 East 25th Street. Chicago, III.

Increase Your Sales

W&IBSR

MAGAZINE
 

The greatest boost to Scientific
Salesmanship is a knowledge of
advertising. No great mercantile
success is achieved without this
business-building force. AH sales-
managers utilize it. Study the
ways successful advertisers are
Retting business today. Read
Advertisers' Magazine — filled
with money-making plans and
ideas that underlie aggressive,
ordeT-bringing salesmanship.

Successful campaigns described—layout, copy and
illustrations analyzed. Every number inlerest-

ing. instructive, helpful—52 pages each month
crammed with advertising suggestions, criticisms,
ways and means. Best "Advertising School" in
existence; a practical journal for salesmen, sales
managers and business men who advertise .
Special offer:

FREE COPY OF

"Dollars and Sense1*

with a year's subscription. "Dol-,
lars and Sense" has no theory in
its 1 ao pages—every premise is
experience. These are brother-
to-brother business lessons—Suc
cess talks on Advertising, Buying,
Competition. Credit, Financing.
Salesmen. Selling, etc. Every hint
will help you today. Send 50c (coin
or stamps) for year's subscription
and book free. Money back if dis

satisfied. Sample magazine free.

ADVERTISERS* MAGAZINE
642 Century Bldjj., Kansas <-lty. Mo.

Col. Hunter's

Great Book
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Seekers of Smiles and Sense

Ye who would smile and know something of the sweet

ness of life as it is seen by a man who thinks the Golden

Rule is a pretty fair thing to do one's daily work by, and

who have sensed that those who cannot laugh are dying

at the top, ought to read "EVERYMAN."

There may be a more beautiful little pocket magazine

published somewhere in the world, but we do not know

where. You can have this little messenger of sunshine—

sent out by Luke North from California—and

The Business Philosopher

by sending along One Dollar Fifty to

THE SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

When weary and depressed

with the burden of the day—

when the heart mayhap is ach

ing a little with disappoint

ment—when the tension of the

strenuous life is drawn too taut

—then you find coolness, rest,

peace, and refreshing in the

gentle melody and fine opti

mism cf cne of the lyrics of

America's own poet—

Cangfrllmii

We a;, ve a few copies of his best

in limp ooze ca'.f, silk lined, silk

'-u-iter, with name stamped in gold

:n hot pressed panel. It is yours

::>r One Dollar.

ICurk or {hritfcttc??

Which is tht stent of success ?

Should there be any doubt in your

mind read the quaint story by

Maria Edgeworth

Mumb % llnlurkg

It is a splendid nerve-tonic to one racing

difficult circumstances, a renewer of faith

for one whose skies are sunny.

The Business Philosopher edition,

paper, is now offered at a price that

puts it in your reach for wide distri

bution.

Three for Ten Cents

Order a quantity today and hand them

to your associates.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY. PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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Here is a complete list of the great "What is Worth

While Series". Of some of these we have but one

copy. When you order give names of three or four you

like especially. The price, while they last, is Thirty

Five Cents a volume

Abraham Lincoln

After College. What
An Iron U ill
Art and Optimism
Best Life
Blessed are the Cross-Bearers
Blessing of Cheerfulness
Books m Their Seasons
Books That Nourish Us
By the Still Waters
Cardinal Virtues

Celestial Railroad
Challenge of the Spirit
Character Building Thought

Character the Grandest Thing

in the World
Cheerfulness aa a Life Power

Children's Wing
Christ-Filled Life
Christian Ideal
Christmas Making
City Without a Church
Conditions of Success in Public

Life
ConflictingDuties
Culture and Reform
Daily Maxims from Amiel's

Journal
Does God Comfort
Don't Worry
Do We Believe It
Drink Problem
Economy
Everlasting Arms
Every Living Creature
Expectation Corner
Expulsive Power of a New

Affection
Face of the Master
Faith and Life
Family Manners
Friendly Counsels
Fruit of the Vine
Gentle Heart
Girls: Faults and Ideals
Giving What We Have
Glimpses of The Heavenly

Light.
Glory of the Imperfect
Golden Rule in Business
Good Manners and Success
Greatest Thing Ever Known

Greatness oTPatience
Happy Life
Hea\enly Recognition
Heresy of Parson Medlicott
Hour of Opportunity
How ? When ? Where ?
How Mr. Rhodda Broke the
SpeU

How to be Self-supporting at

College
Ideal Motherhood
Ideals in the Education of
Women

If 1 Were a College Student
If I Were God
Immense
In Perfect Peace
Is Life Worth Living ?
T. Cole
Jessica's First Prayer
Jim and His Soul
King of the Golden River
Laddie
Light Ho, Sir I
Light in Dark Places
Lost Art of Reading
Love and Friendship

Loving My Neighbor
Luxury and Sacrifice
Marriage Altar
Mary of Bethany

Master and Man
Meaning and Value of Poetry
Meditations of Joseph Roux
Miriam
Miss Toosey's Mission
Model Prayer
Modern Man and Maid
Mnw Upward
Old Man Savarin

Paths of Duty
Personal Recollections of

Whittier
Personality of God
Poetry of the Psalms
Poets Vision of Man
Polly Button's New Year
Power of Personality
Practical or Ideal
Problem of Duty
Program of Christianity
Questions of Kmpire
Rational Education for Girls

Religion in Common Life

Sailor Apostle
Sal ra i ion from Sin
Secret of Gladness
Secrets of Happy Home Life
Self -Cultivation in English

Self-Culture
SelfMade Man in American

Life
Ships and Havens

Soul's Quest after God
Spiritual Lesson from the

Brownings
Standeth God Within the
Shadow

Stillness and Service
Straight >hots at Young Men
Study of 1 nglish Literature
Summer Gathering
Supernatural
Sweetness and Light

Take Heart Again
Talks About a Fine Art
Tell Jesus
Tin Kitchen
To Whom Much is Given
Transfigured Life
The Battle of Life
The Good Old Way

The Happy Life
Trend of the Century
True Womanhood

Two Pilgrims
Under the Old Elmi
Unto the Hills
Victory of hzry Gardner
Victory of our Faith
War and Civilization
Wavs of Well Doing
What a Carpenter Did With

His Bible
What Good Doe* Wishing Do
What is Worth While
What Men Live By
When Thou Hast Shut Thy

Door
Wherefore Didst Thou Doubt
Wherefore. O God
Where Love Is, There God Is

Also
Why go to College
William Mckinley
Young Men : Faults and Ideals

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, 111.
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Will you

accept this

business book

if we send

it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no money!

Take no risk!

One hundred and twelve of the world's master business men

have written ten books—2,193 pages— 1,497 vital business

secrets. In them is the best of all that they know about

—Purchasing
—Credits
—Collections
—Accounting

—Time-Keeping
—Cost- Keeping

—Advertising

—Correspondence
—Salesmanship

—Organization
—Systematizing

—Retailing
—Wholesaling
—Manufacturing

—Insurance
—Real Estate
—Public Utilities

—Banking

—Position-Getting
—Position-Holding

—Man-Handling
—Man-Training
—Business Generalship

—Competition Fighting
and hundreds and hun
dreds of other vital busi
ness subjects.

A booklet has been published, des

cribing, explaining, picturing the work.

Pages a and 3 tell about managing

businesses both great and small; pages

4 and 5 deal with credits, collections

and with rock bottom purchasing ; pages

6 and 7 with handling and training

men; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship,

with advertising, with the marketing of

goods through salesmen, dealers and by

mail; pages 12 to 15 with the great

problem of securing the highest market

price for your services—no matter what

your line; and the last page tells how

you may get a complete set—bound in

handsome half morocco, contents in

colors—for less than you pay for your

daily smoke or shave, almost as little

as your daily newspaper. Can any live

business man refuse even to investigate?

Will you read the book if we send it free ?

Send no money. Simply sign the coupon.

 

THE MAGAZINE Of BUSINESS

I am just like any other live-minded, red-blooded man
of business. I keep my eyes and ears and brain open all
the year around for new ways to make money. It there
is any possible expedient that will increase my business
or salary 1 want to know it. So then, if your sixteen-
page booklet offers me such an opportunity, send it
along. Hut mind you I promise nothing. I agree to
nothing, save to read the booklet. After that it is purely
up to the booklet. BP-6

Name

Address.

Business

Position .
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BILLIKBN

The-God-of-Thinfs-Ai-They-Ought-To-Be.
Familiarly known as "Billy." Tickle Hia

Toes and See Him Smile.

Design copyrighted and name patented, 1908
By The Craftsman's Guild

Highland Park, III.

The Good-Luck God

You need him in your business

If you don't know "Billy" you ought to

get acquainted right away quick! He's

the happiest little idol you ever saw,—a

sure cure for the Blues, the Hoodo Germ,

the Down-and-Out-Bacillus. Figure four

inches high, ivory finish, red headed. By

mail postpaid 85 cents.

Send 10 cents for copy of

"Billiken, His Book," the magazine of

Smiles

The Craftsman's Guild

Highland Park, 111.

Sty? Haut tff j^wjgwtum

A (Enron?nitron for th* Prnnl*

By Stanley LeFevre Keebs

Dr. Krebs says that he had a threefold purpose in writing this

book, and he has accomplished it. This triple purpose is, "first to

give a bird's-eye view of the whole field for busy people— all about

suggestion, but not all of it;" second, "to tear from the subject

that veil of mystery, occultism, with which so many initiates delight

to surround it;" third, "to awaken an earnest and patient study of

the matter."

In the book, Dr. Kre' is deals with the history, the law, the

methods, and the field of suggestion. There are chapters, also, on

objections, dangers, and positive and negative phases. All in all,

it is a very illuminating and helpful book.

Deftly printed, one hundred and forty-four pages, cloth Seventy-

five Cents; black flexible leather, gilt top, One Dollar Fifty Cents.

Sheldon University Press Libertyville, 111.
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Salesman !

Calls.

Sales,

20

DOES the volume of business you

turn in warrant an increase in

your salary ? Are you able to

round up orders proportionate to your

efforts and energy 7 Are you satis

fied with your total sales ?

Maybe you are pounding away

along the wrong lines. Perhaps your

energy'is a little misdirected. Maybe

you lack just that mite of "know

now" to turn your "almost sales"

into actual sales. Why not get 100%

efficiency out of the energy you are

putting into your work ?

You can do it by training yourself

to work along scientific lines. A

knowledge of the fundamentals of

scientific salesmanship will show you

how to take advantage of your lost

motion—

How to gather yourself together to

close up sales—how to read char

acter—

How to size up a situation—

How to apply the sledge hammer

blows of business logic at that vital

moment when the blows will tell—

How to develop and strengthen

your personality, that lode-stone of

the successful salesman which

attracts orders and increases the

volume of his business without in

creasing the effort and struggle to

get it.

No matter what line you are in, the Sheldon Course will increase your

ability to sell goods, and increase your own earnings.

The Sheldon School

was founded by A. F. Sheldon, one of the most successful salesmen of this

age, who, from his own keen observation and experience formulated and

organized the principles of salesmanship into a science. He has put all this

in lesson form known as the Sheldon Course of Scientific Salesmanship.

The principles of salesmanship remain, forever unalterable, just as the

foundation principles of any other science.

32.000 men have been benefited by the train
ing the Sheldon Course has given them. It is
not likely that you would prove an exception
to the rule.

Salesmanship is the Best

Paid of all Professions

and the Sheldon Course is the only formulation
of the science of this great profession. It is

The Sheldon School,

1119 Republic Bids., Chicago.

Send me your Free Bonk on Salesmanship
outlining the work of the Sheldon School.

Name

A ddress

TtKvn

. Business Position

1

taught by correspondence and may be studied
by you at spare momenta.

Apply it as you go.

Make it your own and when you have finish*
ed you will surprise yourself by the additional
efficiency, strength, skill, personality and
ability you will show in your work.

The Sheldon Book

Tells How—

We want to send you the Sheldon Book which
puts the whole proposition before you in a
most interesting way. Use the coupon if you
like, or write us, only do not neglect this one
opportunity as it will not bind or obligate you
in any way. Send for the Sheldon Book to-day.

The Sheldon School,

1119 Republic Bldg., Chicago
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DO YOUEVER WANT TO KNOW

IkMam

Advertisi

Data Bo

 

1908

The size of a billboard poster?
The size of a street car card ?
What Poultry, Farm and other

papers are published in a given

state or locality?
How to correct proof so the

printer will understand?
The number of words in a

square inch of type ?
What 10 point type—or any

other point—means?
How advertising space is

measured—in newspapers or

magazines?
The width of a column—in

newspapers, magazines, mail
order parrrs?
What kinds of type you want

to use?

How population is distributed
by states?
The average wages of a given

class of people ?

Number of Dealers in various
lines, by states?

A date—for this year or next ?

The cost of advertising in any
publication ?

Or on billljoards?

Or street cars ?

List of Publications: daily,
weekly, monthly—papers, maga
zines, rcl ig ious, agricultural,
mail-order; etc.—rates—dis
counts—dates of closing advertis
ing forms—width of column—etc.

THE MAHIN

ADVERTISING

DATA BOOK

TELLS all the above and many other things—and you

can have it with you, all the time, in your vest pocket-

to consult to your profit at odd moments. It is a beau

tiful little volume of 556 pages on India paper, gilt

edged, bound in red morocco, flexible covers gold stamped. The Mahin Advertising

Data Book is worth more than the price—but in addition you will receive:

Five Addresses by John Lee Mahin

Advertising the Highest Form of Commercial Achievement—delivered before the University of Michigan.

The Basis of Advertising—delivered before the Pacific Coast Advertising Men's Association.

The Commercial Value of Advertising—delivered before the College of Commerce and Adminis
tration of the University of Chicago.

The Purchasers' State of Mind—An Essential of Value—delivered before the University of

Illinois.

Who Pays for the Advertising?—delivered before the International Advertising Associ-

And A Sample Copy of

THE MAHIN MESSENGER

If, after ten days you would like to keep all the above and be put upon
our list to get the The Mahin Messenger eleven more times, then just
send us $2.00 and the literature is all your own. If you do not want
the Data Book, the lectures and the Messenger, return them and
you owe us nothing. Wc reserve the right to withdraw this offer

MAHIN ADVERTISING COMPANY

824 American Trust Building, Chicago

S. C. DOBBS, Sales Manager, The Cocoa Cola
Co., Atlanta, Ga., says: "I could not properly run
the Advertising end of this business without The
Mahin Advertising Data Book."

 

MAHIN

ADVERTISING

COMPANY

824 American Trust Bldg.

Gentlemen: Please send me on

ten days' free trial—

1—The Mahin Advertising Book

2—The Mahin University Lectures

If *ft«r 10 d.ji I would Ilk. to top lb. »roo,
doll.ri, uid you Irt to Mod m. Tb. Matin Xmm

Hi. ntn., I will epnd 3

out further coot.
Mte*-of*r for «uc j»i with.

Name
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A Good Dictionary

is Needed £«^ om„

—, ^^^^^^ otuay ana Library

Correct spelling and pronunciation are a mark of cul

ture and essential to the highest success.

We offer our readers a genuine, twentieth century

condensed edition of Webster's, the original model

upon which many so-called "Webster" and other dic

tionaries of high-sounding titles have been built.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary contains 46,297

defined words (twenty-five to

forty per cent more than any-

other dictionary of similar

scope outside of the genuine

Webster series), 1500 text

illustrations, with color maps

and charts as follows: A gen

eral Map of the United States ;

a general Map of the World;

Flags of all Nations ; Flags and

Pennants of the International

Code; The Signal Service

Code; an Astronomical Chart

of the Planetary System.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary is designed to meet

all conditions squarely in the

face by reason of its authori

tative contents, greater scope,

original and better illustra

tions, paper, press work and

bindings. The Condensed

is well up to date, containing

latest words, meanings and

derivations. Additional to

its department of definitions

is an appendix containing a

pronouncing vocabulary, ab

breviations in writing and

printing, arbitrary signs, etc.

Webster's Condensed Dictionary — authorized and copyrighted by G. & C.

Merriam Co., 1906 edition. A dictionary of the English language, with copious

etymologies, accurate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general

reference, derived from Webster's Unabridged Dictionary.

Printed on high quality of paper. Size 7fx5§xiJ inches, weight 36 ounces.

Library Edition, bound in genuine flexible morocco, gold side and back stamping,

rounded corners, red burnished edges, with double thumb index.

Price, postage prepaid, $1.50

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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Right and Wrong Thinking

THE $5,000 auto crashed into the stonewall. In an

instant it was a mass of flames. A moment more

and it was consumed. Nothing serviceable remained.

Why did it crash into the wall ?

The steering gear was imperfect and broke at the

curve.

Thought's Your Steering Gear

You are worth more than $5,000. You do not want to hit the stone

wall when you swing around a sharp curve. You want to make all turns.

See, then, that your steering gear is perfect. Your brain is your steering

gear. "Right and Wrong Thinking," by Aaron Martin Crane is a book

that tells How and Why.

"RIGHT AND WRONG THINKING"

A book of 351 pages; bound solidly; filled with scientific truths told in a common-

sense way; over fifty chapters packed with paragraphs of advice to men and

women. Price $1.50.

Every Man a King

Be a king. Be a master. Stand erect at the head. Make your

self self-reliant. Rise from the bottom to the top. In your dictionary

have no such word as Failure. This you can do by realizing the power

of your thought over your fortunes. Believe in yourself—in your ideal.

Have an ideal worthy of a true man. Worship before it always. Make

your ideal kingly and you will become kingly.

MIGHT IN MIND MASTERY

Orison Swet Marden—the inspirational editor—has told in his great book, "Every

Man a King," how mind mastery may be secured. This book will be sent to you if

you bless your order with a remittance of $1 .00.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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Horace Fletcher's Latest Book

This genial layman, who has

been growing stronger and

more supple every year be

tween the ages of 50 and 60,

and who is now able to undergo

tests of " Endurance '* that

many young athlete9 decline,

has crowned his signal literary

and altruistic labors with this

handsome, sunshiny little book,

©jrttmt0itt--A Eral I&rmrlitT

with a Foreword of value by

William Dana Orcutt. This

book is whiit is known as

Fletcherism in a nutshell.

It will be yours to bless and bright*

en your life and to keep you young

tor a century for seventy-five cents.

Correct English—

How to Use It

A man wrote to us for a job one

day. His letter must have been a

freshman translation of some South

Sea dialect. 'Twasn't English.

Anyhow, the man did not get a job.

Had he studied that great book

"(ftnrrrrt latgltBh,

-Ifmti to fla* IT

we might have hired him. That book

tells how to study English in a practical

way. It is not cold and dead and dry.

The English in this book is not intende<?

for mummies. It is English for business

men—and, bless me, we are all business

men—or women.

A Dollar Bill

will make Uncle Sam hurry.

"W^t Art of Enrtan trntg"

Luigf Cornaro {3 well known to

history as a Venetian gentle-

man who lived to the age of 103

years in obedience to very sim

ple hygienic rules. He wrote

four short treatises on his man

ner of life—one when he was

83, the second at 86, the third

at 91, and the fourth at 95.

These, with much other val

uable information, have been

translated, edited, and pub

lished in a very handsome,

cloth-bound book, with gilt top

and title, which we offer, post

paid, for One Dollar fifty cents.

"I recommend every one to read

Cornaro's writings."

Marshall Field.

"Cornaro's work is in every way

admirable." Chief Justice Fuller.

A Salesman Who Talks

Must Talk Well

A salesman who talks must talk

well. The human voice is the

greatest power in the possession of

man—when backed by personality.

To talk well is an art. Why not

be an artist in persuasion?

"I;00?ttital0 of IEI0-

rutum anb dDratnnj"

will tell you how. It tells about

the nose; throat; thorax; bronchi;

muscles; abdomen, and there are

cb pters on respiration; gesture,

and expression ; phonetics, orthoepy ;

modulation; and other things a

salesman should know.

Price $1.25

You want all these books for your study table. Now, right now, is the time

to order them. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS Libertyville Illinois
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GREAT SCOTT!!

THE SECRET IS OUT!!

HMAN told us the other day that he never knew what

the expression, "Great Scott" meant until he annexed

a copy of that great book of 130 pages and spent two

hours with Ivanhoe. (The Great Book is listed below.)

Sty? NuialjeU Sltbrarg

Busy men want books that slide into the coat pocket.

Handy—serviceable—standard—well printed —beautifully

bound—not expensive—books like the Nutshell Library.

Sherwin Cody introduces the following Great Writers to us:

Shakespeare. Selections from Romeo and Juliet, the Merchant of

Venice, and Hamlet.

Burns. Love Songs and Longer Poems.

Lamb. Choicest of Essays of Elia.

Irving. Rip Van Wrinkle, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Mutability

of Literature, and Westminster Abbey.

Scott. Two Hours with Ivanhoe.

Dickens. Two Hours with Pickwick.

Thackeray. Two Hours with Becky Sharpe in Vanity Fair.

Tennyson. Greatest and sweetest lyric.

Longfellow. All his most melodious shorter poems.

Hawthorne. The Great Stone Face, Gray Champion, The Great

Carbuncle, Howe's Masquerade, and Drowne's Wooden Image.

Sherwin Cody. How to Read and What to Read.

We have them in two bindings—limp leather and mo

rocco. Tell the kind you want. You can have all but Lin

coln in limp leather. Today is the best day of the year for

ordering these books.

Want the whole set ? Send #10. Want only one f Send $1.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville Illinois
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What Press Clipping Will

Do for YOU

In business, as an aid in finding new markets and new

outlets for your products.

In keeping posted on any subject under the sun in which

you may be interested.

In literary work of whatever nature, supplying original

material for lectures, addresses, debates, etc.

ALL this we will gladly tell you just for the asking. Write us at once stating

what your business is or what you are interested in, and we will give you

full information and advice as to how Press Clippings can help you and what it

will cost.

The International Press Clipping Bureau receives, reads and clips fifty-five thousand

publications, daily and weekly papers, monthly magazines, trade, literary and re

ligious papers, etc. Let us show you why and how we can be of service to you at

how little cost.

International Press Clipping Bureau

Dept 1«S 378 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Jffinanring an iEnfrrpria?

QONEY spent for this book is invested. Untold thou

sands of dollars have been saved by men who

observed the principles outlined by this man Who

Knows. Before investing your money in Something that

Looks Good you had best know if it really Is Good.

"Financing an Enterprise"

By Cooper

tells how. Be your own promoter. You can if you send

Four Dollars

for this set of two books to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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The Schoolbouse of Life

On this and the next page we have listed a number of text-books

for study in the great schoolhouse of life—books that have helped many

—books that will help you.

Character-Building Books

James Allen's Books of Inspirations:
From Poverty to Power - - - - - - - 81 00
All These Things Added 100
Byways of Blessedness - - - - - - 1 00
The Life Triumphant . ...... 100
As a Man Thinketh. Paper, 15 cents, cloth ... 50
Out From the Heart. Paper, 15 cents, cloth - SO
Through the Gate of Good: or, Christ and Conduct. Paper 15
Morning and Evening Thoughts. Paper, - 15

Every Man a King. By Orison Bwett Marden - - - - 1 00
In Tune with the Infinite. By Ralph Waldo Trine - - 1 25
Man-Building. By Lewis Ransom Fiske. LL. D. - - - - 1 00
The Young Man and the World. By Senator A. J. Beveridge 1 62

Paths to Power. By Floyd B. Wilson 100
My Little Book of Prayer. By Muriel Strode - 60
Self-Help. By Samuel Smil* 100
Freedom of Life. By Annie Payson Call .... 1 00
As a Matter of Course. By Annie Payson Call - - - - 1 00
Auto-Suggestion. By Herbert A. Parkyn, M. D. - - - - 75
Mastery of Fate. By C. D. Larson ------ 50
The Hidden Secret. By C. D. Larson - 50
Poise and Power. By C. D. Larson ------ 50
Character. By Samuel Smiles -- 100
Duty. By Samuel Smiles 100

Brain-Building Books

Right and Wrong Thinking. By Aaron M. Crane - - - 1 50
Brain and Personality. By W. Hanna Thomson ... 1 30

Character Reading. By Mrs. Symes ------ 50
Vaught's Practical Character Reader ..... 1 00
The Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 50
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 50

Organic Evolution. By Anna Augusta Gaskell - - - - 2 00
The Mind's Attainment. By Uriel Buchanan - - - - 2 00
Story of Mind. By J. M. Baldwin 40
Psychology. By James - - - - - - - -150
Scientific Demonstration of Future Life. By Hudson - 1 50
Divine Pedigree of Man. By Hudson - - - - - 1 60
Evolution of the Soul. By Hudson. 1 50
Through Silence to Realization. By Wilson - - - 1 00

Business-Building Books

Financing an Enterprise. By Francis Cooper - - - - 4 00
Men Who Sell Things. By Walter D. Moody ... - 1 00

Tales of the Road. By Charles N. Crewdson - - - - 1 00
Science of Organization. By Frank ..... 3 00

Making of a Merchant By H. N. Hlgginbotham - - - 1 50
Successful Advertising. By McDonald ----- 2 00
Systematizing. Three Volumes. Bv Griffiths - - - - 3 00
Business Law. By Francis M. Burdick 1 00

(List continued on the following page)
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BOOKS FOR PROFIT

Those who buy and study them reap the greatest and most abiding

profit from them—development and power of body, brain, mind and soul.

Here is the list continued from the preceding page :

Tabloid System (For Business Hen) - - - - - t 1 OO
Manufacturing Costs. By Hall - - - - - - -100
Sales Promotion ......... 100
Commercial Correspondence 1 00
Modern Advertising. By Calkins and Holden .... 1 63
Theory of Advertising. By Scott - - - - - - 200
Success in Letter Writing. By Sherwin Cody ... - SO
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne .... SO
Retail Ad Writing Simplified 100
The Cody System—How to Write Letters and Advertisements that

Pull—A Correspondence Course. - - - - - 10 00

Health-Building Books

That Last Waif. By Horace Fletcher - - - - 1 00
Optimism—a Real Remedy. By Horace Fletcher ... 75
The Art of Living in Good Health. By Daniel S. Sager, M. D. 1 67

Humaniculture. By Hubert Higglns. M. D. - - - 1 IS
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 60
Perfect Health: by One Who Has It. By C. C. Haskell - 1 00
The Art of Living Long. By Luigi Cornaro - 1 50
Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call - - 1 00

Home-Study Books

The Nutshell Library of the World's Best Literature for Busy

Readers, edited by Sherwin Cody. 12 vols. - - - - 10 00
Longfellow Lamb Dickens Tennyson
Shakespeare Irving Thackeray "How to Read and
Burns Scott Hawthorne What to Read," Cody
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language—Word-

study, Grammar, and Punctuation. Composition and Rheto
ric, and Story Writing and Journalism—by Sherwin Cody,

four volumes In box - - - - - - - 2 00
Dictionary of Errors In English—Rules of Grammar and Common

Errors, Words Often Mispronounced, Words Often Misspelled,
Words Often Misused, and Rules of Punctuation for Office
Use—by Sherwin Cody, 50c when ordered with the set.

Single volumes - -- -- -- -- 78
Primer of Logic. By W. 8. Jevons ------ 60
Webster's Condensed Dictionary - - - - - - -150
Essentials of Elocution. By Wm. Pinckley . - - - 1 25

Word Study. By Sherwin Cody ------ - 50
Ten Thousand Words. By Baker - -- -- - 1 00
Unwritten Meanings of Words. By Erbes - - - - - 2 00
Art of Conversation. By Baker ...... 100
Good English Form Book. By Sherwin Cody - - - 1 00

Check off the books you want. Tear this page out and send it along—

with the price. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS



 

HERE IS $40,000

How much do you want of it?

This offer does not go to those with Weary

Willie propensities. This is to workers. Real,

live, energetic men—men with the get-there

spirit moving them—are wanted to take slices

of a

$40,000 MELON

Mr. Sheldon says he wants to talk to 100,000

subscribers—real Good Folks, you know—and

that he is willing to pay

$40,000 (Real Dollars)

for the privilege. He is modest and says

nothing of what the subscribers

will get. (But this number is a

hint of what's coming).

To get any of this money you

will have to get him some sub

scribers. Those who have tried

the trick tell us it is easy. You

can find out HOW by writing

a business-like letter to the

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois



 

"Do good and make

money, and then use

the money made by

doing good to make

more money to do

more good with."

Sheldon
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Become a Lifer

Today !

To persuade the Smiling Personage who presides

over the destinies of the Subscription Department

to place your name on the List of Good Folks for

life, al! you need do is to send us Ten Dollars Today.

Ten Dollars

will bring the Business Philosopher to you as

long as you are alive. (Dead ones never did

take this magazine anyhow). You are alive

enough today to see the benefits with which you

make connections when you send us that Ten.

After your name is on the list your obligations

will consist in living every day according to the

Laws of Commonsense. By living this way you

will come to realize that you are not to take

seriously the biblical limit of Three Score and Ten.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

N. B. We have said nothing about the money

you can save by sending that Ten.
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Office Salesmanship

How to Write Letters That Pull

You are at the head of a big business because you are willing to

pay for ideas. Ideas are far cheaper than printer's ink or postage.

I have some ideas on "How to Write

Letters that Pull" that have been worth

hundreds of dollars to others, and no doubt,

would be to you.

I can make an $8-a-week girl write better

letters than a $25-a-week correspondent can

dictate. Do it by the Cody System of form

paragraphs. This method helped the R. D.

Nuttall Co. to get 36 orders where before

they got 25—nearly 50% more business out

of the quotations made.

I can show traveling men how to get

orders by letter from towns they can't afford

to visit.

I will tell you how I got $2,000 worth of

business from 2,000 grocers by a single letter

to each—$1 for every letter.

I can prove my ideas worth money by

letters from the best business houses.

Pin a $1 bill to your card, send to my

address at my risk, and I will mail you a

copy of my new book

 

HOW TO DO BUSINESS BY LETTER

And Training Course in

Business English Composition

which will do your stenographers and corre

spondents more good than anything you ever

put in their hands before. Discount on 10

or more in one order.

Also let me send you, on approval, a set

of my Private Instruction Cards—The Cody

System for Business Men—

How to Write Letters that

Pull, in which I go into the

fine technique of How to Get

Business by Mail. You'll

want a set for yourself or ad

vertising manager, with a

personal criticism from me showing how to apply the

general principles to your particular business and what

is the matter with your present advertising. With

criticism and copy of book, $10.

In my Complete Training Course in Office

Silesmanship with Expert Service I will re-write and

criticise all your important advertising matter, form

letters, circulars, etc. Also fit young men and

tvotnen for positions paying $25 to $125 a week.

Sherwin Cody

 

Contents:

Using Words So as to Make
People Do Things.
How to Begin a BuslnessLetter
How to Close a Business Letter
The Body of the Letter.
Applying: for a Position.
Sending Money by Mail.
Ordering Goods.
"Hurry-up" Letters.
How Money Is Collected.
Letters to Ladles.
Professional Letters.
How to Acquire an Easy Style

in Letter Writing.
Two Kinds of Letters—Buying

and Selling.
When to Write a Long Letter

andWhen to Write a Short Letter.
Answering Inquiries.
Talking In a Letter—Colloquial

isms and Slang.
Complaint Letters.
Condensation—Writing Adver

tisements.
Advertising and Follow-up

Letters.
Display in Letter Writing.
Salesmanship In Letters and

Advertisements.
Customs and Regulations of the

Post Office.
Social and Official Forms; the

Rules of Grammar, with Com
mon Errors; the Rules of Punctu
ation for Business Office Use.

Cloth, price S1.00.

'$125

vWEEK

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By James Allen. ,

As a Man

Thini\eth

Out From

the Heart

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth 'that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves" by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circumstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Makes

for Power and Poise.

"Keep thy heart; . . for

out of it are the issues oflife. "

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

Through the

Gate of Good

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

"Daily Food for Growth

in 'Purity and Power.

Inspiration and Guidance

for the Dioine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents.

Write today—yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an uplifter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press -:- Libertyville Illinois
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Retail Ad-Writing

Simplified

Here is a book which sells for One Dollar which contains

in its One Hundred and Fifteen pages the knowledge needed

by the merchant who wants to write advertisements that pull.

And that is what advertisements are for, aren't they ?

They must attract Attention; must arouse Interest;

stimulate Desire, and make the reader Resolve to Buy.

This book tells how.

It deals with the principles of ad-construction, getting

attention, composition, display, type, engravings, reading

proof, preparing copy, ad criticisms, and in addition to all

this and more it is profusely illustrated.

Will Make Money for You

Of course you want to make your Advertisements pull

two customers where they only pulled one before. The way

to doit is to write better ads. " Retail Ad-Writing Sim

plified" will give you the knowledge of experts—men who

have made good in the great advertising field.

Special Offer: In order that all of our subscribers may

own this book, we will give it with a year's subscription to

the Business Philosopher for $1.50. , '

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois
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i

 

DON'T be satisfied with an ordinary position. Don't be just one of

the crowd—" Stand Out I" It is a duty that you owe, not only to

yourself, but to those dependent upon you.

You can in your spare time fit yourself for a position where you will

not only receive a better salary, but where you will be looked up to as a

man of force and influence—where you will be able to bring into play all

those positive qualities now lying dormant within you—where you will

"Stand Out I"

The Sheldon School

by its course of correspondence instruction in Scientific Salesmanship has

helped over 31,000 men to "Stand Out!"—to increase their scope—to

increase their earning capacity—to increase their influence— to develop

their character—to become top-notchers in the best paid of all profes

sions—Salesmanship.

The Sheldon Course of Scientific Salesmanship helps experienced

salesmen to earn still bigger incomes. More than half our students are vet

erans—strong men who have won in many a hard-fought selling campaign.

The Sheldon Course gives to the man who is " new in the game "

working principles which it would take him years to hammer out for

himself.

The Sheldon Book

tells you how and why the Sheldon Course in

Scientific Salesmanship does all these things.

It goes further— it tells you how you

can be helped by employing your

spare moments to increase your own

e Bheidon school, worth. This book is free to all who
143 Republic Bidg . Chicago. \\ fin out an(j maji tne attached coupon.

If you want to "Stand Out," mail the

,1 coupon now.

*Mna j The Sheldon School,

1145 Republic Bldg., Chicago
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THE FRA

Is the bibliozine that is never

thrown away. The paper upon

which THE FRA is printed costs

four times as much as that which is

used in "Mumsley's" and other stock

magazines. And as for the text, Elbert

Hubbard endeavors to have it as much

better than "the six best sellers" as

the paper he uses is better than the

popular periodical pishmince. Lawyers,

writers, orators, business captains,

preachers— all who prize phosphorus

plus, take THE FRA, because it sup

plies the needed Mental Martini. The

question is, can a thinker afford to do

without THE FRA— not for what

THE FRA may tell him, but for what

THE FRA will make him think?

Subscription Rate $2.00 a year, 25c a number. A

trial subscription to readers of Sheldon Univer

sity Press, three months for 30c. Address

THE FRA, East Aurora,

which is in Erie County, New York
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In Tune With The Infinite

HERE is a book that will drive the business bogy away from the

weary workers in business fields. It tells how to "get in tune

with the infinite." The mysteries of the power of thinking are brought

into the light. Ignorance is by this book made to give way to wisdom

How to use the Soul, how to cultivate the emotions, how to reach out

and grasp more than the usual allowance of Truth—this is what Ralph

Waldo Trine's beautiful book teaches.

"Within yourself lies the cause of whatever enters into your life. To

come into the full realization of your own awakened interior powers, is

to be able to condition your life in exact accord with what you would

have it."

Order this Book today. Price %I.2§

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERT YVILLE, ILLINOIS

CASH PRIZES

GOOD HEALTH is the oldest, the biggest and
the best health magazine. It is edited by J. H.
Kellogg, M. D., superintendent of the Battle

Creek Sanitarium, ana represents the world-famous
Battle Creek health idea.

Over a million and a half in money, besides the
unremitting efforts of hundreds of tireless workers,
have been expended in the development of this
great "Battle Creek idea" as it is today, standing
at the very head of the great world-wide health
movement. Here is one single example of its prog
ress: About two months ago, Charles E. Wood, a
Washington, D. C millionaire, left a million and a
half, if not more, for the erection of a Sanitarium
at Atlantic City, by Dr. Kellogg and his associ

ates.

WE WANT AGENTS

We want them everywhere—people to represent
this great up-to-date health movement before the
world. Liberal advantages besides the cash com
missions. Cash prizes awarded every month. If
you are interested, write today for a sample copy
and a list of the prizes offered.

Good Health Publishing Go.

50 College Hall

Battle Creek Michigan

You are invited to

attend the

Sheldon

Summer

School

At Sheldonhurst during

July and August, 1909

Send for some nice illustrations

of "The Farm"
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From Poverty to Power

A new edition of this most inspiring of all books

written by James Allen has just come from the

press. Here is a book that contains ideas which

will carry a business man jauntily through a far

more strenuous seige of hard-times than the one

from which we are recovering. James Allen knows

men. He understands their very inward make-up.

He knows the cause of all trouble and he tells how

cures may be effected. The business man who is

afflicted with the blues; who is cast down by

weight of debts; who is engaged in the fierce fight

of competition; who is despondent; who asks

"what's the use"; who desires to sell more goods,

secure more customers, become a greater success—

who wants Health, Long Life, Money and Honor,

has need of this book.

Allen's book is not one of the sky-ey kind. It

deals with facts—things you can grasp and turn to

immediate use for the making of more money and

the securing of that personality which inspires

confidence. What it does for those who read and

study and apply its teachings is summed up in

its title,

From Poverty to Power

One Dollar will bring the book—bound in green, large type

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE

You have the power, and you alone. The efficiency that wins prosperity,

success, and happines comes by culture of the positive faculties and qualities,

the possibilities and powers of the body, mind, character, and will.

This culture has to be gained by the individual himself. Teachers and

schools may aid, but they cannot take the place of the student's own effort.

He, and he alone, is the builder. All true culture is self-culture.

Since these things are so, you ought to know the science and art of self-

culture.

You will find an invaluable aid in the 446 bright, cheery, practical

pages of Dr. James Freeman Clarke's great book—

He deals with the care and training of the body, the cultivation of the intellectual

powers, the development and direction of the imagination, the education of the con

science, culture by reading and study, the strengthening of the will, and many similar

subjects.

Dr. Clarke is well known as an effective writer, and this is one of the best of his

books.

Parents, teachers, and pastors will especially appreciate this book for those under

their care.

Bound strongly in cloth. Price One Dollar, Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois

Can You Talk Well?

Of course you know that old rule about judging folks by the

company they keep and the clothes they wear ?

Well, so are folks judged by the language they use.

It is so easy to learn to talk well that no one has a valid

excuse for doing otherwise.

" The Art of Conversation "

is a book that tells how. Josephine Turck Baker, the greatest teacher

of English in the United States, is its author. Why not send One

Dollar today and let Uncle Sam bring this great book to you ?

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, ..... Illinois
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•J Many books have been written on the subject of business and

business methods, but never before one that literally took the busy

world of practical affairs by storm.

I| That honor was reserved for a plain, common-sense, straight*

forward book, written by an active, hard-working business man—

"Mm Ufa Mi ®tym$&"

by Walter D. Moody, business manager of The Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, and former sales manager of one of the greatest

wholesale houses in Chicago.

<|From all over the country—from manufacturers, merchants,

sales managers, salesmen, retail clerks, and from publications of

every class comes an avalanche of unqualified praise, without one

dissenting voice.

•1| Here are a few excerpts from many reviews that have appeared.

Read them and be convinced.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's 'Men Who Sell Things*

. . . written by a man who has sold things for years and worked, himself, in every

branch of the service until increasing years and experience have brought principles out

of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which things are done."—Chicago

Daily News.

"There is something going on in every sentence. He is full of dynamic periods."

Chicago Record Herald.

"Mr. Moody has gathered together and expressed in succinct and practical form the

results of twenty years of experience in selling things and observing other men who

sell things, and the result is a volume which cannot fail to be helpful to any business

man who may read it.--Chicago Sunday Tribune.

"The breeziness and point which mark every page of 'Men Who Sell Things'

promise to make the book of as wide appeal to business men as well as to boys

interested in self-development and a successful future."—Chicago Evening Post.

"It has developed into a volume which must take high rank in the f Pleau

literature of business and commercial affairs."—Chicago Trade Journal. f send nt

"The work is sure to prove helpful to the man who wants to succeed for Xht

*by selling things'."—Louisville Courier Journal. f Dollar Bill la-

q That is what they say. X cIosad .
q The book merits it all and more. X ' PT

Q You need it, no matter what you sell—goods, ikfU, aWUtr, f "■»» Sell Thbp"

or time.

You can get it for One Dollar.

<j Sit right down and order to-day

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois
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What Some "Lifers" Say

The opportunity of receiving The Business Philosopher for life

was too good for these wise business men to let slip by, so they sent

in Ten Dollars and will live happily ever after—just like good folks in

fairy tales. Listen to what they say:

"I have always felt thai I had more than value received for what I bought of you, and it
does not require much effort to have faith enough to believe that it will be the same in the future,
so I am cheerfully sending you tio.oo for a Life Subscription to the Business Philosopher."—M.
C. Goodsill, Illinois Sales Agent of Russell -Millet Milling Co., Galesburg, 111.

"Enclosed please find my check for Ten Dollars, being payment for a Life Subscription to
the Business Philosopher. I consider this one of the best investments I have ever made. Although
I have not studied your lessons in salesmanship in the Business Philosopher as I should, I would
not take many hundred times what it cost me for the knowledge I have gained from same. The

you are doing the country cannot be estimated."—W. B. Graves, The W. B. Graves Co.,

Don't be odd. Send along that Ten. You owe* it to yourself to get the

Business Philosopher for Life. Think just a minute of the money you can save

by becoming a Lifer.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois

MYBOOK

FREE'

Memory the Basis

of .All Knowledge

 

HOW

TO

REMEMBER'

Write to-dqy

SUCCESS

"You are no greater intellectually

thanyourmemory. ' ' Open the doors

oj wealth and achievement with

the master key thatfits all locks.

My method increases business capacity, income, social standing,

gives an alert memory for names, faces, business details, studies.

Develops will, concentration, personality, self-confidence, con

versation, public speaking, writing, etc. Send for free copy of my

interesting book, "How to Remember/' also trial copyrighted

exercise, and see how simple my memory training really is.

DICKSON MEMORY SCHOOL

938 AUDITORIUM BLDG., CHICAGO
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Real Power is Soul Power

Which Comes from

"THE GREAT WITHIN"

That Vast Subconscious Storehouse of Every Human Mind

ASTUDY of the Subconscious is one ol the most fascinating of studies to-day, and there is no study that

is more valuable for men and women who desire to become much and achieve much. According to

noted psychologists the powers and possibilities of the Subconscious are practically limitless; the Sub

conscious contains the real source ot ability, talent, and genius, and he who has the key, and knows how,

can unlock this vast storehouse of intuitive power. This is the secret of all great men—knowing how to

open and use the Sul conscious.

This Secret is Found in You Will also Need to Read

THE GREAT WITHIN

By C. D. LARSON, Editor of "Eternal Progress"

A sane, practical, scientific book on the Subcon
scious Mind. This book contains a mine of valuable
information on how to develop for actual use the re
markable possibilities that lie latent in that great
inner mental world. Here Is a partial list of contents:

The Nature,' Location and Functions of the
Subconscious Mind.

The Powers and Possibilities of the Subcon

scious.
Where the Subconscious Gains the Power

to Do Whatever It May Desire to Do.
How to Train the Subconscious to Re
make Tour Mentality, Tour Personality,
Tour Disposition, and Tour Nature.

How to Direct the Subconscious to Correct
the Flaws, Defects, and Imperfections In
Tour Nature.

How to Direct the Subconscious to Elim
inate Disease, Bad Habits, and Adverse
Physical or Mental Conditions.

How to Gain Greater Power—Physical and
Mental—from the Subconscious.

How to Train the Subconscious to Work
Out Tour Problems when Tou Are Asleep.

How to Direct the Subconscious to Inspire
Tour Mind with New Ideas, Hotter
Plans, and Superior Methods for the
Promotion of Any Enterprise Tou Have
In Mind.

THE GREAT WITHIN tells exactly how to
develop, train, and direct the Subconscious for any
results desired; 90 pages, bound in green silk cloth,
title In gold. Its money value Is hard to state.
The Information you get from It will be
worth thousands to you, both In money
and greater power.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER

Eternal Progress—one year
— twelve month's—and The
Great Within, in green silk cloth

Forward the coupon,' to-day. Send Money
Order, Express Order, or One Dollar Bill. If
personal check is sent, add 10 cents for exchange.

$1.00

ETERNAL PROGRESS

A Monthly Magazine Edited by C. D. LARSON

The great purpose of ETERNAL PROGRESS is
to make true idealism practical in everyday life, to
bind the common to the superior, to weld together
business and scientific living. And there is nothing

more important than this.

To accomplish anything worth while and to live
a life that is a life, the ideal must be the goal, and
every thought and action must cause life to move

towards that goal.

There is a solution for every problem in life, and
that solution is based upon the principle that to
enter the greater is to secure emancipation from
the lesser. The natural way out is to grow out.
Any person may work himself out of that which is
not desired by growing Into the realization of that

which is desired.

ETEBNAL PBOGRESS presents each
month some new and valuable viewpoints
of such timely subjects as Business Psych
ology, Practical Idealism, Modern Meta
physics, the Subconscious Mind, Cultivation
of Ability and Talent, Bight Living, Scien
tific Thinking, The Science of Success, The
Development of Genius, The Constructive
Imagination, The Power of Personality,
Memory, etc. All vital subjects to the per
son who wants to Increase his profits and

make life worth living.

Our success depends upon how we use the power
and the'ability that we possess. Hut we can use
only that which we understand. And to under
stand the powers we possess a study of Practical
Metaphysics becomes indispensable.

The demand for competent men and women is
becoming greater and greater everywhere in the
world. Any person can become more competent
through the scientific development of his ability,
methods for which development may be found In
every issue of ETERNAL PROGRESS.-

The!re(rular subscription price is One Dollar a year,

Twelve numbers: sixty-four pages each month.

THE PBOGBESS COMPANT, 539 Band-McNally Bldg., Chicago, III.

Attached is One Dollar. Please enter my subscription for one year to Eternal Progress

and send me a copy of The Great Within.

Name Address

Town State
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that we can build you the best Booklet, for the least

money—Quality considered—and in the Quickest time.

8fm arc Burnt of the reaaottH roljg :

We make a specialty of mail order business in high-grade print

ing—especially booklets that sell goods. ,

Our plant is the best, most up-to-date and complete for this

purpose that money can buy.

Our designers, artists, engravers, printers, pressmen, and bind

ers are the most skillful and progressive that can be hired—it's

economy to pay that kind.

We do business for a profit, with an eye on duplicate orders—

and we get them. Once a customer, always a customer, is the rule

of our shop.

We have been in this business for years, we know the ropes,

and our knowledge is for the use and benefit of our customers.

Tell us whr' you want, and we will deliver booklets that will

talk—that will get the business—bring in the big, round dollars.

No advertising campaign is complete without booklets, so write

for an estimate today. You will be shown.

The Clinic Publishing Company

1406 East Ravenswood Park Chicago
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w'HAT is the best inspirational book of the day? What book

III '3es' °Pens UP to tne reader the way to Poise, Power, Prosperity,

VX^, and Peace—simple, practical, everyday, common-sense?

What book takes account of modern progress in thought, modern

facts of science, and modern teachings of philosophy, at the same time

building upon the solid foundation of Eternal Truth ?

Ask tens of thousands of readers in both the world's hemispheres,

and you will get back but the one answer,

By James Alien

Now, what is the strongest, most practical, most up-to-date and most

scientific book on business ways, especially salesmanship ?

What work is it that gives its readers the benefit of twenty years

behind the counter, on the road, at the sales manager's desk, and in the

proprietor's office ? That opens the secrets of success in selling goods,

and gives the reader a dynamic charge of wise enthusiasm ?

There can be but one answer. Everybody says, all together, Walter

I). Moody's great book

Mm Ht?n fcril Sljuiga

One more question: What is the only magazine devoted to the fundamental

philosophy, science, and art of business suc cess, self-development, character-building,

and the increase of earning power?

What publication is the only one in which can be found the writings of the for-

mulator of the science of success, recognized as the highest authority of the hour on

that subject?

That's too easyl You all shout, "Why Arthur Frederick Sheldon's Periodical

of Power,

sty* Suatnraa |tyU000pl|?r

Very good I Now, bearing these three best things in

mind, read our latest offer:

For a short time only, we will send From Poverty to
Power, Men Who Sell Things, and The Business Philoso
pher for one year, to all who will cut out this coupon and
send il to us with a Two Dollar Bill attached. You can
substitute "Tales of the Road" and "Retail Ad-Wriling Sim

plified" for either of above books-

Here's the coupon; yonder's your pen and scissors; the

Bill b b tout pocket. Do it NOW.

Sheldon University Press Libertyville, III.

B. p.

Sheldon University Press:

Here's my Two Dollars. For it
send me From Poverty to
Power. Men Who Sells Things,
and The Husiness Philosopher for
One Year.

Name

Address

City and State
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FOR ONE DOLLAR

You can choose one of the following books. This is a regular Grab

Bag chance. Many books here listed sell for as much as $2.50 but none

sell for less than One Dollar.

Of some we have but one copy, so indicate a second and third choice

when you order.

READ THE LIST

There is something for everybody. These books run the gumut from

hard headed business to Indian philosophy. So

READ THIS LIST r

Studies in The Thought World, Wood

Edward Burton. Wood

Victor Serenas, Wood

I Suggestion Thru Mental.Photography, Wood

Lessons in Truth, Cady

Humaniculture, Higgins

Psychology andTIigher Life, McKeever

Nuggets of Experience, Armstrong

Modern Business English, Smith & Mayne

Grapho-Psychology, Sears

Mental Medicine, Evans

The Primitive Mind Cure, Evans

Modes of Motion, Dolbear

Matter, Ether and Motion, Dolbear

Helps to Right Living, Newcomb

Spiritual Law in The Natural World, Eleve

The Kingdom of Love, Frank

Evangel Ahvallah, Barton

Practical Dietetics, Pattee

Truth and Health, James

Joy Philosophy, Towne

The Blues Causes and Cure, Abrams

New Complete Bookkeeping

Success in Life, Emil Reich

j Child's Christ Tales, Proudfoot

Practical Health, L, E. Whipple

Is It Possible, Van Anderson

The Right Knock, Van Anderson

American Esperanto Book, Baker

The Child's Life of Lincoln, Putnam

What Can a Young Man Do, Rollins

Of Such is the Kingdom, Metcalfe

A Grain of Madness, Churchill

The Epsom Mystery, Hill

The Library of Health, Patterson

Seven Steps, Weltmer

Self Reliance, Weltmer

Life Lessons, Brown

The Value of Science. Poincare

Avoidable Causes of Disease, Ellis

Vedanta Philosophy, Vivekananda

The Goal of Life, Butler

How to Invest Your Savings, Marcrossen

Yogi Philosophy of Well Being, Ramcharaka

Psychic Healing, Ramcharaka

The Best Thing in The World, J. Austin Shaw

Self Development, Winchester Hall

-The Life Power and How to Use It, Newcomb

The Measure of a Man, Patterson

What Thai! We Eat ? Andrews

The Life Power and How to Use It, Towne

Why this offer? We're going to concentrate on our own

publications. Here, then, is your bargain book chance.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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Power Through Repose

WILLIAM JAMES, said by some to be America's greatest psy

chologist, in a talk to teachers, once said : "The gospel of relax

ation, as one may call it, is preached by Miss Annie Payson Call in her

admirable little volume 'Power Through Repose,' a book that ought to

be in the hands of every teacher and student in America of either sex."

Yes, indeed, we are all living too fast—we are burning too much gasoline

for the number of miles our automobile of progress is making up the hill

of success. We need to learn repose. We all need the lessons in scien

tific resting that Miss Call gives us in her three books, "Power Through

Repose," "The Freedom of Life," and "As a Matter of Course." The

three will be sent to you for three dollars. One dollar will bring one.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERT YVILLE, ILLINOIS

Love, purity, gentleness, meekness, pa

tience, compassion, generosity, self-forget-

fulness, and self-renunciation—all these are

wealth and power.

The man who believes that evil is more

powerful than good, and that bad men

have the best of life, is still involved in

the elements of evil.

Faith and purpose constitute the motive-

power of life. There is nothing that a

strong faith and an unflinching purpose

may not accomplish.

—James Allen

*3.000to*10.000A

s-—N IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

« teach you by (nail every branch of the Real Estate, Gei >
j Brokerage. and Insurance Business, and appoint you

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-operativo real estate and broker-
air* company In America. Representatives are making f
to $10,000 a year without any Investment of capital. Excellent
opportunities open to YOU. By our system you can begin
making money in a few weeks without InterfsjrlHff with your
present occu pot ion. Our ro-operalivr. department will give you
more choice, sa'.able pmpcr'y to handle than any other inrti-
rt1ir1.11 in the world. A Thornurh < ommerrlal Law I »oi -,

THE CR< INI . S99 Re Rio

SUBJECTS COVERED BY

Modern Methods Magazine

How Employer May Get Best Work
from Employes.

Duties of an Office Manager and How
Best to Perform Them.

Relations of Business Office to Bank.
Department Heads and Their Relation

to Other Departments.
Essentials of Success for a Salesmanager.
How to Create Public Interest by Ad

vertising and How to Convert Public In
terest Into Orders.

Talks to Inside and Outside Salesmen
by Men Who Have "Made Good."

"Office Short Cuts" Which Have Been
Found Practicable.
Keeping Track of Local Correspondence

and Correspondence with Branch Houses.
Keeping Track of Orders and Progress

of Work Through to the Shipping Door.
Note—Modern Methods is a magazine

especially for General Managers, Office and
Factory Managers, Head Bookkeepers and
other men in and on the way to executive
positions.

Subscription price 50 cents a year, in
advance.

Published Monthly by

MODERN METHODS PUBLISHING COMPANY

111-115 Woodward Ave.. Detroit, Mich.

 



Sheldonisms

The Leprosy of the Business World is Ijiw—its cure, Love.

Man's hope lies no! in his perfection, but in his perfectibility.

Economy is the offspring of Prudence and the Parent of Independence.

The life-blood of all eloquence is character—it is the man behind the word that

counts. 1

Faith is thatjoul quality oj certainly, born of knowledge, ripened into reali

zation.

Work is the only master-key which you can trust to open all the doors of

success.

^lf you are in trouble and want to find the fellow who is to blame for it, consult

the looking glass.

Success is the capacity to use and enjoy the fruits of our own industry in the

service of others.

The earnest men are so few in the world that their very earnestness becomes

the badge of nobility.

He that hath a noble aim and the will power to hold on to it, hath compassed

all the mystery of success.

If God wants to make an oak he takes a hundred years, but he can make a

squash in six months. Don't be a squash.

The fire may be very low—we may see at this moment only ashes and dark

ness—but the burning spark of faith is still far within.

Imprint the kiss of reconciliation upon the brow of thine offending virtues

and the angel of thy strength will set thee at liberty.

If you prefer to sell your glorious birthright of Self Control for the mess of

pottage of Present Indulgence, that is your own business.

Human wind-mills, verbal cyclones, and living talking machines are out

of date in business. A Little Logic is worth a lot of Talk.

True success is what a man possesses after he has ransomed his positive facul

ties of mind and soul and body from the slavery of ignorance and doubt.

There are leaders among all classes of men and women; and you will find

the test of leadership to be in the capacity to express self effectively in deed and

word.
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On the Front Porch

Where We Talk

Things Over

As one enters the average business concern he is greeted by such signs as

these:

"Be Brief"

"This is our Busy Day"—etc.

The other day I called' at the main office of a large concern.

A pleasant young man met me.

He informed me that the gentleman whom I wished to see was busy just

then, but that he would be glad to see me shortly.

He asked me to be seated.

I sat.

I looked around. As I looked I saw several things.

Among other things, I saw cheerful faces and they were those of busy

employes—I saw the evidences of concentration, yes, earnest concentration upon

the task in hand, but a consecrated concentration, and that lighted by cheer

fulness.

I looked again and saw two banners placed where all observant callers could

not fail to see them, and upon one of these banners were written the follow

ing words:

" Traveler—Rest

Yourself and your proposition are

WELCOME

Let us know your pleasure.

We have ample time to be pleasant."

And upon the other banner were written the following words:

I read these words. Then I rubbed my eyes. Then I looked again—Yes,

they were surely there. And then I pinched myself, thinking possibly I had

fallen asleep and had been dreaming in sleep some of the waking day-dreams

which I had so often dreamed—of the better things to come in trade.

" The trend of things is toward co-operation;

That means a concentration of effort wherein

we all pull for the same end. Our interests

are mutual. Acquaintance and organization

is what we require."
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But no, I was awake, and in the public office of a great business concern

engaged in the sale of goods for profit.

I met one of the moving spirits of this great concern.

He told me that the firm was founded many years ago by his father, now-

grown old in service, but who still holds a guiding rein or two over the destinies

of the concern he loves.

He (the father) was schooled in the old ways, the stern, harsh ways of

trade, but he, as well as the younger generation, had seen the upward and

onward trend of things, and the son told me that when two years ago the co-op

erative spirit reflected upon those banners was suggested, he, the veteran of

many battles for business fought upon the old line, gave his willing and glad

consent to the change in policy.

He told me the new policy was "working fine."

That firm is making money, and to all appearances those identified with

the firm are having a good time and they are getting something out of life as

they go along, something. even more than money. They get the money—that

comes as a natural consequence—but they get the plus element. They get

much because they give much.

It's a queer thing about this equity and ethics in trade idea—the more you

give of it, the more you have. .All of which is but a proof of the scientific

statement of truths found in a certain great book, and the statement to which

I refer reads: "Freely give and freely ye shall receive."

Yes, freely give of ethics and freely ye shall receive of the love of your fel

low man.

The competitive idea, with all its caveat emptor accoutrements, is but the

natural product of the zenith of man's development on the self-conscious plane

of consciousness.

Self—self—self. That's what the ripened self-conscious man is thinking

of and it is a case of every man for himself with no thought whatever of the

rights of the other fellow.

But the race as a whole reached its zenith of development on the self-con

scious plane several year* ago. Self-conscious man, viewing the race as a

whole, has reached maturity.

But he has not reached the limit of growth. The law of evolution is still

at work and now, here, there and yonder, human plants are springing up in

which the cosmic sense is dawning—and by this I mean a consciousness of cos

mos, a realization of the all one-ness of things.

On this plane of life man comes to see that indeed and in fact

"All arc but parts of one stupendous whole,

Whose body nature is, and God the soul."
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And here upon this plane he sees he cannot injure others without injuring

himself any more than he can introduce poison into the blood without affect

ing the whole system.

Co-operation is the natural accompaniment of cosmic consciousness, just

as certainly as cut-throat competition and disregard of the rights of others is

the child of self-centered self-consciousness.

And the trend of the race is toward the cosmic.

And the road to cosmic realization is the development of the positive qual

ities.

Co-Operation Preached in Chicago

I do not believe that I ever reprinted anything that gives me more pleas

ure than the article written by President Richard C. Hall of the Chicago Asso

ciation of Commerce, which appears in this issue of The Business Philoso

pher.

For years I have been proclaiming that the days of dog-eat-dog in busi

ness will soon be over, and that the glorious business building days when the

Golden Rule shall prevail will soon be here. President Hall is helping on the

good work. He sees that there never was a statement more false than "'Com

petition is the life of trade." He knows that "Co-operation is the life of trade."

He knows that Chicago can only be a great city when all its inhabitants work

together for the common good, and he also knows that it is to the business

men—the live, vigorous, up-to-date business builders—that he must look for

assistance in welding all the inhabitants together.

The Chicago Association of Commerce is engaged in a great work—work

so great that we today cannot see it to appreciate it as it deserves. We need

to travel a little farther into the future in order to get the proper perspective.

What is being done in Chicago can and should be done in other cities. The

work must be initiated and carried on by live, energetic, hustling men.

Why not be one of these leaders in your town ?

The Natural Born Salesman

Like Banquo's ghost, the cry of some folks that "salesmen are born, not

made," will not down. It bobs up serenely in many corners of the land. I

hear it out on the Pacific coast, and once in a while when I am "down east"

I hear it there.

I want to talk to you this month about the natural born salesman.
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Right at the start I want to make friends with those who claim that sales

men are born by admitting the truth of their claim.

Of course salesmen are born. So are farmers and mechanics and preach

ers and editors. Although I am too much of a gentleman to openly dispute

a lady, I do not mind saying that I always doubted Topsy when she insisted

that she "jes grow'd."

But this is a subject too grave for jesting. Too many successes have been

killed by burning incense before the belief that a man must be content to remain

just as Nature made him. I believe I have convinced several thousand men

to see things differently. I not only believe this; I know it.

Permit me to state at once that the "natural-born salesman" is a person

I very much admire. Nature has been very kind to him or her. Nature has

given graces in abundance to such people, and there is a natural charm about

them which no lover of nature can fail to recognize and be attracted by.

One good thing about those of this class who are truly great in their PRO-

GRESSIVENESS. They recognize the fact that "the world do move" and

they move right along with it. They see clearly that no one is so great that he

cannot become greater. They realize that KNOWLEDGE IS POWER and

they grasp every opportunity to add to their store of knowledge, both general

and specific. They acquire all the general knowledge pos ible because they

know that the broader their range of knowledge, the better can they appeal to,

and put themselves in tune with, the vastly varied degrees of intelligence and

types of human nature with which they come in contact, and they recognize

quickly the value of all specific knowledge pertaining to their own special busi

ness of salesmanship, for they realize the fact that their business is a science

and the practice of it a profession.

But there are dangers in being a "natural-bom salesman." The incentive

for work, application and perseverance is largely taken away from the man

who inherits a fortune, whether it be in money or natural gifts of qualities.

A book has been written lately entitled "The Richer, the Poorer," and that title

is a subject out of which a whole lot of philosophy, can be evolved. The " natural-

born salesman" who is not truly progressive is, in fact, badly handicapped.

He comes to rely so thoroughly upon natural gifts that he does not go ahead

in the work of self-development, and he leans so hard upon those natural gifts

that he sometimes wears them out or breaks them down. He comes to a point

pretty soon where his natural gifts will not keep him going ahead, and then he

commences going backward, for there is no such thing as standing still.

And how very true it is that "natural-born" things can be improved by

scientific cultivation. The wild rose is a "natural-born" rose, but one up

rooted from the prairie and blessed by the care of scientific horticulture may

be made to develop so rapidly in a few seasons that one who sees it in its culti
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vated beauty and then walks out and sees its wild brother in the woods would

never recognize any relationship between them.

J. I. C, Maud S., Sunol, Pink Coat, Wyeth and Lou Dillon were all "nat

ural-born" trotters, runners or pacers, but suppose their owners had rested

content with their good breeding, their pedigrees, their "natural-born-ness,"

and had not employed scientific trainers to develop their speed, do you sup

pose they would have broken world records and won great races ? Not at all.

Horses that were not so well blessed in their "borning," as tne old lady said,

but who got down to earth and worked hard would have made them go way

back in the stable or pasture and lie down. Don't you think so ?

Now let us go back to mother earth for an illustration. The richest natural

soil will not produce its richest harvests except by cultivation. If left alone as

nature made it, its owner will not continue to reap abundantly unless he tends,

cultivates, enriches and develops it. Without scientific care, it will soon lose

its strength and begin to go backward. With that care, its productiveness is

ever on the increase.

And to come to man in the line of intellectual effort. Lord Byron was

without question a natural-born poet. But do you suppose his name would

now be written among the immortals had he not cultivated the talents which

nature gave him ? At fifteen years of age he had studied and largely digested

some 1,500 volumes. He became the master of many languages. He en

riched his mind. He recognized that knowledge was power. He CULTI

VATED his natural gifts. He DEVELOPED them, and he became truly

great and left a lasting fame.

And so we might go on and on with illustrations without end, to show how un

wise, how dangerous, how absolutely foolish it is to neglect natural gifts. They

are but the foundation upon which to build. They should be honored and rever

enced and cared for as precious gifts, and the possessor of them should bestow

upon them his tenderest care.

I hope you see clearly, therefore, that I in no way belittle the fact and the

value of natural gifts in salesmanship, or any other line; but, on the other hand,

I want you to see clearly how foolish it is to make the claim that because one

is born that way he cannot become stronger by scientific cultivation. And

now I want you to see just as clearly the fact that it is just as foolish to say

that unless one is a "natural-born salesman" he can never become a great

salesman.

Listen to me now while I tell you the truth. I would rather undertake

to make a great salesman out of one who was not born with great natural gifts

in that direction than to undertake to make a truly great salesman out of one

with those natural gifts WHO . IS NOT PROGRESSIVE enough to see the

importance of cultivating and developing those natural gifts. Do you see
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clearly what I mean ? It, in one sense, is the old case of the tortoise and the

hare. The hare, depending upon his natural fleetness, went to sleep, but the

tortoise kept on trying, plugged right along, and beat Mr. Hare out in the race.

Let us go back to mother earth for another illustration. Were you ever out

in Colorado or Wyoming or any of those districts that are, or were, arid wastes,

with a soil in which nothing good would grow ? If you have been there, you

have seen here a strip of that barren land upon which nothing good is grow

ing, and there by its side a soil once just like it in every respect, which is now

yielding in most bountiful abundance. The NATURAL ELEMENTS OF

GREAT ABUNDANCE WERE THERE ALL THE TIME, and had been

for ages; all that land needed was the application of scientific irrigation and

cultivation in order to develop its productiveness.

And did you ever see the little old gnarled crab-apple tree, with its sour

and bitter fruit, and counted by the farmer a failure? And have you seen some

one come along who understood that nature could be assisted by grafting a

sprout of useful fruit upon its body or one of its limbs ? Have you watched

that sprout grow and its fruit ripen into the luscious Pippin or Baldwin or some

other fine apple that made our hearts glad and our mouths water when we

were boys ? Oh ! Nature teaches us lots of lessons if we will only look and

listen and believe.

And now let us come to man, the highest type of creation and the only crea

ture blessed with reason. Because he was BORN a certain way, must he always

remain in that natural state?

Is he the only one of nature's productions which is chained by environ

ment and NATURAL conditions.

Is he a slave to inherited traits ?

No! No! If he will but use. his greatest gift, the one so great that God

gave it to none but him—reason, pure reason, I mean—he can break the strongest

chains that bind; he can change the most barren soil and can make it produce

what harvest and what fruit he WILLS it to produce.

Do you hear me?

I am talking real loud, and I wish I could make the whole world hear.

Millions have been sleeping long enough. The night of misunderstanding of

their own possibilities has been long enough. They have been sleeping the

slumber of indifference all too long. The day of truth is here, and it's time

to wake up. Awake! Oh, wake! O man, and know you have it in your

own power to become what you will.

And now let me tell you what it seems to me is one of the drugs which has

caused so many to sleep so long in utter unconsciousness of their own possi

bilities of development. It is the fact of the world's accepting as facts many

things that are nothing more than falsehoods. And the one who first gave
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utterance to statements concerning man's inability to outgrow UNFAVOR

ABLE " natural-born-ness" may have been either an honest man who made

a mistake, or an insincere man who was trying to say something smart.

Some one, generations ago, said something that sounded all right. The

world liked the taste of it, and chewed it and handed it down to the next gen

eration, which swallowed it, and passed it along to its children, who digested

it, and passed it along to the next generation, which assimilated it, until it

finally became a part of the human race and was accepted universally as the

truth, when, as a matter of fact, it was all the time "a lie, and the truth abode

not in it." It has been a drug of misunderstanding all this time, deadening

the senses and narrowing the possibilities of millions of human beings.

The old statement and belief that the world was flat was handed down

this way for ages, and everybody believed it. There are races today which

bow down to and worship wooden gods and tell their children it is true and

right for them to so worship; that their pleasure will bless and their wrath will

curse; and the children believe it and hand this lie on down to their children.

And so do false ideas of religion and mistakes in every line of thought dam

and damn—the current of progress, until the discernment and courage of truth

points the way to better things.

I know of no graven image that needs smashing more than that old lie which

reads, "Salesmen are born, not made." It is hoary with age and slimy with

falsehood. It is damning progress for thousands of men and women who, if

they could but see the truth—which is that "SALESMEN ARE NOT ONLY

BORN, BUT MADE"—could break the chains of undesirable environment,

cleave asunder the fetters that bind them in narrow channels, and make of

them a power for good to themselves and to others.

Did you know that Swoboda and Sandow, two of the strongest men in the

world today physically, were born weaklings ? Ah, but you say, that's a differ

ent thing. You can develop muscle by certain methods but you cannot develop

those mental, moral and spiritual qualities which go to make certain charac

teristics. But please do not make such a statement, my good friend, until

you have looked into modern science as applied to character building. If you

will reserve your judgment until you look into that, you will never make the

mistake of counting yourself so weak and powerless as all that.

Blessed with REASON, the greatest gift of God to man, backed up by real

desire to do and be, reinforced by the courage which makes you dare to try,

and with the energy which puts all these to the test of application and perse

verance, you are absolutely the ARCHITECT OF YOUR OWN FUTURE;

the actual builder of your own self; and you can build as you will, and will

realize that verily "THE REASON MOST MEN DO NOT ACCOMPLISH

MORE IS BECAUSE THEY DO NOT ATTEMPT MORE."
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INTRODUCTION

By William H. Ingersoll, President of the New York Business Science Club, before which

this address was giver.

The first precept of this club, Mr. Bryan, is "in thought free." That is the thought that

was uppermost in our minds in inviting you here. This is a business Club and as such there

is necessarily a ■wide diversity of political faith, but tonight we come here as fair-minded busi

ness men, ready to hear the truth and willing to follow it, even though it upsets some notions

that we may have been proud of heretofore. We want to convey our warmest personal regards.

We admire the fight that you have been putting up for the last ten years for the cause that you

believe in. We have the utmost faith in the uprightness of your purpose, and we offer you

the opportunity of telling the men of this Club what claims the Democratic party has on their

vote. In conclusion we wish you all that you would wish yourself, in that we hope you will

have the full measure of success that the uprightness of your purpose and the wisdom of your

course entitles you to.

In the first place, I am going to assume

(and it is a safe assumption) that the great

mass of the people of all parties are well

meaning, are patriotic. No one makes a

greater mistake than the man who goes upon

the theory that any large percentage of the

people are really indifferent, to good govern

ment. That is not true. No matter whether

we are Democrats or Republicans or mem

bers of some other party, we all want good

government. Now, it is a strange thing that

two men having the same interests can live

on farms side by side all their lives and so

vote that one man's vote cancels the other,

and yet they may attend the same church,

they follow the same kind of work, they adopt

the same rules in the cultivation of their

land, their children intermarry, and ordi

narily you cannot see any difference between

them, but when it comes to politics one's a

Republican and the other a Democrat. So

you will find two laboring men working to

gether at the same bench or in the same fac

tory, and on all other questions they are per

fectly harmonious, but through life one kills

the vote of the other. You find two business

men. They may be partners in the firm.

I have known it, too,—partners who get

along perfectly,—have no differences about

business, visit each other, and yet on elec

tion day one goes and votes the Democratic

ticket, the other goes and votes the Repub

lican ticket.

Now, why is this? Well, there are several

reasons. You have got to take a man's tem

perament into consideration. Then, you

have to take his environment into considera

tion. ■ You have got to take the impressions

that are made upon him in youth into con

sideration, and you have also got to take

what he regards as his own pecuniary inter

ests into consideration. A man's action is

the resultant of a number of forces, and it is

difficult, unless you know the man and know

all about the man, to understand why he

votes this way or some other way.

Now, recognizing how difficult it is to get

everybody to think alike and to act alike, I

am going to present to you some of he rea

sons that seem to me to be fundamental; and'

I take up the fundamental reasons rather

than the reasons that apply to details for this

reason: if you get hold of a main principle,

it is of some use to you. If you get hold of

a detail, it is of very little value to you ex

cept in the particular case with which you

are dealing.

When I was a young man I heard a

preacher use an illustration and I thought of

it many times because it applies to every

subject. He applied it to religion. He said

that some people had difficulty in under

standing the B ble and others did not. He

said it must depend upon the way you want

it. He said that if you start to pull a little

tree through a narrow gate, a great deal de-
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pends upon which end you take hold of. If

you take hold of the trunk of the tree and pull

that through first the branches will be bent

back against the body of the tree and you

can get it through; but if you take hold of a

branch and go o pull that through, the other

branches spread out against the sides of the

gate and you cannot get it through. Now,

I often think of this illustration because it is

so important that you get control of a central

idea.

Jefferson said, that there were just two

parties in every country naturally, and that,

where speech was free, these parties would

manifest themselves. He said, one was a

Democratic party, the other was an Aristo

cratic party; that the Democratic party would

naturally draw to itself those who believe in

the people and trust the people; that the

Aristocratic party would naturally draw to

itself those who do not believe in the people

and do not trust them. Now, what Jeffer

son said was true when he said it. It is true

now. It was true at that time everywhere.

It is true today everywhere. Go where you

will and you will find two parties. There

may be more, but where there are more than

two you will find that the smaller ones are

merely exaggerations of the fundamental idea

that is in one of the larger ones. These two

parties must represent a natural division

among men, and there is one party that is

nearer to the people than the other. That

means that the other party is further from

the people. One party trusts the people

more than the other. The other party trusts

the people less. Now, not every man who

goes into the Democratic party (I don't mean

our Democratic party. I am speaking now

more broadly when I say the Democratic

party, whatever its name may be), not every

man who goes into that party goes in because

he understands the principles and the policies

involved, and goes in intelligently desiring

those things. Some are born into a party.

Many are in it through circumstance or acci

dent and either stay in or go out; but in this

country you will find that one party, either

the Democratic party or the Republican

party, is nearer to the people than the other

—has more faith in them, is more willing to

trust them. I' believe it is our party. I be

lieve that the Democratic party has more

faith in the people, is more willing to let the

people have their way than the Republican

party. Now, I think it is a fundamental

distinction. Let me illustrate. The most

popular reform in this country today is the

election of senators by the people. You ask

me how I know it is popular—-because the

House of Representatives has five times

adopted the necessary resolution proposing

an amendment. What other question have

we that has been acted upon affirmatively

five times by the popular branch of Congress

and each time by almost unanimous vote?

The people have a right to decide what is

right. The people have a right to have what

they want in government. You have got

to have government by a majority or govern

ment by a minority. One is Democratic—

the other is Aristocratic. Government by a

minority embodies the same idea that mon

archy does—that one man is born to rule.

The man who believes in government by a

minority believes that a few men are bom to

rule and that these few ought to have their

will respected despite the opposition of a

majority; but, I want you to know that there

are just two theories of Government: one is

that a government is a thing made by the

people for themselves, and the other is that

a government is a thing thirteen inches in

diameter, round in shape and fired out of a

cannon. Just the two ideas. For no man

ever had a divine right to rule who was not

able to whip any other man who thought he

had a divine right to rule. The Divine

Right to rule rests upon the power to enforce

it, while free government rests upon the con

sent of the governed.

The Democrat believes that society is built

from the bottom. The Aristocrat believes

that it is built from the top, suspended. The

Democrats legislate for all the people and

their prosperity will find its way up. The

Aristocrats legislate for a few and prosperity

finds its way down. If I want to find out

whether a man is a Democrat or an Aristo

crat I don't ask him, because no man would

admit that he is an aristocrat in this country.

He will tell you that his sympathies are with

the people. He will tell you that he believes

in the people. But if you want to find out

ask him some question so that he does not

know what you are driving at. Or tell him

the story of Lazarus and Dives—how

Lazarus ate the crumbs that fell from Dives

table. Now, if he is a Democrat he will say

"Too bad that anybody has to live on
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crumbs," and he will start out to see if he

cannot find some way of increasing the num

ber of tables, so that every man can have a

table and no one depend upon charity. But

if he is an Aristocrat he will say, "What a

lucky thing it was for Lazarus that there was

a Dives near."

Now, my friends, this is no imaginary

thing. It is a very practical matter, and I

learned it by observation. You will find

men today who talk about captains of in

dustry, as if this country depended upon the

captain of industry. They talk as if the

man who has a job ought to be down on his

knees all the time .when he is not working

thanking God that there is somebody to

employ him, and there are those who think

that all you have to do is to pour a nation's

wealth into the lap of ihose who are capta ns

and then let them deal fairly with the rest

o: the people. My friends, the great

trouble with the country today in my judg

ment is that our government has been dom

inated and run.by those who looked at so

ciety from the Aristocratic standpoint, by

those who argue that if you just take care

of the big fellows they will take care of the

little ones. Now, it is strange how men will

apply this thought to government when they

would not apply it in their daily lives. You

cannot tell the difference between Demo

crats and Republicans ordinarily, as I sug

gested. Why, you can go to a court house

and look at the wills and you cannot tell by

the manner in which a will is drawn whether

it was drawn by a Democrat or a Republi

can. You can tell by the amount of the

property left generally, (Laughter), but not

by the manner n which the will is drawn.

Now, when a Republican goes to draw a

will he takes a survey of his property and

then he sets aside so much for his wife and

so much for this child and so much for that

child. Now, that is the natural way, that

is the way a Democrat does. But if a Re

publican made a will like he legislates he

would give all the property to one child and

say that he hoped the child would do fairly

by the rest of the children. That is just

what he would do. That is what they do in

legislation. They won't trust one of their

own flesh and blood to be just to a brother

or a sister, reared around the fireside, but

they will trust men whom they have never

seen, to take a nation's wealth and distribute

it arbitrarily among other people. That is

what we do in the Trust question, in the

Tariff question, in the Railroad question.

In every question that comes up you will find

it is the same way,—that the legislation has

been for the few.

Take the Tariff question. I suppose that

that is the best understood question, at least

it has been talked of most. What do you

find? That there is the protected industry.

There is the home market. You build up a

home market and then all the country will

get the benefit of it, but the few fellows get

it first. Then they give it to the others.

You are sure it gets to the first, but you are

not so sure of its ever getting away from

them. Now, the reason we submit to it is

because we do not see its operation. If the

operation of the Tariff law was obvious and

people could see it, it would not live a year.

The same argument might be made in favor

of a distribution of the people's money,

that the people could see it but it is not

made.

Suppose, for instance, in this city that

the party in power adopted the protective

idea, what would they do ? Why they would

collect, say, a million dollars a year from the

people. Oh, more than that. Say they

would collect a hundred million dollars a

year from the people, and they would give,

say, a million dollars a piece to a hundred

men to be picked out by the council on

condition that those men would put each one

of them a million dollars into a house. Now

what would be the result? Why, would not

the architect have business offered him, and

he in turn would have to have somebody

work for him, and he would employ carpen

ters and bricklayers, masons and plasterers

and painters, and would stimulate industry,

and then these fellows would have to buy

groceries, and they would go and buy at the

store and then the store keeper would have

a demand for his goods and would buy of

the men who produced them. And what

about these fellows who pay the taxes?

Why, they can walk by on Sunday and look

at the houses to see how nice they look.

There is just as much sense in the argument

as here is to say that one-tenth of the people

shall be considered superior to others in

their claims and then the tenth shall get the

taxes put into their pockets, while the rest

of the people pay them, for if the industry
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that is benefited by the tariff can live with

out the tariff, then you cannot defend it at

all, and if it needs it, then you must burden

the industries that do pay and make them

carry on their backs the industries that would

not pay.

And what is the result of it?

The result is that the men who hang about

congress session after session and beg money

from the people, have time to go to summer

resorts and winter resorts, and cross the

ocean, while the fellows who pay the taxes

bend a little lower in order to make up their

contribution. Why? Because we see the

fellows who get it. We forget the people

who pay it. We pay in large quantities and

it looks as if it does great good. We collect

in small quantitiesand people do not notice it.

The same is true of your trusts. You or

ganize a Steel Trust, put a billion dollars of

water in the stock, shield the men who organ

ize it, and they can have the fat of the land

forever afterwards, and then what? Then

you have got to go on taxing the people

when you sell the product—taxing them more

than they ought to be taxed in order to pay

dividends on stock that has water in it and

you have e ther got to do that indefinitely or

you have got to squeeze the water out, and

then what? Why the fellow that bought the

stock suffers. So whichever way you do

somebody suffers. Who gets the benefit?

A few fellows who develop the property and

put in more than it was worth.

Then they build up the Tariff wall and

that becomes a business asset and under that

protection they control the market inside,

shut out the competitor from abroad and

hold the people up; and the last annual re

port I saw of the Steel Trust gave the wages

paid as $147,000,000. and the net earnings

as $154,000,000. The laboring man accord

ing to that statement earned his own wages

and more than one hundred per cent on his

wages as a profit, and yet people will talk

as if the fellow who was earning his wages

and a hundred per cent profit to his employer

was deeply indebted to his employer for his

job. And the employer was under no obli

gation at all to him for the profit that he was

making. Take up any question you will

and you will find that this is running through

society.

Now if you are business men you may be so

situated that you want it to go on. You may

be engaged in some industry that is pro

tected and thus are getting the benefit.

Well, my friends, I will not quarrel with you.

If it is worth $50,000 a year to you to vote

the Republican ticket, and if, regardless of

the principles involved, you vote for the

850,000, take your place by the side of the

poor fellow who sells his vote for $5.00.

Consider yourself bribed by your pecuniar)'

interest, because it is not the amount of the

bribe.

The man who sells himselffor $100,000 a

year is just as immoral as the man who sells

his vote for $5.00. Or if you are not en

gaged in the industry yourself, if you are do

ing business in the town where the fellow

lives who is engaged in it, then you may

argue that as the money comes into your

town it does not matter whether it comes

justly or not. On the same principle if you

had a den of thieves in your community you

would not want it to be disturbed as long as

they brought the booty there to divide it and

give you the benefit of it. Now, if there is

no principle involved, if it is just money to

be made, draw a line if you can between the

moral character of the man who sells him

self for a high price and who sells himself for

a low price.

Go out into the West where they raise

sheep and they will tell you that the tariff

was intended to raise the price of wool and

that every man who raises sheep must vote

for a high tariff because the money goes into

his pocket. Is not that an appeal per-

culiarly to his pecuniary interest? Is there

not moral question involved? Is there no

question of right? Is everything to be a

matter of dollars and cents? I went down

into Nebraska one day to make a speech.

It was in Nebraska City and they had a

starch factory there. The factory had been

absorbed by the starch trust and our attor

ney general was trying to enforce the law

against the trust. They held a public meet

ing in Nebraska City to discuss the question

at which I was invited to speak, and when I

went down there it was intimated that I

might not be allowed to speak, because I

would talk against the trusts and they had

a trust in their town, and they brought busi

ness men up to oppose the enforcement of

the law upon the statute books because they

said, "The trust has its branch here and we
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are interested in it." I warned them that

they had taken the control of that factory

away from Nebraska City and lodged it in

the hands of the men who owned and con

trolled the trusts, and that it was then merely

a matter of convenience with them whether

the factory ran or not, whereas if it was

owned by the people there it was more apt

to continue, and in the course of my speech

I said I would denounce the principle of the

trust even if I had to do it in the shade of a

factory owned by the trust. Now, that

branch is no longer there; they have taken

the machinery out and the plant stands idle,

and now I can speak in Nebraska City on

the trust question without offending any busi

ness man.

Travelling men may think that it is to their

advantage to vote for the trust because they

still have an employment at the hands of the

trust. Why, when you destroy monopoly

then you do the greatest good that you can

possibly do to the travelling man. Why?

Why? Because when you have a complete

monopoly and no competitors they have got

to come to you and give their orders, but

when you have rivalry you have got to go to

them and get their orders. When you have

rivalry, competition, you have got to employ

the best brain there is, and brain counts, but

when you get a monopoly you can discharge

the best man you have got and put a son-in-

law in his place. The trouble is people do

not see ahead. A great many people refuse

to consider a question until it hits them and

then some of them are so startled that they

cannot think right on the subject. My

friends, you have got to settle questions by

principle.

Some of you, I suppose, have heard me

called a demagogue. That is a very natural

charge to make against any man who wants

to reform, because the man who is trying to

reform anything has got to appeal to the

people who suffer and because he points out

their suffering, because he points out the in

justice that is done them they call him a

demagogue that is appealing to the passions

and the interests of the people. Well now

that term is used usually as a term of re

proach, but it is a compliment, for when you

understand the use of the terms you will find

that the fellow who has got his hands in

somebody else's pocket and does not want

to be disturbed is awfully afraid of the

demagogue. The statesman is the man

whose ear is turned to catch the slightest

pulsations of a pocket-book, and a demagogue

is the man who dares to listen to the heart

beat of humanity; that is the difference; that

is the distinction you will find.

Every man who raises his voice against a

vested wrong is called a disturber of the

peace, and yet if you will believe the bible,

which is even now authority in many places

and among many families, you will find that

Chirst in one of his parables explained what

all the world must know, the parable of The

Sower, that beautiful expressive parable,

and they asked him to explain it and he ex

plained this parable. I am glad he did.

He said in the parable that some seed fell

where a thorn sprang up and choked it.

What did he mean ? The tares of this world

and the deceit of riches choked the truth.

It is true the truth has in all the ages been

choked by the tares of this world and the

deceitfulness of riches, and the reforms have

come from the bursting hearts of those who

felt that something must be done. Those

who have felt and know that something is

wrong. These are the ones who must be

relied upon to furnish the great majority of

votes for any reform.

There are always high-minded men, far-

seeing men, broad-hearted men who instead

of looking at a question through their pocket-

book apply to it fundamental principles, and

in all ages they have been striving to better

conditions. Thomas Jefferson was one of

them. Bom an aristocrat he became the

world's great democrat. Reared with money

and surrounded by it he cast in his lot with

the poor. Educated for his time he made

himself the champion of those who had less

opportunity, and it was one of his great works

that he helped to establish a school system

that puts an open school door in front of

every child born into the world.

Every age has had its great spirits, and

among business men there are men who do

not measure these questions by the dollars

and cents that will be brought in; but, to my

mind there is great encouragement in the

fact that today there are more people think

ing on these questions than ever before.

People are beginning to see that something

is wrong, that something must be done, and

today we are not relying entirely upon the

people who have suffered. We are relying
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more and more upon those people who are

studying the subject and are going to be

prompted by their consciences to do some

thing to make this government better, some

thing to make conditions more just, some

thing to make the distribution of the pro

ceeds of toil more equitable, and if you have

ever called me a demagogue or thought me

a demagogue I want you either to take back

what you have said or not say it again. I

don't want any help from the American peo

ple. I have been fortunate. The very fact

that I have been a candidate has given me

a position of prominence that I can use any

where in any kind of business. There is no

difficulty about that. I am as independent

in my living as any millionaire, for I have an

asset in the confidence of the people. That

is more substantial than any asset that rests

upon money, and as long as I earn or de

serve that confidence I have no fear of losing

it, and to me it is worth more than all the

offices. Nothing that the people could give

would be a sufficient return for the loss of

this confidence.

I say to you, that I do not need any office

or any honors, but I do want to leave my

children something better than money. I

want to leave them something better than

the reputation of one who has run for high

office. When I am gone my children must

make their own way. If I leave them money

it may take the wings of the morning and

fly away. I cannot insure that they will

enjoy that which I leave them. No matter

how much I leave, my children will live after

me, and following my children, my grand

children, and as generations are added, more

and more of my blood will be interested in

this nation's future. I cannot protect them

by money. I want to give them something

better than that. There is a richer legacy.

Good government is the richest legacy that

father can leave to child. Guarantee to your

children and to other people's children that

they shall enjoy the fruits of their toil, that

they shall have a fair share of the wealth that

they produce.

Many of you started poor. My father la

bored upon a farm to make the money that

sent me to school. By the time I was ready

to go to school he had made enough so that

he could send me, and I did not have to do

the same kind of work that he did, and yet

he taught me to respect the work he did and

I envied the boys who worked their way

through college and I tried to do some work

myself and I was proud of the dollars I

earned. I am more proud of my boy when

he puts on overalls and goes out to help on

the farm than when he puts on a dress suit

and goes to a party.

My friends, we do not know what the next

generation will be and we cannot afford to

favor a government that is good for one man

and bad for the rest, good for a class and bad

for the rest. There is but one principle upon

which government can be built and that is

the doctrine of Jefferson—of equal rights to

every human being and special privileges to

no one. That is the only basis upon which

government can be built. If this is to be a

government of the people, by the people and

for the people, it must be administered in the

interest of all the people, and when you take

up the various questions that arc before the

country you will find that every question in

volves these fundamental distinctions.

Twelve years ago we pointed out the dan

gers and warned the country of their coming.

Many would not heed. The warning was

repeated. Conditions have grown worse and

today radical remedies are being suggested

where conservative ones would have been

sufficient. Let me show you how rapid the

growth has been. I was a candidate twice

for President and never mentioned govern

ment ownership of railroads, and yet so rapid

has been this demand for immediate legis

lation that a republican president in his mes

sage twice threatened Congress that if some

thing was not done there was no alternative

but government ownership, and Secretary

Taft repeated the warning and said that

only regulation would prevent ownership.

Just remember that Republicans today are

suggesting more radical things than Demo

crats suggested ten or eight years ago. The

Socialist partyincreased its vote more between

1900 and 1004 than the Republican party

did, and the Socialist party is a protest against

the abuses that have grown up around in

dividualism.

Now, you can stand beside a stream and

watch the waters flow by, and unless you try

to dam the stream you can listen to the sing

ing of the waters and fear no harm, but if

you put a dam across the stream the water

will rise behind the dam higher and higher

still, and after a while the pent up waters will
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have a fury that no dam made of human

hands can longer stay. In monarchies and

aristocracies they sometimes build the dam

across the stream of human progress so high

that the children in desperation blow it out

with shot and shell.

In this country it is unnecessary.

In this country the people have the ballot

in their hands.

They can apply a remedy to every evil and

there is no use of talking of revolution in this

country, because if people won't vote them

selves free they cannot expect to be free in

any other way, but the sooner you correct

an evil the sooner it will be; the sooner you

remove a dam, the less the danger from flood.

I appreciate the opportunity to come before

this body of business men and tell you that

I will not flatter you by telling you you have

more sense than other people. I will not

flatter you by telling you you have more

patriotism than other people. I will not tell

you that you are more interested in your

country or in its future than other people.

I tell you we are all in the same boat. The

man who is a merchant today may be the

father of a boy who may be a fanner tomor

row, as the merchant today is often the son

of a farmer. We are all together in the same

boat. Instead of picking out a few to make

them favorites; instead of selecting a few and

giving them favoritism, let us treat them all

alike and try to make this government good,

by making is as far as we can a guarantee

to every one, a reward commensurate with

his contribution to the welfare of the world.

If I understand Democracy that is its aim.

It is not to take from the rich and give to

the poor. It is not to take from the indus

trious and give to the idle. But it is to make

everyone hope and give every one faith by

assuring him that his government will be

just to him, and justice means equality be

fore the law.

Miltiades: A Military Salesman

BY H. W. FORD

THE history of the world was once

changed by a salesman.

It is quite fitting that we should

write the simple story of this great sale for

this particular number of The Business

Philosopher, because this sale occurred one

leaden autumn afternoon, just exactly

2,398 years ago. This little story com

memorates the anniversary.

The settings for this sale were all com

plete on the hills that rise above the plain of

Marathon in Greece, and good old History,

which has been decisively affected some fif

teen different times, according to Mr.

Creasy, was waiting back in the woods some

place to see whether her destiny for the next

five hundred years would rest with the

Persians or with the Greeks.

As stated before, this momentous question

was settled by a salesman. This sales

man's name was Miltiades.

Now Miltiades was a great many things

besides a salesman. First of all he was a

descendant of Achilles, whose tragic fate

when he was bruised on the heel by Lady

Killer Paris, suggested a million dollar idea

to Mr. Humphry O'Sullivan.

Further, Miltiades had been a ruling

prince, and a lawgiver, and he was a great

soldier. But I maintain that his chief claim

to glory lies in the fact that he was a good

salesman.

He sold a battle. And under the circum

stances, it took wonderful selling ability to

get the order signed.

You may remember that there were only

10,000 Athenians up on the hills, while there

were more than 100,000 Persians in sight in

the plains below. If you had been one of

the Athenians, do you think that anyone

could have sold you a battle with those Per

sians—especially if you had been in fights

with those same Persians before and they

had always licked you ? It would take some

salesman to sell you anything like that,

wouldn't it ?

Well, that's just the problem that Miltiades

was facing.

There were ten Athenian generals, one for

each tribe of Athens. Each general was in

charge of the army for one day, the command

rotating regularly. In addition there was

one other general, named Callimachus. He

was the war alderman of Athens. His job
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corresponded to that of chief of police of a

modern city.

The generals had a conference to try to

decide whether they would fight the Per

sians on the spot, or wait awhile for re-in-

forcements. They had just received a re

inforcement of 1,000 Platseans. These

Platseans believed in co-operation and the

Law of Mutual Benefit. They could see

that if Athens were captured the Platseans

also would be enslaved; so they marched

over their full fighting force to stake their

all alongside the Athenians.

The Spartans had promised to send some

re-inforcements, and Sparta was the great

war state of Greece. But these Spartans

had a rule never to march out on a war ex

pedition until the moon had reached the

ull.

The imminent destruction of Athens did

not appeal to the Spartans as a reason why

they should abandon this custom of their

honorable ancestors. It was too bad that

Athens was about to be destroyed; they

were really very sorry about it; 'twas a pity

the Persians should have made their inva

sion just when they did, but the Spartans

really couldn't help it if the moon was not

full—which it certainly was not.

While this attitude on the part of the Spar

tans was strictly according to Hoyle, it

didn't help the Athenians very much.

There was plenty of time for the Persians

to sack Athens before the moon should be

full.

Anyway, on the hills of Marathon they

called a meeting of the board of directors

and Miltiades was there with his sample case

to make the sale that was to change history.

In his preparation for this sale Miltiades

had done the first thing that is essential to

any salesman's success—viz., he had sold

himself. He believed with all his heart that

the Athenians wanted that battle; that they

wanted it right away; that it was the only

thing for them; that they would never have

such a good chance for a battle again, and

that they would he happy for it all their

lives if they would only buy from him the

opportunity for fighting which he was try

ing to sell.

He put up such a strong selling talk that

he got four of the other generals to side with

him. Thus the vote was tied five to five,

and it looked for a time as though the meet

ing would break up in a row) when some one

happened to remember that Callimachus had

a right to cast a deciding vote.

So Callimachus was sent for and Mil

tiades began all over again the demonstration

of his proposition.

Unfortunately for posterity, the official

stenographer was out throwing the discus

at the time, so no verbatim report of this

final selling talk has come down to us. But

judging by the scraps of it which could be

remembered many years after by those who

were present at the time, it must have been

a wonder.

The salesman had Callimachus's Atten

tion and Interest at the very start, of course,

but to bring about Desire and Resolve was

a very difficult matter.

Imagine the scene. Encamped on the

hills were the 10,000 Athenians and their

1,000 allies from Platsea. Far off in the

plain below, arrogant from many victories

and glutted with over-confidence, were the

polygot myriads who answered to the call of

the great Persian King, Darius. Drawn up

on the beach behind them was one of the

greatest navies of antiquity.

The history of the world was at stake. -

And a little apart from the Athenian line,

face to face with the board of directors, half

of whom were unalterably set against adopt

ing any new methods, was the star salesman,

on She job.

"And finally, gentlemen," said Miltiades

in conclusion, drawing the order blank dra

matically from beneath his tunic, "I want

you to buy this battle because I know you

can win it. I know the soldiers who are

going to fight in this battle—know them on

both sides. Once upon a time I hired out to

these Persians in a little private expedition of

my own, so I know how they fight. They

are great in numbers but small in courage.

They have been bullying their way through

the world long enough. I know that our

Greeks will prove the better soldiers down

on that smooth, narrow plain where they

cannot maneuver their great forces. They

will become rattled and we shall drive them

into the sea.

" Furthermore, this Persian King is trying

to form a trust. He owns all of Asia and

Africa already, and now he wants to get

Europe and all the rest of the world so he

will have a monoply. I am opposed to

r
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trusts; I am opposed to monoplies. I think

you ought to show some favor to my goods

because they are not made by the trust."

This settled the argument, and Miltiades

walked out of the meeting with the order for

the battle, and with a commission to be head

general on any day that the fight should come

off.

Thus did Miltiades qualify as the first

trust buster.

All this time History was loitering around

the grove, not caring very much how it all

came out. History was quite a young thing

in those days and therefore fickle. In fact

not even the exact date of her birth had then

been settled upon.

In order that he might be sure of receiving

at the home office the full credit for having

made this sale, Miltiades waited until his

regular day of command before he engaged

the Persians in battle.

In the afternoon of this day he suddenly

led the Greek soldiers down from the hills,

arcoss the plain, taking the Persians very

much by surprise.

As every one knows now, he indented the

Persian army fully two ems along the whole

front of their line at the very first onslaught

The Persians charged again and again,

and for a time they pied the center of the

Athenian lines, but the Star Salesman de

livered his goods, and the Persians were

driven back to the sea, where they got into

their ships with much confusion and sailed

away.

Then, in order to prevent any cancella

tion of the order, Miltiades marched his

army all night along the coast and drew up

in front of Athens the next morning. Sure

enough, he observed the Persian ships com

ing up the bay hoping to find the city un

protected. Thus would they have undone

the great work the star salesman had per

formed the day before. But Miltiades was

there waiting for them, and when the Per

sian ships got close enough he stuck out his

tongue at them and gave them the merry

ha-ha. Whereupon Special Agent Datis,

who represented King Darius in this little

business expedition, crossed his fingers, said

"King's Ex" and sailed back to Asia. He

probably reported to his boss that Miltiades

had cut the prices on him.

Forthwith, the men of Athens voted

Miltiades a 100-point man, and he was the

chief sales manager of that town for a long

while.

If Miltiades were living now he would be

a Sheldon graduate and the star salesman in

any line he undertook to sell.

The problem of Marathon was essentially

a selling problem. The battle itself was a

simple affair as battles go—simple in

strategy, simple in execution. The Persians

really didn't have a chance to win after the

Greeks decided to attack.

But getting the Greeks to decide to at

tack! Oh, that was the trouble! That was

the great thing that was done at Marathon!

Those Athenian generals literally had to

be sold a battle. Miltiades sold them. He

had convictions and he had the power 0/ per

suasion which enabled him to bring others

into accord with him. Miltiades didn't win

the first decisive battle of the world with a

sword; he won it with a selling talk.

On the very first page of this magazine,

if you will look carefully, you will find the

name of the man who first discovered that

the principles of salesmanship are the most

vital, fundamental principles in all human

relations.

This same man formulated these prin

ciples into a Science. He has taught these

principles by correspondence to more than

32,000 Soldiers of the Common Good. He

is still teaching them to all who apply with

a genuine desire to be enlightened.

Smile

I believe in the smile. But I claim that there must be something

back of the smile. The smile that is enkindled by the right sort of brain

stuff and soul stuff and I might add body stuff, and which beams from

the eye and lights up the face of the true man, is indeed an asset of much

value in the factory, on the road, behind the counter and in all walks of

life. But without this fuel, I never knew a smile to be warm or cheering.

—Arthur Frederick Sheldon.



The Best is Yet to Be

BY CAPT. CHARLES S. CONNOR

44 ^~>|HEER up; you haven't done your

\j best yet—the best is yet to be"

should be the constant sugges

tion a business man should allow to

course through his brain, morning, noon

and night. No matter what has been his

past achievement always there are greater

possibilities just ahead and he who keeps his

eyes to the fore and presses onward and on

ward, buoyed up by the knowledge that he

hasn't done his best yet, will succeed even

beyond his own hopes.

The past may have been filled with deeds

of prowess and his business acumen may

have brought results that were most gratify

ing, but the man who rests contentedly on

his laurels lives in the past. The red blooded

business fighter of today, with his ambi

tions unsatisfied, his thoughts on now and

the future, will pass him in the race and

achieve that success that is just ahead ready

to be seized.

No man can safely say that he has done

his best unless he admits that he has given

up the chase and is content with that which

is his. If he is ready to retire and enjoy the

fruits of his past energies, if he has a com-

* petence and needs no more to insure his

future well-being and care of himself and his

dependents, then and then only may he give

up the battle of business life. And if he does,

then, being on the retired list, he must give

way for those whose ambitions are still un

satisfied, whose future has not been suffi

ciently provided for and who knows that just

ahead lies greater opportunities and greater

successes, that are obtainable only by hard,

intelligent work, enlightened by the knowl

edge that he hasn't done his best yet.

Over the desk of every salesmanager, sales

agent and salesman should be the motto

quoted at the head of this article. Believe

it. Keep it surging through the mind. Be

convinced and the latent talents, the dor

mant mental forces and physical energies

long bound up will fade away before the

clear sunshine of a hopeful mind and just

ahead will appear the successes coveted.

Work and think rightly, energetically, per

sistently, patiently, always with the bright

side in view, and one by one the prizes will

fall into your grasp, while just beyond will

loom up others, larger, greater, better—more

and more worth striving for—for the best

always is yet to be.

Every successful man must learn this

lesson, and no matter in what walk of life

he may travel, he must never lose hope, never

step back, never falter, but must always

move forward toward the greater and better

things that lie just ahead. With eyes wide

open, ears alert and all his senses keen, he

must persistently seek more knowledge of

his business and thus armed go forth to re

newed struggle feeling sure of success.

Daniel Webster, orator and statesman,

learned this lesson of optimism and hope from

an old farmer, a neighbor of his, at March-

field. Returning home after his great

speech in the senate, in reply to Hahne, he

was given a mammoth reception by his

friends and fellow townsmen. Great crowds

gathered to render the homage that was his

due. Praise for his defense of the Union

was on every lip and it seemed to be the

opinion of all that he had reached the

highest pinnacle of fame, that he had nothing

more to desire in the way of human greatness.

As the crowd slowly passed by shaking

him by the hand and uttering words of

praise, Webster was aroused from his self sat

isfaction by the old farmer friend who, as

their hands clasped, said, "Daniel, you

haven't done your best yet."

Like a flash the truth struck home and he,

who a moment before was so self-satisfied,

was again a warrior looking ahead, anxious,

impatient for renewed battle and greater

successes.

And as the story is told, after the multi

tude had faded away Webster remained

alone with his rural friend with whom he

took counsel as they walked under the trees

and the stars, for he had learned the homely

truth from an honest man that, though his

achievements had been wonderful, his fame

world wide, he hadn't done his best—the

best was yet to be.
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So with the business man, the salesman,

the merchant, the artisan, all should look for

sage advise not from the multitude, that ap

plauds only, but from the lowly as well, and

learn the homely truths that multitudes in

their acclamation see not. To be content

with laurels hard earned though they be, to

be satisfied with past achievements, great as

they were, is well enough for the man who

is willing to quit the race; but it must always

be remembered that the multitude soon for

gets past deeds of glory and gives honor and

emoluments to the man who is doing things

now.

The business man who is doing things

now and building up his future business as

well is the successful man. He sees the

future possibilities and plans to bring them

within his grasp. And as each prospect

materializes into profit he sees still others of

greater value just ahead and he continues to

plan still further successes, knowing full well

that he hasn't done his best, for the best is

yet to be.

A Co-Operative Contest for Business

BY RICHARD C HALL

President of the Chicago Association of Commerce

MOST of us can remember, for it

was not many years since, when

the watchword of the successful

business man was "Competition is the

life of trade." That was typical of an

age when self interest was the charac

teristic of commercial transactions, when it

seemed that almost every merchant's hand

was against his brother's. But the times have

changed and a broader spirit is permeating

all business methods and modifying the rela

tions between men, commercially and so

cially. Reciprocity of interest has brought

together men engaged in the same lines of

trade, and therefore to an extent rivals, into

closer relation and this has resulted not only

in public good, but personal advantage.

While the struggle for trade has nowhere

disappeared, in fact, is constantly growing

more acute, there has developed a recogni

tion of equal rights among business men and

an acknowledgment of the great truth that

what is to the advantage of all cannot be

inimical to the interest of any, "One for all,

and all for one," and thus competition is

now between communities rather than be

tween individuals. The more general this

sentiment of reciprocity becomes in a great

market like this, the more will trade increase.

Every jobber and manufacturer in our

city should have the same interest in at

tracting to and retaining merchants in the

market. The dealer in millinery cannot

afford to have the country dealer in hard

ware go to another market for his supplies,

for it is the volume of trade of all kinds that

makes a market attractive. If a grocery

jobber is loyal to himself, his trade and this

market, he will lose no opportunity of see

ing to it that a country dealer in dry goods

or saw mill supplies, or any other line, makes

his purchases here. Without the packing

houses, the music and piano dealer would

have to content himself with a smaller trade,

without the lumber yards the dealer in cloth

ing or furnishing goods would be obliged to

limit his business.

It is the volume of trade that makes and

maintains a great market rather than the ex

tent of its dealings in a few commodities,

however important they may be.

Community of interest among the jobbers

of a market is absolutely necessary to its

growth and development. Chicago is truly

The Great Central Market, its business men

have established a reputation for fair deal

ing and integrity and with reciprocity and

harmony among its many and diversified in

terests, it is invincible. This is the most im

portant economic question that the business

men of Chicago can consider. It is the pur

pose and intent of the Chicago Association

of Commerce to foster these higher ideals of

modern commercialism. The education of

our merchants and manufacturers in the

theory and practice of reciprocity and co

operation to their highest degree of practi

cability is today the most important single

aim of the Association and I believe that no

member will either fail to recognize these

facts or will decline to give them his cordial

endorsement. It is essential, however, that

they should not be forgotten but be kept in

practical every day use.
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BY THOMAS DREIER

There may be a greater salesman some

where in this country than Governor John

Johnson of Minnesota. I

The Gentleman wouldn't dare to deny it

from Minnesota off hand. But if there is,

he has failed to send me

an advance notice to make me keep him

in mind. But this gentleman from Minne

sota—what of him ? I believe you have

been repeatedly told by a wise man that

salesmanship is the power to persuade

plenty of people to pleasurably purchase

at a profit that which you have for sale.

You have often been told that the salesman

with the strongest personality is the pos

sessor of the greatest persuasive power.

It has also been whispered to you that a

man with a strong personality inspires

much confidence, and ancient history tells

you that confidence is the basis of all trade.

With all this clearly in mind, let us look

at Johnson. Emerson said "If a man

can write a better book, preach a better

sermon, or make a better mousetrap than

his neighbor, though he huild his house

in .the woods, the world will make a beaten-

track to his door." Over in St. Peter,

Minnesota—which isn't much of a town,

as towns go—lived young Johnson. He

spent his time, perhaps unconsciously, in

making what the world has always regarded

as important—a man. He lived a clean,

so"ber, industrious life. He had no special

social position, nor could he look at a

picture of the landing of the Mayflower

pilgrims and pick out an ancestor. But in

St. Peter such things do not count. In

those small towns "a man's a man for a'

that." Johnson was good to his mother,

and a fellow who is good to his mother is,

at least so folks tell me, pretty apt to be

good to others. Of course a man cannot

be good to others without doing things

for them—without rendering them service.

And no one can render service to others

and successfully escape having service

rendered him. Johnson was born in 1861.

He attended school thirteen years, and

then, because his mother had to take in

washing to feed the other little Johnsons,

he went to work for ten dollars a month.

As one of the men who knew him at the

time said a while ago, "Life was not very

funny for him." But he had the Study-

Habit—he used to read books at night.

After a while he became a druggist. He

was a good employee. He did his stint.

Folks liked him, and they do say that his

teacher cried the day he left school. But

Johnson was not a dead one. He mixed.

He went to dances and liked the lassies O.

He treated the girls on the square. All

real men do that, you know. Johnson also

sang tenor, and attended the rehearsals of

the church choir. He was a joiner and his

name appeared on the books of most of

the lodges. In those days his highest am

bition was to be a good druggist, but his

Study Habit led him to read big books

and his world grew greater. His world in

St. Peter was rather small, but he knew that

the best thing for him to do was to fill it

before trying to fill a bigger world. So he

was elected to most of the offices and filled

them well. Then he became part owner

of the St. Peter Herald and became a "mold-

er of public opinion." He was nothing

great as a writer, but was square, and

honest, and likable. He was called upon

to make many speeches. He liked to talk

in public. He made a local reputation as

a talker and as an executive. Johnson

knew how to "engineer things." He was

active in the affairs of the State Press Asso

ciation, and when Governor Knute Nelson

failed to show up at the dedication of the

Minnesota Building at the World's Fair,

Johnson riad to make the speech. He was

an officer in the local militia company and

all the officers in the state knew him. A

St. Paul politician describes Johnson as

the sort of a man who will walk across the

street to speak to the man who is looking

up at the store signs as if he couldn't find

something. The democrats in Minnesota

did not know whom to nominate for gover

nor in 1904 when Terrible Teddy repre

sented the republicans in the national

campaign. Finally someone thought of

Johnson. They needed a man with a
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personality—a man whom those who knew

him liked, and who was "as straight as a

string." Johnson could talk. He could

talk from an opera house platform or from

an inverted barrel or soap-box. He had

nothing in his record to be ashamed of.

"He's so straight, it's hell for us," said a

republican politician at the time. Johnson

recognized that to succeed he must visit

every corner of the state. He knew, and

his managers knew, that he had to win on

his personality. He had everything against

him. The state was hopelessly republican.

Theodore Roosevelt headed the national

ticket, and Teddy was popular. Johnson

had a heart-breaking task. Of course the

majority of the papers, being republican,

were against him. But Johnson won.

Roosevelt had a pluralty of 160,000, but

Johnson was elected by nearly 8,000 votes.

How does that appeal to you as salesman

ship? Think of the task before the news

paper editor! He had to get the attention

of citizens, the majority of whom were

hostile to him because of his political faith.

He had to interest them in him and in what

he represented. He had to get them to

desire to elect him governor, and he had

to get them out to the polls to vote. All

this he had to do against the strongest

opposition the state and national republi

can machine could bring against him.

Supposing Johnson had been one of the

"I can't" kind. Supposing he had said

early in the campaign, "What's the use.

The odds are too great." Would he have

won? Would he have been mentioned as

democratic leader of the national party

this summer? Would he have been named

for a third term, as he was just a month

or so ago? Would political wiseacres to

day look upon him as the logical demo

cratic standard bearer for the 1912 cam

paign? There is a triumph of personality

for you. There is a record of what a clean,

manly man can do."

* * *

One of the most asinine untruths ever

perpetrated upon an impressionable public

is that of the desirability

Sowing Wild of every young man having

Oats a "wild oats" period. How

it is possible for apparently

sane and well-balanced men and women to

argue that there ever comes a time in a

man's life when he is justified in making

a fool of himself, is more than one of my

limited intellectual capacity can under

stand. It is possible that I am walking in

ignorance, and know not whereof I speak,

but it seems to me that if ever a young

man should exercise self-control and cora-

monsense, it should be during the impres

sionable years of youth. Certainly we

would not rate the wisdom of that man at

par who, before starting on an endurance

automobile trip, threw several handfuls of

sand in the machinery, or tried to mix his

gasoline with water. Neither is it likely

that we should contribute many of our

millions to Peary to help him in his at

tempt to discover the north pole, if we

knew that he insisted on boring several

auger holes in his ship just after leaving

his anchorage in the Hudson river, or while

running through Hell Gate. How any-

young man can figure that he can make

his body a repository for all the concoctions

calculated to eventually give a man the

delirium tremens, no matter how much

imitation bliss they may give him before

that, and still hope to compete successfully

with clean, sensible men in the race of life,

is one of the riddles that would make the

Sphinx sigh with weariness. Not long ago

I was talking with one of the most success

ful salesmen this country has produced. He

picked up a photograph of a group of men

he knew in the olden days. There were

fifteen or twenty of them. "There is

Jones," he said, "one of the finest sales

men on the staff. He died in the asylum.

Smith, over there, could sell more goods

in less time than most men, but he used to

drink like the proverbial fish. He dropped

out. Brown died in the madhouse. It

was too bad. He was a fine fellow. He

could tell fine stories and sing like an opera

star. He was always a leader of the gang

when they went out for 'a good time.' "

Five or six men were mentioned in this

way. Cheerful, isn't it? The athlete who

hopes to win the Marathon, does not serve

as a living advertisement of a Kentucky

distillery. How much more important is

it that a man who intends to take part in

the great work of business building should

keep his body in condition for the fight he

will have to wage? Is any man who spends

his youth enjoying the dazzling game which,
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for the want of a better name, we will call

"wine, women and song," fit to compete

in an endurance contest with a man who

has always looked upon his body as a ma

chine which must be kept in perfect con

dition in order that it might render the

most efficient service. No automobile with

sand in the machinery during the early

part of a race is as good, even after being

cleaned up, as the car that received proper

treatment from the start. Even a Class B

car will defeat a Class A car under those

conditions. How many Class A men have

been defeated by Class B men in business

solely because of the former following the

agricultural pursuit of sowing wild oats

in youth—an operation which, strange as

it may seem, can be performed more artistic

ally and scientifically in the city than in

the country? What? You're afraid "the

boys" will laugh at you if you throw away

the seed you intended to sow? Let them

laugh. It is a heap better that fools laugh

at you in youth for being wise than that

wise men laugh at you later on for being

a fool in youth.

* * *

It matters not at all to The Business

Philosopher that other magazines and news

papers are reticent when it

Saying Words comes to telling of the good-

that Boost ness of work done by

business builders. Usually

editors hold up their hands and in hushed

voices murmur that to boost a man or his

ideas is to advertise him. And to adver

tise a man, goodness me! is a crime unless

he pays good money for it. Perhaps it is

just because we desire to be odd, or it may

be that we see things in a bigger way, but

really we are going to boost every man and

every article that possesses the proper

amount of merit. Of course it is under

stood that no man can have anything nice

said about him unless he comes under the

classification of "Quality Folks." To the

man who writes us that he will give us

a contract for a year's advertising if we will

say something nice about him editorially,

we unhesitatingly say that he has somehow

gotten into the wrong pew. Folks cannot

buy editorial space in this magazine, and

when we speak well of a man or of an in

stitution it means that what we say comes

right out from the heart, and we mean

every word of it. It pays to say good things

about men who are doing good work. It

encourages them to do better work. And

we have so few men who are doing things

that are big enough and good enough to

attract attention that we can all afford to

help them along. In too many newspaper

offices the rule is to make the man with

an idea that will benefit thousands pay for

all publicity he gets, but never fail to devote

page after page to the doings of a man

clever enough to swindle the natives of their

hard earned wages—after the swindler is

caught. Let us boost, then; for good

ness' sake, let us boost.

* * *

There are several million folks who seem

ingly are content to remain three-candle-

power incandescents, when

Be an Arc there is no reason in the

Light world why they should not

be arc lamps. The reason

so many men remain in the incandescent

class is because they have never read enough

psychology to get at the scientific truth of

the statement that we get what we desire

and in just the measure of that desire. If

you have read your Emerson you surely

know that in that great essay, "The Over-

Soul," the Sage of Concord says: "Man

is a stream whose source is hidden. Always

our being is descending into us from we

know not whence. . . . When I watch

that flowing river, which, out of regions 1

see not, pours for a season its streams into

me—I see that I am a pensioner—not a

cause, but a surprised spectator of this

ethereal water; that I desire and look up,

and put myself in an attitude of reception,

but from some alien energy the visions

come." Back of each of us is the great

Dynamo which some of us call God. Con

tinually there is sent to us a spiritual cur

rent only the smallest part of which we

use. We do not let the current pass through

us into the world. We are clogged with

negatives. We are non-conductors. The

electrician insulates his wires to prevent

the loss of his precious power—a power

which he does not understand. Why do

we not insulate our bodies so as to be fit

conductors for a still more precious power

—a power which no man fully understands.

Understand? Why, we do not understand

the grass which carpets the ground under
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our feet. The flower and the tree and the

bird—do we understand them? Is not our

very breath a miracle? But we make use

of .the grass and the flower and the tree

and the bird, and always we breathe. Why,

then, do we not make greater use of this

spiritual electricity which is seeking to

flow through us to serve in lighting the

world? Why do we not develop the posi

tive qualities so that the insignificant flow

of today may become the greater flow of

tomorrow? This power is expressed in

personality—that power which inspires con

fidence. The human arc lamp is the man

with the strong personality, forceful, self-

reliant, confident, influential, serviceable.

Christ, we have been taught to believe,

was the One Man who knew how to use

the current steadily and wisely. The em

ployee who sits back and never does any

more work than he is paid for, who doesn't

know that work is its own reward, is one

type of the incandescent. He sends out

no sharp light, he merely glows. He uses

none of the spiritual fluid in ambition, in

industry, in loyalty, in constructive im

agination which must always be the choicest

possession of the true business builder.

James J. Hill, E. H. Harriman, John D.

Rockefeller, William J. Bryan, Theodore

Roosevelt, Theodore Shonts, Ralph Waldo

Emerson, Shakespeare, Dante, Rembrandt,

Ruskin, Goethe—all these are men who

made use of much spiritual electricity.

They are arc lights. Some of them may

have done some harm. But it is safe to

say that when all is summed up and the

Bookkeeper balances the accounts, it will

be found that they have all served much.

They have doubtless frequently made mis

takes, and probably many of them.

Those who are living will undoubtedly

make more of them. But we—can we cast

any stones? Have we used our little in

candescent so that it always rendered the

best service? Let us keep in mind the

power that is behind us, always ready for

those who desire it. Let us aim to be

arc lights like Christ, like Goethe, like

Dante, like Hill, Harriman, Rockefeller,

Roosevelt, Emerson. Let us serve much.

The mistakes those men made, let us avoid

as much as it be permitted us to avoid

them. And let us aim to send down into

the ages yet to be a shaft of light that will

help the men and women of the future to

be better business-builders.

* * *

Perhaps it shows a woeful lack of respect

for a near-great poet, but in the face of

the facts at hand I cannot

What Can an agree with Tom Hood in

Old Man Do the sentiment expressed by

the poem, a stanza of

which is here quoted:

Love will not dip him.
Maids will not dip him,

Maud and Marian pass him by;
Youth it is sunny,
Age has no honey,—

What can an old man do but die?

Of course it is true that there are several

thousand old men who are foolish enough

to waste good time in asking themselves

that question—time that might be spent

with much more profit and pleasure in doing

something worth while. A few years ago

when the newspapers were short of live

copy, and hysterically misquoted what

Dr. Osier said about old men being quite

useless after passing their fortieth year, we

were furnished with enough evidence by

the attorneys for the opposition to forever

kill off the notion that old age disqualifies

a man, for doing things. I am writing this

paragraph for the purpose of putting a

little enthusiasm into those mistaken folks

who greet the arrival of a new, and admitted

ly admirable proposition with: "Yes, that

is fine. I would be with you in a minute

were I younger. I am too old to learn

anything new. I must be content to plod

along as I am doing." Such a man met

Mr. Sheldon one day and told him that

an old dog could not be taught new tricks.

He smiled with satisfaction, thinking that

Mr. Sheldon would have to take to cover

in the face of an argument as strong as

that. But Mr. Sheldon merely said: "Don't

be a dog." Although we are against war,

we cannot fail to admire General Napier,

who, at the age of sixty, took command of

the British army in India, and conquered

the province of Sindh. We can't forget

that he dared to hurl his little force of

two thousand men against twenty thousand

natives and hewed them down, fighting

himself in the forefront. In our own

country we have General Winfield Scott

taking control of the American invasion

of Mexico in his sixty-first year, winning
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victories against an army that outnumbered

his three to one. Over in Kaiser Wilhelm's

country they sing the praises of Blucher

who turned the tide against Napoleon at

Waterloo when he was seventy-three—

but you must read Victor Hugo's "Battle

of Waterloo" before you can appreciate

this fully. Victor Hugo, by the way, was

seventy-six when he finished his "History

of a Crime," and, when he died, at eighty-

three, he was working on a tragedy with all

the ardor and enthusiasm of a youth.

Goethe's eighty-two years were packed with

creativeness. Today he stands out as

Germany's greatest man. Undoubtedly he

would have lived longer had he not been

such an expert in the art of sowing wild

oats in his turbulent youth. It is said that

when he was stripped after death to be

examined by the physicians, one of them

burst into tears and said, "He has the

body of a Greek god." The Duke of

Wellington was prime minister at sixty-

one, and was still in the cabinet at seventy-

seven. Gladstone had all the joy of a

master workman, and retired, still vigor

ous, at eighty-four. Pope Leo XIH was

physically frail but intellectually and spiritu

ally powerful up to his ninety-fourth year.

Away back in Grecian times, Plato was more

than seventy when he wrote his "Laws,"

and Sophocles was busy writing dramas

and winning laurels at eighty. Nearer to

our own time we have Dryden writing that

exquisitely beautiful "Ode on St. Cecelia's

Day" at sixty-one. Voltaire, one of the

most loved and most hated men of his

time, was eighty-four when he journeyed

to Paris to witness the performance of his

play "Irene." And it will be remembered

that the great old philosopher had such

a hold on the hearts of the people that

women fairly fought with one another for

the privilege of helping draw his carriage

through the streets, while young girls pelted

him with roses until the old man, with tears

in his eyes and much joy in his heart, cried

out, "Must you smother me with your

roses?" Doughty Tammas Carlyle fin

ished his great history of Frederick the

Great when he was a youngster of seventy;

Browning sent out two volumes of verse

after he was seventy-five; Tennyson wrote

delightfully up to his death at eighty-three;

our good old, out-of-door friend, the patron

saint of all anglers, Izaak Walton, published

a book at eighty-five; gloomy Walter

Savage Landor, mourning for the girl he

lost in youth, wrote "Heroic Idyls" at

eighty-eight. America has had old men who

have done things. Emerson lectured until

he was seventy, and managed to write up

to the time of his death at seventy-nine.

Longfellow published four volumes after

he reached the biblical stopping point;

Whittier was wiser—or thought he was—

at eighty than he was when younger, so

we find him revising his earlier poems at

that time, as well as writing new ones;

Walt Whitman—soon to be recognized as

America's greatest poet-—gave us "Sands at

Seventy" when he overcame the necessary

age handicap, and two years later "Nov

ember Boughs" came into being. It

would be a simple thing to write of old men

who have done great and good work until

the end of the day. Old age is no handicap

to the man who refuses to recognize its

mastery. A man dies only when he refuses

to grow. Nature has no use for derelicts.

The man who keeps his body, mind and

soul working harmoniously together by

observing the natural laws need have no

fear of being unable to render service when

old age peeps in at the window. The wise

man will not recognize as true the picture

painted by the poet:

"Old age? The gray beard? Well indeed I know
him. Shrunk, tottering, bent,—

Of aches and ills the prey."

I wrote one time about being a sport.

Certainly the man growing old has need of

sporting blood. Don't give up. Play the

game to the limit. Get out of this life all

the good things it has. There is no limit to

the work you can do if you refuse to recog

nize the limit. William Jennings Bryan

lost his standing with a college class once

because, when they asked him to suggest

a motto for them to follow, he said, "Ever

Green." They did not know that "Ever

Green" meant ever growing. Take for your

motto, then, Old Man: "Ever Green."

* * *

The Sheldon Summer School

opens at Sheldonhurst in July,

1909.
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A big, jolly, good-hearted business man

was talking about the political situation

the other day. We talked

Looking After of the power of a small

Ourselves group of men in a com

munity. These individuals

working independently possess little power,

but when working together according to a pre

arranged plan are strong enough to make the

politicians bow the knee and beg for votes.

And this is undoubtedly true. It has been

demonstrated time and time again in al

most every city and town in the land. "I

do not think that men today vote for can

didates of a certain party because they

voted that party ticket the previous year,

or because their father or their uncle voted

it," he said, "I am sure that men are more

independent now. I would not say that

they even pick out the best individual

candidates for their support. I believe

that men pick out the candidate that will

help them most in their business. This

is the right thing to do, I think. A man

must look out for his business, for it is

upon the success of his business that the

happiness of his family depends. Even if

you do not look upon this as I do today,

I am sure that when you are bearing family

burdens you will govern your vote by your

family interests." Now this is just the

attitude taken by those genial gentlemen

who helped advertise San Francisco after

earthquake news ceased to be important

enough to draw first column positions on

the front page of the daily papers. Abe

Rueff and Mayor Schmitz and the super

visors were put in office and kept there by

people who voted selfishly. Boss Cox was

powerful in Cincinnati because he knew

how to get the support of those who be

lieved that he could help them in getting

what they desired. Mark Hanna had no

trouble in getting corporations to contribute

generously to the campaign fund during

the historic campaign in '96. These cor

porations did not give their support be

cause of their simon-pure love for the

blooming majority. Not by several jug

fuls. They did their generous deeds be

cause in their narrow selfishness they

thought that Hanna could deliver the goods

they desired. It is solely because of the

prevalence of the opinion expressed by

my business friend that politics in this

country today is so seriously to be questioned.

Voters are unable to see beyond the present.

They are like the hilarious worshipper of

the new "gawd Bud" who blows off the

foam at night and fails to think of the

mansize headache he will rue the following

morning. They are like the ostrich—oft

quoted, to be sure—that seeing danger

sticks its head into a hole in the sand until

its Ethiopian enemy gets a strangle hold

on it. There may be a certain amount 'of

fun in the temporary security, just as the

American voter may find pleasure in the

temporary happiness he is able to allow

himself after he has helped a friendly poli

tician into office. I realize full well that

it is only ignorance that permits men to

make fools of themselves in this way. It

is certain that wisdom tells us it is infinitely

better to leave children a good government

than to leave them a fortune which may

be taken away in a night. A good govern

ment exists only when the laws give a

square deal to everybody. This means

that the voter, when he makes his little

cross mark in the square, must consider

not his own little selfish wants, but the

needs of the entire nation. . This, perhaps,

is quite a big problem for the blinking

majority to understand. But it is mighty

certain that until the majority sees it this

way, there will be plenty of work to keep

Lincoln Steffens, Jack London and Upton

Sinclair from the free lunch counter.

* * *

During the past few months Kansas City-

has asked for recognition as one of the

advertising centers of the

A Western Ad- country. There was a time

vertising Center when all advertisers were

supposed to turn their

faces to New York, as the Mahom-

medans turn their faces to Mecca. But

Chicago developed J. Howard Kehler,

Franklyn Hobbs and others, and the

glory of New York paled at least five

or six candlepower. It did seem that

Chicago would not allow any advertising

glory to escape. But advertising excel

lence, like the star of empire—whatever that

may be—westward takes its way. Just

now it is shedding some of its light on

Kansas City. Of course they have not

developed any advertising men out there

who are strong enough to make the easterners
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uncover, but they are developing some that

will make the east lose some chestiness.

A young fellow by the name of E. F. Gard

ener is editing The Advertisers' Magazine,

which is one of the coming advertising

journals of the country. It is true that

it does not yet approach Profitable Adver

tising, which was evolved in Boston. But

it took seventeen years for the good old

P. A. to become as beautiful and as help

ful and as valuable as it is today. There

is a big chance, then, for the Horn, Baker

publication over whose destinies Mr. Gard

ener presides.

* * *

From The Rookery—Phoebus, what a

name!—in Chicago comes a dainty an

nouncement from The

Business Press Business Press Association.

Association This organization springs

into being because those

back of it see the need of spreading knowl

edge which will help change some hit-and-

miss merchants into scientific business

builders. Most things have their being

because they are needed. And the men

who see a need are the ones to supply it.

There have arisen in late years many

special writers on business subjects—

men who recognize that business truth is

stranger than fiction to most business men,

and that the wily magazine and newspaper

publisher is willing to pay the price for

business articles properly written. The

Business Press Association, according to

the statement of its manager, W. A. Mc-

Dermid, intends to handle the writings of

live writers and give them greater publicity

than they have received in the past. Of

course these articles will not be furnished

to magazines and newspapers gratis. Writ

ers, in spite of beliefs to the contrary, seem

to demand just as much food and clothing

and shelter as bookkeepers and bankers,

and to get these things in this cold, material

world requires money. Most of us who

write on business topics hope that Mr

McDermid will recognize that it is no

longer considered good form for writers

to starve in garrets and wear nothing but

puff-neckties of the Roycroft type, and will

succeed so well in his laudable ambition

to preach the business gospel throughout

the land that he can pay more than a paltry

two cents a word for their brain children.

The writers listed by the new press asso

ciation are imposing. Walter D. Moody,

manager of the Chicago Association of

Commerce and author of that great book,

"Men Who Sell Things," is one of the

men who will write, and Alexander Revell,

one of the real merchant princes of the

windy city, will not be stingy in telling of

his experiences in building up his great

Chicago store. Although burdened with

many business and educational cares, A. F.

Sheldon is also a contributor, as is W. C.

Holman, the gingery editor of "Salesman

ship." Here's hoping the new association

will be swamped with orders for Good

Stuff.

* * *

Will you please tell me why it is that so

many merchants seem to live under the

fear that their customers

Why Hide the will discover the prices of

Prices goods for themselves?

There are so few stores

that one can enter and be sure of finding

prices on articles displayed. Don't mer

chants see that it is far more economical

to plainly mark all goods so that customers

can see them for themselves, than to hire

clerks to answer questions. Many stores

would not have to bear the burden of such

a heavy payroll if this advice were followed.

Display prices in your advertising and on

your counters and shelves and save your

self, your clerks and you customers a

great deal of useless worry.

* * *

There comes to my desk every week a

little publication that is a veritable dynamo

sending out advertising

Printers' light. The business man

Ink who neglects to send out

a wire in order to connect

with this business fluid, is letting Oppor

tunity play hide and seek with him. Print

ers' Ink is the periodical to which I refer.

Because it is fitted to associate with busi

ness men who claim to be Quality Folks,

I believe it is entitled to any boost I can

give it in Business Philosopher columns.

Here is a weekly that fearlessly says what

its editors think. Advertising and news

paper shams are laid bare to the gaze of

those who care to look. When an ad

vertising campaign is planned, Printers'

Ink tells about it. If it succeeds, the story
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of the success is related, and if it fails the

reasons for failure are pointed out. Every

week it contains articles of exceptional

merit—articles that deal with salesmanship

of the printed kind. Printers' Ink is not

the biggest advertising magazine in the

world, but there be wise folks who do not

hesitate in saying it is the best. Of course

this is a matter of opinion. Everyone is

safe in saying, however, that this country

cannot afford to permit the little messenger

to cease making its weekly visits. John

Irving Romer is its new editor, and James

Collins, whose business stories in the Satur

day Evening Post attract so much atten

tion, is a staff correspondent.

* * *

There are many storekeepers and manu

facturers who delude themselves with the

belief that when thev have
Pay Good Co-

squeezed the wages of their

workers down to the small-
Workers

Good Wages
est possible amount, with

out precipitating a revolt, that they have

demonstrated their business wisdom. Tom

Murray, the Chicago business man, who

does an annual business of over half a

million and who started with a fortune of

$55, says, "The merchant in ordinary

circumstances, who thinks he can win by

squeezing a good margin of profit out of

his help by paying less than living wages,

and by other oppressive measures, has

another guess coming. He'll find it out,

too, if he attempts to build up a business

from a small beginning on that basis. He

overlooks several big things in the situation

when he figures that way. He can't get

men to come up smiling to their day's work

unless they enjoy a reasonable degree of

mental and physical comfort. This harks

right back to the first proposition that their

salary must be fair." It isn't likely that

a man can keep his lamp of loyalty to his

employer burning very brightly when the

latter refuses to give him a square deal. Of

course it is true that many clerks imagine

they arc worth a great deal more than they

receive, when they are not entitled to more.

If there are such around an institution,

and the employer feels he cannot raise them,

he should let them go. For as long as they

remain they will interfere with the smooth

working of the Law of Harmony. A man

who thinks he is entitled to higher wages

should either be given higher wages, shown

why it is impossible to give him what he

asks, or else let him seek employment else

where.

* * *

It is no hard task, say those who have

tried and succeeded, to become a million

aire. Many men have

Being a Real reached financial heights.

Man Many have become high

priests in the temple of the

Money God. Many have enjoyed the false

pleasure of being lulled to sleep by the music

made by money flowing into their coffers.

But to become a real man—to reach the

heights of manhood—to become what man

is capable of becoming—ah, here we pause

and rack our brains as we try to count on

our trembling fingers those who have suc

ceeded. Emerson, I believe, tells us that a

man is a god in ruins. But Emerson, great

spiritual philosopher though he be, is mis

taken. Man is a god in the making. Or,

rather, what we are pleased to call man to

day is just Man in the making. History

tells us, veiling the tale in finest reticence, of

One Man who lived and worked and served

in the long ago. His neighbors to whom he

gave the command, "Love One Another,"

understood him not. So they gave him a

cross and crucified Him on Calvary. They

crucified Him because they did not under

stand Him. Socrates drank the hemlock be

cause common men did not understand him.

We have made it our business to crucify,

boil in oil, stone, or imprison, those whom we

do not understand. History, impartial re

porter, tells us today that this we have done

from time immemorial. Why not start to

day and change that monotonous story?

Why not start today to become real men

and women—men and women great enough

to understand Christ and Socrates, and

those other Great Ones whose names

brighten the ages that have slipped into

the sea of silence. Most of them at least

were but men—even as you and I—who

allowed themselves to be used as the

instruments of the divine. Truly I say to

you that if you would have your name

stand out in the Record of Those Who Have

Served Much, be a real man. You will not

be crushed down by outside competition.

There are few in the field—so few that those

who are engaged in the work and are dis-
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covered are even in this enlightened age

looked upon as unfit for real life. And what

is real life? Is it the coining of human

hearts and souls into dollars that jingle

metallically and drown the sweeter music of

all that is good and pure and spiritual? Is

it the mad hurrying and scurrying and

anger and discord and suffering that char

acterize a population that is mad for money

and power and sordid influence? Is it real

life that one finds in the brightly lighted

places in cities where the laughter of the

women, as they look at you over wine-

filled glasses, stumbles over sobs? Is it real

life out in the great mansions that line the

drives and boulevards, or in the hovels that

shelter the millions whose souls and bodies

are starving? Can that be real life in the

department stores where women faint in the

crushing hunt for bargains ? Can it be real

life in the sweatshops where men and

women and little children toil all day long

for a pittance in order that these "bargains"

may be offered ? Do the prisons, the asylums,

the almshouses, the police stations, the army,

the navy, the secret service—do all these

represent the highest life? Can it be that

we have reached the heights now, and that

the race must forever wallow in the mire of

misery ? We search for Happiness.—Yes we

search for happiness. We seek it in money

making, in automobiles, in yachts, in

palaces, in international marriages, in vile

stories, in eating strange foods and drinking

even stranger drinks, and in a multitude

of other ways. We seek it everywhere

except where it can be found—within our

selves. Happiness is to be found in man

building—in building ourselves. It can be

found nowhere else. It is true that some of

us may be crucified and cast into prison.

But certainly we can afford to pay the price

much better than those can who go to prison

daily without the consolation of knowing

they have won. We may be laughed at and

spat upon for a time, but always a real man

wins out. A man who truly succeeds can

afford to listen for a time to the raucous

laughter of those who knew not what they

do. You ask, "Would you have us lead the

Ideal Life ?" Yes, I say to you frankly and

fearlessly and honestly and hopefully, I do.

And to your muttered protest that it is im

possible, I simply answer that you do not

know because you have not tried to live it.

When I stand off and look down upon the

business world, and see its sordidness, its

lying, its cheating, its checks and balances

calculated to keep men within boundaries

set by man-made laws, and then turn

around and see how it is impossible to change

all that into a business world where The

Golden Rule shall be the only law, I laugh

to myself because of the joy of helping

a wee bit in making a great dream materi

alize. Only those who are able to detach

themselves and their own petty affairs

from the great moiling mass, will realize

the truth of the message contained in this

little article. But I know that there are

many such. I know that there are men

and women who realize that the only sin

is Ignorance and that Wisdom is the greatest

virtue, and that within themselves are

powers which, when developed and used,

place them on heights unguessed. Let us

cease to beg for strength to resist tempta

tion, but let us ascend when the temptation

comes to make use of "the power within

ourselves which makes for righteousness."

Is this business? Will this increase your

bank account? Yes, it is business, and

whether it will increase your bank account

depends wholly upon what your desire

your bank to contain. If it is Happiness

you desire to check against, with sufficient

money as an element, you will not hesitate

over the question of choosing between man-

making and money-making. Surely you

understand that money-making is only

an insignificant part of man-making, but

that no one who is not a man-maker can

be a money-maker whose checks will be

recognized by the cashier of the Bank of

Happiness, as well as by the money changers.

Make the man right and his sufficient money

making power as well as his true happiness

takes care of itself. And it takes one but

a moment to understand that Happiness

and Success are synonymous, and that the

man who is happiest and who makes the

greatest number of his fellow men happier,

is the greatest success. So you see it all

resolves itself down to rendering the greatest

service to the greatest number, which was

the burden of the sermons preached by

the One Man the world has produced—

the man who was crucified on a cross on

Calvary in the long ago for telling men to

love one another.
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When William Morris—one of the master

craftsmen of all time—discovered that as

man evolves to higher and

More About higher planes he wants

Quality Folks fewer material things, but

wants those few of the

highest quality, and started out to supply

a demand which he believed existed, he

was accused of being insincere in his desire

to better conditions because he charged

such prices for his products. Of course

Morris had no difficulty in persuading those

who cared to understand that in order to

produce beautiful objects of art it is neces

sary to surround the workmen with the

proper environment, and that no man can

do his best who is compelled to work in

dirty, sordid factories, and has to worry

over the problem of making his wages buy

the necessary food to satisfy the stomachs

of his wife and children. Whitman gave

us the thought that to produce great insti

tutions it is first necessary to produce great

people. Of course it is true that when we

produce great people the. rest follows.

Always the problem of man-building must

be solved first. As Sheldon says, "Make

the man right and his work will take care

of itself." To make a workman right it

is certain that he must be given beautiful

surroundings and proper wages. And it

is equally certain that no employer can

give his helpers beautiful surroundings and

proper wages who is engaged in degrading

the public by furnishing it with cheap goods.

The wise man never asks the question:

How cheap? All he wants to know is:

How good? It is always the value of an

article—or of a man—that must be con

sidered first. What service will it render?

Isn't it better to buy a piece of furniture

made by a man who follows William Morris

—a piece of furniture that will last for two

hundred years—than to buy a shiny, gaudy,

cheap article that will last less than two

hundred days? Isn't it better to pay a

few more dollars for your booklet or sta

tionery and have it gotten out by a printer

who is also an artist, than to have a hodge

podge job turned out by a man whose only

argument is that he can do it cheap? I

believe that the time is here when the wise

business man will concentrate upon quality

instead of quantity, and that manufacturing

reputations of the future will rest upon the

bedrock of value. I am fully aware of

the fact that manufacturers are not alone

responsible. I know that there are foolish

customers who demand things that are

cheap. There are thousands of grown

men and women who are like the little boy

that went into Trigg's grocery store the

other day and asked for "a penny's worf

of th' tandy what you get the mostest of."

You can see for yourselves that the manu

facturer who endeavors to grant the de

mands for cheap articles, keep a balance

in the bank, and hold his own in the present

brutal competitive game of business, can

not afford to pay salaries to his workmen

which will enable them to buy fruit out of

season, or send the children into the country

in the summer time. The workingmen

demand cheap things, and when this de

mand is granted their employers lessen their

wages so that it is only the cheap things

that they can buy. Everything works in

circles. Goodness knows, there is plenty

for everybody. The world is rich enough

to support all its people in comfortable

style. All we need to do is to solve the

great problem of distribution. To solve

this problem of distribution we must evolve

better men and women. When we evolve

better men and women we shall have done

away with the troubles which make the

existence of the political parties of protest

justifiable and necessary today. But to

produce great people in order that the rest

may follow, it is necessary to give every

body, or at least the majority, True Edu

cation. We are told that true education

consists in the infilling of useful knowledge,

and the drawing out of the positive faculties

and qualities. Why not let us all take the

advice of a certain wise man who said:

"Reform yourself and lessen the rogues

by one." It's your move—and mine.

Giving

If thou givest that which thou dost not want thou mayest benefit

another, but, oh! thou must sometimes give that which thou dost want if

thou wouldst benefit thyself.—Muriel Strode.



A Sale By the Bookkeeper

BY W. A. McDERMID

How he got the attention of a hard prospect by a little headwork—Other bright stories

of real life that teach practical truths.

ONCE there was a Head Bookkeeper who

was also a Sheldon student. The Man

Who Paid the Salary to the Head Book

keeper and some six hundred other employes

was a good old German who had come up

through the factory and launched out for

himself. Although he was making $35,000

a year from his business, he lived in the

Si, 200 house which he had purchased when

a machinist. It is one of the regrettable

features of our factory system that a man can

work for years with a steady increase of

efficiency without receiving a corresponding

increase of salary. Hence, this employer,

remembering his own factory experience,

failed to see why it was to his interest to

raise the salaries of any of his employes.

Now the Head Bookkeeper was not at all

of the same mind as his respected employer

on the. salary question. On a number of

occasions he sounded the Boss on the ques

tion of raises for some of the other employes

and thus discovered his prejudice against any

such "foolishness.'

So said he to himself: "I must sell my

services to him." Then he began to analyze

the situation, and he reasoned thus: "He

doesn't know who I am. Once a month he

sees my trial balances and once in a while he

sees my profit and loss sheet, but he don't

know me. I must first attract his atten

tion."

For a number of weeks the Head Book

keeper pondered this problem. It was the

Old Man's practice to walk slowly through

the office, meditatively smoking his pipe,

seldom looking up, rarely speaking to any

body. One day he dropped his tobacco bag

and the Head Bookkeeper picked it up.

Then his thoughts took definite form.

That night he bought three or four bags

of the same kind of tobacco, emptied their

contents into a box, and placed it on his desk,

placing beside it as if by accident an empty

bag. Then he waited. Waited until one

day the Old Man, finding his pipe empty,

noticed on a neighboring desk the inviting

box of tobacco and the bag of his favorite

brand. Almost automatically he stopped

and filled his pipe. Then he walked a little

further, borrowed a match from the secretary

and so on into his private office.

Next day the Head Bookkeeper had a box

of safety matches standing beside the to

bacco, and the next day too, the Man Who

Paid the Salaries gravitated toward the open

tobacco box, borrowed one of the safety

matches close at hand, and lingered long

enough to notice the individual behind the

desk. A week later he had come to the

point of discussing a few of his troubles with

the Head Bookkeeper.

Attention and Interest.

Soon he discovered that the Head Book

keeper was more than a human adding ma

chine, that he had ideas on the conduct of the

business which were valuable.

Desire.

He needed that man, and the time for the

canvass was ripe, so the canvass and ulti

mately the sale were made and the raise was

forthcoming.

Some one once said, and some thousands

of people have been repeating annually ever

since, "Genius is a capacity for taking in

finite pains." "Salesmanship," the para

phrase should read, "is a conception of the

importance of the little things."

WHAT peculiar method of reasoning

do you suppose it is that makes The

Man Who Passes On Advertising "kill" one

suggestion and "pass" the next because "I

think this looks swell" ?

Two young ladies sat in the seat in front

as we came down to the city on the car the

other day.

Over their heads was a pretty picture of a

couple of Teddy Bears scouring a pan with

Sapolio.

I knew what they were talking about, for

I too was watching the ad, when one of them

said: "Isn't that a cute picture?"

Then said the other one: "Yes, indeed.

I bought two of those the other day for my

little nephew."
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I WAS talking the other day to an ad

vertising man and salesman of marked

ability—in fact, he is the man who

made famous, by his advertising and sales

plans, two of the greatest clothing houses in

America.

He was discussing salesmen he had met,

and among others he told me of a man who

came in to see him, and who impressed him

immediately as an exceedingly clever sales

man. This man's talk was so interesting,

his personality so winning, that his hearer

took pleasure in keeping him for over an

hour, longer, in fact, than he wished to stay.

Finally, when he rose to go my friend said:

"I am sorry that you have to go, because

you are a mighty good salesman and I have

enjoyed listening to you."

"I am not a good salesman," he replied,

" I am only an orator. If I had been a good

salesman I would have gotten your order

forty-five minutes ago."

NOT long ago there lived in Italy a poor

sailor who loved liberty. Not a very

remarkable beginning, perhaps, but that

man became one of the world's most suc

cessful military leaders.

He was outnumbered in almost every

battle he fought, but he won. He won be

cause he believed in himself and the cause

he fought for, and he made his men believe

in him. This poor sailor's name was Gari

baldi.

Once, while fighting in South America, he

was surprised by four of the enemy, all

armed. Without hesitating a moment he

jumped forward, drawing his sword. "Sur

render," he said. "I am Garibaldi." And

the soldiers promptly dropped their rifles.

These sentences may explain why for years

the name of Garibaldi and the sight of his

red-shirted troops sufficed to put to flight

three times his opposing army's own fight

ing force:

"In all of my big battles the enemy was

sure he had me. If I had been of a like

mind, you would never have heard of Gari

baldi. I snatch victory from defeat."

Remember that business is a battle of

brains and that it is confidence that tilts the

balance to victory.

But in all your mental combats never lose

sight of the fact that you are fighting not to

vanquish a hated foe but rather to win a new

friend—to win your way into the other fel

low's heart, to gain his confidence and get

business.

There is in the West an Advertising

Man (wc use capitals to indicate that he

is one of the few great ones). He has a

Garibaldi story.

He went to see the advertising manager

of a large concern which makes baked

beans. When the girl asked him for his

card, he said: "Tell him Smith of the Big

Four Magazine." For he reasons thus:

If I send him my card he has chance to say:

"I cannot see him today." If I send in

my name in this manner the girl will prob

ably forget the name of the magazine and

The Man Who Buys Space will say: "Smith,

and then again, Smith, what Smith is that?"

And then he will come out to see.

On this occasion it worked, it usually

does, and the man who buys space for this

baked bean concern came out to the re

ception room with the air of one who would

say: "I am Garibaldi. Surrender." He

announced: "I cannot see all you adver

tising men today, you take up too much

of my time."

"Ssh!" said Smith, "I eat beans."

"Oh!" he said, "come into the office.

Smith." And Smith left the office in two

hours, having left the man who buys space

to make up his list for the coming year.

THE other day I went to lunch at a cer

tain restaurant, which on this particu

lar occasion was almost filled with

young men,—in fact, most of the time this

is a young men's restaurant. The average

crowd might be taken as fairly typical of the

younger generation of Chicago business men.

From where I sat in the comer, I could

see almost every man in the room. Men of

force, of energy, of character and of ability

faced me there. These were the men who,

twelve or fifteen years from now, will hold

Chicago's executive positions, and direct all

the ramifications of its commerce and in

dustry.

These men are my competitors. These

are the men that I am beginning to measure

myself against, now in the daily business

battle, and the men with whom ten years

from now I will be engaged in business war

fare; some of them will be allies, some oppo

nents.
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When I looked at that crowd—clean-cut,

aggressive, unafraid, all of them, I suddenly

realized as never before, perhaps, the power

of competition, the overwhelming truth that

in modern society every man must make his

own way without counting on help from any

one.

And then the idea came that out of this

crowd must rise victors, leaders, men who

will win. I tried to pick them out, and that

led me to ask what were the reasons which

would make them win.

What will be the thing that will determine,

at the end of the years, who these victors are

to be?

And more. What can I do to make me

win out in this group of men who are work

ing for the same thing?

Sheldon is answering such questions for a

great many men.

DID you ever try to sell advertising to

the man who said: "The advertis

ing pages are too crowded, there are

too many automobile ads for mine to re

ceive attention." If you did, you might

tell him the story of a certain store in Chi

cago that has grown to be one of the biggest

in the land.

The building which this firm occupies

is situated just outside the union loop.

The southern end of the shopping district

proper begins three blocks to the north,

but when its building was begun, backed

by one of the two factions in the packing

industry in Chicago, the other faction

hastily purchased the adjoining property

to the north, just within the loop, and put

up a building to compete with the first

concern.

The point of this is that they defeated

their purpose. If they had not built that

other store there, the rival firm would have

gone to the wall. The shopping center

would still have been within a very short

radius from State and Madison Streets,

but the women shoppers of Chicago said:

"Let us go to Smith's and Robertson's."

And the firm was saved.

And did you ever notice that all the in

surance companies of importance in Chicago

are within a distance of two or three blocks

on one street, and that a radius of two blocks

drawn from Clark and Monroe Streets will

touch almost every important bank in

Chicago, and that there is a well defined

shopping district, and that there is a manu

facturing district, and a financial district.

If you are going to sell goods to the big

buying public of New York, do you put

your establishment on Morningside Heights,

or do you go down on Broadway where the

Big Bunch is?

Yes, Mabel, you know you do.

The Passing Stranger

Edith Babbitt

He passed me on the street,

And never guessed

The strength he gave my heart,

And needed rest.

His noble face so shone

With holiness,

The very sight of it

Could not but bless.

I met him only once

Upon my way,

Many years ago,

And yet today

That face of light and strength

Still dwells with me;

The man "had been with God"—

'Twas plain to see.



Be a Doer of Great Deeds

BY F. L. SEELY

Editor of "The Atlanta Georgian"

WEBSTER says that speech-making

for mere show, mere talk is

bunkum. I have not come to

bring you bunkum; this is not an age of

bunkum; it is an age when men with

messages are needed,

and I have come

with a message—

an old message—

one that Homer

gave us, and it

comes to us with

as much meaning

today as it had cen

turies ago: it reads:

" For this end he

sent me forth to

teach thee all these

thing s—to, be a

speaker of words

and a doer of

deeds."

Today there will

walk out of this

university a com

pany of lives with

their work here com

pleted; the doors

will swing quietly to

behind you, and

. some turn east, some

some south, looking

future that gives you

ask "which way?"

That question may not be asked of the

future, but of yourselves—which way,

good friends, which way are you going?

Not future—not God—not man may say,

but all must speak for themselves. You

will go just "where your characters lead

you—to success or to disappointment, and

you will go to success and happiness in so

far as you have minds of your own and a

fearless determination to be speakers of

words and doers of deeds.

There are many speakers today; we are

all speaking, but how many of us speak

words that weigh. The parrot speaks,

but he only speaks; he has no thought or

F. L. SEELY

west, some north,

into the distant

no answer as you

knowledge of what he says; he says what

he is told to say.

The trouble with young people today,

and old ones too, for that matter, is that

they have not the courage to speak words

and do deeds of

their own, but they

say the things they

think will please for

the moment rather

than speak the

truth if it disagree

with a friend.

The truth is what

we want; not mere

words.

The fact that you

have learned in this

institution to use the

words of the English

language deftly, does

not mean that you

will convey truth

and love and char

acter unless your

heart is in what you

say. You may learn

the use of ten thou

sand words, but what

can you do in life

that will help if your words do not

represent convictions. Your speaker had

not the opportunity to acquire knowledge

in a university; he can not look on the

world from exactly your present view

point, and it is with hesitancy that he

brings to your attention the fact that

many of you will only begin to live now.

You are graduating from this college to

matriculate in the school of responsi

bility and hard knocks. Your speaker

has had extended opportunities in the

school of hard knocks, and as that is post

graduate to your training he wishes to

bring to you such suggestions as may be

of use—and with this thought uppermost

I have chosen the sentiments already out

lined—speakers of words and doers of

deeds.
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Through a struggle of twenty-five years

I look back to the bottom round of the

ladder and think for a moment what may

be the gold that the fire has brought from

the dross that I may give to you who are

on the doorstep of life and work. I doubt

if you will hear it; I doubt if many of you

will carry it even till tomorrow—so soon

will it die on your consciousness, but hear

me now while I say with all the earnest

ness that a realization of my responsibility

gives—that gold is frankness, plain honesty,

earnestness and love. Men want love

today—they want it for other men—for

their work and for humanity, and life will

not be a success without it.

Frankness I have put first because it

really takes in honesty and everything—

a person can not be frank or just one's

plain self without being honest and earnest

and loving, and how many young people

do we meet today who are frank? Very

few. How many of you here are perfectly

frank with yourselves, who are beautiful

in your simplicity and who honestly have

no little false motions that you perform

automatically because you feel that some

one is looking and you must act a little.

How many young women do you know

who can get up and walk across the floor

naturally, just as God taught her to do,

or who can sit down at a piano without

some special frill that is thrown in for looks

—some even need William Morris' ad

monition that "though we make simplicity

as beautiful as we can or will, be sure it

is done for beauty, not for show."

You cannot be frank and honest with

the world if you are not with yourself,

so we go a little back of even the fancy

touches just mentioned and ask if you are

honest with yourselves—if you give your

mind and being the messages of others and

do not live and think your own thoughts

and decide the right and wrong for your

self. When you were old enough to leave

your homes and come to this university,

you were old enough to know right thinking

from wrong, and there begins your respon

sibility. No one can do your thinking and

deciding for you. Frankness with your

selves is really the very starting point.

Admit to yourselves when you are wrong.

When you make mistakes and admit frankly

to your God when you are in error, you

will find it easy to be frank with tfie world;

deceive yourself and you will deceive others.

You will lack character and will be mere

speakers of words, empty words—rattle

brains. Emerson says: "It is easy in the

world to live after the world's opinions—

it is easy in solitude to live after our own,

but great is he who in the midst of the

throng keeps with perfect sweetness the

independence of solitude."

My accepting this invitation to come to

Minneapolis today and consume your time,

would be a waste and a farce if I hesitated

to say things that would cause you to think.

Advice is good, of course, but telling a

man how to do the thing one advises is

the real value. My advising you to be

frank may be asking you to change a mental

habit. If I asked you to stop the use of

strong drink I would be asking you to

abstain from a physical thing, yet all our

acts are controlled by the mental, every

thing originates in thought, that invisible

beginning, that spirit force; so how may

a young man who has burned the candle

at both ends and is not exactly at himself,

remake his mental habits and change the

tendencies of his mind? I will tell you—

for it can be done—a man named Sheldon

has worked out a plan of so-called business

science. Some fifteen years of experience

was focused on a formula that might be

transmitted to men whereby they could

scientifically overcome their shortcomings

and develop themselves into successful

men. The plan treats of the science of

success, and the principles laid down apply

to every man and woman, and one can but

stand in amazement when he realizes the

extent to which the mind can be controlled

by proper work. Mr. Sheldon rightfully

says that every calling must begin with the

man—the human being—then wherein does

one being differ from another, and why

are not all equally successful? Because of

the errors of omission and the errors of

commission. Then if a young man be

held back because of things he does that

are wrong, there is a division in all he does

that may be classified as the positives and

negatives of his character. Every man

represents 100 per cent of the qualities that

go to make lives. Love is classified as a pos

itive and hatred as a negative; strength a

positive, weakness a negative; morality
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a positive, immorality a negative; ambition

a positive, laziness a negative. A given

man's character may have sixty per cent

love and forty per cent hate; forty per cent

morality, sixty per cent immorality; fifty

per cent ambition, and so on. A hypotheti

cal question, of course, as to amount, but

what may he do when he reaches a point

that he feels he must progress? Simply

decide to turn the negatives into positives;

center your thoughts on your will power.

For instance, some one owes you five dol

lars, borrowed long ago; you need it but

have not had the courage to ask for it.

Reason it out; it is yours; there are no

reasons why you should refrain from ask

ing for it; you simply lack courage; turn

that negative of fear into a positive of

courage, and go at once and ask the return

of your money. Continue to do so every

time your negative of fear holds you back,

and you will have begun to rule your will

and to be a success; continue to be ruled

by fear of any kind—by hate—by immoral

ity, and you are an undying failure.

I would waste your time, and my own,

if I had no message to bring. I would no

doubt have failed to receive this privilege

had not your president believed I may have

a message, and I would be unworthy of

the place I have been given in life if I had

no message to men. My message to you

is, BE SOMETHING: DO SOME

THING; be ambitious for right and truth;

be not proud of soft hands and polished

nails. God help the woman who spends

•her time at the manicure's table, and the

man who would do it, is almost beyond

God's help. If I were a young woman

I would never waste an hour on any man

whose hands had never known a callous;

I would never take but one whiff of a man

whose clothes were saturated with cigarette

smoke, and I wouldn't let a man who drinks

come near me. Loving men and marry

ing them to reform them has been tried

all too often, and it does not work.

What deeds shall we do? What can I

do? one after another asks. What can you

do? We are not preaching a sermon;

you hear so many sermons that some of

you have ceased to be impressed by them;

we are talking plainly for each others'

good; so the first thing many of us will

have to do will be to quit our laziness and

be willing to do SOMETHING. John

Lentz has well said, " God help the children

of the rich, the poor can work," and Steven

son says, "Little do ye know your own

blessedness; for to travel hopefully is a .

better thing than to arrive, and the true

success is to labor."

How many of us know from one day

to the next what our material condition

will be. In olden times men lived more

quietly; they had no railroads, no tele

graph, nor any of the mechanisms of the

strenuous life; they had not the nerve

wrecking agencies that we have today,

consequently when families accumulated

wealth and luxury it was maintained on

a more or less certain basis, and the children

of these homes had somewhat of a guarantee

of a degree of comfort through their lives,

but today it is all changed. Men are rich

today and poor tomorrow; children born

in the lap of luxury and reared with no

knowledge of self-help, find themselves

suddenly bereft of home and property and

finally the pinch of poverty robs their rosy

cheeks for they are lost when forced to turn

to self-support. How many of us know what

our path in life shall be? Many young

women spend their time around the card

table when they should be making their

own clothing; how many more sit and

gossip when they should be reading a good

book or a newspaper. Is my wife the less

refined because she sews for her four chil

dren? Is the fact that your fathers can

afford to support you a good reason why

you can afford it? No, a thousand times

no. Independence and character and at

tractiveness and ability await the effort

to do something to help one's self. Few

of our parents had more than the plainest

necessities of life .in their early days, and

many of us were born into poverty, but

who would be ashamed of it, or who is the

young man or young woman that would

be ashamed of his or her parents' plainness

or lack of polish? Many parents deny

themselves the comforts of life to give their

children such magnificent advantages as

this institution has given to you, and unless

your hearts are filled with gratitude and

humility for it, you are a failure already.

I have endeavored then to convey the idea

that among the deeds we must perform

are those of ability to care for ourselves.
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Rich or poor, we are useless blots on the

earth if we have health and our ambition

is nothing more than to live. Deeds that

count for anything involve labor, and who

should be ashamed of labor; what greater

happiness is there than achievement, some

work of our own hands, some one happier

for what we have done? Nine out of

every ten men, and one out of every five

women in the United States today are bread

winners; there are nearly five hundred

thousand women in the United States over

fifty years of age, working for a living,

and on the other hand there are over half

a million children between the ages of

ten and fifteen doing the same. There

are six million women in the United States,

including children as young as ten years

old, working for a living, and nearly two

million of them are married or widowed.

There are five thousand women in prisons

in this country and eighty-five thousand

men and boys, so then if there is no im

mediate need of your learning to be of

use to yourselves or to your families, is

there not enough to do in uplifting and

helping mankind, and can we not pursue

higher happiness than the gratifying of

our own desires? Men may be good and

noble and true as a rule, but I venture the

assertion that there is not a young person

within the hearing of my voice whose life

and thought has combined with it one-half

the noble work and aspiration his or her

opportunity in life has offered, and if my

life had been lived to this hour but to bring

to some one a hope, an inspiration, an

ambition and a love for good, I would believe

that I had been a true speaker of words

and a doer of deeds.

From George Eliot I read:

* ''O, may I join the choir invisible
Of those immortal dead who live again
In minds made better by their presence: live

In pulses stirred to generosity.
In deeds of daring rectitude, in scorn
For miserable aims that end with self,
In thoughts sublime that pierce the night like stars.
And then with their mild persistence urge men's search

To vaster issues."

Note: This strong, heart-to-heart talk by one of
Georgia's great editors, which was delivered at the
commencement exercises of the University of Min
nesota last June, shows the interest of writers and ed
ucators in the man-building philosophy formulated by
Mr. Sheldon. It is also an argument supporting Mr.
Sheldon's firm belief that the day is not far distant
when this system of true education will be introduced

into all the schools of all nations.

A Field for the Small Shop

BY SEYMOUR EATON

1 THINK it is Mark Twain who says

that when a man goes to buy a collar

he comes back with a collar and perhaps

a necktie; but when a woman goes to buy

a collar she returns with a new silk waist,

a pair of gloves, ten yards of dress goods,

several toilet articles, some window cur

tains, and a refrigerator.

The manager of the department store

knows all about this. His full-page news

paper advertisement is intended for women

readers. For them he invented the bargain

counter.

The man knows that all this hurrah is

simply advertising; that the bargains are

nothing more nor less than the bait on the

hook. But poor, confiding, trusting woman

will never find this out. Because hand

kerchiefs and collars are cheap, silk waists

and window curtains and refrigerators

must also be cheap.

The department store is a necessary

part of modern merchandising. It has

made good. It will always have the crowd.

It has come to stay. But the pendulum is

swinging back again. The next decade

will see a great revival of the smaller spe

cialized shop. The department store by

its ten-story buildings and complicated

mechanism has made the smaller shop

necessary. Price is the attraction of the

big store; individuality is the keynote of

the shop. Full-page newspaper advertise

ments may continue to pack the aisles.

Concerts and picture galleries and vaude

ville performances may continue to be

legitimate accessories. But the crowd will

always be a "Midway" crowd.

The point I wish to make is this: There

is opening up a great field in every big city

for the attractive advertising of the smaller

shop. This advertising must be done in

a new way; it must be pleasing, refined,

convincing; it must appeal to the individual

who loves quiet rather than noise; the very

antithesis of the broadside bargain ad

vertising of the department store.

Speak as you think, be as you are, pay

your debts of all kinds.—Emerson.



The Adjustment of Life

JAMES E. CLARK

ABILITIES OF OTHERS AND OF SELF

THERE is a positive eyil in that habit

of mind which glorifies the abilities

of others and is inappreciative, almost

to the degree of blindness, to the capabilities

of self. In the great scheme of the uni

verse no mind is an accident. Each has

its own capabilities and each catches in

spiration that may be denied to all others

of the generation. A little spark of fire

is responsible for the conflagration, the

tiny speck of fire at the ends of the wires

explodes the giant blasts of dynamite, and

in precisely the same manner the little

spark of inspiration which comes to us now

and then may fire the powers that are

within us. Each should learn to harbor

these inspirations, to develop them, to be

lieve that they are sent for a purpose and

to take them as something which is to

tear away ignorance.

Very many men in all walks of life have

always with them a note book wherein they

may write down, as they appear, sugges

tions which come to them, lest these valu

able thoughts be forgotten. They keep

this notebook at the bedside at night and

sometimes arise from an apparently sound

sleep to enter upon it some suggestion

which shall aid them in their strife for their

particular goal. Such men recognize the

meaning of inspirations and deeply feel not

only the value but the responsibility which

is charged upon a man to whom is given

good thoughts. Men of this class are not

concerned simply in marveling at the

achievements of others, but as a broker

with a tape in his hand looks at the doings

of the stock market, they are reading the

record which the tape of life has for them.

It is well to admire God's work as ex

pressed by others but it is better to give

attention to what work there is for us to

do. The ideas and inspirations which

come to us, do in a degree charge us with

duties.

No one, we have been frequently told,

knows what is in him, and honestly follow

ing his inner convictions will lead to no

regrets

SHUTTING OUT THE LIGHT

THE body is simply an instrument

through which the soul gives expres

sion. In a sense it is like a' prism

through which the rays of the sunlight are

reflected.

No argument is required to convince

whoever will consider for a moment, that,

if the prism is dulled by dust or dirt or

any substance, the light is obscured wholly

or in part. If a piece of glass is covered

with lampblack the sunlight can not pene

trate. And it is equally true, if not fully

as plain, that the unclean body—the un

clean mind—can not reflect the clear light."

"The unclean thought beclouds the mind

that harbors it." Could it be otherwise

without upsetting the laws of the universe?

Pick out those in any community who are

unmistakably persons of clean thoughts

and see how they prosper.

The clean mind and the clean body mean

happiness and prosperity and progress and

the mind that receives and harbors the

unclean in a measure shuts out enlighten

ment of all kinds—inspiration in literature,

mechanics, business, the law—it makes no

difference what.

A proof of this is to be found in what

happens when a big industrial or mercantile

corporation looks upon those who are

available as its representatives. The man

whose personality proclaims him to be a

man of good moral character—to be one

of clean thoughts—is invariably selected

in preference to one of doubtful morality.

Those who have analyzed the science of

salesmanship have placed among its founda

tion stones a good moral character.

Consider then the folly of those who

in their ignorance bedaub the windows of

their souls with unclean thoughts, and

practices and companionships, and then

cry out because the sunshine of prosperity

does not bathe them in its golden light!

THE REGIONS OF THE SOUL

IT is a beautiful thing to travel, to visit

other parts of the country, to behold

the glories of nature, to see other peoples
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to climb the mountains and be inspired

with new thoughts, to go down into deep

mines and great caves—it is good to do

these things that we may be made to feel

the littleness of man and anon to get a

glimpse of a finer life than that which we

have been leading. There is an old and

a very true saying that if there is anything

in man travel will bring it out. But it is

still a finer thing to take the lamp of knowl

edge and to explore the regions of one's

soul, and he who docs this travels in realms

that are without boundary.

The lamp of knowledge is fed by study,

observation, meditation. It matters very

little what a man studies as long as the study

is hard and persistent and the direction is

maintained—farming and astronomy are

equally good. The thing is to keep the lamp

burning so that darkness may not envelop

and the exploration cease. Watch out at

every step for signs of the Creator's hand—

for some master, far-reaching purpose in

everything in nature whether it be in the pain

which follows the physical or moral hurt,

the bloom on the grape, the downy balloon

that carries off the seed of the dandelion.

Everything comprehended gives a broader

view until, as man travels far in the regions

of his soul—his mental part—he will a

length have a realization of the pitiable thing

it is to dwell only on the surface—to be liv

ing the treadmill life wherein dollar bills ob

scure and restrict the vision just as

blinders keep a horse from glancing back

ward.

A journey from the Occident to the Orient

and from the Equator to the A tics will con

tain no more wonders than the soul of the

commonest man who will start out to get

acquainted with himself.

" Know Thyself," comes thundering down

the centuries to us. He who catches its

meaning gets new life and a new happiness.

BE PATIENT

IF they were only sure that their efforts

would meet wit'i success a great army

of men and women would start out to

day to build for themselves the temple of their

heart's desire in which each would lead a new

and a better life. But unfortunately they

have lurking within them a mean suspicion

that they will not succeed anyhow and con

sequently they stay in the rut.

Such an attitude of mind is really despica

ble. Those who are forever doubting their

own abilities without some very good reason

are guilty of a species of suicide because they

are willfully narrowing life. The suicide

stops all mortal life: the person with capabil

ities but without courage or confidence

throttles a part of life. The difference be

tween the two is sometimes only a difference

of degree.

No intelligent person should doubt his

ability to improve his life, to lead a really

grand life. The trouble generally is that the

individual is too impatient, and gives up be

cause he can not immediately get what he

wants. Look at nature and be encouraged

by the lessons to be found on every hand.

Nothing grows over night but mushrooms,

and they are in decay by sundown. The

farmer plants his seed in the springtime and

has faith that if he does his part he will have

a harvest in autumn. He does not give up

in despair when he sees just a few weak little

sprouts appearing above the tarth, nor is he

forever plucking things out by the roots to

see if they are growing. He has faith. He

knows that they will grow to maturity and

he works on satisfied that if he does his part

all will be well. Any great work must be

done by degrees. Ideas must be developed

as plants grow. Consider the monarch of

the forest and be patient. Time and work

will bring all things.

Pluck out that distrust of self and never

again let it take root.

HARNESSING THE MIND

STUDY is the harness by which the

power of the mind may be utilized and

made to accomplish tasks—study along

some well directed line with some definite

object in view.

Mere browsing around from one subject to

another will not do, for while much informa

tion may be acquired in this way, it is scat

tered, does not fit together, and the shifting

student does not develop strength which is

the great part of the lesson. In acquiring in

formation without having a definite object

one is constantly changing direction. It is

plain that he who travels a while n one di

rection, then changes and travels a while in

another direction and thus continues from

week to week can not possibly make any

port. And just book study without practical
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works is insufficient though it is an indis-

spensable companion to progress.

Study in all its senses is necessary—study

which calls out all the powers of concentra

tion, a lively imagination, meditation on the

full meaning of the words of the printed page,

the meaning of the things that we see in life

and works and practice.

To put the mind into harness takes time,

patience and much effort. No one ever

threw a harness upon a blooded colt and then

and there fou d him to drive well; no one

ever harness:d a river in a day and it took

years to harness steam. Even the hand of

the illiterate man needs much special exer

cise, training and coaxing before it becomes

skilful enough to do its part in writing the

owner's poor name.

Do not be discouraged then if your wild

horse goes plunging away toward the green

fields of pleasure when you try to harness

him. A little bit of study each day; a little

more mental effort in the given direction to

day than was expended yesterday, and a little

more tomorrow than today will harness the

force that is back of all forces ; nd nuke life

a real life.

Perhaps it is now only a mere possibility

of a real life.

BUILDING UP TO IT

CONTEMPLATING the fine situations

in life to which others have risen young

men and women will sometimes igno-

rantly say as they view what seems to be a

hopeless height," It is of no use to try; I can

never get up there." Persons who thus give

up without an effort are traitors to the best

that is in them, because they are accepting

defeat without first exhausting their resources

in honest effort.

In this matter of progress in life there is

much that is greatly misunderstood. The

past is as clear as day but the future is like

impregnable night. Too many are afraid of

the dark.

Those who have risen to the fine places in

ife did not soar there like birds on the wing.

We often hear of men and women climbing

up, but building up is what is actually done.

A wise way is to pick out the desired place

and then build up to it. He who wants a

desk 40 feet above the street level would not

expect to rise to that place without first build

ing up to it. The structure must be built

slowly, surely, steadily afte' a given plan.

Brick by brick, with line and level and in

dustry and it will go up.

"It is no use," of course, if a man will

simply look up and walk back and forth and

sigh or rail against the fates because he can

not jump up. The distance between the

earth and the good places is too great.

Every one must begin down on the hard pan

of reading and writing and arithmetic and

with these and a clean character as his foun

dation build just as one would construct a

house. A little bit every day will do it.

Avoid the lazy man's perspiring spur;

which is the companion of the sluggard'

long rest. Put some food solid piece of

information into the structure every day.

Let every step be so taken that it is for

all time.

Life

Robert Louis Stevenson

We uncommiserate pass into the night

From the loud banquet, and departing leave

A tremor in man's memories, faint and sweet

And frail as music. Features of our face,

The tones of the voice, the touch of the beloved hand,

Perish and vanish, one by one, from earth ;

Meanwhile in the hall of song, the multitude

Applauds the new performer. One, perchance,

One ultimate survivor lingers on,

And smiles, and to his ancient heart recalls

The long forgotten. Ere the morning die,

He too, returning, though the curtain comes,

And the new age forgets us and goes on.



Mouth to Mouth Advertising

BY SEYMOUR EATON

Text: At the mouth of three witnesses shall the
matter be established.—Deut. 19-15.

ADVERTISING and news are first

cousins.

A famous editor in giving a definition

of news to a green reporter said, "Anything

is news which breaks one of the ten com

mandments, and if it breaks number six

or number seven it is great news."

But the editor who invented that defini

tion is dead. What happened after is of

little concern.

Like some reformers of the present day,

he considered the poor devils commonly

known as the American public to be a lot

of blithering idiots with their eyes shut and

their mouths open waiting for the spoon.

We have since passed the spoon-feeding

age.

The advertiser of the twentieth century

must reckon with a people who think;

people with their eyes open and their

mouths shut; people who talk only when

they are convinced.

The advertising science is anything but

exact. It is an easy matter to diagnose

symptoms. The school graduate who writes

your copy can do this with remarkable

accuracy. But in advertising, as in medi

cine, very different causes produce very

similar disturbances; eye strain, a wobbly

steamer deck, or green watermelon; each

means an upset stomach.

But there are some broad general prin

ciples which are as permanent as the eternal

hills.

Two Irishmen chased a wild-cat up a

tree. Pat went up to shake him off while

Mike remained below to catch him when

he fell. Both were successful, but Mike

and the wild-cat were soon in a rough and

tumble scrap below. Pat called out, "Shall

Oi come down an' help you howld him,

Mike?" "Naw! Begorra, come down,

Pat, an' help me let go of him."

This story will serve as a supplementary

text covering this series of sermons. Ad

vertising is a wild-cat up a tree. Once

Note: From "Sermons on Advertising," copy
righted by The J. Walter Thompson Advertising Co.

you have shaken him off the problem of

"letting go" is quite as difficult as the

problem of "howlding on." In either

case, nine times out of ten, you're a deader.

But if 'you like risky sport and have am

munition enough to stand the siege go in

and win. The game is worth the

candle.

The great thing is to make people talk;

or rather to make them think. Effective

talking follows positive thinking. The

people who talk first and think afterwards

make poor advertisers.

As a general rule people are short on

talk. They are always running out. The

hopper must be fed. The shrewd adver

tiser scores every time he produces a new

topic of conversation. If he fails to make

people talk about his goods he makes them

talk about himself. They wash with his

soap or drink his tea or rub on his axle

grease just to g?t in touch with him.

We are all hero worshippers. Any man

is a hero who succeeds as an advertiser.

Sir Thomas Lipton and Lord Northcliffe

of England, understand this hero element

and they play it up more entertainingly

than any American who can be named.

Talk can be created about the most

commonplace things: baked beans or soap

or linen collars. You need only to know

what switch to turn on. The cook is

usually a better subject of conversation

than the food he employs. To talk about

food may indicate a knowledge on the

part of the housewife of things menial;

things that only the butler should know

about. It is all right, however, to talk

about the'cook; to let your neighbor know

that you employ a cook; that your domestic

affairs are so beautifully arranged that

each branch of the service is looked after

by a specialist. The successful food adver

tiser gets people talking by dilating upon

the health properties of his product. Health

and weather are the two most popular topics

of conversation.

If ever an advertiser succeeds in hitching

up to the weather he will make a decided

and everlasting hit.
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As a matter of fact, people do talk about

foods; the people whom you and I know.

Women rather delight in showing off at

club or at afternoon tea or at sewing circle

their superior knowledge; more especially

if other women present are a week or two

behind on the proper things to serve for

a quality lunch or a ten o'clock supper.

As a rule people talk most about the

things that flatter them.

We talk about the book we are reading

because we want to be considered bookish;

or the opera we heard because we like to

pose as a lover of music; or the society ball

or club dinner we attended because we

want you to know that we have entree to

the best social set.

We don't want to tell you plainly and

in cold blood how grand and superior and

exclusive we are, but we want you to draw

your own inferences.

Put a full half of your study on the cus

tomer and learn the homely maxim that a

little flattery is worth much advertising

space.

The things we leave unsaid are the most

interesting; the impressions of good things

kept back. For this reason the best ad

vertising is always indirect. It tells you

about one thing to set you thinking about

another, and the thing you are told about

does not attract you nearly so much as

the thing you are set thinking about. Your

curiosity is aroused and you want it satis

fied.

If the customer and the goods can be

advertised together the nail is hit squarely

on the head. This in a nutshell is the

secret of mouth to mouth advertising. It

can be done with almost any line of goods.

But it must not be forgotten that the

American people get through talking very

quickly. While the topic is in the air every

body talks; but things have been talked to

death. Better shut off the current every

little while just to have a chance to turn it

on again. If the sun didn't have a rising

and a setting it wouldn't be half so interest

ing; and we enjoy the full moon all the

more because it isn't always full.

The better the copy, as a general rule, the

better the results. Good copy for one class

of trade might be very poor copy for another.

But there are a few broad general principles

which are always true.

Your advertisement should be attractive

enough to catch the eye. Size doesn't do

this. A two-inch single-column card may

be made to attract more notice than an an

nouncement as big as a sheet of note paper.

If your advertisement isn't seen it isn't read,

and if it isn't read, no matter if it has ten

million circulation, it isn't worth a postage

stamp. You are not investing in circulation

but in readers of advertisements.

But the secret of copy is personality; red

hot hustling life. Like breeds like. If your

shop is a hustling go-ahead concern and this

spirit is reflected in your advertising, the

contagion will soon spread. The first hun

dred customers are the hardest to get; the

second hundred come in about half the

time; the third hundred are attracted by the

crowd.

I know a retail store in one of our large

cities, a branch of an English house which,

until the autumn of 1906, was managed by

an Englishman; austere, conservative, dig

nified; a man who would have been shocked

to see his shop advertised in an American

newspaper. He had an exclusive trade and

his net profits amounted to about $20,000 a

year. This Englishman died. His as

sistant, an aggressive young American, took

charge. He advertised; advertised con

tinuously in the best local newspaper. Last

year this exclusive shop made a net profit of

over $80,000. Why? Simply because there

are five hundred thousand well-to-do peo

ple in that city who never knew that this

shop existed until they saw those advertise

ments in the newspaper; and the shop has

an excellent street location, too.

This is a concrete case, the facts of which

I personally know. The Englishman de

pended upon the quality of his goods and

his beautifully crested stationery and his at

tractive shopwindow and his perpendicular-

backed dress-parade clerks; all of which were

above criticism. The young American put

the whole show into the newspaper; admis

sion free.

Show mc ten shops which advertise regu

larly and I will show you nine that are mak

ing money. The failure of the tenth is

probably due to bad management of some

sort.

Men are often unjust by omissions, as

well as by actions.—Antoninus.



How Patience Pays Dividends

'BY C M. USTICK

McCOY had every reason to get angry.

The old lady had been in the store

most of the morning looking at gas

fixtures. She had tramped up and down

stairs, visiting almost every part of the

six story building where he was working.

He was on the point of exploding several

times, but he held his temper in check,

and even when she only bought eight dol

lars and fifty cents' worth of material after

three hours he smiled at her as she was

about to leave. Just before she left she

turned to him and said:

"Now, Mr. McCoy, if you will come

out next Tuesday when the fixtures ar

rive, and see that they are put up correctly,

I think I can get you a contract for the

fixtures of our church.'

"Imagine my surprise," said McCoy

to me, "when I arrived, to find this woman

sitting on a pile of lumber, directing the

erection of the building. I found, that she

was the richest member of the congrega

tion, and that she managed her big estate

without assistance. Before her energy and

determina ion, and her firm belief in her

self, even the most successful men had to

give way. She was determined to be the

leader, and they had to let her have her

way.

"It happened that I had impressed her

with my patience and my courtesy, though

how I managed to keep my inner feelings

from making themselves known in my

actions that morning I have never been

able to understand. I am glad that I did

not turn her away with short answers, for

through her influence I secured the con

tract for the fixtures of that church, and

this week I expect to hear from my son in

regard to the lighting of a vessel that plies

in New York harbor. I espect to secure

this contract, and if I do this will make

over Si 00,000 worth of business we have

secured either directly or indirectly through

the influence of this woman, with whom I

spent so much time in a store fourteen years

ago. I tell you it pays to have patience

with customers."

Give the Ad Man a Chance

BY SEYMOUR EATON

THE story is told of an Irishman who

went to the water-front to look for

a job. Some divers were making

ready to go out on their day's work. They

needed another man and engaged Pat.

Along during the day it was necessary that

some one go down to help the divers. Pat

volunteered. The diving suit was put on

and it was explained that if there should

be any accident and he needed to come

up quickly he simply had to touch a little

button in his waist-band and a bell would

ring in the boat or he could pull a signal

rope and be drawn up immediately. In less

than three minutes the bell rang furiously;

this and the jerking on the rope indicated

that something serious was wrong. Pat

was drawn up to the surface. He mo

tioned to have the diving suit taken off.

This done his employers enquired what

was wrong. "Be gobs," he said, "I've

quit. I'll not wourk on a job where I can't

sphit on me hands."

The moral is this: Don't load your ad

vertising manager down with iron-clad

regulations and restrictions and then expect

him to do his best work. Give him room

to spit on his hands.

If I Could

Rudyard Kipling

If only myself could talk to myself

As I knew him a year ago,

I could tell him a lot

That would save him a lot

Of things he ought to know.



From Other Philosophers

Do You Want Money or Freedom?—

Money enters in two different characters

into the scheme of life. A certain amount,

varying with the number and with the

empire of our desires, is a true necessity

to each one of us in the present order of

society; but beyond that amount, money

is a Commodity to be bought or not to be

bought, a luxury in which we may either

indulge or stint ourselves, like any other.

And there are many luxuries that we may

legitimate y prefer to it, such as a grateful

conscience, a country life, or a woman of

our inclination. Trite, flat and obvious

as this conclusion may appear, we have

only to look around us in society to see

how scantily it has been recognized; and

perhaps even ourselves, after a little re

flection, may decide to spend a trifle less

for money, and indulge ourselves a trifle

more in the article of freedom.

—Robert Louis Stevenson.

Life Not All Action?—Yet life does

not consist entirely of action. Action is

but one half of life, the other half being

thought. And here is the need of medita

tion, if life is to be rightly lived, for thought

always precedes action and determines its

nature. Our actions cannot be purged

and perfected without thought. There

must be periods devoted to earnest thought

upon life, if life is to be rendered pure and

blameless. A tree will perish if its root is

starved, and the life of a man becomes

starved and withered if it is not fed by silent

and serious thought.—James Allen.

Avoid Discouraging Companionship.—

When a man tells you that success is impos

sible except for the lucky, stop talking to

him on success topics. He is wrong, and

the influence of his talk is absolutely bad.

You can't afford to injure your chances for

success by discussing them with men who

believe that you have none, any more than

a sick person can afford to have some one

at the bedside who constantly prophesies

death. Break away from such people.

Make companions of men and women of

hopeful and happy disposition.

II. K. Read.

Be a $25,000 Man.—With each descend

ing step in the scale the number of those

competing for place increases in geometries

ratio, until at the very bottom you find the

greatest crowd of all. The lower the pay,

the more menial the work, the greater is the

scramble for it. For example, take a grea.

manufacturing corporation. Its presidtm

dies or retires. The salary is perhaps_$25 •

000 a year. The directors begin the search

for a successor, and if they find two or three

broad, able, and forceful men from who-D

to make a selection, and who have noi

already better positions, they will be for

tunate. But suppose the vacancy is that of

assistant bookkeeper, or bill clerk at $40 1

month. A hundred men—yes, a thousand

if it is in a great city—can be had in a day's

time. And the $25,000 man is cheapr-

than the $40 a month man.

—The Big Monthly.

The Universe Your Raw Material. -

1 am wax—I am energy. Like the whirl

wind and waterspout I twist my environment

into my form, whether it will or not. What

is it that transmutes electricity into auroras,

and sunlight into rainbows, and soft flakes

of snow into stars, and adament into crys

tals, and makes solar systems of nebulae'

Whatever it is, I am its cousin german. i

too have my ideals to work out, and the uni

verse is given rrie for raw material. I am

a signet and I will put my stamp upon tin

molten stuff before it hardens. What al

legiance do I owe to environment? 1 shed

environments for others as a snake sheds its

skin. The world must come my way—

slowly if it will—but still my way. I am a

vortex- launched into chaos to suck it into

shape.—Ernest Crosby.

Make Your College Better.—If you

are a student in a college, seize upon the

good that is there. You get good by giving

it. You gain by giving—so give sympathy

and cheerful loyalty to the institution. Be

proud of it. Stand by your teachers—they

are doing the best they can. If the place is

faulty, make it a better place by an example

of cheerfully doing your work every day the

best you can.—Elberl Hubbard.
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A Good Front.—It is a great thing to be

able to put up a good front, especially when

you are looking for a job, but this will not

suffice entirely. It is essential that you have

other goods than those in the show window.

Some of the poorest excuses for real workers

I have ever known could put up a dazzling

front. The show window was very attrac

tive, but on entering the storehouse, the

shelves were not only scantily filled, but what

they did contain was sometimes an assort

ment that could not be used in a good busi

ness. Stock up, young man, good and strong,

with a variety of first class articles used in

any industrial shop, and then you can put

in the window anything you have in stock,

and will be able to deliver the goods, a thing

you could not do if they were all in the win

dow.—/. N. Wright.

Untrained Minds.—Everywhere we see

young men and young women tied to very

ordinary positions all their lives simply be

cause, though they had good brains, they

were never cultivated, never developed. They

never tried to improve themselves, did not

care to read anything. Their salaries on a

Saturday night, and a good time, are about

all they see; and the result the narrow, the

contracted, the pinched career. Men and

women who have utilized only a very small

percentage of their ability—not made it

available by discipline and education—

always work at a great disadvantage. A

man capable, by nature, of being an em

ployer, is often compelled to be a very ordi

nary employee because his mind is totally

untrained.—Success Magazine.

Napoleon as an Advertising Man.—

Napoleon would have made a great adver

tising man. When sought for to quell a

riot raging in the streets of Paris he was .

found in his attic unobserved and unseen

studying the streets of the great city. When

confronted with the success of his later cam

paigns and realizing the importance of hav

ing the masses with him he carefully cal

culated the effect of waiting before announc

ing his victories until he was able to date his

dispatch with the name of the "place of his

defeated adversary. This intelligent com

bination of accurate knowledge of the real

fundamental and subtle forces, with the

power to attract and hold the ephemeral

popular mind, is the wide range of ability

that the advertising man who succeeds to

day must possess.—John Lee Mahin.

Work.—For there is a perennial noble

ness, and even sacredness, in Work. Were

he never so benighted, forgetful of his high

calling, there is always hope in a man that

actually and earnestly works. In idleness

alone is there perpetual despair. Work,

never so mammonish, is in communication

with Nature; the real desire to get Work

done with itself leads one more and more to

truth, to Nature's appointments and regu

lations, which are truth.—Thomas Carlyle.

The Proof of Power.—The man who

is worthy of being a leader of men will

never complain of the stupidity of his

helpers, of the ingratitude of mankind, nor

of the inappreciation of the public. These

things are all a part of the great game of

life, and to meet them and not go down

before them in discourage ent and defeat

is the final proof of power.

—Elbert Hubbard.

The Blindness of Drunkards.—When

a man has lost his sense of shame, or, worse

still, when he is making a glory of that

which is in reality a disgrace, he has at

tained, shall I say, the perfection of wicked

ness. You see this in the drunkard. He

can not be persuaded to -regard himself as

in any way an aggravated sinner. He does

not see himself with your eyes, and he

cannot understand why those who were

once on fami'iar terms of friendship with

him turn their backs upon him now and

refuse to receive him in their own homes.

They are proud, or ungrateful, or treacher

ous—all the blame is laid on them—but

he is as good as ever he was. He is ignorant

of his degradation. Their quarrel is with

those who cast them out of society, not at

all with themselves. They have become

too hardened even to despise themselves.

They do not know to how low a depth of

depravity they have sunk. Hence, how

ever degraded a man may be, there is help

for him if he only knows his condition. That

is the handle by which you may raise him.

—William M. Taylor.



Let's Talk Business

DURING one of Mr. Sheldon's lecture

trips through the east, a man came

up to him at Buffalo and praised The

Business Philosopher so highly that

Mr. Sheldon, veteran salesman that he is,

was really embarrassed. This good friend

said The Business Philosopher was so

good that he would like very much if ar

rangements could be made to pay for a

Life Subscription, so that he could dis

pense with the annual bother of remitting,

and would always be sure of being in line

for the good things we have to offer every

little while. The suggestion given at that

time has resulted in our offering the biggest

bargain ever put forth by the Sheldon

University Press. We are going to give

a Life Subscription to all our old sub

scribers who send in Ten Dollars right

away. You will appreciate what a bargain

this is when we tell you that the subscrip

tion price will be increased to Two Dollars

a year beginning with the January number.

Ten Dollars sent in now will put your

name on the list for life, and if you are a

true Sheldon follower you will live long

enough to see that those who are foolish

enough to take the biblical limit seriously,

and die at three score and ten, are leaving

the world in their youth.

* '* *

The improvements we will make be

ginning with the January number are really

too big for us to talk much about at this

time. You might think we are planning

to take in too much territory. We shall

not make any announcement of our plans

but will let the particular nature of the

improvements come to you as a surprise.

All we want you to know is that we are

going to give you back many times the two

dollars which a year's subscription wil

cost you. It is Mr. Sheldon's intention

to make The Business Philosopher the

greatest business building magazine in the

world, and those who know what he has

done in the past do not for a single moment

doubt but that his every dream will ma

terialize.

* * *

Just as a hint of what is coming, sixteen

more pages have been added to The Busi

ness Philosopher. New departments have

been added and more space can now be

devoted to the old ones. However, this is

as we said above, just a hint of what is

coming.

* * *

When planning Christmas presents for

that boy of yours keep in mind that nothing

will prove of greater value to him than a

life subscription to The Business Philos

opher. Send along Ten Dollars and have

his name placed with the names of other

Real Good Folks for life.

* * *

We have just gotten out a special list of

books. These books are especially recom

mended by the educational department of

the Sheldon School for all students of the

science of salesmanship. They cover al

most the entire reading field. This list

we shall be glad to send to all who request

it. A postal card request will bring it to

you.

* * *

An exceptionally fine little booklet,

showing a birdseye view of Sheldonhurst,

together with several other little touches of

Lake Eara scenery, has been prepared

for those who are interested in the sub

ject of vacations. All wise men and women

take a vacation once a year, usually in the

summer time. For those who want a real

re-recreation time, and who want to go

home refreshed in mind and body, there

will be a gathering of the Live Ones at

Sheldonhurst next July and August. This

booklet tells all about it. It is never too

early to get information about a Good

Thing. Why not write to us and tell us

you are interested?

* * *

To save yourself from the usual Christmas

rush, why not send to us for our list of

books today? Books are always appropri

ate^—perhaps there is nothing that gives

more pleasure for a greater length of time

than a good book. We find a certain amount

of selfish pleasure in saying that we have

some mighty fine books—books that you and

your friends really ought to have on your

library shelves.
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There ar? times when we really desire

to get better things for those we love. Lack

of money is usually a handicap in carrying

out our desires. To those who want to

earn more money with which to do good,

and who want to earn it easily, we send

out the advice to write to us for our offer

to live folks who know how, or want to

learn how to take subscriptions to The

Business Philosopher.

* * *

As has been said before: Our greatest

bargain is a Life Subscription at Ten

Dollars.

* * *

James Allen's books contain more in

spiration than any other books published

in America today. The Sheldon University

Press is the only authorized publisher of

the Allen books in America. We have a

special ittle booklet which gives prices

and descriptions of all these publications.

You can have a copy for the asking.

* * *

A man wanted his Business Philos

ophers bound up in fitting style. 1 he

binder fixed up a volume in green leather,

gilt letters and marbled sides. Tony, who

presides over the destinies of the shipping

department, called it "real scrumptious."

You can have one of these "real scrump

tious" volumes of the 1907 variety fixed up

for you if you send along, say, Three Dollars.

We have less than forty of these for sale,

so perhaps you will only be showing wisdom

if you send in your order right away.

Business Builders

A. F. SHELDON /

The electric flash of ambition and the hissing steam of initiative are as easily

and skillfully applied by science to the demands of commerce as the physical

elements.

Let us give thanks that the cycle oj lime in its majestic sweep is bringing the

Business World into the constellation where the stars 0} the first magnitude are

—Faith, Hope, Love.

An Egotist: One who doesn't know very much and hasn't found it out yet.

An Egoist: One who is not nearly as wise as he is capable of becoming and is

well aware of the fad.

When the idealism of man conflicts with the laws of God, God invariably gets

the best of it. All the philosophy of the learned Greeks, backed up by the arts

of rhetoric and sophistry, could not change one jot or tittle the rights of natural

affection of the sway of a woman's love.

A man is made after he is born. He begins with a little faith—he develops

great faith; he begins with a little courage—he develops great courage; he begins

with a little intelligence—he develops great intelligence; he begins with a little

love—he develops great love; he begins with a little business—he develops a

great business; he begins a clerk—he develops a merchant prince. All men

are natural-born.



The Philosopher Among His Books

What a place to be in is an old library! It seems as though all the souls of all Ike writers

that have bequeathed their labors to these Bodleians were reposing here, as in some dormitory

or middle state. I do not want to handle, to profane the leaves, their winding-sheets. I could

as soon dislodge a shade. I seem to inhale learning, walking amid their foliage; and the

odor of their old moth-scented coverings is fragrant as the first bloom of those sciential apples

which greic amid the happy orrhard.—Charles Lamb.

Work and Habits. By Senator Albert J.

Beveridge. Henry Altemus Company,

Philadelphia.

If there is any man in the country fitted

to write on work and habits, Senator Bev

eridge is that man. Beveridge, you know,

used to be a salesman. He was a book

agent, and they do say that he was a good

one. He has been a good salesman all his

days. He seems to have sold his services

to Indiana for life, something for which

Indiana ought to be most thankful. The

great chapter in this book is called "The

Vicious Fe%r of Losing " Beveridge says

that every man should have enough back

bone, enough stamina, enough manhood,

enough of the true sport in him to dare

to lose for the right. He tells story after

story of men representing their constituents

in Washington who are yellow enough to

sink the right in order to win a personal

political victory, or to keep from being

counted among the dead ones by the powers

that be. He also tells of men who have

dared to lose small victories and by losing

these small victories have won la ge ones.

The book also shows what habits will do

for a man in winning his way successward.

The writer counsels good habits and hard

work. He need furnish no affidavits to

the wise that this advice is always rated at

par. It always pays dividends.

* * *

Everybody's Dictionary. Practical Text

Book Company. Cleveland.

"Everybody's Dictionary" is a tiny little

vest pocket edition. It is dressed in green

leather and is a delightful companion for

the man who wants something that con

tains much in small compass. It is an

ever ready help to the man who cannot

lead in a spelling match. In addition to

its 33,000 words it contains tables of various

kinds.

Good Citizenship. By Grover Cleveland.

Henry Altemus Company, Philadelphia.

Prosperity is a bad thing for a country

where the citizens have not h d an educa -

tion of the true kind. This is what Grover

Cleveland shows in this book. With pros

perity the conscience of the citizens sleeps.

Everything is going along well with them.

What is the use of worrying about the de

tails of government ? The folks in power

are doing well. The banks are solid. It

is not hard to borrow money when it is

needed. The grocer and the butcher and

the baker are delighted to extend credit.

So the people forget that they are all mem

bers of a great community. They do not

perform their duties as members of this

great embryo republic. They assume that

the country is close to perfection, and that

a change for the worse is unlikely. The

author shows that the only way this gov

ernment can be made really democratic

is through all citizens becoming democratic.

He does not use the word in the narrow-

party sense. His democracy is a govern

ment by the people and for the people. He

is not concerned over the name of the

political party. All he wants is service—

the best service to the greatest number.

In order to get this service each individual

must do his share. No man can escape

his obligations. The evils in the govern

ment today arc due to the evils—or nega

tives—in the individuals composing the

government. This nation is ruled by the

majority. Grover Cleveland in this book

pleads for better individuals.

* * *

Fountain of Old Age. By John D. Howe.

Omaha.

Here is a book that was written just for

the fun of it. The writer makes no boasts

about his literary ability. He has lived

on this old earth for enough years to know
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that it is a pretty fair old place after all.

Anyhow . it is the best any of us knows

anything about. Howe does not spend

his time, like another Ponce de Leon, in

searching for the Fountains of Youth. He

has spent his whole life in searching for

the Fountain of Old Age. He knew that

he was headed toward Old Age all the

time. He knew he would arrive. There

fore he was in no hurry. He took his time.

That is why he was able to frolic around

the Fountain when he arrived. He says

he has found many other happy folks there.

Only happy folks will ever enjoy the Foun

tains of Old Age. Others will get lost in

a trackless desert.

* * *

Chamberlain's Principles of Business Law.

By John Aldrich Chamberlain, The W.

H. Anderson Company, Cincinnati, 0.

The gods might just as well inflict upon

a business man the twelve labors of Hercules

as to expect him to understand the laws

which have been ground out by so-called

wise men during the years that have gone

by1. It is certain, though, that a business

man must know a great deal about law.

He must know the principles of law under

lying ordinary business transactions. He

need not spend several good days of his

life in reading dry tomes in order to find

out the difference between tweedledom

and tweedledee. Mr. Chamberlain has

taken it upon his shoulders to carry the

business man's legal burden. He has

compressed into one fairly large volume

all the law that a business man needs in

the ordinary course of a year's work. He

tells of the sources and classification of

law; contracts; commercial paper; surety

ship; agency; partnership; corporations;

real property; real estate mortgages; land

lord and tenant; personal property; sales

of personal property; bailments; carriers;

chattel mortgages; pledges of personal

property; inn-keepers; slander and libel,

and trade marks and trade names. That

is pretty nearly enough to satisfy even those

hungry for legal lore.

* * *

The Steps of Life. Essays on Happiness.

By Carl Hilty. The Macmillan Com

pany, New York.

Sin and sorrow, culture and courage, a

just judgment of others, a rational optimism

—here are some of the subjects on which

Professor Hilty writes in his own profes

sional manner. The book is indeed tran

quil. There is nothing about it that sparkles.

It is not Emersonian. One cannot carry

off many paragraphs and delight friends by

quoting them. But the took is sane and

calm. It is written by a man who is serious

—who does not have the Stevensonian con

tempt for conventionality, and who does

not stir one with the thought that he is

one of those who writes with the God of

Inspiration whispering in his ear.

* * *

How They Succeeded. By Orison Swett

Marden. Lothrop Publishing Company,

Boston.

Here is a writer who is always an inspira

tion. He does not write as one who en

deavors to stir within the minds of his

readers admiration for the beauty of his

sentences. He writes inspirational articles

—writes them right out from his heart. In

this book he tells how many of the men

whom this country has called great, reached

the top. The stories are interesting. They

stir into activity sluggish ambition. They

are of the sort that make the young man

say, "I want tu do my work like that," and

then send him out to dare and do. Marden

has done incalculable good in his time—

good work that will continue to be good

long after Marden himself has slipped away

into Never Never Land, to a high place

in that happy world which he has long ago

won for himself. No one would be guilty

of saying that this book is one that should

be studied by the man who aims to equal

Walter Pater in beauty of expression, but

the red-blooded young man who neglects

to read it is denying himself a pleasure that

be can find in few other places. Orison

Swett Marden is a modern thought moulder.

He is building structures which add to the

strength of the world—he is building men.

* * *

Paths to the Heights. By Sheldon Leavitt.

The Thomas Crowell Company, New

York.

Sheldon Leavitt is a Chicago physician

who has departed from the ranks of the old

time medicos, and in another field is attract

ing to himself and his methods of healing

much attention. Leavitt wins our ad

miration by assuming that the human body
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is a machine which will run along smoothly

so long as it is kept in repair, and that

there is nothing needed to keep it in repair

which cannot be supplied by Commonsense.

He does not think that the race would go

to the bow wows tomorrow if the bottles

that make the shelves in the drug stores

groan were taken up and cast into that

exterior darkness. He agrees with Shel

don that right thinking has more to do with

health than anything that can be poured

out into a spoon. Leavitt believes—and

is willing to demonstrate this belief in a

convincing way—that the only reason folks

are sick is because they are ignorant of the

law. He believes that sickness is a con

fession on the part of the sick that they have

evaded the observance of a law, and that

they are only getting paid for doing wrong.

He admits that this wrong is generally done

by those who are ignorant of the law. But

the laws of health are no more lenient to

those who are ignorant of them than are

the laws of Russia. Of course there is

this difference: the laws of health are just

laws. Leavitt tells something of these

laws in his good book. Ignorance of them,

therefore, excuses no man.

How to Produce Future Great Men

WILLIAM WALKER ATKINSON

Hold the mental attitude that your children

are fully able to take care of themselves,

with a minimum of waiting on. Hold to

the thought that they are growing individuals,

not Nonentities. Show by thought, word

and action that these little people have

thinkers of their own—bodies of their own—

legs of their own—hands of their own.

Let them exercise these thinkers—bodies—

arms—legs. Let them "do things" for

themselves, as soon as they are able, and don't

fool yourself about their not being able. Ex

pect it of them, and you will be astonished

to see how quickly they will grow up to the

standard. Stop your coddling, petting and

babying. Now, I do not mean to stop

loving them, kissing them, caressing them

—God forbid that I should mean this, for

the memory of the expressions of love be

stowed upon me by my parents is one of

the dearest things in life to me. But let

your love show itself in the training of the

little mind to realize its Individuality—its

reality. Teach the child to stand upon its

own feet, mentally, morally and every other

way. Let the kindergarten idea be in full

operation in your homes. Did you ever

realize just what is back of the kindergarten

idea? If not, better look it up—you need

it in your business of child rearing. Kinder

gartens teach children to think for them

selves—act for themselves—do for them

selves. They do away with the " I am

afraid," or "I can't" idea in the child, and

substitute for it the "I can and I will"

mental qualities. Don't be afraid of en

couraging your children when they do the

best they know how. Give them the pat

on the back, the encouraging smile, the

loving kiss. You can't spoil them in that

way—don't be afraid. Take an interest

in what they are doing—enter into their

little lives—get close to tlum. Oh, these

little ones, the hope of the race, what are

we making of them? Let our love go out

to them without stint—full measure, heaped

and running over—but let us show it by

making them future men and women instead

of helpless creatures. And in the days to

come they will rise and call us blessed.

No gain is so certain as that which proceeds from the economical

use of what you have.

Aim to be the keystone of the great arch of business.

Recreation is not being idle, but easing the wearied part by change

of business.-—Locke.
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THE MOSHER BOOKS

FALL ANNOUNCEMENT

The Old World Series The Lyric Garland

Bound in the following styles:

Japan vellum, flexible, turned down fore-edges,

Si .00 net.
Old-style blue paper boards, white back and

label, $1 .25 net.
Flexible leather, smooth, dark olive, gilt tops,

Si.50 net.
Japan vellum edition (numbered copies only),

$2.50 net.

XLVI

Liber Amokis; or the New Pygmalion

By William Hazlitt.

With an Introduction by William Marion Reedy

XLVI I

Sonnets of the Wingless Hours

By Eugene Lee-Hamilton

XLVIII

The Pearl: An English Vision-Poem

of the Fourteenth Century.

A Complete version in Modern Verse by Marian

Mead.

The Ideal Series

Printed on hand-made paper, price 50c. net.
Japan vellum edition, price, $1.00 net.

Ann: a Memory, By Thomas DeQuincy

x

Three Legends*of the Christ Child,

By Fiona Macloed.

The Vest Pocket Series

Blue paper wrapper. 25 cents. Limp cloth,
40 cents. Flexible leather, gilt top, 75 cents.

XV

A Little Book of Nature Thoughts

from Fiona Macleod.

Selected by Mrs. William Sharp and Roselle
Lathrop Shields.

XVI

Toward Humanity: Selections from the

Writings of Robert G. Ingersoll.

Edited by Anne Montgoinerie Traulx-I.

Hand-made paper edition. 50 cents net per
volume.

Japan vellum edition, $1.00 net per volume.

XIII

Echoes of Life and Death: xlvii

Lyrics. By William Ernest Henley.

XIV

xxi Poems Written by Lionel

Johnson.

Selected by William Butler Yeates.

Miscellaneous

XXXIX AND XL1I

I. The Hound of Heaven. By Francis

Thompson.

II. Ode on Intimations of Immortal

ity. By William Wordsworth.

These two volumes are issued in uniform style.
925 copies on hand made paper, blue wrappers,

40 cents net.
200 copies on hand-made paper, marbled paper

boards, 60 cents net.
100 copies on Japan vellum, decorated wrappers

Si .00 net.

XI.

The Hound of Heaven and other

Poems. By Francis Thompson.

50 numbered copies only on Japan vellum,
of which 40 are for sale. Price. $3.00 net.

XLI

The Timf of Roses. By John Vance

Cheney.

An original Series of Sonnets with lyrics
interspersed.

900 copies, square i6mo. on hand-made paper,
7S cents net.

50 copies on Japan vellum, at $r.5o net.

XLIII

The Poetical Works of Oscar Wilde

Including Poems in Prose with a Bibliograph
ical Index, Portrait and Facsimiles.

750 copies, quarto, printed on hand-made
paper, bound in old-style, ribbed-back
boards, with die stamped in gold from an
originial design by the author. Price $4 net.

Also 25 numbered copies on Japan vellum, at
$8.00 net.

My new Catalogue for 1908 will be ready

Nov. 1, and is sent free on request.

THOMAS B. MOSHER, Portland, Maine
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Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois

The Business Philosopher

One Dollar a Year Ten Gents a Copy

July First, 1908

Dear Mr. Salesman:

Laughter is to a man what a good cry (whatever that is) is

to a woman. You ought to take a dose of laughter every day for

your business's sake. Laughter, however, is not a medicine that

should be taken undiluted, nor should it be given in dishes that

smash the pure food laws into smithereens.

The laughter that is wrapped up in saffron hued stories is

really^not the best thing for the summer season. That was all

right last winter for those who were behind in style, but for sum

mer use this kind of laughter is strictly tabu. It will also be n. g.

next winter.

In order to get laughter that is guaranteed to do the work ex

pected of it all the time, the thing to do is to send us One Dollar

for that jolly, good of book of Charlie Crewdson's, "Tales of the

Road." Here is a book that wraps much laughter in common-

sense— and we've been told that laughter wrapped this way keeps

longer and retains its flavor.

Crewdson, you know, was a traveling man. He was a sales

man, too. He also kept his eyes and ears open and saw and heard

things that are only seen and heard by the man on the road. He

tells of merchants and salesmen and salesmangers and the rest of

the business getting and business building fraternity, and his

stories are just brim-full of lessons.

As we said before, all you have to do to hear Charlie tell |you

his tales is to send One Dollar to us. Our mutual uncle, Samuel,

will attend to the rest.

Merrily yours,

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

1
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You can have

"THE NAUTILUS"

—edited by that brainy woman,

Elizabeth Towne—and

"THE BUSINESS

PHILOSOPHER"

for One Dollar and Fifty Coppers

Of course

you ought to accept this right now

When you want a rest you

really ought to come to

Sheldonhurst and lie un

der the trees on the banks

of Lake Eara.

—Sheldon

X. Y. Z.— Keep in mind

the Business Chautauqua

planned for 1909.

It is our love for any task that begets

earnestness, fidelity and enthusiasm, and

these are the kind of weapons that make

victory sure. Hence it is really love that

conquers success.—A . F. Sheldon.

The Men in High Places

today are there because of self-confidence, coupled
with that concentration of mind which enables
them to rule themselves first and others after.
The Bible says: "He that ruleth his spirit is
better than he that taketh the city," and it might
have gone on to say that he who is able to rule
his spirit will finally take the city. Master your
self first and then you can master others.

Dr. Rocine's grand book "Mind Training*' will
give you self-confidence. Places you in a bodily
and mental attitude of success, and so teaches you
to develop your mind and memory as to become
a great man in the world. It is a masterly work
of 225 large clearly printed pages, ncatlyt bound
in green cloth and gold, and newly revised to
date. Develop self-confidence, cures bashfulness,
trains geniusness. Price, S2.00 prepaid.

HUMAN SCIENCE SCHOOL

Dept. 379 East 25th Street, Chicago, 111.

Increase Your Sales

ADVEimSttS

MAGAZINE
 

The greatest boost to Scientific
Salesmanship is a knowledge of
advertising. No great mercantile
success is achieved without this
business-building force. All sales-
managers utilize it. Study the
ways successful advertisers are
getting business today. Read
Advertisers' Magazine — filled
with money-making plans and
ideas that _ underlie aggressive,
order-bringing salesmanship.

Successful campaigns described—layout, copy and
illustrations analyzed. Every number interest

ing, instructive, nelpful—5a pages each month
crammed with advertising suggestions, criticisms,
ways and means. Best "Advertising School" in
existence; a practical journal for salesmen, sales
managers and business men who advertise.
Special offer:

FREE COPY OF

"Dollars and Sense"

with a year's subscription. "Dol-.

lars and Sense" has no theory in
its 120 pages—every premise is
experience. These are brother-
to-brother business lessons—Suc
cess talks on Advertising; Buying,
Competition, Credit, Financing,
Salesmen, Selling, etc. Every hint
will help you today. Send 50c (coin
or stamps) fdr year's subscription
and book free. Money back if dis

satisfied. Sample magazine free.

ADVERTISERS* MAGAZINE
642 Century Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
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Seekers of Smiles and Sense

Ye who would smile and know something of the sweet

ness of life as it is seen by a man who thinks the Golden

Rule is a pretty fair thing to do one's daily work by, and

who have sensed that those who cannot laugh are dying

at the top, ought to read "EVERYMAN."

There may be a more beautiful little pocket magazine

published somewhere in the world, but we do not know

where. You can have this little messenger of sunshine—

sent out by Luke North from California—and

The Business Philosopher

by sending along One Dollar Fifty to

THE SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

%\w 11a a dang

When weary and depressed

with the burden of the day —

when the heart mayhap is ach

ing a little with disappoint

ment—when the tension of the

strenuous life is drawn too taut

—then you find coolness, rest,

peace, and refreshing in the

gentle melody and fine opti

mism of one of the lyrics of

America's own poet—

Eimg&llirai

We n: ve a few copies of his best

in limp ooze ca'.f, silk lined, silk

"UKer, with name stamped in gold

an hot pressed panel. It is yours

:yr One Dollar.

Eurk or l^vnhtnn?

Which is the secret of success ?

Should there be any doubt in your

mind read the quaint story by

Maria Edgeworth

Mwcuh % Inlurkg

It is a splendid nerve-tonic to one facing

difficult circumstances, a renewer of faith

for one whose skies are sunny.

The Business Philosopher edition,

paper, is now offered at a price that

puts it in your reach for wide distri

bution.

Three for Ten Cenfs

Order a quantity today and hand them

to your associates.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, Illinois
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Ilhat ta Watty Wfyk

Here is a complete list of the great "What is Worth

While Series". Of some of these we have but one

copy. When you order give names of three or four you

like especially. The price, while they last, is Thirty

Five Cents a volume

Abraham Lincoln
After College, What
An Iron Will
Art and Optimism
Best Life
Blessed are the Cross-Bearers
Blessing of Cheerfulness
Books in Their Seasons
Books That Nourish Us
By the Still Waters
Cardinal Virtues
Celestial Railroad
Challenge of the Spirit
Character Building Thought
Power

Character the Grandest Thing

in the World
Cheerfulness as a Life Power
Children's Wing
Christ-Filled Life
Christian Ideal
Christmas Making
City Without a Church
Conditions of Success in Public

Life
Conflicting Duties
Culture and Reform
Daily Maxims from Amiel's

Journal
Does God Comfort
Don't Worry
Do We Believe It
Drink Problem
Economy
Everlasting Arms
Every Living Creature
Expectation Corner
Expulsive Power of a New
Affection

Face of the Master
Faith and Life
Family Manners
Friendly Counsels
Fruit of the Vine
Gentle Heart
Girls: Faults and Ideals
Giving What Wc Have
Glimpses of The Heavenly

Light.
Glory of the Imperfect
Golden Rule in Business
Good Manners and Success
Greatest Thing Ever Known

Greatness of.Patience
Happy Life
Heavenly Recognition
Heresy of Parson Medlicott
Hour of Opportunity
How ? When ? Where ?
How Mr. Rhodda Broke the
SpeU

How to be Self-supporting at
College

Ideal Motherhood
Ideals in the Education of
Women

If I Were a College Student
If I Were God
Immense
In Perfect Peace
Is Life Worth Living?
J. Cole
Jessica's First Prayer
Jim and His Soul
King of the Golden River
Laddie
Light Ho, Sir I
Light in Dark Places
Lost Art of Reading

Love and Friendship
Loving My Neighbor

Luxury and Sacrifice
Marriage Altar
Mary of Bethany
Master and Man
Meaning and Value of Poetry
Meditations of Joseph Roux
Miriam
Miss Toosey's Mission
Model Prayer
Modern Man and Maid
Move Upward
Old Man Savarin
Paths of Duty
Personal Recollections of

Whittier
Personality of God
Poetry of the Psalms
Poets Vision of Man
Polly Button's New Year
Power of Personality
Practical or Ideal
Problem of Duty
Program of Christianity
Questions of Empire
Rational Education for Girls

Religion in Common Life
Sailor Apostle
Salvation from Sin
Secret of Gladness
Secrets of Happy Home Life
Self-Cultivation in English
Self- Culture
Self Made Man in American

Life
Ships and Havens
Souri Quest after God
Spiritual Lesson from the

Brownings
Standeth God Within the
Shadow

Stillness and Service
Straight Shots at Young Men
Study of English Literature
Summer Gathering
Supernatural
Sweetness and Light
Take Heart Again
Talks About a Fine Art
Tell Jesus ■

Tin Kitchen
To Whom Much is Given
Transfigured Life
The Battle of Life
The Good Old Way
The Happy Life
Trend ot the Century
True Womanhood
Two Pilgrims,
Under the Old Elms
Unto the Hills
Victory of Exry Gardner
Victory of our Faith
War and Civilization
Ways of Well Doing

What a Carpenter Did With
His Bible

What Good Does Wishing Do
What is Worth While
What Men Live By
When Thou Hast Shut Thy

Door
Wherefore Didst Thou Doubt
Wherefore, O God
Where Love Is, There God Is
Also

Why go to College
William McKinley

Young Men: Faultsand Ideals

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, 111.
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Will you

accept this

Business

Book

if we

send it

free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no

money! Take no risk!

One hundred and twelve of the world's master

business men have written ten books—2,193 pages

—1,497 vital business secrets. In them is the best

of all that they have been able to squeeze from tlieir

own costly experience about

—Purehasing-
—Credits
-Collection*
—Accounting-

—Time-Keeping-
—Cosl-Keepine;

—Advertising
—Correspondence
—Salesmanship

—Retailing
—Wholesaling
—Manufacturing:

—Insurance
—Real Estate
—Public Utilities
—Banking

-Organization
- -Systematizing;

-P, i-Gettij
—Posit ion-Holding-
—Man-Handling-
—Man-Training
—Business-General

ship
—Competition Fig-ht-
ing-and hundreds and
hundreds of other vi
tal business subjects.

A y,O50 word booklet lias been published describing-, ex
plaining:, picturing- the work. Paeres 2 and 3 tell about
managing- businesses great and small; pag-es i and 5 deal
with credits, collections and with rock-bo.tom purchasing-:
pages fl and 7 with handling- and training- men; pages 7 to
12 with salesmanship. Willi advertising, with the market
ing- of goods through salesmen, dealers and by mail; pag-es
12 to 15 with the great problem of securing- the highest
market price for your services—no matter whAt your line;
and the last paye tells how you may get a complete set
bound in handsome half morocco, contents in colors— for
less than your dally smoke or shave, almost as little as
your daily newspaper.

Will you retid the book if jre send tt free?
Send no money, simply Kiyn the coupon

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicago

If there arc, in your books, any new ways to increase
my business or my salary, I should like to know Ihem-
So send on vour i6-page free, descriptive booklet.
I'll read it.

B. r. 10

Name.

Address^

Business_

Position.

Thoughts for the Busy Man

By James Allen

Evil and weakness are self-destructive.

To "ear or to worry is as sinful as to curse.

All glory and all good await

The coming of obedient feet.

He who has conquered self has con

quered the universe.

Joy can not reign with the selfish; it is

wedded to love.

The complainers and bewailers are the

aithless and unbelieving.

It is of the highest wisdom to embrace

necessity as a friend and guide.

Cease to be a slave to self, and no man

will have the power to enslave you.

The universe is a cosmos, not a chaos,

an I the bad do not prosper.

The way to true riches is to enrich the

soul by the acquisition of virtue.

To dwell in love always and toward all

is to live the true life, is to have Life itself.

There is a sense in which every day may

be regarded as the beginning of a new life.

No man can be confronted with a diffi

culty which he has not the strength to meet

anil subdue.

The Christ Spirit of Love puts an end,

not only to all sin, but to all division and

contention.

In the pure heart there is no room left

where personal judgments and hatreds

can find lodgment.

Joy comes and fills the self-emptied

heart; it abides with the peaceful; its

reign is with the pure.

As you overcome self, you will overcome

all adverse conditions, and even,' difficulty

will fall before you.

If a thing is to be done let it be done

cheerfully, and not with inward groanings

and lamentations.

We meet our own at every turn, and

duties only become oppressive loads when

we refuse to recognize and embrace them.

^Worry is not merely useless, it is folly,

lor it defeats that power and intelligence

which is otherwise equal to the task.

It is useless to desire more time, if you

are already wasting what little you have;

for you would only grow more indolent

and indifferent.
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BILLIKBN

The-God-oi-Thinfs-Ai-They-Ought-To-Be.
Familiarly known ai "Billy." Tickle Hit

Toes and See Him Smile.

Design copyrighted and namepatented, 1908
By The Craftsman's Guild

Highland Park. 111.

The Good-Luck God

You need him in your business

If you don't know "Billy" you ought to

get acquainted right away quick! He's

the happiest little idol you ever saw,—a

sure cure for the Blues, the Hoodo Germ,

the Down-and-Out-Bacillus. Figure four

inches high, ivory finish, red headed. By

mail postpaid 85 cents.

Send 10 cents for copy of

"Billiken, His Book," the magazine of

Smiles

The Craftsman's Guild

Highland Park, 111.

An Army of Words For You

Words are to the scientific salesman what soldiers are to the

general of the Japanese army.

The Scientific Salesman not only is in command of a great army

of words, but his army is made up of words that render the greatest

service with the least expenditure of effort.

Why not strengthen your army by studying

"Ten Thousand Words.

How to Pronounce Them"

Here is a book that will be sent to you postpaid just as soon as

you bless your order with One Dollar and send it to the

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Liberty ville, Illinois
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Salesman !

Calls.

Sales.

20

DOES the volume of business you

turn in warrant an increase in

your salary? Are you able to

round up orders proportionate to your

efforts and energy i Are you satis

fied with your total sales ?

Maybe you are pounding away

along the wrong lines. Perhaps your

energy is a little misdirected. Maybe

you lack just that mite of "know

now" to turn your "almost sales"

into actual sales. Why not get 100%

efficiency out of the energy you are

putting into your work ?

You can do it by training yourself

to work along scientific lines. A

knowledge of the fundamentals of

scientific salesmanship will show you

how to take advantage of your lost

motion-

How to gather yourself together to

close up sales—now to read char

acter-

How to size up a situation—

How to apply the sledge hammer

blows of business logic at that vital

moment when the blows will tell—

How to develop and strengthen

your personality, that lode-stone of

the successful salesman which

attracts orders and increases the

volume of his business without in

creasing the effort and struggle to

get it.

No matter what line you are in, the Sheldon Course will increase your

ability to sell goods, and increase your own earnings.

The Sheldon School

was founded by A. F. Sheldon, one of the most successful salesmen of this

age, who, from his own keen observation and experience formulated and

organized the principles of salesmanship into a science. He has put all this

in lesson form known as the Sheldon Course of Scientific Salesmanship.

The principles of salesmanship remain, forever unalterable, just as the

foundation principles of any other science.

32.000 men have been benefited by the train
ing the Sheldon Course has given them. It is
not likely that you would prove an exception

to the rule.

Salesmanship is the Best

Paid of all Professions

and the Sheldon Course is the only formulation
of the science of this great profession. It is

1The Sheldon School,

1119 Republic Bldg., Chicago.

Send me your Fn>e Book on Salesmanship I
outlining the work of the Sheldon School. 1

Name I

A ddress .

Business Position.

taught by correspondence and may be studied
by you at spare momenta.

Apply it as you go.

Make it your own and when you have finish
ed you will surprise yourself by the additional
efficiency, strength, skill, personality and
ability you will show in your work.

The Sheldon Book

Tells How—

We want to send you the Sheldon Book which
puts the whole proposition before you in a
most interesting way. Use the coupon if you
like, or write us, only do not neglect this one
opportunity as it will not bind or obligate you
in any way. Send for the Sheldon Book to-day.

The Sheldon School,

1119 Republic Bldg., Chicago
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DO YOU EVER WANT TO KNOW

 
The size of a billboard poster?
The size of a street car card?
What Poultry, Farm and other

papers are published in a given
state or locality?
How to correct proof so the

printer will understand ?
The number of words in a

square inch of type?
What 10 point type—or any

other point—means?
How advertising space is

measured—in newspapers or

magazines ?
The width of a column—in

newspapers, magazines, mail
order papers?
What kinds of type you want

to use?

How population is distributed
by states?
The average wages of a given

class of people ?

Number of Dealers in various
lines, by states?

A date—for this year or next ?

The cost of advertising in any
publication?

Or on billboards?

Or street cars?

List of Publications: daily,
weekly, monthly—papers, maga
zines, ret ig ious, agricultural,
mail-order; etc.—rates—dis
counts—dates of closing advertis
ing forms—width of column—etc.

THE MAHIN

ADVERTISING

DATA BOOK

TELLS all the above and many other things—and you

can have it with you, all the time, in your vest pocket—

to consult to your profit at odd moments. It is a beau

tiful little volume of 556 pages on India paper, gilt

edged, bound in red morocco, flexible covers gold stamped. The Mahin Advertising

Data Book is worth more than the price—but in addition you will receive:

Five Addresses by John Lee Mahin

Advertising the Highest Form of Commercial Achievement—delivered before the University of Michigan.

The Basis of Advertising—delivered before the Pacific Coast Advertising Men's Association.

The Commercial Value of Advertising—delivered before the College of Commerce and Adminis
tration of the University of Chicago.

The Purchasers' Slate of Mind—An Essential of Value— delivered before the University of

Illinois. ^

Who Pays for the Advertising?—delivered before the International Advertising Associ- ^
ation.

And A Sample Copy of

THE MAHIN MESSENGER

If, after ten days you would like to keep all the above and be put upon
our list to get the The Mahin Messenger eleven more times, then just
send us S2.00 and the literature is all your own. If you do not want
the Data Hook, the lectures and the Messenger, return them and
you owe us nothing. We reserve the right to withdraw this offer,

MAHIN ADVERTISING COMPANY

824 American Trust Building, Chicago

S. C. DOBBS, Sales Manager, The Cocoa Cola
Co., Atlanta, Ga., says: "I could not properly run
the Advertising end of this business without The
Mahin Advertising Data Book."

 

MAHIN

ADVERTISING

COMPANY

824 American Trust Bldg.

Gentlemen: Please send mc on

ten days' free trial—

1—The Mahin Advertising Book

2—The Mahin University Lectures

If altar 10 dara I would like to k**p th« amine. 1 will Mixi j a i.„
- •• ud jou arc to Mod me Tha Mahin Mnwncer for on* j«eir with

out flirt bar o

Name
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■

A Good Dictionary

is Needed {» %ver*Mce

— mm^m^w^m^ study ana Library

Correct spelling and pronunciation are a mark of cul

ture and essential to the highest success.

We offer our readers a genuine, twentieth century

condensed edition of Webster's, the original model

upon which many so-called fiWebster" and other dic

tionaries of high-sounding titles have been built.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary contains 46,297

defined words (twenty-five to

forty per cent more than any

other dictionary of similar

scope outside of the genuine

Webster series), 1500 text

illustrations, with color maps

and charts as follows: A gen

eral Map of the United States ;

a general Map of the World ;

Flags of all Nations ; Flags and

Pennants of the International

Code; The Signal Service

Code; an Astronomical Chart

of the Planetary System.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary is designed to meet

all conditions squarely in the

face by reason of its authori

tative contents, greater scope,

original and better illustra

tions, paper, press work and

bindings. The Condensed

is well up to date, containing

latest words, meanings and

derivations. Additional to

its department of definitions

is an appendix containing a

pronouncing vocabulary, ab

breviations in writing and

printing, arbitrary signs, etc.

Webster's Condensed Dictionary— authorized and copyrighted by G. & C.

Merriam Co., 1906 edition. A dictionary of the English language, with copious

etymologies, accurate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general

reference, derived from Webster's Unabridged Dictionary.

Printed on high quality of paper. Size 7|xsfxii inches, weight 36 ounces.

Library Edition, bound in genuine flexible morocco, gold side and back stamping,

rounded comers, red burnished edges, with double thumb index.

Price, postage prepaid, $1.50

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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I

Right and Wrong Thinking

THE $5,000 auto_ crashed into the stonewall. In an

instant it wa,s a mass of flames. A moment more

and it was consumed. Nothing serviceable remained.

Why did it crash into the wall ?

The steering gear was imperfect and broke at the

curve.

Thought's Your Steering Gear

You are worth more than $5,000. You do not want to hit the stone

wall when you swing around a sharp curve. You want to make all turns.

See, then, that your steering gear is perfect. Your brain is your steering

gear. "Right and Wrong Thinking," by Aaron Martin Crane is a book

that tells How and Why.

"RIGHT AND WRONG THINKING"

A book of 351 pages; bound solidly; filled with scientific truths told in a common-

sense way; over fifty chapters packed with paragraphs of advice to men and

women. Price $1.50.

Every Man a King

Be a king. Be a master. Stand erect at the head. Make your

self self-reliant. Rise from the bottom to the top. In your dictionary

have no such word as Failure. This you can do by realizing the power

of your thought over your fortunes. Believe in yourself—in your ideal.

Have an ideal worthy of a true man. Worship before it always. Make

your ideal kingly and you will become kingly.

MIGHT IN MIND MASTERY

Orison Swet Marden—the inspirational editor—has told in his great book, "Every

Man a King," how mind mastery may be secured. This book will be sent to you if

you bless your order with a remittance of $1.00.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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The Art of Living Long

JUST because some folks believe that it is necessary to

die when they have passed the three score and ten

mile-stone, is no reason at all why you should. The doctors

told Luigi Cornaro when he was over sixty that he would

show great wisdom by immediately preparing for death.

Cornaro thought that advice foolish, if not positively pre

sumptuous. In fact he became so angry that he then and

there decided that he would remain on this earth until he

got good and ready to die. He realized that the human

body is a very delicate machine, and that all a man has to do

in order to keep it in running order almost indefinitely is to

take proper care of it. He studied his own body and learned

what he had to do in order to get from it the greatest service.

He lived to be 103 years old.

He wrote many valuable treatises on health and

hygiene—getting the facts out of his own experience. He

knew. These treatises have been compiled into a large

book, most beautifully printed and arranged. Here is a book

that you who seek to cultivate endurance need. It was

written by a man who lived long and enjoyed every year of

his life after he decided to take care of his body. Ifyou think

this earth a good place to live on send One Dollar and Fifty

Cents to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBF.RTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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GREAT SCOTT!!

THE SECRET IS OUT!!

HMAN told us the other day that he never knew what

the expression, "Great Scott" meant until he annexed

a copy of that great book of 130 pages and spent two

hours with Ivanhoe. (The Great Book is listed below.)

Stye NtttsljtfU ICtbrarg

Busy men want books that slide into the coat pocket.

Handy—serviceable —standard—well printed —beautifully

bound—not expensive — books like the Nutshell Library.

Sherwin Cody introduces the following Great Writers to us:

Shakespeare. Selections from Romeo and Juliet, the Merchant of

Venice, and Hamlet.

Burns. Love Songs and Longer Poems.

Lamb. Choicest of Essays of Elia.

Irving. Rip Van Wrinkle, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Mutability

of Literature, and Westminster Abbey.

Scott. Two Hours with Ivanhoe.

Dickens. Two Hours with Pickwick.

Thackeray. Two Hours with Becky Sharpe in Vanity Fair.

Tennyson. Greatest and sweetest lyric.

Longfellow. All his most melodious shorter poems.

Hawthorne. The Great Stone Face, Gray Champion, The Great

Carbuncle, Howe's Masquerade, and Drowne's Wooden Image.

Sherwin Cody. How to Read and What to Read.

We have them in two bindings—limp leather and mo

rocco. Tell the kind you want. You can have all but Lin

coln in limp leather. Today is the best day of the year for

ordering these books.

Want the whole set ? Send #10. Want only one ? Send $1.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville Illinois
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What Press Clipping Will

Do for YOU

In business, as an aid in finding new markets and new

outlets for your products.

In keeping posted on any subject under the sun in which

you may be interested.

In literary work of whatever nature, supplying original

material for lectures, addresses, debates, etc.

ALL this we will gladly tell you just for the asking. Write us at once, stating

what your business is or what you are interested in, and we will give you

full information and advice as to how Press Clippings can help you and what it

will cost.

The International Press Clipping Bureau receives, reads and clips fifty-five thousand

publications, daily and weekly papers, monthly magazines, trade, literary and re

ligious papers, etc. Let us show you why and how we can be of service to you at

how little cost.

International Press Clipping Bureau

Dept. 1*5 378 Wabash Ave., Chicago, IU.

Jinattring an mntttpvw

ONEY spent for this book is invested. Untold thou

sands of dollars have been saved by men who

observed the principles outlined by this man Who

Knows. Before investing your money in Something that

Looks Good you had best know if it really Is Good.

"Financing an Enterprise"

By Cooper

tells how. Be your own promoter. You can if you send

Four Dollars

for this set of two books to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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The Schoolbouse of Life

On this and the next page we have listed a number of text-books

for study in the great schoolhouse of life—books that have helped many

—books that will help you.

Character-Building Books

James Allen's Books of Inspirations:

From Poverty to Power - - - - - .- - SI 00
All These Things Added 100
Byways ol Blessedness - - - - - - -100
The Life Triumphant 100
As a Man Thinketh. Paper, 16 cents, cloth ... so
Out From the Heart. Paper. 15 cents, cloth ... 50
Through the Gate of Good ; or, Christ and Conduct. Paper 15
Morning and Evening Thoughts. Paper, ... 15

Every Man a King. By Orison Swett Marden - - - 1 00
In Tune with the Infinite. By Ralph Waldo Trine - - 1 26
Man-Building. By Lewis Ransom Fiske, LL. D. - - - - 1 00
The Young Man and the World. By Senator A. J. Beveridge 1 62
Paths to Power. By Floyd B. Wilson 100
My Little Book of Prayer. By Muriel Strode ... - 50

Self-Help. By Samuel Smiles 100
Freedom of Life. By Annie Payson Call .... 1 00
As a Matter of Course. By Annie Payson Call - - - 1 00

Auto-Suggestion. By Herbert A. Parkyn, M. D. - - - - 75
Mastery of Fate. By C. D. Larson 60
The Hidden Secret. By C. D. Larson 50
Poise and Power. By C. D. Larson 50
Character. By Samuel Smiles - - - - - ,- - 100
Duty. By Samuel Smiles - - -100

Brain-Building Books

Right and Wrong Thinking. By Aaron M. Crane - - - 1 60
Brain and Personality. By W. Hanna Thomson ... 1 30
Character Reading. By Mrs. Symes ------ 60
Vaught's Practical Character Reader ----- 1 00
The Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 *50
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 50
Organic Evolution. By Anna Augusta Gaskell - - - - 2 00
The Mind's Attainment. By Uriel Buchanan - - - - 2 00
Story of Mind. By J. M Baldwin 40

Psychology. By James - - - - - - - -150
Scientific Demonstration of Future Life. By Hudson - - 1 60
Divine Pedigree of Man. By Hudson - - - - - t 50

Evolution of the Soul. By Hudson. ----- 1 50
Through Silence to Realization. By Wilson - - 1 00

Business-Building Books

Financing an Enterprise. By Francis Cooper - - - - 4 00
Men Who Sell Things. By Walter D. Moody - - - - 1 00
Tales of the Road. By Charles N. Crewdson - - - - 1 00
Science of Organization. By Frank ----- 3 00
Making of a Merchant By H. N. Higginbotham - - - 1 50
Successful Advertising. By McDonald ----- 2 00
Systematizing. Three Volumes. By Griffiths - - - - 3 00
Business Law. By Francis M. Burdick ----- 1 00

(List continued on the following page)
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BOOKS FOR PROFIT

Those who buy and study them reap the greatest and most abiding

profit from them—development and power of body, brain, mind and soul.

Here is the list continued from the preceding page :

Tabloid System (For Business Men) - - - • - f 1 00
Manufacturing Costs. By Hall - - - ■ - • -100

Sales Promotion ......... 100
Commercial Correspondence .... ... 100
Modern Advertising. By Calkins and Holden .... 1 62
Theory of Advertising. By Scott - - - - - -200
Success in Letter Writing. By Sherwln Cody .... 80
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne .... 50
Retail Ad Writing Simplified 10O
The Cody System—How to Write Letters and Advertisements that

Pull—A Correspondence Course. - - - - - 10 00

Health-Building Books

That Last Waif. By Horace Fletcher 1 00
Optimism—a Real Remedy. By Horace Fletcher ... 75
The Art of Living in Good Health. By Daniel S. Sager, M. D. 1 57
Humaniculture. By Hubert Hlgglns, M. D. - - • 1 12

The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 50
Perfect Health: by One Who Has It. By C. C. Haskell - 1 00
The Art of Living Long. By Luigi Cornaro .... 1 50
Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call • - - 1 00

Home-Study Books

The Nutshell Library of the World's Best Literature for Busy
Readers, edited by Sherwin Cody. 12 vols. • - - • 10 00

Longfellow Lamb Dickens Tennyson
Shakespeare Irving Thackeray "How to Read and
Burns Scott Hawthorne What to Read," Cody
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language—Word-

study, Grammar, and Punctuation, Composition and Rheto
ric, and Story Writing and Journalism—by Sherwin Cody,
four volumes in box - - . - - - - -200

Dictionary of Errors in English—Rules of Grammar and Common
Errors, Words Often Mispronounced, Words Often Misspelled,
Words Often Misused, and Rules of Punctuation for Office
Use—by Sherwin Cody, 50c when ordered with the set.
Single volumes 75

Primer of Logic. By W. 8. Jevons 50
Webster's Condensed Dictionary - - - - - - -150
Essentials of Elocution. By Wm. Plnckley ... - 1 25
Word Study. By Sherwin Cody - 60
Ten Thousand Words. By Baker 100
Unwritten Meanings of Words. By Erbes - - - - - 2 00
Art of Conversation. By Baker ...... 100
Good English Form Book. By Sherwin Cody - - - - 1 00

Check off the books you want. Tear this page out and send it along—

with the price. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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HERE IS $40,000

How much do you want of it?

This offer does not go to those with Weary

Willie propensities. This is to workers. Real,

live, energetic men—men with the get-there

spirit moving them—are wanted to take slices

of a

$40*000 MELON

Mr. Sheldon says he wants to talk to 100,000

subscribers—real Good Folks, you know—and

that he is willing to pay

$40,000 (Real Dollars)

for the privilege. He is modest and says

nothing of what the subscribers

will get. (But this number is a

hint of what's coming).

To get any of this money you

will have to get him some sub

scribers. Those who have tried

the trick tell us it is easy. You

can find out HOW by writing

a business-like letter to the

Sheldon University Press

Ltbertyville Illinois



 

As a Man Soweth

Sow a Suggestion: Reap a Thought.

Sow a Thought: Reap a Feeling.

Sow a Thought and Feeling: Reap

an Act.

Sow an Act: Reap a Habit.

Sow a Habit: Reap Character and

Health.

Sow Character and Health: Reap a

Personality.

Sow a Personality: Reap an Influence.

-A F. SHELDON
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Become a Lifer

Today f

To persuade the Smiling Personage who presides

over the destinies of the Subscription Department

to place your name on the List of Good Folks for

lift , all you need do is to send us Ten Dollars Today.

Ten Dollars

will bring the Business Philosopher to you as

long as you are alive. (Dead ones never did

take this magazine anyhow). You are alive

enough today to see the benefits with which you

make connections when vou send us that Ten.

After your name is on the list your obligations

will consist in living every day according to the

Laws of Commonsense. By living this way you

will come to realize that you are not to take

seriously the biblical limit of Three Score and Ten.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

UBERTYVILLE. ILLINOIS

N. B. We have said nothing about the money

you can save by sending that Ten.
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Office Salesmanship

How to Write Letters That Pull

You are at the head of a big business because you are willing to

pay for ideas. Ideas are far cheaper than printer's ink or postage.

I have some ideas on "How to Write

Letters that Pull" that have been worth

hundreds of dollars to others, and no doubt,

would be to you.

I can make an $8-a-week girl write better

letters than a $25-a-week correspondent can

dictate. Do it by the Cody System of form

paragraphs. This method helped the R. D.

Nuttall Co. to get 36 orders where before

they got 25—nearly 50% more business out

of the quotations made.

I can show traveling men how to get

orders by letter from towns they can't afford

to visit.

I will tell you how I got $2,000 worth of

business from 2,000 grocers by a single letter

to each—$1 for every letter.

I can prove my ideas worth money by

letters from the best business houses.

Pin a $1 bill to your card, send to my

address at my risk, and I will mail you a

copy of my new book

 

Content*:

HOW TO DO BUSINESS BY LETTER

And Training Course in

Business English Composition

 

Using Words So as to Ma lea
People Do Things.
How to Begin a BusinessLetter
How to Close a BusInessLettar
The Body of the Letter.
Applying for a Position.
Sending Money by Mail.
Ordering Goods.
"Hurry-up" Letters.
How Money Is Collected.
Letters to Ladles.
Professional Letters.
How to Acquire an Easy Style

in Letter Writing.
Two Kinds of Letters—Buying

and Selling.
When to Write a Long Letter

and When to Write a Short Letter.
Answering Inquiries.
Talking in a Letter—Colloquial

isms and Slang.
Complaint Letters.
Condensation—Writing Adver

tisements.
Advertising and Follow-up

Letters.
Display In Letter Writing.

Salesmanship In Letters and
Advertisements-
Customs and Regulations of the

Post Office.
Social and Official Forms: the

Rules of Grammar, with Com
mon Errors; the Rules of Punctu
ation for Business Office Use.
Cloth, price J1.0O.

which will do your stenographers and corre

spondents more good than anything you ever

put in their hands before. Discount on 10

or more in one order.

Also let me send you, on approval, a set

of my Private Instruction Cards—The Cody

System for Business Men—

How to Write Letters that

Pull, in which I go into the

fine technique of How to Get

Business by Mail. You'll

want a set for yourself or ad

vertising manager, with a

personal criticism from me showing how to apply the

general principles to your particular busints s and what

is the matter with your present advertising. With

criticism and copy of book, $10.

In my Complete Training Course in Office

Salesmanship with Expert Service I will re-write and

criticise all your important advertising matter, form

letters, circulars, etc. Also fit young men and

Women for positions paying $25 to $125 a week.

Sherwin Cody

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS. LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

%2S

vWEEK
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By James Allen.

As a Man

Thirtieth

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves" by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circumstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Make*

for Power and Poise.

Out From

the Heart

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

"Keep thy heart; . . /or

out of it are the issues oflife. "

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

T>aily Food for Growth

in 'Purity and Power.

Through the

Gate of Good

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

Inspiration and Guidance

for the Divine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents.

Write today—yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an uplifter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press -:- Libertyville Illinois
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Retail Ad-Writing

Simplified

Here is a book which sells for One Dollar which contains

in its One Hundred and Fifteen pages the knowledge needed

by the merchant who wants to write advertisements that pull.

And that is what advertisements are for, aren't they ?

They must attract Attention; must arouse Interest;

stimulate Desire, and make the reader Resolve to Buy.

This book tells how.

It deals with the principles of ad-construction, getting

attention, composition, display, type, engravings, reading

proof, preparing copy, ad criticisms, and in addition to all

this and more it is profusely illustrated.

Will Make Money for You

Of course you want to make your Advertisements pull

two customers where they only pulled one before. The way

to do it is to write better ads. "Retail Ad-Writing Sim

plified" will give you the knowledge of experts—men who

have made good in the great advertising field.

Special Offer : In order that all of our subscribers may

own this book, we will give it with a year's subscription to

the Business Philosopher for $1.50.

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois
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Stan

 

DON'T be satisfied with an ordinary position. Don't be just one of

the crowd—" Stand Out ! " It is a duty that you owe, not only to

yourself, but to those dependent upon you.

You can in your spare time fit yourself for a position where you will

not only receive a better salary, but where you will be looked up to as a

man of force and influence—where you will be able to bring into play all

those positive qualities now lying dormant within you—where you will

"Stand Out!"

The Sheldon School

by its course of correspondence instruction in Scientific Salesmanship has

helped over 31,000 men to "Stand Out!"—to increase their scope—to

increase their earning capacity—to increase their influence— to develop

their character—to become top-notchers in the best paid of all profes

sions—Salesmanship.

The Sheldon Course of Scientific Salesmanship helps experienced

salesmen to earn still bigger incomes. More than half our students are vet

erans—strong men who have won in many a hard-fought selling campaign.

The Sheldon Course gives to the man who is " new in the game "

working principles which it would take him years to hammer out for

himself.

The Sheldon Book

tells you how and why the Sheldon Course in

Scientific Salesmanship does all these things.

It goes further—it tells you how you

can be helped by employing your

spare moments to increase your own

» Sheldon school, worth. This book is free to all who

fill out and mail the attached coupon.

If you want to "Stand Out," mail the

; ■ coupon now.

U The Sheldon School,

1145 Republic Bldg., Chicago
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THE FRA

 

Is the bibliozine , that is never

thrown away. The paper upon

which THE FRA is printed costs

four times as much as that which is

used in "Mumsley's" and other stock

magazines. And as for the text, Elbert

Hubbard endeavors to have it as much

better than "the six best sellers" as

the paper he uses is better than the

popular periodical pishmince. Lawyers,

writers, orators, business captains,

preachers— all who prize phosphorus

plus, take THE FRA, because it sup

plies the needed Mental Martini. The

question is, can a thinker afford to do

without THE FRA— not for what

THE FRA may tell him, but for what

THE FRA will make him think?

Subscription Rate $2.00 a year, 25c a number. A

trial subscription to readers of Sheldon Univer

sity Press, three months for 30c. Address

THE FRA, East Aurora,

which is in Erie County, New York
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In Tune With The Infinite

HERE is a book that will drive the business bogy away from the

weary workers in business fields. It tells how to "get in tune

with the infinite." The mysteries of the power of thinking are brought

into the light. Ignorance is by this book made to give way to wisdom.

How to use the Soul, how to cultivate the emotions, how to reach out

and grasp more than the usual allowance of Truth—this is what Ralph

Waldo Trine's beautiful book teaches.

"Within yourself lies the cause of whatever enters into your life. To

come into the full realization of your own awakened interior powers, is

to be able to condition your life in exact accord with what you would

have it."

Order this Book today. Price $1.2$

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

CASH PRIZES

GOOD HEALTH is the oldest, the biggest and

the best health magazine. Ii is editeM by J. H.
Kellogg, M. D., superintendent of the llattlc

Creek Sanitarium, ana represents the world-famous
battle Creek health idea.

Over a million and a half in money, besides the
unremitting efforts of hundreds of tireless workers,
have been expended in the development of this
great "Battle Creek idea" as it is today, standing
at the very head of the great world-wide health
movement. Here is one single example of its prog
ress: About two months ago, Charles E. Wood, a
Washington, D. C-, millionaire, left a million and a
half, if not more, for the erection of a Sanitarium
at Atlantic City, by Dr. Kellogg and his associ

ates. /

WE WANT AGENTS

We want them everywhere—people to represent
this great up-to-date health movement before the
world. Liberal advantages besides the cash com
missions. Cash prizes awarded every month. If
you axe interested, write today for a sample copy
and a list of the prizes offered.

Good Health Publishing Go.

50 College Hall

Battle Creek Michigan

You are invited to

attend the

She/don

Summer

School

At Sheldonhurst during

July and August, 1909

Send for some nice illustrations

of "The Farm"
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From Poverty to Power

A new edition of this most inspiring of all books

written by James Allen has just come from the

press. Here is a book that contains ideas which

will carry a business man jauntily through a far

more strenuous seige of hard-times than the one

from which we are recovering. James Allen knows

men. He understands their very inward make-up.

He knows the cause of all trouble and he tells how

cures may be effected. The business man who is

afflicted with the blues; who is cast down by

weight of debts; who is engaged in the fierce fight

of competition; who is despondent; who asks

"what's the use"; who desires to sell more goods,

secure more customers, become a greater success—

who wants Health, Long Life, Money and Honor,

has need of this book.

Allen's book is not one of the sky-ey kind. It

deals with facts—things you can grasp and turn to

immediate use for the making of more money and

the securing of that personality which inspires

confidence. What it does for those who read and

study and apply its teachings is summed up in

its title,

From Poverty to Power

One Dollar will bring the book—bound in green, large type

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE - ILLINOIS
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BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE

You have the power, and you alone. The efficiency that wins prosperity,

success, and happine.-s comes by culture of the positive faculties and qualities,

the possibilities and powers of the body, mind, character, and will.

This culture has to be gained by the individual himself. Teachers and

schools may aid, but they cannot take the place of the student's own effort.

He, and he alone, is the builder. All true culture is self-culture.

Since these things are so, you ought to know the science and art of self-

culture.

You will find an invaluable aid in the 446 bright, cheery, practical

pages of Dr. James Freeman Clarke's great book—

He deals with the care and training of the body, the cultivation of the intellectual

powers, the development and direction of the imagination, the education of the con

science, culture by reading and study, the strengthening of the will, and many similar

subjects.

Dr. Clarke is well known as an effective writer, and this is one of the best of his

books.

Parents, teachers, and pastors will especially appreciate this book for those under

their care.

Bound strongly in cloth. Price One Dollar, Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois

Can You Talk Well?

Of course you know that old rule about judging folks by the

company they keep and the clothes they wear ?

Well, so are folks judged by the language they use.

It is so easy to learn to talk well that no one has a valid

excuse for doing otherwise.

" The Art of Conversation "

is a book that tells how. Josephine Turck Baker, the greatest teacher

of English in the United States, is its author. Why not send One

Dollar today and let Uncle Sam bring this great book to you ?

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, ..... Illinois
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€J Many books have been written on the subject of business and

business methods, but never before one that literally took the busy

world of practical affairs by storm.

€][ That honor was reserved for a plain, common-sense, straight

forward book, written by an active, hard-working business man—

Mm Wlia ®i}m$&

it

by Walter D. Moody, business manager of The Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, and former sales manager of one of the greatest

wholesale houses in Chicago.

<|From all over the country—from manufacturers, merchants,

sales managers, salesmen, retail clerks, and from publications of

every class comes an avalanche of unqualified praise, without one

dissenting voice.

tj Here are a few excerpts from many reviews that have appeared.

Read them and be convinced.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's 'Men Who Sell Things'

. . . written by a man who has sold things for years and worked, himself, in every

branch of the service until increasing years and experience have brought principles out

of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which things are done."—Chicago

Daily News.

"There is something going on in every sentence. He is full of dynamic periods."

Chicago Record Herald.

"Mr. Moody has gathered together and expressed in succinct and practical form the

results of twenty years of experience in selling things and observing other men who

sell things, and the result is a volume which cannot fail to be helpful to any business

man who may read It.—Chicago Sunday Tribune.

"The brceziness and point which mark every page of 'Men Who Sell Things' S

promise to make the book of as wide appea; to business men as well as to boys f

interested in self-development and a successful future."—Chicago Evening Post. f

"It has developed into a volume which must take high rank in the Plea«t

literature of business and commercial affairs."—Chicago Trade Journal. f send roe

"The work is sure to prove helpful to the man who wanU to succeed for Th«

'by selling things'."—Louisville Courier Journal. Dollar Bill Jn-

S That is vhat they say. S closed, , co M
q The book merits it all and more. f r'

q You need it, no matter what you sell—goods, skill, ability, X "Hen Wk» Sell Tkhp"

or time. JT NajM

<| You can get it for One Dollar. f

<j Sit right down and order to-day -

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois
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What Some "Lifers" Say

The opportunity of receiving The Business Philosopher for life

was too good for these wise business men to let slip by, so they sent

in Ten Dollars and will live happily ever after—just like good folks in

fairy tales. Listen to what they say :

"I have always felt that I had more than value received for what I bought of you, and it
does not require much effort to have faith enough to believe that it will be the same in the future,
so I am cheerfully sending you Sio.oo for a Life Subscription to the Business Philosopher."—M.
C. Goodsill, Illinois Sales Agent of Russell -Millet Milling Co., Galesburg, 111.

"Enclosed please find my check for Ten Dollars, being payment for a Life Subscription to
the Business Philosopher. I consider this one of the best investments I have ever made. Although
I have not studied your lessons in salesmanship in the Business Philosopher as I should, I would
not take many hundred times what it cost me for the knowledge I have gained from same. The
?ood you are doing the country cannot be estimated."—W. B. Graves, The W. B. Graves Co.,
■hicago.

Don't be odd. Send along that Ten. You owe it to yourself to get the

Business Philosopher for Life. Think just a minute of the money you can save

by becoming a Lifer.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois

 
^ Memory the Basis

of All Knowledge

THE

KEY

TO

SUCCESS

"You are no greater intellectually

thanyour memory\ ' ' Open the doors

of wealth and achievement with

the master key thatfits all locks.

My method increases business capacity, income, social standing,

gives an alert memory for names, faces, business details, studies.

Develops will, concentration, personality, self-confidence, con

versation, public speaking, writing, etc. Send for free copy of my

interesting book, "How to Remember," also trial copyrighted

exercise, and see how simple my memory training really is.

DICKSON MEMORY SCHOOL

938 AUDITORIUM BLDG., CHICAGO

HOW1

TO

REMEMBER"

Write to-dqy
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Real Power is Soul Power

THE GREAT WITHIN

By C. D. LARSON, Editor of "Eternal Progress"

Which Comes from

" THE GREAT WITHIN"

That Vast Subconscious Storehouse of Every Human Mind

ASTUDY of the Subconscious is one ol the moat fascinating of studies' to-day, and there is no study that

is more valuable for men and women who desire to become much and achieve much. According to

noted psychologists the powers and possibilities of the Subconscious are practically limitless; the Sub

conscious contains the real source of ability, talent, and genius, and he who has the key, and knows how,

can unlock this vast storehouse of intuitive power. This is the secret of all great men—knowing how to

open and use the Subconscious.

This Secret is Found in You Will also Need to Read

ETERNAL PROGRESS

A Monthly Magazine Edited by C. D. LARSON

The great purpose of ETERNAL PROGRESS is
to make true idealism practical in everyday life, to
bind the common to the superior, to weld together
business and scientific living. And there Is nothing

more important than this.

To accomplish anything worth while and to live
a life that is a life, the Meal must be the goal, and
every thought and action must cause life to move

towards that goal.

There I* a solution for every problem in life, and
that solution is based upon the principle that to
enter the greater is to secure emancipation from
the lesser. The natural way out is to grow out.
Any person may work himself out of that which is
not desired by growing into the realization of that

which is desired.

ETERNAL PROGRESS presents each
month some new and valuable viewpoints
of such timely subjects as Business Psych
ology, Practical Idealism, Modern Meta
physics, the Subconscious Mind, Cultivation
of Ability and Talent, Right Living, Scien
tific Thinking, The Science of Success, The
Development of Genius, The Constructive
Imagination, The Power of Personality,
Memory, etc. All vital subjects to the per
son who wants to Increase his profits and

make life worth living.

Our success depends upon how we use the power
and the ability that we possess. But we can use
only that which we understand. And to under
stand the powers we possess a study of Practical

Metaphysics becomes indispensable.

The demand for competent men and women Is
becoming greater and greater everywhere in the
world. Any person can become more competent
through the scientific development of his ability,
methods for which development may be found In
every issue of ETERNAL PROGRESS.

The!regular subscription price is One Dollar a year,

Twelve numbers: sixty-four pages each month.

A sane, practical, scientific book on the Subcon
scious Mind. This book contains a mine of valuable
information on how to develop for actual use the re
markable possibilities that lie latent In that great

inner mental world. Here is a partial list of contents:

The Nature, Location and Functions of the
Subconscious Mind.

The Powers and Possibilities of the Subcon
scious.

Where the Subconscious Gains the Power
to Do Whatever It May Desire to Do.

How to Train the Subconscious to Re
make Tour Mentality, Tour Personality,
Tour Disposition, and Tour Nature.

How to Direct the Subconscious to Correct
the Flaws, Defects, and Imperfections In
Tour Nature.

How to Direct the Subconscious to Elim
inate Disease, Had llablls, and Adverse
Physical or Mental Conditions.

How to Gain Greater Power—Physical and
Mental—from the Subconscious.

How to Train the Subconscious to Work
Out Tour Problems when Tou Are Asleep.

How to Direct the Subconscious to Inspire
Tour Mind with New Ideas, Better
Plans, and Superior Methods for the
Promotion of Any Enterprise Tou Have
In Mind.

THE GREAT WITHIN tells exactly how to
develop, train, and direct the Subconscious for any
results desired ; 99 pages, bound In green silk cloth,
title in gold. Its money value Is hard to state.
The Information you get from it will be

v worth thousands to you, both In money

and greater power.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER

Eternal Progress—one year
— twelve month's—and The
Great Within, in green silk cloth

Forward the coupon, to-day. Send Money
Order, Express Order, or One Dollar Bill. If
persona] check is sent, add 10 cents for exchange.

$1.00

THE PROGRESS COMPANT, 530 Rand-McNally Bldg., Chicago, III.

Attached is One Dollar. Please enter my subscription for one year to Eternal Progress

and send me a copy of The Great Within.

Name Address

Town State

I
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p ^ Here is Kimball. Folks who know say that

he is the best printer in Chicago. Anyhow he is

the pleasantest. He keeps that Sunny James

smile going all the time because he is satisfied

with his work—and that, gentle friend, means

that his customers are satisfied also. Kimball

is a satisfier.

Kimball prints everything from a magazine to a

calling card. He prints System, Dressmaking at Home,

The Clinic, Factory, and it goes without saying he

prints The Business Philosopher—which is something

of a magazine typographically. The Philosopher folks

once thought they could get the work done better and

cheaper elsewhere. But—-well Kimball still has the

job. He also just made a new contract with System.

Magazine folks who know can't keep away from Kim

ball. He's so cussedly reasonable, you know. And

good-natured? Why, bless my heart, Kimball—well

look at the face.

Kimball personally watches over every job. That's

his business. "I am the servant of those who have

their work done here. I haven't anything to do but

look after my customers' interests. I inspect all copy,

and nary a job goes out of here without my stamp of

approval. If it isn't up to standard, back it goes to

the printers again. I can't afford to give anything but

Satisfaction out with a job. I am a business-builder—

such as Sheldon talks about."

That's what Kimball says.

And Kimball backs up what he says with proof.

A man who gives him a job can be mighty sure that it will be well done. And

the price—well, Kimball hasn't made up his mind to follow Carnegie's example and

endow free libraries. That gives you a hint. Kimball alone can give you the exact

figures.

You want a booklet, or something, gotten out especially scrumptious? And jou

feel the local printer can't do the trick. Ask Kimball.

But first get prices from the local man. Get all the information you can. Then

send the specifications to Kimball, but don't tell him anything about prices. He does

his own figuring. And even at that the chances are, sever! out of ten, that you

give Kimball the job.

Kimball believes in personality in work—just what is taught in The Business

Philosopher.

He puts a bit of himself into every job turned out. A lawyer man, who won't

go to heaven nohow, once used a cuss word in this sentence: "Kimball is a—

(naughty word)—of a good fellow."

And Kimball's work is also good—in fact it is the best that anybody can do

with type, ink, paper and presses.

Supposing you do live in Washington or Oregon. Kimball's printing is in style

all over. That has been tried out. You take no risk.

Kimball is ambitious. He wants to build the greatest printing plant in the west,

and if he keeps on as he started it is pretty certain that he will succeed. But he needs

customers—even more than he has now. In this he is just like you and I and the

rest of the business-builders.

If it's printing and you want satisfaction without bankrupting yourself, write to

C. E. Kimball, Vice-Pres. and Manager, Clinic Pub. Co., Ravenswood, Chicago
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(F^m Unit of (Stym Ktttu

|'HAT is the best inspirational book of the day? What book

I I I ^>es^ °Pens UP *° *ne reader the way to Poise, Power, Prosperity,

and Peace—simple, practical, everyday, common-sense ?

What book takes account of modern progress in thought, modern

facts of science, and modern teachings of philosophy, at the same time

building upon the solid foundation of Eternal Truth ?

Ask tens of thousands of readers in both the world's hemispheres,

and you will get back but the one answer,

Jfatn JJntitfriij ta Jloturr

By James Allen

Now, what is the strongest, most practical, most up-to-date and most

scientific book on business ways, especially salesmanship ?

What work is it that gives its readers the benefit of twenty years

behind the counter, on the road, at the sales manager's desk, and in the

proprietor's office ? That opens the secrets of success in selling goods,

and gives the reader a dynamic charge of wise enthusiasm ?

There can be but one answer. Everybody says, all together, Walter

D. Moody's great book

Mm Wtya fell GtytngB

One more question: What is the only magazine devoted to the fundamental

philosophy, science, and art of business success, self-development, character-building,

and the increase of earning power?

What publication is the only one in which can be found the writings of the for-

mulator of the science of success, recognized as the highest authority of the hour on

that subject?

That's too easy! You all shout, "Why Arthur Frederick Sheldon's Periodical

of Power,

Very Rood I Now, bearing these three best things in

mind, read our latest offer:

For a short time only, we will send From Poverty to
Power, Men Who Sell Things, and The Business Philoso
pher for one year, to all who will cut out this coupon and
send it to us with a Two Dollar Bill attached. You can
substitute "Tales of the Road" and "Retail Ad-Writing Sim

plified" for either of above books.

Here's the coupon; yonder's your pen and scissors; the

Bill is ■> roar pocket. Do it NOW.

Sheldon University Press Libertyvflle, M.

B. P.

Sheldon University Press:

Here's my Two Dollars. For it
sendme From Poverty to
Power, Men Who Sells Things,
and The Business Philosopher for

One Year.

Name

Address

City and State
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LAUGH and LEARN

to LOVE with RILEY

Here is a poet that is closer to the people than any other American.

He solved the problem of playing on the heart-strings of the million.

His books are filled with cheerfulness and love, and the man or woman

who has not read him has let something sweet slip out of their lives.

The Works of James Whitcomb Riley

THE FAMOUS "RED" SERIES

Neighborly Poems

Thirty-six poems in Hoosier dialect,

including "The Old Swimmin' Hole

and 'Leven More Poems."

Sketches in Prose

Twelve graphic stories, each prefaced

by a poem.

Afterwhiles

Sixty-two poems and sonnets, serious,

pathetic, humorous and in dialect.

Pipes O'Pan at Zekes-

bury

Five sketches and fifty poems. The

sketches are separated by four books

of twelve poems each.

Rhymes of Childhood

One hundred and six dialect and serious

poems. Not for children only, but of

childhood days.

The Flying Islands of

the Night

A weird and grotesque drama in verse.

Fantastic, quaint and ingenious.

Green Fields and Run

ning Brooks

One hundred and two poems and son

nets, dialect, humorous and serious.

Armazindy

Contains some of Mr. Riley's best

dialect and serious work, including the

famous Poe Poem.

Fifty-two poems, giave and gay. A

complete index of Mr. Riley's poems

is included in this volume.

A Child-World

A continuous narrative (in dialect and

serious verse) of child-life and old home

tales, in which young people and old,

participate in the story -telling.

Homefolks

Sixty-seven poems, both serious and in

dialect.

His Pa's Romance

With frontispiece portrait by John

Cecil Clay. Illustrations by Will

Vawter.

Any of fhese books with The Business Philosopher for One Do/far and Eighty-Five.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois
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Power Through Repose

WILLIAM JAMES, said by some to be America's greatest psy

chologist, in a talk to teachers, once said: "The gospel of relax

ation, as one may call it, is preached by Miss Annie Payson Call in her

admirable little volume 'Power Through Repose,' a book that ought to

be in the hands of every teacher and student in America of either sex."

Yes, indeed, we are all living too fast—we are burning too much gasoline

for the number of miles our automobile of progress is making up the hill

of success. We need to learn repose. We all need the lessons in scien

tific resting that Miss Call gives us in her three books, "Power Through

Repose," "The Freedom of Life," and "As a Matter of Course." The

three will be sent to you for three dollars. One dollar will bring one.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

If circumstances had the power to bless or

harm, they would bless and harm all men

alike, but the fact that the same circum

stances will be alike good and bad to differ

ent souls proves that the good or bad is not

in the circumstance, but only in the mind of

him that encounters it.

There is no difficulty, however great, but

will yield before a'calm and powerful con

centration of Thought, and no legitimate ob

ject but may be speedily actualized by the

intelligent use and direction of one's soul-

forces.

*3.000ro*IO.OOOA

>— IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

Weteach you hy mail every branch of the Real Estate, Ciin.. . I
Brokerage, and Insurance Business, and appoint you

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-operative real estate and broker
age company In America. Representatives are making $3. 000
to tIO.000 a year without any investment of capital. Excellent
opportunities open tii YOU. By our system you can begin
making money in a few weeks without Interfering with your
present occupation. Our co-operot Ivedeparl men t will give you
more choice, sulahlc property to handle than any other Insti
tution In the world. A Thorourh Commercial Law ('nurse
FREE to Each Representative. Writs for 62-page lx*.k. free.

THE CROSS COMPANY, 1990 Reaper Block, Chicago

SUBJECTS COVERED BY

Modern Methods Magazine

How Employer May Get Best Work
from Employes.

Duties ot an Office Manager and How
Best to Perform Them.

Relations of Business Office to Bank.
Department Heads and Their Relation

to Other Departments.
Essentials of Success for a Salesmanager.
How to Create Public Interest by Ad

vertising and How to Convert Public In
terest Into Orders.

Talks to Inside and Outside Salesmen
by Men Who Have "Made Good."

"Office Short Cuts" Which Have Been
Found Practicable.
Keeping Track of Local Correspondence

and Correspondence with Branch Houses.
Keeping Track of Orders and Progress

of Work Through to the Shipping Door.
Note—Modern Methods Is a magazine

especially for Generul Managers. Office and
Factory Managersi, Head Bookkeepers and
other men in and on the way to executive
positions.

Subscription price 50 cents a year, in
advance.

Published Monthly by

MODERN METHODS PUBLISHING COMPANY

111-115 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

 



 

HUGH CHALMERS

President of the Chalmers-Detroit Automobile Company



ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON, Editor

Vol. IV NOVEMBER, 1908 No. 11

On the Front Porch

Where We Talk

Things Over

A man by the name of B. M. Hitchcock who desires to contribute his share

to the great cause of business building, writes me that one of the things most

needed in the business world is more civility.

I am inclined to agree with him.

In the course of the year I enter hundreds of business institutions. I enter

them as a stranger unannounced and unheralded. Perhaps some day, when

I can snatch a moment or two, I'll steal away to my little hut on the hill near

Lake Eara and will write a book on "The Greetings I Have Met."

Should I decide to tell the whole truth I am sure that many good folks would

arise in indignation and call me a nature faker. They will tell me that there

are no such men.

In some of my lectures I tell of a business man I met out west once upon

a time. I went to see him to discuss with him the problem of increasing the

efficiency of his co-workers. When out in the field of action I am an early bird,

so this time I was ahead of Mr. Merchant when I went to his store that morning.

I was told by a clerk that "the boss hadn't come yet." And when he called

his employer "The Boss" he did not use it as an endearing diminutive. He

directed me to the private office which was a high place near the rear of the

store. The clerks called it "the cage." I realized why later. From this van

tage point "The Boss" could oversee the entire establishment.

Finally "The Boss" came. He came in with an aggressive air, looking

neither to the right nor to the left. Did he talk to his clerks ? Not he. He

acted like a feudal lord among cringing vassals.

"Mornin'," he grunted at me.

"Mornin'," said I, just like that. He looked at me suspiciously. But I

was wearing a look like Brete Harte's "Heathen Chinee." I was "childlike

and bland."

"What do you want?" says he, frowning at me. Being a most meek and

humble gentleman, and being wholly unequipped with revolvers or bowie knives

THE BOSS CAME IN
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I thought all this fierceness was uncalled for. But I was after business, so I

told him composedly how we might do a great deal for one another. I showed

him how I might help him if he would permit me. I wanted him to train his

employes in order that they might render him more efficient service.

"What? Train them there ?" he shouted. "I'll be blessed

if I will (only he didn't say it just that way). Why do you know what they

did last election ?"

I signified that I lived a sort of a retired life and was not fully posted on

all great national events of the character of the one which he undoubtedly

would be pleased to relate to me.

"Why," he said, "me and some other business men wanted a certain man

elected to office because he promised to get some things for us. I told them

there clerks down there to vote for that man. Did they do it? Drat 'em

they voted for the other fellow."

WHAT I THINK OF THE BOSS

And I, forgetting that I was a meek and lowly gentleman from the sleepy

environs of State street, Chicago, arose and in plain, understandable, every

day English told him that I didn'L blame them. I then talked to him in a way

that made him gasp. I told him a few things about common decency and

common courtesy. I talked to him about something he did not seem to know,

that clerks are human beings, and that clerks who are hounded and reviled and

cursed cannot be expected to be interested in building business. I gave him

a rapid fire volley of advice and, while he was in a stunned condition, made

my escape to a place where the air was fresh and where men smiled.

How that man remains in business is more than I can understand. Per

haps he isn't any more. He ougthn't to be. The man who does not realize

that kindness, civility, courtesy, gentleness, and a smiling face, are the greatest

business builders within easy reach, is slated for a ride on .the train which jogs

over the brink into Oblivion.

You all remember that old, old tale about Philemon and Baucis. They

were poor in the goods of the world, but they were rich in having

generous hearts and souls that vibrated with the music of gentleness

and kindness.

One evening they heard a commotion in the streets of the nearby village, and

soon there came to their door two strangers who had been chased by bad boys.

The strangers craved food and rest. There was little in the cupboard of the

poor little home, but what they had was set before the guests. It turned out

that these chance visitors were gods. They caused a lake to appear where the

village stood and gave to Philemon and Baucis a palace and great riches. In

this palace the stranger was always welcomed. After they died two trees grew
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up side by side. At evening it is said they whisper to one another. The natives

said these trees were Philemon and Baucis.

Which is a little story that is worth while. There are many men and women

like Philemon and Baucis in this world. There are thousands of them. But

there are not as many as there must be in the business world.

CIVILITY A BUSINESS DIAMOND

The employer whose manners are such as to make his men approach him

with fear and trembling, or at least with a feeling of unrest, is not a good employer

in the broad sense of the word. At heart such an employer may be kind, but

unless his kindness is made apparent in kind language it counts not at all.

The diamond hidden in the ground cannot be compared with the diamond that

delights those who look upon it with its beauty.

Civility is a business diamond.

No man knows but that his gruffness and his crustiness and his harshness

may drive away the gods who would change his hovel into a palace. Angels

are always visiting us in disguise. Few angels go about the world preceded

by blaring trumpets.

We laugh, we know not why, at the extreme politeness of the Japanese.

But you will notice, if you are an observer, that the Japanese seem to arrive.

They welcome all new things. Some they accept. Many they reject. But

they do not reject all, for fear that among those so rejected may be the Great

Idea for which they have been looking.

All business builders should keep their eyes open for everything that will

help them. This means that they must keep their eyes open for all things, for

good and bad things have a great way of mingling together. Gold, you know,

is always mixed with baser minerals.

CIVILITY PAYS

Supposing that clothing store man of whom I wrote earlier in this article

had been civil and kind to his employes. They would undoubtedly have done

what he asked them to do in that election—if they believed the request to be

just—and they would always do everything in their power to build his business

by aiming for more customers. They would not call his office the cage, nor

would they have called him "The Boss" in that nasty tone of voice.

That man lost money every day because of his incivility and his inhumanity.

His employes were dissatisfied and disgruntled. They merely worked for him

because of their salary. They needed the miserable money he paid them for

their services. They gave him only such service as they actually had to give

in order to hold their jobs.

What a miserable condition for a business institution to be in!
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When you enter a store and are greeted by clerks who are bright and cheer

ful and smiling and enthusiastic and earnest, you may be sure that at the head

of it is a man who has mastered the art of being kind.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox was not mistaken when she wrote:

"So many gods, so many creeds,

So many paths that wind and wind ;

When just the art of being kind

Is all this sad world needs."

Training for Reliability

The future of this nation appears bright to all who are endeavoring to solve

the great educational problems and who see the trend of the times toward that

kind of education which makes for reliability.

I have written much on the subject of reliability in the past and shall have

much more to say in the future. To me this is the most important problem

confronting the educators of today. Upon their solution of this problem de

pends the future of this country.

The troubles with which we are afflicted today—as individuals and as a

nation—spring in almost every instance from lack of reliability. The moral,

ethical, spiritual training of too many of us has been neglected. In our school

days we were taught to bow down and worship before the god of intellectuality,

but the reign of that god as an absolute monarch is over.

Although I would like to write a volume on this subject, I am going to yield

the floor this month to Professor Henry Suzzallo of Teachers College, Columbia

University, who, at the last meeting of the National Education Association,

spoke on "The Training of the Child's Emotional Life."

I shall have much to say on this great problem during the months to come.

I shall show how reliability education can be given in all the schools of the

land and in all the homes as well. I shall show how simple the task is when

the searchlight of commonsense is played upon it, and I am confident that I

shall lead many of you into a new wonderland where you will experience the

pleasure of truly getting acquainted with yourselves.

I now introduce to you Professor Suzzallo.

THE FAILURE OF INTELLECTUALITY

"A half-century ago it was the belief of the leaders in American education

and in American public life that knowledge was, in social affairs, power. It

was a firm conviction that if the school gave intellectuality to the citizens of the

nation that moral character, efficient in private and social affairs, would be the

result.
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"Certain discrepancies have been noted between school education and social

efficiency. There are college graduates who are criminals in spite of their in

tellectual training, and there are illiterate men who are useful citizens, strong in

their regard for law and order, in spite of their lack of formal knowledge. The

educator who is trying to control human nature through the school must take

note of a problem which questions the assumption that a mere intellectual train

ing is adequate for character building.

"The modern school cannot train for character unless it trains all those

qualities or aspects of man's character which influence his conduct. There is

clear evidence that in many cases the American public school is a merely intel

lectual institution. The reaction against such a condition of affairs is indicated

in certain new tendencies appearing in our school practice. On the one hand,

the school is using expression and action far more than it did a decade or two

ago. This is noted in the rise into importance of such subjects as manual

training, drawing, music, and composition. On the other hand, the school is

more and more taking count of the emotional elements which appear in school

life as an opportunity for influencing the child's character. This latter tendency

may be noted in the additional use of such incidental influences upon char

acter as schoolroom decorations, exercises for holiday occasions, the organiza

tion of clubs, and societies for the athletic, social, literary, and disciplinary

interests of the children. Perhaps of the two changes in our recent

history, the tendencies that influence the emotional life are less obvious.

This is to be expected. The emotions are far more subtle than ideas

or actions. In consequence it would be exceedingly valuable to speak

of the emotional life, its characteristics, and the methods and oppor

tunities for its control.

FEELINGS BACK OF PROGRESS

"The modern psychologist recognizes that the emotions play differently

upon human life. On the one hand, there are those feelings which have a

purely internal significance, which operate as a recreative force in human life.

These are the aesthetic emotions, which are everywhere manifest in music, the

plastic arts, and literature. On the other hand, there are those emotions the

significance of which is mostly external and social. These vital emotions, pride,

anger, indignation, ambition, sympathy, jealousy, etc., have usually a direct

reference to one's relationships to other human beings. They are the feelings

which are at the back of social progress and social order. If the school is to be

an instrument of control for the purpose of making good citizens of men and

women, the vital or social emotions mentioned are among the most important

elements in the school life. It is with these in particular that we are concerned

in this discussion.
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"The function of the emotions is to be found in their stimulating quality.

They drive the human being into action; they reinforce a line of action already

in progress. Without substantial emotions a man is likely to be pale and color

less in the world's affairs. As a man without sympathy, he will not respond

with quick sensitiveness to private or public wrong. He will count for little,

therefore, in social co-operations. As a man without pride, he will, in the face

of the obstacles of life, fail to maintain those standards of excellency in behavior

which he has assumed in the days of his youth when idealistic dreams builded

rapidly under the protective influence of family and school life; as a man with

out ambition to reach higher things than he now holds, he will contribute little

to the world's progress. It is emotion which gives fire and force to human

life, which, cultivated above their instinctive basis, drives a human being into

world-action, to make him a force for good or a force for evil.

EMOTIONS FOUNDATION OF CHARACTER

"If the emotions are the foundation of character, its primitive force, so to

speak, the intellectual factors represent the instrumentalities for its direction and

control. This is perfectly clear when we realize that sympathy and anger are

neither virtuous nor vicious in themselves. A sympathetic man may protect

an erring friend to the dissolution of a public law. A man who may be right

eously angry at an offense to an unknown fellow may be the means of check

ing some great social evil. It is necessary that a man's emotional nature be

directed to proper ends and to proper means. It must not be assumed, how

ever, that intellectual control as represented in ideas and in human knowledge,

generally speaking, is of much use unless the emotional qualities which are to

be controlled by them are present in the human make-up.

"A contrast is afforded in the heroic conduct of George Washington and

the treason of Benedict Arnold. Both men had been, up to the time of Arnold's

treason, men of high executive and military power. Both had suffered some

what from the unappreciative and perhaps ungrateful attitude of Congress, but

in the face of the trying circumstance the devotion of George Washington to

the cause of colonial liberty was strong enough to withstand any counter feelings,

while the devotion of Benedict Arnold was not sufficient to hold against the

petty bitterness and the pique which made havoc with his loyalty. There were

intellectual differences to be sure between these two great figures, but the funda

mental differences are to be found in the emotional mainsprings of their respec

tive characters.

SCHOOLS SHOULD MAKE REAL MEN

"So the analysis might go further. The instances in our ordinary life of

weak human character would only reinforce the importance of the emotional
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element in human life. Everywhere about us are types of inefficiency which

bear out this suggestion. There is the "impulsivist," the man of large and

strong emotions with little intellectual control, who is constantly exploding in

the face of every obstacle or difficult situation. There is the "sentimentalist,"

a person of much feeling but with a misdirected control of his sentiments which

are constantly being devoted to things which a broad intellectual fife would

reveal as trivial. There is the intellectual type so similar to Shakespeare's

Hamlet, who sees so many sides of the truth that every tendency to act is

checked by some counter perception. Again, there is "the academic mind"

so unendurable to the man of large public affairs, who persists in discussing

every fact from the standpoint of its theoretic interest as truth, disregarding the

irrelevancy of many facts in a given present and crucial practical situation.

All of these are types of weakness in life to be explained by defects in the rela

tionship of emotional and intellectual elements.

"In the schools' business of making men and women who will be sane and

wholesome, responsive and vigorous, it is clear that the directions of control must

not be restricted to the intellectual but must include the emotional as well.

Three things must be done with our fund of feeling: (1) Certain emotions at

one time useful in the preservation of individual life must be for the most part

inhibited. Envy and jealousy and certain other influences which were once

effective in man's primitive time have little place in our modern life, and these

the schools should attempt to stamp out irrevocably. (2) Certain emotions not

overimportant in our past history which are now becoming more and more

dominant in our civilization need to be strengthened. There is a larger place

for the development of sympathy and love and the other co-operative emotions

than there has ever been before. These the school should aim to develop with

all its power. (3) There are certain other emotions which are neither to be

completely inhibited nor completely discouraged. They get their value in

social life largely in terms of the ideas to which they are attached. Anger is

wrong as it is associated with narrow and personal, selfish ideas and situations.

It is right as it becomes indignation toward some interference with personal

purity and social stability. Here the school's main responsibility is to see that

these feelings are rightly connected.

EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT

"In the development of an emotion there are three distinct ways by which

it may be fostered: (a) The first and primary means is through the force of

personal example with its resulting suggestion and imitation. Children are the

constant imitators of the men and women about them. Fear in the teacher

breeds fear in the child. An ambitious child is more likely to be found in an

ambitious community. It is at this point that the teacher's personality, strong
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in its emotional suggestion, becomes a large factor in influencing character.

(6) Once a feeling is present in a child's nature either by instinct or by sug

gestion it will be deepened by the constant recall of ideas which have connected

with them the particular feeling desired. To speak constantly and admiringly

of Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelt, and others, who have been the impersona

tions of social sympathy and personal fearlessness, is only to deepen sympathy

for humanity and individual courage. The second method, therefore, of strength

ening an emotion is to recall it again and again by speaking of -situations or

persons with which that emotion is habitually associated, (c) The third method

is to use expression and action. However fearful we may be, if we assume

the demeanor and the physical attitude of courage we tend to stamp out fear

and to strengthen the feeling which habitually goes with the given physical

response. The truth of the Lange-James theory of emotions for the teacher

is that a child should be given every possible opportunity to act out in school

life the desirable emotions which a chance situation may stimulate. All of

these methods are indirect. We get at the emotion by first getting hold of

something else. The three ways are, first, the use of example; second, the recall

of ideas associated with emotions, and third, the encouragement of expression

which is appropriate to certain types of feeling.

DIFFICULTY IN MORAL SUASION

"The opportunities in school life for emotional control are many. Dis

cipline as opposed to instruction offers the largest opportunity. It is because

the emotions play so large a part in a disciplinary situation that it is more subtle

and more difficult to deal with. The average child who needs severe discipline

is hard to deal with pre-eminently because he is mastered by his own feeling.

It is difficult to use moral suasion on the instant because it is difficult to get

the child, immersed in his own emotion, to give attention to such examples,

ideas, and actions as might suggest the counter and more desirable feelings,

which the teacher is after.

"Classroom instruction, which usually deals with the purely intellectual

elements, offers its own opportunities, however. History, biography, and civics

are subjects which give large opportunity for the teacher, as the representative

of social opinion, to associate his personal emotional estimates with the ideas

that come under discussion. Literature, which is usually spoken of as a sub

ject affording opportunity for training moral character, has many emotional

elements but they should not be used directly for controlling the social conduct

of children. Following the classification given earlier in the address the emo

tions here used are aesthetic and recreative rather than vital and social. If

character comes from literature, as it does, it is a by-product rather than as the

result of a direct aim and effort."



About the Public Schools

The poor public school system is getting its share of muck-raking these

days.

The latest writer against the sins of the schools is Col. Charles W. Lamed

of the West Point military academy. In an article in the North American

Review for September he tells in a semi-humorous fashion of the results of several

examinations in which the products of the public schools reflected everything

but honor on their educational institutions.

Out of 314 who took the examination, 265 failed in one or more subjects;

209 failed in two or more subjects; while 26 failed in everything. The minimum

mark allowed in any subject was 66 out of 100. Ninety percent of those ex

amined were "educated" in the public schools.

Thus do we see from actual figures that our schools are lamentably far from

perfection.

Not only are they woefully weak in reliability training, as I am continually

pointing out, but they are also weak in those points which the public has per

sistently believed to be strong.

There is no question but that the noblest profession in the world is that of

teaching. Here is work worthy of the best brains and bodies.

We know that our public school system is not a failure.

We know that it is the greatest agency for good in this country. But we

also know that it is doing today but a fraction of the good work it can and must

do. Col. Larned asks: "If 16,596,503 boys and girls, taught in our public

schools at a cost of $376,996,472 average no better in intellectual attainments

than is evidenced by the foregoing, does the result justify the outlay and the

ten years or more apprenticeship of youth it demands ?"

It is undeniably true that there are engaged in teaching some of the greatest

men of our age. But we all know that many men and women who love teach

ing, and who would like to devote their lives to it, are forced to take their talents

elsewhere because of the meager financial returns. Perhaps no great harm

would be done were we to spend the money we now throw away on martial

equipment on the public schools of the land.

Character is that central magnetic force of real manhood and true womanhood, born

of a combination of the positive faculties and qualities, mental, moral, physical and spir

itual. A. F. Sheldon.

Health is that harmonious condition of the three divisions of man, body, mind and

soul, which enables the physical organs to perform their functions and promotes the develop

ment of the positive faculties and qualities to a marked degree.—A. F. Sheldon.



What Is Salesmanship?

By H. W. Ford

SALESMANSHIP is the selling of goods

at a profit," we are told.

Very good, and very true.

And yet this is only a definition, such as

a dictionary might give. It defines, but does

not explain. It comes as far short of fully

describing all that is meant by the term

salesmanship as the statement that an apple

is a fruit which grows on a tree, would fall

short of telling what an apple really is.

Salesmanship is almost wholly intangible.

It is not merely the exchange of certain

goods for certain moneys. Exchange of

goods for money is simply an outward ex

pression, a symbol. The act of exchange is

not the sale itself, but the result of the sale.

Sales take place in the mind.

A sale is accomplished when there is a

decision in the mind to buy.

The signing of the order, the exchange of

goods and money which follow the decision,

are merely details. The essential part of

marriage is the decision that it shall be—

the betrothal. The ceremony is only the

necessary consummating form.

We are so familiar with the tangible aspects

of the sale, such as the signing of orders, the

paying of money, and the delivery of the

goods, that we confound these materialforms

with the real sale, which is entirely unraa-

terial and intangible.

If a man walks into a store, lays down $35

and tells a salesperson to send him a certain

suit of clothes, that is not really a sale.

That is the act of purchase resulting from

the sale. Perhaps the customer had been

in the store previously, had been waited upon

by a different salesperson, been convinced

he should buy; or perhaps he sold himself,

and in that case the salesperson merely ac

cepted an order.

Since a sale is a decision, it is well to un

derstand just what a decision is. A decis

ion is a wilful act of the mind and il cannot

be made outside the mind. It cannot be

made in the pocket, or with the hands that

transfer the money.

Therefore, a sale is a mental state, the re

sult of a process of thought and feeling in

the mind.

Now let's see if we can find out just

what happens in a sale.

Let us suppose that a salesman is trying

to sell an adding machine. He has the ma

chine all ready for demonstration, and the

customer is at hand.

Here are the three material factors that

enter into any and every sale: The Sales

man; the Thing Sold, and the Customer.

There is one other factor which enters into

any and every sale, and only one other, viz.,

the Sale itself. This is an immaterial fac

tor, of which more later.

Now the Salesman, of course, thinks the

Customer ought to have the adding machine;

he is entirely convinced on this point. The

Customer on the other hand, does not want

the machine. He believes he does not need

it. His state of mind, in other words, is

diametrically opposed to the state of mind

of the salesman.

Under these conditions the Salesman

starts to work.

He gets the Customer's attention by his

introduction; carries him from Attention to

Interest by entering upon a demonstration

of what the machine will do; ripens that In

terest into a Desire to have the machine, a

Desire to Buy, and finally, at the psychologi

cal moment, by the use of his strongest clos

ing arguments, he crystallizes that Desire to

have into a Decision to Buy.

The Sale itself has been completed.

Now what has happened?

Simply this: A man's state of mind has

been completely changed. The Customer

entered upon that demonstration with the

firm belief that he did not want an adding

machine; that it was not needed in his busi

ness; would not save him time, trouble and

money. The Salesman convinced him that

he was wrong on every one of these points,

and in addition, created in him a desire to

have the machine and a decision to get it at

the Salesman's price.

The Salesman accomplished this result by

applying the Scientific Law of Sale, as

taught by Sheldon, and by utilizing its four

steps: Attention, Interest, Desire and Re-

solve-to-Buy.
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By what means did the Salesman change

the Customer's state of mind ?

There is only one way by which the mind

can be influenced or changed, and that is by

the Power of Persuasion, in some of its many

forms.

Did you ever before realize this?—the

only way the mind can be changed or in

fluenced is by persuasion.

Persuasion may take many different

forms.

Out on the Great Divide a sixshooter was

once the means most favored, as it was the

most effective, to persuasion. And yet such

methods, by force, are really not persuasion.

You canforce a man to do a thing your way,

but unless he is really convinced in his own

mind, you have not persuaded him.

Persuasion literally is the power of in

fluencing another person's mind, "gaining

over by argument, advice, entreaty, expostu

lation." To persuade is to "convince, pre

vail upon, induce, win over."

The word persuasion is one of the greatest

in the English language. A man who is

gifted with the Power of Persuasion can get

nearly everything he wants in this world.

We all try to persuade others, and so far

as we are able to do so are we successful.

The politician persuades the voters that they

ought to vote for him; the lawyer persuades

the jury that his cause is right; the preacher

persuades his congregation that his beliefs

are correct; the man in search of employ

ment persuades the employer to take him.

Since a Sale is a mental process, since a

decision can only be reached in the mind,

since the mind can only be influenced by

persuasion, the answer to our question

"What is Salesmanship?" would seem to be

this:

"Salesmanship is Persuasion—in its

broadest sense."

Our lives are made up of a succession of

efforts to persuade. In the performance of

our duties we endeavor to persuade those

above us that we are competent and efficient.

The most trivial acts of our lives are prompted

by a desire to please, to persuade some one

that we are worth some attention and con

sideration.

We do not persuade merely by language.

There are a thousand other things besides

words which contribute to the Power of Per

suasion. The great actor persuades his au

dience that he is a great actor, but he does

not do so by words of his own. He speaks

the thoughts of other men. Her persuades

by his manner of speaking, his manner of

acting, and by some indescribable force of

his own personality which he is able to em

body forth as real.

The Salesman who sold the adding ma

chine to the man who thought he did not

want it, did not persuade simply because he

said certain words. Many another adding

machine salesman could have said the same

words this man said and yet not have effected

the sale. It was the way he said the words

almost as much as the words themselves. It

was his bearing, his appearance, his enthusi

asm, sincerity, his health, his mental acute-

ness, his determination, his apparent relia

bility. All these things and many more,

contributed to the salesman's Power of Per

suasion, and enabled him to make the sale

because they each and all influenced the

mind of the prospective buyer.

From all the foregoing it is plain that a

Salesman deals with minds. He deals with

minds far more than with goods, when you

get right down to facts. And the man who

can appeal to and influence minds is the

genuine salesman.

You can take two men of apparently

equal ability, teach them both the same facts

about any line, send them out, and one man

will sell twice as much as the other. The

one didn't know the goods any better than

the other, but he knew better how to appeal

to the minds of his customers. He could per

suade. Somehow or other, for reasons

hidden and almost inexplicable, he was the

stronger man.

Why could he persuade where the other

man could not? Why?

Because he had a better personality.

And what is personality? Whence does

it spring? How may it be acquired and

strengthened ?

Personality is the sum total of what a man

really is, in body and in mind. It is the re

sult of the development of the positive,

strong faculties and qualities of body, in

tellect, feelings and will.

It may be acquired and strengthened by

a systematic effort to educate and develop

those positive faculties and qualities.

In fact, a strong personality is the in

evitable result of true education.
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True education consists of two processes:

i, Filling in useful knowledge; 2, Drawing

out, training and developing the latent posi

tive faculties and qualities, such as Reason,

Memory, Judgment, Imagination Tact, Ob

servation, Courage, Loyalty, Endurance,

Initiative, Energy, Self-Control, Economy,

Industry, Determination, Perseverance, Self-

Confidence, Bodily Power, Honesty, Per

sonal Attraction.

Mr. Sheldon provides folk with the means

for such true education. His course in the

science of salesmanship provides the plan

whereby any man of normal natural endow

ments may truly educate himself, into the

possession of that personality which will en

able him to inspire confidence and persuade

others to his way of thinking; which will

enable him to practise the science and ac

complish the fine art of salesmanship; which

will make him, if he be a salesman already,

a better salesman, because, as the wise men

of the selling world already know,

Salesmanship is Persuasion.

Starvation

A. H. Gamble

THE story is told of a ship being

wrecked on a small, but very

fertile island. The crew escaped

and also succeeded in saving some

stores of provisions. In a few days, in

one of the small mountain gulches,

they found a rich placer mine. Imme

diately, in fever haste, they all began to

wash out gold, by aid of the stream which

ran down the gulch. Day after day they

washed out heaps of gold-dust. Planting,

sowing and gathering of food was forgotten

in the greed for gold. Winter suddenly

came down on them. They were far out of

the zone of navigation. Their food was

gone. No provision had been made. They

had heaps of gold. It was useless. They

had invited starvation. No ship came—-fish

ing failed—the rigors of cold winter shut off

natural vegetation. Miserably they died.

Their whitened skeletons found beside their

bags of gold and their empty sea-biscuit

chests told the story.

Be it fact or fiction, it has its counterpart

in our great business world. Men, women,

everywhere in business are inviting starva

tion of a different nature. Of many a busi

ness man who has drifted on the rocks of

failure it might be said, "His ruin was

brought about by starvation." Yes, let the

words be written in "scare type." He

starved himself to ruin. What do you mean ?

Just this. There was no time given to men

tal feeding. The "business" made of the

man a slave. It drove him. He writhed

and quivered daily under the merciless lash

of a taskmaster of some system or tyrannous

custom, because he was not thinker enough

to launch an original idea. His excuse in

variably is, " I have no time even to read the

newspapers." This admission shows the

slave and not the poised master. He does

not even think that he thinks he thinks.

His thought muscles are withered. His life

is narrow, and narrowing every day. He is

a dead one, and getting deader. The pity-

is, he does not know it.

Scientists tell us the brain is made up of

molecules, atoms, corpuscles; that a cor

puscle is to an atom, what a tiny grain of

sand is to an ordinary church building in

size. They further tell us that thought is a

force—that these corpuscles are the media

through which thought acts.—and that unless

we invite or draw to us this thought force

vibration, the brain deteriorates; that is, the

wonderful corpuscular structure of this deli

cate organ breaks down, withers or atrophies,

because of non-use. Furthermore, after the

age of fifty years, if a man does not sys

tematically make an effort to exercise the

brain, and study to keep it in good function

ing condition, he lowers the whole tone of

life. And as the brain begins to die in its

corpuscles, so man begins to die.

Dr. James, of Harvard, thinks the average

man is doing about one-tenth of what he

might do. In other words, nine-tenths of

man's real power is unexpressed—has not
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been called out—is dormant. What wonder

a great teacher cried out midway in the cen

turies, "Awake thou that steepest! Arise

from the dead and He shall give thee

light."

Am I getting away from the subject?

No. If most men use but one-tenth their

brain power in normal life in our present

civilization, what shall be said of the starving

soul who refuses to feed that one-tenth be

cause he is too busy chasing the dollar?

Business is a profession and every business

man or woman should feel keen humiliation

and shame for a sad lack of brain training

which may and can be had, if the "better

man" is made "boss."

It is not a question of time, but rather of

will. The social function, the card-party

the theater, the lodge, the club, very often

would better be cut out that the precious

hours may be spent in real recreation, in

thought force and brain power. Mental lazi

ness makes mental starvation. Starved souls

not only suffer privation—they lose infinite

riches because they miss the "kingdom"

which is the "holy of holies" of the real self

—the ego, the indestructible and eternal part

of man.

Equality: From Letters of Labor and Love

By Samuel M. Jones

ALLmen are brothers and we must learn

to live brotherly. Some of you, to

whom I am writing, may not believe

this is true; you may deny it. I will not

quarrel with you. You might deny that two

and two make four; it would not change my

belief, though you were ignorant of the

simplest principles of arithmetic; neither

would it alter my feeling toward you were

you to say that I am not your brother or

you are not my brother. I can find no other

reasonable belief to account for the existence

of men upon the earth than that contained

in Brotherhood.

I believe that God is our Father; that is,

that all spring from one divine source. If

you believe this, then it follows that you must

admit the idea of Brotherhood, you must also

admit the idea of Equality. Having gone

this far, then it follows that to be at peace

we must make a plan for society (all of the

people) that is fair, that will make it possible

for men to live as brothers; and this, my

dear friends, is the purpose, the one all-

embracing mission of the government of these

United States.

It has been said that "our government was

conceived in liberty and dedicated to the

proposition that all men are created equal."

This does not mean that all men arc equal

in strength, or size, or skill, or goodness, or

meanness. It assumes the same kind of

equality that is recognized in a loving family,

that is, all the members of that family feel

that it is a duty resting upon each one to do

the utmost that he or she can do to contribute

to the welfare of the whole family. In the

well regulated, loving family, there are no

special privileges, no "grafts," no schemes

whereby one member of the family proposes

to get rich at. the expense of the others; but

the animating purpose of the family life is

the "good of all."

This idea of Equality has had a tremendous

growth in the life of the world during the

last one hundred years, but is as small dust

in the balance compared with the growth of

this sentiment that we are to witness within

the next twenty-five years. All the signs of

the times point to the quick coming of a

wonderful awakening of the social con

science of the world. We are to see in the

near future a wave of revival that shall

sweep over this country and, indeed, the

civilized world, that shall be, in the best

sense of the word, a revival of real religion;

the setting up of a social and political order

that will enable every man and woman to

be the best kind of man or woman that he

or she is capable of being.

My mind is not all of me nor the best of me—although it is the medium of my soul's

growth, feeling and expression.—A . F. Sheldon.



Advertising: Its Relation to the Science

of Modern Business Building

By Arthur Frederick Sheldon

ADVERTISING is salesmanship by the

written method.

By "Business Building" I mean the

making of each customer a repeater and also

making the customer the first link in an end

less chain to bring more customers.

There is no better advertisement or a

more potent form of salesmanship than the

pen and the wagging tongue of the satisfied

customer.

Kind words and enthusiastic endorsement

by those not financially interested in the

transaction are most powerful in influencing

trade.

Some of the underlying principles which

make business building possible in modern

times I would enumerate as follows:

First: Honest goods—real merit in the

thing offered for sale.

Second: Honest representation free from

all exaggeration concerning those goods both

by personal salesmanship and by the spoken

word, and by written salesmanship or ad

vertising.

Third: A complete analysis of the goods

from the viewpoint of all the points that can

be made concerning the goods, in favor of

their purpose.

Fourth: A logical synthesis of the points

arrived at through analysis.

Fifth: Correct expression of the points

thus logically arranged—lucidity, simplicity

and all possible brevity being the main fac

tors in correct expression.

Sixth: The introduction of certain points

which appeal to the heart side of the cus

tomer. That is to say, points which reach

the feelings as well as points which reach the

intellect.

"Have you a little fairy in your home?"

has no special element that appeals to the

intellect, but it reaches the heart strings of

the mother, and it sells soap.

Seventh: The broadest possible under

standing of human nature on the part of the

man writing the advertisement—he should

be a student of the types, temperaments,

habits and motives of the classes of people

to whom his selling power is directed.

Eighth: An understanding on the part of

every one connected with any given institu

tion that the object of the institution as a

whole is the sale of goods for profit. That

the salesmen of the world are really the in

stitutions themselves. »

That the legal being, the corporate entity,

the house as a whole is a composite salesman.

That every thought, word and act of every

one connected with the institution from office

boy to president is a part of the salesmanship

of this composite salesman.

Each individual connected with any given

institution, if the best results are to be ob

tained, must realize that confidence is the

basis of trade.

Every thought, word and act of everyone

connected with any institution tends to

either build up or tear down confidence.

If any organ of the physical body becomes

diseased the whole body is adversely affected.

Similarly, if any organ (individual) in any

commercial body be afflicted with one or

more diseases such as "clock-watching,"

shirking, carelessness, disloyalty, dishonesty,

etc., through the whole list of negative ten

dencies, the whole body of the institution is

adversely affected.

To accomplish the sale of its product, at

a profit, and as a business builder, the in

stitution as a whole must do six things and

do these six things with a large number of

people.

First: It must command attention.

Attention is the mental condition of bend

ing to—the attention of the buying public

must be bent to the institution and to the

thing which the institution has for sale.

Second: The feeling of Confidence must

be inspired.

Third: The feeling of Interest must be

created in the thing offered for sale.

Fourth: This feeling of Interest must be

intensified until it changes to the feeling of

Desire for the thing offered for sale.
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Fifth: This feeling of Desire must be

made so strong that it moves the will to

decision and action in favor of buying the

thing offered for sale.

Sixth: If "business building" is to be the

result the goods must be so good, and the

representation concerning them so truthful,

that the feeling of Satisfaction results in the

mind of the customer after the sale has been

consummated and the goods delivered and

used.

Here is where the great function of the

advertising department comes in.

Here is where we see clearly the relation

of advertising to "modern business build-

ing."

The advertisement is the composite voice

of the composite salesman; the advertising

man is the orator of the occasion, speaking

to the multitude.

The personal salesman speaks to one pros

pective customer at a time, or at the best to

but a very few.

The advertising man, the father of the ad

vertisement, speaks to the whole community,

the nation, the world.

How important, then, that he bear the fol

lowing facts in mind:

First: That his words have the ring of

truth, that they may inspire confidence.

Second: That he, the man who writes

the advertisement, understands his audience

and knows how to play on that harp of a

thousand strings, the human soul.

Third: That points, points, points, come

from his pen rather than words, words, words,

and that each be a pointed arrow that goes

straight to the mind and soul of each who

reads.

Fourth. He should be enough of a

psychologist to understand, first, that there

are three parts to the customer's mind:

A—The Intellect, with which he knows.

B—The Sensibilities, with which he feels.

C—The Will, with which he decides and

acts.

Second: That the object for which he is

striving is to honestly persuade the customer's

Will to intelligent decision and action con

cerning the matter of the purchase of the

thing he is offering for sale.

Third: That there are two channels to

the human Will:

A—Through the head, or intellect.

B—Through the heart, or feelings

Some salesmen, both by the spoken word

and by the written method, pound at the

head all the time and forget the solar plexus

of the heart.

Fourth: He should understand the psy

chological truth that thought plus feeling

equals conduct—that all action is but the re

sult of thought plus feelings.

Commercial houses, as a rule, employ both

methods of salesmanship, namely, by the

spoken word of the salesman and by the

written method, advertising.

Each of these departments must be closely

affiliated if the most satisfactory results are

to be obtained.

Each must help the other.

The advertisement often attracts attention

to the goods offered for sale and brings the

purchaser to the point of contact with the

goods with no more than a slight interest in

them.

It is then up to the personal salesman to

establish confidence, complete confidence, in

the goods offered for sale and to change in

terest into desire and then change desire into

resolve to buy, and to do it in such a way

that this resolve to buy is followed by the

action of buying. And also in such a way

that the feeling of satisfaction results in the

mind of the customer after the property has

been transferred from the seller to the

buyer.

A few general principles for the advertis

ing man to bear in mind:

First: That in deed and in fact con

fidence is the basis of trade, and that exag

geration destroys confidence. Abraham Lin

coln said, "you can fool some of the people

all of the time, and all of the people some of

the time, but you can't fool all of the people

all of the time."

If this wise man were living today I be

lieve he would add: "You cannot fool very

many of the people very much of the time."

The human race passes through four stages

from the standpoint of the evolution of in

telligence, first, Ignorance; second, Know

ledge; third, Learning; and fourth, Wis

dom.

And the race is rapidly evolving to the

plane of wisdom. The man who forms an

advertising campaign on the basis of the old

belief that a sucker is born every minute,

proves by that fact that he is either ignorant
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or, at the best, has but little knowledge. He

is very unwise.

The wise advertiser has come to see that

the square deal pays; that aside from any

question of right or wrong, it is a dollar-mak

ing idea. He knows that it is the repeaters

that count and that there is more in busi

ness building than in immediate business

getting. He knows, that people dishonestly

dealt with do not repeat.

Second: The master advertiser must

clearly understand the law of repetition.

He must be a student of nature and per

ceive the fact that great men and great in

stitutions work in harmony with nature's

laws. One of nature's greatest laws is the

law of Repetition.

To accomplish great results she repeats,

and repeats and repeats.

Third: Along with the Law of Repetition

he must understand the Law of Suggestion.

A suggestion is anything which arouses

thought.

Suggestion repeated causes thought.

Thought repeated causes feeling.

Thought plus Feeling repeated causes Con

duct—Action.

Action repeated equals Habit. Habits

make Character, Character makes influ

ence.

Sow a suggestion, reap a thought.

Sow a thought, reap a feeling.

Sow thought plus feeling, reap an act.

Sow an act, reap a habit.

Sow a habit, reap a character.

Sow character, reap an influence.

But if you would sow suggestions, thoughts,

feelings and actions until you reap the habit

of the public to buy your goods and keep

on buying them;

If you would not only do this, but get

those who buy into the habit of telling others

about your institution and the goods that

your institution has for sale until these others

come and get that same habit;

If you would carry this process on until

your institution establishes a character in a

given community, or before the world, until

it reaps a potent influence—then you must

sow truthful suggestions, logically told, and

attractively told, AND YOU MUST KEEP

ON SOWING THEM.

The man who advertises just a little and

then says that advertising does not pay, re

minds me of the man who burned one match

and a few splinters under a fifty barrel kettle

of water and then swore that fire would not

heat water.

Fire will heat water if you use enough fire.

And advertising will attract attention,

create confidence, arouse interest, cause de

sire and bring about decision to buy goods,

followed by action and by satisfaction, if

enough advertising is used of the right kind,

in the right mediums, concerning the right

goods.

One illustration of Nature's law of repeti

tion:

It was my privilege once upon a time to

visit the Mammoth Cave, near Louisville,

Ky. There I saw the beautiful columns of

mineral substances called stalactites and

stalagmites, these columns having been

builded by the repeated dripping of drops

of water, one drop at a time, until there had

been formed in some instances, all the way

from the bottom of the cave to the top of

the cave, a solid column. In some in

stances the columns were but partially

formed and were still being builded by the

constant drip, drip, drip of the mineral-

charged waters.

We stood and watched that drip, drip,

drip of the water upon one of those columns

for an entire hour.

Of course we witnessed no change.

Nothing perceptible had been added to the

column, but something had been added just

the same. And we knew, as we looked

about us and saw the other columns builded

from the bottom to the top, that Nature's

law of repetition would in time do the work

for this column even as it had already done

it for the others.

Similarly the law of repetition accomplishes

the desired results for the advertiser if he

but work in harmony with Nature's law.

But he must see to it, if he would not only

get business but build business, that the

mental waters of the suggestions which drop

from his pen, are charged with the mineral

of truth.

I have stated that in order to insure re

sults from advertising that the advertising

department and the department of personal

salesmanship must work in close company.

The man who advertises and then says

that advertising does not pay should not too

hastily throw the blame upon the advertis

ing department. He should ask himself:
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"Were the customers properly taken care

of after the advertisement had attracted at

tention and aroused some interest?"

In every institution there are two classes

of people disposing of goods: First, the

salesman, and Second, the order-taker.

The true salesman changes interest

created by the advertisement into desire and

changes desire into resolve to buy, and does

it in such a way that the action of buying

plus satisfaction with the goods is the natural

consequence.

He also oftentimes attracts attention to

other things than that or those which the

customer intended to buy, and effects the

sale of them.

The order-taker often changes to indiffer

ence or even disgust—he kills rather than

creates business.

He rarely ever does anything more than

wait upon people, by showing them in an

indifferent way that which is called for.

It is seldom that he attracts attention to

anything else.

I have one suggestion to offer to the ad

vertising men of America:

The most important thing to do for the

future of the profession of advertising, in

my judgment, is to take steps to educate the

great buying public to BELIEVE IN AD

VERTISEMENTS.

I mean by this the public—the buyers.

I do not refer to the merchants and manu

facturers who have things for sale so much

as I do the people whom you and your

clients are trying to persuade to purchase

the things you offer for sale.

It is one thing to make advertisers believe

in advertising, and it is another thing to make

the public, those who read the advertise

ments of the advertiser, believe in the ad

vertiser's advertisements.

Honest people have bought dishonest

goods from dishonest advertisers.

The human mind is prone to reason by

inference and jump to wrong conclusions.

I know many people who never read ad

vertisements simply because they have been

swindled by having read, or answered, one

or more. Only recently a friend told me

that he had taken occasion to interview six

ladies of his acquaintance on this point and

found that four of the six considered adver

tisements a dangerous thing to deal with and

that their prejudice was so great that they

would not even read advertisements.

"The sins of the fathers shall be visited

upon the children, even unto the third and

fourth generation" is a literal truth as ap

plied to the man who advertises today.

Many honest advertisers are suffering to

day for the sins of the dishonest advertising

of the past.

If advertising is to have the future it should

have we must do more than educate manu

facturers and merchants to believe in and

buy advertising space.

We must educate the public to believe in

advertisements.

We must educate the public to do four

things:

First : Have confidence in advertisements.

Second: Read advertisements.

Third: Reply to advertisements.

Fourth: Purchase advertised goods after

they have replied. What we need, there

fore, is a campaign of education along that

line. But "what to do ' is always easier

than "how to do it."

And what is the "how" in this case?

The following suggestions are respectfully

submitted:

First: The first thing to do is the very

thing you are doing, namely, the rapid elimi

nation of the liar and the thief.

As I understand it the keynote of this con

vention, by united and unanimous effort, has

been the placing of a ban upon dishonest

advertisers, making it plain that false ad

vertising is getting money under false pre

tenses and should be punished by imprison

ment. Wide publicity of the work of this

convention should be given throughout the

world.

Second: I would suggest the creation of

an advertising literature, and that this be

done as rapidly as possible.

This advertising literature would fall under

three general classes.

First, Editorial.

There should be a more intimate relation

ship between the editorial and business de

partments of our publications, both maga

zines and newspapers? Each is a most im

portant factor in the composite salesman.

And every newspaper and every magazine

in the world is a salesman. The A B C of

newspaper and magazine building, it seems

to me is: First, excellence of editorial, of lit—
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erary and news service; second, subscrip

tions; third, advertising.

The editorial, literary and news gather

ing power, the subscription getting power,

and the space selling power is a trinity of

powers upon which the greatness of any

given publication depends, and they must

come in the order which I have mentioned.

They should work in closer harmony than

they generally do—each is dependent upon

the other for best results. They are inter

dependent and inter-related, in reality, and

yet in many instances they seem to be almost

divorcees.

Every monthly magazine and every daily

and every weekly paper in this land should

"loosen up" on this subject in its editorial

and literary columns, and thus give to the

great reading public truths calculated to in

spire the confidence of the public in adver

tisements.

Second: A literature well calculated to

accomplish the end in view could be woven

into success stories, stories of the lives of

men who have brought fame and fortune to

themselves and have vastly benefitted hu

manity by advertising their wares.

The stories of Heinz with his fifty-seven

varieties; of Kellogg, with his many enter

prises, and of PosJ, with his Postum, and

of many other men read like fairy stories,

and yet they are true.

There is no class of literature more help

ful to the youthful mind, more conducive to

a generation of growth and ambition and

high resolve, than biography. And the

biography of living men, and of men who

have passed away, who advertise and have

advertised honest goods honestly could be

made most helpful and inspiring.

Third: A literature of helpful fiction

could be created.

A story written by a London or a Kipling,

the hero of which is a character like any

one of many who have benefitted humanity

by making a world market for their goods,

and by means of advertising, would help to

establish in the race consciousness that

CONFIDENCE IN ADVERTISEMENTS

which is the first essential for successful ad

vertising.

I do not know that Kipling would write

such a book, but if every delegate here pres

ent would each write him a letter requesting

him to do so it is possible that he would.

However that may be, there are good men

who could and would create a valuable litera

ture along that line. If, then, the daily,

weekly and monthly publications would co

operate to the end of giving such books

publicity, great good could undoubtedly be

accomplished and the remedy would be

effective.

Fourth: Strictly educational- literature for

the instruction of those who write advertise

ments must be created—advertising must be

reduced to a science and put on a profes

sional plane.

Fifth: Advertising as a science must be

taught in the public schools and business

colleges. And this science must be an ethi

cal science—a correlation of ethical and

philosophical principles that specifically

apply to the selling of goods by the writ

ten method.

The boys and girls who are in the schools

today will be the buyers in the near future.

Properly educated they will come to believe

in advertising.

It really seems to me that when these five

things have been done, and done well, that

then the buying public will come to believe

in advertisements.

Then it is that merchants and manufac

turers who have things for sale will BE

LIEVE IN ADVERTISING.

Then it is that the public will buy and

read magazines and newspapers not alone

for their editorial, literary and news quali-

Iies, but beeause these mediums wisely and

economically administer to the commercial

needs of the public.

Then it is that the great buying public

will, First believe in advertising—believe in

advertisements.

Second—Read advertisements.

Third: Answer advertisements.

Fourth: Purchase goods as a result of

having answered the advertisements.

With these four things accomplished the

sale of advertising space will largely take

care of itself.

It pays purely from a commercial standpoint to develop to a marked degree Intelli

gence, Memory, Imagination, Will, Faith, Ambition, Love, Reverence, Strength, Sym

metry, Activity and Endurance.—A. F. Slieldon.



Chalmers of Detroit

By John Wilfcerson

PERHAPS you have heard of Hugh

Chalmers.

He is the man who received $72,000

a year when working for John H. Patterson,

president of the National Cash Register

company.

Of course Chalmers was pathetically un

derpaid, but even so, $72,000 a year is a very

exceptional salary, and a man who can com

mand it, and earn it, as Chalmers did, de

serves unusual attention, especially when

that man is only 32 years old.

Chalmers was 32 when, as vice-president

of the National Cash Register company and

general manager of its world wide business

he received this annual fortune. He is a

little older than that now.

Also, he is a bigger man now. Chalmers

grows. When he decided that it was no

longer worth $72,000 a year to try to work

at the National he went into the auto

mobile business for himself. He bought an

interest in the E. R. Thomas-Detroit com

pany and became its president. The name

was then changed to the Chalmers-Detroit

company.

NOW HE SELLS AUTOS

He has been doing things in the automo

bile business. If you don't believe it, ask

any automobile man.

Chalmers discovered that a millionaire's

car could be built and sold for $1,500. The

announcement of this discovery caused a

good deal of an upheaval in the automobile

world. Also, this announcement struck a

responsive point of contact in the public

mind and many kind thoughts were sent in

Chalmers' direction by thousands of people

who had long been wanting a millionaire's

car for about $1,500. If you doubt this, just

drop a line to Steele, the Ad Man over at

the Chalmers-Detroit factory, and ask him

how many replies they got from the first

advertisement about the astounding car.

Chalmers is a truly great salesman. He

got his first big start by selling cash registers.

When he entered the automobile business

he saw that conditions were changing rapidly

in that industry; that where heretofore auto

mobiles had been bought, hereafter they

would have to be sold. He figured out that

with the right kind of a selling organization

he could market his cars in great quantities,

and hence afford to take a small profit on

each car. Because of this policy it won't be

long before nearly everyone can afford to

own an automobile.

A MAN WORTH A MILLION

Chalmers is the hero of the original real

millionaire story. He was worth a million

dollars at 30, and he had made it all himself,

beginning as a very poor boy.

I do not know that Chalmers had $1,000,-

000 worth of real property at that time or that

he has that much yet, but nevertheless, he

was a real millionaire. He capitalized him

self for $1,000,000 and he then loaned the

capital to the National Cash Register com

pany for $50,000 a year, which is the inter

est at 5 percent on $1,000,000. And

this isn't a very high rate of interest; most

millionaires get more than this on their

capital.

Did you ever figure out how much you

are worth ?—how much capital your efficiency

represented ? What salary do you earn ? It

is the income on what amount, at five or

six per cent? This amount represents the

capital that you have tied up in your body,

your brain and your soul.

Chalmers had a million dollars tied up in

himself, and he collected the interest at regu

lar intervals. Note also, that either the

capital increased or the rate of interest was

raised, because, as mentioned above, he was

later getting $72,000 a year, an increase of

$22,000 over $50,000.

Most people could manage to live fairly

well on the $22,000 increase.

EFFICIENCY PERSONIFIED

Chalmers was a trained man. By con

stant thought, continual study, and unfalter

ing industry, he made himself worth what

he is. Talk of efficiency!—Chalmers is

efficiency personified.

You will be interested in the main facts of

Chalmers' struggle to business success.
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He had the first essential to a great career:

he began in the business world as an office

boy at about $2 a week. This was in the

Dayton sales office of the National Cash

Register company. He worked days at

sweeping out the office, running messages,

and doing all the other duties that an office

boy is supposed to do, but seldom does.

At night he attended a business school

where he learned stenography and book

keeping.

At fourteen, while working as a stenogra

pher and bookkeeper in this same office, he

made his first sale of a cash register. The

barrier was up. Nobody rang the recall bell

and he went right on.

At eighteen he was an office salesman; at

twenty a sales agent with an exclusive terri

tory; four years later he was district man

ager for Ohio with twenty-four sales agents

and salesmen under him; at twenty-five he

was called into the factory to be assistant

manager of agencies; at twenty-six he was

manager of agencies; then assistant general

manager; then general manager and vice-

president, at twenty-nine.

STANDS THE STRONG TEST

It was a big job that this youngster as

sumed, but he had been steadily laying up

his resources against this crucial test, and

when the test came he had sufficient capital

on which to do business.

There was a plant with 5ot>o employes to

manage, a selling force in America of 475

men to direct, branch companies in foreign

countries to organize and oversee, competi

tion to meet and subdue at home and abroad.

But Chalmers took to increased responsi

bility as a duck takes to water. With unerring

judgment of men, he built up around him

an organization of young, enthusiastic, force

ful lieutenants. He inspired them with

loyalty. He made his personality an asset of

the business.

Conventions and extensive traveling ac

quainted him with every man in the selling

force. And every man considered Chal

mers his personal friend. His wonderful

memory made it possible- for him to know

every name and every face. Not only that,

but by constant study of the daily sales re

port he trained himself to know each day

just how much business each man had done,

and, in meeting one of them could give just

the right word of congratulation, encour

agement or "ginger."

CHALMERS A MAN OF GINGER

Was it a convention of salesmen tired after

a season's work, perhaps a bit discouraged ?

Hugh Chalmers' words of appreciation, ad

vice and encouragement, drawn from his

own experience and his wider view of the

field, would send them back to their terri

tories eager for work and confident of suc

cess—a state of mind sure to result in bigger

sales. Was it a delegation of workmen with

a grievance or a mass meeting of employes

on the verge of a strike? It was Chalmers

who justified the company's position, showed

that the interests of management and em

ployes were one, appealed to the men's

loyalty and sent them away satisfied. When

ever Chalmers spoke to a meeting, large or

small, his hearers want back to their work

with more snap and vim than they had be

fore. His words were worth dollars in in

creased efficiency.

"I believe in treating men as human be

ings," says Mr. Chalmers. "When I talk

to people individually or collectively, I ap

peal not merely to their heads but to their

hearts. Persuade a man merely by cold

logic and, though he admits the correctness

of your claims, he is not 'sold'—not con

vinced. Arguments that tell are the ones

that reach the heart."

If the essence of successful salesmanship

is persuasion then it is easy for one who

knows Hugh Chalmers to understand why

he should have been one of the most success

ful salesmen the National Cash Register

company ever had.

CHALMERS AND INFALLIBILITY

Chalmers would have made a great jury

lawyer. The resourcefulness of the sales

man in advancing arguments and meeting

objections has developed in him to a won

derful reasoning power and persuasiveness.

When Hugh Chalmers talks to you, you are

convinced that what he says is right, always

has been and always will be. This con

vincingness is one of the strongest assets in

Chalmers' inventory of success-bringing

qualities. He has a personality that inspires

confidence.

He believes in employing good men and

paying them well for what they do. He has
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always stood for high commissions to agents.

"The man in the field," he would say, "is

the man who keeps the factory going. Let

us pay him all we can. He can't make

money for himself without making money

for us."

Chalmers wants his men not only to make

money but to save it. He comes of Scotch

ancestry and Scottish thrift is one of his

characteristics. "Save your money" has

been the burden of many talks to his sales

men.

EXPENSES AND PROFITS

When he was a salesman himself he had

an original method of making himself work

hard and save money. He made it a rule

that he must earn enough by the 12th of

each month to pay his traveling and office

expenses. "Everything over and above ex

penses," says he, "was profit. So I worked

and saved in the first part of the month to

get my expenses paid and begin to earn profit.

And I worked hard at the end of the month,

to put all the commissions I could into the

profit column, instead of into next month's

expense column."

Once upon a time on a train bound for

New York Hugh Chalmers gave a fellow

manufacturer the business man's counter

sign: "How's business?" It was during a

period of depression.

"Only fair," answered the other, "times

are pretty hard. But I've done a good piece

of work in the last six months. I've spent

my time in the shop and suceeded in cutting

down the cost of our product 25 cents."

"But how about your sales?"

"They've fallen off about 30 per cent.

But it's a bad year. Everybody's business

has dropped off. How are things with you ?"

NO HARD LUCK TALES

"To date," said Mr. Chalmers, we show

an increase of 20 per cent over the same

period last year. We're selling our product

at the highest prices we've ever got and we

are behind on our orders. I suppose our

manufacturing cost is a little higher than it

might be, but while you've been cutting 25

cents off the cost of each article by getting

out in the factory, I have kept $25 on the

selling price by anticipating competition and

by devoting my attention to the big problem

of selling, organization and advertising."

"Which is the most important?" That is

the question with which Hugh Chalmers faces

the problems of the business day, and it is

his ability to determine "which," and to

concentrate all his powers on that one task,

that enabled him at 32 to manage a world

wide business and to earn a salary of $72,000

a year. It is this same ability—to pick out

the big problem and to solve it—that has

made him, ten months after he entered it,

one of the big figures in the automobile

world.

Aside from his own unusual proficiency

in any line of work he takes up Mr. Chalmers

is a great business leader. He draws men

to him as a magnet draws the steel. To

work for Chalmers is to give him the best

you've got all the time with unwavering

loyalty. You can't help it. Every man who

ever worked for him knew that from Chal

mers he would always get a square deal. I

know, because it has been my pleasure to be

one of these men. And the Square Deal is

the parent of loyalty. .

The men who enlist under Chalmers will

follow his flag—not to death, because you

can't kill him—but to victory.

A Prayer

Robert Louis Stevenson

We thank thee for this place in which we dwell; for the love that unites us; for the peace

accorded us; for the hope with which we expect the morrow; for the health, the work, the

food and the bright skies, that make our lives delightful; for our friends in all parts of the

earth, and our friendly helpers in this Isle. Help us to repay in service one to another the

debt of Thine unmerited benefits and mercies. Grant that we may be set free from the

fear of vicissitude and death, may finish what remains of our course without dishonor to

ourselves or hurt to others, and give at last rest to the weary.



Analysis of the Selling Points on a

Loaf of Bread

A loaf of bread is a very common article. It is so common that you have

perhaps never stopped to think that there were any particular selling points on

it. It is still less likely that you ever stopped to think of the selling points of

any particular loaf of bread as opposed to any other loaf.

Following is an analysis for the sale of Ward's Tip-Top Bread, made by

the Ward-Mackey Co. This analysis was sent in by W. C. Evans, who is con

nected with the Ward-Mackey Co., in their Pittsburg branch. It is printed

here because it is educational.

OBJECT—SALE OF A LOAF OF WARD'S "TIP TOP" BREAD

I. Nature

3. Ingredients .

3. How, when and where made

4. Value .

1. For his own use

2. For him to re-sell for profit.. .

Wheat bread intended for table use for high class

family trade.

Best grade of Spring Patent Flour.

Best grade of granulated sugar.

Best grade compressed yeast.

Fresh milk.

Minor ingredients carefully selected for quality.

Mixed by patent process controlled exclusively and

which assures the maximum percentage of food

properties are retained in the flour.

Baked fresh every morning within a few hours of

delivery.

Made by the highest paid bakers who are selected as

the most skilful in the trade, under the supervision

of a superintendent who is admitted by the trade

to be one of the best practical bakers in the business.

Made at one of the cleanest and most modern bakery-

buildings in the world.

The large volume of production insures a minimum

cost and every loaf is as large as can be made for

the price.

It is the best loaf of bread on the market at any price

and the price is the same as competitors.

It is a necessity in every home.

It contains more food properties than any other food.

It is the best advertised bread on the market.

The demand for it is greater than for any other.

Its delivery fresh every morning at your door can

be depended upon.

There is a clear profit of 15 per cent on it with no

risk of loss.

-
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3. Compared with other brands . .

Baked in the largest, cleanest and most modem bakery

in the city.

It is the only bread produced in the city that is machine

moulded, assuring absolute uniformity in the size

of the loaves.

It is the only one put up in packages at the oven,

assuring minimum amount of handling.

It costs no more than the competitor's.

4. Suggestion .

Its name "Tip-Top" suggests its grade as to quality.

Its value and importance as a food is suggested by

the fact that the word bread is repeatedly used

in the scriptures and elsewhere as a synonym for

food.

The following are two reasons which a prospective customer might give for not buying

"Ward's Tip-Top Bread."

First—It is not as good as home made bread.

Second—There is not enough profit in it.

My answer to the first would be that the process used in mixing this bread assures a

far greater amount of food properties in the bread than can possibly be retained in home

made bread. The speed at which the mixer works and its peculiar motion brings every

particle of each ingredient into contact with the others and the process is completed in a

very much shorter time, leaving the batter exposed to the working of the yeast for a mini

mum time. As it is a fact that yeast feeds on the food properties of the flour, it will readily

be seen that a great advantage is effectual by the shortening of the time.

Every mix is made exactly to a formula and the several rooms and the ovens are heated

exactly to the degree required, thus assuring uniformity of quality which is very rarely pos

sible in home made bread.

My answer to the second objection would be that bread is handled with a less amount

of trouble and care on the part of the grocer than almost any other article he handles.

It is delivered fresh at his door every morning and any that he does not sell is replaced

the next day without cost to him. Large sums of money are expended in advertising in order

to increase his trade at no expense to him.

The fact that he handles this well advertised article and the fact that it enjoys such

a reputation for quality, brings people to his store who buy other goods, and it reflects credit

on the other goods he handles.

His profit which is 25 per cent is assured on every loaf of bread he sells without any

allowance to be made by him for goods that are stale, these are taken off his hands at cost

price.

Have you analyzed your proposition in this able fashion?

The Governors

Oliver Goldsmith

For just experience tells, in every soil,

That those who think must govern those that toil—

And all that freedom's highest aims can reach

Is but to lay proportioned loads on each.

Hence should one order disproportioned grow,

It's double weight will ruin all below,



You've Got to Run for It

Second wind!

Have you ever experienced the divine joy of getting your second

wind ?

Have you ever run in a stubborn race? The first short part of

any race seems easy. You are fight as a bird on the wing; the

earth flies back away from you; you feel as though you could run

on indefinitely.

^. Then all at once you begin to tire. A few strides more and

you are tired—more tired than you ever were before. Your heart

thumps and tries to choke you; you are burning hot and can't

sweat ; your feet weigh a ton ; your legs are numb ; your joints dry

and stiff; wracking pains attack your shoulders and your back

muscles, and you feel as though you never would get a deep breath

again in your life.

But then, suddenly, just when you think you can't possibly go

one stride further, something happens—something that makes you

feel light as a bird again. Your diaphragm goes down and your

chest goes out until it seems bursting; you are trying to make a uni

verse a vacuum; you can feel that breath clear down to your toes;

and another one comes just like it, and another, and another; and

then you almost yelp with joy you feel so light and good again.

It is your second wind!

Now you not only feel like running on indefinitely; you could

run indefinitely. You glow and exult in your strength. There is

no joy equal to that which a strong man knows in his strength.

You feel as though you suddenly had been shot full of some divine

juice that has made you over new, invulnerable to weariness. .

Yes, you've got your second wind, and you are living, doing,

winning.

But you had to run for it!

It didn't come to you as you were strolling along a shaded street,

as you lolled beside the river. No; it came as you ran, as you

struggled against yourself and others, out in the open, under the

burning sun.

The second wind with its surging spirit didn't come even to the

man who sat in the grand stand and cheered as you crossed the

finish line—it comes only to those who run for it—to those who are

willing to endure in the bitter test.



Gleanings from Business Fields

By Thomas Dreier

Of course, it is possible that I am mistaken

about this—as I probably am mistaken about

at least one and a trillion

other things—but I cannot
Frankness get jt QUt of my head and

heart that the utmost frank

ness should exist between the head of every

concern and his employes. I believe that

every employe should be made to feel that

his suggestions, when properly presented,

will always be given the most careful atten

tion. I believe that the suggestions of the

office boy should be given attention just as

are the suggestions of the superintendent. I

do not mean that the office boy should be

asked to take a place at a directors' meeting,

but I do mean that when an office boy is so

interested in the house with which he is con

nected as to point out places where he be

lieves improvements can be made, he should

be given every encouragement. There are

enough office boys who are vegetating. Live

ones are too valuable to be placed in cold

storage. You surely remember that story of

the boy who stuck his finger into a little hole

in a dam'and saved a city from the flood.

Perhaps the suggestion of an office boy will

act as a finger which will save a great insti

tution from the flood of failure. Too many

employers get the idea that when an employe

begins to offer suggestions frankly, he is get

ting inoculated with the germs of that great

disease Swellheaditis, or as it is better known

in more intellectual circles, cockiness. They

don't seem to be able to grasp the idea that

an employe may dare to make radical sug

gestions because he believes in them with all

the earnestness and intensity of his being.

Yes, the employe may be mistaken. Em

ployes are often mistaken. Perhaps em

ployers are also makers of mistakes. None

of us is so very perfect you know. There

may have been a "very perfect gentle Knight"

in The Canterbury Tales, but there are no

human perfectos in the business world. So

it all comes down to this: The employer

who desires to get the most out of his men

should not hide his desires. And when an

employe meets this desire with a whole

hearted offer of his suggestions he should not

be made to feel that he ought to be tirawn

and quartered for being presumptuous. I

believe that in every institution there should

be a suggestion box. I believe further that

all suggestions should be signed. Unsigned

communications in a business house, whether

they come from outsiders, employes, or

officers, should be given the waste-basket

treatment. These suggestions should then

he taken in hand by the proper officials and

acknowledged. If it is found impracticable

to adopt a suggestion, the one who made it

should be advised of that fact. Where it is

possible the reasons should be given. If the

suggestion is adopted the one who made it

should at least be given thanks and credit. I

do not want to be found guilty of slandering

any institution, but, really, I cannot bring

myself to believe that there are any that are

perfect. Possibly this unbelief is due to the

fact that, so far, I have not discovered any

perfect men, and I remember what the Good

Gray Poet said: "Produce great people;

the rest follows." But great people cannot

be produced by keeping them in darkness

any more than an American Beauty rose can

be produced in a dank, dark cellar. Let the

sunshine of frankness, and honesty, and help

fulness, and kindness, and gentleness into

your place of business. When employers

know that their helpers are loyally coming

to them with their problems and their

troubles, instead of holding pessimistic con

versation with the rest of the employes, a

great part of the troubles of administration

will be done away with.

* * *

Business institutions are becoming more

human. To wholesalers the customers are

now more than mere names.

Helping They are men. They are

Customers friends. To illustrate what

I mean I want to call your

attention to Foote & Jenks of Jackson,

Michigan. They are sending out letters to

their salesmen urging them to help their cus

tomers in every possible way. This concern

sells perfumery and extracts. Just now

they are busy gathering all the information

about bottling they can secure. This they
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will give to their customers, showing them

where they can improve their products, or

produce the same goods at lower cost.

Listen to this from a recent circular letter:

"Foote & Jenks consider themselves in the

same class as the rest of the laborers of this

company, and with head, heart and hand

aim to do only what is good for the business

and for the uplifting of their associates, be

lieving that the development of the individual

employe is the development, in the broadest

sense, of the enterprise in which we are en

gaged. To this end we are glad to co-oper

ate in cultivating the mental, moral and

physical attributes, and by this circular sys

tem seek to develop uniform methods in

operation, courtesy, consideration and for

bearance among ourselves, and a high sense

of duty that will give nothing short of the

best possible quality obtainable in the pro

ducts delivered to our customers." The cir

cular then goes on to emphasize the truth

that the development of the minds and

bodies of the employes will result in more

cash in the pay envelopes, and asks all em

ployes to help one another, and do everything

in their power to make the business grow.

Foote & Jenks realize, and want their em

ployes to realize, that when there is but one

branch to a tree each member of the work

ing force cannot have a branch to himself,

but if more branches are made to grow—

well, you see what happens. I have a notion

that this company is on the right track.

* * *

To those of us who are weary-eyed with

our search for the elusive dollar, and who,

in our mad scramble for

Thoreau: place and power, some-

Iconoclast times pause and ask our

selves "What's the use?"

the philosophy of Henry David Thoreau

comes like a benediction. There is some

thing in his virile preaching that stirs our

sluggish minds into activity. Decided icono

clastic—from our market-place point of

view—he tears down our most sacred images

before our eyes, and we honor him in his

unholy work without applause. Thoreau

makes us breathe the pure, sun-washed air

of the Great Out of Doors. He makes us

walk erect like men who have cast burdens

aside. Thoreau is no burden bearer where

burden-carrying is unnecessary. He finds

no joy in bearing a load greater than the

load borne by others simply for the empty

honor of winning in a foolish and vain com

petition. He would have us believe that Man

is more important than Money, and that

money, while admittedly most necessary as

a part, is not the whole of Happiness. "Money

might be of great service to me," he writes,

" but the difficulty now is that I do not im

prove my opportunities, and therefore I am

not prepared to have my opportunities in

creased." Perhaps there is in this statement

just a wee touch of oriental pessimism, but it

causes to flash before us the truth that the

Law of Diminishing Returns operates in the

cases of those crassly wealthy folks who aim

to render service. It is easy for one to give

material things. But do you'know how hard

it is for a man to give himself. It is so easy

to sign a check for a thousand or ten thous

and, and relieve the material wants of

hundreds. But how many men and women

are big enough and generous enough and

wise enough to be able to give themselves in

rendering service. Sir Walter Raleigh placed

his costly cloak over a muddy spot so that

Queen Elizabeth might cross dry shod. And

other courtiers wished they had had costly

cloaks, had been present at the right time,

or had thought about it before Raleigh,

Once, while a crowd of newsies were waiting

for the afternoon edition, a little barefoot

girl tried to keep her feet from freezing on

the cold pavement by standing on one foot

while she warmed the other by holding it in

her hands and hopping about. A grimy

youngster, whom others called Dago in de

rision, placed his rag of a cap on the ground

and motioned her to stand on it. Tell me,

which one rendered the greater service?

So you see it is not what a man has, but what

he gives that counts, and folks with little

money may give more than those who possess

the wealth of Midas, even though the ma

terial gifts of the latter are millions while the

gifts of the former are mites. And that re

calls the parable of the widow's mite. Surely

you remember that! Thoreau was only a

country surveyor, poorer than millions of

grumbling men of today in bankable goods,

but spiritually a leader. It is true he did

not lead the ideal life, as some of us see it,

but what are we who dare sit in judgment

on the man who wrote "Waldon." He was

a man who dared live his own life in his own

way, which is something not many of us
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dare do. He lived happily, as he confessed

himself. "I love my fate to the core and

rind," he once wrote. And a man who does

that must be living a good life, the loud

voiced evidence of others to the contrary

notwithstanding.

* * %,

I trust no one will arise and dispute my

statement when I remark that Napoleon,

who, it will be remembered,

The Divinity created something of a stir

of Belief in international affairs, was

not so shrinkingly modest

that he failed to believe in himself. It is not

recorded that he claimed any intimate rela

tionship with the modest violet, and many

stories which have been given great circula

tion, and which have not been officially con

tradicted, lead me to believe that this Cor-

sican had a feeling that unless he believed

in himself it wasn't likely that others would

believe in him to any flattering extent.

Whether or no this belief in self produced re

sults I shall leave to you. For the sake of

argument, however, we shall assume that

Napoleon's mastery of millions was due en

tirely to the divinity of belief. No man who

seeks to scale a mountain will prepare him

self for the task by sinking himself in a well,

and that man who desires to become a mas

ter of men must prepare himself for mastery

by believing himself capable of mastery.

No shrinking, apologetic, inordinately modest

man ever made much of a dent in the armor

of Time. Oliver Cromwell gathered a few

farmers together at a prayermeeting, organ

ized his regiment " Ironsides," showed a woe

ful lack of respect for the ancient theory

about the divine right of kings by depriving

Charles of his head, and for fifteen years was'

supreme master of England. And what a

master he was! Foreign nations bowed be

fore his country, offering respect; the pillory

and whipping post became unfashionable;

prison ships were cleaned up and sent out

carrying merchandise unto all the world, and

the whole kingdom was conducted on a busi

ness basis. Cromwell had a touch of cosmic

consciousness. He was religious. He be

lieved in the divine right of man. He be

lieved in himself. He believed in himself

and in his cause and the crowd was forced

to believe in him. In more modern times

we have Cyrus Field connecting two conti

nents with a cable, doing the work in the

face of obstacles that were mountainous.

He did it because he believed in himself.

Emerson sang an iron note when he sent out

his great essay on Self-Reliance. In it he

condensed a philosophy of belief that has

stirred the sluggish minds of millions into

activity. "Trust yourself," he cried. "To

believe your own thought, to believe that

what is true for you in your private heart,

is true for all men—that is genius." Let not

the laughter make you ashamed of the divin

ity which seeks to express itself through you.

Be yourself. Do your work as if you of all

men could do that work best. Remember

the world accepts you at the estimate you

place upon yourself. Tell the world you are

dross and the world will accept your word

without investigation. Hide your light under

a bushel and there it will remain, for the

busy world is too busy admiring the beauties

disclosed by the lights that shine to spend any

time uncovering bushels to discover what is

underneath.

* * *

I know that the day will come when the

world will shudder over the crudities and

barbarities and bloodiness

Cannibalistic that characterize the corn-

Business mercial practices which ob

tain today. I know that as

we today are horror-stricken at tales which

come to us from the jungles where men eat

men, so will the more enlightened men and

women of a happier future day be horror-

stricken at the tales history will tell them of

our own times. Men who kill and eat the

bodies of other men are called cannibals.

What shall we call those who destroy their

fellow men by stealing away their vitality, by

taking from them the result of their labors?

I have just been reading "The History of

Civilization," by Julian Laughlin. From it

permit me to quote this paragraph: "A

great destruction of human life is caused by

the acts of parasitic human beings, who prey

upon, and figuratively speaking, suck the

blood of their fellow-men, by taking from

them their vitality—that is to say, the result

of their labor; or what we call property or

money. This is done by force or fraud; and

since the invention of coin, it is usually done

by the aid of the machinery of government;

"by operation of law." There is no word

in the English language which expresses this

act. There are many words which are in
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tended to describe some portion of it. One

of the strangest features of this condition is

that these parasitic, cannibalistic or carni

vorous men are usually held up to us in song

and story as the finest specimens of our race ;

our leaders, superiors and masters, even;

from which the question may be fairly asked :

Is our moral code genuine, or is it intended

as a sham?" But while we bow the head

in shame for the moment, and murmur that

these charges and more are true, we do not

despair. We know that a philosopher has

arisen from the business ranks and is devot

ing his life to the great task of showing his

fellow men that the greatest ability is re

liability, and that he only is a true success

who serves greatly in making the whole

world the abode of men and women who

possess True Happiness.

* * *

There is a good friend of mine by the

name of Baillie. It really does not matter

where he lives, for I know

Poor there are several others

Customers like him in the business

world. We'll talk about

all of them at once. This Baillie I know re

ceived his training in a clothing store in

Scotland—one of those stores where most

everything was sold. The proprietor was a

true Scot. He wanted all the trade he could

get. He was a business builder. When he

got a customer he followed Shakespeare's ad

vice as applied to grappling to friends with

hoops of steel. This Scot realized that cus

tomers are true friends of the tradesman.

Did you ever look on yours that way ? One

day there came into this store where Baillie

worked a little, poorly clad girl. Immedi

ately after her came a fine looking young

lady—one of the kind that make a young

fellow straighten up as if he were to have his

photograph taken. Baillie changed his mind

about waiting on the little girl. He waited

on Her Ladyship and then turned to serve

Miss Poverty. After the two customers

were gone, the proprietor, who had been

watching everything, and who understood

the makeup of a man well enough to smile at

Baillie, took his young clerk to his private

office and read him a kindly lecture on the

value of a customer. The old man told him

that all customers were valuable and that

they should all be treated with equal fairness,

honesty and courtesy. To him the poor,

shabby little girl deserved just as good treat

ment as the well-dressed young lady. Not

only should she be given the same treatment,

but she should be given it at the right time.

Her turn came before that of Miss Quality,

and Baillie should not have made the mis

take of placing he* second. That lesson

Baillie never forgot. He told me that,

while he could not express himself in exact

figures, he felt that that little curtain lecture

has been worth thousands of dollars to him

and to those by whom he was employed be

fore he became an employer himself.

* * *

Yes, he was homely. He was bashful and

shy and retiring. He did not mingle much

with the crowd. He always

Joel Chandler avoided the spot-light. But,

Harris though all his later years

were spent in the glare of

the calcium, he remained the same modest,

kindly, unassuming, great-hearted man he

had been before the world began calling him

" Uncle Remus." Joel Chandler Harris died

in July. A true man went away. Joel

Chandler Harris is the South's greatest con

tribution to the nation, when her great gifts

of men are reckoned. Greater by far than

all its military heroes is he who gave us the

"Uncle Remus" stories, and founded as his

monument the magazine which bears his best

known name. He possessed the power of

personality. He lived and worked as a man

who kept his hands and his soul clean.

That's why he will not die. Joel Chandler

Harris did not die in July. Those of us who

believe that men truly live so long as their

work influences the world in which they once

lived, know that Joel Chandler Harris still

lives. He lives in the hearts and in the lives

of thousands. His stories have sweetened

existence for untold myriads. The influence

he started will continue with scarcely abating

power for generations yet to come. Joel

Chandler Harris is not dead. No man can

die who serves much. Emerson is not dead.

Socrates is not dead. Plato is not dead.

Lincoln is not dead. Great men do not die.

Men who express the divine cannot die.

Those only die who vegetate—who live,

seemingly, on a plane between simple- and

self-consciousness. Even those who reach

the heights of self-consciousness do not live

forever. Perhaps Joel Chandler Harris is

not as great as Emerson and Lincoln and
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those others I have mentioned. But who

knows ? Who is to judge ? He did his work

like a master, just as those others did. He

was master in another kingdom. His philos

ophy was the kindly philosophy of clean

laughter and fireplace joy. So, let's not

judge. Let us merely regard him as a man

who once in a while had touches of cosmic

consciousness—who once in a while con

versed with a Great Power. His is to be no

monument of cold marble. All he asked

was that his magazine be allowed to live and

cheer. " Let there be a line somewhere say

ing that it was founded by Joel Chandler

Harris, if it be not too much trouble."

That's all he asked. He wanted his loved

south to be represented in the world of let

ters, and he wanted his magazine to continue

the great work of radiating cheerfulness and

cleanliness and commonsense. No, Joel

Chandler Harris is not dead.

* * *

In Toledo there once lived a man who was

called Golden Rule Jones. Of course that

was not his real name, you

Jones of see he became tinted with

Toledo the material in which he

worked and folks called him

by the name his actions gave him. There

is something in this thought, that folks call

us the names our actions give us. Anyhow

Jones, whose real name was Samuel M., was

called Golden Rule. Like the name Metho

dist and Protestant, it was first flung at him

in derision. The idea of a man preaching

the Golden Rule in these commercial times!

It shocked the sensibilities of the citizens of

Toledo. The old method of crucifying those

who preached the Golden Rule having been

declared antiquated, the good folks of

Toledo—that is some of them—just laughed

at Jones and tapped their heads knowingly.

They thought he was crazy. Perhaps he

was. If being possessed of the idea that

business can be conducted according to the

Golden Rule is a sign of craziness, why,

Jones was certainly a condidate for the

asylum. He had had to struggle hard in his

younger days, had Jones. He knew what it

was to look into the face of Poverty, that

seared, lined face, stamped with suffering,

into which thousands daily are forced to look.

Jones had been an employe. He knew what

it was to have a master who believed that

love was simply a disease with which young

folks were afflicted in the springtime. And

in spite of all the evidence against love being

a commercial commodity, Jones actually de

clared that he would live according to the

gentle advice given in the Sermon on the

Mount. By this time Jones had made much

money from inventing a special pump, or

something, that folks in the oil regions

needed. He was wealthy. Under him were

hundreds of workmen. He saw that they

were doing the work which enabled his bank

account to grow. Without them he could do

nothing. Without him they could do little.

They were dependent upon him and he was

dependent upon them. He realized that

those grimy fellows out there in his shops

were his brothers, and that what he did to

make their lives sweeter helped to make his

own sweeter. He saw also that as he made

his workmen better he would make the whole

city better. Jones studied the relations

which existed between him and the rest of

mankind. Instead of the millions of hu

man beings scattered over the earth being

aliens, they became brothers to Jones. But

the place to start reforming the world is with

the individual, and Jones was wise enough,

to realize that before he could make his men

better it would be necessary for him to im

prove himselt. So he improved himself.

He perfected himself by utilizing the spiritual

forces which he discovered were always

ready to work through him. Walt Whit

man, the Good Gray Poet, did much for

Jones, just as he will do much for others

who will read him understandingly. Walt

Whitman stirred the strings of the heart of

Jones with his chants of democracy and uni

versal brotherhood. And Jones grew until

he felt toward his employes as he would have

them feel unto him. In their pay envelopes

he placed letters—" Letters of Love and La

bor" they were afterward called. Many of

the men laughed at them and threw them

on the ground without reading them.

Truly here were pearls cast before swine.

But some read them and learned to love the

Old Man. These few gathered in Golden

Rule Hall and talked of the service they

could render one another. Jones met with

them. The lessons learned here leaked out.

Jones became a public character. The news

paper cartoonists pictured him with a halo,

and the paragraphers chortled with glee as

they penned pungent bits that caused the
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crowd to laugh at him. But the common

people began to see in Jones a man who

could save them. They called on him to

help and the first thing he knew, Jones was

a candidate for mayor. With all the papers

and the so-called best people against him.

Golden Rule Jones became Toledo's execu

tive. And such a mayor as he made. He

had queer ideas. For instance he could not

bring himself to believe that a court was a

place where those who did wrong should re

ceive punishment. Jones actually believed

that more good could be done by love than

by punishment. And the funny thing about

it all is that he was right. Toledo became

one of the best governed cities in the country.

It became a city where every man, no matter

how rich or how poor, could get a square

deal. Golden Rule Jones won out. He pro

claimed unto all the world that the Golden

Rule is a practical, workable proposition,

and that it is just as potent in business and

politics as it is in the home and the church.

He proved it in his private life and in his

public work. He stamped his character upon

his city to an even greater degree than Tom

Johnson is stamping his on Cleveland.

Emerson somewhere says something about

men of high character being the consciences

of society. Jones was the conscience of

Toledo. There was something in that rug

ged personality that inspired confidence.

There was in this man a spirituality before

which the common politicians bowed. They

knew not why they bowed. Jones was a

master man. Before him, as he conducted

his court, the woman of the streets felt safe.

Instinctively she knew that here was a man

who remembered the saying of another Mag

istrate: "He among you who is without sin,

let him cast the first stone." Jones knew

that the scarlet woman was only a sister to

still more scarlet men. He was not one to

stand aside and wonder if his position

would allow him to help. He helped. .

She was his sister. And the boy that

stole, what of him? Jones acted

toward these offenders as a father

should. He went back to causes. Effects

concerned him little. Perhaps he found that

the boy's mother and sisters were starving

in some attic and the boy thought he had to

steal. Jones helped the boy to get money

in a way approved by society. But there is

no limit to what I might say of the work of

Golden Rule Jones. More must be said

another time. For the present let us keep

in mind the name of this modern man of

business who proved that the Golden Rule

is more than a mouthful of language, and

that it is the key-stone of the arch of Busi

ness-Building.

Just Be Glad

James Whilcomb Riley

O, heart of mine, we shouldn't worry so;

What we've missed of joy we couldn't have, you know.

What we've met of stormy pain,

And of sorrow's driving rain,

We can better meet again,

If it blow.

We have erred in that dark hour, we have known,

When our tears fell like the showers, all alone.

Were not shine and shadow blent

As the gracious Master meant ?

Let us temper our content

With his own.

For, we know, not every morrow can be sad;

So, forgetting all the sorrow we have had,

Let us fold away our fears,

And put by our foolish tears,

And through all the coming years

JUST BF. GLAD 1 ! I
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Edited by Harry W. Ford Under which are discussed, by the editor and others,

certain phases of the education of modern business men and salesmen, with some

comments on the art side of their work.

Some Thoughts on Business Education

by Correspondence

WILLIAM RAINEY HARPER, the

great educator whose memorial is the

University of Chicago, which he

built, began to teach by correspondence

thirty years ago. At that time he and his

colleagues were told that it was impossible.

During the period prior to the founding of

the University of Chicago, the plan of cor

respondence study was given a thorough

try-out, and as soon as the new University

was organized, a correspondence department

was made an organic part.

Even then many members of the faculty

thought it was impossible. They had not

themselves tested it and they could not un

derstand the possibility of teaching with

thoroughness in that way. In 1904 Presi

dent Harper made a public address in which

he discussed the advantages to be gained by

correspondence instruction. He pointed out

the better preparation of correspondence stu

dents for later work at the University, and

called attention to the fact that the corre

spondence school student takes his own time

to complete a given task and that he recites

the entire lesson himself, and is not limited

to the one or two minutes in an hour ordi

narily granted in regular recitations.

Furthermore, his recitation is not an off

hand statement of what he can recall, it is

a written statement of that which he has

worked out. Thoroughness is a necessity.

All waste of time is avoided because every

successive step is as definitely outlined as in

the class room; it is definite and exact. The

knowledge acquired is accurate. There is

no better method for securing accuracy than

the requirement of writing. Independence

and self-reliance are increased. The in

structor assists the correspondence student

with questions he cannot solve. It is one

thing to write out a question and another

to ask it in the class room. One does not

write out a question until he has first made

vigorous efforts to solve it for himself.

But in outlining these advantages in favor

of the correspondence method, President

Harper took care to call attention to the fact

that, lacking the inspiration of the teacher's

presence, many beginning the courses fall out

before completing them. It is right here

that the highest type of correspondence

school has its greatest chances for effective

service—by supplying in its criticisms of

papers, as nearly as may be supplied, the

inspiration of the teacher's presence.

Says a skeptical gentleman from the East,

referring to ajetter which outlined the merits

of a course:

"Your course should be a good one for

any one, providing your students' lesson

papers are corrected correctly and not for

the sake of noting thereon 'excellent,' 'very

good,' ' fine,' etc., simply for the sake of feed

ing so much 'pap' to the poor dupe of a stu

dent, and then letting corrections that should

be made go by the board. This may seem

severe, but I know of one correspondence

school, whose methods are such as I have

described; hence, I may be skeptical of all."

If the comments to which this gentleman

alludes were made in good faith and honesty

and as the result of the superior quality of

the papers themselves, both the school in

question and the author of the papers are

entitled to congratulation. It is a fact, how

ever, that these comments are too general,

even if deserved.

That raises the question of the standards

which must govern the criticism of corre

spondence papers. No paper, however ex

cellent, it is safe to say, can be adequately
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commented on by a word or even a sentence

or two of general criticism. It is very rarely

indeed, under the conditions which obtain in

correspondence work, that a paper should

not have detailed and specific criticism of

almost every answer. Not that they are

almost always entirely wrong, or even wrong

to any considerable extent, but between two

correct answers there is usually a possible

choice, a more logical arrangement of points,

perhaps; a keener analysis; a more thorough

grasp of the meaning of the question; a more

thorough method of study which produces

the answer.

These various types of answers are familiar

to the examiner, and by making his com

ments specific and constructive in criticism he

may improve the student's habits of study

and expression to a very great degree, even

though the questions are answered in the

first place with sufficient accuracy to justify

commendation of a high grade.

It is this problem of improvement, this de

sire to have the answers not only good, but

the best possible; the wish to get from the

students not merely a satisfactory answer but

one which will require the best thought, re

search and experience which the student can

bring to bear on it, which marks the corre

spondence school at its highest and most

serviceable development.

It is unquestionably true that there are

cases in which superficial examinations of

this kind are made, and it is due chiefly to

the fact that the schools have felt impelled

to answer these two questions: "How soon

can I be prepared?" and "How much money

can I make?" Every business college today

has to answer those two questions in the case

of practically every student whom they en

roll. "How long will it be before I can take

a job ?" is the first point on which a new stu

dent of stenography or bookkeeping has to

be assured.

It is a rare case that either in business col

leges or correspondence schools of the less

efficient class, proper attention is paid to the

questions: "How thoroughly can I be pre

pared?" and "How efficient will your work

make me?" And yet the correspondence

school which does not insist that these two

questions are the most important, and which

fails to exact the highest grade of con

scientious preparation from its students, not

only fails to hold the only permissible

standard of educational work, but it

cannot long retain the confidence of its

students or attain any lasting or perma

nent success.

The correspondence school, whether it

teaches salesmanship or engineering, even

more so than the university, which teaches,

for example, medicine or law, must be judged

by two things. First, the quality of its

graduates, and second, the absolute honesty

with which not only its examinations but all

its other relations with the students are con

ducted. Upon no other basis can perma

nent success be built, or a reputation secured

for honest service sincerely rendered.

Extracts from a Sales Manager's Letters

DID you ever see a good newspaper re

porter going about his business of

gathering news? If you never did,

you have missed a great lesson in the science

of human nature.

The reporter is a salesman. He has the

hardest job there is in salesmanship. If you

don't believe it, just go out and try.

The power of persuasion—which is sales

manship in the abstract—enters into the

work of a reporter every hour of the day.

He has got to persuade the people to give up

the news; he has got to persuade men to be

interviewed; got to persuade the society belle

to give him her photograph—in fact, he is

using the power of persuasion at every turn

of the road.

And if you ever accompanied a reporter

on his rounds, did you ever see him walk

up to a man and ask: "Is there any news

today?" If you did you can set it down

that that reporter was not a good reporter;

also 100 to i that the person to whom he

addressed this question replied: "No,

there's nothing doing today." Perhaps at

that very moment the man who made this

answer had, stored away in his mind, a piece

of news that was worth a front page story.

Why? Because it is human nature to

say "no."
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A good reporter would walk in and say

something like this: "Good morning; I was

walking down State street a while ago and

I saw the chief of police and Mr. So-and-So

walking along together. I wonder what that

means?" There you have the beginning of

a story—not necessarily a story about the

chief of police and Mr. So-and-So, because

probably there was no story connected with

the chief of police and Mr. So-and-So and

their walking down State street. But that

remark of the reporter led to a conversation,

and in the course of that conversation the

man the reporter had approached would tell

about all he knew. The reporter had been

wise enough not to give the man a chance to

say "no." He started the man talking.

This is the greatest principle that a reporter

can ever learn: Start the other man talking

once in a while. Do not try to talk all of

the time yourself.

And remember this:

There is one subject that the majority of

men will talk about at any time, viz., their

troubles. This is an almost universal

"point of contact."

When you start a man talking about his

troubles—or anything else—you may have

touched off a train of powder that will lead

to the explosion of his magazine of enthu

siasm. That is the moment for you to break

in and get your order signed.

I SAW the competition between a dozen

pole-vaulters at an atheletic meet the

other day. When the bar was away up

in the record heights, two men were vaulting

off a tie.

One man measured off his distance, made

a couple of preliminary starts, and then ran

down the lane toward the bar with a little

hesitancy in his stride that only disappeared

a few yards from the take-off. Then he gave

a hard spring, but his body swung under the

bar.

I knew before he was half way to the

mark that he was uncertain, that he was say

ing to himself "I don't believe I'll make this.

I'm afraid I'll miss my stride.

In the meantime his opponent had paced

off his run, and was gripping his pole and

studying the height. Then he raised his

pole and started. He ran like a sprinter—-

a full, long, hard stride all the way, and when

his pole hit the "take-off" his body snapped

up and over the cross-bar in an easy fashion,

driven by the force of that determined run.

It is almost needless to point out the rea

son that man won. He knew he was going

to. He didn't stop to think of all the things

that might prevent. He knew that if he ran

hard and used all his strength and skill the

best he could, he could clear the bar.

Do you ever go to see a prospect, expecting

to be turned down—to meet unanswerable

arguments or deep rooted prejudices that

you can't overcome? If you do, it's pretty

likely that that's what happens.

The reason that you convince a man that

you are right is because he sees that you your

self know you are. And prospects see that

more quickly than you imagine.

Conviction rings in every tone of the voice,

shines in the eye, is in the handclasp, the

bearing, the stride, the smile, every physical

feature of the man who knows he and his

proposition are right.

The man who doesn't believe in himself—

no matter how well he may pretend, is roped,

tied and branded by the average business

man before he has fairly begun his canvass,

in the same rapid-fire way they handle

steers on the ranches.

The way to get self-confidence is two-fold.

One is to know yourself—realize what

great possibilities are yours, what wonderful

powers you have that only need the backing

of conviction to make them effective.

The other is to know your goods, and

when you know them as you should, you can

not help but believe in them.

WHEN you approach a prospect, the

greatest help to self-confidence

is simply to remember this: You are

there to do him a real service. That is the

one thing that you can't afford to forget.

And the sincerity of your conviction will

drive home your arguments.

It's not easy to lay down rules for self-

confidence, nor simply to resolve that you

will be self-confident; it is a state of mind

which comes largely from a belief in yourself

and your goods, and also that it's the other

fellow's chance to buy rather than your

chance to sell.

If, when you think of visiting a prospect,

you believe that you are an intruder, that you

are wasting his time or asking from him a

favor, you will unquestionably be diffident in
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your approach, and find at the outset

obstacles which boldness and self-reliance

would avoid.

Forget that you have any interest at stake.

Forget that the making of the sale means a

commission to you or a gain to the company ;

and remember this, that you have a deep

and personal interest in putting your article

before a man because it will help him; that

he will gain far more by buying it than you

or the house can hope to make from the sale.

When you grasp that clearly—that you are

there to do him a favor, that you, as seller,

become under no obligation to him as a

buyer, but that the obligation is the other

way, you will feel no hesitancy in taking his

time or his attention.

When you fully realize that you are doing

him a favor, and when you canvass him with

that idea uppermost in your mind, your

earnestness will make your desire to help

him apparent; it is the certain way to win his

interest and courteous attention, and it will

make the sale more a thing of mutual bene

fit, and therefore much easier.

ONCE in a while a fellow gets a brilliant

idea—a novel talking point—a new

form of expression—a clever illustration, and

it impresses him (and perhaps a couple of

prospects) as a remarkably good selling talk.

But does it act on the will ?

When the Greeks heard Socrates speak

they went away exclaimining: "What a

splendid orator." When they heard Demos

thenes they cried out "Let us go and fight

against Phillip."

This is not a warning against a brilliant

selling talk. If it really sells, it its clearness

is a factor in getting the name on the dotted

line, it will not hurt it to be clever in the

ordinary sense, but it will reach the perfec

tion of cleverness when all evidences of mere

cleverness are carefully concealed.

Watch out for the bright ideas. They

may be deceptive. But never be afraid of a

new idea. Try it out and if it makes good,

use it for all it's worth. And then tell the

House about it. We need your ideas.

WHF.N a man says "NO" he some

times means it, but more often he

does not. A negative answer is the

most natural answer in the world, and it is

must often made because it is the easiest.

The moral is: Do not take "NO" for

an answer.

If you do, you will accumulate few friends

and fewer stocks and bonds. A veteran

salesman was telling the other day about his

first trip on the road. He said he went for

ten days without booking an order. Every

where he went he received a negative answer

to his request for a signed order. Finally,

he was desperate. He sat up nearly all

night thinking over the failure he had made.

In the gray dawn he screwed himself up to

a desperate resolution; he promised himself

that he would go out that morning and make

a sale to the first man he called on, or resign

his job and admit that he was never intended

for a salesman. Inasmuch as he was broke,

was far away from home and had little pros

pect of other employment, it was up to him

to make that sale.

He made it. It took him a long while,

but he turned the trick.

When he thought it all over he realized

why he hadn't been making sales; he had

been taking "NO" for an answer.

The man he finally sold said "NO"

when the opportunity was first given, but

the salesman, in desperate straits, refused for

the first time to take this answer. The re

sult was that he made his first sale. He has

been making records ever since—all because

he discovered that he ought not to take "NO "

for an answer.

Approach any man with a request for a

purchase, with a request of any kind, and

the first inclination of that man is to say

" NO." If he does not say "NO " outright,

he will at least hesitate, ask questions and

raise objections. That is human nature.

We all like to be sold. We like to put the

other fellow through his paces. We like to

create the impression that we are wise and

very conservative, and very prudent.

When we say "NO" we seldom really

mean it. We are simply throwing down a

challenge to the other fellow. It is our round

about way of saying to him: "Now go ahead

and show me everything you've got."

So, if a prospect tells you that he doesn't

want your goods, don't believe him; he

doesn't mean it. He does want it. It is up

to you to show him that he does and make

him admit it.

Do not take "NO" for an answer. Be

persistent.



Watching the Game

THE White Sox are fighting the

Tigers for the pennant today. Let's

give up work for awhile and go

out and see what we can see.

Aside from the pleasure we get from the

mere art of the game and the joy of winning,

perhaps we shall learn some lesson that will

help us in our effort to become truly edu

cated.

The lesson that every man should get when

he watches a ball game is that the science of

this greatest of all games is the science of

non-resistance.

The bell has rung. The ripple of a cheer

has passed along the stands, and has been

followed by an expectant settling of the eager

fans. The umpire announces the batteries

and throws out to the home pitcher a pure

white ball. Is there anything prettier than

that pure white ball in contrast against the

clear blue sky above and the bright green

grass of the field below?

don't kill the ball

The pitcher winds himself up and the ball

comes over the plate as though shot from a

gun. The batter swings at it with a terrific

lunge. He misses. Why? Because he

swung too hard. He tried to " kill " the ball.

And this very fact pulled his body out of

balance and spoiled his aim. He has not

learned that the scientific batter does not try

to "kill" the ball, but only to meet it fairly.

The next batter hits the ball and sends it

bounding across the infield toward the short

stop. The fielder judges the bound of the

ball and takes it where it is easiest for

him to handle. Watch this fielder all

through the game. You will see that some

times he runs in, sometimes he takes a step

or two back—always suiting his action to the

action of the ball. Non-resistance. He

never fights the ball. The fielder who fights

the ball will overrun it and will never suc

ceed. He will lose too many games through

errors.

NON-RESISTANCE GETS THE FLY

Watch an outfielder taking a high fly.

He does not jump up to meet the ball, nor

does he stand rigid to receive it. He holds

his hands up in natural position and lets the

ball settle into them easily, lowering his hands

and stooping his whole body toward the

ground as the ball reaches him. He is not

opposing the ball. He is going in the same

direction it is going, only he takes it with

him. Non-resistance.

The outfielder who jumps up to meet the

ball, will lose it in most cases. The ball

will bounce out of his hands if they are

unyielding.

Watch the catcher: see how he holds his

hands far in front of him to receive the

catapultic shots from the pitcher's box. He

meets the ball at arm's length and lets his

hands come back quickly to his body, thus

breaking the force of the ball and lessening

the chance that it will bounce out of his mitt.

The star players are the ones who best un

derstand this law of non-resistance. They

are the men who have learned to do every

thing the easiest way. They never make

an unnecessary motion. The star player

makes everything look easy.

SPnUT OF SACRIFICE BEST

The other great lesson that we should learn

from baseball is the lesson of mutual benefit,

the spirit of sacrifice. The spirit of the

sacrifice is better than the spirit of the

home run.

No team can win a pennant unless all the

members of that team are willing to merge

their personal interest for the good of the whole

team. The player who is playing only for

his own glory will never be part of a cham

pionship team.

The good of all must be served ahead of

the good of one, in business as well as in

baseball. Team work wins. The man who

is not doing his work in accordance with the

law of mutual benefit will not for long have

any work to do that is worth while.

Baseball is a game—a sport. But have

you ever stopped to think that it does its

greatest good to the American people not

because it affords outdoor exercise and

recreation, but because it teaches to the men

who play it and watch it, the great lesson of

self-control, non-resistance and mutual bene

fit; because it trains in character as well as

body; in mentality as well as dexterity; in

reliability as well as endurance?



Wilson, the "Cos" Man

THE other day it was my pleasure to

spend a luncheon hour with Mr.

Henry D. Wilson, the advertising

manager of Cosmopolitan magazine. I had

never met Mr. Wilson before; I had only

known of him as a pretty big man in the ad

vertising world. Now I know him as a

pretty big man.

Mr. Wilson is the man who once said that

he would give $60 a week to any man who

would write four letters each week of the

kind he wanted written and would then give

$15 for each additional satisfactory letter the

man delivered in a seven day period. I

think Mr. Wilson meant what he said. If

you think you can deliver the goods, you

might write to him, remembering mean

while, that, like all men who arrive at mas

tership, he is very painstaking and hard to

please. I do not mean that he is crabbed—

he is one of the kindest of men—he is just

hard to please, that's all, because his stan

dards are high and severely held.

AD MAN A CREATOR

Mr. Wilson is the man who also said once

upon a time when he was addressing about a

hundred advertising men in New York City:

"You get paid less for what you are sup

posed to do, and more for what you do, than

any class of men in the world. There are a

hundred men here, but I could count the

real advertising men on the fingers of one

hand and could probably leave the thumb

off at that. The remainder of you are just

solicitors—a real advertising man is a creator,

a builder."

No one doubted the truth of what Mr. Wil

son said, but at the same time no one took

offence, because every man present admitted

that he was entitled to one of the fingers.

That's the way with all of us.

Mr. Wilson is a man who settles a great

many of his most important questions be

tween innings at the Polo grounds in New

York. He told me how long he has been a

fan, but I think he wouldn't like to have it

printed.

A KIPLING IN ADVERTISING

The first forty-five minutes of this luncheon

hour, therefore, were taken up^in settling^the

question that was then uppermost in the

minds of the American people—viz. : whether

the Cubs really were entitled to that tie

game, and in his vain effort to convince me

that Christy Mathewson is a greater pitcher

than Ed Walsh.

Finally, we had about fifteen minutes left

in which to talk about mere advertising.

The talk turned on the subject of "copy,"

this being, I take it, one of Mr. Wilson's

hobbies. He has some unusual ideas on the

subject.

He says that the great copy man is yet to

come; that when he does come he will be,

in his line, what Kipling is in his, or what

Dooley is in his. He will write such stuff

as people will want to read, as they now want

to read Kipling and Dooley.

"JUST PLAIN HONESTY"

This copy genius, this man who will be

able to increase sales by percentages hitherto

unguessed, will be able to set his own figure

on his work. He will be able to charge a

thousand dollars for a single piece of copy,

or ten thousand dollars, perhaps, for a single

campaign calling for four different pieces of

magazine copy.

I asked Mr. Wilson what he thought were

the fundamental qualifications for this great

copywriter. His reply was: "Just plain

honesty," repeated three times.

At first this sounded to me like something

I had heard before. It seemed the com

monest sort of a platitude. But the more I

thought of it the more clearly I saw what he

meant, and the more fully I came to feel

that he was right.

Pointing to a store across the street, he

said:

"Suppose you could absolutely convince

the people in this city that that store is the

most honest store in town? If you could do

this you would have to stand in line on the

street waiting your turn to get in to buy what

you wanted."

"PLAIN HONESTY" ONCE MORE

A little exaggeration, perhaps, but rela

tively true.

Then I began analyzng to find out what

it is in certain advertisements that cause them
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to affect me favorably and make me purchase

the article which they describe. And the

more I analyzed the more I came to under

stand that it was just that one thing—plain

honesty. The advertisements that most ap

peal to me are the ones that somehow

make me feel that they tell the simple truth

and that only; that make me believe in them;

and also have faith in the house they

represent.

Advertising is not exaggeration; nor

"clever" ideas; nor "schemes;" nor mys

tery.

Advertising is just common sense, applied

honestly to fit particular cases.

And there won't be any longer—if there

has been in the past—any chance for any

advertising to be successful that does not

have in it what Mr. Wilson calls "just plain

honesty."

Answers to Correspondents

OUR business counsel department is

constantly answering questions sent in

by our clients bearing on salesmanship

and business generally. It is our plan to

print each month a few of these answers

that may have some general educational ap

peal to the mass of our readers.

In reply to an inquiry regarding mind

reading. Answer :

A good many of the leading psychologists

claim that one person can read the mind of

another. This is not done through the in

tellectual but rather through a communica

tion of one subjective mind with another. It

is claimed that thought waves pass from one

subjective mind to another, and that the im

pressions received by the second subjective

mind are transmitted to the objective. In

this way one person is able to read the

thoughts of another. All of this is well de

scribed in Hudson's Law of Psychic Phe

nomena, which you may obtain at any

library.

In reply to a request for an opinion on

advertising of an investment proposition.

Answer:

First of all we wish to compliment you on

the method you have devised for obtaining

the financial standing of the people to whom

you will send advertising literature. The

scheme is well worked out and certainly is

original.

We believe that the advertising agents who

told you that your campaign will not work

among the people you intend to circularize

are partly right. People of limited means,

say with savings of $300 to $500, will not be

attracted by investments offering such small

returns as do yours. Those people on your

list who have $1000 or more are the people

on whom you will have to depend for your

patronage. So you see, the prospects you

have on your lists divide themselves into two

classes, those who have less than a $1000

and those who have more than a $1000. It

is our opinion that your scheme will work

with the latter class but not with the former.

We know of several bond houses in Chicago

who do the same kind of advertising that you

are contemplating doing. We believe, how

ever, that they appeal only to a class of people

who have means. Their advertising seems

to be bearing fruit. The plan of offering

bonds at $100 denominations is gaining in

favor. We know of one bank which makes

a specialty of these small denomination

bonds but we believe that their patronage

consists chiefly of those who are worth over

one thousand dollars. As you suggested,

we have made inquiries of a number of people

as to whether a well written form letter,

together with a booklet, offering a bond at

6 per cent will awaken interest in the propo

sition. Men of savings from $300 to S500

have said that such a propositiion would not

interest them. The return is not large

enough. They want more for their money."

Reply to request for opinion on adver

tising matter describing a certain kind of

milk. Answer:

Whenever we pick up an advertisement

wc expect to see two things placed clearly

before us; first, the name of the thing ad

vertised, and second, the name and address

of the firm doing the advertising. Your

folder brings out the thing advertised, but

one must look for a long time to find out who
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sells this milk and where it may be obtained.

We would suggest, then, that you put your

name in some conspicuous place on the folder

and keep it constantly before the attention of

the reader. Most of the matter brought out in

the copy is attractive. We like the way you

describe the sanitary condition of the milk,

the careful bottling, the health of the herd,

the location of the dairies, and the milk tests

made. In view of the fact that your cream

is one cent higher per bottle than some

others you must, in order to meet competi

tion, convince the possible customer that he

should buy your product because of its

quality. The price cuts no figure where

quality is concerned. Your own personality

will be the chief factor in convincing the cus

tomer that your product is of sufficiently

superior quality to warrant the higher price.

The development of personality means the

cultivation of the positive qualities. A lack

of tact, courtesy, and other positives, often

means lost sales. Therefore, it pays the sales

man to develop those qualities to a marked

degree. Besides a striking personality, the

salesman needs a strong selling talk. It is

possible that yours needs strengthening. It

would be well to see that the quality argu

ment is put forward as strongly as possible,

because owing to the present agitation peo

ple want the best milk they can get. Impure

milk is not worth buying at any price; your

milk has the quality, therefore il is worth

what you ask for it. This is simply a hint

for a line of argument.

In response to request for opinion re

lating to the use of "Suggestion" in

character-building, this letter was sent:

"The teachings of suggestion in character

building are embodied in the well known

Biblical quotation "As a man thinketh in his

heart, so is he." When we remember that

the houses we live in, all appliances and in

ventions in use today, the books we read, the

food we eat, are all but the expressions o:

thought, it can hardly seem strange tha".

thought, or suggestion, is a powerful force

in the building up of character. Everything

has its origin in thought. Further, action is

bound to correspond in nature to the nature

of the thought that engenders it. Thus, evil

thoughts produce evil results and positive

thoughts produce positive and desirable re

sults. The thief was a thief in mind before

he became one in reality. The miser had

the love of money in his heart before be

hoarded his money. And likewise the phi

lanthropist was a benefactor in thought before

he ever aided a single one of his fellowmea.

This is true of every virtue and every fault.

They exist in our minds before they are ex

pressed in words or actions. Does it not

follow then that if we make the thoughts

right our positive qualities will develop ac

cordingly ?

"You say 'I have learned that a maa

thinks with his brain and the heart function

is to pump and circulate the blood.' You

are right when you say that the heart is only

a physical organ, incapable of thought or

feeling. When we say as a man thinketh

'in his heart,' the word heart is used only

figuratively; for it is still used in this sense

as a result of the fact that centuries ago peo

ple believed the thought center to be in the

heart, because of the increased or retarded

action of this organ as a result of various

states of mind and emotion. But, on the

other hand, does a man think with his brain ?

There are dozens of idiots and maniacs whose

brains are in perfect condition, but who arc

incapable of thought. This is a question

which psychologists and the medical profes

sion alike are puzzling over and of which we

certainly can offer no solution."

Show me ten shops which advertise regularly and I will show you nine that are mak

ing money. The failure of the tenth is probably due to bad management of some sort.

—Seymour Eaton.

DeWitt, a famous statesman of Holland, being asked how he managed to get through

such a load of business, replied, "By doing one thing at a time."

Not he who forces himself on opportunity, but he who watches its approach, and wel

comes its arrival by immediate use, is wise.—LavaUr.



The Man Behind the Railing

By W. A. McDermid

THE other morning I had occasion to

enter the new quarters of one of Chi

cago's greatest banks. As you enter this

great room you see along the side to the

left, and along the other wall facing you,

rows of cages behind which are paying and

receiving tellers, accountants, clerks and

others. They are difficult of access. Still

farther behind these cages are men whom it

is very difficult to get at, even to transact

business.

But on the third side, the side to the right,

there is nothing but a low mahogany railing.

Close to this railing is a row of flat topped

desks. Anybody, no matter who, can go to

this railing and talk to the men who sit at

these desks. There are no office boys to

dodge, no barriers erected.

Who are the men at these desks? Infor

mation clerks or bookkeepers ? Not on your

life! At the first desk is the first vice-presi

dent, at the next desk is the second vice-

president, then there is the cashier, then the

assistant cashier; behind him is the head of

the real estate department, just beyond is the

director of the bond department.

Why are these men plainly open to the

public view? Why are they so accessible?

Because the appearance of those men, their

personality, inspires confidence.

When you see the officials of a bank thus

working in plain view, when you can see

from their appearance that they are men of

strong character and of business ability, you

are inspired with confidence in the institu

tion they direct, and no longer hesitate to

intrust your financial affairs to their keep

ing.

These men are the bank's best advertise

ments. There are no cages up in front of

these men. They make the institution no

longer merely a structure of granite and

marble and steel bars, nor a great machine

of bookkeeping and accounting. They are

the bank, and when a man feels that he can

go and talk to the vice-president about his

fifteen dollar deposit, or to another big official

about his plans for buying a home, he feels

the personal relationship which every bank

should have and wish to have, with its de

positors. It makes confidence, the basis of

trade. If you try real hard you will be able

to remember^who it was first said: "Con

fidence is the basis of trade."

* * *

SMITH, whose name is not Smith but

who is modest, told us the other day

about a little talk he had with a would-

be advertiser.

This would-be advertiser is vice-president

of one of the largest lard manufacturing con

cerns in the East. Their business runs up

into the millions annually. They have just

built and equipped a factory which will ac

commodate under a normal load three times

their present business.

The vice-president is the one man in the

company who is slowly beginning to believe

in advertising. In time, perhaps, he hopes

to convince the board of directors that they

need to advertise in order to compete with

the great Chicago packing houses, but his

own ideas as yet are somewhat rudimentary.

One of the questions he asked Smith was

this: "How would you go about it to ad

vertise our lard ? I do not mean the general

theory of the campaign so much as I mean

the specific things. What would you say

about it, what kind of literature would you

get out, and what kind of magazine copy

would you write. What would you say ?"

What Smith said was this: "Mr. Wilson,

have you got a chemistry department at your

factory?" "Yes." "It constantly experi

ments with your product, does it not, and

tries to find out by analysis what your com

petitors are doing, and I suppose it costs you

at least fifteen thousand dollars a year."

"Yes," said Mr. Wilson, "it costs more

than that."

"Do you find this experimenting pays?"

Mr. Wilson agreed that it did.

"And aren't you, as a matter of fact, ex

perimenting all the time when you put out

new salesmen, when you adopt new sales

plans, when you try out improved machinery,

when you adopt a new shape of lard pail?

In fact in every move that you make in the

factory?"

"I guess that's right," said Mr. Wilson.
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"Then why aren't you willing to experi

ment in the same way with your advertising ?"

asked Smith. "I want to tell you this, Mr.

Wilson. If I had in my brains today the

exact formula which if put on paper would

immediately begin to sell your product, I

could go down on Wall Street tomorrow and

on the strength of it borrow enough money

to buy out your factory and run it myself.

But nobody has these formulas. They are

gotten out through patient, intelligent and

courageous experiments. And men that are

making big money through advertising today

are the men that have the nerve to stick

through the experiments that failed, and find

out why they failed and never make the same

mistake twice."

* * *

TWO business men of my acquaintance

entered a restaurant the other day,

and waited for over ten minutes with

out succeeding in attracting the attention of

a waiter.

At this point there entered a third man, a

Sheldon student, who had been delayed.

"What!" he said, "Not waited on yet?"

"No," said one of the others, "We have

not been able to get a waiter's attention."

The other of the two said with a smile:

"Here's a problem in salesmanship—how to

get attention."

The last man's answer was prompt.

"Smash a dish," he said, at the same time

shoving a water glass off the table to the

floor. The crash brought a waiter and a

helper to the spot on the jump, and the

Sheldon man smiled softly. "That glass will

cost me five cents. How much is ten minutes

of your time worth ?"

And his friends thought this question over

while the Sheldon man emphasized to the

waiter the need for haste.

* * *

IN a body of advertising men and sales

managers the discussion turned on fol

low-up systems. The manager of a

manufacturing concern which uses many

small metal parts told of an experience which

he just had.

He said that he wrote to twelve companies

asking them for estimates on a certain order

of raw metal and metal parts. He im

mediately received twelve prompt and full

estimates, "trusting to receive your valued

order, etc." The estimates were apparently

all alike. Some of them were accompanied

by elaborate and expensive catalogues, but

not one was everfollowed by a letter asking for

a decision, apparently indicating that the firm

had no further interest in the question of the

order.

As this man said: "The first firm that

showed any interest or any desire to get that

business could have had it, but I felt that if

none of them cared enough about my busi

ness to make an effort to get it, that per

haps I should not intrust this contract to

them.

"A day or two afterwards I got the names

of two or three other firms in that line, and

wrote them. They all sent estimates, but

one of them followed the estimate with a

series of courteous letters which showed a

willingness to please and a desire to get the

business. That made me feel that they

would take care of me if they got the order.

"Their price was a little higher than that

of most of the other concerns which bid.

When I gave them the order I paid the differ

ence for quality service and for the willing

ness to get out after my business and take

care of it when they got it."

I wonder how much business is lost each

year through defective follow-ups.

* * *

AND that reminds me of a very important

field of the follow-up which is per

sistently neglected.

There are in this country thousands of

private schools which depend almost entirely

for their patronage on the results of a certain

amount of individual advertising, some so-

called co-operative advertising through

agencies, and the returns from their own

direct follow-up.

Each of these schools gels annually from

such sources as magazine advertising and

school agencies a large number of first-class

inquiries. Of this number the percentage

enrolled is ridiculously small.

Why? Because of the inefficient manner

in which these inquiries are followed up.

Schools of unquestioned merit with ex

ceptional features do not even attempt to do

justice to their own proposition in the litera

ture which they get out.

And yet the business of getting students

should be and can be placed on the same

plane as the business of getting orders for

a. mercantile house. There are differences
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in the possible methods, of course, as there

are differences in the methods used by

various types of industrial propositions.

But the fact remains that business-like

methods would add literally thousands to the

school enrollment of the country. This

applies as well to the large universities

as to the small private schools.

The astonishing thing is this, that of the

few high class school agencies of the country,

not one has really grasped the intimate connec

tion between their own prosperity and a

good follow-up system on the part of the

schools.

The chance which an agency has to see

all the literature from all the schools, to

learn wherein it fails, and to see chances for

improvement, are innumerable. The agencies

themselves are run by competent business

men of years of business and advertising ex

perience. To establish a department of

advertising criticism, to write and prepare in

telligent advertising and school follow-up is

an opportunity which not only would greatly

increase the volume of enrollments made, and

therefore increase the amount of commis

sions secured, but a department of this kind

could be made to pay for itself and yield a

reasonable profit almost from the very

start.

There are very few heads of schools of

this type who have not felt that here in their

business-getting department, is a weak spot,

but they have felt themselves to be unquali

fied to handle the situation and they would

welcome outside assistance of this kind.

Love

By Felicite Robert de Lamennais

You have only a day to spend here on earth? act in such a manner that you may

spend it in peace.

Peace is the fruit of love; for, in order to live in peace, we must bear with a great

many things.

None is perfect, each has his failings; each hangs upon the other, and love alone

renders that weight light.

If you cannot bear with your brother, how will your brother bear with you?

It is written of the Son of Mary, that, having loved His own which were in this

world. He loved them unto the end.

For that reason, love your brother, who is in the world, and love him unto the

end.

Love is indefatigable; it never grows weary. Love is inexhaustible; it lives

and is born anew in the living, and the more it pours itself out, the fuller its fountain.

Whosoever loves himself better than he loves his brother, is not worthy of Christ,

who died for his brothers. Have you given away everything you possess? Go and

give up your life also. Love will restore all to you.

Verily I say unto you, the heart of the man that loves is a paradise on earth.

He has God within him, for God is love.

The wicked man loves not, he covets; he hungers and thirsts for everything; his

eye, like unto the eye of the serpent, fascinates and allures, but only to devour.

Love rests at the bottom of every pure soul, like a drop of dew in the calyx of

a flower.

Oh, if you knew what it is to lovel

You say that you love, and many of your brothers are in want of bread to sus

tain their life; in want of clothing to cover their naked limbs; in want of a roof to

shelter themselves; in want of a handful of straw to sleep on—whilst you have all

things in abundance.

You say that you love, and a great number there are, who, destitute of succor,

pine away their lives in sickness on a miserable couch—poor wretches who weep,

whilst no one weeps with them; many little children who, shivering with cold, go from

door to door, beseeching the rich for the crumbs from their table, and do not obtain

them.

You say that you love your brothers; and what would you do, then, if you hated

them?

Verily I say unto you, whosoever, being able to do so, does not relieve his brother

who suffers, is an enemy to his brother; and whosoever, being able to do so, does not

give nourishment to his starving brother, is his murderer.



The Adjustment of Life

By James E. Clark

NECESSITY FOR AN OBJECT IN LIFE

HOWEVER strong the personality, force

ful the will, or intelligent the person,

no one can stop the action of his mind.

It goes on and on. We may gaze silently

and fixedly at any given object until the

tears start from the eye but though statue

like the body the mind works on. What its

force is to be expended on is within the

choice of each to say but to say that its

action shall stop during his waking moments

is a power that has not been given. Man's

privilege is to control it, aim it, guide it and

urge it on.

He who does not control his mind is in

great danger because he knows not what

stray thought, what quip, taunt or insult

thrown into his consciousness may cause his

mind to run away with the better self. Or

a desire for foolish ease and indolence may

set up a decay which will eat out all that is

good in life.

See then the immense importance of hav

ing some good, clean, elevating object to

which the thoughts may be turned at all

times. This object, whatever it may be,

uses up energies but develops more in the

using and marks out a safe pathway through

life. Without some superior, all-absorb

ing passion or object, man has not yet

begun to live. He who seeks to live

unto himself, thinking of food and clothing

and pleasure, adding nothing to the

strength of the race, may to all outward

appearances be a respectable member of

society but there is something contempt

ible in his existence. A man of that class

is going nowhere and therefore can be com

pany to no one but a misfit like himself.

He is wandering around in a circle plucking

his mental substance year by year from the

same grove and will one day be grieved to

find that he is alone. Those with whom he

would like to associate will then have

traveled far on the high road of life in pur

suit of a useful object and he can never hope

to catch up with them. Even if he did the

company would probably not be congenial

because he would find that they were at last

living on a mental plane foreign to him.

They will then have developed; he will have

degenerated. They can meet on no common

ground.

When man has reached that stage in his

development where he is at all times master

of his mind—when he can control his ap

petites, his desires, his doubts and fears—

when he has chosen a star of Bethlehem (an

ohject) and can ever and anon raise his eyes

to it with satisfaction and confidence, then

he has entered upon one of the highest planes

of human existence.

Then the future need cause him no mis

givings!

STRIKING FEEBLE BLOWS

WHAT sort of blow do you strike?

How do you salute your friends and

acquaintances in the morning or at the

close of the day.

Whether we go forward, working up the

long pathway of life to an ever higher plane

or whether we slip back as the years pass is

in some degree determined by the life that

is put into each stroke of work or of recrea

tion.

It is worth while to find out just what sort

of blows that we strike. Some are forever

striking feeble, half-hearted blows and others

strike sledge hammer blows. The one seems

to be afraid to strike the crushing blow, or

does not know that he can strike mightily;

the other thinks that it is better not to strike

at all than to strike feebly. Pugilists do not

seek a victory as a valet would brush a coat.

There is no wishy washy effort with them.

Back of each blow is all the strength that the

fighter can summon and keep his balance.

He seeks to end the battle with just one

swing of the arm if he can.

It would help a host of people to get out

of the sea of stagnation in which they are

miserably repining if they would find 'out

just what kind of blows they are striking;

and then having found that they are forever

tapping feebly, stop that foolish practice and

begin to strike as a man would who'^was

cornered and must fight his way out or die.

A strong stroke in everything works won

ders. The greetings of those with whom we
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touch elbows are often given in a manner

that lacks the cheery ring, being more of a

mumble than a salutation; the way that we

reach for our daily work is suggestive of a

sick person taking tea and toast in bed; the

way in which we seek favors, plead cases or

demand our just dues turns our petitions into

burlesques and ourselves into objects of con

tempt, whereas if we went at these tasks with

full force there would be little doubt about

the outcome. A thousand feeble blows do

not amount to as much as one good, strong

well-directed swing.

The person who does not put master

strokes into everything that he touches with

pick, chisel, pen or voice is making little

progress and will never advance from his

present plane.

QUALITIES ATTAINABLE BY ALL

ALL of the good and the beautiful in the

life that we understand is an expres

sion and a suggestion of something in

creation far more beautiful that we do not

as yet understand.

We know that the good things of this ma

terial life were made for all because just as

soon as a man sanely and fixedly determines

upon the possession of any of them and

agrees with himself that he shall in self-

sacrifice pay the price of the coveted condi

tion, he will at once commence to move on

toward the chosen goal.

In like manner purely mental qualities

which we often look upon as unattainable

may be attained by all. Courage, unwaver

ing faith, serenity are not the exclusive gifts

of an inscrutable Providence to A that he

may be superior to B. These qualities will

dwell in one mind as in another. He who

invites them will have them and he who does

not already possess them has probably un

wittingly and ignorantly been fighting them

off. Some folks seem to love fear and de

spair and melancholia. Inwardly they are

muckrakers of the worst type. It is not only

better but easier to harbor hope, courage,

serenity and good will if a man will but for

a time keep his mind persistently turned in

the direction of those qualities than it is to

be lurking in the dark corners of life like a

sulking child.

Of this be assured: The source of cour

age is, like air, beyond the control of any

one person. It is not like anti-toxin or vac

cine points prepared inside of brick walls and

kept under lock and key to be given out only

to the elect. From wherever comes these

qualities of mind which move men and up

lift races, the storehouse is open to all.

No person of normal health ever culti

vated in vain any quality of heart or mind.

But he who says, "I can not" puts between

himself and the sunrise a towering wall

which keeps out the light.

WEEDS IN THE GARDEN

THE discouraged have come to believe

that they are as clay in the hands of

an unkind fate. As a matter of fact

it is the opposite of this which is the truth.

Circumstances may be fashioned by each

and each may mould his fortune. Shakes

peare disclaiming against foolish anger and

despairing speech says: "It is in ourselves

that we are thus and thus. Our bodies are

gardens to which our wills are gardeners."

Clearly the word body is here used in the

sense of mind. He who rules his mind rules

his world. He can always take wing and

rise above those conditions which are called

troubles.

Each mind is actually as the great author

puts it like a garden, and it must have con

stant care and attention or it will run to

weeds and the good that is in it will be lost

in the tares. Everyone knows that no gar

den soil is so fine that the plot will take care

of itself. There are constantly springing

up weeds that must be plucked out by the

roots or they will choke the flowers or the

vegetables which the owner seeks to bring

to maturity. Without the care of the gar

dener the plot becomes a waste out of which

no good comes.

Impulses (thoughts) that must be torn out

by the roots are constantly springing up.

Lusts, hatreds, envies, fears, despairs, in

dulgences are the weeds that must be de

stroyed if man would bring life to a satis

factory harvest. Not only must these be

torn out but those qualities which it is de

sired to strengthen must be cultivated. The

sooner an individual recognizes his dan

gers, his duties and his possibilities in this

direction, the sooner he will learn to live.

The minds of many are like vacant lots

which are seen here and there in the cities

—overrun with burdocks, sticktites, bull

thistles and other useless and unattractive
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weeds under which are rusting tin cans, dis

carded stove pipes and leaky teakettles.

FOCUSING THE THOUGHTS

WHEN a man can so control the mind

that, despite distractions that are

pleasing or exasperating, he can keep his

attention directed upon any given subject

until he has mastered the problem that it

contains for him, he has reached the high

road of prosperity.

A difference between a man who can do

everything and a man who can do nothing

is that the man before whom ali obstacles

melt away is able to hold his mind to any

chosen task until he has found the solution,

while the other can not so control his

thoughts. There are no problems that can

not be solved. Everything yields to thought.

The continents which used to be months

apart are now less than a week apart; in

speech they are linked; the oceans have been

joined together; mountains which have

separated nations have opened to the touch

of man, giving safe communication; time

and darkness have yielded; even the ap

proach of death has been stayed temporarily.

The seeming mountains which hedge in each

individual will likewise yield to him who

learns to use his mental faculties; learns to

keep his mind on the problem without fever,

or fear, or haste or anger until he finds the

solution. A master mind declares that

everything will give way to thought, and the

history of the world proves this to be true.

Certain it is that most of the exasperations,

vexations and disappointments in the in

dividual life might be dissolved if man would

go at^them with a determination to work

them out, instead of trying to worry them

out, or mope them out or to give up weakly

to the unhappy condition.

Everyone should acquire the habit of keep

ing his mind on any given problem until he

has mastered it. He who does this grows

in strength. Whether a person is assailed

by poverty, or riches, ignorance, ill health,

bad associations, bad habits, or the blight of

despondency, there is a way out if he will

only take the searchlight of his mind and

look for it. What a pitiable—very pitiable

spectacle is the person who must either work

out the problem at sight or else give it up

as beyond him—altogether out of reach.

Suddenly confronted by some strange situa

tion such a person is bewildered by it and

keeps it knocking around in his thoughts for

days without making any considerable

progress. He takes it under consideration

now and then only to have his attention taken

away by trivial things.

The rays of the sun will not burn a hole

or start a fire, no matter how clear the sky

or how fine the glass, until they are first

focused and then held upon the given point.

And so it is with the mind!

From Other Philosophers

Do You Work Now.—Are you in earnest ?

Seize this very minute. What you can do,

or dream you can; begin it. Boldness has

genius, power and magic in it; only engage,

and then the mind grows heated; begin, and

then the work will be completed.—Goethe.

The spirit of the sacrifice hit is

better than the spirit of the home

run.—Ford.

The Soul's Forces.—Perhaps never to

this day has the soul enlisted in its service

such diverse, irresistible forces. It is as

though an invisible wall hemmed it in, and

one knows not whether it be quivering in its

death-throb or quickened by a new life. I

will say nothing of the occult powers, of

which signs are everywhere—of magnetism,

telepathy, levitation, the unsuspected prop

erties of radiating matter, and countless

other phenomena that are battering down

the door of orthodox science. These things

are known of all men, and can easily be veri

fied. And truly they may well be the merest

bagatelle by the side of the vast upheaval

that is actually in progress, for the soul is

like a dreamer, enthralled by sleep, who

struggles with all his might to move an arm

or raise an eyelid.—Maeterlinck.

Self Reliance.—Man to be great must

be self-reliant. Though he may not be so in

all things, he must be self-reliant in the one
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in which he would be great. This self-re

liance is not the self-sufficiency of conceit.

It is daring to stand alone. Be an oak, not

a vine. Be ready to give support, but do

not crave it; do not be dependent on it.

—William George Jordan.

" The most Important element in

the future of man is the extent to

which he may be able to obtain con

trol of the forces of his own body,

those that make for health, longevity,

and above all, his inheritances."

Prof. Shale r, of Harvard University.

Being a Good Cog.—There is an old

saying that no man ever made himself rich

or famous by his own individual efforts, but

he does it by the manipulation of the efforts

of others. And it is a very fortunate thing

for a man of either ordinary or one-sided

ability to be able to fit himself into the or

ganization of one of these great generals.

Many a man has become a millionaire or

achieved fame simply because he has the

ability to form a cog in one of the important

wheels of some great organizer's machinery

who never could have done one-tenth as well

otherwise.—Chas. A. Stevens.

Enthusiasm.—Nothing else is so conta

gious as enthusiasm. It is the real allegory

of the lute of Orpheus. It moves stone. It

charms brutes. Enthusiasm is the genius of

sincerity, and truth accomplishes no victory

without it.—Bulwer Lytton.

"Persuade a man merely by cold

logic, and though he admits the cor

rectness of your claims, he is not

'sold'—not convinced. Arguments

that tell are the ones that reach the

heart."—Hugh Chalmers.

The Making of Character.—The far

mer cultivates his soil, tills his fields, and

looks after the manifold duties of his occupa

tion; but this is not all that he is doing; at

the same time he is making character of

some kind, building up the fabric of his own

manhood. The carpenter is working in

wood, but he is also working on life—his own

life. The mason is hewing stones and set

ting them in the wall, but he is also quarry

ing out blocks for the temple of character

which he is building in himself. Men in all

callings and employments are continually

producing a double set of results—in that on

which they work and in their own lives. We

are in this world to make character, and

every hour we leave some mark, some im

pression on the life within us, an impres

sion which shall endure when all the work

of our hands has perished.

There is a great difference between

a star team and a team of stars.

—Sheldon.

A True Liberal Education.—That man

has a liberal education who has been so

trained in youth that his body is the ready

servant of his will, and does with ease and

pleasure all the work that, as a mechanism,

it is capable of; whose intellect is a clear,

cold logical engine, with all its parts of equal

strength and in smooth working order, ready,

like a steam engine, to be turned to any kind

of work, and to spin the gossamers as well

as forge the anchors of the mind; whose mind

is stored with a knowledge of the great and

fundamental truths of nature and of the laws

of her operations; one who, no stunted

ascetic, is full of life and fire, but whose pas

sions are trained to come to a halt by a vig

orous will, the servant of a tender con

science; who has learned to love all beauty,

whether of nature or of art, to hate all vile-

ness, and to love others as himself. Such

a one and no other has had a liberal educa

tion.—Huxley.

There are two classes of men in

the world—those who do and those

who make excuses for not doing.

—H. D. Wilson.

Both Mind and Body Necessary.—

The mind has been studied, by one set of

philosophers, with too little reference to the

body; and the laws of mind and thought

have been expounded, by another set of

philosophers, with as much neglect of the

body and its organization as if we had

already "shuffled off this mortal coil."

Such was the tendency with Locke, Hume,

Reid, Stewart, and Brown, so that some

have regarded the mind as if it were so high

as to be degraded were it contemplated in

connection with matter; whereas no part of

man's constitution can be unworthy of re

gard and admiration.—George Combe.



Let's Talk Business

SAVE yourself all that rush and worry

and hurry which comes every year just

before Christmas. What's the use of

making mockery of holiday merry-making?

Show good business training by planning

ahead what you intend to do and then carry

out your plans. It is certain that to some

appreciative friends you will desire to give

books. Perhaps there are some whom you

think may be benefited by reading a book

which is inspiring and helpful. And that is

what a Christmas present should be, isn't

it ?—inspiring and helpful. Presents of that

kind show more of the love of the giver.

That present is the best which helps the

most. The Sheldon University Press never

had a greater number of inspiring books to

select from than it has this year. Not only

have we books for the young man and the

young woman, but we have books for that

person who causes so much trouble every

year because folks do not know what to get

for him—and that person is father. It mat

ters not what father's occupation may be,

we have the book that will touch the spot

and cause a stream of appreciation to flow.

If in doubt tell us what father does and what

he amuses himself with—perhaps 'twould be

well not to pry too closely into this latter

phase of his life—and we'll select the books

for you.

* * *

Mr. Sheldon has been spending the past

two months in the west. He has delivered

lectures before business associations and to

employes of great manufacturing and dis

tributing concerns. He has sent the spark

of inspiration into many minds, and has re

ceived more than a few sparks in return.

He always comes home from these trips

bubbling over with new business building

ideas. This winter, when the fireplace in

the farmhouse at Sheldonhurst proclaims its

hunger momentarily, and the big stumps are

sending out their warmth into the church

like living room, he will work these ideas up

into editorials for readers of The Business

Philosopher. As we said before, this

magazine for 1909 will be greater than it

ever was before. Perhaps 'twould be wise

for you to start that Lifer subscription right

now and thus receive the Inspiring Stuff

until such time as you decide to graduate

into The Great Beyond.

* * *

Hundreds of Live Ones are coming to the

Sheldon Summer School in 1909. This year

promises to be the most momentous in the

history of the Sheldon institutions. Men

and women who are interested in the great

work of business building—and what live

man and live woman is not?—are beginning

to realize that here at Sheldonhurst we have

what may be expressed in the language of

the street as The Real Thing. Out here

lives a man who teaches that the truest busi

ness builder is first of all a man builder.

Here is a man who is active in the business

world, who knows the shoals and shallows

and depths of life, who has suffered and en

joyed much. He dares to tell business men

—men engaged in the daily work of the

world—to live the Ideal Life. He knows

what the Ideal Life is, and he knows, too,

that only those who live it really attain suc

cess. He is not impractical. He does not

ask men to keep out of the haunts of men.

He does not ask men to cease working for

money, for he realizes that money is an

essential part of success as society is organ

ized today. In fact his teaching enables

men to earn more money—a statement

proven by the testimony of some thirty thous

and graduates of his school. It is this man

who will lead in the work at the Sheldon

Summer School which will be held on Lake

Eara during July and August, 1909. His

name is A. F. Sheldon. He will be assisted

by several other Live Ones. There will be

no professors. All will be students and

teachers, for, you remember, Emerson said

something to this effect: "Every man I

meet is my master in at least one thing and

in that I hope to learn of him." You might

send for a booklet. In this booklet you will

find a printed slip at the bottom of which you

really ought to sign your name. You are

welcome.

* * *

And now they are taking advantage of

that Ten Dollar Life subscription offer.

Many are even feeling that we did them an
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injustice because we did not think of this

plan before. For they realize the saving of

time and worry—not to mention money—

which comes from becoming a Lifer. Why

not send in that Ten and receive inspiration

every month as long as you decide to remain

with us folks down here on earth.

* * *

We have a new educational department

this month. It is conducted by Harry W.

Ford, a man qualified by training received

in the University of Chicago and in the Col

lege of Business Building. While attending

this latter school—which all of us are still

attending—he took courses in various parts

of the country under Men Who Had Made

Good. His article on "System" in the July

Philosopher attracted attention from read

ers all over the country, while his semi-

humorous sketch of the sale made by

Miltiades, which appeared last month, was

—well read it yourself and you'll understand

that Ford knows how to write. Ford be

lieves in practical business building and in

securing him as editor of this department we

are inclined to feel somewhat chesty over our

powers of selection.

* * *

We most certainly are expecting you to be

present at the Sheldon Summer School in

1909. Ask for some views of "The

Farm."

* * *

Hereafter we are going to have many little

stories of success. There is nothing that is

so inspiring to one who seeks success as a

story of some other fellow who climbed high.

This month we tell something of Hugh Chal

mers who is certainly a phenomenon.

We have many others scheduled. They'll

all help you.

* * *

Many business men who are anxious to

see Sheldon methods prevailing all over the

business world are helping along the great

work by securing the subscriptions of their

friends. They ask no reward other than

the satisfaction which comes from doing a

piece of good work well. Perhaps you will

understand from this how you may help.

The Philosopher Among His Books

I love my books/ they are companions dear:

Sterling in worth, in friendship most sincere;

Here talk I with the wise in ages gone,

And with the nobly gifted in our own.

—Bennoch.

The Rubaiyat of Cheerfulness. By Luke

North. The Golden .Press, La Can-

yada, California.

It was said in a former issue of this maga

zine that Luke North is one of those men

who deserves to be classed with "Quality

Folks." Out in his sun-drenched land of

roses he is making beautiful books and pub

lishing a beautiful magazine filled with

thoughts that are in keeping with the envi

ronment in which they are created. Luke

North—whose real name is James H.

Griffes—is a man who knows life. He

knows the shoals and the shallows and the

deeps. He has suffered his share, but he has

not suffered so much that he has forgotten

how to smile often and laugh once in a while.

North has more than a faint touch of cosmic

consciousness. He sees himself in relations

to all things and sees, too, their relations to

each other. He knows that individuals can

not progress so very far alone, and that those

who go farthest are not those who take ser

iously Kipling's poem. Those go farthest

who serve the greatest number to move for

ward. Luke knows the Gospel of Giving.

"But life expands with Giving, and years crown *
Usefulness with peace; e'en funeral gown
Hath pockets that will carry golden deeds

From life to life: for Worth age wears no frown."

Luke North is always ready to joust and

break a lance in the tournament of Justice,

for he is one of those who does not sit back

and smile complacently at the travesty on

justice which is our present economic sys

tem. But he rightly places the blame. He

says the individual is responsible. He agrees
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with Sheldon that when all the individuals

in the world are made all right, the world

will be all right. There is much of this sane

and sound philosophy in "The Rubaiyat of

Cheerfulness." It is indeed a book that one

can safely buy and give to add to the Christ

mas joy of the friend one loves. It is beau

tifully bound in limp leather, silk lined.

This is just the first of many books which

will come to us from La Canyada, for Luke

North is just coming into his own, and soon

there will be sent forth much of that beauty

and spiritual wealth which can be found

among the rose trees in Luke's Garden of

Life.

* * *

Constructive Psychology. Dr. J. D.

Buck. The Indo-American Book Com

pany, Chicago.

Books on practical psychology are fairly

raining on the world in these times. There

was a day when psychology was something

to be studied and understood only by those

who affected the stooped shoulders of stu

dents. In schools the pupils regarded it as

a necessary evil. They graduated from high

school and college with a knowledge of the

kingdom of the mind which might almost be

summed up by a zero. But an awakening

has taken place. The power of the mind is

being understood more than ever before by

the masses. This book by Dr. Buck will

help. It is a sincere book. It contains

much that is good, and many things that

might just as well have been omitted. There

is in it some thoughts that might be con

sidered bitter did not one stop to realize the

earnestness of the writer. This book should

be read for the good it contains, for, here as

always, that old statement about one man's

meat being another man's poison is appli

cable.

* * *

On the Canal Zone. By Thomas Graham

Grier. The Wagner & Hanson Com

pany, Chicago.

F"The Isthmus of Panama was discovered

by Columbus in 1502. The city of Panama

was founded nineteen years later and a road

connecting the two oceans was built. It was

not until 1S79 that dc Lesseps organized the

first Panama Canal company, while 1883

came around before work was actually com

menced. Six years later this company went

into the hands of a receiver, but this fate did

not overtake it until approximately $226,-

000,000 had been expended. The receiver

estimated that the work could be completed

in eight years at an additional expenditure

of $100,000,000, while in 1898 a French com

mittee of seven engineers increased the esti

mate on the time limit to ten years. At this

same time sentiment was aroused in the

United States in favor of the building of this

canal, and a year later congress authorized

the president to have an investigation made

as to the most practicable route for a canal

which would be under the complete control

of the United States. After the investiga

tion the owners of the Panama Canal prop

erty offered to sell it to this government for

$109,141,500. The United States offered

$40,000,000 and this offer was finally ac

cepted. A treaty with the Panama govern

ment was ratified in February, 1904, whereby

the United States secured a strip of land ten

miles wide and fifty miles long. For this

$10,000,000 was paid, and it was further

agreed that $250,000 was to be paid annually

beginning nine years after the ratification of

the treaty. This information and much

more is given in a book written by Thomas

Grier of Chicago who personally investigated

conditions in the Canal Zone while there on

private business. The book is fully illus

trated and there are few books that are of

greater value to one who wants to know

about the Big Ditch.

* * *

A Pound of Brains. By George Fadner.

Published by the Author, Chicago.

The author is no writer overburdened with

knowledge of the gentle art of writing, and

some of the effects produced in this book are

a trifle bizarre. But those who can excuse

crudities for the sake of some old stories told

to point a commonsense moral will enjoy

this book. It is also possible that many will

learn money-saving and money-making

methods. The author is a real estate man

and he views things from the standpoint of

the fellow who has land to sell to the

fellow who has little money with which

to buy land, but who might have the

money provided, etc.—this is continued in

the book.
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THE MOSHER BOOKS

FALL ANNOUNCEMENT

The Old World Series

Bound in the following styles:

Japan vellum, flexible, turned down fore-edges,

Si-oo net.
Old-style blue paper boards, white back and

label, $1.25 net.
Flexible leather, smooth, dark olive, gilt tops,

$1.50 net.
Japan vellum edition (numbered copies only),

$2.50 net.

XLVI

Liber Amoris; or the New Pygmalion

By William Haxliit.

With an Introduction'.by William Marion Reedy

XLVII

Sonnets op the Wingless Hours

By Eugene Lee-Hamilton

XLVIII

The Pearl: An English Vision-Poem

of the Fourteenth Century.

A Complete version in Modern Verse by Marian

Mead.

The Ideal Series

Printed on hand-made paper, price 50c. net.
Japan vellum edition, price, $1.00 net.

DC

Ann: a Memory, By Thomas DeQuincy

X

Three Legends of the Christ Child,

By Fiona Macloed.

The Vest Pocket Series

Blue paper wrapper. 35 cents. Limp cloth,
40 cents. Flexible leather, gilt top, 75 cents.

XV

A Little Book of Nature Thoughts

from Fiona Macleod.

Selected by Mrs. William Sharp ;incT Roselle
Lathrop Shields.

XVI

Toward Humanity: Selections from the

Writings of Robert G. Ingersoll.

Edited by Anne Montgomerie Traubel.

The Lyric Garland

Hand-made paper edition, 50 cents net per
volume.

Japan vellum edition, Si .00 net per volume.

XIII

Echoes of Life and Death: xlvii

Lyrics. By William Ernest Henley.

XIV

xxi Poems Written by Lionel

Johnson.

Selected by William Butler Ycates.

Miscellaneous

XXXIX AND XLII

I. The Hound of Heaven. By Francis

Thompson.

II. Ode on Intimations of Immortal

ity. By William Wordsworth.

These two volumes are issued in uniform style.
935 copies on hand made paper, blue wrappers,

40 cents net.
200 copies on hand-made paper, marbled paper

boards, 60 cents net.
100 copies on Japan vellum, decorated wrappers

81.00 net.

XL

The Hound of Heaven and other

Poems. By Francis Thompson.

50 numbered copies only on Japan vellum,
of which 40 are for sale. Price, S3.00 net.

XLI

The Time of Roses. By John Vance

Cheney.

An original Series of Sonnets with lyrics
interspersed.

000 copies, square i6mo, on hand-ntade paper,
75 cents net.

50 copies on Japan vellum, at Si. 50 net.

XLIH

The Poetical Works of Oscar Wilde

Including Poems in Prose with a Bibliograph
ical Index, Portrait and Facsimiles.

750 copies, quarto, printed on hand-made
paper, bound in old-style, ribbed-back
boards, with die stamped in gold from an
originial design by the author. Price S4 net.

Also 15 numbered copies on Japan vellum, at
S8.00 net.

My new Catalogue for 1908 will be ready

Nov. 1, and is sent free on request.

THOMAS B. MOSHER, Portland, Maine
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TALES of the ROAD

^TT As we have often said before, here is a

^JL book that every man who sells things

should have handy by. It is a book to

be read by Business Men—by men who are try

ing hard to become scientific Business Builders.

One or two of Crewdson's ideas are worth a

heap more than One Dollar we ask you to send

for the whole book. It's your move, old man.

Send One Dollar today to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

Bargain in Real Estate

The house is 30 ft. front by approximately 60 feet in depth,

with an additional depth of 20 ft. of adjoining wing or kitchen,

2 stories high. The main building, or original house, is 3

stories above cellar, comprising 6 large and 3 smaller rooms,

as also bath room, pantry and 4 large closets, in all, 12

rooms, including bath-room, with furnace, latrobe and gas

fixtures. The house faces east and west, situated in the middle

of block between two recently built apartments at a cost of

upwards of $100,000 and $65,000 respectively. House is old,

built solid with rough thick brick walls from foundation to

roof, and plastering like steel to never crack nor break.

The lot covers 30 by 120 feet. Preferably for sale. An ex

change would be thankfully considered and accepted under

favorable conditions for special farming.

MARY L. HOFFMAN, 1513 30th St., Washington, D. C.
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An Army of Words For You

Words are to the scientific salesman what soldiers are to the

genera] of the Japanese army.

The Scientific Salesman not only is in command of a great army

of words, but his army is made up of words that render the greatest

service with the least expenditure of effort.

Why not strengthen your army by studying

"Ten Thousand Words,

How to Pronounce Them"

Here is a book that will be sent to you postpaid just as soon as

you bless your order with One Dollar and send it to the

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Liberty ville, Illinois

Dwell in thought upon the grandest,

And the grandest you shall see;

Fix your mind upon the highest,

And the highest you shall be.

The Men in High Places

today are there because of self-confidence, coupled
with that concentration of mind which enables
them to rule themselves first and others after.
The Bible says: "He that ruleth his spirit is
better than he that taketh the city," and it might
have gone on to say that he who is able to rule
his spirit will finally take the city. Master your
self first and then you can master others.

Dr. Rocine's grand book "Mind Training" will
give you self-confidence. Places you in a bodily
and mental attitude of success, and so teaches you
to develop your mind and memory as to become
a great man in the world. It is a masterly work
of 335 large clearly printed pages, neatly bound
in green doth and gold, and newly revised to
date. Develop self-confidence, cures bashfulness,

trains geniusness. Price, $a.oo prepaid.

HUMAN SCIENCE SCHOOL

Dept. 379 East 25th Street, Chicago, 111.

Increase Your Sales

tM»r>fft; jy The greatest boost to Scientific
ADYUOISlRSI Salesmanship is a knowledge of
MAGAZINE! advertising. No great mercantile

1 success is achieved without this
business-building force. All sales-
managers utilize it. Study the
ways successful advertisers are
getting business today. Read
Advertisers' Magazine — filled
with money-making plans and
ideas that underlie aggressive,
order-bringing salesmanship.

Successful campaigns described—layout, copy and
illustrations analyzed. Every number interest

ing, instructive, helpful—52 pages each month
crammed with advertising suggestions, criticisms,
ways and means. Best "Advertising School" in
existence; a practical journal for salesmen, sales
managers and business men who advertise.
Special offer:

FREE COPY OF

"Dollars and Sense"

with a year's subscription. "Dol
lars and Sense" has no theory in
its 120 pages—every premise is
experience. These are brother-
to-brother business lessons—Suc
cess talks on Advertising, Buying,
Competition. Credit, Financing,
Salesmen. Selling, etc. Every hint
will help you today. Send 50c (coin
or stamps) for year's subscription
and book free. Money back if dis
satisfied. Sample magazine free.

Dollars
and

Sense

ADVERTISE <*S'
642 Century Bidg,

MAGAZINE

city. Mo.
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Seekers of Smiles and Sense

Ye who would smile and know something of the sweet

ness of life as it is seen by a man who thinks the Golden

Rule is a pretty fair thing to do one's daily work by, and

who have sensed that those who cannot laugh are dying

it the top, ought to read "EVERYMAN."

There may be a more beautiful little pocket magazine

published somewhere in the world, but we do not know

where. You can have this little messenger of sunshine—

sent out by Luke North from California—and

The Business Philosopher

by sending along One Dollar Fifty to

THE SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

BUILD UP YOUR BOY'S CHARACTER

CONSTRUCTIVENESS and initiative are the qualities most necessary to success in

life, and therefore they should be the basis of all school training. Merely talking

to boys in the class-room or reading books with them places them too much in a

receptive state of mind, which results in nothing but memory training. /

At Interlaken classes are taught in the morning hours and the boys themselves work

out the problems of mathematics, physics and chemistry, building their own apparatus,

as required, under the guidance of their teachers, who help merely as older comrades.

The groups are small, numbering from five lo twelve, and each member shares in the work.

German, French and Spanish are taught, by constant practice in the use of the lan

guage, with the aim of giving a reading, writing and speaking knowledge. For geog

raphy, the boys make excursions into the surrounding country to study the formation

of the valleys and hills. They construct clay models of the country and make maps. The

afternoon is spent on the farm, in the workshop or in the garden. The boys make chairs,

tables, bookcases, copper bowls and lamp for themselves. The fences, barns, bee-houses

and bridges needed on the estate are designed and built by the boys. Books are bound

and in the Art Department we strive to decorate and make beautiful our rooms, the

common halls and the things we use in our daily life. Excursions are made to factories,

neighboring cities and into the open country, afoot, by wheel, wagon, or sleigh in winter.

We camp out in tents for the night and cook our own meals by the roadside.

Ever)' evening at the school the family gathering brings us all to the hearth to sing

and play, or to listen while some one recites poetrv or reads a good book.

We believe that life is good, and this is the secret of the school. Our boys, as they

grow into manhood, will take out the thoughts and ideals that the school inspires into

the larger life. They should be men of character, capable and willing to do their full

share of life's work. Ask for the year book. The Interlaken School Teaches Boys to Live.

THE INTERLAKEN SCHOOL, L« Porte, Indiana
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Hhat is Worth Httril*

Here is a complete list of the great "What is Worth

While Series." The price, while they last, is Thirty

Five Cents a volume

Abraham Lincoln
After College, What
An Iron W01
Art and Optimism
Best Life
Blessed are the Cross-Bearers
Blessing of Cheerfulness
Books m Their Seasons
Books That Nourish Us
By the Still Waters
Cardinal \ htues
Celestial Railroad
Challenge of the Spirit
Character Building Thought
Power

Character the Grandest Thing
in the World

Cheerfulness as a Life Power
Children's Wing
Christ-Filled Life
Christian Ideal
Christmas Making
City Without a Church
Conditions of Success in Public

Life
ConflictingDuties
Culture and Reform
Daily Maxims from Amiel's

Journal
Does God Comfort
Don't Worry
Do We Believe It
Drink Problem
Economy
Everlasting Arms
Every Living Creature
Expectation Corner
Expulsive Power of a New

Affection
Face of the Master
Faith and Life
Family Manners
Friendly Counsels
Fruit of the Vine
Gentle Heart
Girls: Faults and Ideals
Giving What We Have
Glimpses of The Heavenly

Light.
Glory of the Imperfect
Golden Rule in Business
Good Manners and Success
Greatest Thing Ever Known

Greatness of Patience
Happy Life
Heavenly Recognition
Heresy of Parson Medlicott
Hour of Opportunity
How ? When ? Where ?
How Mr. Rhodda Broke the
■Spell

How to be Self-supporting at
College

Ideal Motherhood
Ideals in the Education of
Women

If I Were a College Student
If I Were God
Immense
In Perfect Peace
Is Life Worth Living?
L Cole

Jessica's First Prayer
Jim and His Soul
King of the Golden River
Laddie
Light Ho, Sir I
Light in Dark Places
Lost Art of Reading
Love and Friendship
Loving My Neighbor
Luxury and Sacrifice
Marriage Altar
Mary of Bethany
Master and Man
Meaning and Value of Poetry

Meditations of Joseph Roux
Miriam
Miss Toosey's Mission
Model Prayer
Modem Man and Maid
Move Upward
Old Man Savarin
Paths of Duty
Personal Recollections of

Whittier
Personality of God
Poetry of the Psalms
Poets Vision of Man
Polly Button's New Year
Power of Personality
Practical or Ideal
Problem of Duty
Program of Christianity
Questions of Empire
Rational Education for Girls

Religion In Common Life
Sailor Apostle
Salvation from Sin

Secret of Gladness
Secrets of Happy Home Life
Self -Cultivation in English

Self-Culture
Sclf-Made Man in American

Life
Ships and Havens
Sours Quest after God
Spiritual Lesson from the

Brownings
Standeth God Within the
Shadow

Stillness and Service
Straight Shots at Young Men
Study of English Literature
Summer Gathering
Supernatural
Sweetness and Light

Take Heart Again
Talks About a Fine Art
Tel) Jesus
Tin Kitchen
To Whom Much is Given
Transfigured Life

The Battle of Life
The Good Old Way
The Happy Life
Trend of the Century
True Womanhood
Two Pilgrims
Under the Old Elms
Unto the H ills
Victory of Eary Gardner
Victory of our Faith
War and Civilization
Ways of Well Doing

What a Carpenter Did With
His Bible

What Good Does Wishing Do
What is Worth While
What Men Live By
When Thou Haat Shut Thy
Door

Wherefore Didst Thou Doubt
Wherefore, O God
Where Love Is, There God Is
Also

Why go to College
William McKinley
Young Men: Faults and Ideals

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, 111.
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Will you

accept this

Business

Book

if we

send it

free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no

money! Take no riskl

One hundred and twelve of the world's master

business men have written ten books—2,193 pages

—1.497 vital business secrets. In them is the best

of all that they have been able to squeeze from their

own costly experience about

—Purchasing
—Credits
- Collection!
—Accounting;

—Tlme-Kceping
—Cost- Keeping

—Advertising
—Corres|M>ndence
—Salesmanship

Retailing
Wholesaling
Manufacturing

—insurance
—Real Estate
—Public Utilities
—Banking;

- Organization
- Systematizing

Pos It ion-Getting
Position- Holding

—Man-Handling
—Man-Training
—Business-General

ship
—Competition Fight
ing and hundreds and
hundreds of other vi
tal business subjects.

A 8.059 word booklet has been published describing/, ex
plaining, picturing- the -work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about
managing- businesses great and small; |tag.-s 4 and 3 deal
with credits, collections and with rock-boaoin purchasing;;
|»agt-s 6 and 7 with handling ami training men; pages 7 to
12 with salesmanship, with advertising, with the market
ing; of goods through salesmen, dealers and by mail: paircs

'to 16 with the great problem of securing the highest
market price for your services—no matter what your line;
and the last page tolls how you may get a complete set-
bound In handsome half morocco, contents in colors—for
less than your dally smoke or shave, almost as little as
your dally neW8(»aper.

Will you read the book if irr xend it freeT
Send no money, simply *iyn the coupon

The System Co.. 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicago

If there are, in your books, any new ways to increase
my business or my salary, I should like lo know ihem.
So send on your i 6-page free, descriptive booklet.

I'll read it.
B. P. 10

.Name_

Address^

Business

Position _

Thoughts for Business Men

By James Allen

ipVERYTHING in the universe is re-

solved into your own inward experi

ence.

Believe and ye shall live.

To fear or to worry is as sinful as to

curse.

He who has conquered self has conquered

the universe.

All glory and all good await the coming of

obedient feet.

The way to true riches is to enrich the soul

by the acquisition of virtue.

Control your soul-forces, and you will be

able to shape your outward life as you will-

Every soul attracts its own, and nothing

can possibly come to it that does not belong

to it.

You are strong and unselfish indeed if, in

the midst of riches, you are willing to look

upon yourself as steward and not as owner.

It is foolish to ascribe war to the influence

of one man, or to one body of men. It is

the crowning horror of national selfishness.

If your real desire is to do good, there is

no need to wait for money before you do it;

you can do it now, this very moment, and

just where you are.

He who clings to self is his own enemy,

and is surrounded by enemies. He who re

linquishes self is his own savior, and is sur

rounded by friends like a protecting belt.

"Do you wish for kindness? Be kind.

Do you ask for truth ? Be true.

What you give of yourself you find;

Your world is a reflex of you."

How can one fear or worry if he intrinsic

ally believes in the Eternal Justice, the

Omnipotent Good, the Boundless Love?

To fear, to worry, to doubt, is to deny, to

disbelieve.

There is no practice more degrading, de

basing, and soul-destroying than that of

self-pity. Cast it from you. While such a

canker is feeding upon your heart you can

never expect to grow into a fuller life.
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I THE ART of

FINANCIERING

It is not generally understood by business men that a business which

is earning $5,000.00 per annum, is worth $50,000.00, and that the pro

prietor, by placing it in the corporate form, can raise $25,000.00

WORKING CAPITAL for it, without difficulty, among the invest

ing class, and still hold, in perpetuity, absolute control of it

Without Mortgage, Note or

Dividend Obligation

It is further not generally known that the proprietor of a business with

this earning power, can secure this $25,000.00 if he wishes, practically

as a loan, without giving a mortage, or a note, or incurring any fore

closure obligation. It is not further, generally known that such a

loan may be secured under conditions where there is even no interest

obligation unless the interest is earned.

The Principles to follow can be easily

Mastered by all Business Men

Needing Capital

It is further not generally known, that a young, but growing business,

that, in the past has yearly increased its net earning power,has, in its

GOOD WILL, not alone an asset, but an asset of such real and

tangible sort, that it can be very easily converted into cash.

You can get the Capital you require

If You have such a business, either on a larger or smaller scale, why

not secure it ? You can do so, easily, quickly, and on excellent terms,

through incorporation.

Send for our Booklet

It tells more about this fascinating science of corporate finance. We

will gladly send it to you without obligation or expense if you will

simply mention The Business Philosopher.

Business & Finance Publishing

115 Nassau st. Company New York
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Salesman !

Calls.

Sales.

20

DOES the volume of business you

turn in warrant an increase in

your salary? Are you able to

round up orders proportionate to your

efforts and energy ? Are you satis

fied with your total sales ?

Maybe you are pounding away

along the wrong lines. Perhaps your

energy is a little misdirected. Maybe

you lack just that

now" to turn your

you lack just that mite of "know

'almost sales"

into actual sales. Why not get 100%

efficiency out of the energy you are

putting into your work ?

You can do it by training yourself

to work along scientific lines. A

knowledge of the fundamentals of

scientific salesmanship will show you

how to take advantage of your lost

motion—

How to gather yourself together to

close up sales—how to read char
acter—

How to size up a situation—

How to apply the sledge hammer

blows of business logic at that vital

moment when the blows will tell—

How to develop and strengthen

your personality, that lode-stone of

the successful salesman which

attracts orders and increases the

volume of his business without in

creasing the effort and struggle to

get it.

No matter what line you are in, the Sheldon Course will increase your

ability to sell goods, and increase your own earnings.

The Sheldon School

was founded by A. F. Sheldon, one of the most successful salesmen of this

age, who, from his own keen observation and experience formulated and

organized the principles of salesmanship into a science. He has put all this

in lesson form known as the Sheldon Course of Scientific Salesmanship.

The principles of salesmanship remain, forever unalterable, just as the

foundation principles of any other science.

32.000 men have been benefited by tbe train
ing the Sheldon Course has Riven them. It is
not likely that you would prove an exception

to the rule.

Salesmanship is the Best

Paid of all Professions

and the Sheldon Course is the only formulation
of the science of this great profession. It is

The Sheldon School,

 

1119 Republic Bids., Chicago.

Send me tout Free Bonk on Salesmanship
outlining the work of the Sheldon School.

Name

A ddress

Tmvn

Business Position

taught by correspondence and may be studied
by you at spare moments.

Apply, it as you go.

Make it your own and when you have finish
ed you will surprise yourself by the additional
efficiency, strength, skill, personality and
ability you will show in your work.

The Sheldon Book

Tells How—

We want to send you the Sheldon Book which
puts the whole proposition before you in a
most interesting way. Use the coupon if you
like, or write us, only do not neglect this one
opportunity as it will not hind or obligate you
in any way. Send for the Sheldon Book to-day.

The Sheldon School,

1119 Republic Bldg., Chicago
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DO YOUEVERWANT TO KNOW

 

<8>

1908

The size of a billboard poster?
The size of a street car card?
What Poultry, Farm and other

papers arc published in a given

state Or locality?
How to correct proof so the

printer will understand ?
The number of words in a

square inch of type ?
What 10 point type—or any

other point—means ?
How a d v e r t i si n g space is

measured—in newspapers or
magazines ?
The width of a column—in

newspapers, magazines, mail
order papers?
What kinds of type you want

to use?

How population is distributed
by states?
The average wages of a given

class of people ?

Number of Dealers in various
lines, by states?

A date—for this year or next?

The cost of advertising in any
publication ?

Or on billboards?

Or street cars?

List of Publications: daily,
weekly, monthly—papers, maga
zines, religious, agricultural,
mail-order; etc.—rates—-dis
counts—dates of closing advertis
ing forms—width of column—etc.

THE MAHIN

ADVERTISING

DATA BOOK

TELLS all the above and many other things—and you

can have it with you, all the time, in your vest pocket—

to consult to your profit at odd moments. It is a beau

tiful little volume of 556 pages on India paper, gilt

edged, bound in red morocco, flexible covers gold stamped. The Mahin Advertising

Data Book is worth more than the price—but in addition you will receive:

Five Addresses by John Lee Mahin

Advertising the Highest Form of Commercial Achievement—delivered before the University of Michiga

The Basis of Advertising—delivered before the Pacific Coast Advertising Men's Association.

The Commercial Value of Advertising—delivered before the College of Commerce and Adminis
tration of the University of Chicago.

The Purchasers' State of Mind—An Essential of Value— delivered before the University of

Illinois. „

Who Pays tor the Advertising?—delivered before the International Advertising Associ-
ation.

And A Sample Copy of

THE MAHIN MESSENGER

If, after ten days you would like to keep all the above and be put upon
our list to get the The Mahin Messenger eleven more times, then just
send us $2.00 and the literature is all your own. If you do not want
the Data Book, the lectures and the Messenger, return them and
you owe us nothing. We reserve the right to withdraw this offer. J

MAHIN ADVERTISING COMPANY

MAHIN

ADVERTISING

COMPANY

824 American Trust Bide.

Gentlemen: Please send me on
ten days' free trial—

824s AcmnoiTJrr Bui,ding> chicagoS 2lT^%££Ziti?£s

S. C DOBBS, Sales Manager, The Cocpa Cola AT If,fur w^ r wouId ViUtQ ^th. ^ t ,m teB< (1
L.O., Atlanta, Ua., says: 1 could not properly run Jzr Joiian. ami joum tound n Tht M«hia Hnm^h tot m jw*it

the Advertising end of this business without The
Mahin Advertising Data Book."

Name .
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A Good Dictionary

is Needed ^Pfi?

mm mmm^^^^^^ btudy and JLtbrary

Correct spelling and pronunciation are a mark of cul

ture and essential to the highest success.

We offer our readers a genuine, twentieth century

condensed edition of Webster's, the original model

upon which many so-called "Webster" and other dic

tionaries of high-sounding titles have been built.

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary contains 46,297

defined words (twenty-five to

forty per cent more than any

other dictionary of similar

scope outside of the genuine

Webster series), 1500 text

illustrations, with color maps

and charts as follows: A gen

eral Map of the United States ;

a general Map of the World ;

Flags of all Nations ; Flags and

Pennants of the International

Code; The Signal Service

Code; an Astronomical Chart

of the Planetary System.

Webster's Condensed Dictionary— authorized and copyrighted by G. & C.

Merriam Co., 1906 edition. A dictionary of the English language, with copious

etymologies, accurate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general

reference, derived from Webster's Unabridged Dictionary.

Printed on high quality of paper. Size 7}x5}xi$ inches, weight 36 ounces.

Library Edition, bound in genuine flexible morocco, gold side and back stamping,

rounded corners, red burnished edges, with double thumb index.

Price, postage prepaid, $1.50

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

Webster's Condensed Dic

tionary is designed to meet

all conditions squarely in the

face by reason of its authori

tative contents, greater scope,

original and better illustra

tions, paper, press work and

bindings. The Condensed

is well up to date, containing

latest words, meanings and

derivations. Additional to

its department of definitions

is an appendix containing a

pronouncing vocabulary, ab

breviations in writing and

printing, arbitrary signs, etc.
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Right and Wrong Thinking

' I ''HE $5,000 auto crashed into the stonewall. In an

*■ instant it was a mass of flames. A moment more

and it was consumed. Nothing serviceable remained.

Why did it crash into the wall ?

The steering gear was imperfect and broke at the

curve.

Thought's Your Steering Gear

You are worth more than $5,000. You do not want to hit the stone

wall when you swing around a sharp curve. You want to make all turns.

See, then, that your steering gear is perfect. Your brain is your steering

gear. "Right and Wrong Thinking," by Aaron Martin Crane is a book

that tells How and Why.

"RIGHT AND WRONG THINKING'1

A book of 351 pages; bound solidly; filled with scientific truths told in a common-

sense way; over fifty chapters packed with paragraphs of advice to men and

women. Price $1.50.

Every Man a King

Be a king. Be a master. Stand erect at the head. Make your

self self-reliant. Rise from the bottom to the top. In your dictionary

have no such word as Failure. This you can do by realizing the power

of your thought over your fortunes. Believe in yourself—in your ideal.

Have an ideal worthy of a true man. Worship before it always. Make

your ideal kingly and you will become kingly.

MIGHT IN MIND MASTERY

Orison Swet Marden—the inspirational editor—has told in his great book, "Every

Man a King," how mind mastery may be secured. This book will be sent to you if

you bless your order with a remittance of $1.00.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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The Art of Living Long

mile-stone, is no reason at all why you should. The doctors

told Luigi Cornaro when he was over sixty that he would

show great wisdom by immediately preparing for death.

Cornaro thought that advice foolish, if not positively pre

sumptuous. ■ In" fact he became so angry that he then and

there decided that he would remain on this earth until he

got good and ready to die. He realized that the human

body is a very delicate machine, and that all a man has to do

in order to keep it in running order almost indefinitely is to

take proper care of it. He studied his own body and learned

what he had to do in order to get from it the greatest service.

He lived to be 103 years old.

He wrote many valuable treatises on health and

hygiene—getting the facts out of his own experience. He

knew. These treatises have been compiled into a large

book, most beautifully printed and arranged. Here is a book

that you who seek to cultivate endurance need. It was

written by a man who lived long and enjoyed every year of

his life after he decided to take care of his body. If you think

this earth a good place to live on send One Dollar and Fifty

Cents to

J

UST because some folks believe that it is necessary to

die when they have passed the three score and ten

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS

r
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Our Best Brochure

We have just published our ninth Brochure, and it is

one of the most pleasing numbers we have issued. It con

tains the "Wisdom of Chesterfield," being extracts from the

Earl's Letters to His Son. The ambitious man of today

will gain much by a study of the experiences of this old

English gentleman, because his advice is as applicable to

present day needs as they were to the young man of the

seventeenth century. We have made this into an attractive

specimen of the bookmaker's art. We will mail you a copy

for seven two-cent stamps.

Six Masterpieces for Fifty Cents.

We still have a few copies of all of the Brochures thus

far issued, and while they last we will mail six numbers,

"Chesterfield," "Emerson," "Franklin," "Thoreau,"

"Bacon," and "Kipling," all six for fifty cents, silver.

Better still, send us one dollar for an associate membership

in the Caxton Society, and we will send you twelve Bro

chures, the nine now ready and the next three as published, and

will in addition send you two beautiful Caxton Books free,

"The Story of The Candlesticks," by Victor Hugo, and

"Murad the Unlucky," by Maria Edgeworth.

THE CAXTON SOCIETY

PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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What Press Clipping Will

Do for YOU

In business, as an aid in finding new markets and new

outlets for your products.

In keeping posted on any subject under the sun in which

you may be- interested.

In literary work of whatever nature, supplying original

material for lectures, addresses, debates, etc.

ALL this we will gladly tell you just for the asking. Write us at once, stating

what your business is or what you are interested in, and we will give you

full information and advice as to how Press Clippings can help you and what it

will cost.

The International Press Clipping Bureau receives, reads and clips fifty-five thousand

publications, daily and weekly papers, monthly magazines, trade, literary and re

ligious papers, etc. Let us show you why and how we can be of service to you at

how little cost.

International Press Clipping Bureau

Dept. 195 378 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111.

Jmattring an HinUtptw

ONEY spent for this book is invested. Untold thou

sands of dollars have been saved by men who

observed the principles outlined by this man Who

Knows. Before investing your money in Something that

Looks Good you had best know if it really Is Good.

"Financing an Enterprise"

By Cooper

tells how. Be your own promoter. You can if you send

Four Dollars

for this set of two books to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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The Schoolbouse of Life

On this and the next page we have listed a number of text-books

for study in the great schoolhouse of life—books that have helped many

—books that will help you.

Character-Building Books

James Allen's Books of Inspirations:
From Poverty to Power - - - - - - -SI 00

All These Things Added 100
Bvways of Blessedness - - - - - - -100
The Life Triumphant - -- -- -- 100
As a Han Thinketh. Paper, 16 cents, cloth ... so

Out From the Heart. Paper. 15 cents, cloth ... SO
Through the Gate of Good : or, Christ and Conduct. Paper IS
Morning and Evening Thoughts. Paper, ... 15

Every Man a King. By Orison Swett Marden - - - - 1 00
In Tune with the Infinite. By Ralph Waldo Trine - - 1 25
Man-Building. By Lewis Ransom Fiske, LL. D. - - - - 1 00
The Young Man and the World. By Senator A. J. Beveridge 1 62
Paths to Power. By Floyd B. Wilson - - - - - -100
My Little Book of Prayer. By Muriel Strode - - - - 60
Self-Help. By Samuel Smiles ------- 1 00
Freedom of Life. By Annie Payson Call .... 1 00
As a Matter of Course. By Annie Payson Call - - - - 1 00
Auto-Suggestion. By Herbert A. Parkyn, M. D. - - - - 76
Mastery of Fate. By C. D. Larson 60

The Hidden Secret. By C. D. Larson - 50
Poise and Power. By C. D. Larson ------ 60
Character. By Samuel Smiles - 100
Duty. By Samuel Smiles - - 100

Brain-Building Books

Right and Wrong Thinking. By Aaron M. Crane - - - 1 60
Brain and Personality. By W. Hanna Thomson ... 1 30
Character Reading. By Mrs. 8ymes ------ 60
Vaught's Practical Character Reader ..... 1 00
The Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 50
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 60
Organic Evolution. By Anna Augusta Gaskell - - - - 2 00
The Mind's Attainment. By Uriel Buchanan - - - - 2 00

Story of Mind. By J. M. Baldwin 40
Psychology. By James - - - - - - - -150
Scientific Demonstration of Future Life. By Hudson - - 1 60

Divine Pedigree of Man. By Hudson - - - - - 1 60
Evolution of the Soul. By Hudson. 1 50

Through Silence to Realization. By Wilson ... 1 00

Business-Building Books

Financing an Enterprise. By Francis Cooper - - - - 4 00
Men Who Sell Things. By Walter D. Moody - - - - 1 00
Tales of the Road. By Charles N. Crewdson - - - - 1 00
Science of Organization. By Frank ..... 3 00
Making of a Merchant By H. N. Higginbotham - - 1 50
Successful Advertising. By McDonald 2 00
Systematizing. Three Volumes. Bv Griffiths - - - - 3 00

Business Law. By Francis M. Burdick ----- 1 00

(List continued on the following page)
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BOOKS FOR PROFIT

Those who buy and study them reap the greatest and most abiding

profit from them—development and power of body, brain, mind and soul.

Here is the list continued from the preceding page :

Tabloid System (For Business Men) - - - - - s I oo
Manufacturing Costs. By Hall 100
Sales Promotion - - • « • - - - • - 100

Commercial Correspondence - - - - - - -100
Modern Advertising. By Calkins and Holden - 1 63
Theory of Advertising. By Scott - - - - - - 200

Success In Letter Writing. By Sherwln Cody - 80
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne .... 50
Retail Ad Writing Simplified 100
The Cody System—How to Write Letters and Advertisements that

Pull—A Correspondence Course. • - - - - 10 00

Health-Building Books

That Last Waif. By Horace Fletcher 1 00
Optimism—a Real Remedy. By Horace Fletcher - - - 75
The Art ol Living In Good Health. By Daniel S. Sager, M. D. 1 57
Humanlculture. By Hubert Hlggins. M. D. - - - 1 12

The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 60
Per'ect Health: by One Who Has It. By C. C. Haskell - - 1 00

The Art of Living Long. By Luigl Cornaro .... 1 60
Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call - - - 1 00

Home-Study Books

The Nutshell Library of the World's Best Literature for Busy
Readers, edited by Sherwln Cody. 12 vols. - - - - 10 00

Longlellow Lamb Dickens Tennyson

Shakespeare Irving Thackeray "How to Read and
Burns Scott Hawthorne What to Read." Cody
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language—Word-

study. Grammar, and Punctuation. Composition and Rheto
ric, and Story Writing and Journalism—by Sherwln Cody,
four volumes in box - - - - - - - - 200

Dictionary of Errors in English—Rules of Grammar and Common
Errors. Words Often Mispronounced. Words Often Misspelled,
Words Often Misused, and Rules of Punctuation for Office
Use—by Sherwln Cody, 60c., when ordered with the set.
Single volumes - -- -- -- -- 75

Primer of Logic. By W. 8. Jevons ------ 50
Webster's Condensed Dictionary - - - - - - -150

Essentials of Elocution. By Win. Plnckley ... - 1 26
Word Study. By Sherwln Cody 60
Ten Thousand Words. By Baker - -- -- - 100
Unwritten Meanings of Words. By Erbes - - - - - 2 00

Art of Conversation. By Baker - -- -- - 100
Good English Form Book. By Sherwln Cody - - - - 1 00

Check off the books you want. Tear this page out and send it along—

with the price. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS



 

HERE IS $40,000

How much do you want of it?

This offer does not go to those with Weary

Willie propensities. This is to workers. Real,

live, energetic men—men with the get-there

spirit moving them—are wanted to take slices

of a

940,000 MELON

Mr. Sheldon says he warts to talk to 100,000

subscribers—real Good Folks, you know—and

that he is willing to pay

$40*000 (Real Dollars)

for the privilege. He is modest and says

nothing of what the subscribers

will get. (But this number is a

hint of what's coming).

To get any of this money you

will have to get him some sub

scribers. Those who have tried

the trick tell us it is easy. You

can find out HOW by writing

a business-like letter to the

Sheldon University Press

Libertyvllle minois



 

Mao's Final Goal

I know that the time is coming when all mankind can deal in

trade, in confidence that each shall do to others as he would that

they would do to him.

I know this well, for we can look into the future and see the

race evolved from ignorance to wisdom—inefficiency to mastership—

in consciousness to cosmos.

And I know imagination does not bear false witness in this way:

For God's great law of evolution bears us on and ever on 'to greater

heights and yet still greater.

We, as a race, could only hinder if we would. We could not

stop eternal progress, for right is might, and God is right and His good

hand is at the helm.

Through negative indulgence an individual—yes a nation—may

destroy self.

In this way classic Greece the gay, and rugged, riotous Rome

went wrong.

Dark Ages came and went and light—great light—now shines

once more.

This tide of truth that is born of love of man for man shall

rise to higher mark than any tide since man was made and started on

his journey to the cosmic sense.

Shall it recede again ? God save the mark.

We shall not have it so.

We shall go on and on, and conquering negatives, shall reach

the goal this time—the goal that God's great wisdom planned for man.

But this I say—my faith in universal good, its final triumph, is so

great that I can say in truth, should shameful sins of cities, now

almost as sad as were the sins of Greece and Rome, become conta

gious, spread both far and near; and should the sickening scenes

which some predict come true—the scenes to race relapse to even

lower ebb than man has ever known before—yet do I say that man

would rise again, and from the ashes of regrets of many men, would

rise a race still nobler than the one we know.

For once again I say that right makes might and God is right,

and God's good hand is at the helm to guide the race to its great

final goal. *

-ARTHUR FREDERIC* SHXLDQN.
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Become a Lifer

Today!

To persuade the Smiling Personage who presides

over the destinies of the Subscription Department

to place your name on the List of Good Folks for

life, all you need do is to send us Ten Dollars Today.

Ten Dollars

will bring the Business Philosopher ro you as

long as you are alive. (Dead ones never did

take this magazine anyhow). You are alive

enough today to see the benefits with which you

make connections when you send us that Ten.

After your name is on the list your obligations

will consist in living eveiy day according to the

Laws of Commonsense. By living this way you

will come to realize that you are net to take

seriously the biblical limit of Three Score and Ten.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

UBERTYVILLE. ILLINOIS

N. B. We have said nothing about the money

yu i can save by sending that Ten.
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Office Salesmanship

How to Write Letters That Pull

You are at the head of a big business because you are willing to

pay for ideas. Ideas are far cheaper than printer's ink or postage.

I have some ideas on "How to Write

Letters that Pull" that have been worth

hundreds of dollars to others, and no doubt,

would be to you.

I can make an $8-a-week girl write better

letters than a $25-a-week correspondent can

dictate. Do it by the Cody System of form

paragraphs. This method helped the R. D.

Nuttall Co. to get 36 orders where before

they got 25—nearly 50% more business out

of the quotations made.

* I can show traveling men how to get

orders by letter from towns they can't afford

to visit.

I will tell you how I got $2,000 worth of

business from 2,000 grocers by a single letter

to each—$1 for every letter.

I can prove my ideas worth money by

letters from the best business houses.

Pin a $1 bill to your card, send to my

address at my risk, and I will mail you a

copy of my new book

 

Contents :

HOW TO DO BUSINESS BY LETTER

And Training Course in

Business English Composition

 

Uslnir Words So as to Maktt
People Do Things.
How to Begin a BusinessLetter-
How to Close a Business Letter
The Body of the Letter.
Applying (or a Position.
Sending Money by Mail.
Ordering Goods.
"Hurry-up" Letters.
How Money is Collected.
Letters to Ladies.
Professional Letters.
How to Acquire an Easy Style

in Letter Writing.
Two Kinds of Letters—Baying

and Selling.
When to Write a Long Letter

and When to Write a Short Letter.
Answering Inquiries.
Talking in a Letter—Colloquial

isms and Slang.
Complaint Letters.
Condensation—Writing Adver

tisements.
Advertising and Follow-up

Letters.
Display in Letter Writing.
Salesmanship in Letters and

Advertisements.
Customs and Regulations of the

Post Office.
Social and Official Forms; the

Rules of Grammar, with Com
mon Errors: the Rules of Punctu
ation for Business Office Use.
Cloth, price $1.00.

which will do your stenographers and corre

spondents more good than anything you ever

put in their hands before. Discount on 10

or more in one order.

Also let me send you, on approval, a set

of my Private Instruction Cards—The Cody

System for Business Men—

How to Write Letters that

Pull, in which I go into the

fine technique of How to Get

Business by Mail. You'll

want a set for yourself or ad

vertising manager, with a

personal criticism from me showing how to apply the

general principles to your particular business and what

is the matter with your present advertising. With

criticism and copy of book, $10.

In my Complete Training Course in Office

Salesmanship with Expert Service I will re-write and

criticise all your important advertising matter, form

letters, circulars, etc. Also fit young men and

Women for positions paying $25 to $125 a week.

Sherwin Cody

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

25

WEEK
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Four Small Books of Great Thoughts

By James Allen.

As a Man

Thinfaeth

Out From

the Heart

Written to inspire men and

women, boys and girls with

the truth that "they them

selves are makers of them

selves " r by the thoughts

which they choose and en

courage.

A sequel to As a Man

Thinketh. A loving guide

to the first steps in the path

way of enlightenment. Some

of its chapters are especially

devoted to the formation and

reformation of habits—habits

of thought and their resultant

words and deeds.

This little book can be read

in an hour, but is so worthy

of a lifetime of study that it

irresistibly invites it.

Clearly points the way out

of hard conditions and diffi

cult circumstances. Gives

a cheerful, optimistic, right

ful outlook upon life.

A Book That Makes

for Power and Poise.

"Keep thy heart; . . for

out of it are the issue, of life. "

Morning and

Evening Thoughts

Through the

Gate of Good

A compilation of some of

the rarest gems of prose and

poem from the works of

James Allen, by Lily L.

Allen and others.

Arranged for the mornings

and the evenings of thirty-

one days, with an appre

ciative introduction by the

principal compiler.

or, Christ and Conduct. A

loving and profound inter

pretation of the Life and

teachings of Jesus of Naza

reth, as applied to the hearts

and lives of men, women,

and children who live today.

It is valuable as showing the

oneness of Jesus with Sci

ence and Truth.

"Daily Food for Growth

in 'Purity and 'Power.

Inspiration and Guidance

for the Divine Life.

These books, from 68 to 80 pages each, well printed on good paper, with heavy

art-paper extended covers, are now on the press for an edition of Two Hun

dred Thousand. They will be furnished, for wide distribution, single copies,

fifteen cents.

Write today— yes, right now. Send for a number today—be an uplifter—it

will help others and help you.

Sheldon University Press -:- Libertyville Illinois
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Retail Ad-Writing

Simplified

Here is a book which sells for One Dollar which contains

in its One Hundred and Fifteen pages the knowledge needed

by the merchant who wants to write advertisements that pull.

And that is what advertisements are for, aren't they ?

They must attract Attention; must arouse Interest;

stimulate Desire, and make the reader Resolve to Buy.

This book tells how.

It deals with the principles of ad-construction, getting

attention, composition, display, type, engravings, reading

proof, preparing copy, ad criticisms, and in addition to all

this and more it is profusely illustrated.

Will Make Money for You

Of course you want to make your Advertisements pull

two customers where they only pulled one before. The way

to do it is to write better ads. "Retail Ad-Writing Sim

plified" will give you the knowledge of experts—men who

have made good in the great advertising field.

Special Offer: In order that all of our subscribers may

own this book, we will give it with a year's subscription to

the Business Philosopher for $1.50.

Sheldon University Press

Libertyville Illinois



That"PianoAdvertisingPlan"fromIowa
PullsProsperityoutofaleanbusinesscausedbyshortageofcrops,panic,strongcompetitionorbadlocation

AWONDERFULWINNER—NEVERFAILS—CAN'TFAIL

Thepianocostsyounothing—YourcompetitorspaythebillandYOUreaptheprofits—allthewayfrom$500to
$35,000.That'swhatmypatronstestify.Letmeshowyoutheirletters—thefinestbunchofdelightedgingertalksfrom hardheadedbusinessmenyoueverreadorwillread.Merchants,Manufacturers,Publishersallbrilliantlysuccessful.

AWinningCampaign

Iequipyoucompletewiththe wholepremiumplan—alldetails

workedout—toWIN.

Sendmeyourorderandtellmethe competitionyouwanttoovercome
andI'lldotherest.Iknowhow.

I'vedoneitforothersanddon'tknow

whatfailuremeans.̂|

Takesfthepublicbystorm—Sets tenthousandstongueswagging—starts
thedollarsyourwayandkeepsthem

rollinginamazingly.

LiveOnes—WriteMe

 

NeedyOnes—WakeUp

TheCotePiano

A'perfectinstrument.Isellittoyou
atamoderateprice,butno$500in

strumenthasrichertone,moreperfect
actionoralongerlifethantheCote. Usedinathousandhomes.Welland favorablyknowneverywhere.Splendid workmanshipthroughoutandbeauti

fullyfinished.

Andletmetellyouitwouldbesui cidalforanymerchanttogiveawaya cheaplymade,inferiorpianotoany
customerifhewantstoreapaperma

nentbenefitfromtheenterprise.

I'llShowYouHowIt'sDone

SALESMEN—Boyswith"GritandGo,"it'syourchance.
Iwantafewreliablesalesmentocanvasstheretail

trade.Samplesincoatpocket.Don'tworrytrying
torevivedeadlines.Getonewithbreathinitnow.

Getwisetothe"IowaIdea."Mentionthispaper.

Used

byMerchants.ManufacturersandPublishers,largeand

small,andalwayswins.

BOSTONPIANO&MUSICCO.

W.F.MAIN,Proprietor,IowaCity,Iowa
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^ The Fra

Xmas

Number

THE FRA stands for Art

Purity, Intellectual Uplift

and Brotherly Love! You'll

find THE FRA mental

relief after Newstand Huxter-

Hishhash.

Thirty World-

Famous Writers

will contribute to our Big

Christmas Number. Each

article will fittingly represent an IDEA expounded for FRA

Followers by devotees of Crystalline Thought. Cjf A picture of

Fra Elbertus, and also a group picture of Roycroft Horsemen, free

with this Christmas Number of THE FRA. Artistic Pictures

mounted on Heavy Brown Mats, suitable for framing. (Not

marred by printed matter.)

Gaspard's Conception of Jesus of Nazareth

will be the cover portrait this month; a very beautiful work in

two colors on Alexandra Japan Vellum.

A CHRISTMAS PROPOSAL

Send us Two Dollars for Your Nineteen Hundred Nine

Subscription to THE FRA, and as a Christmas Present, we

will send you our Double Christmas-Number, gratis, together with

a beautiful Two Dollar Roycroft Book, bound in limp leather.

The Roycrofters, East Aurora, N. Y.
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In Tune With The Infinite

HERE is a book that will drive the business bogy away from the

weary workers in business fields. It tells how to "get in tune

with the infinite." The mysteries of the power of thinking are brought

into the light. Ignorance is by this book made to give way to wisdom.

How to use the Soul, how to cultivate the emotions, how to reach out

and grasp more than the usual allowance of Truth—this is what Ralph

Waldo Trine's beautiful book teaches.

"Within yourself lies the cause of whatever enters into your life. To

come into the full realization of your own awakened interior powers, is

to be able to condition your life in exact accord with what you would

have it."

Order tbts Book today. Price $1.25

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

CASH PRIZES

GOOD HEALTH is the oldest, the biggest and
the best health magazine. It is edited by J. H.
K.e!logg, M. D.. superintendent of the Battle
Creek Sanitarium, and represents the world-famous
Battle Creek health idea.

Over a million and a half in money, besides the
unremitting efforts of hundreds of tireless workers,
have been expended in the development of this
great "Battle Creek idea" as it is today, standing
at the very head of the great wr rid wide health
movement. Here is one single exa mple of its prog
ress: About two months ago, Charles E. Wood, a
Washington, D. C, millionaire, left a million and a
half, if not more, for the erection of a Sanitarium
at Atlantic City, by Dr. Kellogg and his associ

ates.

WE WANT AGENTS

We want them everywhere—people to represent
this great up-to-date health movement before the
world. Liberal advantages besides the cash com
missions. Cash prizes awarded every month. If
you are interested, write today for a sample copy
and a list of the prizes offered.

Good Health Publishing Co.

50 College Hall

Battle Creek Michigan

SPINAL IRRITATION

An elegantly illustrated booklet explaining the <muie
and cure of the disease that produces the following

ITVTaUi
HEADACHE or pains In the head, especially In the Back
part and Base of Brain; Nervous and Bilious Head
aches; sensations that feel like the pulling or stretch
ing of

COKDH In the NECK; trouble with the
EYBH connected with pain or aching In back part of
head or neck or upper part of shoulders; aches or p * Inn
In the eyes or back of them; specks or roots before the
eyes or blurred vision: a frequent desire to

SIGH or YAWN or take a deep, full breath, and In some
case*, an Inability to do so;

PALPITATION and Irregularity of heart; pains, oppres
sion, difficult breathing, or very peculiar and dis
agreeable feelings In region of the

HKAKT, LUNGS. STOMACH, or other parts of the body,
that doctors often call Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Indi
gestion, Heart trouble and various other names, hut
fall to cure; aches and pain In region of the

KIDNEYS; BACK-ACHE, sensations of opp ession or
constriction like a

BELT AROUND THE BODY; or part way around;
PARTIAL PARALYSIS of arms, shoulders, hands, lower

limit-* or feet, causing pains In these members, or a
M Ml'. PEELING or sensations of coldness, heavlneas,
or a tingling or feelings 1 esembllng the

PRICKING of PINS or needles or as If the parts were
asieep;

SORE. TENDER or BURNING points along the spine or
In the llmhii or feet; pains In the faea, arms, back,
lower limbs or feet, 1 esembllng those of toothache,

NEURALGIA or 81 IATIC RHEUMATISM; (physicians
often treat these symptoms as ordinary neuralgia or
rheumatism, but such treatment will not cure them);

CHILLB UP or DOWN BACK;
CREEPIM) sensations, coldness and numbness; pain
BETWEEN SHOULDERS;
CREEPING and GRINDING PAINS.

If you have the above named svtnptom* or any of
them, you probably have SPINAL-IRRITATION, a very
serious disorder that but few physicians can cure. Yet
It Is very easily cared by proper treatment. Our ele
gantly Illustrated booklet explains how. It also de
scribes the disease and explains what causes it. Pr.ce
10 cents

OHIO STATE PUBL1SHIN0 CO.,
£186 K. Utk St., CLEVKLAXn, u.
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From Poverty to Power

A new edition of this most inspiring of all books

written by James Allen has just come from the

press. Here is a book that contains ideas which

will carry a business man jauntily through a far

more strenuous seige of hard-times than the one

from which we are recovering. James Allen knows

men. He understands their very inward make-up.

He knows the cause of all trouble and he tells how

cures may be effected. The business man who is

afflicted with the blues; who is cast down by

weight of debts; who is engaged in the fierce fight

of competition; who is despondent; who asks

"what's the use"; who desires to sell more goods,

secure more customers, become a greater success—

who wants Health, Long Life, Money and Honor,

has need of this book.

Allen's book is not one of the sky-ey kind. It

deals with facts—things you can grasp and turn to

immediate use for the making of more money and

the securing of that personality which inspires

confidence. What it does for those who read and

study and apply its teachings is summed up in

its title,

From Poverty to Power

One Dollar will bring the book—bound in green, large type

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE

You have the power, and you alone. The efficiency that wins prosperity,

success, and happiness comes by culture of the positive faculties and qualities,

the possibilities and powers of the body, mind, character, and will.

This culture has to be gained by the individual himself. Teachers and

schools may aid, but they cannot take the place of the student's own effort.

He, and he alone, is the builder. All true culture is self-culture.

Since these things are so, you ought to know the science and art of self-

culture.

You will find an invaluable aid in the 446 bright, cheery, practical

pages of Dr. James Freeman Clarke's great book—-

He deals with the care and training of the body, the cultivation of the intellectual

powers, the development and direction of the imagination, the education of the con

science, culture by reading and study, the strengthening of the will, and many similar

subjects.

Dr. Clarke is well known as an effective writer, and this is one of the best of his

books.

Parents, teachers, and pastors will especially appreciate this book for those under

their care.

Bound strongly in cloth. Price One Dollar, Carriage prepaid.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois

Can You Talk Well?

Of course you know that old rule about judging folks by the

company they keep and the clothes they wear ?

Well, so are folks judged by the language they use.

It is so easy to learn to talk well that no one has a valid

excuse for doing otherwise.

" The Art of Conversation "

is a book that tells how. Josephine Turck Baker, the greatest teacher

of English in the United States, is its author. Why not send One

Dollar today and let Uncle Sam bring this great book to you ?

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois
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€J Many books have been written on the subject of business and

business methods, but never before one that literally took the busy

world of practical affairs by storm.

C| That honor was reserved for a plain, common-sense, straight*

forward book, written by an active, hard-working business man—

by Walter D. Moody, business manager of The Chicago Associa

tion of Commerce, and former sales manager of one of the greatest

wholesale houses in Chicago.

<|From all over the country—from manufacturers, merchants,

sales managers, salesmen, retail clerks, and from publications of

every class comes an avalanche of unqualified praise, without one

dissenting voice.

<J Here are a few excerpts from many reviews that have appeared.

Read them and be convinced.

"It is refreshing to read a book like Walter D. Moody's 'Men Who Sell Things'

... written by a man who has sold things for years and worked, himself, in every

branch of the service until increasing years and experience have brought principles out

of practice and enabled him to point out the rules by which things are done."—Chicago

Daily News.

"There is something going on in every sentence. He is full of dynamic periods."

Chicago Record Herald.

"Mr. Moody has gathered together and expressed in succinct and practical form the

results of twenty years of experience in selling things and observing other men who

sell things, and the result Is a volume which cannot fail to be helpful to any business

man who may read It.—-Chicago Sunday Tribune.

"The breeziness and point which mark every page of 'Men Who Sell Things'

Eromise to make the book of as wide appeal to business men as well as to boys

iterested in self-development and a successful future."—Chicago Evening Post.

"It has developed into a volume which must take high rank in the S Pleat*

literature of business and commercial affairs."—Chicago Trade Journal. f send me

"The work is sure to prove helpful to the man who wants to succeed for *fj,t

"by selling things'."—Louisville Courier Journal. Dollar Bill in-

<J That is what they say. f rl™*A . .1
<j The book merits it all and more. X ' ' copT M

Q You need it, no matter what you sell—good*, skill, aWBty, f Wat Sell

or time. f jj

<J You can get it for One Dollar.

9 Sit right down and order to-day

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Libertyville, Illinois
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Save One Dollar Today

AFTER January First the Subscription price of THE

BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER will be advanced from

One Dollar to Two Dollars a Year.

Real wise folks will subscribe now for a number of years

and save money. The same kind of folks will renew

immediately.

Of course the right thing to do is to send Ten Dollars

and have your name placed on the list for life. This is the

ideal Christmas present for yourself or for your friends.

This offer holds good only until January ist.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, - ILLINOIS

You are invited to

attend the

Sheldon

Summer

School

At Sheldonhurst during

July and August, 1909

Send for some nice illustrations

of "The Farm"

m

ThetegfoSacccss

 

I nvTK re

duced the art
of memory to a

science bo that
the ordinary brain

is capable of tetain-
inn facts, figures,

faces as easily as the
more gifted. I TEACH

1Mill ARE NO

GREATER

INTELLECTUAL

THAN YOUR-
licunnv taught more
nCJlUKT^than 20,000

people

HOW TO RFMF1HBER

you to stop forgetting
by a few simple rules.

> wearying or tedious
essons or long hours

f practice
my arr lion is sim-

inexpensive,
and you can
k •indy it any

where anv
me at

*iy HKTHOD increases business

capacity, income, social stand
ing, gives an alert memory fo

names, faces, business details,
studies. Develops will, concen
tration, personality, self-confi
dence, conversation, public J
speaking, writing, etc.
whitk to-pay for freo copy of |

my interesting book, "How to Re
member," also trial copyrighted 1
exercise, and see how simple my 1
memory training really is.

Dickson Memory School

my

BOOK

FREE

TO

938 Auditorium Bldj. CHICAGO
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Build Your Own Future

WE MAKE our own conditions, we build our own environments, we determine our own

fate, we create our own destiny. If we are ignorant of the law through which we do

this, the result will not be good; and here is the cause of the trouble, the misfortunes

and the failures in life. But if we understand this law the results will be exactly what we

wish them to be.

The many drift with the stream; they follow the current because they do not know how

to determine their own course regardless of the general current. You can learn to go against

the current, ahead of the current, and anywhere the goal of your greatest success may lie.

When you know the law and understand the principle it is just as simple as working out a

problem in mathematics. There is nothing strange or mysterious about the law through

which we master our fate and build our own future. It is one of the simplest laws in practical

life, and when applied intelligently its possibilities become extraordinary. The intelligent use

of this law is thoroughly explained in

Mastery of Fate and Eternal Progress

By C. D. LARSON, Editor of " Eternal Progress."

Only 106 pages, but it makes the law so clear and
simple that any one can understand how to proceed in
the building of a greater future. Here .is a partial list
of contents:

There is No Chance. Every Effect has a Definite

Gause.

The Gause of Circumstances and Environment.

The Law Through Which Man May Control His

Circumstances and Change Mia Environment.

The Cause of Good Luck and How Every Person

May Use That Gause.

The Gause of Adversity and Misfortune, and How

to Remove It.

Why Environment Controls the Negative Man But

Not the Positive Man.

How Any Person May Become a Positive Force.

How Man May Build His Own Future.

The Way to Higher Attainments and Greater

Achievements

The Inside Secret of Success.

Why Things Are as They Are in Personal Life.

The Cause of Present Personal Conditions.

How Conditions Can Be Changed and Things

Made as We Wish Them to Be.

Making Real the Ideal. Growing Out of the

Present Into a Greater Future.

What will your future bet It will be what you make It-
When you can discern a greater future, you have ttie
power to create that greater future. You have the power
to do what you have the ambition to do. This is a scien
tific fact, easily demonstrated. The secre t is to use t hat
power intelligently. This secret is fully revealed in "The
Mastery of Fate."' In new and added power the Utile book
will be of unlold ralae to jam moot) It ha* made lhou*and*.

Our Special Offer

ETERNAL PROGRESS one year — twelve num- £1 AA
ben, and MASTERY OF FATE In red silk cloth,

Forward the coupon today. Send Money Order, Express
Order, or One Dollar Bill. If personal check is Kent add
0 cents for exchange.

A Monthly Magazine Edited by C. D. LARSON.

The great purpose of ETERNAL PROGRESS is to make
true idealism practical In every-day life, to bind the com
mon to the superior, to weld together business and sclen
tlfle living. And there is nothing more important than
this.
To accomplish anything worth while and to 1 ive a life

that is a life, the Ideal must be the goal and every thought
and action must cause life to move toward that goal.
There is a solution for every problem in life, and that

solution Is based upon the principle that to enter the
greater is to secure emancipation from the lesser. The
natural way out is to grow out. Any person i may work
himself out of that which is not desired by growing into
the realization of that which is desired.

ETERNAL PROGRESS presents each

month some new and valuable view-points of

such timely subjects as Business Psychology,

Practical Idealism, Modern Metaphysics, the

Sub-conscious Mind, Cultivation of Ability

and Talent, Right Living, Scientific Think

ing, The Science of Success, The Develop

ment of Genius, The Constructive Imagina

tion, The Power of Personality, Memory, etc.

All vital subjects to the person who wants to

increase his profits and make life worth living.

Our success depends u|ion how we use the power and the
ability that we possess. But we can use only that which
we understand. And to understand the pow. rs we possess,
a >tudy of practical Metaphysics becomes indispensable.
The demand for competent men and women Is becoming

greater and greater everywhere in the world. Any person
can become more eomiH-tent through the scientific devel
opment of his ability, methods for which development
may be found in every issue of ETERNAL PROGRESS.

The regular subscription price is $1.00 a Year.
Twelve numbers; 64 pages each month.

THE PROGRESS COMPANY,
581 Rus-HcNaUy Bid*, Chic«a. ID

Attached Is one dollar. Please enter my subscrip
tion for one vear to KTKIINAI, PKOtiKKSS and send
me a copy of HA9TRRV OK KATK.

Name

Address

Town State.

1
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Here is Kimball. Folks who know say that

he'is the best printer in Chicago. Anyhow he is

the pleasantest. He keeps that Sunny James

smile going all the time because he is satisfied

with his work—and that, gentle friend, means

that his customers are satisfied also. Kimball

is a satisfier.

Kimball prints everything from a magazine to a

calling card. He prints System, Dressmaking at Home,

The Clinic, Factory, and it goes without saying he

prints The Business Philosopher—which is something

of a magazine typographically. The Philosopher folks

once thought they could get the work done better and

cheaper elsewhere. But—well Kimball still has the

job. He also just made a new contract with System.

Magazine folks who know can't keep away from Kim

ball. He's so cussedly reasonable you know. And

good-natured? Why, bless my heart, Kimball—well

look at the face.

Kimball personally watches over every job. That's

his business. "I am the servant of those who have

their woik done here. I haven't anything to do but

look after my customers' interests. I inspect all copy,

and nary a job goes out of here without my stamp of

approval. If it isn't up to standard, back it goes to

the printers again. I can't afford to give anything but

Satisfaction out with a job. I am a business-builder—

such as Sheldon talks about."

That's what Kimball says.

And Kimball backs up what he says with proof.

A man who gives him a job can be mighty sure that it will be well done. And

the price—well, Kimball hasn't made up his mind to follow Carnegie's example and

endow free libraries. That gives you a hint. Kimball alone can give you the exact

figures.

You want a booklet, or something, gotten out especially scrumptious? And jou

feel the local printer can't do the trick. Ask Kimball.

But first get prices from the local man. Get all the information you can. Then

send the specifications to Kimball, but don't tell him anything about prices. He does

his own figuring. And even at that the chances are, seven out of ten, that you

give Kimball the job.

Kimball believes in personality in work—just what is taught in The Business

Philosopher.

He puts a bit of himself into every job turned out. A lawyer man, who won't

go to heaven nohow, once used a cuss word in this sentence: "Kimball is a—

(naughty word)—of a good fellow."

And Kimball's work is also good—in fact it is the best that anybody can do

with type, ink, paper and presses.

Supposing you do live in Washington or Oregon. Kimball's printing is in style

all over. That has been tried out. You take no risk.

Kimball is ambitious. He wants to build the greatest printing plant in the west,

and if he keeps on as he started it is pretty certain that he will succeed. But he needs

customers—even more than he has now. In this he is just like you and I and the

rest of the business-builders.

If it's printing and vou want satisfaction without bankrupting yourself, write to

C. E. Kimball, Vice-Pres. and Manager, Clinic Pub. Co., Ravenswood, Chicago
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Stym !?0t of (Fhinr %mh

w'HAT is the best inspirational book of the day? What book

ill '5est °Pens UP to t^le reader the way to Poise, Power, Prosperity,

VV^, and Peace—simple, practical, everyday, common-sense ?

What book takes account of modern progress in thought, modern

facts of science, and modern teachings of philosophy, at the same time

building upon the solid foundation of Eternal Truth ?

Ask tens of thousands of readers in both the world's hemispheres,

and you will get back but the one answer,

Jtfrom JJouerttj ta tyawn

By James Allen

Now, what is the strongest, most practical, most up-to-date and most

scientific book on business ways, especially salesmanship ?

What work is it that gives its readers the benefit of twenty years

behind the counter, on the road, at the sales manager's desk, and in the

proprietor's office ? That opens the secrets of success in selling goods,

and gives the reader a dynamic charge of wise enthusiasm ?

There can be but one answer. Everybody says, all together, Walter

D. Moody's great book

Mm Btii Gtytttga

One more question: What is the only magazine devoted to the fundamental

philosophy, science, and art of business success, self-development, character-building,

and the increase of earning power?

What publication is the only one in which can be found the writings of the for-

mulator of the science of success, recognized as the highest authority of the hour on

that subject?

That's too easy! You all shout, "Why Arthur Frederick Sheldon's Periodical

of Power,

Very good I Now, bearing these three best things In

mind, read our latest offer:

For a short time only, we will send From Poverty- to
Power, Men Who Sell Things, and The Business Philoso
pher for one year, to all who will cut out this coupon and
send it to us with a Two Dollar Bill attached. You can
substitute "Tales of the Road" and "Retail Ad-WriMng Sim

plified" for either of above books.

Here's the coupon; yonder's vour pen and scissors; the
Bill is in your pocket. Do it NOW.

Sheldon University Press Libertyville, 111.

B. P.

Sheldon University Press:

Here's my Two Dollars. For ft
send me From Poverty to
Power, Men Who Sells Things,
and The Business Philosopher tor

One Year.

Name

Address

City and State
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LAUGH and LEARN

to LOVE with RILEY

Here is a poet that is closer to the people than any other American.

He solved the problem of playing on the heart-strings of the million.

His books are filled with cheerfulness and love, and the man or woman

who has not read him has let something sweet slip out of their lives.

The Works of James Whitcomb Riley

THE FAMOUS "RED" SERIES

Neighborly Poems

Thirty-six poems in Hoosier dialect,

including "The Old Swimmin' Hole

and 'Leven More Poems."

Sketches in Prose

Twelve graphic stories, each prefaced

by a poem.

Afterwhiles

Sixty-two poems and sonnets, oerious,

pathetic, humorous and in dialect.

Pipes O'Pan at Zekes-

bury

Five sketches and fifty poems. The

sketches are separated by four books

of twelve poems each.

Green Fields and Run

ning Brooks

One hundred and two poems and son

nets, dialect, humorous and serious.

Armazindy

Contains some of Mr. Riley's best

dialect and serious work, including the

famous Poe Poem.

Fifty-two poems, grave and gay. A

complete index of Mr. Riley's poems

is included in this volume.

A Child-World

A continuous narrative (in dialect and

serious verse) of child-life and old home

tales, in which young people and old

participate in the story-telling.

Rhymes of Childhood Homefolks

One hundred and six dialect and serious

poems. Not for children only, but of

childhood days.

The Flying Islands of

the Night

A weird and grotesque drama in verse.

Fantastic, quaint and ingenious.

Sixty-seven poems, both serious and in

dialect.

His Pa's Romance

With frontispiece portrait bv John

Cecil Clay. Illustrations by Will

Vawter.

Any of these books with The Business Philosopher for One Dollar and Eighty-Five.

Sheldon University Press, Libertyville, Illinois
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Power Through Repose

LLIAM JAMES, said by some to be America's greatest psy

chologist, in a talk to teachers, once said: "The gospel of relax

ation, as one may call it, is preached by Miss Annie Payson Call in her

admirable little volume 'Power Through Repose,' a book that ought to

be in the hands of every teacher and student in America of either sex."

Yes, indeed, we are all living too fast—we are burning too much gasoline

for the number of miles our automobile of progress is making up the hill

of success. We need to learn repose. We all need the lessons in scien

tific resting that Miss Call gives us in her three books, "Power Through

Repose," "The Freedom of Life," and "As a Matter of Course." The

three will be sent to you for three dollars. One dollar will bring one.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

 

If your real desire is to do good, there

is no need to wait for money before you

do it; you can do it now, this very moment,

and just where you are.

Whatsoever you harbor in the inmost

chambers of your heart will, sooner or later,

by the inevitable law of reaction, shape

itself in your outward life.

He who controls himself controls his life,

his circumstances, his destiny; and wher

ever he goes he carries his happiness with

him as an abiding 'possession.

*3.000toH0.000

IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

e teach jou >>y mail every branch of the Real Estate. Gtntid
Brokerage, and Insurance Business, and appoint you

SPECIAL. REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and Unrest co-operative real estate and broker-
age company In America. Representatives are making 93.000
to $10,000 a year without any Investment of capital. Excellent
opportunities open to YOU. By our system you can begin
making money In a few weeks without interfering with your
preaentoccupation. Our co-operative department will give you
more choice, ealahlo properly to iinntlle. than any other insti-
tntion in the world A Thnrntnth Commercial Law Course
FRKB to Kaeh Keprrsmtalhe. Writ? for 62-paire U*,k. free.

THE CROSS COMPANY. 1000 Reaper Block, Chicago

SUBJECTS COVERED BY

Modern Methods Magazine

How Employer May Get Best Work
from Employes.

Duties of an Office Manager and How
Best to Perform Them.

Relations of Business Office to Bank.
Department Heads and Their Relation

to Other Departments.
Essentials of Success for a Salesmanager.
How to Create Public Interest by Ad

vertising and How to Convert Public In
terest Into Orders.

Talks to Inside and Outside Salesmen
by Men Who Have "Made Good."

"Office Short Cuts" Which Have Been
Found Practicable.
Keeping Track of Local Correspondence

and Correspondence with Branch Houses.
Keeping Track of Orders and Progress

of Work Through to the Shipping Door.
Note—Modern Methods Is a magazine

especially for General Managers. Office and
Factory Managers, Head Bookkeepers and
other men in and on the way to executive
positions.

Subscription price 60 cents a year, In
advance.

Published Monthly by

MODERN METHODS PUBLISHING COMPANY

111-115 Woodward Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
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By the Fire-Place

It is a little too cold to talk it over on the front porch now.

Let's go into the study by the fire-place.

Next spring we will tackle the front porch again.

This is Christmas month, and the first thing I am going to do is to wish

you a merry one, likewise a happy time all the time while Father Time deals

out the days of 1909.

"Same to you," do you say?

All right—thanks.

But what are we going to DO to make our wishes for each other come true ?

Wishing each other well is all right as far as it goes, and it helps some, but

it don't go far enough.

The wishing involves thought and feeling, but it is the DOING that counts.

Of course it is true that thought plus feeling equals action, or conduct,

but that depends upon the degree of the thought and the feeling. Just the

nebulous, or wishy-washy kind of thought and feeling does not necessarily

result in action.

I am very much inclined to believe now that if you and I are going to really

have a "merry" and a "happy" we must DO something to deserve it.

I wish all men and women, and all boys and girls too for that matter, every

where, could receive the Christmas gift this year of a clear realization of the

fact that human life is governed by law and that this is likewise true of rela

tions in business.

While it is perfectly true that methods in business change, and human laws

change, it is just as certain that eternal law never changes.

And great men, and great institutions, obey, which is to say, work in har

mony with natural laws.

Then, too, back of each law there is a principle—a fundamental why of

the law. ' * h fc<. i ' A ■

In this question of trade—commerce—how true it is that natural law pre

vails.
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A few succeed to a notable degree. They win money, and plenty of it.

Also health, long life, and honor.

Others attain money but sacrifice one or more of the other success essentials.

Others attain the make-a-living kind of so-called success, but do not make

a life.

Many fail completely, they don't even make a living—they just eke out

an existence.

Each who succeeds does so in due proportion to his conscious or uncon

scious obedience to natural law.

Those who fail do so in proportion to violation of natural law.

Let me see, who was it that said "we are fearfully and wonderfully made?"

It is true, anyway—especially the "wonderful" idea.

The longer I live the clearer it is to me that the positive or desirable quali

ties in each individual are what we might term channels for the expression of

natural laws.

For instance " If you would enjoy complete success you must exercise good

judgment" is surely a law of success.

The man who exercises bad judgment never permanently succeeds.

Judgment is a quality of the mind.

I like to look upon it as a mental muscle.

The mental muscle of judgment is capable of growth and development,

eduction—which is to say, education.

Yet, how many are systematically and scientifically trying to educt or de

velop the mental muscle of judgment?

Somewhere between injudiciousness and perfect judgment you and I are.

Where are we, John? How do we grade on that quality?

To the degree that our judgment approaches perfection can one of the

natural laws of success express itself through us.

Another law is this:

"If you would enjoy complete success you must have perfect faith."

"Thou shalt not doubt" is a law of success just as certainly as "thou shalt

not kill" is a law of society.

Somewhere between doubt and perfect faith you and I are.

Where are you, John—locate yourself.

Again:

"If you would succeed, you must act—you must do it RIGHT, right now."

Somewhere between correct decision and action, and procrastination, you

are.

Where are you in this Will business?

Locate yourself, John—locate yourself.

Once more.
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"If you would enjoy success you must be well."

" Thou shalt not have that tired feeling," is an eternal law of success.

Perfect health, with its attendant vitality, and the power to endure, is a

channel through which natural law can express itself on the physical side of

man.

If you have obeyed the Socratic injunction and really KNOW THYSELF .

you have found out that you are a bundle of at least fifty-two qualities, just a

few of which I have mentioned.

Some of them are physical—pertaining to the body.

Some pertain to the Intellect, or knowing powers.

Some pertain to the Feelings, or sensibilities.

And some pertain to the Will.

Possibly there are even more than fifty-two, but that's enough to keep us

busy for a while.

When those fifty-two qualities are well developed, then fifty-two natural

laws can express themselves through us.

When they are undeveloped then natural law has to hunt up some other

fellow to express itself through.

Don't you see?

And then remember, I mentioned the fact that back of every law there is

an eternal WHY—a universal principle.

Now, what is the "why" back of all these natural laws of success in the

business world?

Why is it that we must be healthy, must use good judgment, must be reason

able, must remember, must have faith and be courageous, and loyal, and hon

est, and must decide and act correctly—and so on and so forth with the whole

list of fifty-two qualities and then some, possibly; why is it, I say?

Listen now and I shall tell you.

It is because CONFIDENCE IS THE BASIS OF TRADE.

CONFIDENCE is the universal principle back of all these laws.

If you want to make the people make a beaten path to your door to get

your services, or to buy your goods no matter what it is you have to sell, then

the first thing you have to do is to get the confidence of the people.

Some folks seem to think that if they are honest that settles the question

of confidence.

But it don't.

Honesty is but one of many ingredients entering into the composite of con

fidence.

Suppose your health is poor. In that case do you suppose your'business

associates are going to have much confidence in your capacity to deliver the

goods, no matter how honest you are?
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And again: Suppose you exercise poor judgment and forget things, and

are a doubting Thomas.

Suppose that you are indifferent instead of enthusiastic.

And fearful instead of courageous.

And are undecided, therefore, a procrastinator.

Do you think people are going to have confidence in you very long, regardless

of how honest you are?

And so, then, you see your power to KNOW must be all right.

You must have Ability.

Your FEELINGS must be right, too. Your mental muscles of Faith,

Honesty, Courage, Loyalty and the like must be developed, that you have

Reliability.

Then your body must have the power to Endure.

And then your Will must be the "Do it Right, right now" kind—you must

be positive in action.

It works itself around to a question of AREA again, doesn't it?

The greater the AREA of the man the more can natural law express itself

through him.

And the more Natural Law expresses itself through him, the more con

fidence will the people with whom he comes in contact, have in him.

And the more confidence he commands, the more easily will he persuade

people, by deed and by word, that it is to their interest to deal with him in

trade.

And there you are.

And on this question of a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, John,

it is very, very true that money will not buy happiness, and still, it is an ele

ment in happiness after all.

The proper attitude is this:

DO GOOD AND MAKE MONEY, AND THEN USE THE MONEY

MADE BY DOING GOOD TO MAKE MORE MONEY WITH WHICH

TO DO MORE GOOD.

Don't you think so?

* * *

Talking about business—trade—commerce.

The more I study the question the more clearly I see that everybody is in

business.

A lawyer man made a speech at one of our Business Science Clubs recently.

It was a good speech—first class. All but the Introduction.

The introduction was as follows:

Will you allow me, first of all, to express my sincere appreciation of the

compliment which you have paid me by asking me to speak to you. I have,

many times, since your esteemed Secretary-Treasurer asked me to address

■v..
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you, wondered why it was that you should ask one of my particular profes

sion to speak to you, when the subject for consideration related to success

ful salesmen, for, of course, a lawyer is not a salesman. Some well inten-

tioned, no doubt, but foolish person has been trying to have a law passed

making it lawful for a lawyer to sell his services; to enable him to make a

bargain with his client as to the costs of a lawsuit. How silly! What lawyer

would ever want his client to know what the lawsuit was going to cost him ?

Some of the best paying lawsuits that have ever been fought would never

have been started if the parties had known beforehand what they were going

to cost. And again, I can hardly think of any class of the community to whom

it seems to me harder to make a sale than to a lawyer, unless it is books you

are selling, and then I believe he is considered what is called an "easy mark;"

but it is not because of any lack of disposition on his part to buy that makes

it hard to sell to a lawyer, but because of a lack of what we have been taught

to consider one of the first essentials to a sale—I mean cash."

Some time, maybe, this lawyer man will wake up to the fact that success

in life, commercially, hinges on salesmanship; and that he, and all men, have

something to sell, and that the price he gets for the goods he has to sell is de

pendent in the long run upon the quality and the quantity of the goods that

he delivers and the quantity depends upon his salesmanship direct or indirect.

Yes, it is certainly true, that everybody has something to sell, and from a

financial standpoint everything hinges upon one's ability to dispose of his prod

uct at a profit.

The product may be merchandise, or ideas, or labor, or any one of all the

kinds of human effort there are. But it boils down to one thing, namely: Can

I sell my product at a profit?

And that depends upon salesmanship.

And salesmanship is persuasion.

Some think that persuasion cqnsists wholly of words, spoken or written,

but it doesn't

Man expresses himself in two ways:

First, by deeds.

Second, by words.

And of the two, deeds are greater than words.

Through his deeds—that is to say, what he does in the way of purchasing

or manufacturing—the merchant determines the quality of the goods

he offers.

It is also a question which he must decide as to the kind of service he ren

ders to the public in the distribution of these goods.

Quality of product and excellence of service are mighty elements in per

suasion.

" Do something better than anyone else can do it and the world will make

beaten paths to your door."

Those may not be Emerson's exact words, but it is the thought.

And that statement involves the expression of a law.
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When the business men come to see clearly that the essence of business is

SERVICE, and through quality of goods and excellence of service, their aim

is to do others GOOD rather than DO others good, things will get better rapidly.

* # *

Rochester, Minnesota, is a small town, but it is big enough to hold two

very large men.

There are men who are much larger than these two men, as far as physical

proportions are concerned; but it is probably true that there are none quite

so really big men in their line anywhere else in the world.

I refer to the Mayo Brothers.

They are surgeons.

Little men, having made the reputation they have, would have experienced

cranial enlargement when fame came, and felt that they were "called" to some

big city.

But not the Messrs. Mayo.

They had infinite capacity for taking pains in the matter of surgery. They

paid attention to many little things which many surgeons would not notice at all.

And they did this so thoroughly that they became masters.

And some say—some who should know—that their power of diagnosis

seems almost superhuman.

Nothing "super" about it.

They observed, studied, worked hard—much harder than most surgeons.

They developed and then applied uncommon common sense.

First they were real students.

Then they became adepts, or artists, applying the laws and principles they

had discovered as students.

Then finally they became masters.

And then the wagging tongue of the satisfied customers sent other customers

their way.

And the quality of their goods and the excellence—including the honesty

—of their service became so marked that the people were persuaded to come

to them from far and near.

And now, today, not only patients come, but fellow surgeons come. They

come from Germany, from France, from Italy; yes, from the four corners of

the globe come they now. And they do make beaten paths to the door of the

Mayo Brothers, through the forests of Minnesota in the land of Minnehaha,

to the wigwam of the big chiefs—to the home of Messrs. Mayo.

And they come to buy the goods of the heap big medicine men, the surgery

merchants.

I heard a little story about the Mayo Brothers the other day which illus

trates the quality of their services—withal the honesty.
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A certain lady well along in years was afflicted with deafness.

She journeyed to a specialist—one of the little men who was a big specialist

in a large city.

The little big specialist examined the dear old lady's ear, looked wise, shook

his head, and said that an operation would have to be performed—a very diffi

cult surgical operation.

He performed said operation and much blood, flowed, for the which he

charged her $200—that is, for the operation, not the blood.

And the dear old lady went away.

But the deafness didn't.

And the same lady learned about the Mayo Brothers and their wonderful

work in surgery.

She helped deepen that beaten path to their door, and one of the Mayo

Brothers examined the ear of the lady and made the remarkable discovery

that some wax had accumulated next to the ear drum and that this had been

the cause of her deafness.

And he told her the truth.

While removing said wax he noticed a scar down toward the ear drum and

he said: " Haven't you been trying to clean your ear with a sharp instrument ?"

She said, "No."

Then he answered and said unto her: "I notice a scar here."

She said, "Yes, that's where a specialist performed an operation."

It is unnecessary to elaborate on this point. You see it, I know.

The little man who was a so-called big specialist had not rendered honest

service.

He charged $200 for a dishonest operation.

The Mayo Brothers charged $10 for an honest operation.

And the lady left and the deafness also left.

And the wagging tongue of the satisfied, squarely dealt with old lady now

sends other people to make the beaten path deeper and deeper to the door of

the Mayo Brothers.

But she sends no one to the door of the little big specialist in the big city.

Verily, John, it is the repeaters that count.

And the joy of the squarely dealt with repeater maketh the heart of the

square dealer glad which is to say "Merry" and "Happy."

A great business man said to me the other day:

One of my principles is this: "The elimination of the non-essentials."

And that is a fundamental.

Nature don't fool around with non-essentials.

The great invention is never truly great—that is, it never becomes very

useful—until it becomes simplified.
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And simplification is arrived at through the process of elimination of every

thing not essential.

It is possible to systematize a business to death by the introduction of com

plex non-essentials.

In your process of elimination remember that one of Nature's laws is that

of Economy.

And the law of Economy extends to three things:

First, Economy in Money.

Second, Economy in Time.

Third, Economy in Energy.

The waste of money includes waste of material. That is, when you waste

material you also waste its equivalent money, because every time you

waste even a single sheet of paper, or a pin, you waste that which repre

sents money.

i And every time you waste anything you violate one of Nature's laws.

I As far as the waste of energy is concerned, that energy may be either physi

cal or mental, or both.

As far as the waste of time is concerned—well, there is so much to be said

about that I guess we had better not tackle it this time.

Did you ever know a man who was economical with his money but extrava

gant in the use of both time and energy?

Yes?

Well, he may have been much more extravagant than the fellow who didn't

pinch the dollar quite so hard.

You see, John, when we come to examine the question of natural law in

the business world, there are many things to be considered.

The man who is spending time and energy with non-essentials is not as

happy or as merry as he might be.

Did you ever stop to think of the philosophy of the idea of the young fellow

who exclaims that it is none of the business of the "boss" what he does after

quitting time ?

The employe who says that is mistaken.

His employer has purchased his power—that is, he has purchased the services

of the employe and in doing so is supposed to have purchased the full measure

of the employe's power to deliver the goods.

When the employe utilizes his time after business hours in a waste of time,

involving as it usually does, a waste of physical energy by those who waste

time, he is robbing his employer of a part of that for which the employer has

paid, and is paying.

In that sense the employe who squanders time and energy is dishonest—

he is not delivering that for which he has been paid.
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As a matter of fact the young man who is wasting his time and his energy

in riotous living is robbing himself at the same time he is robbing his employer

—literally robbing self, his real self, his knowing and feeling and willing powers.

He is also robbing his body of the power to endure.

He is disloyal to himself and at the same time disloyal to his employer.

He is not giving himself a square deal.

It takes either a very unwise, or a very mean, or a very weak man to be

continually giving himself a deal that is not square.

Many know a whole lot and are still very unwise.

Many can know many things and still be ignorant of, or at least not see

clearly natural law.

And the man who givcth not the square deal to himself and to others is never

very merry or very happy for very long.

And so, then, John, isn't it true that if you and I are going to cash in on

the merry and happy wish for each other, don't it seem apparent that we must

get busy in the line of making our actions conform to natural law.

That's about the way it is.

I must put now another log on the fire and then we will go to bed.

But just before going, let me ask you to try this as a recipe for staying merry

and happy:

So live that when thy summons comes each day to meet thy fellows in

the duties of the here and now, that you can make your mind an open book

and would that everyone could read each thought and feeling written there.

'Tis then our actions shall conform to Christ's command and we shall

do to others as we would that they do unto us.

A Woman Who Is Nature's Rival

We are all somewhat tired of hearing the story of the artist—possibly this

is my old friend, Montgomery, "the farmer painter"—who painted corn so

naturally that the birds bent their bills pecking at it, and we reach away back

into history for the story of the fellow who painted a curtain so realistically that

a rival artist thought it was the real thing behind which was hidden the picture

which was entered in the competition.

But it remained for an American woman to make fruit so naturally that

even the artist cannot tell it from the models. To her I desire to take off my

hat. She has the true artist spirit. She so loves her work that she refuses to

teach the art to those "who only desire to fool folks."

I want to take off my hat to her, also, because she became an artist after

she had passed her fortieth year, thus forever shaming those men who bow

down in defeat rather than study and work and finally succeed.
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Her story is so well told by Mrs. E. Birchard Palmer, a Canadian school

teacher, the only woman to whom Mrs. Potter has taught the art, that I am

going to reprint it for you.

"Mrs. Stanley Potter, an American lady, some twenty years ago, seeing the

possibilities of true art in the old-fashioned "wax-work" known to so many,

sought to bring that art to perfection. Against many difficulties, and with little

appreciation or encouragement, she labored faithfully. Diligently she sought

for instruction, but. found no one who understood her needs. So, patiently,

with her one ideal, "Perfection," continually before her, she applied herself

to her work, being rewarded from time to time by some successful discovery,

until, at the World's Fair in Chicago, she had a most creditable exhibit of fruits.

"She also made an exhibit for the Illinois State Building and one for Michi

gan. She then accepted a position at the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph,

where she has been employed for the last six years.

"The O. A. C. Biological Museum contains a unique collection of arti

ficial fruits and vegetables of which President Creelman and his colleagues

are justly proud. This collection, comprising several hundreds of specimens,

peaches, plums, apricots, apples, pears, grapes, and small fruits, melons,

squashes, cauliflowers, cabbage, corn, turnips, beets, radishes, artichokes,

rhubarb, asparagus, cucumbers, onions, and, indeed, so many other varieties

of both fruit and vegetables, that to enumerate them would weary the listener.

The apples, some in glossy coats, some with the most delicate bloom veiling

their rosy cheeks, some showing diseases, plums showing where the fingers

had handled and marred the bloom, the peaches, showing mellow in their soft

down, grapes, some bursting to show the luscious juice within, currants, so

transparent that the seeds are visible, gooseberries whose acid one could almost

taste as he looked at them, a water-melon cut, showing its black seeds against

the rich red flesh, a banana grown in the College Conservatory, and an apple

which Nature in a freak had turned to wood, all are faithful reproductions of

the original. Plums and grapes, too, are shown in the different stages of dis

ease.

"So real do all these specimens appear that even the horticultural students

have been known to discredit the statement that the specimens used in class

demonstration were artificial, and one, on the sly, in the professor's absence,

dug his finger-nails in the plums to assure himself, only to flee in dismay at the

mischief wrought, while annually thousands of visitors to the museum are

deceived, and wonder what process the fruits have undergone to keep them so

fresh, for fruits of all seasons are shown as if freshly plucked.

"Many amusing stories are told of the mistakes made by these visitors.

A horticulturist, whose work was being hindered by frequent questions being

asked him, asked a group of visitors if they had visited the Experimental Build
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ing (which at that time held the exhibit). This gave him peace for a time,

but in a few minutes they returned to tell him that the experiment "was not

working," for one of the apples (a specimen showing dry rot of apples) was

rotting already.

"But this on the part of strangers is surely excusable when Mrs. Potter

has occasionally marred, and sometimes destroyed a delicate piece of work

by mistaking it for the original and treating it accordingly.

"True to the noble character which she bears, Mrs. Potter is very modest

about her work. She never seems elated over any special achievement, but

rather looks into the future and sees still greater possibilities for her beloved

art. She has shown what can be done by perseverance, for, until the age of

forty, she had not handled a paint-brush. She also demonstrated the fallacy

of Dr. Osier's theory, for now, after the age of sixty, she is doing her best work

and bids fair to continue the demonstration.

"Mrs. Potter, with true artist's instinct, and with the creator's love for the

thing created, has refused to teach her art to those who desired to "learn enough

to be able to make things to fool people," nor to those whose ideal was mere

fancy work. Nor yet would she continue to teach one who showed herself

incapable of giving that attention and concentration necessary to produce more

than average work. Hence she has taught her art to but one pupil, myself,

in whom she thought she saw one who could continue her art and bring it to

that perfection which has been her constant ideal."

"Diamond Joe" Reynolds

By "W. A. McDermid

THERE are those educators—many of

them—who are inclining to the belief

that the least important part in the

educational system of the university is to

be found in the class room.

Said a college man recently, writing to a

friend:

"It is qualities that fit a man for leader

ship, and not mere knowledge or intellectual

capacity. Just stop for a minute in order

to prove this, and think back over our college

days. We used to have a great many

student activities, and you will readily re

call that in those student activities it was

not always—indeed, it was seldom—that

the men who seemed to have the keenest

brains in the class room and got the highest

marks in their studies, were the leaders in

all of these activities. The leaders were

men who had qualities in addition to at

least average intellectual capacity. This

is true in the history of men everywhere.

College activities outside the class room,

are the counterpart of the activities of real

life."

THE COLLEGE MAN'S PERSONALITY

And so men—college men themselves—

progressive collegiate educators—business

men who think about education—believe

that in the student activity, wherever the

student measures his personality against

that of his fellows, in which his capacity

for leadership is shown, is perhaps one of

the greatest factors in well-rounded educa

tion in the colleges today.
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The story of one of these institutions is

i nseparably associated with the man whose

name it bears. The Reynolds Club, named

for Joseph Reynolds, is an organization

which, in supplementing the work of the

great university of which it is a part, re

calls the history of a great pioneer, and

reflects beyond his highest hopes the ideals

of the true education of the future to which

the club is his contribution.

In the architectural scheme of the Uni

versity of Chicago, one of the central com

manding features is the so-called Tower

Group of buildings. These buildings, in

the form of an L, are four in number. At

the corner of the L, under the great tower

which reproduces the Oriole Tower of

Oxford, is the Reynolds Club, in which

focuses the social life of the University.

Perfect in its appointments as a city club,

beautiful in design, with every facility for

study and recreation both, the club has

become one of the most potent factors in

building up the student life of the institu

tion, in bringing its men together, and by

these means adding to the educational value

of the University curriculum.

In its main entrance there is a tablet

which reads:

The Reynolds Club

Perpetuating the Name and Memory of

Joseph Reynolds

Born in Fallsburgh, Sullivan County, New

York, June n, 1819.

Died in Congress, Arizona, February 21,

1891

This outlines the limits of the fascinating

career of one of the great pioneers of the

middle west.

REYNOLDS: SALESMAN AND TEACHES

Joseph Reynolds was the youngest of

six children of Quaker parentage. He

spent the first part of his life, a period of

thirty-seven years, in Fallsburgh and Rock

land, New York. He finished a common

school education at the age of seventeen

and began to teach, receiving ten dollars

per month for his services, and "boarding

around."

During the summer he peddled live stock

for farmers, making a scanty living to supple

ment his salary as a teacher. One season

showed at its close three dollars profit,

which indicates something of the scale on

which his operations were conducted.

He then joined his brother in conducting

a general store in Rockland. After a few

years he married Mary K. Morton, and having

an opportunity to enter the flouring mill

business, he made of this, despite many

difficulties, a pronounced success. The mill

later burned and the neighbors put in capi

tal to help him rebuild. Mr. Reynolds,

being far sighted and daring, although

shrewd, began to put in the very best of

machinery with mahogany hoppers and

other fixtures on a similar scale. The

neighbors who had advanced money de

cided it would never pay and objected, so

he and his brother-in-law, Mr. Morton,

bought them out.

CHICAGO AS HIS CENTER

Mr. Reynolds' comment that "anything

worth doing is worth doing well," was

justified when a few years later the mill

had all the work that the finest machinery

could handle.

A few years later with the profits made

in the milling business, and in partnership

with an old school mate, he remodeled an

old tannery and, profiting by his early

experience in the cattle trade, made it suc

cessful.

Finally he sold out his interests and in

1856 moved to Chicago. From this point

as a radius he engaged in many operations

throughout the north west. His first ven

ture was the buying of hides, sheep pelts

and furs. He established agencies through

out Wisconsin and Minnesota.

He soon became interested in the traffic

in grain, which he early recognized to be

the great future commodity of that region.

In order' to handle his grain adequately

he built an elevator at Fulton and ran a

line of boats and barges on the Mississippi

between Fulton and St. Paul, and estab

lished water connections with the Chicago

and Northwestern railroad.

ORIGIN OP "DIAMOND JOE"

During his early days in the fur trade he

had begun to some extent, to use a diamond

stamped on the packages of hides as a dis

tinguishing mark. When engaged in the

grain business, he found that the gunny

sacks which were returned empty were
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proving exceedingly popular as supplements

to the clothing of the deck hands and

roustabouts, and that large numbers of

them were stolen. His solution of the

thing was characteristic. In the center of

each side of the sacks he stamped a large

diamond with "Joe" in the middle. There

was a sudden decrease in the popularity

for use as clothing of gunny sacks bearing

these indelible words. The nick-name

"Diamond Joe'' immediately became wide

ly known up and down the river, and the

line of barges soon became known as the

"Diamond Joe Line." "The Diamond

Joe Line" of steamers still ply between

St. Louis and St. Paul, carrying passenger

trade.

In the eighties Mr. Reynolds went to

Hot Springs for his health. It was neces

sary to go by stage from .Malvern to the

Springs, a distance of twenty-two miles.

The stage, never in good condition as best,

broke down repeatedly and finally the pas

sengers were forced to walk quite a dis

tance. Mr. Reynolds, being in bad health,

remonstrated and was asked impudently

what he was going to do about it. With

the fighting spirit that made his steamer

line win in competition with the railroads,

he said: "Build a railroad." And sure

enough he did, first a narrow gauge and

later a standard gauge road over the old

stage route.

MINING CHOSEN NEXT

His stay in Arkansas called his attention

to the great possibilities of the mining regions

in the west, particularly Colorado and Ari

zona. At the time of his death, he owned

the Congress Mine in Arizona, the Joe

Reynolds Mine in Colorado, and other

large properties.

The tales told of this masterful man arc-

legion. Early in his life he exhibited a

gift for salesmanship. When six years old,

according to his nephew, he was taken by

his older brother Silas to the general militia

training in a neighboring town. Silas had

cakes to sell, and instead of watching the

soldiers Joe became enthused over the brisk

competition between his brother and a

rival vendor, and with a basket of cakes

went up and down through the crowd vigor

ously crying his wares, and so energetic

and successful was he that the result was

his brother sold out his entire stock long

before the end of the day.

ARMOUR LOANS $200,000

It is said that during a slight panic in

which there was a temporary shortage of

money Mr. Reynolds came into the office

of Phillip D. Armour, who was a warm

personal friend. In a jocular tone Mr.

Armour said: "Joe, can you lend me

Sso,ooo?" "Phillip, that is what I came

to you for," said Reynolds. "I never

wanted money so badly before in my life."

Mr. Armour said, "How much do you

want?" "I have got to have $200,000."

Mr. Armour replied, "I can let you have

it," and filled out the checks. In a few

minutes Mr. Reynolds came in again and

threw a pile of railroad stock on the desk,

representing the full value of his holdings

in the road, with the words, "Keep this

until I pay the money." "Joe," said Mr.

Armour, "put that back in your strong box

and put your old Diamond Joe on this

memorandum. Your word would be

enough for me only for the uncertainty

of life."

Up to nearly the time of his death Mr.

Reynolds, who was a mechanic by inclina

tion, kept on one of his boats a complete

chest of carpenter's tools, with which he

amused himself making repairs. A pas

senger from the South once said to the

captain, "I have had a very interesting

chat with your carpenter below decks. He

seems rather an intelligent fellow." Then

said the captain: "He is somewhat intelli

gent, especially as a money maker. His

name is Diamond Joe Reynolds and he

owns this steamer line, a railroad in Ar

kansas, and a couple of mines in Colorado

and Arizona. He is probably worth more

than three million dollars."

JUST FOR THE BOYS

It was Mr. Reynolds' wish, remembering

the limited opportunities of his boyhood,

to do something for young men which would

perpetuate his memory. His original plan

was probably that of a trade school of some

kind, but the administrators of his estate,

after careful consideration, saw in the

needs of the University of Chicago a place

for an institution like the Reynolds Club,

and a chance to do a great service for young
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men. The beautiful club house was the

result of this decision.

The club has substituted for the unde

sirable pool room, the cigar store and the

bar as places of amusement for university

men a luxurious reading room, pool, bil

liards, and bowling, and halls for dancing,

cards and games, rooms for study and

conference, and a theater for the presenta

tion of amateur productions. What the

value has been to the social life of the

University and the benefit and character

development of the students probably can

never be estimated.

STUDENTS LEARN BUSINESS

The club is administered entirely by the

students themselves. An executive council,

elected from the members, has complete

control over a building, with its furnishings,

worth over one hundred thousand dollars,

meets an annual pay roll and maintenance

expense of about seven thousand dollars,

entertains at frequent intervals for club

members and guests, and leaves a comfort

able bank balance each year.

To keep a strong and growing member

ship, plan entertainments, fix the policy

of the club in its relations to its members,

its guests and the university, and to meet

the heavy financial obligations entailed,

requires and is developing a high order of

executive capacity.

The way in which these young college

men take hold of big propositions, handle

the details of great university gatherings

and of athletic meets to which contestants

come from all over the country, is not to

any great extent the result of class room

training. The Reynolds Club, and the

things it stands for, and the other activities

it fosters, are developing the qualities of

leadership, of fellowship, of persuasive per

sonality in hundreds of young men.

A more fitting memorial to Diamond Joe

Reynolds could hardly be conceived.

Garrison: Master Salesman

By Thomas Dreier

TO convince a nation that the slaves

should be freed.

That was his task.

His territory was the nation.

His name was William Lloyd Garrison—

called by Ernest Crosby "Garrison: the

Non-Resistant."

I place him among the master salesmen

of all time. Before him others dwindle

into insignificance. To introduce his goods

he daily risked his life—and lie daily took

the risk for thirty years.

Here was a man who so believed in him

self, in the justice of his cause, in the certain

ty of victory, that he subjected himself to

mob violence, assassination, hatred, poverty,

abuse. His was a divine belief.

For thirty years he fought the fight for

freedom. He won.

MOB CHILDREN PAY HONOR

Today a monument stands on the street

through which he was dragged by a mob—

a monument erected in his honor by the

children of those men who clamored for

his blood.

"I will be as harsh as truth and as un

compromising as justice," so he said in

The Liberator. "On this subject I do not

wish to think or speak or write with modera

tion. ... I am in earnest—I will

not equivocate—I will not excuse—I will

not retreat a single inch—and I will be

heard. . . . Posterity will bear testi

mony that I was right."

And posterity does so bear testimony.

Against Garrison were editors, merchants,

teachers, ministers, priests—all classes and

grades of society. He was hooted and

hounded and persecuted.

The legislature of the state of Georgia

offered a reward of five thousand dollars

for his capture. The whole south demanded

that the state of Massachusetts suppress

The Liberator with or without the law.

TRAMPLE ON LAW

The postoflice officials of the slave states

examined the mails and threw out all

pamphlets and papers against slavery, do

ing this openly in flagrant violation of the

law.
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Anonymous letters, warning Garrison- to

desist on peril of his life, flooded his office.

But this master salesman calmly con

tinued to do what be believed to be right—

to persuade the people of this nation that

the slaves should be freed.

William Lloyd Garrison was born at

Newburyport, Massachusetts, in 1805. His

father was a drunkard who deserted his

wife and three children, of whom William

was the oldest.

The mother supported the family by

making candy, which William peddled about

town.

When he was thirteen years old he was

apprenticed to a printer. He was no com

mon youngster, and soon became an expert

typesetter, setting more type than any

printer in the office with one exception, but

setting his more accurately than even this

solitary rival.

DISCOVERS WHITTIER

His ambitions were above the case, how

ever. At sixteen he began writing for the

paper. These contributions were sent an

onymously by post, his first being read aloud

approvingly by his employer in his presence,

being finally handed over to its author to

set up, the proprietor little guessing the

identity of the writer.

In another year he was a sub-editor on

the paper, and at twenty-one was editor

of a paper of his own, The Free Press.

His chief work while here was the dis

covery of Whittier, then an awkward coun

try lad with little education. Garrison,

attracted by the promise in the verses sent

to the paper by a sister of the poet, drove

to the farm where Whittier was working

in the field. As a result of his encourage

ment Whittier pursued his studies more

ardently.

The history of American poetry tells the

rest.

LUNDY AND ANTI-SI.AVERY

The local field was too small for Garrison

and two years later we find him in Boston

as editor of the first total abstinence paper

ever published. Here he first declared his

opposition to war.

It remained for a Quaker, Benjamin

Lundy, to start Garrison on the work to

which he devoted the best years of his life

—the work which makes his name unfor

gettable.

Lundy had given up a profitable business

to edit an anti-slavery newspaper and to

urge the formation of anti-slavery societies.

This paper he conducted at Baltimore.

Without money he traveled about the coun

try on foot. On one of these tramp trips

he happened into Boston and boarded at

the house which then sheltered Garrison.

This was 1828.

CLERGYMEN ARE COWARDS

Lundy invited the Boston clergy to a

meeting at which he purposed to form an

anti-slavery society. Only a few responded.

AH who attended were opposed to slavery,

but with one consent they made excuse.

They were afraid. For this sin their

names have been toppled over the edge into

Oblivion.

But Lundy had inspired one man. Gar

rison was angered at the cowardice of these

men. A sudden enthusiasm for the negro

cause seized him. Immediately he began

his attack against slavery in his temperance

paper, announcing as his triple aim the

abolition of slavery, intemperance and war.

We next find him editing a paper at

Bennington, Vermont, which was support

ing John Quincy Adams. Here Garrison

denounced slavery and suggested the forma

tion of anti-slavery societies. He was es

pecially bitter against the hunting by

Northerners of escaped slaves. Horace

Greely pronounced this paper under the

Garrison management "about the most

interesting newspaper ever issued in Ver

mont."

A MAN OF MIGHT

Lundy, who had been watching Garrison

with great pleasure, walked to Bennington

to persuade him to join him on his anti-

slavery paper. In September, 1829, Gar

rison's name appeared with Lundy's on

the latter's paper.

Garrison struck straight out from the

shoulder. He told the truth absolutely. He

never equivocated. He never apologized.

He never excused. Never did he quail

because the offenders were men of wealth,

of power, of position. To him the cause

was everything. Before them mere men

were nothing. It mattered not to him what
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men called him. For his cause he bore all

indignities, all brutality, all villification with

a patience, a gentleness that was akin to

the patience of the Carpenter who was

crucified.

Those who knew the man loved him.

His family fairly adored him. He was

gentle and kind, and it was hard to associate

Garrison the man with Garrison the editor.

He had a great love for humanity. He hated

no man. He loved liberty, and what passed

for hatred was only the cry of one who

suffered because all men were not free.

"the liberator" founded

Garrison was finally sent to jail for his

daring utterances, and the paper had to

be abandoned. In January, 1831, The

Liberator first made its appearance in

Boston.

" Our country is the world. Our coun

trymen arc mankind," was its motto.

It called for immediate and unconditional

emancipation. Until that time Garrison

had believed in the gradual freeing of the

slaves, but it came to him that his beliefs

would not permit him to countenance, even

for an hour, the continuation of a system

which was morally wrong.

Garrison immediately sprang forward as

the acknowledged leader of the abolition

ists.

The years after that were filled with heart

breaking labor. He organized anti-slavery

societies, made speeches and wrote. Con

tinually his life was in danger. He was

dragged through the streets of Boston by

a frenzied mob that wildly clamored for

blood. This was in 1835. The mob

would have killed him immediately, only

there were some who wished to torture him.

This delayed his captors and enabled those

who loved justice to rescue him.

SEES SLAVES FREED

Thus was he hounded until the Civil War

took attention from him for the time. Gar

rison was against the war and took no active

part in it. He knew that war never settles

anything, and that every war is a monster

brutality, a devilish and fiendish means of

expressing national hate. He felt that,

even though the slaves might be freed, it

would be done only at tremendous cost of

lives and money, and that in the end the

work of true emancipation would yet re

main undone.

Garrison died thirteen years after the end

of the war—lived to see the slaves declared

free.

It is true that the slaves were not freed

as he would have them freed. It is true

that they were not freed because the majority

of the people believed that slavery was

fundamentally and morally wrong. But

Garrison, after more than thirty years of

fighting against almost overwhelming odds,

started a movement which is still alive.

He sowed seed which will produce for

generations yet to come.

SUNK SELF LN CAUSE

I
Garrison was a man who cared not at

all for self. His belief in his cause was

divine. Before the cause his friends, his

family—everything counted as naught. He

possessed endurance. A weaker man would

have fallen by the wayside under the per

secution.

No one, even his enemies, doubted his

ability. Had he been willing to prostitute

that ability for hire he could have been a

great editor, a great author, a great states

man. He could have had all that would

have made him smug, satisfied, indifferent.

But he chose wiser than he knew, for those

who accepted present pleasures in those

days are now dead. Garrison still lives.

And he was reliable. His soul was the

soul of a savior. His religion was the

religion of service. He believed with all

the intensity of his intense nature in a power

which manifests itself through all things.

He believed in the divinity of himself and in

the divinity of all other men and all things.

To him every blade of grass was an expres

sion of divinity. He trusted to his intuition

and not to man-made logic, because he

knew that logic is based on intuition. He

was wise to trust the highest power.

A MASTER-SERVANT

He was a man whom all men instinctively

trusted and loved, once they learned to

know him. His personality radiated bene

diction. He was mentally and morally

sound.

His action was like that of a perfect

machine. W hat he willed to do he did.

He never hesitated. He never deferred.
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He was ambitious. His body and soul

burned with it. But this divine fire burned

onry to render service to the greatest number.

He was loyal—loyal to himself, to his inner

beliefs, the greatest loyalty there can be.

He had courage, a courage that almost

seemed to border on recklessness— a reck

lessness which he excused because he said

he believed he would live to accomplish

his task.

To young men who are hesitating, who

are weak in belief, who lack courage, this

man is a guide. His life proves the truth

of that great verse from "The Kasidah:"

"Do what thy manhood bids thee do,
From none but self expert apnlause;
He noblest lives and noblest dies

Who makes and keeps his self-made laws."

And so I call him, Garrison: A Master

Salesman.

Board-Fence Advertising

By Seymour Eaton

Text: Write the vision, and make it plain upon
tables, that he that runneth may read it.—-Hab. 2-2.

THERE are two general classes of ad

vertising: news and pictures.

The News advertising is the kind

we read; or rather the kind we are expected

to read. Most of us pass it over picking our

steps as at mud crossings.

When an advertiser spends five hundred

dollars for a page advertisement in a popu

lar magazine and his replies number sixty-

five he has succeeded in attracting the atten

tion of about one reader in every ten thou

sand.

There is usually a good reason but a dis

cussion of this point is not within the province

of this sermon. A hint, however, in pass

ing.

If you have news to print don't order

twenty-three styles of type with whirligig

borders. The mummer on New Year's Day

or the clown at Barnum's may look funny

but he couldn't make good on the road sell

ing gold watches. The advertiser has an

idea that the more fool things he drags into

his copy the more entertaining it is. The

clown has the very same idea.

The picture advertising is the kind which

doesn't need to be spelled out letter by letter

and word by word. It makes its impression

through the eye that "he that runneth may

read." This is what I mean by board-fence

advertising and the class is the same whether

the "picture" is on a fence by the railway

or made up of colored elec tric lights or

printed in beautiful tints in a magazine.

This class of advertising is as old as the

hills.

Like good wine, it improves with age

The Pears' Soap picture in a recent maga

zine wrould be far less valuable if there had

not been Pears' Soap pictures when you and

I were babies and every year since.

The clock moves the same for each of us.

The new advertiser can't date back. He

can't buy age.

But the value of picture advertising is re

duced by competition.

If there were only one attractive electric

light advertisement in New York City in

stead of five hundred the value of that one

would be increased ten or twenty or perhaps

a hundred times.

If the "landscape" signs between New

York and Philadelphia continue their rapid

increase the time may come when there will

be one continuous advertising fence between

the two cities. Each new sign reduces the

value of all the others.

Let me suggest an interesting experiment.

To try it for yourself is the only way to be

convinced. I don't believe the thermometer

when I fill up the tub for a bath. I put my

foot in. I wouldn't trust any other fellow's

foot. And so it is with experiments in ad

vertising. The trouble with most experi

menters is that they jump in over head first

clip.

Take any ten largely advertised articles,

cut out the trade names and paste them on

cards. I took "Postum," "Salada," "Rubi-

foam," " Gold Dust Twins," " White Rock,"

"Pearline," "Chiclets," "Ralston," "Bov-

ril" and "Jap-A-Lac." Now hand these

cards to the average man or woman (not in

the advertising or publishing business or
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familiar with the trade where these articles

are sold) and ask for information about each

advertised article. The result will be some

what like this: Seven out of ten will call

"Postum" a breakfast food. Two out of

ten will call "Salada" a salve and two others

will call it a tooth wash, while four out of

ten will recall having seen the name but be

unable to connect it with anything. Each

of the ten will place "Rubifoam" correctly.

Why? "Gold Dust Twins" will give you

lots of fun. Everybody will know these

pickaninnies but seven out of ten will fail

utterly in giving the little beggars a definite

job. A few of the men will know "White

Rock" intimately, but others will put it

down as a beer or a champagne, and one or

two will tell you that it is a summer resort.

"Pearline" nearly everybody will know, but

it has cost a heap of money to get it into

people's heads. Three will tell you that

"Chiclets" have something to do with in

cubators, and yet the advertising of this

article has been well done. Not more than

one in ten will have ever heard of "Ralston"

and that one will not know what it stands

for. Fairly good guesses will be made at

"Bovril," but very few will place it right.

About five out of ten will be able to locate

"Jap-a-Lac" fairly accurately. Your ex

periment may show better or worse results

in some instances, but the average will be

about as I have stated.

Well, what about it ?

This is "what about it?" To have a

trade name rooted and grounded in the

minds of the people is an invaluable asset;

but hitch up to that name in some way or

other the name of the goods advertised. The

theory is that when a man sees a name on

fence and house and newspaper page a

hundred million times he remembers it

throughout eternity. Admitting this then

why train him on a name that tells only half

the story. The names "Regal Shoe" and

"Sorosis Shoe" are much better trade names

than the names "Regal" and "Sorosis."

The name "Tetley's Tea" is a much better

trade name than "Salada" for the reason

that each of five million people has already

seen the "Salada" name a hundred times

without connecting it in any way with

tea.

Board-fence advertising is all right if you

put up all the b>irii.

Get your trade name right and then make

it pleasing to look at.

But board-fence advertising must have

backing: the backing of "faith in the sub

stance of things hoped for;" the backing of

goods of enduring merit; the backing of

cash for a campaign requiring time; and the

backing of a thoroughly equipped selling

organization.

I have no patience with the retail dealer

who depends on the sidewalk and the

weather for his trade.

The man who passes your shopwindow is

going somewhere. If you want to catch

him, put your shop-window in the news

paper; a few articles at a time. You

can make a hundred thousand people

look at this kind of window every day.

The man who succeeds must fill his job

so full that he bulges out a little at the top;

where people can sec him. The successful

store must do the same thing only in a differ

ent way.

Every successful store has its trademark

whether the merchant knows it or not. Its

advertising and its service have created a

public sentiment in its favor which neither

reverses nor fire nor time can obliterate.

Nine times out of ten this trade mark is the

store's biggest asset. It is mouth to mouth

advertising.

Mouth to mouth advertising can be made

a hit on almost any line of goods: foods,

clothing, beverages, luxuries, amusements,

investments, insurance; but it must be done

in some indirect way; in some way that will

flatter the talker rather than the goods.

It rarely pays to splurge. Make your ap

propriation deliberately and carefully. Pre

pare good copy. Advertise continuously;

every day or at least every other day. Your

store is the seed in the soil; the advertising

is the rain and the sunshine. Inexperienced

advertisers dig up the seed every evening to

see if it is growing; or pull up the young plant

by the roots because it didn't bear fruit or

flowers the first week.

Advertising has quadrupled in four years,

and in view of the immense competition the

time has come when the very best expert ad

vice to be obtained is none too good.

If your case is complicated and a specialist

is necessary let me prescribe. The fee is

regulated by the malady not by the order

of the visits.



The Psychologic Moment

By C M. Falconer

THE Psychologic Moment is the main

strategic point in the Sale. It is the

climax of the selling talk: the final de

cision is but a step beyond.

Veteran salesmen, by long experience, be

come more or less adept in sensing the

Moment, and as a consequence its arrival is

to them virtually equivalent to the actual

surrender of the customer; for they can easily

conclude the deal from that point. But the

novice loses many "almost sales" through

inability to determine just when the moment

for closing has arrived. Beginners are often

strong on the introduction and on the in

structive and even the argumentative por

tions of their talk, yet fall down at the finish.

This failure is due to insufficient preparation.

But, it is often asserted, no preliminary

planning will avail in the closing, for that

must be left altogether to circumstances.

Therein lies the secret of the whole difficulty.

For preparation can extend only so far as

knowledge extends. The student, facing

even his very first prospect, can attract at

tention by his personality; he can outline his

proposition and proceed to expound it, be

cause he is prepared to cope with the primary

obstacles of indifference or hostility; he has

read his customer's temperament, and is

guided accordingly in what he says; he can

answer any objection that the customer may

bring up; but he often fails at the finish, and

the reason is, that he has no experience to

guide him, and his instruction has not

taught him how to determine when the mo

ment for closing has arrived.

WHAT IS THIS MOMENT?

The fault lies in the instructor. Salesmen

who do not study their profession from a

scientific standpoint generally receive their

instruction from some other salesman who

has had experience with their line. And how

is the latter to tell his pupil what he does not

know himself? I have talked with a great

many salesmen, some of whom were famous

"closers," but I have never yet found one

who could give me a satisfactory definition

of the term, "psychologic moment." I re

ceived various answers, such as " when you've

won out," "when you've 'got' him," "the

time to go in and close," etc. Superficial re

plies altogether, and no real answer to the

question. We all agree on what is to be

done when the Moment arrives, but no one

seems to know what the Moment is; and if

we do not know what it is, how are we to

know when it arrives, or how to look for it,

how to bring about its arrival?

My answer, viewing the question from the

scientific standpoint taught in the Sheldon

Course, is this: "That point on the journey

to Decision, when desire for a thing has be

come a determination to possess it." This

does not preclude the possibility of failure,

even though success be so near. For the

battle is not over yet; this indefinite deter

mination must be focused on the present

moment, NOW, while I am here. The cus

tomer must not be allowed to put me off

with a promise to buy "later." If I accept

such a promise and ultimately lose the order,

it is because Resolve has cooled off, not be

cause it never existed.

MUCH INTUITION NEEDED

If we always knew when the psychologic

moment had arrived, we should close many

sales that we now lose. We can prepare our

closing remarks: the difficulty is not what to

say or do, but when to say or do it.

In determining the presence of the

psychologic moment, we need all our thinking

and feeling powers. The better students we

are of human nature, the more sensitive we

are to impressions through the "sixth sense,"

the keener our observation, the sounder our

judgment—the greater will be our success.

There can of necessity be no set rule or code

of rules for our guidance, for each man is a

law unto himself. Some prospects indicate

their state of mind by silence, others by

speech. Sometimes a question as to price,

terms, etc., will indicate, by the tone of the

voice, that the Moment is here. Again, rest

lessness may betray it. The salesman should

particularly listen attentively to every word

the customer may let fall, bearing in mind

that, in the majority of cases, the word or

phrase in a sentence which carries the em
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phasis, though ever so faintly, is an indica

tion of the thought that is uppermost in the

mind of the speaker.

We must guard against a postponement of

the decision just as much as against a down

right refusal to buy at all. Just as we must

not offer a negative suggestion ourselves, so

we must not allow our prospect to make an

unfavorable statement. An unfavorable

thought is bad enough, but it is intensified

many fold, when it is voiced and returns to

the customer's mind by way of his organs of

hearing. It is "on record" then, and, like

the law of the Mcdes and Persians, in many

cases, it "altereth not." We must anticipate

such a catastrophe and interpose a strong

positive suggestion to close now. A good

salesman, though perhaps ignorant of the

scientific principles of salesmanship, knows

from experience the truth of this. Just be

fore the customer would have said, "I'll give

you an order next time," be brings positive

suggestion to bear in one form or another,

as, for instance, by writing out the order.

And now, what is the most practical solu

tion to this problem, wherein lies our

strength? Genuine sympathy, founded on

the Law of Mutual Benefit, is perhaps the

salesman's greatest asset in this crisis. The

nearer in accord his mind is with that of the

customer, the better he can tell the condition

of that mind at any given moment. If the

salesman has noted all along the progress he

has been making, he will not be apt to

miss the Psychologic Moment, when it

arrives.

Building Out of the Material at Hand

By James E. Clark

AN artist of superior ability gives an en

tertainment. Before [him there is a

white square on an easel. He runs a

crayon back and forth upon it in aimless

fashion, pauses to explain that he does not

know what sort of picture that he is going

to evolve, and then turning again to the work,

he rubs the black about the paper for a

moment or two, gets a suggestion of some

thing beautiful from the blur, tells his au

dience what he has seen and proceeds to work

out a picture. The blur he turns into trees

and shadows, landscape and clouds; and

with a rub here and an additional mark there

he presently finishes a picture which has an

immediate cash value in the market.

The performance illustrates how each per

son must work out his salvation. The pic

ture of his life must be fashioned out of such

lines as he sees before him, and he must fash

ion it quickly or he fails. Beauty of char

acter, prosperity in business and all things

that are attractive in life are made out of

the materials that arc lying at hand—not im

ported from other places. He who learns

this sets in motion forces which will help him

toward the realization of his ambitions.

Dreamers spend time planning castles out of

impossible materials; practical men build

houses out of the materials at hand.

A really inspiring example of what may

be done with the materials at hand, be the

prospect never so barren, is found in the

case of a clergyman. His parish in a ham

let is hopelessly poor. It is his native town.

Situated on a high hill, civilization goes

around it and as the years go by the village

does not grow. Other places increase in size

by ordinary growth, are developed by canals,

railroads or industries but this little place

can hope for none of these and generation

after generation finds it unchanged. Love

of his work and love of nature led this clergy

man stationed there to watch the habits of

the birds. He wrote occasional paragraphs

for rural papers about the birds. His writ

ings breathing sincerity, an appreciation of

the beauty in all things, and a sweet con

tentment are now regular features of a num

ber of periodicals and through them, this

clergyman marooned as he is on a great iso

lated hill, regularly addresses a sympathetic

congregation of all denominations that in

numbers is far in excess of that of any of his

brother preachers. His thoughts have hal

lowed the place in which he lives. The

back country place which would have been

a graveyard to many a person has been by

him turned into a paradise, the good which

he does is immeasurable and, incidentally,

he has added to his income. This good

man's place in the region in which he lives

is unique and none is more honored.

He built out of the materials at hand.



The Salt of the Earth

By Capt. H. W. Powell

IN considering the future welfare of our

country, and the things that most pro

foundly influence the people thereof, for good

or bad, we must ask ourselves what persons

really possess the power, the deciding factor,

in influencing the quality and temperament

of the rank and file.

We who have reached maturity, realize

that our motives, our opinions, in their

basic elements at least, were formed long

ago, and that we have never gotten entirely

away from the ideals formed in our minds

between the ages of from, say, twelve to

twenty.

And what persons or factors helped most

firmly to fix in our minds the views we hold,

good or bad—for fixed we now know they

were—in that day when our minds were

plastic and impressionable?

The question resolves itself thus: Were

our minds between those ages most plastic?

Unquestionably so. Then what fixes any

thing in our minds? Repetition, daily con

tact; this is agreed; then what forces were

they that repeated these impressions in our

young minds? First, certainly, the home—

what we learned there, good or bad, in

fluenced us profoundly in our after years.

SCHOOL INFLUENCE GREAT

Next, the schoolroom, all will admit'

left the next, perhaps the deepest impress,

and most of it we acquired unconsciously.

"Readin', 'ritin', and 'rithmetic," was that

all we learned at school? Think, and you

will say no.

The child mind learns more by example

than precept. There in that schoolroom,

from the primary to the eighth grade, is

placed the indelible impression that lasts

through life, and the young women that

mould these plastic minds, are the greatest

force, the deciding factor in our civilization.

Strong statement. Well, just ponder on

it. The importance of skilled and morally

upright teachers is obvious.

I think we all admit, that what we learn

in the schoolroom at this age, at least, is

good. Well, then, how do we treat these

surprisingly important young women who

mould the lives of our children? Just/

pay our school taxes under more or less

protest.

MORE MONEY FOR TEACHERS

To important men in mercantile life we

pay munificent salaries, and deem it cheap.

You say these men were long in training;

true, but did you ever figure out how long

it takes to make a capable teacher? Years

of study. Ever look into their morals?

Generally, all that could be desired. Their

temperament? Generally loving, optimis

tic, and patient. Then remember that they

teach more, through, and by what they are,

than even what they know.

And for all these years of training, these

splendid qualities of mind and heart, we

hand them an average of $80 a month, for

about nine months in the year. You talk

of better civic morals, higher citizenship,

nobler ideals, and then pay the only class

that builds these qualities, silently, un

obtrusively, and well, the wages of a

mechanic, and then dock them for vaca

tion.

Is that fair? You honor with fetes,

wealth, and statues, great warriors, states

men, merchants, and preachers; and prac

tically ignore the class that made these

men possible.

MUST GIVE BETTER TRAINING

Do something for the teachers besides

criticise, the young women, at least; look

into their training and how they have to

live, for the teachers give the only untar

nished luster to our civilization. Think of

the years of preparation to become teachers,

then the years of unselfish effort, to put the

young mind in shape to battle with the world.

They sacrifice the best efforts of their lives,

for our benefit; then when wrinkles come,

and strength departs as a result of the cease

less demands on work, tact, patience, and

love, you drop them off like an old cart

horse, forgotten in your struggle for wealth

and tinselled honors.

Give them commensurate pay, half rates

on railroads. Give them a pension when
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their usefulness is gone, and prove yourself

worthy of the hard working young women

who first taught you to be a little gentle

man, to love your fellows, to tell the truth,

to be a man; as well as "readin', 'ritin',

and 'rithmetic."

Honor the teachers, see that they are

properly chosen, have proper rest, and show

them that you believe in them, and realize

their responsibility, and no future Gibbon

will have reason to write. the decline and

fall of the American Republic.

Greissell—Gumption and Grit

A. H. Gamble

HE was a Detroit boy. He was one of

fourteen brothers and sisters. The

father was a stem old German, whose

motto was "Noddings like vor-rk." Like

an old eagle, he stirred up the home nest

at stated times and the young fledglings

had to hustle for themselves. One morn

ing, at the age of eleven, young "Jakie"

was told to hunt a job and make his own

way. He got busy. He had a hard time,

but every fall was a fall upward. At the

age of twenty he was a master baker. He

went West, made good, and received in

spiration. In fact, he became a regular

storage battery of inspiration. He came

back—married the girl he loved—and again

started West. This time his journey was

short. He got off at Flint, less than one

hundred miles from Detroit. He and his

bride had fifty dollars between them. "Let

us stop here until we get enough money to

go on West," said the young husband.

That afternoon he struck a job. His coat

was off, his sleeves rolled up, and by mid

night "Jakie" was initiated into the in

dustrial life of this bustling little city. That

was five years ago.

"JAKIE" AND CAESAR

"Jakie" belongs to the unconquered race

of the old Teutons. Of them Caesar never

wrote his famous dispatch, "Veni, Vidi,

Vici." He would have liked to have done

so. But he didn't and he couldn't. And no

one doubts Caesar's valor. Now, "Jakie"

didn't know all this, and it made little dif

ference. He was not playing to the gallery

gods. Yet today "Jakie" might well write

Caesar's famous sentence.

With quick intuition he saw in Flint

possibilities for a great future in bread-

making. Within a year after "stopping off"

he quit working for the other fellow and

began working for Greissell. By rare busi

ness tact he greatly prospered. He called

his brother-in-law from the West and made

him a partner. Then these two young

men became so daring that the old "Mossics"

in business said, "Now, we'll watch their

finish." They concluded to establish a

bakery second to none in the state.

ALSO A SHELDON MAN

Near the Grand Trunk Depot stood a

substantial brick building, 127 feet long by

66 feet wide, known as the Steel Spring

Works. It was bought, with an additional

tract of land, making in all a property 332

feet by 66 feet. Here is being equipped

one of the completest bakeries in Michigan.

It will have a capacity of 45,000 loaves per

day. Down to the least detail, everything

is sanitary, high-class, and scientific. The

business will be exclusively wholesale.

Flour is bought in carload lots from

No. iA hard of the best wheat of the

Northwest.

"Jakie" and his keen partner brother-

in-law would not take less than sixty thou

sand dollars for their business today. That's

going some. In five short years, without

a "windfall" or a "boost" from outside,

to build up a $60,000.00 business, clean and

honest to the core, is "doing things." '

Mr. Greissell is now a student of the

Sheldon Course. He will get his diploma.

Attention all! Salute! Three cheers for

"Jakie!"

Little that is truly noble^can be expected from one who is ever poring o"er his cash-

books, or balancing his accounts.—Spectator.



Gleanings from Business Fields

By Thomas Dreier

On Christmas morning I would write something like this: Today, so folks

say, is the anniversary of a Birthday. But it is really more than

Merry that. It is a birthday. It is a day when millions of folks are born

Christmas anew. The weeks just past have been a series of birthdays.

Birthdays of generous feelings and generous impulses, were they

all. These days have brought us the gift of gifts—the desire to give to others.

And most of us have been thinking of making others happy. All of us have

been trying in some small way to make some friends feel the joy of receiving

gifts from those who truly desire to give. Some of us have, perhaps, succeeded.

Others may have failed. But failures—why, life is full of them. And suc

cesses—why, I guess life is full of them, too. Our successes are successes only

because we know failure. But it is of this Birthday I wish to write. Why

do we set this one apart as a day of generosity ? Why de we not look upon every

day as a birthday—as a day when we realize that it is indeed more blessed

to give than to receive. We understand on Christmas that he who gives much

receives much. Why do we not understand this every day? Let us make

every day a birthday after this. Let us make every day a day of cheerful giv

ing—the giving of our best selves in useful service. If we give much today

we shall have that much more to give tomorrow. Only he who gives himself

daily can become a great giver. Yesterday morning I saw the sun pour its

wealth of gold first upon the clouds and then upon the earth, and there came

to me, as never before, a realization of the greatness of the gift of sunshine, of

happiness, of joy. As I stood there, watching the sun rise in a violet atmos

phere which changed to golden red, the thought came to me that we are all

suns, and that all of us can radiate sunshine, happiness and joy. Some of us,

perhaps, have hidden ourselves behind impenetrable banks of clouds, and even

at Christmas time do not give of our inner gold. But it is not too late for us

to change. The great man is he who has become a master of the art of giving.

And what a great art this is! Too few of us realize the sacredness of giving.

We seek for material values overmuch. We selfishly seek to give gold when it

is myrrh that is craved. We do not often enough realize:

'Tis not the weight of jewel or plate,

Or the fondle of silk and fur;

'Tis the spirit in which the gift is rich

As the gift of the wise ones were;

And we are not told whose gift was gold,

Or whose was the gift of myrrh.

So, perhaps it would be well for all of us to silently resolve that by another

Christmas we shall have so perfected ourselves in the art of giving that what

ever we give, though it be but a smile, will make some comrade happy-—and,

perhaps, good. And we of The Business Philosopher today promise to give
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every day the best we have so that our monthly visits will be visits of sunshine,

of happiness and of joy. In the meantime with Tiny Tim let us say:

"God bless us everyone."

* * *

The leader is he who is architect of his own Ideal. He builds for himself

because he believes in his heart that what is truth to him is truth to all men.

His desire always is to build a temple in which Truth shall

The abide—a temple in which all men may one day worship. He

Leader believes in himself—in his own divinity. He knows that unless

he is divine, and recognizes his divinity, his product cannot be

divine. There come to him moments when he feels flowing through him a

power which lifts him above the world. He seems to see spread out before him

all the lands of the earth waiting for him—waiting for him. This power seems

to flow from his very finger tips and he raises his hands, just as though he could

play with the stars. He stands upon mental heights and looks down upon his

petty self. His little meannesses, his doubts, his fears, his miserable hatreds

—all these and more are now alien to him. Close at hand appears, bright

and shining and beautiful, the Temple of his Ideal. It seems as if he could

almost step within and worship. But the voice tells him that the path to this

temple lies down there in the world—down there where his fellow men are

struggling and striving for they know not what. It comes to him that his mission

is to tell them of this temple he sees in his dreams—this temple he sees when

he ascends and becomes acquainted with his divine self. To tell other men,

that is his mission. To show them what he hath wrought, that is his desire.

He goes back to the world. He finds few who will listen to his message. The

majority do not understand, or those who do understand what he says only

laugh at him. His sensitive spirit shrinks from their laughs and jeers. Moments

of despondency come. But within him the fire of faith keeps burning. He

serves his brothers and they listen to him. He feeds their stomachs, and for this

they permit him to whisper to their souls. Soon some of these see his Ideal—

the temple where Justice sits and dispenses love with both hands. Always he

sees his Ideal. Sometimes it recedes into a mist, but even when it disappears

it seems to beckon him to follow it forward. And when he sees it again lo! it

has become more beautiful. And his descriptions of it are no longer under

stood by the crowd. Their spiritual eyes cannot see. But a few comrades

interpret his message to the blind, and the eyes of some are opened. And so

it goes. He dies with his Ideal still not wholly completed. But his comrades

see that the Ideal had advanced and that the leader long before passed the

place where it first stood. Perhaps it happens that to one of the comrades

there comes a vision of a Greater Ideal. He becomes the leader. He has the

sorrows and the heartaches and the scoffs. Perhaps he is crucified. But his

Ideal exists and those whom he has taught see it and work toward it, always

striving to lead those who cannot see. Thus does the race advance, slowly and

painfully. The leaders die but their Ideals live. And in the temple of their

Ideal, Justice sits with eyes that are open and hands that give forth much love.
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A good little letter came in the other day from Alice Thatcher Post, manag

ing editor of The Public, Chicago. I had written her about Mr. Sheldon's

work, knowing that a paper devoted to fundamental democracy

Work for and purity in politics would be interested in the work of a man

Women whose life task is to prove to the millions that ethics in business

always pays, and that true education is the solvent of the world's

difficulties, and knowing, too, that The Public can do much to spread this gospel

of Commonsense. Mrs. Post said that one of the great tasks before writers

today is to convince women that their true work in the home does not consist

in baking, washing, scrubbing, ironing, but, if blessed with children, with train

ing their offspring so that they will one day grow into well-rounded men and

women—men and women who will be mentally, physically and morally sound.

Is there not a poem somewhere which says that the state does not consist of

great buildings, laws and things like that, -but that the state consists of the peo

ple. That country is the greatest which contains the largest number of men

and women and children who are sound mentally, morally and physically.

We know that it is true that that family is strongest whose members are developed

on the triune way. So, it follows that no mother can do a greater work than

to give to the state children who approach perfection. It is true that many

mothers, living as they are compelled to live, in poverty, have all they can do

to do the necessary work of the house, and must necessarily delegate the work

of educating their children to a foster-mother—the school teacher. Others

are too ignorant to give this training. We cannot condemn these. But what

shall we say of those mothers who, with plenty of leisure, with the necessary

education, still refuse to consider their most important task the training of their

children ? Unfortunately the public schools are, in so many instances, so far

from perfect that many parents are almost justified in making no use of them,

although the public schools, bad as many of them are, provide children contact

with their fellows, thus teaching them, as nothing else can teach them, how to

adjust themselves to the society in which they must live. It's the system that is

wrong—not th<: teachers—a nobler lot of people do not exist than the teachers

of the world, but they haven't the right tools to work with. In time books will

be provided wh ch will change our present educational system, for real man

building books will be introduced into the schools eventually, even though it is

certain that this task will require time and patience. Books will also be pro

vided for mothers so that true education may be given in the home, even by

those mothers who have never studied "the theory and art of teaching," a book

that was inflicted upon us in high school and of which I confess without shame

to remember nothing but the title. Mrs. Sheldon has already made a start

along this line, having formed an AREA Club of the children of the neighbor

hood. It is the intention to later publish a paper and organize similar clubs

throughout the world. It is Mrs. Sheldon's mission to do for the youngsters

w7hat Mr. Sheldon is doing for the youngsters who have grown tall, and many

mothers have already wished her God-speed.
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When manufacturers become conscious of the truth that their mission in

the world is to serve the people and that to serve them honestly is the way to

make profits, the Pure Food law will not loom up so prominently

Quality as it does today. I believe the time is coming when the kitchen

Again canning of fruits and vegetables in so many of the homes of the

land will be done away with. The trend of the times is toward

centralization. It is certain that a great manufacturing plant, equipped with

all modern, labor-saving devices, scientifically conducted, can produce goods

better and cheaper and faster than a number of smaller plants. The time will

come when housewives will see that they can secure fruit and preserves and

canned and bottled goods from a great manufacturer much more cheaply and

easily than ihey can produce those goods in their own kitchens. We sigh for

the good old days when mother used to make things. But in our saner moments

we cease to sigh, for we know that modern science in manufacture has made

mother and her kitchen equipment a back number. In the olden days it was

customary for the Indian and the early settler to grind his grain in a mortar

but that was before Gold Medal and Pillsbury's came upon the market. Would

we go back ? And I know the time is coming when we will look back upon kitchen

canning with smiles of amusement, as we partake of the pure products of the

manufacturer of the future—the manufacturer who knows that his mission is

to serve the people and not alone to make profits. Today wc are told that the

hero of Fifty-seven produces goods that are truly quality goods. The evidence

offered is so strong that we dare not voice unbelief. But there are still hun

dreds of manufacturers of food products who are without the pale. There are

still makers of catsup who brazenly announce that their goods contain a chemi

cal preservative. The right to do this was the pap offered these manufacturers

to withdraw their opposition to the passage of the Pure Food bill. But rep

resentatives of the pure-food departments of the states and the United States are

even now engaged in a campaign wjiich will eventually result in the removal

of this Ethiopian from the Pure Food woodpile. These manufacturers who

use preservatives are seekers of profits and are not true servants of the people.

They use produce which is so poor that it needs a preservative. Rotting toma

toes, for instance, make "pure" catsup when treated with a "preservative"—

a chemical which is a poison, although so weak that its baleful effects are scarcely

discoverable. It is certain that these manufacturers who today use deception

in the making of their goods will later slide into Oblivion, and only those who,

like Heinz, are true servants of the people, and therefore true business builders,

will attain success—that success which can only be built on the Confidence of

the consumers.

* * *

You are all right. You, I say, are all right if you will only just bring out the almighty

all-right-ncss. The conviction you must work on is that every normal individual has within

him the seeds and roots of the positive qualities. It is absolutely in your power to make

these seeds grow and flourish.—A . F. Sheldon.
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In order to hold their own in the present

strenuous competitive fight for customers,

the country merchants must
°Uchant kecome iust as aggressively

Circularising progressive as the mer-

chants in the cities. The

trade getting tactics employed by the city

business builders so successfully should be

used by the merchants in the small towns.

Nothing is more valuable than personal

letters written to customers, while next to

the personal letter comes the form letter

backed by wise advertisements. The mail

order houses, for instance, besides flooding

the country with letters, circulars and cata

logues, spend hundreds of thousands of

dollars in advertising—in wise advertising.

There is a great deal of difference between

advertising and wise advertising. I was

once make-up on a country paper and I

remember ads that were not changed once

is six months. Of course such advertising

did not pay. Others wrote ads that con

tained no special message, nothing to get

attention, arouse interest, stimulate desire

and bring about a resolve to buy. There

were just a mess of generalities. They were

ads such as no one who had read Retail

Adwriting Simplified would write. And so

I say the country merchant who would be

a business builder must adopt the business

building methods of the progressive mer

chants of the cities. He must have a stock

that is clean and fresh and down to date.

He must tell the public in trade-pulling

language that he has such a stock. The

merchant whose store does not bear a close

relationship in appearance to a junk shop,

and who goes aggressively after trade, and

holds this trade by giving satisfaction with

every purchase, need not greatly fear the

competition of the great city business.

Too much cannot be said about the appear

ance of 3 store, both inside and out. The

store that a stranger instinctively turns to

when he goes to a town is the one that

others should copy as a general thing. The

appearance of a store attracts attention

and the personality of the store, with which

the stranger becomes acquainted when he

becomes a customer, is what holds trade.

The personality of a store is made up of

the combined personalities of those employed

there. Then will trade come to them.

Never before.

Gerald Stanley Lee, in the little magazine

in which he writes down the thoughts that

. come to him at Loafing

Hard"* Time' tells °f a man driv"

Up ano^Down" in8 alonS a country road

with a wife that was con

tinually talking to him. Mr. Lee tells it

this way: "His wife was talking to him, as

usual. He was whipping his horse, as

usual. Just occurred to me this time that

perhaps whipping his horse was his way

of talking to his wife. A low, miserable

way (for the horse) of taking part in the

conversation, I thought. I noticed the

horse replied (as anyone would) by gallop

ing hard up and down and not going any."

When I read that I thought of some em

ployers I know. They stand over their

helpers with a whip and the helpers (as

anyone would) gallop hard up and down

and go ahead not at all. I can't bring my

self to believe that the best way of getting

folks to work is to make them scared for

their very lives. I have watched workers

presided over by a dignitary of the whip-

holding variety. When the dignitary is

present one would think that there was the

place for the busy bee to come and arrange

for a correspondence course in industry.

But when the whip was removed it seemed

to me that every blessed worker was doing

his best to qualify for a slow race. I be

lieve that the thing to do is not to command

employees to do things but to expect them

to do things. I remember hearing a me

chanic in a shop telling the new foreman

that he had tried to do as little work as pos

sible during the regime of the former super

ior, thinking that in that way he could get

even with the company for inflicting a whip-

dignitary upon the men. But when the

new foreman came there was a change.

Instead of whipping the men into line he

told them that he trusted all of them to do

their honest share of the work in an honest

way. He told them that they might cheat

him for a time, but that they never could

cheat themselves. "All I want of you fel

lows," he said, " is to be honest with your

selves. When you are honest with your

selves you will not cheat yourselves, and it

follows as the night the day that you will

not cheat me." "England expects every

man to do his duty," is better than, "Fight,

ye dogs, fight."
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It really does not interest the world to

know how hard a man is working. All the

world wants to know is

Hard what he has accomplished

Workers or is accomplishing. Many

an employee thinks him

self deserving of special commendation be

cause of the amount of energy he expends

each day. He goes home at night fagged

out. He wears himself with his work.

And, the chances are, some day he will

join the Down and Out Club. He will no

longer be able to serve. Perhaps right next

to the man who is wearing himself out is

another man who accomplishes twice as

much in the same time. This other man

comes to his work jauntily. He looks upon

it with pleasure. He enters into it with

the same spirit that he would enter a base

ball game. He works with the spirit of

play. To him his work is not drudgery.

To him the signals of the clock mean

nothing, except, perhaps, that it is time to

rest by doing something else equally pleasur

able. It is the spirit in which a man works

that counts. The man who wears himself

out is not wise. He will be thrown aside

like a juiceless orange when he wears out.

The fact that he worked himself out will not

save him. For his ignorance he will have

to pay the penally. He should have learned

how to work wisely. He should have

studied himself. The engineer understands

his machine. The more an engineer knows

about engines the better workman he is.

The more can he get out of his engine with

a certain amount of steam, and the longer

will his engine last. The man who under

stands himself, knows how to control him

self, knows how to use the power within

him, will never be thrown aside. He will

work and he will accomplish. He will do

great things for his employer just because

he is wise enough to know that at the same

time he is doing great things for himself.

He is wisely-selfish. We call him altruistic.

He looks upon his work as a game—as play.

It- is real fun to him. He is the man who

is recognized by his employer, for when he

knows himself he will increase his stock of

ability, reliability, endurance and action.

He will study to know himself, for he knows

that when he truly knows himself the task

of learning the business will be trivial. He

never gets cast aside. He later works be

hind that door marked "Private." He is

a success.

* * *

In order to convince the many Doubting

Thomases of this nation that magazine ad

vertising pays big dividends

The Quoin upon the money wisely in-

Club vested, there has been or

ganized in New York "The

Quoin Club," whose work consists in pre

paring statistics which prove the magazine

side of the case. There is published The

Quoin Key, which is sent to all advertisers

who are interested and who manifest this

interest by asking for it. The science of

advertising is becoming more and more

exact. Men of great minds arc devoting

all their time to the study of its problems.

Manufacturers recognize that only those

who ask for trade will receive it. It matters

not at all that an article of exceptional merit

is manufactured by Jones & Co. Unless

the attention of the multitude is called to

it the makers will never beconip crassly

wealthy. Emerson did say that a man

who could do a job incomparably well might

build his shop in the depth of the forest and

the world would make a beaten track to his

door. But there would be no track made

unless the man advertised. Today the best

way of reaching the best buyers is through

the magazines, unless, of course, you ex

cept personal solicitation. But we all know-

that the cost of personal solicitation is pro

hibitive, when the manufacturer takes into

consideration the cheapness and efficiency

of the right sort of an advertisement in

magazines. The Quoin Club is a real

educational institution. It is intended to

teach merchants and manufacturers how

to get into the golden path which leads to

financial success.

* * *

Did you ever run in a hurdle rase ? Were

you ever trained by a man who knew ?

When a man takes a hurdle

Waste of does he jump into the air

Energy just as high as he can?

Does he go at it as though '

the higher he jumped the better his chances

for winning the race? Not in a thousand

years. The hurdler trains day after day

and month after month to take the hurdles

with the least possible expenditure of energy.

He trains to run easily and freely. He ad-
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justs his stride so that, when he approaches

a hurdle, he can leave the ground on the

right foot. His aim is to just skim over

the top of the obstruction. He does not

want to jump over four inches, three inches,

two inches or one inch. He merely wants

to get over without touching. And when

he gets over he wants to land so that his

stride is not broken and nothing hinders

him from dashing forward and repeating

the good work at the hurdle following.

Take two runners of equal speed. One goes

at the hurdle like the historic cow that

jumped over the moon. The other just

jumps high enough to clear. Which one

will win the race? One does not have to

be a prophet or the son of a prophet to

answer that. With an object lesson like

that right in front of their eyes—and there

are hundreds of other illustrations that-

might be given—why is it that so many

business men expend so much energy in

the accomplishment of their work. Why

is it that they generate 200 pounds of steam

when 100 pounds will do? Why do they

expend as much energy in asking the office

boy to close the door as would be required

in voicing patriotism at a championship

baseball game? A man may be excused

for going crazy at a baseball game but he

can not be forgiven for doing it in his busi

ness. "The point I want to make"—if I

may be permitted to quote that much from

Editor Holman's speech-making vocabulary

■—is that a man who hopes to be among the

winners, and hopes to arrive in such con

dition that he will live at least long enough

to hear some of the cheering, ought to have

commonsense enough to expend only so

much energy as is required to do the task

in hand. Any further expenditure is crimi

nal wastefulness, and, as always, the one

who wastes is the one who must eventually

pay the price.

The Adjustment of Life

By James E. Clark

THE personal appearance is a true gauge

to the character, and nothing that goes

to make or mar that appearance is lost

sight of in the ensemble. The very pres

ence of some men speaks volumes for them

and it is equally true that the general appear

ance of other men ruins their chances and

closes the door against them.

The man who wants to move on must

consider his appearance. This is not merely

a matter of clothing, though dress is impor

tant, because it shows something of the bal

ance of the mind. To dress well and neatly

on all occasions so that one shall be con

scious that he is neither over dressed nor un

der dressed for his part is necessary; to be

extra careful about the care of the nails, the

teeth and the hair and to be sure that the

linen is always spotless is imperative. The

man with the soiled collar, the threadbare

cravat and the shoe that is run down at the

heel is saying to the world, no matter what

his attainments may be, that he will not

always hew to the mark, that he will find ex

cuses for not doing things which he knows

in his heart he should do, that his perception

of the value of other people's opinions of him

is not acute, and that, as a matter of]course,

perceptions in other directions of common

knowledge are also dull.

But most important of all is the expres

sion of the countenance. Every line in it

says something for him or against him. His

most pronounced virtues and his pet vices

arc there present, the one appealing for him,

the other condemning him. The light of his

eye, the ring of his voice, the way he holds

his head, the manner in which he stands, all

these and many other little tell-tale marks,

some of which are so subtle as to be name

less, enter into the man's appearance. There

are critical moments in a man's life when

the whole course of years depends upon the

business of a moment or two. In such

crises the appearance may cast the deciding

vote for or against the petitioner.

Appearance is not then something of minor

importance, but of immense importance. It

can not be assumed or laid aside like a gar

ment. It is of the highest importance to

day and every day because it tells not only

what we have been in the past but what we

are going to be in the future, as well as what

we arc today.
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THE ROBIN'S NEST

THE robin's nest which is built in sight

of a residence is always an object of

interest; the trials of the mother bird

and the fledglings when the young family

takes wing arouse sympathy in humane men

and women. The breaking of home ties,

the great event in the life of the robin is at

tended with great danger, but there is no

other way that robin can learn to fly. He

must tumble out into the world to flutter

about until he can command his forces and

thus take his full place in the world.

We pity the weak little thing as he flutters

down in distress, but we would pity the

bird more if he never came from the nest.

There are men who are trying to spend

their whole lives in some nest and are quite

as sorry a figure as robin would be if he

clung to one tree and shivered and starved

there throughout the winter while the rest of

his kin were happy and free in a warmer

clime. Some of these men are unfortunates

who have inherited a home and money

enough to keep them; and they cling to the

nest content to live the life of ease with never

a serious thought of putting anything into

the treasury of the race, or developing them

selves into real men. Others are in another

but a more advanced stage, yet still of the

same type. They work as much as is neces

sary, read for amusement, "let well enough

alone," but never try, with a determination

which will brook no interference, to lead a life

of progress, in business, in study, in thought.

The rising sun finds them sleepy and stupid;

the setting sun finds them with no more ser

ious thought than the supper or dinner that

is before them. Still others are a little bit

further up in the social. scale but they, too,

are nest dwellers for they live on in com

fortable warm places, which, like the first

home of the robin, were intended only as

temporary stopping places and not as per

manent places of abode. He who is to live

this life honestly—honestly both as regards

himself, those who have gone before him,

those who are coming after him and those

influenced by him—must make every effort

to live the fullest and broadest life that his

powers will enable him to reach. It is not

merely his own business and nobody's else

business if he chooses to forever remain in

some warm nest, because no life can possibly

be lived alone and unto itself. He must go

on from one stage of development to another,

or in the other direction, he must degener

ate. He must watch out lest the good things

of today that are falling into his lap do not

beguile him into an indifference as to the

future and as to the possibilities—and the

responsibilities—of the hour. The forces of

nature are never at rest; man—master of all

—is a pitiable fellow when he gets out of

harmony with the plain purpose of the crea

tor to the extent of thinking that he can

stand still.

He can no more do that than he can turn

back to his boyhood.

REINING IN FORCES

THE over-cautious are guilty of an offense

against themselves and against others

by reining in their own good impulses

and refusing to follow on that lane of light

which their inspiration throws for them. In

effect they demand to see the end from the

beginning—see it not with the prophetic vis

ion of the man of strong hope and good cour

age but with the eyes of the skeptic.

Noble conceptions, noble desires, grand

inspirations come to everyone and are fool

ishly rejected. Is this not a turning away

from the extended hand of a kind fortune

—the white robed angel who would lead us

upward and onward, strengthening our hearts

and enlarging our usefulness?

"No man knows what is in him." "The

power in each is new in nature." All his

tory shows these statements to be true.

Nowhere in the history of the world will be

found refutation and everywhere will be

found abundant proof of these declarations.

If they are true—and they are true—why

hold back? Would it not be better to trust

self and God and go on letting out powers

instead of forever reining them in? "Too

weak," "can not do it," "haven't force

enough," "don't think it can be done any

how?" It were better to cut these cords

and go on. Throw yourself at the task or

duty whatever it may be. "Ye shall be

given power;" forces that arc in you and that

you know not of will be uncovered. Ob

stacles will fade as they are approached.

Assert power and it will come to you.

What is finer, more attractive, in fiction or

real life than the assertion of power which

sets at defiance, conventionalities, superior

numbers, the arrogance of wealth ?

Give rein to the good that is within!



Educational Department

Edited fay Harry W. Ford Under which are discussed, by the editor and others,

certain phases of the education of modern business men and salesmen, with some

comments on the art side of their work.

Salesmanship a Real Profession

A SALESMAN should be very proud

of his profession because his is the

only profession whose principles are

applied in the practice of all the other

professions ; because also the work itself

is noble, if viewed in the proper light,

and therefore very much worth a man's

while, to do.

The art of salesmanship is sanctified

by difficulties. It is difficulty that

makes all art sacred. Any old body

can do the easy things; it takes good

men to accomplish the difficult.

Proficiency in the art of salesman

ship is as admirable as proficiency in

law or medicine or engineering. Some

day, if it does not now, the world at

large will recognize this fact. Even

now it tacitly admits it because it pays

its good salesmen just as well as it pays

its good men in other professions.

The world pays for services rendered

and its sense of values is not warped

by any twaddle about "the learned

professions."

"the learned professions"

Anyway, those who look into it care

fully know that salesmanship has a

right to classify under any list of

"learned professions" that has a

modern authorship. The successful

practice of salesmanship calls for a

foundation of knowledge in character

reading, logic, psychology and self-

development that has in it as many

possibilities as the foundation knowl

edge underlying the practice of other

professions. The trouble is, this fact

has not been generally recognized. It

was only the other day I heard a man

say "salesmanship is just gift of gab

and gall." This sentiment expresses

pretty well the common prevailing opin

ion.

Salesmanship is knowledge of men,

of goods, of logic, of self, of conditions

—all bound up in one personality—

and applied.

There is no work in the world better

for the man who is doing it than sales

manship, because it calls for the appli

cation of knowledge to specific cases.

We evolve through contact. It is the

polishing process that makes the dia

mond marketable.

A salesman is one who takes things

from where they are to where they

ought to be. This is the salesman's

greatest service—he helps to distribute

things. Distribution has come to be

the world's greatest problem.

SALESMAN MOST POTENT

In the solution of this problem the

salesman, backed by advertising, is the

most potent factor.

In a primitive state of society we

find each family going it alone to a

very large extent. Each little group is

sufficient unto itself, making all that

it needs to supply its wants. There,

production is the great problem. But

now, the problems of production have

been largely solved—it is easier to

make than to sell, easier to supply a

demand than to create a want.

Glance over the classified columns

of a newspaper day after day. You

will find them crowded with advcr
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tisements for men who can sell goods.

Men are wanted to distribute the

things the fields and the factories are

pouring out.

Two years ago in November I saw

in western Missouri delicious peaches

lying on the ground in such glut of

waste that even the hogs which had

been turned into the orchards, sated,

passed them over untouched. They

rotted on the ground because the peo

ple had used all they could use, had

sold all they could sell. Two weeks

later in Chicago I saw poorer peaches

selling at fifty cents for a small basket

full, and I found boys down in the

Ghetto district who had never even

tasted a peach.

MEN WHO MOVE GOODS

Some salesmen were needed on the

job. And by salesmen I do not mean

merely men who travel about with

samples: I mean any men who are

big enough to "move the goods," big

enough to find a market, men who can

locate or create desires and then sup

ply them.

Improved machinery is needed on

nearly every farm in the West; who

will sell it? There is a "Buck's"

range over there. It is a beauty. Can

you sell it ? Every time you look at

it you get a mute challenge which if

put into words would be: "I just dare

you to sell me." Will you take a dare ?

Here comes a customer. He needs

that range; perhaps he doesn't realize

he needs it but he does, and it is part

of the salesman's work to make the

customer realize his need. His atti

tude also is a challenge. Can you

make the sale ? The excellent "Buck's"

advertising has brought this customer

to you perhaps. Can you do the clos

ing?

Have you ever stopped to think what

a great amount of good salesmen do in

individual cases? A salesman is a

man with the courage of his convic

tions; he is one who will not take "No"

for an answer. How many men there

are who owe their success to some sales

man's refusal to take "No" for an

answer!

AND THESE FAILED

There is a prosperous looking store

over there that was on the verge of

bankruptcy a couple of years ago.

That store literally was going to seed

when a salesman came along and sold

the proprietor a machine that takes

care automatically of all his cash and

credit transactions and puts his whole

business on a clean cut system. The

man said he didn't want the machine

but the salesman would not heed.

Once I had occasion to collect some

first hand statistics and I found that

one-third of the total number of store

keepers in the state of Ohio did not

use cash registers. I found also that

three-fourths of all the failures in the

State in one year occurred among the

one-third mentioned! And yet, cash

registers almost always have to be sold

—they are seldom bought.

Over there is a young man who is

making good. A year ago he was in

a rut that led nowhere in particular.

He was tired, discouraged—his chance

for success looked slim. Why his pres

ent happiness?

A salesman found him and sold him

a course of correspondence instruction.

Study livened his dormant faculties,

showed him his possibilities and now

he will surely win. He told the sales

man that he didn't need the course,

that he wouldn't take it, couldn't afford

it, didn't have time to study, etc. But

the salesman didn't believe him—he

knew better. A salesman is one who

is skeptical of much that people tell

him—he substitutes right beliefs for

false ones.

OF COURSE YOU PAY

Across the street is a store that is

doing a big business today. It shows
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a great increase over a year ago—it

was barely holding its own then. A

salesman persuaded that man to handle

the "Buck's" line and to use the

"Buck's" advertising service and now

he prospers. But he was skeptical

about the advertising—he had to be

persuaded to his own good.

Whatever you really need you pay

for whether you ever buy it or not.

The man who needs a register pays for

it many times over by the losses it

would stop; the merchant who needs

the advertising pays for it many times

in the trade that passes by his door;

the salesman who doesn't believe in ad

vertising pays for his wrong opinion in

the "almost sales" that advertising

would have helped him close; the

woman who needs a "Buck's" range

or stove pays for it many times in the

time and the fuel and the trouble it

would save her.

And this brings us to where we can

see that in every good sale the salesman

renders a service to the buyer which is

not compensated for by the price of the

article sold. Does the price of the

course of instruction adequately repre

sent the value received by the student?

He paid a small sum; he gained w-ealth,

success. Suppose all clothing houses

and tailors should refuse to sell you an

overcoat this winter ? W ould you save

the price ? Even if you put the money

in the bank? No, you would pay the

price many times over in discomfort

and ill health.

■ THOSE WHO WIN

It is a realization of this service which

is not covered in the purchase price

that must ever afford to salesmen a

great pleasure in their work. There is

many a man sitting back today com

placent over his success and entirely

satisfied that he did it all himself who

owes that same success entirely to the

fact that a good salesman couldn't hear

him one time when he said "No," and

stayed and made him say "Yes."

It is a salesman's business to change

minds, to overcome prejudice, to break

down bad customs, soften stubborn

ness and let the light of reason into

dark places.

A splendid work indeed—a strong

man's work!

W hat is more to be desired than the

ability to influence the minds of men

and to change them for the mutual

good of buyer and seller? Emerson

said, "He is great who can alter my

state of mind." He might have been

thinking of salesmen when he said it.

To be a good salesman is to be

something.very much worth while, for

salesmen serve. And those who serve

most, prosper most—they win, even

when they lose.—H. W. F. in Buck's

Shot for October.

I am sorry for the man who lacks imagination—he misses half the fun of

living.—Glenwood Buck.

To most men experience is like the stern lights of a ship, which illumine only the track

it has passed.—Coleridge.

Suggestion is always initiative. It represents, calls attention to and commands the

mind to think in regard to the things suggested. Hem e it is positive in all its actions where-

ever the power of perception exists.

There is nothing occult or uncanny aliout the principle of suggestion. It is simply one

of nature's laws.—A. Sheldon.



Some Reflections on the Scientific and

Social Aspects of Salesmanship

By Francis B. Atkinson

Sales Promotion Department J. Walter Thompson Company

IN one of what I took to be her most popu

lar efforts, Vesta Victoria—with that flip

pant audacity which is the peculiar

charm of vaudeville—essayed the task that

puzzled Plato.

She undertook to define "Man."

One verse of her definition concludes as

follows:

"It's something they put in a ten dollar suit,
It's a Man, Man, Man!!"

On the occasion when it was my privilege

to listen to Miss Victoria, I could not help

contrasting this music hall philosophy with

that set forth in the literature which has per

formed so wide and useful a function in di

recting attention to what I believe will prove

to be one of the most useful of all the

sciences—the Science of Salesmanship.

I had particularly in mind at that time a

little pamphlet issued by The Sheldon School

entitled "About Being Born—as Applied to

Salesmen."

The central thought of the conception of

man—and so of the salesman—which this

pamphlet emphasizes, is that every man is

a "bundle of possibilities."

A brave philosophy this! A view of life

which gives every man—the pessimist, the

despondent, the man who is "all in," as well

as the ambitious, the optimist, the man who

is "all there"—gives him a brotherly inspir

ing slap on the shoulder and says:

"You're all right!"

THE DEBT TO SHELDON

The debt of society to Sheldon and the

Sheldon system would be immeasurable, even

had he stopped with this preliminary, this

pioneer service—of "laying out" the ancient

pessimist—whoever he was—who first added

that depressing proverb to the mental furni

ture of mankind: "Salesmen are born, not

made."

The very existence of such a periodical as

System assumes—and in every issue illus

trates, the fact that salesmanship and all the

other phases of the conduct of business are

scientific in their nature and offer rewards

in direct proportion to the care with which

they are studied.

So Sheldon has not only shown from a

logical standpoint—in this pamphlet and

other literature gratuitously distributed—that

Salesmanship is a science, and like all other

sciences, capable of being taught, but is

demonstrating in the thousands of examples

furnished by his students all over the coun

try, the truth of his position.

In other words, he was not only the

prophet of a science but he has fulfilled his

own prophecy in organizing the knowledge

and experience in salesmanship which has

made his system truly scientific; that is to

say, practicable.

To speak of a science or a theory as " im

practicable" is a contradiction in terms; for

science is knowledge, and true theory simply

a blueprint for practice.

MAKING A SCIENCE

The whole course of development of all

the sciences has been in the direction fol

lowed by Sheldon and by "System"—the re

duction of knowledge and experience to fun

damental principles and settled order. What

is true of the origin and development of the

sciences of medicine, of chemistry, of law,

is equally true of the science of salesman

ship. As chemistry first began to be a

science when men analyzed, and reduced the

result of their analyses to certain compact

symbols—invented a language for the fur

ther development and transmission of the

knowledge they were organizing—so sales

manship took its most marked advance when

Sheldon conceived the idea of analyzing a

sale—reducing the process of sales making

to certain settled principles disclosed by this

analysis, and then invented a compact

language of symbols for the aid of the mind

in grasping, retaining and readily applying

this science to the business of each day.

What a world of meaning and material

there is wrapped up for the chemist in the
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formula, intelligible only to the student of

chemistry:

H3OI !

To the salesman and the employer what

volumes of personal experience—past and to

come—what food for thought and self-

analysis, are conveyed in the Sheldon for

mula:

V— -Iv S

IMPORTANCE OF ANALYSIS

In the analysis of the sale he failed to

make, what a "modern improvement" the

salesman has added to his mental laboratory

when he can pin the case right down as Shel

don's sales formula enables him to do—can

take it to pieces and so find out where the

trouble lies, and reform his lines for the "re

turn engagement."

Nothing succeeds like failure—if you have

learned to analyze.

Nothing fails like success—nothing is so

misleading as success, if you have not learned

to analyze; as System constantly teaches in

showing how; as Moody illustrates on every

page of his invaluable book; as the inner his

tory of business failures and disorders demon

strates every day.

Let the salesman have self-confidence—

above all things, yes; but that kind of self-

confidence in which Emerson says true cour

age (the winning kind) consists—a confi

dence based upon knowledge; not mere con

fidence in "natural bornness"—in that im

penetrable self-sufficiency which sends a man

along with his head high in the air, oblivious

to his surroundings until he drops through

some open coal hole of disaster and defeat.

Of the great value of symbols, and sys

tematic knowledge as an aid to the mind,

men were made aware long before chemistry

was known as science, long before Salesman

ship began to be born into a science:

"And it shall be for a sign unto thee, upon

thine hand, and for a memorial between thine

eyes, that the Lord's law may be in thy

mouth."

THE BATTLE LINE

Hence, also, the value of the parable, the

anecdote, the illustration—they are simply

pictures to the mind with which to grasp

abstract truth. So these ordered symbols of

the Science of Salesmanship are the cues of

the prompter to jog the memory into action;

the strategic points to aid the salesman's

judgment—his generalship—in forming its

"far-flung battle line."

The very rapid and wide spread of the

Sheldon idea seems, at first, to reverse the

order of the spread of new ideas—new politi

cal ideas, new "isms" of all sorts; these, as

a rule, begin at the bottom and work up—

first winning the common people, then the

leaders; Sheldonism, however, according to

my experience, appeals first of all, and most

of all, to the head of the "house" and his im

mediate subordinates—the Sales Manager,

the best salesman.

The principal reasons for this rapid

growth seem to me to be the fact that there

already existed such wide interest in and

ambition for the ideas and principles devel

oped in salesmanship, and that the Science

of Salesmanship, as Sheldon conceived it,

rests upon the fundamental principle of civil

ized society—the Law of Mutual Benefit.

BARBAROUS SOCIETY

"He is no whole man," says Emerson,

"who knows not how to obtain a blameless

livelihood." And he adds: "Society is tar-

barous until every man can get his living

without dishonest customs."

"For what" says a third great generalizer

—of whose analysis of life there is much else

to remind one in the recent literature of

salesmanship—"for what are the great ma

jority of men engaged in ? They arc en

gaged in the manufacture, transportation and

sale of commodities." So it is reasonable to

suppose that a man bold enough to conceive

the notion of placing that most generally in

teresting of all occupations—Business—

where other occupations and professions have

long been—on a scientific basis, would be

rewarded at the outset with a good deal of

attention.

But no such phenomenal success as that

of the Sheldon System could rest long or go

far on mere curiosity, or retain any perma

nent hold on superficial thinkers—the mere

"somethings they put in a ten dollar suit."

It is precisely among men of character and

ambition—the real salesmen, whom Moody

calls "commercial ambassadors," that the

Sheldon idea has spread. And what is no

less significant and important—Moody,

Sheldon and all other right thinkers upon the

subject, place salesmanship on a high, moral
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plane. "Character" is the foundation stone

of the Sheldon method of human horticul

ture; the "Law of Mutual Benefit" the key

note of Salesmanship.

SALES SCIENCE

"Society is barbarous until every man can

get a living without dishonest customs."

And when you have demonstrated—as one

would demonstrate by a blue print, and by

the work of a machine built after its specifica

tions—that character and intellect lie at the

heart—are the dynamic centers of business

success—you have gone a long way toward

putting all business methods, and so the

whole business superstructure, on a solid

*rock foundation which will not let it yield,

as we have recently seen it do, to the stress

of storm and flood.

Here we have a sound doctrine and worthy

of all acceptation: that all men—mentally

as well as physically—are built on the same

general pattern, and their faculties can be

developed indefinitely and trained upon any

pursuit; that business is not guess work; that

it is not gambling; that it is not over-reach

ing; that its standard yardstick is, after all,

the Golden Rule.

Since there is a wider demand, at present,

for salesmen than for—say, painters or poets

—it will pay the average man best to have

his faculties developed, and these developed

faculties trained upon the stimulating and

profitable work of salesmanship; hence the

wide appeal and the large success of the

Sheldon idea, of "System" and "System"

literature.

It is along these broad roads, it seems to

me, that sales science is advancing toward a

common Rome; the heart of which in turn

is the temple of the Law of Mutual Benefit;

to looking out for the true interests of the

customer as earnestly as a lawyer does for

those of his client; as zealously as a pastor

does the congregation that looks to him for

guidance.

For must we not agree —we salesmen who

believe in the nobility of our sailing—that

when this conception of salesmanship be

comes universal—(let us hope for it, and

hope hard)—it will be clearly disclosed to

the whole world that the truths of salesman

ship arc intimately related to, if they are not

identical with, the fundamental truths of

government and religion, namely, Mutual

Service and Mutual Benefit.

Answers to Correspondents

Replying to inquiry regarding two form

letters which were not getting business,

answer i

"In our opinion the reason your letter did

not pull is that the copy does not make per

fectly clear what your proposition really is.

Form letters such as yours are written to a

business man. These iren want to get two

things: First, what the proposition is; second,
what it will do for them. ■ If these two points

are strikingly set forth, the letters will gain

the attention and interest, and in many cases,

the desire and resolve of the reader. If these

two points are not strikingly set forth, the

letters will go into the waste basket."

Replying to an inquiry regarding the ac

quiring of fluency in expression, answer j

"We would say that fluency in expression

depends upon three things: First, a good

vocabulary; second, a rich fund of know ledge

on the topks on which you wish to ion\erse;

thiid, an earnest deaiic to express joursclf.

"The first two aie gained through study

and work, a vocabulary by frequent use of

the dictionary and noting the language used

by standard authors, and by studying

synonyms and antonyms regarding any sub

ject or subject;. You may obtain it only

through careful study and observation.

"Suppose for instance, you wish to talk to

your customer on the present political situa

tion, you could only do so if your mind was

filled with ideas on that subject. The way

to obtain this is to read a great deal; observe

closely what you read, and pick out those

points which it would be well to remember

and use in your subsequent conversation.

"Having acquired a good vocabulary and

a good stock of ideas it is necessary to feel

an earnest desire to communicate these ideas

to others. You must be so filled with your

subject that you want to talk-it to someone

else Under these c ondilions fluency of ex

pression will conic of itself."
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In answer to a question regarding the

use of suggestion in salesmanship, answer >

"Suggestion should not be used to win the

customei over against his reason or will.

This is not the idea that Mr. Sheldon in

tends to convey. In fact, his stand against

this idea is the strongest he can possibly take

The use of suggestion to dethrone the will of

another is the province of hypnotism, and

cannot be used in legitimate salesmanship.

The use of this power, ever, if one possesses

it, for such a purpose would be reprehensible,

and there is no excuse or defense for it.

"Suggestion may be used to influence the

customer to look at a proposition Iron) the

standpoint of the salesman, hut this must be

done not in opposition to the customer's rea

son, but in winning him over to the salesman's

way of thinking."

In reply to an inquiry regarding intu

ition, answer :

"Intuition is an activity of the subjective

mind. Apparently it is the power of arriv

ing at knowledge without the aid of the ob

jective senses. It is as though the subjec

tive mind knows conditions and thinks in

dependently of the objective mind. Women

arc commonly supposed to be strongly in

tuitional, although the trait is also strongly

developed in some men.

" Intuition seems to be used in inverse ratio

to the development of objective reasoning.

In other words, ihe person who subjects

everything to a process of reasoning does not

have the intuitional faculty developed to a

marked extent; whereas, on the other hand,

one who depends upon intuitional knowledge

does not use inductive reasoning to reach a

good conclusion."

In reply to a request for criticism on

an advertising circular, answer :

"It is unnecessary for us to tell you that

the more attractive the typographical appear

ance of an advertisement is, the easier it is

to read and the more likely it is to get atten

tion. The attractiveness of an advertise

ment depends to a great extent on the num

ber of display lines, their arrangement in the

advertisement, and on the kind of type used

in both the display and the reading matter.

"Too much display is confusing and lacks

emphasis for the same reason that where

many sentences in a letter are underlined,

none of them attract special attention. Too

much emphasis is no emphasis.

"In the enclosed advertisement you have

ten display lines out of thirty-five lines of

printing, in addition to a liberal use of cap

itals, red ink and italics. In order to get a

proper tone of harmony there should be more

reading matter and less display. It is well

to remember also that red ink should be used

sparingly on display type. This color serves

its best purpose on small printing jobs when

it is used for ornamentation, rather than for

display. It gives relief through variety.

There are six styles of type used in your cir

cular. It is advisable whenever possible not

to use more than two, or at the most three,

in such matter."

These are the things I prize

And hold of dearest worth:

Light of the sapphire skies,

Peace of the silent hills,

Shelter of forests, comfort of the grass,

Music of birds, murmur of little rills,

Shadows of clouds that swiftly pass,

And after showers

The smell of flowers

And of the good brown earth;

And, best of all, along the way,

Friendship and mirth.

—Henry VanDyke



Selling Ferd Schneider

f low the Corner Grocer Became the Censor of an Advertis

ing Appropriation of a Quarter of a Million Dollars

IN Dayton, right across the street from

the great factory of the National Cash

Register Company, is a little grocery

store kept by a good German, whose name

is Ferd Schneider. How Ferd Schneider be

came the guide by which a quarter of a mil

lion dollars was spent annually by the ad

vertising department of the National Cash

Register Company is a fascinating study in

the methods of this great concern.

Ferd represents the Average Storekeeper.

He is the grocer who is hard to convince

about the cash register. He is the man who

makes little use of window display, whose

stock is not unusually well arranged. He is

fairly typical of the hardest prospect the N.

C. R. salesman has to meet.

It was Arthur Brisbane, the gifted editor

of the Hearst newspapers, who said, referring

to the writing of editorials which would reach

the people: " Write so that the simplest man

on Broadway can understand the words you

use and the points you make."

Perhaps it was with this statement in

mind, but more likely because he is a great

psychologist and a wonderful advertiser and

salesman, that John H, Patterson imposed

upon his advertising committee and upon the

men who wrote the advertising copy of the

institution one inviolable standard:

"Can Ferd Schneider understand this?

Does it appeal to him ?"

These were the point blank inquiries snap

ped out at the heads of the publication de

partment and at the members of the adver

tising committee when new advertising ma

terial and selling talks were discussed and

these were accepted at their literal value.

How frequently only members of the de

partment know, the proofs of advertisements,

booklets and letters were taken across the

street by the author and submitted to Ferd.

What he did not understand was instantly

cut out; what he approved and what im

pressed him was scrupulously retained.

Logic, brevity, simplicity and practical value

became inevitably characteristic of the Na

tional Cash Register Company's advertising.

Over twenty thousand dollars a month was

paid for publicity, excluding department ex

pense and printing, but Ferd Schneider stood

censor over it all. What he—the Average

Storekeeper—could not understand, was dis

carded.

And what the Average Man cannot under

stand is expensive publicity. Can Ferd

Schneider understand your copy ?

DID you ever stop to think what would

happen if all the books in the world

were destroyed in a night?

One man who was asked this question once

said: "Well, we could remember all of the

Bible and reconstruct that, and that is the

most important book of all." Assuming that

there are people in the world now who each

contributing a part could piece together all

of the Bible, I very much doubt if it could

be rewritten, because before the theologians

got past the first chapter of Genesis they

would get into an argument whether the

original version said "a" or "the" at a cer

tain point, and before this important ques

tion could be settled all the people who re

membered any part of the Bible would have

forgotten it. But this is merely an assump

tion, and it does not have anything to do with

the thought I had in mind when I invited

you to imagine all the books in the world

being destroyed in a night.

It is true of human beings that we appreci

ate most that which has gone from us. The

inscriptions in any cemetery prove this.

And I thought that if you could get a picture

in your mind of the world with its books de

stroyed you might appreciate more than you

ever did before the value of books. Books

arc so common that we often fail to realize

how much they really mean to us.

Books contain the history of all that man

has done since the world began. If all the

books were destroyed we would soon lose the

power to do a great many important things

which we now can do.

We could never hope to replace the great

majority of our books. Who could write
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plays that would take the place of Shakes

peare's, who could write novels like Hugo's,

or poems like Tennyson's, or essays like

Emerson's? Civilization as it stands today

is the result of uncounted centuries of growth.

The story of this growth is in our books.' We

progress in the present by profiting from the

progress that has been made in the past. It

is by taking up our work where the preceding

generation left off that we are able to go

ahead in advance of the point reached by

them. But if we should suddenly be denied

the possibility of access to the knowledge of

what other men have done, we should at once

be cast into a despair too deep and black

ever to be overcome.

This brings me to the point I really want

to make, and that is, that everything that

any other man has ever been or known or

done, you have at your command.

All the great men of brains and action that

the world has ever seen are ready to work for

you today if you will only command them.

All that they have thought, you can think,

because their thoughts have been put down

for you and saved for you. All that they

have done you can know and do. Their

actions are recorded.

Caesar, Napoleon, Shakespeare, Voltaire,

Emerson—there they all are, in your book

case shelves, waiting to help you. But they

cannot help you unless you let them, unless

vou do your part. Will you let them?

What great men have done to win success

in business is also yours.

The paths they have followed to success are

plain before you, and if you care to follow

them, they will lead you to a glorious Rome.

The fundamental principles that underlie

all business success have been formulated

for you, and are offered to you now—as they

were never offered to men before—if only

you will take them, master them, and use

them.

When the disciples of Jesus marveled too

much at some of his works he said to them:

"Greater things than these shall ye do." It

was a cosmic flash in the mind of the Great

Teacher—one which comes to all those who

truly teach—the realization that the pupil

may some day excell the master. That is

humanity's hope.

All that the past has done you already have.

The world has lived these thousands of years

just to furnish you with the means of achieve-

ment, the means of going further than those

who preceded you. Will you go further?

Are you using all the means at your com

mand ?

WHEN Christopher Columbus, after

fourteen years of heart-breaking, fruit

less effort, stood before the King and Queen

of Spain and got their signatures on an order

for three small ships and the men to sail them

into the unknown seas, he consummated the

greatest sale that had taken place in the his

tory of the world up to that time.

He sold the King and Queen of Spain a

great idea—the idea that the world is round,

and not flat, as all people then supposed it

to be. This was in 1492. The world had

always been round; it had been round long

before man appeared on it—how long we will

never know—and yet this all-important fact

was a great piece of news even as late as

1492 A. D.

It took a great salesman to make that sale

in the court of Spain. If you are a salesman,

would you be willing to work fourteen years

to get one order signed ? A real salesman is

a man with the courage of his convictions.

Columbus was one of the real ones; he was

a 100 Point Man. He^believed that he was

right and that he could prove the great thing

that he believed; but before he could really

prove the value of his goods, he had to sell

the idea, he had to convince somebody else;

he had to persuade the King and Queen be

cause they were the only people who could

give him the means to go out in search of

the continent that he knew lay somewhere

beyond the ocean's rim.

He had hard work making good on the

order after he got it signed, but the peril of

his long voyage in those three tiny ships was

as nothing compared to the trouble he had

had in persuading someone to believe in his

idea. Think of the ignorance, the prejudice

born of long centuries of darkness, that he

had to overcome.

He was one man against a world that was

dead set against the idea that it was a round

world. And yet he made the sale. He had

the power of persuasion; he inspired the King

and Queen with confidence. He made one

of the truly great sales of history.

To get control of oneself practice self

denial.—A. F. Sheldon.



Suggestions and the Suggestion System

By W. A. McDermid

SOME few years ago, probably as a re

sult of the experiments in this work

made by a great manufacturing con

cern, employers the country over investi

gated the problem of the suggestion depart

ment. Many of them in the first flush of

enthusiasm started suggestion departments

on an elaborate scale, while many more an

nounced that thereafter suggestions from

their employes would be welcomed.

Not very long ago the corporation to whose

influence is traceable the greatest growth of

the movement abolished its suggestion de

partment, and a canvass of the industrial field

would probably show that of the many

hundreds who started in with either a full-

fledged or a partially organized system of sug

gestions, only a very few still maintain any

semblance of the old arrangement.

What has happened in the case of this

pioneer corporation is this (and it is typical

of what has happened in every case where

a formal department has been organized):

It is unquestionably true that many sug

gestions of the most valuable kind were re

ceived through this department, but in the

process it involved so much expense and so

many incidental defects that its value was ex

ceedingly questionable.

In order to avoid any possible injustice it

was necessary to have several people pass in

writing on every suggestion which was sub

mitted. The suggestion was then returned

to the writer and a record made of the case

in the books of the department. Possibly the

maker of the suggestion was not satisfied

with the decision, or had forgotten some

argument, or something had happened to

change in some way the considerations, and

back the suggestion came with all its attached

correspondence, again to go through the mill,

until in many cases the incidental corre

spondence made a bulk six or eight inches

high. Duplication was almost inevitable.

The committee was compelled to spend much

valuable time passing on suggestions which

had been frequently made before and re

jected for cause.

This, however, was not the most serious

aspect of the case. It was not long before

the suggestion department became a hot

bed for what is aptly known as "knocking."

Adverse criticisms which at first were justi

fied by their constructive quality or by the

remedy suggested, became nothing but the

vehicles for personal spite. While the infor

mation sent through in this way was illumi

nating to those higher up, the spirit which it

fostered was demoralizing in the extreme.

In this corporation, and in practically every

other case, the suggestion department be

came such a burden that it was found neces

sary to abolish it.

Now for the other extreme—the organiza

tions in which it was announced that sugges

tions were welcome, but in which no sys

tematic effort was made to acknowledge them

or carry the acceptable one into effect with

reasonable promptness. Under this classi

fication come practically all of the progressive

modern business houses, all of which claim

to make their employes feel that suggestions

are welcomed and appreciated, but who

fail to show it.

What actually happened in these cases was

usually that the employes who were taking

an interest in their work actually did submit,

from time to time during the early stages of

the experiment, suggestions of more or less

value, usually more. These suggestions, as

a rule were never acknowledged even by a

memorandum saying that they had been re

ceived. If they were rejected, nothing was

ever heard from them. If they had to be

deferred for action, again nothing was heard.

If they were accepted, they were put into

operation sometime, but usually after long

and unnecessary delays, and without ac

knowledgment of any kind to the person

making the suggestion and, alas, frequently

credited to some other person.

This may seem like an extreme instance,

but it is not. It is being duplicated today

in a thousand progressive business houses,

and yet employers wonder why their em

ployes, after two or three experiences of this

kind, seem to take no interest in their

work other than to put in the required eight

or nine hours and to draw their weekly salary.

It would surprise Jthem to realize what a little
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appreciation will do in stimulating money-

making thought on the part of the office and

iactory forces.

The objections to this latter method of

handling suggestions, and the reasons which

made it unpopular with the employers who

.gave it an honest trial were these: The lack

of an authorized person to whom suggestions

should be made, the chance of loss or of

ignoring of suggestions sent to executives for

criticism; and the amount of time consumed

by acknowledging by memorandum, sug

gestions coming in at irregular intervals,

and in incomplete or inadequate form.

The middle way, and the one which will

probably prove utlimately to be the most suc

cessful handling of the suggestion system is

the contest idea.—to offer at certain intervals

prizes for those who will tell in a suggestion

the thing which they would like to see done

to improve their work. Under these con

siderations each person writes about the

thing which is nearest to him and the thing

which impinges most directly on his work,

and which above all other things affects his

■own efficiency.

There are very few "knocks" which creep

into this kind of communication. The ideas

are, as a rule, exceedingly practical and very

illuminating to the executives, because they

represent the detail side of the business to

which the executive cannot as a rule give very

much time. The fact that a prize is offered

and that definite acknowledgment will be

made of all suggestions leads each one who

makes a suggestion to make it the very best

possible, well thought out and carefully

stated.

This is a marked improvement on the hap

hazard suggestion box into which any trivial

passing comment may be thrown. The work

of those who pass on these suggestions is

focused into a very limited period instead of

being strung out into all the working hours

and days. It takes but comparatively little

time, say once a month, to work over these

suggestions, because of their very practical

and thorough nature.

They are all suitably acknowledged on the

same principle of business courtesy that

makes one answer every letter, even though

it may have nothing whatever to do with the

business in which one is engaged. The sys

tem is elastic; it can be adapted to the use of

each department or it can be made to cover

the entire administration of an institu

tion.

It would seem at first thought that instead

of the contest idea it would be more advis

able to offer increase in salary or position

as a reward for suitable suggestions, and yet

there is a curious turn in human nature

which has made this method prove out in

actual experience to be the least successful.

In school one worked for a prize or

scholarship without giving much thought to

the fact that the ultimate benefit came not

from winning the prize but from acquiring

knowledge.

Tell a sales force: "Make more sales and

you will make more money" and you will

not get the results you want, but tell that

force that the man who exceeds his quota by

ten per cent by the fifteenth of the next

month will get a diamond watch fob, and

every man on the force will break his neck

to send his sales over the mark. When he

gets through, he will realize that he has

made more money, but the thing that got

him working was not the increase in salary

or commissions, it was that diamond fob.

There are individuals to whom this does

not apply, but those individuals will be pro

moted or rewarded because they are genu

inely efficient all the time and because they

will in any case endeavor to improve their

work. So long as human nature is consti

tuted as it is, it will probably always be neces

sary to use some modification of the contest

idea, rather than the more general and, for

the present, impractical plan of making the

reward for suggestions a promotion.

Starting Great Careers

It is a fact of thundering significance that many of the men who have risen to be super

intendents, managers, and proprietors of great stores, began their career by sweeping out

the stores of those very establishments. Ambition is in some sense sacred, the yearning to

advance in the world, is only another form of the possession of excellence. The thirst for

excellence is the "Voice of God in Man."



Let Them Jump on Your Head,

Who Cares?

LAST month in the great Chicago-Illinois football game,,

played at the University of Chicago field, Harold Iddings,

one of the Chicago halfbacks, had a habit of crawling along

the ground after being tackled.

In order to stop these tactics, an Illinois player several times

jumped on Iddings' head with his knees. The Chicago captain

protested to the officials over this action On the part of the Illinois

player, but Iddings' comment was:

"Oh, let him jump on my head; who cares?"

Iddings was not there to keep his head from being jumped on.

He expected it would be jumped on when he crawled along

the ground with the ball, but that made no difference.

He was there to advance the ball—walk with it, run with it,

jump, wriggle, slide, crawl, squirm—but advance.

And advance he would, even though the whole Illinois team

jumped on his head at every play.

You can't beat a man like that. Illinois found that out.

The ability to take hard knocks is absolutely necessary in the

successful football player. A man must be able to stand the ham

mering and get up and go on in spite of it, to be a real hero on

the chalkmarked field.

The same principle is true in selling. The man with pluck

and determination wins out.

A prospective buyer is a thing to be overcome, to be sold,

nothing more.

He is a thing to be pushed about the field and over the goal

line; he is the piece of resistance to bring out your nerve and fight

ing spirit.

Stay with him, outlast him; you will get him some day.

Bump him harder every scrimmage; you will shove him across

the goal line for a touch-down some time.

Let them jump on your head ; who cares ?



About Smith, Whose Name is Jones

LAST month in this department we men

tioned "an advertising man named

Smith, whose name, is not Smith."

His real name is Jones, which, next to Smith,

is the most popular name in the world.

This particular Jones is distinguished from

all the other Joneses at the present time by

being known as "Cosmopolitan" Jones.

(Yes, Mabel, you got it right on the first

guess, he is a representative of the Cosmo

politan magazine, published at 2 Duane

street, New York City.)

Some years ago when the engraving busi

ness was just getting a foothold in Chicago

and Jones was busily engaged in helping said

business gain said foothold, he was known as

Charles Engraving Jones. His middle

initial is "E" and he managed to tie himself

up with his business through adopting this

unusual middle name. This is a fair sample

of his methods. You need not expect any

thing bromidic from Jones; he is a sulphite.

After he had been in the engraving busi

ness for some time be began to realize that

one of two things was true: either he knew

more than the average buyer of advertising,

or he could make the other fellow believe he

did. There was no difference in the results

for him whichever was true, so he started

out to sell advertising ideas. He furnished

plans, got up booklets, copy, etc., and kept at

it for some time with great success.

In those days there was a struggling shoe

store down on Washington street near Clark.

The owners of this store one Easter season

asked Jones to sell out their stock for them.

Here is how he did it: He took a mailing

card and wrote on it the following: "Your

Easter shoes have arrived and are ready for

delivery." These cards were mailed to the

homes of Chicago business men. They sold

the goods.

THE B. It. BOUGHT SHOES

When Mr. Business Man got home in the

evening he was greeted by his wife with

something like the following: "John, there

is a postal here saying that your new Easter

shoes have arrived. I am so glad you ordered

some new shoes. You didn't tell me about

it, so I suppose you meant it for a surprise.

You usually forget to order your shoes for

Easter, and your old ones never look very

good with your new suit." Mr. B. M. got

his shoes first thing next morning.

Having overcome Chicago, Jones spent no

time weeping for new worlds to conquer, but

descended upon New York. His arrival

there did not produce a panic or even a front

page story in the newspapers. Nevertheless

he did business.

He put a couple of printing plants on their

feet; showed them how to do good work and

make good money. Later he began getting

out a little advertising booklet for Life

(meaning the magazine). For cleverness,

suitability to their purpose and results

achieved, these books have never been sur

passed in the magazine field, if in any field

of advertising. Each was a gem, and I have

heard it said (not by Jones) that they were

finally killed by the editors of "Life" who

became jealous over their growing popu

larity, feeling that they were really about to

supplant the publication itself.

He started the little "Everybody's" book

also, and had his share in starting that won

derful publication toward its great success.

He now gets out a little book for Cosmopoli

tan, known as "Cos" which is one of the

best things going in the house organ line.

He has managed the advertising depart

ments of the President Suspender Company

and the H. O. Company, and is one of a

long list of brilliant advertising men who have

tried in vain to convince John H. Patterson,

of the N. C. R. Company, that they know

more about advertising than he thinks he

knows.

"names on request"

Jones is the copyrighted owner of the Big

Four—not the railroad—but the Big Four

in the magazine field, consisting of Cosmo

politan and three others (names upon re

quest).

A long time ago in the standard magazine

field there was a Big One, and then there was

a Big Two, and a little later a Big Three,

but to Jones goes the credit for the latest

combination. He discovered it and he ad

vertised it and he is a doting parent as he has

a right to be. He first made the Big Three

believe in it, which was indeed a wonderful
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performance, and together with the repre

sentatives of the erstwhile Big Three he has

made the public believe in it.

Jones' methods as a magazine representa

tive are different. The average magazine

man rushes into your office and gets off some

thing about like this: "Our circulation is

■641,311, and we are quoting a rate of only

two dollars a line. The third cover page,

which otherwise we have sold for the next

■eleven years, has unexpectedly been left open

for this month and we thought you would

be interested in it. If you are, we will give

you this preferred position and run your copy

in two colors at the price of an inside page.

Come on in, nearly everybody is using it."

Jones, first of all, talks advertising; after

that he talks Cosmopolitan. He is able to

talk advertising in a broad way with any man

who is interested in the subject, no matter

whether he may want to sell wall tacks in one

inch space or food products in double

spreads. He sells space because he inspires

the advertiser with confidence in himself and

his publication.

JONES: TEACHER

Jones, without specially trying to be, is

one of the best teachers now living. He has

more specific knowledge than he can use

about advertising and all of its related

branches, such as printing, engraving, book

making, book binding, etc., than any other

man in the business. He can tell these facts

to others. His talk is always instructive;

he teaches continually.

While he was at the N. C. R. he used to

conduct a little class for half an hour each

evening after work for the benefit of any who

were interested in learning about advertis

ing and its related branches. From that

class alone were graduated a half dozen ad

vertising managers and others who are mak

ing good, partly at least because of the teach

ings of Jones. There is Foote with the

Peerless, Leever with the Burroughs, Schutte

with the N. C. R., Hallowell with Lord and

Thomas, Casey with System, Steele who has

been with the Franklin and Chalmers-De

troit, and the writer—all of whom owe a

great deal to Jones and admit it. There

are many others scattered about the country.

Jones eats advertising, sleeps it, lives it.

He concentrates; he is a specialist. Note

that when he was in the engraving business

he was known as "Charles Engraver;" when

he was at the N. C. R. he was "Cash" Jones;

now he is "Cosmopolitan" Jones. If he

were in the printing business he would be

known as "Printer" Jones. Splendid faculty

—that of being able to live your business—

to belong entirely to it.

Most of the younger men who have worked

under him refer to him as "Chief" Jones—

and they mean it.

Jones is a big man because he gives so

much. The more you give away the bigger

you are.

THERE are still a great many false be

liefs held in this world. One of the

silliest of all is that theory is not a good

thing of itself; that a man who is known as

a theorizer is for that very fact not a practi

cal man, and hence not a safe one to trust in

business affairs.

A theory is merely an idea, nothing more.

Every time you think out ideas you

theorize. Everything has its beginning in

thought. The greatest thinkers are the

greatest theorizers.

If some men had not been blessed with

an unusual faculty for theorizing construc

tive thinking, which is imagining, the world

would yet be in the dark ages. If man was

not given to theories we should not now be

enjoying the use of steamboats, typewriters,

railroad trains, telephones, telegraph, steam

heat, talking machines, and all the other

wonders that make this age superior to any

that has preceded it.

A man does not have to be what the world

calls "practical" in order to accomplish

great material things for the world.

Eli Whitney, who made the first cotton gin,

was a graduate of Yale, a lawyer, who was

never engaged in any kind of "practical"

work. He was a theorizer.

Aloys Senefelder, the man who discovered

the art of lithography, was an actor and a

literary man.

Percussion arms were the invention of a

preacher named Forsyth.

Edmund Cartwright, who built the first

weaving loom, was a clergyman of poetical

tastes, the author of "Armine and Elvira"

and "The Prince of Peace."

Robert Fulton, who first demonstrated the

practical use of steam for driving ships, was

a miniature painter.
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S. F. B. Morse, who discovered the tele

graph, also was a painter. After graduating

from Yale he had studied in Europe and had

had one painting accepted by the Academy

before he became converted to his Great Idea.

None of these men was what the world

would call "practical." They were theo-

rizers. More than that even, they were

dreamers—just plain dreamers. And yet

they are responsible for some of the greatest

practical inventions that bless mankind.

Cultivate the positive of imagination; do

a little dreaming occasionally. It is in his

creative faculty—his imagining power—that

man approaches nearest to Divinity.

Get a few pictures in your mind of what

you would like to do, of what you think you

can do. Don't you suppose that Marshall

Field had in his mind the picture of the

world's greatest store long before it took

form ? Don't you suppose he dreamed about

it by day and by night ? It was theory, was

that store, for a long, long time.

Every great business man is a great

dreamer. Do you think you can sell the

next man you are going to see? That is a

theory; can you demonstrate it? Do you

want to be the best salesman in your line?

Do you believe you can be? That is a

theory too.

This much is absolutely certain: unless you

have this theory the fact will never come to

pass.

Imagine a few things; dream a little;

theorize; think!

DID you ever hear of a Key Number?

Do you know what it is ? A key num

ber is a special address put on an ad

vertisement for the benefit of you, the ad

vertiser, and the publication. Advertisers

like to know whicji publications are doing

the most good for them and good publica

tions like to have the advertisers know this.

You can help the advertiser and the pub

lication you read by always answering ad

vertisements, when you do answer them,

exactly according to the address given.

Here is an instance of a special key num

ber: The Sheldon School puts an adver

tisement in the_ Saturday Evening Post with

the address 1012 Republic Building. No

other advertisement will carry this address.

All the replies coming in addressed to 1012

Republic Building will then be credited to

the Saturday Evening Post. The same

scheme will hold good for all other publica

tions.

There are many other ways of putting key

numbers on advertisements. You can use

some special street number, through having

an understanding with the postoffice, or you

can use departments, or if you are using a

coupon you can have a little different ar

rangement of the words on the coupons.

There are many other ways.

It is to your interest, no less than to that

of the advertiser and the publication, to use

the address given in the advertisement. You

thus help to get justice done all around.

Speaking of magazines, have you ever

stopped to think what a great co-operative

scheme a magazine represents?

You buy a magazine primarily because of

the editorial matter which it contains, but

because you and thousands of other persons

are willing to buy this magazine, the pub

lishers are able to sell great quantities of

white space to be used for advertising pur

poses. In this way you help the publisher

to serve you and the other subscribers in a

way quite distinct from the editorial pages,

but a way none the less desirable.

Have you ever thought how much it is to

your advantage to have laid upon your librarv

table each month the announcements of thc-

leading business concerns of the country

which are anxious to furnish you with things

you need and can use. Glance through the

advertising pages of any good magazine,

notice the new things there presented to you

month after month—things that you need,

things that you want, things that will help

you live a better, a more comfortable, a more

satisfying life.

Your library table has become the market

place of the world.

By the light of yout own study lamp you

can learn what all other men are making

that is of possible service to you.

You can leam that shoes are now being

made in quarter sizes; you are told of the

latest books; you can locate a school for your

bo) ; you get suggestions for travel; places to

spend your vacation; you are shown the latest

cut of clothing; given a list of the laten

phonographic records; told about a new in

surance policy which will enable you to leave

your wife a regular income for life; you are

offered sound investments for your money;
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you are given suggestions as to how you can

beautify your home; see the latest models in

automobiles; you are shown all sorts of labor

saving devices and you learn that even

though you live far in the country you can

have a system of water supply for your house

and all the other conveniences that hereto

fore have been considered "city advantages. "

Everything that is new and good is ad

vertised and it is placed before you because

many thousands of people are willing to enter

into a big co-opeiative scheme. A great

many thousands have to buy the niagazine

before the publishers can sell spare, and a

great many advertisers must buy space be

fore the publishers can give you the kind of

a niagazine you want.

The good magazines are good because they

carry lots of advertising, no less than because

they carry lots of reading matter that you

like to read.

A MAN is always so much more than his

words, as we feel every day of our lives;

what he says has its momentum in

finitely multiplied, or reduced to nullity by

the impression that the hearer for good rea

sons or bad happens to have formed of the

spiiit and moral size of the speaker."

The above quotation, taken from John

Morley's wonderful biographical critique on

Voltaire, is a scholarly definition of salesman

ship. Reduced to a simple sentence he is

saying: "Personality—character—is what

really counts."

"A man is always so much more than his

words." Ah yes, indeed he is. It is the

something back of the words that really

carries weight. There is something impres

sive about even the simplest acts and expres

sions of those persons who have acquired

strong character. On the other hand,

nothing that the weakling can say or do

carries any evidence of force.

You can take two men, much alike in out

ward appearance, and teach them the very

same words about a thing that is to be sold,

and send them forth along the highways of

trade. Using those words one man will sell

much, the other little; goods the same, words

the same, customers similar; one man sells,

one fails.

Where is the difference? It can be only

in the man. The momentum of one, is " in

finitely multiplied—by the impression that

the hearer happens to have formed of the

spirit and moral size of the speaker," while

the other finds what he says "reduced to

nullity" through his inability to give an

impression of "spirit and moral size."

Words are little of themselves; they are

only instruments of expression that gain per

suasive and convicting power only through

the soul which sends them forth and stands

behind them. Do we expect to find virtue

in mere sound, or reason in a bass

drum?

Sheldon summed it all up when he said:

"Make the man right and his work will take

care of itself."

There are two ways of making yourself stand out from the crowd: One is by having

a job so big you can go home before the bell rings if you want to; the other is by finding

so much to do that you must stay after the others have gone. The one who enjoys the

former once took advantage of the latter.—Ford.

I swear the earth shall surely be complete to him or her who shall be complete!

I swear the earth remains jagged and broken only to him or her who remains jagged

and broken!—Walt Whitman.

Great men and little have the same accidents, the same temptations, the same passions;

but one is on the felloe of the wheel and the other near the axle, and so less agitated by the

same revolution.—Pascal.



From Other Philosophers

The Kek to Real Success.—A prime

qualification for success in any art, trade or

profession is the love of it, though love alone

will by no means bring success in it. The

love must be reciprocal; that is, the vocation

must desire its follower, for reasons which

there is no finding out, and which must re

main as much a mystery to him as to any of

liis witnesses. "She was love-worthy," says

Heine, in treating of a more passional case,
■"and he loved her; but he was not love

worthy, and she loved him not." The fond

youth, university-bred or self-made, may

bave ever so great a desire for journalism,

"but journalism will have no desire for him

unless he has the peculiar charm for it which

commands affection in all cases. He can

only prove the fact by trying, and by longing

to try with a longing that excludes the hope

of every other reward beside the favor of the

art he wishes to espouse. Riches, fame,

power may be in the event, but they are not

to be in the quest. The wish to succeed in

it for its own sake must be his first motive,

and the sense of success in it must be his first

reward; those other things must be left to

add themselves, without his striving for them.

So far as he strives for them they will alloy

and dilute his journalistic success.

—W. D. HoweUs, in Harper's Magazine.

Life can be Made Comfortable.—I am

convinced that there is excellent reason to

believe that life can be greatly prolonged in

comfort, that disease can, in great measure,

be prevented, that the sick can be cured,

the weak strengthened, the vacillating fixed,

the unhappy filled with joy, poverty over

come, vicious tendencies corrected and earth

made a veritable paradise under the impulse

of right mental conditions. But this cannot

all be done in a day. It comes only as a

result of an educational process. The mind,

and particularly the subconscious mind

which has control of the organic functions,

cannot be lifted out of old thought-channels

and made to run steadily in new ones in a

day, a week, a month or a year. The task

can be accomplished, but only at the ex

pense of much time, patience, resolution,

courage and faith. It will be done with de

creasing difficulty by a few succeeding gen

erations. Let us hope that the time will

come when posterity shall reap freely the

harvest now only in its seed-time.

—Sheldon Leavitt, M. D.

Power of Mind Over Body.—If we be

lieve that the mind is simply a finer part of

the body, and that the mind acts upon the

body, in the same way the body must act

upon the mind. If the body is sick, the mind

becomes sick also. If the body is healthy,

the mind remains healthy and strong.

When one is angry, the mind becomes dis

turbed; at the same time, when the mind is

disturbed, the body also becomes disturbed.

With the majority of mankind, the mind is

entirely under the control of the body; the

mind is very little developed. The vast mass

of humanity, if you will kindly excuse me, is

very little removed from the animals. To

bring the control about, we must take cer

tain physical helps, and, when the body is

sufficiently controlled, we can attempt the

manipulation of the mind. By manipulation

of the mind we shall then be able to bring it

(as well as the body) under our control,

make it work as we like, and compel it to

concentrate its powers as we desire.

—Vivekananda.

The Booster.—Wake up and get up, and

then put up or shut up. Get poise and

balance before you begin your day's work.

Begin work at 8:00 a. m. sharp and work

eight hours a day, six days a week. Say

many cheerful words before you leave the

house and then begin to boost. Boost your

self; boost your business; boost your em

ployer's business; boost all crops; and boost

our dear old state of Mississippi, as the sun

has never shown on a better state; and don't

sling mud at your competitors for there's

room for all. Don't be a knocker but be a

booster. Don't wait; take the step; others

will follow. Don't crawl but walk erect.

Don't knock, there are enough wood-peck

ers already. Don't expose your meanness;

thank God if it isn't found out. Don't tell

your troubles for they will disappear if left

alone. Don't spend your money and expect

to prosper. Don't knock but get in the

band wagon and boost.—G. T. Wilson.



A Personal Message from Sheldon

MANY of my good friends are writing

me asking me how they can best serve

the great cause of business building to which

I am devoting my life. They tell me how

much they have been benefited by the in

structions I have given them . Hundreds tell

me how the Business Philosopher has

put new life into them, arousing their sleep

ing ambition and energy. I wish I could

tell you all how glad I am to receive such

letters. Although I am a very, very busy

man I always have time to at least say

"Thank You" to friends of that kind.

But to those friends I have a very special

message this month. It is a call for their

help. I need them. I need them greatly.

I want every friend I have to help spread

the philosophy of man building and business

building. I want to reach millions. But I

cannot reach millions unless I have the help

of thousands.

The Business Philosopher is growing

—it is bigger and better today than it ever

was before. But it has just started to grow.

Its circulation is increasing at the rate of

nearly 1,000 a month. But that increase is

not as great as it ought to be. The folks

who believe in me, and in what my work

stands for, can do more good by persuading

their acquaintances to become regular read

ers of my magazine, than in any other way.

I am not offering a cent of pay. I offer

you no commission. All I offer you is a

chance to do good work for the great cause

of man-building and business ethics. All I

can do for you is to ask you to assist in a

movement which I firmly believe is destined

to change for the better the entire educa

tional system. And this means that there

will also come a change in the economic,

sociological and political system, not of this

country alone, but of the world.

It is true that in my time all this will not

take place. But I am good for many, many

years yet, and my whole life shall be dedi

cated to the task of perfecting an organiza

tion which will do the work I desire it to

do long after I have graduated into the Great

Beyond.

I shall have more to say upon this ideal of

mine during the winter. I, myself, am just

beginning to see it in perspective and realize

its true greatness. Yes, Sheldon is growing'

—he is growing bigger and I hope better

everyday, and the reason is because so many

thousands insist upon treating him, not sa

much for what he is, but for what he aspires-

to be.

You will understand the feeling I have in

my heart when I ask you to work for this-

cause of man- and business-building, and I

am sure that during the months to come I

shall have many letters which will run some

thing like this: "Here is a check for ten

dollars. Please enter the names of the fol

lowing friends of mine on your subscription

list."

And all I'll say will be "Thank you," but

I shall mean it when I say thank you.

A. F. Sheldon.

* * *

There are some new advertisements in

this issue that should prove of special in

terest to those good folks who desire bboks-

for Christmas. Never before did we have

such an assortment. Just send along the

proper remittance and the books you want

will go forward to you by the next mail.

* * *

Need we advance any new arguments why

you should send us Ten Dollars today and

become a Life Subscriber ?

* * *

Of course you know we are always glad

to tell you anything you may desire to know

about the Sheldon institutions. Don't hesi

tate to ask for any information which you

think may be helpful lo you. We are always

glad to serve.

* * *

When you have any special messages to

readers of The Business Philosopher

remember that the easiest way is to send

them through the advertising pages of this

magazine. You might write for our rate card.

* * *

We are ready to accept orders for all of

the Allen books. We have just published

new editions of "From Poverty to Power."

"All These Things Added," and "Byways,

of Blessedness." These three books are uni

formly bound in green, gilt letters and gold

top. The three make a fine Christmas gift.

Send along Three Dollars with your order.
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THE MOSHER BOOKS

FALL ANNOUNCEMENT

The Old World Series The Lyric Garland

Bound in the following styles:

Japan vellum, flexible, turned down fore-edges,
$1-00 net.

Old-style blue paper boards, white back and
label, (1.15 net.

Flexible leather, smooth, dark olive, gilt tops,
Si .50 net.

Japan vellum edition (numbered copies only),

$2.50 net.
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Liber Amoris; ok the New Pygmalion

By William HatliU.

With an Introduction by William Marion Reedy

XLVII

Sonnets of the Wingless Hours

By Eugene Lee-Hamilton

XLVIII

The Pearl: An English Vision-Poem

of the Fourteenth Century.

A Complete version in Modem Verse by Marian
Mead.

The Ideal Series

Printed on hand-made paper, price 50c. net.
Japan vellum edition, price, $1.00 net.

IX

Ann: a Memory, By Thomas DeQuincy

x

Three Legends of the Christ Child,

By Fiona Macloed.

The Vest Pocket Series

Blue paper wrapper, 35 cents. Limp cloth,

40 cents. Flexible leather, gilt top, 75 cents.

XV

A Little Book of Nature Thoughts

from Fiona Macleod.

Selected by Mrs. William Sharp and Roselle
Lathrop Shields.

XVI

Toward Humanity: Selections from the

Writings of Robert G. Ingersoll.

Edited by Anne Montgomerie Traubel.

Hand-made paper edition, 50 cents net per
volume.

Japan vellum edition, Si 00 net per volume.

XIII

Echoes of Life and Death: xlvh

Lyrics. By William Ernest Henley.

XIV

xxi Poems Written by Lionel

Johnson.

Selected by William Butler Yeates.

Miscellaneous

AND xlii

I. The Hound of Heaven. By Francis

Thompson.

n. Ode on Intimations of Immortal

ity. By William Wordsworth.

These two volumes are issued in uniform style.
935 copies on hand made paper, blue wrappers,

40 cents net.
200 copies on hand-made paper, marbled paper

boards, 60 cents net.
100 copies on Japan vellum, decorated wrappers

Si .00 net.

XL

The Hound of Heaven and other

Poems. By Francis Thompson.

so numbered copies only on Japan vellum,
of which 40 are for sale Prijc, S3.00 net.

XLI

The Time of Roses. By John Vance

Cheney.

An original Series of Sonnets with lyrics
interspersed.

000 copies, square i6mo, on hand-made paper,
75 cents net.

50 copies on Japan vellum, at Si . 50 net.

XLIII

The Poetical Works of Oscar Wilde

Including Poems in Prose with a Bibliograph
ical Index, Portrait and Facsimiles.

750 copies, quarto, printed on hand-made
Kper, bound in old-style, ribbed-back

ards, with die stamped in gold from an
originial design by the author Price $4 net.

Also 35 numbered copies on Japan vellum, at
SS.00 net.

My new Catalogue for 1908 will be ready

Nov. 1, and is sent free on request.

THOMAS B. MOSHER, Portland, Maine
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TALES of the ROAD

^TT As we have often said before, here is a

%JL^ book that every man who sells things

should have handy by. It is a book to

be read by Business Men—by men who are try

ing hard to become scientific Business Builders.

One or two of Crewdson's ideas are worth a

heap more than One Dollar we ask you to send

for the whole book. It's your move, old man.

Send One Dollar today to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

Letters of Appreciation

1FEEL it both a pleasure and a duty to tell you of the great comfort and

moral uplift that has come to me through your "preachments" in The

Business Philosopher, and through the books which I have had from you.

I have passed them on to my son who is now coming into manhood and have every

faith in his being equally benefited.

Man-Building is to me such a wonderful problem; one fraught with such great

possibilities for good or evil according as the moral fiber and will has been

developed or neglected during the formative period of life.

Closely allied with the precept and example of parents and instructors, whether

for good or evil, is the influence wrought upon the minds of boys and girls by

what they read; in fact, I am so strongly impressed with the influence of the

latter, that I have even been more careful of my boy's books than I have of his

companions.

You can well imagine then what a lively and pleasurable interest I have taken

in AREA philosophy which has come to me through the columns of The Business

Philosopher, and while I have had my faith renewed and my courage strengthened,

yet my greatest appreciation comes in the knowledge that my boy is just as keenly

interested, is just as quick to sense the beauty and truth of each chapter as I am.

W. A. WATTS,

Mgr., The Modes-Turner Glass Co.,
After you read this send Ten „. . . . _ . ...
Dollars and become a lifer. I°0 W. Main St., Louisville, Ky.
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An Army of Words For You

Words are to the scientific salesman what soldiers are to the

general of the Japanese army.

The Scientific Salesman not only is in command of a great army

of words, but his army is made up of words that render the greatest

service with the least expenditure of effort.

Why not strengthen your army by studying

"Ten Thousand Words,

How to Pronounce Them"

Here is a book that will be sent to you postpaid just as soon as

you bless your order with One Dollar and send it to the

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

Li ber t y ville, ..... Illinois

Wear a Sheldon Button

OF COURSE you are a business builder. But why not proudly proclaim

your membership in the great, progressive, boosting, active, live, stienu-

ous, man-building association of Sheldon men and women. If you are

a graduate of the Sheldon School, Sheldon has helped you make more money

—has helped you become a stronger, more efficient producei. Why not become

a loval alumnus—one who helps his alma mater by telling others what she did

for him?

Here is a beautiful blue and gold lapel ornament that will enable you to

proudly proclaim vour kinship. It will introduce you to other Live Ones. It

will put you in touch with the thousands of Sheldon men and women who may

be met every day on the streets, in the stores, on the trains—everywhere.

FOR BUSINESS SCIENCE CLUBS

This button contains the letters B. S. C ( Business Science Club ) and

A. R. E. A.—standing for Ability, Reliability, Endurance, and Action —

the four essential elements for success.

Certainly here is an ideal Christmas present for a Sheldon man or

woman or boy or girl. Why not send One Dollar today for one ?

You can have the dollar back if the button is not beautiful enough

to wear with your Sunday Suit.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libe'rtyville, Illinois
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Seekers of Smiles and Sense

Ye who would smile and know something of the sweet

ness of life as it is seen by a man who thinks the Golden

Rule is a pretty fair thing to do one's daily work by, and

who have sensed that those who cannot laugh are dying

at the top, ought to read "EVERYMAN."

There may be a more beautiful little pocket magazine

published somewhere in the world, but we do not know

where. You can have this little messenger of sunshine—

sent out by Luke North from California—and

The Business Philosopher

by sending along One Dollar Fifty to

THE SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LlBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS

BUILD UP YOUR BOY'S CHARACTER

CONSTRUCTIVENESS and initiative are the qualities most necessary to success in

life, and therefore they should be the basis of all school training. Merely talking

to boys in the class-room or reading books with them places them too much in a

receptive state of mind, which results in nothing but memory training.

At Interlaken classes are taught in the morning hours and the boys themselves work

out the problems of mathematics, physics and chemistry, building their own apparatus,

as requited, under the guidance of their teachers, who help merely as older comrades.

The groups are small, numbering from five lo twelve, and each member shares in the work.

German, French and Spanish are taught, by constant practice in the use of the lan

guage, with the aim of giving a reading, writing and speaking knowledge. For geog

raphy, the boys make excursions into the surrounding country to study the formation

of the valleys and hill=. They construct clay models of the country and make maps. The

afternoon is spent on the farm, in the workshop or in the garden. The boys make chairs,

tables, bookcases, copper bowls and lamp for themselves. The fences, barns, bee-houses

and bridges needed on the estate are designed and built by the boys. Books are bound

and in the Art Department we strive to decorate and make beautiful our rooms, the

common halls and the things we use in our daily life. Excursions are made to factories,

neighboring cities and into the open country, afoot, by wheel, wagon, or sleigh in winter.

We camp out in tents for the night and cook our own meals by the roadside.

Ever)' evening at the school the family gathering brings us all to the hearth to sing

and play, or to listen while some one recites poetrv or reads a good book.

We believe that life is good, and this is the secret of the school. Our boys, as they

grow into manhood, will take out the thoughts and ideals that the school inspires into

the larger life. They should be men of character, capable and willing to do their full

share of life's work. Ask for the year book. The Interlaken School Teaches Boys to Live.

THE INTERLAKEN SCHOOL, La Porte, Indiana
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Here is a complete list of the great "What is Worth

While Series." The price is Thirty-five Cents a volume

Abraham Lincoln
After College, What
An Iron Wul
Art and Optimism
Best Life
Blessed are the Cross-Bearers
Blessing of Cheerfulness
Books in Their Seasons
Books That Nourish Us
By the Still Waters
Cardinal V irtues
Celestial Railroad
Challenge of the Spirit
Character Building Thought
Power

[Character the Grandest Thing
■ in the World

Cheerfulness as a Life Power
Children's Wing
Christ-Filled LBe
Christian Ideal
Christmas Making
City Without a Church
Conditions of Success in Public

Life
ConflictingDuties
Culture and Reform
Daily Maxims from Amiel'a

Journal
Does God Comfort
Don't Worry
Do We Believe It
Drink Problem
Economy
Everlasting Arms
Every Living Creature
Expectation Comer
Expulsive Power of a New

Affection
Face of the Master
Faith and Life
Family Manners
Friendly Counsels
Fruit of the Vine
Gentle Heart
Girls: Faults and Ideals
Giving What We Have
Glimpses of The Heavenly

light.
Glory of the Imperfect
Golden Rule in Business
Good Manners and Success
Greatest Thing Ever Known

Greatness of Patience
Happy Life
Heavenly Recognition
Heresy of Parson Medlicott
Hour of Opportunity
How ? When ? Where ?
How Mr. Rhodda Broke the
SpeU

How to be Self-supporting at
College

Ideal Motherhood
Ideals in the Education of
Women

If I Were a College Student
If I Were God
Immense
In Perfect Peace
Is Life Worth Living?
I. Cole
Jessica's First Prayer
Jim and His Soul
King of the Golden River
Laddie
Light Ho, Sir I
Light in Dark Places
Lost Art of Reading
Love and Friendship
Loving My Neighbor

Luxury and Sacrifice
Marriage Altar
Mary of Bethany
Master and Man
Meaning and Value of Poetry
Meditations of Joseph Roux
Miriam
Miss Toosey's Mission
Model Prayer
Modern Man and Maid
Move Upward
Old Man Savarin
Paths of Duty
Personal

Whittier
Personality of God
Poetry of the Psalms
Poets Vision of Man
Polly Button's New Year
Power of Personality
Practical or Ideal
Problem of Duty
Program of Christianity
Questions of Empire
Rational Education for Girls

Religion in Common Life
Sailor Apostle
Salvation from Sin
Secret of Gladness
Secrets of Happy Home Life
Self-Cultivation in English
Self-Culture
Self Made Man in American

Life
Ships and Havens
Soul's Quest after God
Spiritual Lesson from the

Brownings
Standeth God Within the

Shadow
Stillness and Service
Straight Shots at Young Men
Study of English Literature
Summer Gathering
Supernatural
Sweetness and Light
Take Heart Again
Talks About a Fine Art
Tell Jesus
Tin Kitchen
To Whom Much is Given
Transfigured Life
The Battle of Life

The Good Old Way
The Happy Life
Trend of the Century
True Womanhood
Two Pilgrims
Under the Old Elms
Unto the Hills
Victory of Esry Gardner
Victory of our Faith
War and Civilization
Ways of Well Doing
What a Carpenter Did With
His Bible

What Good Does Wishing Do
What is Worth While
What Men Live By
When Thou Hast Shut Thy

Door
Wherefore Didst Thou Doubt
Wherefore, O God
Where Love Is, There God Is

Also
Why go to College
William McKinley

Young Men: Faults and Ideals

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Libertyville, 111.
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Will you

accept this

Business

Book

if we

send it

free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no

money I Take no risk!

One hundred and twelve of the world's master

business men have written ten books—2,193 pages

—1,497 vital business secrets. In them is the best

of all that they have been able to squeeze from their

own costly experience about

—Purrhaains;
—Credits
- Collections
—Accounting

—Time-Keeping
—Cobt-Keeping:

—Advertising
—Correspond ence
—Salesmanship

Ret ailing
Wd olesaTlnir
ManuCact urtng-

—Insurance
—Real Estate
-Public Utilities

--Organization
- -Systematizing"

P.-isltton-Ge ttingr
P .ultlon-Holdlng-
—Man- Handling:
—Man-Training-
—BuBlness-General-

ship
—Competition Fight
ing1 and hundreds and
hundreds of other vi
tal business subjects.

A 9.059 word booklet has been published describing-, ex
plaining*, picturing the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about
managing businesses great and small: pages * and 6 deal
with credits, collections and with rock-boctom purchasing:
pages 0 and 7 with handling and training men; pages 7 to
IS with salesmanship, with advertising, with the market-
ng of goods through salesmen, dealers and by mall; pages
::to 16 with the great problem of securing the highest

market price for your services—no matter what your line;
and the last page tells how you may get a complete set—
bound In handsome half morocco, contents in colors—for
less than your dally smoke or shave, almost as little as
your daily newspaper.

Will you read the book if we send it freet
Send no money. Simply sign the coupon

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicago

If there arc, in your books, any new ways to increase
my business or my salary, I should like to know them.
So send on your z6-page free, descriptive booklet.

101 read it.
B. P. l

Name_

Address

Position.

Don't Read at Random

Read This Course :

Foundations of Modern Europe,
by Emil Reich, Hungarian Author $1.50

Seen in Germany, by Ray Standard Baker a.00

Studies in European Literature,

prepared for the course. x.50

Man and the Earth, by Prof. N. S. Shaler,
Geology, Harvard 1.50

Chautauqoan Magazine (Monthly—UIus-

trated)—Containing "The Friendship of
Nations: International Peace or War?";
" A Reading Journey in Holland";
"Dutch Art and Artists," etc 2.00

Total 8.50

All four books and the Mtgizlnt to ono address. .16.00

"EASY FOR ANYBODY,

WORTH WHILE FOR EVERYBODY."

Address,

CHAUTAUQUA INSTITUTION,

Chautauqua, New York

SYSTEM BRINGS RESULTS

Thoughts for Business Men

By James Allen

If thou wouldst right the world,

And banish all its evils and its

Make its wild places bloom,

And its drear deserts blossom as the

Then right thyself.

The teaching of Jesus brings men back to

the simple truth that righteousness, or right

doing, is entirely a matter of individual con

duct, and not a mystical something apart

from man's thoughts and deeds.

There is no practice more degrading,

debasing, and soul-destroying than that of

self-pity. Cast it from you. While such a

canker is feeding upon your heart you can

never expect to grow into a fuller life.

Difficulties do not spring into existence

arbitrarily and accidentally, they have their

causes, and are called forth by the law of

evolution itself, by the growing necessities

of the man's being. Herein resides their

blessedness.
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guaranteed, for securing only four orders

a day for Van Norden Magazine.

Anyone of ordinary intelligence and perse

verance can easily earn that much and

more.

We want a bright, wide-awake young

man or woman to represent us in every

community where we are not now actively

represented. Securing new and renewal

subscriptions for a high grade publication

like Van Norden Magazine is one of

the most profitable sources of income

imaginable.

Some energetic workers earn the above

amount in their spare time—full time

workers earn much more. We furnish

equipment and show you how to start.

People are beginning to select their

magazines now for the coming year,

so now is the time for you to v

Bus. Phil.

Van Nohbkk
Magazine

B4 stone St.
New York. N. Y.

 

begin. ^VoX Gentlemen,
° " ** Please pend me in

Btrucllons una equip-• .v f^S" Boent for taking- Van

Apply at once, using the <^£> .K'l^'SoJ'

- , .^T> tton I wtl1 return supplk*attached COUDOn. promptly and It is understooddlia^ncu v.vw^wx*. T £iU beunder no further obll-

Ifations to you.

Name

Street or Box No

Town

State D»te
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Salesman !

Calls.

Sales.

20

DOES the volume of business you

turn in warrant an increase in

your salary? Are you able to

round up orders proportionate to your

efforts and energy ? Are you satis

fied with your total sales ?

Maybe you are pounding away

along the wrong lines. Perhaps your

energy is a little misdirected. Maybe

you lack just that mite of "know

now" to turn your "almost sales"

into actual sales. Why not get lOO^fc

efficiency out of the energy you are

putting into your work ?

You can do it by training yourself

to work along scientific lines. A

knowledge of the fundamentals of

scientific salesmanship will show you

how to take advantage of your lost

motion—

ourself together to

w to read char-

How to _

close up sal

a^ter—

How to size up a situation—

How to apply the sledge hammer

blows of business logic at that vital

moment when the blows will tell—

How to develop and strengthen

your personality, that lode-stone of

the successful salesman which

attracts orders and increases the

volume of his business without in

creasing the effort and struggle to

get it.

No matter what line you are in, the Sheldon Course will increase your

ability to sell goods, and increase your own earnings.

The Sheldon School

was founded by A. F. Sheldon, one of the imst successful salesmen of this

age, who, from his own keen observation and experience formulated and

organized the principles of salesmanship into a science. He has put all this

in lesson form known as the Sheldon Course of Scientific Salesmanship.

The principles of salesmanship remain, forever unalterable, just as the

foundation principles of any other science.

32.000 men have been benefited by the train
ing the Sheldon Course has given them. It is
not likely that you would prove an exception

to the rule.

Salesmanship is the Best

Paid of all Professions

and the Sheldon Course is the only formulation
of the science of this great profession. It is

1The Sheldon School,

1119 Republic Bldg., Chicago.

Send me rnur Free Book on Salesmanship I
outlining the work of the Sheldon School. ■

Name ■ ■ .

A ddrcss ■

V

Totvn

Business Position.

taught by correspondence and may be studied
by yua at spare moments.

Apply it as you go.

Make it your own and when you have finish
ed you will surprise yourself by the additional
efficiency, strength, skill, personality and
ability you will show in your work.

The Sheldon Book

Tells How—

We want to send vou the Sheldon Book which
puts the whole proposition before you in a
most interesiing way. U^g the coupon if you
like, or write us, only do not neglect this one
opportunity as it will not hind or obligate you
in any way. Send for the Sheldon Book to-day.

The Sheldon School,

1119 Republic Bldg., Chicago
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To the Man

With Something

Worth Selling >

Salesmanship adds value to merchandise.

A good salesman puts his time and thought and energy

on impressing the buyer with what the goods he sells him

will do for him, rather than trying to make his house meet

the other fellow's price.

We claim to be good salesmen, using newspaper, maga

zine, street car and bill board space when we can save our

customers money or increase the efficiency of their sales

work without adding to its cost.

If you become one of our customers you will buy no

space until all of us—your people and ours—are convinced

that your selling plans have been worked out so that you

can fully realize on your investment.

We try to make our employes feel that they are "sales

men" in the fullest sense of the word.

We are continually impressing upon them the necessity

of first selling us their survices with as little supervision as

possible in order to be most valuable to themselves and us.

We persist in telling them that every time they please

a customer they are performing the function of a salesman

in making and maintaining a favorable impression.

Wouldn't you like an organization such as we have built

up working with you in the solution of your sales problems?

 

Let us put your name on our mailing

list to receive monthly 44The Mahin

Messenger."

Telephone Lone Distance Central 7045 or address

Mahin Advertising Company

John Lee Mahin, President

819 American Trust Bldg., Chicago

J
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The

Human

Mould

is the old "Har
ness Lift," the
standby of
every profes
sional strong
man for the
last 50 years.
It is made
scientific and
therefore safe

and sure. Reasonable price. Si 0.00. tem
porarily reduced to $5.00. When ordering
state height, weight, hips and waist meas
ure. Builds the body strong against

disease.

Stomach Ease

Dr. Julian P. Thomas Discovery

is a natural combination of raw, vital
herbs, fruit and protoplasm. It is not a
dead chemical mixture, contains no medi
cine or other poison. The herbs cleanse
and purify the stomach and bowels of gas,
add, catarrhal and other matter. The
fruit acts on the liver, spleen and kidneys.
The protoplasm feeds the nerves and en
riches the blood. This preparation is
designed especially to help digest large
quantities of milk and other food. It
made my patients improve so fast and
feel so much better, that I named it

STOMACH EASE

The price per box is f1.00, but to intro
duce it I will sell it for 50c. per box dur
ing the next 30 days. One box contains
sufficient for ten days. Full directions

with every box.
The Julian P. Thomas, M. D., Co.,

Room a, 52a West 37th St., N. Y.

DR. THOMAS'

Cooked Wheat Bread
 

SPECIAL OFFER. Send 25c, the
regul ar re tail price , for one package .
This unusual offer is made to'introduce
the new process bread,- and prove its
superiority over all over 1 health foods.
Write at once, as this offer may not appear

again.

THE NEW ATHLETE

A PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL WONDER

All readers of this magazine'know that I amVvery strong man physi

cally. Naturally they know I trained well to recover from chronic

ailments and to establish my records. You also know that by follow

ing my advice thousands of others have been wonderfully*heIped. See

my books.

You would think I should be satisfied, but I am not and never will

be until I have become a SPIRITUAL ATHLETE, or in other words

more GODLIKE. As I trained my body to become physically strong,

so I am now training spiritually. Of course, I have thought of these

things for years, but I have only been systematically training for about

a month. So far results are fine. Here are some of my spiritual exer

cises. You may try them and if they do not benefit you, it is because I

your time for spiritual development has not yet come.

SPIRITUAL EXERCISE —Try and realize you were created in

God's image and now possess God's qualities in a more or less degree

and that by cultivating these more or less dormant qualities, they will

develop and bear fruit, some 10, some 100 and some a thousand fold.

Say to yourself many times a day: God is wise (not foolish); God is

powerful (not weak); God is good (not bad); God is confident (not

fearful); God is serene (not excitable); God is contented (not envious);

God is harmonious (not discordant); God is vital (not inert); God is

eternal (not here for a day), and then try and realize that the qualities,

Wise, Powerful, Good, Confident, Serene, Content, Harmony, Vital

and Eternal in you, actually represent God, and that you have a stand

ard whereby you can judge yourself and others, ascertaining thereby 1

whether they be small or great. You can note your progress day by
day, but I advise against harsh judgment, either of yourself or others.
You, as well as I, know that you should get your physical body in as
good condition as possible before you can expect to cultivate the above
qualities. To be anywhere near the desired condition, you must culti
vate all of the above qualities, having them in your head, heart, stomach,
liver and blood, in fact, in every cell of your organism.

I am now writing books on Human "Cell Life" and "Spiritual
Development." Think it over and let me hear if you think I can help
you. You can read with great interest and profit, my books, " Maf-
assimilation and Its Complications," and " The Advantages of Raw
Food." My pamphlet "Raw Food and Vibratory Exercises." is sent
free of charge to anyone desiring it. I am now forming a Vital Cul
ture Club, the purpose of which will be the development of each

member, financially, physically, mentally and spiritually.

BUYER'S DEPARTMENT.—I have received so many requests
from my correspondents to buy articles for them that I have found it
necessary to establish a "Buyer's Department." If you want anything,
no matter what, write, enclosing stamp to "Dr. Thomas' Buyer's De
partment" and they will procure it for you at the lowest possible

obtainable price for the next month.

DIAGNOSIS BEFORE DEATH. FREE.—There was a time in
all incurable cases when they could have been easily cured, but the
cases were not properly diagnosed. The fact is, most cases are
diagnosed after death. Charge being made for same. Nowadays, a
man who does not know his physical condition is a back number. I
diagnose cases before death free. Test my ability.

VITAL WHEAT FLOUR.—This^flourv is especially prepared for
those who are compelled to eat cooked food, and yet wish to remain
as healthy as possible. This flour is ground, mixed and seasoned so
that it will be impossible for even the worst cooks to make an
unhealthy product from it. It is a well-balanced food, nourishing the
body and acting upon the bowels. It has had a great reputation for
many years. It is a rough product, necessitating thorough mastica

tion.

Single packages, containing five pounds, price 35cts. In bags, fifty

pounds each, $3.00.

THE JULIAN P. THOMAS, M. D., CO.

Dept. L. 522 West 37th St.. Naw York, N. Y.
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Right and Wrong Thinking

THE $5,000 auto crashed into the stonewall. In an

instant it was a mass of flames. A moment more

and it was consumed. Nothing serviceable remained.

Why did it crash into the wall ?

The steering gear was imperfect and broke at the

curve.

Thought's Your Steering Gear

You are worth more than $5,000. You do not want to hit the stone

wall when you swing around a sharp curve. You want to make all turns.

See, then, that your steering gear is perfect. Your brain is your steering

gear. "Right and Wrong Thinking," by Aaron Martin Crane is a book

that tells How and Why.

"RIGHT AND WRONG THINKING"

A book of 351 pages; bound solidly; filled with scientific truths told in a common-

sense way; over fifty chapters packed with paragraphs of advice to men and

women. Price $1.50.

Every Man a King

Be a king. Be a master. Stand erect at the head. Make your

self self-reliant. Rise from the bottom to the top. In your dictionary

have no such word as Failure. This you can do by realizing the power

of your thought over your fortunes. Believe in yourself—in your ideal.

Have an ideal worthy of a true man. Worship before it always. Make

your ideal kingly and you will become kingly.

MIGHT IN MIND MASTERY

Orison Swet Marden—the inspirational editor—has told in his great bool:,."Every

Man a King," how mind mastery may be secured. This book will be sent to you if

you bless your order with a remittance of $1.00.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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The Art of Living Long

JUST because some folks believe that it is necessary to

die when they have passed the three score and ten

mile-stone, is no reason at all why you should. The doctors

told Luigi Cornaro when he was over sixty that he would

show great wisdom by immediately preparing for death.

Cornaro thought that advice foolish, if not positively pre

sumptuous. In fact he became so angry that he then and

there decided that he would remain on this earth until he

got good and ready to die. He realized that the human

body is a very delicate machine, and that all a man has to do

in order to keep it ;n running order almost indefinitely is to

take proper care of a. He studied his own body and learned

what he had to do in order to get from it the greatest service.

He lived to be 103 years old.

He wrote many valuable treatises on health and

hygiene—getting the facts out of his own experience. He

knew. These treatises have been compiled into a large

book, most beautifully printed and arranged. Here is a book

that you who seek to cultivate endurance need. It was

written by a man who lived long and enjoyed every year of

his life after he decided to take care of his body. If you think

this earth a good place to live on send One Dollar and Fifty

Cents to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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Our Best Brochure

We have just published our ninth Brochure, and it is

one of the most pleasing numbers we have issued. It con

tains the "Wisdom of Chesterfield," being extracts from the

Earl's Letters to His Son. The ambitious man of today

will gain much by a study of the experiences of this old

English gentleman, because his advice is as applicable to

present day needs as they were to the young man of the

seventeenth century. We have made this into an attractive

specimen of the bookmaker's art. We will mail you a copy

for seven two-cent stamps.

Six Masterpieces for Fifty Cents.

We still have a few copies of all of the Brochures thus

far issued, and while they last we will mail six numbers,

"Chesterfield," "Emerson," "Franklin," "Thoreau,"

"Bacon," and "Kipling," all six for fifty cents, silver.

Better still, send us one dollar for an associate membership

in the Caxton Society, and we will send you twelve Bro

chures, the nine now ready and the next three as published, and

will in addition send you two beautiful Caxton Books free,

"The Story of The Candlesticks," by Victor Hugo, and

"Murad the Unlucky," by Maria Edgeworth.

THE CAXTON SOCIETY

PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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What Press Clipping Will

Do for YOU

In business, as an aid in finding new markets and new

outlets for your products.

In keeping posted on any subject under the sun in which

you may be interested.

In literary work of whatever nature, supplying original

material for lectures, addresses, debates, etc.

ALL this we will gladly tell you just for the asking. Write us at once, stating

what your business is or what you are interested in, and we will give you

full [information and advice as to how Press Clippings can help you and what it

will cost.

The International Press Clipping Bureau receives, reads and clips fifty-five thousand

publications, daily and weekly papers, monthly magazines, trade, literary and re

ligious papers, etc. Let us show you why and how we can be of service to you at

how little*cost.

International Press Clipping Bureau

Dept. 1*5 378 Wabash Ave., Chicago, IU.

3fmattring an Ettfrrpria?

QONEY spent for this book is invested. Untold thou

sands of dollars have been saved by men who

observed the principles outlined by this man Who

Knows. Before investing your money in Something that

Looks Good you had best know if it really Is Good.

"Financing an Enterprise"

By Cooper

tells how. Be your own promoter. You can if you send

Four Dollars

for this set of two books to

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS

LIBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS
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The Schoolbouse of Life

On this and the next page we have listed a number of text-books

for study in the great schoolhouse of life—books that have helped many

—books that will help you.

Character-Building Books

James Allen's Books of Inspirations:

From Poverty to Power - - - - . . -SI 00
AU These Things Added 100
Byways of Blessedness - - - - . . -100
The Life Triumphant ....... 100
As a Man Thinketh. Paper, 16 cents, cloth ... 50
Out From the Heart. Paper. 16 cents, cloth ... 60
Through the Gate of Good: or, Christ and Conduct. Paper 16
Morning and Evening Thoughts. Paper, ... 15

Every Man a King. By Orison Swett Marden - - - - 1 00
1 In Tune with the Infinite. By Ralph Waldo Trine - 1 25

Man-Building. By Lewis Ransom Ftske, LL. D. - - • 1 00
The Young Man and the World. By Senator A. J. Beverldge 1 62
Paths to Power. By Floyd B. Wilson 100
My Little Book of Prayer. By Muriel Strode - 60
Self-Help. By Samuel Smiles ....... 1 00
Freedom of Life. By Annie Payson Call .... 1 OO

As a Matter of Course. By Annie Payson Call - - - 1 00
Auto-Suggestion. By Herbert A. Parkyn, M. D. - - - - 76
Mastery of Fate. By C. D. Larson ------ SO
The Hidden Secret. By C. D. Larson ------ 60
Poise and Power. By C. D. Larson ...... 60

Character. By Samuel Smiles - 100
Duty. By Samuel Smiles - 100

Brain-Building Books

Right and Wrong Thinking. By Aaron M. Crane - - - 1 60
Brain and Personality. By W. Hanna Thomson ... 1 30
Character Reading. By Mrs. Symes ...... so
Vaught's Practical Character Reader ..... 1 00
The Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 60
The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - - 1 60
Organic Evolution. By Anna Augusta Gaskell - - - 2 00
The Mind's Attainment. By Uriel Buchanan - - - - 2 00
Story of Mind. By J. M. Baldwin 40
Psychology. By James - - - - - - - -160
Scientific Demonstration of Future Life. By Hudson - - 1 60
Divine Pedigree of Man. ByHudson - - - - - 1 60
Evolution of the Soul. By Hudson. ..... 1 60

Through Silence to Realization. By Wilson ... 1 00

Business-Building Books

Financing an Enterprise. By Francis Cooper - - - 4 00
Men Who Sell Things. By Walter D. Moody - - - - 1 00
Tales of the Road. By Charles N. Crewdson - - - - 1 00
Science of Organization. By Frank ..... 8 00
Making of a Merchant By H. N. Hlgginbotham - - - 1 60
Successful Advertising. By McDonald ----- 2 00
Systematizing. Three Volumes. Bv Griffiths - - - - S 00
Business Law. By Francis M. Burdick ..... 1 00

(List continued on the following page)
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Those who buy and study them reap the greatest and most abiding

profit from them—development and power of body, brain, mind and soul.

Here is the list continued from the preceding page :

Tabloid System (For Bustnws Men) - • - - • I 1 00

Manufacturing Cost*. By Hall 1 00
Sales Promotion ......... 1 00
Commercial Correspondence - - - - - - -100
Modern Advertising. By Calkins and Holden .... l 62
Theory of Advertising. By Scott ..... 2 00
Success In Letter Writing. By Sherwin Cody .... 80
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne .... 50

Retail Ad Writing Simplified ....... 1 00
The Cody System—How to Writ* Letters and Advertisements that

Pull—A Correspondence Course. - . - - - 10 00

Health-Building Books

That Last Wall. By Horace Fletcher 1 00
Optimism—a Real Remedy. By Horace Fletcher ... 75
The Art of Living In Good Health. By Daniel S. Sager. M. D. 1 57
Humanlculture. By Hubert Higgins, M. D. - - • 1 12

The Law of Mental Medicine. By Thomson J. Hudson - 1 60

Perfect Health: by One Who Has It. By C. C. Haskell - - 1 OO
The Art of Living Long. By Luigi Cornaro .... 1 SO
Power Through Repose. By Annie Payson Call - - 1 00

Home-Study Books

The Nutshell library of the World's Best Literature for Busy
Readers, edited by Sherwin Cody. 12 vols. - - - - 10 00

Longfellow Lamb Dickens Tennyson
Shakespeare Irving Thackeray "How to Read and
Burns Scott Hawthorne What to Read," Cody
The Art of Writing and Speaking the English Language—Word-

study, Grammar, and Punctuation, Composition and Rheto
ric, and Story Writing and Journalism—by Sherwin Cody,
four volumes In box - - - - - - - -200

Dictionary of Errors In English—Rules of Grammar and Common
Errors, Words Often Mispronounced, Words Often Misspelled,
Words Often Misused, and Rules of Punctuation for Office
Use—by Sherwin Cody, 50c, when ordered with the set.

Single volumes 75
Primer of Logic. By W. 8. Jevons 50
Webster's Condensed Dictionary - - - - - - -160
Essentials of Elocution. By We Pinckley - 1 25
Word Study. By Sherwin Cody 50

Ten Thousand Words. By Baker - 1 00
Unwritten Meanings of Words. By Erbes 2 00

Art of Conversation. By Baker 100
Good English Form Book. By Sherwin Cody - - - 1 OO

Check off the books you want. Tear this page out and send it along—

with the price. Carriage prepaid.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS t ~(j -

LlBERTYVILLE ILLINOIS /



 

HERE IS $40,000

How much do you want of it?

This offer does not go to those with Weary

Willie propensities. This is to workers. Real,

live, energetic men—men with the get-there

spirit moving them—are wanted to take slices

of a

$40,000 MELON

Mr. Sheldon says he wants to talk to 100,000

subscribers—real Good Folks, you know—and

that he is willing to pay

$40,000 (Real Dollars)

for the privilege. He is modest and

nothing of what the subscribers

will get. (But this number is a

hint of what's coming).

To get any of this money you

will have to get him some sub

scribers. Those who have tried

the trick tell us it is easy. You

can find out HOW by writing

a business-like letter to the

says

Sheldon University Press

Libertyvflle Illinois



 

Let this, then, be my this

year's Christmas Greeting:

live that when thy summons

comes each day to meet thy

fellows in the duties of the Here

and Now, that you can make your

mind an open book and would

that everyone could read each

thought and feeling written there.

'Tis then our actions shall con

form to Christ's command and we

shall do to others as we would

that they do unto us.

—A. F. Sheldon




